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Preface

The Office of Naval Research, the National Academy of Sciences and the Shipbuilding Research

Association of Japan jointly sponsored the Thirteenth Symposium on Naval Hydrodynamics which

was held in Tokyo, Japan during the period 6-10 October 1980. The Symposium was the culmination

of several years of intense and careful preparation and organization, and its success from the

technical and scientific point of view as well as from the cultural and social point of view is a

reflection of these factors.

The technical program for the Symposium was constructed around the core theme of "the impact

of hydrodynamics theory upon design practice with emphasis on high performance and/or energy

saving ships," and consisted of three sessions on Hull Form, two on Viscous Flow and one each on

Propulsion, Cavitation and Wave Energy. The authors of the forty-five papers which were presented

were drawn from the international community of ship hydrodynamics research scientists with

fourteen nationalities represented on the technical program.

As always in the case of a symposium of such magnitude, many people contributed in many ways

to the success of the Thirteenth Symposium on Naval Hydrodynamics. First and foremost among

these, however, is Professor Takao Inui of the University of Tokyo who served as chairman of the

Program Committee and was the focal point in Japan for all activities involved in the organization

and management of the Symposium. He was ably assisted by Dr. Yasufumi Yantanouchi of the

Mitsui Engineering and Shipbulding Co., Ltd. and Dr. Koichi Yokoo of the Shipbuilding Research

Centre of Japan, who served on the Program Committee. and by Professor Seizo Motora of the

University of Tokyo and members of the Working Group of the Symposium, who assisted in the

planning and execution of the many details associated with the technical program. Many thanks are

also due to Mr. Shigeichi Koga, President of the Shipbuilding Research Association of Japan, for the

invaluable assistance and support rendered by his organization and for his gracious words of

welcome during the opening ceremonies of the Symposium. A similar expression of appreciation is

extended to Dr. Saunders Mac Lane, Vice-President of the National Academy of Sciences, and Dr.

Rudolph J. Marcus, Scientific Director of the Office of Naval Research Scientific Liaison Group in

Tokye, who also gave introductory addresses in behalf of their respective organizations during the

opening ceremonies. The National Academy of Sciences was further represented by Mr. Lee M.

Hunt, Executive Director of the Academy's Naval Studies Board, and by Professor George F. Carrier

of Harvard University and the Naval Studies Board, who participated on the Program Committee

and provided valuable counsel and assistance throughout the entire planning period for the Sym-

posium.

Ralph D. Cooper

Program Director

Fluid Dynamics Program

Office of Naval Research
•~~ -- [
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Introductory Addresses
Address by Mr. Shigeichi Koga
President of the Shipbuilding Research Association of Japan

Ladies and Gentlemen, This is the symposium held in Asia for the first

time.
It is a great pleasure for me, on behalf of the

Shipbuilding Research Association of Japan, to The core theme at each symposium has always

expre:'s my cordial welcome to all the participants reflected the most important issues in the field of

at the Thirteenth Symposium on Naval naval hydrodynamics at the respective time. At the

Hydrodynamics. first symposium to be held in the 1980s, we have

selected the subjects on the High Performance

Taking this opportunity, I would like to express Ships and the Energy Sav;e,. Ships as the core

my sincere appreci.,,on to the co-sponsors, the theme because they hav .. greatest concerns

Office of Naval Research and the National since the outbreak of the world oil crisis. Forty-five

Academy of Scierces, for providing us with great reports will be presented in the symposium by

assistance. Without their kind co-operation, we famous authorities from fourteen different

could not have organized the meeting here today. I countries on the theme of the "Impact of

would also like to thank the Program Committee Hydrodynamic Theory upon Design Practice with

for their utmost efforts toward the realization of Emphasis on High Performance and/,r Energy

this Symposium in 1980. It was the Committee that Saving Ships." I am confident that the symposium

decided to hold the Thirteenth Symposium in will no doubt achieve excellent results through your

Tokyo this fall. active discussions.

We will never forget many others for their kind To our happy surprise, more than three

support to the symposium. I have to express my hundreds have participated today, while at first we
warm appreciation to the Japan Organizing expected only more or less two hundreds.

Committee, its Working Groups, the Shipbuilders'
Association of Japan, Japan Shipbuildirg Industry Participants are from twenty-one countries,
Foundation, and Dr. Noritake Ando, and other that is, Brasil, Bulgaria, Canada, China, Den-

staff members for their contributions, mark, Egypt, Finland, France, Federal Republic of

Germany, Israel, Italy, Korea, the Netherlands,

Since the first meet.ig in Washington, D.C. in Norway, the Soviet Union, Spain, Sweden, the

1956, the symposium has been held continuous) United Kingdom, the United States, Yugoslavia
every other year. After the third meeting held in and Japan.
Scheveningen, the Netherlands in 1960, it has

become customary that the even-numbered We are especially delighted to welcome so many

symposiums would be held in the United States and beautiful ladies here in Tokyo from abroad. Oc-

the odd-numbered ones be held outside the United tober is one of the most beautiful months in Tokyo
States. Our Scheveningen symposium was followcd and I hope the climate will be very comfortable to
by ones held in Bergen, Rome, Paris, and London. you. I wish all of you will enjc, he autumn of



Japan. you will bring our most important ship,
"Friendship", to your home.

In closing my speech, I sincerely wish that the
symposium will be very successful, and that all of Thank you.

Address by Dr. Saunders Mac Lane
Vice-President of the National Academy of Sciences

It is my particular pleasure and privilege to organizing these symposia. Happily, at the time of
welcome you to this symposium on behalf of one of the Twelfth Symposium in 1978, the National
the sponsors, the National Academy of Sciences of Research Council again appeared as one of the
the United States of America. sponsors, this time in terms of a new committee,

the Naval Studies Board of our National Research
The National Academy in my country covers a Council. That particular symposium, as I know

great variety of science, running from the social directly, was an exceedingly successful one. Many
sciences through the medical sciences, the of us, George Carrier, I, and others profited from
biological sciences, physical sciences and our participation. Now I am pleased that the same
mathematics, to engineering. Moreover, the Naval Studies Board of the National Research
National Academy of Sciences maintains and Council is active in sponsoring this Thirteenth
guides our National Research Council. This Symposium.
Council carries out studies on many varieties of
science as they are applied to or needed for So far, I have spoken to the continuity and
problems of national and international interest, tradition of this symposium.

It so happens that this National Research Happily, there are also new and exciting ad-
Council has had a long and effective connection ditions to the content of the symposium. First, it is
with the Symposium on Naval Hydrodynamics. I held in Japan. This we can especially weklome,
believe that the first symposium of this series was because this ensures an active participation by our
held in 1956. One of the sponsors at that time was a many scientific colleagues from Japan, with their
committee of the National Research Council, wide-ranging and penetrating knowledge. It is right
namely, the then-active Committee on Undersea and proper that Japanese scien As should be
Warfare. Therefore, right at the beginning, the interested in matters of naval hydrodynamics.
National Academy was involved in this symposium. Clearly an island country such as Japan must be
This was also the case in the second symposium in vitally interested in connections with the sea, and
1958, when the same NRC committee was engaged indeed Japan has long been so interested. We are
in planning for the second symposium. especially pleased, therefore, that this symposium

is held here, in the lively city of Tokyo, with the

There was then, as far as I can discover, a sponsorship of the Shipbuilding Research
considerable hiatus. The biannual symposia Association of Japan.

,ontinued, but the National Research Council, for
one reason or another, was not directly connected, This time, also, the international composition
although our Office of Naval Research was active in of this symposium is especially impressive, as

-2-
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indeed it should be, because of the wide in. hydrodynamics and also wih aerodynamict, during
ternalional interest in the problems with which we the many centuries over which Man has gone
are dealing. At this Thirteenth Symposium there adventuring out to sea, propelled only by sails
are, according to my count, papers presented by driven by the wind, either on old-type vessels or on
scientists from fourteen different nations. These the most modern Catamarans or 12-meters as raced
nations are: Brasil, Bulgaria, Canada, China, in the raies today.
Denmark, Egypt, Finland, France, Federal
Republic of Germany, Israel, Italy, Japan, Korea, Finally, this symposium has the great attraction
The Netherlands, Norway, Spain, Sweden, the of dealing with a number of fundamental subjects
United Kinghm, the United States of America, about naval hydrodynamics. You can easily
the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics and imagine that this is of particular interest to a
Yugoslavia. We are especially happy that this person of my own background, since I have worked
symposium is able to include such a wide range of myself in mathematics and I am especially proud of
international experts and interests, because we do the way basic mathematical ideas have come from,
know that scientific questions such as those that we and have been fed into, the topics which we deal
meet in naval hydrodynamics are questions which with here in this symposium, topics such as
have profited directly from the international ex- cavitation, wave-making, boundary layer
change of ideas and the stimulation of contacts problems, and wave energy questions. Not only
across national boundaries. The United States is because of the international and other interests, but
pleased to be a part in this activity, also because of the highly fascinating technical

problems, I will be interested, as all of us will be, in
The special topics of this symposium are also the ideas to be developed in this symposium.

particularly welcome. It deals both with high-
performance ships and with the very timely con- On these traditional grounds, a long-
sideration of ships that so can be propelled as to continuing symposium, and on these specially new
save energy. For my own part, I am especially grounds, the particular features to be examined in
interested in this, being from a long time ago a the present symposium, I am happy to be able to
sailor, and I think with pleasure of the great act here as Vice-President of the National Academy
privilege of sailing where the only propulsion is that of Sciences, one of the sponsors of this symposium,
of the wind. I realize that this symposium will in welcoming you to participation in the five ex-
hardly get down to the consideration of wind- citing days that we have before us.
propelled vessels, but I submit that for such vessels
we have the longest tradition of connection with Thank you.

-3-



Address by Dr. Rudolph J. Marcus
Scientific Director of the Office of Naval
Research Scientific Liaison Group in Tokyo

It is a pleasure for me to bring you the good first Director, Dr. Alan Waterman, had previously
wishes of the Office of Naval Research and of the been Chief Scientist of ONR. ONR continues to be
American Embassy for a productive meeting. a major sponsor of fundamental research in the

physical and social sciences in academic and in-
I know that I speak for Dr. Jerome Smith, who dustrial institutions in the United States and

unfortunately could not be here today, when I elsewhere. All ONR-sponsored work in universiti's
express our appreciation to the two sponsoring in unclassified and ONR policy is to encourage

T organizations and their representatives here, Mr. publication of research results in the open technical
Koga, President of the Shipbuilding Research literature. The breadth of ONR's interest is in-
Association of Japan, and Dr. Saunders Mac Lane, dicated by the names of its divisions: physical
Vice-President of the U.S. National Academy of sciences, mathematical and information sciences,
Sciences. I am sure that all of us also appreciate the biological sciences, psychological sciences, arctic
excellent work done by Professor Inui of the and earth sciences, material sciences, and ocean
University of Tokyo, and his many able and science and technology.
dedicated co-workers, in organizing this meeting.

-a Visits by ONR staff scientists are made to
Th o is the thirteenth meeting in a series, each numerous scientists, no matter who sponsors their

with s...olarly participants of many different work, in the United States, Europe, and the Far
countries. After each meeting a proceedings has East. These visits have as their purpose to foster
been published. Collectively these are widely used information exchange and to encourage co-
reference volumes. Since my organization, the operative research. The Office of Naval Research
Office of Naval Research, strongly believes in wide Scientific Liaison Group in Tokyo was established
dissemination and further use of research results, I in 1975 to facilitate such visits in this part of the
feel that your activities at this and past meetings world. ONR staff scientists based in Tokyo visit
are very useful and constructive, laboratories and other facilities and discuss matters

of common scientific interest with their academic
Let me tell you a little bit about the Office of and industrial colleagues in the Far East. The

Naval Research. The Office of Naval Research Group's liaison activities as well as its reports are
(ONR) was the first, and trom 1946-52 the most wholly unclassified.
important, federal government agency which
funded a broad range of basic and applied research Speaking for the Office of Naval Research and
in university and industrial laboratories in the for the American Embassy, where our office is
United States. When the National Science located, it is my honor to wish your good luck and
Foundation (NSF) began operations, its initial success in your work.
personnel was recruited largely from ONR; NSF's Takyu: ° : Thank you. i:

-4- - A-
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Speeches at Buffet Party

Opening Speech
By Emeritus Prof. Takao Inui

Univ. of Tokyo

itLadies and Gentlemen, was considered as a possible Japanese host
organization. The year 1980 was selected as the

It is a great privilege for me this evening to be first possible data. Otherwise we must wait till 1992
able to greet you as Chairman of the Program or 2004, i.e. twelve year interval. The symposia

Committee. outside the United States are to be held at four-year
intervals and in Japan we have three-year interval,

The Symposium on Naval Hydrodynamics has i.e., off-season of !TTC and ISSC. This multiplied

been blessed with great achievements during its interval resulted in twelve years.

twenty-four year history which began in 1956. And Later, the Shipbuilding Research Association

I have realized that we, the Japanese researchers, of Japan kindly accepted to be the host for the
have benefited greatly by attending these Symposia. symposium in 1980, and the official announcement

was made at the Twelfth Symposium held in June

We had long been studying the possibilities of 1978 at Washington, D.C.
holding a symposium in Japan, in the hopes that we

could repay all the good will which has been shown It is unfortunate, however, that we had to face a

to us. Unfortunately, it was difficult for the Society serious depression in the shipbuilding industry
of Naval Architects of Japan to host this symposium after that due to the second oil crisis. In fact, we

due to the special circumstances of our country had even the third "crisis" or "Koga" crisis in
after the war. January 1979. I was shocked when we were ad :-.3d

by President Koga to reconsider the plans for tne

In February 1976, the International Seminar on Tokyo Symposium.
Wave Resistance was held in Tokyo and Osaka. On

- that occasion, the first preliminary meeting for Tonight, I am very pleased to see that the
feasibility study of the symposium in Japan was symposium was finally realized.

assembled. In addition to five Japanese members, I would like to take this opportunity to thank
Mr. Cooper, who was one of the Seminar Session all of you for your participation which contributed
Chairmen, Dr. Bertin and Prof. Kovaznay from the a great deal to the symposium. At the same time, I

Tokyo Branch of the Office of Naval Research were would like to express our special thanks to the

present at the meeting. Office of Naval Research, the National Academy of
Science, the Shipbuilding Research Association of

Either the Shipbuilding Research Association Japan, the Shipbuilders' Association of Japan, and

of Japan or Sipbuilding Research Center of Japan the Japan Shipbuilding Industry Foundation, for

-S-



extending to us their kind offices throughout the session tomorrow, which, in Japan, is a national

preparation stages. holiday, "Sports Day". I sincerely hope that you

I am afraid that all of you are quite tired by now will have a fruitful and happy day. Have a good
after going through the tight schedule since last time here tonight.
Monday. You are also requested to attend the Thank you very much.

Congratulatory Speech
By Mr. Marshall P. Tulin

Hydronautics, Inc.

Thank you Mr. Master of Ceremonies, women who are here would like especially to thank
Professor Inui, our Japanese host, and all of our these Japanese women for their great kindness in
Japanese friends. I think there are, by official showing them Tokyo, acquainting them with
count, a hundred and thirty-one of us who have Japanese ways, and in otherwise charming us.
traveled to this wonderful country from abroad to
participate in this Symposium, and I don't think I think, too, some note should be made on this
any of us would like to leave without expressing occasion- mention should be made of Professor
certain thoughts. I am honored to have the role to Inui's particular role, as of course he is responsible
try to do that in my own words. I would like to for the Symposium being located here in Tokyo,
address myself first to our Japanese host, Professor and we have to thank him for that. It happens to be
Inui, and all of our Japanese friends. You know it's a time when he has just retired from Tokyo
not possible for us to visit this beautiful and University, and I think we would want to show our
fascinating country without being almost over- regard and appreciation for his contributions which
whelmed by your personal kindness and your have taken place over a period of at least thirty
graciousness. In addition, we experience every day years. He is, of course, known to us as a man who
at the Symposium your extraordinary efficiency and eliminates waves, referring to development of his
organization. This is of course a most appropriate b-lbous bow which made such an impact in ship
locale for the Thirteenth Symposium because in design. But I also think of him as a wave maker,
addition to these attributes you're carrying out here and I think that his effect on Japanese naval ar-
throughout the country intensive and high-quality chitecture both in its practice and in research will
research in our field which is making its impact and be propagated far into the future through his own
has made its impact for many years throughout the research, through his own students working in
world. And so, I think you are something like the industry, and through his students who are now
New York Yankees of the Naval Hydrodynamics teaching. I think there are some ten of his past
Symposium with all of these assets going for you. students who are teaching in Japanese universities,
And in addition you have, of course, a secret and only when I came to Japan four years ago was I
weapon, the beautiful and charming Japanese able really to appreciate in detail the important role
women who have mace their presence known to us Professor Inui has played throughout Japan.
in subtle ways; I think the twenty-five foreign
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This is as close as we are going to come to the responsible for keeping this Symposium in progress*

twenty-fifth anniversary of this Symposium because since 1960-it was founded in '56-is Mr. Ralph

it was founded in 1956 and next year is its twenty- Cooper of the Office of Naval Research, who has

fifth anniversary: but the next time we meet will be been responsible for its organization. This is his

twenty-six years; therefore on this twenty-fourth last year, as ,most of you know he is retiring, and I

year perhaps some note should be made of this think note should be made, and appreciation

anniversary. I think it is especially fitting that in should be paid to his very important and vital role.

that time we've reached halfway around the world,

and our numbers are growing. I make special note I hope-if I have left anything out, that you will

of the presence here of representatives from the please express it personally to our hosts.

People's Republic of China for the first time at this

Symposium. And finally, I think most of you must I thank you very much.

know that the man who has been primarily

Congratulatory Speech
By General Max Aucher
Bassin d'Essais des Carenes

Ladies and Gentlemen. Dr. Inui and Dr. European people this staying in Tokyo should be

Takahashi, on behalf of the ONR Organizing more pleasant if we could understand the Japanese

Committee, asked myself to make a short speech as language. How much it would be beneficial if we
a representative of the European participants at the were able to appreciate your pretty city, to un-
Symposium. derstand the information on signs in town, to know

the name of the street and to be understood easily

Dr. Takahashi justified his choice saying that by the taxi driver.

the French language was the most harmonious of
the world, and so my speech could be understood Many ITTC Technical Committees are profited

by Japanese ears perfectly. I do not know if the by the occasion of ONR Symposium to be added to
French is more harmonious than German, their own meeting in Tokyo. So, we have to thank

Swedish, or Dutch, but what I know is that my for their hospitalities and their kindness, Dr. Sugai

French is the baddest of my European colleagues. from the Ship Research Institute, Dr. Murakami

You can't appreciate it. from Meguro Basin, Dr. Yamanouchi from Mitsui
Basin, Dr. Tamura from Mitsubishi Basin at

For us, European peoples, Japan is a marvelous Nagasaki, and Dr. Kato from Tokyo University.

and exotic country, and everybody had dreamed in

his youth or later of dong touristic cavort in Japan. Now, to conclude, I also add to express our

For many European people who are present, the grateful thanks to the member of the ONR

Eleventh ITTC Conference and the success in Organizing Committee for the manner they are

Tokyo some fourteen years ago had been such an allotted the program doing a pleasant cocktail for

occasion. Since our Symposia concerning hydro- us to ease this section and gastronomy such as this

dynamics or naval science took place in Tokyo, I buffet party.
am sure that all the participants have got a good V
remembrance of the city. Nevertheless, for us, Thank you very much.
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Kagami-Biraki Ceremony
By Prof. John V. Wehausen
Univ. of California

LThe toast I would like to propose is to all the this is a very impressive group of young people,

young ship hydrodynamicists of Japan. I have the intelligent, well-educated and enthusiastic. It

same feelings now as I had four years ago at the speaks well for their teachers and for the future of

International Seminar on Wave Resistance, that Japan. I propose a toast to them.

Information about the 14th Symposium
By Prof. T. Francis Ogilvie
Univ. of Michigan

I understand the reason that Ralph Cooper is be host at the University of Michigan for the next

r not here is rather a typical reason, namely that he is ONR Symposium. Obviously, this is going to be a

out working trying to arrange transportation for a difficult act to follow in every way. The second

lot of people. He is always on the job. thing is, and I'm sorry Ralph Cooper is not here,
but after talking to many many people about this,

I have two announcements to make about the we have deci(! - d to dedicate the next ONR meeting,
next meeting-one I make with some trepidation, the Fourteenth Symposium to Ralph Cooper in

and the other with complete pleasure. The first one thanks for his many many years of organizing these
I make with trepidation is that we have offered to meetings as well as a lot of other things.

Closing Speech
By Prof. Seizo Motora
Univ. of Tokyo

I am greatly honoured to have been asked to say for your generous efforts in making this ONR

a few words in closing this party, on behalf of the Symposium such a great success. I am very happy

Society of Naval Architects of Japan. that we were able to hold the Symposium in Japan

this time, and firmly believe that the sessions have
Let me first express my appreciation to all of proved to be very fruitful.

you, especially to those of the Office of Naval
Research, and the National Academy of Science, I would like to thank you very much for giving
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young researchers in Japan this great opportunity being planned by the Society of Naval Architects of

to meet and speak with you all. I am sure that these Japan.
young people will contribute gieatly to the field of
Naval Hydrodynamics in the future. One is the 2nd International Conference on

Stability of Ships to be held in the autumn of 1982;

It is also my hope that the Buffet Party this the other is a Symposium on Practic:-l Design in

evening has helped to further mutual un- Shipbuilding (known as PRADS) scheduled fc7 the

derstanding, both academically and socially, autumn of 1983. We hope that many of you will be

between all participants. I was particularly sur- able to participate in these meetings.
prised to learn that we had so many musicians and
other talented performers among us. The ab- This time of the year is considered the best

hreviation "ONR" this evening could have stood for season in Japan. I hope that you will be able to take

"Office of Nice Recreation." back good memories of Japan, and that our country
may be attractive enough for you to come back

Let me take advantage of this opportunity to soon.
inform you of future international symposia now

Thank you very much, and gooo night.
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On Application of the Lifting Surface
Theory to Marine Propellers
Koichi Koyama
Sni Researc' institute

Tokyo. JananI

ABSTRAC'" bound vortex

Three methods of propeller lifting Y circulation density
surface theory proposed by Hanaoka and f 1
their numerical investigations performed by ro =ciyoj d
the author are shown and discussed. Method
I is devised to be able to calculate the f 1
unsteady propeller lifting surface with a r =cj Y dE circulation of blade section
rather small digital computer. Method 2
employs the doublet-lattice method from the
view point of wide applications. Method 3 w = woe upwash on lifting surface
deals successfully with the difficulty in ivt
the singularity at the blade tip. The = ¢e acceleration potential
uantitative evaluation of the numerical
lifting surface theory is performed by con- p =v/h order of harmonic of inflow field
paring the resUlts of calculations and ex-

nuer- /3n,3/nnoml derivative on the helicalperiments. ThL investigation into numeri- surface at the control and loading
cal results reveals the advantages and dis- s
advantages of the three methods from the points
practical point of view. It is shown nu- wI  induced velocity at a blade by
merically and experimentally that Method 3 steady free vortex
yields the accurate solution near the tip a=- I
of blade. wt= wIsin cI

NOMENCLATJRE
sin c1 lt~

2  Cos -
Propeller w radial mean value of w

a a
x,r,6 cylindrical coordinates l radial mean value of w /r

.0 Ui, helical coordinates of control t t
point V*=V+wa, t + h=V*/f,*

O,a',u' helical coordinates of loading r0  propeller radius
point 0

r boss radius
t-&e+x/h, c=6-x/h, u=r/h n o: . . Znumber of blades
2rh pitch of helicoid u=r /h, =r /h
D mass density of fluid 0 0 b b
V advance velocity of propeller s distance measured along the

angular velocity of propoller helicoid
angular frequency of oscillation S1 T wition of leading edge

tlift density, or pressure p T2 , 2  position of trailing edge71=11e lif desiy or presur , -2)I2
Y=Y e circulation density of -/ * 5- *
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1;/ =(U0+1b)/2 pellers. At present we are going to confirm
numerically the quantitative relation be-

;=(t-t 0 )/to '(T-5)/T', 4*=(TA)Ita tween upwash distribution and loading dis-
'(-,, +r /,tribution on blades of propellers by the

theory. High speed computers make it possi-
ble to achieve such a complex calculation.

c'=h/lT' 2 71/2 half chord length There are many studies in development of

c =h/l4u 7 /2 halt chord length such calculations[4]h[81.
it iS significant that the form of vor-

c=-2c1 (r0 -rb )=1+ 2/(2j*) tex sheet is refined to adapt the actual
phenomenon or that the reasonable viscous

Wing coefficient is introduced. In analysis of
lifting surface however much depends upon

x ,y ,z Cartesian coordinates of control numerical calculation. For the discrepancy
point between theory and experiment, it is diffi-

:y',z' Cartesian coordinates of loading cult to decide wnach is more dominant cause:
point analytical inaccuracies in the numerical

method, or physical differences between the
w upwash on liftino surface idealized model and the actual phenomenon.
y circulation density So it is an important subject that numeri-
b half span cal results for hydrodynamic characteristics
11,12 positions of leading and trailing by the lilting surface theory are estimated

edges of the blade element with confidence. The methods are not satis-
including the control point factory if their results show some differ-

li,l positions of leading and tralling ences with each other even for the cxistinc
edges of the blade element simple propeller liftinc surface model.
including the loading point Comnarative calculations on pressure distri-

c =(12-11)/2, c'=(i -!)/2 half chord butions o; the propeller blade performed at
Lenqth 15th -i1 show that the results obtained by

x0=(I+1 2 )/2, xA=(li+l)/2 many methods are apart from each otherf9].
Although there is a great variety of the

c=c'/b, ;.=b/c' methods, the disagreement between the math-
.-y/b, r;'=v'/b ods raises a problem from the practical

oix t of view. How is the degree of agree-
;=(x-o /c,= ment of the results of the numerical liftinc

dc' e,,6  surface theories ?
T ')4' On the other hand the lifting surface

d dy' theory can be applied to various aspects
such as prediction of performance, vibratory
forces, cavitation, etc., so it is conven-

y ient that there exists suitable method for
_____each asi-ct.

*-in this paper, three methods, named
-- --- -here Method 1, Method 2, and Method 3, of

lifting surface theory proposed b..

r Hanaoka and their numerical investigations
\ -  . performed by the author, are shown and dis-

N" \cussed. Method I was developed in an early
. I ./ ~stage of the study of liftinc surface theory

/ %1 1013). Numerical prccedure in the moth-
i/- p od is devised to be able to calculate the

Z _____ rnsteady propeller lifting surface with a
rather small digital computer. ith te
current of monularxzation of larcer canaci-Fio.l.1 Helical Cooroinates tied dicital computers, Method 2 was devel-

oped with doublet-lattice method from the
INTRODUCTION view point of wide applications[143,15].

These two methods don't give converged solu-
1.1 Main Theme and Background tion near the tip of blade, which becomes arn

obstacle to "he calculation Of cavitation.

It goes without saving that th.e lift- Method 3 deals successfully with the diffi-
itg surface theory plays an important role cultylil5]-l8J.
in the hvdrodynamic analysis of marine pro- In chapter 2, the degree of agreement
pollers. The theory has been developed for between them is revealed, which is consider-

fong i n ield of aeronautics. ed to show the situation of accuracy of the
ile almost all of the applications of present lifting surface theory. And further,

the theory are to wings of airplanes, there calculated results are compared with experi-
is an old application to screw propellers -ents. Although doublet-lattice methoc
by Kondolli. We can see Sparenberg's12] employed by Method 2 is easy to deform the
3,:d Hanaoka's[3) contributions as pioneers wake vortex sheet or to co-bine duct system,
in application of the theory to marine pro- the method is eployed fre the view point
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of study of numerical accuracy in this paper. density of the blade in the fluid motion
In chapter 3, the discrepancy between the oscillating with circular frequency , the
three methods is discussed, which shows the expression
advantages and disadvantages for each method.
The disadvantage of Method 3 is to require
long computation tire, and the advantage I -2pmr/i a ( -ip*(r-T)/2dT"~w w^ n-7 e -- T
appears in the solution in the region near wc ro, nee
the lip of blade. So a planar wing is used m=O

for the numerical and experimental verifica-
tion of Method 3. In chapter 4, the possi- Z z 1 (1.1)
bility of application of the three methods dIr'
is discussed. 

"-=

1.2 integral Equation for Propeller Lifting is obtained[14]. This is the integral equa-
Surface tion for oropeller lifting surface usually

used. wo is the known function given by
The theoretical model for the propeller the boundary condition for the propeller

lifting surface used in this paper should be geometry, operating condition, and inflow
described at first. The propeller with its velocity. Complex amplitude of lift density
i-identical and sy-metrically spaced blades _: or complex amplitude of circulation den-
is considered to operate in the fluid which sitv of the bound vortex -t is unknown func-
is inviscid, incompressible, free of cavita- tion vielding the hydrodynamic characteris-
tion and infinite in extent. The blades of tics, where the relation
the propeller are assumed to be so thin that
they can be replaced with bound vortex
sheets. The disturbed velocity induced by .,, (1.2)
the boss is assumed to be neglected. The
bound vortices and the free vortices follow- is kept(3J. After the normal d ffe-entia-
ing them are distributed on the right heli- tion, expression (1.1) becomesl3],A7],
cat surface, which may be called "a datume
plane." The boundary condition of the .low
on the blade is considered approximately on 1+-, 0 -- tl
the pzijected blade surface on the datum- i . y + '2 zd )e
Dlane. The pitch of the datum plane which is 0- m
called hydrodnamic pitch 2-h, is iteratively -b

determined bv considering the operating con- V
dition and induced velocity. The hydrodynanic ei p(v-s)i
pitch does not agree with the nitch of the R
helical surface made by the locus of travel-
linc blade. In the case of unsteady p-opel-1n
1cr the flow field is assumed to oscillate -- - :as (1.3)
har mo nical with circular frequency W . l+ s R3

Although the model mentioned above is con-
stracted by simplifying the actual phenomena, where
it contains the essential nature.

Our problem is to know the hvdroAdvnamc -=-t "/2
characteristics of the propeller blade with
given geometry, operating condition and in- R =vs'+.-+2 -2:.'cos(sI m
flow velocity. The problem cores to the -
mathematical problem of solving the singular
integral ecuation.

In the vortex theory, velocity poten- For the case of the linear theory, hydro-
tial for the flow field mentioned above is dynamic Ditch acrees with the pitch of the
expressed by doublet distribution of veloc- helical surface made by the locus of travel-
it field on the helical surface. In line blade. For this case, p*=p . Further
the case of linear theory, the velocity po- the expression (1.1) or (1.3) with the con-
tential is equal to the expression ob- dition p*=p=0 , yields the expression for
tained by the acceleration potential theory, the steady propeller lifting surface, when
which is demonstrated by Hanaoka[3J. In the W--., i=t, and y
case of the nonlinear propeller theory based Hanaoka shows theoretically that the
on the ass~uption of constant hydrodynamic singularity at the circular tip of blade is
nitch such as the model dealt with in this inherent in the kernel function of the inte-
paper, it is possible that the expression of cral equation of the existing lifting sur-
the velocity -otential by the vortex theory &ace theory such as (1.1),(1.3), which
is converted to the form siiar to the ex- causes the non-convercence of the numerical
ression by the acceleration potential the- solution near the circular tin of blade.
ory[ill. And he proposes the treatrnt of the sinio-

The normal differentiation of the ve- larity by seanwis4 integrating by parts and
iocity potential yields the upwash on the introducine the tip conditionl161,1i7].
blade. If w--exp(ivt) denotes un-eash on Integrating by parts with respect to in
the blade, and 2=;exp(ivt) denotes lift (1.3), and introducing the tip condition



function method, the lifting surface is
S=0 (1.4) divided into small elements or replaced with

many line segments, so that the solution is
expressed by discrete values at finite points

the expression distributed over the surface. It seems that
"*(1 - -ip% number of elements must be large enough in

w0 =- t H dd-(cy e the method. There are vortex-lattice method
4 + 1223, doublet-lattice method[23!, box method

[24], finite panel method[253, etc., in the

Z-1 - / v group.
2pm e Z(s,.')ds Method 1 and Method 3 in this paper be-

m=_ long to mode function method group, and
Method 2 belorgs to discrete function method

1 . -1 group.
~u i c7 l e 2Pm /i Method 1 may be called series expansion

± " - m method. Two-dimensional integral equation
Wb=O for lifting surface (1.3) is converted intosimultaneous one-dimensional integral aqua-

x Z(v,~u') T(') d ' (1.5) tions, in expanding the two-variable inte-
gral equwtann p r series of one-variable
by Taylor's theorem and equating the coeffi-

is obtained, where cient functions of successive mowers to zero
[101-!3]. Expression (1-7) is used for the

Z (s,,, =(!+,2)s-sin(Sm)x(s,,, '  =11form of solution. The method is eiuivalent
to Flax's method on condition that the mode
function is the orthogonal series. The
method, hcwever, is distinguished by easy

3(l+ '2/R5='_(X (s ,)/ calculation of coefficients of simultaneous
equations in comparison with Flax's wetnoc.
The method can deal with the simple meancamber line accurately without many chordwise

control points in contrast to the collocationT(;)=-dv/d' 'd/ /6 method. The method reduces the labour for
numerical Integration alonc the helical sur-

1.3 Three Numerical Methods face to the minimum. Esnecially for the case
of unsteady calculation, the machine running

Three nuerical methods for the propel- time for the calculation is not so lona-lev lifting surface are described in thas The detail of the methnd is snown in .ef.[26j

section. The three methods are called Meth- and the example of the calculation is show-
od 1, Method 2, and Method 3 respectively in Ref.[27], in which comarison is made with4
in this paper. Method 1 and Method 2 deal other methods. In Method 1, it is assu d
with the existing integral equation (1.3), that p*=p , alzhouch the nitch of datun plane
and Method 3 deals with the new integral does not agree with the pitch of the helical
equation (1.5). surface made by the locus of travelling

Numerical methods for solving the inte- blade.
gral equation for lifting surface are divid- In Method 2, existing integra' equation
ed into two groups, namely, mode function (1.1) is solved 1y the doublet-lattice metn-
metnod and discrete function method. od. The blade is divided into many blade

In the mode function method, the solu- elements by cyindracal surfaces, and each
tion, or circulation density over the lift- blade element Is divided into =any boxes.
ing surface is expressed by series of con- Surface distribution of doublet in the rres-
tinucus functions, sure field is replaced h .. dline wian

cZnflLat strength and direction in every box

as shown in Appendix 11141,115]. The chord-
wise arrangement is determined by tan's meth-Yt(,1) = BP () :N: (1.7) od[28], which is devised so as to cive the

accurate solution near the leading edge- In I
the method surface integral over the blade

where r,- denote chordwise variable and in ecuation (1.1) is replaced by the s==-a-
spanwise I radial ) variable respectively. tion of boxes and the line integral in each
The functions A(,) are oreselected chord- box. The line doublet with constant strength

wise functiocN such as Birnbaum series,ih radial direction causes analytical
radial antecralion in each box. N lyerical

Glauert series etc. The functions B ()0 integration is only helical line integral
are unknown spanwise functions. One of the corresponding to the free vortex. Method 2
difficulties of the method is the treatment is distinguished by the analytical radial
of the logarithmic sinaularitv. There are integration.
collocation methodll9i, kernel function In Method 3 new integral equatlon (1.5)
nrocedure[201. Flax's ethod[21], etc., izn which treats the si-gularity at dade tip,
the grcup. is solved by a collocation method. Accurate

On the other hand, in the discrete solution near the tin of blade characterizes
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rI
Method 3[151--[18]. The numerical solutions tion of the numerical method.
of the existing lifting surface theories In this chapter the numerical results
standing on the integral equation (1.3) do of the three methods for the steady and un-
not converge at the circular wing tip on ste propeller lifting surface are pre-
account of the singularity. The restriction ented and the comparison and evaluation of
in the existing theories can be removed by them are made. The methods are verified
using the integral equation (1.5). Employ- experimentally by the measurement of pressure
ing the integral equation (1.5), the range distribt.... on thA prope! .er blade.
of validity of propce lifting surface
theory is extended to include the tip of 2.1 Numerical Calculation
blade. As shown in Appendix 2, integral
equation (1.5) is transformed into the form Numerical calculations are performed
suitable for numerical calculation, and it for the propeller C, which is ITTC Compara-
is further converted into linear algebraic rive Test propeller Troost B4-475127), by the
equations by using the mode function (1.7). three methods mentioned in previous section.
The location of upwash points where the Particulars and the figure of the propeller
boundary condition of the lifting surface are shown in Table 2.1 and Fig. 2.1.
is satisfied are determined by Multhopp's The local velocity variation in hull
collocation method(191. New integral equa- wake about the propeller shaft at any radius
tion (1.5) is more difficult to calculate can be thought of as a sum of harmonic func-
generally than integral equation (1.3). tio~ns of blade position angle. For each
The former however includes weaker logarith- harmonic function, the integral equation is
mic singularity, while the logarithmic sin- set and solved. The nominal axial and tan-
gularity in the latter becomes strong near gential wake field for a Series 60 Cb=0.60
the edges of the blade, is used for the calculation in the same way

Fs ITTC Comparative Calculation. The har-
2. QUANTITATIVE EVALUATION OF NUMERICAL monic coefficients are shown in Table 2.2.

LIFTING SURFACE THEORY The value in the table is defined by the
ratio of inflow velocity to propeller ad-

How is the degree of agreement of the vance velocity. The asymmetrical components
results of the numerical lifting surface included in the measurement of wake field
theo.rics ? There is a comparative calcula- are also considered in the calculation,
tion on planar lifting surface[29]. The although the components are omitted in the
results show that it is necessary to be table because of smallness.
careful in the evaluation and the applica- The number of spanwise control points NR,

Table 2.1 Particulars of Table 2.3 Number of
Propeller C Control Points

BOSS RA'1'IO 0.167 N N
PITCH RiTIO 1.025 at blade tip

(increase) Method 1 7 4
EXP. AREA RATIO 0.475 Method 2 7 5
BLADE THICKNESS R. 0.045 Method 2 15 10
NUMBER OF BLADES 4 Method 3 7 4
BLADE SECTION Troost Type B

Table 2.2 Components of Wake Harmonics

axial component

0r.= 199 0.289 0,424 0.584 0.743 0.878 0.968

p=0 -0.567 -0.420 -0,203 0.021 0.101 0.123 0.134
1 -0,238 -0.263 -0.307 -0.331 -0.280 -0.253 -0.248
2 0.052 -0.004 -0.082 -0.148 -0.156 -0.143 -0.146
3 0.045 0.031 0.010 -0.029 -0.070 -0.076 -0.077
4 0.022 0.041 0.037 -0.004 -0.027 -0.031 -0.035
5 -0.062 -0.049 -0.039 -0.020 -0.015 -0.020 -0.022

tangential component

r/ro=  0.199 0.289 0.424 0.584 0.743 0.878 0.968 popelle C

p=0 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
1 0.010 -0.033 -0.100 -0.163 -0.174 -0.170 -0.164
2 0.008 0.014 0.009 -0.018 -0.050 -0.060 -0.064 Fig.2.1 Outlines of
3 0.016 0.018 0.016 0.008 -0.009 -0.017 -0.022 the Blade
4 0.041 0.023 0.007 0.004 -0.000 -0.006 -0.008
5 0.003 -0.004 -0.005 0.001 -0.002 -0.004 -0.005
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and the number of chordwise control points obtained with a few exceptions. We can e-
or the number of terms of mode function N valuate the three numerical lifting surface

(=R+l)in the numerical calculation are shown theories by the reliability shown in the re-
in Table 2.3. The advance coefficient for
steady calculation is determined by the mean Logarithmic singularity appears in the
advance velocity of the propeller, J=0.645. spanwise integral in the mode function meth-
The hydrodynamic pitch in the three methods od, and it becomes strong in the existing
are kept equal for the base of comparison, method when the control point is located
It is determined by the iterative calcula- near the edge or tip of the blade in order
tion by Method 1, h=0.298rv. to increase the control points. In this

Results of the steady calculations for case calculations are apt to be inaccurate.
the pSo the proper treatment of the singularityin Figs.2.22.3 . uig.2.2 shows the radial is necessary. The treatment is performed ini n of cilto so bae rec- Method 1 though the problzm in the method is: distribution of circulation of blade sec- n t s e e e b c u e t e c n r l p i t itin 1 .- g23 hw he c o d is i- not so severe because the control point is: tion r . Fig .2.3 shows the chordwise dis-at m d h r . T e l g i h ic s n u r ty ni tribution of circulation density y . Hydro- at midehord. The logarithmic singularity ii,

triutin o cicultio desit y Hino the kernel function of the integral equationdynamic characteristics of the propeller in (1.5 ker thntat othe hull wake are obtained by calculating (15) in method 3 is weaker than that of
tll wake areobtaied by can existing integral equation (1.3) as shown inall wake harmonics. Results for the case Appendix 2. So in Method 3 the logarithmic

of low frequency fluid oscillation p=l are correction is not treated. In Method 2 it

shown in Figs.2.4,2.5 . Results for high

frequency p=5 are shown in
Figs.2.6,2.7 . Fig.2.4 and
Fig.2.6 show the radial dis-
tribution of the complex
amplitude of circulation of
bound vortex of blade sec-N rr.
tion r0* . Fig.2.5 and Pig.

- 2.7 show the chordwise dis- - Method 3(MFM) 7 4 0878
tribution of the complex N N Method 1(MFM) 7 4 0878
amplitude of circulation 20 , 2 r A Method 2(DLM) 7 5 0806
density of bound vortex ¢ I Method3(MFM) 7 4 0.968 oMethd2(OLM) 15 10 0852

In the first place it i --- Metho|d2(MM) 7 4 968 Method2(OLM) 15 10 0.799
is clear from the figures I 0 Method2(OLM) 5 10 0960 1
for both steady and unsteady I Mehod2(OLM) '5 10 090

calculations that satisfac- ,Metho >M 09
tory agreement between the 1i|01 \
three methods in circulation > 1-.

density as well as the cir- X
culation of blade section is "

Nit GOL O0L __.

Method3(MFM) 7 4 -10 00 10 -10 00 10
... MethodI(MFM) 7 4 LE I TE LE. TE.
x Method2(OLM) 7 5
o Method 2(OLM) 15 10

NA Nc rr,.

- Method 3(MFM) 7 4 0.743 Ni Nc rir.
005 20r --- Method I(MFM) 7 4 0.743 20 Method3(MEM) 7 4 0584

X Method2(LM) 7 5 0695 [ -- Method 1 (MFM) 7 4 0584
- Method 2(OLM) 15 10 0745 X Method 2(DLM) 7 5 0.584
+ method 2(DLM) 15 10 0691 0 Method2(DLM) 15 10 0.584

1.0 . 1.0

0 x

000- 1' _ _ __ _ _ _Q'

00 10 -10 00 1.0 -10 00 10
axis fr/. tip LE. TE. LE TE

Fig.2.2 Radial Distribution
of Circulation of Fig.2.3 Chordwise Distribution of Circulation Density

Blade Section (p=0) (p=0)
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is not necessary to treat the singularity, lation of blade section. The cause of the
and it is said that increase of the control discrepancy is the different hydrodynamlicpoints tends to convergence. In this case, models, that is, p*=p is assumed in Method 1
the location of the control points and load- an *pithohemthd1]ing points is important. In this paper,Reutofhecrlain0badcalculations for two arrangaments of lat- scinby Method 2 agree with those bytice N R*N =7*5 and 15*10
In Method 2 are performed
in order to confirm theconvergence cf the solu- X NR N"r 

NA tc .r.
Method I(MFM) 7 / 0.968 - Method3I(MFM) 7 4 0.878

c ir c u la tio n o f b la d e s e c - 1. M e hod ( M ) 7 5 0.9 1768 e h d 2( L ) 7 5 O W

tion or cizculation den-XMehd(LM75097hd1MF)7487
sity between two arrange- 0 Method2(D.LMj 15 10 0960 

7 Mto2 D)15 100806ments is good for both + Method 2 (LM) 15 10 0906 f 4 Mehod 2(DLM) 15 10 0799steady and unsteady cal-culations as shown in the
figures, which shows the 

4
good convergence of the 04 

05~
method. (X

the notable discrepancies
between the methods in 0Mdetail.

For the case of oLOOL
large p (Figs.2.6,2.7)L-------
the results by Method 1
from those by Method 2 or
Method 3. The discrepancy oL'
in amplitude and phase of 

0circulation density in
aft part of the chord ap- Cpears clearly. It causes
the discrepancy in circu- ---- ----- -

002 
Wto3MM 73X Methcd3(MFM) 7 4 OL584Meho I I 7404 - -- Method I F 7 . 058

X Method,^(OLM) 7 5 0584
Mehd (L) 51009 0 method 2(OLM) 15 10 0584

0051

0 _oo L~,--

L100x tk
axs lr.00 

O 00

-ehd2 M 15. 10



Method 3 for both steady and unsteady calcu- tip of blade by Method 3 is considered to be
lations(Figs.2.2,2.4,2.6). However the accurate by reason that Method 3 uses the
agreement of the circulation density between integral equation(l.5) treating the singu-
Method 2 and Method 3 is unsatisfactory for larity at the tip of blade. The reason will
the steady calculation, although it is sat- be discussed in the following chapter.
isfactory for the unsteady calculation(Figs.
2.3,2.5,2.7) . This will
be discussed in the fol-
lowing chapter.

Circulation density
near the tip of blade 1, 0)j NR r~. 010- NR NI rlIr.
r/r 0 0.968) by Method 1 1
or Method 2, does not Method 3(MFM) 7 4 0968 -Method 3(MFM) 7 4 0878

agree with that by - -- Method I1(MFM) 7 1, 0.968-- Method I1(MFM) 7 4 0.878
X Method2(DLM) 7 5 0917 X Method 2 (LM) 7 5 OL806

K.Method 3 for both steady 0 Method2(DLM) 15 10 0.960 0 Mehod2(DLM' 15 10 0759
and unsteady calcula- 4 Method 2 (DIM) 15 10 0852

1 4 Method 2%0 5 000
tions(Figs.2.3,2.5,2.7). 00 '005. 15t 1090
The discrepancy is
caused by the different E E

__7 integral eq~lations(l.3)
and (1.5) The circu-
lation delisity near the

01

0 0

L.E LETE

0002 00N. Nc U'(. 00te&t

r -- t~ (~)7i Method I (VFM) 7 4 0743- Method3(MFM) 7 1. 0584
Melsd2DL--- MethodlI(MFM) 7 4 0.584

_X Method 2 (0LM) 75 069StC2(L) 51008
a~01 Metno 20 2(OM) 15 10 0745 x.5 Method 2 (LM) 7 5 05,84

+ehdlMM 7eho (L,'1 009 eh1(1M

41,-00010.01.

_E E~ E ETE
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2.2 Comparison with Expcriment tion between theory and experiment, it is
considered to be necessary to improve the

As there are some papers showing the theoretical method such as wake modei or
correlation of the macroscopic hydrodynamic more reasonable viscous correction as well
forces such as thrust and torque between as the measuring technique.
numerical lifting surface theory and experi-
ment [4],[5],[7],[8], in this paper micro-
scopic value such as pressure or lift density
on the blade of a model propeller is used for -Calculated I Experiment
the comparison between theory and experiment. (n=10rps)
Particulars of the model propeller used for J.o.7
the measurement are shown in Table 2.4. The 

X

measurements of pressure distributions over - .
the blade was carried out using very small Ipressure gauges made of semi-conductor. -0-
Characteristics of the gauges are shown in 1.0
Table 2.5. Five pressure gauges are mounted _0.0 .... 05
at 0.77r 0 on the blade. Chordwise positions L...- 11E.

of the gauges are every 20% of the chord on
the back and 40% on the face. The experi-
ment was performed in the cavitation tunnel. 0? ( )
The detail of the model propeller and the
measuring system is shown in Ref.[30].

The results of the measurement of pres- - -0.9

sure distribution on the propeller operat- -

ing in uniform flow are shown in Fig.2.8.
The theoretical value is obtained by thick- o
airfoil theory for the equivalent airfoil

section whose mean camber line is deformed 0.. c/c.
o that the loading distribution corresponds 

0.0

to that obtained by propeller lifting sur- I
face[4]. Method 1 is used for the calcula- (b)

tion of the lifting surface. The reduction
factor (K=0.882) of the circulation which J. 1.1
corresponds to that of lift curve slope, is
taken into account for the calculation. The .
fluctuztion of lift density, that is, pressure_ 30
jump, at 40% chord position of the propeller ___ _

operating in non-uniform flow is shown in 100 O5
Fig.2.9. In this case, mesh screen was used L

I to reproduce the wake distribution. 0.1 (C)
Fig.2.8 and Fig.2.9 show that the

agreement between theory and experiment is Fig.2.8 Pressure Distribution over the Blade
satisfactory. r/r0=0.77

In order to refine further the correla- 0

Table 2.4 Particulars of the Test Propeller
3 - Catcuiated Experiment no 10.8 rps

DIAMETER (i) 0.250 0jo.9
BOSS ATIO 0.180
PITCH RATIO 1.264 at 0.7r., 1.0f
EXP. AREA RATIO 0.800 . ,
BLADE THICKNESS RATIO 0.050
ANGLE OF RAKE 7.50
NUMBER OF BLADES 6
BLADE SECTION SRI-a

Table 2.5 Characteristics of Pressure Gauge %

Range kg/cm2

Sensitivity mV/Vf.s. 33 "
Non-linearlity %f.s. 0.8 t -1 1 _ _

Hysteresis %f.s. 0.8 0 60 120 180 240 300 360
Zero-shift %f.s./lc 0.1 BOTTOM (deg.

Sensitivity shift %f.s./lc -0.3
Impedance ki 1
Natural frequency kHz 100
Allowable temperature Oc 0 - 40 Fig.2.9 Fluctiation of Lift Density

r/r0 =0.77, 4=-0.20I
-21.
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3. INVESTIGATION INTO NUMERICAL LIFTING
SURFACE THEORY NN R N r/ 0

In the preceding chapter the numerical --- Method 1 7 4 0.878
lifting surface theories were ev;.luated 20[ --- Method 1 7 4 0.878
quantitatively by numerical calculations and (modified upwash
experiments. Although circulation density distribution)
obtained is considered to be accurate over X Method 2 7 5 0.806
the almost whole of the blade, discrepancy I
in the value between three methods appears >I
in some chordwise distribution or in the "'
region near the tip of blade. Further in-
vestigation is necessary to judge the dis-
crepancy, which is discussed in this
chapter.

3.1 Chordwise Distribution of Circulation L
Density Especially near the Leading Edge 00 ,

-10 00 10
Although the agreement of circulation LE. I TE.

density between three methods is almost good
for the unsteady calculations, the circula-
tion density obtained by Method 2 has a Fig.3.2 Chordwise Distribution of Circula-
tendency to be a little small around 20% tion Density for Propeller C in
chord position comparing to other methods Steady Condition ( p=0
( Figs.2.5,2.7 ). In steady calculation
there are some regions where circulation
density by Method 2 does not show good agree-
ment with the other methods ( Fig.2.3 ). are slightly different with or.- another.
This is because the upwash in steady propel- Upwash distributions used in the steady
lers is determined by interpolating the calculation in section 2.1 and new upwash
dimensions of blade section given in the distribution "Method 1 ( modified upwash
table. As the locations of upwash points distribution )" are shown in Fig.3.1. The
are different in the three methods, the new upwash distribution indicated by the
distributions of upwash in the three methods dot-dash-line fits on the distribution used

for Method 2 in fore half of the chord. Fig.
3.2 shows the results of calculation for the
new upwash distribution. Agreement of the

N NC r/r new comparison between "Method 1 ( modified
X R C 0 upwash distribution )" and Method 2 becomes

Method 1 7 4 0.878 good in fore and middle parts of the chord
Method 1 7 4 0.878 and becomes bad in aft, in contrast to the

05- (modified upwash previous comparison between Method 1 and
distribution) Method 2. The upwash distribution closely

X Method 2 7 5 0.806 following the geometry is sometimes uneven
.0 Method 2 15 10 0.852 which causes the uneven chordwise distribu-
+ Method 2 15 10 0.799 tion of circl]ation density such as the

results obtai:.ed by Method 2. This means
0.0L that four terms of mode functions are not

> always sufficiec.

3.2 Circulation Density near the Tip

the tip f blade r/r040"968 between Method Discrepancy of circulation density near

X iusing the new integral equation(l.5) and
Methods 1,2 using the existing integral

CL equation(l.3) can be seen for both steady
calculation ( Fig.2.3 ) and unsteady calcu-
lation (Figs.2.5,2.7). Another example

10 including the shortcoming of the existing
integral equation is shown in the following.

Propeller B has blades with low aspect
L -00. ratio as shown in Table 3.1 and Fig.3.3LE T.For such a propelier the problem in the sin-

gularity at the blade tip becomes severe and
it affects the solution in slightly inner

Fig.3-1 Upwash Distribution over the region. This is shown in Fig.3.4, in which
Blade of Propeller C in Steady three results by Method 1, Method 3, and
Condition Sugai's method[4] are compared. Sugai's

-22-
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Table 3.1 Particulars of Propeller B

BOSS RATIO 0.307
PITCH RATIO 1.201 at 0. 7r0I \(increase)
EXP. AREA RATIO 0.598
ANGLE OF RAKE 0
NUMBER OF BLDES 4

Propeller a method employs the existing integral equa-
tion(l.3) and Multhopp's collocation method
[19]. Number of control points is NR*Nc

11*7 . Fig.3.4 exhibits that the solution
Fig.3.3 Expanded Outline of the Blade by Method 1 or Sugai's method does hot agree

with that by Method 3 even at r/r0=0.899

In proposing Method 3, Hanaoka demon-
strates theoretically that the accurate
numerical solution near the circular tip of
blade is not yielded by the existing inte-
gral equation(l.3) but by the new integral

NR c equation(l.5) [161,[17]. This is shown
numerically and experimentally in the

Method 3 7 following sections, iii which the planar
Methd 1 7 4 wing is used instead of the propeller blade

SSugis~ehcd ~ 7for convenience.

3.3 Numerical Calculation of the Circular
05r FPlanar Wing

.. ri. 0.974 Propeller lifting surface is not dif-
*..ferent essentially with planar lifting sur-

face. In this section it is shown for the0.01 ro.=0954 case of steady circular planar wing without
camber that the new integral equation which

0.5 is the same kind as that used in Method 3,
yields the converged numerical solution

V 0.99near the wing tip, and that the agreement
between the numerical solution and the
analytical solution is good.

The existing integral equai-ion for
steady planar lifting surface is expressed

0.5r __- as

4ib -r-n) 2

X{}l =)d ' (3.1)

0.5 1 + 2(jn )

- 0.654
The expression corresponds to the integral

0equition(1.3) for propellers. Hanaokatreats
00_ _ _ the ringularity at the wing tip in the

-1.0 0.0 1.0 integral equation(3.1), and presents the
L.E. . T.E. new integral equation expressed as[16],

' w = -W an' (y/n
- iTit n - n

Fig.3.4 Chordwise Distribution of Circula-
tion Density for Propeller B in x _l+(*-,+ n-n) 2 dt
Steady Condition ( p=0 J=0.819 )

"23-
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The expression corresponds to the integral
(l~f 1equation(l.5) used in M~ethod 3 for propel-- - H j d il 

e r s .

r -1 d-1 Results of the numerical calculation
for a circular planar wing at unit angle of

attack (a=l rad.) are exhibited in Fig.3.5
2(,_ [31]. ((n) denotes the coefficient of

mode function defined by

( N)

-0 A (n) A(N) (3.3)

IV
where V is velocity of
wing and XN( ) is Birn-

Y baum series. m and m'
denote the number of
spanwise control points

30- and integral points
respectively. In Fig.

M M.] 3.5, two kinds of cal-
] o 15 481 }(r0emi 

xis tin, eth d[s, 2th

culation methods are20 15 45 j&rsr m)s 
i g me h d 3

4 7 4 7 (s shown, that is, the

47present method and the

Ref( 32) 4Jpesrm The present method deals
o7 8with the new integral
Re (32) equation(3.2), and theII 23 a 19 

- - e x i s t i n g m e t h o d d e 
a l s

with the integral equa-
tI L I0 U7tion(3.1). The latter

19 method is a little dif-
ferent from Multhopp's
collocation method, but
its numerical results
are almost the same as

0GO[ 0. 5 1 that by Multhopp's

O0 05 10 0.5 10ig.3.5
center 

tip center 
tip exhibits that the former

tnew integral equation)

shows good convergence

ct 
with increasing

center tip center -- tip number of spanwise con-0.0 5 LO0.0 O5L
00 trol points, and that

0 not showthe latter(existing
integral equation) does

o not show the convergence
near the tip of blade.
Calculation for the

circular planar wing by
-1.0-- Method 1 also shows thesimilar tendency as the

9 latter results in Fig.

Figs.3.6,3.7 show

Sl the comparison with the
-2.01 m <-, m analytical results.

o 15 4 a m.) 15 4 Fig.3.6 exhibits the
£ 7 4 7(p entm.) j - 7 m spanwise distribution
o 7 8 J0 7 8 of lift coefficient,

Ref 32) -Ref(32) which shows that results

of both the present
method using equation(
3.2) and Multhopp's
method using equation(
3.1) agree with analyt-

Fig.3.5 Coefficients of Birnbaum Series ical value[34). Fig.3.
Circular Planar Wing ) 7 shows the comparison

of chordwise distribu-

-24-
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tion of lift density between the present 3.4 Wind Tunnel Experiment of the Circular
method using integral equation(3.2) and Planar wing
Jordan's analytical calculation [35] stand-
ing on Kinner's theory[36]. It should be In this section it is shown by the wind
said that the difference is small. Judging tunnel experiment of circular planar wings
from these figures, chordwise distribution that the circulation density near the wing
of lift density obtained by the existing tip obtained by using the new integral
integral equation includes remarkable error equation(3.2) corresponding to Method 3 is
near the blade tip, and the present superior in accuracy than that using the
~-d sng integr-l equation(3.2) yields existing integral equation(3.i).
satisfactory distribution of lift density. Pressure distribution on the circular

planar wing was measured in the G~ttingen-

type wind tunnel, and it was compared with
theoretical results. Three wings (Wing No.

m'+l C 1, Wing No.2, and Wing No.3) used in the
M +1 L experiment are shown in Fig.3.8. Every wing

is circular plane form with 25 cm radius and
o 15 4 .790 present m.ithout camber. Only the thickness distri-
+ 15 1.794 Multhopp's m. bution is different with each other. The

(Ref.[33]) apparatus for setting the wing is shown in-analytic 1.790 JordanRdan3 Fig.3.9. It is semi-closed tunnel type in
order that effects of the boundary is mini-

C1  mized. Wind velocity was set at V430 m/s

1.8

1.7 14I

1.6 , i} ,

0.0 0.5 1.0
center 1 tip wq .4, wmq N3 w#, 2

• AZA 0009 lC X .00M 6-3) NACA ",-O0t

Fig.3.6 Local Lift Coefficient rzi---
over Span ( Circular
Planar Wing

Fig.3 .8 Circular Planar Wing Models

-- present method

3.0 -- -,  analytical method
(Jordan, Ref.[35])

2.0 4/ I IIIi
S~ Ii'

T.E-.I hJ lii! , _1

-1.0 -0.5 0.0 0.5 1.0 I iI ..' '
L.E. T.E.

Fig.3.7 Chordwise Pressure _ - -

Distribution Function unit:nun
near Wing Tip (n=0.980)

Fig.3.9 Arrangement for the Wind
Tunnel Testing
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Wi',g NO.1 ctzo"

a- c(prewt rrathod) -asa exp
cat.(Nuithopp ff*U"cat

3- to ct

CO 0.924
00

0e 0 *70

[2 "OSr

2O 00'0383

0 L =] 3E T E

-to 00 to

Fig.3.12 Pressure Distribution over

001 g No. (a= O 7

Fig.3.10 Pressure Jump DistributionWngol(c= )

i ovr Wig N~l( 5 ° ) An example of the comparison of lift

l i density between theory and experiment is

shown in Fig.3.10. The values by expe-ri-;
~men- are obtained from the pressure distri-

Wing N0.1 .-- 5* bution on Wing No.l at 90o angle of attack.
Theoretical result by Multhopp's method

p" 5 0 e xp  using the integral equation (3.1i) does not

-05- 05

-- ca:show good agreement with experiment near
_ the tip of wing unlike near the center of

- i wing. On the other hand the theoretical

= 94 intrasl equtioprsnt 3.)hows usin gene-
o0 ex ment wit~h experiment even near the tip of

• wing. The same tendency of the lift den-
rsity is obtained for the other wings. The

results of the experiment reveals that re-
- "0-5-- sults by the method using the new integralequation(3.2) are accurate even near the

wing tip in contrast to the methods usingthe existing integral cquation o3.1)

met resotie ro h rsure distri-uino igN.
VogN.1~ 5btinonWgNo1at 50 angle of attackishonnFg.

3.11. Theoretical result is obtained m yeo
L using the new interal equation (3.2) and

the equivalent wing section tes mentioned in
section 2.2. Agreement between theory and

Cp o 00 euperiment is not good nearusi t eip. Fig.

-0i a u3 3.12 shows the pressure distribution on
- |/ Wing No.l at a=04= angle of attack. The-- 10 00 - agreement between theory and experiment is

L Eit; is good near the center of wing and is not
good near the tip, which shows that three
dimensional effect by thickness distribu-

Fig.3.11 Pressure Distribution over tion is large near the tip of blade. The
Wing No.l (a=5w) three dimensional effect can explain the

disagreement of pressure distribution near

- una26- s3
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the tip in Fig.3.1l. The effect is variable ods, the li:fting surface theory was dis-
according to the thickness distribution cussed from the view point of application
such as Wing No.1,2,3 unlike lift density. to marine propellers. The conclusions are
Result of the experiment show that the ef- as follows.
fect is smaller for the thin wing sufl as (1) Results of numerical calculations by
Wing No.3 or for the wing whose spanwise the three methods for the same hydro-
distribution of maximum thickness is not dynamic model show good agreement with
swept such as Wing No.2. each other except snme regions. The

agreement between numerical result and
4. APPLICATION exoeriment is satisfactory. A.s the

rzsuits the evaluation of the theory
The application of the propeller lift- becomes clear.

ing surface theory is divided into three (2) The advantage and disadvantage of the
steps, nzuzely, theory, numeri -a calcula- three methods become clear by the in-
tion, and propeller design. it is consid- vestigation into the numerical results
ered that main subject in the present situ- by the methods. Method 1, rethod 2, and
ation is to establish the accurate calcula- Method 3 are useful for the zalculation
tion program with reliable numerical proce- of propeller forces, detailed chordwise
dure. It is necessary to know sufficiently distribution of circulation density, and
the accuracy and limitations of the calcu- circulation density near the tip of
lation procedure, when it is used. From blade respectivev.
this point of view, discussions in preced- (3) It is verified numericaly and er-peri-
ing sections were developed. As the results, mentally for the case of a planar wing,
advantages and disadvantages of the three that -ethod 3 yields the accurate sovu-
methods became clear, which show the di- tios near the tin of wina.
rection of their applications. (4) The possibi]ity of application of the

Method 1 yields valid circulation den- three methods to some aspects is shown.
sity in wide range except near the tip and
yields valid circulation of blade section ACKNOWLEDG-MENT
in all range for the usual broad bladed
propeller. The method is useful for the The author wishes to acknowledge his
ca-culation of propeller forces. However indebtedness to Prof. T. Hanaoka for his
the effect of p*Xp should not be neglected valuable advice and kind encouragement,
in the calculation of unsteady propeller which initiated the present study.
forces. Method 2 gives the converged chord-
wise distribution of circulation density. It REFERENCES
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APPEMIX 1 Outline of Method 2 ( Doublet-
Lattice Method ) - 1ei2p!/t[/l- -sin(v

Integral equation (1.1) in the main m0em
body can be expressed as

1 , v (v...
I fT e-ipk(t-T)/2 3col dT (A!l)

I' Yk++l (vu)-Yk(v,p))1 ](Al.6)
1 .3A.. P -2

(A(.2 Kvp=~, k ) ,- k(v"I) =Y (v g1pk ) ,(A'.7)

-ere the variable in the operator 3!-fn where X(v,U,O') and Y(v,p,-') are defined i=
(1.1) is replaced by the variable T in (1.6).

the operator 3/n in (A.l). Finally the integral equation is trans-

Lifting surface expressed by the sur- ford to the linear algebraic equations
face distribution of doublet in pressure written as
field as shown in (Al.2) is replaced by the
discrete distribution of line doublet on N
lattice. The blade is divided into N R blade R -C (AI.8)R W (AI.8)
elements by cylindrical surfaces. The blade k=1 j= k
ele-ent is further divided into NC boxes by

radius vectors from the center of curvature r_ 1 L1 -ii/t -- (V *(v-s)
of the helix. Line doublet with constant - e lt _ v
moent in pressure field is set on a radius ==O

vector in the box, and the control point for
unwash is set on the center of boundary line xsa -5.d
between boxes as shown in Fig.Al. Arrange- ssin(sX (s)-

ment of the blade elements and boxes is
determined agreeably to Hough's[37] and
Lan's128) proposal which is showm in Frics. in* eip(V5)f-"--"-- IV, k (s)-lk (So ds
A2 and A3. Butta's condition is satisfied ,Y41 k
owin: to the- boi-dary condition at the
trailing edge control oints.

As the relation between moment of the ! . ) )
doublet and circulation density of bound + 1Ykl - k A
vortex is given by equation(l.2). surface
distribution of iC in a box can be replaced
b-1 the ecuiva..ent vortex line ras - is=~~.u) (AI.lO)

~tstcW'I e.yats (A.) <U and v>O, the integrand of

(AI.9) shows higher order singularity, which
Then acceleration I:/is is treated in the sense of E danard's finite
exzresse_ as part of an infinite integraltl4].

R "C

. 4k
k=

1 
j=!

Uk -i=-/ kX

-____ - -

* wCfC o -l At Tc.( * %C ).kcfWt
In this case, integration with respect

to i in (A.5) can be perforred analytical-
ly, which is the principal advantage of
Metro 2. After the integration (AI.5) Fig.A3 Chordwise Location of Boxes

-bec-m-es
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APPENDIX 2 OulnCfMto i sionel airfoil, involves the upwash by
Sing~aray TratedMethd )free vortices following lifting lines, and

The function Z, ,')in the integral w1 +w2 ivle h itn ufc orc
equation(l.5) in the ma;in body has a singu- tion.
lar behavior for s-0 as Unkron functinj iaprxmtdb

,,)sgn~u'-P') _sgn(Wj-u)1 l+mOj
Z(sA' S, 2O' (D) AN (A2.4)

t,13_+2) tfrnO with the known elementary chordwise distri-

Influence functions

*for m=t,/2 - (A2-1)

Equation (1.5 )is transformed with sepa- f.c O(l±)sis)
- ~rating the singularity shown above. After - -

the definition of the expression sqnh*-u-I()e~
xX(s,p,-')-2 S

2
i'--

-ipt i I ei~X/(~~~1U
equatiuni (1-5) become s0

sg g u -I e-i
Ids]I

1 2-7

-1 - 0 i-1 xe - Z(s'uP 'p - l2Jas

wl= _CU- d, '(yl e~

-b-

id-s

w1= ~ Z exen r.L/ .; he fcin shwsh

I(L

-3-51
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+ +*TF-TPT g1,N(,)(-'nn-'+""

'Tj 'n, _i+p2 N

(A2.6)

where

kN=j lAN ( ' ) d ' ,

11

d2 1

glN( '0)= '_lsgn(C- ')AN( ')d ''

AN2 () W N dAM (A2.7)

Usincg the influence functions (A2.5),

wI, wI, w2 in (A2.3) can now be written as

4R 1- (N)w o f% 1 R d(co) ZN ,n)I 21T N= --1

i= - N=O]_- dn" N dn'

l l I (N)3~~n(N 1,nn
W2- RTN__I_,-a-n- dn

(A2.8)

Numerical calculation of the influence

function ' aN(,d,n'), and ( *

rl,n) in (A2.5) is easy because singulari-
ties are not included in the integrands.
It is necessary to devise the integration
with respect to ni' in (A2.8) . Regular
part including the unknown coefficient
S(N) (n,) in the integrand is approximated

by irt.rpolatj:,. formula, and singular inte-
gration is performed analxcically[15].
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Discussion In such a compromise the edge condi-

tions of semi-infinite wings 6) may be
adopted which demands that:-

A.Y. Odaba~i (BSRA)

Mr.Koyama has presented us with a very y 7 as (s,T) (s , I)
interesting and enlightening paper. Within
the limits imposed by the choice of the Y as (s,T)4 (s2, 2
methods there is very little to add to the ' T as y 0
statements in the paper except that:-

(1) The use of Tikhonov's regularisa- Y 4 - as y

tion method 1),2) might have avoided the pro-
blems arising from the logarithmic singular-
ity near the edge or the tip of the blade, where 6 is the distance to the edge of the

(2) It might be beneficial to use blade and y is measured from the tip of the
Lighthill's leading edge correction 3) or blade (positive towards the root). Follow-
its extended version to resolve the singulai ing the directions given in Ref. 6) one may
behaviour at the leading edge which, after then devise a loading correction due to the
inspecting the computed results, might also tip effect as:-
improve the results of the Method 3.

(3) Examination of Figure 3.5 and some 7T = Y - y()
other related publications of Mr.Koyama
indicates that the convergence ot the mode where YT is the loading correction due to
function pproach with the selected number the tip effect and y. is the uncorrected
of modes is suspect and a study on their loading. The use of the relationship ()
convergence properties may prove useful.

The main points I would like to raise produces an integral equation relating YT
to y which can be solved iteratively.

iae- htsh oThe advantage to be gained by the use
(i) What is the role of the trailing of this compromise approach is that the

vortex deformation and roli--up on the load- effect of the trailing vortex deformation,
ing and pressure distribution near the tip, including roll-up, can be accounted for by

and modifying YT and consequently these effects
(ii) How realistic is the boundary can be included within a mode function me-

condition (1.4) in accounting for the blade thod.
tip effect.The answer to the first question isBeoecsigtscnriuo,

quite difficult since, to the knowledge of would like to express my appreciation to
teMr.Koyam for his fine paper and I look

theforward with interest to his views in re-
surface computer programs for marine propel- lation to the comments I have made.

lers employ an assumed wake geometry,
whether deformed or not. It is however
known from wing and rotor applications that REFERENCES
these deformations can produce pronounced 1) Tikhonov,A.N., "The Solution of In-
changes near the blade tip. Amongst the correctly Formulated Problems and the Re-
methods considered only the Method 2 can gularisation Method",Dakl.Akad.Navk.SSSR,
accommodate these kind of changes an' hence
this should be taken as an advantage of this Vol.151,p.501 (1963)

method. 2) Tikhonov,A.N. and Glasco,V.B.,

The condition (1.4) imposed for the "Use of the Regularisation Method in Non-

tip is unnecessarily restrictive, since it Linear Problems",Zh.Vychisl.Mat.i Mat.Fiz.,

does not indicate how r sholild tend to zero. Vol.5, p.463 (1965)
and may not be fulfilled in the actual flow 3) Lighthill,M.J., "A New Approach to
andi may notob e ulfilintc ctuaifo Thin Aerofoil Theory",The Aeronauticali: condition's. A more realistic condition

would be he finiteness of the velocities Quart.,Vol.3,p.193 (1951)

as used by Belotserkovskii 4),5). In this 4) BelotserkovskiiS.M. and NishtM.I.,
"Non-Stationary Non-Linear Theory of a Thin

case the free vortex sheet would leave the Wing of Arbitrary Planform",Fluid Dynamics,
blade tip from the leading edge depending Vol.9,p.583 (1976)
on the radial and normal velocities. It is 5 (1976)

_ erainhoweer hat mplmenttio of5) Belotserkovskii,S.M. ,Vasin,V.A. andcertain however that implementation of Loktev,B.E., "Non-Linear Mathematical Si.,-'
Belotserkovskii's incremental time step lation of Unsteady Flow Past a Helicopte;"
method for marine propellers would be quite Rotor",Sov.Phys.Dokl.,Vol.23,p.393 (1978)

costly due to the necessarily large storage 6) Hall,G.F., Shamroth,S.J., McDonald,
and computation time requirements and a H. and Briley,W.R., "The Inviscid Pressure
compromise may be adopted provided thatu h g t lField on the Tip of a Semi-Infinite wing) other than the upwash changes on the blades
ther hano te and Its Application to the Formation of a

the behaviour of the free vortex sheet isTiVrt",SAR-78(96not f ou conern.Tip Vortex",NASA CR-2748 (1976)

not of our concern.
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A. VuinI6 (Univ. of Rijeka)
the propeller. Further on are presented
variations resulting for one blade in

First of all I would like to express maximum amplitudes of thrust, Fig.23, of
my appreciation to Mr. Koyama for his work, torque, Fig.24, and of bending moment,
as lifting surface methods showea to be the Fig.25. Propeller maximum amplitudes for
right tools to be used in order to get an- thrust and shaft torque are give. on Fig.
swers to the demands concerning the work of 26, as for vertical and horizontal trans-
the propeller in unsteady water. By appli- verse forces on Fig.27 and for transversal
cation of the computer program, worked out moments on Fig.28.
in the Netherlands Model Basin at Wagenin- The blade frequency values were evalu-
gen on base of the Sparenberg's lifting ated once by number of blade variation (Z)
surface theory, on the work of an optimum and econdly by number of revolutions varia-
designed subcavitatinq propeller family of tio. (N). It was concluded that the grow-
a single screwed tan' ship, I tried my- ing of number of revolutions ment always
self to get some of such answers, lower coefficients of maximum amplitudes

The problem was concerning the varia- at constant blade number while the variation
tions of blade and propeller dynamic forces of blade number at constant revolutions can
outcoming from the velocity field inhomoge- get into resonance with the wake field and
neity. The questions were : therefore give periodicity to the functions

- Which is the difference in the re- of force amplitudes at blade frequency
sults if using lifting line or lifting variations.
surface calculation methods ?

- Which would be the influence of REFERENCES
blade frequency variation on the variation
of the dynamic forces maximal amplitudes 1) Vu6ini6,A., "Theoretical Fundamental
in the case of optimum designed propellers ? Researches on Dynamical and Propeller Load-

Here are some figures representing the ings Caused by Unsteady Inflow",University
then gotten results. The numbering of the of Rijeka,(1975)
figures is not continuous as it relates to 2) Vedeler,B., "On Marine Propeller
the paper of the more complete work issued Forces in Calm Water and Waves and the
by Schiffstechnik Bd.27 - 1980. Strength of Propeller Shaft Systems in Sin-

The ship was a tanker of 225000 tdW, ale Screw Ships",Det Norske Veritas Report
which was designed to reach 16.5 knots at 68-12-M,(1968)
trials with 40000 dhp at 90 rpm. 3) Burrill,L.C., "Calculation of Marine

Figs.l and 2 show the plan of the Propeller Performance Characte istics",Trans.
first designed propellers: a W.B. 5-60 pro- of the North East Coast Institution of Engi-
peller and a five bladed wake adapted pro- neers and Shipbuilders,Vol.60,(1944)
peller designed by lifting line method. 4) Ritger,P.D. and Breslin,J.P., "A

Figs.6 and 7 show the resulting distri- Theory of the Quasysteady and Unsteadybutions along the blade span of the circum- Thrust and Torque of a Propeller in a Ship

ferential mean wake components and their Wake",David Taylor Report 686,SIT,(1958)
variation during one revolution. 5) Tsakonas,S. and Jacobs,W.R., "Theo-

Figs.8 and 9 show two - dimensional retical Calculations of Vibratory Thrust
intake water velocities representations and Torque and Comparisons with Experimental
for central and side ship propeller loca- Measurements",Stevens Institute of Technolo-
tions. Fig.10 shows the resulting pulsat- gy,Davidson Laboratory Report No.827,Feb.,
ing mean disk intake velocity angles for a (1961)
given diameter calculated by open water 6) Sparenberg,J.A., "Application of
propeller data at constant J values. Fig. Lifting Surface Theory to Ship Screws",
11 shows how the inclusion of tangential International Shipbuilding Progress,No.67,
water velocities change the resulting in- ,l.7,March (1960)
take angles. 7) Shiori,J. and Tsakonas,S., "Three-

Figs.18 and 19 show the resulting Dimentional Approach to the Gust Problem
fluctuations of blade thrust and torque for a Screw Propeller",Davidson Laboratory
calculated by mine and Vedeler's open Report 940,SIT,11963),Journal of Ship Re-
water data methods, by the lifting line search,Vol.7,No.4,Apri! (1964)
method of Burrill and the lifting surface 8) Hanaoka,T., "Introduction to the
method of NSP, Wageningen. Figs.20 a,b Nonuniform Eydrodynamics Concerning a Screw
and c relate to the results gotten by the Propeller",Journal of the Society of Naval
same methods for the propeller dynamic Architects of Japan,No.109 and "On the
force components. Integral Equation Concerning an Oscillating

The last eight figures relate to the Screw Propeller by Lifting Line Theory",
analysis of blade frequency influence on ibid,No.ll0
dynamic forces values worked out by lift- 9) Verbrugh,P., "Unsteady Lifting
ing surface method and evaluated in form Surface Theory for Ship Screws",Report No.
of coefficients, which are proportions to 68-036-AH of the Netherlands Ship Model
steady or mean values. Basin,April (1968)

At harmonics 0 and 1 resulted addi- 10) Sontvedt,T., "Propeller Induced
tional steady values as represented on Exitation Forces",Det Norske Veritas,
Fig.21 for each blade and on Fig.22 for Publication No.74,January (1971)
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W.B-Series Propeller Prop. Mcdel No.11

Diaete D 0 8760 m

Discamtr D 620 rm

Exp. blade area 36.162 m2
Number of blade 5
Scale ratio of
model propeller 1:40

Fig.l

Standard Propeller Prop. Model VnCZ

*4 $94 . 7

03 isle loll2

Diameter D =8760 mm
Pitch at root 6370 mm

at 0.7R 6601 mm
at blade tip 7110 mm

Disc area 60.270 M2

Exp. blade area 31.260 M2

Number of blade
Scale ratio of
model propeller 1 40

Fig.2
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I Author's Reply

0//0

ia_. K. Koyama (SRI)

i,/ I would like to express thanks to Dr.
Odaba j and Prof. Vuini6 for their interest

06i -_and valuable discussions. in response to the
discussion made by Dr. Oc1 bari, I would like

to express my opinion in the following.I think the simple l .Uting surface
~! from used in the present pdper is useful

0the practical point of view. T~e pro-
blem dealt in Method 3 is the difficulty,01
which appears in the numerical solution for
the simple lifting surface such as e steady
circular planar wing. The solid lines in

Transverse Forces Fig. 3.5 show that the difficulty in theAmplitudes Coefficients existing methods is serious. The point o(till tdez + i) Method 3 is that expression(3.1) anc ex-

pression(3.2) are entirely different. The
expression(3.2) stands on the base of thp
tip condition r=0. The condition is cohsider-
ed to be reasonable.

Dr. Odabagi's two proposals concerning
the trailing vortex deformation and the-- /91..," realistic tip condition are very interestin.g

.AL *0. and valuable from the vie4 point of making
more realistic model. I hope such kind of
calculation will be carried out in future.To As far as the convergence of the func-

006 1a tion approach is concerned. I differ from
Dr. Odabapi in opinion. In early stage of my;study, the solid lines in Fig. 3.5 seemed toII*!
show the insufficiency of the terms of mode

002jII function near the tip of wing. But the re-
sults of new calculation indicated by circle

0! .. symbols, trianele symbols, and square symbols
30 40 sm &in the figure show the sufficiency of theterms. i think that the discrepancy between

the present result and the analytical resultFig. 28 Propeller Transverse Moments shown in Fig.3.7 is tolerable from the
Amplitudes Coefficients practical point of view.
(till j = z + 1)
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Prediction of the Transient Cavitation
on Marine Propellers by
Numerical Lifting-Surface Theory
Chang-Sup Lee
Kotea Researrh Inf"tte of Sht'a'
Oaeleon. Korea

I
I

ABSTRACT comparison is not satisfactory, an
estimate on the boundary layer thickness of

A theoretical tool to predict the ship indicates that the prediction might be
transient behavior of cavities on marine improved if correct scaling effects are
propellers has been in need, especially, considered when cbtaining the wake behind a
to reduce the ship hull vibration. But full-scale ship.
complicated nature of the cavitating flow
prohibited so far the development of exact NOMENCLATURE
theories in this area, -llowing only a few
empirical theories to exist. In this paper a = coefficient matrix, defined in Eq.
the unsteady partial- and/or super-cavitat- Pq (60)
ing propeller problem is solved in a c = blade section chord length
rational way, treating the unsteady terms dij = defined in Eq.(32)
exactly, by using the lifting-surface D = propeller diameter
theory based on method of vortex/source eij = defined in Eq.(57)
distribution. fo = maximum blade section camber at a

The boundary value problem is formu- given radius
lated with mixed boundary conditions, i.e., F = defined in Eq.(45)
the flow tangency condition on the wetted Fr = propeller Frodue number based on
portion of the blades and the dynamic propeller rotational speed,
condition on the cavitating part of the Fr=n2D/g
blades. A cavity closure condition is used 11 = cavity thickness function
to provide an additional relation for the Hiinm = induced velocity at (i,j)th control
determination of the cavity extent. The point due to (n,m)th unit strength
problem is then sclved directly in the time cavity source
domain in a stepwise manner, and an I = total number of unknowns,
efficient iteration scheme is devised to I=N --l+NQ
calculate the cavity extent. This theory, i,j = chordwise and spanwise indices of
initiated originally for unsteady subcavi- the control point, respectively
tating propeller problem, gives comparison JA = advance coefficient, JA=VA/nD
between performances with and without K = number of blades
cavity, as well as temporal variation of Kijnm = induced velocity at (i,j)th control
cavity extent and cavity volume. point due to (n,m)th unit strength

The cavitating patterns predicted by vortex
the present theory are compared with direct "T = mean thrust coefficient, KT=T/pn 2D4
observations of the cavities at the water I = cavity length
tunnel with a model propeller both in M = number of chordwise panels over
uniform flow and in screen generated non- radius
uniform flow. Comparisons are considered n = propeller rotational speed,
to be good. A test computation is made for revolutions per second
a full-scale propeller in a wake measured n = vector normal to blade camber
behind a model ship, and compared with the - surface
full-scale observation. Although the

-41 -



N = number of spanviise vortices strength source element
within a chordwise strip = perturbation velocity potential

Nm = nuber of cavitating elements at 0 = ciosed 'vortex; see Eq.(33)
each radial interval = shed vortex auadrilateral; see Eq.

Nw = number of discrete time steps (33)
since beginning of motion

n,m = chordwise and spanwise indices cf 1. INTRODUCTION
the singularity, respectively

p = pressure As the loading on the bladez increases,

P', = vapor pressure the propeller begins suffering from a hydro-
pressure at depth of the shaft dynamic phenomenon called cavitation. 1c is
center at upstream infinity well known that the vibratory pressure force

P = propeller pitch on ship hull due to the cavity constitutes
q = strength of continuous sources the major portion of the total unsteady hull

per unit area surface forces. Witch an increasing demard

Qnm = strength of (n,m)th concentrated for ships with less vibration, it has been
line source per unit length being paid nuch attention in recent years.

r = radial coordinate The presence of the cavity becomes even more

rH  = hub radius imlportant when the cavity undergoes a sudden
R = propeller radius collapse on the blade. This inparts a hich

Re = Reynolds number pressure impact leading to serious damage of
Rn = defined in Eq.(41 the propeller blades, and at the same time
s = fraction of chor from leading radiates undesirable noise.

edge There are numerous lifting-surface

to = maximum blade section thickness theories for solutions to the subcavitating
at a given radius propeller problems, which may be considered

T = thrust to be of sufficient practical value for the

u,v,w = perturbation velocities in the design purpose. Yet the theories for the
(I,n, ) directions cavitating propeller are far from being

Ur  = helical inflow velocity, defined practical. The difficulties in the cavity
in Eq.(36) flow problem arise mainly due to the

V = resultant velocity presence of the cavity itself, whose extent

VA(r.o6)= inflow velocity at coordinate is not known a priori.
(r,4 ) in propeller plane Original contributors to this problem

Wg = gust velocity normal to camber developed non-linear (two-dimnsional) free-
surface streamline theories. It is rather recent

xm  = rake that the linearized problem has been
x,y,z = cartesian coordinate system fixed forulated and solved for the thin or

on propeller: x positive down- slender body cavity flows; see Tulin(Ref-I)
stream, y positive radially and Ceurst(Ref.2) for details.
outward, and z being determined While most of the previous work
to complete the right hand system involved solutions in the mapped plane using

xoYo, zo= cartesian coordinate system analytic function theory, a solution method
fixed on ship: xo identical to x, in the physical plane by using the
positive downstream, yo measured singularity distribution method was develo-
positive upward from the shaft ped at M.I.T. Golden(Ref.3) in his
center, and Zo positive when pioneering work introduced the discrete
pointing port singularity method for the solution of the

run strength sf (n,m)th discrete cdvitating, lifting problem for steady two-

vortex element dimensional hydrofoil. This method was
= angle of spanwise vortex line improved by Jiang(Ref.4) for the solution of

relative to n coordinate the unsteady super-cavitating hydrofoil
8o = angular coordinate of key blade problem of finite aspect ratio: and further

relative to yo coordinate fixed improved by Van Houten(Ref.5) to solve the
on ship two-dimensional prtially cavitating

m = skew angle unsteady flow problem.
:, = coordinate system defined on the The cavity flow around a marine

camber surface: r intersection propeller is so complicated that little
of the camber surface and a progress has been made in treating this
cylindrical surface concentric awful problem. Most of the existing
with x axis, positive when point- theories are developed in a quasi-steady
ing downstream, C normal to the manner and use steady two-dimensional
c mber surface, positive when solution extensively to determine the
pointing upstream, and M being cavity extent; see for example those of Van
determined to complete the right Oossanen(Ref.6) and Huse(Ref.7).
hand system on the camber surface It is obvious from the experimental

= cavitation number based on the observation that the cavity behavior is
propeller rotational speed, neither quasi-steady nor two-dimensional.
Cn=(p ,-pv)/ pn 2 D2  Primitive strip-theory fails because the

ijnm = velocity potential at (i,))th interactions of the cavities along the

control point due to (n,m)th unit adjacent chordwise strips are so strong that
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the cavity Leng.th can not be determined based on the propeller rotational speed as
solely from two-dimensional consideration.
The behavior of the cavity extent is non- F,=n2D/g, (2)
linear in time, i.e., the cavity grows
gradually as the blade enters high wake where g is the gravitational acceleration.
region, but collapses rather rapidly when The inverse of the Froude nu ber serves as
the blade advances against the adverse a direct measurement of the hydrostatic
pressure gradient. In this regard pure pressure (or local cavitation nu. er)
harmonic representation of cavity behavior variation from the shaft center to the top
sees shortcomings at the outset. Thus a of the propeller plane. The cavitating flow
truly unsteady three-dimensional cavity field will be uniquelv characterized by the
theory is desired to explain the important above two non-dimensional parameters.
hydrodynamics of the unsteady cavitating The propeller is considered to be
propeller problem. From the present state operating in a known inflow field represent-
of our knowledge in this field the numerical ing the wake field of the ship. The

aid of the modern comrnuterinthe warop fel ad it isas, edthtthi
cavitating propeller theory is presumably cozoonents of the wake field are
the best way to the solution with the great customarily specified only in the plane ofaid of the modern computer, the propeller, and it is assum-e--d that their

Many descriptions on the propeller variation over the axial extent of the

geometry and unsteady propeller theory, propeller can be ignored.
previously presented as a paper Ly Kerwin
and the present author(Ref.8), arn included 2.2. Boundary Value Prcblen
here with minor changes to complete the
development of the propeller liftino-surface Let us consider a propeller opera-inq
theory. in an unbounded, incomressible fluid. The

propeller may be in either a non-cavitating
2. FOM LATION OF THE PROBLEM or cavitating conditicn. The principle of

conservation of -_'s is the governing
2.1. Fundamental Assurotions ecuation in the fluid region enco=passing

the blades, the shed wake, and the cavit-,
The propeller blades are considered to i.e.,

be a set of syrm-retrically arranged thin
blades of arbitrar- form, rotatino with a V-V=O, throuchout the fluid (3)
constant angular velocity about a co.z--on-
axis in an unbounded, incompressible fluid- where V is the total fluid velocityr. The
The presence of extraneous boundaries such problem is uniquely defined by i=posina the
as the propeller hub, the rudder, and the boundary conditions as follows:
ship hull, is neglected, except that the
last is recoanized as a body generating the i) Quiescence condition at infinity:
non-uniform flow field. At infinite upstrean, the perturbation

The blades are assumed to operate at a velocity due to the presence of the
small angle of attack, and the spatial propeller and cavit - should vanish.
variation of the ship wake is ass,-ed small
accordingly. The blade boundary layer and (ii) Tancencv condition on the wetted
shed vortex wake thickness is assumed to be surface: The kinematic boundar- condition on
thin so that the fluid rotation due to the the wetted portion of the blade surface is
propeller is confined in a thin layer, the imper-mability to the fluid, and is best

It is assumed that the formation and described in a blade-fixed coordinate syste-
decay of the cavity occurs instantaneously rotating with the propeller,
depending only upon whether the pressure
exceeds the prescribed cavity pressure or n.V=O, on the wetted surface (4)
vapor pressure, which is assumed to te
constant. The thickness of the cavity is where n is the vector normal to the camber
also assu-ed to be small so that lineariza- surface, defined positive when pointing
tion in thickness is possible. Some upstream.
i=ortant phenomena such as cavity
inception and surface tension are not 'iii) Kutta condition at the trailinc
considered. It is ass=-ed that the cavity edge: The flow should leave the trailing
starts at the leading edge of the blade, edge in a tancential direction.
and that only the suction side of the blade
is cavitating in the present work. (iv) Kelvin's theorem for the

The cavitation nu-ber, a... is defined conservation of circulation
based on the propeller rotational speed as

(v) Kine=atic and d-nA-'c conditions
On=(p -P )/ pn 2 D2 , () in the wake: The velocity ]=p must bepurely tangential to shed vortex wake sheet,

where p_ is the pressure at shaft center, and the pressure must be continuo-us across
pv the vapor pressure, s the density of the this vortex wake sheet.
water, n the nuber of revolutions per
second, and D the diameter of the propeller. The above five boundarv conditions are
The Froude number, Fr, is also defined sufficient to define the fully-wetted,

VA -.. ,



subcavitating unsteady Propeller Problem.
For the ca vitatin propeller, additional TRAMMSCAvfITY yeconditions are necessary due to the Presence S~S£~KVORTEX
o4f the cavil- Th -nteface of the cavity

nd the surrou nding fluid is ter-med t.he "- !SH U

cavity surface F(x,t)=O. ORWSE . ,

(vi) Kineatic condition on the cavity
surface: Since the interface is movina with SPMWS-
t-he fluid prticles, the substantial
derivative of the quantity F(x,t) should / •if

DF/Dt=O, on the cavity surface (5)

(vii) Cavity closure condition: it is /
assl=-=d that the cavit- thickness be zero
along the boiandar: of the cavi.t surface,

h(x,t)=0, along the cavi ") BD6
ouIncarv t 

-
aLADE -- Z

(viii) Dynamic condition on the -:avitv
surface: The pressure on tne cavity surface
is considered to be the sa7me as the
prescribed vapor pressure inside the cavi., Figure 1. Pictorial of propeller to
P- i.e., illustrate basic singularities

p=p-, on the cavity surface (7) -and maro b resolved into c nents alon

-two arbitrarily assigned airections on the
2.3. Singularitr Distribution Method surface. The vortex distr.bution on the

blade will be resolved into "snanwise and
The method of singularity distribution chordwise' conronents while t-.I orrespcm-

is one of the most .owerful technicues for in- co=nonents in the 1ake will be ter-mec
the solution of the fluid flew oroble-. shed vorticitv and "trailing" vorticity-
-his method has becoe very nomular i. The vortex stengt wall alsc be deter mined
recent years with the develo--ent of the as a part of the solution to the b.-zidan'
hig -speed cmmuter, for the integral 'alue problem.
equation.-s formed by applying the boundary hen th =etx. of si -ul-arity
conditions around the fluid boundarv are distribut Ion is t--±o-ed, the princile of
easily adaot able tc nt=erical -o=utation. conservation of ;s is satisfiac in the

Under the smal-lness assmti .o..s -ade fluid recion a.ay from the singular shcet.
in the earlier section, the nroeller The cuiesce:.-ce c-'-dition at upstrea=
blades, cavivy, and loading can be renresen.- infinitv is a'so satisfied by the nature 7f
ted rby the distribution of sources ano3 the sinaguari..:, since the indced veloc-tv
vortices lylng on the mean ca-ber surface of is at most inversely proporrional to the
each blade and shed wake. Tnis representa- distnce fra the singular point. The
tion is shown in Fic. 1. aplcation of the re-aininc boundary

The source distribution is e-mloved to c-onditions wi-l lead to coupled inte.rfal
represent the ju= of the r=al velocity equations- An apr-oac- h eL to the solution of
at the ca.ber surface. There are two the integral equation is to discretize the
distinct sets of source sheets; the first is conzinuous distribution of singularities
to represent the thicleness of the blades, into discrete s'n-laritie of unknn

and the second is te renresent the cavity s enris arc to r m a s e o f s"i tarneos
thic-kness. We wll assume at -the outset, ecuataon for the -eter=ination of these
however, that the source distribution for strengths by satis-Fin h te boundary
the blade thickness is andependent of ti-e, condi: iont on the selected collocation
and that ints sma'ial distribution m e p-ints or control points.
derived fro- a sripw;ise amplication of
thin-wing theory at each ri. Te source 3. a.---- TIC-L iO.-LflC ? ZR-strengt--h fer the cavity thickness will be CAVI-. SYS-r-
ceter---ined hr solvino the boundar value
probi=. It should also be noted that the 3.1. Blade e e e trv
extent of the cavity is n-ot kn-n in advance
and should be de---ned as a ..art o -he We be ;in b . defining a cartesian
solution. cocrdinate syste=_ fixed on the proeller.

-he vortex distibution is played to with the x axis defined as positive -on-
represent the ju=p of the tarn. er'al stream and the v axis located at any--elocitv beo-. at the ca"_e surfc ... ent et4 k

S cm r surface an i desired angular orientaaon relative to the
the trallinc wake sheet. T7he vcrtex key blade. The z coordinate cletes the
strenth is a vector lying in the surface right handed system. Clindrical coordi-

L L -__ __ __ __-44.



[nates are defined in the usual way, with are measured in a cylindrical surface of
the ang le 6 measured clockwise f rom the v radius r in a direction normal tc the
axis when viewed in the direction of nos:1- helical coordinate. The car-tesian and
tive x, and the radial coordinate, r, given cylindri;cal coordinates of a point on the
by blade cam-ber surface with radial coordinate

TvT7-r, and chordwise coordinate s may therefore
- v 2 z 2  is~) be expressed in terms of skewd, rzke, c-hord,

and camber.
The skew ancel, 8-r.is by definanion in order aL cenerali-zed the results to

the angular coordinate of mhe mid-chord line blades other than the key blade, wc doctane
as neasured fran the v axis at radius r. ld ndxn nl
The x coordinate of the mid-chordA line, as2tk)

l~srtdin Fic. 2 is defined as the 2k = K- ),c±',2,..K (10;
rake xmr),and the snace curve defi-ned

zarametrically !Ly :'m(r) and xm~r! provdes where K is the nut--er of blades and k is
the skeleton utron which the blade camber identifying i;ndex of any blades. The key
surface is constructed, blade, by definition, is identified by the

index k1.- With this addition, the
coorcnnates of a ocint on the camber surface

Y ~of the k 'th blade nay be written as

x = x~c's- ) sin -*- co

r rS - r 1
Laeq~~ rf v cosu(1

z =r sin

3.2. Geanetrv of t.e Trail1ing Wake

-am- X-M The c-=e--% of the traa: a ng vortex
-- -akeha aov a ;otant influenc-e on the

-,accuracy of the calculation cfinduced
- flvelocities on the blade. The usi-al approac-h

-\is to anorojanat the trai linc ake sheet by
aPure helical surface with a prescribed-JDitch a.ngie cbtainra- either fro= the

ur-oastur-_bed inflow B(r) or the hv.crodvn-'c
panca angle S;i(r) calcul.ated; r =- liftisi

lne theory. Azlthug the present prc-ira

was eri inlv developned- with thenon-linear

odlwith pitch angle Kis selected to

'-iCure 2- .Illustration of a roneiler bla-de kepthe linea-rity oftepCei o h
consructon .purpose n: cctpar-ison with oTer thieories.

Teleadi-= and trailing edge of the 5 Disctitiono Snulrt
c.lad-__ mar now be construicted by rassano a
h.elix of pitch angle flO troO the n- 7ecninosdsri- -

cirdlie -i the blade section expanciec vortice A soure are enced by a
chor )enth t ths rcausis ~r),theLattice of concen-trated strai ght line

eadir.-j and trailing el- cocrdi..atais areelmnsocntattrntfrth

X~~urts of d C iital conputattion. h cod

- -cwise direction should in. principle be
Lv. 2=~o -etermaned so as to satisfy_ th--e K ut ta

r, rCos.L condi tion Fozhe steady teo-~Atensicnai
'Wn- --ncflow. Ja=es(Ref.9) showed

Sin Cze t-hat the -Nutta condition can be satisfied
i=-2ii1.-ybysuitable arranoenments of

thbere thc subsor-iots :and t denote thotcsad otoeons.Frteto
leainga~dtra 1-m! d-es:reseec.-Oel-'. dimensional cavi tazrn hydrofoil, Van

- ledin andtralim ed-esresectiely Ho'nRef.5) used a union s-aP-c
It as now- convenient to deiae a nbon- le cd gemn

dimensional chordwise coordinate, s, wOhich it 2urt(Rf2
.s zro t ~t ledin ede an uritv~tZsteady solution. Thsarrance-ment is

the trailag ege its value at the mi4d- seetdfruefrtechonhis
discretization of the propeller bade,

chtordA lie, by defin-ition, will then -be Is. tgther with xmiform spac- in the radial
The blade section ca-e add thickness is
Cefine-d hy the functions f(s) ana t(s) h ailitra rnteb g
respectivey As s.n an Fig. 2, these ote tp, Rt, idivded i'"e M equal



intervals with the end points of the trailing vortex lines whose trailing edge
discrete spanwise vortices located at radii coordinates matuh the corresponding values

on the blade.
= (R- (4 m,2, ,S+l (12)

_ Pm = r+ 4M+2 , ..

The chord from the leading to the
trailing edge at radius Pm is divided into
N intervals, with functions to define the
boundaries of each element as

;n = l-cos(ni/2N), n=0,1,2,...,N (13)

where go denotes the leading edge.
Equations (12) and (13) are sufficient

to define the vertices of M x N four sided
elements on the camber surface. The span-
wise vortices will be placed on the quarter
chord of each element with their ends at
points

sh = Sn-l+6sn/ 4, n=l,2,...,N (14)

where

6 Sn = n - Sn-i (15)

The line sources will be placed on the
mid-chord of the chord segments defined by
sn. Thus the nondimensional chordwise
coordinates of the line sources will be

s = (sr+sF+1 )/2, I=I,2,...,N-ln (16) Figure 3. Illustration of discrete vortex
sQ  (sr+l.0)/2 elements and tangency control
N N points on key blade

The control points for the tangency In order to facilitate corDpu tation of
boundary condition will be placed on the the convection of the shed vorticity inmunsteady flow the angular increment, 60, andSmid-span of the line segment connecting the

two points (sl, Pm) and (s9, pm+l) . the time increment, 6t, are related by the

The normal vector is calculated as a cross- equation:

product of the vectors tangent to the span- = , (17)
wise and chordwise curves passing 

through

the tangency boundary condition control in this way, if the influence of the tangen-
points. It should be noted that the control tial induced velocity on convection speed
points for the tangency boundary condition is ignored, the strength of the n'th shed

lie in the center of the quadrilateral vortex at the current time step will be

elements formed by the vortex lattice. eat the (n t s tep at be

The control points for the dynamic equal to the (n-l)st shed vortex at the

boundary condition on the cavity surface are In order to extend Eq.(14) to the rane
placed on the mid-span of the spanwise of trailing wake, Eq.(15) is modified as
vortex lines defined by Eq.(14). But Jiang
(Ref.4) found that the positions of the line 69n = p60, for n>N (18)
sources and control points for the dynamic
boundary condition nearest the leading edge where the angular increment, 6e, is defined
should be interchanged to simulate the in Eq.(17). The application of Eqs.(14) and
proper singular behavior of the source (15), extended to allow n>N, and Eq.(16)
strength at the leading edge; i.e., there will determine the position of the singulari-
must not be a dynamic boundary condition ties and control points in the wake. For a
control point ahead of the leading line given blade geometry, the discretized system
source. The vortex arrangement and control 3s uniquely determined by the two parameters
points for the tangency boundary condition M and N. In the present work 6e is set to 6
are illustrated in Fig. 3. degrees for all computations.

The trailing vortices in the wake
region are extensions of th3 chordwise 3.4. Representation of Other Blades and Wake
vortices on the blade to infinite down-
stream with wake patch angle 8w. The While the discrete singularity arrange-
discretized representation of the vortex ment used to represent the key blade and its
sheet then consists of M+l concentrated

6-



wake can be reproduced exactly on each of r r d x
the other blades, such an approach would v (x) I (19)
obviously be inefficient. Due to the - - D(

relatively large distance between the
control points on the key blade and the C()
singularities on the other blades, a coarse
spacing may be used on the latter with no where D is a vector etending from each

sicnificant change in results. In point on the vortex curve C to the field

addition, induced velocities need not be point x.
computed at all control points, but only at For sources, the induced velocity at

a sufficient number to enable the values at any point x due to a source element of

the remaining control points to be obtained strength Qmay be expressed in a similar
by interpolation, manner

As described in Section 4.2, the (_2
strengths of the singularities on the other vQ(x) = - V( )d2
blades a'e known in terms of the correspond-
ing values on the key blade at a previous CM
time step.

Fiture 4 shows a projected view of all Applying Eqs. (19) and (20), the

five blades of a propeller illustrating induced velocities at the control point xij
this reduction in the number of elements on due to a set of discrete vortices or
the other blades. sources may now be expressed as

Z K.
Eli nm -ijnm nm

(21)
Z H.. Q

S-1) nm -1inm Qnm

where

K 1 di dxDK
Cijnm 41T )

(nm

- -ij nm

The equations for boundary conditions,
stated in earlier chapter, can be formulated
in terms of strengths of vortices and
sourceL by applying Eq.(21) to the control
points for kinematic and dynamic boundary
conditions. The derivation of these
equations is in principle straightforward
and are given in detail in Appendices 1
through 4. Then in Appendix 5 we obtain a
set o± simultaneous equations by combinning
the equations for boundary conditions.

Figure 4. Illustration of discrete These equatios, which would otherwise be a
singularity elements on key compled integral equation with continuous
blade and other blades distributions of sources and vortices, are

simple in structure and can be solved in a
4. METHODS OF SOLUTION various way.

4.1. Calculation of Induced Velocities 4.2. Stepwise Solution in Time Domain

Once the propeller-cavity-wake systems The discretized boundary value problem
are discretized, the induced velocities at is established in Appendix 5, where the
any point in space by these line source or unknown variables are the strengths of the
vortex elements can be very easily computed; vortices and sources on the key blade and a
see for example Kerwin and Lee(Ref.8). pressure inside the cavity.

From the law of Biot-Savart, the The stepwise solution method is
induced velocity at any point x due to a employed for the solution of the boundary
vortex element of strength r sltuated on the value problem in the time domain, in which
curve C may be expressed as the results from the key blade are used to
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update the strengths of singularitie., on results of the two final trials. The
the remaining blades, while trailing and strength of the cavity sources as well as
shed vortices are being convected down- that of the vortices on that strip can also
stream to account fcr propeller advance. be interpolated in a similar manner as is

The solution process for the cavitat- done to get the cavity length, since the
ing propeller is significantly more dynamic boundary condition equation (56)
expensive than for the fully wetted on the cavity surface is linear. It is
propeller. Therefore, the initial startup assumed that the linear interpolation is
procedure is carried out for the fully appropriate for the present computer program.
wetted propeller only. Then the solution Although we can solve the simultaneous
for the cavitating propeller is started equations (60) directly, an alternative
from the solution to the associated unsteady approach can be deduced by closely examining
wetted flow problem, by introducing the the elements of the coefficient matrix, apq.
cavity source terms. Since the cavity As is the case in the fully-wetted problem,
closure condition equation contains the the coefficients of the vortex strength in
cavity shape of the previous time step in the tangency condition equation (58) are
the right hand side, a bad approximation for invariant in time for given chordwise panel,
it may slw the convergence. it is, there- and hence this portion can be inverted once
fore, recommended to "turn on" the process in the begining and used to solve the
for the cavity solution just before the key simultaneous equations (60). This procedure,
blade enters the high ship wake region, at called the partitioning method in algebra,
which the blade will start cavitating. The is found to be particularly useful for the
process may be considered to have converged solution of the simultaneous equation with
when two successive propeller revolutions a large invertible submatrix.
produce results which are identical to
within the desired accuracy. 4.4. Detcrmination of Blade Forces

4.3. Iterations for Cavity Extent The force and moment acting on the
propeller blade can be obtained by

To determine the cavity extent and integrating the pressure jump over the blade
source distribution, two spatial iteration camber surface,
processes are to be employed in addition to
the updating procedure illustrated in the F = ! !p n dA,
preceding section. (22)

Unknown cavity length and source M = fAp (r x n) dA,
distribution will always be confined to one
chordwise (or streamwise) stiip by assuming where ap is the pressure jump across the
that the cavity extent and source and camber surface, n the nomal vector on the
vortex distributions on the other streamwise camber surface defined positive when
strips be known either by an initial pointing upstream, and r the position vector
approximation or by the most recent to the point of integration.
solutions on those strips. The iteration
starting from the hub strip (or from the 5. CAVITY PREDICTION AND COMPARISON WITH

tip strip) to the tip strip (or to the hub EXPERIMENTS
strip) and then back to the other end of
the propeller blade is found to be veryExperiment DTNSRDC

efficient, showing a very fast and stable Propeller 4381 in Uniform F3Ow
convergence character. For most casestested, two or three radial (outward or A smple calculation with DTNSRDC tinward) iterations were sufficient to get Propeller 4381 (Ref.l0) is made to check the
the converged values, cavity extent in unifom flow. In order to

To determine the cavity length and simulate the steady cavity flow, the

source strength for a particular strip, we variation in the hydrostatic pressure is

begin by guessing the cavity length (again suppressed and the cavity patterns of all of
from the adjacent strip or from the the blades are assumed identical.

previous iteration) corresponding to the The arrangement of vortices and control

discretized element boundaries. Pressure points for the tangency boundary condition
(or the cavitation number) corresponding to for this propeller appear in Fig. 3 for the

the assumed cavity length will be determin- key blade, and those for all of the five
blades are shown in Fig. 4. This propeller

ed by solving Eq. (60). If the computed sostesmerclbaeotie ih'
cavity pressure is lower than the vapor shows the symmetrical blade outline, without

pressure, a longer cavity length will be any skew or warp, and the design advance

tried until the computed pressure becomes coefficient, JA, is 0.889.

higher than the vapor pressure. If the Sample condition is chosen as an=1.
9 2

initial computed pressure is higher than at JA=0.7 to produce a reasonable amount of

vapor pressure, a shorter cavity length is partial cavitation. Figure 5 shows the

used until the computed pressure becomes theoretical prediction of cavity extent and

too low. cavity thickness distribution and the cavity
A linear interpolation formula can be extent observed at the Water Tunnel. During

used to determine the cavity length corres- the experiment, the strobolight was set to j
peutrigger once-per-revolution, so that theponding to the vapor pressure using the cavity extent of each blade could be observed.
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photographic rmeasurement. Although there is
- Present Theory no direct measurement of cavity thickness,

SSoswell's observation (Ref 10) the predicted thickness is considered
0 Blade No I reasonable. The force calculation obtained
X 2 by integration of the pressure distribution

K WOter Tunnel reveals 2.5% thrust increase over the one

4 Observatior obtained for the fully-wetted case, which
i1 might be an additional camber effect due to0 :the cavity.

5.2. Comparison with Exeeriment, DTNSRDC
Propeller 4381 behind Screen Generated
Wake

The first unsteady cavity computation
is perforaeS simulating DTNSRDC Propeller

... 4381 in a screen generated wake simulating
a high speed single screw commercial vessel.
The velocity field, measured by the laser
dopper velocimeter at the Water Tunnel, is
shown in Fig. 6. The wake field is nearly
symmetric about the centerplane of the ship,
with a sharp peak located near top center.
A sequence of photographs showing the model
propeller operating in the screen generated
wake taken at uniform four degree intervals
is reported by Kerwin, et al (Ref.ll), and
is r produced in Fig. 7 for the purpose of
direct comparison. The cavitation number,
Gn, was selected as 3.53, and the propeller
Froude number, Fr=n 2D/g, as 10.45.

0.8 0.8
\ 0.9 0,9 .

Figure 5. Comparison of cavity extent
between prediction and observa-
tions for DTNSRDC Propeller 4381
at JA=0 .7 with Gn=1. 92

Each blade was observed in the 12 o'clock
(top center) position to eliminate blade to 0
blade variation in hydrostatic pressure and
inflow velocity. It should be noted thatSthe extent of the observed cavity varies '
from blade to blade to a considerable
degree. This scatter is thought to be 0W
caused either by the manufacturing irregu-
larities or by slight damage to the
leading edge of each blade. To show the
effect of hydrostatic pressure, the cavity (Look-nq Upstream)

extent of the number 2 blade at the six
o'clock position is added. The light solid
line is taken from the experiment of Boswell Figure 6. Velocity field measured behind
(Ref.10) at DTNSRDC. The agreement between screen
the experiment and the theory is good
compared with the blade to blade variation The cavity extent and thickness
in the extent of the measured cavity. it distribution computed with the discrete time
is not easy to obtain the thickness of the steps of six degree interal are presented
cavity from observation without using in Fig. 8. Excellent agreement was
sophisticated methods such as the stereo- obtained between the experiment and theory.
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The fact that the theory works so well for arrangement with the control points for the
this high speed model propeller indicates tangency boundary condition for all of the
that the same degree of accuracy might be blades. The blade is skewed back 15 degrees
obtained for the full-scale propeller, if with a pitch ratio, P/D=0.7 at a fractional
scaling effects are carelully considered. radius, r/R=0.8. Figure 12 is reproduced

Figure 9 shows the time history of the from Holden, et al (Ref.13), and shows the
cavity volume variation and the cavity typical wake velocity field of a twin sciew
length at a particular radius, r/R=0.77. ship. Unlike the wake of a high speed
To show the convergence rate, computed single screw vessel with a fine after-body,
results for the first three revolutions of the velocity field of the model oil/ore
the cavitating propeller are plotted in a carrier has a very wide wake extending from
single figure. Note that the results of the hull to the shaft. The calculated mean
the first cavity revolution are very close effective wake fraction, weff is 0.418.
to the final converged values. This is The volumetric advance coefficient, JA, is
because we start solving the cavity problem therefore 0.39. The cavitation number,
after achieving the converged solution to On=pgH/ pn2D2 was obtained as 2.02 based on
the non-cavitating flow problem, and also the estimated shaft submergence, H=15.3m,
because, in this particular case, only one and the propeller Froude number, Fr=n 2D/g,
blade is cavitating at a time, hence there is 2.28.
is no interaction between cavities on Before proceeding with comparison with
different blades. full scale data, there are a number of

Figure 9 also shows that the cavity observations to be made about the general
volume is a maximum where the cavity center behavior of the results. The computed
(not the blade center) passes through the cavity extent and thickness distribution at
maximum wake. Also the cavity volume is six degree intervals a:e given in Fig. 13.
symmetric in time while the cavity length These figures demonstrate that supercavitat-
versus volume is only slightly greater for ing flow can be predicted by the present

the collapsing cavity than for the growing scheme. It is noticeable that the blades
cavity. For the partially caviting are cavitating mostly near the tip region,
propeller, the cavity is fattened rearwards whereas for the DTNSRDC Propeller 4381 the
slightly as the blade rotates. Also, the cavity extends from the hub to the tip more
cavity falls off relatively smoothly, show- or less uniformly. Figure 13 is typical of
ing that the cavity collapses toward the low speed merchant vessels and tankers.
leading edge. Substantially different Another interesting feature may be
behavior will be observed for the lou; speed observed when the cavity is about to
fully cavitating propeller in the next collapse. From the first six plots in Fig.
section. 13, it may be seen that as the blade

By integrating the pressure distribu- approaches 90 degrees after top dead center,
tions on the blade surface at each time the cavity has maximum thickness near the
step, the total forces and moments can be trailing edge and almost zero thickness near
obtained, and the thrust components with the leading edge. Since the present
and without cavitation are plotted in Fig. mathematical cavity model assumes that the
10 versus the angular position of the key cavity always begins at the leading edge,
blade. It is clear from this figure that the thin cavity at the leading edge may be
the thrust variation is insensitive to the interpreted as a cavity "pull-back" phenome-
presence of the cavity. Harmonic analysis non, which is observed in experiments where
of this force component reveals that the the cavity extends nearly to or beyond the
mean thrust of the cavitating propeller trailing edge of the blade.
increases by 2.6% above the non-cavitating A typical cavity length at r/R=0.75 and
mean value. the cavity volume variations with respect to

time are given in Fig. 14 from which a couple
5.3. Comparison with Full-scale Observation of important phenomena can be observed.

The first is the convergence behavior.
The ultimate goal of any theoretical The computer program was run for five

or experimental study is to design a full- propeller revolutions after achieving the
scale propeller to meet performance converged fully-wetted solution. It can be
specifications. It is: therefore, essential clearly seen that the cavities on the other
to compare the theoretical predictions with blades have a significant blockage effect on
full-scale observations in order to truly the cavity volume variation on the key blade.
verify the theory. Full-scale experiments This effect, which was not noticed for the
are very difficult and expensive and hence case of DTNSRDC Propeller 4381, shows the
are rarely made. It is fortunate, however, convergence rate, including an oscillatory
that a report by Holden and 0fsti (Ref.12) response for each propeller revolution.
containing stereo-photographic observation Hence mcre propeller rotations are required
of the propeller of the M/S Berge Vanga was to achieve convergence.
made available for comparison with the The second phenomenon is the cavity

present work. The principal particulars of "pul--back" which is already noted from Fig.
the Oil/Ore carrier and her propellers are 13. From Fig. 14, one can easily see that
given in Ref.13, with the wake data the cavity length continues to increase,
measured behind the model ship. e-en after the volume reaches its maximum

Figure 11 shows the discrete vortex near 70* after top center. The cavity
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length variation with time shows a sudden
collapse of the cavity, whereas the
cavity length on the DTNSRDC Propeller 4381
fell off sntoothly. The abrupt collapse of
cavity length in conjunction with the cavity
shape shown in Fig. 13 indicates that
instead of collapsing toward the leading
edge, the cavity collapses in the pulled
back position.The thrust acting on the key blade
versus time is shown in Figure 15. It can
be seen that there is a general trend of
increase of thrust, resulting in 19%
increase in the steady thrust over the non-

-.---- cavitating mean value. The figure also
shows a curious kink at 102 degrees, which
is related to the sudden disappearance of
the cavity at that moment. Although this
effect may be exaggerated by the coarse
time step and by the assumption that theX/ I cavity starts at the leading edge, it arises
from tht unsteady pressure term, -¢3€/3t,
due to the collapsing cavity source.

Let us now return to the comparison of
the predictions with the full-scale
cbservations. First of all, the predicted
cavity thickness is reasonably close to, but
slightly larger than, that of the full-scale
experiments; the maximum predicted thickness
is 24cm when the key blade is at 72 degrees

Figure 11. Arrangement o discrete vortex past the top center, whereas the maximum
thickness obtained by stereo-photographicelements and tangency controlpoints observation by Holden and 0fsti(Ref.12)

ranges from 10 to 20cm. Hcwever, the
cavity extent predicted by the present
theory is much larger than that obtained

aboard the ship. Thus, the theoretical
prediction of the maximum cavity vclume,
240 liters, is 12 times larger than the one
reported by Holden and 0fsti.

Recalling the good correlation with
model data in the case of DTNSRDC Propeller
4381. similar agreement had been expected
for this propeller, too. But it turns out

and full-scale observation is rather
" / , -- unsatisfactory. The poor results are

considered to be caused mostly by bad wake
. /input to the computer program. The wake

M I . i measurement was made on a 1/39.5 scale model
\ it at a towing tank following conventional

practice, and hence a correction should have
been made to account for the effect of
different Reynolds number when extrapolating

- ,-from the model wake to the full scale wake.
Without resorting to the complex ship

boundary layer theory, an estimate is madeK of the order of magnitude difference of the
boundary layer thickness between the model
and ship. Assuming I/7-th power velocity
distribution, the boundary layer thickness,
6, is inversely proportional to the 1/5-th
power of Reynolds number; see Schlichting
(Ref.14), i.e.,

Rel/5  (23)

Figure 12. Wake field measured behind the where L is the length of the ship, and Re
1/39.5 scale model ship the Reynolds number. If we assume Froude
(Reproduced from Ref.13) scaling for the model test, we find that
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Appendix 1. Tancency Condition on Wetted Kelvin's theorem is applie to each
Surface chordwise pane! of the blade and wake to

determine the strength of the first shed
-he kinematic boundary condition on the vortex; the chordwise panel being the -rea

wetted parts of the blade surface is that between two adjacent chordwise vortex "-nes
the resultant normal velocity in the body- and their associated trailing vortices
fixed surface coordinate sfstem should The total circulation around the Mlade
vanish; see Equation 14). The total fluid section and its shed wake must be zero; t!'s
velocity may be written as a si mation of
the individual contributions as follws: ..s " _ ()

" - {7 + 7 , (29), Q _ ..m,, n!{L =2"

O=n.V=n-Vv +v1 V +v 0 , (26) n1 n=2

on the canber surface Substituting Eqs. (28) and ,29) into
Eq.{27), and rearranging the su=ations for

The superscripts r and 0 denote the veloci- the shed vortices, one obtains
ties induced by the vorUices and cavity
sources lying on the key blade and its wake, M NN
the superscript 0 denotes the velocitv _ [ ..
induced by the singularities lying on the i -n=- 1in
other blades and wakes, the superscript B
denotes the velocit. induced by the sources ..
r-presenting blade thickness, and the super- - '. +j -=- = i(n- 1)- "+ i(n-l 1~)
script I denotes inflow velocity including n=7 - ) n (
the ship wake and propeller rotational
velocity. Applying Eq.(21), the induced ..w ,_ {t-n+i) ,
velocity can be written as a si-ation of
the contributions of each discrete sing

-  n-'1) ;n=
larity element representing ths propeller
and its wake, and hence Eq.(26) may be M He
rewrizten for the (ij)th control poznt I Hjnm Qn = 

),

G. w W I where TM(t) is the total circulation around
n ij mn= the - blade section at time t

c -c t t t, r -s , (31)
]n=_ln-l n 1ijn: nj

where t is the tize index for the present

+ n H. Q
, tine step, %nd d;j is the ol1o-nng cc~bina-

+jl n= l-tion of known quantities
_.o1 .n=1. .B .-

r%
n; ;(27 d n(32)

-_ -ii: (2)1)j i

where -m is the strength of discrete vortex Focasing on one chordwise panel, it ean
element located at the n-th chordwise and be seen that the coefficient of
n-th sparwise element, and the super- represents the induced velocity by a closed
scripts s,c,w, and t stand for sparnise, vortex, waic.h is conostd of the (n,.)th
chordwise, shed wake, and trailing vortices, spanwise vortex an the blade, the first shed
respectively. The sy=bol Qn- denotes the vortex in the wake, and two chordwise
strength of line source element per unit vortices connecting the ends of the spcnwise
length located at the (n,-)th element, and vortex >nd first shed vortex as shown
No denotes the n--ber of cavitating elements schematically in Fig. 16. .1he coefficient
at each radial interval, which will be of Tm(t-n+l) represents the velocity
deterr-ined as a part of a solution to the induced by shed vortex quadrilaterals at
bou.dary value problem. The strength of ti-me (t-n+l). Tt should be noticed that
the chordwise vortices is expressed by Kelvin's conservation of vorticity theorem
satisfying the principle of vortex is satisfied autoatically by the closed
conservation at each vortex lattice vortex structures. It sees natural to
intersection. Thus, for the (n,m) th introduce another notation for closed
intersection vortices, and hence Eq.(30) can 2e rewritten

c = - .-S rnm Mn,-l "nn n-l,m N wM.. .- s

n (28) =l n=l _fl n m:l n=1 -' "
n2

!l =dc- W T -n+l) Ii,,

1-- n--2 J=

- -



(4.,)vanish on the cavity surface. i.e.,

After differentiating-. we obtain the exact
ecuto for kinenatic boundary condizion,

U3 +w = 9qIat+(U--+u) 0/d;

+ (~+)31*,(35)

on

where (IJU2U3 and (-.,v,v) are the inflow
and induced velocities, resnectively. in
the (r-r,a-directions.

We define the helical inflvi velocity,

where W~fr) is the loncitudinal inflow
velocity averaged over one proneller
revolution and is the rz--ian rotational
velocity, of t1;2 nroneller. U.-der the
assu="otions teeo trcunti ties suc^h-
as anzle of attack of the section, canber
ratio, and thickness ratio are szall.
Clho--dwise fluctuations in the incomxinc flow

Figu:re 16. Illustration of closed vortices wAl b-e assu=med to be small co-m=ared 'aUr
on blade and in wake and spanw-,se velocities will be neglected-.

Custs, or perturbations nor.mal to the cam-ber
where the left sunerscriot w is introduced surf-ace, will be taken into account. i-enc-e
to distinguiish the normal1 component of we =ay write
induced velocities fro= tanczential UI= -
componen+- -111 ni e defined later. UlJ~U 3)

Appendix 2. Kinem-atic Condition on Cavity where uc denotes the cust. -The perturbation
Surf ia C-2 velocities are assxumed to be small

a;ccord i nclv and hence hicher order ter=
In order to derive the equation for in. Ec-(35) can be ne-glected to result in a

tLhe t~inematic boundary -o-ndition (5) on th a -inearized kinematic boundary condition
cav;ity surface, we will define a svstem of ecuation
curvilinear coordinates which is
aseful in dealing with quantities on or WC+W =~/tU g o?.~ 3S

near the camb- er surface. We define that
the Z coordinate be the intersection of the The assumotion .,f sm-all'. thickness allo',cws th!-e
cam-ber surface and a cylindrical surface lbouary condition to be applied on the
concentric with the % axis, and positiv.e cambe-r surface, ;=0, consistent with the
.;hen piinting dcwnstrean. The ;: coordinate linearization.
is defined to be norm-al to the camber Squation (38) imnlies that the knm~
surface, and positive when poincing tic boundary condition is effectivelv
upstream. The r: coordinate is defined on reduced to the tw-o-dimensiio6nal chordwise
the cam-ber surface to cozplete the strip, since the *-coordinate does no-t
orthogonality of the coordinate syste=, appear explicit*--,;. T11his would allow the inure
therefore it is positive when poi.nting two-di -ensional strimwise apolication of the
towards t-he tin of the blz:!e of a riczht ki;nematic boundary condition possible-
handed propeller. Let us define the cavity thickness. h

Since the singularities will be distri- *in terms of Cavity surface and
buted on the camber surface, ?=O. this camber surface,
coordinate syste= is particularly convenient
to represent the local singularity effects;'~ (39)
the tanqential. velocity jump d'ie to
vorticity is =n the -- plav-e, and the if we applytx Eq.(38) to the upoer and 1inter
normal ve3ocity jump ue to the source is surface of the cavity, and if we introdzce
in the- direction. the source density q (nt)as the velocity

Let us define the r. coordinate of t-he juno across the cavity. thickness, then we
cavity surface by g~n~) The exact will obtain an expression for the caviti
kinesmatic boundary cendition can be derived thickness
by requiring that the substantiel
derivative of the quantity F~~.,)zgq(-.-it)=?h/at+Ur -eh/- On r=O (40)
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It should be noted that Eq.(40) can be
equally applied to the blade thickness
problem.

Appendix 3. Cavity Closure Condition h

The closure condition(6) for the LE | ITE. -
cavity states that the cavity thickness be go An'.
zero along the leading and trailing edges Ikn-i tn
of the cavity, and also along the inner
(hub) and outer(tip) extreme boundaries of k

the cavity surface. This c,"dition can be
stated in the discretized space that Figure 17. Illustration of cavity thickness

form
ho=O, hL=O (41)

where the subscripts 0 and L are ind-ces for
the leading and trailing edges of cavity,
respectively. h

In order to derive an expression for
cavity closure condition, it is first
necessary to recast Eq.(40) into a discreti-
zed form; i.e., for the (n,j)th element,
omitting the radial index j for simplicity, LE IT.E.
unless otherwise required for clarity, Fi-i n- "

(thn~hn ( h--h
n h n n-1  Figure 18. Sketch for definition of F

n rAt
h,(42) 

F V l, for (a)h% n +h n-I42 A~n

0 for (b)
where hn is the cavity thickness at the
panel boundary as shown in Fig. 17 Fn is for (c)
the chord length of the element, and the (t-l)
superscript t-l) denotes the previous time where £ is the cavity length at the
step. The quantities at the present time orevious time step.
will be described without the superscript. Recurrsive use of the thickness formula

To simplify the manipulation, we intro- '4), together with the closure condition
duce notations relations (41), after tedious algebraic

work, will result in a numerical closure
Rn = An/2UrAt condition equation in discretized form(43) 

-
Qn = qnAn cos E L-I ( -sec e

n kn+l l+Rk) l+Rn Ur
where Qn is the strength of line source
element, consistent with the definition 1 QL
used in the main text, and E is the tilted + - - sec e
angle of line source relative to n coordi- l+RL Ur
nate. Equation (42) is now rearranged to
result in the recurrence formula for the
cavity thickness LL;I " . Rh+h tl)

1-R 1 Q n=l nkn+- Il
hn n h + nsec Et

l+Rn l+Rn U - F. h (t-l)

(44) l+RL L-l,

+ F Rn (hn+hn)(t-l)

n where F= (tl) -£L-IL

where a factor F is introduced to account for L(tl)=L
for the relative position of the cavity
trailing end at the previous time step with t
respect to the spanwise boundaries of the L(tl ) L li-h FR h(t
element. This factor is defined as follows; -n I n n-l1
refer to iig. 18, n 1 k=n+l n
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where r='l , for n<L - - pUUr~(51)

Z(t-1)- +L(t-l)- fPgY

AFLt n=L 7 + t-l

(46) The streamwise component of induced velocity,
for L(t-I)<L u, in the left hand side of Eq. (51) is

expressed as linear functions of the streng-
L-l/ L i-NR Rn ths of vortices and sources, in a manner
_E -  _ . (hn+hnl) (t-l) similar to what was done for the normal
n=l- I+Rn  component in Eq.(27). Therefore, the)_ lexpression for the streamwise component of

RL induced velocity at the (i,j)th control
L - (hL+hL-l) (t-l), for L(t-l)>L point is written as

I+RL u.. = Z uKo s

1] n,m ijnm nm (52)

where L is the number of the cavitating O (5+.
elements at the previous time step along + Z UHijnm Qnm + uij
the chordwise strip of interest. n,m

To facilitate further manipulation, it
may be found convenient to rewrite Eq. (46) where the coefficients of mnm and Qnm are
in the form defined as in Eq.(33) with the left super-

script, u, denoting the streamwise component
L of induced velocity, and uijO is the
n 'n= R' (47) streamwise component of induced velocity

n=l fdue to singularities other than those on the
key blades.

where XR is the abbreviated notation of the The potential at the (i,j)th control
right hand side of Eq.(46), and point along the suction side of the blade

may be written as
L( -R 1 sc e ri '3 +  ¢i Q  + @

An i(k=n+l 1 k) I+R n Ur

I()rj is the odd part of the velocity

for n -L-1 potential across the camber surface, which
(48) is approximated by

-- sec ,for n=L r
l+RL Ur i P. s

. (54)
!j n=l nj

It should be noted that this closure is th
condition is applied to each chordwise e cavity-induced potential and may
strip, be written as

Appendix 4. Dynamic Condition on Cavity 41 Q = Z Q (55)
Surface j n,m ijnm nm

The linearized form of Bernoulli's where ijnm the potential due to a unit
equation, applicable to each chordwise source element; OijO is the potential due
strip, can be written as to the cavity sources on the other blades

and is computed much the same way as ijQ.
P - P = = P-- puUr - PgYo" (49) Substitution of Eqs. (52) through (55)

into Eq. (51) leads to the following result,
for the (i,j)th control point,

where b is the perturbation pote.tial, 
yo

is the vertical coordinate fixed on ship i M NQ
measured positive upward from the shaft - F { rs"+ Z E ijnm Qnm
center, and p. is the pressure at infinite At n=l nj m=l n=l
upstream at the depth of the shaft center.

We will use a backward difference M N (56)
formula for the time rate of change of the - PUr E K..UK r
velocity potential, i.e., m=l n=l ijnm nm

DO 1 ( (t-l1) M NQ Ui n

at = At) (50) + ZN uH. Q )
m=, n=l i

Equation (49) may then be written in a form
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I 
The right hand side containing all the known where ei is again defined for convenience
terms will be defined as as in dij. Equations (5,), (47) and (59)

are sufficient to deter.aine I=N+l+NQ
_(t-l) + (t-l) unknowns, which are co nposed of N unknown

ej t(3ij + Oj strengths of vortices, NQ unknown
(57) strengths of sources and a pressure inside

o(t- 1) the cavity. A set of simultaneous
o 0 + equations may take the familiar form

At i- i)
I

+ Pui: Ur Z a x =b . for p=l,2,... ,I, (60)
q=l pq q p

Appendix 5. Formation of the Simultaneous where apq is the cecfficient matrix obtained
Equations by suitably arranging the coefficients of

rs., (p-),adQjfo q.5)(4,
Equations (33), (47) and (56), derived nj and from Eqs. (58), (47),

from the boundary conditions, must be and (59), Xq is the q-th unknown of a vector

solved simultaneously with a suitable x =s s
choice of control points. However, 1 ' 2j' . Nj' (61)
Equation (56), the dynamic boundary T
condition equation for the cavity, should (P-P)'Qj' Qj . Q NJ
be applied only to the cavitating region, NQJ
whose extent is not known a priori. Hence
iterative techniques must be used to and bp is the p-tih element of a vector

determine the cavity extent. Since we composed of the right hand sides of Eqs.

assumed that the cavity starts at the (58), (47), and (59), respectively. The

leading edge, the task is now to determine solution to this matrix equation is

the spanwise and chordwise extent of the straightforward, at least conceptually.
cavity. The iterative procedures to find
the cavity extent are very long and time-
consuming. It is found to be efficient to
consider the unknowns in one chordwise
strip at a time. This procedure reduces
the size of the matrix. The cavity length
is determined for the chordwise strip being
considered. Then spanwise strip-by-strip
iteration becomes necessary to update the
interactions of the adjacent strips. These
two steps are described in detail in
Section 4.3.

Let us assume that we are solving the
problems for the j-th chordwise strip with
assumed NQ cavitating elements, and that
the values on the other strips are known
from previous calculations. Then Equation
(33) may be rewritten for the j-th strip

N wK s+ wH...Q.
Z K ijnj rn " n j Qnj

n=l n=l
(58)

= d i, for i=l,2, ....N

where dij is the combination of known
contributions, especially including the
influence from adjacent strips. Equation
(56) may also be rewritten, for the j-th
strip, with a slight rearrangement

Si s • N UK s

Sr -Z n K r nj
26t n=l n r n=l

- (P-P,) (59)
NQ

H.Q P

n=1 _ l ijnj+PUr ijnj nj= ij '

for i=l,2,...,NQ
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Discussion B i 0TSD

Congratulations to Dr.Lee for a fine

T. Hoshino (MH) paper. The author has solved a very dif-
ficult problem with satisfactory results.

The author is to be congratulated for Even the linear solution for the partially
his significant contribution to the nu- cavitating propeller seems to be predicted
merical method in lifting-surface theory quite well. I presume Dr.Lee has made sub-
of marine propellers. stantial numerical experiments to test the

I would like to ask the author the convergence with respect to mesh sizes, time
following questions. steps, etc. When I solved the design prob-

(1) Fig.9 indicates that the cavity lem for a supercavitating propeller, I
volume calculated by the present theory thought the convergence was pretty good for
for NSRDC Propeller 4381 reaches a maximum design quantities. However, to incorporate
before the generating line of the blade the hub effect, radial velocities were com-
passes the wake peak. According to my puted without considering the hub boundary
experiments, however, the cavity volume condition, and it was found that the values
reaches a maximum after the generating of the radial component of induced veloci-
line of the blade has passed the wake peak ties were quite unstable, although other
as shown in Fig.A. I would like to ask results were reasonably stable. After the
author's comments on this discrepancy in hub boundary condition was considered, such
phase between calculation and experiment, phenomena disappeared. I wonder whether

(2) I think that the stepwise approach such a thing might occur here since the hub
for the unsteady problem requires time con- effect has not been considered.
suming computations. How much computation In such a complicated problem as nu-
time does it take for one propeller and merical evaluation, the measure of computer
one wake distribution by your IBM 370/148 ? time is always crucial. It is mentioned

in the text that the solution process for
the cavitating propeller is significantly
more expensive than for the fully wetted

0: Measured -:Calculated propeller. Tt might also depend upon how
V5 rs'i wide the cavity plafiform. is. It would beLC (CMdesirable for the author to show is some

KT=0.20, (,n: 2 .33  
measures of computer time for various cases.

I 000 '00

0 1 6 0 Q I H Isshiki(HitachS & E)
320 340 0 20 40 60 80

Vo[degree] One object of this paper is, if I'm not

Vc cM 3] wrong, to make clear tao unsteady effect on
tie cavitation of a marine propelltr running

20 KT=O.20, Of=15 4 behind a ship. But the author's calculation
includes other effects such as the inter-
action effect between blades and three di-

0 Oo0 mensional effect. Then, I would like to
3~3 0 0 a~mra reutadwa h athr'if the author could distinguish the

° u..steady effect from other ones 
in yourOL' I _/ 1_ O I I numerical results, and what the author's

320 340 0 20 40 60 80 opinion is on "the quasi-steady assumption"
Vc o [degree] in the conventional theories.

VC [cmi]
30

KT=020. nl'iI W. vanGent(NSM)

This paper and also the foregoing one
20 qive a good picture of recent developments

00 0in the application of lifting surface the-
0 0 0ory to ship propellers. The first paper

10 0 gives a comparison of the various basic
methods, which had not yet been given be-

0 fore. This paper gives an attempt to in-
0 1 clude cavitation into the lifting surface

320 340 0 20 40 60 80 model.
[d egree] Both papers consider the propeller in

irrotational flow, however, and this may

limit the validity of the application in
ship wakes. The author concludes that theFig. A Comparison between measured and poor correlation for full scale is due to

calculated cavity volume lack of knowledge of the scaling procedure
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from model wake. I am of the opinion that is not sufficient to draw any conclusion.
treatment of the propeller in rotational But in the Fig.10, some phase lag can at
flow can improve this situation. What is least be observed.
the opinion of the author ? Dr. Yim asked whether I had any conver-

It has to be noted, that in a ship gence problems near the hub region. As far
wake we have large shear. This situation as I remember, I had no such convergence
differs from turbomachinery cases, where problem with my modeling. It is possible
usually small shear is assumed. that I did not have such problem just be-

cause the chordwise strip nearest the hub
never had large cavities in the sample cal-
culation.

It.is quite natural that everybody was
concerned on the computing time required for
the numerical procedure. It is, however,

Author's Reply inherently dependent on the machine used
and also on the size of cavities. The CPU
time for one revolution of propeller for
the case of NSRDC Propeller 4381 was about

C.S. Le (KRIS) one hour on IBM 370/148 computer. But it
took about twenty minutes on Honeywell 6180

Mr. Hoshino raised a question on the computer which is still slower by an order
discrepancy of the phases between theory of magnitude than the modern IBM or CDC
and experiment. I agree with him that there machine.
should be some phase lag. Unfortunately, Finally I would like to express my
the wake generated by the screen is not appreciations to Mr. Hoshino, Dr. Yim and
exactly symmetric, and hence about six de- all the other oral discussers for their
gree difference for this short cavity case interests in my paper.

I
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Practical Applications of the Discrete
Vortex Element Method for Calculation of
Propeller Induced Excitation Forces
Hajime Yuasa, Nodo Ishii
Mitsui Engineering & ShiObuilding Co. Ltd

Japan

Bror Persson, Oddvar Frydenlund and Kjell Holden
Det norske Ventas

Norway

ABSTRACT peller units are operating at a very low
inflow velocity. Furthermore, there was

Application of discrete vortex elements also a need tor a more advanced method
for numerical calculations of propeller to directly predict shapes and volumes of
loading and blade cavitation is presented. blade cavities on a three dimensional wing.
The various advantages of such methods are During the project the following items
discussed with respect to flexibility and have been studied in detail and theoretical
correct modelling of the real physical phe- methods have been developed:
nomena.

In this paper, we have concentrated on a) Two dimensional airfoil theory - appli-
the following items: cation of vortex elements to predict
- Steady and unsteady propeller loading pressure distributioi and loading in
- Steady prope'ler/duct loading steady and unsteady flow.
- Blade tip flow and leading edge separat- b) Propeller performance in uniform flow

ing vortex - thrust/torque characteristics.
- Two dimensional cavitation c) Propeller/duct performance in uniform
- Three dimensional cavitation flow - thrust/torque characteristics.
- Propeller cavitation d) Two dimensional theories for prediction
- Hull surface pressure of cavity shape and volume.
The availabilities of the numerical model e) Tip flow studies on three dimensional
have been confirmed in comparison with the wings and propeller blades operating
model and full scale experiments, with leading edge separation.

f) Propeller blade loading in non-uniform
1. INTRODUCTION flow.

g) Propeller blade cavitation in uniform
Due to an increasing interest about and non-uniform flow by combining the

propeller/duct systems as propulsion units various items.
on merchant ships and for dynamic position- h) Pressure fluctuations transferred
ing a joint research project between Mitsui through water induced by propeller
Engineering & Shipbuilding Co., Ltd. and blades and fluctuating blade cavity
Det norske Veritas was started in 1976. volumes.
The goal of the project was to develop a

method for prediction of blade loading, 2. MODELLING OF PROPELLER/DUCT SYSTEMS BY
amount of blade cavitation and induced A DISCRETE VORTEX ELEMENT METHOD
pressure fluctuations transferred through
the water. Application of the method on A general numerical method is formu-
thrusters required that operation at bollard lated for the calculation of unsteady
conditions was subject to detailed studies. propeller forces. The method is based on a

Existing methods for prediction of discrete element approach, which in this
blade loading and detailed blade pressure connection appears to offer a number of
distributions are based on either lifting advantages, i.e.:
line or lifting surface theories, which
often show unsatisfactory results when pro- a) Accurate prediction of mean loading can
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be obtained both at design and off- be stated:
design conditions (J-values approach- .ot

ing zero). VTOTt const.
b) Arbitrary blade geometry may be handled
c) Radial as well as tangential wake may where et denotes the unit vector in tangen-

easily be included. tial direction. Equation (5) expresses the
d) Modifications to include cavitation assumption that the pressure within the

are straightforward, since no loading cavity is constant.
mode functions are employed. Cavita- Due to the fact that there is a radial
tion is modelled by a source/sink dis- (spanwise) direction of circulation on blade
tribution in the same way as thickness , r=F(r), trailing vortices will exist in
effects of the blade are accounted for. the propeller slip stream. The amount of

e) A discrete element method lends itself vorticity in the wake, Yw, is related to the
naturally to a step-by-step solution bound circulation according to:
in the time domain, which is also es- c
sential for the calculation of unsteady - d=(r) = _ d f y(r, )d (6)
cavitation. 'w dr dr

2.1 Basic Equations where c is the chord length at section r.
When the motion is time dependent, the

The propeller is assumed to operate in shedding of "radial" (bound) vorticity into
an inviscid, incompressible fluid. A mathe- the slip stream, must be taken into account.
matical function describing the motion must
therefore satisfy Laplace's equation (1) 2.2 Propeller
with prescribed function values or gradients
at the boundary (in this case the propeller 2.2.1 Numerical Approach
camber surface).

The first step in making a numerical
V 0 (1) description of the problem is to locate dis-

crete vortex elements on the propeller cam-
Fundamental solutions that satisfy equation ber surface (the non-cavitating case will
(1) are e.g. given by: be described at first).

6 spanwise sections are applied and
i(X,y,z) 1 RTy dV (2) each of the spanwise chordlines are divided

4im 3 into 13 equally spaced elements.From each of the 6 radial subdivision
lines, a free vortex (trailing vortex) is

-ind z 1 -i Rq dV ( extended from the leading edge across the
in 47 R trailing edge of the propeller to the "roll-

up point". An extensive description of the
expressing the induced velocities at a field rollup process is given in Ref.[l]. A bound
point (x,y,z) caused by arbitrary distribu- vortex and its corresponding trailing
tions of vortices y(r,n,;) and sources elements (Fig.l) constitutes a "horse shoe"
q( ,n,4) located at the source point ( ,n,) vortex. Using horse shoe vortices assures

The distance between the source point that the Kelvin's theorem is satisfied at
and the field point is denoted by R. each vortex grid point on the blade. All

The restriction to be imposed on the horse shoe vortices are closed except for
flow at the camber surface is that there those at "mid-span". Since these vortices
should be no flow through this surface.
This condition of no flow may be put into
mathematical form as:

VTOT'n 0 (4) 9 3

where n is the normal vector of the camber C . 2
surface.
VTOT is the total velocity vector, which is
composed of: CID
a) Induced velocities from the vortices

on the reference blade and in the slip
stream, as well as induced velocities Fig. I Arrangement of Horse Shoe Vortex
from other blades and their slip
streams.

b) Inflow velocity to the propeller con- are open, they generate the tip and hub vor-
sisting of an axial velocity and a tex respectively. The location of this "mid
tangential velocity. -span" section is in fact an unknown entity
In the case of a cavitating propeller and should be determined by iteration.

an additional boundary condition is needed However, for practical purposes it may be
on the cavitating part of the camber surface prescribed. The location of the vortex

This condition may in linearized form points and control points on the chord has
been done in accordance with James' method
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(Ref. 2). tional motion at control point 1. In addi-
A schematic view of this method in two tion, Vx,r,t contain contributions from the

dimensions is seen in Fig. 2. The source/ source/sink distribution generated by the
sink elements representing either thickness thickness form. It should also be noted
or cavitaion (or both) are also indicated, that the coefficients K cr ,t contain contri-
Fixing the propeller in a Cartesian refer- butions from the other 1 blades. In the
ence system, it is now possible to calculate steady loading case the set of equations may
induced velocities at a control point on be solved directly for the unknowns GB1, GB2,
the camber surface by applying equations GB3 . Ref. 1 gives the numerical approach
(2) and (3) in discretized form. The grid for calculating the forces once the GB-dis-
points of the vortex element system are tribution is known.
defined by the coordinates x(I,J), y(I,J), The coefficients KXartt are implicit
z(I,j), I-chordwise index, J-spanwise index. functions of the vortex 1 geometry in the
Location of control points are obtained by p~opeller slip stream. This means that the
calculating the geometrical mean value of Kxcrt should continuously be changing when
the four vortex grid points. The normal time dependent motion is considered.
vector to be applied in equation (4) is ob- The consequence of this is that the coeffi-
tained by forming the cross product of the cients in the equations will change and the
diagcnal vectors formed by the grid points, complete solution of a set of simultaneous

equations would have to be solved at every
angular position. The computing time for
this system would be too large for the
method to be of any practical interest.
It has therefore been necessary to intro-
duce modifications in the method of solution

I.E Vand in the treatment of the coefficients
Kr'i t K r may be split up in a sum of

VORTEX 1 contributions from the refer-
POINTS ence blade and the other blades.

Fig. 2 Location of Vortex and Control K x~r,t K.x,r,t,..
Points in Two Dimensions 1j iJ

NBLADE

Fig. 1 shows a simplified vortex system n-2 n
on a propeller. In this case only one ele-
ment is used along the chord. For each where
contrcl point 1, 2, 3, equation (4) should Kx(r~t() r
be satisfied. This set-up therefore gives ij
a system of 3 equations for the 3 unknowns Kxr,t(n), n = 2, ..., NBLADE to the con-
GB1, GB2 , GB3 . At control point 1, the 13 tributions from other blades.
following equation is a discrete form of In the general case the blade loading is dif-
(4): ferent on the various blades due to varia-

x x x ions in the incoming wake.
X Denoting the vortex distribution on

the blades by GB(¢)ij, the equation (7) may

be writtn

+ nrl (GB1 K11 + GB2  K 1 + GB3  K 1 )
nxl [ GB1(2)'KII(1I) +

t t t+ nt(GB -K + GB2 " K + GB K NBLADE
nt1( 1 11 21 3 K31) NE G ADE llt1 GBI(¢n) •KIItf)+

Vl Vtl n=2

= l .n +t Vi n . nt! (7)
X1 rl t ,x

GB2 (K) K2 1 ( I) +
At control point 2 and 3 similar equa-

tions may be formulated. nxl, nrl, ntl, are NBLADE Kx
the components of the normal vector at con- E GB2 (4n)" 2 1 (4n) +
trol point 1. GBl 2 3 are the strength of n-2
the bound vorticW.'Kxr,t i 1, 3; j =xi, 3 are the induced 13 velocities at con- GB3(¢I) K3(4,+ Z GB(n) K1( n)
trol point j due to an unit vortex at loca-
tion i in axial, radial and tangential direc- + n GBI K r
tion respectively. From Fig. 1, it is seen r 11
that the trailing vortices from the horse
shoe vortex 1 and 3 cancel at the ollup ,t
point. The only vortex which _ntributes + 'tl GBI() "KI(¢I) + Z 11 1
to the tip and hub vortices is horse shoe tl
GB2 . Vxl, Vrl, Vtl are the contribution to = -n1 xl + Vr nrl + V t

the normal velocity from the axial and rota-
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It is assumed that if the loading on
other blade (N=2,NBLADE) are known, the E q. = 0 (12)
contribution from these blades to the bound-
ary condition can be taken into the right-
hand side of the equation. The only unknown which indicates that the cavity is closed.
part of the equations will then be the vor- The summation in (12) is to be carried out
tex distribution on the reference blade, over all cavitating elements along the chord

To avoid solving a set of simultaneous . The control points for the source/sink
equations at each timestep, a procedure has distribution are located at the midpoint of
been chosen which involves just one inver- the bound vortex elements and vice versa.sion of the coefficient matrix in the simul- By combining the equations (7), (10),
taneous equations. This procedure can be (11) and (12) a numerical representation
applied if: for propeller cavitation may be obtained.
a) The coefficients for the unknown on thereference blade do not change during one 2.2.2 Calculated Results for Non-Cavitating

revolution. Propeller
b) The contributions from other blades are

known. 2.2.2.1 Uniform Flow
Requirement a) can be satisfied by letting
the pitch of the trailing wake system be To obtain the open water characteris-
constant at each angular position. This tics, three J-values have been analyzed,
constant value can be obtained by calculat- J=0.1, PD/2 and PD; PD being the pitch/dia-
ing a mean loading from an average wake. meter ratio. The results arc displayed in

When the calculations on the reference Figs. 3"%5. The agreement between measured
blade are done, the resultant circulation and calculated KT is poorer for the higher
distribution is stored at that particular J-values (KT-0). At very high blade loading,
angular position. As the first following vortex separation may occur at the propeller
blade enters this angular position, it picks leading edge (see Appendix).
up the loading previously obtained for the The pressure distribution along the
reference blade. chord has been computea for one propeller

The other blades, which have not reach- where the experimental distribution is avail-
ed an angular position previously occupied able (Ref. 3). The results from open water
by the reference blade, will retain the mean calculations are given ii Fig. 6.
loading. By always letting the following
blades take on the loading calculated for 2.2.2.2 Non-Uniform Flow
the reference blade, requirement b) can be
satisfied. Although some unsteady effects have

In open water propeller cavitation, the been neglected, calculations in wake have
equation (4) is still valid on the wetted been modified compared to the quasi-steady
part of the camber surface. The expression method. This has been accomplished by let-
for VTOT may be modified to include the ting each of the blades have different load-
velocity jump due to source/sink distribu- ing according to their angular position.
tion representing the cavity. Since this The unsteady effect which has been neglected
velocity jump is normal to the camber sur- is the radially shed vortices in the wake.
face, it may be written: These vortices are the "memory" of the inotion

- 1 and will be included in the further develop-
V TOT + __ qn ment together with calculations of "added

2 mass" effects. Calculations in wake have
been performed for a 10 deg. and 90 de,,. net

and combined with equation (4): wake screen and show satisfactorily agreement
1 (Figs.7&8, quoted from Ref. 4).

- q + (V,OT n)j 0 (10)
2 MT 3 2.2.2.3 Inclined Shaft

t at each control point j for the vortex dis- The calculations in non-uniform flow
tribution V . Similarly, equation (5) may were done with the prescribed trailing vortex
be Put in the form: system of the propeller related to the mean

1on(1 loading on the blades. On the inclined
-y L + (VT . t)i = const. (11) shaft case, the periodic change in the slip
2 stream geometry is thought to have a greater

influence on the loading.
at each control point for the source/sink The procedure from unsteady motion in a ship
distribution q. wake may probably not be applicable in in-
The constant in equation (11) contains the clined shaft calculations. Results from
unknown cavitation number G. To obtain a sample calculations are qiven in Fig. 9.I :complete set of linear equations, an add!-
tional condition is needed. This last con-
dition may in the steady state case be put
in the discrete form:
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THRUST= 10 deg.

~4.5m/s

I "32.58rev/s

1 90 DEG. NET 2 N 2
4.5 m/sec - MEASURED
'24.44 RPS CALCULATED

! TO

180 DEC. 0 DEG. 1 8d0 DEG.

Fig. 7 Thrust Fluctuation in Wake during
a Revolution

THRUST1

4.Smls
17.4Grev/s
- = 0.993

10 DEC. NET ~20 N4 .5lsec ' -- -MEASURED "
24.44 RPS CALCLATEDTor

180 DEG. - 0 DEG. 180 DEG. Fig. 9 Thrust Fluctuation by InclinedShaft during a Revolution

Fig. 8 Thrust Fluctuation in Wake duringa Revolution

r ,Y,,

2.3 Propeller/Duct System in Uniform Flow .

2.3.1 Fundamental Assumption -'

Propeller blades and duct are regarded
as thin foil surfaces with arbitrary stape.
A vgrtex arrangement placed on the camber
surfaces of propeller blades and duct is
adopted as the hydrodynamic model of pro-
peller/duct system.

Concerning the thickness of blades and
duct, the strength of source distributions
is obtained from the chordwise gradient of .

the thickness applying thin foil theory. l
Fig. 10 shows the horse-shoe vortex

arrangements by the discrete vortex elements
with the Cartesian coordinate system. In
this figure, means the circulation strength
for the unit length of a vortex element
joining two grid points with a straight
line.

The subscripts 0, P, S and C refer tothe subalscofpDuct, Popeller, rpanwise Fig. 10 Coordinate System and Horse Shoe
the initials of Duct, Propeller, Spanwise Vortex Arrangement for Propeller
and Chordwise. u Ss/Duct System
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Defining the discretized vortex strength -wp(x,y,z) =fSPYpKpp dS, + ffWPf(Yp)
.S and rR+ l . for the spanwise elements
fn m
betore and be ind point i on the camber •KppdWv + f SDYDKDp dSD + ffWDf(YD
surface, the circulation distribution
density Yi of the vortex continuously KDPdW D  (16)
distributed is as follows: Thus, the simultaneous integral equations

is (2 -A- are formed from the equation (15) and (16).
Yi ( Ir , + (2 (13)n ,Applying the discrete vortex elements

instead of the continuous vortex distribu-
Hence, 6kk,m is the mean distance between tions in the equations (15) and (16), the
', and r +!m. In the same manner, the following discretized expressions can be

source strength qi continuously distributed obtained:
can also be expressed, -n D -Q DS . +

-nq ((n + V. I lU. I rim
(2 -nt -) (14) m=l n=l irm

MD +I NnNDW DS DWI uDC IDC

by using tne discretized line source strength 7 u. L + 1E UC rC +

Qn,m and Qni-l m per unit length. n=l nm " m=l n=l inm nm
The boundary conditions arc! set up at

points i, i+l, .. Lamely, control points NDW-l 0T PS
which are obtr.ined by calculating the z u. + " {. u.
geometrical mean values of the four vortex n=l nm nm m=l nl mm 'a
grid -cints.

Concerning the propeller lifting surface Npw Fw p+ NupC PC
the numerical approaches are principally uU PC {Zu

based on Section 2.2. n=1 im nm m=l n=l inm

2.3.2 Numerical Analysis NpW-l PT PT.
S u.

The integral equation which has the n=1 n 17)
unknown strength of vortices distributed
on each camber surface of propeller blades
and duct, for example at point (x,y,z) can where,

be expressed es on the duct camber surface:
- inflow velocity vector at control

-WD (x,vz) = iSDYDKDD dSD + ffwDf(Y D ) i point i as in Fig. 10

•*KDD dWD - !fSYp.PpD dSp + JJWpf(Yp 9 
- source induced velocity vector zt

KPD dWp (15) point i

nm-  nknown circulation of the vortexwhere, elen.ent (n,m)

1st term - normal component velocities n = 1,2tionNx - inex cf chordwise direc-
induced by the bound vortices tion
on duct camber surfacc, m = 1,2,..M x - index of spanwise direction

2nd term - normal component velocities
induced by the free vortices in Uinm = nui 1  (18)duct wake,

uinm is corresponding to the kernel finction

3rd term - normal component velocities of the integral equations (15) & (16) aw

induced by the bound vortices on also the induced velocity at point i frozz

whole propeller blade camber an unknown vortex element "nm supposed to

surfaces, havL unit strenqth which is placed at the
address (nm). The three-dimensional vectoruimis ca; .ulated by Biot-Savart's law,

4th term -normal component velocities uinm' 5 c- .ltdb Bo-aatslw
nduced bomthefr voties and ni is the unit vector in normal direc-induced by the free vortices in to tpiti

propeler aketion at point i.
propeller wake, The left hand side of the equation (17)

is the known values consisting of both in-
WD (X,y,z)- boundary value i.e. the normal flow velocities and source induced veloci-

component composed of inflow and ties at point i.
source induced velocities. Equation (17) is the general expression

Fof the formula for a propeller/duct lifting
For point (x,y~z) on propeller blade the surface. As limiting the application of
similar equation can be -ntroduced as: this equation on the steady motion problem,
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the shed wake vortices DWand eP sincularity, and V the total veloci-the shdwaevotce n can be -m
nlan g v e ty calculated at the midpoint of the

neglected, beca~'se the trailing vortices element.
keep constant strength downstream to
infinity. Thus, b) The force acting on a vortex element

FDW .DT _.DT with the strength rnm per unit lengthIIrnm= nm n+lm 0 (19) which is computed from Kutta-Joukov-
ski's theorem

.W =PT _PT =0 Gn-
'nm rM n+lm F At£ V X -22)

The circulations of a chordwise vortex anda trailing vo'rtex can be expressed by that Tis alclonis emedent fo alsaes
of spanwise (bound) vortices as follows: wise and chordwise elements of blades

of .inand a duct.

DT  _DC  c) The viscous drag force of a duct which
is represented by the form.ula (Ref.
5) as follows:

rDC  DS .DS DC
nm nm-l -nm +rn-l,m (20) -F _S - =

rem) F 2 ml m9r nrD _ rDS.

= . cF _ 2,m

- *m-l- D C 2-C 111+2-(t /E 2d f mmax

Cf = 0.
4 55/(log 10 R) 

2 58

As described above, unknown vortex 
(23)

elements rDS onlv remain on the duct camber where, £m is the m-th chord length in
surface ang'also'-PS on the propeller blade the Ep'nise irecon, le th m n

camber surface in the same manler, length of spanwise element, tne
In the present DP program, the follow- len res an elc t in themean resultant velocity in the chord-

ing ways of grid panel division are applied wise direction, tm max the maximum
as shown in Fig. 10. thickness, and Rn Reynolds number.

The viscous drag force of a propelleri ProDeller blade camber surface: is based onRef. 6.

spanwise 6 x chord,,:ze 12 = 72 on
spDuct caniber 1urface: d) The pressure distributions can be
spanwise 12 x chordwise 10 =120 obtained b- the theorem of Bernoulli~at a point on blades or a duct

Duct trailing vortices are regarded aor
as a set of straight lines parallel to the
uniform flow. For instance, at control i

From the experiences in our flow obser-
vations, propeller slip stream inside a C = 1 - (gUi/U)2  (24)
duct and also in the downstream can be con- 1
sidered as the a:ial component being pre-
dominant. Therefore, it is assumed that C = 1 -

the trailing vortices shed from the T.E. of
each blade form a helicoidal vortex sheet + (FFn + rn ) / 4 L
having constant pitch. i nm n+lm nm

The wake pitch at the design point of VL = - (rS + rS  )/4 Ai.C
Prop./Duct (advance coefficient J : 0.SPD = i nm n+l m nM
PD : prop. pitch ratio) can be assumed to be
the same as the geometrical pitch of each where S and +im are the spanwise
blade section, and approximately be applied wher vrm aed en on e th sinwis

over the relatively wide range of J-values. of control point i. b
The forces arising on a propeller blade o

and a duct are calculated by summing up the 2.3.3 Calculation Results
following components:

To obtain prop./duct open water charac-
a) The force acting on a source element teristics. the described numerical model

with the strength Qnm per unit length has been applied over a wide range of J-
which is obtained from Lagally's values for the sample cony. ducted prop.
theorem with 19A Duct (L/D=0.5) series models. The

results are displayed in Figs. ll14.
nm -(0- m -VnmQnm (21) In this calculations, the correction
nm factor has been used for the duct thrust at

Hence, p is fluid density, the low J-values smaller than PD/3, i.e. igh
r m tduct loading where the effect of viscous

length of spanwise element of the
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separation may arise as described in Ref. available (Ref. 8) as shown in Fig. 15-
7. Further investigations on propeller/dauct

The pressure distribution along the performanc~e, duct circulation and pressure
propeller blade chordlines has been obtain- distribution are reported in Ref. 9.

= ed fo~r one conventional ducted propeller
where the experimental distribution is

*,Z 5,

*U calculated -AEIA 0  0.5-0.7
I IH/D 0.7-1.1

0.4Measured 061

1TP I-+52

0.2 0.4 1- Oz

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 J 0. ~ -aue
00 0.2) 0.4 0.6

Fig. 11 Perform~ance of the Sample Prop./
Duct with 5 Blades (Conv. Ducted Fig. 13 Correlation between Calculated

Pro. ith19 Dct, L/D=0.5) and Measured 1KTP (PropellerProp wih 19 DLThrust Coeff.) at Various J-
Values 'or the Samkple Prop./Duct
Seri.es

0.4 - Q0.61 A, 5
z01

I-52

1:2'

0.0 0
.4

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 1 ~ eaue0.0
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6

Fig. 12 Performance of the Sample Prop./!inbtenCluae
Duct with 6 Blades Fig. 14 CorrelatinbtenCluae

and Measured KTT (Total Thrust
Coeff.) at Various J-Values for
the Sample Prop./Duct Series
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Section 3.2. The method is three-dimen-
sional in the sense that the calculations

._ are based on the complete three-dirnisional

L9R equations, a certain degree of two-dimen-
sionality is introduced due to the -,ct

-02 that the equations are solved stripwise on
the propeller. The reason for this is the

00 difficulty of formulating a global closure
condition for the cavity.

020 Q2 04 06 08 10
LE. LE 3.1 Two-dimensional Cavitation Theory

3.1.1 Basic Equations

-06 0 R Cavitation on two-dimensional hydrofoil
07R has been studied by several authors e.g.

-0.4 - . Geurst [13], Meijer j14], Hanaoka [15] and
Izumida et al [16].

In this chapter, linearized two-dim.
-0.2 z cavitation theory will h;e applied sectionally

on a propeller blade. Numerical solutions
00 . are obtained by means of a vortex/source

l&ttice method as described by Jiang & Leehey
0.27 .

02 00 Q2 0.4 06 Q8 10 The cavity is assumed to commence at
LE TE. the leading edge and to terminate on the

surface of the foil (closed type cavitation)
Fig. 15 Pressure Distribution along Blade * The hydrofoil is assumed to be placed in

Chordlines for a Prop./Duct a parallel flow with velocity U and with
an angle of attack a with respect to the
free stream as shown in Fig. 16. The suc-
tion side of the profile is denoted by f(x),
the pressure side by g(x), the cavit shape
by 6(x) and the cavity length by Z. The
thickness of the hydrofoil and the cavit.,
is represented by a source distribution
q(x), and the discontinuity of the perturbed
velocity in the x-direction is represented
by a vortex distribution y(x).

3. PROPELLFR CAVITATION

There are basically two different
approaches which point themselves out in
a natural way when trying to formulate the
problem with a cavitating propeller mathe-
matically.

The first one is to use the angle of
attack concept combined with a purely two-
dimensional cavitation theory. This is
the method used traditionally, and several y
attempts to determine the gross volume
variation of the cavity have been reported,
see e.g. Johnsson [10 & 11] and van
Oossanen [12]. A new version based on this Cavity t
approach will be described in Section 3.1.
The angle of attack and the local cavita- W I
tion number including the three dimensional
effects are well defined for each blade X
section at every angular position by the L.E. g 2. T.E.
unsteady lifting surface theory with non- g(x)
linear wake pitch. However, the influence
of cavity flow is not taken into considera-
tion for the boundary conditions of the
lifting surface theory.

The second natural approach is an
attempt to carry out a direct solution of
the basic three-dimensional equations, des- Fig. 16 Schematic Representation of
cribing :avitation on a propeller blade. Hig. i R pr til of
Such a method will be briefly described in Hyarofoil with partial cavity
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In linearized form, the cavitation
problem can then be formulated as a set of
coupled, singular integral equations, see
e.g. (171 and [181. - C nv e x hy dr o f i l

(x) + -0 x-_ - u 0 (25) 0

(0.VX: Y ,"Y=+0) 7 Present method i

1 (. Ud() 5 J' - Experiment
2T 0 X-C 2 dx a=2 * ~a oa-6 0 I4 " 40 801

(£<x<l,y=+0) (26) ." , . eiier
0-

i0 + 2 (x ) 1 u - dg(x) 0 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20
10 X-C 2~~x =Uc~ dx l

(0<x<l,y=-0) (27) Fig. 17 Cavity Length as a Function of
a/c for Plano-Convex Hydrofoil

flq(x)dx =0 (28)

Cavity shape can be calculated by
integrating the following equatio,0~MAU 0. 9R

00

dS(x) - . +v ,+v q (Y +0) 100.
dx j----4 ~y=0)(29) 0

dx U+y+Uq
where andeset mVqo

where v. and v denote the induced veloci- 0 Present: method
ties due to the vortex and the source 50!
di.st_ ution, respectively. Experiment

o / /i #O( =i.ii A =4.11
3.1.2 Results of C ,putation __* 2.11: 6.11.

3.11* 8.11
°
!

The calculated results have been com- L
pared with measured ones for two kinds of 0 0.05 0.10 0.15 a/0 0.20
MAU-typed wing sections and a 4% thickness
Plano-Convex hydrofoil. The tests were Fig. 18 Cavity Length as a Function of
carried out in the high speed cavitation a/o for MAU 0.9R Wing Section
tunnel at Tokyo Univ..

Figs. 17119 show the relationship
between cavity extent and a/c. As the
theory is based on the closed type cavi-
tation model, the calculations are limited
to cavity extents less than 75% at the M • .6

chord length. In Figs. 17%19, the results 0000- ..
for the three types of foils show that the o
agreement between the experiments and the ;wt=
numerical results is satisfactory in case a " 0

of the thin foils i.e. for the Plano-Convex Present method
hydrofoil and the MAU 0.9R wing section. < s -. xie50-

of cavity lengLh for the three types of 0 ca
foils is shown in Figs. 20,v22. Fig. 23 3.35 00 37501

0 4 .7o0 .70
shows the calculated results of cavity L 5.3750 9
profiles in comparison with the observed 0

ones. Again the agreement is found to be 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20
better for thin foil sections. a/c

Fig. 19 Cavity Length as a Function of
a/c for MAU 0.6R Wing Section
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t max/c MAU 0.69 9.375'
t end/c

Piano-Convex hydrofoil Present method

Present method

0 15 Experiment -- 14, Experiment

8 7.375* t end
80 o 4 o a.3750

* 80 6 5.37501
0 9.375'1

S 6o
• i ,t max

0.10 -0.10 A - a * 3.3750

"7 5.375' A 5.3750

/li • _ a=3375o
40

A ta=2 0  A

0 50 100 50 a F00

End of cavity (% Chord) End of cavity (% Chord)

Fig. 22 Max. Cavity Thickness as a Func-
Fig. 20 Max. Cavity Thickness as a Func- tion of cavity Length for MAU

tion of Cavity Length for Plano- 0.6R Wing Section
Convex Hydrofoil

3.2 Three-dimensional Cavitation Theory

Present method The set of equations describing the
t max/c MAU 0.9R flow field on a cavitating propeller is

Experiment given in discrete form by eqs. (10), (11)

/ o =2.11 and (12). The theory behind this formula-
0.15/ A 4.110 tion is briefly sketched in chapter 2, for

/ 8.111 . details the reader is referred to Frydenlund
/ 8& Persson [19] or Jiang & Leehey [17].

6.110 The basis of this formulation is the
assumption that the propeller camber surface
is covered by a distribution of vortices

0--0-- and sources/sinks. The boundary conditions
0.I0~ -" satisfied are that the flow is tangent to

* the camber surface on the wetted portion of
4.110 the blade and that the pressure is constant-

ly equal to the vapour pressure on the cavi-
/3.11 * tating portion of the blade. These boundary

conditions in linearized form lead to eqs.
0.05 - (10), (11). Eqs. (10), (11) are solved

2.11' stripwise on the propeller, together with
i the auxiliary condition that the cavity

should be closed at each radial section.
a=i.1i °  The influence of adjacent sections, of the

slip stream behind the blade, and of other
blades, is taken into account. It is found

0 50 100 that this solution produces a single-valued
End of cavity (% Chora) connection between the cavity length and

the cavitation number, contrary to what

Fig. 21 Max. Cavity Thickness as a Func- happens in the two-dimensional case. The
tion of Cavity Length for MAU complete solution is carried out as an it-
0.9R Wing Section erative procedure, the cavitation number at
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A

0=1.01 0=1.44
0 o 5.375o a 9.375*

Present method (%C) Present method

SOberved ,Observed

-t MAU O.6R MAlU 0.6R1
T / .

0=0.64 o=1.05 0 = 1.44
a= 2.11* a = 4.110 a = 8.110so 30 10

Present Present method v Present method

10Observed . Observed 10 ~ ' Observedl
MA 0R 0 MU 9

.0MAU O.9R I Al O9 0Mli.9
LT T E. T Lr TT

0=0.64 0=1.06 0=1.46
=2 0 a 4* a= 8

each Present method .0 Present method cavi Present method
Observed Observed .- -rlObservedp1c 0 1 tiO r

Pln-ovxhdool 0 hydrofoil]

value to tyia reul from an open waer

-~Piano- Convex hydrofoil hyPin-CnexhdrfilfoilnoCjoe

i E E T E.

Fig. 23 Comparison of Cavity Shape between Observations and Calculations

each radial section is prescribed, the cavi- 3.3 Propeller Cavitation
ty length is relaxed until the computed
cavitation number agrees with the prescrived 3.3.1 Preaiction Method
value. A typical result from an open water
calculation is displayed in Fig. 24. The linearized Iwo-dim, cavitation

A continued effort is being made to theory as described in 3.1.1 will now be
include unsteady effects in the cavitation applied to predict propeller cavitation.
model. The following steps have been adopted to

calculate propeller blade cavitation at
each blade angular position in non-uniform
wake flow.

Stp The unsteady lifting surface
theory due tn Hanaoka-Koyama [20] is used
to give the variation of circulation distri-

PROPELLER P-832 bution on a blade surface during one revolu-
J = 0.20 tion which gives the equivalent two-din.
a = 0.249 wings with the induced cambers on each r/R

section at every angular blade position.
Applying the Imai's two-dim, wing theory
[21] on these wings, the radial distribu-
tions of angle of attack a and cavitation
number o are loc.lly obtained.

Step 2 To ;ave competing time, the
data tables of cavity extent versus a/a are
given by the two-dim. ca itation theory on

"i each r/R section of a blade. In this case
-the angle of attack is to have an inteival

Iof 10 ranging up to maximum value obtained
in Step 1. As shown in Fig. i1'49, there

OBSERVATION CALCULATION is some disagreement between the meas ired
and the calculated cevity length. Tn order

- PRESENT mErHOD to improve the calculation ol. cavitataon,
the following corrections have been duzivei
from the measured values. Using tie calcu-

Fig. 24 Propeller Cavitation Patterns in late,, value (u/°)c, the following expreslion
Uniform Flow (Obsexved and Calcu- is to be adopted in the range between £i
lated) and Z2 in Fig. 25 where the linearized

theory gives reasonable solutions:
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PROPELLER P-1257

J = 0.40 04

m 
1
00rU 0.45 = 0 . o~.67

o Region of Uncertainty

IL -- --- -- --- -

o

Partially Cavitating Region OBSERVATIONS
i ...-- o--- PRESENT METHOD

Fig. 26 Propeller Cavitation Patterns in
0 a/o Uniform Flow (Observed and Calcu-

lated)
Fig. 25 Empirical Model of Cavity Length

Versus a/c 3.3.2 Results of Computation

a/c = (a/O)c-(l0.8t/c+0.53) 3.3.2.1 Model Propellers in Uniform Flow

"{l.0+2.2"(3-)-(t/c-0.053)}(30) The present method has been applied to
a model propeller operating in uniicrm flow

here, t/c is blade thickness ratio. and f ompared with the resjlt of model test.
In this range the cavity length is The test conditions are as follows:
approximated as follows: Fig. 26 Model Propeller P1257 23]

£ k. '(n/a) n ~ (31)

J = 0.4. a = 0.45
The upper limit of cavity length obtainable
from the linearized theory is assumed to be J = 0.4, a = 0.67
L :

The principal data of the model propellerL

Z L z 0.82 - .l(t/c) (32) are shown in Table 1.

Table 1 Principal Paxticnia;s of Modelwhich yields the value of (a/o)L .-rpellera

In case the cavity length exceeds tL

k( /c) + 3.{(/ 0 )-(n/a) } (3 ) IModal Propeller ?1257

approximately, which can be used into -he Dia. (M) 0.250
supercavitating region. Fig. 25 shows the
empirical model of cavity length versus Pitch Ratio 1.02
n/a. Step 3 Givizng the angles of attack Exp. Area Ratio 0.53

and cavitation nupbers obtained in Step 1,

cavity lengths are calculated by ir.eryolat- Nuber of Blades 4
ing the data tables for each prop -r blade
r/1 section. Thus, the cav:itatic t
of a propeller is finally obtaine c every Table 2 Principal Partidulars of Full
angular blade position.

Step 4 Concerning the cavity thick- Scale ?ropellers
ness, the similar way as described above
has been adopted. However, approaching to T
the tip of a propeller blace, the three Ship jShip A Ship B
dimensio-al effect on the cavity thickness
becomes °n important phenomena. According- Dia. (M) 7.70 6.65
ly, the thickness of propeller cavitation I
is predicted by means of multiplying the Pitch Patio 0.66 0.70
calculated values by a correction factor in L
that region of a blade. The corxection IExp. Area Ratio 1 0.71 0.61
factor has been obtained from investi9ationsI
of the measurcd cavity thickness in a few Nuber of Blades 5
full-scale stereophoto zeasurements (Ref. i-
22 & 23).
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Fig. 26 shows comparisons between the 4. HULL SURFACE PRESSURE FLUCTUATIONS
observed and the calculated cavitation
extents. 4.1 Basic Theory

The basic theory for calculation of
3.3.2.2 Full Scale Propellers pressure fluctuations caused by a cavitat-

ing propeller, when the variatici of the
The present method has been applied to cavity volume is assumed known, has been

propellers operating in a non-uniform wake reported by several authors, see e.g.
field and compared with full scale observa- Noordzij (24]. This theory will be briefly
tions. The model wake fields are corrected reviewed here, just in order to point out
to the corresponding full scale wake fields a minor modification in the calculation
by Sasajima-Tanaka's method.

Table 2 denotes the
principal particulars of
two full scale propellerswhich are used for the

simulations of unsteadycavitation, 
and also hullsurface pressure impulses

in the next chapter. ,0.

The operating condi-
tion is shown as follows: /

J = 0.37,
90-~

a =1.61

J = 0.37,

a = 3.21 .. .- - --.-..

where the values of a de-
scribed above are the rep-
resentation at the shaft
center of each propeller. Fig. 27 Observed and 'alculated Cavitation Patterns of Ship A

(J = 0.37, c = 1.61)
The cavitation pat-

terns are predicted at
each angular blade posi-
tion with an interval of , " ,-, -

100 from the top position I "
i.e. twelve o'cl-ck to the
turning dire-ztion. Fig.
27 displays the cavitation Y- .. J. *. ,
patterns of ballast condi-
tion of Ship A. F, 11
scale propeller cavitation
was observe d in the region
from the top position to -
600. Fig. 28 displays the ..... K54... . K 4
same for Ship B with the
sketches o . the full scale -ocbservations from 19' to

550.

7'Nn

Fig. 28 Observed and Calculated Cavitation Patterns of Ship B
(J = 0.37, c = 3.21)
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procedure which has proven to be efficient.
Only the coi.tribution due to the cavity
will be discussed.

The velocity potential due to a mov- T C
ing, pulsating cavity can be expressed [24]: + P f f G3rdrde (38)

rT  Oc (r,t)r 
Y)O()

_ 1 m OL [- + after inserting eq. (34) into eq. (36).

4- ri(t) OL(r) Here the functions G1 , G2 , G3 are given by:

Ucosocos 3t rdrd (34) 2
5- RcosRcosp Rcos~cosp

I2
Here polar coordinates nave been used in n n2  .;R +n1aR
accordance with Figs. 29, 30. Furthermore, G2 =cos~cosp y 2r aR
U denotes the inflow velocity at section r;
S is the pitch angle; V is the rake angle, nV R.2 (39- -zj/ (39)
and i is the cavity shape. The cavity is 2cos~cos3
assumed to extend radially from an inner
radius ri(t) to the tip radius rT . A strip RUV 1 3R
of width dr of this cavity, at radial posi- G3 =[.-(-2 -)

tion r, is considered. The cavity extends
from the leading edge, with angular coor- nV
dinate OL(r), to the cavity closure point + -s z
denoted by Oc(r,t). Note that ri and OC  R2
depend on the time t. The distance R be-
tween the source point (Y,r,0) and the field In obtaining eq. (38), ure has been made of
point is given by Fig. 29. the fact that by definition OC =6L at r =

ri, i.e. that the closure point coincides

R(x,y,z,y,r,O) = {[x-rcos(y-e)1 2 with the leading edge at the section where
the cavitation begins. By expressing p in

2 2 the form shown in eq. (38), the problem of
+ [y+rsin(Y-0)] + [z+- -rtgV]) calculating values of 32T/;t 2 and a-/'t

2 (locally on the blade has been avoided. Here

the integrals of T are evaluated before the

By application of Bernoulli's equation, the differentiation is carried out.

pressure at the field point, which is sta-
tionary in the coordinate system (x,y,z),
can be written:

P(xyzt)= - + v (36)

where 4 is defined by eq. (34). In deriv-
ing eq. (36), higher order derivatives of
the perturbation potential 4 have been
neglected. - - -

It is now appropriate to transform the time X F PV.

variable t into angular position y of the
blade, i.e. by introducing

y = 2rnt (37)

where n denotes the number cf revolutions
per sec. Furthermore, it is convenient to
move the operator a/3t in eq. (34) outside
the integral sign and to perform a partial
integration of the second term containing
aj/lv, thus giving: M%

22 rT PC(r, y)
P(x,y,z,t) =P-B I r GlrdrdO

3y ri(Y) 4L(r) -

r e(r,Y)
+ .- r" tGrdrde

r (¥) BL(r) Fig. 29 Coordinate System and Notations,Propeller
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blade is replaced to a set of simplified
cavity sections representing the cavity
thickness and extention at each radius of
the blade. The pressure fluctuations in-

OLAMf Ot,1,CE L, C duced on a hull surface are to be obtained
from the calculated results multiplied by
the solid boundary factor of 2.0.
The velocity potential includes the follow-
ing effects:

(a) blade thickness
. I,' (b) blade loading

-(c) motion and volume variation of
cavities

, (d) tip vortex cavities

4.3 Calculation Resul', of Hull Surface
- _Pressure

For Ship A and B, the calculations on
hull surface pressure have been carried out.Fig. 30 Coordinate System and Notations, The volume variation of cavitation for ShipCavity A is presented in Fig. 32. The figure

shows the max. cavity thickness for various
AP radial sections as a function of angular

Kp -o D blade positions. In Fig. 33 the pressure
Kp-- CALCULATED amplitudes on the hull surface for the first

( ~ MEASURED harmonic of blade rate frequency are dis-
20 - played in comparison with the experiments[. for Ship A and B.

15 S_. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Development of numerical methods based
10 on discrete vortex elements has been car-Li ' ried out for calculations of hydrodynamic

5forces, pressure distributions, amount of
I bl ,ie cavitation and hull surf.ce pressure

.... ...L. fluctuations for propeller/duct systems:0 m L5 6 FedThe advantages of such methcds and
experiences may be summarized as follows:

Fig. 31 Propeller-induced Pressure Ampli- a) Relatively small nimbers of discretized
tudes on the Hull for the First panels - vortex and source elements -
Harmonic are needed to describe the lifting

surfaces to obtain satisfactory results(Comparison between Experimentsfor practical use.and Calculations) b) Propeller as well as propeller/duct

performance in uniform flow can be
This has proven to be an efficient and accu- calculated with sufficient accuracy
rate way to determine the pressure field.
It is to be noted that the same equations
outlined here, can be used to calculate the
contribution frcm the propeller blade thick-
ness.

To test the calculation procedure, I
values of the cavity shape variation takeni
from full-scale stereophoto measurements ig
have been used as input to eq. (38). The T
results are for a 350.000 TDW tanker. Fig. . / -31 displays a comparison between the theo-
retically calculated and the measured pres-
sure fluctuations at certain fie]d points.

4.2 Numerical Analysis of Hull SuL-'ace

Pressure 270 r 90"

Knowing the geometry of the cavities
as a function of time, the corresponding
periodic source distributions can be deter- Fig. 32 Max. Cavity Thickness for Various
mined. The numerical calculations have Radial Positions as a Function
been carried out by means of Huse's method of Angular Positions of Blade
1251, i.e. the geometry of cavities on a

7is
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of attack found by using a non-cavi-
tating lifting surface model.

SHIP A This method shows reasonable good
agreement compared to experiments.

X/D IY/D Z/D (ii) A three-dimensional method has been
1.08 1 0.32 1 0.0 used to calculate the cavitation in

S21.08 1-0.32 1 0.0 an open water case. This method
produces a single-valued connection

Kg/m 2  between the cavity length and the
cavitation number contrary to what1000 happens in the two-dimensional case.

-AP EXP. CAL. This approach seems to have very
promising features.

f) Pressure fluctuations on the hull have
I been calculated by using the results

of predicted propeller cavitation for
0 -two full scale ships. From the com-

1 2 parison between the calculated and the
Field Point measured values it may be concluded

that the theory gives results of ac-
SHIP_B ceptable accuracy for practical use.
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sections of each wing. Air bubbles are
APPENDIX supplied from a mini-compressor through

thin nylon tubes installed inside the
models.

LEADING-EDGE SEPARATING VORTEX AND
PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS ON PROPELLER SKEWED 1 CONV.

BLADES fLDSTYPE I TYPE
NO. OF BLADES 5 i 5

The separation forms a DIAIMETER 0.175m 0.180m
s hap leading-edge sePITCH RATIO 0.970 i 1.000

sharp vortex core from the mid-span to the EX. RE RTIO i  0.890o 0.650
tip along the leading-edge of a swept wing RA00
or a propeller blade making the flow bKEt. 70 abt.
stable on the suction side preventing stall SKEW b
at laige angles of attack.

Flow visualization tests have been Table 1 Principal Particulars of Propeller
carried out on two kinds of planar wing mod- Models
els by means of air bubble method, and on
two propeller models with the similar shapes Figs.A3 and A4 show the pressure distribu-
of the wings by means of oil film method. tions measured at the same condition as
These flow patter.s are co.apared with mea- Figs.Al and A2 on t - suction side of Cw
sured pressure distributions on the plana- and SW respectively. At 0.6 R section che
wings, and the influences of LSV on the pressure distributions of CV and SW are
characteristics of the blade are discussed. very s~nilar, while at 0.9 R section the

A lifting surface theory is applied to region i- the chordwise extent of flat and
simulate the flow pattern and the pressure large negative pressure value of SW is an-
distributions, and non-linear calculation proximately twice of CW. This flat region
is tried to investigate the influence of of SW fully extends toward the tail end
such phenomena on the calculated results. more than 0; at the 0.95 R section. Refer-

ring to Figs.Al and A2 these regions an-
Experiment pear on the belts covered by LSV. Accord-

ingly, it i.; (asily supposed that the sharp-
The flow visualization tests have been er and stronger LSV in case of Sll inauces

carried out in the Circulating Water Channel increasingly flat and large negative pres-
of Akishima Laboratory. sure distributions. Photos.3-6 show thc

The two planar wing models have 500m/m results of the tests by means of oil firr
span, same chord length and section shape
with flat pressure side respectively, but
the outline (skewness) of the wings follows
each of the two propeller models. The pro- t.-
peller models are of a conventional propel- 09- /1-:iti
1er and a skewed one (CP & SP respectively) 08-
with the particulars shown in Table 1. 07-
Photos.Al and A2 show the results of flow 06- i-' °

visualization on the two kinds of planar 05- i
wing i.e. with conventional typed blade 04. --
shape (CW) and with the skewed (SW). The
angle of attack (a) is 15 degrees at the --

velocity (V) = 1 m/sec., and air bubbles
are shedding from A small hole on the lead-
ing-edge of o0th wings. At such a large
angles of attack, the extreme difference of iA! CV Fic.A
the flow patterns between CK and SW is S/s
found, namely a largely developed LSV oc-
curs on the suction side of
SW and seems to make the
flow stable, while nearly
stalled and unstable flow on
CW.
Figs.AI-A4 show the flow
patterns and the pressure
distributions on C v and S1
at a = 10 degrees and ' = i
-/sec. Figs-AI and A2 are
drawn from the several pho-
tos which were taken at slow
shutter soeed when ai- bub-
bles shedding from a hole
after another. The holes Photo.Al Flow around Cl Photo.A2 Flow around SW
are placed on the leading- Va150 , V .lmsec) V=im/sec)
edge at the several radial



method for the two kinds of propeller mod- C
els. The test conditions are at Reynolds Atack Angle 10*

number = 4.3 , 5.7 x 105 and advance coef- -" ° 0.60R
ficient (J) = 0.0 and 0.3 in uniform flow. V - 0.90R
From these pictures the regions of oil film u 0.95R
stripped off are just located on the same 1 __

regions of LSV which are observed on the
planar wings. It was confirmed that
Reynolds number around the range mentioned 0 5-above did not affect the features of LSV L.F. 0.25 0.50 0.75 T.£.
on the propeller models mostly. ig.A3 Measured Pressure Distributions
Applying discrete vortex elements [6], 126], on CW (.=10 , V=lm/sec'
the lifting surface problems on the wings
are solved. The flow pattern of free vor- Cp
tices shedding from the edge of the wings 0
is simulated by iterative calculations as
shown in Fig.A5 for CW at the same condition.I
as in Fig.Al. In comparison with the phenom-
ena visualized, the simulation seems to be -1.0
realistic on the tip flow rolling up but
not enough on LSV. The calculatcd pres-
sure distributions are shown in Figs.A6 and 0
A7 in comparison with the measured values L.E. 0.25 0.50 0.75 T.E.
for CW and SW, respectively. The good Fig.A4 Measured Pressure Distributions
agreements between them are obtained for on SW (=100 , V=!m/sec)
0.6 R section but not enough for 0.95 R
section on each wing.
(1) The LSV occurs on both blade shapes of

skewed and conventional type, and the
former has sharper and stronger vortex
core to make the flow more stable than
the latter. I

(2) In the region of the blade surface
covered by LSV and tip vortex, flat
and large negative pressure distribu-
tions are obtained.

(3) The computational simulation shows
realistic flow pattern around the wing
on the whole, and good agreements with
the measured pressure distributions in
case of 0.6 R section of the wings. Photo.A5 SP J=0.0 Photo.A6 SP J=0.3

Cp Attack Angle 101 0-6R

o .~ EXP. 0_6R-2-0. 0 =/ 0.95R

CAL. * 0.6k
S0.9;

-10

L.E. 0_5 0.5 0.75 T.E.

Photo. A3 CP J=0.0 Photo.A4 CP = Fig.A6 Pressure Ditrbutions on CM

Z A~~lXI.k A7,Ie --=0

:Fig.A6 Pressure Dif--r'bu-"-ns on- v

• S5 -

1.

L..0.25 0.5 0.;s .E

i q. A P re ssure D ist r ibu t ion s o n Sir
rg.26 S'i-lated FlvPat te rn Aroun.d CM
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into N uniform elements with a vortex atDiscussion a quarter chord point and a control point
at three-quarter chord point of each ele-
ment For the steady two-dimensional wing,

E.A. WeitendorfandKY. ChaoHSVA; James1 ' showed that the total lift is deter-
mined exactly ior a flat plate or parabolic
camber line by this conventional VLM but it

rirst of all we would like to congrat- always gives the vortex strength y(x) about
ulata the authors for the good calculation 11% lower than the exact solution at the
results, first element. This difference on the vor-

ZConcerning the paper we have the following tex strength near the leading edge will
questions: result in the significant error in estimat-

1. Results of calculated cavity length ing the pressure distribution and the cavilty
The result s o calcuated cavi, 1enh shape on blades. On the other hand, Lan
The results of wigs.17, 18, 19 seem showed that the quasi-VLZ with cosine spac-

to be very similar to results which can be ing arrangements of both vortex and control
obtained by conformal mapping and a closed points gives the exact vortex distribution
cavity model. With a closed cavity model, for the steady two-dimensional wing. There-
however, there is a singularity at the end fore, the quasi-VIM is superior to the con-
of the cavity sheet. How can such a singu- ventional VLM for estimating the pressure
larity be treated ? And in this context:
How does the calculated pressure distribu- distribution and the cavity shape on blades.

tion for the cavitating condition look like ? (2) In the present paper, the unsteady

2. Boundary conditions cavitation patterns of the propeller operat-

Regarding the boundary conditions, ing in non-uniform flow was calculated by

given for Instance in Eqs.(25),(26),(27) of quasi-steady method. It is well known that

the paper it • uld be interesting to know there is phase difference between the ob-

how those boundary conditions could be served and the calculated cavitation pat-

solved when using an open cavity model. terns. This phase difference may come from
the fact that quasi-steady method neglects

3. Correction factor for the cavity thickness the dynamic effect of a cavity. In Fig.A
The references No.22 and 21 of paper quoted from Ref.3),the cavitation patterns

contain full scale results. In reference calculated with and without phase correction

No.22 full scale stereophoto results of the are compared with those observed in cavita-

sheet cavitation are presented. In this tion tunnel. This shows clearly the use-shee caitaton re pesetedin hisfulness of introducing phase correction in
context we would like to ask how these full quassteayimtod. The co rion equasi-steady method. The comparison be-
scale results are utilized for the calcula- tween the measured and the calculated res-
tions ? Is it possible to show the correc- sure fluctuations is shown in Fig.B. The
tion factors derived from full scale inves- results show that agreement is better when
tigations in a kind of diagram ? the phase angle is corrected as in the case

In reference 23 different results are of cavitation patterns.

given. On page 62 of reference 23, for
instance, was mentioned that the maximum
cavitation thickness will be equal to the
tip vortex diameter. Are the results of OF!/.
reference 23 used in this connection with
the tip vortex or in another manner ?

T, Hoshimos 111I.r0, ,(~

The authors are to be congratulated on l
this interesting paper, but frankly speaking r
the discusser felt a little bit hard to /
follow the contents of the paper, since so \,-4 ' \
many items have been presented piece by
piece in the paper.

So, I want to focus my discussion on . -. ,
the following two points and ask the authors -

comments.(:

(1) The vortex lattice method(V24) has f /been accented as a very. useful tool to at-,. •.•

tack thze various problems concerning pro-
eliers.

Tne present paper adopted the conven-
tional VZ4, in which the chord is divided Fig. A Comparison of cavitation patternswith and without phase correction

-S6.



REFERENCES My questions to the authors are

1) James, R.M., "On the Remarkable 1. Are you conv'nced that the vortex sheets
Accuracy of the Vortex Lattice Method", of a propeller roll up into discrete v-r-
Computer Method in Applied Mechanics and tices ?

Engineering, Vol.1, 1972 2. Do you know of any laser-doppler meas-
2) Lan, C.E., "A Quasi-Vortex-Lattice u e w ofirm ther-corectnes

Method in Thin Wing Theory", J. Aircraft, urements which confirm the correctness of

Vol.11, No.9, 1974 this vortex model ?

3) Hoshino, T., "Estimation of Un-
steady Cavitation on Propeller Blades as
a Base for Predicting Propeller-Induced
Pressure Fluctuations", Journal of the
Society of Naval Architect of Japan, Vol. Author's Reply
148, 1980 (to be presented)

H. Yuasa
Pi'Opellqr ofcvt

To aitendorf and Chao
U00urd X, - CcsUIctd 1. Results of calculated cavity !enth

0- ith Ph"l 'e Correcton_ t006 The singularities do not present any

(A5',20) problem in the numerical calculations since
the discrete vortices and sources are 1o-

005 --- mouPtmoCOrt,,f cated away from the singelar points. Thus,
.... -for a finite nurber of elements the vortex

- 04 , o and source elements are always finite.
As the same basic equations are solved, the
results are of course similar to the results

0.03 -obtained with conformal mapping theory.

The pressure distribution shows a singular
002 behaviour, the same as for the conformal

0 1mapping solution.

0.01[ 2. Boundary conditions
I In linearized form, the cavitation

op problem can be formulated as a set of cou-
)4 -03 -02 01 0 01 02 03 04 pled, singular integral equations (25) to

Port -too-oad (28) for a c-.osed cavity model. in the

case of an open cavity model, the closureFig. B Transverse distribution of blade codtoIntadtkstefr

frequency amplitudes of pressure condition tinstead takes the form
fluctuations (KT=0 .2, n=1.54)

G.-Dyne(SSOA) where 1(M) is a prescribed valuc. The so-
lution can then be obtained in the same way

The authors have in their cdlcclations as for the closed cav:ity case.
used the discrete vortex element method
developed at MIT. The free helical vortex 1. Correlation factor for the cavity th__ck-
sheets behind the propeller blades are in ness
this method assumed to roll up into discrete The full scale stereophoto results ar:
tip and hub vortices. This assumption has utilized for the determination of the cor-
the aavantage that it simplifies the calcu- rection factor. From the conarison between
lations, but the question is: Is it true ? tne full scale results and the calculated
Do the vortex sheets really roll up in values, the correction factor is chosen as
discrete vortices in a similar wav to the 5.0 in the region of the propeler tin
vortex sheet behind a wing of finite span 7 decreasing to 1.0 at 0.8R of the propeller

One consequence of the assu-ption is blade.
that the vorticity is concentrated to the In this paper, the variation of the
edge and the centerlire of the slipstream. tir vortex diameter is no. considered in-
The flow inside the sliostream is then the dependently, but it is considared to besime as for a propeller with constant cir- contained in the variation of the sheet

culation along the radius. Also the pro- cavitation.
peller induced mean axial velocities must
then be independent of the radius. Pitot To Hoshino
tube measurements in the slipstream of
propellers in open water show, however, in the two dimensional cavitation cal-
that the axial velocity varies considerably culations, several spacing arrancements
in the radial directin, which =ust mean have been tried. The equal spacing as we
that there is vorticity at almost all radii use has been found to produce safficient-1
of the slipstream. accurate results for our purpose.

-



In the first step of the calculation To Dyne
of propeller cavitation in non-uniform We think one should consider the wake
wake, we apply the unsteady lifting surface model for what it is, just a mathematical
theory by Hanaoka - Koyama for the non- model which seems to work well in practice.
cavitating case. The unsteady cavitation We know of measurements carried out at MIT
pattern is then calculated by using this which confirms the contraction process but
unsteady solution to generate angles of not necessarily the details of the roll up.
attack etc. Therefore, the phase shift However, we think that it has been clearly
caused by the unsteady loading is to same demonstrated by Prof. Kerwin and others at
extent taken into account in the present MIT that this wake model produces good
method. results.

I
4-
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Prediction of Propeller-Induced
Fluctuating Pressures and
Correlation with Full-Scale Data
Nontane Chiba, Takao Sasajima and Tetsuji Hoshino
Nagasaki Experimental Tank
Mitsubishi Heavy industies. Ltd

Japan

ABSTRACT p Total pressure fluctuation

A method is presented to predict the Api i-th blade frequency component of
propeller-induced fluctuating pressure. pressure fluctuation
The method consists of calculation of pres-
sure distribution with unsteady propeller p : Pressure fluctuation induced by
theory, estimation of cavity shape and pre- blade loading
diction of fluctuating pressure. The cavi-
ty shape and fluctuating pressure are com- Pt Pressure fluctuation induced by
pared with the carefully conducted experi- blade thickness
ments and some empirical corrections were
introduced. p Pressure fluctuation induced by

The method was applied to measurements cavity
in model experiments and full scale data.
And it was found that the present method R Distance from singuarity element to
gives good correlation with measurements field point
for the blade frequency components, but
further refinement of the method is necds- r Radius of propeller
sary for higher frequency components. 0

NENATRrb : Radius of propeller boss

s : Distance along the chord of the
C Non-dimensional pressure on propel- blade
S ler blade

Sc  Sectional area of two-dimensional
D Diameter of propeller cavity

e Vapour pressure t Time

2rh : Pitch of helical vortex sheet V a Axial velocity to propellera
K L  : Correction factor for cavity length Va Average axial induced velocity

Kpi Non-dimensional pressure fluctuation vt Average tangential induced velocity
KL. Api

- 2D2 v* Axial velocit, ±ncluding induced
velocity = V +

4a a
N Number of blades of propeller w* Resultant velocity including induced

n Distance normal to the propeller velocity
blade, and number cf revolution ofpropeller x,r,: Cylindrical coordinates shown in
poelrFig.l.
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E : Thickness of rear end of cavity which occurs on the blades of a propeller
operating in non-uniform flow field behind

t Thickness distribution of blade a ship. The pressure fluctuation thus in-
creased by the unsteady cavity can cause

Angular position with respect to serious vibration problems. Since ship
generating line vibration is a combined result of excitation

force and response of ship structure,
c Angular position of center of cavity efforts should be directed not only to

reduce excitation force, but also to de-

L Leading edge of blade crease response amplitude of ship structure
at the blade frequency and its multiplies.

Trailing edge of blade Usually, propeller-induced hull pres-
sure in cavitating condition is predicted

Leading edge of cavity from the model experiments in cavitation
r i e o vtunnels or in the depressurized towing tank.

3 :Trailing edge of cavity But model experiments need much time and
cost to be performed. Especially, in the

-1 Leading edge of cavity on two- design stage of propeller, quick and cost-
dimensional wing saving methods are demanded. Therefore,

theoretical prediction methods are studied
Trailing edge of cavity on two- by many researchers (Refs.2,3,4,5,6,7).
dimensional wing The most difficult point in the theo-

retical methods is how to formulate the
Mass density of water behavior of unsteady cavity on the propeller

blade. This is an unsteaiy and three-
: L  Local cavitation number dimensional mixed boundary value problem,

therefore some approximations have to be
Velocity potential due to cavitat- i,,r'du-ic. o btain a practical solutions.
ing propeller The three-dimensional cavity is assumed to

be composed of two-dimensional cavity at
Velocity potential due to blade each radius and further the dynamic behavior
loading of the two-dimensional cavities is treated

with quasi-steady approach.
Velocity potential due to blade For estimation of the shape of two-thickness dimensional cavity, steady two-dimensional

cavity theories, such as Guerst's (Ref.8),
c Velocity potential due to cavity Hanaoka's (Ref.9) and Nishiyama's (Ref.!0)care used as a base. A simpler method, which

Angular position of generating line determines the length ot cavity from the
of a blade curve of pressure distribution and the

cavitation number, is also used (Refs.2,11).
Angular velocity of the propeller The quasi-steady approach means that a two-

dimensional cavity on the blade element is
-*r Tangential velocity including determined only by the instantaneous flow

induced velocity conditions to the blade element (obtained by
unsteady theory of non-cavitating propellers)

1. INTRODUCTION such as pres-ure distribution along the
chord, incident angle and cavitation number,

The need for a method to desiqn ships and the dynamic behavior of the cavity is
with less vibration has been growing in the not considered.
recent years with increasing requirements The method of prediction presented in
for betterment in habitality and for avoid- this paper employs also such two-dimensional
ing structural damages. The vibration is and quasi-steady approximation, but is
induced by many sources, among which a characterized by that the correction factors
propeller plays in many cases major part of are introduced from the comparisons with
it. Propeller-induced vibratory forces carefully conducted model experiments such
consist of so-called "propeller shaft as measurements of cavity thickness,
forces" and "surface forces". Propeller measurements of cavity extents and pressure
shaft forces come from the time dependent fluctuations.
change of blade forces transmitted to hull The method was applied to the model
structure through the propeller shaft. experiments and further to the full scale
Propeller shaft forces can be predicted data. The predicted pressure fluctuations
with fairly good accuracy by existing are well correlated with the measured ones,
methods (Ref.l). as far as the first blade frequency

Surface forces come from the time components are concerned.
dependent change of pressure around the
propeller transmitted to the hull surface 2. THEORETICAL CALCULATION
through water. The surface force is obtain-
ed by integrating the pressure over the The coordinate system and the velocity
hull surface. This pressure fluctuation is diagram of the propeller are shown in Figs.
remarkably increased by unateady cavity 1 and 2. The pressure fluctuation induced

.90.
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by a cavitating propeller is usualy ex- In the present method, the vortex distri-
pressed by the following linearized bution in eq. (5) is obtained as a result of
equation. the calculation by Hanaoka-1Koyama's unsteady

lifting surface theory (Refs.12,13).
"t= + (17t)he The blade thickness carn be replaced byV*2) the source distribution along the chord.

The strergth of tne source is approximately
= 4w + t + c  (2) related to blade thickness as follows.

where € is the velocity potential due to (9 ,=It W* t(r '4 )
the three components, , t and Ic t - (6)

: Velocity potential due to loading on
the propeller blades. The velocity potential due to the source is

Ct: Velocity potential due to blade thick- N-1 1ro  r
ness of the propeller. (x,r, ,t) = -4- dr

k=o r.
c: Velocity potential due to cavity on b

the blade. T
- t r', ' )# d-'(7)

The velocity potential due to blade L b
loading is expressed with the vortex distri-
bution, as follows. where,

2 2 2 k
Rb = (x-h' 2r 2+r'-2rr'cof:-- *---

€(x, r, :, t) =i /h + dr' d"
4- The pressure fluctuation due to the source

k=o rb L is as follows.

f 2-k N 11 r - ,

'0 T -
;'*o- r Pf x  r  $ ' )  = - dr' ,. ,

k=o r R.'
b -L

where,

2 2- ~(x -h;-+r r'.- sin (c-"'&t*t-2-k/N)
Rf = [x-h('+&*.)] +r +r 2-rr'cos Rb3

S2-k 1  (8)

The sum of p(x,r,,t) and pt(x,r,z,t)
The vortex distribution is expanded into is the pressure fluctuation induced by the
Fourier series as non-cavitating propeller. Strictly speak-

ing, px,r,,t) is affected by the occur-
rence of unsteady cavity on the blade, but

y )(4)y.(r)e t is assumed tc be unchanged.
A =0 The oress;-! fluctuation induced by the

unstcadv cda it." is obtained by expressing
From eqs. (3) and (4), the pressure fluctu- the cavity as the time dependent source.
ation due to blade loading is expressed as The strength of the source of cavity is
follows, related to the shape of cavity as follows.

N-1 r a (r,O,t) = ( - + At)) (r,(t(9)
p,(x,r,O, t) = -4- 0dr'O c /h 2+r 2  c

"k=o Irb

The pressure fluctuation induced by this
T y (r,, )e ) source is~ ~ ( )e N- t h+ r

=- N-1

r' (x-hO')-rh sin (Q-'+*t-2-k/N)PC.,c (xrot) 4h dW~d:-'k=o Jrb3
Rfo (5)

where, 13 cc(r U t2k/*N)

2 (x-he') 2+r 2+r'2

2 ik
___ ~-2rr-'cos-(-e ' +Q*t-



-- N-i + 3  c(X',', 2rk and expressed after Isay (Ref.15) as lollows,

k=o rb  cl/m

V*(x-h3')+rr* sin (-+*t 2 -k/N)d' where it is assumed that m=2.
3

Rb The maximum thickness appears at the end of
(10) cavity. -E was determined by simplifyixig

Nishiyama's formula (Ref.10) as follcws.
In the present method, the shape of

cavity on each blade element is estimated !)r= 2 -: )-C (16)
as follows. From the instantaneous blade 0o3 1
loading calculated before and the blade
thickness, the pressure distribution curve is the incident angle for the equivalent
on the blade is obtained as shown in Fig.3. two-dimensional section which has the same
With the pressure distribution and the vortex distribution (r, ) as given by eq.

local cavitation number which is based on (3).
the immersion of the blade element at that To examine the above simple expressions,
instance, the length of cavity is determined the shape of cavity on model propellers were
as ( 3 -i).C in Fig.3, where 3 satisfies measured with the small streamline shaped
the following eauation, pins set normal to the blade. The photo-

graphs of the pins and measurement of cavity
thickness are shown in Fig.5. Although the

1'3( c (CL )d, pins also cavitated, the shape of cavity up-
L p stream of the Dins did not seem to be

KL (11) af'ected by the cavitating pins. By compar-
'2 ing the results from the measurement with the
(L +Cp)d calculation, eas. (15) and (16) are found to

give a good approximtation, as shown in Fig.6,

In eq.(ll), Cp is assumed to be zero when for the cavity shape if the cavity starts
the cavity extends downstream of the trail- from the leadina edge of the propeller blade.
ing edge. The value KL=0. 25 is determined Zn case the cavity is net attached to the
through comparisons with model experiments, leading edge, i.e. collapsing stage of the
one of which is shown in Fig.4. cavity, approximation is not so good, but

Another method to estimate the length eqs.(15) and (16) are applied in the present

of cavkey was proposed in the previous calculation.
studies (Refs.2,7). That is based on The pressure fluctuation induced by
Knapp's theory on dynamic similarity for a thus obtained cavity shape is approximated
spherical bubble (Ref.!4) as with the assumption that the distance to the

field point is large compared with cavity
dimension. Thus the pressure fluctuation is

R Kt (12) expressed by the sectional area and trailing
edge thickness cf cavity.

R Bubble radius N-1 r S 4
(X'r' 't) ° W*-)

t :Time for growth or decay of a bubble ko b t t Do

P: Pre3sure difference between inside and
outside of the bubble -r _S

0 C+1 n

Mass density of licuid rb

The point <3 in Fig.3 is determined as

the location where the bubble, which has
grown in the range from l to :2, decays to
the initial radius. Namely, this is ex- v*(X-X )+rr'C*sin(_-G iE*t-27k/N)
pressed as follows. c *dr']3

( . Rb (17)
tl/-(V+cp d = K' t. tj+C d7 (13)P2 P where,

Scr W,t) no(r' ,r3*.t).dV'

where K' is an empirical factor. c 0

However, the concept of replacing the
length of sheet cavity with the travelling
path of a bubble is not yet fully under- (r',t) .d,
stood. Therefore, this concept is not "6
adopted in the present method.

The thickness of cavity is determined 2 2 2+2 + k
R (X-10 I +r +r' 2rrcos( ,-e +P*t-~assuming an open model of partial cavity, bo c c N
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From the above, the total pressure fluctua- The measuring section of cavitation
tion is obtained as a sum of D,, Pt and tunnel is 500 mm square and the flow field
in free space. On the hull surface, the is simulated with wire mesh screen and dummy
solid boundary factor 2 is multiplied with stern. Pressure fluctuation is measured, in
the sum :Ref.16). most cases, with the pressure transducers

Several trials of calculation revealed set flush with the flat plate above the
that the phase of the change of cavity propeller. The scheme is shown in Fig.9.
extent on the blade in calculation is about The flat plate is supported by the four
20 degrees in advance compared with the struts, which penetrate the upper window of
experiments (Ref.17). Therefore, the the tunnel and are connected to the flexures.
calculated phase of cavity is delayed by 20 The flexibility of the flexures was so
degrees as an empirical correction. Fig.7 selected that the resonant frequency of the
shows the comparison of cavity extent thus system is far below the blade frequency of
calculated and those observed in tunnel, usual tests. The frequency characteristics

When the pressure fluctuations were were also examined by changing the propeller
calculated based on the cavitation patterns revolutions at the same advance ratio and
predicted above, the results from calcula- cavitation number. The non-dimensional
tion were found to be about four times as pressure coefficients Kp's, plotted over the
large as those derived from experiments as propeller revolutions are almost flat as
shown in Fig.8. Then the pressure fluctua- shown in Fig.10. That is, there is not a
tion induced by the unsteady cavity is resonant frequency within the range of usual
corrected by factor 0.25. operations.

Hence the final form of total pressure
tluctuation is as follows. 3-2 Effect of Air Content

It is known that dissolved air or free
p(x,r,.,t) 2-(p (x,r,,,t)+pt(x,r,:,t) air bubbles in water affect the measured

1 value of pressure fluctuation (Refs.18,19,
+1Pc(x,r,:,t-Wt (18) 20). The effect of air content was also

examined in our tunnel. Fig.l! shows the
where -t is timc lag corresponding to phase pressure signals and its harmonic components
difference of 20 degrees. obtained for the air content ratios a/as of

The reasons why such differences in 10% and 36%. The pressure signals are
phase of cavity extent and pressure ampli- regular with higher air content, correspond-
tude occur are not fully understood, but ing to more stable cavitation pattern on the
the effect of hysteresis of cavity will he blades. The decrease of blade rate com-
one of them. The present method, as in the ponents and the increase of other ccmponents
case with all the other published methods, might come frcm the instability of the cavi-
treats the dynan.ic behavior of cavity in a ty. As a -rzctice, therefore air content
quasi-steady sense. But in reality, the is kept above 30% of saLuration in measure-
shape of cavity is governed by dynamics ments of pressuLe fluctuation. This
theory. tendency is in accordance with the results

As shown in Appendix, a simple con- o4 SSPA (Ref.20).
sideration on this phenomenon made by re-
placing the cavity by a spherical bubble 3.3 .all Effect
suggests that the solution of dynamic
equation will result in the delay of cavity To check the degree of wall effect due
decay. Therefore, the ccrrections for the to the reflection of pressure from the wall,
calculated results in terms of the phase of two geometrically similar propellers were
cavity extent may be interpreted as effect tested in the flow field made similar to the
of dynamic behavior of cavity, propellers. The measurements were carried

out in the same advance ratio, cavitation
3. MODEL EXPERIMENTS number and tip clearance ratio. The measur-

ed pressuire signals and the Fourier coef-
Model experiments supply data for ficients of pressure fluctuations Kp's are

individual requirement, but experimental compared in Fig.12. This figure shows
data are subject to errors coming from many relatively good similarity between the
sources such as test conditions, size of results from the two propellers. Therefore,
model, etc. In case of validating a pre- che wall effect on the pressure fluctuation
dicticn method or determining empirical is thought to be relatively small and no
correction factors therein, extreme care correction is made as a practice.
should be taken to choose reliable data.

In this section, is described how the 4. COMPARISONS WITH MEASUREMENTS
experiments are made in Nagasaki Experi-
mental Tank to obtain reliable data to In order to examine the applicability
check and correct the calculation method in of the present method to predict pressure
the preceding section. fluctuation, comparisons were made between

calculations and measurements. The measure-
3.1 Measuring System of Pressure ments include model experiments and full

Fluctuation scale measurements.
For correction with model experiments,
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those data were chosen unich are competent investigated in the fLture studies to in-
for the assumption of the :alculation, crease the accuracy of this method. Im-
especially with stable cavity appearing provement of theory will be expected by
when a blade passes wake peak. The correla- further measure.ents of cavity shape.
tion was examined, therefore, for the cases
of relatively high wake peak, not too large ACKNCELEGEMENT
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APPENDIX
FI. lCoordinate 5yste,.. of

The cavitv extent calculated by eq. (1!) PIropeller
is well correspondent to the observed one
when the shift of blade position is
introduced by about 20 degrees. The reason
of the shift may be explained by the follow-
ing consideration.

The calculated volume of the cavity
changes as shown in Fig.A. As expla'ned in
Section 2, the cavity is treated in a
quasi-steady manner. But in reality, the oi
cavity changes its volume according to the

pressure difference between inside and out-
side of the cavity. If the cavity is assum-
ed to be a spherical bubble with the same
volume as the cavitY, its radius R changes
as follows.

+ 3 -e
RR + (R) pA-l)

where p is the pressure outside of the
bubble, e is the pressure inside of the
bubble, and surface tension is neglected- V VAt
The change of volume of the cavity shown
in Fig-A was calculated according to eq. rL n ra -vt
jA-!). The pressure outside of the bubble
was assumed to be equal to that at the
point, 70% chord from leading edge at 0.9R.
The volume change of cavity calculated with Fig .2 Velocity Diagram for
(A-l) is also shown in Fig. A. The volume Blade Element of Propeller
decreases more slowly than tl. t calculated
by the quasi-steady method- -his will
cause the delay of phase of cavity.
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Cavitating Propeller with Pins Close-tin of Pins

Fig. 5 Me-_asuremen: o: Cavil.! Thickness by X

MeaSured at r/r, 0.0,1
---- Calculated at rr0 0.88

9 ------------------------------------- __

tpo= l00

- - -

Fi.6 Comparison of Calculated and Nicasured Cavity Thickness
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differonce .1 etween calculated and measuredDiscussion results.
(2) Fig.10 of :he parer shows accord

to my opinion hhe in 'uence of bubble dy-
namics and Reynolds e2fect on the pressure

C.S Lee(KR'S) impulses and it is not clear (as the authors
said) that there is no resonance effect in

An ability to predict the transient the measured results. "-ing propellers of
cavity on a propeller working in a highly lS6mm and 150mm is insufficient in spite of
non-uniform ship wake is needed for the my personal hope that there is no influence
resolution of ship hull vibration and noise of the wall effect to investigate this influ-
problems. The authors should be praised ence and the wall effect.
for their contributions to this not-that-

. easy problem. Fig.l Tank Overh.
The authors seem to me to suffer from

the overprediction of cavity extent and Fig.2 Mediumsized HSVA Tunnela 570mm
the phase difference. I suppose tha.
a more refined calculation of vorticity Fii 1 Large HSVA Tunnelo 750mm
distribution, through an iteration process
if necessary, may be necessaiy for the F ' "he pressure impulses including
correct prediction of cavity extent. In their 1, t larmonj s depend of the cavity
this connection Fourier series representa- volume -.eve.)pment and not on its shape in
tion of vorticity distribution, Eq.(4),may respect to time in the ships wake field in
not be suitable. If the time-derivative contest with bubble dynamics. Reference on
term in Eq.(l) is considered at the same this can be given;
time, the phase lead may also be resolved.

I'd like to hear author's opinion on Zimmermann,B.: "Calculation of the Unsta-
this comment. tionary Pressure on a Plate, Caused by Cavi-

tation Areas on Propeller Blades (in German)".
Report 362,Institut fdr Schiffbau der Univ.

H. Isshiki (Hitachi S & E) Hamburg, 1977

The authors introduce several empirical
corrections: 0.25 for KL in Eq.(ll), 20 01
degrees for the phase delay angle of the E 1.,A, ]K 1-.
cavity extent and 1/4 as the correction -n O"

factor for P. in Eq.(18). Are these values P, ts.,* Pi,- 3 'LIPLTE

applicable to the wide range of ship and 7 , 5. V "u/ Dm
propeller combinations. 2t (u,- 9

The authors use Rayleigh's eq. of A Ilk
motion of a (free) bubble to explain the
differences in the phase delay of the cavi-ty extent and pressure amplitude between . I
the theory and the experiment. I wonder, .
then, if "the effect of hysteresis of cavi-
ty" means the virtual inertia effect of the
cavity bubble due to the surrounding water.

According to the Eq.(A-I) of a free
bubble motion, the free bubble increases 2 5 KC
or decreases its size unboundedly under a Fig. 1
constant pressure outside the bubble,
because there is no restoring force. On
the otherhand, the bubble on the foil has
an equilibrium, and this equilibrium may aSI ERG 1t AEs J - 9 IM 1,ttkI.
be stable under proper conditions. There- U,( , , 3
fore, the dynamic similarity between the 01
free bubble and the cavity bubble on the I: k"..
foil should be a limited one, and should Z20

be used with a proper limitation. o

E.A. Weitendorf (iism) o -

(1) Calculated results of pressure '
fluctuations due to cavitation (as the au-
thors did) may be sufficient from an engi- MA-
neering standpoint by applying a correcting ',
factor of 0.25 (Fig.8) in order to get good
agreement between measurement and calcula-
tion; but from a scientific point of view one Fig. 2
should try to find the real reasons of the
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M I J future studies to improve the accuracy of
prediction method.

Dr. Isshiki asked first the applica-
-E 0 IOA bility of the correction factors. The

M ,extensive calculation was made by one of
the authors on propellers including those

, with high skew or with ,-i-ying pitch dis-
0o .. R, tributions. The result .howed fairly good

correlation with experim s. The results
will be presented at the it sting of the
Society of Naval Architects if Japan in the
coming autumn.

As for the second discussion of Dr.
°sshiki, Zq.A-1 had been used in the pre-

_ F, (__) vious study of one of the authors on the
behavior of cavity bubbles on an oscillating
hydrofoil and well explained the tendency

Fig. 3 of phenomena. Then Eq.A-I was used here to
try to explain the difference of phase of
20c.

The authors agree with the first com-
ment of Dr. Weitendorf. Of course, we are
going to study further theoretically and
experimentally. Especially in experimental
studies, it will be necessay to measure
cavity shapes on much more propellers in
many cavitation tunnels and in full scale
and correlate them to pressure fluctuations.

N. Chiba (MH) The second discussion of Dr. Weitendorf is
concerned with wall effect. From our ex-

We wish to thank alL the discussers perience, the measured pressure amplitude
for their valuable contributions, with resonance became two or three times as

Dr. Chang-Sup Lee's comments are con- large as those without resonance. In Fig.
cerned with the calculation method of vortex 10, there is no such pressure amplitudes.
distribu-nn. In this paper, pressure on So it is recognized that there is no such
the blade in non-cavitating condition is in the measoring system. Although
used as the base to calculate the cavity it may be insufficient to conclude from Fig.
extent. Therefore, the iteration process 12 that there is no wall effect at all in
is not necessary to get the cavity extent physical meaning, this figure can tell us the
And in this sense, Fourier series expres- wall effect is so small that the correction
sion of vorticity is one of the suitable for the measured pressure will not be nec-
method to express non-cavitating condition. essary in practical sense. To confirm this,
But as we do not think that the present further studies are going to be planned in
method is not the final goal of this study, Nagasaki Experimental Tank on wall effect
the methods such as proposed by Dr. Lee in in such a way as Dr. Huse or D;:. Weitendorf
this symposium will be discussed in our indicated.
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New Applications of Cavity Flow Theory
Marshall P Tulin and Chun Che Hsu

Hydona Ufi S inc
Lautel hMaryand U S A

ABSTRACT sections operating in wakes. It is shown
that growing cavities are reduced in length

Some new applications are made of "free relative to steady cavities and collapsing
streamline" or cavity flow theory to both cavities increased in length, leading to a
non-cavitating flows involving wakes and hysteresis-like behavior as observed in
separation bubbles, and to cavitating flous. practice. The theory is also used to explain

A method for the prediction of turbu- why only the shorter of the two cavities pre-
lent separated uake or separation bubble dicted in steady theory is observed (the
pressures is developed resulting in a simple longer is unstable).
relation between forebody drag coefficient,
cavity length, wake pressure, and two
viscous parameters: the boundary layer shape
parameter 1I at the rear of the separation

bubble, and the friction coefficient acting NOMENCLATURE
on the dividing streamline between the ex-
ternal flow and the separated region. The AR Aspect ratio of wings. (Span)2/area

problem is closed using relationships be- a Parameter related to cavity length
tween cavity drag, cavity length, and wake
pressure coefficient, based on cavity flow Parameter related to laminar flow
(inviscid) theory. The utility of the re- characteristics of bodies

sults is demonstrated in application to the B Parameter related to the wing span
wake flow past a vertical flat plate and a
thin double wedge airfoil at incidence. c Chord length of foils or bodies

A new physical model of the flow past C Drag coefficient of foils or bodies
cavitating bodies is suggested allowing for D

a post-cavity separation and deceleration C Drag coefficient of the pseudo-body
zone in which the forebody drag is realized

in momentum loss in the external flow. This ,
loss is brought about by friction on the Cf Frictional coefficient of the
dividing streamline behind the cavity, which pseudo-body

separates the external flow and a closed C Total lift coefficient of foils
separated region containing recirculating or wings
eddies.

A recent theory for the prediction of C. Lift coefficient of foils or wings

flows with attached leading edge cavities 0 due to fully-wetted flow

is reviewed and comparisions of results are
made with measurements. The theory is based C Additional lift coefficient of

on a perturbation on a fully wetted flow foils or wings due to leading edge

which is applied to both planar and three- cavitation

dimensional flow past lifting foils. C Pressure coefficient
New results relating to unsteady sheet P

cavitation are given, based on a recent Shear stress coefficient
theory which is applicable to typical foil Cs
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C Thrust force coefficient of foils qo0a Component of q due to incidenceUYrn due to finite nose radius

q Component of q due to foilE. Jones' correction factor, thckes

wing semi-perimenter/span thickness

F Form factor related to viscous
flow characteristics R Reynolds nsumber based on chord

C length

f Thickness of wake behind cavity

o lpR Reynolds number based on cavity
H Boundary-layer shape parameter, Z (or wake) length

IZ Denotes rear part of
) Semi-width of normal plates

r Leading edge (nose) radius of foils
Im Denotes imaginary part of n

s Direction along the sheet cavity
k Parameter related to cavity length

and drag S Cavity surface
C

k_ Parameter related to drag and
suction force

Sf Foil wetted surface

Cavity (or wake) length
Sf Foil surface lieing under the

Time rate change of cavity length, cavity

dZ t Time
dt

u, v Velocity component in x, y

M,N Constants in formula for complex coordinates

potential u Velocity on cavity

-. M ,(t) Time-dependent source strength
u Velocity component along s

PC Cavity (or wake) pressure direction

p Free stream pressure v Velocity component along n

direction
qc Cavity (or wake) speed

V Cavity volume

s Cavity speed along s Time rate of chage of cavity volume,

q Local flow speed due to fully dV
wetted flow d

q, Local flow speed due to leading x, y Horizontal and ver-ical ordinates
edge cavitation in physical plane

q_ Free stream speed z Complex variable, x + iy
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a Incidence of foils or wings

o Maximum cavity thickness°c ACKNOWLEDGEMENT

$ Boundary layer displacement A substantial portion of this research

thickness has been carried out under Office of Naval
Research Contract N00014-78-0144, a part of

Complex variable, r + in, the General lydromechanics Research Program
of the David Taylor Naval Ship Research

Vertical and horizontal ordinates Development Center, U.S. Navy, whose support

in transformed i-plane is gratefully acknowledged.

Direction normal to sheet cavity

Local fully-wetted flow angle

Local flow angle due to leading
edge cavitation

Boundary layer momentum thickness

Fluid density INTRODUCTIC::

Cavitation number Free streamline, or cavity flow theory
in its classical form deals with flows past

Acceleration number objects which are bounded in part by se-
parated regions (whether we call them cavities

_ Shear stress or wakes) throughout which the pressure is
C constant or almost so at any particular in-

stant. We may distinguish three main types
Scalar potential of these separated regions:

Scalar potential due to fully

Type A): "Wakes" and "Separation Bubbles,"
Scalar potential due to leading filled with the same fluid (in the same* edge cavitaLion phase) as in the external flow, but wherein

* Complex potential, + io_  the motion of the contained fluid is too
slow to support substantial pressure gradi-

Stream function ents. In this case the external and in-
ternal flows are separated by a viscous

T, Complex velocity, d',/dz shear layer within which important shear
stresses are generated.

Complex velocity due to fully
o wetted flow

Type B): "Cavities," filled for the most part
. Complex velocity due to leading with the vapor or gas phase of the fluid in

edge cavitation the externul flow, and within which the gas

density is negligible except in the extreme

Iodograph variable, £n'Y' case of certain cryogenic fluids.

W 0 Hodograph variable, Zn ', due to
fully wetted flow oTpe C): "Ventilated Cavities," filled with

a non-condensible gas which is essentially
W Hodograph variable, Zn,', d'! to foreign to the fluid in the external flow.

leading edge cavitation Examples of these three types (A,B, and
C) of separated regions abound in engineer- -

W Frequency of oscillation ing practice, both in the marine and other
fields. 'fhev include:

Subscripts:
A.) Stabilized wakes behind blunt bodies

2D Denotes two dimensional flow and essentially planar foils at sufficiently
3D Denotes three dimensional flow high (stalled) incidence, both isolated and
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comprising elements in cascade, normally experienced by the blades of ship
Leading edge separation bubbles on propellers operating in wakes.

planar foils and highly swept wings, such IlI.) Present the results of a new ana-
as deltas. lysis of unsteady sheet cavitation, parti-

B.) Long cavities (supereavitation) be- cularly as it pertains to leading edge
hind propeller, hydroloil, and pump elements cavities.
operating at sufficiently high speeds.

Short cavities (partial or leading 1. TIE PHYSICS AND MODELING OF CAVITY FLOWS
I edge) on propellers, impellers and foils.

C.) Long cavities (supercavitation) The length of a ca':ity is determined by
behind propellers either partially submerged many factors, notably: the forebody drag.
or ventilated, and hydrofoil elements venti- the pressure coefficient in the cavity (-r);
lated to the atmosphere gravity interference with other bodies and

Long cavities behind objects entering bounding surfaces: unsteady effects; see
the water at high speeds. Tulin L-. The cavity length is, however,

These flows involve a rich variety of generally finite; exceptions are brought
physical phenomena, of both viscous and in- about by strong blockage caused by operation
viscid nature. Fortunately, the viscous between walls or in cascades, or grid ar-
effects can often be modeled or de:,lt ",%ith rangements.
in such a way that the external flow can be A cavity results in or is associated
treated as essentially inviscid and potential with a resistance on the body to which it
flou mathematics can be invoked. Indeed, attaches, except in certain pathelogical
the slubject has benefitted enormously from cases of Type C flows. These have been
the application of a variety of powerful discussed by Tulin -2:. from which Figure 1
mathematical techniques involving analyti- is taken.
cal functions and mappings, singular inte-
gral equations, and small perturbation ex- U
pansions. All these developments were given U
birth over a hundred years ago with the in- 00

vention of the hodograph mapping technique
by Helmholtz and Kirchoff in an attempt to
model Type A flows with resistance. MINUMUM DRAG

Application of free streamline theory O 3
to Type B and C flows. particularly in the
marine field, received very strong stimu-
lation about twenty-five years ago with the
development of linearized theory, its appli- U
cation to efficient foil design. and the
use of those foils in actual supercavitating 0  -
propellers. In the two decades following
these events, a wide variety of problems of --- MINIMUM DRAG
Type B and C have been taken up and solved. U c2 > 1  FOR GIVEN U2/UoAND c,
and particularly those in the supercavita- -

ting regime.
Although problems yet remain unsolved

in this regime, and especially of a three-
dimensional nature, activity has abated. u >u
However, significant developments have and
still are taking place on both problems
(Type B) involving short and unsteady cavi- / U
ties produced by cavitation, and on problems U__ E

(Type A) involving wakes and separation Uoi - R
bubbles. These are problems which arise in f
extremely important practical contexts in
engineering.

In the present paper we shall-
I.) Discuss briefly the piysics and FIGURE 1 -MINIMUM DRAG BODIES, U. q ,

physical modeling of cavity flows. Present U
a simple new theory by the present authors 1
correcting the viscous and inviscid aspects FROM: TUL;N 121
"' Type A flows, and thereby allowing cal-
iation of the wake or bubble pressure Far downstream of a cavity, a trailing

,oefficient. Apply this theory to turbulent momentum wake must exist, in which the magni-
leading edge separation on a sharp nosed tude of momentum loss must reflect the savity
double wedge airfoil, and to a vertical flat resistance of the body (as well as other
plate with stabilizod trailing wake, for sources of resistance, should they be pre- -
comparison with experiments. sent). Thus the modeling of a flow involv-

II.) Describe briefly new theory and ing a cavity must be accompanied by a model-
results obtained by the present authors with- ing of the wake, too. This was pointed out
in the last few years on the subject of by Tulin (I., see Figure 2, from whom we
steady leading edge cavities, Type B, as are quote below:

11 0-.



All well-known weke models may be divi-
ded into two categories. They either in-

volve no trailing wakes at all: Riabouchin-
.. sky [3]; Efros [4]; Kreisel [52, Gilbarg [6];

---iand Tulin [71; or they involve thick wakes
whose thickness is generally greater than
that of the frontal projection of the body:

I" . ' Joukowski [8], Roshko [9, Eppler[10), and
Wu [1-1], Fabula [12]. The former of these

. groups is clearly more suitable for the
treatment of slender bodies, and the latter

- -. -:for blunt bodies. Note, however, that even
in the case of blunt bodies, the latter group
of models will generally very much exaggerate
the wake thickness. In any case, none of
the models mentioned is suitable for the pro-
per representation of supercavitating flow

FIGURE 2 - A CAVITY FLOW WITH WAKE past bc:h blunt and slender bodies."
(SCHEMATIC), U0 = qc For the realistic and versatile model-

ing of a cavity and its uake, too, Tulin 1'
FROM: TULIN [1] proposed two spiral vortex models, allowing

termination of the cavity itself in a trail-
ing wake whose asymptotic downstream thick-

"A viscous aake. trailing to infinity ness corresponds precisely to the displace-
downstream, -;us; exist behind a real finite ment thickness of the viscous uake associated
cavity in nature. Momentum considerations -ith the forebody resistance. Figure 3. In
require that the forebody drag Pxperienced

by a real supercavitating body be manifested
by a oomentum defect in the far %ake behind
the body and its cavity. Cavity drag must
therefore manifest itself in much the same "
way as friction and form drag do in the flow . - €:
past a body without a cavity. In this lat-
ter case, it is a matter of experience that
the displacement thickness of the wake gene- ---
rally decreases continuously from the re-
gion right behind the body, toward an -.. C

asymptotic value equal to the momentum thick-
ness; this behaviour is due to the continual
downstream smoothing of the blunt wake pro-
file found close to the body itself. We -- .-
should expect precisely the same behaviour ,
of the cavity-wake displacement thickness I r -

since the wake profile must be most blunt in
the turbulent region just behind cavity col-
lapes - the region where the momentum losses '-'- "
are actually experienced by the fluid. The
effect of the wake on the outer potential
flow may be determined by replacing it with FIGURE 3 - SPIRAL VORTEX, TRAILING WAKE
a body whose thickness is taken equal to MODELS OF REAL CAVITY FLOWS
tne wake displacement thickness. The asymp- FROM: TULIN I1]

totic thickness is thus f(w)/c = C /2.

For blunt bodies, whose drag coefficient one of these models (single spiral) the
is 0(I), the wake thickness is about the pressure on the wake boundary decays from
same size as the body itself, and shoud n: stagnation to free strem, while in the othe
therefore be neglected in any proper model (double spiral) the pressure on the wake
of the flow. At the same time, the wake boundary is everywhere free stream. Vari-
thickness is seen to be somewhat :hinner ations on these models, allowing for a
than the body width for C <2, as is always tailored decay in the pressure aft of the

the case for small and moderate values of vortex to its asymptotic value could and
0(a<l): therefore, a proper model must have, Michel [13], since been proposed. The
neither ignore the wake nor invo-ve too wise exact way this should be done, depends in
a trailing wake. detail upon the viscous processes which give

For slender bodies, whose drag coef- actual rise to the momentum loss in the ex-
ficient is of the order of the body thick- ternal flow, and which varies from cases to
ness or inclination squared, the wake thick- case. In any cvcnt, the evidence is that
ness need only arise in connection with the two spiral models of Tulin seem to
second-order terms; that is, a linearized or bracket flows in reality.
first order theory may properly neglect the Fjo do these viscous processes work on
wake. cavities? Too little has been said in the
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past on this important question, partly be- ZONE OF POST CAVITY FLOW
cause for supercavitating flows of Type B SEPARATION AND
and C it has usually been of relatively DECELERATION
little importan,e from a practical point of
v iew whether cavity lengths and wakes have EXTERNAL FLOW -

been properly modeled, since the forces on q TRAILING WAKE
the forebody in these ca2 es vary hardly at
all with cavity length differences arising A"
from the use of different cavity models.
However, in the case of partial cavities CAVITY D
on propellers. lype B, it is precisely the A' " C. -DEFECT
length and volume of the cavity uhich it is
necessary to know, because of th pressures 1A
radiated by the changes in cavity volume. - / FLUID FILLED SEPARATED
Then, in the case of Type A cavities, the WAKE WITH EDDIES L 8"-CI-B" L
length plays a vital role in the determin- DIVIDINC
ation of the cavity pressure, which has been STREAMLINE- A"-B"-C"
a central unsolved problem for flows of this
type: we shall elaborate this point later.
below. FIGURE 5 - CAVITY (TYPES B AND C) WITH POST-

We visualize the general situation in CAVITY SEPARATED WAKE (SCHEMATIC)
Figures 4 and 5. We have taken into account

(Figure 4; Type A) that the external flow
can experience both a retarding friction on

" the cavity wall due to mixing between ex-
. .ternal and internal flows. zone A'-B'. and

deceleratLon losses at the rear of the body
- in zone B'-C'. These latter losses corre-

. ; - spond to form drag in the case of solid
- bodies. Following C" the wake is established

andQ further momentum losses do not occur.
WIND TUNNEL MEASUREMENT OF VELOCITY In the case of flow Types 0 and C (Figure 5),
DISTRIBUTIONS IN CAVITY BEhIND FLAT PLATE we visualize a separated region in the ex-
(FROM ARIE AND ROUSE L173),Uo0 ternal flow immediately to the rear of the

cavity. Along the streanlize B"-C'" bounding
ZONE OF the separation, the external flow experiences

DECELEtATICN retarding friction and deceleration losses.
DIVIDING AND WAKE These losses realize the forebody pressure
STREAMLINE MIXING ADJUSTNENT drag. which obviously cannot be rccovered inR tGION TPAILING any part as thrust o . the rear of the cavity.

EXTERNAL FLO',, A' B WAKE fo
q A Of course, in actuality the !eparated flow

immediately behind a raviy is unsteady, but
we suggest Figure 5 as a model for the mean.

__B' C. time-averaged, flow there.
The magnitude of the pressure recovery

LOW SPEED EDDY L . in the region B'-C', Type A flows, depends
WAKE DEFCTI essentially on the thickness of the friction-

al layer aL B' in comparison with the scaleFLOW R.GIO4S BEHIND FLAT PLATE (SCHEMATIC) of .he cavity there. When this layer is

sufficiently thick, then stagnation and se-

PRESSURE RECOVERY IN B'-C*': paration of the external flow is avoided and
i. NONE at the same time a gradual transition in
F;. PARTA pressure coefficient fron --- to 0 beco-mes

Hi. COMPLETE possible, as envisioned in Figure 4. This
is. of course, also the case on most bodies

0_ .normally used in practice, including ship
C hulls and foils. Then the momentum losses

P

4 ...;;; can be estimated using the classical momentum
- - equation, assuming the boundary layer not too

A' B' C' thick and the body reasonably slender (we

PRESSURE COEFFICIENT ON DIVIDING STrestrict ourselves now to planar flows, for
SCHEMATIC)he sake of simplicity). Goldstein

d 6 (H 2) dC(
ds q ds s

FIGURE 4 - CAVITY-WAKE (TYPE A), SCHEMATIC whereILC IN
S C 42

_ We may also estimate the losses in the region

B"-C", Figure 5. in the case of flows of Type

M
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B and C by application of (1).
This completes the viscous modeling,rr

exceot for estimates of the boundary layer C -IJns +JC 2.n ds]/.q2h (4)0 SJ j C yjV
shape factor 1H and C~ in (1). We shall -see If~~~

later that the boundary layer in the external and
flow in the region B'-C' seems close to se- - (H+-2) S H+ 2
paration, suggesting a value H z 3.0; Sch- ()=fj-Kd 5
bauer and Klebanoff '!5: fon . [4..ac' J Js~~
turbulent separation, in their planar ex- 0
veriment. The value of the friction coef-
ficient. Cs . can be estimated in the usual The relations, (3) and (4), follow from de-
case of turbulent flow from experi~nent or finitions. and (5) is the solution of the
from mrixing layer type semi-empirical theory- differential Equation (1). as is easily veri-
we supposv it to be constant along the mix- lied (the factor 2 in (5) arises from the
ing region A' -B. in turbulent flou3. In the two side of the Cavity).
case of laminar flows. however, theorv shows

C5  a _ decreasing with distan~ce s SU000 0'0

along the cavity -.e estimate z- 10 from OEBDi

the .. -mixin, theory,.

conectonis made between the external flow
inisinviscid realization and the viscous L.

flwdetails, in the case of flows of Types
B n .the cavity pressure is. of course.

precried.so that tho effect of viscous
how s manlyof interost in connection

wihthe choice of flow model: in order to
estimate the longth of the region B**-C" and DRAG DA
therelore the nature of the transition from iFOREODYI '.~ tKUDOBODo;
cavity to wake, it would be necessary to
know the effective value of C5 behiind the

cav-ity, yet unknown. In the case of Type A
flows, we shall shc-x that the present model- FIGURE 6 -EQUIVALENCE OF FOREBODY AND
ing does allow an estimation of the CaVitV PSEUDO-BODY DRAGS
Pressure a priori, and therefore provides
!:he r.acessary closure of the problem. We
shall utilize it to estimate eat ity pressures
in the case of turbulent separated regions Th e forebody dag. depending for a
for compsrison witis experiment. and in the% . Pi
case of lamninar regions for comparison with given body on the~ cavity pressure coef-
earlier theories. ficient. C = -: an be ccuatea on the

The Estimation of Cavity Pressures in Near thaisof nisi eov -e tealnWakes Behind Planar Bluff Bodi.es' Tvpe Athov
Flows.

Principle and Fundazfental Theory I ~cne~to* esC s
C C_ (I 6

The principle behind the calculation 0
of. the cavity (near wake) pressure lit-s in whrteficonra
the simple necessity for the prcssure drag r ~1~ 7
on the forebodX alone (C ) to halance ex- C, C n. d :--J
aetly the total drag acting on the closed sobd
pseudo-body. C0 ~ comprising the forebody

and tte near wake: the psudobodv is defined and where the form drag factor. F. is:
by the closed streamline between 0 and L in

Fiue6, i.e C. = C D-The equality of fP nX

C and C *is obvious, since either gives
D D* ~f q '-n ds

rise to the same momnentum loss in the far fd C
wake (at C'):

f~~) where both integral$ are taken around the

where in view of (1) and (6), the form drag
wherfj nds A~ h(3) may be calculated from (5);
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Combining (12) and (11) leads to the
AC)-q_ /2 very simple result"

i t F = ±(Z, (9,

c - 2n ds (i v2_ 9 -.k C (14)

S~ -C

In the case of a slender cavity at high This is plotted as Figure 7 using a
ReVnolds numbers, where to a good approxima-
tion- C = const. and a = q for O<s<Z; C=0 value ox -i = 3.

for Z<s: n1. and in the decelerating zone

we set I = iL. constant: and recalling that 0-3

(q^/q)' = then.

C' 2 2(qc/q ) C -eds
f

and. i +F = (n In_ W ! * '-(0 -

;..-)-SHOR CAVITY. -1. k-7.E. C$- 0.01:7-

This is, in ltself. a valuabic result.

r-ating for factor to the body pressure
coefficient tshxch depends in turn on its 7f

thickness), and on the shape parameter i!-

at the sterp.
No. from the definition (7) it follows "I• 0.1

that C.= 4 C:- -# d adcb-nn

-00s ith(i; lin (6)/ 1 i ONG CAVITY.--' k=2 C$
1 

.0f-l

*; C 0 EXPERIENT :20:_ IIh )- 
0 EXPERIMENT :1--

This fundamental result ;s suffcient 0c *
for the calculation of - as a func-'on o' 3 3 -

for a given forebod- since and -h
S

are functions of cavily oressu-e ( wh:'ch
can be calculated using inviscid theory. FIGURE 7 - 21kC, AS FUNCTION OF

This result r-r be further refined
usi..g cav-: theory results. in the case
of suffricienti !onr cavities. it has been Exerimental Comparison

There exists. Arie and Rouse ::t. an

C, vxcellent detailed exuerimental study of a
1h k2) stab1 ized cavity-wake behind a flat nlate

(so-e of the results are shown as Figure 4).
In their wind tunnel simulation of the wake

where : depends on the cavity flow model- flow past a vertical plate (wall effects
a.) k= S (Cosed vyt. Tu"n "51 were corrected for by modifying the shape

" of the tunnel walls) they IGund: o = 0.57;

C= 1.38: = 1.27 0 . /c) = 8.4.

S e S a V in addition the boundary -aver profile atSingle Spiral Vortex wi-th

Sailn the end of the cavit ; ;s approximately
linear (i.e.. u(y)/u.-5- y) correspond-

c =_ (13) ing to H. = 3.0.C. k= (Double Spiral
Vortex, Tulin :1i) The calculation of length based on (1i).

%nd using the rderementioned experimental
.or values of - up to unity, the value

of k given by b.) is less than a.) and
greater than c.), while k(c) = 0.Bk(a). t We have corrected Eq. (7) of Tulin

is worth noting that relationship (12) can whccotiea mralro.
be extremely sensitive to the presence of

bs ae value of C is deterine fro= Arie
1iounding surfaces such as tunnel walls. but and Rouse. Figure Sc- but correcting a mis-
we will not discrss this complication here. take in their nomenciatureruv'/q should

4e u'v* "
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values of CD.o. i.., and Cs, yields (/clhe) thin airfoil stall) exist at sufficiently
high Reynolds number on thin foils with

= 8.8, which is in reasonable agreement (55) both snarp and rounded leading edges, for
wirh the measured value (8.4. foil thcknesse0 less thbn about 9 percent.

The calculation of k froi, (12). using as shown experlmentally b} McCullough and
a-ain the mseasurd values of mt/h). CD, and Gault £22. The ideas of the previous

.ieds a value of k =2, whiTh is n section can readilv e combined with short
reasonable agreement with the value k = 2.16, n tgivenby (3b).cavity inviscid theory (which is discussed

subsequently in this paper), to predict the
These favorable comparisons confirm the oressure coefficient at separation, and to

useful-ness of -1 ) and (!2) when applied to "safuliess of and(12)uwhenbhin aplfd aoroxmate the bubble length. McCullough
stabx t'ed z rnulent wake:s behind bluff -

bodies. and Gault have given detailed measurement
of the separated flow over a sharp nosed.In the cask- o' lar.ina, wakes (which areInt theticasey oraina wakes (wichyd are double-wedge foil of 4.23 percent thickness.

rot practically- important1 in ship hydro- _
dynamics, but for whi'-h s',me past analyses see Figure 8, where one of the measurements
exist), the analysis can ne reeated. lead- are shown. For present purposes we shall

.... assume this close en.ugh : a sharp flat
p1ate.

--cl (114 2 N " (15)

and cc-Ib'inin 'h i12) leads tc the foIlot-

ing- asymptotic results (it - lT
i k %:_-71

R C_

The latter asymptotic result. 'n Its c
dependence on R and C corresponds tr t5!

earlier result- of others, obtained by other
means. starting wit h mai - -. Recentl y

T 'as analzed the viscrus as-

pects of this problem. obtained similar r
sults. and concluded that for bodies without
fixed separation. the free streamline n-
viscid solution! should have continuoas
curvature at separation. i.e.. smooth se- - -

paration: in this case. CD can be alculated

by application M cavity theory us the
latter condition, even in the case of a
smooth bluff body. as a circular cylinder. -2

Note that upon the assumption of
laminar flow. the cavity-wake 1engtht in-
creases with the Reynolds number without i
bound. The turbulent asymptotic behayigr-

%RH ~ of bluff bed; i~rakes is seen to de-
pend on two questions: does the mo4el of
flow assumed here (negligabie eddy veiocx;y) O - -
remain valid as Rc- ?; and. if so. what is

the behaviour of C, as R;--. if the answer [6
Z r -

to the first of these ques' ions is affir - , -

tive. then the asymptotic cavity length 0 2 4 6 8 10
will be finite orociced the asv-ptot .c " e ,."
value of C5 is also finite.

Further application of the present
Ideas -an readily be made. to the question FIGURE 8 PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION OVER THE
of tunnel wall effect on wake pressure for 4.23-PERCENT-THICK DCUBLE-WEDGE
examnie. AIRFOIL SECTION

e l FROM: McCULLOUGH AND GAULT 1201

The Prediction t-f Turbulent Searation
Bubbles at the Leading Edge of Thin Airfoils

Turbulent separation bubbles (so called

I- ---

- ~-~-=~--- - -~~- ---- =4i

== -~ = - _ = _ _32M



The relation corresponding to (11) is, cavity-wake theory and experiments in the $
in view of the fact that the cavity is single case of both trailing turbulent wakes
sided: (Arie and Rouse), and turbulent separation

bubbles (McCullough and Gault), we conclude
D 2 that this theory very well explains quanti-

TH +2)/2 =  s tativw.ly important basic features of these
(Z/0)[1 + c3 - separate flows, and deserves further study

and application, especially to the problem
The comparison of X/c computed on the of both steady and unsteady separation on

basis of (18) with experimental values is lifting foils and wings. This new theory
shown in the table below; the values of CD therefore gives additional meaning and im-D portance to past and current cavity flow

were determined experimentally by integrationweredevelopments.
of the pressures on the foil surface; the
values of a were determined from measurement II TlE CHARACTERISTICS OF PARTIAL, LEADING
of pressures at the boundary of the separa- EDGE, CAVITIES.
tion bubble and are slightly higher than
measured on the foil surface; Cs is taken We consider first the case of steady

again as 1.27 x 10 as measured by Arie and flow about lifting foils, including the ef-
Rouse and discussed earlier; Hi = 3; the fects of foil thickness and of finte span.

Afterwards, Section III, we consider non-experimentalsteady effects such as occur during opera-
from the measured pressure distributions on teon offoils in gs or e r bla

the foil surface and have been defined tion of foils in gust or propeller blades
(somewhat arbitrarily) as the point where in wakes.
the magnitude of the pressure coefficient Past Theory and Measurements; 1955-77.
has dropped to 80 percent of the average
pressure under the main part of the bubble, Alan Acosta [21] first presented a
Figure

TABLE 1 - COMPARISON OF MEASUREMENTS AND THEORY: LEADING EDGE BUBBLE

Theory
Double Wedge Measurements (Eq. (15)) 1

a(') CL CD a (Z/c)02 /CD Z/c(Cp = Z.) i/c

2 0.24 0.007 1.2 7.8 0.038 0.037 4

4 0.47 0.028 1 2 7.7 0.15 0.149

6 0.72 0.066 1.2 7.9 0.36 0.36

For this particular definition of theoretical prediction of steady, leading
(i/c)exp it is seen that the agreement is edge, sheet cavities as a function of the

: cavitation parameter a/c, Figure 9, where
excellent over the entire range of incidence
up to 60. In addition we note that the x is the incidence of the foil and a the
following formulation is consistent with the
measurements:

CD STEADY

I/C 7.8 -2 (19) ,.,- SUPERCAVITATINC

0
2  

I..Pt0M

N which compares with: UPMR DRANCH I.T_. 
U BRA H T LUAIT CYCLE

OS V . .tn OSCILLATIONS IN CAVITY

/c 32 CD (20.LT. .. pt.
/ 2 (20) ..- STEADY LEADING OCE,,......

CAVITIt$S ON LWER

based on linearized theory, for a sharp BRANCH..o ,.
edged plate. As we discuss later in this
paper, cavity theory which takes into ac- COSTA (MS). THEORY

count the wake behind the cavity predicts
reduced values of cavity length, improving
the comparison between (19) and (20). We 00 . R. OA 0.2 0.16 0.. .F

note that for foils with finite leading edge A~ ACOSTA (
J= radius, theory predicts smaller C but I _ L I I ,I_

R.,O'. 0.12 0.11 0.20 0.20
larger and non-constant values of k than CL, 2.0 , THORY

for the sharp nosed foil, with the differ- H
ence disappearing at higher incidence FIGURE 9 - BEHAVIOUR OF SHEET CAVITIES ON
(longer cavities).

i : longr cvitis).FIXED FLAT PLATE FOIL

As a result of the agreement shown
between the prediction of the present
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cavitation number. Acosta's result re- In addition to linearized theories,
ferred specifically to a flat plate in there exist several non-linear treatments of
steady motion and was obtained utilizing partially cavitating flows on flat plates:
linear (slender body) theory. According to Wu r30), Kutznetzov and Terentev £31], and
his prediction, two distinct steady leading Terentev [32]. The first of these utilizes
edge cavities exist for all values of a/c < a wake model in which the wake is as thick
0.0962 and none for larger values. Experi- as the cavity at its ma.4imum. The second
ments on two-dimensional foils, Wade and utilizes the re-entrant jet model, and the
Acosta [22], confirmed the existence of a last a vertical flat plate termination of the
rather stable short cavity for a/o < 0.10 cavity. The last two might be expected not
and showed this to be the shorter of the two to differ much and to give the closest agree-
cavities predicted in theory. For values of ment for cavity lengths with reality. A
0,10 < a/o < 0.20 these experiments found comparison is made later herein between re-
a strong tendency to a low frequency, Zc/U. sults of the re-entrant jet model and the

0.10 -* 0.20, cavity oscillation with an present theory. A further non-linear theory
amplitude of about a half chord. For larger utilizing the re-entrant jet model dealt
value of aou a alf chrd. Foerara with the flow about a cavitating wedge at
values fw ens/ d arahincidence, but was not utilized for the pre
ting flow ensued.Acosta's results were found indepen- diction of cavity length, Cox and Clayden

dently by Geurst and Timman [231 utilizing [333.
the same theoretical model. At about the Finally it should be mentioned that

same time, Meijer [24] reported on the re- partial cavitation on cascade of foils be-
sults of experiments on several thn (4) comes important in connection with cavita-

foils: one a double circular arc and the ting inducer punips, and the conventional~linearized theory has been applied to the
other a circular arc on the top and flat on
the bottom (plano-convex). The experimental case of partially cavitating cascades by
results for the cavity lengths on the double Wade [34] for flat plates and by Hsu [353~for cambered plates.
circular arc, together with those for a thin f
wedge tested by Parkin [25), showed goodagremen wit th thery f AcstaandThe Theory of Tulin-Hsu [361; Perturbation
agreement with the theory of Acosta andonteFlyWtdFow
Geurst-Timman. The results for the asym- on the Fully Wetted Flow.
metrical foil differed systematically, how-
ever, approaching the flat plate theory only lae rofrurhereoe eeoat ighangesof ttakleave room for further theoretical develop-
at high angles of attack.

About ten years were to pass before the ments, since experimental comparisons were

slender body theory of partial cavitation not really satisfying except for a flat

was extended to the case of a two-dimensional plate, and since finite span effezts had not

hydrodoil of arbitrary shape by Hanaoka [26]. been adequately studied, despite some be-

In the meantime Geurst [27) gave theoretical ginnings by Hanaoka £37) and Ukon, Taniya,
results for thin cambered foils without and Kato [38). Further, there seemed rea-
thickness, and Wade [28) gave results for son to believe that the predictions of con-
thin plano-convex foils and made comparisons ventional linearized theory can be wrong and

with the experiments of Balhan [29], Meijer misleading with regard to the effect of
[24], and Wade-Acosta 22. The first of foil thickness in the case of foils with

these concerned foils 4% thick at angles be- finite leading edge radii. The reason for
tween 2-6 degrees. The latter concerned a this is that the effect of the leading edge

foil of 7% thickness at angles from 2-10 radius in reducing the peak pressures at the

degrees. The correspondence between pre- nose have agn important influence on cavity

dicted and measured cavity lengths was not length, but are not taken into account in
slender body theory.

very good, and worsened at larger angles slne od hoy
and for the thicker foil. The theory of Tulin and Hsu [36) is

Hanaoka's theory is also based on con- based on a perturbation on thefully wetted
ventional linearizing assumptions, but he flow which assumes that the cavity is short

'in extent compared with the chord and span
relaxed the condition of cavity closure and
introduced an arbitrary cavity thickness of the foil, so that the cavity causes only~itoue an arbirar cavitytio tohhecknnessain

at termination. In this way he was able to a small perturbation to the non-cavitating
flow about the given foil (or propellerobtain a theory bridging the gap between bloa. Strtin a i do wi telly

partial and supercavitating flow. Hanaoka blade). Starting as it does with the fully
found empirically that his theory when wetted flow assumed knownuthlinearizedif-

applieu to the flat plate gave good agree- fr
ment with thin symmetrical foils for short (slender body) theory which perturbs on thecavt when sumedcaviy cosr uniform free stream flow, and would seem to
In that case his results correspond to offer the following advantages: i) it can

Acosta, Geurst-Timman and his conclusions be applied to thick as well as slender
to those of Wade £28). Again, assuming bodies; ii) it deals accurately with the

cavity closure, Hanaoka compared Meijer's effect of leading edge radius where slender

data for the asymmetrical foil with theory body theory does not; iii) in a further

and found rough agreement; that is, trends approximation, it can be applied as a two-

were reproduced but actual values of cavity dimensional perturbation to a known three-
length tended to be longer than predicted. dimensional flow. The latter possibility
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arises because the span of the cavity is The cavity closure condition is:
likely to be much larger than the cavity
length, even though the foil may not itself Im g 1d' = f
posses a high aspect ratio. Given means to (27)
calculate fully wetted flows on finite as- f = Cav Drag
pect ratio lifting surfaces, the present pq.
theory allows predictions to be made about
the properties of their leading edge where we shall subsequently show in Section
cavities; the method can also be applied to t
propellers. In consequence of the T-H III that in unsteady flow the same closure

theory, the result of Acosta, Figure 9, can condition applies except that f becomes
immediately be interpreted to apply to foils modified to account for the rate of change
where the circulation is reduced over two- in cavity volume.
dimensional values on account of three di- We are particularly interested in apply-mensional (finite span) effects; this is ing the theory to the calculation of short

accomplished simply for flat plate foils by cavities on thin bodies like foils. In such
replacing a in Figure 9 by CL/2% see the cases, the theory may be simplified by tak-

L 'ing advantage of appropriate approximations,
lower scale. which must be carefully applied.

The method of T-H depends on the defini- The leading edge on foils used in
tion of the complex velocity (' = u-iv) as practice, even though rounded, are of such
the product of two analytic functions: sharp curvature that a leading edge cavity

may be assumed to start immediately at the
T' = T ' " (21) edge. At the same time, when leading edge

cavitation does occur, the distance between
where To = qo is by definition the com- the edge and the stagnation point is zero

0to second order in the angle of attack.plex velocity of the flow about the body in Tulin3], so that we take the points A

the absence of cavitation, and T'' - qle and B as coincident to second order, i.e.,

represents the effect of cavitation. In the b 0. In addition, we may then show that
cc0(24) applies in the vicinity of the leading~~~case of a short cavity, T,* 0(i + e) wherepono.

edge stagnation point, too.
c increases with the cavity volume. The
theory assumes c<<l; it is asymptotic to the
limit of short cavities. The flows in the q

physical and complex potential plane (Y = D

+ ip) are shown in Figure 10. The pro-
blem as posed, utilizes Tulin's single u
spiral vortex model for cavity termination.

For the solution, it is useful to de-
fine the function* w = tn Y' = £nq-i8. It
follows from (21) that:

#/0
w = +W1 = Zn(q 0ql)-i(o0 +861 ) (22)

I CAVITY: t -. ' q, /q.,
We may assume that the fully wetted

flow has been found, so that w is given. FOIL; -° 1 D ,IL; 9-0-

The problem is then reduced to that of find- A

ing w, with the boundary conditions: FOIL;1
)
,

RZ (wl) =Znq1 =q nqc/qo 4 B<,<4 D (23)

FIGURE 10 - SCHEMATICS OF SHORT CAVITY
where qc (1+0). Except in the vicinity FLOW AND BOUNDARY VALUf 7
of points of small radius of curvature on PROBLEMS
the body, it may also readily be shown that:

O(W) =0(Wo) + 0() (24) q0 +q, +q /qo A'
E A! 2

or, to first order:

A <<B' 0+ 8 A

Im(W1 ) 6, = 0 "D<'<E 0 (25)

= 0

The conditions at infinity are: FIGURE 11 - BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS IN

I =02TRANSFORMED - PLAN

111(w8-

( R£ =0(26)Im(W, 017 +
No 1Z



Then the appropriate solution of the equivalent to the single spiral vortex with
mixed boundary value problem in the trans- zero trailing wake thickness
formed half plane, Figure 11: These three non-linear effects are:

a.) purely geometrical, increasing with in-
creasing incidence; b.) due to finite leading

-if' (28) edge radius (plate thickness); c.) due to the
trailiig wake thickness, increasing with in-
creasing drag. We shall show that a.) tends

is given by: to increase the cavity length while b.) and
0 c.) tend to shorten it.

[ ____ The appropriate representation of qo(t)
/,M = 1T(I-T) dT t

(T- in the case of a flat plate of zero thickness~is the exact theory result:

-in(M,+N) (29) qo( 0 ) = 1 + a 1 - (30)

where the constants M, N and a are deter- Calculations have been made based on

mined from the two conditions at infinity, this representation of q and are shown to
(26), and the closure condition, (27). be in good agreement with the "exact" non-
Note that E is assumed specified, which is linear calculations of Kutznetzov and

equivalent in fact to specifying the cavity Terentev r313 based on the re-entrant jet

length, model, Figure 12, as well as with the re-

Appropriate relations for the lift, sults of Acosta for incidence less than

drag, cavity ordinates, and cavity volume about 20. Note that the effect of the non-

may also be derived, but are not given here.
Note that in (29), the constant being 0.5

determined, that the solution has been re-
duced to an integral which depends only
upon the fully wetted velocity distribution 0.4..

qo(t) (i.e., the velocity in the absence 2*

of cavitation), over the region where the 
0.3 LINARIZEDTHOY t211,

cavity exists and not otherwise upon the -P 10
shape of the foil. We have therefore re-
duced the problem of determining the cavity U

flow to the problem of determining the ve-
locity distribution on the body in the ab- 0.,-
sence of cavitation! Of course, very
powerful tested methods exist for the so-
lution of the latter problem in both the
two and three-dimensional case. This is a 0 0.10 0.20 0.30 0.40 0.50 0.60 0.70

very different situation than that which C/C
arises in the conventional linearized
(slender body) formulation, when a mixed 1.0-o

boundary value problem arises and must be NCN-LIEA THEORY :31)
solved, involving both velocity conditions °s I
on the cavity, and shape conditions on thebody. 2*

bd.Finally we note that the T-H theory o 2

contains within itself the conventional 0
linearized theory, and it can be shown that
the results of Acosta [21] for short 0.4

cavities on a flat plate at incidence are
recovered exactly from the theory by set- 0.2
ting qo(t) = 1.

Applications of the T-H Theory.

Flat Plate. We shall first show, us- 0 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.10 0.12 0.14

ing the flat plate as an example, that a/*
there are t..:e non-linear effects which
cause the cavity to be different than pre- FIGURE 12 - FLAT PLATE FOIL CHARACTERISTICS
dieted by Acosta. These are effects ad- WITH SHORT CAVITY r / c = 0;
ditional to that caused by a different AR = a 0.5- 10.(-
choice of the cavity model (for example,
double spiral rather than single spiral). linearity, a.) above, is to increaqe the
Recall that Acosta's theory is based upon cavity length. We also comment tha.t this
Tulin's 1955 closure condition, which is non-linearity may be approximately accounted
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for by replacing u/o with 2(l + na) as the In order to evaluate the non-linearity

independent variable in the Acosta (slender c.) above, we have calculated the drag coef-body theory) result. ficient, C due to the ieading edge cavity,
In order simply to represent the effect Figure 14,Dthe thickness of the trailing

of leading edge radius, rn/c, we consider a wake, f/c = CD/2, and the subsequent effect

flat plate with thickness, 2r , with a semi- 0.10

circular leading edge of radius rn. In rYc 0.0036

order to represent the intraction between 0.08-
thickness and incidence we correct the ve- - -
locity distribution using the rule of
Lighthill [40]. Then: 0.o-

q+() = +a + r/2C (31) 0.0% A

The effect of leading edge radius due 0.02

to plate thickness has been calculated us-
ing this representation of q (0). The re-

sults, Figure 13, show that leading edge 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7
0 .5 "IL I e

00.10

0.4-0. 6 o.0
0.0004 a

LINEARIZED RESULT
.0.0016 0 ,o FOR FLAT PLATE FOIL .....

o 0 .3 - - 0 .0 0 3 6 ] L

EFOI
0.2 0.0100 n.06n

0..00-)

0 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.10 0.12 0.14

0.1 0.2 0.3 U.4 0.5 0.6 0.7
.iC

0.5/ FIGURE 14- CAVITY DRAG AS FUNCTION OF/-0 0.0004 CAVITY LENGTH

0.4- 0.0016 on the cavity length. Figure 15.
0.0036 For r /c = 0. and with cavity sepa-

0.31 0.00 ration at the leading edge, it is necessary

, 0.0100 for the force on the plate to be normal to
"- it, so th,t CD CL tan a. In the ease of

finite leading edge radius, however, a

finite thrust force, C will, however,r
0.1- n

exist at the leading edge (partial recovery
of leading edge thrust) so that CD = CLtana

-C ,or,
0 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.10 0.12 0.14 n 4

c D) kr C tan a (32) "
FIGURE 13 -FLAT PLATE WITH CONSTANT THICK- = L t(

NESS AND ROUNDED LEADING EDGE,
CHARACTERISTICS WITH SHORT CAVITY where k, k (r /Z; Z/c) < 1. The results
AR or /C c0 -1%;a =40  of

n  =of calculation. Figure 14, show how ef-

radius very much ameliorates the effect of fictively the leading edge radius reduces
incidence, and is very important to take in- the cavity drag, for cavities of equal
to account. It is, however, of opposite length, the effect being more pronounced,

to accouthe shorter the cavity.effect than the geometrical non-line~rity the 2or tca othe c~The Trajor cause of the cavity shorten-
a.), and the two effects can have a tendency ing due to increasing nose radius (as
to cancel each other.
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1.0

in
0.0.003

r Ic 0.0036 4

n

FINITE WAVE /
--- ZERO WAKE /

0.4o. -

"'-LINEARIZED RESULTS/ FOR PLATE FOIL

0 . 20

0.20

0.02 0.04 0.06

0 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.10 0.12 CD -

FIGURE 16 SHEET CAVITY LENGTH VS.
C /02

IrnC = 0.0036

*66° / theory yield good agreement with experiment?
: 0.6-

I j In Figures 17-20 we make some comparisons.
I /The calculations are based on exact (inviscid)

theory for q (4' but with the circulation ad-

- 0.4. I justed (reduged) in accord with the measuredI values of lift (no cavitation); the effect
____ of trailing wake was taken into account and

was important. The foils for which sys-

tematic experimental observations were avail-
able are: a 4 percent biconvex [Meijer, 24i;
plano-convex of thickness 4 percent (Meijer,

- 24); 6 percent [Uhlman and Jiang, 41]; 7 per-
0 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.6 0.10 0.12 cent [Wade and Acosta, 22]. The agreement

V9c is in general very good up to angles of 4-60,
with an increasing tendency for theory to
overpredict cavity length as the incidence

FIGURE 15- EFFECT OF FINITE WAKE ON increases. Notice that as the thickness of
CAVITY LENGTH the biconvex foil increases, the cavity

length both measured and predicted is re-
duced.

The theoretical overprediction at the
already shown in Figure 13) is the drag re- higher incidences is likely due to viscous
ducing effect of nose radius. This can be stall effects on the foil, as in the case of
understood from plots of Z/c vs CD/0 2 , Fi- Wade and Acosta the lift curve slope de-gure 16. which show that k, i.e (t/c)2 - creases when the comparison begins to fail.

C In fact, it must be recognized that if a se-
is larger in the case of the flat plate D paration bubble can exist at o(sep)<a(cavi-
7ith nose radius than in the sharp edge case, tation),then cavitation will be inhibited.
actually increasing with decrease in (£/c). We have seen that for sharp nosed thin foils
Incidentally, this Figure implies that in o(sep)=l.O. The incidence corresponding to
the case of thin airfoil stall treated in cavitation inhibition will therefore be in
the preceeding section, that the bubble
pressure coefficient attains a larger ne- this case approximately equal to a. There
gative value for shorter bubbles, approach- fore for S > 0.10, cavitation will be in-
ing the sharp edged value as the bubble

length approaches mid-chord. This effect hibited for angles above about 61 and be re-
was observed experimentally by McCullough placed by thin airfoil stall, giving rise to
and Gault [20] in the case of the NACA 64 A more complex flow patterns than dealt with

006 airfoil. by this theory.
For the future it would be desirable

Comparison of Two-Dimensional Applications to understand the high incidence behavious

with Experiment. better as well as to make comparisons with
experimental data on foils with rounded

Does the single spiral vortex model leading edges.

applied to short cavities using the T-H
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S/0A
0 EXPERIMENT U4'

0.2 * 0.2- .z
0.1 o.1 0

* 0

0.0 0.10 0.20 0.30 0.40 0.50 0.60 0.?0 0.0 0.10 0.20 0.3 0.10 0.50 0.60 0.0
./c L/c

.0

0.2 ---- 0.2 - o = 
i. EXPERIMINT$ :24:

o V I I I I I

0.0 0.02 0. . 0 0.10 0.!2 0.14

oc/o

FIGURE 17 - COMPARISON ITH EXPERIMENTAL FIGURE 18 - COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENTAL

DATA OF MEIJER FOR 4% BICONVEX DATA OF MEIJER FOR 4% PLANO-
FOIL CONVEX FOIL

Three Dimensional Effects. conspire to validate this approximation:
i.) that the cavity is short in com-

This is the case of prime practical parison to its own span, and
interest. Unfortunately, however, the cal- ii.) that the fully wetted flow does m
culation of cavities on three-dimensional not vary too rapidly in the span-wiee di-
lifting surfaces such as foils and propellers rection. We would, therefore, not expect
is considerably more difficult than in the this approximation to apply in the tip re-
planar case, because of the influence of gion of the foil or blade.
the entire surface on the local cavity shape We have tested this approximation by
and length. Indeed, the rigorous appli- calculating the cavity lengths at the center
cation of conventional linearized (slender of rectangular wings of aspect ratio 2 and
body) theory to the three-dimensional case 4 (60 wedge profile) and comparing uith

- has not yet been successfully demonstrated, measurements of Kermeen (42'. We did not
to our knowledge. calculate q by lifting surface methods,

Here we take the point of view that the 3D
problem may be solved approximately by cal- but instead used the aspect ratio correction
culation of the fully wetted three-dimension- of R.T. Jones E433 in order to estimate
al flow as rigorously as possible, 43 q from qo, which was calculated from

3D. 3D 2D
(x,y,z) and adding to it at each spanwise exact inviscid theory. The Jones correction
section a two dimensional perturbation, for the surface velocity due to incidence
01 (x,y;z) representing the effect of yields:

2Dc AR
cavitation. In calculating € 2, we utilize qo0 1 + E qo, ,2D+ E.AR+2 qo,a,2D (33)

3D
- (29) with qo(t) q M(t). Two factors must

3D
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FIGURE 19 - COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENTAL FIGURE 20 -COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENTAL
DATA OF UHLMAN AND JIANG FOR DATA OF ACOSTA AND WADE FOR

FOR 6% PLANO-CONVEX FOIL 7. PLANO-CONVEX FOIL

conThe effect of trailing wake was taken into 0 oU

The comparison between the theoretical 0

predictions and experiments are shown in 0.,
Figure 21, and is, in general, reasonably " "

good, even though the angles of attack are "- f
quite large and the aspect ratios quite
small (the data show considerable scatter).
This comparison gives reason to believe that I1 0

the present theory can be applied to three- 0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0

dimensional flows of practical interest, in- .CAVTATo N NUMS
cluding propeller blades. ___ ___o_--_I - _ _ __At 2.0
I II. !NSTADY SHEET CAVITATION co 0

In engineering practice cavities of
all Types (A,B, and C) exist in an unsteady 0

state, often cyclic in nature. Examples 0- o
are: leading edge cavitation (Type B) on

propellers operating in uakes or on inclined
shafts, semi-submerged (Type C) supercavita-
ting propellers, intermittent thin airfoil

stall (Type A) on helicopter and turbine I I I I I 1
blades. 0 0 '.0 1. 2.0

The problem of intermittent cavitation .CAVITATIOvN NU

on marine propellers operating in ship wakes
is especially severe, as it often results FIGURE 21- COh.PARISON WITH EXPERIMENTAL
in severe noise and vibration, and occasion- DATA OF KERMEEN FOR RECTANGU-
ally in structural failure of nearby plating. LAR FLAT PLATE WINGS
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The behaviour of non-steady cavities on number.foils is complex: several different types We assume, as usual, that at the point

of cavitation have been observed to exist in of cavity detachment the separation of the

both steady and unsteady flows over foils, cavity is smooth. Then (37) can be written:
including propeller sections. The presentHil4work is devoted to further understanding of u S(o,t) NY [n ()\2

non-steady sheet cavities, and especially u (t l+o-T - (40)

cavities on thin foils with leading edge q [0
detachment.

The difficulty in evaluating (40) lies
The Formulation of the Unsteady Problem in the determination of T, which Tulin under-
(Sheet Cavitation) takes from Green's formula applied to the

entire surface on which the cavity lies. We
Here we review a more detailed deriva- omit the details but Tulin [443 finally finds

tion presented by Tulin r44], ATTC. "uler's that in the case of thin wings:
equation, which applies at each point in the

V ( V + q2 /2 + p/p) = 0 (34) qr12 X

In its linearized form, on the cavity
(which lies in the x-z plane): ir ixl)

+ 1 - ,Zn [n/c + n/B (41)
=q I -S) 0 (35) K / IV

+C xx a

so that is preserved by particles flow- As a result,

ing on the cavfty. In fact, Tulin [4h] has q(o.t)<l if (2e) in(B/c) = 0(1) and
derived an exact expression for the change
in particle velocity tangential to the <<I which includes cases of marine
cavity, u fie found:

interest.
Du The subsequent discussion reproduces

d De (36) Tulin -

Dc ds
The Streak Diagram.

where ds/dO is the radius of curvature of
the cavity at any point, and V. its velocity The trajectory of a particle tra-mlling

normal to itself (for a steady cavity, on a cavity can be displa.led In it diagran re-
Vn = 0). The change in the speed, us/q of presenting s, the distance traveled Ihy the

a particle travelling on the cavity is thus particle since leaving a specific poin on
" the leading edge vs. the time, t . No-e

0(-), which is of small order. Tulin 1ib that in Figure 22a the strtak .!agram refers
c to ozly one p?--tiular origin on the lead-

thus concluded that the tangential particle ing edge; for the sake of generality we have
speed on the cavity is equal to its value shown a case where the cavity detzchment
at the leading edge, except in the immediate point moves relative to the leading edge. In
vicinity of the trailing edge (this region the case of a thin foil and where the flow
is eventually ignored in the boundary value may be assuemd planar, the streak diagram
problem). takes the form shown as Figure 22b.

At the leading edge: The slope of the streak line is given
q(ot) - Us2 (ot) + V 2(ot) b ds

U____ S n l+a-T (37) by dt us

q12  On the cavity, the variation in the
slope is given by (36). The initial slope

P - P (t) is given by (40) and a value of -(o.t) deter-
where (t) = C (38) mined from (41). As a result:

oq 2 /2 us  u c  =q® V + o (42)

O(o,t) - (,t) £6'

r q (t) = ~ (0. t) - ~ ~(39) excluding terms of 0 ( -C it has
q. 2 /2

been assumed that,

We nave allowed for the pressure on
the cavity to vary with time, as it might (-) in (B/c) 0(1) (43)
in the case of lypes A and C, although in
the case of a vapor filled cavity, PC = Pv

(consti. We call T(t) the acceleration as is usually
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operating in wakes viously flowed over the foil, a condition
This very important result (42), pro- lihely to be very disruptive of the cavity.

ides the basis for an essentially simple Cavity "breaking" can occur only when

unsteady theory asymptotic to the frequency the slopeof the streak lines varies from

limits: line to line, as would occur when ao = (t),
tas in a ventilated flow undergoing psations.
sa l cIn this case the streak lines have the pos-

Ssibilit to interset. The condtion for
the qr c o eqb this intersection ca n be shown to be, see= Figure 23b:

SIn fact, te second of these conditions
(moderate reduced frequency) implies the b s a e tn)

-former in the usual case of thin cavities /at(o,t )
In the usual ) cavt o ucavitating flows.o = const., and (42) implies everywhere

parallel streak lines, as shown in Figure Th i dS se l i e
23, and a boundary value problem, excluding very h e dentinu s or, adosin t

the closure condtion, identical to the (36), growing kinks in the flow, someho re-~~~~steady flow case where (42) also applies. i i c n f w v r a i g

i- As we shall see in the subsequent section, bc
the closure condition will be effected by Cavity Growh and the Closure Condition.% ~the unsteadiness to the o'-'ker of our approxi-

main.Te ae fchne fcaiy oum sThe streak diagram immnediately allows (the body shape is assumed not to change):

the prediction of two pathological phenomena

vin the flow: 1.)cavity "ploughing," and is ve n flSu (46)
£ ~~2) cavity "breaking" or shocks." The form- t , S)
er of these can arise during the expansion
of a sheet cavity when the expansion rate Using the definition of and since the
~~is excessive (I t >  U ), as in the region b d t e f i l s d ~ .

between b and c in Figure 23a. There. the
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For all collapsing cavities (V < 0 increases, the hysteresis lcop will be-
there are, as in the steady case, two solu- come evident, see Figure 27. It arises
tions for each value of CL/2 7c less than a since growing cavities must be shorter than

~a stable cavity. while collapsing cavities
critical value (one long and one short
cavity) and no solutions for larger values, must be longer.

In the case of growing cavities (V > G)
there are either none, one (long), three -

(two short and one long), or one (short) -

solution. The situation is illustrated in p

Figure 26. During cyclic motion, solutions 7k- tt

must generally be found in the regions® I 4
and(®in the Figure 26. ''

Fp OGE SoU - EIt1EI SNORT FO YAIC

udo SOL- e /n /e n o t

:Z ThEE SLUT;CMIUCAL

s-n (70 S#ORT -

-Q clo annot occurutl r
.0%E SHORT. CL

'0 SOwia10.S FIGURE 27 -CAVITY MOTIONS, HYSTERESIS
(SCHEMATIC)

COt~LS Cn Note the following effects which
aczompany hysterc,.sis: 1.) the m.aximum cavity
length is reached after C. has reached its

FIGURE 26 - THE SIX REGIONS FOR DYNAMIC mxiu n eu odcie oeta
CAVIIEScollapse cannot occur until after C., 4-c

Stability of Acosta'a Solution, declines to a value <0.0962; 2.) the r-xi-
mum length would seem to be reduced with in-

We note that any point on the upper creasing frequency; 3.) the collapse rates
e nseem inevitably higher than growth rates.

branch (b-c) of the zero growth curve and especially when values of CL are reached

(V = 0) will, if slightly disturbed, diverge: end critical: 4.) when C exeeds its
a point just above the curve will diverge - L
to increasing values of t and a point just critical value, the possibility of divergence
below will diverge to the lower branch also exists as in the steady cass. so that
(short cavities). These facts explain why the cyclic motion can include a tearing off
only the short cavity branch af Acosta's of the rear of the cavity followed by col-
solution are observed, lapse of the r---aining short piece-

The first of these effects is difficult
Limit Cycles at Large CL. to observe without knowledge of C.. The re-

mainder of these effects nave been observed.
For steady values of C L2:o larger than For example- Figure 28 taken from Bark and

the critical value (0.0962). zny length will Berlekoc [t5] (illustrates 3. above), which
diverge with changing growth rates. In is an especially important effect in view ol

practice, the growing cavity eventually the high pressures generated during rapid
tears off at the rear, and the shortered collapse.

cavity resumes its growth in a limit cycle Unsteady hydrodynamic effects on a fully
bhirsea adcs 2 wetted foil undergoing oscillations Iead bothSbehaviour. see Wade and Acosta _?2 I-

to a lag between the lift generated and the
Hysteresis. angle of attack, and a reduction in the =axi-

mum C, generated. The latter effect should

During cavity motions forced by cyclic generally result in shorter cavities with
changes in CL' as occur when a propeller increasing frequency, a similar tendency as

enters and leaves a wake peak or when a foil occurs due to cavity dynamic effects.

is oscillated as in Hlark and Berlekom rThe accurate calculation of a trajectory
or Shen and Peterson 6 the cavity ength curve in Z vs C would require a continuous

will follow a similar trajectory in Figure calculation of the cavity volume including
25. At extremely low frequencies, so that unsteady effects for a given cyclic motion.

Visa c<< 0.01 everywhere the trajectory
wili lie very close to the steady state
curve (t vs C,). As the frequency of motion

-- - . .. . - - _ _ - - -... .. = -- _



, .fi 0 . .forebody-pseudobody drag equivalence, see
4 *4-2 Figure 6, and derived relatively simple

relations between the wake pressure (c) and
two parameters characterizing the viscous

aspects of the flow, see Figure 7. These
I parameters are H-" the boundarv layer shape

1 0 factor (6"16) at the rear of the wake and,
- -in the case of turbulent flow. the constant

-- friction coefficient on the dividing strea-

2. Co--parison is made between measure=*nts
/ \X and theory in the case of a trailing wake

/ ' behind a vertical flat plate and the lead-
ing edge separation bubble on t thin double-

/ wedge airfoil. resulting in good agreement.

7- -s obtained which relates the form drag on

a closed planar body with the pressure cot-f-

- , ficient along its surface (and indirectly
-n -4 5 with the body thickness ratios. Eq. (10).

FIGURE 28 - CAVITY AREA AND GENERATED 4. A physical model is proposed for the
PRESSURE AS FUNCTIONS OF TIM flow past gas filled cavities allowing for
OSCILLATION PERIOD i a post-ca ity separation and deceleration
FROM: BARK AND BERLEKON N 5 _ zone. in anich the forebody drag is realized

In ca-entu loss in the external flow. This
loss is brought about by friction on the
dividing streamline behind the cavity, hich

Exteqnsion of the Theory, separates the external flow and a closed

To the unsteady anroximation used in separated region containing recirculating

the calculation of the flat plate non- eddies, see Figure 5.

steady curve, the theory of Tulin and nra . r of Tuin and Hsu
3 can readily be applied to the calcu- rectin o f
lation of dynamic cavities for foils in for the Prdction of fo s ith attached

general unsteady motion, leading edge cavities -s reviewed. his
:SC steps i'o me are. !.) fle cal- theory is based on a perturbation on the

culatien of the fulivet ed velocity dis- aful wetted flow (without cavitation) and
Sft- all ow for acaount of leading edge roundness.: r~butionincluding finite span and un- o

twhich has an i---portant influence on cavity
stead (icluding ake} effects: this can
often be done utilizing lifting surfAce eng h and voti=e.
theory: 2. the use of the T-H theory
utilizing (42) and (441 - addition; 6. Cmparison is made between cavity
3.)- the continuous calculation of the cavity length easurents and theory for planar

t Ne biconvex and plano-coatex foils with goodshpe and vo--: using retarded time. Note-
that therearer three 4istinct unsteady ef- agreemebt for angles of incidence up to 4-

fects which must. in theory. be taken into St byond which viscous separation likely
account here: a.) the effect of unsteadi- initiates.t-he tberr is extended -a three-di~en-
ness on the fully vjetted velocitv distri- Teter set~e ntredmsbuti onb. the eteted~ e cvity di- sional foils by considering tLe effect ofbution- b.)} the effect of the cavity c-o-

sure condition. 1--flt) --t. on the so- leading edge cavitati-n and a two-dinasiona'
rcduperturbation to a three-diensional floa

lution of the T-H probiem and c.) the ef- The three-di=ensional effects are very im-
feet of retarded time on the cavity volume. portant. A comparison is rade ,istst.n cavity -

for use in calculating 3_(t). le are lenrth measure=;ts and theory for reetangu-

currently pursueing these kinds of calcu- ler wings of aspect ratio 2 and 4 wi:h good

lati'rs starting with the first of these agrent.

effects a.) anu b.) in the case of -r-
ize propellers operating on an inclined very recent thery of Tulic is re-

viewed fer unsteady sheet cavitation. The
l results shot that typical unsteady leadingted solutios provided by Kernn edge cavities -y be treated as steady when

SUMR" proper account is tuke, of the rate of change
SDAof cavity volume.

I. We have shown hov cavity flow theory . m oino tea igat sIto
yv be applied to takes and separation duced and used to predict th possibility

bubbles (iT--rZ A cavities) as well as gas
fille T cavitiesesB ad C). n pof pathological cavity behavious. including~illed cavities (Types 8 and C). In partz-

:-- - ulough-ng and cavity -brealzin-."
cular we have applied the principle of p

S- . .



9. Tulin's unsteady theory is applied to Cavitation Hydrodynamics, 1955.
the case of flat plate sections and pre- 17. Arie, M. and Rouse, H., "Experi-
dictions are made of cavity length depending ments on Two-Dimnsionai Flow Over a Normal
on a cavity volume rate of change parameter. Wall," J. Fluid Mechanics, Vol. 1, Part 2.
It is shown that growing cavities are re- 1956.
duced in length relative to steady cavities 18. imai, I., "Discontinuous Potential
and collapsing -2vities increased in length. Flow as the Limiting Form of the Viscous
This gives rise to a hysteresis-like be- Flow for Vanishing Viscosity," Journal
haviour of dynamic cavities, as observeC in Phys. Soc., Japan. Vol. S, 1953, p. 399.
practice. The results of the theory also 19. Smith, F.T.. "Laminar Flow of an
explain %rhy only the shorter of the twi Incompressible Past a Bluff Body-. The Se-
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'979.
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cavity length and area first decrease andDiscussion after exceeding a critical value they start
to increase again. Therefore the choice of
the drag coefficient becomes crucial and

AJ.AcostL the linear theory predictions are inadequate
for this purpose. I would therefore like
to hear the advise and views of the authors.

It's always a pleasure to read the
original and far-sighted work of Messrs.
Tulin and Hsu. I was particularly intrigued
by the easy way in which unsteady cavity
motions of low frequency are handled in
their present paper. These unsteady cavity
motions have been literally the despair of
theoreticians in the field and the new Reply
"quasi-steady" approximations presented Author's
herein are a most welcome alternative to the
blizzard of analysis required in formal
theories.

The use of the developments leading to
Eq.(49) and its subsequent use to explain M.P. Tulin(Hyrorautics)
the stability of the "short" cavity partial
cavitation solution was nost interesting to
me. This writer had always assumed the
"long" cavity branch to be unstable for a We are grateful to *.:of. Acosta for
different reason however, namely, that at h:.s comments and kind remarks.
constant sigma, Cuw is negative for quasi With regard to his alternative explana-
steady behavior which then leads to the tion for the instability of the upper branch
notion of a diverging cavity oscillation of £/c vs a/o, we cannnot comment ncw as we
because of the shed vortex wake downwash. have not sufficiently studied his mechanism.
This mechanism still appears to be a possi- In regard to the effect of the wake,
ble one for thi dynamic cavities of Fig.25. the result, Figure 25 of our paper, should
Perhaps the aixthors could comment on the be interpreted to apply at low frequencies.
possible effE t of this vortex wake on tneir In this case when the value of CL is inter-
flows as Ref.44 is not generally available, preted to include the unsteady effect of

The effect of growing and collapsing vortex shedding in the wake, our theory is
cavities on cavity length and lift coef- adequate.
ficient is also most interesting and pro- We agree with Prof. Acosta's earlier use
vides a likely mechanism for the hysteresis of the (essentially) closed cavity model in
often observed for cycle partial cavitation, dynamic flows. It is certainly appropriate
It is interesting to note that a consistent (with slight modification for the trailing
closed cavity (Tulin) model for low frequen- momentum wake due to drag) when applied to
cy unsteady flows* shows that the dynamic steady flows as we have shown in our paper,
cavity length fluctuation lags the quasi- and we see no reason to abandon it in the
steady one by an amount proportional to the case of unsteady flows as are met in prac-
frequency in agreement with the arguments tice. We are gratified that the earlier
presented in the paper. These kinds of analysis of Acosta and Furuya in the case
conclusions may however be modified by the of supercavitating flows showed a lag in
mathematical model chosen for cavity closure cavity length of the same type as revealed
in dynamic flows, Would the authors care by our analysis for short cavities.
to discuss this point further as it has
been such a troublesome one in the past ?

We thank Dr. Odaba~i for his interest
* AcostaA.J., FuruvaO., "A Brief Note on in our wcrk, and are glad to note its
Linearized, Unsteady Supercavitatinq Flows", earlier application by him in the case of
J. Ship Res. 23,No.2,1979,p.85-88 ship propellers.

temWe too find the cavity thickness at
termination of some importance in deter-
mining cavity lengths. This thickness; f,

A.Y. Odaboi (BSRA) is proportional to cavity drag (Eq. 27 of

our text) and in our own calculations we
Since the publication of the present use the theory to predict -avity drag for

authors' perturbation method[36]we at B.S. f=0 and then re-calculated ,sing f based
R.A. converted and applied it to the pre- on that drag. In our experience, the ef-
diction of propeller cavitation and cavi- fect of f in practice was always to reduce
tation indaced pressures. Our experience the cavity length. Dr. Odaba i states that
showed that the presence of a finite cavity linear theory is inadequate for the calcu-
end thickness has a strong influence on both lation of cavity drag, but in this we would
the cavity geometry and the pressures not agree, as the cavity drag, although of
emanating from a cavitating propeller, second order in lift, is already expressed
With the increasing cavity end thickness in the linear theory.
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Off-Design Performance Prediction Method
for Supercavitating Propellers
Okitsugu Fur'iya
TeVa Tech, Inc
Pasadena Calihotnta. U S A

ABSTRACT J = speed coefficient (Va/nD r X)
m = source strength

in order to account for the effect of n = propeller rotational speed
the flow blockage due ta the existence of pl,Pc static pressures at upstream uniform
cavity on the supercavitating propeller per- flow and inside the cavity
formance, a two-dimensional cascade theory P = power
was used for the basis of the sectional torque
blade loading data. Three-dimensional pro- r = radial position from the propeller
peller corrections were then made for these axis
data by applying a typical propeller lifting- rh  = propeller hub radius
line method. Unlike the design method, the R = propeller radius
present performance prediction theory s = half of the span lenath, also used
(often called the "off-design" method) as arc length on the blade measured
should satisfy the boundary condition at from the cavity separation point
each radial position of the propeller blade, sol = solidity (= c/d)
namely the velocity diagram. This led to a S = total wetted arc length of the blade
set of nonlinear functional equations to be T = thrust
solved for determining the functional dis- U = velocity at upstream infinity with-
tribution of the vortex strength. Newton's out downwash correction nor cavity
iterative method was applied for determining source-term correction
the unique solution. Numerical results com- U2  = velocity at downstream inf inity
pared favorably with existing experimental U. = geometric mean velocity
data for highly choking conditions or long V = relative velocity to the blade
cavity cases, but not quite satisfac* :ly ( ((r)2 + Va2) )~for short cavity cases.fvVa = advance speed (axial flow speed)

NOMENCLATURE Vc = induced velocity due to the cavity
thickness effect

a,b,c = i-coordinates in two-di;.e;:,ional Ve = effective velocity including in-
duced velocitiescascade problem2

= two-dimensional lift coefficient = 3(wr-wt)2 + (w + Va)2}
A = scale factor of cascade mapping =

function aW t  induced velocities in the axial and
c = chord length of blade 2tangential directions, respectively
C = power coefficient 3 x = normalized radial position (=r/R)

(/ Va2 2  2 = deflected flow angle referred to the
C = thrust coefficient (T' R nose-tail line
dT  = spacinig between two blades ai = induced flow angle
D = propeller diameter (= 2R) ae = effective incidence angle
g = number of blades ag = geometric incidence angle
G = normalized circulation (=r/2uRVa) a = geometric mean flow angle
ia it  induction factors for the axial B = pitch angle

and tangential induced velocities ta -t
wa and wt a tan Va/mr = tan J/ix)
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i = pitch angle including downwash effect Peck [25). In addition, Bohn [26] recently
tan-l (wa presented -iperimental results for a Hydro-"an w +Va) / (r-w)

a a t nautics-designed s/c propeller.
= local slope of blade The state of art for the supercavitating

y = geometric stagger angle propeller theories may be well described by
P = circulation the latest comparison in [25]. Two super-

6 = stagger angle in potential plane cavitating propellers were independently
(= ne+y) designed by Hydronautics [13] and DWTNSRDC

= transform potential plane [18] for use on a hydrofoil ship the size
r= propeller effiziency (= CT/Cp) of which was rather small to achieve the

A advance coefficient (= Va/wR] ship speed higher than 50 knots. Model
= real axis of the C-plane tests were conducted for these propellers, U

.,p = density of fluid the results of which are summarized in Table
= local cavitation number (=(Pl-pc)/ nV2) 1 (from [25]). It is clearly seen from

W = angular velocity of propeller e Table 1 that the design of Hydronautics
overestimated the thrust coefficient KT and

1. HISTORY n by more than 10%, whereas that of DWTNSRDC
underestimated KT and n by 6% and 20%, re-

Various investigations on supercavi- spectively. The design methods of Hydro-
tating (s/c) propellers have been conducted nautics [13] and DWTNSRDC [18] are rather
to date and these can be divided into three of an engineering type but inclusive of
major categories, i.e., those of (1) design various important aspects such as the lift-
methods, (2) off-design methods, and (3) ing surface correction, cascade effect, and
experiments. The pioneer work in the first flow retardation correction, despite the
category was conducted by Posdunine [1- 41 fact that the approaches taken by them were z
during the 1940's but the first systematic rather different.
work was presented by Tachmindji and Morgan, We must say that although the latest
et. al. [5, 6]. They provided a design design methods have become more sophisticated I
method of s/c propellers based on a conven- and complicated, a large discrepancy between
tional propeller design method combined with the design data and model data still exists.
s/c hydrofoil theories. Their works were The discrepancy is almost of the same amount
followed by the papers of Caster [] who as that found in the earlier works (see
generated a design chart for 2-, 3-, and 4- Table 1 in [22], fcr example). To the author
bladed s/c propeller series. The works by the major problem seems to stem from lack
English [8], Davis and English [9], Tulin of an accurate prediction of the state of
[10], Barr [11], Scherer and Bohn [12], and cavitation. This argument may be sunported
Bohn and Altmann [13] covered various prob- by the difference in the speed coefficients
lems in s/c propeller design procedure. between the design and model tests as shown
Cox [14] established a rather complete An T-able 1. For the Hydronautics propeller t
formula by applying the singularity-- 4t was ioumd -hat the Jtest was much smaller
distribution method for s/c propeller flow., tCi: Jde.ign, w.ereas for the DWTNSRDC pro-
The DWTNSRDC of the U.S. Navy has been tie pL!ier the si -eftio-i was entirely opposite.
center of activity in this field in re,ent It means that Lhe fo-mer propeller reached
years and the most sophisticated appzcgh the sL-percvitatinc condition much earlier
has been developed there. Unlike the other than designeC sr that a good efficiency was
works mentioned above, Yim combined th3 not achieve&.. The letter propeller could
propeller lifting-surface theory with a two- extend the condition to much larger J,
dimensional supercavitating cascade fle. resulting r'.v-;ng a higher performance
theory, leading to various publicationn thar that design. It all amounts to the4

[15-17]. Baker [18] also developed an ent,. fact that 4ue to only one additional factor,
- neering design method by using a modified i.e., existenze of cavitation, it makes both

lifting surface theory. The only other work design AnJ prediction methods for s/c pro-
which applied the lifting surface theory is pellers extremely difficult. Finally, in
that of Luu and Sulmont 118], but in a much order to prove the accuracy of Yim's design
simpler way. method [15-17] we should still await the

Regarding the off-design method, how- results of model tests which will become
ever, very few works have been done so far. available in the near future.
Nishiyama [19] applied a lifting-line theory
in combination with linearized two-dimensional 2. APPROACH
finite cavity theories, whereas Luu and
Sulmont [20] used the force data at the Unlike the conventional propellers, the
choking condition obtained with linearized development of s prediction method for super-
s/c cascade theory. Neither of them seemed cavitating (s/) propeller performance at
to successfully predict the s/c propeller off-design conditions involves an additional
performance over a wide range of advance complexity due to the existence of the
speed J with high accuracy. cavity as mentioned above. Such propellers

The propellers designed with the method as used at high speeds are expected to have
developed at NWTNSRDC were tested and the cavities on blades which will cause blocking

-= results were presented by Hecker and Peck or choking on the flow passages as the ex-
[21], Venning and Haberman [22], Voorde and tent of cavity becomes large both in lenyth
Esveldt [23], Peck and McDonald [24], and and thickness. Some propeller designers Z
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have already pointed out the importance of velocities. The formula for the propeller

the cascade effect in s/c propeller design case is, of course, somewhat more compii-
in their earlier papers such as (6]. cated than that for the single foil case.

A similar effect was also found impor- The free vortex sheets for the propeller
tant even for subcavitating propellers: the flow are of semi-infinite helical spiral
paper by Kerwin and Leopold [27) showed that shape instead of plane shape for the single
large incidence angle corrections are nec- foil flow. The effective angle of flow
essary duu to blade thickness effect even incidence, Qe , is then obtained by subtract-
if the blade thickness is small. The cor- ing the angle induced by Wa and W c from ag
rzction became particularly significant as (see Figure 1 for the flow diagram).
the thickness ratio to the blade spacing Applying this ae to the lift curves calcu-
became high, e.g., near the hub. This lated by the 2-D s/c theory, we can deter-
blade thickness effect is considered to be mine the two-dimensional circulation dis-
exactly the same effect on the propeller tribution with help of Joukowski's theorem.
performance as that of the blocked cavity In order to determine the distribution
flow. It is for this racon that cascade function for the three-dimensional circula-
data are to be incorporated into the per- tion 7, the induced velocities should satis-
formance prediction of s/c propellers. fy the boundary condition which is essen-

For pump and turbine designers, it is tially the velocity triancle shown in Fig-
convencional to use cascade theories be- ure 1, similar to (1) in its form. A set
zause the blade spacing is quite small and of nonlinear integral equations will then
also the blades are totally enclosed with be solved by using Newton's iterative
shrouds. There exist very little radial method, the details of which will be

- flow components so that the ilow can be described later.

a cascade flow configuration. A question tries to apply the two-dimensional s/c
now arises whether the loading data obtained cascade theory to three-dimensional flow
with a cascade theory can be applied even analysis. In the 2-D s/c cascade theory,
to the propeller configuration in which the there Pxists a choking flow condition.
blade soliaity is not as high as that of With a certain combination of incidence
pumps and turbines. Particularly, the angle and cavitation number for a specified Y
solidity near the propeller blade tip area cascade geometry, the cavity extends to
is quite small. The major objective of the downstream infinity, which is called

present work is, therefore, to determine the "choking" condition. The flow passage is
validity and limitations of using a cascade now blocked or choked totally so that it
theory in a performance prediction method becomes impossible for the total mass flow
for supercavitating propellers. to increase or for the incidence angle

The method of solving the present prob- beyond this point to increase. In actualF(geometrc acd hofy th aifinlne li dtton teopellert bladatinsd local
lem is a combination of a two-dimensional propeller operations. however, there are no
(2- s/c cascade theory with a lifting line-D limitations on shaft rotation speed, ship
theory. The procedure to be used is stated speed, and submergence depth to be changed.
as follows. Specifying all physical and This means that the local flow incidence
geometric condition~s of the s/c pfope!!er, angle to the propeller blade and/or local
2-D loadings at several radial or spanwise cavitation number can change over a complete
locations of blades will be calculated. A range of such values, sometimes beyond those
difficult question exists, however, as to at which the 2-D choking condition occurs.
what effective flow incidence angles, aet A question now arises as to what loading
must be used for the 2-D analysis. The in- function is to be used if a combination of
duced flow effects in propeller configura- the input parameters, i.e., cavitation num-
tions aie usually strong so that the geo- ber and incidence angle for the two-
metric flow incidence angles, a (see Figure dimensional cascade flow, is beyond the
1 for definition of C1) are quire different boundary of the choking condition and thus
from the effective incidence angles, a . no force data exist.

The present prcpeller problem is e In order to correct this difficulty,
similar to that of a single foil having a two simple modifications on the cavication
large aspect ratio; an integral equation number are tried presently. The first
which relates the lifting force to the method is the evaluation of the flow retard-
effective incidence angle must be solved ation effect due to the existence of blade

for determining the distribution of circu- cavities. (A different type of approach
lation r(z) over the span, i.e., was discussed by Tulin (28]). As a first

S approximation the cavity is represented by
1 f 7(z ) dz' a row of line sources in cascade geometryFTz)/ aoU = g- zz' z- . and the retarded flow velocities are super-

-S imposed on the incoming flow velocity. The

For the present propeller problem, the complex potential of such flow is given by

induced velocities are represneted by two -i(y+ce) + m ln sinh (-
components, i.e., the axial and tangential 1 e
velocities, Wa and W Assuming the aspect
ratio of the propeller blade is large, we where U , m and y designate the undisturbed
can apply a lifting line theory for the upstreal velocity, source strength and
evaluation of the propeller induced stagger angle, respectively (see Figure 2
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for definition). The velocity potential is is proposed and used. For any combination
thus obtained: of incidence angle ae and cavitation number

ae with which the loading aata are available,
dW -i(y+o e) mn or equivalently the cavity length is finite,

d-- el e + -/tanh(nz/d). those data are directly used as sectional
loadings. On the other hand, if no data are

As x the x - conponent of the velocity found for a and o specified, i.e., crossingth-oudr lineseof the choking condition,
changes by + mn,/d, respectively. If we the force data at the choking condition will
know the thickness of the cavity, i.e., te forcedata a t c in oniin ill
d -e, the strength of source, m, is calcu- be selected only as a function of incidence
lated by using the continuity equation angle with neglecting cavitation number.

Luu and Sulmont [20] applied a similar
mc )n y = method to the supercavitating propeller

U1  e)d f ,U2 cos('+n2) problem; a difference existed in that the
force data of the choking condition were

+ d (d-de) used over a complete range of J. The re-
sults of Luu and Sulmont [20] showed a lood

or agreement with experiments for small advance
coefficients J. Obviously, for larger J's

m__= U1 cos( 1+ne) U2 cos(1 +i 2) (l-e) the cavity length at each blade becomes
- 2- e (2) finite so that their assumption of using the

infinite cavity data becomes irrelevant.
It means that although the mass flow, As a result, the agreement between the
Ui cos(,+Q.)-d per blade from the upstream theory and experiment showed discrepancy
infinity, comes into the cascade, the for larger 's.
amount of m, is rejected for going through As for two-dimensional supercavitating
the blade passage due to the existence of cascade theories, only linearized theories
cavity. The rejected mass flow, m-, can were available until just recently; a non-
be converted into the velocity V_ linear two-dimensional supercavitating

i cascade theory has been made available by
Vc - d cosi+ e ) (3) Furuya [29], facilitating a calzulation tool

with nonlinear effects fully incorporeted.

The effective upstream flow velocity to be This theory will be employed for deterinin
the two-dimensional sectional loadings forused in the 2-D analysis is then correct-ed

by subtracting this flow component. The propeller blades throughout the present
corrected cavitation number then becomes investigation.
larger than that calculated on the basis of Finally, it must be mentioned that for
the flow velocity at upstream infinity, thus determining the induced velccities the
delaying the encounter with the chokina source effect (which was shown in Cox [14])
condition. was purposely neglected in the present

As a result of the retarding flow cor- lifting-line theory. The present concept
rection mentioned above, the calculated pro- of using the cascade data as sectional
peller performance checks better with ex- loadings stems from the fact that the
perimental data for some range of smaller blockage effect due to the blade cavities
i's than those without corrections. Yet, must somehow be incorporated into the s/c -p~ropeller analysis. If the single-foil data
the discrepancy remains large as J becomes prs
further smaller, indicating the limitation were used, it would be reasonable to incluue -]

of such correction method for fully choked the source distribution for representing
propeller flow analysis. The second method the thickness of cavity in the lifting line
is thus devised to further improve the expression and then to calculate the induced
a r o ec mvelocities due to the source. However, in_ accuracy of the present prediction method. th r s n e h d th a i y b o k g
For very small J's, the local angle made the present method the cavity blockageeffect is included in the counterpart, i.e.,with blade section becomes extremely large in the tw-dimensional sectional loading
and far beyond the choking condition. Oncetheflo lcaly coks, ny xcssie mss calculation so that the double count must be I
the flow locally chokes, any excessive massis
of flow cannot go through the blade pas- o SIT
sages, thus must go around the propeller and thus the final judgment

blade tips. For fully choked conditions, for the validity of the present discussion
therefore, no matter how much excessive must be made in comparison with experimental
flow comes into a propeller, the local flow data. Anotner way for the theory justifica
pattern around the blade remains the same. tion will be the formal matching procedurepTtisens atrefoueson the blade remaiof the inner solution with the outer solu-
This means that the fo-*ces on the bladetin inhscaetetw-mniol
should stay on the choking line in the tion, in this case, the two-dimensional
force vs. cavitation number curve once the 'tion such ahethodmendeveloed,
incoming flow condition reaches that for the resu carith e ee oeththe result will clarify the effect of the
the choking concition. Figure 3 shows a cavity thickness at each radial position on
typical force coefficient angle in which
the choking conditio,. boundary is indi- the supercavitating propeller performance.
cated.

in order to implement the above idea 3. MATHEMATICAL FORMULATIONS
into the present theory, the following A two-dimensional supercavitating
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1), g, g and s(-l) are given in

cascade problem has recently been solved by m 93'
using hodograph variables and satisfying Appendix A (also see 1291 for ore details).
exact boundary conditions everywhere [29]. Applying Newton's iteration method, one can
In this method the cascade geometry, up- determine the solution parameters including

A stream flow conditions and cavitation num- the flow angle at downstream infinity, a2-
ber are specified. Then the hydrodynamic The strength of circulation at this radial
characteristics of the cascade are deter- location will then be obtained by consider-

mined. A system of five nonlinear func- ing the momentum balance around a blade in

tional equations must be solved for five cascade configuration;
unknown solution parameters as well as a sin(e -a )
functional relationship between the geo- l(x) = d V e 2(12)
metric and transform planes. A combination e cos(d2 - (2
of a functional iterative method with New-
ton's method car, cnveniently solve the where all quantities here are a function of
above equations with fast convergence. More r tr normalized radial location x = r/R.
details of the theory and numerical method This strength of circulation is now incor-
are described in [29). porated in the prope]ler lifting line thecry.

As has been discussed in the previous Bv normalizing .(x) and expressing it
section, the 2-D s/c cascade data need the by G(x), we can determine the induced veloc-
three-dimensional propeller geometric cor- ities in the axial and tangential directions
rection. The simplest correction may be
that of a lifting-line theory under the (x) ) 1
assumption that the propeller blade has a =2 d(') - i . )dx' ti )
relatively large aspect ratio. In this a
approach the induced velocities evaluated h
at the lifting line represent the effect of
the three-dimensional propeller flow, or the 1

K free vortices left behind the blades in the tx) 1( dG(x') 1i
helical spiral shape. These induced veloc- V dx' x-x' (
ities contain all the information of propel- a -.
ler geometry and its wakes necessary for

WE the 2-D s/c cascade data correction. Now
the effective flow incidence angle a. to be where
used for the 2-D analysis can be readily
constructed with the induced velocities as G(x) = (x)/2-RV a  (15)
has already been shown in Figure 1 ... .

With the propeller geometry, rotational 'h h
(xyVa ) (6speed u and the flow incoming velocity Va tan Z (X(XVVa) xaspecified, the two-dirzensiona! s/c cascadea aa

problem can be solved by assuming that the
flow induced angle ai is known at each and ia and i- are the induction factors of
radial position r, or equivalently x = r/R, Lerb L291, the detailed descriptions of
i.e., which are given in Appendix B. In the pres-

ent analysis the location of the vortex
x () (sheets is adjusted through using hii as gven

e = 9g(X) - i~x) () in Equation (15). Lerb [30] proved in his
paper from the discussion of energy balance

6i(x) = Bg(x) + :i(x) (5) that the location of the vortex sheet should
i g i be on the helical spiral surface of angle

P l-Pc fi instead of 60. As will be seen later,
e = - (6) the present sol~tion method requires an

V x)iterative procedure. Taking advantage ofe this situation, we can incorporate newly

The previously mentioned five equations are calculated Wa/Va and Wt/va into in (5)

written in the following symbolic form which is used for detarmining the induction F
factors for the subsequent iteration. The

- e= 0 (7) folwash angle ni is now calculated by the
eeollowing relationship

f 2  I m  ,)I + vn U2  0 (8) a (x) = tan- I (x) cosS.
22i IV 4ii a (17)

f 0 (9) + W (x)sin if

f s(-l) -S = 0 (10) Equations (4-17) form fully nonlinear inte-
gral equations for Fx) and these equations

fr g5 - dfsin(a +v) U sin(e2+) =G (11) must be solved fo- determining the perfor-
5 ' 2 mance characteristicr of the supercavitating

propeller.
where no unknown input data exist since a.
has already been assumed to be known. Thl
explicit expressions for Re [( l ,
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4. NUMERICAL PROCEDURE k r(Xee(x),oe)
gr G sin m~ e e =0. (19)

Two numerical methods for solving the m=l m -
2 R Va

above nonlinear integral equations were

tested for their convergence. The first Choosing k-discrete control points in the
method was what is called a substitutional
iterative method and the second one was i detion in (18). As heNewtn'sitertiv metodindependent equations in (18). Also the
Newton's iterative method. same number of Gk's are chosen for the solu-

tion parameters in addition to k unknown4.1 Substitutional Iterative MethodUek e(x) We now have 2k-solution param-
the eters for a system of nonlinear integral

Frs l n = 0, at various s an- equations (18) and (19) having an order of
dence angles ae (x,0 tvrossa- 2k.
wise locations, onq an then determine the Rsa
downwash angles uitn)(x) and a cavitation Rewriting these equations and parameters

number 0(x) from equations (4) and (6).
With these data used the two-dimensional
s/c cascade data will be calculated, in- F - 5)

cluding a2, the deflected flow angle at (G -a
downstream infinity. " k' ek,

Tne sectional circulation distribution
)e can describe the above set of equationsT(x) is then obtained by Equation QI)wt

which we can calculate wa, wt and a. n+l)(x) as follows:
with Equations (13-16) and (4). The values NFx) = 0
of a.(O)(x) are now checked if they were
correctly assumed. If not, with a new thus Newton s iterative loop is establisled
'-i(n+l) (') and ci,(n+l), we proceed to the thsb woy ieaielo i salme
nr-xt iteration until a convergent solytion b
is obtained. In each iteration, : , -n(n) (n+l) - x(n) _Fi(n)
starting with an assumed value = . ....
5i(0) - + (°)), must be calculated and a where J is a Jacobian matrix whose component

new value of9 i (n) must be used in calcula- is givEn by
tions of wa and wt as mentioned before. It
must also be noted that the cavitation nm- J = 0Fia x-
ber a based on V is used for the fikst =
iteration but -le based on Ve Js used frcm In the present case each component of J is
the second iteration on. If the test for either analytically or numerically calcu-
the convergence of solution parameters, for lated;
example, Ii, is passed, we proceed to cal- g -
culate the propeller characteristics such rF (.
as thrust, power coefficients and efficiency. -i- = tam (x )
This method was applied to a representative g
case and it was found that converged solu-
tions were obtained only if the starting - a
values of oe(0) were correctly assumed i.e., jh (xi I/(-:k

close to the actual solutions.
S jhj '((ij

4.2 Newton's Iterative Method nj- (xi))/(l-xn);i,j = 1-k,

in the second method we incorporate
Newtcn's method into the nonlinear integral_ i i2 (
equations for improving the convergence of - x= - -(x )-a );
iteration. This requires a new arrangement ei
of the problem in order to identify the
solution parameters. i =I k, j =k+-2k, £= j- k

Fron Equations (16), (B-16) and (B-17),

3F. r3
g !I-l1 -= sin'j~.f an (.) - e(x a - 3G.x

kI

1 k (18) k o+-2k, i 1- k, Z i -k

k= -

. . arxa o)

(~(x) 0~ ~ V~* m em e

and from Equations (15) and (B-11)jk1 ,mik

Lj-k
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where all partial derivatives are analyti- G(x') sin(8 +a -L ) dx' (25)
cally calculated except for F for which a e
finite difference method is used. Our ex- where
perience in using the present Newton's V
method indicated rather slow but steady T. -.
convergence for zlmost all cases. It has
also been found that the method is much less More conventional definitions for thrust and
sensitive to the initial starting values for torque coefficients are given by KT and KQ
solution parameters. 24

KT  T/on D (26)
5. CALCULATIONS OF THRUST, TORQUE COEF-

FICIENTS AND EFFICIENCY K = Q/n2D (27)
Q

In the cascade flow the force acting on The relationships between these parameters
the blades is known to be normal to a geomet- and CT, Cp are readily obtained
ric mean angle a P

K C (28)
a- Cos- (V- Cosa + UcosA) (20) T 8 T

12U_ e e 2 2i

where KQ 1- C (29)

U =1 j + 2V-U cOs(- 2 -. (21)4e 2 e 2 e2f thus
R

and V is taken to be unity in the 2-D cal- T J (30)
culations. Q

Thus, a sectional thrust is obtained
6. NUMERICAL RESULTSdT g Co U dr

dT = g UJ cos( i + e - drTo theoretical methods for overcoming

and integration of dT over the span yields the difficult situation which arose from the
R choking condition have presently been pro-

T= o posed; thz use of a row of source distribu-
gj U tions for the first approach and that of
r, choking conditions data for the second

1 approach. Numerical computations were made
for each method and the results will be pre-

= g 2-R2  Va U (x')G(x') Cos sented in comparison with experimental data.aS(For the former method supercavitating pro-
"-h poller of TMB Model 3770 was chosen an for

the latter method that of Hvdronautics+ ae a)d (221 7607.02 was used.

The thrust coefficient CT is obtained by 6.1 Method No. 1 (Use of Source Sincular-
normalization U ities)

G= T f U.
" 2 R2 = 4~ VaThe s/c propeller Model 3770 was de-
a R xh signed based on the method of Tachmindji and

Morgan [4, 53 and its design characteristics
-(3 are shown in Tables 2 and 3. The propeller

S - a ) dx'. (23) blade profile is that -f a Tulin-Burkart twv
term camber with an additional camber factorSimilarly the power coefficient Cp is cal- to account for a lifting surface effect [31-

culated In order to establish the data basis for pro

dP rwdQdr peller calculation the lift and drag forces
were calculated for various radial blade
locations, i.e., at x = 0.4 to 0.9 by 3;1

- r ge increment and are shown in Figures 3 and 4.

In these figures we see that a signifi-
or 1 cant cascade effect occurs in cavitv flows.

3 f , ,In Figure 3(a), for example, where theP g "2nR 0 solidity is small, 0.244, near the tip (at
x. x = 0.9) with a stagger angle of 74 degrees,
n it is seen that the lift coefficient CL in-

+a e -a) dx' (24) creases as the incidence angle increases.
This phenomenon is quite similar to that

and observed in single lifting foil cases. It
______ 4 U(_ ,) means that the solidity of 0.244 at this

% = = ". location with y= 74 is yet too small to
a Xh a see much of a cascade effect and thus the

Xh flow is similar to that of a single foil
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e:ccept that the choking phenomenon appears. ditions marked in Figures 3(a) through 31f)
However, at x = 0.8 where the solidity be- vary to a great degree depending on the
comes slightly larger, i e., 0.365, with a solidity. With small solidity and a small
stagger angle of 72.4 degrees, the lift co- incidence angle, the choking flow does not
efficient CL at = 60 decreases rapidly as occur until -e becomes fairly small, say
i becomes small (see Figure 3(b)), until 0.007 (see Figure 3(a)), while a oe of 0.041
finally its value becomes even smaller than is enough to cause the same condition for a
that obtained at ae = 40, 30 and 20. The large solidity and a large angle of attack
reason why this occurs at smaller o s is (see Figiure 3'f) This behavior is also
obvious: the smaller the cavitation number, attributable to the increasing cascade
the longer and thicker is the cavity so that blockage effects with increase in solidity
the cavity boundary with a low cavity pres- and incidence angle.
sure is close to the pressure side of the Figures 4(a) through (f) show drag co-
neichboring blade, causing a loss in lift. efficients parallel to the upstream flow
It is also seen that the cavitation number direction, each corresponding to Figure 3(a)
-e at which this change in CL occurs in through (f), respectively. It is seen that
Figures 3(a)-(f) checks quite well with the these drag forces also exhibit a trend
value of -e at which the length of cavity similar to that of the lift coefficient-
starts extending to infinity (choking con- It must be pointed out that the numeri-
ditions). One can als observe a similar cal computations presently carried out with
behavior in CL for e = 4', occurring here the two-dimensional superc~vitating cascade
at a smaller ' than for the Je = 60 case. programs are a most time-consuming and dif-
This trei.d becomes even stronger (see Figures ficult part during the present analysis. In
3(c) through 3(f) since the solidity becomes particular, such flow configurations that
larger. increasing from 0.479 to 0.912. n have large solidity with larqe stagger angles
Ficure 3(f) where x = 0.4 and the larcest and large incidence angles often cause
solidity occurs, the relation between te numerical instabilities in the functional
lift and incidence angle completely flips iterative procedure. Careful choice of
over for a range of -e's, i.e., the lift is initial guess for the iterative method is
hither at lower incidence angles. necessary.

This Deculiar behavior for cavitating Using these two-dimensional cascade
cascade flow observed above never happens in data for the s/c propeller analysis with the
the cases of single lifting foils. Phys- first method of using a row of source singu-
icallv it can be understood and explained as larities, AT, K and % was calculated at the
follows. When the solidity becomes large design Point. This is shown in Table 4 in
and thus the blades are more closely packed comparison uith the design data and experi-
in the cascade ccnfiguration, the adjacent mental data. It is seen that the present
blades are strongly affected by the eaxis- method predicts them better than the design
tence of cavity thus causing significant method itself. it is cuite interesting to
hydrodynamic effects. This effect becomes see the differences in local flow character-
stronger as the cavity becomes thicker and istics between the design method [22] and
longer or as the flow incidence angles be- the present off-design method.
come larger and the cavitation number be- Four different parameters including
coes smaller has been seen bove. local cavitation number, effective flow in-

it is interesting to compare the lift cidence angle, downwash angle and lift co-
coefficients obtained in the present non- efficients are shown in Table 4. The local
linear cascade theory and those of super- cavitation numbers of he Present method
cavitating single foils. The latter values shown in the table are those corrected oni-all 7. = 0 are easiiv computed from, the th e basis ef"ecvt1 thickness data from +design lift coefficients, correction fac- the 2-D cascade cilculations, whereas those

tors listed in Table 2 and angles of attack: of the design mihod are simply based on
v = ({6r) 2 + Va') . The discrepancies shown

C. C *-R + -a/2 (31) in Table 4 are cuite substantial and Par-
i - d ticularly those for the downwash angle ai

and t1hus effective flow angle ae- It is
where the subscripts S and 0 in (31) desic- considered that these discrepancies are
nate "single foil" and "zero cavitation attributable to the differences in he force
numvber", respectively. C-S0 calculated coefficients used by the two different
based on Equation (31) are plotted in each methods.
Figure 3(a) through 3(f). It is seen that In Figure 5 we compare the present re-
a well known approximation for finite sults witL experimental data for'. = 500,I cavity length by a correction factor (1+i ic., at an of f-desin condition over some
com-nonlv used for a single foil flow, can- range of J. it is seen that the correlation
not be applied to the s/c flow in the cas- for KT, KO and n at J ranging from 0.44 to
cade con±iguration whatsoever. It is also .5 is good but that the discrepancy starts
noted that CLSO'S are much larger than growing as J goes beyond this range. Par-
those values extrapolated from the linear ticularly for the smaller J range the data
portions of CL curves, again showing a obtained with tke prediction method depart
remarkable supercavitating cascade effect rapidly fromthe experimental data. This
on lifting forces. indicates that the method has some limita-

It is also seen that the choking con- tion for predicting the oft-design character-
istics; the prediction accuracy deteriorates
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at highly choking conditions. It seems that flow velocity. By applying this retarded
the discrepancy for larger J's stems from flow effect, the cavitation number to be
the use of inappropriate 2-D cascade data. used becomes larger than that without any
in this range, the experimental evidence correctio.., thus alleviating the chance of
indicated that the partially cavitating encountering choking condition. In the

_condition occurred, second method, as soon as the choking con-
dition was reached by changing ae and ee, the

6.2 Method No. 2 (Use of Choking Condition force date at such condition was used as
Data) only a function of ae but neglecting ce-

The representative computations showed
One of the latest s/c propellers de- a better prediction capability with the

signed and tested was that of Hydronautics' latter method than the first one over a wide
Model 7607.0: [13]. In order to test the range of J and -Va. Discrepancies, however,I second method fcr the s/c propeller per- still exist for both extremely small J's and

formance prediction we used this propeller. larue J's. In order to further improve the
Similar lift and drag charts to those in present thtory, the following aspects are
Figures 3 and 4 were generated with the 2-D recornended tc be investigated.
s/c cascade theory. Only the lift data are 1) A question existed in the second
shown here in Figure 6, showing a similar method as to the validity of using the cas-
trend in CL vs. _ to that seen before. cade data even for the short ant thin cavitv
With these 2-D cascade data osej, the sic flow regime. More specificaliy, where is
propeller characteristics were obtained the ooundarv of using single-foil date and
with the second method proposed previously. cascade data? in order to clarify this
Figure 7 shows QT K0 and , for a wide point a more r- orous theoretical approach
range of J, at design cavitation number, such as the singular e-rturbat-cln method nay

= .343 whereas Figure 8 shows the same be necessary. For the subavitatinu prone-
Suantities at off-design cavitation nurber, ler flow this type of method already: exists,
i.e., 'Va = 3.0 which was assumed to be that e.., that of Brockett [32.. when such a
for the shiD takinc-off condition. it is method is applied to the sic propeller lows,
clearly seen that the presently predicted the correction, due to the cavity flow
data compare well with experimental data effect, for the local sectional flow, szmlar
over a much wider range of J except for the to the cascade effect will natural-y evolve.
partially cavitating range of 5. It is 2) A more iz-mediate improvement -ay be
indicative that the second method is supe- made by choosing the geometric mean flow
rior to the first one, particularly for the anzle as a reference flow angle for the cas-
highly choked s/c propellers, as was ex- cade data selection. Instead, during the
pected from the results of Luu and bulmont present study we considered the effective
Lla]. flow velocity Ve as an incoming flow angle

The computing time required for deter- for the 2-D cascade flow confiquration. A
mining the supercavitating propeller char- difference in the calculations of final pro-
acteristics was the range of orly one hun- peller characteristics may be small for
dred dollars, but the preliminary two- small i's where the incidence-angles are
dimensional s/c cascade calculations cost already of larce nu-ber but will be sub-
us a few thousand to several thousand dol- stantial for larger i's. This may improve
lars even with use of the CDC-7600 at the the prediction accuracy of the present
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory Computer Cen- me-thod for larger J's at which an aporecia-
ter. With this single fact only, the pcs- ble discrepancy presently exists.
sibility of using the lifting surface 3) in addition to the abo-e correc-
theory for the performance prediction tion for larger J range, the data of par-
method will be eliminated. tially cavitating cascade flow are neces-

sary. There exists no such theory to date
7. CONCLUSION which can generate accurate data and thus

the development of a nonlinear partially
Two slightly different methods have cavitating cascade theory is in order.

been proposed for the performance predic-
tion of supercavitating propellers at off- 8. ACKNOWLEDGMENT
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TABLE I I
A F IATET COMP-DARISON DATA Bv ---% TdE THWRY ANYD MERl4ENT (after -25)

Power .x., Cot.) 16000 HP for 2 Propelie-s i

t 0 - .870

Shaft Centerline at resign Speed 6.8z ft. j
0- Max. Diameter 5.0 ft_._ _

?rjt-mer of Blades

4698 4699

OVSGNE LC Z-t ALIIIAY (13] Baker [18]0 (Hydronautics) (DWTNSEDC)

Design Miodel Data Design Model Data

-34 .34I
1.01 .96 -04 j 1.13

-0900 1 .0795 .0943 .101
= .62 .52 .64.

DESIGN CARACE-RIS-TICS .4SRDC MODEL 3770
SJPERCAVITATIM. PROPELLERP !fr r- Reference [22])

I Blade V--Wber (g) 3

I Pitch/Diameter .786 I

I EAR .SOB

i Chord/Diameter at x= 0.7 .351

Designa at x=0-7 I 20
e

I I

Desi nc at x=0.7 .147
L

J -440

Vaat x=0.07 .617



TABLE 3

COMPARISON OF KT, KR AND 9 BETWEEN TUE PRESENT RESULT,
DESIGN DATA A D EXPERIMENTAL DATA FOR 3770
SUPERCAVITATING PROPELLER AT DEBIGN POINT,

OVa .617 AND J a .440

Design Data Experimental Data -.Present
(Ref. [22]) (Ref. [22)) Results,

KT  .1004 .085 .0819

KQ .0130 .0115 .0106

-___ 54.1 52.0 54.0

TABLE 4

COMPARISON OF THE DETAILED FLOW CuAfACTERISTICS OF 3770
BETWEEN THE DESIGN METHOD ['22) AND PRESENT METHOD

AT DESIGN POINT, 0 Va - .617 AND J - .440

Local Cavitation Effective Incidence Downwash Lift Coefficient
Number a Angle ae Angle a. CL

Nondimensional , •

Radius Design Present Design Present Design Present Design Present
Method Method Method Method Method Method Method Method

x Ref. [22] Ref. [22] Ref. [22] Ref.[221

0.4 .0656 .0798 2.060 6.800 9.870 5.130 .198 .281

0.6 .0302 .0398 1.990 5.970 7.230 3.230 .153 .168

0.7 .0223 .0290 1.910 5.150 6.450 3.190 .139 .141

0.8 .0170 .0227 1.910 5.000 5.760 2.650 .131 .118

0.9 .0134 .0173 1.910 4.600 5.210 2.510 .125 .094
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Figure 1 Flow Confi±,urai-.ion in cascade Geometry
of Propeller at a Constant R~adius r with
Velocicy Diagram
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Figure 3 Lift Coefficient CL Normal to the Upstream Velocity vs. Cavitation
Number ae for incidence Angles e = 21, 30, 40 and 60. A 0 13
are CL Values of a= 21, 40, 60 Respecti.vely Calculated from a
Linearized Theory ?or a single Foil (Equation 31).
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APPENDIX A F tfn(I T/U
~~~~h (,',a,b,c,O 2 (2) l x

TWO-DIMENSIONAL NONLINEAR SUPERCAVITATING r

CASCADE THEORY (Ref. L291)

The detailed mathematical formulation + sin-I (1 + )(a - b) + (E - b)(l + a)

is described in [29]. However, some impor- (E - a)(l +b)

tant features which will provide a better
understanding of the present propeller
theory are presented herein. In particular, + sin-1 U + -)(c - + b)( + c)

Re w ;I~ ,Im 1w(;1)1 g, s (-I) and g in
Equations (7) to (11) in the text are given
as follows. '(l + )(b- ),)

( = I -( -b')(b- '

Re /(I + _ _ -_-(-_+ b 1

+ 1 d b(A-4)

-b / +( b) Fd- -,+ (b - 1cos) + bI
-1 -2 =- ( 2 (A-5)1 b  2) d'

- ~~ + 1( +) (b') (
,- ,4 y,(A-4)

+ r II " 772I in /I +-as eeb Fig( c -2, A-
1 0

-2 n 2 J +I -

bZ leI+ ee --c
In these equations ab,c are i-coordinates

whr (-) in the mapped plane (see Figure A-2), A is a 7
parameter associated with the cascade mapping

ex function and U is the velocity at downstream

I infinity where the continuity equation pro-
vides A

I Cos (C& +  )

g3 = -'n(/I+ / 2 )- O,=Cos (a2 + Y )

fn_- (b+i) All these parameters are unknown solution2 '(a + 1) (a - b) + (a + !) + (a - b) parameters to be determined by solving

Equations (7) to (11) in the text. The

potential plane W, transform plane ; and

(b + 1) physical plane z are shown in Figures Al to
2 #(c+ 1) (c-b) + (c+l) + (cp-l

I - A3.

i + (2- s in - i--

1 b (
+ J_ .'(4 + ')(b-') , (A-2)

s(-l) =j h(',ab,c2  (O2 1)

k (4',A)d (A-3)

where
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APPENDIX B

CALCULATIONS OF INDUCED VELOCITIES Wa and Wt
BY A LIFTING LINE THEORY

The following calculation method of the

induced velocities Wa and Wt is based on the
work of Lerbs (303.

~a = dG(x') 1 .(. x

~ f% dx' x-x' a 1

;7 C xh(B-1)Sr~.~
TA

t 1[ldG(x) 1
-, dx' xx' t (r I dx' (B-2)

wher-

Figure Al Potential Plane W + i'r G (x) -11xL(B 3
a

i g 1+B <

(B-4)

A A

A T 18--- C
I-- - +8) x x,a -1 St b C -~ 

1k
-

.1,2_ --l 2 c 2 1 5

Figure A2 Transform Plane = + in - + (B-6)

I , 2

,+Y,2 +)/+ Y2 +

(,,m(B-7) A

1 - (B-9)
x'tan -q

Figure A3 Definition of the Arc Length where Nicholson's asymptotic formulae have
and the Body Inclination for been applied in obtaining B1 and 82 to the
the Wetted Portion of the Foil original integrals of vortex sheets.

By introducing i for a change of
:n4 variablesM

x + x (lxh - x (xhcos. (B-10)
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we can write G(x) and i8 and it in Fourier
sine and cosine series, respectively

G (0') = Gm 5in_="NBII

2 ~ : in(-) cosn;'. (B-!2)

n=!

The coefficients & and in'-) i- (3-li and
(B-12) are readily obtained as follows

G G(:' sin.: d:' {B-13)

0
S(:) -a. on 3 -14)

0

2it

S -Cosc --
0

where x and x' have bhen replaced : and

Now ha and W. are written in the fol-

I -x

t 1_ %¢hAe---

,te

hn Isn Cos n:

: ~+ Costa M Ia,( sin n] 
--

=n

(B-18)
It must be noted that, at -0 and

,n=0 n=-+ n

h a~(=) -" os=i-an_ 01a't(-)  (B-19)

a~t

___ ~ ~ 0 -- Cos _ _ n _ _ __ _ _

= = Cos n::

nT I ()cos n7 (B-20)

-i where -'osiF a rule has been used.
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research in surercavitating propellers at

Discussion the David W. Taylor Naval Ship R&D Center,
it =ay be appropriate here to touch upon
the experimental results. We designed four-

8 yn~n~z--_ and six-bladed propellers by the method
given in Reference 17, manufactured the
td-els, and testd them in the DTNSRDC 36-

The rediction of propeller performance inch cavitation tunnel both for cavity
is haid to do, even for a subcavitating pro- height and performance. lie experiment on
peller. T-he performance results obtained cavity height indicated that the theory
by Dr. Furuya for supercavitating propellers predicted well for blade sections at radii
are very i=pressive. Several co-ents are larget than half of the propeller radius
as follows: for both propellers. It also showed that

the leading-edge shape of the =odel needed
1) Nu erical results for nonlinear to be manufactured more carefully. The

suorcavitating cascades see= a little experiment on performance showed that the
strange near the choking cavitaion number. efficiency at the ,uesign point was predicted
We all understand that the cavity length within 4 percent for the four bladed and 3
changes rapidly near the choking cavitation percent for the six-bladed propellers and
number: however, I do not knew that Lne the thrust coefficient was over redicted
lift or drag coefficient changes as rapidly within 10 percent for the four-bladed and
as is shown in Figures 3 and 4. If the 5 percent for the six-bladed propellers.
change is this rapid it would bz due to the The incorporation of the nonlinear effect
nonlinear effect. It may be interesting to on the lift and drag coefficient of the
compare with the following Figure (Reference cavitatin- foil brougt the prediction at
1) which was obtained by using linear t-he- the design point within 3 percent of the

ory. It seems -hat it needs to be veritiec experimental values.
by experiments or otherwise, since from
existing experiments for suce-cavitating RE--RENC2ES
propellers it is very hard to guess thesimilar "4eno-menon. 11 Yim, B., *Supercavitating Foil of An

2)Temtodo acltigtefo Arbitrary shape Beneath or Above a -Free
retardation effect by a to-dirensioral Surface or in a Cascade," Proceedings on
source see .s tto require =ore explanaticn, the Second International Conf--fece on Ysu-

In two-dimensional supercavitating cascade mrical Ship Hydrodynamics, Univ. of Calif.,
theory, the speed at upstrea= infinity is Zerkeley (1977)
a given quantity, and the original solu-
tion should already include this blckage t2 |
effect in the relation between inlet and =
exit flows. In fact, the flow retardation
effect in supercavitating propellers is
the three-dimetsional effect, acting quite 1.0
differently frem the cascade effect or tine
influence of neighboring*cavities. The
axiae velocity component of oncoming flow
near the blade decreases due to the for- 0.8
mer effect and increases due to the latter 0.3
(Reference 17) n)artiallv cancelling each
other. Because of this, early considera-
tion of an isolated supercavitating foil
instead of cascades sometimes worked very ZO6
well. If we consider the radial component C
of oncoming velocity, it is not certain 39
whether the total oncoming speed changes
enough to affect the cavitating pheno.ena
of the near field cascade. However, ac-
cording to Reference 17 in the design pro-
blm, the flow field of three-dimensional
liftinq surface and cavity sources de-
creased the pitch distritution, which was 0.2
calculated by lifting-line and linear- 0.7
cascade theories. This would mean that in
the prediction theory, the effect of th-ee- I
dimensional lifting surface and cavity 0
sources would increase the calculated angle 2 2
of attack. Therefore, the flow retardation - Lagfi Ut 4
effect would make the cavity thicker and
longer in the analysis for a given super- Relation between cavitation nuzber ard
cavitating propeller, quite centrary to the cavity-length of supercavitating cascade inindication in the present paper. blade sections of supercavitating propeller

3) Since it was mentioned about the =dol 3770
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A.Rcev-, Grvc i believed that the rapid change of C1. near
the chocking condition is inherent in
supercavitatin% cascade flow.Firstly, is it important to know very 2) The purpose of having used the

well the position of the detachment point cascade flow f',r the supercavitating pro-
at the le'iing edge. In the theory pres- poller analysis is that it will account
ented, .e n his position is fixd for the or the adjacent :Aade effect and thus for
two-dimensional ych1P. :hat it hap-pens the blade loading function. However, itwhen the inner problem is matched with the was believed that the effective flow ye-
outer. locity should be corrected due to the

Secondly, to my knowledge no numerical cavity blockage effect.
calculation has Leen developed in the frame- 3) 1 would like to congratulate Dr.
work of the surface lifting theory, using Yim for his effort on developing a design
discrete singularities for super cavitating method for s/c propellers and having suc-
propellers. I would like to know if that's cess in designing better propellers- W~e
true, and if it's yes, what are the main all look forward to seeing the comar; ive
difficulties. results of theory and experiment in the

near future.

Author's Reply To
The blade profile shape co -- on]y used

for this type of propeller is of so-called
supercavitating type having a sharp lead-

O.Funrua reL_..4 ng edge. There is no difficulty in de-
termining the cavity separation point.

The author thanks Dr.Yim for his The lifting surface theory which has
valuable coents and would like to re- never been used for the off-design analy-
spond to them one by one. sis will provide an inhrent difficulty

1) Professor Hutton and his student in any cavity flow analysis.
of University of Southampton recently used The extent of cavitation is not kno n
a linearized cascade theory for calculat- a priori so that aa iteration procedure
ing the force coefficients of flat plate should be employed to solve the problem.and circular foil cascades and compared Furthe-.moreo unlike the design method, the
with the results of the nonlinear theory, off-design theory requires the boundary
It was found that although the absolute condition on the blade to be satisfied.
values were different, both resalts showed which already offers an enough compli-
quite a similar trend for dCL/da. "t is cation.
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Cavitation on High Speed Propellers in
Oblique Flow-Influence of Propeller Design
and Interaction with Ship Hull
Olle Rutgersson
Swedish Maritime Research Centre (SSPA)

Gdtebog. Sweden

A

ABSTRACT J advance ratio at free running con-
dition

The working conditions of propellers
working behind high speed displacement ships Kp 2C/pn 2D2 = amplitude coefficient,
are discussed, pressure fluctuations

Results from cavitation tests of six Kn amplitude coefficient at cavitation
different propellers working behind a twin- free conditions
screw ship model are given. The results are
discussed in regard to influence of propel- K Q/pn2D propeller torque coeffi-
ler geometry on erosion, thrust breakdown, cient
relative rotative efficiency and ?_ isure KT T/pn2 D propeller thrust coeffi-
fluctuations. cient

Finally comparison is made between
tests of propeller-hull interaction with a KTB thrust coefficient at behind condi-
simple plate model and a complete ship tion
model. Some results of the propeller-propel- K thrust coefficient at free running
ler interaction for a triple screw ship are T rxndition
also given. 1 profile length (m)

NOMENCLATURE L ship length between perpendiculars

a vertical clearance between propeller
and hull (m) n number of revs (r/s)

AD developed blade area (m2) Patm atmosnheric pressure (Pa)

A D2/4 (m2) P0  cic pressure Qt propeller centre
0  a)
C pressure fluctuation, single ampli-

tude (Pa) Pv vapour pressure (Pa)
Ap pressure difference between undis-

Cp, CT Ap/p/2V2 = pressure coefficient
pturbed flow and propeller centreD piopeller diameter (m) (Pa)

f maximum camber of propeller blade P pitch (m)section (m)
P power (Mw)SF N  VS/g- = Froude number P

N - Q propeller torque (Nm)

! _ H0  draught of propeller centre at zero
speed r radius of propeller blade section

J VA/nD = advance ratio of propeller Rm)A R D/2 (m)
; JB advance ratio at behind condition T propeller thrust (N)
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ATA  sinkage of ship stern (m) VA/VS 1 wI A advance speed of propeller (m/s) When analysing the influence on propel-

V ship speed (m/s) ler performance it is convenient to split
V0.7R V l + (0.7u/J) = inflow velocity up the wake field into:
V 7  f~r blade section at 0.7R o circumferential variations of axial wake

o mean value of axial wakewake fraction mean inflow angle relative to propeller

x r/R shaft

'max maximum face camber of propeller The viscosity has a dominant influenceblade section on the wake field of full ship forms. On
nR n /n = relative rotative effici- these ships the propeller works partly in-
R e~cy0  side the boundary layer, which causes two

characteristic effects:
n q propeller efficiency at behind

condition o large variations in the circumferential
10 propeller efficiency at free run- wake field

ning condition o water speed always considerably lower

density of water (kg/M
3) than ship speed

oVA (p0 - )/0"5pV 2 = cavitation On high speed vessels the prope.:,r
VA A normally works outside the hull boundarynumber vlayer (1). Disturbances from inclined pro-

00 (PQ - Pv)/0S.pVo.7R = cavitation peller shafts and struts will, however,
number c create narrow peaks in the circumferential

cv t nbPT  
wake distribution [l, 2). The mean wake is

T VA (- w)2  usually low on high speed ships (i - w 1).
in tunnel The variations with ship speed and trim can,

Tc propeller loading coefficient however, be considerable [2, 3]. In Fig 1
results from measurements with Prandtl

pitch angle (degrees) tubes in the towing basin are shown. The
ship model represents the 3-propeller pro-

1. INTRODUCTION ject shown in Chapter 4 of this paper

When using water propellers for the
propulsion of high speed vessels inclined 10
propeller shafts are necessary in most wi ptr
cases. The cavitation patterns for propel-
lers working under such conditions are cha-
racterized by fairly pronounced variation
cf the extension for the inner radii, the to__-
extension near the tip being more indepen- 1 06 F• 0 8 1.0

dent of blade posidion. This is in contrast >
to the conditions for single screw merchant
ship propellers, for which the largest vari- - Cent---2r/
ations of cavitation extension normally oc-
cur near the blade tips, the inner radii
being free from caviLaLion. 09!

In the present paper the cavitationproperteof prpellnper workiniton Fig 1 Influence of ship speed on axial wakeproperties of propellers working in obliquefoa rpesewhi
flow behind trimmed high speed displacement
ships are studied. In Fig 1 an example is given of the

2Cvariations of the wake at the propeller2. WORKING CONDITIONS
plane with ship speed. The values given are

Tomean values of ±90 blade position and areThe environmental conditions influenc- therefore approximately valid for the pro-ing the work of the propellers can be dis- peller centre. The variations with shipcussed under the following subheadings: speed are characteristic for this type of
ship. 1 - w shows a rapid increase at speeds
just below FN = 0.5, a maximum at F = 0.5

o cavitation number and then a decrease with increased speed so
o propeller loading that I - w s 1 at I = 1. The magnitude of

these variations depends on the hull form
and can be considerably higher than shown
in Fig 1. The variations with ship speed

The relation between the water speed are shown to be more pronounced for the
at the propeller disk and the ship speed wing propellers. The reason for this is pro-
is defined by the wake fraction in the bably the location of the wing propellers
following way: being closer to the wave perturbations than

that of the centre propeller.
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The wake of a high speed craft is sen- w w + w + (., (2)
sitive not only to variations in speed but v P w

also to trim changes, as shown in Fig 2. In order tc obtain the magnitude of
the different parts in Eq 2 some theoreti-
cal calculations have been carried out by
the Hess & Smith method [4] and compared

- - i-"  with measurements. This method does not in-
clude the influence of the free surface.

In the towing basin the local wake at
the propeller centre was measured to w =

-0.076. Measurements behind the same model
mounted in the cavitation tunnel with the
same trim as in the basin but with wooden
plates representing the water surface gave
w = -0.035. Theoretical calculations gave
-0.074 for the tunnel configuration and
-0.033 without the tunnel (still flat
plates as the water surface). These results

10 lead to the conclusion:

Ii - Viscosity wake wv = +0.039

Potential wake wp = -0.033
Wave making wake ww = -0.083
Blockage in the tunnel wB = -0.041

Thus the wave making part dominates in

t this case and useful results from theoreti--
inlnaincal calculations cannot be obtained unless

Shaft inclntion_ the free surface is taken into account.3: 
x  relative to ship N

- bottom 2.2 Cavitation Number

The performance of the propulsion sys-

0 2 6 tem of a high speed craft is highly depen-
Trim cngle (degrees) dent of the development of cavitation on

the propeller. The basis of a good correla-
Fig 2 Influence of trim on axial wake and tion between model and prototype must there-

inflow angle on a twin-screw ship fore be a realistic estimation of the cavi-
tation nuiaber:

The wake shown in Fig 2 was measured PO - Pv
at FN = 0.55 in the towing basin on the oVA - p/2VA2  (3)

twin-screw ship model described in Chapter
3. A larger trim by the stern gives higher The static pressure at the propeller M
speeds at the propelle! disk and also a centre, p , is usually calculated as the
larger inflow angle relative to the propel- sum of thS atmospheric pressure and the
ler shaft. The inflow angle measured by a pressure of the water column from the pro-
5-hole Pitot tube is shown to be larger peller centre up to the free surface. The
than eight degrees, which is the angle be- wave pattern in the case of a high speed
tween ship bottom and propeller shaft. When craft, however, makes the estimation of the
the ship is trimmed by the stern the inflow static pressure more complex. In the first
angle increases by about one third of the place it is not obvious which surface should
rate of the increase in trim angle. be used for the calculations. Secondly, the

The characteristic features of the potential flow induces pressures, which in
wake field of a high speed craft seem to some cases cause important changes of the
be: cavitation number. Figs 3 and 4 show some

results from measurements of the static
o the mean wake is often negative (I - w pressure at the propeller centre on the

> 1) triple-screw model mentioned earlier. Fig 3

o the mean wake is sensitive to speed and sows the pressure difference between a

trim variations Pitot tube ahead of the model and a Pitot
o the flow is oblique relative to the pro- tube at the propeller disk.

peller shaft The absolute static pressure at the
propeller centre is obtained bV adding Ap

As the wake changes with trim varia- of Fig 3 to the atmospheric n essure and

tions at constant speed one could assume the the pressure of the water column from the
wake to be rather much influenced by the propeller centre o t he undisturbed water

potential flow. The total wake is then the surface. i

sum of the effect of viscosity, wv, poten-
tial flow (without wave making), w ,and
wave making, ww .
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apg Tand number of revolutions at different
a+ + + speeds. The purpose of the cavitation tests

p/2Vs2 ( - w) + is for most merchant ships to check the
erosion properties of the propeller and to

C measure the vibration excitation forces and
+ (4) the noise generated by the propeller.

(1- w)2  The characteristics of a high speed
Itapropeller are, however, very much influenced

the method of using the water column up to by cavitation. Further, this influence is
the mtansom as using ap ater valun of te different in constant flow and when the pro-the transom as an approximate value of the peeriwoknbhndteul (aso

M ttcpesr.peller is working behind the hu2l (as shown
Sstatic pressure. later on). Thus both propulsion tests and

At high speeds, FN  1.0, the agree- cavitation tests are necessary for a reli-ment between the methogs is shown to be
e wi nable power prediction. In the latter case
good. At lower speeds where the trim andd Athe tests have to be carried out in behind
sinkage at the stern are large the calcula- condition.
ted static pressure is too high. For the" The purposes of the different tests
wing propellers this difference is not neg-
ligible.~The theoretical calculatiops described

in theaortincled catios essur hed o open water tests in towing tank give the
in 2.1 also included static pressure. The rlto ewe hutadavnecvausotie aei i lobe relation oetween thrust and advance co-Svalues obtained have in Fig 5 also been efficients and form the basis of calcu

compared with measurea static pressures.efficonntf ffective wae b a i o n

The measurements in the towing basin lation of effective wake fraction

and in the cavitation tunnel happened to
give liost identical results for the pro- peller thrust and wake for different shipgieiits dnia eut o h r-speeds

peller centre. This is not usually the sp edions
case and correction for this difference is t caiation te n bhind tonue,
made when calculatina the cavitation num- the relation between thrust, torque,
ber efficiency and number of revs at cavi

tating conditions. Input parameters are
C the cavitation number according to Eq

T = V _5 (5) and the propeller loading according
OT OVA (I _ W)2  to Eq (6)

In Fig 5 the theoretical calculations 3. SYSTEMATIC PIOPELLER TESTS
also agree very well with the measurements
at the propeller centre in the tunnel. The A number of systematic propeller series M
differences for lccations closer to the for propellers specially designed for high 2
hull are probably due to disturbances from speed ships have been presented in the lit-
shaft and struts, which were not included erature, for example [6, 7, 8, 9]. Tnese A
in the calculations. The calculations far propellers have, however, usually been tes-
the towing basin show also here that use- ted in uniform flow. Very little is known

P ful results cannot be obtained unless the of the influence of propeller geometry on
free surface is taken into account. for example erosion, interaction with hull z

and pressure fluctuitions when the propel-
2.3 Propeller Leading lers are working behind a hull. It is the

purpose of the present investigation to
The propeller loading is also a fun- improve the knowledge in this field some-

damental parameter for the cavitation test. what.
The estimation of the propeller loading
includes all the traditional towing tank 3.1 Propeller Geometry a
problems:

Six 3-bladed high speed propeller mo-
o towing tests for measurements of resis- dels with the diameter 250 mm were chosen

tance of hull and appendages [5] for the investigation. The main propeller
o self propulsion tests for determination parameters are shown in Table 1.

of the thrust deduction factor and wake The three first propellers (Conv 1.05,

fraction [3, 5] Conv 0.75 and Conv 0.50) represent a blade
o calculation of propeller loadings by area variation of propellers of rather con-

the use of scale factors and correlation ventional design, with symmetrical blade
factors, empirically estimated on the shape and NACA sections.
basis of earlier experience Propgller Warp 0.75 is a blade shape

ST (warp 120 ) variation of the conventional
KT/J2 - 2 V 2 (6) propeller with blade area ratio 0.75.

pD The two last propellers have two dif-
ferent supercavitating sections. Propeller

For most merchant ships the cavitation S.C. 0.50 has a face shape according to tne
does not develop so far as to influence the 3-term distribution and a modified 2-term

* -propeller characteristics. The self propul- thickness distribution (9]. The last propel-
sion tests in the towing tank can therefore ler model was designed to have improved
form the basis of the prediction of power cavitation oroperties in the partially
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Table 1 Main propeller parameters

Propeller Design point AD/A0 Profiles Pitch Blade Designation Notation
No J K a distr shape in figures

T

P1391 1.16 0.19 - 1.05 NACA 16 unload sym Cony 1.05 O
P1477 1.16 0.19 - 0.75 NACA 16 unload sym Conv 0.75
P1514 1.16 0.19 - 0.50 NACA 16 unload sym Cony 0.50 A
P1714 1.16 0.19 - 0.75 NACA 16 unload 120 warp warp 0.75
P1439 1.15 0.146 0.58 0.50 wedge opt sym SC 0.50 -I .....
P1790 1.15 0.146 0.58 0.50 spec opt sym PC 0.50 ---.

cavitating (PC) region. The profile is a 1.25 m absorbing about 1.5 Mw at about
combination of 5-term face shape and an 700 r/m.
empirically derived back shape.

Further information about the propel- Table 2 Propeller loadings and cavitation
lers, such as blade shape, pitch distri- numbers tested
bution, camber distribution and design
method is given in the Appendix.

VS  KT/J2 1 - w aT3.2 Ship Model (knots)

The ship model used for the investi- 20 0.248 1.05 2.07
gation is a twin-screw patrol craft in 30 0.156 1.02 0.941
scale 1:5.0 with a propeller arrangement 35 0.134 1.0 0.70
according to Fig 6. 35 0.134 1.0 0.70

3.3 Test Facilities

The cavitation tests were carried our
in SSPA large cavitation tunnel. The tunnel

c one circular, high-speed test section
o one rectangular, low speed test section,

large enough for tests with combinations
of propellers and complete ship models

A sketch of the tunnel with the large
test section in place is given in Fig 7.
The most important data of the test sec-

2.0-0 tions are given in Table 3.

I ,I Table 3 Main data of test sections of

cavitation tunnel 2

High speed Low speed section
section original with insert

Length (m) 2.5 9.6 9.6
Fig 6 Propeller arrangement on ship model Area B x H (m2 ) diam i m 2.6x 1.5 2.6x1.15

Max speed (m/s) 23 6.9 8.8

The main interest in this investiga- Mn cay number 0.06* 1.45 0.50
tion is devoted to the speed range 30-35 *Epty tunnel. At propeller tests cavitation on
knots. In order to have a typical low right-nne ar pr o eer ets cvit a s tn
speed point 20 knots was, however, also in- right-angle gear dyamoter set o = 0.15 as te
cluded in the test program. Thp propeller lower limit.
loadings used for this study were chosen
to suit the pitch and diameter of the pro- The low speed test section is covered
pellers. by a recess, in which the ship model was

The full scale ship correlating to placed. The model was the one used for
these loadings could be a twin-screw pa- tests in the towing basin and was at this
trol craft with a displacement of about investigation made of fibre-glass. The model
100 m3 operating at speeds of about 30 was placed in the tunnel with the correct
knots with propellers with a diameter of draught at the stem and with the same trim

.164-
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Fig 7 The SSPA large cavitation tunnel with low-speed test section in place. Dimensions in
metres

as at the tests in the basin. Individually o cavitation patterns
cut wooden plates were then fitted to simu- o thrust, torque and number of revs
late a flat free surface. At the tests in o risk of erosion
this study also a dummy simulating the o pressure fluctuations induced on the
wave behind the transom was mounted under hull
the plates behind the model. With this
movnting the static pressure at the pro- In Figs 8 and 9 photographs of the
peller centre was measured to be 0.16-p/2V2  cavitation patterns with the blade in top
lower than the free stream pressure, as is position are compared for the six propel-
also shown in Fig 5. The test section and lers. Due to the oblique flow the back cavi-
the recess were completely filled with taton has its maximum at blade position
water at the tests. +90 and its minimum at -90 , the variations

To drive the propeller models one AC being more pronoinced for the inner radii
electric motor was used for each propeller. than for the oute. ones. Thus the cavitation
Strain gauge dynamometers for measuring patterns in Figs 8 and 9 represent a kind
thrust and torque were placed in the shafts of mean cavitation extension.
close to the propellers. One of the most serious problems with

The operating range of the test sec- high speed propellers in oblique flow is
tion with insert covers ship speeds up to root erosion. At SSPA a paint test tech-
about 45 knots at the water speed 8 m/s. nique has been developed, which shows the
At this investigation the water speed 7 m/s risk of erosion after only 30 minutes test
was used. in the cavitation tunnel [11]. Pig 10 shows

A more thorough description of the the results of testing the propellers with
tunnel and its background is given in [10]. this technique at the 30 knots propeller

loading. The most severe erosion is found
3.4 Primary Results on the conventional propellers with wider

blades. The propellers of the supercavita-
The primary results from the cavita- ting type show, however, very little eros-

tion tests are: ion. Especially propeller P.C. 0.50 seems
to be very successful from this point of
view. The propellers Cony 0.50 and Warp 0.75

t -- r-- .5- - --
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Leading edge BACK FACE Leading edge

PROPELLER
Root erosion on

Conv. 1.05 face and back.

C . 0.75 Root erosion on
face. Erosion
on back.

Conv. 0.50 No erosion.

Warp 0.75 No erosion.

S.C 0.50 5No erosion on--- 0.50 face. Root
erosion on back.

R C 0.50No erosion on
P C 0.50 face. Slight root

erosion on back.

Fig j0 Cavitation erosion obtained with the paint test technique after 30 minutes test at
propeller loading corresponding to 30 knots
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- 4 " i I "hip Speed Vs (knots) ,

__t1 Fig 12 Comparison of blade frequency i
l i ! ' amplitudes induced on the hull |

_ _ 
of the prototype

IE

12I When comparing the propellers in FigL
I _I 12tretig ar noiebe

_______I o propeller Cony 0.50 induces very large
500 700 930 1100 amplitudes

Number 0f revs. Np (rlm) o propeller Warp 0.75 induces rather low 1

Fig 11 Power and number of revs for the o the propellers of the supercavitating
prottypepredcte fro cavta-type do not induce larger amplitudes

ptotype peted frmcvt-than the conventional propellers.

werecomletly fee romerosondepnd- 3.5 Influence of Cavitation on Pressure

ing on almost fully cavitating conditions Apiue
at this propeller loading. Tepesr mltdsi i 2hv

When running the tests the number of alo e plottue inpligt13es the ime,2ha
: ~revs is adjusted so that the propeller as enpotdi i 3a h iei

loading according to Eq 6 is obtained. At sionless amplitude coefficient K used for
!this loading the torque coefficient and the scaling of pressure fluctuations. Using

advance ratio are then measured, formingthscefc nt helvsar sow tob
Sthe basis for calculations of power demand fil osata eraigcvtto

" numbers in spite of the fact that the cavi-
andnumer pofereas for the rootye.en tation extensions are increasing. A prob-

ih oe dmnsfo-h ifeetable explanation of this, also proposed in
S -propellers shown in Fig 11 are fairly clost (3.cudb ntth rsueapiue

are-increased at lower cavitation numbersfor propellers Cony 0.50 and arp 0.75ts aat 30 knots). Note especially that the de e d ecauiseon rduced on the e ll
propellers of the supercavitating type oa do re

Shave only slightly higher power demands oain(1i.a hw ta pfrann

o tan he cnvetioal popeler wit bWhen compit ngssh th at pr peller in Fon-

tanea onventioal propller wit bae cavitating propeller divided by the thrust
oscoefficient K is almost independent of thedifferences between the propellers are, advance ratio. Using this parameter the in-

however, considerable, fluence of clearance ratio on the pressure
The pressure fluctuations induced onthe

the hull are important results from theae

cavtatontess, s xcied ibatinsand in Fig 14, reproduced from [2]. The theo-tion tne, ase te retical curve was calculated by a method
noise emanate from them. Fig 12 shows the out l ne of Cavtate ex Prental

evalues emanate from different investigations
just above the propellers. The values given
are the mean blade frequency amplitudes of Th pre s amelthe s in he
evs analysed by the digital method described po n w lagsareth prpelerai the
tpresent investigation.
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-__ ___ ___ ___ __ propellers with complete thrust breakdown,
Oh .- however, the amplifications are about 3.5.

£ 3.6 Influence of Hull on Propeller Charac-

- I teristics

- 11 -- In [2, 9] the influence of hull on the

*L j c.aracteristics of a cavitating propeller
-- i was reported to be a kind of wall effect

::;Iireducing thrust and torque up to 10%. In m
0 -_______ Fig 17 the hull influence obtained in this

0 0 0

0.2 Oh 0OC investigation is given as the influence on

- Vertical learance a iD  thrust and efficiency. The thrust coeffi-+
cients and efficiencies in behind condi-Fig 14 Influence of clearance on the blade tion(w n ) were measured at cavitation

frequency pressure amplitudes of a tests complete ship model accord-

non -cavitating propeller ing to Fig 6 with the cavitation niuber T I

is -t t

th -dimo- _ 
_____-

tude 'h foloin exrsso is. obtained
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Cvittion number W

.7 1.0 2.0 in the tunnel. These values have been corn-
P e l oared with thrust coefficients and effi-

a' r .,1" ciencies (KT0, nO  measured with the same

. , propeller mocel -,orking in homogeneous flow
w-il at zero shaft inclination in the high speed

cx-w-aso ' "/  r  test section of the cavitation tunnel. In.!

£ .9 - _____ order to com.pare identical cavitation nun- ,
: o ! ber KT0and 10were measured at the cavi-

'- tin nmber V: =  
- 0.16, which is the

V--\o. ~s" ' cavitation nu,'er at the propeller centre
: - - Iwhen the ship model is n-cunted in the tun- l

0.8____ _______ The influence shown in Fig 17 thus

, includes not only the influence of the hull
?,-Cavitation number GT but also the influence of rudders and the

0 _ 7 1.0 2.0 shaft inclination. The influence of rudders

1.S

C ohas been shown to be very small 15]. The
Fi 16 #- - influence of the sh-ft inclination de-

Cii ion grees on the tested procara except pro-

- ---- pellerWarp 0.75 is given in Fig ,-&. ,".,."" ~ ~-- Z_./ : influence is shown to be very different1. .from the influence of the hull shown in Fig

t I are17. The thrust coefficients and efficiencies

- -' .o' -,cn are generally increased a few per cent when
____

- -- c .oso inclining the shaft, While the influenceS ! coefficients. Thus if the obliqueness of

a --- .the flow had been excluded the tendencies I
= given in Fig 17 would probably have bcenFig 17 Hull influence on thrust and even further emphasized. in

efficiency When studying the influence of cavita-
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ence on the advance ratio
Fig 19 Influence o hull on the limit for thrust breakdown, as shown in Fig 17. Inincipient thrust breakdown Fig 19 some exerirental values obtainedTfcosQ0 7  propeller similar to Cony 1.05 are also- -.. 

given. At these latter tests also a plateLc AD/A0o - 112 nV 7 G with clearance ratio 0.22 was mounted in
e tthe 

tunnel. The agreement between theseSplate tests and the tests with the complete1 /= ship model seems to be very good. The li Is
/ 0.7 for thrust reakdo n obtained in unbounded

flow apparently give too small blade area

ratios. This is also in accordance with the
tion number on the curves for propellers full scale experience given in 117].
Conv 0 .7s c -: C. .... arp G.75 n Fig The very small hull influence shown in
17 it is somewhat surprising to see the Fig 1? at the extreme cavitation conditions
relations between cavitation numbers 0.94

~(c = 0.7 Warp 0.75, Con 0.50) is in agree-
seems to be met with studies of wall effects in 118]

larger at moderate cavitation extensions and [191. When discussing wail effects on
c = 0.94) than at the extreme cvitation supercavitating and ventilated propellers
conditions at o = 0.7. This means that the mrgan in the suzmary report [20] states
limits for thrust breakdown should be very that according to the theories of Tuln

much influenced by the hull. In Fig 19 the [18] there should be no influence of wall

loading conditions for propellers Cony 1.05, eff e sul o ieasuens of geosi3-ov07 n ov05 aebe lte effects. Results of measurements on geosim
Cony 0.75 and Cony 0.50 have been plotted propellers in a cavitation tunnel given in
in a graph showing the limit for thrust [19] lead to the same conclusion. HowEver,
breakdown for these propellers when tested if the influence of the hull is considered
in the high speed test section [161. Accord- to be a blockage effect then correction of
inq to this limit the loadings 30 Vnots for the advance ratios (which means correction
ConY 0.75 and 35 knots for Cony 1.05 should of the wake) should be more appropriate
not have thrust breakdown. However, when than correction of the thrust coefficient. 0
working behind the ship model they did have In Fig 20 this treatment has been used on
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the results of Fig 17.
The hull influence given in Fig 20 is

shown to increase continuously with decreas-
ing cavitation number. The points for u =
0.7 and propellers Cony 0.50 and Warp 0.75 Vaticat cwaranc, a/ D
have, however, been left out of Fig 20. The 0.2 0 06
reason for this is that they are situated 10
in tha supercavitating region of the char-
acteristics where the thrust coefficients /
are almost independent of the advance -. 1
ratio. The ratio J 'J could therefore be /06
anything from 1.0 0 .8. Treated in this
way herefore very difficult to tell o.9-
wh, . is a large influence of wall .2
er. . . percavitating conditions Z - Sueovtting proptUr

h r. he fact that the thrust coeffi- i AD/A 0
"0G

.(.n * ;1 ost indpendent of advance Z --- onvnntio0ot propester
rt o a negligible influence of wall AD/A 0o105

effects.

4. INTERACTION ON A TRIPLE-SCREW SHIP t 0.2 0. 06

In this chapter some results from . .I.a
cavitation tests of a triple-screw :hip
according to Fig 21 will be given. First
the hull influence at single-screw cpera- .

tion will be discussed and finally the _ __,

propeller-propeller influence is shown.

Fiq 22 Influence of clearance on propeller
thrust and efficiency obtained by
tests with a plate arrangement

cavitating propeller at incieasing clear-
ances. These results have, however, now
been confirmed at the clearance ratio 0.2

(2UD by tests with a complete ship model. At
the tests with the triple-screw ship also 

:1
12 - single-screw operation was tested as a

comparison with the earlier .ested plate
arrangement. These results are given in

Fig 23. The agreement betwe- the test
arrangements is shown to be very good at
small and moderate advance ratios. At J
1.1 the tests with the complete ship model,
however, give lower thrust and torque than

t.2SxD 1280 the tests with tne place arrangement. The
results from measurements on the prototype,
also given in Fig 23, are shown to give
the same tendency as the tests with the
complete ship model.
2 In order to confirm the results of Fig
22 also at large propeller-hull clearances
some further tests with complete ship models
are needed.

Fig 21 Propeller arrangement on triple- 4.2 Propeller-Propeller Interaction
screw model

At tests with the ship model shown in
4.1 Influence of Propeller-Hull Clearance Fig 2i identical wake fractions at atmos-

pheric tests were measured at triple-screw
The influence of clearance on the operation and with each of the propellers

propeller characteristics has been inves- alone on the ship model. With the same num-
tigated at tests in the high speed test ber of revs on all three propellers there
section with a plate located above the was obviously no interaction between the
propeller [2, 9]. Results frot, these tests propellers at non-cavitating conditions.
are shown in Fig 22. One notable observa- For the cavitatinq propellers the
tion at these tests was the very slow de- interaction shown in Fig 24 was, however,
crease of the hull influence for the super- measured. These results were obtained by
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Model tests
- Plate orrangemint with rudders

-- o-- Complete shipmolet with rudders -

-- a--1- -only center proelter Port Center Starboard
propeller propeller propeller
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' Measurements on centerpropetter - c_
6 -0.65 .2

2N

0.9 - _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _'
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0.6 -I101K0  -- 0- - - =0.6

Filled points advance coeft J=0.8
br Open points: J=0.95

0- 1.0
CR

0.2I

5. CO,9LUION
0 .-

0.7Fig 24 Interaction between propellers on
0.9 0.9 1.3 Ja triple-screw ship

Advance ratio
5. CONCLUSIONS

Fig 23 Compariqon of propeller character- From the r'esults presented in the pre-
istics obtained at tests with sent paper the following conclusions may be
plate arrangement and at tests drawn:
with a complete ship model

5.1 Working Conditions
comparing thrust and efficiency in triple-
screw operation (KTB , nB ) with the thrust o Wake and static pressure at the propeller
and efficiency measu ed wAen each of the _.7ane are sensitive to ship speed and
prope.lers was working alone oa the ship trim. Accurate loading conditions should
model (KTB, n ) .• The propeller-propeller be based on measurements of these.

* interaction in Fig 24 is shown to imply a o Useful results of theoretical calcula-
further reduction of thruist and efficiency. tions of wake and static pressure cannot
The influence is larger for the wing pro- be obtained unless the free surface is
pellers than for the centre propeller. It taken into account.
is also very much dependent of the advance
ratio. In fact the advance ratio seems to 5.2 Systematic Propeller Tests
be a more important parameter than the
cavitation number. J = 0.8 with almost o Propellers of the supercavitating type
supercavitating conditions gives less give less risk of erosion, do not induce
influence than J = 0.95. This is a siwilar larger pressure amplitudes on the hull
tendency to that shown concerning propeller and demand only slightly more power than
-hull influence in Fig 17, where the heav- propellers of the conventional type.
ily cavitating propellers were less influ- o Propellers with highly warped blade shape
enced by the hull than the partly cavitat- induce considerably lower pressure ampli-
ing propellers. tudes on the hull than propellers with

symmetrical blade shape.
o The cavitation amplification of the

pressure amplitudes induced on the hull
was about 2 for "moderate" cavitation
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conditions and about 3.5 when complete 5. blount, D L, Fox, D L, "Small Craft
thrust breakdown occurred. Power Pr.diction", Marine Technology, Vol

o The hull influence on thrust and effi- 13, Nc 1, Jan 1976
ciency implies a reduction of up to 6. Gawn, R W L, Burril, L C, "The
15% of the thrust coefficient and a Effect of Cavitation on the Performance of
reduction of up to 10% of the effici- a Series of 16-Inch Model Propellers",
ency. Trans INA, Vol 99, 1957

o The hull influence on the limit for 7. Newton, R N, Rader, H P, "Perfor-
thrust breakdown implies that too snill mance Data of Propellers for High-Speed
blade area ratios are chosen when using Craft", Trans RINA, Vol 103, 1961
limits obtained in unbounded flow. 8. Venning, E, Haberman, W, "Super-

o The hull influence on the propeller cavitating Propeller Performance", Trans
characteristics may he a blockage ef- SNAME, 1962
fect. The influence at supercavitating 9. Rutgersson, 0, "Supercavitating
conditions can then be considerably Propeller Performance. Influence of Pro-
larger than it appears to be when peller Geometry and Interaction between
thrust correction is used. Propeller, Rudder and Hull", Proceedings

of the Joint Symposium on Design and
5.3 Interaction on a Triple-Screw Ship operation of Fluid Machinery, Fort Collins,

USA, 1.978. See also SSPA Publ No 82, 1979
o The hull influence on propeller charac- 10. Johnsson, C-A, "Some Experiences

teristics seems to be remarkably con- from Excitation Tests in the SSPA Large
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APPENDIX

Geometry of Tested Propellers
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Fig 27 Blade shape and distributions of pitch and face camber for propellers S.C. 0.50 and
P.C. 0.50

The propellers with NACA 16 profile at partially cavitating conditions. in this

Shape have all been designed by the same case a 5-term face is combined with an
procedure and with the same rather unload- empirically derived shape of the back.
ed circulation distribution. The lifting In Fig 28 the free stream propeller
line calculations were carried out accord- characteristics are plotted in the follow-
ing to a modified procedure for calcula- ing way.
tion of induction factors described in Propeller thrust and efficiency at
(211. The lifting surface corrections were cavitating conditions at the advance ratio
then calculated according to Pien's method J used in the behind condition have been
(221 programmed at SSPA. For propellers related to thrust and efficiency at non-
with symmetrical blades and no rake this cavitating conditions at the same advance
design procedure gives very good estimates ratio.
of pitch and camber.

The propeller Warp 0.75 has the same
chord lengths and circulation distribution
as propeller Cony 0.75, the blades, how-
ever, being skewed 120 degrees. Further
the skew-induced rake has been compensated
by raking the blades forward about 60
degrees. In this way the clearance curve
for propellers Cony 0.75 and Warp 0.75 are
almost identical. When propeller Warp 0.75
was designed, however, very little was
known about the effect of extreme forward
rake on the propeller characteristics. The
design was therefore carried out by the

slame procedure as for unraked propellers.Later it has been shown that the effect of
rake is to increase thrust and torque (231,
which is not predicted by the design method.
The propeller Warp 0.75 is consequently
considerably overpitched at the inner radii.

The propellers S.C. 0.50 and P.C. 0.50
have been deigned according to the proce-
dure given in(8) with empirically derived
pitch corrections according to (95. The
radial circulation distribution is optimum.
Propeller S.C. 0.50 has wedge-shaped sec-
tions according to (9) with a 3-term face
combined with a 2-term modified thickness
distribution. Propeller P.C. 0.50 repre-
sents a first attempt to improve the per-
formance of the supercavitating sections
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found in the wake of merchant ships and

Discussion secondly a decrease of the blade frequency
pressures due to the thrust break down
caused by the cavity. But in Fig.16 of the
paper no value of less than 1.0 can be de-

K R Suhrbier(Vosef ,Tornycof tected, at least for the conventional pro-
pellers.

I thank the author for his stim- Can the author give an explanation for
ulating paper. Regarding Fig.17 I would the cavitation amplification factor of this
like to say that comparisons of convention- type ? Thank you.
ally defined relative rotative efficiencies
11R can be misleading for inclined shaft
arrangements if extended to cavitating con-. ~ditions The Ychanges shown should not A to' el
be regarded as an 'exact' measure of pro- Au
pulsive efficiency changes, simply because
the 'behind' thrust used is not the effec-
tive or net thrust; the effect of cavita- 0 Rutgersson(SSPA)
tion on the propeller normal force (due to
oblique inflow) is not considered. If it I thank Mr. Suhrbier and Dr. Weitendorf
were included in a more complete analysis for their attention to the paper.
it would either show up, as a somewhat I agree with the discussers that it

compensating effect, in the hull efficien- is generally insufficient to compare pres-
cy '1 or in a different IR or Ky ratio, sure fluctuations measured in only one
depending on the approach used. The data transducer. In this investigation actually
on the influence of shaft inclination (Fig. 8 transducers were used. However since all
18) is affected in a similar way. transducers showed the same relation between

I have some difficulty with the au- the propellers the results from only the
thor's findings on the propeller-hull or tip transducer were shown in the paper.
clearance influence. The effects shown in Dr.Weitendorf seems to have misunder-
Fig.22 and in the author's earlier papers stood the purpose of Fig.14-16. The reason
do not seem to agree with our experimental for extracting the amplification factor in
data. So far, we did not find (in several Fig.16 is to give the magnitude of the
similar tests for different purposes) effect the discusser is mentioning. The
effects of this kind or magnitude. Further decrease in amplitude due to thrust re-
experiments will be carried out by us in duction is shown in F'g.15 and the increase
the near future and they might help to due to cavitation is shown in Fig.16.
clear up this discrepancy. A 20% reduction Mr.Suhrbier is correctly saying that
in efficiency, as mentioned in the paper, the definition of q given in the paper
is not in line with our experience with only takes account for the forces in the
high-speed craft. shaft direction. An "exact" definition

With reference to Fig. 12 I would like however means that forces must be measured
to add that it is not sufficient in our (and both in struts and rudders and have not yet
others') experience to compare just the been considered.
pressure amplitudes of the tip position, Finally i am very sorry that Mr.Suhr-
because the peak pressures ma be further bier has not been able to find the pro-
downstream depending on the extent of cav- peller-hull influence in his investigations
itation. because I am quite convinced it should be

there. The magnitude mentioned in the con-
clusions of the paper is perhaps somewhat
provocative (15% reduction of thrust and

E.A Weitendorf (HS7A) 10% * reduction of efficiency). A closer
look at Fig.17 will hc.ever show that these

In Fig.14 of the paper the influence figures are valid for a 50% blade area pro-
of the tip clearance of the blade frequency peller of conventional design on a 30 knots
pressures in the non-cavitating condition vessel. This is of course not a realistic
is given. By the way, these values can propeller for this speed and I doubt if
easily be calculated, such a case exists in the discussers inves-

In Fig.16 of the paper an amplification tigations. More realistic propellers of
factor for cavitation is displayed. 100% blade area of conventional design on

The first pressure impulse measurements supercavitating propellers give a reduction
in 1967 by Denny published and our measure- of 0-8% in thrust and a reduction of 2-4%
ments published in 1973 showed a decrease in efficiency. This effect is thus rather
of the blade frequency pressures due to the small but very significant and important
thrust breakdown was found by using five according to the results of a number of
pressure pick-ups in longitudinal direction projects tested at SSPA. A well defined
parallel to the propeller shaft - a point testtechnique and a very good dynamometer
already mentioned by the fore-going dis- is however necessary in order to measure
cusser. It is well known that there are this effect.
mainly at least two physical phenomena; An
increase of blade frequency pressures due * In the preprints it was misleadingly
to the displacement effect of the cavity as stated 20% redsction of efficiency.
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ABSTRACT tack
P;SThe behaviour of a base-vented hydro- the speed effects.

foil in a free surface channel is studied. iOMENCLATURE
The flow is simulated by a displacement sur-
face outside which eddy effects, the influ- C = length of chord measured on lower si-
enc( of viscosity and air comoressibility de (C=1)
are neglected. The model used to characte- F = function characterizing the shape of I
rize the displacement surface is derived the foil
from Michel's model and takes gravity ef- Fr = Froude number = Uao/V-
fects into account. The theory is developed g = gravitational acceleration coistant
according to a perturbation method which h. = submergence depth
uses two small parameters : E to which foil n = nominal water depth in the test sec-
thickness and incidence are proportional, tion
and 8 the reciprocal of the square of h = h - h 2
Froude number. Unknown variables are expres- K2  = ventiiation number = (Pm -Pc)/pUw
sed in the form of asymptotic expansions k = o /

0 = cavity length
+X0  4E (X + 8Xi)+E P0  pressure on the free surface0I IPc 

P, + p g hl
where coefficients such as X depend on the Pc = pressure cavity
shape of the free boundaries. The classical Uc = free stream velocity
resolution method consists in transforming U,V components of the speed
the field of flow into a half plane, but ul,v 1 = components of the perturbation
consideration of the bottom and free surfa- speed at the first order
ce leads to considerable distorsions which b,c,d,f,g = abscissae of the points B,C,D,
render numerical calculations delicate and F,G in the auxiliary t plane
requires a powerful computer (C.D.C. 6600, y = ordinate of the free surface
double precision). T'e contribution of the Vc = ordinate of the cavity
free surface is evaluated after stud:'ing y = ordinate of the wake displacement
its asymptotic bt:iaviour at infinity. The y surface
wake contribution "'hich is significant in O = attack angle
the Oth-order proolem with respect to 13 , I 1/Fr 2

vanishes in the 1st-order problem. The sim- C = small parameter characterising the
Dlifying hypothesis consisting of replacing thickness of the foil
the w:ake by a displacement surface is thus p = density of water.
justified. Comparison of theoretical with
experimental results shows fairly good INTRODUCTION
agreement :ith regard to

- the effect of the ventilation number While a great deal of research has
K on forces and on cavity length j been carried out over the past years on

- the variation in free boundary geo- supercavitating hydrofoils with unwetted
metry with respect to angle of at- upper side, the same cannot be said for
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base vented hydrofoils which have received vented hydrofoils. The model must be capa-
fairly little attention. This lack of inte- ble of restoring a geometry which is as
rest would seem to stem from the fact that close as possible to reality in order to
the first test made with these foils [1] to take into account as accurately as possible
(3] indicated problems of flow stability the effect of the boundaries which limit
and cavitation around the leading edge. In the field of flow. This condition is parti-
:act, these tests, which were carried out cularly crucial when the foil is placed in
under unsatisfactory conditions, are not a liquid with free surface since, in such
very significant and can hardly be used as a case the deformation of this surface, di-
a basis for understanding how a base-vented rectly related to the cavity deformation,
foil operates under real-life conditions. may induce a considerable angle of attack.
More recent tests, the results of which we- With a supercavitating hydrofoil, the limi-
re published in 1979 [5] and 1980 [61, have tation is not as severe since the pressure
shown that by choosing a suitable pressure acting on the upper side of the foil is
distribution, and on condition that a wall- known and, in addition, the slope dCL/d0
mounted support system is used, thereby is half that of a base vented hydrofoil.
avoiding the presence of a vertical strut Thus, the same error made on the value of
which disturbs the flow above the foil, a induced angle of incidence AcK halves the
stability domain at high speed is obtained, error in lift in the case of a supercavita-
always including the cavitation-free area. tinq foil.
It is the development of cavitation on the In the following paragraphs, the beha-
upper or lower side of the foil that causes viour of a bse vented foil placed in a
stalling. Thus, by using a wali-mounred free-surface canal is examined in detail.
foil of aspect ratio 2, Rowe obtained a From ti.e practical point of view, ths is
stability domain of about 5 degrees for a perhaps the most interesting case since it
cavitation number cr equal to 0.16. As far allows consideration to be given to both
as the cavitation-free area is concerned, tests in a towinq tank and tes's in a free-its extent is not negligible since, for a surface water tunnel. Three points are exa-

cavitation number of 0.19, an angular devia- mined
tion of the order of 1.7" is possible undew - the effect of ventilation number on
two-dimensional flow conditions. This value forces anv on the shape of free
is slightly greater than the theoretical boundaries
values calculated (-1.3^ - See ref.[43,[6] - the effect of a change in the angle
and [7)). Moreover, in view of the fact of attack
that the middle of the non-cavitating range - the effect of speed.
coincides almost exactly with the ideal This study is based on the use of
angle of attack, and that at this angle of Michel's model [9]. previously presented
incidence the lift of the foil remains ap- by Rowe and Kueny [6), and modified to make
proximately constant regardless of the ope- allowance to gravity effects. A number of
ration copditions (variation in ventilation details on the calculation method are g;ven
number, proximity of a free surface, wall below, then the theoretical results are
effect), it is to be expected that base- compared with the experimental results pu
vented hydrofoils could in practice be used blished in [5] and [6].
in certain cases.

The detailed study of operation of 1. CALCULATION METHOD

such a foil is not therefore without inte-
rest. However, this study raises a certain The foil, with lower chord equal to
number of specific problems which are not unity, is placed in a channel at an immer-
encountered in the study of supercavitating sion depth hl (Figure 1). The depth of wa-
hydrofoils with unwetted upper side. For ter in the channel at infinity upstream is
example, in the case of tests conducted in
a tunnel, the correct measurement of the Y

cavitation-free area requires special pre- - i

cautions in order to be sure of constant Y . I(F)
air content in the upstream flow. Moreover.
the fact that the foil is held by a strut/
promotes separation of the boundary layer
over the foil by causing the air in the -

cavity to rise, thereby modifying the value I
of the pressure coefficient. With a supcr-
cavitating hydrofoil, this defect is no
longer apparent since the lower part of the .'1

strut that penetrates the cavity, and the //////// / //////////
upper side of the foil, are at a pressure

known in advance. Other difficulties are
encountered from the theoretical standpoint: *i I C ,OIJ oim ftc.

the calculation must be non-linear, at least h +h The foil is followed by a cavity
in the region of the leading edge. iow the wfosg length measured from the rear of the
non-linear theory proposed by FURUYA (8] lower side of the foil has a value of J,

for supercavitating hydrofoils with unwet- and a wake assumed to extend to infinity.

ted upper side falls into the case of base The shape of the foil, previously described
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by Rowe [5) is defined with regard to the K,

axis Ux, by the relationship y'=EF(x ) 7,u, i 8, I.&
where e is a small parameter characterising .Y
the thickness of the foil and F a function Ryi,

of order unity, except near the leading ~~--~
edge, wnich characterizes the shape of the X) -r c
foil. The angle of attack is characterized P.
by number k such that o =(Ur,6-r')= 6k. f UM E F ,1•
is taken to be the reciprocal of the square
of the Froude number, defined by choosing -. F - u*" Y. ,.

as characteristic length the length of the .
lower chord of the foil :__

r!GU;ZE 2 a Geotntlryt wroes;-n - . o Int Zeto Ott- f-

.U m the flow speed at upstream nfiity. The is

ventilation number is designated by K 4
K (P1, - ) pU (2) 4i

On the cut representing the limit position A
of the cavity, when E-0. the cvity - '
length J being maintained constant wnatever
the value ol small parameter E , the condi-= P m os s
tion : limit Pc P mposes: FIGuPE 2o , z, 0-a e ol¢o .*c1s,

limi K 0 0 3
fixed 0),

expressed in the form of the expansionWhen E is not zero, for the assuried|

constant cavity length considered, ventila- Y =  Y
tion number K is a function of E . The ys y cr (E

flow is then oisturbed by the presence of the displacement surface is defined by adop-
the foil followed by its cavity and wake. ting the benaviour law :

For a previously imposed geometry. i.e.. xfor fixed values of h ,  , and Y, and a r e- -(( 6 )
given function F, the othir values charac- C 2E +1 . itterizing the flow are expressed in terms of _
the parameter C . It can easily be verified where and z/ are two free parameters,
that these values allow the following asymp- and 9, is a parameter which is calculated
totic expansions : in view of the conditions adopted to close

the problem
U/U = I - *u, - (E) - zero perturbation at infinity

uostrea
+ 7 W( - integrable singularity at the leadingedge

qyf 1 
= hl c] - I (E) (-) pressure continuity at tre trailing

edges of the foil
Yc () - zero perturbation at infinity down-

stream
K = EK - (.5) - zero thickness of the displacement

surface at infinity downstream.
the problem can be considered as solved if Outside the surface corresponding to the
coefficients a, v y K can be foil. its cavity and wake, perturbation
calculated. The fi 's )NrdeyctlluCi on of the speed u - iv is a harmonic function
problem in 5 is obtained by applying the because it stisfils the hypothesis of irro-
first-order boundary ciinditions t, the flow tationality and incompressibility of a per-
boundaries corresponding to zero order fect fluid. It also satisfies the boundary
(Figure 2a). The conditions of steady flow, conditions represented on figure 2a. These
incompressibility. 4rrotationality and conditions bring into play the Froude num-
inviscidity are not satisfied in the wake. ber and the shape of the cavity and the free
As the perturbation produced by this wake surface. Since y. and y are unknown,
cannot be neglected, the difficulty is the variables are alculaid firstof all by
overcome by assuming that there are two assuming u -O on the free surface, and
completely distinct areas behind the cavi- u40= KI/2 ln the cavity, thei the perturba-
ty, marked by a line representing a surface t on di - to gravity is calculated by assu-
close to infinity, outside which the pre- ming that the previously calculated varia-
ceeding conditions are satisfied. This sur- bles yj. and v are correct values. Thus
face is identified with the displacement successive so 1ions have to be found to
surface of the wake whose unknown shape is two mi=ed boundary condition Hilbert pro-
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blems which are dealt with by the classical [ - 1, 9 IA-.method. In the following, b, c, d, f, g .- ,(.

designate the absrissae of the points B,C, u .2(i1, ,f.1) 21 f',=, ] .2
D,F,G in the auxiliary plane t=r+is (Figure 4

2b). Since bottom and free surface effects [(h,n2) AI-kB.
are taken into account, considerable dis- E()(u)I 2

torsions are introduced into the calcula-
tion plane t (for example, length of the
upper wake image CB in the calculation pla- 1 -I

ne = 10-14 for h, -1, h -4 , :IO) whichA s- 0 f s',.].,,, o,) -(makes the humerica1 calcOlation both long A.(O+[ ° "WI T'f ;

and difficult, thereby requiring the use C .

of a high-capacity computer (CDC 6600 in r ' ,--
double prcision).It is for this reason .1

that no attempt was made to determine the Li
exact shape of the free boundaries taking
gravity into account. The contribution of
vity free problem, does not appear in the 4 I -, .
second problem. The simplifying hypothesis l --6

whe-eby the wake boundary is representedf (pc__(j
by a displacement surface is thus justi- - .

fied. The calculation method, whicn con- 0

sists in calculating the gravity effect
on the basis of a gravity free solution,
is justified by the fact that, for this
problem, the behaviour of the free -urface -. ,. •.
is realistic for the hypothetical case of 2B.

supercritical flow. Thus, the free surface K ' . . , :6
+

is calculated as a jet line and cannot 101o
oscillate downstream of the obstacle. The . e, D s" ,:5
value of the depth of water at downstream

infinity is taken equal to h +h which is '. ,*. .
justifiable in view of the alovi-mentioned
restriction. The effect of the free surface
is calculated by making an analytical study where coefficients (e
of its asymptotic behaviour at infinity. () correspond t e ob w

This study is important as the convergence gravity.
of the integrals in the second problem de-
pends on the manner in which yJ - 0. The
expansion of yll to infinity de~ends on .

the position of the foil in the channel. . 0'1.0
The calculations were made for the case of T ... -
p=h Irl < 1. The shape of the free surface

is Obtained for the entire domain by mat- "
chinc the numerical solution calculated at - 7 . -
finite distance, and the asymptotic solu-
tion in a suitably chosen auxiliary plane. ( "°" I
The asymptotic solution at infirmity is ofthe following form :

at upstream infinity y t=ex/2(h h 2 ) I el= (e O + )a y (yl 1 )0 -k(yj I
at downstream infinity y B eX# (7) K k I" ~~- qKo : -IO +kK) l~cyc !}oy k(yc)

where coefficients -A and B depend on the (12)
wake boundary behaviour law [6]. Quantities DR,R',T',S-,S',(II),(i2),(SI),

Of course, a singularity appears at (TI) have been defined in (61.
the leading edge since the tangent to the Quantities (P3),(P4),(I5),(16) are defined
foil at this point has infinite slope, in appendix.~The solution is then regularised according

to the previously described technique [7]. 2. EFFECT OF THE VENTILATION NUMBER
Taking into account the conventional sym-

bolt as defined in the appendix as well as Altmann and Elata [l1] showed for the

in [6), the un-formly valid solution of first time in 1907 that the lift of a base-

the problem with gravity is : vented hydrofoil placed neir a free surface
depends or the ventilation number. These
autnors showed that when K- 0, lift increa-
ses. An explanation of this argument was
given by Rewe ([41 and [7)) who also found
that, before increasing, lift starts by

.aft_ -
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decreasing. The reasons for this initial V
decrease are still not very clear since, I
when the length of the wetted part of the 0020

upper side of the foil is equal to the Ne
length of the lower side, the theory no I
longer agrees with experimental results. hi

In this case, the effect of oressure acting . 007
on the rear part of the foil becomes diffi- , h- I
cult to analyse, and the loss in lift that I 2h/C;2

is observed [4] is not a trivial result. 00150 hi/cz2. t2/c 31

The theoretical results presented in a //
th- present paragraph have been obtained ,
with gravity effects neqlected. The results -0_ _
obtained in high speed experiments (Fr 0 ,
11.19) are compared with these theoretical R
results. The curves marked S- correspond O0 o0
to the double spiral vortex model proposed 2 o o $ [00100 h z/0* 0 O lm Cf 000392

by Tulin. S corresponds to the model pre- h c' h/'4 1  cs 2 U 29c$3

sented here, in which the following values E . 99M/S * A
were given to /a and z' ooo. 19 1 f 119i

(S1 ) - 1 xi ' 0 (13) -Is, Is

From figure 3, it is clear that this 0000 0025 0050 0075 0100 0125 0150i model gives a value of the lift coeffi- ventilation number -. ( Poo - U -P)

cient much closer to reality than that ob- M

tained with S0. However, in the case of FIGURE 4. DOag coeffcrent versus vensioton number
"= (fo two subrgfence depts -

" i . lU= . - 9 91 . + -- s
0200 I/c z ' It, 99, a .o ¢ om obvious. Figure shows that the cavity

I.r '1119 length foreseen by the model SI is slightly

U- o 0 175 IS too short in the case of small values of K.

'Is. Figures 6 and 7 represent the free bounda-
0 r ties that are obtained with this model.

. Figire 6 also shows that when cavity length
increases, its thickness increases to the

0-" . . .. rear in a seemingly exaggerated manner. By

Z 1u.- 9 9tM/" changing the values of ,± and z/ , very dif-
IF- - 11 9 ferent downstream behaviour is obtained
iso-..- (Figure 8). The correspording model is de-
-0sh - So signated by S,

0- _0_4~

012 .... - (S2) -- . 7 ; 6 (14) 4

By calculating foil lift with S 2 , a
value nearly identical with that corres-
ponding to th3 model is obtained (See
Fioure 13. / : . This is because the
slope of the f. - surface in the proximity

0"0 o0025 0050 0075 0100 012 0150 of the foil is .ractically the same in both000 vent,on n.rbr K1 ( -15 u 015 models (K fixed).

-"F'GURE 3.Lacocflm-er v-vs eni,,cn. er 3. EFFECT OF A CHANGE IN ANGLE OF ATTACK

for wosubmetence etIhs The behaviour of the foil ano the ca-

vity when the angle of incidence increases

s.all values of K, the lift coefficient is studied. By reason of the procedure used
is overvalued As will be seen below, and to inject air into the cavity (See Ref f4lisoevle swllb enblw n and [6]), this behaviour can oe studied
despite the fact that the Froude number is a
high, the difference can be partly explai- with a fixed air flow rate. When the cavity

ned by a gravity effect. Figure 4 shows a is long and the angle of attack not toolar-

very good agreement between experimental ge. a small variation in this angle has

and theoretical results for the drag. The practically no effect on the pressure in
reason is that near the ideal angle of the cavity. The cavity shortens and the

attack, the drag var.es very little. The- same result as tnat shown on Fioures 9 and

refore, 4t is not sensible to the nci- !I0 is found. When the cavity is short, the
d e i b f upressure within varies more rapidly, and- dence effect induced by the free surface

3nd the models deficiencies are not it is difficult to keep it constant by
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A' varying the airflow because of the pulsing
effect oftecvt.Any comparison with

sment of the ventilation problem would ne-
___0- cessitate a special study, and this goes

in, I__s 0. b teyond th, limits of this study. From the
tests carried out, some general ideas can

0 be Oien
I ~- the variation in the cavity length affec-

ted by modification in angle of attack is
largely due to the change in the kinetic

K 0 054-conditions of the flow. This is confirined
- by the calculations although the condi-

tions are not exactly the same.
-this variation is also due to the fact
that the charge in angle of attack modi-
fies the conditions in which the air is
evacuated with the flow. Tnus. for a fi-

V:GuE S.nt ~ceo?~ ce ~xed air flow. if the angle of attack be-
comes large, the air in the cavity eva-

F/ cuates much more easily ;in this way,
the pressure in the cavity decreases and

so does its lenotn. It seems that a rapid
101 decrease in the cavity pressure is always

- din ede b'5rCfui,~0134  observed when cavitation appears at lea-

This is explairned by the fact that, after
the onset of cavitation at the leading
edge. the interface of the cavity becomes

5 5. very turbulent and permeable, which con-
~o o50sequently favours air entrainment.

1ccording to figure 10, a point wouid
seem to exist on the free surface such that
its position is independent of the angle of

A-093 incidence. The result observed numerically
has not been demonstrated analytically. it
may perhaps be explained by linearisation

.8 -7-6.5-4 -3 -1 ID .1.-2.3 4 5.ofthe problem.

EFFE:T Or SPEED
&1GURE 9. influence of t"e onqle of attock on

the cc"r lent K ie it has generally beer. assumed that this
2ffect was due to gravity effects. Parkin

u'1 1 ulin [1? and Street [13j have

__ _ _ _ _ _ _ T

4 35*

T 4 6 2*30'

7 1'24"

3 8 0261
-3. z :9 0.-25s

10 -1* 14*

2 0 2 - S a $0 12 14 16

FIGIME 10 Infenct cl Me* ce. of otc on Mhe ;ec.ne1r! ft, vten.8o1on lwf bet K *0 0158
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SI

indeed shown that gravity can introduce si- that speed has an effect on the flow, not
gnificant variations in forces, while at only through direct gravity effects, but
the same time modifying the shape of the also through a wake effect which is itself

_ -free boundaries. From the theoretical noint influenced by gravity as well as by uniden-
of view, however, up till now no study has tified dimensionless parameters dependent
been carried out taking into account both upon speed. In order to harmonise the re-
the free surface and the gravity.effects, sults obtained at = 0.008 and at 13 = 0.05,

to In the experimental field, Altmann and the value of coefficients / and v can be
Elata have made a number of systematic varied in relation to 13 according to the
tes.ts with a superdavitating wedge section, following relations
and they have obtained significant force
variations. Previous tests made with base- (Se) = 0.04/3 v= 0.04/)3 -I (15)
vented sections do not allow any concrete
conclusions to be drawn. thus giving the model S

Figure 11 shows the variation in cavi-
ty length plotted against ventilation num- 1+ 1 -x
ber for different values of the Froude (16)
number. It can be seen that for the tests =2e eys
corresponding to )9= 0.008, excellent
agreement with the S2 model is obtained From a practical point of view, the neces--
and this cannot be considered as pure luck sity of using a type (16) law, dependent
since the coefficients /. and zv were on speed, to start off the calculation ofI
adjusted to this effect. Even more inte- free lines, means that the slower the speed,
resting is the change in results when Je the more the model must give a thick cavity
increases. For example, when 13 = 0.05, at infinite Froude number. This is quite -T
there is no longer agreement with experi- coherent with the fact that the effect of I-
mental results. On tHe other hand, at this gravity is to close the cavity.
speed, if the S model is used to calcula- Figure 12 shows what is obtained with
te the effect of gravity, excellent agree- 13 = 0.089 using this new model. It can be
ment between theoretical and experimental seen that the results are in very good
results is once more obtained. On the ba- agreement with experimental results. Thus,
sis of these results, it can be assumed the model S provides a good description

of the flow for a Froude number range of

h 1 /C,1 Exp. A $*0050 j ( =0' - - I - --=4 Exp P-' 0050

h2 /C4 3,o08j - o 0O-0089

h/3 0.050

hI /C =x. 6 0002 4 Ep0 5
15 -1 15-

9 - - 9 0089

(o 7 .- S,, =00508 5 ',/3- 0050

S2 0 0.0506

-5 - i5

- t * - ,..4 /
20 22'3-

1 : N to3N 9 -- _

0.01 002 003 004 0.05 J 0. 0.2 0.01 0.02 0.03 004 0.05 0.1 0.2

FIGURE 11. Influence of the speed on the cavity length. F:GURE 12.. Influence of the speed on the cavity lengjth.
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FIG 13. Effect of transverse gravity field on relation between lift coefficient and ventilation number

Comparison of the laws Si and S2

three to infinity. It would be tempting to an angular shift of less than six minutes.
use this model now to study the effect of This shift can be explained by experimental
gravity on forces. However, such a study error. For example, the three-dimensional
nmly seem a little artificial as the model effects caused by the side walls may indu-

- S is derived from a parametric adjustment. ce an angle of attack.
If the gravity effects on the lift that are
obtained with the two models Si and S2 are CONCLUSIJNS
then compared (see figure 13), it is found
that these models give almost the same re-
sults. This is mainly because of the fact In order to be able to make a correct: forecast of the forces acting on a base-that the contribution of that part of the
free surface downstream of the cavity is vented hydrofoil, the following experimen-
almost negligible compared with the contri- t -n t
bution of that part located above the foil a) From the experimental standpoint,
and cavity. Thus, despite the fact that for

the wo odes S an S2  he ontibuionuse a wall-mounting system for the
the two models $I and S2 the contribution foil to avoid the presence of a

of the downstream part of the free surface support strut which disturbes flow
is very different, in neither case does srt tru wich ditresfo
this contribution count for very much. To theo
calculate the effect of gravity on lift, b) The theory must take into account

the free surface, the bottom of theonly the model S2 wis used, in the knowled- test section, the cavity and the AM
ge that the model S would give very simi- cavity wake. For long cavities, it
lar results. Figure 14 shows that the cal- itN is also necessary to make allowance P
culated reduction in lift due to gravity
effects is very close to the reduction in fre g
lift observed experimentally, at least for Independently of the gravity effect, the
small ventilation numbers. When the venti- Independen wof tem gavty effect t
lationflow rate would seem to have an effect onNEELnmbri ihtetereia n law t(K). This effect is probably linked to R
experimental results do not agree, but it
has already been indicated that when the mechanisms which do not come within the

cavity is small, the theory seems to have scope of the present study.
a number of failings. In addition, it seems

ME that, in this case, the upper boundary of
97: the cavity tends to wet the rear part of

the foil. After having taken into account ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
the gravity effect, there is still a very
slight difference between theoretical and This research was supported by the
experimental results, even for low values Direction des Recherches, Etudes et Tech-
of ventilttion number. This difference, niques, Group VI, division Hydrodynamique,
exprebsed as an angle of attack, represents under contracts n0 77/352 and 78/490.
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Discussion coefficients for supercavitating hydrofoils
under a free surface over a wide range of
cavitation parameters. It is my suspicion

_that there might exist a limitation of the
0. Furuya (Tet,a Tech,) linearized theory for this type of base-

ventilated flow near a free surface. I
According to the lift data obtained would like to ask the authors if they intend

from the e':periment shown in Fig.3, the to apply the nonlinear theory to the present
lift-to-drag (L/D) ratio of the base-venti- title problem in the near future.
lated hydrofoil is only in a range of 6 to
10. On the other hand, this value can REFERENCES
easily reach 20 for the supercavitating
hydrofoil having the sharp leading edge and 1) Furuya, 0., 1975, "Nonlinear calcu-
10 even for that with leading edge radius lation of arbitrarily shaped supercavitating
of 0.5% chord 1). It is understood that hydrofoils near a free surface", Journal of
many hydrodynamic and structural limitations Fluid Mech., Vol. 68, Part I, pp. 21-4 0 .
exist for the former type of foil in order 2) Furuya, 0., 1975, "Numerical proce-
to keep the upper foil portion wetted, dures for the solution of two-dimensional
whereas for the latter no such limitations supercavitating flows near a free surface",
are designers' concern. I would like to Proceedings, First International Conference
know, therefore, if the authors have tested on Numerical Ship Hydrodynamics, October,
such a foil that will provide a higher L/D at the National Bureau of Standards, Md.
value and can still maintain the upper 3) Furuya, 0., and Acosta, A.J., 1976,
portion of the foil fully wetted. If this "Experimental Study of superventilated
is not possible, what is the reason for finite aspect ratio hydrofoils near a free W
using such a lifting device which is more surface", lth Symposium of Naval. Hydro-
vulnerable to the flow environment than dynamics, sponsored by the Office of Naval
supercavitating foils ? Research, London, March.

The second question goes to the compari-
son of lift data between the experiment and
theory. When the authors used the double-
spiral vortex model, the apparent discrepancy
existed over a complete range of cavitation
number (see Fig.3). The authors modified the Auhor's Reply
flow model by introducing a continuously
changing pressure distribution from the cavi-
ty end point to the downstream infinity. The
amplitude and slope of pressure change were A.R. Rowe,, eroe
arbitrarily determined by two free parameters
v and v. They demonstrated in Fig. 3 that, The first question of Dr.Furuya has
with v = 1 and v = 0 chosen, a better agree- three reply elements.
ment between the theory and experiment was First element When we have begun to study
obtained for large ventilation numbers K base vented foils with wetted upper-sides,
but not for smaller K's. many studies had been developed concerning

This fact is quite easily understood supercavitating foils with unwetted upper-
if one pays attention to the cavity length. sides. On the other hand, only few infor-
By changing the velocity distribution on mation was existing concerning base vented
the wake, it is possible to influence the foils. It looked interesting to have more
flow around the foil if the cavity length information.
is short (or for larger ventilation numbers) Second element If a flap is added on the
but such effect diminishes as the cavity rear part of a base-vented foil, it is easy
length becomes longer (or for smaller K's). to obtain a good subcavitating foil. With
A question now arises as to the current a true supercavitating foil this is more
theory's inability in accurately predicting difficult.
the lift force for the smaller K's cases. Third element : The results presented -on
It is a well-known fact that the analytical Fig.3 correspond to an angle of attack of
result for the cavitating flow is insensi- zero degree. In those conditions, the flow
tive to the selection of type of wake model is not well adopted. At the ideal- angle of
if the cavity length is large (or smaller attack, the lift coefficient reaches the -

K's). If there is a theory which is unable 0.19 value and the lift to drag ratio is
to predict the force coefficient accurately of the order of 17 for the ventilation
for smaller K's, one should realize that number 0.025 (see Ref.[61).
such a theory must have an inherent defi- The second question is very interest- 4
ciency in its force prediction capability. ing; in fact, it is the reason why we have
It seems to me that the modification of the developed this study. As at low ventila-
wake velocity with arbitrary amplitude ,and tion number theoretical model gives all the L
decay factors is just an ad-hoc remedylbut same results, we have thought that he

not an essential one. gravity effects could explain the gap ob"
1* s found in our computations 2) served. This point of view seemed justified

a n the nonlinear theory with double- because when the ventilation number is low,
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the characteristic length to take into this order influence of the side walls
account to calculate the Froude number is giving three-uimensional effects is not
the chord plus the cavity length. So at negligible as well as influence of the level
10 m/s, for K - 0.025, -the cavity length of turbulence of the tunnel, measurement of
is 7 and the characteristic Froude number the true geometrical angle of attack. It
is only 3.9. In fact, the calculation shows is much easier to test true supercavitating
that the gap observed becomes ACL = 0.008 hydrofoils : as the flow is Very-perturbed
when we take into account the gravity ef- the causes of error are minimized. Moreover t
fect. This ACL = 0.008 corresponds to AacS5, for the same Aa, the- CL is twice more
which is very small. I think that this little with a true supercavitating hydro-
Aa - 5' is not due to the linearized theory. foil. Concerning the last point, a numeri-
In fact, this theory is well adapted to cal non linear method has been developed,
base vented foils which always are used the method is very efficient,-but it is
with very little angle of attack. On the difficult to compare because the closure
contrary, it is quite possible that the ex- conditions are not the same. Wc will try-
perimental conditions give a discrepancy of in the next future.
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Boundary Layer and Cavitation Studies of
NACA 16-012 and NACA 4412 Hydrofoils
Jan H.J. van der Meulen
Netherlands Snip Model Basin

Wageningen. The Netherlands

ABSTRACT C Angle of attack
Bc 0 Zero lift angle of attack

Boundary layer and cavitation phenom- v Kinematic viscosity
ena on two hydrofoils are studiea in a high p Liquid density
speed water tunnel provided with a rectan- a Cavitation number
gular test gectiop. The boundary layer is o Incipient cavitation number
visualized with a tracer, using an in-line ad Desinent cavitation number
holographic technique. Depending on the
Reynolds number and angle of attack, typi- 1. INTRODUCTION
cal boundary layer phenomena are observed,
such as laminar separation at the leading During the past decade, sea-ral studies
edge or downstream, transition to turbu- have been devoted to the relationship be-
lence of the-separated shear layer with or tween the boundary layer flow about axisym-
without reattachment, and transition to metric bodies and ca.itation. Using the E
turbulence of the laminar boundary layer. Schlieren method for boundary layer flow
Cavitation phenomena are studied visually, visualization, Arakeri and Acosta [I] were
photographically and by means of in-line able to relate cavitation inception on a
holography. It is found that the appearance hemispherical nose with the occurrence of a
of cavitation on both hydrofoils, such as laminar separation bubble. Further studies
sheet, bubble and cloud cavitation, is by Van der Meulen [, 31, Gates (4] and
related to the viscous flow behaviour. Gates and Acosta [r revealed the influence

of polymer additivies on laminar flow sepa-
NOMENCLATURE ration, and hence on cavitation. Arakeri and

Acosta (6] classified axisyinetric-bodias
C, Pressure coefficient into four groups, depending on the viscous
C, minimum pressure coefficient flow behaviour. In each group characteristic
mi types of cavitalion are found. The authors

CPT  Pressure coefficient at transition indicated similarities with practical flow
T situations. Most applications, however,

P Static pressure refer to the flow about foil sections. It
P Undisturbed static pressure in test may be inferred that the viscous fiow about

__~ sction foil sections is related viith the section
Pmin Minimum static pressure shape, the angle of attack and the Reynolds
P Vapour pressure number. It seems questionable whether all
Re Reynolds number viscous flow regimes found on hydrofoils are
V Undisturbed free stream velocity in found also on axisymmetric bodies. Therefore,

test section a classification into groups can better be
c -. Chord length of hydrofffil based on hydrofoils.
x Distance along chord The aerodynamics of wing sections has-
xC Position of leading edge of cavity been studied at great length. Studies of the
x Position of laminar separation boundary layer flow are mainly concerned
XT Po sition of transition with the influence on lift and drag forces.
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In general, these studies do not provide the hydrofoils, in-line holography has been
adequate data that can be readily used for used. Visualization of the boundary layer
corresponding cavitition studies. This im- was effected by injecting a sodium chloride
plies that the relationship between viscous solution from a small hole (dia. 0.21 mm)effects and cavitation on hydrofoils can located at the leading edge of the hydrofoil.
only be assessed by performing both flow This boundary layer flow visualization tech-
visualizatii and cavitation experiments. nique, in which a liquid is injected with an
A first and iwpurtant example of this index of refraction sightly different from
approach is due to Casey f7]. He measured the surrouiding liquid, and in which the
the position of a laminar separation bubble three-dimensional flow pattern of the in-
on a NACA 0015 hydrofoil in a wide range of jected fluid is recorded in a hologram, has
1ngles of attack by means of an oil-film been used earlier by Van der Meulen 2, 3
technique. Thir position was compared with to visualize the boundary layer flow on axi-the position of the leading edge of at- symmetric bodies. However, in the case of
tached cavities at inception and an excel- axisymmetric bodies, the image of the bodylent agreement was found. Similar experi- on the hologram is a single line giving the I
ments were made by Blake, Wolpert and Geib contour of the body as illuminated by the8' with a Liebeck N112 h.drofoil. For the laser beam, whereas in the case of two-
untripped hycrofoil the position of (at- dimensional hrdrofoils, the image of the
tachex) bubble cavitation was found to hydrofoil on the hologram is a single line -
coincide with the position of a laminar representing the whole surface of the hvdro-
separation bubble, whereas for the tripped foil as touched by the laser beam. Hence,
hydrofoil travelling bubble cavitation small deviations in the direction of the
occurred. Van der Meulen -9. rela'ed the laser beam relative to the surface of the
appearance of cavitation on a NACA 16-012 hydrofoil will mask the surface and thus
hydrofoil at angles of attack of 7° and 10 mask the boundary laver flow. Such devia-with the boundary layer flow. A holooraphic tions are difficult to eliminate. Thi
technique was used to visualize the bound- len was overcome by slightly cur-ina back-layer. The present stud. is anxtension ward the nose line of the hydrofoils and
of this work and is aimed at classifying slightly decreasing the section thickneszcypes of cavitation on hydrofoils and further downstream toward the side walls.

relating them with the viscous flow behav- Thus the chord lenath at the side walls was
iour. only 68 --m. In this way a center section

was -itained with a chord length of 70 m
2.MCEINENIL ETOS :LDPROCEDURE suitable for flow visualization. initially,the sodium chloride concentration was 2%,2.1 Test Facility And Hydrofoils but in subsequent te:ting a Concentration cf

51 was used. The ratio of the injection toThe experiments were made in the high tst t velocity was usually around 0. 1.
A - speed water tunnel of the Netherlands Ship In-ection was made a puneModel~~~~~~ Bain A ealddsrjino neto a aeb ~ner moving witl,Model Basin. A detailed description of this an adjustable speed in a cylinder.

tunnel with its air content control system A schematic diagram of the in-line
is given in [10i. For -he present study a holographic set-up is shown in Ficu-e I-
new test section was used. It has a A raby laser (A = 694 nm) with a 30mJ single
40 mm x 80 mm rectangular cross section and mode pulse duration of ]C ns was used as a
the maximum water speed is 40 m/s. TWO liaht source, serving a plane parallel beam
hydrofoils were tested. The first one is of 60 mm diameter with the aid of a tele-
the NACA 16-012 hydrofoil, which has a sym- scopic system. Agfa-Gevaert 8E75 Holotest
metrical profile shape and a leading edge plates (5000 lines/m-m) were used as a re
radius of 0.703% of the chord length. The cording medium. -econstruction from thesecond one is the NACA 4412 hydrofoil, holograms was made with a 2 mW HoNe laser

which has a 4% ca r and a lading edge ( 633 nmi. The reconstructed image waradius of 1.58% of thn chord length. Both studicd with a microscope: the applied
hydrofoils had a chord length of 70 mm and magnification was usually 40 x. Furthera span of 40 mm. They were both made of details on the holographic procedure andbrass.

sresolution are Viven by Van Renesse and
One of the reasons for selectinq the Van der Meulen 112 -

NACA 16-012 hydrofoil is that the same .
section is used in a comparative cavitation 2.3 Procedure
test program initiated by the International
Tow.ing Tank Conference Cavitation Co=mittee. The tests performed in the high speed
The NACA 4412 hydrofoil was selected be- tunnel comprised holographic recording£ o
cause this hydrofoil had been subjected to the boundary layer flow and-of cavitation,
an extensive cavitation test program at the cavitation inception measurements and photo-
California Institute of Technology, as graphs of cavitation. Theze photographs were
reported by Kermeen NI"- made with a camera mounted vertically above

the hydrofoil so that its field of view2.2_ffolographic Method through a plexiglass-window in the top of
the test section covered a length in chord-To obtain detailed information on the wise direction of 40 =m and a width in

cavity type and the boundary layer flw on spanwise direction of 27 mm. Prior to each
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1 PULSO ~IBY ~Table 2 Test angles of attack for

LASER IMIRRORio meas. Holographic
and photographs recordings

0
20

40 40

60 60

GASWINDOW FL40 IJft.CIONY 0 80
8 0

100 00

160 160

-refers to the geometric ancle of- attack. The
______________effetv -ale of attack and the pressure

CAER .OOGRAPNICPLATE distribution about the !-vdrofoils are
affected bv the restricted4 !'Aght of the tet
section. N~o attenot is made to make an!-

F.. 1 S-'iematic diagran of in-li,.e holo- corrections- The ceometrc comi~f5o
grap hic system for making holograris the flow Visualization and ca-vitation tests
of cav itation and 'fow m'encmena on were tne same, and thus those results Can
hvdrofoils. be comnared with~out anv restriction.

series of tests (at a certain angle of :.n.r P'--
attack), the hydrofoil was cleaned and the
tnel refilled. To adjust the air content, 31 'NACA 16-02 - Hy.drofoi

r te wat-r was vassed through the deaerat4
circuit for a period of 1.5 h at a constant The 1bounar- layer flow on the s:Ctin
Dressure in the do'acration tan,.. All tests side of --he AC-A 16-012 hymvdrofoil has been
were made at-a constant air content of studied for thse following an-eles of at-tack
about 4.6 cm~/ 1 3 o air per liter of20 (' , .10ndI.Snc

water at S'IP correspo*nds to 1.3--5 puma bv 3 anzeaed to be a critical ancle-. same
1.eight). The watex tenerature- was usually additional observations were =7de for

0 -around 20 OC. However, to extend nheRenolds 2. 2
number range for ,o neto esrmns observations were ftade I
at the highest test spxerd the temperature the r an ge t 1 - 20 m/s, where V_ is the
was allowed to rise to a m~aximum value of undi t~ec 0e tra el4t i

about 3
0  est sectic- At low speeds, a lam-inar boUnd-

A survey of all angles of attack at
which tests were made is given in Table 1
ad 2. 7he angle of attack in these tables

Table 1 Test angles of at-tack for
NACA 16-012 hydrofoil.

Inception mecas. Holographic
and photographs recordings

0 0

40

3 0 3

60

.0 0~) Theflw s fomle

10 10

- ~to right. x 1c= 0_70.

0_ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __
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where c is the chord length of the hydrofoil
(c = 70 z=), and . the kinematic viscosity.
Lamrnar sevazarion occurs at /c = 0.70,
where x is the d-stance along te chord.
Further downstream, transition to turbulence
occurs, as shown ,±n Figure 3. The postion-II of transition is at x /c = 0.96. The posi-
tions of separation or transition for all
holograms taken at - 2 are plotted in
Figure 4. Below Re = 2 x 19, the mean value
of the pcsit-on of senaraton is

(Xs/C) 5 = 0.70. Cp till Re = x 10 lai-
•ar separation is still present, but above
Re - 5 x 10 a laminar boundarv layer is
abserved with normal transition to urbu-
lence. In this and all subsequent figures,
the position of transition to turbulence
refers to tne .nosition of the first eddy
and should thus be d's-ingu-shed from the
prositi -on". c of lnstabilztt which refers to r.e

Fig. 1 Tran.sit-on to -rbulence of !aminar p>osition of the first wave.eshear 3aer on N.CA 16--12

=Vo='G -:t. XT =096.

: ='" 'a"-- : oundwi ' lan~nr separatzo

o rd::nt a followed zby tran-sitzon to
turbuience V the sepearaed shear :a.er
o0o raP of *he reconstruCted imace

shy.4:nl !am-nat sepiration is presented

allC fot0- m- U;--aa rom left -:
rignt. T-V Reyrnolds n'er is u.72 -1 _

as .e =rVRe7--

F. - Laminar separation on NACA 16-012
hydrofoil for a=30 and Re=0.Sx10'

(Vo  "XS/ t, 97.

0 °.

*t"~z ' Fig. 6 Transition to turbulence of laminar

senarated shear layer on NACA 16-012
-ig. 4 Positions of separation and transi- hydrofoil for a=30 and Re=0.8xl05

tio- versus Reynolds number for NACA {Vo=1.15 m/s). xT/c=0.843.
16-012 hydrofoil at 1=2 °.
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For a 30, a laminar boundary l ayer oni the positions of separation and transi-
is found at Re =0.8 x le~ (V =1.15 M/s), tion are plotted in Figure 8. The mean
followed by laminar separation, and transi- value of the position of lan-inar separation
tion to turbulence far downstream. Photo- f or the short bubble is (7 /cj = 0.0061.
graphs of Jaminar separation and transj~tion Some observat-ions of ~he goundary layer
are shown in Figures 5 and 6, with fow were made at =2.90. The quality: of'
x /c =0.697 an~d x /c = 0.843. Observations the holograms in this series was rather poor
mAde at Re = 1.47 x 105 (V = 2-0 mis) and accurate data were hard to obtain. How-
showed the presence -if a snort lamainar se- ever, the main features of the boundary
paration bubble, as shown in Figure 'A. Data layer could still be distinguished and it

was fotind that aboDve V0 = 4 =n/s a laminar
boundary layer eitdwith nomltransi-
ti-on to turbulenz-e. The absence of laadina
edge separation (short bpble ana 0dt
have a arge influence on cavilaina
- or~ 0 ala~arseaation, babl
will be discussed later.

is found up till Re z5 x 10D. Pn ex:anleA
_____ at Re = 0.731 x W0 (V,= 1.0 m's) 1s shown-

. .. .. .VnFigo re 9. Ab-ove Re v 5 Ia- lmnar
- baparation wa~s no logrpresent, sInce tur-

bulence began-earlier. An example a
____Re = 7.6 V 10~ 'V = 12.0 --1s' is shown in

_____Figure 1.Data on the uositxons of senara-

_______tion and transition are plotted in 7F.gure I1I.

Fig. 7 Lam iar seoaration bubble on NACA
16-0 12 hivcroloil fo A=30 an'd

Fi. Lam.i-ar senara-4o- bubbl- on ktACA
16-^012 nVdrofoil for a=5 and ..

0 010 2 0 2 3 4 5 6

Fig. 8 Posi tions of separation and transi-
tion versus Reynolds number for Fig. 10 Transition to turbulence of laminar
NACA 16-012 hydrofoil at oL30 .- boundary layer on NACA 16-012 hydro-

foil for *=S and Re=7.6x1 0 b
(V,=12 .0 m/s).
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0 1PARATON
0 TRANITION

3. 
-

0, 1 I

1. 0

Fig. 12B Continued trom Fig. 12A. PhOtO-
graphs show overlap.

S S S S * tions of separation and transition are
0 1 I-A 1 plotted in Figure 13. The mean value of the

40 a position of laminar separation is
REYNOLOS NUMB.ER,.Re -

5  (3z/C)n = 0.0035, which is very close to
the va ue mentioned in [9].

For a = 100, laminar separation occurs
at the leading edge, followed by transition

Fig. 11 Positions of separation and transi- to turbulence of the separated shear layer
tion versus Reynolds number for without reattachment. Data on the positions
NACA 16-012 hydrofoil at a=50 . of separation and transition are plotted

in Figure 14. At the highest speed tested
In some holograms the precise position of (V = 8.0 m/s; Re = 5.73 x 105) transition
separation was difficult to establish, but to turbulence occurred on the nose of the
separation did occur. These cases are marked hydrofoil, prior to the position of separa-
with '"S". tion. The mean value of the position of

For a = 70, laminar separation occurs laminar separation is (7 /c) 19 = 0.0030,at the leading edge, followed by transition which is close to the value mentioned in [9]
to turbulence of the separated shear layer
and, although hardly visible and apparently
being a limiting case, regttachment. An ' i I ,
-xample at Re = 0.76 x 10 (VO = 1.15 m/s)
is shown in Figures 12A and 12B. These
photographs were made from the same holo- 0 SEPARAION

gram and have an overlap. Data on the posi- * TRANSITION

36

00 0 04- I. m- 0'

0 1 2 3 4

REYNOLDS NUMBER, .10-

Fig. 12A Laminar separation and transition Fig. 13 Positions of separation and transi-
to turbulence on NACA 16-012 hydro- tion versus Reynolds number for
foil for a-70 and Re-0.76x10 5  NACA 16-012 hydrofoil at aw7 0.
(Vo=1.15 m/s).
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6-A

0 SEPARAION

0 TRANSITION

0 -------

00

i~~~i ~RENO S NU N4ER Re 1,, 0 -5 - =

Fig. 14 Positions of separation and transi- -"-- "

" ~~tion versus Reynolds number for so
NACA 16-012 hydrofoil at a=100

Fig. 15B Continued from Fig. 15A. Photographs
The behaviour of the boundary layer show overlap.

for a = 120 is very similar to that for
a = 100. Laminar separation is observed,
followed by an unattached free shear layer.
A clear example of this phenomenon is shown
in Figures 15A and 15B (V = 0.73 m/s;
Re = 0.50 x 105). These pRotographs were
made from the same hologram and have an
overlap. Data on the positions of separa- 4 0 SEPARA!,ON

tion and transition are plotted in Figure .s,,o
16. The mean value of the position of lami-
nar separation is (RS/c)12 = 0.0030.

3.2 NACA 4412 Hydrofoil
3 -

The boundary layer flow on the suction

0

011
?0

02 A 6

RYNOLDS FUMBER. qe x 10'

Fig. 15A Laminar separation and unattached Fig. 16 Positions of separation and transi-
free shear layer on NACA 16-012 tion versus Reynolds number for
hydrofoil or a=120 and NACA 16-012 hydrofoil at a=120.
Re=0.50xl0g (Vo=0.73 m/s).
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80

0 SEPARATIONI * TRANSITION

"0

0

401.

Fig. 17 Laminar separation on NACA 4412
hydrofoil for a=20 and Re=0.72x10

5

(Vo=1.0 m/s). Xs/c=0.506.

side of the NACA 4412 hydrofoil has been
studied for the following angles of attack
o: 20, 40, 60, 80, 100 and 160.

For a = 20, observations were made in 0 2 6 S 10 12 14 16 18

the range V0 =1 - 20 rn/s. Up till REYNOL.DS NUMSER. Re10-
5

V0 = 4 m/s, a laminar boundary layer is
found with laminar separation far downstream
followed by transition. An example of lami- Fig. 19 Positions of separation and transi-
nar separation at Re = 0.72 x 10D  tion versus Reynolds number for
tVo = 1.0 m/s) is shown in Figure 17. The NACA 4412 hydrofoil at a=20.
position of separation is at xs/c = 0.506.
At higher speeds, a laminar boundary layer for a = 40 is very similar to that for
is observed with normal transition to tur- = 20. An exaMple of laminar separation at
bulence. An example of transition at Re = 0.63 x 10 (V = 0.89 m/s) is shown in

Re =14.1 x 105 (VO  19.9 m/s) is shown in Figure 20. The position of separation is at
Figure 18. The position of transition is at Xs/c = 0.427. An example of transition to
xT/c = 0.4 57. Data on the positions of turbulence of he laminar boundary layer at
separation and transition arg plotted in Re = 4.25 x 10 (V = 6.0 m/s) is shown in
Figure 19. Below Re = 2 x 10 the mean Figure 21. The position of transition is at _

value of the position of laminar separation XT/c = 0.480. Data on the positions of sepa-
is (Rs/c)4 = 0.509. ration and transition are plotted in Figure

The behaviour of the boundary layer 22. Below Re = 2 x 105, the mean value of

Fig. 18 Transition to turbulence of laminar Fig. 20 Laminar separation on NACA 4412 hy-
boundary layer on NACA 4412 hydro- drofoil for =o40 and Re=0.63x0 5

foil for a=20 and Re=14.1x105 (vo=0.89 ms). X /c=0.427.
(Vo=19.9 ms). X/=0.457. -
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Fig. 21 Transition to turbulence of laminar Fig. 23 Laminar separation on NACA 4412.hy-
boundary layer on NACA 4412 ydro- drofoil for a=60 and Re=0.79x10
foil for a=40 and Re=4.25x10o (Vo=1.0 m/s). xs/c=0.37 5 .~(Vo=6.0 m/s). XT/C=0.480.

shear layer. The positioz. of transition is

the position of laminar separation is at XT/c = 0.558. Data on the positions of
s = 0.426. separation and transition are plotted in

The behaviour of the boundary layer Figure 25. Below Re = 1.75 x 10', the mean
for a = 60 is also very similar to that for value of the position of laminar separation
E = 2. An example of laminar separation at is (x /c)4 = 0.386.

Re = 0.79 x 105 ," = 1.0 m/s) is shown in Por a = 80, observations were made in
Figure 23. The position of separation is at the range Vo = 1 - 9 m/s. Up till V = 2 m/s,
x /c = 0.375. The photograph in Figure 24 a laminar boundary layer is found with lami-
wAs taken from the same hologram and shows nar separation downstream, followed by
transition to turbulence of the laminar free transition. An example of laminar separation

at Re = 0.63 x 105 (V = 0.89 m/s) is shown
in Figure 26. The position of separation is

80 -r at Xs/c = 0.333. The photograph in Figure

27 was taken from the same hologram and
o SEPRAYON shows transition to turbulence of the lami-

STRANSITION nar free shear layer. The position of transi
* tion is at x /c = 0.523. At V = 2 m/s, the

position of laminar separation has moved to
6 0- the leading edge, whereas transition to

- - turbulence is still located far downstream.
Hence, in this case a long separation bubble0S *

40

20- Z0

20 MIT -:a-

0 2 4 8 8 ~0 12 14 18 le ~ inn~
REYNOLDS NIUMBER. Re 10 429

Fig. 24 Transition to turbulence of laminar
Fig. 22 Positions of separation and transi- separated shear layer on MACA 4412

tion versus Reynolds number for hydrofoil for a=60 and Re=0.79x10 5  X
MACA 4412 hydrofpoil at a=40 (V =1.0 mis). x Tic=O.5 5 8 .
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MI I

o SEPARAION

6 TRANSITION

0

20 Fig. 27 Transition to turbulence of laminar
separated shear layer on NACA 4412
hydrofoil for ax=80 and Re=0.63xl05

(VO0.89 mis). xTi/c=0. 523.

-1 28. The mean value of the position of the
leading edge separation is /0ic8 = 0.0233.

For a~ = 100, a long bubb e is found at
low speeds. An example of transition to

I -~_________________________ turbulence of the laminar free shear layer
2 . 7 a I at Re =0.64 x 105 (V = 0.89 mis) is shown

RENOD UU B. Q in Figure 29. The posiltion of transition
is at xT /c =0.405. When the speed is in-

Fig. 25 Positions of separation and transi-
tion versus Reynolds number for
Ni\CA 4412 hydrofoil at a~=6 0.

%01_ 0 SEPAATIO

is found. In the hologram, the position of * #A$1 C

separation was difficult to locate since
the bubble was very thin. At increasing*
speed, the position of transition moves
further upstream, so that at the highest 0

speed tested (V0 = 8.8 mis) a short bubble
is found. Data on the positions of separa-
tion and transition are plotted in Figure AM

0 V~

0 0 0

~0

Fig. 26 Laminar separation on NACA 4412
hydofol or 8 0  ndReO63x0 5  Fig. 28 Positions of separation and transi-

(V10 =0.89 mis). xsicO0.333. tion versus Reynolds number for
NACA 4412 hydrofoil at a=-80 .
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* 0 SEPARAIMON

TRArSMO1

Fig. 29 Transition to turbulence of iam:nar
separated shear layer for long bub-
ble on NACA 4412 hydrofoil for x=100and Re=0.64x105 (V,=0.89 m/s).--:-
XT/c=0.405.f '

creased, the position of transition moves
suddenly upstrea, close to the l; ading
edge, thus creating ashort bubble. An exam-
ple at Re = 2.0 x 10' (V = 3.0 m/s) is
shown in Figure 30. The positions of sepa- 0
ration and transition are at Xs/C = 0.0169 *

and XT/C = 0.0'47. Data on the positions of 9 5 9 9
separation and transition are plotted in
rigure 31. The mean value of the position
of the leading edge separation is (Rs/C)1 4 = /C.). .
0.0164.

For a = 160, laminar separation is
found at the leading edge, followed by tran-
sitin to turbulence of the laminar free Fig. 31 Positions of separation and -ransi-
shear layer, and reattachment. Apparently, tion versus Reynolds number for
this angle is a limiting case since reat- NAC,, 4412 hvdrofoil at A=JO.

tachment could not be distinguished in some
of the holograms. An example of laminar
separation at Re = 0.62 x 105 (V = 0.89m/s)

0is shown in Figure 32. Anot,,er example at
Re = 3.47 x 10t (V = 4.9 m/s) showing the0

whole bubble is presented in Figure 33.

Fig. 30 Laminar separation bubble on NACA Fig. 32 Laminar separation on NACA 4412 hy-
4412 hydrofoil for a=10 ° and drofoil for a=16 0 and Re=0.62x105

Re=2.0x]0 5 (Vo=3.0 m/s). (Vo=0.89 mIs).
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reference to the relevant hydrofoils and
angles of attack, are listed below.

A. Laminar boundary layer with, far down-
stream, transition to turbulence.
NACA 16-012 hydrofoil, a = 20

NACA 4412 hydrofoil, a = 20, 40 and 60.

3. Laminar separation at leading edge with
subsequent transition to turbulence and
reattachment (separation bubble).
NACA 16-012 hydrofoil, a = 30 end 5O

NACA 4412 hydrofoil, ai 80 and 100.

- -4 - C. Laminar separation at leading edge with
subsequent transition to turbulence with
or without reattachment (transitional

~ case)
NACA 16-012 hydrofoil, a =7
NACA 4412 hydrofoil, I = 160.

Fig. 33 Laminar separation bubble on NACA
4412 hydrofoil for a=160 and D. Laminar separation at leading edge with
Re=3.47x10 5 (Vo=4.9 m/s). subsequent transition to turbulence with-

out reattachment (unattached free shear
Data on the positions of separation and layer)0
transition are plotted in Figure 34. The NACA 16-012 hydrofoil, a = 100 and 12
mean value of the position of separation
is (xS/c)14 = 0.0060. The zero lift angle of attack a for

the NACA 16-012 hydrofoil is 00, whereas for
3.3 Analysis the cambered NACA 4412 hydrofoil it is -4'.

Hence, a comparison based on a - a instead
In analyzing the results of the bound- of a would have shown more distinctly that

ary layer flow visualization experiments the behaviour of the boundary layer for the
for both hydrofoils, some typical similari- NACA 16-012 nydrofoil is much more sensitive
ties are found. When the boundary layer - to an angle of attack change than for the
flow phenomena at very low Reynolds numbers NACA 4412 hydrofoil. This is mainly caused
are disregarded, the boundary layer flow by the large difference in leading edge
behaviour may be classified into four groups. thickness.
Descriptions of the observed behaviour, with The distinction between the observed

long and short laminar separation bubbles
is based on the general description given by
Gaster '13]. Long bubbles were only observed

* - for the NACA 4412 hydrofoil at a = 80 and
100. The free shear layer of the long bub-

5 0 0 S 0 bles was located at a very short dist3nce
0 from the body surface.

4 CAVITATION STUDIES

a4.1 Cavitation Appearance

The appearance of cavitation on the
2 * 1 hydrofoils has been derived from different

3- sources. First, visual observations were
* I made under stroboscopic lighting during the

cavitation inception measurements. Secondly,
3* 0- each series of cavitation inception measure-

* $ ! ments was followed by a series of tests
during which photographs were made of limit-
ed, moderately developed and developed cav-

b 8itation, taken at specific test section
8 a 9 o 8 8 speeds. Thirdly, holograms were made for
01_ E # O 1 specific conditions. These hclograms provid-

0 1 2 3 6 sed detailed information on the cavity shape
REYNOLDS NUMR.R.10

-
S (bubble, sheet) and cavity location (at-

tached. unattached). In many cases, however,
the small gaps between the ends of the hy-

Fig. 34 Positions of separation and transi- drofoil and the glass windows in the test

tion versus Reynolds number for section walls caused premature cavitation in
NACA 4412 hydrofoil at a=160 . the corners. In those cases, cavitation on

the centre section of the hydrofoil was
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Fi. 5 hoorahssh-un apernc o cvtaio o AC 1-02hyrooi t O=0b,

0[
and for angles of attack of (a) 20 (b) 3', (.) 4', (d) 5', (C) 60, (f) 70 (g) 100
and (h) 12 'The flow direction is from left to right.
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:uasedexcet fr th led~in ed3e. emanedabseLt. Final tests were made at
sk e p f tgr 0.10) and an air content of

4.1.1 NACA 16-012 hvorofoil 5.4 cm'/1. After some experxmenting, bubble
cavitation was observed at lcw speeds. -

A phojtoraphic record of the cavitation For 40 the apearance of cavitation
appearance on the Ni,A 16-012 hvdrofol! for is sheet cavitation (Figure 35c). A sequence- 0 0O. OfO7 -

20, 3, 40, 50, 60, 70, 100'and 120 is of photographs taken at V = 10 m/s and at
shown in Figure 35. These photographs of different cavitat-on numbers is presented
moderately developed cavitation were all in Figure 37. The cavitation numbe; is
taken at V0  10 mls. The flow direction on
these sand all following) photographs is
from left to right. The nhjtographs cover
about 50% of the it-ngth of the hv'drofoils
0btarting from the leading edge (x/c =

=2 is typically bubble cavitation (
Figure 35a). Most cf the bubbles are attach-
ed to the surface and travel wltn the main
flow. Tnis type uf cavitation is also calle,.
travelllnq bubble cavitation. The bubbles
appear in a wide area (Wei 0.2 - 0.8):
the largest ones are observed at x/c 0.6.
At higher speeds (up to 30 m,s) some streak
cavitation was obscrved. T;e streak cxtv:i-es
were caused by small particles, trapped on
the hydrofoil nose.

Tnaearance of cavitation at - 30,
is very much dependent on t.u, precise angle
of attack. initial observations at -

= 2.190 
;.. 0.10) and an air content of

8.4 cm3 1 showed bubble cavitation at low
speeds (Vo = 10 - 15 mis) and streak cavi-
tation at high speeds. Subsequent observa-
tions at i = 3 090 ( 0.10) and an air con- I
tent of 5.2 cml/1 showed streak cavitation
at low speeds (Figure 35u' and sneet cavn-
tation (with some streaks) at hig sneeds.
An example, taken at V = 20 m/s, is shown
in Figure 36. Bubble cgvitation did not:
occur. Initiall;, it was assumed that this
was caused Dw the lower air -ontent. There-
fore, additional tests were made at = .09°

during which the air,content ,.as gradually
increased to 13.7 cm'/i by bleeding air into
the tunnel, but still bubble cavitation

[",I

Fig. 37 Sequence of photographs showing
development of sheet cavitation on

Fig. 36 Photograph showing sheet cavitation NACA 16-012 hydrofoil for a=40,
(with some streaks) on NACA 16-012 V =10 m/s and '-values of (a) 1.22,
hydrofoil for i=3.090 and (5) 1.05 and (c) 0.98.
Vo=20 m/s.

I
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Fig. 38 Attached sheet cavity on nose of
NACA 16-012 hydrofoil for n=5,
Vo= .9 m/s and =1.77.

defined as

p-p
0 ~

where P0 and V denote the undisturbed stat-
ic pressure ang flow velocity in the test
section, Pv is the vapour pressure of tie A
liquid and its density.

Also for a = 50, the type of cavitatior
is sheet cavitation (Figure 35d). A photo- -

graph taken from a hologrim., showing the
attachment of a sheet cavity to the hydro-

foil nose at V = 4.9 m/s and c = 1.77 is Fig. 39 Photographs showing cloud cavitation
presented in 79gure 38. on NACA 16-012 hydrofoil for a=100

For a = 60 at inception, cavitation and different speeds: (a) V=5.1 MIIs
appeared as a symmetrical band of small (c=3.07) and (b) Vo=15.1 m/s
:ttached bubbles and sheets. When the pres- (o=3.41) "
sure was lowered, an irregular sheet was
created near the nose. Further dowistream,
the sheet transformed into cavitation with
a cloudy appearance (Figure 35e;.

Foi a = 70 at inception, cavitation
appeared as a symmetrical band of small
attached transient bubbles near the nose.
A detail of at attached cavity is shown in
'9]. When the pressure was lowered, the
cavitation obtained a cloudy appearance,
but remained attached to the nose, occasion-
ally showing areas with a transient sheet
(Figure 35f).

For a = 100, the cavities were no
longer attached to the hydrofoil surface

191. The type of cavitation observed is
cloud cavitation (Figure 35g). At lowspeeds
the clouds appeared to have a finer struc-
ture (consisting of many isolated bubbles)
than at high speeds. This phenomenon is
illustrated by the photographs presented rn- . -

in Figure 39. which were taken at (a)
V0 = 5.1 m/s and (b) V = 15.1 mn/s.

Also for e 120 , the type of cavita-
tio obervd i cludcavtaton Figre Fig. 40 Unattached cavities (cloud cavita-

tion observed is cloud cavitation (Figure

35h). Holographic observations clearly show tion) near nose of NACA 16-012 hy-
that the cavities are not attached to the drofoil for a=12 0 , Vo=4.9 m/s and
hydrofoil surface but are located at some o=3.13.
distance. Examples, taken at Vo = 4.9 m/s
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Fig. 410Unattached cavities (cloud cavita- Fig. 43 Photograph showing irregular,
*ion) near nose 8f NACA 16-012 hy- threadlike appearance of cavitation

i rofoil for a=12 ,V =7.0 m! 6 and on NACA 16-012 hydrofoil for u=16 °

!_o=.21 VO=I0 mis and =.2

i and 7.0 m/s, are presented in Figures 40 of cavitation is almost identical. At low

and 41. speeds (till about 14 m./s) bubble cavitatio
For a = 16, the cavities are irregu- is found (Figure 44a, b and c). At high

larly shaped and often have a threadlike speeds (above about 18 -.Is) transient
appearance. Most of'the cavities are lo- attached cavities are observed and, occasion-

Scated at some distance behind the leading ally, travelling bubbles. The attached type
edge. Examples, taken at VO = 10 m/s, are of cavitation is named transient spot carl-
presented in Yigures 42 an8 43. Similar ration. At moderate speeds (around 16 m/s)
patterns are reported by Kermeen and Parkin both bubble and transient soot cavitation
T141 behind shazp-edged disks, and by occur. Three examples of transxent spot
Keller i-151 oT a blutnt axi'sym.etric body. cavitation, taken at about 20 m/,are

presented in Figures 45. 46 and 47. The
4.1.2 NACA 4412 hydrofoil cavities are located at a large distance

fro the leading edge. They seem to origi-
A photographic reLcord of the cavitation nate from weak spots on the surface of the

appearance on the NACA 4412 hydrofoil for hydrofoil but. because of -the transient
a 00, 1-0, 4° , 60, 80, 100 , 120 and 160 character, these soots do not have fixed -
i s presented in Figure 44. Tne photographs positions. Quite frequently, bubbles are "
show moderately developed cavitation at observed with "tails". Examples are-shown inVO = 10 m/s. Figure 44c and d. This phenomenon has been

For a 0° , 2 and 4°  the appearance described before by Hol-I and Carroll ['16'.
Examples of holographic recordings showing
bubble cavitation for a = 20, are presented
in Figures 48 and 49. In Figure 48, an
attached and unattached bubble are observed

i ,_ . forV =14. m/sand =0.85. The position
: of thoe attached bubble is at x /c = 0.171.
:: Figure 49 shows an attached bubIble for

V = 19.8 mis and =0.80. The position of

PFor a = 6° , thS appearance of cavitation

[ at low speeds (till about 14 m/s) is bubble
cavitation (Figure 44d). At high speeds
streak cavitation is observed.

and 10° is almost identical. The type of
cavitation is essentially sheet cavitation.
Occasionally, however, some bubbles were
observed at low speeds (till about 10 m/s}

Zfor a = 8.The sheet has a rather irregular
appearance, as shown iri Figure 44e and, f

Fig. 42 Photograph showing irregular, Apparently the sheet is very sensitive to
threadlike appearance of cavitation small imperfections -at. the leading edge of
-o AA1-1 yrfi o =6, the hydrofoil- A detail of the leading edge

:V °  1 0 m/s and o=3.22. of the sheet cavity is presented inFigure
" 50. This photograph refers to a 80,  -

-_T
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-c -

b*f

Fig. 44 Photographs showing appearance of cavitation on ?NACA 4412 hydrofoil a- Ve,=10 m/Sand for angles of attack, of (a) 00, (b ~ c 0 d 0 e 0 5 00,
(g) 120 and (h) 160.



Fig. 45 Photograph showing transient spot Fig. 4Z Attached and unattached bubble on
cavitation on MACA 4412 hydrofoil NACA 4412 hydrofoil for a=20,
for a=00 , V,=19.7 mns andc=0.60. v0 =14.9 rn/s and --=0.85. xC/0l.

Fi.46 Photograph showing transient soot Fig. 49 Attached bubble ~nNACA 4412 hydra-
(and bubble" cavitation on NACA 4412 foil for a=0 1:0=1 9.8n/ and
hydrofoil for a=20, vJ =19., .m/so=.0 /C .28
and c=0-55. .. xccO28

Fig. 47 Photograph showing transient spot Fig. 50 Attached sheet cavity on nose of
cavitation on NACA 4412 hydroil NACA 44!2 hydrofoil for a=0
for a=40 , VG=19.8 rn/s and ::1.06. v0 =9.7 =-Is and c=2-06. xe/c=0.0186.



~~Fig. 51 Photograph showing rata he ig. 53 Attached bubble (sheetj on nose of
cavitation on NACA 4412 hydrofoil NACA 4412 hydrofoil for i=16 ° ,  -

Sfor a=120 , Vo =5 m/s, and --=3.a0. Vo=7.1 n/s and -=5.34. Xc/C=0.00189.9.7 mis and 2.06. The position of 4.2 Cavitation Inception

Sthe leading edge of the sheet cavity is at
Xc = 0.0186. To examine the beginning of cavitation,

Fo 20. the appearance of cavi- cavitation inception measurements were

__ tation depends rather strongly upon the carried out for both hydrofoils. Cavitation. A
_ =speed. At Vo  5 m/s (Figure 51), the first inception is the limiting state between a

- -

part of the cavity is a sheet. AtV=10 m",s nOn-cavitating flow and a cavity flo4. ThisFig 51gPhot song patia shtstate can be attained i two di erent was:
Fvery small and the downstream part of he starting from a non-cavitating condition and

cavit9 has a cloudy appearance Finaliy, at decreasing :he pressure which leads to the

tac lead ing edge the etcviyisa

=Fi 2 c006.T is incipient x ate of cavitation and ,ields the
s9ill attached to "he nose, but most of the incipieont cavitation numer 7, and starting M

caviy has a cloudy apparance trom a cavitating condition a-d increasing
For = 16 at inception, a atand of the eressure which leads to the desi-ent

smll attached bubbles i2 observed. A de- state of cavitation and yields the desinent
tail is shown in Figure 53. This Photograph cavitation number c.. The Present study

refers to V0 = 7.1 m/s and = 5.34. The com-zrised both desience and incenti-r
Position of the leading edge of the cavity measurements. For each test velocity, desi-
is at xe/c = 0.0089. When the pressure is nence was masured prior to incention. The

lowered, the leading edge of the cavity precise definition of inception is important M
remains tltached to the hydrofoil nose, but in obtaining consistent results. Two asnects
further downstream the cavity has a cloudy have to be considered in performing incep-
appearance (Figure 44h). tion measurements on hydrofois Fiist, thej

cavity ray start on the leading edge in a
small part along the span and spread out
gradually when the pressuie is lowered.
Secondly, intermittent cavitation may occur,
such as bubble or cloud cavitation. The
problems associated with both aspectz were
solved by using the well-known 50% cyiterion
of inception. The 50% my refer to the
extent of cavitation along the span or to
the time during which cavitation is present.
The inception measurements were made under
stroboscopic lighting.

When possible, inception data are com-
pared with the pressure coefficient C

defined as
Po 0 P

P 2I%~0o

Fig. 52 Photograph showing cavitation wit where P denotes the static pressure on thecloudy apparance on NCA 4412 hy- hydrofoil. If the pressure cofficient is

drofoil for a=12 0 , V =13.8 m/s and related to the minimum static pressure Pmin
c=4.10. 0 on the hydrofoil, the minimum pressure
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° Fig. 54 Cavitation inception and desinence number versus Reynolds number for-NACA 16-012 :
hydrofoil.

i coeffici ent CPmin is given by it has been shown that for this angJle lami-

p _nar flow separation occurs near the leading

z V

i0 _ - o Pmin edge without reattachment. Aliparently, above

-

CPmin  2this angle leading edge stall occurs- andW 0 the lift coefficient and -CPmin decrease.-

This explains the lower inception values for
The results of the cavitation incep- a - 120 and 160. =-

tion measurements are plotted in Figures For -the NACA 4412 hydrofoil, a -gradual
54 and 55. In general, it is found that the increase in inception values fs f otand with
ai-: and ad-values are almost indentical, an increase in a up to the highest angle
Cavitation hysteresis effects F171 are ob- tested (a = 16° ). In section 3.2, it has
served only at low Reynolds numbers for the been shown that for this afigle laminar flow

NAA1-1 yrfi ta= 60ad7.separation occurs near the leading edgeThe inception (or desinence) values with reattachment. A direct comparison

for the NACA 16-012 hydrofoil- increase grad- between the present inception values and
I ually with an increase in^a, but reach those measured by Kermeen [11] is dlifficult
ilimiting values at a 1 0 .In section 3.1, to make because the present results are not i
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corrected for blockage. The most important The second type observed is sheet cav-
difference, however, is that Kermeen's data tation. This type has been noticed on the
for a = 00, 20, 40 and 60 show a Reynolds NACA 16-012 hydrofoil at a = 30, 40 and 50
number dependency, whereas the present data and on the NACA 4412 hydrofoil at a - 80 and
for these angles are independent of Re. 100. it is closely related with the occur-
Xermeen [iI] compared his inception data rence of laminar separation at the leading
with accurate wind tunnel measurements of 6 edge of the hydrofoil, with subsequent tran-
-CPmin made by Pinkerton [18] at Re= 3 x10 , sition t) turbulence and reattachment. The
and found a reasonable to good agreement. mechanism responsible for this relatiozship
In order to compare the present inception was clearly established by Arakeri andvalues with Pinkerton's values of -Cpm, Acosta [i] and Araker-i [4l]. Van der Meulen
a correction method is used, which [3] compared the length of the separation
simply consists of multiplying the measured bubble on a hemispherical nose with the
-Cp . -values with a constant factor of length of the sheet cavity at equal Reynolds
1.2 This factor represents the square of numbers and found corresponding values. Thethe racio between the height of the test length of the sheet cavity on the hydrofoils,
section and the height of the test section however, is much larger than the length of
minus the hydrofoil thickness. These cor- the separation bubble. In rigure 37, for in-
rected -Cp . -values are plotted in Figure stance, it is shown that the length of the
55. The nvalues for a = 60 and 10 smooth part of the cavity (the sheet) in-
have not been measured and were obtained by creases without bounds when j is decreased.
interpolation. The agreement between mea- Whether this is due to a more favourable
sured inception values and corrected -Cp pressure distribution caused by the cavity
values for a = 00, 20 and 40 is excellen~n itself or to other factors remains, as yet,

--but for larger angles the agreement is unknown. The dominating role of the separa-rather poor. tion bubble in the cavitation inception
The inception values appear to be in- process is clearly demonstrated by the flow

dependent of the Reynolds number for all and cavitation observations made with the
cases that bubble cavitat-on is found, at NACA 16-012 hydrofoil at angles of attack
low or moderate speeds (NACA 16-012 hydro- around a = 30. At a slightly smaller angle
foil, a = 20 and NACA 4412 hydrofoil, = 0, (a = 2.90), a laminar boundary layer is20, 40 and 60). Since the position of found with normal transition to turbulence
transition to turbulence of the laminar and the type of cavitation is bubble cavi-
boundary layer is a function of Re, as tation. At u = 30, however, a separation
shown in Figures 4, 19, 22 and 25,.the bubble occurs and the type of cavitation ob-
pressure coefficient at transition, CpT, is served is sheet (or streak) cavitation. This
also a function of Re, and thus it may be type of cavitation appeared to be dominant,
concluded that a i d Coes not correlate .ith since it could not be transformed into
CpT. Such a correlation has previously been bubble cavitation by a large increase in i
reported by Arakeri and Acosta [j on a dissolued or free air content.
1.5 calibre ogive body. In our opinion, a The third type observed is bubble-correlation between Gid and -CP seems band cavitation. This type was observed on
more appropriate, provided the waer con- the NACA 16-012 hydrofoil at a = 70 and on
tains a sufficient number of nuclei, the NACA 4412 hydrofoil at a = 160. These

cases refer to leading edge separation with 725. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION subsequ2nt transition to turbulence and, A
hardly present, reattachment. This is typi- -

The appearance of cavitation on both cally a transitional case between the sepa-
hydrofoils at low to moderate speeds can be ration bubble and the unattached free shearclassified into four main types. The first layer. When the cavity becomes slightly more
type is bubble cavitation. It has been ob- developed, the downsLream part of the cavity
served on the NAC 16-012 hydrofoil at hows a clouiy appearance.
a = 20 and on the NACA 4412 hydrofoil at The fourth type observed is cloud cavi-
a = 00, 20, 40 and 60. In most of these tation. Th"s type was observed on the NACA
cases the boundary layer behaviour was 16-012 hydrofoil at i = 100and 120. Thestudied and a laminaz boundary layer with, boundary layer observations for these angles
far downstream, transition to turbulence showed the presence of an unattached free
was found to occur. Bubble cavitation is shear layer. Transition to turbulence is
the classical type of cavitation and has accompanied with the formation of vortices.
been extensively analysed by Knapp and These vortices appear in the bulk of the
Hollander [19] and Plesset 120] . It is mere- fluid flow, away from the hydrofoil surface.
ly dependent on the pressure distribution At inception, the vortices provide the loca-
and nuclei content. At high speeds, streak tions for isolated cavities to be created.'

= cavitation or transient spot cavitation is The continuous formation of vortices results
observed. Streak cavitation is related with in a formation o., a large number of small
small surface irregularities or dirt parti- cavities resembling a cloud. m4
cles on the leading edge of the hydrofoil. A type of cavitation usually related
Transient spot cavitation is probably re- with the flew around sharp edges and not
lated with weak spots on the hydrofoil sur- with hydrofoils, is the type observed with
face or in the turbulent boundary layer the NACA 16-012 hydrofoil at a = 160. The
(bursts). irregular cavities of threadlike appearance
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in the flow downstream from the hydrofoil 12. Van Renesse, R.L. and Van der
nose resemble the patterns observed behind Meulen, J.H.J., "In-Line Holography for Flow
disks [14] and blunt bodies [15]. and Cavitation Visualization on Hydrofoils

In conclusion, it is stated that cavi- and for Nuclei Measurements", International
tation on-hydrofoils at low to moderate Symposium on Flow Visualization,!Bochum
speeds can be classified into four main Sept. 1980.
types: bubble, sheet, bubble-band and cloud 13. Gaster, M., '!The Structure-and.
cavitation. Each type is uniquely related to Behaviour of Laminar Separation Bubbles',
a specific type of boundary layer flow be- AGARD Conference Proceedings No., Separa-
haviour. At high speeds, the bubble type of ted Flows, May 1966, -pp. 813-854.
cavitation transforms into streak or tran- 14. Kermeen, R.W. andParkin, B.R.,
slent spot cavitation, whereas the other "Incipient Cavitation and Wake Flow Behind
types remain essentially unchanged. Sharp-Edged Disks", California Institute -

of Technology Report No. 85-4, August 1957.
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DiscussionT
As shown in Figs.36 and 37 the flow is

not quite two-dimensional in- your experiment.
.a e aaeA two-dimensional flow condition will be

much easier and in fact is of fundamental
-The author has presented valuable new important for the future analyses of your

information On the relationship between valuable data. Is it possible to achieve
boundary layer flows and cavitation forms a two-dimensional flow condition and to
on two hydrofoils. These data-will proyide eliminate tunnel blockage in your experi-
us with most useful guidance for our own mental set-up ?
work in years to come.

In this discussion I wish to limit
my questions to only one aspect of the
experimental technique related to the V.H. Araketi (lndlan Inst. of Science)
author's ingenuous use of slight taper of
his foils in order to mitigate the laser- T abeam alignment problem associated with The author is to be congratulated forgnn tw this excellent contribution. It is unfor-i purely two dimensional experiments. Thetuaehttetsswrecnced ih

cavitation patterns shown in Figs.35 and tunate that the tests were conducted with
elsewhere in thd paper seem to suggest some hydrofoil sections having aspect ratio less

departure from purely two-dimensional flcw than one. This could lead to unknown strong
in these experiments. For the research three dimensional effects. It is also
carried out by the author this might not be curious that the author has not compared his
a serious matter. However, in other appli- incipient cavitation index measuiements with
cations of tapered foils departure from two those of Kermeen (11) on the NACA 4412 hydro-

dimensionality needs to-be quantified. Can foil. For example, at 160 angle of attack- at a Reynolds number of about 5 x 10s the
the author give us further information on author finds n value of close to 6.5.
this aspect of his experiments as far as ahrfs e in value of .5.

noncvittin flw isconernd ?Whereas, Kermeln finds a value of 3.2. isnoncavitating flow is concerned ? there any explanation for this fantastic
difference ! In addition, Kermeen finds a
Reynolds number dependence on his ci mea-

H. Murai and A. Ihara(rookuUn.) surements at all the angles of attak. It
should further be noted that a comparison

We would like to comment about the of author, a. or ca values with -C . mea-
inception and desinence of cavitation as surements of Pinke~ton (18) may noml
well as the cavity length at the attack appropriate due to possible three dimen-angles of 8* and 100 on NACA 4412 hydrofoil sional effects in the authors tests wit~h a
which appear in Fig.55 and section 5 of this low aspect ratio hydrofoil. Finally, it
paper. would be interesting to know what new flow

According to the diagram, the incipient regime has been found by the author on hydro-
and disinent cavitation numbers show larger foil sections studied by him that is not
values than -Cpmin- This tendency is dif- possible or has not been found on axisym-
ferent from those in case of a hemispherical metric bodies.
nosed body, on which ci and Od are smaller
than -Cpm according to the reference (1] of
this paper. It can be deemed that this was
caused by a following reason. Since the
effective attack angle is increased owing
to the effect of flow shear near the wall, Autor's Reply
-Cpmin in the neighborhood of corner is
considered to be larger than that at the
core region. And the boundary layer sepa-
ration near the corner may take place at a J.H.J. van der Meulen (NSMB)
smaller att3ck angle than that at the core
region. According to our observation in The author would like to thank the A
the high speed motion pictures, which have discussers for their valuable remarks.
been presented at the twelfth symposium on All discussers raise questions about the
Naval Hydrodynamics, the sheet cavitation two-dimensionality of the flow in the ex- M
of this kind has taken place at first in perimental set-up applied. It is true that A
the neighborhood of the corner, and has deviations from a two-dimensional flow:V
propagated toward the spanwise direction, occur due to the presence of a boundary
to cover throughout the span accompanied by layer on the side walls and the slightly
a small decrease of static pressure. In tapered hydrofoils. However, the boundary
the present case, as the aspect ratio of layer flow was visualized in the central
the hydrofoil is fairly small, the corner plane of symmetry for which the above in-
flow can affect considerably on the values fluences are believed to be small. Cavita- 15
of ci and od as well as the cavity length tion inception measurements and observa- I
compared with the length of separation tions of limited or moderately developed
bubble. cavitation were related to the centre sec a-
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tions of the hydrofoils in order to mini- of about 5 x 105, Kermeen (11) found f r
mize three-dimensional effects and to oi a value of 3.2, but for ad a value of
obtain direct comparisons with the boundary 11.7 C Lonverted to the present test sec-
layer flow ir the central plane. The tion, these values become 4.0-and r4.6 "
author agrees with the comments by Prof. respectively. At a Reynolds number of
Murai and Dr. Ihara that cavitation incep- about 7.5 x 165i Kermeen found'i ; 5 6-
tion on the NACA 4412 hydrofoil at a = 80 and od =- 7.65. C6nvfed -t thepresent
and 100 takes place near the corners, but teSt section, these values becmi 7 0 and
in the present experiments inception was 9.55 respectively. Hence, the "fantastic
related to the centre part of the hydro- differences mentioned by br. -Arakeri are
foils. the finding in Figure 55 that the to be found within Kermeen's own-measure-
ci and od values for a = 80 and 100 are ments; Apparently they are due to nuclei
-somewhat larger than the corresponding effects associated with the presence ofi -Cpmin values may be attributable to fluc- the resorber in the CIT high speed water

tUting pressures related with transition tunnel. In the present experiments,no
tO turbulence of the separated free shear Reynolds number dependency is found-for
layer followed by reattachment. Referring a 00, 2, 40 and 60. In these casesa
to Dr. Huang's question about tunnel block- laminar-boundary layer occurs followed by
age, in the-author's opinion there are two natural transition to turbulence. The
possible methods of reducing blockage ef- fact that Kermeen (11) did find a Reynolds
fects for the present test section config- number dependency for these angles may have
uration. One-method is to decrease the been caused by a lack of nuclei in-the
chord length,-the other method is to in- oncoming flow so that the pressure fluctua-
Vestigate thinner hydrofoils. Both methods, tions related with transition became the
however, have -the disadvantage of increas- predominant mechanism in the -inceptironvpro-
ing the experimental difficulties involved cess.
in visualizing the boundary layer flow. In the author's opinion, flow regimes

to be found on hydrofoil sections that have
Dr. Arakeri raises some interesting not (yet) been found on axisymmetri. c dies

questions on the comparison between the are : (1) laminar separation for which the
present Oi,d measurements and those by distance to tne stagnation point iS either
Kermeen (11) for the NACA 4412 hydrofoil. small, moderate or large, whereas for axi-
For o = 160, the present Oi,d values are symmetric bodies this distance is moderate,
still smaller than Cpmin , and hysteresis and (2) the unattached free shear layer
effects do not occur. At a Reynolds number leading to cloud cavitation.

AM

V
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The Influence of Hiydrofoil Oscillation on
Boundary Layer Transition and
Cavitation Noise
Young T. Shen and Frank B. Peterson
Davic W. Taylor Naval Ship Research and Oevelooment Center

Bethesda, Maryland, U.S A.

ABSTRACT faces of hydrofoils and marine propellers. For many years,
scientists and engineers have dealt with the problams of

Significant effects of boundary layer characteristics on cavitation-induced noise, structural vibration and erosion
cavitation and the effect of unsteady cavitation on noise have associated with the operation of marine vehicles and hydraulic
been widely observed experimentally. In order to better equipment. All three problems are related to the inception,
understand these effects, an experiment with a two dimen- growth, and-collapse of vapor cavities.'sional hydrofoil, under sinusoidal pitching oscillation, was con- Inception of cavitation in a fluid is the condition under
ducted in the 36-inch water tunel at DTNSRDC. Three pin- which cavitation is first detected, either visually or acoustical-
hole-type pressure transducers were installed on the foil sur- ly. It had often been assumed that when making analytical
face to measure pressure fluctuations and a hydrophone was predictions, cavitation inception occurs immediately after the
used to measure the radiated cavitation noise. Two subjects static pressure on the body surface becomes equal to or less
are discussed in this paper: 1) relationship of boundary layer than the vapor pressure of the fluid. A research model, the
transition and pressure fluctuations with the hydrofoil in International Towing Tank Conference (ITTC) headform,
oscillation, and 2) noise generated by unsteady cavitation, tested in different cavitation facilities demonstrates that

The magnitudes of pressure fluctuations in transition cavitation-inception on a given model can have many dif-
and turbulent regions are found to be independent of oscilla- ferent physical forms and cavitation inception indices, de-
tion amplitude and frequency. However, the development of pending on the environment and body surface condition. 3

7

boundary layer and occurrence of transition are delayed with Departures of cavitation inception from the traditional rule
an increase in oscillation frequency. The influence of hydrofoil are attributed to so-called "scale effects." The influence of
oscillation on cavitatiun inception is also discussed. With the boundary layer pressure fluctuations on cavitation inception
occurrence of leading edge sheet cavitation, a significant ef- is known to be one of the mnjor sources of scale effect. 2.4

feet of foil oscillation on cavitation noise is measured. At high Rouse5 showed that the high pressure fluctuations
reduced frequencies, extensive cloud cavitation is formed dur- generated in the turbulent shear layer of a free-jet can pro-

-- ing th final phase of sheet cavity collapse and the noise level duce cavitation at static pressures which are higher thani
is significandy increaned, vapor pressure. Daily and Johnson6 showed that pressure

fluctuations in the middle of a fully established turbulent
PREFACE boundary layer can initiate inception. Levkovsldi and Chalov7

reported that turbulence in flow past a wing causes cavitation
An earlier r by the present authors at the 12th to incept earlier. Recent work by Arakeri and AcostaU and

ONR s.,Vo u deat -with two subjects, the inception of Huang indicates that for sere itical Reynolds numbers f ror

cavitation on a two-dimensional foil and the physics of which bodies do not have laminar boundary layer separation,
leading dge sheet cavity stability and subsequent formation cavitation inception take place in the region of bersition

of cloud cavitation. The method developed to predict incep- from laminar to turbulent flow. For subcritical Reynolds
tion was based on Giesins unsteady airfoil theory and numbers, cavitation inception is found to occur in the reat-
assumed that viscous effects were of secondary importance. tachment region following laminar boundary layer separation.
The present paper will explore the importuace of the bound- Significant boundary layer pressure fluetuations on
ary layer development. In addition, as a continuation of the body surfaces have been measured by Huang and HannanO0

early study of cavitation instability, the importance of cloud and by ArakeriI in the reattachment region following
cavitation in producing acoustic noise will be presented. laminar separation. In addition, Huang and Hannan reported

that measured pressure fluctuations in a natural transition
1. INTRODUCTION region are higher than fluctuations in a fully established tur-

bulent boundary layer flow by a factor ranging from 2 to 3.
Cavitation frequently is unavoidable on the lifting sur- Huang and Petersont- reported that a significant scale effect
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on cavitation inception induced by boundary-layer pressure length c of 24.1 cm, a span of 77.5 cm and a relatively laige
fluctuations exists between full-scale and model propellers leading-edge radius. The maximum thickness to chord ratio is
due to large differences in Reynolds numbers. 10.5 percent. The foil surface was hand finished within

The properties of the wall fluctuating pressure field 0.38 ym rms surface smoothness.
associated with the growth of turbulent spots in a transition Pressure transducers were installed at a distance of
boundary layer on a flat plate have been measured-by DeMetz 7.96, 24.1 and 60.3 mm from the leading edge. These loca-et al.,13 DeMetz and Casarella, 14 and Gedney.15 Each re- tions correspond to 3.3, 10, and 25 percent of chord length
ported that pressure fluctuations in the transition region are from the leading edge. Kulite semiconductor pressure gages
smaller than those in the fully developed turbulent iegion. Of the diaphram type (Model number LQM-10-250-305) were
This result is not in agreement with the measurements of mounted within aHelmholtz chamber connected-to the foil- I
Huang and Hanna.' 0  surface by- at pinhole. This arrangement permiAtted measure-

A basic question has been raised as to whether the ment of unsteady surface pressures due to foil oscillation and
boundary layer pressure fluctuations in a natural transition high frequency pressure fluctuations inside the boundary
region can be greater than those in a fully established tur- layer over a pressure range of j207 KPa (*30 PSI). In order
bulent boundary layer region. The significance of this point is to increase the spatial resolution in measuring the local
that if the pressure fluctuations at transition are greater than pressure fluctuations inside the boundary layer, the diameter
in the fully developed turbulent boundary layer, then one can of the pinholes installed on the foil surface was kept at 0.31
expect cavitation to preferentially occur at the transition loca- mm (0.012 inches). This arrangement also reduces the danger
tion. In view of the significance of this question in cavitation of cavitation damage to the pressure transducers. Extreme
scaling, fluctuating pressure measurements for a two- care was taken to fill the Helmholtz-type chamber through
dimensional hydrofoil are given in this paper. the pinhole under vacuum with deaerated water to minimize

When a hydrofoil operates in waves or a propeller the possible occurrence of an air bubble trapped inside the
operates behind a ship hull, the lifting surfaces are subjected chamber. A flat pressure response was observed up to 2,000
to temporally and/or spatially varying velocity and pressure Hz in dynamic calibration tests. The calibration procedure
fields The time varying pressure field can be expected to used here was developed by the National Bureau of Stand-
have a significant effect on the characteristics of cavitation ards,2 ' modified to the extent that water, rather than silicone
inception, growth, and collapse. As a first approximation, the oil, was the fluid medium. Since it was very important to
unsteady effect on cavitation has been studied with oscilla- determine the relative phase difference between the foil angle
ting hydrofoils by Mfiyata et al.,16 Radhi, ad he Bark and van an h ressure gage signals, all amplification and recording
Berlekom,'5 Shen and Peterson, 19 and van Houten. 20 The equipment was selected to minimize the introduction of un- -

hydrofoil approach is especially attractive for simulating a wanted phase shifts.
propeller blade operating behind an inclined shaft with the The cavitation noise was sensed by a flush mounted
effective aigle of attack oscillating periodically during each hydrophone 117 cm downstream from the foil axis, on the top
cycle of rotation. Available data demonstrate that the cayl- of the water tunnel's clos6jet test section. The hydrophone
tation-inception-angle-of-attack at the leading edge is differ- was uncalibrated, so all noise measaremerts are relativdto an
ent from inception angles determined from quasi-steady arbitrary level.
nal yis bmed on uniform flow experiments.

Shen and Petersonr 9 showed that the computed 2.2 Test Section
potential-flow pressure distributions are subject to a signifi-
cant phase shift with respect to the foil oscillation angle, The closed-jet test section of the 36-inch water tunnel
which in turn influences the occurrence of cavitation incep- was modified by the insertion of sidewall liners to provide
tion. As previously mentioned, significant physical effects of two flat sides. On each end of the foil a disc was attached.
boundary layer characteristics on cavitation have been well This disc rotated in a sidewall recess; thus the foil could be
documented. So far most transition and boundary layer pres- rotated without gap cavitation occurring between the end of
sure fluctuation studies have been limited to flat plates and the foil and the sidewall of the tunid. One sidewall assembly-
headfornis. In the first part of this paper the influence of was fitted with clear plastic windows to permit side view 2
oscillation on transition boundary-layer pressure S-uctuations, photography.
and the possible effect of oscillation on cavitation inception
for a two-dimensional hydrofoil, will be presented. As pointed PTI-
out previously, cavitation frequently is unavoidable on the lift- AIR MBGS
ing surfaces of hydrofoils and marine propellers In the sec-
ond parL of tUi paper the influcnce of osscillation nn foil SLID -- ,

-cavitation instability and noise will be presented. OCLAO

2. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND TEST

PROCEDURE FI W

2.1 Foil and Instrumentation SLD

A foil was machined from 17-4 PH stainless steel in
the form of a rectangular wing of Joukowski section with the
trailing edge modified to eliminate the cusp. The offsets are CONCTN (t c um
given by the following equation: ROD D-RIE BY VARIARE

SPIEED D.C. NOTOR

y/c = 0.04077 sin 0 - 0.02039 sin (26) o
= 0- Cos-1 (1.88 Y/c - 1)05x S.74

- cs-Figure ( c- Conceptual Design of Foil Oscillation Mechanism

ytc w 0.08590 (1 - xlc) 0.7945sxYcs 10
The foil was oscillated in p itching motion arouid the

To simtdate prototype viscous effects at the leading edge as quarter chord by a mechanism whose conceptal design is
closely as possible, the model was designed with a chord shown in Figure 1. With this type of desig, the foil mean
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angle (a0) can be adjusted statically and the amplitude of foil p2 as shown in Figure 2. This sound power level is also digi-
oscillation (a) can be continuously adjusted between 00 to 40 ,ized along with the signals corresponding to the foil angle-of-

while in operation. The oscillation frequencies cover the range attack and the mean foil angle. In order to obtain the average
between 4 Hz to 25 Hz. Air bags were installed to reduce the relative sound power, the digitized signal is averaged over the
fluctuating torque requirements on the motor drive system. whole run. In order to determine the average waveform of

the hydrophone signal during one cycle, a cycle is defined-as
being initiated and terminated when the increasing foil anigle _-a

2.3 Data Reduction passes through its mean position. Each cycle is divided into
(1600/f) time increments, i.e. at a f 4 Hz oscillation fre-

Due to installation of two sidewall liners in the test quency, 400 time increments are used. The digitized hydro-
section, the tunnel speed was corrected according to the area- phone signal in each time increment is averaged over all of
ratio rule. The tape-recorded time histories of foil angle and the cycles in a run. The averages in each of the increments
pressures were digitized by using a Hewlett Packard 2100 then collectively represent the averge waveform occurring
minicomputer and reduced by using algorithms implemented for one cycle.
on the DTNSRDC CDC-000 digital computer. The time

zhistories were recorded on one inch magnetic tape at 15 in-
ches per second (38 cm/s) using IRIG standard intermediate 3. BOUNDARY LAYER PRESSURE FLUCTUATIONS
band frequency modulation techniques. During digitization, ON A STATIONARY FOIL 1
pressure fluctuation data were filtered using four-pole Butter- -
worth bandpass filters that have a -3 dB signal attentuation Consider a steady uniform flow past a two-dimensional
at 80 and 2,000 Hz for boundary layer pressure fluctuations. hydrofoil. Let the local pressure p on the foil surface be ex-
The run lengths used in the data reduction were nominally 40 pressed in the following way:
seconds. For the oscillating foil data, the computer output
consisted of values of mean and standard deviations of pres- p = pp + Apt (2)
Sure fluctuations.

where pp is the mean pressure ard Apt is the pressure associ;
05 ® 3 N ated with the boundary layer pressure fluctuations. Let Cp

O GI denote local pressure coefficient:
aft,) p Poop

; p-,t (3)

CAVITATION
NOISE 4 ..... -_ C-- + ACt
ht-T-V - where

.RSPL PpP - oo
ISOUND POWER) (4)

-CUT' AND ORDER and
oft EACH CYCLE

Q V- (5)

-- RFLt --- here Q, p,, and V.. are fluid der.ity, reference free-stream
T 0015 sec, static prc.uie fnd reffcence free-stream velocity, respec-

tively.

aftI = . T 3.1 Laminar Boundary Layer Stability Calculations

(NLet k = - denote the reduced frequency where c is
NN 2V,

R-P (V) = ORSPL((k- VT+ the circular frequency associated with foil oscillation. The
k=1 limiting case k - 0 corresponds to a stationary condition. A

AVERAGED uniform flow past a stationary foil at an angle-of-attack a of
CJISPL 3.25 degrees will be considered first The computed steady

IS potential flow pressure distribution for this foil angle is
RSPL(a1)- I-- shown in Figure 3. The flow field to be measured by the

pressure gages at 3.3, 10 and 25 percent.chord length is seen
to be in a strong adverse pressure gradienL This fact will be

Figure 2 - Sequence of Ensemble Averaging shown to have a significant effect on the magnitude of bound-
ary layer pressure fluctuations. The prediction of laminar

0 (From an unpublished report by R. Pierce, DTNSRDC) boundary layer separation is based on the criterion of zero
shearstress. The Smith disturbance amplification method2 is
u'ed to correlate and predict flow transition.

The hydrophone signal was first bandpass filtered bet- Let A/Ao denote the Smith cumuladve spatial amplifi
ween 10 kHz and 40 kHz to minimize signal contamination cation ratio A to its amplitude Ao at the point of neutral sta-
from noncavitation related sources. This signal was then bility. Let R. denote the Reynolds number based on chord
squared and passed through an averaging filter to obtain a length. As a numerical example, the computed amplification
"running average," i.e. quasi-stationary sound power levels, ratio versus chordwise location x/e is given in Figure 4 at
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Figure 3 - Measured and Predicted Pressure Distributions Figure 4a - Computed Amplifi tortLAatos at Foil Angle
a =3.25 deg and R. 1.6 x 06

R = 1.6 x W0. The Smidth cumulative spatial amplification
ratio was computed for a rang of nondimensional boundary
layer disturbance frequencies Q,

V2 (6)

where Q is the dimensional disturbance frequency. Figure 4a
shows that disturbances will he significantly amplified in the
frequency range of 1.7 x 10-' to 32 x 104 which corres.

%pond to dimensional frequencies of 1,25 Hz to- 2350 Ky~.
Figure 4a also indicates that the frequency m35 x 104has C
the largest amplification ratio up to xlc = 0.11. The free- 2.0-
str~eam velocty used in these computations is V.,, - 6.71 nis.

The same method was used for stability calculations at other

Reynolds nunbers. The computed results arm summarized in I
Figure 4b. \ \

3.2 Experimental Results

The experiments -with the fogl at a 3.25 degreesI
were performed in the DTNSRDC 36-ich water tunnel. As
seen in Figure 3, the measuremenits of statir. pressure coef fi-I
cieats are in good agreemnent with prediction. At speeds of ______________
4.88, 6.71, 9.75; 13;11 aid 14.94 meterlsec, the presure a . 02 03
responses measured at three foi locations are given mn
Figure 5a to 5e. The pressure gages located at 3.3, 10 and

25percent chord lenths on the tipper surface -are denoted by Fig'Jt 4b - ffect of Ren Xflflibers on Anplificatiou
PP0 aiid P2s, respectively. The purpose of steady runs was:RtO t. 32 e
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to provide reference data to be used for comparison with RUN NO. 8044
dynamic runs. Consequently, the test runs given in tigures -
5a to 5e were conducted with the oscillating mechanism in FOIL ANGLE
motion and the oscillating amplitude a, set to zero to incor-
porate the possible effect of noise and vibration on the meas-~~ured phenomena. t

33 PERCENT CHORD LENGTH P3

RUN NO. 7001
-_- __ ____________. ______- .10 PERCENT CHORD LENGWH PI0

i FOX ANGLE -. I 74;-" '. . ....- J -, -.

2. P.RCENT CHORD LLEGNTG PP

10 PERCENT CHORD LENGTH PI
Figure 5d - Measured Pressure Fluctuations at R, =3.2 x 10G

in a Steady Flow at a 325

25PECENTCHOPMLENr. P2,
,- . •RUN NO. SGEB

Figure 5a - Measured Pressure Fluctuations at R, =1.2 x 106 FLtA
in a Steady Flow at a = 3.25

33 PERCENT CHORD LENGTH ?3 -

PUN NO. 80

FOIL -UIGLE
10 PERCENT CHORD LENGTH P19

WF11

3.PEOR PRETWMLENGTH P3 S ________! % ~ r '~ As
10 PERCENT CHORD LENGTH PICR~3.z 0

5PERCENTCHORDLENG1H P2 Figure 5e - Measured Pesr lcutostR . 0
-. --- -rv in a Steady flow at a 3.25

The energy.spectrn based on narrow hand frequency
Figure 5b - Measured Presure Fluctuations at R- = 1.6 x 106 anabsisfron 80 to 5040 Hz of Run 8028 at pressre gage

in a Steady Flow at a = 325 P10 is given in Figure 6. The ma-ium fluctuating signal at
P1o corresponds to 2650"Hz. This value is in close a t
with the computed frequency of the most unstable -

RUN NO. 804 ances; see F gure 4a.-Tl e W Voectra of pressure ------es
- bsed on narrow band frequency analysts vere codctdbr

-FOX.AhIGLE several test Runs. Figure 6 shows a sharp peak at 4.7 Wcz at,
-- v- pressure gage Pi0. The same kind of sharp peak at 4.7 kHz

was obser.,ed in all the z un analyzed- A imlrpbediomenon3
-.- crv rcbo nW ENGTH Pe3  was observed at 5.0 kHz at r gage Pr. It is sected -

- ~~~~~that this nuv be reson00ancephnm onascte -

- pinhole-typ pressure gages. The prese gages had been
dynamically calibrated up to 2,000 Hz with flat reos.con-

E.,enTcE MoALEnum ,P, sequently, t.e data given in Figures Sa to 5e were bendpass
., ~ ~ filtered with 4 pole Butteworib ftes fiam 8D to2,000 Hz.

~ ~ Burtoum3 has shown that the enegy spectrum of a flow fiedd
-in an adverse prer re~afient is cornpmded in a noch nar-

2rower and lwer fouei -T ranges than the ener, spectrum
3PERCEMI W mEa associaed with a fho feai in a zero pressure graient

~- (~%~ ~S .- ~-~'~ Acon parlsou Of res ponse measurements and
sAdbility calculation suggests that the boundary layer at Pms
(25 percent cthcrd Iength~fbr all the runs giem in Figur 5&a

Figu M 5c Measur Pressure Fluctuations at R = 24 x 106 to 5e is fully rubukLt. The measure roo mea quare (rn)
in a Ste:dy Flow at -325 pressre uctuations nomalize by the fteestream ymM

W A-



W 0- predicted to occur at Wec -- 0.23. Theoretical computaticns
2 suggest that natural tranution from lamnr t& turbulent

10-3- 4M~z - boundary 'ayers is to beexpected to occur upstrearn of the
2660 Oz Ilaminar separation point at this Reynolds number. Thus,

natural transition precludes the possibility of laminar separaI: ~0- I nd 0 codlnt.aelmnr iha n
At a speed of 4.8 m/s, Figure 5a shows that the flow

g 0~crease inspeed to6.71 m/s, cuwrespr.lding to R. = 1.6 x 101%
a strong pressure fluctuating signal -Aith intermidttency is

o noticod ai. 10 percent chord; zee Figure 5b. The bursting
i0j signal observed in Figure 5b, is related to naturlal transition.

A~a _ _It %ras found that the computed amplification ratio of e6 cor-
~. ~ -related well --ith the mea-sure location of natural transition

. for the preent experimental setup at R,, 1.6 x 10s. For a
other Reynolds numnbers the comp~uted locations of the
amplification ratios of e6 were used to indicate the start of _

U MO - natural transition.
MOREN"dC Hi At a speed of 9.75 m/s, corresponding to R~=2.4 x

106, the stabilty calculations predict an amplification ratioof
Figure 6 - Energy Spectrum of Run 802 at R,, 1.6 x '106 es' at Plo-teasured pressure responses suggest that the

flow at 10 percent chord is in the final phase of transition
with an intermnittency factor close to unity; see Figure 5c.

head are given in Table 1. The values of AC14 range between The rms pressure fluctuations normalized by the free-streamn
0.0065 to 0.011. Burton reported that the measured rins pres- dynamic head, are given in Table 1L The measxred rms pres-
sue fluctuation coefficient normalized by the free-streamn !Pre fluctuation at 10 percent chord in the transition region
dynamic head is measurably smaller in an adverse pressure are seen to b,- greater han those measured at 2-5 percent
gradient (around 0.0078) than in a fa,.orable pressure gra- chord in the turbulent region. This observation is based on
dient (around 0.0101. Huang and Hannani n-easured 0-015 on data analysis u,-th a bandpass filter of 80 to 2.000 Hz. In the
an axisymmetric bodiy. The present data were digitized few cases when the bandpass; filter upper limit. increased to
through a bandpass filter fromn 80 to 2.000 Hz. The loss of 5,040 Hz. the same conclusion held. 7
high frequency range may influence, the resolutions of pres- The properties of the wall fluctuating pressure field
sure gage measurements and underestimate the magnitude of associated with the growth of Utulent spots in a natural
pressure fluctuations, transition boundary laye on a flat plate have been measured

byDeMetz et ai,'3 DeMetz and Carela.14 and Gednev?5

picaal repor thtt" ~ pressure field of individual spots are approximately equzl to
those in uefully turbiulent boundarl ayer regimn. As the in-
ternttencv factor T increases. the power spectral densities

I increase systematically to a maximum value in the fully tur-

4 " '12 s o O S:1 * 0"0 D*S O W b u lei t p ? ( y)i? ( y)n . (7
anm 621 is 0 w 0117 Intl

111 2 elm 6M 69Wr cam
Thee rsuls sgget tatthe pressure fluctaions measwed

36i *a Gas :: W :: in anatural trnsition region ame smaller than those in a Uin-
- -- buent region, wiiis notminagreement wih the p-esent

SKNUSRTRACIEDmeasurements.
Pressure fluctuations in regions of natural flow trasi-

TABL 1- oryrMEANSQURE BUNDAY LAER lioni on an axisvmmetrical body were also measured byv Hag
PRESSURE FLUCTUATIONS AT 25 PERCENT CHORD2nHanL'Co ardtthprsuefcttos a-

(P~j AND 10 PERCENT CHORD (Pig) ured in a fully established turbulent region, the intensit o

in the r-aa;Swth i

Additionll, 1Tle 1 shows that at a given location present measuremnents were made in I ....sq with adverse prer-

the Ciute preMefctuto coefficients decrease with sr mins hzate na ebosp ainEqua-
an inres a spee. - sme tred wa also reported by tion (7) is dtrived fronm measurements on a fla Plate with

Burtmby Ldwagand Tllma-- sm~edzero pressr gradient. It is suspected that the evuse o ff

tha th fft~reun msic eadshid e sedto m~s, c0rtoponding 2 xz106, wegivem n Figae
collpsethedoULAD fas ft~gs uggst hathbound- 5d. 1is figure sugests that the flow is turbalent at 10per-

fixuatm mffiien tobe ed or ent chord; this eoerelates with the staliliy caklaiis
dl"kMxi eaog s o aunvrr-couisbtnt wigch indicated that the arlii at; reached about e'

as se i R. t htea i afuctonofReynolds to eattsi.Fiu 5 b thatthe loraion i
trasiimha mve aea o Pe.The measured pressrStalihty 11.. ~coefficient at this speed is sii, hnteoem Asued a

anyctio.ratios Of es, et mid ell we reacied at zlc speed of 9.75 m&~s las fact sees to suport the aun
0-10. 0.13 and 0.lf% reqfetidy.- Lmiac sepoaim is - that the peeuu-e fluctuation in a transidan reion is greater1

__________ -~=.-~- -~ - -, -%
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than in a turbulent region with an adverse pressure gradient. periodic part has been bubtracted. To accommodate an oscilla-
A further increase in speed to 14.94 rots reduces the pressure tion cycle of the foil on a reasonably siicd sheet, the trace
fluctuation further as shown in Figure 5e. .--s processed at 2 inches per second paper speed. (Figures

As a final remark, Figure 5d shows that the frequent- 5a to-5e were processed at 10 inches per second paper speed.)
ly-occurrng large negative pressure fluctuations are approx- The first line from the top gives the instantsneous foil angle.
imately-2.5 times higher than-their rnms value in the transition In this example, the frequency of foil oscillation is 4 Hz. The
region at Pio and ?_0 tie ihrta hi i au nthe instantaneous foil angle is given by a -3.250 -l 2.l1 sin wT_
fully establihe tubletreinatP. hs rslt r in The speed is 9.75 ails, corresponding to R, = 2A4 x 10' .
close agreement with the Huang and Hannans mea.,r- Recall that in the steady run (u - 3250) at R., 2A4 x 106
nients.10 Huang and Peterson' 2 suggested that the frequent- (Figure 5b), the flow was in the final stage cd tranisition at

ly-occurring large negative pressure fluctuations in transition the 10 percent chord length. Thie low amplituide, unsteady
may be responsible for cavitation incepton events, signal appearing at 3.3 percent chord length is dte to

mechanical noise caused by the oscillaitor motion and the elec
4.BONARY LAYER PRESSURE FLUCTUATIONS telnn ihntercri l

WITH FOIL IN OSCILLATION RNN.O

4.1 The Oscillating Foil 5JJC~ ms

osIl il oscillate ion euocd escvly . Let pichn moio
tedn e he instantaneous foil angl tgvnoai dnotef l hy

P~t)=P, +IP q sin (wt)P * (8)~.

where O q r ozetema.Mage mltd ffi
osc~~Sample andlogap Recordio at~ecy Resl2.4 106.

denoe th phs anl location t&hfi age onie h pressure response at 2

the tnstaulentu foil thati-A th locatio ofao ofsiio ise afedofg.
fhe angme beginsen toca decreasee the prcatio of tansiion e

we. owese £p tooor tharalngeg. A.t* en irmeiae ol nge
trasiio P, +sue to P.1 sin P-t +fe the fo+ AP.T

the ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~I woder decroe heewdt eemn h nluneo el fo eoesclyribentsre agazi in. = rw
osIll VI I oation wit traoiio anangigesole.drylvr et consid the pressure resp onse at 0 25cn

peren chord lrgh rIFigure u-ggests that the flo w is mnra
P1 . whenthei ang at he location of transiti aedo P.,

AC." when the fOpJi te ndrvdengthAstheigl ageMgs te
Fratpclpoee atnbehd an- inane nle egnsto moeese fraithe in oftanslitio ovesin

shaf, te litin suracerqwrentngaroplle lae wll tar ce rafil ange.e- A urithermeicrae fi nge foi -

em~t a7 eIoi A j r and eld.Tenomlte ea pesur art.gte sioguaes ofullesturelenctuation a re Itsuld e th
fluctuaotio pes con t sl sp e ntel flo presur rasitid isatsm the occure at P. Aftethe folil eachby a
teioari. andte ustady vartio offi nto .aegssocat fa the fa angl to~ a nto ireace ind gte memnte if
th 0.7ndenper ressare fluctedations r ebe tiv ane of ta direct cri i f pressowrte ladtig etwe lially and

pt a wtrk es.e Ther wasecto deted rmietiluentce offol lo ae to bemadies onll theouirbul pomt Th flo re- in
vriation on trntin and bmagnud-ae o boundar laers ext. Went *b the olrngesrehes. - at 10~ fent
prenssur flctigate bychar h iwimydscie d ynth a w Intesatas e i naglenA. ,flo tatonl is
tw2~om hydife saaidfy 1-1s agan at sugAests decha e nfoi at roue

A. M7pa Desction Pl~ir~ epmswt aina lwhe the fo l Tge, i a-: Thes at Pof tdn i

t a i en oc pr ss ure The of prur-e epro iues ul are gien in igure . &gre 8t shols thte h
Ia I' m fraon Sto20 .The lowp frpeedc W~ therhe of in rUFre O ain the M xnwnM05 at the fute r b

cb.d Aif--f-ftcl vrabri o 05 o -0deresatfa 0,115toacuut o wrece i gge- i -i



angle a 2.6 degres PFlgure-7 gives ameastured large merrda nressaanA oilage- of abiout 3.5
regaive prsuefluctuatin okSf A = 0.042. which is up- egrees-(wt-i180 degriees)the locatio-nof tanD.!toni apro
-proximately 2.7 ties hier than the-peak value (mis) shown imately coincides with Pie. A further decreas in_ foil angle
in Figuire 8-This result is in agreemient -with-the -previous $-a- mio-es the transition location toward the-trailing idgeanlhe

tionary runs ~pressure fuctuations mesue at 10 biento dease
Tstion is seen to pass th,,ow,4 t -cein every cycle6

___ ___ __ ___ ___ __oscillation. This results in -the apparnc of -tw o-peaks-4 in
m AT z7 iraw presre fluctuafions. The .vol sew~enceofaraonn

AT W tirnVsKcoo w presmr, iAutuations wihLtnaeu olangl cmn he-[ J -~~~~~ best illistratedwith largeoslltoaptds

-oc0aihafp

- JFO AmGtE

Figre8 )earre R S on5 Run 8043

Figuree 8-esue -M Pressure Flctaton arssr Phlu r onith-S

4.3 Unsteady Effects

A series of dvnaxnie runs was conducted to exainir
uRnstead effects on boundar layer pressure fluctuations. A an 3bfistream peed of V.- 9.75 rms was used for this series to t =

of experiments- The isantaneous foli angle a is given by aI

range fr0to 21 egeeThe requenc, f
cv~x, covered therange fro4 to 15Hz. Due *.the in-
creased background noise. the presr fluctution arsociated I
with the 2 Hz filu oscillation are not pented here.

Recalthe case a, -0. orrespondingto Run W40 as I 0'---. .

given in Figuze 5c. The- flow at P3 (3.3 permet, chord length)
i . to be laidnr. 77eflowat P10 isseento be inthe Si-.eu,

final_~as of tiansition The flow at Pr-,is seen to be fully

4-3.1 Pressure Fluictuations at 10 Percent -----
125 4= am 3m ft

Clard length (PO) S - 2 21 .iq

Mrat case with. or - 0-5 degrets is considered lust. It ~ 1 ~ rsueFutain tPnwt
is remarked tha the flow at 3.3 percent chor-d is laminar Wm1 MesrdRSPsue ueainatiewh
iroioiiut; the wiole series of ns. Because the pressure Ostn Amplitud of 0-f7 Degeesand R., -4 x 106-

fludatii~i .. naric ms ae nn-s onay.t'sda
were diiie to .,oa TinS ralue (see Figue 2).Thi cm-
reqiobili rms pressure fluctuaton at Plo are shown in

veric;Al ais gives rms pressue ffictuatim normalized by
tie free~stiem dynAii head lie hoizontal axis giWs e *taw.

magnitdes of the prmme fctuations are seen to vary wit): ithe intantnecis a-IsFgrscn~ngsta kg I
the lciA of biafion is shly aft of Pie itw -125 0 .

= eee.As the foi anglesam- i~creasKd tmnsition, Nov65 s
foruaItoward Pin. The tnre rzrs presure fluctuatons -

at Pie are -4s te matiody lnter f~ As t1-_ Jlell angleap-
Owrdies 3.6 dene- the loctio of Utrasition oodn at Pie. - .

ai h agnitu-de of ressrefluctuations attais a nux- s 3 a 5 a' s u i .ue
imumA ~forietbaa n fil q --1 --the w ion ' -'
aheil of P -and the mantudeW Of pR I e floduaios

-wed atP,.is --ind. Miner the foigle r---I us
Uta fd angle he i~orease *=dsiton inisdown- Fgre1- asedISPes Fluctatinsat P,, with

I tumd Pie ani the intensiy dfpreswure flatmtioiis Oscilaing AmqWitde Of 1.V Degems and I.~2.4x10'



whether the magnitudes of adverse pressure gra-
7 J " = __ .. .____dients in these two locations control that difference.

4 t ,'z srn 5. Consider-the flow characteristics in the region

Soaround 270 k <t <NO60 degrees.it was stated
o. ;-0^ -c ^ 0 previously that the transition point -locited d ft

0of Pao. With-an incmease in amplitude ofcilltin

the flo -_oei-_nar again-a P10 as seen inI Figures 11 and 12 where the ACpt signal soberved
CO agoin-the range-27C< cat< 360 miy-be attributed to

I ANoL noise contamination.
3j 225 576 325 1.15 325 .I

0 45 90 136 110 225 27 215 360 .tddol

Figure 12 - Measured hMS Pressure Fluctuations at P10 with -;53 1b4
Oscillating Amplitude of 2.1 Degrees and Rn = 2.4 x 106 1 0

[Figures.10, 11, and 12 give the rms pressure fluctua-
tions measuredkt Pio for pitch oscillation amplitudes of 0.97,
1.57 and 2.10 degrees. The general patterns among these
figures are similar. Based on this series of experiments, we
can make the following observations concerning pressure flue- ai ~ ~~tuations at the to0-percent chord location- :+

1. At the 10-percent point on the foil, there are two 
A

+ f +" I of - 32 t AId

of preSsure flututions associated with ad- 2,5 422 i25 2211
vancing and receding transition locations during 0 45 so 136 111) 2S 27 315 60- (d)
each cycle of oscillation. The magnitudes of the rms
pressure amplitudes for both advancing and reced- Figure 13 - Measured RMS Pressure Fluctuations at P2s with
ing boundary layer transitions are the same at low Oscillating Amplitude of 0.97 Degrees and P., 2.4 x 10
values of oscillation frequency (4 and 5.5 Hz).
However, at high values of oscillation frequency (10
and 15 Hz) the magnitude associated mih advanc-
ing transition is generally greater than the rm-gni - _ _ _ _ _

tude of the receding transition. At 0 0'

AS= 2. The peak values of rms pressure fluctuations I IH.) S

associated with advancing transition are seen to beIF64
independent of oscillation amplitudes and frequen- is 0
cies and they are almost the same with-the values 0.010 A- 0
measured under steady conditions. These results _

provide a contrast between the boundary layer
pressure fluctuations and ulisteady potential flow
pressure distributions. In the previous paper1 9 we
showed that the magnitudes of dynamic pressure 4l FOILANGLE

responses of the potential flow: (first harmonic) de- a o It 2o 270 31. 30 .(<g

pend linearly on the oscillation amplitdes and vary __.

significantly with oscillation frequencies. Figure 14 - Measured RMS Pressure Fluctuations at P2s with
3. In the previous paper,19 we were able to successful- Oscillating Amhplitude of 1.5'7 Degrees and Rw = 2.4 x 106

BF ly correlate all of the data on the phase relationship --

between the peak of dynamic pressure response in
the time-varying mean flow and the instantaneous -o -
foil angle by use of the reduced frequency param- 4 ,1I1' 4 

Y  I
eter K. However, in the present paper, due to the l 5, a
scattering of the data, we can only qualitatively 10 0state that the locations of boundary lUyer transition10 0-'A x|are delayed with an increase in reduced frequency. 0.01

4. Consider pressure fluctuations in the region bet- 0 1-
ween 90< co < 80 degrees. It was stated previous- ;
ly that in this region, transition is located forward 0 a
of P1o and that the magnitude of pressure fluctua- 031
tions decreases systematically with increase of 00
oscillation amplitude. Referring to Figure 12, for an I
oscillation amplitude o - 2.10 degrees, the fact
that the pressure fluctuations remain at a constant I o______-__- ____ _ -OIL ANGLE
value of ACpt U 0.005 for 90< ct < 180, indicates __m v .r s 4. 7r . 5 m.7 m -S2 ideol

that the flow is fully turbulent in this region. This 45 So 135 15 23 27 31 2o ,(60g
value (ACt-m 0.005) measured at P10 is smaller

7,_ thai-the value (ACrtm 0.008) measured at P26 with Figure 15 - Meaured RMS Pressure Fluctuations at P25 with
turbulent flows at both locations. It is not clear Oscillating Arnijlitude of 2.1 Degrees and Rm = 2.4X 106
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4.3.2 Pressure Fluctuations at. 25 Percent Chord Length (Pss) than laminar separation when Rm - . x 106. On the-othero
hand, laminar separation will owccr prior to natural transition

Figures 13, 14, and 1.5, give rms pressure fluctuations at foil angles above 4.8 degrees at R, i 1.6 x 106 andS4.2
at Ps for Oscillating amnplitudes of 0.97, 1.57, and 2.10 degrees at R, = 1.2 x 106.
degreesrepec vely.T' flow at P25 iz fully turbulent with
ai 1 0.5! d , (not tinown in the figures) throughout each
cycle of oscillation.- Base on this series of experiments, we
can make the followingobservations: 0 -, . ...C Symbol

1. The value of rms pressure fluctuations in a fully 4 0
established turbulent flow (ACt -. 0.0080) is in- 5 a10 ;3

dependent of oscillating amplitudes and frequencies. 0 a
This value is almost identical to the valu3 measured 0.4 <,

in the steady runs. - >

2. With an increase in oscillation amplitude, transition -

moves toward P2s in the region 270 4 wt ( 360. The 0
magnitudes of pressure fluctuations are consequent- 00
ly intensified at P25 as seeu in Figure 15. Simultan- 003

eously, the flow becomes laminar at Plo (see Figure
12). Consistent with the observation at P10, the cc-
currence of peak pressure fluetions at Pzs is 0 o 0

delayed by increasing the oscillation frequency. 0o

3. The hnfluence of advancing nd receding transition 0 no 0 o0 D apoints on pressure fluctuations measured iat P?5 is Cc C, 0
seen to be compatible with the behavior at Pio. A,9 opr ef uar t

4. As shown in Figures 11 to 15 boundary-layer tran- 6, ° 0

sition in an oscillating foil is delayed by an increase
in oscillation frequency. It is further noticed that Lc 00
the pressure fluctuations in a transition region

S (ACpt = 0.016) are greater than in a fully turbulent . - FO(LAJ4OLS
region (AC. 0.0080), by A factor of 2. This result Ill 'U . ad

is in agreemtent with the observations in steady 0 45 90 136 is* 226 270 316 no -. 4(dW

runs.

4.4 Reynolds Number Effects Figure 16 -- Measured RMS Pressure Fluctuations at Plo with
Oscillating Amplitude of 2.1 Degrees and R. = 1.6 x 106

Consider a local Reynolds number R based on chord
length at the 0.7 propeller radius. Because the local Reynolds
number associated with a model propelier may vary from bfiti
test facility to another, additional dynamic runs were con- 0.0 .
ducted to examine the effect of Reynolds number on bound-
ary layer pressure fluctuations. These additional runs were is o
made at R., values of 1.2 x 106, 1.6 x 106 and 3.6 x 166. The 0s o
earlier runs, already discussed, were made at the Rn1 values
of 2.4 x 106 .. 0

4.4.1 Pressure Fluctuations at 10-Percent Chord Length (Pio) " 007o

Figures 16 and 17 give the rms pressure fluctuations A--

measured at Pi0 for R. = 1.6 x 106 and 1.2 x 106, respective- 00
ly. The examples given in these two figures are for an oscil0a- 00

tion amplitude of a = 2.100. Once.again, two peaks in 0.06 0

pressure fluctuations associated with advancing and receding A

transition locations are observed for each cycle of oscillation. 0.04- a 13

The magnitudes of these two peaks are marke'lly different. 0 2 ADO
Additionally, the rms magnitudes associated with advancing 0 0 -
transition are signiflicantly intensified at the lowest value of a 0

= 12X10,reachingas high as 10 percent of the i o 0 0
dynamic head. The ordinate in Figure 17 has been modified to 00 0 00*0 0
accommodate the significant increase in magnitude. C 0

The values of cumulative spatial amplification ratio 0.01 t. S
and locations of laminar separation.computed for steady flow
are shown in Figure 18. It was previously shown in steady - POlL ANGLE
runs that the bursting signal associated with natural trans- ii 7.9] ..... 6 43a a .735 171 IAS 1.7 32 a (d

tion in the'present test set-up is best correlated with an 0 46 s I In 16 ZM 2 MS 31111 3 ,0 3

amplification ratio of e. The chordwise locations for distur-
bances to aclieve amplification ratios -of e6 are shown in
Figure 18 for three values of Reynolds number. Within the
range of foil angles tested, laminar boundary-layer stability Figure 17 - Measured RMS Pressure Fluctuatioi at Po -ith
computations indicate that natural transition will occur earlier Oscillating Amplitude of 2.1 Degrees and R = 1.2 x 106
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6.0 . 6o

- LAMINAR SEPARATION PREDICTED [ sy'eo
36x 10'

S--. REACHED AT R,, = 2.4 x 10
6  I2 x 1

---- eREACHED AT Rno = 1.6 x 106 21
5.0 --- e 6 REACHED AT Rnt = 1.2 x 106

400
S00 41 0

.LAMINAR SEPAP -ION 0 00

4 0

U. 'A0
2.0 0.2 0

10 R, 2A X 106\ \ n 1.2 x 0d 0 0
1.0 'R=12 \X10 6  

0.10 0 Wo
Rnc =1.6 x 106 0 4Q

0.0 I I I I 0.6
910.1 0.2 03 OA 0.5 0 5::= ?iis oo'O I.AG,

xlc 0 45 90 135 110 22 270 315 - tt.t

Figure 18 -Chordwise Location of Trantion and Laminar Figure 19 - Measured RMS Pressure Fluctuations at P, with
Separation Versui a and Rn, Three Reynolds Numbers and Oscillating Amplitude of

0.97 Degree (f = 10 Hz)

4.4.2 Pressure Flu..tuations at 25 Percent Chord Length (P2)

In comparison, Figure 12 shows the values ofCt at Figures 20 and 21 give rns pressure fluctuations
an o scM--l;on amplitude of 2.1 degrees and R_= 2.4 x 10. Feasures P20 o ~ and 21g.2 ms prssr f1 e tion -

Temxmmpressure fluetuatior~s associted with advanc- -eaue at7sfr~=16i OEad12x 0 ~i
abomamu r uoteinh sca- ly. These two figures support the previous observationthating transition occur at about a = 4.5 degrees for in oscilla- &~ naflyetbihdtruetrgo sidlneto

tion frequency of 5.5 Hz. Figures 4 and 18 suggest that the oltin fully The turbulentcregion is iepden
oscillation frequency. The same conclusion may be drawn

maximum pressure fluctuations are related to a natural tran- from Figure 22. Additionally, the values of AC_ are seen to
sition phenomenon. The rms pressure fluctuations due to ad- increase with decreasing Reynolds numbers.
vancing transition are ACpt = 0.016. On the other hand, at
the lowest value of Rw examained; R, - 1.2 x 106, Figure 17
shows that the maximun pressure fluctuations occur at about f Ma Sy
5.3 degrees at 5.5 Hz with rms pressure fluctuations reaching 0 0 0
to ACpt = 0.10. Figure 18 s, ggests that this peak pressure is o a
associated with ainmiar separation. The same discussion is ap- |  0 1s 0 .
plicable to Figure 16. The present result is;, -greement with 0.', Huang and Hannan's finding that pressure ti,., ,ttions0
associated with laminar separation are much gi ater than for om
natural transition. A

Figures 12,16 and 17 show that the occurrence of ad- 0 +
0vancing transition sets in earlier as P'+.iolds number in- 9 0 0 +.

creases. This trend is in agreement Vith + ie boundary layer 1 0 0 -
stability calculations shown in Figure 4 0o demonstrate this 0 o oao
fact more clearl, the pressure fluctuations measured from 0 0

three dynamic rune at Rm- 3.6 x 106 , 2.4 x 106 and 1.2 x 0 00
106 are shown in Figire 19. The oscillation amplitude and fre-0 0( 000
quency associated with this example are 0.97 degrees and 10 o
Hz, respectively. For R1 - 1.2 x 106, peak pressure fiuctua-
tions never reaches P10. Consequently, only one major peak
pressure associated with laminar separation is noticed m the
whole cycle of oscilationi In Fgure 19 the associated back- i
ground noise was corrected in sach a way that ACpt became ML .3. . . .. .7 .3 .

zero in the lbiina flow region. Due to the phase shift I * an M m Im 15 1f &a

-- associated with the potential flow pressure distributions and
_ the foil angles, the process of becorring laminar flow is Figure 20 - Measured RMS Pressure Fluctuations at P25 with
-_ achieved at a foil angle greater than Oscillating Amplitude of 2.1Degees and R .6 cx 106 T

MAE -231.
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00[d1YM herent in the cavitation scalig law; namely that the pressure

06 0~ s cale wihvlocity~ iefd and the critca pressure for in-
-0 eptoni- evapor pressure.In

are Intirrelated, since the cr itical pe- sr i function ofth
W 004 ~timelIcale of the pressure fleldi-Cofisequently, depending oni
0- ~the cavitation resistance of thi liquid, cavtation infceptioni dn

003i~ the model imay occur either (a) at the location of Ce,-or ()
CF 00 in the natural transition or laminar separation region of the

0>0 0. .moel.'
2  

-
0 - 000,0 0- . a mo

00R 5.1 Cavitation Inception at. Cm,,

3.35~ ~ .We will first consider the case when cavitation incep-
US~~~~~~ 4.O35 53 t Ii115IM 35.(o tion on the model occurs at the location obf C.. Since the-

0 46 oo 3S ISO 225 o 31S 3o t WOW' magnitude of Oressure fluctuations associated with a laminar -

flow is essentilly zero, the present experiments show that
Figure 21 - Measured RMS Pressure Fluctuations at P25with the flow at 3.3 percent chord-length is laminar for all of the

Oscillating Amplitude of 2.1 Degrees and R,, 1.2 x 106 dynamic runs so that AC,,t = 0. Theoretical computations a
3.250 show that C,. ocursaround x~c - 0.018; see Fgure

RK 3. Thus, Equation (9) reduced to:
R_ ,,S'MBoLf ~t ~ Ct (12)

004- 4 - 6I -for 0~ xl S/ 0.033
0 ~~~~12X 10' +A.6snct4

where I ACpuI and 4are the amplitude and phase ange.
An earlier series of experiments conducted by Shen-

and Peterson19 reported misre values of tie dynamic
pressure coefficient C,(t). Fully wetted, timie depej3ee t, ex.

0
perimenital pressure distribtoswr om Ared withrsults

0 - 0from Giesing's meathodz, for cilctlatin~g unsteady potential-
perimental measurements was obtained for both dynamicA
pressure amplitude and phase angle 'within the range of

ci ~reduced frequencies investigated (K = 0.23 to 2.30)
tion angles, respectively. Led bK e t4 iodynam k

iVW'V W angijr prdssure gradient (dad)a versus sta&i ang~ular
=74tr gvadienz (dCrJa) at a given location on the foil, _

0 IrWcANGLE rimn4y

0 45 90 135 I 15~_ /d% 13
10 225 z *9 Wj0

Figure 22 - Measured RMS Pressure Fluctuatior- -1225 with
Thre eynld Nmbes ndOscillating Amplituft of te Based i~a Yqaton (),Shen and Peterson showed that

teunsteady izrp;flion _3
07Dere(f=1 )angle cz,. for b -z,-- reduced frequency K can be obtained from: I

12 -(14)
5. INFLUENCE OF HYDROFOIL OSCILLATION ON -* si + I ~~

CAVITATION INCEPI'ON -. % 5101 ( ) AO)

Letoa denote the vapor cavitation number. The Shen and Petersonl9 experimental results showed that U
cavitation incepition alway,,s.fnitiated aroun xlc -a 0.02; This 4

Po- P , result is in good~agreement with the Assumption that cavita- 1;
0 -(10) tion inception occurs at the locationof~, ~ Du tzWhs

~ V~2shift in the pressure distition, a significant delay in iicep-
where P,, is the vapor pressure. If thermodynamic equilibrium tion of leadingredge cavitation was observed *ith the foil in-
prevails, then oscillation. It was concluded,9 that the influence of hydrofoil

oscillation on inception at Cp,, of leadi edge sheet cavita-
a C 11 tion can be reasonably prediced by.Equation(1)

It is remarked that full-sctale Propellers are- gemmrally
at~cavitation inception in pure fluids 2 In practice significant associated with high Reynolds numbers.- The locations of -

deviation from this equation has been widely observed in te boundary layer transition and C~may be coincided.2In-
model cavitation tests. Arndt 26 stated that the so-called scale thscase, thle pressure f~ltation~ term ACp. must be add-
eets aie due to-deviations in two basic assumptions in- ed in Equation (12).
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5.2 Cavitation Inception at transition

We now consider-the second case, when cavitation in. OVNAMIC PRESSURE DIST-RIBUTION
ception occurs-in the transition. region -of the model. Aside
from the-pressure field, cavitation also requires a time scale \5 450 4.3
in order for nuclei to grow. Experiments on axisymmetri cal V. 0 .4

bodies by-Arakeri rAnd Acosta 9 and Huang 4 showed that- 1%\50 3.660
cavitation inception can occur in the boundai -layer transi- 0. 3.250[ ~ tion region wheb the value- of (- CP, - ACt)is smallern .

C-CIHuang and-Peterson 12 in dealing-with steady cavita-
tion assumed-that:

where q~ and Ct, are model cavitation inception ubr
and potential -wpressure coefficients, respectively. On the L
other hand cavitation inception at full scale was assumed to
occur-when owp -CN.. The difference in-these two- f
asswiffptionis is due to time scale associated with bubble 0
growth and flow regime asoitdwith boundary-layer wU STATIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION
pressureflcuios

Consider a previously discussed dynamic run-with an
oscilltion amplitude-of-1.57- deg, frequency of 5.5 Hz and- oU .5
freei.~feinspeed -of 9.75 iIis,correspondineto R,, 2.4 x
-106 and-k oo- 0.432. This isa typical value of X for a surface
ship propeller if the chord length at 0.7 radius is uised as the
characteristic length.-The computed unsteady-potential flow
pressure coeffifeenti-Cp, -Cgt) are shwn in Fig-re 23 for

sevralvalesof wt; vsee :Tabre 2.- The computations are-based
on Giesig's nonr-linear unsteady potential flow thry.
Recall that a, =825 + 1.57 sin cot; For purposes of comn-
parison, the dynhamick and static pressure distributions are I II - I

sonin Figure 24.-This figure -gives a i6 4:0 degrees at cot 0 0.06 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.25
30 -degrees. At th6-saffn& foil-giemetric-apgle, due to the x~c

__ ~phaO lag,- the magni tue fthe Viynnicpressures-i ~ie
abl ~mlle thn te sati prssues earthel~aing~.Figure 23 - Dynamic Pressure Distributions with a 3.25

This result suppot the experimental finding1' that leading
edge shecavitation isdelayed with the foilin oscllation; ee+1;snt

__ -- Eualloi114). The saetbiic has -ams been reportedfo
aerdynamic stall.-.

Figiire 5esuggests that the flowis inthe final gage of-
transition at 10 percent chord, P10 for R, ;;-2A x-106. ~ CP1

ing transition attain a maximuni value-at Pl0 around wt -30 ME-- - -- - - - -

dijrees. h measured rms pressure fuctuations giv TO M3 -10 1 00 00 0 S .2 .
0.0145. FjgurEd? shows that the measured frequently- 0=7 93 152 -jM 09* 0,1 0200 011
occuring large negativh rue fluctuations are approx-_ .

imnately 2.7 titmlarger thnterms value in the transition z -9 15 OW GO 05 24 0M

region; if cavitaton occurs at-the natural transition-point of 00a -&3 13J -. 801 GAO3 0132 0213 0280
the ffodel, we have ow- 0.98 +-0.04= 1.02. A much higher .. 04
value of ACpt = 0.257may be uhed if transitio n -is caused by
4lmuwa separation. Tis value of am is smaller than'the value OM -52 51 -0an21 0040 CO"04 .1
of -C .In the previous cavitation tests reported in W.Ow Z6 S2 -0246 09M1 02m 095 0.120 TI!

__Reference 19 with leading edge shetcavitation, inception M-
___ ~always odcund near the lodation of Cp. However, cavita-D3 27 7 D M 07 057 01

tion inception on axisynimetric bodies by Arakeri and Acosta,- - -

and H~g didoccur in the transition region where-the quan- 042 *StL=55H.,3 11iLj

7Fuirther studies required notably in three areas to cIi -

determine: (1) why the magnitude of pressure fluctuation
terms associated with natural transition and laminar separa-

- -tion are smaller in the present measurements than the values TABLE 2 - DYNAMIC PRESSURE COEFFICIENT Cpu4t)H
__ measued by Hun and Hannan'O -with different-in-

struments; (2) theretically. how the Iocation of tranisition -H
__moves periodically with the foil in oscillation: and (3) the with cavitation inception at the location of Cm. The other

validity of the assumnption used above that the location of type is assoeiated with cavitation inception in the transition
__ transition measured at a steady mean foil ani~ge is-the critical region. Headformi experiments by Arakeri and Acosta, and 1

location to brigger cavitation inception-when the fell is in Huang4 were correlated with the second type of cavitation in-
oscillation. This assumption requires further verification. ception. On the other hand, the leading-edgpsheet cavitation

Two different types of cavitation inception phenomena on a hydrofoil observed by the present authors corresponds to

have been considered in this study. One type-isassociated the first type of inception. It is possible that a cambered
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hydrofoil with a smaller angle-of-attack, nmnely with a less 6. CAVITATION INSTABILITY AND NOISE
severe suction pressure peak, could encounter cavitation in-
ception at transition as observed by Kuiper29 in his model 6.1 Foil Oscillation and :a1oud Cavitation
propeller experiments.

Due to the existence of these two different types of Unsteady sheet cavitation has been recently reviewed
cavitation inception, Huang and Peterson2 computed a by the 15th ITTC Cavitation Committee. The emphasis of this
significant scale effect. They provided a method for correc- portion of the paper is on the salient features of sheet catty
ting modellfull-scale propeller cavitation scaling in a steady instability. Tanibayashi$0 provided an insight into the -ubject
flow. The present work is intended to provide needed infor- with his description of cavitation on a propeller in both uni-
mation to compute cavitation scaling corrections in unsteady form and nonuriform flow. He concluded that the presence of
flow. It is shown that a diagram of mean pressure coefficient, sheet and bubble cavitation in nonuniform flow can be
Cp, and low frequency dynamic pressure coefficient, Ct) predicted by quasi.steady methods, but that the collapse proc-
versus chordwise location must be constructed first. Second- ess cannnot be predicted. Unfortunately, the details of the
ly, the location of boundary layer transition with the foil in collapse process are the controlling factor in erosion, noise,

osclltin ustbedeerined either theoretically or ex- an nuedsrcual vibration. When the sheet cavity pro-
perimentally. Thirdly, the magnitude of boundary layer duces "cloud" cavitation, erosion, noise and vibration are
pressure fluctuations associated with frequently occurring observed to significantly increase in magnitude. For example,
negative pressure is determined. The selection of this Chiba and Hoshimo3' found that the induced hull pressure
magnitude depends on the Reynolds number and amplitude of had superimposed upon it pressure impulses produced by the
oscillation angles u% shown in Figures 8 to 24. cloud cavitation formed from the breakup-of the propeller -

sheet cavity. A physical description of cloud cavitation and its
formation has been given as follows:19

1. A large portion of the sheet cavity becomes highly
distorted and undergoes a significant increas of
overall cavity height in the distorted region.

2.0 2. Once this distorted region begins to separate from
the main part of the sheet cavity, the upstream por-
tion of the sheet cavity develops a smooth surface
and reduced thickness. -

3. The separated portion of the sheet develops the ap-
pearance of a cloud and moves downstreamand ex-

STATIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION ~ pands away from-the foil surface. The trailing WVg
AT =4 0 DEGREES of the smooth-surfaced region then moves down,

stream, becomes unstable at itstrailing edge, and
quickly develops the characteristic appearance-of

-e DYNAMIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION the leading edge sheet cavity elsewhere along the
SAT =30 ANDu =4 DEGREES span. Alternately, the trailing edge of the Smooth

U portion of the sheet cavity moves upstream to the
fol leading g as the eavity collapses and disap-
pears. Photographs depicting this proces can be
found in reference 19.

0I
Ito,32 reporting one of the first detailed experimentson the subject, compared unsteady cavitation on propellers in

W 
a wake field with pitching three limensional hydrofoils He

concluded that the reduced frequency for the blade element of
a propeller in a wake field has an important influence on the
formation of cloud cavitation. The imp "cation of Ito's Work is
that the wake field and the propeller should be considered
together to minimize the adverse effects due to the formation
of cloud cavitation.by Miyata, et al.S with oscillatin wo-

- o dimensional hydrofoils instrumented with surface mounted

pressure gages showed that unsteady wing theory was ueful
325 157 sin t in explaining the relationship between the time-dependent

pressure distibution and cavitation. They concluded that the
cavity collapse proess is strongly influenced by the unsteadi-
ness of the pressure field and the reduced frequency
associated with foil oscillation.

The present authorsS provided further details on the
instability of sheet cavitation and the formation of cloud

0 cavitation. lTheir experiments were done with an oscillating
Weo two dimesioral hydrofoil over a Reynolds number range

from 1.2x 106 to 3.6 x 106 and reduced frequencies up to 2.3.
The results indicated that the principal controlling param-
eters were reduced frequency, K, cavitation number, a, and

Figure 24 Comparison of Dynamic and Stai Prssr foil oscillation amplitude, .The maximum cavity length,
Distributions at a = 4.0 D Stgrees rlac, is a function of these three parameters and cannot be

predicted on the basis of K - 0 conditions. The role of reduc-
ed frequency can be demonstrated in the foowing exame
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ET IF
For constant o, it is possible to have marginal or.no cloud 160
cavitation at some finite K, even though it was present at the RUN V_ (MIS)
maximum unsteady angle when K = 0; -

The importance of reduced frequency has also been -6131.-1316 11 1.13

shown by Matveyev and Goishkoff.33 They reported that for 1/0 0 01411-1416 16A 121

propellers in a uniform flow field, sheet cavitation was less i1o ic-i 16.4 1.16noisy than bubble cavitation. However, when the propellers aan- 43 - 3 5+°Asin wt

were in a nonuniform flow field, the sheet cavities become 11431
more unsteady and sheet cavitation then was noisier than
bubble cavitatiott. As the work of Matveyev and Gorshkoff - 1zr
points out, it is of crucial importance that a similarity in
cavitation time history exist between model and full scale.
The noise scaling relations assume this similarity as a founda 0
tion and thus the importance of work such as reported by
Bark and van Berlekom' s is reenforced.

Bark and van Berlekomn tried to assess the cavitation %
noise produced by a propeller in nonuniform flow by studying e
the cavitation noise generated by a pitching hydrofoil. Based Ma
on a correlation of photos of cavity life cycles and their W s
associated rad'ated noise, they concluded that good simulation 3
of specific events is important and that these important C
events are not generally described by simple parameters (e.g. HA CLOUD
cullapse time, T,; variation of cavity area with time, A(t); and M VTATION
maximm cavity volume, V, ). One of the most important
aspects of-the process is the separation of the cavity (i.e. &*/UGHT CLOUD
cloud cavitation formation) which must be correctly scaled. CATAiom

They found that cloud cavitation formation can occur at an
early stag~bf the sheet cavity collapse. Furthermore, in 40
agreenentith tOW results of the present authorsl 9 a com-
bination of lng (e d ie) city length and high reduced
frequency causes extew.re cud cavitation. As can be con-
cluded from the data presented in their paper, large noise i
transients were associated with the cloud cavitation.

6.2 Cloud Cavitation and Noise

L The observed phenomena to be discussed in this paper 43 "

can best be describeW by reference to examples shown in 0 0.4 0. 12 1
Figure 25. Table 3 summarizes all of the parameters ofREDUCDFRUENCY.K f
fi cd wi, th tests repo t here.r t Of
the test program, air content of the water was not varied.
The air content was measred with 70 percent saturation in Figure 25 - Influence of V and Reduced Frequency on
reference to atmospheric ;,resure at a water temperature of Relative Sound Power fort = 3.25 + 0.95 sin wt
22.20C and tunnel pressure of 103.6 KFa. For a velocity of

_16.4 ms, - 3.25 + 0.95 sin wt. o = 1-21, a plot of relative
sound power P2 versus K shows the existence of a "noise - strong influence of velocity is again apparent.
bucket." When a - 4.30 and K = 0, extensive cloud cavita- The influence of velocity on the radiated sound power 4
t- tion is developing from the sheet cavity and the noise level is is ju as dramatic when the amplitude of oscillation is in-
high. As the foil is oscilated, a leading edge sheet cavity ex- creased from 0.5 to 1.55 degrees, keeping o constant, as -a

periences.an inception, growth, and collapse cycle related to shown in Figure 28. There it is seen that with the larger
__ the impressed pressure distrun of the foi. At low reduc- amplitude of osclation loud cavitation is present over the

ed frequencies no cloud cavitation is produced, the sheet cavi- full range of reduced frequences. Although the violence
ty collapses toward the foil leading edge, and there is F associated with the cloud cavtaton at lrge reduced -
significant reduction in the noise relative to the conditton of a des limited the ability to collect data, it is apparent that

___ 4.3 and K = 0. As the reduced frequency is increased fur- has a strong dependence on K when the cloud cavitation is 1
_ ther, a cloud cavity is produced during the collapse of the present. Reference to Figure 25 shows that this latter effect
_ - sheet cavity and the noise level again Lncreases due to cloud is not present when little or no cloud cavitation is present.

ciicsfunction of foi The vaion in p2 during the foil o perod is showncavitation collapses.This variatinin2as aftio ffi h aito n2drn h oloclainpr hw _
angle is shown in osculograph records, Figure 26, for 2 foil by oscillograph records in Figure 29 and as a mean variation
oscillation periods and in Figure 27 as a mean noise variation based on the average of the cycles occurring in a 40 second
based on the average of the cycles occurring in a 40 second period in Figure 30. Based on the limited data presented in
period. Figures 25 to 30, it appears that for cloud cavitation -

Figure 25 also presents data that demonstrate the originating from an unstable leading-edge sheet cavity V,
_ strong dependence of 2 on the water velocity. For t = 4.3, VL when o, K, o, ai are constant

K =0, and o = 1.13, heavy cloud cavitation is present and The maximum cavity volume, area coverage, etc., of a
the noise level increases by a nominal factor of 30 when the leading edge sheet cavity have in the past been used as
velocity is increased from 11.5 ms to 16.4 mis. Once foil parameters associated with the magnitudes of the cavitation

_ oscillation starts the amount of cloud cavitation is significant- noise. Figure 31 presents the maximum length achieved by
_ly reduced and the velocity difference appears to have far less the leading edge sheet cavity as a function of the reduced fre-

impact on the radiated noise. At large K when the clo d quency. From these data and the noise data of Figure 25, it is
__ cavitation is produced upon sheet cavity deinence, the clear that the maxinmum cavity length has essentially no cor-
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relation with 2. This basic onuion wso deduced by RUN-NO. 1411
Bark andBErlekom. 18 Az has already been shown, the prin- l 026...

cia sourceof noise is th colla e of the cloud cavitation
gnratdbteshecaty As shown in Figure 32. forK 018V,1MV

smiall reduced-fte-uendes, hd sheet cavity-disappears after12
the rided noise level hs peiked. However, is the reduced -

frei~ncs icres for n of cloud cavitation -

p ressivly delayed until it occurs- at the sheet cavity I
d6sinent ciitioin, the peak amplitude of the noise occurs
afterthe sheet ca~vity has disappeared. In fact, for the educ. ,

~~ ~ ed frequency of 1.65, maximum radiated noise does not occur -FOLAJt

until the foil reaches its mininam angle of attack. Before the
doud cavitation comletely disars the inception of a new
lf-&-ing edge sheet cavity has occurred.

CAVITATtCN NOlSE

-: UN1vz l.a cRUN NO. 1416
to. " t0 H& T DEG-A f 25 HZ Imaje€ -0oas 9
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In many-instances, partially cavitating hydrofoils are so
subjected to conditions that can be effectively simulated by 32 + 0 "2i ut/
small amplitude-osiilation during which the leading edge V.= 164 ms
sheet cavitation is continuously present. Based oi results for " O_
the intermittent sheet cavity, it is-known that sheet cavity X (RUS 150 TO 119

stability, and hence propensity to produce cloud cavitation, is
-dependent on the reduced frequency. The noise level variation
associated with this type of cavitation is found in Figure 33. cc
As with intermittent sheet cavitation, the noise level is low .

when cloud cavitation is not present Once cloud cavitation a
formns, then there is a dramatic increase in the mean sound
power level and in the time variation of sound power level, as 4o
shown in Figures 33 and 34 respectively. It is apparent from
these results that the desinent condition for the sheet cavity
is not required for high radiated noise levels, but rather the
existence of conditions that promote the formation of cloud
cavitation. to

If a leading edge sheet cavity is considered as similar
to separated flow at a foil's leading edge, then some parallels !;i- 3
can be drawn with the vast body of recently published data ()
on dynamic stall. For example, the following conclusion from " 0-

McAlisier and Carr34 closely parallels the description of cavi-
ty stability given by Shen and Peterson.19

"The free-shear-layer that was created betv:een the G ot* 1- IS
region of reversed flow and-the inviscid stream was not

stable. This instability resulted in a transformation of the REDUCED KAEGUENCY. K

free-shear layer into a multitude of discrete clockwise vor-
tices, 'out of which emerged a dominant "shear-layer Figure 33 - Relative Sound Pressure P2 Over One Cycle for a
vortex'." McAlister and Carr go on to further describe the Continuously Cavitafing Hydrofoil
upstream movement of a thin layer of reversed flow along the
foil surface. When this reversed flow reached the leading
edge," a protuberance appeared over the first 6 percent
of the surface in response to the sudden influx of Did. This RUN NO. 1510
protuberance grew and eventually developed into the 'dynamic-
stall vortex' that has been observed in high Reynolds number t - 4 H knw~c - 047
experiments." This dynamic stall vortex moves downstream K - W85 - V. ------ s _

and away from the airfoil surface just as cloud cavitation does a03
on a cavitating hydrofoil.Furthermnore, if the location of flow
reversal is plotted against airfoil angle,3 4 it is seen that foil --oscilatin ji.e. K - 0.25) will suppress the forward movement

of the reversed flow region. This is again similar to the cavity = - FOILANGLE __

stabilization at low reduced frequencies relative to the sta- . -
tionary hydrofoil.

These types of analogies must be used with great care. - -
For example, one of the conclusions of Telionis and Korom-lasT-
from their study of unsteady laminar separation is that -

separation is not affected by the amplitude of oscillation. The . I
parallel with cavitating flows may break down here due to, CAVITATnONOI --among other reasons, the inertial convidefations of growing -

cavities. Telionis and Koromilas also have concluded that for. 5
finite oscillaton frequencies, the point of reverse flow is RUN NO. 1515
shifted downstream from the quasi-steady location. -= - bnwdcio.S

K-a 1.1 V. G.W-S--
- . 7. CONCLDIING REMARKS .

Depending on the cavitation resistance of the liquid,
cavitation inception on a model may occur either (1) ;t the
location of Cp-, or (2) in the transition region of te model. FOIL AGLE

- -In the present experiments for a hydrofoil with a large suc- -

tion peak, !eading edge sheet cavitation was observed to take :z VA
place at Cp.. In this case, the boundary layer was laminar at -.

the location of Cp, and an unsteady potential flow theory -

was shown to provide a good correlation between prediction lik.o L
and experimental measurenrnts of cavitation inception.

For the case of cavitation occurring in a transition
region, it is shown that a diagram of mean pressure coefficiA
ent and low frequency dynamic pressure coeffient versus
chordwise location must be constructed first. Secondly, the
location of boundary layer transition with the foil in oscila-
lion must be determined either theoretically or experimental- Fi e 3-- Caton Nose Sial fpa and Fol Angles
ly. Thirdly, the magnitude of boundary layer pressure fluctua- for Runs 1510 and 1515, a 3.25 + 0.32 sin *t
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tios associated with frequently occurring negative pressure cloud cavitatioa is present. From the limited data-
is determined. A general-theory on boundary layer properties obtained from these experments, the sound power
witha hydrofoil in o ii is not yetavallable:The Present associated with cl cavitation a ars to ypry as:
wbk is tended to-provide some needed iformation this
subjet the location of trnsition and the mnitides of
bcuzndary layer pressure fluctuations. Experimental results

-show: 5.T!he npltudeof 6@cl~atona 1 ,lms an ifuence, on

1. The movementof boundary layer transition can behe nise-in tha lage s mo u
detected by the earement of pressure ca t However, the fii data
dtnote foil f of~. ft-availabe do not Permit more detailed dscud&i of J
--t ,ions on the foil i e. ti-S point

2. The development of the foil's boundary layer is 6. The aittion DbOise geneWa1 by a Sationmi-foi-
- delayed with awincrease in oscillation frequency. s indtiveofJhoise p 'dued t foil

3. IThe p r~ alcs associated with advancing bran- -is oscillated.&
siti6n are independent of oscillation amplitde and 7 The redu fe ncy p. does not in-
feecy and we identicl with the values o t r p cavity dyn Thus

ured in the transitio regions on a stationam. t it is D_- sufficient to p i -tw i:>ueme of f e-
4. In a ful established turbulent region, the mag ifeam velocity on the groas stability of the 16dn

niades of pressure fluctuations are ilmdependent of edge shet cavit. bs influence ofvelocit should t
oscillatio amplitude and ftequency and identical be In.es1ited furtm-r In order testabls the
with the values measured in the t t region on criticl Kat whh th d noie reait

-sainrfol. M filscalespeeds-
5 .Toift f pressur in a .The unsteady -caviAion is a toi justi its

or. the reent foil ges higher MV a -ty in av r reo- tan i a e y nic state of understanding. Recent res c na i i

.t c r -n etem followidg a- t requires a i _iW4i 6f the Rfo eld i which thi -

sihdrooi wer deftieil&- waterrpehe operate hyrpoe esr
s tswere derie fomeddur teil ydaeofeet ay uniform flo cannot a te som of the ritical detais of

the i p , growth and collapse process of leading edge ii -
STme stbt-of a leading edge sheet cavity deter- sheet cavities ,

mi the xent to which cdoud cavitation is pro-

I2une formation of loud cavitation during the life of AO231 DGM
a sheed ca-it is suppressed at srja3 reduced fie-
quencs and corrspninl the noise level is low- Te authors would like to thanik Ir& Robert Pieie for

3.At high reduced frequencies, extensive cloud cavita- _ ~ asalloed t h a rceair.Hi evot nt f e
tion is formed during the final phase of sheet cavity chiiealwdamn orqatttieeamtonhn

collapse~~1 anm W~ ises '"e is i&ani icras been Tor hle e ams istn g - y
Thus ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ m plotted agaonst K shos "nis stabilit cmklaflo oflair

cavity ~ ~ ouda iscninoswihlyer i geeatly appreciated.
The orkrepotedherein was fwnde by the Naval

time ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ e aSiiayos uce saprn.s tem Ccimd, Code 035. unde the Gemieral Hydro-
4- Whn a. , f and al are kept constant, the in- dynic Research Program, Element 61153N, Task Area SR

fiunce& of velocity on PI is found to be very lag if 0230101.j
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Mathematical Notes on the
Two-Dimensional
Kelvin-Neumann Problem
Fdtz Ursell
University of Manchester

Manchester. United Kingdom

ABSTRACT is often neglected; then the fluid motion
is irrotational and can be described-by -a

A horizontal cylindrical body moves velocity~potential, the stress in the fluid
with constant velocity in the horizontal is a pressure-which can reasonably be
direction normal to its axis, near the free assumed to be constant at the free surface,
surface of a frictionless fluid under and the velocity normal to the ship'-s hull
gravity. The calculation of the resulting and the Velocity -1orma- to the free :surface

fluid motion is an important problem of ship both vanish. Even this simplified prcblem
hydrodynamics. For a-deeply submerged body cannot be solve.d. One-difficulty is that
fb the condition of constant pressure at the the free surface is not prescribed-but mustfree surface can be linearized, but in tome be determined duling th lto o h

recent calculations the same linearized problem. Thus additional simplifying
condition has been used also for partially assumptions are usually made. Many calcul-
immersed bodiesi The resulting linear ations are concerned with thin-ship theory
boundary-value problen for the velocity the ship is assumed to be so thin that the
potential is the Kelvin-Neumann problem. In fluid motion relative to the ship is ne rly
the present paper the two-dimensional Kelvin- a uniform stream. A perturbation procedure
Neumann problam is studied for the half- can then be set up in terms of a small
immersed circular cylinder. There are argu- thickness-parameter. The first approxim
ments which suggest that in the corners the ation is -linear and can be treated mathem-
velocity potential must be strongly singular atically, but its range of validity is not
but it is shown here that a unique velocity adequate for many applications, and-various
potential exists which has velocities bound- non-linear approximations have therefore
ed in the corners and at infinity. Similar been studied. For instance, in some work
results hold for other cross-sections inter- the full non-linear condition on the- shi 's
secting the horizontal at -right angles. It hull has been used together with thr lin-
is hoped that the experience gained in this earized free-surface condition on the mean
work may be of use in treating the full free surface. The resulting problem is the
inviscid three-dimensional problem in the so-called Kelvin-Neumann problem with which

_future. the present work is concerned. This
approximation can be justified when the j7

1. INTRODUCTION translating body is deeply submerged, but
in recent work it has also been used for

Consider a ship in steady uniform bodies intersecting the free surface. It
motion on the free surface of a fluid. It is well understood that the approximation
is well known that the ship is accompanied is then inconsistent even for second-order
by a wave pattern which is steady relative thin-ship theory since only- sme of-the
to the ship; the calcu lation of this wave second-order terms are retained while others
pattern and of the associated wave resist- are omitted. The corrections that are
ance is a cantral problem of ship hydro obtained are therefore of doubtful practical
dynamics which however remains largely value but may perhaps turn out to be in the

___ unsolved even although drastic simplifying right direction. It is hoped also that- the
- assumptions have been made. Thus viscosity experience gained in this way may be-of-use
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in treating the full inviseid problem in the Y 0 riatigh angles. Near the corners,
future. = 0 at Neaic rn rs

linearization cannot be justified. :Let itIn the present work, however, we shall nevertheless be Applied along the whole ofnot be concerned with the practical applic- the free surface. Then the Kelvin-Neumann-ability or logical consistency of the free-surface condition is
Kelvin-Neumann formulation for surface-
piercing bodies but merely with certain + = 0 on v = 0 outside -C,(2.4)mathematical aspects of the two-dimensional
Kelvin-Neumann problem. The free surface where - /U2. -(See e.g.- Wehausen andof the fluid-is then represented by a Laitone, 1960, eqn. 10.15.)
horizontal straight line, and the body is
represented by a curve intersecting this 3. THE SOURCE POTENTIAL
line. It will also be supposed that the
curve intersects the line at right angles. In subsequent work we shall need the(According to the full theory, the c.rners potential of a source at ( 0, n). This willwould be stagnation points where tne be denoted by G(x, ; , n); it also dependsperturbation velocity is equal to the for- on K. It is known (Wehausen and Laitone,ward speed and where any perturbation scheme 1960, eqn. 13.44) that, except for anomust fail, but we are ignoring this arbitrary additive constant,
difficulty.) It has been suggested that any
solution of the problem must hive-singular- G(x,y;EJ,n)=log{K(x-) 2 +(y-_)? ..+.giKv((X-. -2 (y~n)
ities in the-corners. We shall see, however, ek(y+n)
that such singularities need not occur if at + 2e - sk

k (-0 )

infinity the velocity potential is allowed to k-K
tend to infinity logarithmically with distance.The corresponding velocity components remain - 2re-K(Y+ )sinK(x-0) (3.1)finite in the corners and at infinity.

where the symbol indicates that the Cauchy2. STATEMENT OFTHE MATHEMATICAL-PPOBLEM Principal Value 6f the integral is to be
taken. Let us write

k-K coskXdk= C(KX, KY).

(. +-)O(x,y) =0 Properties of this function are given in the _

appendix at the end of this paper. in
particular,

CCC (K (X-O) K(y+n) ) - ne-K y  s 0K- ) 0

when x- -- =,

A cylinder, w' its generators horizontal, and it follows that there are no wave termis moving alon. the free surface of- the Thu G( w efluid with a constant velocity -U which is in (3.1) when x - F - -=.horizontal and normal to the generators. satisfies the radiation condition. Evidently
Take coordinate axes moving with the cylin- G(x, y; , i) is not symmetric in (x, y) andder, the x-axis horizontal and the y-a:is ( k n). It should be noted that the source- potential is logarithmically infinite-atvertical, y increasing with depth. We shall iotentai th a iufinite atbe concerned with motions which are steady infinity, Ind this suggests that herelative to the cylinder. The velocity solution of the-boundary-value proole- (seepotentia is then written in the form 92 above) may have the same property.- Thispotential is thwill in fact be shown in g4 below. it is
Lix + 4(x'y).

since the density is assumed uniform important to note that G( ) is not an even'< I we have function of x- i It is also important to
note that the surface singularity is9 2  a2  = replaced by a weaker singularity when q 0.

(x2 +-7)(x,y) =0 in the fluid. (2.1) The potential G(x, y; r, 0) wili bedescribed
as a weak surface singularity. similarlySince there is no flow across the boundary as y wa surac (appartya oiztalSC of the cylinder we have -G(x, y; &, )/ax (apparently a horizontalCcwdipole) is a vortex. These results follow

-U-x  from the expansions in the appendix.
i U= l- on C (2.2)

4. THE LEAST SINGULAR-SOLUTION FOR THE HALF-to C.IMMERSED SEMI-CIRCLE
Since there are no waves formed

fomdCosdrthe potential flx, y) = r-in6upstream of the cylinder we have Consi de t e p en i l ( , y) = (rs in
r cos ), given by the multipole expansion

ax when x A -P.(2.3) AKx, Ky) +BQ(Kx, Ky)Ua
curve C is assumed to intersect the line



-r . ad bounded in the.corners. (Actually it
costl~~~~ ~ ~ mlcs2m1O Il be seen, that am 0l/~ andf ~~ s(2m1) 0,Proof- oi- Theorem 1 fsc ail

+ ~8' 2M+1 converging solution exists then we may-put £
0 !in (4.3) and obtain

r r~. ~r~~ ~msm? = 0-(4.5)
P (Kc,Ky) l.ogKr + -e co xt~kJ+ --- " snMJ On conbining this with (4.3) we see that

1KxKy))1i, say, 4 -\/-p IB// 0 v.I

and Q(Kx,Ky) -4XySi .kx-@,B I +12~C -e (4s6)

=IQ (Kx,Ky) I + U02(xy)~ say,
Similarly,. on Putting e = in (4.4) We

whers the Cauchy Principal Value is to be find that
taken at K = - (An arbitrary cofistant may
be added to ,(x, y) .) it is readily verif ied A/a P +~ +B a Q. -Ka~B gsin(mA~) - -1.
that each term of the right-hand side of \r2 r~ 47
(4.1) satisfies Laplace's equation (2.1) and O obnn hswt 44 eseta

£ the free-surface condition (2.4) and the ~
radiation condition (2.3). The boundary P \ sn a P +
condition 6~ / o\r 2/ A I/

/U \i -sn /& (
\ /~ -- ~gnO, - . 0 (4.2) sn a.-, (4B

on the~ semi-circle C is also satisfied if (m2 i 1n2 ,,Q(i 2+)_
tne coefficients A, B, a., , are chosen ,so
tat in the interval -2-v -~ he

equations -i~.nmh-

A/a& p P B B Q We shall now verify that the Ltolutions of
(4.3 1- r 4.6) and (4.8) satisfy am = O(l/m1) and

am = 0(1/mir. by transforming (4.6) and
_-Q0(cosA-Ka) - (2n$+.l)n -a s2mI t cs 2r =0 (4.81 into systems of simultanaous equations.

rn4 n:2Yf+1Consider e.g. (4.8). M&ultiply in turn by
the complete set sin(2t+2), U~ 0,1,2,.,

and and integrate over (- -. 1T). An infinite

'aP\ B-a-Q Si set oi equations of the form
~\r2/ \r /(4.4) -

(2nf2)8n(~m(2 Z =~ 2+2)B.4a )a (--r+2) i c_, z. 012..
(2+2 sin (Z22 sin (2m+l);- 0. 0 .fl(49

ITOis obtained where cz is the Pourier coeffic-

are satisfied. (Here and elsewhere brackets ient of the left-hand side of (4.8) and
< 's are used to indicate that r is put where the coefficients am can be found

squal to a- inside the brackets.) The explicitly bx- elemenfary integrations-.
equations (4.3) and (4.4] are series expan- Write (4.9) In the form
sions resembling Fourier series. When A
and B have been chosen arbitrarily these (2+)8~ ~ 2 )a(+20 2 2c
equations can be shown to have unique 9 .d
solutions am, Sm (m 0,1,2, ... ) exceptm 4-O

posibl ata dscrte et f ireglarBy integration by parts it can be shown
values of Ka, and it can also be shown that thtcZ-(/ 3),-tu X2+)4~C2 is
am= 0(1/n 2) and.fim =0(1/n2) by arguments convegent and1 ithuaso be sowntha
used in the proof of Theorem I below. (The cnegn;Adi a lob hw ta

details are omitted.) The series for the ( 2 -1-2 is c2vret h hoyo
two Velocity components are thus seen to 2m2 t
converge only slowly; at 0 6 ±3," theth sy em(;0 i hrfoea lgus o
horizontal velocity is in general d~is-th syem(.0 is hrfoealgus o

contnuos an th verica velcit isthe theory of Fredholm integral equations oft cntiuou an th veticl vlocty s he second kind. it follows that (except
logaithicaly ifintepossibly at a set of irregular values of Ka)

We now obtain~ our principal result.thr isauqesoton()sch ht

Theorem 1. The coefficients A and B in 1(2-X+2)582 is convergent. To Show thatZN(4_.1) can be chosen uniquely so that 8t O(l/Z41 oe rm(.1)ta
am 0(1/n and 0(1/n ). The corres-
ponding solution (the least-singulara
solution) has velocitie which are continuous
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immersed dei-circle; for other cross-
i(2£)3+(2)+2)2c2(a) (t n ia(2)3 t tcan be gec neralized by conformal

2m IN mapping (see e.g. Ursell 1949 for the
corresponding construction 6 wave-freet

potentials at-zero mean speed)-. -An--alter-

iz(K) 2 IV(a2I '(n)
6  nat-Sve approach-uses distrib;utions -of -~a-(m) 2 ( m) m 1= sources over the boundary curve C but

by cauchy's inequality, additional terms are needed at the ends.
Thus for the half-immersed semi-dircle e

S2z+2 find

mt. ( +)"m" Theorem 2. The least singular solution
(obtained in Theorem 1 above) can be
represented in the form(2a+21a =O/ ,

It can be shown that m- 2 E mL 2 )

and it follows that s = o(l/t"). Evidently, (xy) =U u(MG(x,yasi ,aos ) (5.1)

from (4.8), 8£ is of the form
6z =AB (P) + BB( , (4.M1) G(xy;aO)

in an obvious notation, where 6(P 2 ) and - G(x,y;-a,O) , (5.3)
8.(Q) ate independent of A and B, and where K

= 0(1/t4) and B(Q) = 0(1/0,). Thus,

from (4.7), ' where the coefficients (tt) in (5.2) And
,u(- r) in (5.3) are the limits of the

A a-T_ Ka (P)sin(m+ )z source-density function u(S) when 0 : =.
r 2 4 A corresponding result holds for the least

(4.12) singular solution exterior to an arbitrary
-mQis u boundary Curve C intersecting the horitontal+B ' sa=-l. at right ahgles.

0  To motivate the following proof let us
S a f (recall the corresponding results inpotential
Similarly, from (4.6), theory and in acoustics (Lamb 1932, §58 and

A290). These are obtained from Green's
z ( I  t theorem which states that the exterior

solution A(x, y) can be represented bywhere c(Pi) = O(1i) and a£(Q2) = o(1/£), sources of density (2m -06/an and normal
thus, from (4.5), d

p\ -)cosm, over C. Consider now the interior potential
>a 0/int such that tint on C: let the

(4.14) corresponding normal velocity on C be

denoted by a~./n. Then, by Green's-+B I 2 a -Ka m(0 ) -os O. " t
- theorem, sources of density (2fl -!Aint/an

From (4.12) and (4.14) the values of A and and normal dipoles of density -(201 cin
int

B are uniquely determined except when the -
determinant of the system (4.12), (4.14) -(f20) distributed over C, generate a
dete n ohene a, e and4-5. 2 4re4 determinnull field exterior to C. By subtraction it
fo ( vanisheS; hence c£ and are detemined follows that the exterior solution ¢(x, y)
f ( 3 dh scan be represented by a source distribution
determined from (4.1) except for an of density (2r)-13(-4int)/an over C.
arbitrary additive constant. It is obvious
that the potential 4(x, y) does indeed Similar ideas will now be applied to the
satisfy the boundary condition (4.2). it Kelvin-Neumann problem.
remains to be verified that the determinant Proof of Theorem 2. (Not all the details
of the system (4.12), (4.14) does not will be giveni) Apply Green's theorem to
vanish identically; this can be done by the least singular solution ¢(x, y) and toconsidering the system for small Ka. Thus the reversed source function G(x,y;rjn)

the procedure described above is effective = G(r,n;x,y) in the region bounded by the
except possibly at a discrete set of values contour C, by a large semi-circle S(R), and
of Ka and provides a construction for the by the two segments of the x-axis between C
least singular potential *(x, y). It can and S(R). (Note that € and E invo]-ve
be shown that for general values of Ka the arbitrary additive constants.) It is
logarithmic terms in (4.1) do not cancel, assumed that , i lies in this region.
thus this potential is logarithmically Then we find that
infinite at infinity.

This concludes the proof of Theorem 1. a2n) =

5. R.EPRESENTATION BY SOURCES-(xyn- (xdcsxy
an

__The method of multipoles, described in
54 above, is appropriate for the half-
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SR S(R1 (R,0)

ai 1, E Write dningAS8
+ dx+ 4;-d_--4)-=

-&-S WE _3dx where the normal gradients are- to- be -

a' [!pr evaluated at -(x,y) mi(asin-o, acos-v) -also
note that G.(x, y; G ~ t= if;- xi-y)

~ R(a 2)Then it is- seen that -(5.7) =Is eqiiiva-ent--to
= ~ I)----~dxfomth feesufaeTheorem 2,_ except fo-r th-e two terms Arising

a a yconition from the large semi-circle. I- It- can _-be shown
that these contribute at mnost An-additiVe

1_ _3G_:-iconstan~t. This concludes tepofo
- &- dx from Laplace's equation, Term2

a Note that for reasons of brevit. -we
- (R,O) have-omitted proofs that the least singular

l'G-E i(4 inter' r potentiaL exists,_ and that the-
K ~ XiaO~' arge semi-circle contributes at most a

ax axi(a,01 const)ant t- the notential.
We can noW see how~the least singular

and-simiarlypotential can be constructed by-meanis-of-an
a- (-a,O) integral equation- -Wr-ite

CR (RO)-(x' =U!U( )~xy~sinea-asO)

-2~(Zzr n -a weethe last two- terms (apparently -waive-
sources) Are actually wealk -surface if--
ariti s. The fundtion u(6) and te

ds1' G- R constants p and q are to be detrmied. On
-LB ds- -- I (ROer fidnha

__1SR)K (RO (5.5 applying the boundary condition (4.-2) we

let in(x, y) denote the least singular +_ (r e~r sin am cos ;a sin eja Cos-)a

inero potential satisyfing -in on C.

(The construction of this potential involves
the superposition of regular wave potentials =r/ .(rsina,rcbsu; a, O)

__and resembles the construction of the least "
__singular exterior potential. The details

are omnitted.i) Apply Green's theorem to t- /a-! G(rsina, rcosa;-, )
and to a in the interior region bounded At\~
by C and by the x-axis. Then

__ -sina. (5.9)

__ if nThis is a Fredholm equation of the -seconid
kind, and (except possibly at a discrete

set f ireqlar-Values of 1(a) there i~
___x unique solution which is evidently of the

-a kn y !5v y int; or

___ - ~(a,0)Oq() + 0) (5.10)

___I in -xit 56 where the functions u+(S), u_(0-), ~()are
___ -(-a,0) the solutions-corresponding to thepthree

known functions on-the right-haud side of
__as in (5.5) above. On subtracting (5.6) fS. 9). From Theorem 2-,we have- pu(= u /Ka

-_ -from (3.5) we find that and q = ut- ie)IKa;- thus, on putting 0

___ -;~(,~ =- ~and 0-= ~iin- (5.10) we -see that

___ Kap =pu~(~ + qui(QD0 + -0-)

i(-a,01 and Rag pu,-(-h:)- + qU (-L7) + .- )7

Kc it (a,o) From these equations the two constants P and

q can be found, and the source-density is-_
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then given uniquely by (5.10). to them=potertial 4(,in). Since
if p and q are instead given arbitrary G(C, r X, Y) represents a source at (-, Y)

values, thenthe solution (5.10) can be when Y 0 this is often- interpreted at the
shown to have uribounded vertical velocities sum-of a dipole term -and a isource term.
in the cornets. This corresponds to the This interpretation is in any case-incon-
solution -(4.1) above when A and B are given sistent since-thedipoleStreng! h n (at01

- abritrary values- and- the source strength a(a, 0/d would 
not be finite if there were strong singul-

6. DISCUSSION arities in the corners. Actual!y
G( , n; a, 0) is a weak surface sirgularity,

It has been shown that for the half- and G(, '; a, 0)/3T is a vortex as c-an bWe
imersed semi-circle the Kelvin-Neumann seen from the expansions in the appenaix
problem has a two-parameter set of solutiom but even these weaker singularities are nOt
if the singularities in the two corners are present in the least=singular solution. The
at most weak surface sihgularities. There correct interpretation can be inferred from =

is just one solution, the least singular the representation (5.1-5.3) of the least
solution, forwhich the velocity is bounded singular solution, whichconsists of a
in-both corners- It has been shown how continuous distribution of sources together
this solution can be constructed, either by with a discrete weak surface singularity inthe method of multi-les or by adistri- each corner. Near each- -orner the end-effect

bution of wave sourcesover the boundary. of the source distribution is like a weak
(The source denity-satisfieS an integral surface singularity and is cancelled by the
equation (5.9) involving additional end- corresponding discrete Weak surface singul-
contributions.) There is however no arity term. Similariy near a corner the=end
obvious physical reason why the condition effect of the dipole distribution is like a
of boundedness should be imposed in the vortex and is cancelled by the corresp-onina
corners. In-the physical problem the discrete vortex teim

-prturbation velocity is in fact not small
in the corners, and- the -inearization is 7. ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
not valid there. It would thus be ecually
reasonable tol ook for solutions of the I am grateful to Mr. Katsuo Suzuki for
nerturbation equations Which have weak or his valuable comments on an earlier version
strong singularities in-the corners but of this paper.
there is then no obvious way of deciding
-what singularities would be appropriate. APPENDIX. Power series expansioa associated

in an earlier unpublished version with the source potentia-.
(1978) of this work the representation
(5-i0) was used with p = q = 0, and it was we consider the functions

= shown that the Vertical velocity in the C
corners in then-unbounded. This choice is C(Kx, K = - e c .. l
arbitrary, as was pointed out to me b- Mr.
Katsuo Suzuki, whose criticism led me to a .

.-more thorough study of the problem. and S(Kxi 1Kv) e sir -x 2)
Suuki's own choice of-p and q is based on
adtionai physical conditions and does not where the Cauchv Principal Vale is to be
lead to the least singular solution; -

Although -here is ib obvious physical reason taken at k K. Wri (
why the least singular solution should be
preferred in two dimensions there may well wT-en
be-physical reasons why a corresponding 

-

-boundedness condition should be applied in pe-P'F( ) r = dki
three dimensions, and this is one of the - (k-K) (k+--)
motivations of the present study. the order of Integraticm,

The-perturbation potential (x, y)
• becones logarithmically unbounded at 1|n&-l 1

infinity, the velocities due to the logar- pn L'Ik. .. .k
ithmic terms tend to 0 at infinity. There
appears to be no physical reason for m
excluding such a solution; it will be = i l (A 3)
recalled-that the total potential is m=O p
linearly unbounded at infinity.

It is sometimes stated that the pertur- Also, from Euler's definition of the gamma
bation potential must have strong singular- function,
It iin-the corners; it has been seen in e (K¢ K w
the present work that this conclusion is e F(v+l) whence by
incorrect. The usual argument is based on P
(5.5) above which from the corner at (a, 0) differentiation with respect to v,
contributes terms dtto

-p; F)g (A.-4)
(2K) *(a,O)-G(,-a,o)+(2nK)F' (a,O)G(r,n;aO) e (d j =

0-
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On comparing--this-with-(A.3), we find that - snxde csK hn X I

n(C) V .?=I~v{~ ft Since C ) is -an even f unction-of -Kx and
St U is an- odd -function of _xx we= infer

-~ ~~~ q .(~kK ~m r -) that

t(nr-(rifl) C(A'xKy)z,.*- --snxx---r-o t8VX- (A.9)=

whence -_KY;_

6-kMdk m MK) ' m+lfl

a i! lrKF0 We also need theexaso frth-orbtl
t.) dipole-

Now put C- ~+ix re' ,then d--e 'inc

-e (,cosk)xc- i sin kx)~ -T

e sinkxcdk-- eM' snkk-~

= ~ ~ ~ ~ o -* (lh*A4 c + a. sinxn9

'r~ I (M+1r-r -KS Ky)

on taking -real dnd imaginary narts we find =- K(xX)
that - tf.U)

C(K'cKy) -~ - Zy 7kK and the well-known expansion§

-. 1 (;j ~ "nl) -s* m =

= ~ lW rjosi~ 1 lgKr ~ ' =ccs Kx -F " cosr (A.12)
m l 1 *.6) IL

and-that
-Y inv

e-' sinlx si rw (A-13

dk in_
e * siin-

LM
.HH dodynmcs 6t' Ed-

Ul) Cambridge University Press. 1932.
It is known that -,and 2. fursell, F..i On thi rolling motion of

()cylinders in te surface of a fluid. Quart.
+'mil 1 + whiere J. Miech. AppI. Math., 1949, 2, 335*353.=

flinMF 1 2 in' 3. Wehau~en,,j.V. and atnL.

I=0-5-172 -- is -uler's constant. Surface Waves, Handbuch der Physik, Vol. 9, _

To fine the behaviour of F-(y4=ix) when 1960, 446-713 Berlin: Springer.-
x +-, consider

k -k; dk
Fi=e k-K

I kk-dk -K
10-e =ae ~

Sby adding ano subtracting thd integral along
a smnall indentation below k =K,

=exp(- iw)

-!L' C t ri-iC, (A.8)
S k-KX

Iwhere the indented path along the real
k-axis has been deformed into the path
arg k= - k on which the integrand is --Ebounded. The integral in (A.8) is easily
seen to tend to 0 when Xx -4,and we thus

find that

-Ftc) =C(KM,Kyl - iS(rGXjy)

SKy~x --
ae _CS snw



D iscussion y) ()G(Xy;a _si coSoad

K. Suzuki (Ja--a;efflsACI) -U/Klt.i(vA/2)G(x, y;81-a0J) (--/2) G (xyVa, 0)]

-The author has settled the problem of
the uniqueness of the 2--D Kelvin-Neumann +U/KC IG(x,y;a,0l-G(r,y;-a,0)] - S l)

solution. The solution can be represented P
in various manners, for example, -Green's When C =0, this repre6sentation gives -the
representation, mutipole expansion and so least gingular solution. The streamlines
an. Furthermiore, the solution can be deter- are shown in Fig.S-l(i-d) for various sin-
mined arbitrarily, as shown by Bessho-izuno gular solutions.
(Sci.Eng.Rep,Defense Academy. 1-1,1963) and I have a question concninp the

Eggers (Disc.to Bessho,ISWR,1976). multipole expression (4.1), whether the-
Prof. Ursell has made clear that the logarithmic terms do not cancel ? Once~-we

least singular solution can be determined assume that both the velocity potential
uniquely if one assumes continuity and and the flow are continuous (least sincular)

boundedness of the velocities at the even in the corners, we had better replace
corners. He has also indicated that there the logarithmic singularity -by a dinie Id
are infinitely many solutions according to singularity. This results from two

the properties prescribed at the corners, reasons.
I had earlier calculated the 2-D To show one of them we shall first -

Kelvin-Neumann solutions of the following deal with the lihearized free-sLrface c-

-form (1978,unpublished); dition (Wehausen-Laitone,1960,p-471) as

$R

jt Z
-IL _

a) Least singular solution b) Zero-vertical flux flow
(C=0) (Cp=2)

I-

440 0- 3.

30

2-r

c) Approximate flow for slightly d) Wave-free flow (C -1.568)
sunken 'idcle (C =2.1)

Fig. S1I Comparison of streamlines around a semi-submerged
circle for various singular solutions ( Ka=0.4
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_+qconst for y=O (-2)Kt+t-0tI)

where V is a°:conjugate (stream) function t-=-s 1
for V-. We can ptit the constant in-the I - tst
right-hand side zero upstream from the
body without losing validity, on the _U_
assum-ion that 0 as x-= (1) (see the t=yt==K (5)
number in Fig.S-2). As x tends to the
forward corner point Pr along the line y=O, F. 2
we take *=I-/K (*x=-l=incident velocity) rig
from the continuity of the velocity at the
corner Pp()*ic h temfnto, g(z) instead of g(z), we can show that the -conr PF (2). Since the stream function,•

=y+0, is constant on the body surface, corresponding function- (z) is Writtih in-the form-of eq.(4.l). But such a solitcwe have -2=-I/K there from the continuity cnntstsye.(-)
of the stream function at the corner PF (3). -The ne t reason is that both the
By using the continuity of the stream func- least singular solution (5.1-3) and a sin-
tion and the velocity at the corner PA, we

- , gular solution (S-i) do not become logarith-
can also derive the fact that 4 --le W -/Kiclyubnddaifnt.Tes solu-at the corner PA in the free surface v=O mically unbounded at infini Thes l-- tions can be--looked on as-a-point soudrce
(4). Finally we obtain the zero value for ti a looke as h int or
the constant in the right-hand side of eq.
(S-2) downstream from the body (5).

Thus the linearized free-surface con- .,= /2( 1
dition can be written in the following y 2  d~form:

x log(KR), (S-9)

where R=V(x 2 +vy) We can show that -theRe Llf(z)]=0 for y=0, outside C, (S-3 I-strebgth of the point source is equal to
the difference of tthe x-velocities at P-

where L=d/dz-iK (differential operator) and PA,#Z--XQ , both of which ar to-b&
K and f(z) is the perturbation complex po- taken as the limiting values to PA ahd PF-

tential. We introduce a new function, on the line y=O. This relation was shown
analytic for I: !zIl (assume that the body for the 3-D Neumann-Kelvin solution -by
: is a semi-circle) as -Tsutsumi (1976, unpublished) and is to-be -_

__ ~z)L~fz)]reviewed at continued Washington Workshop _-

For the least singular solution- the
difference of the x-velocities vanishes

wscbecause they both become -1. As fot the
Re g(z)=O for y=O. (S-5) singular solution (S-3I), we have Cx= =A_

-1+1/2 Cp. Accordingly, the strength of

Such a function can be written as follows: the point source in eq4(S-9) becomes zero.
This tells us the above mentioned.I; From the above two reasons, must we

g(z)=i S am/tm. (S-6) say that the logarithmic terms in eq.(4.1)
m=l cancel or that the multipole exnansiinU It should be noted that the function g*(z) for the least singular solutionzis to be

=ia~in(z) does not satisfy the condition expressed by eq.(S-8) instead of eq.(4.1) ?
(S-5)_ Substitution of (S-6) into eq. (S-t 4) gies the function f(z) as, .

f(z)=1/Ltg(z)] .ts 14ro s
iKz - -K; am

=se e-K - dc. (S-7) I believe that oreat progress has been
--- made by Prof. Ursell from a theoretical

The above solution is rewritten as a com- view point, especially in its mathematical
= bination of the two terms of wave doublets aspects.

and the sequence of wave-free potentials I want to make some comments in theI as shown in the following: following. As the author says in his dis-
cussion in the paper concerning a rather

f(Z)=flWr(t 0 2w (z;O)+t cn+2h (z), (S-8) popular misunderstanding that the perturba-
nnl tion potential must have strong singulari-

- ties in tle corners. This misunderstanding
where was also mine before I read this. I think

this misunderstanding originates from two
hn(Z)=i/zn(l-i!KZ), reasons.
n As the author points out, one 6rigi-
are the wave doublets in the x- and nates from the ontribution from the ornor

x-directions respectively. if we use g(z)+ (See Eqs.(5.2) & (5.3)), or the so-called
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line-integral term in the three-dimensional a 0 _

broblem. -And-the other may originate from -(K + ) 0I.e. K + ) 0,
a confusion with a stagnation point -singu-
larity in- slender-body approximation. iie. K0

The -corner- contribution is derived BY
from a free-surface singularity distribu- free surface
tion by processes such as shown by Eq.(5.4). Thu for any -pint xOr on the osi-

Hence, in the original form; the potential tiv X-ais outside C we have-
is expressed by the sum of a singularity
distribution on the cylinder surface and ,
on the free surface. From this expression, K4(X,0) + "!(X,0) -Ka,0) + (a;0),
-we may have a feeling that the velocity at C)

-

the corner may not be strongly singular.a
But this-is nothing more than-a feeling. a
We should pay enough attention-to Prof. K (rX,0) + I -X,0) = K-(-a,0)
Ursell's finding that the-source distribu- "y
tion on the cylinder surface given by Eq. +
(5.1) shows a -weak singularity at each + (-a,O)
corner and this singularity cancels -the
similar singularity due to the corner Since the total mass flux out of -C vanishes
contribution given -by Eqs.(5.2) or J5.3. we -have= V(a, 0) (-a,0), and from-4(2 Z)

Concerning t-he-misunderstanding, if we have 'a 0) =-(-a,0) -U.
I'm not wrongi originating from a confusion By Ty-
with a stagnation point singularity- in the It follows that
slender-body approximation, my comment is
as folows. in the- case of a-slender body, aX
the -potetial makes a change of 0(1) in (KO + -) (X,0) = {X Y + ) C-x,0) -

the neighbourhood of the stagnatich-point,
and -the size of the- neighbourhood is 0(c). (l)-
This may :be the reason whv the singularity
appears there. On the contrary, in -the Consider this equation when X

- present problem, the potential makes a From the expansion (4.1) we have
- } change of 0(I) in the neighbourhood of each
- corner but the size is also -(I). There- 4(k. -Ae-K)san Kx + 2,Be-KYcWS-Kx

fore, the potential may be expressed without Ua
L introducing a-strong sicularity at each

corner, and this may be the reason why the +(A Kau)log Kr,
least singular solution in the form of Eq.
(4.1) is possible, when x is large and positive, ana

Finally, I would like to express again is near
my surprise and admiration for the really 2
great originality of this paper. -(Y) ,(a - Kaoa)log Kr,

U=:

when x is large and negative, and 0-

is near

s Reply it folluws that the conjugate stream func-
tion V( ,y) is given by

*Ax, y) Ky0  Xx+ xU-- 14 2 2Ae Kcot Kx + 2zBe-KYsin KX,

F. Ursel (U.P, oft ar---ste Ua
+ (a - Kaa o)0,

In my paper I showed that there is a when x is large and positive, and 6 is
unique least singular solution which has near 1
finite velocities M the-corners, and I 2 ;
suggested that the velocity potential would (x (A - Ka f ,-,
in general be logarithmically infinite at Ua _

= infinity. In his discussion Mr. Suzuki
has given a convincing argument (based on when xl large and negative, and 6 is

the- integral representation, equations - near(5.1 5.;3), ) to show that the potentibl Exressions~f r ~ a edd cdb

is in fact bounded at infinity. I have differentiation. On substituting in (1)

now established the samie conclusion for the above and noting that 6 = :4f at (X,0) we
potential in the alternative multipole form obtain A - Kao0 = 0, i.e. the terms
(4-1), using a simplifisi Version of Suzu- A
ki's argument. r -

Let W (x,y) denote the stream function
conjugate to A (x,f). On each segnent of combine to form a dipole singularity which

the -fred surface we have is bounded at infinityi This is -equi__lent
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to Suzuki' s result. I wish once again to corners. No physical arGument tad iet :been
express my gratitude to Mr. Suzuki for his given for preferring the least :singular
contributions to my work- solution to other poSsible solutions. >Aard

I also thank Dr. Isshiki for his- valu- other -Solutions may turn--out to -be nhy ic-
able comments which help to elucidate the ally nore appropriate. -This is a prob1em
-orn of the least singular solution in the -which requirs further study.

°-l

N
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Numerical Solution of Transient and Steady
Free-Surface Flows about a
Ship of General Hull Shape
Robet K.-C. Chan and Frank W.-K. Chan

Del Mr. GQF& S

ABSTRACT O A single-valued function -which
This paper describes a finite-ie measures the distance of the hull

ence numerical technique for simulating surface from- the shipts -center
transient and steady-state three-dimension-plane in the rectangular c-rtesian
al potential flow about a ship with blunt system ith Yr n z)i
bow. The primary features of the method in-Y
diude the use of special coordinate trans- G An arbitrary scalar function
formations to allow rigorous application of
hull surface and free surface boundary con- g Gravitational acceleration
ditions, and application of Orlanski's nu-
merical open boundary condition to prevent R The distance between the origin of
nonphysical wave reflections from bound- the coordinate system and the cen-
aries of the computational region. The ter of the semi-submerged sphere
method has been applied to wave resistance in Fig. 7.
of a tanker with and without protruded bow.
It is found that the breaking of bow wave T Spatial 7oordinate along one of
occurs at a higher- Froude number for the the mesh line directions (Fig. 6).
protruded--bow, thus reducing- the wave drag
considerably at higher Froude numbers. IMAX Maximum value of the subscript i

(Fi. 6).4
NOMENCLATURE

a spatial coordinate along one of
coefficients defined in Eq. (19) the mesh line directions (Fig. 6).

1i,B2  Coefficients defined in Eq. (19) J3AX Maximum value of the subscript -

S ,C2  Coefficients defined in Eq. (19)

K Spatial coordinate along_ one of
14 Resistance coefficient defined in the mesh line directions (Fig. 6).

Eq. (31)
KNAX Maxinum value of the subscdript k

fl1 .D2  Coefficients defined in Eq. (lte) (Fig. 6). o

/flDT Particle derivative in tha X, Y. L Characteristic length of the prob-
Z, T) system lem

F An arbitrary cralar function N Time as measured at 4 given spa-
tial point in the [1 3, K) sys-

r Froude number; Fr U/ JgL 4 tem.

f A single-valued function which de- A -Unit normal vector at the bull
scribes the hull surface (Eq. (6)1 surface.
in the spherical polar coordinate nlin 2 n3 Components of At in the (x; y. z)
system C:r, 6i 6,)4 system te
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Fluid pressure One of the angular coordinates me
fined in Eq. M7

Radusofa seisb-rqed sphere.
One of the angular coordinates i

No. 'rtorizonta'11 force exper-lenctd Fig. 4.
by the shi.IP

Radi1al tCordinatp defined inE.
In. p Fluid-densit

RadiAal cor-ponent of the spherAcal * eoct tera

polar coordinatle svstnson
- ii- COne of tr- ano--1 ar c 0oonae5de

tinco in (

nrea of wette hull surfaceoe-r aala oliae

±i-ne as ne-Asured in the absolute f 1ned in a

Inrilfrane of reference. Aalt=o'v- h~1;

Tim as measured the p011100 co- .

ordinate s'5-v~r .r, t I.wt'
the frrene rre-~ren.c '-iyt-- in Gra enl

the shin.

a co-st8.At f i mal Sneed __ -

s-mn i n Its f-rwar- notion. uesr~

-e, in vol i-n u-II n e

w'r rsoect totne

u 0  Define= in

__A- noin ts a11r--=a

v =';ned irf 31
0

-- X,Y,7 Re-rnuar carte-san COOM rates r-. r-e ..* as-m the

In an 'neriua! frane Of referene

R~~ ecta nular _cz te-sian coordinate5 Ti -x aur s Pl- aIona __

'- a'-a- of reence fixed4 in

Xc#Y_ coordlinates ofth sipscne
of rotation in the ix. Y. ZI sts- !-e "ob4ct'1 e~ o- j nt#b

ten_=vr a ,unr~'ca_ ~ u for

aoeficcients defined tor. a surface shi n 0M a 'a r =

-72) =onte=mrate=n,,7--rIA an 5- -_ Z-.

_'In wiha mw' si - a1 w- h

Coefficients defined tn _' assun-tion of potenti -!owisr

9122) - tis stud-y. However. te o rl- s o

boundary conditions. irn-"'lz ,.or-1 ,e-Ir

Q*7 Coefficients defined in Sq. '77) temaeapid at Oka core~ a-a-

tions. Thi approach ecss a -nf--a 1

Agle between the forward d irec- inertn a etotIn- _cn= _.ee

lion of th- ship- and tht X-axis dicensiona- equations inar ne atI, ~
(Fig. 1). fitted connu-tational znest'. Za

odcan e usedi to obtain 'b" h nsleI aw

Co Yt efficients defined inEq. 2) tadyftaeslto.
.hero are three naj-or coo- erns when

Ttine increnent In nis-erical into- calcul~ation_ three-dinensiona' flos abu

oration. shpby fiiedference teczoe a
byv many other nunerical metIhods1=- = ca.

Aff scalar "'octn definca in Las. re flections due to finite size of thk co-

(5) nd ~1.puttional reg-ion can renide -0sn

totally n-eanimless. 2. 1he fi.teOcffr-

n iqeiatidfnto fr. 4. ence schemes outet so=ranv an-

and t, whic i=ue odsribe acuacy renrmn" .Te-=t onal

the psitin ofthe free surface joesh must confontth onaC r. o

[Eq. (101. hull surface atfree surfaces) 6- tne



problem, so that boundary conditions can be axis of the ship, pointing to the front.
applied ri gotusly. To utilize the UIited Usin formal coordinate transformation 14,
computer storage efficiently, it is prefer- we obtain the- following governing-ecuations
able to select a- frame of reference fixed for the velocity potential 2n the Ix,
in the ship so that the sesh resolution is z, t) system:
concentrated -ear the ship. in this refer-
ence frape, the ship appears to be station- Laplace Cquaion

ary in a running strea-. Conputationally,
this arrangement creates probiens with )xx zz
boundary conditions at the "open-boundary," _
ihere the flow and waves are supposed to Bernoulli eouaxon

leave the computation region. Improper
trea t -ent of this type of boundary can re- - m2 )2suit in nonphysical "reflect ions- Fortunate- * -x Vtv+ V [ -

lV, with the appearance of Orlanski's MI) -

excellent technicue for numerically propa- 2 z + - = 0 (2)
natina waves out of a finite region, this
difficulty is now removed. With implicit where

treatment of those terns that covern wave - + my -
pro-ations, the finite-difference method 3

gtven in this pacer prodUces soluti¢ns that v = - v - 3

are stable all the way through the tran- 0

sient neriod to the steady state. As to the = cos g + - sin z -3)
problems of ceonetry, a body-fitted coordi- -

nate Svstem nas been developed by deforming = (x0 J scin 4 ia lt cos
the sphericall "W cordinate syste= in
such a way that _ = ew coordinate surfaces a a
conf r the free surface and the halt

in the su 6ions that follkw, a de- In the eq-quations ab-ve -subscripts s, . z,
-alles descripti¢n or the derivation of the and t denote partial dwfhereneiation. wie-

:ot he ae gien. andt YE .:n§Y:iai: f
Coorcinate sstn and relted transforma- VxC) -are the coordinates of the instan-tions ot the gi- e-rnin e-quations are give., ta4ou poIino hpsc-.e o -

Somme sacDle caiculations o t e flow ahgut rota io- in the (X, Y,r T fraz- of r-ef-
<eci-submrged sphere, an- comparison e- erence. The forward motion o= a s-ip-es

tween a HSVA tanker an a noc- tied tanker speo-ia! case in which = Y = constant,
wih*rotruded -bow are Ascussed4 and, i1 we ~'ce o cneneceC

-= te that X c  v - and

2 o. F vtrIA ow OM SHE P s-LE .... ar e manermllv functons te tsere-
Potentia +-d fore, arbitrary planar motions of t ship

Study. As shown n Q- ~ u. so~.,in Fi . 1, let MX, Y, Z#

he tb- cartesian coord nates referred to a. Hull $ rac Ro.... v Condition
absolute inertial frame. and ne , v, . t'
he their conep w-t ref ren-_ a
movimo frae wnich -s .ix& In the ship. We
assume furth'er that the ship u nder oes an a, ,,n) re the cartesxa -itnapo-
_abitrary Planar nation suc that nts t nents cC h_ eni normal vector At at the
(i.e., the vertical axis of the sin- a!- hull s-ae a eas-e in the (x, y, z, t

ways nintS vertically uwA e postPve svste
x-direction is the same as 'the lo-itudinal

inre-tic Free Surface condition
i -'-:t - 0  (5)

Where C is a scalar function defin ui
sU-a that ¢ a C at the free surface
for al imes-. D0 is the Particle deiv-

> ative of in the inertial r - C, f, r,
Tl Exlii forms for Vq . (5) can not -be

-iv - the final body-fitted curvilin-
ear c-ordinate syste -is selected. We wiil
return to this equation later-

- i Te urinary *oal of our effort is toC } !I . o=:.,,
I develop- a conoutational procedure utiliti.g

a mes= sytste +i ch conforms to the fre
surface and the surface of the boady. such a

&y - z esh system would -3lk-w rigorous apulica- ~
tion of the complete sets ot free surface
...an bcll sunface boundary ontions at

Vl--r exact positi-ons. Reference coiides

Pi . I Framne of Reference it te sh ata- c to s hip madea i u a

El~ed s r ,tr t -r- ship hlabl .ia

__ Ic
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be described by a- single-valued function y computeri which again consumes a -large
= fo(x,z)i, where y is the distance of the fraction of the precious storage.
hull surface measured- from t,e ship's cen- Fortunately, -for the ship wav obem
ter plane (i.e., the x-z plane). The class under consideration, a general -curvli r
of body shapes was therefore limited to mesh is not needed. The computation canmbe
those representable by f,(x,z), with a efficiently performed in-a -compositemesh
sharp-edged keel (Pig. 2). syftem as shown in Fig. 3. The bulk of the

To extend the method to hulls without flow field lies in the "lower region'whi°ch
the restriction of sharp-edged keel, a dif- can be covered by a fixed mesh conforming
ferent choice of body-fitted coordinate to the body surface. -In the "upper region,"
system must he made. With applications to a more general, time-dependent mesh is used
tankers and other wide-team blunt-bow ships tv conform to the hul:l surface, to the in-
in mind, we choose a mesh which is obtained terface between the two regions, ar to-the
by deforming the usual spherical polar co- moving free surface. The upper r~gi6n is
ordinate system (i.e., stretching) in the relatively Small, the only requirement be-
radial direction in such a way that the new ing that its lower boundary (iie., the "in-
coordinate surfaces conform to the free terface") be placed low enough so that it
surface and the hull. At the time this work is not crossed over by the free surface at
was started (1977), many researchers had any time. Since the more general mesh sys-
explored the use of very general, body- te sue ny in h ml pe ein
fitted meshes to solve problems in- computa- the expensive part of -he computation is
tional fluid dynamics (3] with considerable minimized.
success. This type of approach has been We now describe the coordinate trans-
applied to two-dimensional, time-dependent formations necessary to obtain the desired
problems with free surface and body inter- mesh system. Let (r', 0', *') be the spher-
actions. For three-dimensional problems, ical polar coordinates with origin at pont
however, this general approach is not prac- 0 in Figs. 3 and 4. We use t' to- designate
tical because of its demand on computer the angle as shown in Fig. 4 to aoid con-
time and storage. As th6 free surface fusion with the velocity potential . The
moves, the new curvilinear mesh must be re- origin is suitably located inside the body
generated at each new time step and the co- and placed at the same level as the Inter-
ordinates (x, y, z) of each node point have face between the upper -and lower regions.
to- be stored. It would also be very expen- For most hull shapes, the hull can be -de-
sive to solve the Laplace equation V2¢ = 0 scribed by the single-valued function
in such a system, unless all the coeffi-
cients of transformation are stored in the r' f(0,(,) . (6)

Total Length of Sh. ' To generate a body-fitted coordinate system
Nominal Length of Ship (r, 8, qY), we make the following change of

variables
G FE D BA-

-08 -04 00 04 08
Longitudinal Distance, x/L -

(a) Top View Free Surface

Stern Bow Rer

00

-o i. 1 - , ier

-0-3

-0A

-05

02 01 00 0.' 0.2 A

(b) Cross Sections

Fig. 2 -Shiplike Body with Sharp Keel Fig. 3 Composite Mesh System-
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F Ox sin 0- cos rr

/~G tr04~ in e- sin c'

/r + ~~cos 0- sin V 4' - I do

e. 

___7_-in 0

0y C z Cos0' G sin GO,. (9)

If F is another scalar function, we also
have

r r' (r 2 91

x
+

+ 2 2 G P(0
Fig. A Spherical Coordinate System(r si 4' '

By the transformation of Equations (7), we
obtain

r r' - C =

0 = (7) Go,. C8 - fer(1

G' G 4' f~ _*
The surface r =0 coincides with the hull Using Eqs. (8), (9), and (11), Eqs. (I)- and
surface, and -the -plane 0 = irf/2 separates (2) are transformed into
the upper region from the lower one. As
shown in Fig. 3, the mesh points on and be-
low the plane 0 = n/2 are fixed in space Laplace Equation
relative to the ship. The mesh pitsat
the free surface, however, move with the
free surface, and the region in hetween is ([r + ) f)]sine +() 0
divided intc subregions with equal angular 04
intervals, e.g., between points 1 and 2 in
Fig. 3 (point 2 is fixed hur point 1 is al- + sino *0 +
loved :o slide up and down along the mesh
line r = constant). This ariangement allows
effective resolution of the flow field ne - 2f sino 0 2 f 4 -sine0 cos e
the intersection of the free surface ano0r 4 4
the hull.-

+ J[2(r + f) -feel sin e f f0 sin 0 cos 0-

Governing Equations in the (r, 0,4)
-Coordinate System f (12)

The relations between the Cartesian
coordinates (x, y, z) and the spherical po-
lar coordinates (r a', 4')are Bernoulli Equation

x =r' sin 0' cos I + u 1  A)4r + 1uB1 +

y =r' sin 0' sin 4' .(i 1 +v 2)44  2 +

z~~~ f r1o(r+[ e e ] + f) sin e

For any scalar function G, defined in the
space unde~r consideration, we can write + g(r + f) Cos 8 + P 0 -(13)
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;Hull-Surface-Boundary- Condition 4T + IX;X - y~y + ZtZ 0

The hull- surface condition can now he or
derived. -First, -we observe that the- func-
tion _r, where r = r' - f(Oj*', has the + V
Value zero at the hull- surface by defini- ~r ~ =0(7

tion, and that its gradient Vr is normal- to
the hull surface. Therefore, vr/I7rI is rmEs 7, 1) 1) n
the unit -vector whose components are (n1, Frm-s 7,(1) 1) n

-nl~ n3-) in -the (x, y,- z) system, -as men- +u~+
tione& in connection- with Eq. (4). Thus Eq.
(4) can be written as which relates time derivatives in the iner-

- -tial system to those in the moving system,
v * vr =-ur - r ~ l) Eq. (17) becomesx y

Using -Eqs. (9), (0), (11), and applied at N 0 ~~r)
r E , q. (1.A) becomes + Or + 0

2 ~ u 1 +v 2 + +f
2

(r +f

+ (108)
f where

f Di - uA1 +v 2
+ UA + vA -O ()

f2 sing _01 k'T~k+f

Kinematic-Free Surface Condition + + sinr

We defin- a scalar fucto

(r +f) (r 4- f) sin 0

The free surface-corresponds to the surface
=0, or 8 = n(r,4~,t)4 Instead of the usu-

al definition as vertical displacement -of f1 <the free surface, n now is an angle, mea- D~ uc I + vC2  2 2
sured from the vertical axis of -the (r,etip) (r + f) -sin

-coordinate system to the location of the
free surface, along lines of constant r and
S(Fig. 5). We can write Eq. (5) as In Eqs. (13) to (18), the following defini-

tions are used:

A =sine6 cos ~
z1

Co 60 +
r +f co cs~ r + f sin l

0 =TiA sin 8 sir,4
2

cor s sin ~-. .~ *

-Free Surface B -c s 0Cos(
1 r+ f

82 cos 0 sin ~

Line of Constant r and C' -+4~~

___I __~o 7P --



__When the Bernoulli equation, Eq., (13), r r(I,J,K,-N) r(I) only
is applied at the- free surface, we set p
0 and all the terms are evaluated at 0 =.0 6 (I,JK,N)
similarly, all the terms are evaluated at 0 (20)

n in Eq. (1P) . Note that D 02( at the 4, 4i(I,3,K,N) 4*(K)-only
hull surface in view of Eq. (15) and the
fact r = n at the hull. t =t(m)

Equations (12), (13) , and (15) are ap-
plicable to the lower region, since the The derivatives of a scalar quantity G are

-- (r, 0, ') coordinates are fixed with re- related as follows:
spect to the body and the mesh lines for
the lower region- are lines of constant r, G G jjl~r
8, and . For the upper region, however, C G 3 1 8)r
one more transformation is neededi to obtain G C = /
equations appropriate to the mesh system ~GG
moving with the free surface. Gi (= / gl

Governing Equations for--Upper Region

Let (1, .7, K) be the spatial coordi- t=(N-GO/)t (1
nates along the three mesh line directions
shown- in Figs. 6(a) and 6(h). Also, let Ni Due to the special construction of the mesh
be the- time as measured at a -given spatial in the upper region, 6.7j = n there,- Using
point in the (I, J, K) system. These vani- Eqs. (21) in Eqs. (12),t (13), (15), and
ables, i.e., 1, 37, K, andN are all real, UP), the governing equations for the upper
continuous numbers. In this system, we gen- region become
erally- have

Laplace Equation[

/i=2 llI 22 'JJ + 33.'KK ' 12 Ij + a3 IK

j=2 + a K + al T + 1~ a3 ~ 0

0 (22)

where

all (r1)-
2 Y,

a2, 8F [(r 1 )(o1y + sin -6

+ ( 0 "2 (K) + 2f8 sin 6 (r1  G

(a) Side View (1-3 plane) -2fp (rIl~Y'IK

wi-2

a 3 3

k=2

k=3

(b) Top View (I-K plane)a 3  -(JIF8+2r) 1 i]

Fig. 6 Definition Sketch of the (I 3 K) =,- r~l
System and Indexing of the Mesh Po~nfs a1  1(r1-) 111(r 1111 Yl + 21
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--1 ) Bernoulli ESquation

+ CK)- [(6 )-2(C )2J (tNV - %oN/e1J) + (uA1 + A2 )r-
K

F [ (R Kj) - K K 0 1+ -2

- t¢K) -I [(~ eKI + (uB 1 + VB 2 )00 + (uC1 +vC2)1( +2

-2 f
- 2f I3(0)-l( j-10] J  + + (r + f) sin 8]

S)+ g(r + f) cos 6 = 0 (25)

When used as the dynamic condition -at the

t(0 1  free surface, terms in this equation are to-y3y? sin 0 cos 6 be evaluated at 6 n

In the equations above, i.e., Eqs.
(22)-(25), coefficients Al, A2, BI, B2,
etc., are the same as given by Eqs. (19).

a3= 7 [t K) ] In these coefficients and in Eqs. (24) and
(25), spatial derivatives, such as Or, 00,
etc.,, are not expanded in terms of 01, j,

+ ff1 f12  etc. Computa-ionally, it is more efficiefnt
Y= sin28 [(r + f) + + ) to compute r, *e, and O,. by Eqs. (21- and

temporarily store these values for use in
both Eqs. (24) and (25). The same consider-
ation applies to f 0 , f , f0 6 , and f The

Y2= sin20 [2(r + f) - f 00 main purpose of deriving Eqs. (24) an (25)
is to provide expressions for evaluating ,N

-f sin 6 cos 0 - f and ON, the time rates of change of n and
0, respectively, at the moving free sur-
face.

_I- 1 it should be pointed out here that all
S= (rlj) 6 the equations (Laplace equation, hull sur-

face condition, and the kinematic and dy-
namic free surface conditions)- are employed
in the upper region, while only the Laplace

Hull Surface Boundary Condition equation and the hull surface condition are
used in the lower region. Furthermore, Eqs.
(22) and (23) apply equally well to the

7 2' lower region if we simply recognize that ON
,) 1 [f=f 01 = aK = 0 in that region. Therefore, -
trj l + + F1sino I I Eqs. (22)-(25) constitute the final set -of

I i equations for both regions. Hereafter, our
-- discussion will be in the (1, J, K, N) sys-

+ (8)l Id ~ ~ -( 1 ~e tem.

f2 sin2 3. FINITE DIFFERENCE APPROXIMATIONS
2 2 The equations derived in the preceding

f 2 2  fo section are to be solved by using finite-
x + + TJ difference approximations. First, we mustj / fs 6 fgenerate a computational mesh. Let (i, j,

k, n) be the integer indices identifying -

f -the mesh points in the (I, J, K, N) direc-
*K)l 2 sn2B OK + ;A1 + vA 2 =0 tions, respecelyely. In the following dis-

(2n 3 cussions, as an 3xample, 0- - represents
(23) the value of * evaluated at'N mesh pointi (i, j, k), and at the nth-time level. Fig-

ures f(a) and 6(b) show the relation of the
Kinematic Free Surface Condition indices (ij j, k).

Only constant mesh spacings are con-
sidered in this paper to simplify the dis-

(tN)-I'N + Dl(rl)-lni + D2(*K) cussion, although our computer program has
been written for variable mesh spacings.

+0 - f0Or Let AI = AJ = AK = I be the mesh spacings
I + ;B2 + 2 (24 in the I, j, and K directions, respective-

(r + f) ly. Then we can write
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(r1 )i  (rj+ 1 - ri-.)/2 Using Eqs. (27), Eq. (28) beccmes

( )nl n A ^ - (rf 1
- D

j (e1Ji,.k = (en~.~ - 8e.-..,k)" 2  Z n

i Cai,j,k =  i,j+l,k -Bi,j-..l,k)/2 (r + f)2 ij~(k a,j,k+l *k0j,k-.l)/2 iil + *k)
on n_,,j + ; - __fq

(¢i) = +l,j,k - *n~l,j,k)/2

f .n~l n+l= 7 Ij+l,k - 69,1,k)/-1 ,,2,k - + (29)

,. ! {aiiljk

) nflthis equation, the temC has been cast_,0 X = n ,j,k+l - *n,j,k-l)/ 2  in implicit form, i.e., evaluated at -the

new time level n+l. Similarly, applying Eq.n L nn+ *i-l k ( +5) at 6 = n and finite differencing, -we
"-I i, =,k -i+l,j,k - ' , -,j,k have

__= ,~ 4i,j+l ,k - ~'ik .~*,j-l,k ¢i l k i,l,k ,l~~e) - n

1,j1,2 ,c l  C;"ii,1,k

t *)i , jk+l j -i t form .. + e

( , ,) = ( i+l,j+l,k 1 4  1-1,,k h a(
iijj -~~ ji+l,k -l ,k +  4i- ,j-l,k k1, + ( / C2i!~,k "i(¢r

-tu I + vA 2)I4 + i;:,. + vB21 )m

etc. (26)
[€ - 0¢ 2 0 f¢ ]2 n

Using these expressions in Eqs. (22) and + -rf 2 + r
(23) leads to a system of algebraic equa- [ rTf (+f si
tirns with 5 as the only unknown. The fi- i,l,k
nite-difference version of Eq. (22) applies
to all interior points, i.e., I < i < IMAX, n l
I < j 4 JMAX, 1 < k < KMAX, while that of - t Cr + f) cos nk (30)
Eq. (23) applies to the hull surface, i.e.,

i = 1, 1 < j < JMAX, 1 < k 4 KMAX.
To apply the free surface conditions, In Eqs. (29) and (30), the subscript j=l

Eqs. (24) and (25), we write refers to a mesh point at the free surface.
n t(The last term in Eq. (30) is implicit.tn tn  At (time step) N

Thus, Eqs. (29) and (30) are to be solyed
n+l n (7 nsimu lt Te6usly for the twc unknowns 40m

: '.: i k - i 5 k(27) and nn  - This implicit coupin s ee-
*i,j,k - ij,k imlctculing is n k

nary to avoid restr-iction on the time step
-n+l n at by Courant condition based on the fast-

Nn= , - ni,k est wave component in the physical system.
The treatment here is analogous to the im-

Equation (24) can be expanded to read plicit formulation for pressure in the ICE
technique [4) to remove restriction on at -

- -1- -l by sonic speeds in calculating low speed
=tni n. + D1(r1) n- + D( KI. compressible flows. When Eqs. (29) and (30)

are applied at points lying on the water
fefr i-I line (i.e., the intersection of free sur-
_-___-___ face with the hull), the quantity #I ap-

B 1 2 .r +1f)8 2 pearing in these two equations must be com--r f) puted by using Eq. (23), which can be rear-

1 + f a- ranged to express f, in terms of 4j and *R.

+ .() I (28 This is done to insure that both the free
(r + f) surface conditions and the hull surface

condition are satisfied. !
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4. OTHER BOUNDARY CONDITIONS AND INITIAL testing the various steps of the solu ion
CONDITIONS procedure and comparing, with existing the-

ories, the forward motion of a semi-sub-
we have already discussed some of the merged sphere was first simulated. As showm

boundary conditions. For example, Eq. (23) in Fig. 7, the origin of the (r, 6, Sys-
is to be satisfied by * at the hull sur- ten is located below the center of --the
face, an simultaneous solution of Eqs. sphere-by a distance H. The *upper -region'
(29) and (30) provides values of intl at is thus bounded by the free surface and the
free surface points. The only boundary con- plane containing the x-axis. The sphere is
dition remaining to be described is that assumed to be at rest at the initial in-
occurring at the 'outflow boundary, where stant t =0, and it is then accelerated to
the flow field is truncated by the computa- a constant, fina velocity. This final ye-
tional mesh (corresponding to i =IMAX in locity is maintained until the flow field
Pigs. 6(a) and (h)]. At these mesh points, in the computational domain reaches a
proper outflow condition must be imposed so steady state. During the-early phase of the
that waves can leave the region of interest acceleration, when the free surface idis-
with minimum amount of nonphysical reflec- placement is still very small, the force
tions. This condition is crucial to suc- experienced by the sphere should be nearly
cessful computation of wave propagation in equal to one half of that experienced by a
a limited domain. Details of the outflow sphere accelerating in an infinite expanse
condition can be found !n References 1 and of fluid. Results of our calculations are
2. in agreement with this limiting behavior.

The initial conditions used in our The development of the surface wave
study are quite simple. The ship is assumed pattern is shown in Figs. 8(a)-8(l), as a
to be at rest at t = A, and then acceler- sequence of contour plots of the free sur-
ated to a final constant velocity. In due face displacement. In these plots the
time the flow field in the computation do- sphere is viewed from above and Its motion
main should reach a steady state. Thus, at is from left to right. Upward displacement
t n, 4 is zero everywhere, and n assumes is indicated by solid lines, while broken
the values for a flat free surface. lines mean that the free surface is below

the initially undisturbed water surfaced. In
5. SOLUTION PROCEDURE Fig. 8(a), the sphere has just started to

accelerate. A surge of water appears at the
The evolution of the flow field is ob- bow and a depression forms at the rear.

tamed by performing step-by-step numerical This pattern continues to grow until, t
integration of the governing finite-diffr- about t 3.4, a new crest appears at th
ence equationa with respect to tine. The stern and the first bow wave begins to move
following is a description of the sequence away from the bow. At this time, a pair of
of computatirs required to advance the troughs have developed along the sides. At
flow field by one time step. t = 4.6, Fig. 8(h), the first bow wave has

IF a. Apply the outflow boundary condi- left the computational region complet-e,

I ,otn anst a sntsfew bor wav jus apeas b-

tion to obtain new values of n andad ne bow wave j r s. Thisbe-
(i.e., qn+l and on+l) at mesh points on -cones more evident in Fig. R(i). Figure
the outer boundary of the domain. 8(l) shows the free surface configuration

when the steady state is finally reached.
b. obtain n+l and +l at free-surface The Froude number for this ca@se is Frpoints by solving Eqs. (29) and (30) 0.15, based on the final 4speed of -the

simultaneously.

c. obtain the internal distribution of -
by solving the finite-difference repre-

sntatiLon of Eq. (72) , for both the ener of Sphere -

upper and the lower region, using the /-
method of successive relaxation. In
-solving this equation, various boundary
conditions must be satisfied. For
example, must be equal to the value re Sre

of on+l at the free surface, which was
obtained in step b above; * is equal to0

= thie value of 4,n+l for outflow points as
computed in step a; at the hull sur-

- face, 4 satisfies Eq. (23).

Because of the yet unknown quantity 1, k
in Eq. (29), which is the value of 0 at tife
first mesh point below the free surface,
steps b and c must be iterated until a pre-
scribed convergence criterion is met.

6i. -EXAMPLES AND DISCUSSIONS
-The present' meth-od has been employed

to compute- the flow field and wave drag for FiJg. 7Mesh Configuration for
several body shapes. For the purpose of Semi-Submerged Sphere
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(a) T 2 .3000 (f) T =3.6000

Fig. 8 Evlaino reSraeDslcmn o h owr oino

Semi-Submerged~ Spee(r NS



(g) T - 3.9000 (j) T = 5.9000

(h) T - 4.6000 (k) T - R.8000

(i) T = 5.5000 (1) T = 26.4000

_Fig. 8 (Continued)
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sphere- U, its radius R, and the gravita- the reduction of the total wave -drag. The
tional acceleration g. In all our discus- sharp increase of wave resistance for Fr >
sions, lengths are normalized by L (charac- 0.15 in the experimental data is in fact
teristic length of the problem), velocities due to the formation of breaking waves.
by VTL, and time by EI-g. In this case, L Thus, by comparing our computed value of C-
R. Figures 9(a)-9(I) show a similar se- for the modified HSVA and the measured C.
quence of contour plots for the case F we can see that a 50% reduction of the wave
0.10. These close-up plots show more fie- drag is possible at Fr 0.17, and even
tails of the wave pattern in the vicinity more at Fr = 0.18. r
of the sphere than do Figs. 8(a)-8(l). The development of free surface wave

Wave drag can be calculated by inte- pattern near the hull of the modified HSVA
grating the pressure distribution over the tanker is shown in Figs. 15(a)-15(h). The
wetted hull surface and taking the compo- motion of the ship is from left to right.
nent opposite the direction of the ship's The steady state is reached after t > 3.70,
motion. The pressure at each mesh point ly- as in Figs. 15(g) and 15(h). The computa-
ing on the hull surface can be easily com- tional mesh on the center plane is shown in
puted by using the Bernoulli equation, Eq. Fig. 16 for the HSVA and in Fig. 17 for the
(25). For Fr 0.10, n.15, and 0.20, our modified HSVA, with the bow of both point-
computed wave drags are compared with the ing to the right. Close-up of the mesh near
theory of Baba and Hara 151. in Fig. I0. the bow for the HSVA is shown in Fig.
Note that the characteristic length used in 18(a). velocity vectors associated with
their Froude number is L = 2R. Thus, our Fr each mesh point are shown in Fig. 18(b) in
= 0.2 is equivalent to their Fr = 0.2/1 = an inertial frame of reference, while the
0.141. The resistance coefficient Cw is de- same velocity field with frame of reference
fined as fixed in the ship is shown in Fig. 18(c).

Rw Similar plots are shown in Figs. 19(a)-
Cw = 2 (31) 19(c) for the stern region. Figures 20(a)-

U OR) 20(c) and Fins. 21(a)-21(c) show the same
type of information for the modified HSVA

where R is the net horizontal force exper- tanker.
ienced ty the sphere.
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wave breaking to a higher Froude number. Evaluation of a Wave-Resistance Theory for
The wave drag coefficients for this calcu- Slow Ships," Proceedings of the Second In-
lation are also shown in Fig. 12. Although ternational Conference on Numerical ShipIf the coefficient for the modified HSVA is Hydrodynamics, Berkeley, California, 1977,
greater than that for the original HSVA (at pp.17-29.
F. = 0.15), it must be noted that for tank- 6. Collatz, G., "Mass-stabsuntersuch-
ers most of the resistance comes from wave ungen fur ein Modelr grosser Vo11igkeit,
breaking, and therefore the delay on wave Forschungszentrum des Deutschen Schiffbaus,breaking can significantly contribute to Hamburg, Bericht Nr. 28, 1972. :
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(a) T =0.2000 (d) T-3.1000
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(b) T =0.SODO (e) T 3.4000

(c) T' 1.3000 ()T =347000

Fig. 9 Close-Up of Free surface DiSplacement Contours for a
Semi-Submerged Sphere (Fr 0.10)
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Fig. 9 (Continued)
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Fig. 15 Contours of Free-Sur~face Displacement fot the Modiffied HSVA tanker -
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Fig. 16. Computational mesh on the Center Plane of an HSVA Tanker

4

Fig. 17 Computational Mesh for the modified HSVA Tanker
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(a) Mesh (a) Mesh

(b) Velocity Vectors in the (b) Velocity Vectors in the
(X,Y,7.,T) System (XY,Z,T) System

(c) Velocity Vectors in the (c) Velocity Vectors in the
(x,y,z,t) System (x,y,z,t) System

Fig. 18 Mesh and Velocity Vector Field Near Fig. 19 Mesh and Velocity Field Near the
__the Bow of HSVA Tanker (Fr 0.'15) Stern of HSVA Tanker (Fr 0.15)
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(a) Mesh (a) Mesh

(b) Velocity Vectors in- the (b) Velocity Vecto3rs in the
(X,Y,2,T) System (X,Y,Z,T) System

(c) Velocity Vectors in the (c) Veloci-ty Vectors in the
(x,y,z,t) System (x,ytz,t) System _

Fig. 20 Mesh and Velocity Field Near-the Bow Fig. 21 Mesh and-Velocity Field Near the

%of Motlified HSVA Tanker (Fr 0. 15) Stern of Modified USVA Tanker (Fr 0.15)
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Msides, to the discusser, the present resultsDiscussion seem not to be free from the above errors;
in spherical polar coordinates, the hull-
surface panel sizes around bow and stern
or free surface and the grid spacing near
centerplane or free surface get unevenly
coarse which are the most important domain
in ship wave problems.

The authors' numerical method seems The discusser is of convince that it
not to be effective for the estimation of is primarily important the numerical scheme
the linear dispersive wave system but is should be always checked for simple cases
effective for the estimation of local non- (the present computations for the sphere
linear waves in the nearfield of ships, do not play that role). Only from the wave
such as free-surface shock waves, resistance results we can not evaluate the

One of the authors developed a modi- method properly.
fied RAC method (SUMMAC) in 1970*. I
think MAC method is preferable to the REFERENCES
present method for the calculation of non-
linear flows around the bow because it is 1) Newman, J.N., Discussions:Session
a direct calculation of the Navier-Stokes I papers, "The proceedings of the Second
equation. International Conference on Numerical Ship

The authors' opin%,n will be greatly Hydrodynamics", pp.53 (1977).
appreciated. 2) Hess, J.L., "Progress in the Calcu-

lation of Noninear Free-Surface Problems
* Journal of Computational Physics 6, by Surface-Singularity Techniques", ibid,

68-94 (1970) pp.278.

Kop. 2%

K. Mori (Hiroshima Uni) Three Te= rIx. I . *

The discusser appreciates the paper o /
presented by Drs. Chan and Chan. 4 f

The method is quite general and promis- *

ing. The generality brings forth, on the 0 - :o=

computing time and huge memory storage. -
Then computations are forced to be carried - A I o
out by use of coarse mesh sizes and domains = &KoXOZ5 / =\ °/
of computation to be restricted insuffi- . (Const) - ,
ciently for our demands. According to the A*xo0.125 o
discusser's primitive experiences, the mesh (Const) oo
size is crucial for the finnl results.

Fig.Al shows the wave profiles due to (fig*,Approx.)
a 2-D submerged point source compared with o& For Terms Dut wtou
analytic solutions, where Kof=l.0; Ko: wave e hjrdTermAwrox.
number, S: depth of submergence- The
method is the Rankine-source method differ- o fl.
ent from that of Drs. Chan and Chan. The 2 .
mesh size of-0.25 may be the minimum in 3- I \f -
D cases for usual computers. The results 0 0 \ -o 7 x
are not satisfying; the wave length is short- 0 5 i /
er and the amplitudc is a little large (of ,. o. 7
course this depends on differencing schemes). 2
The discusser recalls that the authors' last |°\
results were noted by Professor Newman for , *

the same tendencies in wave length 1). Dr. *

Hess has also examined the errors through '

his pilot computations 2). He proposes,
in order to be free from such errors, the
use of the higher approximations for free-
surface figures and related quantities.
The introduction of them improves the errors Fig. Al
(+ in Fig.Al). Wave profiles of a 2-D submerged point source

Though it is not clear how finite the obtained by Rankine Source Method for differ-
mesh sizes of AI, AJ, AK=l are compared
with the wave length, they are suspected ent numerical schemes (K0f=l.0, oc2U!K ,
to be rather coarse because the wave length c0:source strength, U:uniform velocity)
of the present cases is very short. Be-
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Y Kayo,. V'M movement is seen 3ust below the disturbed
free surface where the wave breaks. T'his
fluid region, which may be considered as

I have enjoyed reading this paper and turbulent flow, does -;ot spread widely in
am. imoressed with the authors' effort to dep'th. The thckness (f this turbulent

solve nuerically the exact boundary-value flow is nearly the sa~me as the wrve hei-nt
problems within the framewore of r otential itself.
theory. From this observatlon 'he bo,.-wave

The authors found that the numerical breakinc seems to resemble the phenomen
simulation of the flow field around a full of the decelerated stagnanion c !1n. with
hull form did nor settle down to the steady separation as shown, in P-.2 - .I state at higher Froude numbers. The au- known even in the case of free-surface
thors explained that the waves might break flows that an upstrca- vortex is formed.
beyond these speeds when the bow wave The free surface is then considered to
steepened sharply and became unstable. behave like a membrane as pointed out by

To get a better understanding of the HonI. I in an experimentai study around
wave-breaking phenomenon, the present dis- Re l105 . The very thin layer of the free
cusser made an exper mental study of a bow surface moves with the body while the fliuid
wave of a full ship model by a flow visual- below the layer does not move so fast.
ization technique. A 6r model in length Therefore a thin layer such as a laminar
was used to observe the flow field around boundary layer is develouod beneath the
her bow in the Nagasaki Experimental Tank free surface.
of itsubishi Heavy Industries. The present discasser cmnsa-ders that

Fig.! is the photograpn, of the fiow the shear flow,. at the free surface is the
field observed at the central plane in cause of the bow wave oreasino or a rull
front of the model. A vortical fluid fCrm. To clarify- the mentioned instabi1!-

Fi. 1 Flow around the bow Decelerated staqnat -on fIow with
Vm=I.2R4m11 Fn=0.167 separ ation .as -notc-r-ph J by
V 4Foetxincer and printed in Ref.i)

Fi. 
ziG.

1ave breaking aroun
, t-he bw Wave breaking around the ucw -h itn

decelerated- fl of thin frc-

m- .2-04m s  6 surfac layer Vi.284n's rn= .
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ty of the free surface in the case of a of the two methods ?
flow of large Reynolds number, around
e fRe 10 7 , the present discusser made some
observations. K. Nakatake (Kyushu Univ.)

A sheet of vinyl film was made afloat
and was towed with the same speed as the I appreciate Drs. Chan and Chan for
ship model in front of her to retard th- their pioneering work in this field.
ilow of a thin free surface layer. When t h a e wo i nsf
the sheet was present the wave breaking I have two discbssionsd c

was developed more heavily and the area of In the Orlanski's boundary condition,

breaking expanded widely.(Fig.3 and 4)
It ws aso fundthatthebow-avevelocity C at the final steady state ?E It was also found that the bow-wave In their method, they must solve, for

breaking could be controlled by a mens
usually used to prevent boundary-layer a huge number of unknowns. Mosm of them

separation. Namely, when accelerating the have no relation with wave motion directly.
thin surface layer by using a water spray Is it possible to reduce them by using the

or a blower, the wave breaking decreased solution of the double-body flow ?
considerably.

Judging from the above mentioned be-
havior of the bow-wave breaking, the pres-
ent discusser thinks that it may be con-
sidered that the breaking of bow wave is
due to flow separation at the free surface. Author's Reply

I would like to suggest that such flow
characteristics of the free surface should

= be taken into account in the next stage of
the development of numerical work. R.K.C. Chan (JAYCOR)

REFERENCES Reply to Prof. Miyata

The present method is indeed designed
1) Schlichting,H., "Boundary Layer for studying waves in the near field of

Theory",Sixth Edition,McGraw-Hill,Now York, ships. Both linear and nonlinear waves
(1968) can be effectively con.puted if the mesh

2) Honji,H., "Observation of a Vortex resolution is fine enough. As it stands
in Front of a Half-Submerged Circular Cylin- now, of course, it cannot handle the for-
der",Journal of the Physical Society cf mation of free surface shock waves, which
Japan,Vol.40,No.5, (1976) involves rotation of fluid elements. The

"upper region" of our model can be easily
H. MaruoYooama Unv.) extended to use Navier-Stokes equation.

H. NThe SUMMAC Method (Stanford-University
Modified-Marker-and-Cell Method) was devel-

The authors have developed a purely oped by myself about 10 years ago. The prob-
numerical zethod to calculate the free-sur- lem with SUM4AC when applied to ship problem
face flcw around a ship whose shape can be is that boundary conditions at the hull sur-
quite general. This paper is very interest- face are difficult to apply for general hull
ing because the computation procedure is geometry, because SUMMAC uses a fixed rec-
des--ribed in considerable detail. The tangular mesh. However, for simple geom- -

method seems very versatile and is promising etries, such as a wedge-like prism with
in the sense that the exact non-linear a truncated flat bottom, SUMMAC may be quite
boundary-value problem can be handled di- useful as a tool for nonpotential flow simu-
rectl-_ This is a kind of space-discretiza- lations.
tion metaod, and its shortcoming is the
requirement of large computer capacity. On
observing the computation results, I feel Reply to Prof. Mori
that the mesh division is not fine enough Professor Mori is quite correct in
to obtain wave patterns which are comparable pointing out the fact that the resolution
with measurement. I wish to hear the of the computational mesh can affect the
authors opinion about the feasibility of solution to a large extent. And, in fact,
this method by the use of existing large we have not used the kind of fine resolution
computers. There is another method of which we'd like to use in the sample prob-
numerical computation of the free-surface lems. In the sample calculations the mesh
flo,4, that is the method of boundary dis- size was largely dictated by the small core
cretization. This method assumes source memory of the CDC7600 system. We could
distribution over the free surface as well have used the large core memory to increase
as hull surface. Starting from the initial resolution in our calculations. It is also
rest, the solution is calculated in succes- quite true that generality of the method
sion by a finite-difference method. Thus requires much higher cost of computation.
the mesh division is two-dimensional in A typical computation to reach steady state
contrast to the three-dimensional disereti- from the initial rest position costs about
zation of the present method. What is the 100 Us Dollars. (Which may not be too bad
authors' opinion about the reldtive merit for our Japanese colleagues if the US dollar
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keeps devaluating with respect to Yen) But crete distribution of velocity potential s
seriously, our general approach is indeed below the free surface is the major reason
much more expensive than other schemes that for requiring large amount of computer time
take advantage of the properties of poten- and storage. Nowadays, there exist several
tial flow. However, our model can be easily very powerful methods for solving discre-
extended to include no.ipotential flow fea- tized elliptic equations which may be used
tures, such as the shear layer near the free to drastically reduce the computer time.
surface as suggested by Dr. Kayo. For prob- In addition, the new vector processor in
lems like that, I don't see how the Rankine some computers can reduce the computer time
source method would work. I think there even further. To the second question, I
simply isn't such thing as something for would agree that the method of boundary
nothing. The objective of our work was to source distribution is superior to our
experiment with a fairly general numerical method, if one is interested in steady-
method, making use of fewer assumptions. state potential flows only. But to include
Therefore, our present method must be con- nonpotential-flow features, such as the
sidered as a research tool with which various free surface shock waves, it is not clear
hypotheses and mechanisms can be tested, to me how the source distribution method
but not as a tool for day-to-day calculation can be extended, while our approach seems
in ship design. to have a reasonable chance of including

additional physics which may not be repre-

Reply to Dr. Kayo sentable by potential flow.

From his experimental observations,
Dr. Kayo offers an explanation for the bow
wave breaking of a full form. He considers Reply to Prof. Nakatake
the shear flow at the free surface as the Professor Nakatake's first question
major cause for breaking. Since our present refers to our outflow boundary condition
model assumes a potential flow, we are not which is described in an earlier paper by
able to compare our results with his obser- wi idescried an eaer paerby
vation. However, the "uprregion"~ in our me and presented at the Second Internation- -model can be geraliz"upper segiont no- al Conference on Numerical Ship Hydrodynam-
potential, shear flows, which, together with ics in Berkeley three years ago. As I
more experimental work, may lead to a better recall, the value of C (the local wavemoreexprimetalwork ma lea toa beter velocity at the outflow boundary point) is
understanding of the breaking mechanism and veociatthe outlo bo ua ntis C
perhaps a more realistic mathematical model is used only in d .riving the ultimate finite
to handle the complicated interaction be- ied on he uie fiie
tween the shear layer and the free surface. difference expression which gives a predic- _

tion for the flow variables at the boundary
point as a function of the time step and the
information inside zhe flow domain and back-

Reply to Prof. Maruo ward in time. When steady state is reached,
Professor Maruo has asked two questions. there is no more wave propagation through

The first is about the feasibility of our the boundary, and, therefore, the value of
method using existing large computers, and C (if computed) would approach zero. The
the second is the relative merit of our second question is whether it's possible to
approach compared to the method of source perform calculations in a more limited flow
distribution. To the first question, I domain, using the double-body flow as the
would say that it is quite feasible to use base flow, and just focus on the pertur-
our method with good spatial resolution in bation. The answer is certainly yes. That,
large computers, such as the CDC7600. As I think, would cut down the computer time
stated in my reply to Prof. Mori, our sam- and storage requirement considerably. In
pie calculations reported in the paper were fact, by comparing the solutions produced
dictated by the size of the small core by the more complete model and the double-
memory of the CDC7600. And the mesh used body linearization, one can determine whether
in these samples was rather coarse. By the simpler, double-body approach is suf-
using the large core memory, we would be ficient for all practical purposes. I ap-
able to increase the resolution quite a preciate this suggestion from Professor
bit. I should also point out that the dis- Nakatake.
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On the Time Dependent Potential and
Its Application to Wave Problems
Hiroyuki Adachi and Shigeo Ohmatsu
Ship Reseamcn Institute

Tokyo. japan

ABSTRACT E(x,y) Source distribution on free
surface

The 2-Dimensional time dependent po- Fe, Fi Free surface outside and in-
tential, governed by the Laplace equation side of c
and satisfying the linearized free surface F.(t) External force in i th mode
condition and the initial condition, has F(x,y), F.(x,y) Source distribution on free
many applications to ship wave problems, surface
especially to the problem of bodies making G(y,z,n,4,t-) Green's function
ariitrary motion starting from t=O. G*(y,z,n,,A Green's function

The corresponding boundary value prob- (x,y,z, ,n,;) Green's function
lem to the potential has some interesting
features which are considered to be impor- g Gravitational accelertion

tant from the point of the numerical
analysis of the problem. We discuss this main

problem and propose the method of numerical dochin
treatment of the boundary value problem. domain

Three applications of the 2-D time de-
wave making resistance

pendent potential will be discussed. First
the response of bodies to the given inci- K, Kj = /g!gveju/b,

dent waves and the radiation wave problem
of the motion of bodies are discussed. ij) fnon en cei n
Secondly the so-called "high speed slender in.caso n in ertiaM.- Mass or moment of inertia
ship theory", that is a kind of "strip the- c icoefficient
ory" with forward speed effect, is discuss- 4i
ed. Thirdly the flow field around the bow N3-D normal directed into cB

near field in the steady ship motion prob-
lem is analysed by making use of the slen- ni(Q) i th component of generaliz-
der ship theory under the low speed assump- ed vector
tion. P, P Field point in De and Di

0 Point on hull
NOMENCLATURE SB  Ship hull surface

A Constant in (56) v(Qt) Normal velocity on hull

a ilf breadth of cylinder (x,y,z) Cartesian coordinates

B(y,z) Normal velocity on hull y(X), y*(%) Line source distribution and

c(t), c(x) Hull contour at t or x its Fourier transform
C.. Restoring force or moment 6 Small parameter representing
1) coefficient slowness

and interior re- Small parameter representing
De, Di Exterior slenderness
D(Xy) Source distribution on Coordinates on hull

fySore sribu o(x,) Free surface elevation
fresrfceVrequency of motion, j th

E(x) Memory effect function irregular frequency
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iIZ. Added mass or added moment These conditions apparently lack the 3-D

1) of inertia effect which may be represented by the dif-

V =g/U2 , wave number ferentiation with respect to x, so that the
P Density of fluid problem in the near field must be solved as
o(Q,t), o*(QX) Source distribution and its the genuine 2-D boundary value problems.

Fourier transform From the combination of the 2-0 field eaua-
4(Pt), P(P,X) Velocity potential and its tion and the free surface condition we can

Fourier transform consider the three types of the basic 2-D
(P,t) Temporal velocity potential boundary value problem which have been fully

Motion frequency studied so far. They are composed of the
combination-of ()-12) -21(3) and (l)-(4)

1. INTRODUCTION with suitable body boundary conditions and
radiation conditions or matching conditions.

In ship hydrodynamic problems, espe- In the process of the development of
cially for motions of a floating body on the the slender ship theory, another type of the -

free surface, the full 3-D problem may be basic boundary value problem has come out.
reduced to the 2-D problems. Notably if When a slender ship runs with uniform speed,
the ship were slender in some sense, the it is well recognized that some irregularity
well known technique of the slender body near to the bow appears in the slender ship
theory will be applied to get the 2-D prob- theory. [5] To avoid this irregularity, the
lem which is more easily analysed and calcu- bow near field has been introduced. The bow M
lated than the original 3-D problem. In near field concept for the steady motion
many cases such simplified treatment gives problem leads to the free surface condition,
us satisfactory results. For an extraordi- [6Y'
nary example, we can refer to the ship mo-
tion problem in regular sea waves by the IF] + = 0 on z=0 (5)
strip theory. [I] zxx + ¢z 0on- (

Now we confine ourselves to the poten- where v=g/Uz. And when a ship is running
tial flow problem of slender ships which with uniform speed making forced oscilla-
make motions on the water surface either tions, the strip theory whose basic boundary
steadily or unsteadily. In the field near problem is the combination (l)-(3) may
to the ship body, the slender ship theory become inadequate with increasing forward
suggests that the 3-D field equation, in speed. It is believed that the forward
the concerning case the 3-D Laplace equation speed effect has to be introduced in the
for the disturbance potential, can be re- free surface condition. For the attempt of I
duced to the 2-D field equation in the lat- the introduction of the forward speed effect
eral (y,z) plane that is either the 2-D in the free surface condition, the oscilla-Laplace equation or the 2-D Helmholtz equa- tion problem [71 leads to

tion according to the mode of ship motion.
The former equation appears in such problem [F] I iI + € + V;~ 0 on z='
as that for a ship running through the calm (6)
water making forced oscillations 12) or Ti
that for a ship running steadily on the the body boundar condition and the suite!e
calm water surface. 13] Tle latter equa- causality condition gives us a new basi
tonfixed appearSunning a ship regularWith its motiof rel- boundary value problem in ship hydrodynans..s
f nolowhich is different from those mentioned pre-
atively short wave length. [43 Therefore, viously. The combination (l)-(6) seems to
we can consider the following degenerated be much more complicated than that of (l)-(5)

however as will be shown in §3.2 the found-
[Ii ix y = mental key problem can be reduced to the[~X VY 'il qutos problem of the combination of (l)-(5).

The new basic boundary value problem_
which was first proposed by Ogilvie [6] for-yy *zz a simple wedge shaped bow, has other side of

and 2 meaning. To understand this conceptually,
[LI2D y zz " k d 0 (2) let's change the space variable x into time

yvariable t by t=x/u, getting
The 3-D effect enters only indirectly into [F] + = 0 on z0 i7)
t when the boundary condition does not in- I) tt gz
clude the 3-D effect. In ship motion prob- The combination (1}-(7) with the body bound-
lem [21 and [4] the free surface conditions
tary condition which may change with time and

the initial condition defines a well estab-
[F] K¢ - 0 on z=0 (3) lished 2-D water wave problem. Since the

free surface condition (71 depends on time,
2her we call the basic boundary value problemwhere K=W-/g and in the steady wave making wt h nta odto h tm eedpwith the initial condition the time depend

p" 31ent boundary value problem", even if the

[ 0 n 0) condition 5% were adopted.IF) 0 on (4)There may be many applications in the
ship hydrodynamics whose basic problem coin-



cides with the time dependent boundary value For simplicity the body shape c(t) is as
problem. First of all the analysis of the mayt.,_ sumed not to change with time. This ma -not
motion of a floating body which makes arbi- lose the generality of the problem. Making
trary motion from time t=o is a direct ap- use of the Green's theorem the potential is
plication of the problem. If the motion written as,
amplitude of the floating body is so small
for the body boundary condition to be trans- t
lated onto its equilibrium position, the time dTj dX{ (Q,,)- (PQt-T)
dependent boundary value problem becomes the I
most basic problem. It has applications in 0 c P in De
the 2-D ship motion problem in the time do- I P = D

main. [8],19],[10] Secondly within the t P in Di (9)
framework of the slender ship theory, the
time dependent boundary value problem has where G is the Green's function defined by,
possible application to the 3-D ship motion [13]

-E problem which will be reduced to the strip -

theory with forward speed correction. G(P,Q,t-T)= fr(t-0)n , - (t-T)'7g
Thirdly the application to the steady wave r
making resistance theory can be expected. 0

This paper will deal with the above ek(z+)cosk(y-)sinr(- )
mentioned three applications of the time (t-,) (10)
dependent boundary value problem. However, .r)2)l/2 r'=[(y-ii)2 +(z+~)2

the general treatment for the problem has where r=W(y-o) 2 +(z
not been investigated so far, while the ]'/2 and 6(t) is the Dirac's delta function
counterpart problem of the combination (l) and H(t) is the Heavesides step function.
(3) has been fully studied both theoretical- G(P,Q,t-) is also the potentia il for a im-
ly and numerically. Especially the integral pulsive source at Q. Since N isa given
equation approach in the (l)-(3) problem quantity we can derive from (9) the integral
clarified the existence of the irregular equation for on c by letting P approach to
frequency 1111 and the methods of elimina- 0 from the outside of c. Then we have,
tion of it from the solution. 1121 There- t
fore we will mention in brief the analyti- - + t(, Q t -
cal aspect of the time dependent boundary 2 (,t
value problem when it is treated by the in- 0 C
tegral equation approach. Then the theore- t
tical backgrounds for these applications of
the problem will be discussed. As numeri- 1d'W(Q,-)G P on c
cal example the 2-D ship motion in the time 0 c
domain will be demonstrated with comparison -

to the experiment. The integral in the left hand side denotes
the Cauchy principal value to be taken.

2. GENERAL PROPERTIES OF INTEGRAL EQUATION It is sometimes convenient to express
SOLUTION the potential by the distribution of the

singularities on the hull boundary c. In -

The time dependent boundary value prob- order to do so, let's introiuce the interi-
lem foran arbitrary 2-D body on the free or potential 0(f ,t) which s4tisfies the
surface is written as, (Fig. 1)condition (8) except [H] in the interior of

c. From the Green's theorem, we have,
1L] A(y,z,t) + A 0 in De I

-+~ =0on~e I-idzidt{ 6G. ~G I=(12) -

IF] ao " 3 . 0 Pin De(8) 0 c

[H] I vQt on c(t)N -v(Qt) oWe want to distribute only sources on c,
then Dirichlet condition on c must be iL-

AIt = 0 t < 0 posed on , then,

111 *Q *t (Q,t) Q on c

Fe F Subtracting (12) from (9) and definina the
01----y -z) - Y temporal source distribution by

Di ,(Q,t) = * -on c (13)

De N, : P( Z) we have -he expression of potential-by the
C source aostribution,

t
FIGURE 1. Geometry of the time dependent 64(Pt) 'dTfdia(Q,,z)(P,Q,t-) I14)
boundary value problem. i
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The integral equation for o(Q,t) can be de- On the other hand, the potential on c decays
rived by substituting (14) into [H] condi- with time showing the good agreement with
tion in (8). the asymptotically estimated value at large

t t.
f To understand the behavior of the :ir-

- -o(P,t) + IdTda(Q,T)GN (P,Q,t-) = regular frequency, it is possibly better to
think about the problem in the frequency0Oc domain. The Fourier transform of the time

-v(P,t) P on c - (15) dependent boundiry value problem gives -the
well established 2-D wave problem wita the

By virtue of the properties of the Green's free surface condition (31. Let's define
function, the integral equations have the the Fourier transform and the inverse trans-
memory effect which represents the effects form by

- before the time t=t. And the memory effect
vanishes at T=t by the factor of sint§IE(t-.). ilt 1 t(
Then the integral equations at time t=t can f*(2)=dte- f(t), f(t deif*()

be in principle solved without foundamental -;
difficulty.

When the body boundary c(t) changes The problem (8) is transformed into
gradually with time, the expressions for po-
tential and source are thought to be also [LI 6* * = 0 z<O "
valid. So we will use them for the case yy zz
that the body shapes change with time.

In the time dependent boundary value [F]- K -* _ = 0 z=0 (16)
problem, the irregular frequency appears Z
when we- solve the temporal source distribu-
tion by (15), while no such irregularity in [H] * -v*(Qd) on c
solving the potential by (11). The irregu-
lar frequency phenomena were first noticed
by Ohmatsu [14] when he tried to analyse where v*(Q, ) is the Fourier transform of
the 2-D time depbndent motion problem by v(Q,t). In the frequency domain the trans-
(15). And the cause and the behavior of the formed potential aid source distribution
irregular frequency in the time dependent are solved by the transformation of (11),
problem have been clarified by Adachi and (15). In Fig. 3 we show the irregularity
Ohmatsu. [15] We show one of -:.anples of of source function and the numerical unsta-
the irregular frequency effect in the tempo- bility of potential in the frequenvcy domain
ral source in Fig. 2 for a circular cylin- which have been calculatea by the trans-
der making impulsive heave motion at t=G. formed integral equations. The singular
Though the motion lasts for very short time behavior of the source with wave number K
interval, the temporal source oscillates has been proved to be of type l/(K-KYforever with the definice frequency which
-turns out to be irregular frequency deter- i w n r
mined by the problem in the frequency do- The Fourier transform of the source func-
main that is the Fourier transform of the tion in the frequency domain recovers the
time dependent boundary value problem. temporal source function, then the effect

of the irregular frequency appears in gem-
eral in the time domain as,

++ +" '" N--"-

2 2 /

: 2

LL
-02

, _ t FIGURE 3. Source distrituion function a

FIGUME 2. Temporal source and temporal po- Potential on hull at the water line in the
tential of a circular cylinder making i- frequency domain for a circular cylinder in
pulsive heave motion at -=0. heave motion.

I II - -- -+ . . . . -- _ ----- -- I : i 
:
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=.2zieib.jteKj (z+ cosK (y-n)

_ x-y Therefore (18) becomes at large t as,

Therefore the effect of the irregular frequ- 2. *iKtf

ency in the time domain is presented by the iNj
factor ei j which does not blow up at A. cU =where
Thus we can solve the integral equation (15) k lz+ ;)
without essential difficulty inherited from G*(P,Q,K9 ) -Lin! - ifk Z osk(-i)i ~ the integral equation in the frequency do- L!

inaGon.
Although the temporal source distribu- _(191

tion is affected by the irregular frequency, where the path of integration L indented

the Potential expressed by the temporal above (below) the singularity k=Kj according
source (14) will have no effect of the ir- as l'O> (XyO0). It is also noticed that G*
regular frequency. This can be easily con- is the Fourier transform of the imnulsive
firmed by applying the Green's theorem. source potential (10). Now applying the

If we denote the Part of the temporal Green's theorem to -j* and G* in the interi-
source affected by the irregular frequency or region Di together with boundaries Fi andby, [151 c, and using the properties of the po ntial

and the Green's function on the boundaries,0 iZ~ jwwe have,
-(Q~t) Z e )

where V." is the j rh eigen value interior c Fi

potential in the frequency domtain which is
determined by the boundary value problem in (K K dZt - 0
the interior region Di.

LI + = 0in iTherefore the relation (17) can be proved at
'jyy - zz  -are t. It is Probable this relation is

alid for all positive t.
The above verification is also valid[] - =; for the Kochin function in the time domain

which is calculated from the temporal source
*unction- To obtain the Kochin function, it

"] 0may be better to use the Kochin function in
the freuencv domain- Which is given by,

This problem has eigen solutions with eigen
value X.. What we need is the relation i*(X,g) " nd*(QA)e ) ffl)

tcJ dTIdta(Q,,)G(P,Q t-- =0 (17) The Kochin function in the tine do-ain can _U

0 be derived b ckin the Fourier transfom-_
of (20), the.- have,

Substitutina the Green's function (10) into
the above expression and integrating with a ok kir+in)
respect to ,we have nta ( .k

0 c -

- Sngkj + s njarft- ) (21)
C to ~- .n-2.a Z d.k-c_ os(y-)

-i If the body shape changes with -- e,
Ccit is difficult to establish the relations

derived above. -However, if the change in
2 'k(z+c) cosk -i)- the shape is very gradual these relations

'-d d .;t t- will probably hold approximately. For a
-,n-; Zor= cylinder the relation between temno-c ~ra] source and the potential h-as bee-n shown

in Fia- 2. When the bodv shape is a func-
VK -osr~Kt - i# Kjs~n/ tion of tine, a nmerical example is shown U

I - K (18) in Fig. 4. The body is an usual sip-like
body with vertical side at the water surface.

When t large, the last term has the fol- The source is apparently affected by-the
..owng asy-'totic estimation irregular frequency, while the potential on

the hull se-s not to be affected by it.
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UNIT IEAVE MOn0 linearized free surface condition (7) holds

V-*t556 and the body boundary condition can also be
r 2 linearized and satisfied on its equilibrium

2 Ne, to atef tir' N position. Under these assumptions we can
C- derive the equation of motion in the time

Firstly we start from the Newton's

__ 0' 0 equation of motion f
\ P

Ji. i m-j X(t) F. (ti i=1,2,3 (22)

.\ ' where XW(t) is the displacement or angle in
T j th moAe motion, and m-- denotes the matrix

for either mass or momen of inertia of the
t €, body. The external force or moment Fitt) isSassumed to be composed ofthree components,

Krn 'P-Fi(t) FDi(t)+Fsi(t)+Fwi(t) , (23)

where FDi is hydrodynamic force, FSi is

New -- ;e, hydrostatic restoring forcd and FWi is the
exciting force of incident waves. -

FD- is due to the fluid disturbance
caused k bodv motion. The mode of motion

X is classified as follows, i=1 sway, i=2
S-- heave and i=3 roll. Let's define the potenw-

20 tial 4-j (P,t) which describes the fluid dis-
A? turbance caused by j th mode notion. Since

.rIGURE 4. Temporal source and potential of the linearized ressure is -oS4Nflt, j Di
a ship-like fo=m. is given by

3. APPLICATIONS OF TIME DEP-NDENT PROBLEMN FDi(t)== Fii(t=-c) iit4t(Q~t~ni(Q) (24)

3.1 2-Dimensional Motion Problem in the 3=
Tine Domain where Fjj denotes force component in i th

The problem of the -otion of a floating mode due to j th mode notion, and fij(Q) de-
bodv in the time domain was seriously in- notes the generalized direction cosine which
vestigated by several researchers somne ten is d ed as,
years ago around 1960. 181,19],!101 Through
their investigations, it became known that nl-N , n 2=N7 , ng--YN 2 -zNI
the equation of motion in the time domaintakes the form of the inttgr-differential The conditions which *j must satisfy are

equatior, while that in the frequency domain sae isgiven in (B). In t problem con-
is given b- . the second order differential cernd her the body boundary condition is
equation. And the relation of the equations specified as
of motion between the time domain and thefrequency domain was also clarified. Short- lHi - ( on c (25)
ly after the preceding works, Wehausen [171 3 -

derived the integral equation for the force
c-efficients whieh are- required to calculate The velocity zotentia! 0- can be treated byhemetho in _52, h-a-evel X-(t) has not bkee~n
the equation of motion in time domain. F t m(h
ther he gave the relation analogous to the known yet at this stage. Terefore let's
Haskind relation n the frequency do=ain introduce one more t'ime dependent velocityt
[11, to obtain the .exciting force -without potential tj which satisfies the follaiing
solving directly the diffraction problem. body boundary condicion

However within the extent off authors'
knowledge the equation of motion in the tim- TH =N n-(Q)H(t) Q on c (26)
domain has not been calculated, this seems - -
mainly due to the complexity of the analyt-
ical and ntmerical aspects of the integral Using this step response velocity potential.
equations involved in the problm. -can be represented by superposing it.

t
3.1.i rauation of Motion in me Domain f u,

twill consider a 2-D floating body3motion on the water surface. Suppose that S
the -motion aplitue is so small that I Substituting (27) Into (25). we have



t Therefore the exciting force or moment (33)
N d N tcan be written as,

-d.X (28)
jN = j-Tj(ljN(Q't--T) nj(O)xj(t-) .(8

Id£t (Q,t) +The hydrodynamic force Frij(t) is given Fwt) = -  () +

by substituting (27) into (24),

The. hydodyami force& (i3i)isgie
IN

(QT)t (Q,t-r) (37) =

F(-it) = -oX it) idtoQ,0)n. (Q) 0 c

t Finally since the relation of the hydrosta-
f tic restoring force or moment with the body
djK(; I-)n iQ) - (29) aeometrv is wel known, then we write it as,

0 c -

Now let's define the following functions, siit) - - Ci-j it) (38), 3=

-ij = -Idtt(Q,0)ni(Q) (30) Accordingly, substituting (32),(37) and (38)
ito '22) we obtain the representation of

c the equation of notion in the time domain.
and

I )' t CAIiX.; M +
L it) = zIdt;-tiQ,t)n(0) OD J_ - i

-- i 3- " -

1dTLo.(t-!)X4j(-)1 F (t) i='1,2,3. 139)
Therefore Fij(t) is written as d.L.. t = Fl3

0
t

t(xt) dLi .- j" Now it is clear tht ij has the nature of
1i) ijX - 3 added mass and Lij It) represents the mez=rv

0 effect c effcient. T e exnression (30)

tells us that this added mass coefficient
Next we will derive the expression for the depends nl-- on the bod geometry, sc that
excitina force. Let's suppose -1 to be the it was calle t-e "egtimate added -- ss"
given incident wave potential and Qp to be by CL-- s. 191
the diffraction potential. The exciti Consequently, i nf he time dependent
force or -ment is written in the same man- ntentiai c- coud be sal-ed to cet i= and
ner as (24). with us-g fI+w. instead of Lij(t:, the equatic- o' motion becomes to
then we have, be aaIe to I- solved at least nuerically.

The mi-e denendent boundary value problem
= -) Dt(Q,t)T(Q). (33) for -4 can ba treated by t!'e -ethod

t -id Q - =he above expression (39) for the
I for the

c tion in the time do=ain has the form of the
intero-if er tial euation. However,

The boundarv conditins for #n are same as since L -0 as -0, that is obvious from
(8) except [HI The body boundary condition the body boundary condition (26), we can
is specified as, treat i as a dfferential -quation zna

solve it num-erically with marching step by
-- -H]-b- (U) step method.

in the latter chapter we will give
Then tD can be treated by the method in 152. some rnurical examples of the present 2-D

However in the boundary value problem motion nroble in the time do=ain with the
in the frequency domain the exciting force comp-rison Co the eeiments.
can be usually expressed by the solution of
the radiation problem by making use of the 3.2 High Speed Slender Shin Theor
Haskind relation. 118] in the time domain
s'lar relation will be derived. From the The slender ship theorv develoneby
body boundary condition (34), we have, Oilvie and Tuck [2] provided the rational,

foundation for the strip theory of K--in-. -
%,(Qt)n_(Q) -4 -$ 1 (Q~t)n (Q) on c (35) -ruosy 11 ntertery the ''

assumption is that the frequency of mti.n
is high so that the wave length generated

Then by the analogy to the expression (27) t -otion is compatible to the s
we can loallv obtain h folloing, lateral dimension. Anid in their theory he

forward speed effect is considered - not clv*
for the body bo-u.dary conition but also

*(Qt)n. (0) -dT*N.(Qi)#_(Q,t-). (36) for t-e free surface condition. The correc-
-tion for the latter con.ition had never

been treated adequately before their work.
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The forward speed-effect on the free- surface only x and other one on Q on c. In order to
condition in the framework of the strip analyze the above problem, it is useful to
theory was impressively demonstrated by introduce an auxiliary potential 4(x~y,z)
Faltinsen. [19] He could show numerically which is defined by,
that the improvement of the hydrodynamic
coefficients has been actually accomplished [L] .+ 0 in z < 0 1
by the inclusion of the correction term for yy ZZ
the free surface condition which had been , x + 0 on...=0
provided by Ogilvie and Tuck. (41)

As for the forward speed correction
for the strip theory, Chapman [7] proposed [HI B(Q)H(x) on c
a newly-looked strip theory, by which he
computed the force and moment of a oscilla- I - 0 at x < 0 |
ting flat plate in yaw and sway mode. The -

-. agreement between calculation and experi-
ments is extraordinary good. Chapman's This auxiliary potential coincides with the
theory inc .Ades the forward speed effect time dependent boundary value problem dis-
which has oeen discarded in the most strip cussed in §2.
methods except Ogilvie and Tuck's. Both In order to obtain the expression for
Faltinsen's calculation and Chapman's theo- the potential Q, we will make use of the
ry strongly suggest the importance of the Fourier transform of the probelm. The
forward speed effect in the ship motion Fourier transform of (40) becomes,
theory, for which the 3-D calculation is

still-much more time-consuming even if not [F] ) + W/U) * +v*=0o -
difficult in principle. - (42)

As indicated by Ogilvie [5], when for- [H] '* v*(X)B(Q) Q on c
mulating the ship motion problem in the bow N

near field where the distance from the bow
is of order O(c212), with E being the snall and for the auxiliary potential, we have
perturbation parameter, and the differenti- the conditions at the boundaries,
ation with respect to x changes the order 2
by O(£1/2) when operated on the physical [F] -X + v * 0 on z 0
quantity, it will be possible to obtain the (43)
same boundary condition on the free surface [H] € = H*(),)B(Q) Q on c
as Chapman's. That is, we have the same N
basic boundary value problem as that in §2
for the-ship motion problem. We will ana- where H*(X)=zr(X)-i/X. The potential in the
lyze the bow near field problem to see how frequency domain can be written as, using
the forward speed effect can be-treated and the Green's function defined by (19),
how the near field solution can match with
the far field problem. p*cxy,z) = fd£j*(X,Q)G*(A+w/U,P,Q) (44)

3.-2.1-Problem for Uniform Cylinder c
and

For simplicity a -uniform cylinder will
be considered which i§ placed in the uni(
form flow and oscillating in heave or pitch 4*(l,y,z) =Jd£c*(XQ)G*(X,P,Q) (45)
mode. Saito [20] also treated the same c
problem by the different method from the
present one. Let's take the direction Of where * and a* are source distribution func-

S - x-axis in the same direction of the uniform tions in the frequency domain. The relation
flow U and the origin at the bow of the between 4* and 4* is oltamed immediately

-- cylinder. The free surface is on z=0 and through comparing the :)undary conditions.
z- axis is taken upward vertically.

= + in the bow near field where x=O(c/2), p*(),yz) = i(X+uiU)v*( ) *(X+w/U,y,z) . (46)
y=O(c) and zO(), the problem for the dis-
turbance potential (x,yiz)eiwt is given The inverse transform of this relation gives
as follows, to the leading order term, [21]

ILI 1yy + Z =0 in z < 0 1 +X

(yy + 0x,y,z) = .JdleilX(X+w/U)v*(X)-

2 -[F] (iw/U+9/aX) +V = 0 on z=0 (40) .*XW/~Z (47)
N[H] B y making use of the Fourier transform and N!

the Fourier convolution theorem, we fina -lyS[] 0x o at x<0 have,

where the bo~y boundary condition is fac-

torized into-two 1-arts, one is dependent on *(x,y,z) = -e- [v(0)f(x,y,z) +
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x
+ t d -a ~ w/Uas,

j+ " CsYZI {v ( i . (48)
0 (xiyiz)~ dkeikkYk)e (Z-y) (k+w/U)2/v

This is the expression that Chapman first -" (53)
g~ve, and shows that if the time dependent This should match with the outer -expansion
potential has been solved the desired poten- of the inner solution (50). Thetefpre we
tial can be calculated by superposing it. hve te matching_ cndition ..

Now the near field problem is given o
without matchihg with the far field solu- (
tion-. That -is, the problem (40) is self- yijk)=(k+./U)v*(k)z (k+w/UV) (54)
consistent in some sense. However we will
think about -the far field solution to seewthria t mtcheiththe near- field ole And taking the Fourier transform, we finallywhether it matches with the near- field Solu- hv o
tion. For this purpose we first derive the h
outer expansion of the near field solution. -(x)=ie -ux/U v(0)H(xt)+
Since the outer expansion of the 2-D poten-x
tial in the frequency domain can be given x
by, e Jdcfi(x-,v)a {v() ei w/U] (55)

4*(X,y,z) e (z 2/2ido*(XQ). 0

c From this the line source distribution= iS
(+in) 2 /sg (z-iy)A2/V given by the convolutioh integral of thee(  sgn = e(H*(Lv) (49) Kochin function in the time -domaiB. It is-

very interesting that the inner expansion
where H* is the kociin function defined by (53) matches -with the near field solution
(20). Substituting -this into (47), we have whose free surface condition is different

from that in the usual slender -ship hory
without the forwatd-Spebd terms

OP(x,Y,z) - jdAel Xx+/U)v*X)S de +U3.2.3 Extension toShiplike Body
For usual ship-like bodies which change

H*(X+w/U,v)e(Zy)(X+W/U)/i (50) its shape with x, the similar formulas s
derived in the previous chapter seem to be

This is the outer expansion of the near field held.
solution as IyI-O(l).

3.2.2 Far Field Potential and Matching ' (x1y'1 ) eA, (x,y,z)+
It will be permissible in the far field x

to see the disturbance of the near field as JdgE( )4(x-g,y,z)] (56)
a line source distribution on the body cen- 0
ter line. Therefore for the far field po- 0
tential P(x,y,z) (y=0(i)), we have the con- This satisfies conditions posed on the p0-
ditions, tential except [HI condition. The constantA

and the function E(x) can be determined so
as for the condition to be fulfiled. From

[LI x +yy +tz= y(x) z<O the [HI condition we have

[F] (iw/U+a/x) 2W+v, =0 on z=0 (51) vxBQx)-iwx/UrANXQX)

[R] Radiation condition j dx p~(-Q~)) 5)_
" dFE 1 1 (x -,Q x)-)1  (51)

where y(x) is the source density function J'3N
on the center line which represents the dis- 0
turbance due to the motion of cylinder. If we let x-0, A must be -v(0). Thus (57)
The solution for (51) is given by,[2] becomes the Volterra type integral equation

for E(x). This may be solved numerically
(xz Y=Z idke kX ( k Ithout difficulty. For the source distria-

41y -kbution we have the similar expression,

v(x)l=is -ixUr [ J)ihx,v)+fdgE(~nx.
~d iy+z/Z2 7+k2  

,..t-'XU'j),X) t()iX-'Y_
_ x.?T+ _W+Uk-U)/g ,a-P0 (52) 0

The force and moment will be obtained b& the
where y*(k) is the Fourier transform of y(x). lineariz 4 pressure distributi on hull or
The inner expansion of the far field solu- bthe Kochin function in the afi eld;_
tion has been given in Ogilvie and Tuck [2]
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L 33 Lbw Speed -Slender Ship-Theory 2 2 2 2--
The_ time depekndent :boundary value prob X-Y XX Y Z 4 ~

lmhd first--introduced in the steady wave Tepr~ibto aaee spootoa
making resistance theory by 6g- e[1an olv0(2  hr Th is thoughtn troproa
the-general problem of his was calculated-by togh zer asynptoi-aily
Daoud -122]. One-of the purposds-of-the in-

troduction~~~~~ -o tetm eedn onay33.2 __BowNear Field- in Slender-Slow-Ship
value problem is -to -mitigate the end effect
inherent -to the slenddr ship theory. However-

it s asiy otiedfro te tmedependent -let Is- take- -the slenderness-parameter -

boudr value problem-the disturbance just oftesedrsi as . h clsclounaryslender body theory indicates- the following
Ahead qf the bow cannot exist because of the odr o h-oeta ntebwna
[I)-]condition. (see-eq. (8).) This suggests field where X=O (C 1/2 ) -=O(c) and z- o (0-,
the sudden change of flow at-the -bow. Ina
actual At relatively low speed region there

sesto be disturbance in front of the bow 0(W), P OW 0( ) YZ O (c)
To include the disturbance ahead of the bow
in-the slender ship theory, it may be effec- For the wavy-potential-when the differentia-
tive to analyse-the problem by the low speed tions with respect to space variables are'
wave-making resistance theory 12-3). In do- operated, the order of magnitude is assumed
ing so,- the use-of-the slender ship assump- to change as follows,
tion will enable us to-save the efforts in
calculaCtion ofthe higher order low speed- -1-2 -1
theory which includbs-the diffraction effect ax ayc 1/6) L Oc 6
of- its- own wave with -hull. [24] '~

then the condition (59)- can be written- as,
-3._ 3A -Fomulation unfider Low-speed-Assuimption

Te Jlow -speed -formulatibn _ives the +L~y Pz +X=0 z<
following condition- for the wavy velocity ] 1 [c
potential, [23]

:[L. 2~x~~z0 n <~IF] + =~ D(x~y) + E(x,y) on z=0 62

IF] I(l+tx)j:Y'c V Y z'4v~D y on z=6j
(5) [H] 4h~ + h- - 4z 0 on ziih(x,y) .

(H] n = 0  on SB z<8

[RI aditio conitin jThe similar free surface condition hag bee
obtained by-Newman [25] under the slightly
different cofiditions. The order of thewhere is the double body flow potential waypotentia isr c 2  rmtecniwhich satisfies the conditions, -tion [F] in (59) -and- Z--hix,) iS th e e qua

outideof h~tion of ship surface and in the bow near
ILI- --Plxy,z)0 ousd ftebody, field we c~n assui_-- h=0)h=O) an _y_

iF j 0on z_ Obo near field as follows,

gie on: fiel whn110 (1. Adadx,y) are dein n h

0c as R- I (63)
and

Thepoetagieth flwfedwe
there-is no-free surface and is easily cal- E(x,y) -(q -1 +- 264
culated -when the hull qeometry is given-. yx yz0(4
The potential is the disturbance potential I02 [0]Z 2
which is caused by the interaction between
the flow field due to the double body poten- Immediately from (62) the first approxima-
tial -and the free surface. z=8O(x,y) is the tion iv obtained As,
free-surface-displacement due to ~t

e(X~y) 1l "_ 1M 0( W -2L] lyy+ lzz= 0T<x, x 2 Z.

D~x,y) is a function over the free surface IF lx+ =Oxy nz0 (5
which is thought to represent the interac-
tion between 4! and the free surface. this[] l=0onzRxy
is cone -f main agents for disturbance to _

thewav ptenia, ad s dfied yThis problem can be regarded -As-- a 2a-D water
Dl -11 +{ + + wave problem-due tom -hetimedenetpr

'Py x ax YBy ssure distributiono the f ree surface.-
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The second order potential is now given for- problem in order to derive the wave making
mally as, resistance formula from the energy or moment-

um consideration in the far field.

L 2yy 2zz 0  3.3.3 Far Field Potential and Matching

(F] 2xx + 2z= E (66) In the far field the problem for the

] 0zpressure potential and the diffraction po-

[H] 2 0 on z=h(x,y) tential will be given by the pressure dis-
tribution near to the ship hull that is a

We can decompose the potential i into two slender pressure distriLation and a source
pas, ddistribution on the ship center line, re-
parts, spectively. Therefore we will have,

SD+ 1=1,2 (67)

i 8 D d nF ( mn)G(x,y,z;, ,O) (71)
with conditions, respectively, V)

J -=P P

[o ] -ix as lx c where y( 1 is an unknown source distribution
l 'on the ship center line. And G(x,y,z; ,1,;)

whr FDEo +,adis the Green's function in the 3-0 steady
wh r - i ,E o D+ , a dmotion problem, (13]

[L] + =0 Z < 0 and[i /

iyy izz y ill 1. 2

P P D do('6xyzt00
IF) ixx Viz (69)zO

P

H iN - iN on z=h(x,y) Jk - vsec20

I i =4~ i 0 x<O - V d dge2eeec 2 0(z+4) sin[v(x_-)sece].It is easily noticed that the pressure po- 0 , u st i

tential problem is a 2-o water wave problem ccsenty-) sine A s (73)
i due to the disturbance on the free surface.e

The time dependent pressure is given from where Rr-(x-Fl2 +(y n)+(z- )']1 ' and R'(

Sthe past to the future where it is zero be- x- ) 2+(y-nl)2+(z+ ) ] ! 2.cause of the property of (x,y) function.r e

Th e diffraction potential denotes the ef- p tea inet xanno the f ar field nb e

fect of the reflection of the wave due to potentiyalyin the botearhfiel can Bbe de6]
Sthe pressure potential on the hull. The rvdb pligtetcnqeb aa(6

initial condition for the diffraction poten- as follows,
tial comes OUt because at x < 0 there is no

Shull surface. This problem coincides with l rid cosk y-osk
~ the time dependent boundary value problem 4 . - - dY(,)(-)

considered in §2.72

It is well known that the pressure po- - - 0

tential can be given by the distribution of si kx 74)
the impulsive sources on the free surface.

... Then we have for the pressure potential de- and
i fined by (68) ,

(69) k (z~~d cs kz-)6lcsin (-)sn1

P- d 1 (70)75)-

-wV -wL--

iThe inner expansion of the pressure ten-where G is the Green's f d di proved immediately to match with the

(10) with substitution t-'x, 'r-* and g-.v. near field solution (70). Let's think about _

Therefore can complete n the rethe diffraction tential.
problt e . This has been done without match- Since the outer expansion of the near field
ing with the far field solution. However, otential will be derived as,
it is necessary to consider the far field

The dffrationpotetial enots -291-
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X 4. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS AND COMPARISON WITH%D dk k (-y Vk(
V - ___e (z-iY)sinC(x_ ) EXPERIMENTS

0 0 4.1 Numerical Analysis

d£o(Q, lekcoskn (76) As an application of the 2-D time de-
f pendent boundary value problem, we will show
c() some numerical examples of the 2-D motion

problem in the time domain discussed in §3.1
where o is the source distribution on hull and give some comparison with the results-
c in the near field which can be determined of experiment. (27]
by the integral equation (15). This outer It was shown that the time dependent
expansion is derived by taking the Fourier velocity potential of §3.1 has to be solvedtransform of (49) which is the Duter exvan- in order to complete the equation of motion

sion of the potential in the frequency do- in the time domain (39). The potential Oj
main. This should match with (75), then in the j th motion can be solved making use
the matching condition becomes, of the integral equations (11) or (15) by

imposing the specified body boundary condi-* 'I tion (6.When we employ the equation (15)
d-yl lsinlx-g) Re dsin/i(x-0) for the temporal source, the solution oj(Q,

t) will be affected by the irregular fre-= 0 0
-- e d~sinA~E~x-~). quency. However if we substitute it into

Jdt(Q~)k( +in) . the equatiin (14) to get-the potential, wedtc (Q, )e k (77)q

will obtain the same solution as that calcu-
C() lated from (11) which has no influence of

-avk/4 . the irregular frequency. When the time t
Now multiplying e /vk to the both becomeu large, it takes much computing time
sides of (77) and integrating with respect to solve the integral equations numerically.
to k in the interval (0,m) where a is an Then we will derive an asymptotic expression
arbitrary positive small constant, we have for the potential at large t.

The temporal source derived from (15)CO (x) includes the effect of the irregular frequen-
j 7  - /sinrkx =26(x) cy. Then we will decompose it into two

parts at large t. That is,
0

Therefore the unknown source density func- a(Q,t) - (Q,t) + i(Q,t) (81)
tion is now determined from (77) and theabove relation. That is, where 6(Q,t) is independent of the irregular

frequency and will be possibly calculated by

1 1 - the method in[15] and La(Q,t) denotes the
part which is affected by the irregular fre-
quency. When the specific body boundary

where H(xv) is the Kochin function in the condition (26) is applied, (81) becomes
time domain (21).

Now the wave resistance formula can be O(Qt) - 0*(Q,0) + LO(Q,t) (82)
written by the far field potentials as fol-
lows, The velocity potential at large t can be

obtained by substituting (82) into (14).
22 By the relation verified in (17), we can say

CW= -jdOIH(vsec ,)Isec8 (79) Au does not affect the potential. Therefore
the potential *j(P,t) can be written as,

t
where H(k,O) is the Kochin function definedi ~ ~~~~ antefrfedyj(P,t) ~d-, dka*(Q,0)G(P1,Q,t-T) (83)
in the far field by,ji oc

H(k,) ddF(l)eik s i + Substituting the Green's function (10) into
e the above, and integrating with respect to

IL. T, we have
CO

fd~~ek~oso(8) (P,t) --LJdc*(Q,)lnEJ, - c (QO)
c c

In the formula F(x,y) and y(x) can be given
by solving the time dependent boundary tdkk+)
value problem (69) in the near field by the I..e cosk(y-n) (l-cosv g4t) . (84)
method in §2.

As shown in the analysis, the time de- a
pendent boundary value problem plays the In the second term the integration with re
essential role in the low speed slender spect to k is written as, at large t,
wave making problem.
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4.2 Experiments

21n + v + in4 To examine the validity of the equation
of motion in the time domain (39) and the

where y is the Euler's constant. From this Haskind relation in the time domain (37),
we can deduce the following, following three experiments have been per-

lformed. Namely,

(Pt) = d'r*(Q, 0) 2 r' - 22-- a) free damping motion in still water,
b) exciting force and moment acting on the

restrained body in transient waves,
-1n4 -21nt 1 (85) c) free motion in transient waves.

These experiments were made at 2-Dimen-
Then differentiating with respect t, we sional experimental tank (LxBxd=20mlmx2m)

- have, (Fig. 5), for two types cylinders: model A;
half immersed circular cylinder, and model

2r B; rectangular cylinder with rounded corner~~jt(t)- d*(,) 86 (ig. 6). The motion displacements were

c measured by potentiometers attatched to the
guide connected with model, and forces were

From the consideration of the flux through measured by the three forces components
contour c, it is obvious that ballance. The transient waves were gener-

ated by one cycle of heave motion of a wedge
( -2a for symmetric motion installed at the midpoint of the tank. -

d*(Q,0)= fomonIn these experiments the coupled mo-

for asymmetric motion tions have not been treated for brevity.

(87) Experiments in sway and heave modes for -d-
el A and in sway, heave and roll modes fzr

where a is the half breadth of the cylinder, model B have been performed.
Consequently we have,

[ 4a.1
i A.- for j=2

jt ~(88)Z
_ 0 for j=1,3 . .j7

and from (31), - --"-________

L tfor 3=2~ ~~ (t t 8)" .. ..

0 for j=1,3
FIGURE 5. Arrangement of experimental appa-

These asymptotic expressions will be used ratus.
in calculation at large t.

Though the equation of motion (39) has I
__ the form of the integro-differential equa- Crn

tion, this can be treated as the differen- --40 --I0

S tial equation because the memory effect
term becomes 0 at -&=t- .) Y

A~ L. R2cm

t

-Jd Lij(t-r'jA') + Fw(t) 90 model A model B
0 FIGURE 6. Model geometries.

Then we will use the Runge-Kutta-Gill meth-
od to solve (90) with appropriate init-.al 4.3 Comparison Between Calculations and
conditions. Now we consider the following Experiments
*itiail conditions,nit In this paper we will show only the

X(O)=initial displacement "(0)=0 for results in sway and heave modes for model A
free damping motion in still water and roll for model B.- • . First the numerical results of ,j-() X O = mornktion in wa e . -

Sx(0)=X(0)=0 for ..ionin waves, . and L--(t) are shown in Figs.7-9 . Here
In the former case the exciting force F-j( denotesnondimensional time scale t -gia,
-)=0. The experiments will.De considered and the angle 0 is measured from the nega-
for the motions with these initial condi- tive z -xis thus 90O corresponds to the

___ tions. And calculations also will be per- water line In Fig.8 we can see that the
formed for the motions with these initial asymptotic formulas (88) and (89) are good
conditions, approximations at large T , then we use

___ -293-1



these formulas for T>i0 . Figs.10,ll show the free damping motion
in still water. In these figures full line
shows calculated results and the points with
small circles show measured values. For the

It. case of free heave motion of a circular cyl-
inder Ursell [28] [291 has treated the same
problem by different manner than that used

S - hcre but both results agree very well, and
, _they also agree with experimental results.

However in the case of free roll motion of
A/- model B (Fig.ll), the measured values show

.r' " •faster damping than the calculated. This
_ _ may be due to the viscous effect.

i

- rIGURE 7. Step response potential and memo- "N
ry effect coefficient function in sway mode
motion of Model A. / __.

9C FIGURE 10. Free heave motion of Model A.

i_ r

= FIGURE 8- Step response potential and mem-o-
rv effect coefficient function in heave mode I"
motion of Model A. V

FIGURE 11. Free roll motion of Model B.

... . Figs.12-14 show the exciting force and
moment exerted on the fixed models by the
transient waves. As evident from these fig-
ures, the force and moment calculated by the,=_- -,,. Haskind relation in time domain (3)show

______---__ good agreement with experimental results. 1
Finally, Figs.15-17 show the motion in

transient waves. Through the experiment a)
, - the utility of equation of motion in the

= . , .time domain was made clear and by experiment
b) the validity of the Haskind relation

00: (right hand side of equaticn of motion) was
-r _proved, then as is expected the agreement

-0' -_between numerical and experimental results
are fairly good in these figures too. (TheFIGURE 9. Step response potential and memo- discrepancy at initial stage of sway motion

ry effect coefficient function in roll mode (Fig.15) is considered to be caused by the
motion of Model B. small friction of the guide apparatus.)

= i 294 -



°."A ,,, 1  ,,cto

Model A.

°'- " N li',t r

_ 'ao F

----- :,FIGURE 16. Heave motion in transient wave,
~Model A.

FIGURE 13. Heave force in transient wave on '

--io l.°"

4 ""

FIGUE i. Rol mmen in ranientwav on FIGURE 15. Sway motion in transient wave,-i

1A i IV,'

o Model A.olUE tHe force tinn tat we n

IG m 4tion in t ransitae on solln ti in wanen wve,

ince w1e oan mm ntme dependent veon FIUR 17. roll m o ta nen wave,
ty potential ja(Q,t) for a body, we can of the forces of a ship, the temporal source
solve the forces acting on that body and distribution is the necessary quantity.
its motions in time base for any arbitrary When solving the ship wave problem by
incident waves. making use of the time dependent boundary

value problem, the property of the ohiran
5. CONCLUSION source obtained from the integral equation _approach have been clarified. The temporal

Considering the attempts to apply the sources are effectively utilized in the cal-
2-fl 'time dependent boundary value problem" culation of the potential at large t as seen.
to the ship wave Problem, the impotance of in 54. And they are also ulsed in the Rochinlthe theoretical aspects as well as the nu- functions in the time domain.
merica-l techniques has to be emphasized. The time dependent boundary value prob-
For the cases analysed in this paper, the lem has been proved to be useful in the shin
singular behavior of the integral equation motion problem in the time domain, showing
solution of the temporal source function is good agreement with the experiments. And __

the main object to be concerned about. the fact also has been shown that it could __
it is sometimes adv-atageous to calcu- be used as the basic equation for the 2-D

late forces acting on a ship body from the problems deduced from the 3-D ship motion
radiated waves in the far field. To this problems under some assumptions. These 2-D -_purpose, the amplitude of the waves gener- problems with 3-D corrections may be most
ated by a body should be known. We know suitable ones when the original 3-D problems _

__ that the Kochin function is connected with have some difficulties in the computation. __

the wave amplitude and it is calculated

_i -2=95 -
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attache here shows the comparison between Theo'r' of Ship Ilotions"-, Manuscript I

theory and experiment. PiC. 2 shows simlar- preparation, (1980)
calculations for a wedue-shaped body, whose
danoino characteristics is stronger than
that of a ctr-cIe. The autfrors- calculatzons C-M eifnsr
in 1.4 are aanarent-I wider- in scone-. !Ldever,I i s not clear- f mm the text ofthis paper
tvhat was used nrecjselv to represent* the -- e autho~rs 5 h be cc - atul-aed

trnient tn~etwave potenta!. Some v0 -ererle-rr-_s~~ r
explanation ~Albe desirat e. numerical results shnown in -'-'s.1O troumn

We have inetg th e - zg"-s..eed -oul Mt hel t askin th -e follow-
slender shin Droblem discussed in .3. bv i questons-.
the at-r.Teeare substar'ia- dift..c we ress =" a0nd
culIt ie s wh enP t he b odyi no lon'ger a s'acan 0o-I~d that u e Aiscea1ceC

uniform- cylinder. As an exa~.. e, the va- sII w n ,g..-'6 s-'-u" be mai- 1 'due o .0e

turet of tea nar-field6.brobers nt a ueesuon '-seacs in'-evae xie e
toteator.Wa 'm o-1ers-~~ a-th' wasren frot tn mas.

ingit-hat-me our forrlatio ned a set cn eashown ine ec!3 Hcoi oto n

itrational strip they bat -- e authrsdv I-~ rd IoIscl aon!e t dt s Ca o
ntoi coteffient n I eoe osclue, sinc thre se tav- exie -a f o- but ta h5 e d
dixiwonl deffects.n wigre a sthe res- noe T%- sra oul bee ca~using vte

heavte addd mscaind as n a- aie sohrid, sco efc = arr s te e mo
=of leenh/be raio 6eee . trnslati a ut Cited t4e e"'=or thisko aE partic.. -'a

raterode approf . mThetl expreta reaollns. thi moee 2sf cc-'l
4-reut b-" ofe ee and Paolleins (1966) wre rsult rs lin ?~t~n-
ajuted byhos a fat ofem .2 nthert 2.Theauso re aonen tha 'tI .1 1 di
striis thor alculation wefuds to he4 na- -z-- t rre-ay" meC'lo *5o-
-of hir- ai f.atoar. Tev Ditchaded toth --a- FI.1 sol be due' to v-s ts = _Zt.
ta "n-inal san dahie or au te nedr-dv neer rcmF-4 =ral171 ne ca r b
r-- e i shont inw includO-e auai..,ree ser * ifferat modso

tha~~~-v mod exorinn can b=-ore
= 'aobousnim tha these6 mor oemr-mta u y7W2ta

involved theorieseyied sPata.,i-a i66 we A~of sr- f U--1kow he-

-v n" v carelatirsuls wr tou d to e nert eesatfrauz.--he -

of the s frasctor.in Tep c, bed 'e'e- -Ue-'I wo.. .. ,t tne ft oua-va
d1 ad dore sciic fo hi amt- de w-e 11_faeite ience

-_ a;e -o"M- CI a.sAnacf-v' moes f
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noe-''-ral rc-ssou there asc -mroe emsemtc
twoS Sdyo theor s bTransmaien ve e. tvianm-saeccr
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Tuck (1964) and Maruo (1964,1966). It is 3.3 (low-speed problem), the wave number
obsurvod that the most important portion of the transverse waves near the track is
of the three-dimensional effect in the inner g/Ula 6". Thus the authors write symboli-
expansion is missed in the result of the cally that b/ax - O( "0/ 6" ). If the term
present paper. This kind of difficulty ',,is dropped from the Laplace equation,
appears in particular when one wishes to it means that c o o while 6 is held fixed.
apply the same technique to the problem of Physically, this means that ship beam and
the steady forward motion of a ship. The draft approach zero while A- 2ff6 is fixed.
idea of bow near-field is not warranted I question whether it i's the authors' in-
because of the lack of logical rationality. tention to develop a low-speed theory of
The second point which I wish to discuss this nature.
is that the authors employed the Fourier In time-dependent problems as well,
transform of the hull boundary condition some parts of the full 3-D wave system will
as shown in eq. (42). However the validity be lost, introducing further restrictions.
of this treatment is rather doubtful because (ii) In order to match a steady-motion
the-hull boundary condition is satisfied on bow solution to the far field, Daoud [22)
the contour c which becomes a function of found that the matching had to be carried
x by itself. Most of the above is a re- out along parabolic curves passing through
petition of my discussion to Saito's paper the bow. The usual kind of matchinq.4m-
(Reference 20,1978) plied in Section 3.2 (in which r= /y2+z 2

- - in the near field and r - o in the far
REFERENCES field)fails. This difficulty is masked in

the paper by the use of Fourier transforms
Newman,J.N.,Tuck,E.O., "Current Pro- (in x), but it is a real difficulty that

gress in the Slender Body Theory for Ship must be handled carefully.
Motions", Fifth Symposium on Naval Hydro- Finally, I should comment on low-
dynamics, Bergen, Sept. (1964) speed theories of the kind discussed in

Maruo,H., Discussion to the above Section 3.3. In passing from (59) to (62),
paper (1964) the authors lose a major low-speed effect,

Maruo,H., "An Application of the Slen- the distortion of wave-propagation rays by
der Body Theory to the Ship Motion in Head the nonuniform stream around the ship.
Seas", Journal of the Society of Naval Arch. Work in recent years at the University of
of Japan,Vol.120, (1966) (in Japanese) Tokyo by Professor Inui and his associates

indicates that this effect is not negligi-
ble. Indeed, Dagan showed in 1972 that
even the free-surface condition, [F] , in

T.F. Ogilvie (Univ. of Michigan) (59) is not consistent: * should be aug-
mented by a second-order non-wavy term.

In this ambitious paper, the authors Notwithstanding my lengthy and appar-
attempt to show the common nature of sever- ently negative comments here, I strongly
al important problems of ship hydrodynamics. commend the authors for trying to bring
They have helped to clarify several impor- some order into this area of ship hydro-
tant points, but I question some of their dynamics, and I encourage them to continue
conclusions. Also, I believe that more their efforts.
attention should be given to some restric-
tions on their approach.

If a source of constant strength moves
along the free surface, the resulting wave-
motion solution can be analyzed by the me-
thod of stationary phase. This results in Author's Reply
the well-known separation into two parts :
diverqinq waves and transverse waves. The
stationary-phase expression is really valid H. Adach(SRI)
only at large distance from the source.
However, near the track, the diverging waves
dominate, and they are predicted well by Prof. Ursell's suggestions are welcomed
the stationary phase method even close to in many aspects. He raised the crucial
the source. points concerning the time dependent problem

This diverging wave precisely matches many years ago. In the time domain, when
the waves corresponding to the 2-D Green the time becomes large, the calculation
function given by the authors in (10). begins to take a lot of time. At large time
This fact leads to two observations : (i) we have to include all the memory effect in
The transverse waves are lost in the analy- the past. This is one of troublesome prob-
sis in this paper. (ii) Near the source, lems in the calculation of the time depend-
the wave crests are parabolic in the hori- ent potential. So the simplification for
zontal plane, all of the parabolas in prin- the problem is desired and the Fourier
ciple passing through the source point, transform approach is deserved to be persued
Both of these observations lead to major with much attention. We would like to take
consequencpe : labour with it in the near future.

(i) Ignoring the transverse waves We would like to appreciate Prof. Yeung
leads to a seriouz restriction. In Section for informing us the related works of the
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trasient motion problem. As for the incident Prof. Maruo questioned about the validi-waves used in the calculation in §4, waves ty of the fundamental problem of ship motionare generated by the motion of a wedge in §3.2. In the analysis of this paper the

shaped wave maker. The apex angle of the key assuhmption is that the frequency of
wedge is assumed to be small in order to motion is high, so that the wave length
utilize the *hin body treatment. When the generated by the motion is compatible to the
wedge moves up and down arbitrarily in time ship's lateral dimension. Under this
with velocity V(t), the x-compcnent of the assumption and the additional slender bow
velocity of the wedge is given by, near field assumption we can derive the

Vx (y,t) =V(t)sin0cos0 -a< y <0 fundamental boundary value problem in (40)
x for a ship running through waves with speed

U. The inner problem (40) has a solution
where d is the depth of the wedge. The defined by (48). Its outer expansion (50)
motion of the wedge is assumed to be so is valid for x4 O(l) and y- O(l). Under
small t..At the motion is described around the high frequency assumption, it is valid
its equi ibrium position and is replaced by a to derive the inner expansion (53) of the
time dependent source distribution on the outer solution (52). And (53) can be shown
center line at x=0, whose density is propor- to be valid an inner expansion into the bow
tional to Vx. The incident wave potential near field. Thus the matching is correct.
can be written as follows. if we assume the motion frequency 0(i), the

0 t 0 different treatment other than ours must
11x t r - be considered as Prof. Maruo suggested.
-d 0 -d Prof. Ogilvie questioned very important

points of the problem in the low speed
1 slender body wave making problem. They are

•Idk ) tk(y+")coskxsin g(tT) summarized as fo3lows.
I gK 1) negligence of transverse waves0 2) small parameters in the bow near field

3) validity of che matching
The second point which the discusser 4) effect of local nonlinearity.

raised is a pertinent one in the high speed
slender ship' problem. Indeed, there are
some questions about the validity of the
equation (57). However, the potential (56) 1) In this paper, the low speed slender
satisfies the conditions (40) except [H], body theory is adopted to treat the horizon-
then if a ship is slender, the formula will tal reflection of the ship generated waves
be utilized at least as a leading order on the ship hull in the bow near field.
solution. Horizontal reflection describes the wave

Since the potential (48) will coincide reflection on the hull surface whose projec-
with the potential in the traditional strip tion is parallel to ship center plane. So

_ theory as x/U becomes large. So the the divergence wave system may play role
influence of the forward speed appears in in the bow, while in the midship region the

_ the regime where x/U is small. The same is transverse wave may do the role in the inter-
true for the hydrodynamic forces which will action between waves and hull. However- there
be calcuLated from the potential (48). must be discussion about the matching of the

bow near field with the midship near field.
Dr. Lee raised very controversial ques- 2) The assumption of the change of order

tions about the experiments. The early stage in the differentiation in the bow near field
of the motion of model A in sway mode may have some points of question. There, we
apparently has discrepancy. We concluded have introduced twc small parameters C and
this due to the defect in the experimental 6. It is desirable to develop the dual
apparatus. However, the possibility of the parameter expansion in the bow near field.
hydrodynamic forces to that discrepancy may Such attempt is not successful in this paper,
not be excluded. We can not say much about because c dnd 6 are treated as same thing
this point. As to the heaving motion result, in actual. Then a!ax=O(e-i26 -  is treated
looking carefully Fig. 13, the experiment as /ax=O(C-3 /2 ) -d this is considered as
becomes larger than the calculated at 7> 2.2. the fundamental ssumption. Therefore,
However the wave excited motion in Fio. 16 X=2r6 becomes zeru with the same order as

__ is not larger than the calculated in the same c. So the bow near field problem in this
region. Then the discrepancies in the motion paper is for the one parameter expansion.
are not necessarily attributed to the wave However, such expansion leads to the
excited force FDI. interesting problem as given in §3.3.

As for the roll motion of model B, judg- 3) The matching is correct in this
ing from the experimental result, we should paper. At first sight the outer expansion
conclude that Fw3 is more dominant than FD3 of the inner solution (49) seems to be the
as Dr. Lee said. Only the roll motion of usual outer expansion as r--. This expan-
model B shows the discrepancy in the free sion is valid also as x (O(e/2)) becomes
motion. Since we did not perform the forced large like x O(l). And the inner expansion
motion tests, we can not say anything about (74) and (75) are valid along the parabolic
other modes of motion. line x2/yconst, as t 0.
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4) The basic problem (62) with the in- action between ship waves and the flowhomogeneous terms D and E in the free sur- around the ship zody. In this slender lowface condition is a direct derivation from speed probliam, E x'inction contains some ofthe full nonlinear problem under the low ruch interaction ezfect, though the slenderspeed assumption. (62) can include all the hnip assumption makes thd problem verynonlinear influences condensed in D and E simplified one. So we do not entirely -terms. Then it can include the local non- neglect the effect n the local nonlinearitylinear effect that is defined as the inter- in the analysis in §3.3.
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Second-Order Theory of Oscillating
Cylinders in a Regular Steep Wave
A. Papanikolaou and H. Nowacki
Technical University of Berlin, Berlin
Federal Republic of Germany

ABSTRACT ( generalized restoring force
coefficient of order n for

The nonlinear two-dimensional hydrody- (i,k), eq. (106)
namic problem of a cylinder with arbitrary f(1) (2) hydrodynamic force or moment
cross-section shapd performing finite ampli- j k 'jik
tude oscillations in the free surface of a amplitude of order n in direc-

regular steep wave is treated on the basis tion j caused by problem k or
of nonlinear system dynamics, potential and by interaction between prob-of lens i and k, as applicable,
perturbation theory. A complete second or- eqs. (90) to (92), n = i or 2
der transfer model is developed from the as- (n)

sumptions of a second-order incident wave, .F (t) hydrodynamic force or moment
a quadratic dynamic model of the system, and of order n in direction j, eq.
a second-order perturbation expansic. of the 8 F(n(n),
hydrodynamic nonlinearities in potential M(n)

F (n (n) (n) =(n
flow. 3 V n= , 4 F _M

The given nonlinear wave-body flow
system is decomposed into six second-order g acceleration of gravity
subsystems to which a perturbation expan- (n)function for order n,
sion in several small parameters is applied.
This results in a set of linear boundary eq. (53)
value subproblems of uniform type, which h water depth
can be solved by close-fitting methods. (n)

On this basis second-order expressions orio n hi
for the hydrodynamic pressures, forces, and of order n

moments are obtained and introduced in the i imaginary unit (space), e.g.
equations of the body motions to obtain the eq. (54)- motion response. _r

motin rspone.1 unit vector in positive
Numerical examples illustrate the so- x-irecton

lution procedure and several physical as- x-direction

pects of the second-order model. 144 moment of inertia (roll), eq.
(99)

NOMENCLATURE j imaginary unit (time), e.g.

Symbol Description eq. (55)
junit vector in positive

_a w  wave amplitude y-direction

A area of cylinder cross section k wave number, eq. (58)

b maximum half-beam k unit vector in positive

bi  reference quantity for motion roll axis direction
i, eq. (2) 1(2) free surface inhomog. for sec.-

B waterline beam, Fig. 3
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Symbol Description angle between and pos.
- n) x-direction, Fig. 3i generalized body mass coeffi-cient of order n for (i,k),

eq. (106) 6(n) phase angle of order n, gene-
M cylinder mass per unit length, ral, eq. (93)

eq. (99) w incident wave phase angle, eq.
M(n) hydrodynamic roll moment of (57), -=Ofor regular sine-

order n wave (t=O) in positive x-direc-
tion

M (n) moment of inertia of order n,R perturbation parameter for
eincident wave, eq. (2)

n unit normal vector, positiveoutar, ig 3 7perturbation parameter for
unrdi)3 diffraction, eq. (2)

n ik directional cosine components~ i ofordr nfordirctin ~perturbation parameter forof order n for direction j, c
eqs. (21) to (24) motion in direction i, eq.(2)

o-x-y inertial right-handed Carte- Xk perturbation parameter in ge-

sian coordinate system, Fig.3 neral
o-x-y body-fixed right-handed Carte- complex variable, source point,

sian coordinate system, Fig.3 eq. (54)
(n) incident wave length, ea. (58)P~n (R, ,t) hydrodynamic pressure of n

order n 'i dimensionless hydrodynamic
11 (-, ), hydrodynamic pressure ampli- damping coefficient of order n,pk (x~y) tude of order n caused by (n)caused by (i,k, eq. (108)

(2) - -) problem k or by interaction -ik dimensionless hydrodynamic
ik of problems (i,k), as appli- mass coefficient of order n,

cable, eqs. (67) to (79) caused by (i,k), eq. (108)
r position vector in o-x-y-sys- frequency parameter, eq. (58)

tem, eq. (81) fluid density

r rk body boundary inhomogeneitiesfor first (k) or second-order 0 body mass density, eq. (99)
(i,k) problems, eqs. (30),(44), I(x,y;t) velocity potential, eq. (13)
(47), ((x,y) space potential functions of

s arc length on cylinder contour 9-j)(xy! orders (1) or (2), eq. (13)
s unit tangent vector, Fig. 3 (Xy) decomposed space potentials

S(t) wetted cylinder contour at t'2).x,y) of orders (1) or (2), eqs.(16),
time t, Fig. 3 (17)

S wetted cylinder contour at frequency of incident wave and
time t=0, Fig. 3 of first-order motion response

t time B( Z body bo'"uary differential ope-
T draft, Fig. rator, eq (19)

V velocity vector of body motion Laplace operator

Vn normal component of body velo- F(n-V){ free surface differential ope-
city, eq. (9) at2 re (8xi W body motion in direction i,i bdmoinidrcinradiation differential opera-(20
eq. (14), for sway (i=2), tor, eq. (20)

heave (i=3), and roll (i=4) V{ I Hamilton's nabla operator
5(n) .(n)
Oxn) , body motion amplitudes of or- Subscript Conventions:

(n) k4 der n, eq. (14)oi

coordinate of body The paper contains several multiply sub-
vetia scripted quantities in symbol expressionscenter of gravity of the general form

X(n) norizontal inertia force of
R order n, eq. (100) mj ( oik

Y(x,t) free surface elevation profile where some or all of the subscripts may be

y vertical inertia force of or- present. These symbols denote:
der n, eq. (100)

Z complex variable, field point, a) Superscript n in parentheses refers to
eq. (54) the order n of the quantity in the per-
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turbation expansion. The current two-dimensional hydrodyna~mic problem is approached by means of non-
b) Left subscript m denotes the dependence mcpolmi prahdb en fnnb the m otionseoffirsth (d=e)pnde-e linear system dynamics, perturbation theory

upon ohe m=2) of t (mlw) an- and potential flow methods. This implies
cond order (m=2) of the following quan- that several, but not all, of the nonline-
titles: potentials, eq. (17), associatedt arities present in the physical problem can
disturbances, e'g. eqs. (44) to be taken into account and that the results
pressures, eq. (65), and forces, may be valid for moderate wave heights and
eq. (87). moderate motion amplitudes, in other words,

c) Left subscript j (j = 2, 3, 4) is used for nonlinearities of such degree that the
with direction cosines, eqs. (21) to second-order perturbation approximation
(24), or with forces, eqs. (90) to (92). will remain sufficiently realistic.
It denotes the reference direction j. Specifically the approach will allow
For the forces both subscripts m and j for nonlinearities in the
may occur, eq. (87). - Free surface boundary condition for in-

cident and motion generated waves (by17: d) Right subscripts i,k (i,k=0, 2, 3, including second-order effects and sa-
relate to the cause of the subscripted tisfying this condition in the true free

qouantity. First-order quantities have asurface - in a perturbation sense),
single subscript k, second-order quanti- - Body boundary condition
ties require at least two subscripts (by satisfying it over the really wetted
i, k; second-order steady-state quanti- regime, approximating the shape of theties carry the additional subscript o.
tlatter by a Taylor expansion around the

rest position of the body in the spirit
Other Conventions: of perturbation theory).

All derived responses such as pres-
- Lengths are made dimensionless by b or sures, forces, motions are also evaluated

ja!, anglesby maximum wave slope or with to the second order. However, nonlineari-
maspect to 1 radian, time by -, and ties of viscous origin (like separation at
mass per unit length by b2 . sharp corners) are disregarded, although

subsequent, empirically based corrections
.INTRODUCTION of the system model remain feasible.

Much of the previous work on the sub-
The past decade has witnessed a rapid ject of this paper has been devoted to thearowth of interest in the nonlinear aspects incident wave and forced oscillation sub-

of ship motions. It is well established problems. Numerous higher-order wave theo-
that linear theory succeeds extremely well ries have been developed by Stokes 12) ,
in predicting many important phenomena in Levi-Civiti, Sjelbreia and others. Papani-
shin motions within the accuracy required kolaou has reviewed several of these theo-for design purposes; but it has also been ries, including a third order solution of

recognized all along that the range of va- .his own, in [3j - For the prescnt purpose
lidity of the linear model is restricted a Stokes second-order wave will be suffi-
vby its fundamental assumptions of small cient to represent the incident wave flow.

wave heights and small motion amplitudes In regard to the nonlinear forced mo-
[1] . There has been growing experimental tion problem Ogilvie [4] derived the second-
evidence in recent years, accompanied by order steady force on a submerged circular
basic theoretical results, suggesting that cylinder, which could be achieved without
nonlinearities in waves and ship motions explicitly solving the second-order boundaty
are also a matter of important practical value ?roblem. This was done later .y Paris-
consequence. This holds for the prediction s v5 for the circular cylinder heaing
of any large amplitude motion effects, par- in the free surface and by C.M. Lee 16] for
ticularly extreme values, and has received Lewis forms. Lee's solution to the second-
much attention in connection with large am-pltd ol(asznghdo ai m order set of boundary value problems is
plitude roll (capsizing), hydro jnamic im- based on multipole expansions and conformal
pacts (slamming, section flare effects), mapping. Potash [7] , working with close-fit
Swave-induced bending moments and other non- techniques instead, extended the problem to
linear phenomena p sway, heave, and roll, including their coup-
on e preicset of no nres i f no- ling, and to arbitrary section shapes. Papa-
one specific aspect of nonlinear shpbasis of a similar
tions, that is, the problem of an infinite-ldgapproach, reexamined the foregoing results
ly long cylinder oscillating in the free for the heaving cylinder and removed somer surface in sway, heave and roll in response inconsistencies in the analytical expres-
to a regular incident beam wave of finiteasions and numerical results. Finally, Masu-: amplitude (on deep water or water of limi-

ted depth). This case is an important refe- moto [10] developed an approach to the corn
rence point for solving the much more gene- plete second-order oscillation problem using

mof ship motions in an irregular multipole expansions in analogy to C.M.Lee's
ral problem treatment of the forced oscillation case.
seaway, although a comprehensive nonlinear Several approximate solutions to the~theory for the latter purpose remains to be
ttpasecond-order forced motion problem have been
developed. derived without solving the corresponding

inn boundary value problem completely and rigo-
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rously. C.H. Kim [1I dealt with forced hea- ment of all these subproblems by close-fit-
ving of triangular cylinders by an iteration ting methods. The standardized hydrodynamic
which departed from a zero-frequency solu- coefficients obtained from the submodels are
tion. Grim [12] derived approximate solu- assembled into the complete transfer model
tions based on low-frequency assumptions via the equations of motion to solve for the
for large amplitudes of roll. Salvesen's motion response and other responses. The pa-
aprch in 13 to nonlinear heave (and per describes the solution procedure in de-
pitch) is also based on low frequency ap- tail. 3ome numerical examples are given to
proximations. S6ding [14] used Green's the- illustrate the physical properties of the
orem to derive the second-order force on an transfer model and its components.
oscillating cylinder from first-order poten-
tials of the problem. Yamashita L15] deve- 2. FORMULATION
loped an approximate solution for "thin"
oscillating cylinders with results up to 2.1 Dynamic System Model
the third order.

Several authors, e.g. (16-18] , in con- The nonlinear system of an incident
* trast to the perturbation school of thought, wave and a body oscillating in response to

have pursued direct time-domain solutions this wave on the free surface of a fluid
of the complete nonlinear problem, using domain may be described by two sets of as-
initial value formulations and numerical in- sumptions, called the dynamic system model[ tegration schemes. These methods do not de- and the hydrodynamic model. The former is
pend on livearizing assumptions and are at- related to the general dynamic behavior of
tractive, in fact, sometimes perhaps the on- the system in terms of its input and output,
ly available recourse, for dealing with very the latter consists of the hydrodynamic cha-
large motion amplitudes and waves. However, racteristics assumed for the flow system.
aside from some unresolved questions regar- The two models must, of course, be chosen
ding the treatment of the radiation condi- in accordance with each other.
tion in the complete nonlinear case there
are also some practical limitations: Compu-
ter time requirements tend to be heavy, and
validation and generalization of results are Motions
difficult to perform for lack of frequency- Wave
dependent submodels. Parameters

Experimental results for several as- WAVE/SHIP
pects of the nonlinear problem have been it) SYSTEM
presented by Vugts 119] , Tasai and Kotera- =

yama [201 , Yamashita 1151 . The agreement o;(t)

between individual test results and second-
order theories is encouraging, although the
available evidence is far from systematic
and complete.

The research reported in this paper has Fig. 1: Dynamic System Model
the aim of defining a complete second-order
model for a cylinder of arbitrary shape os- The dynamic system model of the nonli-
cillating in the free surface in three de- near wave-ship system (Fig. 1) is characte-
grees of freedom. This model combines a qua- rized by the relation between its input sig-
dratic dynamic system model with a second- nal i(t) and its output signals o.(t),j=1,
order hydrodynamic model. The incident beam ... ,J. In the following we are inierested
wave is thus a second-order regular wave, in the steady-state behavior of the system,
that is, a "steep" wave in the sense of that is, in the time-periodic response of
Stokes. The system model is subdivided into the ship to excitation by a regular steep
several separate, but interacting flow sys- wave. Initial transient phenomena of the
tems:Incident wave, forced motion, and dif- response are disregarded. For this purpose
fraction are three primary subsystems fami- we assume a nonlinear relationship between
liar from linear theory. In second-order input and output of the form;
theory it is not sufficient to model these
individual flows to the second order, but N
it is also necessary to account for the mu-
tual second-order interactions in these 0(t) a
flows. This requires introducing three fur- n=0 "

ther second-order subsystems.
A perturbation expansion in five small and in particular a quadratic time response

parameters is performed on the nonlinear model (N=2).,This model is introduced bere
system in orcVer to recognize the "smallness (as in earlier work by Lee 1211 and others)
parameters" characteristic of each subprob- as an a priori working hypothesis, chiefly
lem. The expansion yields a corresponding because it can be demonstrated to be compa-
set of 20 linear boundary value problems. tible with the second-order hydrodynamic

The great majority of these can be regarded model to be developed by perturbation me-
as radiation problems and represented by thods.
Fredholm integral equations of the second
kind. This permits uniform numerical treat-
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It is a particular property of this of the motion amplitudes in each degree of
quadratic model that the response oj(t) to freedom. Thus we haVe available a set of
a monochromatic harmonic input signal i(t) physically relevant smallness parameters for
of frequency w will contain harmonic terms the major subsystems of the flow model.
of frequencies w and 2w , as well as a zon- The use of five small parameters does
stant "d.c." shift term. not imply that they are meant to be indepen-

In view of the complexity of the total dent of each other, but only that their phy-
flow process it is now of practical advan- sical interdependence need not be considered
tage to decompose the system model into a until after the subsystem flow problems are
set of separate, but interacting nonlinear solved. In fact, co and c7 are both depen-
flow subsystems, each individually better dent on wave height, and £7(£0) and £i are
amenable to hydrodynamic analysis. This physically linked by body dimensions. How-
will be done much in analogy to the concepts ever, at least two physically independent
of incident flow, forced motion and diffrac- smallness assumptions can be made, for exam-
tion flow, familiar from linear theory. ple, the traditional "small wave steepness"

At the same time it is convenient to and "small motion amplitude" assumptions.
introduce a system of several small dimen- To this extent our approach parallels New-
sionless parameters ck suitable for defining man's in (22 who used three perturbation
characteristic "smallness ratios" in the parameters in a thin ship oscillation prob-
perturbation expansions of the subproblems. lem to characterize the orders of beam-
We introduce: length ratio (thinness), wave steepness,

and motion amplitudes.
The decomposition of the dynamic sys-

= 2-t ia k II tem model S into a se. of second-order sub-
w system models jS, assuming for the time

- 1 being that all k are of equal order of mag-

7 0 nitude, can now be expressed in terms of the
characteristic small parameters present in

=XM')I  each subsystem:

. = b. S(x,y;t;£0 ,c7 c &

1S(x,y;t;c 0 ) + 2 S(x,y;t;c) +
with a. amplitude of regular beam wave s(x'y;t; )  s(x(3)

(aw in general complex)
wave length 5s(xzy;t;c C7) + 6S(x'y;t;c

7£.) c(£)
w

=k =22 = wave number

b :k b=dimensionless .. .....
frequency parameter

and physically for a second-order wave on
water depth h ( 31

kb~(v){(1 2 -1 3
kb-(v0C C 1 )) + 0(c) -----

C = s/c , C =1(SC-8C 9)/8s 11 D/ %

S = sinh (kh) , c = cosh (kh) _-_-

Further: i { , iJ

b maximum half-beam of section ULU
i = 2, 3, 4 for sway, heave, roll, 2

respectively
Fig. 2 illustrates the mutual interactions

I direction o of the six basic nonlinear subsystems:

= reference quantity for motion i S: Nonlinear incident wave
b 2  = b 3  b =maximum half-beam 2S: Nonlinear diffraction -

b4  = 1 rd unit reference angle Nonlinear forced motion

4S: Nonlinear interaction of and 3S
The pareter is a measure of waver tion

steepness in the incident flow, 7Nonlinear interaction of and

racteristic of the magnitude of the diffrac- S: Nonlinear interaction of iS and 2S  -

t'on flow, and the ci define the smallness
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The second-order model of (3) differs
from linear theory in two ways: The famil- --- snx
jar basic flow systems IS, 2S, 3S have to 2 + X O 4  (4
be extended to second-order level, and their ~+ ~ *-

second-order interactions have to be taken 3 Y o 4 x" x4
into account, which is done by the subsys-
tem 4S, 5S, 6S. Each subsystem jS corre- The notion is assumed to have existed long
sponds to a nonlinear boundary value prob- enough for all transient effects to have de-
lem of potential flow, which by perturba- cayed. Further, we assume inviscid, irrota-
tion methods can be reduced to classes of tional flow, which ensures the existence of

linear boundary value subproblems _S(n). a velocity Potential -(x,y,t) satisfying A
Some of these classes are further subdivi- Laplace's equation for an incompressible
ded into elements of types jSP x n *s) flid
that is, linear subproblems to be derived Combining the kinematic and dynamic
in detail from the hydrodynamic model. boundary conditiops on the free surface
Fig. 2 shows the complete scheme of nonli- y=Y(x,t), extending to infinity on both
near flow subsystems jS and their subprob- sides of the body, one obtains 81
lem classes and elements, connected by so-
lid lines, whereas the dashed lines with A (XY(X;tht) + 9
arrows indicate how the nonlinear subsys- tt Y {)

tens S interact with each other via their - 2(1 t - 2 - 2 € --;~ li ea va u t× X .X X y xy y yy
linear boundary value subproblems-

2.2 Boundary Conditions If the fluid has a horizontal bcttom at
y--h, then

A cylinder of arbitrary cross section
shape is oscillating in or just below the (x,-h;t) a, (6)
free liquid surface in response tc a beam,
regular, steep wave of amplitude a and The kinematic body boundary condition im-

frequency . plies that the normal velocity of the fluid
n equals that of the body Vn(Fig. 3):!n

S(nV,)-xyc1 v n v(xy:t) 17)

with n 4{sina,-cosal , s =Cosa~. ,ina't 8

w - sina z oscz
Sn x

tsin x Cos9 Y
n

x = Nx!3 : 2 x4 (Y cos x4 + x sin x4 )
h (10)

0b Y Y' 3+ Y"( cos x,' - 2Yi.

sin tilt) )73/%-s Y-cos X+ X'sin X4
4 -

(I

/ ffff)/j f/ , // 7 7 c77 Cos Qct = _;-COs x4 - ysin
--4

Fig. 3: Coordinate Systems where the prime denotes the derivative with
respect to arc length s, the dot indicates

Two Cartesian-coordinate systems are a time derivative, a(t) is the angle between
employed (Fig. 3): The right-handed system unit tangent vector s and the nositive x-
o-x-v is fixed in space so that o-x corres- directinn, and n the unit normal vector
ponds to the undisturbed fluid surface and which is positive outward.
y is positive upward; the right-handed sys- At large distance from the body a sui-
tem 1-- is fixed in the moving body and table Sommerfeld radiation condition is im-
coincides with o-x-y when the body is in its posed. Physically this corresponds to the
equilibrium position. The displacements of fact that the incident wave and the motion
sway, heave and roll are denoted by x2 , x3  generated by the ship are the only distur-
and x4 , respectively. Due to these motions bances present. Mathematically this condi-
a point (Ry} moving with the body has the tion ensures uniqueness of the solutio.. po-
following coordinates measured in the sta- tentials.
tionary system: In dete=ining the potentials the mo-

tions of the body xi t) will be assumed to
be known. The normalized potentials and cor-responding hydrodynamic forces determined on
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this assumption wili be substituted into the placements x.-t) may be correspondingly ex-
equations of motion later to derive the ac- panded into a perturbation series in terms
tual body motions in a given wave. of the small parameters Ci , characterizing

the magnitude of the motions in each direc-
2.3 Perturbation Expansions tion i, eq. (2):

In order to reduce the nonlinear boun- 2 2
dary value problem defined in the preceding x 1 (t) = n X e-jk t  (14)
section to a set of linear subproblems, we k0 n0
assume that the potential ' can be expanded Neglecting trivial terms:
into a power series in terms of five pertur- 2
bation parameters tk (k=0, 2, 3, 4, 7) up to x(t) = £ + x 2 (14a)
the second order in accordance with (3): - =

t(xY;t;ck) = C (Xy:t) where we have introduced the zbbreviated
k(12) notation to be used from now on:

=-- Z i~ (2) 3
Si k ( (xy;t) + O()

i kk n nI (n) 2 (2) (2) (E_ Xki - X. , kJ0, C i x~i x . (14b)

with 0(0 = 0 , ik = 0, 2, 3, 4, 7
Questions concerning the convergence of This change of notation is equivalent to

the foregoing expansion, or particularly its saying that we will initially consider all
uniform convergence, must be left open for hydrodynamic problems and their responses
the moment. Current calculation results - in a normalized way, namely for ci=l. How-
gest that the second-order potentials 'k ever, ¢i will be reintroduced later in sol-
are of equivalent order of magnitude to the ving the equations of motions and determi-
first-order potentials k i)so that the mag- ning the actual response.
nitude of the ci, Ek will govern the con- By substituting these perturbation ex-
vergence of the expansion. The series should pansions (13) and (14), and corresponding
converge for sufficiently small values of ones for the wave profile y=Y(x,t) and its
these parameters, but how this limits the derivatives, into the Laplace equation and
physical range of validity of this second- the boundary conditions formulated in sec-
order theory has yet to be found out. Spe- tion 2.2, it is possible [81 to reduce the
cial caution is in place for non-vertical given nonlinear time-dependent boundary
section shapes in the waterline with regard value problem for 4 (x,y,t) to a set of only
to existence and uniqueness of solutions* space-dependent linear boundary value prob-
although in our exjerience to date no se- lems for (n)(x,y). The nonlinear problem
rious practical difficulties have arisen contains boundary conditions on free and
yet. moving boundaries, the linear subproblems

According to the quadratic response mo- involve only fixed boundaries, namely the
del (1) a regular steep wave of frequency undisturbed positions of the liquid and body
will produce physical output effects with surfaces. This is in the spirit of the per-
frequencies and 2 . Allowing for this turbation method where the conditions at the
fact in the separation of variables for the true positions of these surfaces are approx-
potentials in (12) by including terms of imated by Taylor 'eries expansions about
corresponding frequencies, expanding the po- the positions at rest.
tentials for small perturbations about the The linear boundary value problems re-
positions at rest, and treating the bounda- sulting from this perturbation development
rv conditions accordingly, one can show [8] are described in the following section. We
that the relevant potential terms up to the restrict ourselves to the deep water case
second order are included in the simplified from here on. Details of the derivation and
expression: regarding the consequences of limited water

depth can be found in 123]

*(xy;t;c Z S 4 (xy) e-t' 2.4 Boundary Value Problemsk (13)
k )13) In order to obtain a formulation for

S C Ikt (2) e- O(2j )  the boundary value problems for the poten-
(xO )tials which is independent of the unknown

motion amplitudes it is convenient to nor-
malize the potentials in terms of the dis-

This expression omits some trivial poten- placement~velocity and angular velocity
tials as well as some time-independent se- components of the body or the exciting wave,
cond-order terms whose hydrodynamic effects where applicable. These components are for
are of fourth order. the first-order potentials, from (14) and

By analogous reasoning one obtains ex- the incident wave velocity:
pressions of equivalent form for the wave
profile y=Y(x,t) and for all physical quan-
tities to be derived from the potential,
that is, for example the pressures, forces
and moment on the body. The unknown dis-
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I I

(n) *1 -- t

V - _

n\ _Qj.j n xs - -

The phase angle 6w measures the distance of 1 P.xvl
the incident wave crest from the origin at
time zero.

In terms of these velocity components
the first order potentials may be xpressed
v 'ntroducing the normalized potentialsqnk sfolrs Fig 4: Gcometiy£ of the Boundar-y-

aValue Problems
E 'I 6{I X,} V.. I 16k " k {-,) kv k  •CK K k 3 1 )= {16)

for k=--, 2, 1, 4. The tiane-dependent-direction cosines of

The second-order potentials may be the unit nora! vector n, defined in(S)
and (11' , may be approximated by means of a -split up into two ses of normlized ter: s, " i

those due to firstorder s d perturbation e"pansion about the body m-s
velocities (left sunscrint eu=2al tc one), tion at rest and thus exnressed in terms of

and those resultin fro second-order velo- body-fixed coordinates:
cities (left subscript two):n = n e-n.t + = t 3,4 (21=

n2) (2) ({2) 2) I -

A (2) { ( 12= n--0

I;ik = 0 k ik *

for ik= 0, 2, 3. 4 7 ({ U) (1) (1'

i M !2 2.ii ( _ ('I 1
for i=k=, , 2 31 i.22 2 4 T.

_( X {1 2) M =- l 2
N4 02. 4 01

For the sake of brevitv we introduce -.

the following differential oprators ( 16]
IS}(8 ): ,o
[811 (23"

Free-Surface Differential Operator

2) I2i 1i 21 M

2'y ° , i=4
F2 ({2}l {1) (224'

SF~v){ ?(.y) } {F - hF} (x#.C5 S_ ...:r n 1 '3-0

n21 rin - 4

Body-Surface Differential Operator '-0,

A similar expansion is performed fori t Bthe direction cosines of the unit tangent
-- x- vector s.

Coilectina terms whose con factor is
m n-i e-jnwE (n=!, 2; i4, k0O, 2. 3,'s7)

Radiation Condition Differential Oe- we obEain the following well-posed linear
Raiaton ConditionDiferenboundary value probi=s, generally of mixed
rator geealyo rc'o- (third kind, Robin problem), for 'h

unknorm potential functions n IsR~RN_} Ii~) R.e {. (X= l g, }VI~}%
) -- I First-Order Boundary Value Problems

:L

The boundaries S SO, S. and S. are illus-j trated in Fig. 4. R
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1 1 ~ ~~~proper treatment o tsefctievnmre
im-ortant than in 1-near theory.

q z~~t =ReG z;In)t 5 Proposed cures to thiis probiem.=may.bI C0G" M55) analytical (Ursell 127- , OCllvie-Shin !78j
Panankolao i81 semi-nalvtical and -nk-ical (Paullina an- ! Vou 291 Ohmatsu - 301),

or ourely n=erical (Faltinsen 011 , Papa-Teintegral etuation (5)rpresents ntoau S 3 n te present context
actually a pair of Coupled interal eaua- -1ro aou 2 2 In

tions because the unknwn functions Z(n) nuerical methods, based on interpolation
are coplex. A physca1 interretation f regular frequency results, were preferred
this latin 's a ol s e =o to others up to moderately high frequencies

t -In, (.y n a ft because th.ey were convenient to use and gave
cow-oseo or contriutios-eliable results, though not always without

= aver =--tential of Iunr on) intensity substantial expense of computer time 25'4An) ( ) produ e Bu it -Us- be mentionec that purely analv-along rodsce ae d centra of ti mnthoAs for this ur ose have not yet 
I

knoW. source itnsiy - ,) oni.n, ben extended to second-order situations
a.. _. he ... o eo .. r~- oe ...a~ wn inhozuogeneous free surface b. ,unda--, con-

and in the event of second-order potentials wt nooeeu resraeb'~ayo- f
a further single l- potential of known.soz.ce IntensitV Z'' , 0) on Sv-

The Heslt iz 4ntegral e ouation ::-iS:tion potentials U
lation (52), which was aparently first in-

a-lvic 1 we;rp 3.. ;2cident Wave Problem(S es;a~troduced into ship motion. theory by Pf-tash 3- nietWv rbe
7 is analvticaliv = re cenee-al t. -inFran1's we!-kno-w conventiona! source-s!k 1e deivation- of secon-order poten-

tas e a a regular, steep (Stokes) wave
ethod 1241 b including bounda- valuea so,

- h - = maybeaseo-e to be knou~n, e0. 3)problem of inh.geneous e o a wi= e presened in a special normalized
addition,, eMen when applied su-riculy to a

e , w as n form in th present context.
4ea. r0bl'm xit hnas shown cerain~ acvr'-Fo aeof4in (2ra~e -umr aI ~se~- 11  no in-water of= infinite deot-

tans_ nuricail-yi, espeCialvr o ore co- i al and need not be considered.Forplcated section shan es, and with regard to
-as s , .t . o e 1c-=' ' ow-a second-orcer regular, steep waA-e propaga-itssen-st i ton thew-1 , : : r re5 g uar r ing in -he positive Y-direction on deep wa--r ei enmnon S 2- Z ->C r-r ( r o ss e), the first-o-rer notential

:he dis:cretization of the intea f o r we with anlitude aw and waveatio syIe 12inoaaebraic- -1- lnth 1 must satisfy es. (25) 126) an-
of uations is conventiona' Sn)q.e se2se w)- 2
o. close-fit methods and wii not be discussed here. Details can be 4r-und in 8 ,

.1"231 . n contrast to Frank's cl .s - i 1 ~ b _- M ek - j--~ x -%
method -the ncral de~rivatives of! G r een s- 56

unctio in (52) are taken with respetsoure Poi. co rdintes ich s-mlifes

some integral expressions to be evaluated
deiff'- ities This may be normalized according to (15),

Some parti-zlar analytiCal
ex --s ev:la -it=, ie -e=n Axpr-s'o-s (6in (52)_ One of these pertains to th.-e line

-nteral ove- S-. wich contains s ga -1 1 :ky -1I (k)riywhere SiV intersects with So . 7hni s ca--- ._0 _ 3 + 5)-

ses nt rical difficul-es In eva ua tng te-potential an its derivatives - the vicini"-
ty -f -e sin.gular point. -Further the i'nto-- whez-_

gration along S. h ch should be- extended - ) a
- *= to onfinitv " 11b == - = -C,

analytical criterion for the truncaticon li-
mit is required.- Our anroach to these ques- with the dimensionless frequency parameterI -tiouis is discussed in section 3.3.3.

It is well-known 261 that inteura±
equation foi-lations like (52), or as used (-b) = .b591
by Frank, fail to provide finite, unique,
phys-callv meaningful sclutions at or ar
Ser- i irregTula-" Ire ncies c=rrespon- Note that the wave corresponding to
din- to eigenvaies otte anjoirt interior this ptential i. in fa , exact to the
potential boundar- value -roblem. 1is phe- third order although here nonlinear effects
nmenon is k-w as irre-alarit nroble" are visible only in the relation between
.n se-en-order treo=v ttis te of effect wave frequency and w-ave length, eq. (58).
beans at much lower frequencies, the first Th4--e phase angle dw measures the position
secnd-order irro- ularity occu-ri m at about of the wave -ret relative to the origin
one aarter the freque-n-y' of th rreson- at tine zero.din-o first-order value. Tis suggests that
in fis

-r .333



3.3.2 First-Order Radiation Problems Tis problem is also familiar from time-do-
main and finite element formulations of the

All remaining potential flow problems present problem 1171 , 1321 , 133] , where
are rajfation problems of the form ("', in addition it is fundamentally difficult to
with L =0 for the first order. These drob-- iret the radiatioa condition at infinity. It
lems can all be solved by a uniform proce- can be shown by theory that dp 4 o the har-
dure: The integral equation formulation (52) monic asymptotic behavior of
is discretized by introducing N straight-
line element panels of constant potential
value on the body contour So and, in the 'i 1 (2)(x) 0 (60)
spirit of the close-fit method, setting up I ik
an algebraic system of equations based on
the boundary conditions at the midpoints of Nevertheless an independent criterion must
the discrete panels. Details of the proce- be used to measure th! truncation error. in
dure and the system of influence coeffici- the presunt context the following indirect
ents and right-hand side terms ia the alge- procedure was used: The first-order damping
braic equation system are giver in 123] . coefficient was first calculated from near

The forced motion first-order poten- fieid quantities (by pressure integration)
tials (k~z, 3, 4) are determined in a single and then compared to results derived froPm
calculation usin symmetry or antisy ,atetry, far field potentials (via radiated wavei am-
whereas the diffraction problem (k=7) must plitudes), extending tre range of invegra-
be solved twice for the symmetrical and an- tion on Sp step by step until sufficient
tisymmetrical parts of r('1 in (30). agreement was reacned asymptotically. This

Once the potentials € ) are known defined the truncation point x. . In prac-
on So , eq. (52) may be used again to calcu- tice, x. was found to depend or. frequency
late this potential at any desired point (v b) and body shape.
(x,y) in the flutd domain D. In particular A oarticLlar difficulty exists at the
the first-order potentials can be evaluated internection between S and SF where 1r2
on the boundary SF (free surface) which is and 11,1) are singular. Assuming the sifgu-
required to obtain the inhomogeneous terms larity to be integrable, which cannot be
1I1W, eqs. (45) and (49), for the second- taken for granted for any section shape,
orcer problems. we treat this problem numerically by close-

ly approaching, but still exempting the pole
3.3.3 Second-Order Radiation Problems in the integrations. However, the fundamen-

tal aualytical problem, particularly for non-The general procedure in solving the vertical sections, remains unresolved des-
second-order radiation problems is the same pite John's valuable basic work F26]

as for the first order, that is, eq. (52)
is again diseretized and applied to points 3.4 Pressure, Forces. Moment
on the body contour (x,y) c SO . In fact, the 7
problems ssociated with secona-order onset 3.4.1 Pressures
flows v()(k=2, 3, 4), eqs. (32) to (37),
are completely analogous in form to the The hydrodynamic pressure P (x,- t), 3,
first-order problems and c.n be treated measured relative to atmospheric pressure
accordingly without difficulty. level, according to Bernoulli's equation

However, the remaining second-order is
radiation problems, hich are caused by 2
first-order disturbances proportional to p(x,y;t) - y - (x,y;t) - 2 (61)
x i vk)(i,k=0O 2, 3, 4, 7), do introduce

Ssome special questions regarding the evalu-
ation of the right-hand sides, eqs. (44) to Using the abbreviations from eqs. (13) to
(49). These expressions involve first and (17)
second partial derivatives of the potential (1) (1) (2)' 2)
which are to be approximated numerically. ( 2k , (62)
The accuracy of these approximations must k i,k
be examined carefully. In our compuzing 2¢  2(i2i 2, , k 3, 2, 3, 4,7
experience for a variety of different sec- i
tion shapes it has been found advantageous Z
t- transform some of the second derivatives we obtain the hydrodynamic pressure on S(t)
with respect to x and y, where required, to up to the second order:
expressions with derivatives in the tangen-
tial direction s, eqs. (44) to (49). This P(X( ),y(S);t)= - g - {0g(x + X x ( )
hFs helped, in p ticular, to obtain stable (1j ( x))et . {2g(x12] ; 2 1
results for rY on So.

Regardi e numerical evaluation of 0.25y x ) - 2jpw( 2 + ()) + 0.25 p(
t:.e term 1(27 on Sp some further problems ,(1)2 + (1)2 1. -x - (1)
arise. The improper integral over SF in n s - 2 2 3I
(52) involving this term in the integrand (XX'v(')X (1) - 0.jp (-'x(1) -x
requires integration to infinity, but in ( 4  n 2 3
practice integration must be truncated at W, (1) e-2j{t _ .g(x (2),
a "sufficient" distance "x_ from the body. 4 s o3
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S0.25 g i=4
X(2) - 25- (1)12 )+O ¢(t(1) 12 +

o4 " 4 n ,i4 (68)
0( 1 (1)- ) 2( (2)

O.S piY 2  3 x -(xYY') 3 g ,
+ 0.SjPw(-xX )+ yx. +(xy-yx) 2+ 2 )

x (I) )-(1) (63) 0 , 3, 4

These expressions were derived after b) i,k=2, 3, 4; i< k
expanding the potentials M(1) and 4(2)
into Taylor series about the equilibrium (2) ^,.(2) 0 () () (1)
position of the body contour S so that all !P ik 1 w lik 0 4 in kn +
potentials and their derivatives in (63) (1) (!) (0) ()
pertain to this position. is ks ) kn I s

Eq. (63) represents a complete hydrody- (1) (0) (1) (0) (1) (1)
namic transfer model for the pressures on )x + in Is )x (
the wetted body contour S(t). This transfer
model corresponds to the dynamic system mo- c) i=2, 3, 4; k=0, 7
del (3) and can be decomposed into terms of (2)) (2)different orders (and frequencies) in analo- p(2) = 2j pw (2) - 0.5 p( (1) n +

gy to (13):I kIiin n
€i ks ) + 0.51 p.(.n kn * i s  ks )XiP(x,y;t;Ck) = () (Y) + Ek (k (7)x i

k £k Pk x~~ (71)

(2) - - 2 (2) e-2jVt d) i,k=0, 7; 1 < k! i k 1 ik 1 -1
,(..) ((y) + Z ) )(e))_____ ______

(2) 2 (2) +(2) 2 0.5 p( n41) + *(s 4s (72)
+ i k I Poik n 1 2 K

i= 2, 3, 4, k- 0, 2, 3, 4, 7 (64) e) i=k=0, 7

where the left subscript is defined by the (2) - 0.25 o( (1)2 (1,2
following convention: 1Pkk kn + ks (73)

P(2) = () (2) (65) 4. Second Order (n=0, 1=1, m=1;

(2) f2 (2) X (2) quasi-hydrostatics of second order)

a) i=k=2, 3, 4
Comparing (64) with (63) yields the~~~~()(2) -0 2 ( n i -

individual pressure terms =(n), dropping (2) ()" (1) Mis

the factors m -In 1
j n wtk e  I - 02 in i I is

0.. OW .n S ; ) x. +1. Zeroth Crder (n=0, 1=0, m=0; - 5 in i Is ihydrostatics)
.25 :g ; xl l i=4

p(0) + (66= p =- Pg (66)
P- P9 y 14 (74)

2. First Order (t=1, 1=0, m=l; (
k=0, 2, 3, 4, 7; hydrodynamics:: x ( 2 )  3
to the first order) - p g X o3 1=3

PLJ4 '  (1)(2) - (2)pg X k=3 -- g X , i=4 (75)"" - g 3 '2Poiil o4

((1) () - ) k=4 (67) 0, J 3, 4j:I = , + - , 4  , k = 4L-0 , k 3, 4 b) i,k=2, 3, 4; i< k

3. Second Order (n=2, 1=1, m=1;
hydrodynamics to the second order) (2) = P. (1) -(1) + i ) -

101ik in 4 kn is 
4 ks

a) i=k=2, 3, 4 -0-. 1){(in(05-(1) (1)++
i kn ks i

__ (2) (2) (1)2 (1)2 +(n(0)ti) + ks (0)-(1) (1)} (76)
1p. j 24 k In k is k

;iI 11i 0.2t5l P( Sin + i S + V n# s ) k

, __ + 0.oj pw(.n(0) (1) + s (0)A
t1i  

(I)Sin 'is'
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c) i=2, 3, 4; k=0, 7

(2) T(1) + i)--1)) - jF(t;ck) = *F(0)+ z k f(I) e -jwt (
1 =oik 0 0 in kn is ks k (86)

-0.5j 0W( n +'' S. s ) x (77) EC jCIk e C fi (2e "k f (2)

d) i,k=0, 7; i< k
where, in iccordance with (65):

~~~~(2) - ( ( ) ( ) ) - 11Poik = 0. P n kn i ks (78)

jii =j1 ii j 92 fi ie) i=k=O, 7 (2) (2) 2) (87)

(((2) f(2) + f2)oii i jloii j2 oii
(2) -M T2 p ( 1 () @1)T(I) (79)

-0.25 (I okk kn kn ks ks The left subscripts denote force and moment
(°) components, respectively:

In these expressions in and -s denote
the direction cosines of n and s at time =
t=0 with in(O) from eq. (23) and ==3, V (88)

x i=2 H
s(0) i=3 (80) Collecting terms whose common factor is

1 m -jnL -C, 1 e (1, m, n=0,1,2; i=2,3,4;

Xy-yx), i=4 k0, k3, 4, 7) the individual components
are defined by the following expressions:

3.4.2 Forces, Moment
I. Hydrostatics (n=0, !=0, m=O)

Integration of the pressures P in (61) 1=

over the wetted body contour S(t) leads tothe hydrodynamic forces acting on the body F(0) - I p(0) n(0)ds (89)

and the moment about the origin I s
0

(t) =-f P n ds, (81) 2. First-Order Hydrodynamics
s(t)

M(t) = - f P( r x n ) ds, = (x-x2 ,Y-X3) (n=1, 1=0, m=1)

S(t)

By means of Leibniz'integration rule the
integration over S(t) may be reduced to an
integral over the wetted contour at rest, fp ( ds
S , and a few additional terms of second or- k _ k n (90)
der [7] , [23] p(0) .n) (1)JP n' 4 d

2 4
I(S(t) ;Ck) = f i(s;t;c k ) ds 4 I (82) k4

;so n(0) (0)
°I R  R+ n - R_ n - (83)

3. Second-Order Hydrodynamics

M( (1) (1) 2 (n=2, 1=I, m=1)R + 0 .2 -g~ 3 + 4 - g -  +

-1 2j(t (1)+ (1) f(2) _ ,n (0) o (2) (0) .e - _ 0.2 pgj ik P "1ik n dsPi

(1) 2 ( " -1 0)whr te - =1 . . o  So()n : -- : 2 d~
-j g 2 (84) (1) (1) (1) (0) (2) (2)

i+05fP n X d -jv (n-x-s deno (2) (1)2
where the subscripts denote i or k=4 + 0.25. n, x4  )ds (91)

()+ () ,)(0.5B,O) i=k=4
1(85) + fr(2)

- y;)= (-0.SB,0'
4. Second-Order Quasi-Hydrostatics

The transfer model for the hydrodynamic (n=0, 1=1, m=1)
forces and moment to the second order is de-
rived by substituting the pressures (63)
and normal vectors from (21) to (24) into
(81). The resulting expression is of ana- f(2 ) = - p( ,n (0)ds - (2 n(0) ds
logous form to (64): 2 oik i koi 2

so 0 oiij
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I- ) (1)-Cl) (0) (2) (2).
cS s 3 S ( n0o 04 HR = 4 144 - M{x 2 GCos X4 +(9+x) Gsin x4)

12) (1),2
or k_4 + 0.25 n 1 x4  ds + (92)

i ,0-with xi(t) from (14) and
+

j oR
The expressions fR2) and f(2) represent A

the contributions from the additional inte- = _. -2 -2 . 2 99I fI X +y dm kM(9
grals (83) to (85) which approximate the 44 4
effects of the actual wetted contour S(t) - -y o - . - 0
deviating from S. y = A A G

The time-complex expressions for pres-
su ep (n), eqs. (67) to (73), and forces The expressions in (98) can be developed in-
f n, eqs. (90), (91), can readily be con- to a perturbation expansion to the second

verted to real notation for any quantity order with respect to ci , using xi(t) from
a(n), whose amplitude and phase are AIn ,  (14) and a power series expansion of the tri-
and A gonometric functions. The resulting expres-

sions are of the form
a (n) A sxn ( n.t + 6 2

A( n) We2 (n ) 02 5 X( E Xn en=l
(n) (n) 2 y n) e J t(0 )

A = arc tgf Re jna (a Y 2 ( m R93 (100)
n=0

2 n) -jnw.t (2)
3.5 Body Motions M =z e +

R R Ho
n=1

To determine the unknown motions x. (t),
eq. (14), of the body in a given incident Substituting (100) and (86) to (88) into
wave the equations of motion must be taken (94) and separating terms of different order
into consideration. These equations serve (and frequency) the following sets of equa-
to determine, in a second-order sense, the tions of motion are obtained for motion com-
actual motion amplitudes, hence the para- ponents of matching order (and frequency):
meters ci (i=2, 3, 4), and further any other
explicit hydrodynamic quantities of inter- 1. Hydrostatics (n=0)

-est.

Force components relate to the inertial H(0) =0
coordinate system o-x-y, the moment is taken
with respect to the origin Z of the coordi- v = Y R (101)
nates fixed in the body. Equating hydrody- M(0) =0
namic pressure forces (moments), subscript
P , to inertia forces (moments), subscript 2. Hydrodynamics of First Order (n=l)
R , in the equations of motion, we obtain:

7

R= F , 1)R k=0

R FP Ip n~ ds ,M ~ f -Ip( r x n Ids (95 = E v~1  
= X() (102)

S(t) S(t) k=0 =
7

.0 .)= H (1) = 0

fjg FRm f fr'g + )dmAR Af;Xg k=0A A
(9)3. Hydrodynamics of Second Order (n=2)

with F, M,, r from (81), v from (10) and
A body cross Sectional area.

7The hydrodynamic pressure forces Fp H((2) 2

(M,) were derived in 3.4 except for the H , r 1 H XR
factors .zi or xn), respectively. i,0

The inertia forces (moment) are de- (2) 7 (2) 2 (2)
fine& Ly. v E = YR i(13

= -+ 0-- =
M

M (97) ((2) 2
- xR  M { X - X 4YG x4YGsin x4  ik=0

00 o*._ 02-
Y= M{q x3 - X4yGsin x4 - x4YGCoS x4 } (98)
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Al. Quasi-Hydrostatics of Second Order(n=2) Exciting forces and moment are made dimen-

7 sionless by
(2) (2),

(n 1, i=2,3
0 ilk 0 oi.k E

H° , =0i~k (n) i _ti

7(2) (2) () (104) E , = (109)
= 7 '0 ( gbd= o

0 ~ = vi X 1V° , o ) = Z (lk I from (86)) (110)

Bk
7 k=0,7

(2) (2) 2 -(2) 7= R E I (from (86) {87)) (111)
i,k 0Soik "Ro ] i=2 k=0 ilik

The first set of equations, (101), concerns The solutions to (105), which is of the
hydrostatic effects due to zeroth order form
pressures, corresponding to the law of Ar-
chimedes. The set of eqs. (102) consists of 4
the first-order differential equations for ( ,a
sway and roll (coupled), and for heave. The k=2 k k i
unknown parameters ei(i=2, 3, 4), defined
in eq. (2), can be derived from the solution are obtained by matrix inversion
of (102). Eqs. (103), with ei substituted,
comprise second-order equations of motion W ( (n) -I (r.)
for coupled sway-roll and for heave, and are n = ikX (112)
used to find second-order motion amplitudes i=2
,(2) (frequency 2-- ). in (104), finally, with
time-independent second-order effects, (n) n-1 -

called quasi-hydrostatic, are present and X( . (w 7  )s2
can be determined using the Ci from the so- xi (kiaJ 7  i i=4
lution of (102). This yields the so-called
drift components x(?), where the sway drift and fl) ¢7  4=2.3

o2is equated toozero, by virtue of an (14
assumed external force balancing the drift ) ±-4
force. (2)Sr (2)

The dynamic equations (102) and (103) The drift components (of second order) o
can be written in dimensionless form as result from the algebraic set of equations
follows: (104). Te horzontal drift force is derived

from H(e (xo remains indeterminate) and
4 may be compared to ?aruo's results[34i from

(n)- n2(vb),((n)) ()a (n )  a momentum theory. From (86) and (87):*
k  _Jk + ik ik i&.

(~ ~n) '(n) (2)
S+ ,i= 2, 3, 4 H ( 2 )  7Cik = i' 2 -(2) (i (2)

(105) o 1 kgb 1
- 2- -- -- 2 pgb' ilk= AA 0 l

with: A A b -2  = A with (2)
(2)_ (1)_ a ( 4 (2) I) (2) o -(2) -2

mik - ik - ik' Cik = cik' ik ik 1k 0 0.Sga2 4 o 7

= = =(kb)
22 33 33 ik

=-0.5 '- - The nondimensional vertical drift is
in2 4 = 4 2  

1G c 0.5GM A,m 4 4 o.44

S0 1 (106) -(2) (2) -1 = 7 -(2)
ele k 1lC k 0 ii o3 Xo3 b E Ci C I oik

i=2 k=0The dimensionless hydrodynamic mass and dam- (i6(2) (2) 1-1 -(2) 1)
ping in (105) are defined as w oth X o3 o w" v3  C7

(n ,i=2,3 and, finally, the roll drift ("heel")In)}n l = 1

'(n) ik i(n) 1ik df (107)
Pik 2 pd dk ik 2od dknw b2,i=4 4(2) 7(2)ka )1

o
= ka 7

20d~kw X 4  o4 wka w)
W (nI (n) (0) i=2 k=0

+ _-0.5 f in  2ds
S 0 Ci - 0.25(0b) 7 1G x 3  4  )

(.LO8)(0.5 - -1
~F M', =(10) (05 GMA )(117)

(n) 2)
= 2 ~ n ,n 2
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4. NUMERICAL RESULTS are not in agreement with Yamashita's mea-

surements regarding the absolute level al-
A computer program [35] has been deve- though both show a similar flat tendency;

loped to numecically evaluate the boundary we are uncertain of his definition of this
value problems described in the preceding quantity.
sections and to calculate the physical quan- In Fig. 6a fine Lewis form for B/T=0.8
tities derived from the resulting integral and 8=0.5 (section coefficient) is investi-
equations. The results presented in the fol- gated, Fig. 7 shows the ellipse for the same
lowing were generally obtained with N725 B/T. Hydrodynamic and steady state second-
discrete pinels on the body surface SO and order forces show excellent agreement with
about 50 discrete elements in the free sur- measurements. The phase angles agree better
face SF (second-order). The free surface for the ellipse; for the Lewis form the a-
disturbances for the second order on SF were greement improves for decreasing motion am-
evaluated up to where the potentials reached plitudes, proportional to E, as one must ex-
an asymptotic limit, usually no more than 9 pect. In Fig. 8 for the ellipse at B/T=1.4
half-beams away from the body. The frequen- all results are in very good agreement.
cy range was 10 5 (vb)S 2.5 in steps of Figs. 9 to 11 are related to wider sec-
A(vb)=0.05. ticns (B/T=2.0) of different fullness. The

The size of the program is 140 K words triangle shows the strongest, the U-shape
on a CYBER 175 computer. The program calzu- the weakest nonlinear effects. This appears
lates in one pass all pertinent hydrodyna- reasonable because the nonlinearities should
mic quantities (potentials, pressures, for- be responsive to how rapidly the section
ces, moments, and motions, where applicable) shape changes near the waterline. For the
for any standard problem case of either circle in Fig. 10 the overall agreement in
first order (k=0, 2, 3, 4, 7) or second or- all results with data from experiments ap-
der (i=2, 3, 4, k=O, 2, 3, 4, 7'. Compila- pears extraordinary. The minor deviations
tion time is around 10 seconds per standard that do exist increase with c, but remain
problem case. A complete evaluation up to acceptable even at c=0.6.
the second order, comprising 13 standard The U-shape (Fig. 11) shows some, but
problem cases after suitable rearrangements, not much grea'r scatter.
takes about I minute of execution time per It is of interest to compare the steady-
frequency. state forces in Figs. 9 to 12 in the limit

The results presented in Figs. 5 to 36 of (b)_0. The triangle with large positive
(in back .f the paper) with few Exceptions flare in the waterline produces a net posi-
pertain only to second-order quantities. ti4e steady lift force, circle and U-shape
They are based on first-ordcr results, which have zero flare angles and a vanishing zoro-
cannot be included in the prescnt paper. Nor frequency steady lift force, and the bulbous

- does space permit a discussion of the "irre- form with negative flare causes a small ne-
gidar frequency" phenomenon. Earlier Dubli- gative steady lift. At finite frequencies
cations by Papanikolaou 181 , [23] , j25] the steady-state vertical force may become
may be consulted for details on these is- positive or negative.
sues, including numerous first-order results The results for the bulb (Fig. 12)
for different section shapes over a large should be viewed with caution due to the
frequency range [25] very large c-values in the experiments. The

Figs. 5 to 12 compare our numerical re- magnitude of tho nonlinear effects is rather
suits for calm water forced heave mtjQons small, the scatter in the measurements Zon-
up to the second order (problem S )in Fig. siderable, and comparisons with the theory
2 or eqs. (38) to (46) with i=3,3k=3) to for c up to 1.917 are of questionable value.
available experimental data from Yamashita In Figs. 13 to 16, for a Lewis form
[15: and Tasai-Koterayama [120] . This com- (B/T=2.C, B=6.94), further comparisons of

parison is intended to demonstrate the phy- forced motion results for pure sway, heave,
sical relevance and numerical stability of and roll as well as coupled sway-roll mo-
these results. All forces are made dimen- tions (with reference to standardized para-
sionless as indicated in the figures. The meters , Ck=1) are presented relative to
assumed heave amplitudes have been standar- data from Potash's second-order theory 17]
dized to correspond to E3=1 or xjl)=b. Ne- (Similar comparisons with theories by other
gative phase anglesare always plotted with authors are also found in 2] , [R A2 .
an increment of 360 Fig. 13 relatq to the pure sway forced

Fig. 5 for the triangle of B/T=0.8 and motion problem (3S1) in Fig. 2). The agree-
S L /2 (finite flare) demonstrates encou- ment with Potash in the vertical forces, hy-

ragingly good agreement between theory drodynamic and steady-state parts, is excel-
experiment for the hydrodynamic force V33  lent. These can be calculated from first-or-
and, some allowance, for the phase an- der potentials exclusively. The second-order
gle The appreciable phase shift, whic], horizontal forces H ),which involve second-
is more abrupt in the measurements, occurs order potentials, differ appreciably from
at frequencies near where the force has a Potash. This seems due to a deviation in
minimum, an observation made here for the his second-order problem formulation 181
triangle, although in the linear case simi- and the presence of irregular frequency
lar effects are familiar from several other effects in his results. '2)
shapes. The calculated results Wgr the stea- For heaving (problem.3S 3 i Fig. 14
dy-state second-order force VO3 in Fig. 5 the hydrodynamic force V(3 depends on
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second-order potentials, but the agreement all in roll, unless empirical corrections
remains reasonable, in part because the are made to allow for viscous damping. On
heaving irregularities ar 2Tilder. In roll- the basis of the amplitude results we may
ing (Fig. 15, problem 3S 4

| the hydrodyna- now assign some bounds to the ej and limit
mic nonlinear effects are relatively weak the wave heights accordingly via -7 or wefor this section shape. Fig. 16 illustrates may assume some wave height, hence C7, de-
the second-order effects in coupled forced termine the corresponding values of €., and
sway and roll motions (problem 3S ))upon avoid frequencies where £i exceeds a speci-the vertical force component. This encom- fied limit, especially near resonance.
passes the second-order effects due to In Figs. 24 to 28 some first results
first-order disturbances resulting from are presented describing the second-order
coupled swa, and roll motions. Comparisons forces and moments which result from the se-
with Potash's results are problematic be- cond-order interactions between motion poten-

_ cause it is not clear whether he was dea- tials and the combined incident w and dif-ling with the same flow subsy m. (fie fnis 4 ( 21 and 5S subprob-
have included the problems 3S2

j and lems combined). These results take into ac-
simultaneously), count the small parameters ci=f(vb ) of the

Figs. 17 to 19 present the steady-state motions, deduced from the linear response
forces and moments acting on a fixed body analysis (eqs. (105), (114)). The curves ex-in a wave. These results st)from the stea- hibit some more or less pronounced resonant
dy-state part of problem 6S  . These i esti- peaks. These stem mainly from the behavior
gations, and the ones that follow, were per- of the ci near resonance, modified in part
formed systematically for three section according to the basic frequency dependence
shapes, the triangle (8=0.5), the circle of the second-order hydrodynamic forces. The
(S=n/4), and the rectangle (8=1.o). Forces, results presented here are still a function
moments etc. are nondimensionalized with re- of the initially assumed parameter c7 .spect to wave amplitude law! , as customary By solving all standardized subproblems
in the literature. of the system and associating them with their

Fig. 170c9 erns the horizontal steady- pertinent small parameters i-ek, it is pos-
state force Ho7 . In the limit of (vb)- - sible to assemble all contributions of se-
our results for all section shapes approach cond-order for the body freely oscillating
unity in agreement with Maruo's [34] analy- in the wave. The steady-state part of this
tically derived result from ATmentum consi- summation corresponds to the so-called drif-
derations. The quantity Ho 7, plotted in ting forces. Fig. 29 compares horizontal
dashed lines, expresses the considerable drifting forces for three basic section
contribution by the wetted part above water shapese. The results are credible, except near
(rest integrals in eqs. (83), (84)) upon resonance. Comparisons based on Maruo's fa-
the total steady-state force. For (vb). miliar formulas 134] give similar answers.
this term tends to the limit of 2 sin a in The asymptotic limit of this force for
agreement with [36j . The contribution made (vb)- - should be one, as in Fig- 17 for
by the underwater part is smaller and nega- the fixed body, because the motion amplitudes
tive, the sum of the cwo yields the net go to zero at high frequencies.
force. Vertical drifting forces, eq. (116),

The corresponding vertical steady-state are shown in Fig. 30, drifting moments,
forces (Fig. 18) are negative for circle eq. (117), in Fig. 31. Rectangle and triangle
and rectangle (sinkage force), and positive have positive vertical drift (lift) for most
for the triangle (lift). The zero frequency frequencies. The drifting moments are nega-
limit of this force is zero for the wall-si- tive, they tend to heel howard the wave.
ded shapes(- 21 /2) and equal to I for the Masumoto's results [101 show similar tenden-

Voitriangle (V1 7) -ctg aL= ctg r/4=1). cies.
1he steady-state moments, Fig. 19, are It remains to solve the equations of

negative, that is, heeling in the direction motion of the second order, eq. (105), n=2.
of the incident wave. The excitation forces of second order ateIn order to determine the influence of obtained from eq. (111) by su-unation of all
the motions upon the hydrodynamic second- second-order hydrodynamic terms, which are
order contributions, it is necessary to caused by the motions and velocities of first
solve the equations of motion to the first order. The vertical second-order excitation
order (eq. (105), n=1) to start with. The forces for a semi-circle are plotted ir
results are required to solve for the small Fig. 32. According to egs. (107), (108), n=2,
parameters ci (i=2, 3, 4) in terms of the the second-order hydrodynamic mass and dam-
initially assumed E7 (co), which measures ping coefficie::ts for heaving have been made
the relative size of the incident wave, dimensionless with the displaced fluid mass
using eq. (114). The first-order excitation of the semi-circle, as usual. The curves in
forces for a circle in a sine wave (6w=0) Fig. 32 are obtained by contracting the fre-
are shown in Fig. 20. Figs. 21 to 23 present tuency scale cf the corresponding first-or-the corr sonding first-order notion amoli- der curves, which are familiar, to one quar-
tudes x 1 :i=2, 3, 4), where the results ter so that the first-order results for

for sway and roll stem, of course, from (vb)=4 are shifted to (v b)=l.
their c-upled equations of motion. Near re- The motion responses of the heaving cir-
sonance all amplitudes are considerable be- cular cylinder to the first and second order
cause hydrodynamic damping is small, above are presented in Fig. 33. It is interesting
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to note that two resonant peaks are present sition of the total second-order flow system
in the second-order heave amplitudes, one into a set of nonlinear subsystens compri-
at the resonant frequency of the first-order sing the second-order equivalents of the fa-
system which tends to excite the second-or- miliar forced Potion, incident wave, and
der system, and one at the second-order sys- diffraction flow systems,but also their mu-

tem's own resonant frequency which lies at tual second-order interaction. Perturbation
about one quarter of the first-order reso- theory, using several small parameters, has
nance. The second-order amplitudes are re- then been applied systematically to derive
latively small compared to the first-order a complete set of first- and second-order
values in this instance. This need not to h e linear subsystems of the flow. These systems
so for other degrees of freedom. together form the basis for developing a se-

To obtain an idea of the relative i.-.or- cond-order transfer model of the dynamic
tance of second-order effects in forced hea- problem.
ving motions we may compare the curves in The equations of motion have been de-
Fig. 34. They represent the ratio of second- rived to the second order with all hydrody-
to first-order force amplitudes for a hea- namic couplings present. They include first-
ving circular cylinder as a function of the order terms of incident wave frequency i,

amplitude parameter E3. The agreement be- and second-order terms of frequency 2w as
teencalculated results and experimental well as a time-independent expression. All
data from Tasai and Koterayama 1201 is very system responses are of the same basic form.
good. Only at higher frequencies and ampli- On the basis of this theoretical model
tudes (s) do some differences develop. Vis- a numerical solution method has been deve-
cous effects as a possible reason for part loped using an integral equation formulation
of These differences at higher frequencies for a Robin type problem and a close-fit dis-
are discussed in [201 . cretization. The fact that all problems,

A comparabls diagram for heave excita- with one trivial exception, were of the same
tion forces, second- to first-order ratio, boundary value type, that is, radiation
for a semi-circular cylinder oscillating in problems, paved the way for a unified calcu-
a wave is given in Fig. 35. This ratio de- lation procedure for all subproblems.
pends directly on £7, i.e., the relative Numerical calculations were performed
size of the incident wave to the body dimen- for a variety of section shapes over a wide
sions. The nonlinear influence on this quan- frequency range. These calculations included
tity has a peak at some intermediate fre- some samples of each of the major subproblem
quency where larger motions are present due types. No insurmountable, fundamental obsta-
to resonance. cles were found in the path of the numerical

The time-dependence of the heaving mo- calculations.
tion of a circular cylinder in a "standard" In those relatively scarce cases
wave (r7=1), approximated to the first and (forced motions) where comparison with expe-
second order, is shown in Fig. 36 , together rimental results was possible the agreement
with the second-order steady-state term. The in second-order effects was generally bet-
frequency (v b) of 0.25 corresponds to a ween good and excellent. For the heaving
peak in the second-order effects (Fig. 33). semi-circle, for which most experimental
The nonlinear effects are not dramatic, but data are available, the agreement is out-
noticeable. Amplitudes are about 15% grea- standing, for sections with flare it is
ter than in the linear analysis and a stea- slightly worse.
dy lift effect is present. The result con- The evaluation of drift forces as a
firms why for a shape like the circle line- second-order phenomenon is possible from
ar theory haF been so successful in practice subproblems of the system. The resilts ob-
whenever heaving motions and waves are rea- tained show good agreement with other theo-
sonably small. That nonlinear effects upon ries.
vertical loads (and, of course, local pres- The response of the system can be eva-

- sures) can be much wore substantial in cer- luated by assembling the results of all
tain frequency ranges will be appreciated firse- and second-order subproblems into the
from Figs. 34 and 35. equations of motion with small parameter

Although we have not yet examined mo- values assigned to each case on a physical
tions in other degrees of freedom by the basis. The overall transfer model is based
current method, we would also expect signi- on frequency domain techniques because the
ficant hydrodynamic nonlinearities in near- linear subproblems, of which the system con-
resonant roll, coupled with sway., in view sists, all have frequency domain transfer
of the associated large roll amplitudes. functions. This possibility evidently has

significant practical advantages over time-
5. CONCLUSIONS domain solutions.

investigations of the type reported
By means of an approach based on non- are, of course, only a prelude to develo-

linear system dynamics and nonlinear hydro- ping a systematic understanding of nonli-
dynamic theory it has been possible to de- near ship motions in a nonlinear irregular
velop a complete second-order theoretical seaway. We feel, however, that the remaining
model for the motions and hydrodynamics of open questions, despite their great funda-
a cylindrical body of arbitrary cross sec- mental complexity, show a certain promise
tion in a regular, second-order incident today of gradually being amenable to higher
wave. A crucial first ster is the decompo- order analysis via the frequency domain by
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suitable extension of bi-spectral analysis 11. Kim, C.H., "On the Influence of Non-
and generalized three-dimensional flow ana- linear Effects upon Hydrodynamic Forces in
lysis methods. Forced Heaving Oscillations of Cylindcrs",

in German, Schiffstechnik, vol. 14, 1967,
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As a previous pursuer of the same kind of

Discussion problem, I can fully appreciate the pains-
taking patience the authors must have
required during the course of this work,
particularly, in keeping the orders of

F. Tasai and W. Koterayama (Kyushu UnivI magnitude consistent. I congratulate the
authors for this excellent milestone work.

I have to confess that I did not have

The Writers would like to congratulate the patience to check every equation in
the Authors on this very interesting and this paper; however, with regard to the
valuable paper and would be most grateful passage concerning the irregular frequen-
if they be kind enough to comment on a cips, I have the following suggestion.
few points. This suggestion may only apply if the

authors' statement* at the end of the
1. Which boundary condition has the larger Section 3.2 has been the main reason that

effect on the second-order force, the they have not used the technique for re-
free-surface condition or the body-sur- moving the irregular frequencies described
face one ? in [28] through (30].

2. The results of the forced heaving testsIf we let fn e the solution for the-~ ~ ~~h fistfre foce aend; etesouinfo h
indicate that the first-order forces and boundary-value problem given by Equation
the amplitudes of progressive waves A 3  (51) except for the body-boundary condi-
depend on the amplitude parameter c-,. tion, then let
For example, A 3 tends to decrease with
an increase in £3. Can these phenomena h(n) (n) (n)

be explained with this theory - - fy
3. In Fig.17 and 29, the horizontal drift- such that

ing forc:, fio are greater than unity
at a certain frequency. By Maruo's F(n ih
theory, the nondimensionalized drifting "n' (X,)E- SI
forces don't become larger than unity. B{h~n)} - R(n) f(n , )E S
Did you compare your calculated results Bn 0
with those by Maruo's theory ?

and the rest of the boundary conditions
remain the same as in Equation (51).

Since the new boundary-value problem
for h(n) is identical with the first-order

H. Maruo (Yokohama N Univ.) problem, one of the techniques in (281 -[30] should resolve the problem of indefi-
SIn this paper, the auth-3rs have devel- nite solution at the irregular frequencies.

In tis ape, te auhrshav deel- I would think such an approach WOLld save
oped a general method of computing second- w
order hydrodynamic forces on a cylindrical the computer time more significantly than
body oscillating with three degrees of free- the interpolation method used in this
dom on waves of large amplitude. The com- paper.
putation program seems to be very useful As to the solution for f(n), one can
for the assessment of the lateral oscilla- find the expression in Equations (21,22)
tion of a ship in beam seas where the motion of "Surface Waves" by Wehausen and Laitone

in which the expression should be for _f(n
amplitude is liable to be large so that the but
non-linearity in the motion is no longer
negligible. One problem which I w'sh to behave as eJfl I, the solution is given
point out is the fact that the theory upon in my earlier work (21].
which the computation method is based is a
pezturbation analysis in any case. The
boundary-value problem is formulated on the
body surface at its averaqe position. It
is suspected that the perturbation theorynor's
may present some difficulty in order to take Auth Reply
account of the change of shape of the wetted
portion with time which is liable to become
large in the case of rolling. A question A. PapanikolaouardH. Nowacki ech Up-v Sefin
is, to what extent, is the perturbation
analysis applicable at large motion ampli-
tude ?te We would like to thank all discussers

for their valuable comments.
Professors Tasai and Koterayama have

C.M. Lee (D'SRDC_
* Quote: But it must be mentioned that
purely analytical methods for this purpose

The authors have completed the second- have not yet been extended to second-order
order solution for freely floating two- situations with inhomogeneous free surface
dimensional bodies subject to beam waves, boundary conditions.
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raised three interesting questions. In of our second-order wave also includes
response to the first one, it is difficult second-order contributions, which must be
to give a general answer because the re- taken into account in any direct comp ari-

lative importance of the body and free sur- sons with results derived from Maruo's
face boundary conditions dependc on section theory. It may be noted that some experi-
shape, frequency parameter, and upon which mental results also indicate the possibil-
second-order subproLlem is discussed. ity of horizontal drifting forces exceed-
In many situations the body boundary con- ing unity.
dition and the free-surface condition must Professor Maruo's remarks remind us
be regarded as being of equal importance. of the basic limitations of the perturba-

Second, our perturbation expansion tion method. It lies in the nature of
does not show any effect of the small pa- this method that the boundary conditions
rameter E3 on the linear heave damping co- on any free or moving boundaries are met
efficient A3, which is consistent with the approximately by Taylor series expansions
assumptions of linear theory. We appreci- about their positions at rest. This is why
ate, however, that a different situation we have stated in the paper that a second-
may exist in analysing test results, where order theory is apt to be valid for mouer-
the subdivision of measured forces into ate motion amplitudes and moderate wave
contributions from different orders and heights. When these limits are exceeded
frequencies does depend on the assumed depends on section shape and frequency pa-
orders in the evaluation model. For ex- rameter. The present second-order extends
ample, if a second-oider evaluation model these limits relative to linear theory by
is assumed, but is not adequate to repre- allowing for second-order hydrodynamic
sent the measured effects, this may show effects and, in particular, for the exist-
up in a "false" dependence of A 3 on E3. ing flare angle in the waterline.
However, such dependence may also have
other reaso,.i not accounted for in second- We are grateful for Dr.Lee's comments
order potential theory, notably viscous based on his long experience with the pres-
effects. ent problem. His suggestion to transform

Third, our drifting forces have been the second-order subproblems to a homogene-
calculated from near-field potentials by ous form equivalent to that oF the first-
integration of second-order pressures over order problems, in order to be able to rely
the actually wetted body contour, whereas on the well-known analytical methods for
Maruo's theory [34] is based on far-field alleviating the irregularity problem is
linear incident wave considerations. Our well conceived and should certainly be fea-
Fig.29 pertains to the horizontal drifting sLble. However, this would be at the ex-
force on an unconstrained body, Fig.17 pense of having to solve two boundary value
holds for a fixed body. In the former case problems instead of one for every second-
the nondimensional drift force values for order subproblem under discussion. In our
the rectangle far exceed unity in a certain experience, purely numerical schemes for
frequency range, which is due to a resonant the same purpose have worked very reliably
motion situation. As stated in the paper, for the first as well as for the second
the results near resonance must be viewed order. It may be added that we have also
with caution because of the considerable investigated analytical and semi-analytical
magnitude of the small motion parameters. methods for dealing with the irregularity
It also remains to be examined in which broblem[8], [231, which have worked quite
way Maruo's theory must be applied to this adequately, too, although they only shift
situation. For tho fixed bodies investi- the irregularity to some other frequency,
gated, only the rectangle has a nondimen- which may still lie in the range of inter-
sional drifting force slightly greater than est, particularly for the second-order
one. It must be noted that the reference problem. Finally it is important to note

quantity used for plotting the drifting that the severity of the irregularity phe-
forces is 0.5fg-aw, corresponding to the nomenon is much reduced by using the Helm-
kinetic energy of a linear wave of ampli-- holtz integral equation formulation with
tude aw l In reality- the kinetic energy the potential as unknown function.
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Characteristics of Nonlinear Waves in the
Near-Field of Ships and

Their Effects on Resistance
Hideaki Miyata
The Univers't of T yo
0;-o Jc-an

ABSTRACT problem and nonlinearity should be taken
into account. The nonlinearity can be clas-

The characteristics of nonlinear waves sIidit w id.Oei s osek
around ships are experimentally studied, nonlinear effect on linear waves, in which
These waves generate lines of discontinuity, governing equation is Laplace equation.
and the abrupt velocity change across the The other is nonlinearity in characteristics
wave front satisfies the shock relation. of waves, which is governed by a nonlinear
A kind of shock wave occurs around ships in partial differential equation. L. ear and
translational motion in deep water in the nonlinear waves both have opportunity to

s ame manner as it does in compressible fluid occur. The former nonlinearity is treated
and shallow water flow. The characteristics in the framework of the linear wave theory,
can be analogically explained by the non- while the problem concerned with the latter

linear shallot' water theory, introducing nonlinearity is to treat nonlinear waves
equivalent shallow water depth. The exist- themselves. Most of the improved wave
ence of this nonlinear waves produces a deal resistance theories recently developed take
of influence on the flow around ships and the former nonlinearity into account to some
on ship resistance. The role of the non- extent. For example, one of the most
linear waves in the inviscid resistance general method is one by Gadd[8] who has
component of ships and their effect on lin- proposed a Rankine source iethod in which
ear dispersive waves are discussed. Laplace equation is solved under the non-

linear free surface condition. As is
I. INTRODUCTION commonly recognized in hich-speed aerodynam-

ics and shallow water flow, the nonlinearity
Linear wave resistance theories based often plays a decisive role in the

on the works of Kelvin, Michell and Havelock zharacteristics of waves and in fact non-
have contributed to the improvement of hull linear waves called shock waves occur.
form design, and as a consequence, to energy The appearance of nonlinear waves around
saving for more than twenty years. However, ships in deep water was first pointed out
there exist significant discrepancies by Baba[ll], which have been called wave
between experimental facts and explanations breaking. However, breaking of waves will
by these theories or improved versions 12). not be the essence of nonlinear waves in the
In case the discrepancies remain quan- near-field of ships. The nonlinearity will
titative and one can obtain sound qual- consists in much more comprehensive
itative information from the linear theories characteristics of waves. Occurrence of
the theories can continue to contribute to shock waves will not be a marvel for ships
industrial purposes. In many cases, however, in translational -otion.
linear wave resistance theories turn out to The author has experimentally clarified
be powerless neither quantitatively nor the nonlinearity of waves in the near-field
qualitatively depending on the hull partic- and found out that a kind of shock wave
ulars. occurs, which is named as free surface shock

it is a popular opinion that the defect wave in 1977. Consequently,the basical non-
of wave resistance theories developed so far linearity must be e~:amineI in detail for the
is originated from the linearization of the development of resistance theories for
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ships. In this paper, clarification of the chapter 8. Characteristics of nonlinear
characteristics of nonlinear waves and their waves are re-examined in wide range of
effects on linear disiersive waves, wave velocity in chapter 9.
resistance and hull form improvement are
discussed. 2. NOMENCLATURE

In Fig. 1, a wave pattern picture of a
full-scale passenger boat is shown, in which Al(a) weighted amplitude function
wave systems which are entirely different B beam length of ship
from Kelvin pattern are obvious. Following c critical speed
the discussion on the limitation of linear Cw wave resistance coefficient derived
theories in chapter 3, the nonlinearity of from towing test
the waves is clarified with a deal cf Cwp do derived from wave analysis
experimental results with a simple :mdel d draft cf shin
ship in chapter 4. The nonlinear waves have Fn Froude number based on L
characteristics that allow us to call them Fh do based on hI
"free surface shock waves". Therefore, as F: do based on n
one imagines, the zharacteristics are very g acceleration of gravity
similar to nonlinear shallcw water waves. h shallow water depth
in chapter 5, the analogy to nonlinear 4 equ±valent shallow water depth
shallow water waves and application of the H total head behind ship
nonlinear shallow wave theory are discussed Pb do ahead of ship

through experiments with wedge models. In L length between nernendiculars
chapter 6 and 7, effects of the nonlinear p nr~ssure
wave (free surface shock wave) on resistance a velocity in x-y plane

components and on linear dispersive waves P resistance measured as nomentu loss
are discussed. The nonlinear waves directly viscous resistance = Rf(+k)

render resistance to ships as momentum loss R- wave resistance derived from towina
and, at the same time, they indirectly in- test
fluence resistance by deformation of the Rw" do derived from wave analysis
dispersive waves. The nonlinear waves at u w

the stern and a new practical method to w disturbance velocity in x,y,zdirec-
reduce waves at the stern are described in ticn, respectively; u incues un-;or

velocity in charter 5
U, V velocity of uniform stream

x axis narallel to ship centerline,
aftward positive

y axis parallel to ship beam
z axis vertical, upward positive
Ot entrance angle
8 shock angle

__ wave heicht
.... asubscrints

1 ahead of shock front
2 behind shock front
n normal to shock front
± tangential to shock front

3. LIITATION OF LINEAR THEORIES

3.1 Wave Pattern Pictures of Model Ships
Fig.l Wave pattern of a full-scale passenger

boat (from Ships of the World) The legitimacy of theories must be
guaranteed by real physical phenomena. The

Table 1 Principal oarticulars of model ships

m) Lu B c LIB Did Cb remarks
WMl-C 2.400 1.240 var. 10.00 var. 1 .67 parabolic water line, wall-sided, sharp-bow
WMI-B 2400 1240 var. 10.00 var. .68 D9 , blunt b w

i7 2.400 18O var. 5. 00 var.- .67 12 , shamp-bowp
W'14-A 1.200 .240 var. 5-00 var. .67 D9 , sharp-bow
'134 2 -01 .30 -.111 6 .50 2.77 I .39iie shin
M40 2.000 .308 105 6.50 2.94 .54 si-olified -rdification of Sf138

200 .364 .105 0 347alenth series ship
M42 2.000 444 .05 4.50 4.25 .54 D_
M43 364 105 ° 50 3.47 I .54 simnlified modification of 41

BULK,2 --2.000 .330 .073 6.06 4.52 1 .75 bulk carrier on ballast cond.
SR138(F) 2.500 .385 .135 6.49- 2.85 j .57 container carrier, full load cond.
_SR138(T) 2.500 1 .385 i.088 6.49 4.38 I D_ , trial condition2-0! 11.142 1-081M6 2 2000 T .i3 ' 14 13.7l08 Inuid
117 2 000 .255 .177 = 7.841 1.44 _ jInuic

I . -312 'M04 6.471 1.53 1 Inuid
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______ wave height is steep rather than wave height

- itself.
Three examples are shown in Figs.2,3 and

4. The principal particulars of model ships
are shown in Table 1. One can clearly
notice that the wave systems in the neigh-
borhood of the models are not similar to
Kelvin pattern, or rather, they are similar
to shock waves in compressible fluid. The
lines of wave crest originated from the hull
surface are usually convex and their angles
to the center line of the ship varies

__ depending on the hull particulars, advance
___ velocity and so forth. -

Wave pattern pictures at the University
of Tokyo are present in references[l], [2],
(31 and (5], which lead us to the same intu-

Fig.2 Wlave pattern picture of a simple imodel itive understanding of real wave making as
WD42 (d= 6cm, Fn =0.22) mentioned above.

3.2 Discrenancies between Theory and
Experiment

Discrepancies are outstanding between
what wave resistance theories so far devel-
oped indicate and what experimental results
show in the form of resistance force, wave

=height, disturbance velocity and so on.
The discrepancies are both qualitative and
quantitative, which have seldom been expe-
rienced in other fields of hydrodynamics.
So.me comparisons between calzulated wave
resistance, measured wave resistance by tow-
ing test and by wave analysis are shown in
Figs.5, 6 and 7. Wave resistance is cal-
culated by 'ichell's approximation in Fig.5
and by the low speed theory in Fig.7.

Fig.3 Wave pattern oicture of M34 General tendency of discrepancies are as
(Fn= 0.333) f llows.

02- I
_________________20 ;p5. X~~z!5~ 2 k

Fic- 4Wave plattern picture of M41
(F-n0.267) t.tfA4 .

development of the bulbous bow by Inui would
not have been successful without the aid of 0..
experimental analyses. At the experimental
tank of The University of Tokyo, measurement r .- _' -
of wave height for two-diensional wave N-

contours and photographing wave pattern have O t - -

been routine techniques of experiment for •
long years. The former presents uan-
titative infor.ation of wave height and the t_2z
latter qualitative one. Wave pattern pie- 00 .-- _____-

tures by the latter technique have property
to intensify the lines on which gradient of Fig.6 Wave resistance curves of hMI-B
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Fig.7 Waeresistance curves of 'M43 varing N ~N~

1) Calculated wave resistance curve shows
conspicuous hump.: and hollows, while % -

measured one shows only slight humps and . -- =-.

hollows. This cannot be settled by the
attemot to take viscous effect into
account.

2) The wave nattern resistance (Cwp) is
smaller than the wav -e resistance derived V__ -
from. towing test (Cw) without exception. • -  I

3) A hump or a hollow in Cw curve cannot -
always be observed in Cwp curve. ,

4) Discrepancy between Cw and Cwn is
significant in the velocity range of
FnC0.35.
Taking these results coolly, one will

not be able to attribute the discrepancies ia.8 V ave contours in the near-fiel- o f
to the minor defects that linear wave making the second free surface shock wave
theories have cherished. Or rather, they and points for velocity measurement

should be attributed to the new physical ('2, d=6cm. r 0.22)
henomena, which have been out of the scope

of linear wave resistance theories for ships- 0-2U Z= -lCM

4. VERIFICATION OF THE EXISTENCE OF FREE
SURFACE SHOCK WAVES

4.1 Distribution of Disturbance Velocity / / * * . r r
around a Simple Model V / /
The characteristics of nonlinear waves N

have been clarified by measurement of / '7 / , - r

disturbance velocity. The simole ndel WM2
has been selected for tested model whose / / '7 /
second nonlinear wave is intense on the
condition of d=6cn and Fn=0.22 as is rhown p / / .// *
in Fig.2. A five hole pitot tube whose
diameter of the head is 6mm and a precise f /
position setting equipment are utilized for / / / / 7 a

this purpose. Contours of measured wave
height in the vicinity of the crest of the f / / / / / '
seccnd nonlinear wave are shown in Fig.8, in
-which one can reconize the straight line of I I -,

the wave front and the steep slone of the
wave height along the line. Velocity m.asur- 7 7 1 / / / A -- '-
ing noints are shown by circles in this
figure. Velocities are measured on the two I t I / / IP

surfaces below the disturbed free surface by
10mm and 30ra for all noints, and additional 7 7 7
two surfaces below the disturbed free surface
by 50 , and 70 m for selected points. SS 7 147 -% --

herefore, the measuring surfaces are curved Lk
ones.

three korms, i.e., disturbance velocity in velocity (A)
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I'N Fl . * - - -% 30 T 'i - * i" -

1 4. -4a4era .t.bu o..o, Vsbura j

, 4lzc ? velocity at S.S. /1

t tc. p .2 Lateral distribution of disturbance

r f velocity at S.S.7
I I P f f F f t -t_ _ _

/ f -M 1t~ f tr t 13*t- N

ss" " , * in Figs -!2 4

741..

c -10Q sarme as Figa.9 (B)

53 Lateral distrib in of disturbancet
F :-71:: -helocity S.S. 7li 12 c

-04 U

ity

r fro - -o .. Th hw downward positive

in Figs-t2 to 14

'g-4 same as Fic1 (B)
Y:200 30040

aria.lld Coo wents of disturbance velocity
±n v-7 plane

itv.
3) The disturbance velocity vectors behind

X-Y nd -Z nane an latraldistibuionwave front on the surface adjacent toX-Y nd -3 nane andlatral istilbuiorfree surface are normal to the waveof disturbance velocity, as are shown in fig- front.
ures from FigA to Fig .14. The characteris- 4) he steepness of velocity Ichang istics of the second nonlinear wave, which is limited ien the thin layer adjacent tothe reiesentative of all threnonl waveree surfae;. On e nianessi-e
in the neighborhood of shins can be sum- and -i7c", no abrup-t change can be

a shoni 2]wr follows, observed in velocity.
1) change of velocity across the wave front The nonlinearity of waves Li the viciis abrunt. The steepness of velocity ity ofc shins is first noticed by aal]

change cannot be exnressed by linear =i a er osdrda aai]
thores n hih oe xa- and ihabenc-drdasan effect oftheris, n hic sme xaples are breaking waves. However, our Successive

shown n [2].works following his nionecring uor= indiate
2) The abrunt change of velocity is : othttedcsv pretyo te-o rir

steen as to form a line of discontinu- wave is to generate a linc of discontinrity.
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-d, e -C ram ±nes Iflu PC; u1 nf 4 om
Fi-g-l5 Strea- inoas O or b~ modelC Z-0 flow a-3

j' 4 - 's for e- c= riasu-ra-

0C sa- a 4s - -a-e

4.2 S-ock-Co -aitic. p,.. aper t--- -:1 e -3

are called as ------ s=-r-a-. s.-4 _kuYsa
The formaton of wave~v~a shon 5Ci 4 so Cte he b- abrr.. ;it4 as

wavue natterr niCtures and -- '- ei - e-ce of af
lines of disc-tinai re~- r us o 3~c
waves wizcc are ili_ in r' - 4r- 5- LOG TO NO SH'CQ WA~n RSA
CC-=--ress-De IF*"u19 a n-- t' h- on-''_=-r ..-al.i

-- water- fi -aw Th a i; nra~ ti z - q- _rCu f haves aL_nd

shock wves in f1ua aec-era41 ___

discanttin 1 t 4 and satsrctio.. of
re a- t I e-ressod as follows, Oc~urreceoffl'u su.-f-- s'-=_k wavs

w-- -- d ' tc r-' s cs3 -_ Mind-~c=- c'--l '- h

-. tank-~e " ~ .-- ao~'--a n
S_-Pe ~ r =.- s n0-- -% nt o

This c-ndtion 's lexaMined- wit!' the Vr-SMk -Ce tW ~ar c a -

str-eam~ line of doubl m~ ode o shown of WcC, draf andl
ri... Veloc-tv e-o-s -ha- in-'iu cha f c- W~ s'

urffl e1c4-'~- t -o--r-e ther s s -a -

a to n in. -fc ae s'r'w-n 'j;Ic i6 C0 - ~ anlcos!--a
each stram lines. -'e orlais cf the ---- s a o- wata'- as sa s f...u4 wnI _c

tor .r=c-e .raaed on.---m wave front '1-ie 14h.a is cac - ac h-V -0 .S

-h -nes norral to--% w' a ro- a-e drawn l-nea- sha w- wa-e'- w -~['3 j-
in dottee' lines, and iCan n' co-cludeda a c -9'a cn 911 e - . 0..0
tuat the chance o- a ie c a-snnn ai 'c-t- .allt'

wave front satisfy.- shrocit -_aaio decae~~ ofdrf or waer e- ut- Saue
described above. On~- v te velcv wav3 e n'preo a-fi -t= .
nes.t normal to wave fro= - 2 avoa'-xe-ces abru- Indcat that -- Wr- -ae- -n- t is'-ce_ed

= ~~~ch-ance, while the tange- 'a' -p-ne .- s w"t- cas = =~' -- a(rr

retained u-channezo. aaac P105 ace-a. ce-_

=characteristics to be clast'f'ad _noakn t e 4 -tena o t-
&shock wave. This physical Jract wil1 -be ulhich -s one of tne propeties of sna-cx

n3-ual in a sense because nonlincar y waves.
often olays a decisive -role. Wfith th These nhv-sical facts cuarantee the
experi'mental result's visualized in figures verificat ion of the exi'stence of F-SSSI
from Fic.1 to Fig .16, the auttber r -trhis dascribed in the above chanter.
hin'd of mnninear waves in the near 1 0 'Ad
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Fig.19 ThegchangeaofwtheDrshock angledofeFSe

2i Q=0 4 0 2

0 0(1 o ':{ 5 10 15 O (de-g)

fo21 Relation between draft of model and
,04 1T equivalent shallo ow water depth

.2. 0 The change of the shock angle of FSS×/ is very similar to that of shock waves in
0- >1/ shallow water as is show n in Fig.lB. When

0 5 one introduce the new concept of eouivalent.0 dc 10 heqishallow water depth, the chane ofishoc

. angle of FS can be explained by the

sufortltis supinnnwhc eebac

V24. lten for shallow water shock waves.
The critical speed for shallow water shock

0 nwaves is ajacland the shock angle Js deter-0/.X 5 mined by entrance angle and Fh. ;or FSSVs

2o 10 the equivalent shallow water depth WI is
15 determined so as to let Fig.8 (left) accord=:- with Fig.18 (right). This is really" a bold

02 .. assumption; however, Fig.8 and Fig.9 to 14

V Celaio between FdStrs and shallow water shock waves

.a is evident. Fig.9 to Fig.14 indicate that
/the flo t with discontinuity is limited in the0 thin laver adjacent to the free surface.

.2- XThe obtained equivalent shallow water depth
01 Fi g.2e itureimatel accords with the depth of the

1 t,, t. yetCalculated equivalent shallow water
.02 .0 4.06 ]/ A 6'11 2 d9 depth for wedge models are plotted in Fig.20

=_..06: B V2  against ,)raft in non-dimensional form, The

.04. relation betwr en draft and equivalent shallow
water depth is approximatuly linear except

. ofor extremely shallow-drafted conditions.
Fig.20 Equivalent shallow This fact means that Froude's law of simil-

7 .U!itude is maintained and the occurrence of

water depth FSSWs is ruled by Froude number based on
* draft. The variation of the equivalent shal-
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ic%* water dcpth is visualized in another
form in Fig.21. Equivalent shallow water Calculated Measured Fn L(M) B(m) d(m) Let C-
depth is determined by draft and entrance .. . .2887 Z0 0308 0111 65 0.392
angle; the absolute value of advance .3333
velocity has little to do with this [4]. --- - 3780

5.3 Method of Characteristics

When equivalent shallow water depth -hI -
is introduced, the problem turns into two-
dimensional one and the governing equation V
is for irrotational motion,-- . ....

(-x)  - 2 9 8 7 6 
9-( g 2 xy + (1 )y Fiq.22 Shock front Iines of M34 by the method

1  9..of characteristics

=0 (13) I3 ss;. The interpretations in this chapter
This type of nonlinear equation has long will hold true at the *resent stage of the
been treated in thie fieldq of hiah-speed cultivation of the new problem.
aerodynamics (10], and there a-re some meth-
ods to solve it. in this sect.ion, an 6. DPSITPMC' COMPOMP.ENT nUE -0 FREE SURFACE
attempt to apply the method of characteris- SOCK WAVES
tics is briefly discussed foc the estimation
of the curves of discontinuity, i.e., the 6.1 Momentum Loss Measured far behind Ships
pattern of the occurrence of FSSWs.
Characteristic curves on physical plane and 'leasurement of .omentum loss far behind
hodograph ?lane are in suoercritical speed ships has been carried out for various ship
(u2+ v2 > c ), respectively, .odels in 1978 and 1979 [2]1(5]. Two examples(u ) respectively, of contours of momentum )oss are present in

dy _-7 c_____ rig.23 for WM2 at the draft of 200mm and
X- - 1 - u2/c- (14) 60mm. The area where momentJm loss appearsstretches widely in the vicinity of the

free surface. This kind of momentum loss
4,71 /CU "+  -1 will be attributed to the velocity drop by

du= - V2/c (15) FSSW through the relation described in
equation (2). FSSW produce lines of dis-

= continuity and, consequently momentum loss
behind them. To the first order approx-

on hodograph plane, shock polar can be drawn imation the resistance due to FSSW is
according to (15), and the obtained line of co'nsiered to be measured in this form
characteristic, settle that on physical instead of wave pattern resistance.
plane because ies represented by (14) and ?
(15) are normal each other. ' .. 0

This method of characteristics is ,
applied to an usual hull fo'm whose hull for- , -- 'N\ ,/
is assumed to be represented by the wa er-
line. And besides, the water line is md-
ified into succession of straight short
lines for simplicity. An example for a fine .,d<.>/,
hutl form M34 is shown in Fig.22 at varions
velocity of advance, Although the cal-
culated results do not gantitatively agree W'-2 d-O.Cds .--.2
with the experimental curves, the qua!-
itative agreement is good. These results %im.ply that this method can be useful for GOO _0____0 ______ 0

hull form design, because qualitatively f i/7 -
exact estimption of resistance can inprove 50 K -
shock an:le and strength of discontinuity 100 Lis rather 5imple as is shown in Fig.19. The
reduction of shock angle will naturally lead ISO
to reduction of resistance due to FSSW.

The explanation described in this chap- 200 H,-H mmAq
ter is based upon irrotationality, which ( t
seems to be contradictious with the physical 250 1 20 apart fromAP
fact of the existence of discontinuity, M m
because the flow with discontinuity is rota- 300 di d=0.20 Fn-022
tional. However, the rotational flow is (Mm)
simply a consequence of the occurrence of zig.23 Contours of momentum loss of WM2tiona23.Cooweverotheorotationalsflow is
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Surpose wth the su fmomentum loss utand by rsstneave xmpe r soni
the iscos reistace i theresitanc ue Fig.26 fore s igie walsieB odl adi
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C..jon~ ~ ~ Cw byfree surface x13'2

shock wave
0.5: (no snockar--edegree)
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015 020 05F
- lg27Wave resistance curves of bulk carries

on ballast condition

_E Fi. av esisnce2 livsfac ltir _

6.3Resstace umpbVFree Surface Shock

I'ave

in lw Foud nuberrecion. An example of
two Tdels of bulk carrier on ballast condi -
tion is shown in Fig.27. A slight modifica-
tion of the hull form at the bow give rise
to great difference in the resistance humps -__ _

around Fn = 0.15, while the measured wav.epattern resistance do not have any dif-rere-ce; or rather, Cwv itself is negligible__
in the velocity rarnge ot Fn 0.20. P' case
of a large container model on trial condi-_tion is shown in Fig.28. Cwp is very small _
around Fn = 0.15 whereas Cw. has a hump there. _

These humns at low Froude number are
commironly recognized for shallow-drafted Fig.29 W~ave Pattern pictures of SR138 on
ships, especially those with bulbous bow, trial condition
and they mr.ake the definition of form factor

bee resoabl eplane. 'hewave pattern~ culated resistance due to the second free
at hebowofth cotanermoelin Fig.28 surface shock wave is shown by dotted curves

of fo twobulk carriers in Fig.27. The qual-
obiosl bsrvd.Te hokangle is ma- iaieagreement of the theory with theIu to un Fe small wit the5 inr a of vltyn experimental results is, again, excellent.~t esmal of t shoc e nlereazs greatness of One can conclude that the hump that is oftenRV Geatnss f shc.,* anle eansgretnes of observed in low Froude number is due to FSSW.reisanedue to FSSWI as has already been With the decrease of draft the criticalr4escitne which can qualitatively ex-n1pir sDeed V?.r becomes small, which is shown in

__ the hump at Fr- =0.15. The theory for
shallow water shock waves .,hicl- has been Fi.1as the dependence of h, on d or in

utilzedin captr 5by itroucin eqiv- Fig.20 as relations between draft and equiv-
alent shallow water depth can roughly es- alent shallo-w water depth, and, in con-
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sequence, the hump in Cw curve where shock .. Fn.0.2236
angle is great is shifted to the low speed .. 02673
range where Cwp is negligibly small, because . .03015

z. hump by FSSW is usuall-y present arcund the ,0S AP

critical speed. For shallow drafted low- , j -
and middle-speed ships, consideration on V:-

FSSW is decisively important. .I

7. EFFECT OF FREE SURFACE SHOCK WAVES ON
LINEAR DISPERSIVE WAVES

7.1 Phase Shift X- .

FSSIs coexist with linear dispersive
waves around ships in translational motion. Fi... Longitudinal wave profiles of 442
The problem of wave resistance comes to be (Y/L 0.2)
complex, and it seems to be impossible to
develone a comprehensive theory that explains
the two wave systems simultaneously. There
are two possible ways to be urgently pursued. 15- -"., wI 'i 4

The first is to evaluate the wave resistance Cw,-
die to linear disr-.sive wave system which
has been influenced by the nonlinear flow'..
caused by FSSI4s in the near-field of ships. waveanalys/
The second is to estimate the resistance due 10-. M h--- iIprox
to FSSWs themselves. '.hat is described in - D
chapter 5 belongs to the latter way, and . source)

problems concerned wit!i the former way are r. '
described in this chapter. In case both ways : \ . "-I
are successfully achieved, wave resistance 05- ..,,_-
can be estimated by summing the two results. - , " "\.-Ni

The phase of linear dispersive wave
system is commonly shifted forward. An exam-
ole on beam-length series ships is present in
ig,30. With the increase of beam-length - -0 -1n.

the amount of forward 3hase shift becomes
laree. FSqs, esneciarly those at the bow, Fig.32 l-ave pattern resistance curves of
become intense with th. enlargement of beam- -Ml-C
length; the shock angle increases and
discontinuity in wave heicht and disturbance L-- Wave anahysis

Lvelocity is strenqthenea. On sectional area ------ Michell approx
series ship odels whose particulars are the 0DQ modified source)7 r.. .D (odfe ouc):
same with M40, the intensity of FSSWs at the
bow and forward ohese shift have intimate

connection, though the result is abbreviated. I Fn-.24-
FSSI's accomnany lateral displacement velocity
as is shown in Figs.9, 11, 12 and 13. It has~an influence on the dispersive wave system
to shift forward and sidemwards. 5 -

M 4 I

\-C\ W91 -W~o ofaV
at ~ 4 fav~e4

Fig.30 Comparison of longitudinal wave k
profile of beam-length series ships !

7.2 Attenuation Effect

Longitudinal wave profiles of the wide- 0 -4vi..4
beamed fine ship M42 are shown in Fig.31 at 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 0(deg)
various velocity of advance. One will notice Fig.33 Comparison of wave soectra of W 4M-C
that the rear parts of the wave records are
extremely low, which implies attenuation of
transverse waves. This attenuation cannotbe understood as an effect of cancellation at the bow and the stern, because it does not

depend on velocity of advance. This phenom-
between the two linear wave systems generated ena is also considered as an effect of the __
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existence of FSSIJ by the two reasons. They rudder without bulb -R-A
are that the attenuation becomes conspicuous rudder with bulb R-N
in case FSSW is intense and that FSSW accom- ..
panies a kind of wide wake region as a X 600
result of the presence of discontinuity in
velocity. 0 .

One of the great discrepancies between
linear wave resistance theory and experiment -10j

consists in the humps and hollows in resist-
ance curve. Linear theories show rerarkable 10, X 500
humps and hollows as an effect of cancella-
tion and amplification of waves, whereas 0 _________-___

they can be scarcely observed in measured
resistance curves in low and middle ranae of
advance velocity except for very fine ship
models. A typical example is shown in i0 X z00
Fig.32. This qualitative discrepancy should
have been very sianificant for the assess- 0
ment of the validity of theories.

A simple calculation is carried out for 20-
W41 to demonstrate that PFSW attenuate lin- 13OX 30
ear waves with the w.ake region behind the 0--
line of discontinuity. -he wake recion is

represented by a rigid body whose depth is 0 -.... . .
20mm which stretches laterally alone th0
line of discontinuity to a certain point and 20
continues to infinity extending oarallel to . ..
the centerline of the ship. Calculation is (mm) - .

made by Michell's approximation for
simplicity. The results are shown in ni.32 ...... .
for wave resistance cuve and in Fig.33 for 100 200 300
wave spectrum. Wave resistance hv incar tm)
waves should accord with measured wave pat- Fig.34 Transverse wave orofile at the
tern resistance and this is approximately stern of S9138 on full condition
accomplished by this calculation. Fio.33
shows that the gap between theory and
experiment is remarkable in the transverse
wave system and that it is considerably
remedied by taking the effect of FS'.' into
consideration.

8. FREE SURFACE SHOCK WAVES ?T THE STER%

8.1 Occurrence of Free Surface Shock 'aves
at the Stern

It is naturally understood that FSS--
appear at any points in the near-field in _____ *- ..

various fashion. It is not limited in the
bow-near-field. Especially F5S's are clear-
ly observed at the stern on high-speed fine X / __
ships. The passenger boat in Fic.l X
generates intense FSSI s at the stern being -i.
accompanied with breaking of waves. ?bruot
change in velocity and wave height have been
measured and it has been verified that this
kind of waves have the same characteristics ___.. ..
as those of FSSWs at the bow [3]. Tans-I verse wave profiles are shown in Fig.34 for
a container shin model. line of dis-
continuity can be recognized. .i

8.2 Develonment of Stern-End-Bulb A Z

Fig.35 Configuration of stern-end-bulb for f/
FSSWs at the stern look dominant in the SR138

wave pattern pictures of full-scale high-sp-
eed passenger boats, destroyers and container investigations [6], [7]. This bulb -is named
carriers. To reduce FSSWs at the stern and, stern-end-bulb (abbreviated as SEB). This
simultaneously, linear waves from the stern, bulb is rather small in comparison with thea new type of bulb is developed by the author bow-bulbs and equipped at the rear end of theSand colleagues through extensive ewaterline of ships. Stern-end-bulb is care-
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Fig.36 Comparison of stern wave pictures of
SR138 and S 3BX (i-n model) of bulb on wave resistance can-. be_ recognized

o nI in cw -(- e, resistance due to
f lly desi-ned so tha it reduces wave FSS , in the -ow speed range.
resistnce and ini"mizes increent or viscous -he fed-tion of wave resistance by the
reistarce. One o. te conf'igrations of SEE stern-en--bulb (SEE) reaches uP to 21 percent
zor a container carrier is present in Fig. 33. 'hin leds to saving ol propelling power of

-he origina for-- of S wB s a modified 6 percent for containar carriers. The effec-
rudder called R-- whi -wa a rudder with a tiveness of SB ha-e been verifled on several
bulb siilar to SEB-v in Fig.35. SEr-S was high-spe- ship rodels [7), and it is coins
connected to the hung ng ruder R-A instead to !e u.t to practical use at Japanese shin-
o- the -ull and the Xditfied rudder is called yards. a
P-N. h ffect of R--' o- -aves is showr in
-.---.34. The uiscontinuitv 4n wave .eight is 9. NONLINEAR WAVES I'J WIDE RANGE ADVANCE
weakened by .R-N, which means that it reduces VELOC-TY
FSSI is a- te stern. "'-e ef-ect of S_-_x in

SFi.35 is visualized in Fic.36. Wave resir'- 9.1 Wnave Pattern Picture
ance curves are shown in Fi.37 ,:hich are
results of volume series experinents for the Examination of wave making properties
-nvestiaation on the ontimun size of SEB. in -ide range of advance velocity will be
Th decrease of Cc qualitativeiv accords with useful for comprehensive understanding.
that of Cwn- Hoever, the rate of decrease *Wave pattern pictures of two models are shown
of C-w cannot be- f9uly explained by that: of in 'Fig.38 and 39. The entrance angle or
Cwn. SEE reduced Cwn and C. - Cwn si.multa- 19M4-A is about 20 degree and the fore-end of

rneouslv, in other w.ords, SF3 is very effec- the rudder is round, and therefore. FSSlis
tire for the reduction of both linear wave around the models are evidently observed.
resistance and resistnce ue to PSSI at the The free surface enoena of a floating bodyf
stern. -his interpretation is also true for in translational mtion seems ultimately
bulbous bow. Bulbs generally contribute to complex. Linear and nonlinear waves coexist
reuction of two components of wave resi - and the nonlinear waves generate unsteady tur-
a ce Fig.27 shows an effect of bulbous b.ilenc flow on the free surface.
bow of bulk carrier as an extreme case, in
which the effect of the variation of the form 9.2 Lonitudinal Wave Profile
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.7|_ Fn=.,

7. o

S a-- comnaredi longitud-Ia wave z~rofiles

inf -i.0 he discrepancy - ..... th~eory

?ni = 0.22 S

an -exper depends on ernude uei
re coa. i jO' att!rs . al b wavhe roile

apro at -o aors irly well inane calcated-r- rs by - !

-0.5o except 4oFr he -irs: wave cresn t

S.46e. F S n lie disaree-ent
is .remrkabe low .roude number recion.

This tenden - o .de s -- tn, the discren-
antics in wave resistance curves, which is
co-ni recognized. The effect of FSSWs on
linear waves is very sicnlfica.. ilo- w and
r l e range of velocity, whereas it is not
10in hi ranue of velocity. The discontinu-

ity and its influence on free surface flow
seeM dominant in the pictures, however, th;e
nonlinear flow is limited in the t"i- aver
whose thickness is independent of advance

velocity, while the wave length of the 
lin-

__ ear wave system is elongated and its r-tionS- scales up with -he increase of velocity.
__-- :---n C In consequence, ost part of wave h can

-- _-----n . be explained by a linear theory in the high
Froude number region-

Fig.38 Wave pattern pictures of WM14-A
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io Figs.A and B are prepared from Fig.13

Di ussin and 14 of the author's paper. It is ob-

served that the change of u/U and v/U in

the direction of water depth is quite

E Baba !.tw large in the vicinity of the free-surface.
In 1972 Takekuma (Reference 12 of the pre-
sent paper) already observed this phenome-

I have enjoyed reading this paper 
and non.~From these observations of the flow

an impressed with the vast extent of the in- Feom tesa the fow

vestigation of the free-surface iDnenomenon phenomenon near the free-surface, one won-

around shin models. 
ders whether the partial differential equa-

arohnd ahi or introduetion such as (13) can be exploited as a

The author introduced a concept of governing equation for such flow phenome-
equivalent shallow-water depth and tried to no.
n~terp.ret the free-surface phenomenon ob-ThauorsveontimtersThe author's view on this matter is

served around ship models by use of a two-
dimensional partial differential equation 

very much appreciated.

(13).
In the derivation of this equation oneshould assume that change of velocity com- H. Mauo "Yokama N Uriv)

ponents u and v in the direction of
water depth is small 2nough to be negligi-
ble. in this paper, the author has analysed

the phenomenon of breaking of the free sur-

face near the ship hullassuming an analogy
with the shock wave in compressible fluid

s.s. 75/12 or hydraulic jump in shallow water-flow.

=240m I cannot help regarding that this treat-
- -I ,,ment is due to nothing but the author's

-0. 1 fee- |surface 0.1 u1U.V/Uw/U misunderstanding of the true phenomena.
The shock wave is an attribute of the mo-

" 4 tion in non-dispersive media, while the
i 7 /u vU surface wave in deep water is a phenomenon

in a dispersive media. Therefore no analogy

exists between the shock wave and the sur-
w around a ship hull, when the water

CM fr= s o restricted.

sur ace

R.Ko-C. Che (JAYCORj

The various properties of free-surface

Fig. A Change of u/U and v/U in the shock waves (FSSW) as described by Professor
direction of water depth at Miyata are very interesting, especially in
y = 240 mm consideration of their impact on future -

directions of research of wave resistance.
The analcgl of FSSW to shallow water waves

, suggests strongly that conditions satisfied

S.S. -s511. by shallow-water-wave theory must be pre-
sent in the near field of the ship-wave

| ".. W system also. One fundamental feature of

4 .2 .-0 - ace 0,I - C, shallow-water waves is that the pressure
distribution is essentially hydrostatic,I . i.e.,

wU Lwhere n is free-surface elevation and z = 0

t f aq I defines the undisturbed water surface.

Much insight would be gained if one could

iTT measure the pressure distribution in the
free-surface layer and determine in which
region and to what extent Eq. (1) is satis-
fied by the flow.. One suggestion is to

jFig. B Change of u/U and v/U in the define the parameter Eas

direction of water depth at

v -70m ~- ghn Z) (2)
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and plot the distribution of E on cross- The concept of equivalent shallow
sectional planes along the length of ship. water depth was introduced mainly for the
If the flow field is not of the shallow- purpose of practical use. This concept
water type, r would be quite different from can be helpful for the improvement of hull
zero. For example, in two-dimensional deep- form as is exemplified with the method of
water waves, characteristics. Notwithstanding the bold

assumption, the application of nonlinear
=p-cgtn-z)= ga COS(kx-¢t)cosh k(zd1 shallow water theory is successful to acosh kd certain degree.

Therefore, eauati -3) is not a
(3) general governing eqt .n Lut a simplified

equation which can be utilized for practical
which shows strong variation of with purposes. The general governing equation
depth, unless kd 0. will be Navier-Stokes equation, which can

By plotting Z, Professor Miyata may be numerically solved with boundary condi-
be able to actually measure the "equivalent tions. Further continuous efforts should
shallow-water depth" h: to further validate be devoted.
his theory. The instrumentation for meas-
ring p and - simultaneously, however, may
be quite involved. I would like Professor To Prof. Maruo
Miyata to think about this idea and comment
on the feasibility of such measurements. I think the analogy is evident in the

experimental results.
On the problem of introducing non-

Y. ftimomuram-romo Heazv-vin) linear shallow water theory, please see my
response to Dr. Baba's discussion.

I hope that Professor Maruo will change
The author describes the effectiveness his opinion by reading our succeeding papers.

of a stern-end bulb to reduce the free-
surface shock waves (FSSWs) which have
entirely different characteristics from
those of linear dispersive waves. To Dr. Chan

The theoretical studies about attenua-
tion of linear waves by a bulb have been Thank you for your kind suggestion.
studied by Prof. Inui and other researchers. The characteristics of free surface
However, I doubt that the interference of shock waves in deep water are analogous to
waves, which is the fundamental physics of those of shallow water shock waves to a
reducing linear waves by a bulb, can direct- cercain degree. However, there may be

ly lead us to a sound explanation of the differences between the two non-dispersive
effectiveness of a bulb in reducing the nonlinear waves, which will be clarified by
FSSWs. The theoretical background for a further detailed studies including Dr. R.
bulb's reducing the FSSWs is not clear in Chan's proposal.
this paper. I would like tr a-'- the au-
thor's views concerning tL physil-al phe-
nomena behind the fact that a bulb can To Mr. Shimomura
attenuate not only linear waves but also
the FSSWs. Bulbs have two aspects of wave resis-

And I also would like to receive some tance reduction. Bulbs at the bow and
of the author's suggestions about the stern-end reduce both linear wave resis-
design of a bulb which would reduce the tance and resistance due to FSSWs. These
FSsfacts are clarified in two papers in the

reference ([51 and [7]). About half of
the effect of SEB can be measured by usual
method of w~ave analysis, and at the same
time, the nonlinear wave system is reducedAuthor's Reply by SEB as is shown with pictures. Bow
bulbs usually reduce shock angle and this
leads to reduction of resistance due to

H. Miyata turiv of 1 yo) FSSWs. Further detailed studies on the
design method and its basis are now under

The design of SEB is now carried out
To Dr. Baba making use of linear wave making theory

Nonlinearity plays a decisive role in ba-sed on the formulation of' Neumann-Relvin
the thin layer near the free surface and problem. However, the effectiveness of
it does not in the deeper region. The the application of this tbeory is limited.
motion of water is quite different between Towing tests are necessary. By the SEB,
the two region. This will give rise to a which was first imagined by Professor inui
steep change of velocity in the depthwise and developed by the author and his col-
direction, because the water flow must be leagues, it is shown that theory is not
continuous, almighty.
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Flow Past Oscillating Bodies at
Resonant Frequency
Gedeon Davan and Touvia Miloh

:ABSTRACT system, g is acceleration of gravity andaIlis water density. FT and - stand as symb-

This paper analyses the flow field about ols of Fourier transform.
an oscillating body which moves with a con-
stant velocity U near and parallel to a free A , - coefficients in the integral
surface. equation of the FT of the

Special attention is paid to frequencies potential.
of oscillation in the neighbourhood of the B - nominator in the decomposition
critical frequency uc = 0.25U/g. It is well (0 )  of
known that the classical linearized solution c nonnomogeneous terms in the free
for this problem yields infinitely large surface condition
wave amplitudes at resonant frequency. The C(o),C(l) - FT of c(O), c(l)
singularity in the velocity potential, and D - drag
hence also in wave amplitude, lift and drag h - depth beneath unperturbed free-
at resonant conditions is found to be the surface
inverse of the square root of ±=wc-w for i- imaginary unit
two-dimensional flow and a somewhat weaker k - variable in Fourier transform
singularity of a logarithmic type in _ for plane in two dimensions
a three-dimensional flow. kc =1/4 - critical k value

It is demonstrated in the text how this L - lift
resonance may be removed by considering a Lo,L1  - free-surface differential
relatively simple non-linear case in which opeations
the oscillating flow-field is taken to be a MA ,Me - strength of doubet (steady and
small disturbance about the steady non-uni- unsteady, respectively)

form flow field caused by the body. Even P¢, * - pressure termsthough the analysis presented is general, F - strength of pressure point
two representative cases are discussed in t- time
greater details: a concentrated two-dimen- x - horizontal coordinate on the
sional vortex and a three-dimensional lift- unperturbed free-surface in the
ing surface. For both cases, a uniformly direction of translatory motion.
valid solution for the velocity potential, y - vertical coordinate positive
the amplitude and phase of the resulting upward
free-waves in the neighbourhood of the re- z - horizontal coordinate normal to
sonant frequency is presented. Also com- x
puted are finite D.C. c3mponents of the drag a, - variables in the Fourier space
and lift acting on the hydrofoil. in threee dimensions

C - common notation zor i$, M 0, PANOMENCLATURE f, - circulation (steady and unsteady
All variables are dimensionless with r, AT -respectively)

Al v a total circulation for a liftingrespect to U2/g, U/g and - as length, time line

and density scales, respectively. U is - steady-state perturbation,
the translatory velocity of singularities potential
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functions 6. 0 and o. for cl(x,z). L_
r'tt+(V4.V(V4t

+ -""and o are linear in- -and zero-order in

the steady flow. The equation L(tr) = c o
+p, hp, +z, = Ohas constant coefficients and is the one

Z..( aCDted exclusively in previous worksil]-i8.
In contrast, L1 and cl are linear in Or but
with variable, first-order in 4,coefficienrs

= 4 . and is for the first tim considered here.
The problem is now defined in mathe-at-

supplemented by appropriate radiation ical terms: the solution for v satisfying
conditions and by the zquations for the (10) and (11) and appropriate rdiation con-
singular parts of a and O. our aim is to ditions is sought. The problem is recast
derive approximative, linearized, solutions in terms of Fourier transforms in the next
for 4(x,y,z) (I). section.

2.2 Linearized equations 2.3 ;:.tegral equation for the FT (Fourier
t=ansform) of the potentiea.

An ordering is introduced by assuming
that is a small perturbation of the The Fourier transforms of 1w and are
uniform flow and 4 is small comared to o. M W
-rthermore, in the case of p=O, and- are -
written as follows (,,y) _(xOz)ep

S=As +r; ** +r (5)
s -r - 5 r 22

1i(a"z). ( ) j--d-xdz k15)
where the singu- arts and Os are
given and they obek the condition in 3D and

*s(xOz) =0; t (x,O,z) =0 . (6) = e

* and are regular for y.O and satisfy r - -
de following well known equations, derived
from (1)-(6) [ikx+ k dx (16)

_2
r =0 (for V<O) (7) in tne 2D case, with silar expressions for

Sr,,y) an (k,y), respecti-;e-y.
+ r r _y(8) Carr-ing ott the FT of ne st"y flo-r,xx _r'y "D¢X -S.y 1O

(for y=O) eations (M)-(9) yiilds iate v the well
known expressions

=r,x- P- (9)

with p& standing for a steady pressure on 0 .= (f or v0)i 2 2the free-surface and n for the steady -a = " (7
free-surface elevation. Generally either
pA or s is zero, but we shall keep both
ter-s in (8) for the sake of briefness. "

As for the nertinent ecuations are
ry<O (10) *r {k,0) = (for =)

=0 (forfr =OI f o Y -0 (") -k 2 k | + i k ( 8

Lo(*r)+L(r =c(xz)c ,z) (for y=O) in the 3D and 2D cases, resoectively, withIi u-0 an artificial viscosity coefiicient which
where the differential operators Lo and L1  ensures that t.. poles in the FT plane areare given by properly located to fulfill *ke radiation -

2-2 conditions.
L =- 7 2-2i- . .+ (12) The F of RU1) yields th e integralx equation for r-. in the 3D case

_= 0 (13) r

The nonhaogeneous term in (11) are A 1 A( A

c ,)t l--+(4
° ) ;.,) + C(14 (a,B)

and a similar expression involving the given (19)



From (12) and (13) we have Starting with the 3D flow, we have

A2) a ( a + (20 ) . ( ) C ( az,$)r ( 0) = C(° )( O) ( , ; ) - 2 2 - 2+ 2+2 ) (2 )Y (r O A(O ) (a,O W; ) (25)

A (' ) (+, ,Av;)={-i( -A) 2A
2 +v2 +2Xw- A

2 2 2 2 which is the approximation investigated in
-2(-)[ ( +v)- J-2(a-X) (X +v2) ' the past. Ir(O) is obtained by inversion

as follows+ 2iv(O-v) ]-2,(O-v) (wv+XV)} r(a-X,R-v,O1 &
r

S(o) xyz)= () exp[-

2 2 2 (0) 111 A(o ) (1,B;W)-X.- ) (12+\2) A( O  (X,V)n (cQ- ,1-v)- -

(for y=O) (21)
~IIspointed out that the relation-+(22 ) yd8

ship 3013Y = Q r -ia ,, based on (17), The zeros of A(°)are easily found by
has been employed in (21). Furthermore,(by switching to polar coordinates in the FT

~~~(9) =-ia6r,S,)p so that A( 1 plane (a os =sin).

(21) Is expressed in ter~is of known steady- Thus, by (20)
flow solutions. Finally, C(O) and C()
stand for the FT of c(O and c (l) in the

r.h.s. of (19). A(O,;LJ=- -2 ocos8-p COS +p0OThe corresponding integral equatioi, (?7)

for 2D flows isfor2Dflwsishas two real roots for any .i>lll>O provided
that ,<ee. For .i>jej>n/2 we have

A(O) (k;f)r(k,O)+ l_
r -2wcos_________s

(k,;(o)'1r (X,O)d\= 2 cos2 a (28)

(0) and an identical expression for PI,2 in the

C O (k) + C k) (22) case -/2>161>O. However, it can be easily
shown that the radiation conditions require

with different indentations on the inversion path
in the FT plane, which is represented in Fig

2 la.A(°) (k;G-) = k2-2kw - j 4 Ik 1 (23)
When =>,.c=i/4 the four real roots exist

only for 161 >6c, where Oc=cos-i (1/4w),

AU) (kA-u) =-2i(k-X)(2 +Xw- (k-AN) (w+ while for 1c>1eI>O0,0 2 become complex (for a
detailed analysis see [ 5] and [ 71). We can

2 write now for o) (26),for any fixed x, by
+A~i) I-A]-(k-X))2A1 }r(k-A'O) + separating the polar con.ributions (semi-

+2(k- ; IAii(w+I-) j (k-A) - residues) at P1,2 from the rest

iA2 P(() (01 ,O)cos(pizsinO)exp(--i(k-X)IXiA
( O  () (k-A) (24) 

( )  i

( i- 4,cos )

Eqs. (19) and (22) are Fredholm sing- c =_
ular integral equations of the second kind (0
for r* Once solved, _r is obtained by -iix,ose-:.,1Y)+P2 C(°) ( 2 ,6)cos(c 2zsinO)exp(-

inversion and the far-free waves are 21 2_ _

related to the poles of r. A general sol-
ution of (19) and (22) seems difficult to
obtain. However, it will be shown in the -

sequel that the near resonance of the lead- dO +
ing term of r can be easily extracted from
(19 and 22 + (O )cos(ozsinO)exp(-ixcos9+

2.4 The zero-order solution and resonant A(O)(P,e;w)
conditions

The zero-order solution is obtained in + o dpdo (29)
(19) and (22) by retaining only the terms of
order r and neglecting those of order
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f f

In (29) the symbol stands for an in- (0) 1 f C (Ok)- t t (x,y) W - exp(-
tegral which is taken as a principal value at r (xr -,') .(k;.)
p=pl and P=P2 solely. The far-free waves ( .D,
are obtained in (29) for (x)-- by extracting
from the second term the polar contributions -ikx + Ikly)dk=- i(60 ( [ ( k )exp(
at P3, P4, and the principal value contrib- 2"2 1
utions at P11 P21 P3, and P4 - Then it is
found that for w<wc the P2 wave propagates -iklX+k y)+C(o)
upstream and the P1, P, P4 propagate do- )exp(-ik2x+k2y)+
stream whereas for w>uc the surviving P3, P4
waves propagate downstream. (o)

with + exp(-ikx+jkly)dk (35)
6= -WC (30) (27)

we find that for 6-0 and Oc =0 the two poles Hence, the singular term of (o) di-
and p2 coalesce at P=Pc =1/4. At this verges like (6S)- for from below and

limit the second term of (29) tends to a the same is true for the amplitude of the
finite limit, whereas for the first we have far-free waves associated with kfa-fre waes ssocate wit k! and k2

The two-dimensional results have ?een

(0) i (0) derived explicitly in previous works ([1) -
(0 C ( 'c)C°S(Pc zsinOcexp(- [4]), particularly in [2], which presents

the solution of the transient problem in
which the radiation conditions need not be

/2 )imposed a-priori.
ip x + P dA Returning to the integral equations (19)

C C 012 and (22) it is seen that no matter how
e(-4cos(31) small is the first-order ter related to the

nonuniform steady flow associeted with
where O(1) stands for finite terms under the it may become the dominant one when A ,
limit 6O. As for the integral in (31) we i.e., at the poles of r(o). Its possible
have effect on removing the resonant conditions at# /2 dO -, / 2  

+ d the double zero of A() is examined separate
I0 2O (42+8se + O62 ly, in the next sections, for 2D and 3D flows0 cse8respectively.

1 n O(3. REMOVAL OF RESONANCE FOR TWO-DIMENSIONALL n(6w)+O') (32) FLOW PAST A LIFTING BODY

3.1. The regular perturbation expansion
Hence, the singular term of r (31)

can be rewritten as An approximate solution of the integral
equation (22) which is consistent with the
ordering of Sect. 2.2 may be obtained by an

r (o)./-ic(o) (i/4,O)kn(6 ,)exp(-ix/4+y/4) asymptotic sequence for 7r as follows: = 4 (33)

We have arrived at the conclusio -hat r(k,y)= r)(k,y)+r1(k,y)+... (36)
for any fixed x the potential r(O)tencs to r
infinity like £n%%)when w approaches from where yO)is of zero-order in the steady
below. For Ix- the two free-waves assoc- flow potential (i.e. corresponds to an
iated with P, (downstream) and 02 (upstream) oscillating singularity in a uniform flow),
become of infinite amplitude for 0 = 0, i.e., an3 qr I ) is of first-order in €.
for transverse waves. Substitution of (36) into (22) yields

In the case of 2D flows the results are by collecting terms of same order
very similar, though the algebra is simpler. br
Thus, from (23) we get forw<w c the four real
zeroes .(o) (k,O)-' (k) (3?)

r A(O) (k;w)

!-2_ -
_-4_) l-2w-(l+4u)(2 (4 ) (1)(k,O)_C ()k)

2lr2(34) A ( ) (2r) A (  (k;)

which are depicted on the inversion t A(IIO.);w)C(°)( )
path of Fig. lA. Similarly to (29) we have j "A(O )  d (38)
after inversion A (X;w)
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The expressions (37), (38) are the with i,j=l,2 which need not be singular for
first two terms of the Neumann series for 6)0 Tix- behavior of A(l)(kitkjwc-6w)/
the integral equation (22). (6) i. examined next.

C has been examined in detail in
Sect. 2.4 and it was found that for Sw4O 3.2 Convergence of regular perturbation
and kl,2-kc,4) ' (6w)- . To examine the
behavior of A' we substitute A(O) into exnsion.
the last term of (38) and carry out the At this point we have to examine A
decomposition of (35) to obtain (24) for different types of singularities

which generate the steady flow component.
1 A (k,(;A)C ( o ) (X) Since AM is linear in r it is enough to

A(°) consider isolated singularities first. Three
0;W) such types of singularities are contemplated:

a pressure point of strength Pc at the
i ) )- origin, a vortex of circulation r, at depth2 (A(1) (k' ; 4c 0<i) + h beneath the unperturbed free-suiface and a

horizontal doublet of strength Mp at y=-h too.
Hence, we can write

+ A(M) (k,k 2 )c(o) (k +
+ p(x)=P,6-(x);

s 1f- Re{i- i0 nt (x+iy-ih) (x+iy+ih)) .;

+ A (k,A;w)C (A) M M
(X 1 (41)S 2 x+iy-ih x+iy+ih

(39)

The last term in (39) remains finite respectively.
when 6w-0, whereas the first term isgenerally singular. Comparing now ( The evaluation of r for Cr satisfying
SCm n r (7) and (8) is a matter of routine comput-
(38) and 7 (01 (37) and taking into account ation of steady flows . The final
that C(M) () can be proved to be regular results for all cases are as follows
for 6w-0, we obtain for the most singular
term

(i) ,k ) (o) k )r (kO :.0 ____i___l _ ik p-,.(o)-k 2

i k -Ik'h,

A ( I (k,kc ;wc)C(O) (kc )/C() (k) (40)

ik e k ' M¢ (42)(2r)

Hence, for 6w=O(1) the Neumann series
(36) is uniform and ,r(I ) , and cons-guently

is asymptotic to Tr(O) and r 0),
respectively. If the perturbation potential where the inversion path has to circumvent
of steady flow € and consequently A() is the poles k=+l from below to satisfy the
characterized by a small parameter c, it is radiation conditions. Substituting r(k-X,O)
seen from (40) that the Neumann series is in (24) and taking the limit k=kVke
not uniform for E/(6w) =0(i) or 6w=O(C 2 ). (i,j=l,2) show that in the case of vortex
In this neighbourhood of the critical f req we have
uency the first-order term becomes of the (1)
same order of magnitude as the zero-order A (ki~k j;Wc-)
term and q)(1) is no more asymptotic to
Pr(o).

As a matter of fact we are primarily12 r + O(uW) (i,j = 1,2) (43)
interested in the convergence of (36) in
the neighbourhood of k=kc , i.e. after
inverting r(O ) and for the polar terms,
associated with kl,2. Inspection of (40)
shows that the convergence near k depends
on the ratio A( I )(ki, kj; wc - )) where the relationships k=(1/4)+(6w)+ -6W
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k2  (l/4)-(6w) + dw, w= (I/4)-6u(see 34)

have been employed. In contrast, for a
pressure point or a doublet the result in +(l) (45)
(24) is rg

(1) such that for wO(r m<2 (0) .(i)A (ki ; kj; S_6I= suhmha<or2 0 ¢ ),l~rg.' r "
are asymptotic tovr repec

ively. However, we require (45) to be an
asymptotic sequence for &L=O(rjm), m>2 and

_ -L. (ki-k.){P¢;M# } + O(HP) (i,j,2) as well. To facilitate the comput-
i i ations we try a representation of W as

4(2 (44) follows

B (° (k;r,)
Hence, the ratio A I) (kikj; c-Sw)/ (0)o (46)

/(Sw) is of order Pp or M, whi e in the rg (k,O)= (0)(k4-
case of a vortex it is of order A rg/ )(kw)
This result remains the same in tne cage of which is substituted in (22) to yield the
a pressure patch or a distribution of integral equation for the amplitude function
vortices (to represent a lifting body) or B(O)
doublets (to represent a closed body). Then
P1 represents the total pressure, M, the
total doublet strength and T the circul- B (k;'") +
ation around the body.

We can summarize the important results
of this section as follows: (i) in the cases A M (k,X;w)B() (X;I"
of an oscillating pressure patch or a non-
lifting closed body the Neumann series (36) A
is convergent near w=wc, k=kc . The amp-
litude of the far free-waves assciated with(0)
the zeroorder"pproximatin "is of order C (k) + C (k) (47)
C(O)(kc )1(6 ' whereas yields ampli-
tude of order o)(k) (c stands for
P or M). Hence, the first-order correct-
ion to lhe steady flow is weak and the
resonant effect cannot be removed by incor-
poraf-ing it in the solution; (ii) in the
case of a lifting body the perturbation
series (36) is singular and the amplitude Assuming that B (O) is regular nearX=kc,
of the resonant far free-waves associated (47) is rewritten as follows by using the

- with Vr( 1)is of order C(O)(kc ) /(I6W). deccmposition of (39)
Hence, for e-w=O(r,¢2) the first-order term
becomes the dominant one in (22) and the B()( i ( A(1)
solution of the integral equation (22) has Bi (k)- (kk
to account for this term from the outset.
A uniform approximative solution along this
line is described in the sequel. B (k + A (kk B (k =

3.3 Derivation of zero-order un.orm sol- 1
ution for a lifting body. =C (k)+ C (k)

(2)

In the case of a lifting body the reg-
ular perturbation expansion of (22) is not A(1) ( 0)
uniform near resonance and a solution of the A( )d (48)
integral equation (22) by other means, is A(o) w)
required. Although a complete solution
may be obtained in principle, we choose here
a simple procedure to derive a uniform zero-
order approximation. We have shown pre-
viouslv that the non-uniformity of (22)
stems from the polar contribution of
near Xcr, in the integral term which becomes
large compared to the first term. Hence,
we shall retain only this polar contribution
in (22) rather than the entire expression The last two terms in the r.h.s. of
of the integral term. Towards this aim we (48) are of order F for 6w-0. Hence, at
assume that r can be expanded in a gener- the order of the leading terms we have for
alized asymptotic sequence of type. B(O) in the neighbourhood of kc after tak-~ing kl=k2=kc
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- Returning to the expression of rgO)
(46), and using (51), we obtain immediately

- the zero-order uniform solution by inverting
B ) (k)-i() (6w) (46) and retaining the contribution of the

last term of (51) only for the poles kl,2A(1)(k'c ;c ) (O ) {o)(see 35)

;W )B (k )=c (k) (49) ( 3

All the remaining terms in(48)have to be rg (xy;r,,w)

collected in a first-order integral equation
which is uniform for 6SwO and which would
provide the next approximation 1). We
limit, however, our calculatiokxs Here to B(O) - 2 2 /8)
(k) solely. To determine B(°D(kc ) in (49) (Wc- ) +(ir /8)

we take advantage of the fact that (49) is
an identity in k and use it for k=kc . Thus, (o) ik'k t ' +
with A (kc ,kc ;ujci) given by (43) at the C-
leadIng term, we immediately obtain from(49)1

cC1( +) i%/(kw) + C(O) (k2exp(-ik2 x+lk 2 jy)
B(0 ) (kc )= )50 (7,7 -

B o(k C(k520)
[ir /8(6c) f c(0)C (k) exp (ikx+jkly)dk (54)

A (0 ) (k;w)

Furthermore, the far free-waves are

and by returning to (49) given by

(o) - C (° ) (k )r'()(x,y;¢ ,r ) -i (7)

B (k; ' ,wc-6) = C(0) (k) + (w -w) +(iF /8)

i(/2) +AI c )C (o) (kc (1exp(-ik 2 x+k2y) (x- c) (55)
1) (i%;/8)Cry (x ,y; ,w) -± (/8
+ C (o (k(51)

(w6w)4++ir,/8/8)

i (2.) C(0) (k)
exp(-i kx+kY) + 4

This completes the calculation of
rAO)" (46). It is seen that for s-ou

m

m< the last term of (51) is of order i(27Y) C (k)
F nm/and B (o (k) is indeed asymptotic exp(-ik x+3k
to C(° )(k). For 6LwO and k-kc , however, (i+4w)
(51) leads to

exp (-ik 3 x+ Ik3 y) (xk -x+) (56)
B(°) k) =- i (SW) C (0) (k) (

k - + O(-2 where the contribution of the branch lines
of (54) in the k plane vanishes for

(52) Ixl c.
Summarizing the results of (54), (55)

and (56), it is seen that in the case of a
lifting surface the steady flow component

(o) has a profound influence on the flow solu-
At the leading term in Sw, B can be tion near wc. Thus, while in the usual lin-

rewritten in the neighborhood of kc  as the amplitude of the wave-
follows earized solution teapiueo h ae

like terms of wave number cose to kc  tends
to infinity like C(O)/wc-w)2, in the uniform

(k;r,) = c (k) + s~lption (54) it remains finite and of order
i+[ir/8(d) ] C'0 /r. Hence, the smallness of the un-

steady perturbation (represented by C(0)) in
comparison with that of the steady component,
is a prerequisite for the validity of the
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results. Furthermore, it is scfn in 155), will be showf ila Lhe aexL Section th-L
(56) that at the limit w=wc the phase of the near the critical point A(I) (a,a,X,v;w) is
far-free waves associated with ki 2 is O(f), where rT denotes the total circu-
changed by n/2 as compared with tAat of the lation about the lifting surface corres-
linearized solution (35). ponding to the steady potential €. Hence,

The leading term of the polar contri- we obtain that the Neumann series will di-
Sbutions at kkc is of order Cyo)/r whereas Tbuinsa k-k is C (°  /e e

at k3,4 the order is C(O). Hence, [he next verge for 6w O(e-/) and for this re-
order term A) is going to be of order gion a uniform solution has to be sought.
6(O) near kc Ind C IO)r4 near k3,4-

4.2 The Zero-Order Uniform Solution for a
4. REVIOVAL OF RESONANCE FOR A THREE- Lifting Surface

DIMENSIONAL FLOW PAST A LIFTING SURFACE
We seek to obtain a uniform solution

4.1 The Regular Perturbation Expansion for a three-dimensional lifting planform
surface which moves below and parallel to

In order to obtain an approximate sol- an otherwise undisturbed free-surface with
ution of the integral equation (19) for the constant angle of attack and forward speed.
three-dimensional potential functioi- A small amplitude oscillatory motion is

_(8,O), we expand the latter in tne foll- imposed on this steady motion, by varying
owing asymptotic sequence, periodically,for example, the angle of

-=~, attack about the steady mean-value. A
~r (a,+ 4 o) (() (:,Sy)+-- genuine feature of a three-dimensional lift-

ing surface is the presence of a wake
(57) reginn even at steady state. The require-

ment that the pressure be continuous across
where, in a similar manner to the two-dim- the wake implies that only free vortices may
ensional regular expansion (36), v4q() and exist in the wake, whereas, on the finite

denote the zero and the first order aspect foil both free and bound vortices
potential functions. must be present. If the flow is unsteady

It thus follows from (19) and (57) the presence of bound vortices in the wake
that must be also considered. The strength of

(o) the unsteady wake vortices vary harmonicallyrO) (as,O)( = (0)(e () (58) in the downstream direction in contrast with

SA ,the steady wake vortices which vary only in
the spanwise direction.

and In the case of a foil of large aspect
C(1I_(_,__ ratio (usually larger than 4) which is
A(O) = typical for hydrofoils, one may use Prandtl

r A( lifting line theory in order to approximate
the flow about the foil. Here the foil is
represented by a system of vortices bound
to the location of the span lines. Two

27A (0,r;) trailing vortices are shedded at the trail-
ing edge and they stream out in the wake in

(0) the direction of the undisturbed free-stream.A 1 (8 ;C ) dd or a simple foi the singularities are dis-

Ao). tributed over an open rectangular bounded
A ( ,;) (59) by the span line -s<z<s and lines stretching

off from each foil tip parallel to the free-

The same procedure may be alsD used to stream velocity.

obtain higher order terms in the regular The steady state potential € may be re-

expansion (57). By examining the ratio cognized as the potential of a doublet dis-
it may be shown by using the tribution with axes in the negative y dir-

procedure by which (33) has been obtained, ection with strength equal to r (z)/47 per
that unit wake area. Here r,(z) denotes the

circulation about an arbitrary foil cross-

th (aat -O) - (0) = O (Zn(6o)) section and the total circulation about ther / r fs

(60) foil is M - A (z)dz.

where 6w = wc- w as w approaches wc from We employ the Fourier transform of the

below. Denoting, as done in the analogous regular -art of the Havelock function of a

two-dimensional case, the small parameter unit source located at ( ,-h,;) _

which characterizes the steady-flow pertur-
bation potential by e , we conclude that 2 2))]

for C kn(6w) = 0(i) the Neumann series (57) r ... e( i
is non-uniform. Hence in the domain of a -(a + 2) -iap
interest, namely in the neighbourhood of the (61)
critical frequency, 6w-0, the Neumann
regular expansion (57) is non-uniform. It
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which is obtained from (17) by letting p =O Substituting (66) into the integral
and recalling the well-known transform, equation (19) yields, in an analogous

manner to (53), the following leading term
S1 = exp(-h(i 2 +2)++2 2 in 6w expansion which is valid in the

R' Vneighbourhood of the critical point,
y0-

2 2 2 ( )R'+(y-h) +(z-) (62)B(O)(a,) (68)

Hence, the Fourier transform of the Havelock 1-i V7rT In 6w
function of a single doublet of strength 32i-T
4o(;)/4u located at (C,-h,;) and directed T
in the negative y direction is It is thus found that for 6 = O(e -I/

B(O) is asymptotic to C(O , whereas for(ci
r -(- +2_(2+) 2B+(2 T C(°)( ' B( (80'(i ,6;r = il6V't c cS(c I , T

2r ILrn 6W_ expi (y-h) (-L2 +52 ) k+iaC+iB ] (63) @{9
(69)

To obtain the regular part of the total Substituting (63), (14) and (20) into
steady potential Or, equation (63) is inte- (66) yields after inversion similar to (54)
grated over the region occupied by the foil
and the wake, which yields

sO (O)rg (x,yz;r,) - i W) _

(a) =( ( ' dd1= --- r rn
r"~~f j r ' rr , ln6w

-s

rxs I de l )

7, a c( 2 (Ci2 ~ z 2 +_ i a ) ecr0 d4
(64) exp[ p 1(y-ixcose)]cos(pizsine) +

In deriving (64) the Fourier transform of
the Heaviside function, namely + ()0 +.. p,)xjp2yics)

exp(+iac)d = - i/a (65) . c(o) ,

has been also used. 0 0 d

_ Substituting (64) in (21) and letting
pc =0, yields for the resonant conditions, exp[p(y-ixcos6)]cos(pzsin0) (70)

A ( V c For 6w+Oequation (70) yields to the

where =i Xc c =1/4 and 8c =vc =0. Thus leading order near c (see (32))
A(1)=O(;T) ana, as discussed ini the previous i () in6w
section ,the regular expansion (57) breaks (o) 4

down for 6w = O(e-/!T) while both p(O) rg (2) T
and I) are singular at resonant frequency. 32i 4i

In order to obtain a uniform asympto-
tic solution which remains finite as 6wO,
we postulate, like in the two-dimensional C (O ) (PcrO)exp[.(y-ix)] (71)
case (Eq. (45), the following expression

(0) T Hence, the singularity of y at w=w which
B (cB;r) is present in the regular asymptotic s61ution,(o (C, ,o;T,) = (66) is eliminateq n the zero-oraer uniform solu-
A (ac,8;) tion where 4Jis finite at the critical

(o) point and of order C(O)/r. The next orderwhere '(') denote the zeroth-order term in term in the generalized expansion i) is
the generalized asymptotic sequence O(C(O)) and hence it can be shown t8t the

generalized asymptotic sequence (67) is uni-
ZT -( o) T formly convergent.

rg '' - rg

+ (a,,y;,) + ... (67)
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5 ILUTAINOF RESULTS: LIFT AND DRAG -. /4-

The preceding developments permit one toC
calculate the velocity potential of flow
past an oclaighydrofoil. Twrsthis Ikexp(-2k h)kep- h]
aim on u odetermine first s the sin- 1 1 )+ 2ex( 2h]
guilar potential for flow in an infinite
domain supplemented by the appropriate image I

and then to calculate the FT Yy for
(Y=O). Ti eemnsCO a 1)
which has to be substituted in (54) and ___

across ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ xD-. thhrsue-eiffe-sraeEi __ k(2k h l 2~h

can be found by standard procedures.
To grasp the results we will limit the

computations to the schematical case of a 1ep-khE(kh+ 2ep -

- concentrated vortex (20) and a .lifting line
(3D).

Sta-rting with the two-dimenzional 2 2h)i 2hJ (6
case, a fixed vortex located at x=O, v=-h
and of steady circulation and oscillat- In (75), (76) k1 , k2, k3 and k4 are
ing circulation r,,csti o ierdfs, functions of ( 34) and all terms related
For the sake of simplicity we consider to>W 2 hv obedltdfr~c
sufficiently low frequen.cies to warrant ne- if ro.=OA75) and (76) represent the re-
glection of the variation of the shed vor- suits based on the usual linearizcd theory.
ticity in the wake (it can be shown that Inthe neighbourhood of Luc the dray

this is the case for -;wc and -hord Froude (75) reaches a maximum at wc- W=0/8
numnber around 3 or larger). We have then (~8

(x~y) =Rel- -- ln (z +h-)] (72) I A / 4-291

F7Fand by (147)

(~O)and then drops quickly to the value oi the
(o)__ s k~ k-Ikh last 'term of (77).

(2~)2The lift, which i.s negative, reaches
its extremal value at w=.jc 0 and the con-

(73) tribution of the leading term is then

Limiting the computations only to tile /2 -_ 2eh/ (78)
DC terms, i.e., to the drag and li4ft LDMA
avferaged over a period 2-/w, we generally At =+O L jup to hevle fte
have by using Blasius theorem

usual linearized solution, i.e.. the term
(0,-h) related to k3 and k4 in (76)._

DRe _'r __ To illustrate the results we have re-
DC 2 3) y 'presented D and IL DCas function of w for

r-=0.1 angh=O.l Oin Fig. 2.
t (0,-h) Th he-dimensional case to be con-

L -' Re- (74) sidered next is that of a lifting line withK
time varying vorticity r--,(z)cosu.t distri-

With~j' (4) an ae afw buted along the spanlzlC s. Again we assume
algbric e rrve t hethat the frequency is low enough to warrant 4algbricma~ipuligions wearv ttethe ngeto fse otct aitofinal expressions ngeto fse otct aito

in the wake. Thus, the case is similar to
T2 1I (W c_0) the steady one and in order to obtain
DD/. 8 2 C(0) (,e) we recall the expression for ; s

_W + r /64 corresponding to a single doublet of
strength r.,(z)/4-' directed in the negative

[k~ep(-k~h+k~ep(-k~hJ +y axis lyifig at (-,-h,4),

+ .K i 3texp(-2k~h)-Ik 4lexp(- YSxyz,,h~ 4-L

4(1+4wa) -y+h

+ 2 y-h 32
(X-02 +(y-h) +(Z-;) I
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ti'xce by (14),(62) and (65) we obtain

s0 (80

susttuin (80) in (7)yelscs 1 sO)

~rg (xiy- (r,;~) = - , I

Jd/1(-4 cos( in ))
cosQ~siO) 1d .>()cos(plsinO) + 0

0 and)

(os) Tsn~ 2 d

1 -( 32 e
32-..) -1 -2 WO4  L'o

o~~ 6. 0 0e- l ( d +_cosi_! :i) 2

e OP 1yh-xcs co (zsin)-id I' cseo 0' 0-es''~~

f 0
COSO zsn:V1d4- ( cos(Csini) +81

-2 'h 2I+o th hyorofoi prbena siiar- td ld 2

s-

(t) In orer to lys 2hnreeta

set O=O 0ec and D1~2  d;;- 1 in thesinle

stit~os~tiinn (8811)ed -/

d-3;66d2-ecFor he ydrfoi prble, i a imiarI
manner~~_ _ Jotetodmninl otx e-1 -

preen onl th DC -tem o helftad



(21) and (24) reveals that as a matter of
and fact only part of the steady flow terms has

to be kept in (13) and the basic free-sur-

16/2' eh/2(in )- --- )2 face condition which renders a uniformly va-
IDoci = I.T lid solution is

327 2
-2+ ( T VNT

r in6&

Zj€ln6w + 1y]'r=c CoX,Z) (for y=O) (90)

where replacing (ii) where u=c/8x is the horizon
5tel component of the steady velocity on y=o.

..T = 2 . (:)d Eq.(90) may be in turn traced back to

2 2
[-E_ + 2(-l+u) z- + (-+u) -+

Avainrs its maximum t )x

ver coseto cat c- =exp(-16&¢2/PT)
and ts alu is atleaingterm

L-- (( e8 t  C(7ze) t (

2 -h/2

I ~r DCr I (8

ID (88)T It is seen, therefore, that essentially

eeplacin -l+u which modulates the resonant

whereas for the lift we have at =uc - 0 waves. Further inspection of the resuitse-shows that at a t first-order only Uso,te
LnC /AX' T- (89) velocity induced by the vortex and its image

- 1 across y=o corresponding to zero Froude-num-
These results are also represented in bar,ii contributing at the leading term inFigs. 3(a) and 3(b:, and are compared against (90). Thus, the far free-waves associated

the linearized solution only for the drag. with the solution of (90) should be viewed
The increment in the lift force given by the as waves modulated by the uniform flow plus
linearized theory is identical zero. Conpar- the current associated with the steady per-

ing the three-dimensional results for a lift- turbation horizontal velocity u50 . Finally,
ing surface (Fig. (3)) with the two-dimension- the solution by the Fourier Transform methodal equivalent (Fig. (2)) shos that the peak developed in Sects. 3.3 and 4.2 indicates

in the generalized solution for the Izft and that the cur - -rent is sufficiensiy strong to
Force as well as the singularity in the regu- remove the resonance if lim u5 (k)# 0 in two
lar (linearized) solution is much more local- K o s
ized in the 3-D case and resemble the be- dimensions or if lim u (a,o)#O in three di-

IZ~ in t

haviour of a delta function.. Hence most of enin. ... 5the numerical solutions, which were pre- Hence, the current removes the reson-
formed for frequencies in the neighboI:rhood ant conditions if

of ic, do not predict the occurrence of
this concentrated singularity with the ex-
ception of 7]. l w

(9 (x,o)dx o ; dxdz u (x,o,z)

DC.) irTa r s y o co r s o d n to ze o r u e n m

.-...... (92)

6. SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS ND RE COMMENDATIONSFOR FUU) and "' and are in two- and three- dimensions, respectively.

Since a lifting surface, in contrast with a
The flow near resonaf t frequency past pressure patch or a non lifting body, leads

a singularities system has been examined to a constant value of the integrals in (92),
for the case in which the time-dependent it was possible to determine the finite amp-
term is a small perturbation of the steady, litudeeofthe fe waves at =T in this
non-uniform, flow term which in turn is a case. i
sma l disturbance of the for flow. In oth er words, since the resonance in

It has been found that in the case of the usual li earized approximation is inter-
a lifting surface the regular perturbation preted as the result of the inability of free
expansion, whose leading term is the usual -waves to propagate their energy away from
linearized approximation for uniform flow, the singularity because of the equality bet-
is not uniform near resonance and the steady w en the re t ad th current ye-

2 frme fr fequnces n he eigbo:rwedan conditions ifoiy n

flow term has to be retained in the zero- locity, it is seen that the removal of reso-
order approximation. A closer srutiny of
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nance by a steady current satisfying (92)
-can be as well interpreted as the ability of p 3 p

such a current to let wave energy es- 4 3
cape to infinity. ., . p

Another point of interest is the chan-
ge of phase related to the non-uniform cur- (a)
rent, which results in a cancellation of the
resonant drag and a substantial change cf
the time averaged lift in comparison with
the linearized soluticn.

We pursue at present the removal of
resonance for non-lifting bodies by incor-
porating higher order effects of the steady
component. Another topic of theoretical in-
terest is the nonlinear interaction of the k4 k3 k2 kl
time-depending terms and the solution of the
initiai value problem. We hope that these W

Land related problems can be attacked along
the lines of the present study. FIG. I
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VARIATIOX O3F TH'E D.C TERS OF DRAG AND LIFT 0N A 2D

POINT VORTEX IN THE NElGHBORHOOD OF THE CRITICAL

F"LENCY FOR h = 0.1, 0.1

-GENERALIZE:) SOI.UTION EQS. (75) AND (76)

------ LINERIZED SOLUTION
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radiating waves towards upstream side, i
Discussion a rather curious feeling about th*

fact that the steady potential gives such
a drastic influence to the radiating waves.
The asymptotic wave pattern was illustrated

H. MauofY IormaN Uriv) by several authors including Hanaoka. It
would be instructive if the distortion of
the radiating waves due to the presence ofThe resonance phenomena associated the steady potential were demonstrated.

with an oscillating body with forward speed
under a free surface at critical frequency
were first pointed out by Yamamoto (1946)
in two- and three-dimensional cases of
submerged bodies. Hanaoka (1951-1957)
carried out extensive investigations in
the case of thin ships in various modes of
oscillations. He has attributed the diver-
gence of the integral in the expression of Au o s Reply
hydrodynamic torces at the critical frequen-Scy T = 1/4 to a phenomenon analogous to one
that occurs in the linearized theory of a G. DagenandT. MjfjfeAwv.v-.,U
thin wing in a compressible flow at Mach
number one, and he considered this singu-

larity to be removed in the actual phenomena We regret that we wzere not aware of the
on account of the non-linear effect which works of Yamamoto and Hanaoka when reviewing
would possibly suppress the infinite heave the linearized theory and we are thankful to
of the free surface. These works are not Prof. Maruo for drawing our attention to
quoted in this paper. them.

In the present paper, the authors Herewith a few cormments on Prof.
have shown that the singularity is removed Maruo's observations.
by the presence of the steady potential due (i) We have shown that resonance is
to the forward motion. This result is very removed by the singular (local) term of the
interesting because the effect of the steady nonuniform steady potential. The latter is
potential to the periodical potential is not confined into the downstream Kelvin
not a qenuin, non-linear effect. It is angle, but influences equally the downstream
usually accepted that the hydrodynamic and upstream flow regions.
damping force is determined by the asymp- (ii) Prof. Maruo quite rightly wonders
totic behavior of radiating waves at a about the drastic influence of the steady
great distance. The steady potential, on potential upon resonance. We would like to
the other hand, decays rather rapidly emphasize that only in the case of a lifting
except in the region inside the Kelvin surface, with its long range influence
angle. Since the outbreak of the singu- expressed by Eq.(92) of our paper, the
larity in the damping force is usually resonance is removed by the first-order cor-
attributed to the singular behavior of the rection of the steady flow.

I
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The Unified Theory of Ship Motions
-- J Nich-las Newman and Paul Sclavounos

Massachusetts !nsftiute of lechnology

Camoridge, Massachusetts, U S A

ABSTRACT additional relevant length scale which must
be considered in developing asymptotic

A linear theory is presented for the theories of practical utility. This
heave and pitch motions of a slender ship, complication in slender-ship theory applies

- moving with forward velocity in calm water. not only to unsteady motions in waves, but
The velocity potential includes a particu- also to the analysis of steady-state wave
lar solution similar to that of the high- resistance. The present paper is concerned
frequency strip theory, plus a homogeneous only with the former -.roblem, and is
component which accounts for interactions restricted to the solution of the radiation

= along the length in an analogous manner to problem for forced heave &id pitch motions
the low-frequency "ordinary" slender-body in otherwise calm water. Work currently in
theory. The resulting "unified" theory is progress by Sclavounos (1980) will extend

- valid more generally for all frequencies of this theory to the diffraction problem of
practical importance, incident waves, including the determination

Computations are presented for the of the exciting forces and moments.
added-mass and damping coefficientp of a Substantiai wave excitation in heave

- floating spheroid, a Series 60 hull, and or pitch requires an incident wavelength
a frigate. Comparisons with experimental greater than the ship length, typically by
data and with zero-speed exact theories a factor of 1.5 or more. -.is implies a
confirm the utility of the unified theory. regime where, based on the beam and draft,

Thia theory can be used to analyse a long-wavelength or low-freauency approxi-
the performance of elongated wave-energy mation is appropriate. Hydrostatic res-

- absorbers. This application is illustrated toring forces and the Froude-Krylov exciting
for a hinged "Cockerell" raft. force are dominant, and the resulting theo-

retical description of ship motions is rela-
1. INTRODUCTION tively simple. This is the leading-order

result of "ordinary" slender-body theory.
Conventional ship hulls are slender in For a ship proceeding with significant

the geometrical sense, with small beam and forward speed, the Doppler effect increases
draft compared to their length. This is the frequency of encounter and shortens the
convenient from the standpoint of hydrody- radiated wavelength. Resonance occurs when
namic analysis, since slender-body approxi- this wavelength is comparable to the beam
mations simplify the governing equation and and draft, and therefore much less than
boundary conditions. the ship length. This is the applicable

Geometrical slenderness is sufficient regime of strip theory, where three-
to justify the classical slender-body theory dimensional interactions ir the longitu-
of incompressible aerodynamics, but in ship dinal direction are negligible.
hydrodynamics the wavelength represents an
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The practical domain of ship motions the inner problem, a' _ts solution, are
in waves obviously embraces both of the similar to strip theory.
above regimes, in the sense that the fre- The outer problem which applies far
quency of encounter may be low, especially from the hull surface is fully three-dimen-
for following seas, or high as in the case sional, with gradients in the longitudinal
of a fast vessel in head seas. In the direction comparable to those in the trans-
context of slender-body theory, it is verse plane. The three-dimensional Laplace
desirable therefore to avoid restrictive equation governs the solution, subject to
assumptions concerning the wavelength or the complete linearized free-surface bound-
the frequency of encounter. That objective ary condition (where the forward speed is
has led to the development of a "unified" a significant parameter) and the radiation
slender body theory which embraces bo,. condition of outqoing waves at infinity.
long and short wavelengths in the sense Neither the inner nor the outer problem
defined above. is unique, as described above, since nothing

The theoretical framework for the has been stated about their respective
unified theory of ship motions is developed asymptotic behavior far away in the inner
in Newman (1978) and in more detail, for problem, and close to the ship in the outer
the special case of zero forward velocity, problem. Following the method of matched
by Mays (1978). The latter work includes asymptotic expansions, this nonuniqueness
computations of the damning and added-mass is resolved by reouiring the two solutions
coefficients for a floating spheroid, and to be compatible in a suitably defined
the remarkable agreement of the latter with overlap region.
exact three-dimensional computations was an In the special case of ordinary slender-
important motivation for extending the body theory, the freouency is asymptotically
computations to ship-like forms, and to small in the inner solution, and the "rigid"
non-zero forward velocity. The present free-surface condition applies. For ver-
paper is intended o report on these tical motions of the ship's section there
efforts. is a net source strength, and thus the

A brief review is given of the theo- inner solution is logarithmically singular
retical framework for the unified theory, at "infinity", in the overlap domain. As
in Section 2, and supplemented in Section in the classical slender-body theory of
3 by the derivation of a simplified expres- aerodynamics, this determines the effective
sion for the kernel function which governs source strength of the outei solution.
longitudinal interactions along the ship's Conversely, the inner limit of the outer
length. Numerical results for the added- solution determines a nontrivial additive
mass and damping coefficients are presented "constant" in the inner solution, which is
in lection 4, to illustrate the practical a function of the longitudinal coordinate.
utility of this theory in predictions of By comparison, in tha high-frequency
ship motions in waves. The unified theory domain of strip theory, waves are present
also has been used to analyse the wave- in the inner problem via the free-surface
energy absorption of elongated devices such 7ondition. Their outgoing radiated behavior
as the Cockerell raft and Kaimei ship, and at "infinity" can be matched directly to
the results are described briefly in Section the inner limit of an appropriate three-
5. dimensional source distribution, along the

Befcre proceeding with the mathematical ship's axis. The inner free-surface condi-
details of the unified theory, it may be tion does not admit an additive constant,
useful to present a brief description which and hence the inner solution is not affected
avoids so far as possible the use of mathe- by the matching process, justifying the
matical arguments. The fundamental assump- stiip-theory solution itself.
tions are that (1) the fluid motion is Proceeding without restriction
irrotational and incompressible, (2) the of the frequency requires that the
oscillatory motions of the ship and of the inner free-surface condition is
fluid are sufficiently small to lineari7 , preserved, as in the high-freauency
and (3) the ship hull is geometrically case. However, the corresponding
slender. strip-theory solution with outgoing

. For heave and pitch motions and, more waves at "infinity" is not sufficiently
generally, situations where the distribu- general to match with the outer solu-
tion of normal velocity on the hull surface tion. Therefore a homogeneous solution

=is a slowly-varying function along the is included in the inner problem, with
length, the flow is essentially two-dimen- standing waves at "infinity"; the
sional in the near-field close to the hull. coefficient of this homogeneous solu-
Changes in the x-direction are relatively tion is determined from an integral
small in this region, by comparison to equation similar to thet which determines
changes in the transverse plane. Thus the the additive constant io ordinary slender-
flow in the near field is governed by the body theory. i
two-dimensional Laplace equation, and sub- In summary, the unified solution
ject to the simplest linearized free-sur- is an extension of the ordinaiv slen-
face boundary condition which applies in der-bodN Theory and strip theory
two dimensions and is independent of for- which applv respectiveiv in the low-
ward velocity. These characteristics of and high-freouencv limits. The inner solu-
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tion is similar to, but more general than 5n= -ixn Uxm + Un (4)
that of strip theory. The two-dimensional

-damping and added-mass coefficients are
the fundamental parameters of this inner Here the subscript n denotes normal
solution but, with forward velocity, tne differentiation, with the unit normal
complete solution of the kinematic hull vector pointing out of the fluid do'ain,

-= boundary condition requires additional nj is the component of this vector parallel
parameters to be evaluated. The integral to the x- axis, and m3  is an auxiliary
equation associated with the mat-hing function efined in terms of the steady-
requirement is an additional complication, state perturbation potential UT by the
but its solution is a relatively minor relation*
chore by comparison to the numerical pro-
cedures required in the strip theory. m -n2 yz - n3 ,zz' on S. (5)
Thus, while the concept of the unified
theory is a nontrivial extension of strip Since satisfies the rigid free-surface
theory, the com~.tational effort required boundary condition in the inner region,
to utilize this more general approach is is independent of U.
not substantially greater. The numerical m h i nendent o rol. forThe boundary-value problem for
results which follow more than justify this can be restated separately in the inneradditional effort. region, where the transverse radius

(2 2 1/2
2. THEORETICAL DERIVATION r (y + )2 is small compared to the

ship's length, and in the outer region
We consider a ship which moves in the where r is large compared to the beam

positive x-direction, with constant forward and draft. The radiation condition (and
velocity U, while performing small har- vanishing of the solution as z + - ) are
monic oscillations of frequency w in applicable only to the outer solution, and
heave and pitch. These and other oscilla- the boundary conditions (3) and (4) to the
tory quantities are expressed in complex inner solution. The missing conditions in
form, with the time factor eiwt understood each case are replaced by the requirement
throughout. Both U and w are restricted of matching, in an overlap region where r
to be >0. The analysis in this Section is is large compared to the beam and draft
abbreviated from Newman (1978), where more but small compared to the length.
details are provided. Gradients in the x-direction are

The principal task is to solve for the neglected in solving the inner problem.
complex velocity potentials *, due to The governing equation is
heave (j=3) and pitch (j=S) mo ions of unit
amplitude. with the assumptions stated in j + j = 0, (6)
the Introduction, these potentials are
governed by the three-dimensional Laplace subject to the free-surface boundary
equation condition

jxx +(f Jjy/ + jzz 0 2 +j = 0 on z =0 (7)

and, in the frame of reference moving with
the steady forward velocity of the ship, Equations (6) and (7) are applicable to the
by the linearized tree-surface boundary two-dimensional strip theory of ship motions.
condition In view of the boundary conditions (3) and

(4), particular solutions of the inner
2 9x 9xx gGj 0, problem can be expressed in the form

Sf 2w) + U ¢j, (8)

on z 0. (2) j =,8

Here z = 0 is the plane of the free surface where the latter potentials satisfy (6),
and z is positive upwards. Far from the (7), and, on tha hull profile, in planes
ship the potentials .j must satisfy a x = constant,
suitable radiation coneition of outgoing
waves and, for large depths, the condition it icin 3  (9)
of vanishing motion ds -

The potentials qj are distinguished = m
by their respective boundary conditions on 3n 3'
the wetted surface of the ship hull. With
the instantaneous position of this surface 5= -x 3, (11)
replaced by its steady-state mean S, the
appropriate boundary conditions are x - (i/) 3. (12)

3n in + U 3, ()ubscripts j=1,2,3 correspond respec-

tively to (x, y, z).
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The potentials in (8) also satisfy the form
extraneous two-dimensional radiation condi-
tion. Thus we add to (8) a homogeneous * 1 *

solution of (6), (7), and of the boundary G (y,z;k) -2- (]+ Kz)f (k), (17)
condition on the hull. This homogeneous
solution can be obtained simply in the where G2D G* (v,z;0) is the two-dimen-
form (;3 + T3) ahere the overbar denotes sional source potential, which satifies (6)
the conjugate of the complex potential €3" and (7), and
This homogeneous sclution behaves like a
two-dimensional standing wave at large , .kcos

distance from the hull, and can be regarded f= n (2K/Jk i ) + i COS (K/ 1

physically as the superposition of two (k /K -1)
diffraction solutions with symmetric inci-
dent waves acting upon the fixed hull 2 2
profile. (k 2K > 1), (18)

In summary, the general solution of
the inner problem takes the form

(i) + Cj(x) (t3 + 3) (13) co ( i sh k'1k) +i sn

S1(i - k2/. 1) l 2) 2 ')

S where the interacrion fu_, icn Cj(x) is
an arbitrary "constant, in the inner solu-2
tion to be determined from matching. (k2/ 2 < 1), (19)

The outer solution follows by con-
sidering the complete Laplace equation (1) 2

- and free-surface condition (2), but ignoring where K = 2/g.
the hull boundary conditions. Assuming
symmetry about the plane y=0, an appro- It remains to match the inner and outer

priate solution follows from a ngitudi-al solutions (13) and (14). This mat be carrie
distribution of sources along the ship's out in the Fourier domain, using the con-

length, volution ther-em to transform (14), and the
appropriate .,atching condition takes theI form

= qj(I) G(x-E, y, z)d . (14)
rL x* + C + G

Here qt(x) is the source 3trength, and G + * (20)
denote the potential of a "translating- (20)
pulsating" source situated on the x-axis
at the point x = 4. This potential is Far from the hull in the inner domain, the
expressed generally in the form of a double two-dimensional potentials on the left side
Fourier integral over the free surface. Of of (20) can be expressed in terms of the
particular utility in our analysis is the effective source strengths, in the form
Fourier transform of G, with respect to
x, which can be expressed as j = G2D

G (y, z; k) G(x, y. z) eikx dx = (22)

21,Using (8), (17), and the fact that T,,i (G2D)

exp[z(k2 + u2) I/2 + iyu] I Kz

1 idu 2 i e cos Ky, and c'xating separately the
4aj (k2 + u2 )i/2

(k + U factors of G2 ) in t20), it tollows That

(15) • * *
* + . = q (23)• 3 J JJ

where

( + Uk)2/g. (16) and

When ikI < K, there are two symmetric real -i( (24
poles in (15), and the appropriate contour = -

of integration is leformed in thpir vicin-
ity such that Im[u (w + Uk)] > 0. The errgr in thc last equation is a iactor

In order to match the inner approxi- 1 + O(K~r2 ).
mation of (14) in the overlap region, an
asymptotic approximation of (15) is re-
quired for small values of (ky, kz). The *Equation (16% corrects a sign error in

desired result can be expressed in the equation (4.9), and in the denominators of

(4.6) and (4.8) of Newman (1978). -!
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The inverse Fourier transforms of the 3. REDUCTION OF THE KERNEL
last equations provide the relations

liie kernel (27) in the integral equa-

G. + UO.- C to. + .) q., (25) tion (28) is defined by the inverse Fourier
j j transform of the function f* given by (18)

and (19). This kernel can be interpreted
as the value of the source potential on the

2-ri C. a f(x-E) d , (26) x-axis, after subtraction of the two-dirnen-
i ) sional oscillatory source potential G2D.

Singularities can be expected, especially
where at x0O, and a careful analysis is required.

The singular behavior at x=0 can be
mitigated by considering the integral of

f() 77 dk e k f(k).i 25 n (27) f~x), or the inverse transform of f*/(-ik).
Lthis modification is offset by multiplying
tetransformed suc teghq y(i)

Aftr limnaionofC. ro (2) nd(26), in (24), (291, Is replaced by
the ute sorcestrnat isdetermined

from~~~- th inerleuto

2qi j iq(4 f(x-&) dC 30

o.(x)~Her + a.x. 28 denotes the derivative of the
source-strength, apd the new kernel is

Assuming a numerical solution fox the j '~ ikx
two-dimensional potentials in (8), and the FWx f~ C- (kjk/k. (31)
corresponding source-strengths _-, o, the
integral equation (28) may be solved for
the unknown outer source strength q.(x). Snef=~)a ,ceitad 3)i
The complete inner solution follows from Since f*enOk as r-x) vaihes inas (31)'is
(13) and (240, in the form There is a logarithitic infiiiy In r~k as

'k- , and hence in F(x) as x -0, huit

~ 2i. 1(i r. this singularity can be integrated in (30)0
(s) +j (2, 1 (r) f(x-:,)d F. without difficulty.

The integral in (31) - an be zirmrdified
by- consideriing the funcien

129)

The first termn on the right Side of (29) iJs 4 ( i(2K/K)
the strip-theory potential (Including the 2-/
contribution fro;m ;.which usually is2 2
ignored). The remaining contribution to-(-/c) nVk(. kl) 1
(29) represents the thr- ~dimei~sional
interaction between adjacept sc~ioins. (32)

In the high-frequency domain the
in-:egral in (29) tends to zero, and the where -(k) is defined by (16). (ik i ~
strip-theory solution remains. Conversely analytic throughout the finn-te k-plane,
in the low-frequency regimne the two-diw.en- except for 3 branch cut on the negative
sional potentials in (129) simplify and the real axis. With appropriate values
ordinary slender-bod. --esult is recovered determined on e-ch siae of this bra.icb cut,
as dervdb eia 16) h in the manner described by Sclav.,unoe
unified potential ( valid more(18, tflosht

generally, for all w, jnumbers betwean
I these two limiting regimes.

in the special case of zerc= forward f (kt) I(k~iO) + "j± i H(-k)
velocity (U=0), the unified solation (29) -/
reduces to a foirn closely related to the 2/,1,37
"interpolation solution' derived by lqjk) (3311%K
(197G). Maruo's apprcach is rather differ-
ent, h-ut the only char~ge in l-le final re- Herai Z(-k) is the Hleaviside unit function,
sult is that the homogeneous solution equal to one for kc0 and zero otherwise, and

RE ( j+T_.) is replaced by (1+1(z), and the
amp] Aiude of the two-dimensional strip- S+(k) =2-'i (-k~k) N±a'
theory potential is modified accordingly -A1
to satisfy the boundary condition oai the(k=0(kkk34b
body. 14 () /Kk 2 ) 3b
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g(k) =-2i , (k <k<0),3c n

=-i, (0-<k< 3, T</)34d) If( k /

g4 k) (k 3 <k<k, T<1/4), 14f -i/2

3< 4'1 1r ikx - 2 2 12_

ek 11i= (1)0 1/2/

=,k -riU/g- T 1/ ) (34)

wheranch-poinsiftie foure-root4 aun-/
ciomplex-33 h6uae othn ewiey 2 k W lei 1-(k / )1/

Fro Jodan s ~emna ~x)=1/2
22

kece from (31 2 an (3) (35)
1,2) (41b

Fkx ( 2x) [-2 (1-40 (39) -2Z~~/)+~ i . (2

3, h'e futon57 F,. is Elegritcsat.
F -1 e.ik~l+l 2 2 -/2nheintegals in (41) anF2) reuare con-hi

1 (x) j /<) ]k/k pergnt for all valeof 39 ifollowstad
Bh orthmlimitinguforsy ofst oenelyo

e dk/k ~~ th frequnycan beiderie by letin r.
The slingaitgal in (40 cand 1

diarevaled aficter replacing tpeobranch-
ointse (3i) and (36) byntheiralimtingpes
values that k arge andealK andneai,

e1 k 240 2n -1/2 apoiatn tv f yU orK epciey

[hereas k )r ]dok Inv this manner itcnbesonthtdo

-Ikx
-k:O ea - _-/ 0, (-). (8
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Here the surface integrals are over the

(X 0). (43) submerged portion of the hull and, except
for

Here o Y and J are the Struve and Bessel m5 = n 3 xm 3  (45)

functions of order zero.
The contribution from the last line the quantities in (44) are defined in Sec-

in (43) vanishes for U=0, and the resulting tion 2.
kernel is equivalent to that derived by The first integral in (44) is the zero-
Ursell (1962). In this case, as in classi- speed strip-theory contribution, or the

a free integral along the length of the two-dimen-cal slender-body theory without a f s sional added-mass and damping coefficients.
surface, the logarithmic singularity is Tescn n hr nerl n(4antisymetrial.The second and third integrals in (44)

For the steady-state case =0, on the represent linear and quadratic effects of
other hand, the integral in (43) vanishes the forward velocity which appear (to
and the result is consistent with that of varying degrees) in the strip theories.Tuck (1963). As x+0, the resulting (The quadratic terms are sometimes regarded

singuldrity from the first term on the as higher-order, and the potential is
right-hand side of (43) is cancelled by usually ignored.) Green's theorem can be
the Bessel function Y and, as stated above used to show that the second integral in

for the more general unsteady case, there (44) vanishes when i=j.
is no upstream logarithmic singularity. The last integral in (44) represents

the three-dimensional correction from the(The contribution from Ln(K) in the interaction functionC(x. A th

first term is cancelled by a similar factor interal e ctin Cj(x). As - , thein te lw-fequecy imi of he wo-integral eauation (29) can be used to show
in the low-frequency limit of the two- that Cj4O, and the "pure" strip theory isdimensional source potential G2 D.)The rrecovered. Except for this limiting case,The regular part of the kernel (27) asa function of x/L is shown in Fioure 1 for hwvr he-iesoa fet rhowever, three-dimensional effects are

a untono xLissow n iur fr significant in (44).
a Froude number 0.2 and two values of signifi t in (44).s!ad 7e a ar n/The first computations of added mass0r2snd.7ess aand damping based on the unified theory

r v were performed by Mays (1978) for a prolate

4. ADDED-MASS AND DAMPING COEFFICIENTS spheroid, floating with its major axis inthe plane of the free surface, and for zero
principal application of the re- forward velocity (U=0). From symmetry con-

The prinei ppict of hyd r e- siderations there is no cross-coupling in
sults above is to predict the hydrodynamic this case. Comparisons with the ordinary
pressure force and moment, acting upon a
heaving and pitching ship hull in response seact" th ensi nuerca sotuto is ocilltios. Wth he uualde-"exact" three-dimensional numerical solu-
to its oscillations. With the usual devalues of
composition, these forces and moments are the amength rt eal o 1/l6e of
expressed in terms of added-mass (a-.) and and 1/4.-Te r tsor 1/ 16 rerodaming(bi) oeficints w Iarte and 1/4. The results for 1/8 are repro-
dacping obf~) effclenatsn which veoithe duced in Figure 2 and it is apparent that
factors oflihe acceleration and velocity,thade-ssnddpigcfiins
respectively, in a linear expression for
the total force and moment. Here i=3, for predicted by the unified slender-body
the heave force, i=5 for the pitch moment, theory are in virtually perfect agreement
and j=3,5 respectively for the contribution with the exact solutions of Kim (1964) and
due to each mode. Yeung (Bai and Yeung, 1974). By comparison,

A total of eight coefficients must be the strip theory predictions are satisfac-
considered, including cross-coupling tory only for relatively high freauencies

between heave ;nd pitch. These coefficients (KB>, and the ordinary slender-bodycan e d riv d fr m t e i ner elo itytheory is useful only for KL I. For thecan be derived from the inner velocity beam-length ratio equal to 1/4 May's
potential (29) or (30), by means of bem-etatio eqal th1 sayes
Bernoullills equation for the linearized computations show almost the same degree ofe aareement, and demonstrate the broad range
pressure, and after using a theorem due a
to E. 0. Tuck (Ogilvie and Tuck, 1969) the of applicability of the unified theory for

results can be summarized in the form zero forward velocity.
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Our first computations with nonzero Series 60 hull, there is good agreement for
forward velocity were performed for a float- the coefficient a53.
ing spheroid of beam-length ratio 1/6, for These comparisons of the added-mass
comparison with the experiments of Lee and and damping coefficients can be summarized
Paulling (1966). The results were generally with the following conclusions. In the
in agreement, but the experimental scatter case of zero forward velocity excellent
precludes a definitive judgement of the agreement exists between the unified theory,
degree of improvemant of the unified theory three-dimensional numerical solutions, and
relative to strip theory. experimental data. With forward velocity

-bsequent computations were performed included, there are no complete three-
for twG realistic hull forms where experi- dimensional computations with which to
mental data is available. In each case we compare, and the unified theory can be
show the computations based on unified judged only on the basis of experiments.
theory, and the strip theory results of Good agreement exists in most cases, but
Salvesen, Tuck and Faltinsen (1970). th, confirmation is not satisfactory for

The results for a Series 60 hull (block some of the cross-coupling coefficients.
coefficient 0.7) are shown in Figures 3 and Relative to the strip-theory predictions
4, and compared with the experimental data with forward speed, the unified theory
of Gerritsma and Beukelman (1964) and provides a noticable improvement in the
Gerritsma (1966). For zero forward velocity diagonal coefficients a3 3 , a5 5, b33 and
(Figure 3) the agreement between the unified b55.
theory and experiments is very good Although the accuracy of the experi-
for a33, b 33, and b55 . The remaining mental data is not well established, one

coefficients show a departure of the experi- possible explanation for the remainingdiscrepancies is that the treatment of
mental data at low frequencies. The cross- d epnes is tha the t ent of
coupling coefficients are symmetric in this e effet i n thi theory require
case, and only one pair are shown. For low that theisteady-stateidisturbanceepote .
and moderate frequencies the differences at s approximated in the inner region in

between the unified and strip theories 
are

a stripwise manner by assuming no inter-
substantial, and the experiments generally action between subsequent cross-sections.
support the unified theory. All eight A wall boundary condition is satisfied on
coefficients are shown in Figure 4, for a the free surface and conformal mapping is
Froude number of 0.2. In this case the used for the evaluation of R3 through
differences between the two theories are expression (5). The two dimensional
reduced, suggesting in the strip theory velocity potentials !j satisfying a wave
that there is some cancellation between the free-surface condition are then evaluated
S pproximations associated with forward using a two dimensional numerical procedure
velocity and three-dimensionality. The u to dmnia numeica p e
agreement between the unified theory and
experiments is generally favorable, with This procedure breaks down at the ship

the notable exception of the cross-coupling ends, introducing a significant overpre-

coefficients a3 , a , and b diction of m3 and consequently of PI and

The coeff iien. a, a5 , b 55 and 5 . This difficulty has been avoideA by3 5r 35 asuming a linear ariation Of m3 within
have also been computed lor tfe Series 60 a ro
hull by Chang (1977), using a full three- 5% of the ship length away from each end,• and assuming m3=0 at the ends. This
dimensional theory but neglecting the con-
tribution from the potential . For zero problem could be overcome by evaluating

forward velocity Chang's results are in- m3 from the full three-dimensional
distinguishable from the unified theory. double-body steady disturbancepotential.

g The kernel of the integral equation
For the Froude number 0.2, the same is true dof a33 and a55, whereas Chang's comparison defined in (41) and (Z2) was evaluated i

of a3 ad a5, weres Cang' coparson numerically using Simpson's integration
with experiments is better for a53 and frua ihaporaetucto

~formula, with appropriate truncation

worse for b55 .
Our final results are for the Friesland corrections based on asymptotic expansions

class frigate hull (block coefficirnt 0.554) of the integrand. The number of integra-
clas figae ull(blcktion points is determined to ensure a

where experimental data are given by Smith
(1966). The comparisons in Figures 5 and r tive error less than 10-5.

The integral equation (28) is solved
6 are for Froude numbers of 0.15 and 0.35, by i
respectively. Once again there is a ten-

distribution as the first iteration. The
dency in some coefficients for the axperi- slution a this aneras be= mnta daa todivrgefromtheuniiedsolution obtained in this manner has been
mental data to diverge from the unifiedeed aainst an independent matrix-
theory at low fl.quencies, and the cross- ners ain sou in
coupling coefficient .a35  shows poor inversion solution

comparison for all frequencies. The re- Tin wereiperforme onran-theo
maining results for the lower Froude number Thlel erluationmad tneanoIBM370o
show good to e'cellent agreement between The kernel evaluation and the solution of

the unified theory and experiments. Similar the integral equation were performed on a

conclusions apply for the higher Froude D114micoptr Thcmuain
number, except that in this case the com- times reouired are estimated as folows:
parison for the coefficient b 53 is un-
satisfactory. In this case, unlike the
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TABLE 1 can be expressed in the form

COMPUTATION TIMES 2

IBM370 PDP11-34 2 2do

(sec) (sec) -o

2D potentials 0) 3 180 In long wavelengths the optimum modal
3 amplitudes of the body increase in propor-

tion to the wavelength, and unrealistically
2D potentials (3) 4 240 large motions are reauired for (46 ) to be

valid. To estimate the practical limit of
the absorption width we define a parameter

2 Kernel and integral 8 as the product of the beam-length ratio
equation (U=0) 0.16 10 (b/L) and the maximum allowed vertical

displacement per unit wave amplitude.
(U>0) 1 60 Assuming arbitrarily that the maximum dis-I . Total time required placement is twice the incident wave ampli-

tude, and that the beam-length ratio is
(U=0) 3.16 190 between 0.1 and 0.2, typical values for B

are 0.2 and 0.4, respectively.
(U>0) 8 480 With the body motions limited in the

above sense, the absorption width is given
by

These estimates suggest that for 22- 2
finite forward velocity the additional w2K *L 2 4
computational effort required by unif4 ed 2- L b
theory is of the order of 1/7 of the two-
dimensional strip-theory calculations if for small values of 5, and by (46) when
the latter are complete. For zero forward a is laraer than the value where (47
velocity the corresponding ratio is 1/18. attains its maximum. Alternatively, with

B fixed, (46 ) holds for K>K o and (47) for
K<K0, where the transition wavenumber is

5. ELONGATED WAVE-POWER DEVICES defined by the condition that (46) and
(47 ) are ecual.

in ordinary slender-body theory, where
The unified theory can be used to Xb<l, the Rochin function is given to

analyse the performance of elongated wave- leadina order bv f o i
power absorbers such as the Cockerell raft l o
and Kaimei ship, in a similar manner to the
results of Newman (1979) based on the H(9) f b(E) e -ik cos d . ,48)
ordinary slender-body theory. In this jL
application the forward velocity is set
equal to zero, with resulting simplification Here f(x) is the vertical displacement and
of the analysis. b(x) is the local beam at the waterplane.

Following Newman (1979), we consider This approximation was used by Newmen (1979)
the power absorbed by a slender body moored to calculate the absorption width of various
in the head-sea configuration and perform- modal shapes, with the symmetric and ar i-
ing vertical oscillatory motions of appro- symmetric modes (with respect to x) tr. Pd

priate amplitude and phase, along its separately and superposed to obtain the
length. The power absorbed by this motion total absorption width. The curves in
can be represented as the product of the Figure 7 show the total absorption width
energy flux per unit width in the incident for an articulated raft, consisting of
wave system, and an "absorption width" W. three rigid segments connected by two
In ideal circumstances W is comparable to symmetric hinces.*
the wavelength or body length, and sub- In the unified theory, the Kochin
stantially larger than the projected width function can be expressed in terms of the
of the body. outer source strength q(x), and (49) is

The absorption width can be expressed replaced by
in terms of the far-field radiated wave
amplitude due to the body motions, or the ) - q() e- ;k s dE, (49)
Kochin function H(a) which is proportional 2g e
to the radiated wave amplitude in the L
direction 6 relative to the x-axis. If
the incident waves propagate in the +x- *For this case, and also for the Lecendre
direction, and if the body motions are polynomial modes, the values of given by

controlled in an optimum manner to maxi- Newman (1979) should be multiplied by a

mize the absorption width, this quantity factor of 2.0. This error has been cor-
rected in Figure 7.
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wiLh q(x) determined from the integral eaua- 5. Faren, P. G. R. (19R0). Wave
tion 28). Computations have been performed energy: A hydrodynamic analysis of head -

on this basis, for an articulated raft with sei absorbers. Ph.D. Thesis, Massachusetts
beam-length ratio 0.1 and beam-draft ratio Institute of Technoloqy, Cambridge,
2.0. These new results are shown in Figure Massachusetts.
7, and a comparison can be made with the
absorption width based on the ordinary 6. Kim, W. D. (1966). On a free-
slender-body theory. This comparison re- floating ship in waves. J. Shi- Bes.
veals that the latter approximation over- 10, 182-191, 200.
estimates the absorption width by a sub-
stantial amount, when the modal amplitudes
are limited, but in the shorter wavelength 7. Varuo, H. (1970). An improvement
regime where this limitation is not appli- of the slender body theory for oscillating

L cable, the ordinary slender-body theory is ships with zero forward speed. RUZZ. Fac.
quite accurate. Similar conclusions have Enc., Yokohaa Nat . UnLiv. 19, 45-56.i been reached by Haren (1980) based on a
three-dimensional numerical solution in the 8. Mays, J. H. (1978). Wave radia-
case of a body with zero draft. It appears tion and diffraction by a floatina slender =
that the ordinary slender-body theory over- body. Ph.D. Thesis, 1assachusetts Institute
predicts the magnitude of the Kochin func- of Technology, Cambridge, Massachusetts.
rion, and hence the limited absorption width
(47), but (46) is not sensitive to this 9. Newman, J. N. (1979). Abcorption
error in view of its form. of wave energy by elongated bodies. ApZ.

In conclusion, the earlier results of Ocean Research. 1, 189-196.
Newman (1979) based on the use of ordinary
slender-body theory overpredict the per- 10. Newman, J. N. (1978). The theory
formance of an elongated wave-power device, of ship motions. Adv. Arpt. Me.h. 18,
particularly in the regime of wavelength= 221-283.
where the absorption width is a maximum.
The unified theory can be used to provide 11. Newman, J. N., and Tuck, E. 0.
a more precise estimate of the absorption (1964). Current progress in the slender-
width. body theory of ship motions. PrOc. Symp.

Nav. Rydrodyn., 6th ACR-112, pp. 129-167.
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i 30 - 4
0
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Figure la - Regular part (f of the kernel (27) as a function of the longitudinal coordi-
nate jx /L for -=uU/g equal to 0.2 and 0.7 (Figures Ia and lb respectively). waves are
present upstream only for the first case, associated with the root k3 in (36) and with
the wavelength-to-ship-length ratio 2t/k 3 L = 3.3. For T=0.7 (Figure lb) no waves exist
unstream. Downstream of the disturbance the most obvious wave motion is associated with
the largest root kI, and with the wavelength-to-ship-length ratio 0.19 (-0.2) and 0.12
(=0. 7).1 Longer wavelengths also exist downstream, associated with the roots k2 and k
for T < and with k alone for > 1 . Their superposition upon the shorter wave system
is more apparent in *igure lb. 4
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Figure 4 -Added--mass and damping coefficients of a Seri-as 60 hull (C -1007) at FkiO.2-
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Figure 5 -Added-mass and damping coefficients of a-frigate hull (C 0.5 5,% at Pr=-0.15.
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Figure 7 - Total absorption width, as a fraction of the bo4y length, for an articulated raft =

with two symmetric hinges situated at the points x = ±1./S. The curles for the ordinary
slender-body theory (OSBT) are from Ne man (1979), corrected as-noted in the footnote, with -

superposition of the oo;wer obtained separately in the even and odd-modes. The full lines
are the values of th 0 absorption width determined frm the unified theory, for a beamlength
ratio-of 0.1, and a beam-draft ratio of 2.0. In all cases the body motions are of optimum

-phase. The maximum amplitude in each mode is eoual.-to the product of BL/b and the incident
wave amplitude.
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2) Maruo, H., & Matsunaga, Y., An
IS C iOn Analysis of the Radiation Problem in Uniform

Flow by Means of the Slender Body Theory.
58th Meeting of Japan Towing Tank Committee,
Seakeeping Session, May 1979. (in Japanese)

H. Msujo (y*Oftol N. Urfll.)
" C.M. Lee iC, TNSDQ

In this paper, the theory is developed CS
on the basis of the linearized free surface It appears to me that one of the long
condition, eq. (2) or eq. (7). However it overdue problems in ship motion theory is I
is known that this condition is not always now resolved by the unified theory. I
valid in the near field. The validity of would like to congratulate the authors for
the linearized free surface condition is introducing a theory which fills the gap
rather limited in the presence of the steady between the ordinary slender body theory
forward speed. A discussion of this situa- and the strip theory. Although the practi-
tion was given in my paper of 1974. It is cal merits of this theory are yet to be
intrinsically hopeless to develop a consis- assessed when the computed motion results
tent formulation of the slender body per- are available to us, it is my opinion that
turbation which is uniformly valid without the unified theory will contribute signifi-
restriction in the magnitude of frequency. cantly to planting ship notion theory on a
The terminology 'Interpolation Theory' firmer mathematical ground.
stands on the basis of this fact. It is I am anxiously looking forward to see-
consistent in both limit cases of low and ing the three-way comparisons of the motion
high frequencies, but its logical founda- results obtained by the unified theory, the
tion in view of the perturbation analysis strip theory an'] the model experiments.
has to be relaxed in the intermediate If one observes the comparisons shown in
frequencies. The authors have pointed out Figures 2 and :;. one would wonder whether
that their unified theory replaces the the strip theory could ever produce meaning-
factor (l+Kz) in the interpolation solution ful motion predictions at all. However. I
by exp(Kz). However this repl:.ecent seems the strip theory does, in fact, provide re-
to be surplus. If K or w t/g is 0(l), lKz liable results at the zero forward speed.
is a rational representation of exp(Xz) , Our investigation at DTNSRDC some years

S while in the high frequency range of X = 0 back revealed that a reliable prediction of
t-), the three-dimensional portion of the motion of a ship in waves depends more on Upotential givn by the last term of eq. (29) the balanced accuracies between the excit-
can be omitted because of the higher order. ing terms and the reaction terms in the

E A considerable disadvantage may happen as a equations of motion than biased improve-
result of the above replacement, if one ments on either side of the terms, i.e., a
wishes to utilize the theory in routine fairly visible improveent on the reaction
computations of hydrodynamic coefficients terms while no improvement on the exciting
of oscillating ships. In the case of the terms could yield motion results worse than
interpolation theory, one needs only the the case of no improvement on both terms at
solution of the radiation problem of oscil- all. in this regard, we still have to wait
lating two-dimensional cylinders, which is to judge if the unified theory provides
generally used in the routine computation better prediction of motion results than
by the strip theory, while by the unified the strip theory does.
theory, on the other hand, a complete solu- The values of w-7- corresponding to
tion of the diffraction problem in beam =1/4 at Fr=0. 1 5, 0.2 and 0.35 are,respec-
seas is needed. This will result much - tively, 1.67. 1.25 and 0.71. The experi-
plication in the practical application, mental results for Fr=O0.S in Figure 5 seem
The inclusion of the steady forward speed to show some scatterings at about =&L=7-
aggravates the difficulty in the develop- 1.67,. The scatterings of the experimental
merit of a rational formulation. A possibil- results at = 1/4 could have beer exagger-
ity of the interpolation.theory which is ated due to the effects of the wave re- _

rational at both low and high frequencies flections by the tank walls. I tend to _

. appears in the assumption of low Froude think that theoretical results at r 1/4,
number such as Fn = Oftl/ 2 ). Formulations may be singular but should be smooth else- _

along this line have been developed by where. I would like to know the authors'
Matsunaga (1979). opinion on this subject.

It appears to me that the existence of
REFERENCES m3 in Equation (3) is one of the main dif-

ferences of the unified theory from the
1) Maruo, H., Discussions of Relative strip theory in the eontext that m3 intro-

Magnitude of Governing Parameters in the duces a part of the 3D-flow effects thrcugh

Problem of Slender Shis in Waves the steady Perturbation potential . The
Bulletin of the Faculty of Engineering, authors have already acknowledged the weak-
Yokohama national University. vol. 23.v March ness of approximating A- by a strip fashion.
1974 i fully concur with the authors' suggestion
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that 6 should be evaluated with the full A.Y. OddmO 2 wsa
3D double-hod" f low condition.

I am certain that the present paper
will inspire many pursuers of ship hydro- The authors present an extended slender
dynamic theories in the future. body theory which, according to the assump-

tions used in the derivation, has a broader
range of applicability. Although it is a
welcome addition to the existing knowledge,

M.S.Chung fN ISRD- to the present contributor's knowledge
r stric theory generally provides satisfactory

heave and pitch prediction for the range
I have found this paper is very stimu- of practical interest and the differences

lati ng and its numerical results very in- shown in Figures 3 to 6 could have bean
teresting. We at DT-NSRDC have calculated obtained biy using alternative ver:ionrf of

the motion coefficients for Friesland from the strip theory or alternative numerical
a 3-D program after the receiving of the evaluation schemes, which are known topro-
preprint of this papr.o One of the inter- duce little difference-in the predicted
esting -ing we found was that the 3-D resPOnses I would therefore like to know
results for Fn = 0.15 show significant whether the authors also conducted bending
oscillation at the frequencies near the res- mement calculations and compared them with
onance frequnce w = 1.66 of I 114. experiments, since this is the area- where
Although t/he oscillation wzy have been ex- the failures in the strip theory starts to
aggerated due to the panel setup. it does, show.
-how-ever, explain the apparent irregularity -

in the experimental data. in vieW of the
smoolness of the result calculated by the
present paper, I will like to ask thei authors - he folling question. 'An what FLT. Sh" e-A-Re- stAM

way (if any) were they able to suppress the p
effect of resonance effect at frequencies e
near r = 1/4 ? And do they think this The authors are to be comended for
could be related to the discrepancies providing an extension. of strip theory

Ibetween their resuts and the experimental wich doss not require substantially great-

data at the lower frequencies ? er computational effort.
Also the steady potential is neglected The paper presents comparisons of cam-

in 3-D calculation, yet is partially in- puted and measured added mass and damping,
cluded in the present paper- I will very wherein the new theo generally agrees
much to know the significance of the steady eetter with the experimental data than
p6tential contribution (if the authors have strip theory. This is o ging. How-
investigated), especially for the Sss- ever, of far greater importance to t e thip

designer is how well thebry predicts sip
motions; For this, the paper Offers nor
comparisons, in spite of its title, and I
ask the authors to coment.

.. Hwm- .is ' With regard to heave and pitch, the
principal shortcoming of strip theory is
over- prediction of peak response at high

The authors should be congratulated Frouad number. This is especially true of a
for their very fine contribution in the pitch. Would the authors comment on wheth- a
slender body theory applied to a complex er this unified theory will provid an ad-
ship hydrodynamics problem. Professor vance on strip theery in this regard?
NeWhas made many origina contribt- Finally. I note that the paper makes
tions in our field. This time Professor no mention of dynamic lifting effects.
Neinman has presented a remarkable "Uni- These are known td be of fundamental in-
fie&" slender body which is vlid portance in lateral motions, for example
in all frequtncy range of practical inter- in roll atmping and in manoeuvring. I
est. strongly suspect that inclusion of dynamic

Professor wewan has shown here that lift effects in the heave-pitch equations
their new results based on this unified will improve preaictions. World
theory give better agreement with the ex- authors care to coent on this comment?
perisental results than- previous strip
theory and ordinary slender body theory.

From our limited experience in water

of finite depth, some change in the hydro-
dyni oefficients seemed to be nearly
insignificant in the final rtion response.
I would like to hear Professor Neiman's
Opinion on how their present improvementReply
would effect on the final motion
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J.Ne.wmand P.Scavounos Mu ) singalarity at -r 1/4. It is possible
to prove that this is a weak singularity
in the sense that its strenqth is

The authors would like to thank the proportional to Fr The weakness of the
discussers for their interesting csmcents. singularity has already been pointed out

In response to Prof. Maruo's discus- by Dagan and Miloh in their paper. Dr-
sion we would like to point out that uri- Chang's numerical results present strong
fied theory extends the interpolation theo- oscillatiohs extending far beyond the

rry by including forward speed, based on a critical frequency. It is the author's
consistent perturbation scheme regarding feeling that this may be associated with
the free surface and hull boundary condi- the number of panels used in the numerical
tions. The second point of Prof. hlaruo, scheme and not with the singularity at
that unified theory replaces the factor = /4.
1 + kz of interpolation theory by ek z is The numerical computations indicate
not correct. The factor 1 + kz is replaced that the interaction of the steady and
by the homogeneous solution O1 +#'-- which oscillatory disturbance potentials gives a
does not behave like ekz in the inner re- substantial contribution to the final values
gion and on the ship hull. The approxima- of the hydrodynamic coefficients and hence
tion of + 4- by ekZcos(ky) or i + kz is cannot be neglected. The interaction ef-
only valia in he overlap region. The dis- ects are especially pronounced at the ship
advantage that Prof. .aruo mentioned about ends whexe the slender body theory assump-
the necessity of solving the 2-D diffrac- tion fails. In response to Dr. Chang's
-ion problem is nonexistent since the homo- question we notice that the pitch hydro-
geneovs solution can be constructed by dynamic coefficients are more sensitive to
adding the strip theory potential to its these effects. Dr. Lee correctly pointedcomplex conjugate. out that one should evaluate the m3 term by

Prof. Uwang, Dr. Lee, Mr. Schuitke using a three-dimensional procedure and

and Dr. Odabasi raised a question on how it is our intention to pursue a further
well unified theory will predict the ship investigation in that direction.
motion amplitude. A definite answer to In response to Dr. Odabasi 's question.
this question will be possible only after we will be able to present the total pres-
the completion of our current work on the sure force distribution over the ship hull
complementary diffraction problem. We may after the s iy of the diffraction problem
though speculate that if the agreement of has been completed. We believe though that
the predicted and measured exciting forces advantages of unified theory over strip
is as good as that for the hydrodynamic theory will be more apparent in predicting
coefficients, especially for zero speed, bending moments than ship motion amplitudes.
we can be quite optimistic that the final Mr. Sclmitke has noted the possible
prediction of the ship motion amplitude importance of dynamic lifting effects, in
will present an improvement over strip the- the context of pitch and heave motions,
ory. This speculation is supported by Prof. and we recall a similar suggestion made by
Gerritsma's experimental validation of the G.I.Taylor more than twenty years ago.
linear decomposition of the radiation and While it is difficult to estimate the in-

diffraction problems in predicting the portance of shed vorticity, either from a
amplitude and phase of the ship motions. tasmstern or from upstream points on

Regarding the irregularity at r - 1/4 the hull, it does seem to the authors that I
that Dr. Lee and Dr. Chang pointed out we the situation for pitch and heave is sig-
aust acknowledge that our numerical results nificantly different from roll and lateral
for the hydrodynamic coefficients at Fr motions in maneuvering. In the latter
0.15 and at the critical frequency tSt-lj cases inertial and hydrostatic forces are
1.666 seem to be smooth just because the relatively small, and lifting effects from
ntserical computations were performed at the Otrailing edgem at the stern are clear-
-wvLg" = 1, 2, . . , 6. Additional numeri- ly relevant. The role of shed vorticity
cal computations are required within the is less obvious for vertical motions, but

- %nondisensional frequencies 1 and 2 to a definitive response to this question must
exhibit the presence of the logarithmic await a more comprehensive a vs-iy "-
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Diffraction Problems of a Slender Ship with
a Blunt Bow Advancing in Head Seas
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RK = /(i-x'l 1+(y-')2, horizontal distance between point

(x,y) and point (x', y')

! eq. (7) z z

R, = (x-L+B)2 y 2, see eq. (8)

Rj =_ _( + y2, see eq. (18)

R3  = (x-LY+y 2 , see eq. (19)

01, 03 see Fig. 2 Fig. 1 Coordinate system

4- Oexp1i(wet-Kx) velocity ,potential due to o(x)

l- n (n see eqs. (12) and (13) 1. INTRODUCTION

%Y. wave free potential The resistance increase of a ship advancing- in waves is
calculable by Maruo's formula11 when the distribution of the

B = + 03 hydrodynamical singularity for the -ship is known. The-distri-
btV**ons of the singularity are given by many resdarcher

*R  see eq. (31) They are, however, obtained under the assumption of slender-
ship. Therefore the theoretical predictions do -not -agrec with

VR see eq. (39) tie experimental values in case of full tankers and floating
- dine vessels with blunt bow.

V see eq. (46) Though several reasons are considered forthe Cbove
mentioned disagements, the-main one- s~-that-the longitudinal

7 angle between r and n boundary-condition with respect -to -fluid -velocltyis- no _
satisfied under the slender-ship assumption. Considerinig this -

n normal to hull surface tact,-Fujii at at 2 l studied-the effect of-bow upontthi
resistance increase. They replaced the bow part with asemi-

rfr(O) equation of hull surface circular cylinder and calculated, its resistance -increaseby U
Havelock's formula.131  H-io et-aLl) studied-6thecas-of a

rO r(O) box-type fl. ting vessel. They satisfied-iihlon4tudinia
boundary condition using the strip: method of longitui al

r, =r(-) cut and introduced the resistance -increase formula-inclding
the effect of blunt bow.

&(x) see eq. (41) or (50) In the present investigation, we deal with the dif r-_
tion problems of a slender-ship with blunt bow- and stern__

RAW resistance increase u, waves satisfying the longitudinal boundary condition by the vertical
line singularities distributed.at bow and stern parts;

H, Kochin function of o The distribution of the singularities, related with- the
vertical boundary condition is obtained following-the methodH1  Kochin function of a(x) -f FaltL-sen ls l or Maruol6  under the assumption of-slender-

ship.
H3  Kochin function of o3 To make sure, the orders of various quantities are

written in the following.
P external pressure acting on hull

(1) Ship breadth P=O(E) (04 1).
0-XYZ orthogonal coordinate system fixed to space (see Fig.

1) (2) Wave length AO)

o-xyz orthogonal coordinate system moving with ship advance (3) Wave height 'O(e.I) (-1)
speed (see Fip 1)

(4) Advance speed of s hip U=O(ge )

8 factor of decrease cf incident wave
In the above, ship-length L = 0(1).

2. DIFFRACTION POTENTIALS DUE TOBLUNILBOW_
AND STERN PARTS

In this section, we deal with the diffraction potential

_ _ _- _400-



which is not coneidered in the ordinary slender-ship theory R - 1(ix x (y-y) 2 4
but is necessary to satisfy the longituosnal boundary condition.

In order to treat the problem approximately, we Hence the diffraction potential due to-o. is-given by_
-modify a given ship's form into a wallsided vessel which con-

sists of semicircular cylindurs in bow and stern parts and a O f oGz(x. y, z~ x', y', z') -dz!. (5)
parallel part as shown in Fig. 2. The radius a of the semi-
circular cylinder is given by B/2 and the draft T of the (=1,3
modified vessel is determined so as to coincide the displacm
ment with the given one. Thus Substituting eqs. (2) -and-(3) into--eq. (5)-we get

L-B+T where

R, jTXl-+11 (7)
y R, f(- + Ty. (8)

LUnknown constants o3 are determined so as to satisfy

1R. tut average-of the boundary condition _

0'on the bw ndstr 8 parts. lneq(9 relates- the

-- o blnt hipSubstituting eqs. (6) and (10)- into eq. (9), we have

we istibue surcs o z xisand vertical axis through
pit0corsodnfoeadaft parts respectively as In order to satisfy eq. (11) on the average, we put__

Heew aesvrlassumptions to determine the M. i~jr exp(Kzi,_1Kxj,)-cosO (2)__

Fis easm htcand D'3 do not affect each Gj. Eivexp(Kzj.) -I- H('(KRj) (13)
ote n b sno fetdb 2. Since incident wave 8 Rj
decas trouh sip' paalll prtthe velocity of the inci-

det av a sempat sdecreased and we determine the and define
fcoofdces byexperimental data. N

Ithprcsofdetermination of source strength, (14)
we asumetha thedrat ofthemodified vessel is infinite.

deerindthn e s- where (x zi.) are the points on the bow (j-'1) and
disriutd o 0.z.- fo ser (j) rt t- satisfy the boundary condition. -We -can _

th clcl~io o $ ad 3determine ajso as to minlimize J. From eq. (14) we -g-et-
We put the strength of the sources =Zj. 1  ~~-(5

ua ev(j-, 3, ; a mconst.s 0>z7>--). (2)

-- Substituting eqs. (12) and (13) into eq. (15). we get
Because we assume infinite draft, the wave source

potential G2 by the source of unit strength placed at a point
W.' y', e') is, as explained by Bessho[71, given by 1j W

G2=2Ke(zJH()(KR), (3) E exis(XK1 -~, 5 )cs;a (~~
X - - (16)

N
where H (1)0 the first kind of Hankel Function, E x(K.jW'(~.j
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In eq. (16) a03 must be multiplied by 8 considering-the above
mentioned assumption. And in the same way, if s 4. s - *(k)el'-
determined, considering the finite draft of the ship, Oj becomes

tlsi. ecfotefrilprlmte didk, (;31

u01  izeYZ(l1Kf)0,l(KRj.). (17) *o- 1(K)W-Kl)
Essentially. the sources should be distributed on the wheresurface of the ship. Hence for the far field problem the j

above mentioned centralization of the sources is reasonable o* f o(x)e-lkxdx. (24)
but not for the inner field problem such as the calculation
Of effect of 4). In the latter case, we change the position Under the assumption of the slender-ship, the near
of the centralization and assume field expansion of eq. (23) becornrws( 6 1

R, V, R /(x+B)2 +y2 for 01, (18) q-

R3  , R = (xL) for 0,. (is K

2.2 Forward-speed Problem -2wo(x) exp(Kz-2)+4vKlyletzo(x)

In this paper, since n- w U/g 0(1) is assumed, V-
there is a region before ship to which the wave does not -4u(x) (v +l>/-T'vcos(Kvz )

propagate. Therefore, it seems that there are qualitative
differences between the flow field of zero-speed problem and +.(Kvz)tdv (25)
that of forward-speed problem. But, because we assume
that the surfaces of the ship in bow and stern- pub are If the diffraction potential due to parallel part 02 is
blunt and U = 0 (e"), the strength of the singularities in i by
forward-speed problem may be determined by the same way
in zero-speed problem. = expfl(wt-Kx) (26)

Instead of eq. (6), we assume

)(K , (20)aonand 02 is slowly varying function with x, then Laplace

then, through eq. (9) we get a + 1 +_.-.. + I a4 ff 42  (27)
_-to30a r Br 0a 302

JrK. and the free-surface condition is

,exPl(K.+K)Zjn-ltxj.IcDSOiu'(tt)CRt )  K#2 0 n
. . . .n (28)

x (21)2

and n-1 where

Oj Gojie¢K'(0-e-24)H , (K.Rj), (22) y = r sinO, z -r 6osO. (29)

3. DIFFRACTION POTENTIAL DUE TO PARALLEL The symmetrical wave-free potential, which satisfies
SLENDER PART eqs. (27) and (28) and is zero at infinity, is given by

The disturbed velocity due to parallel part occurs 4' = K,,-(Kr) cos (2n-2)01
from satisfying the boundary condition about the vertical
velocity. Therefore it can be obtainied by the use of the + 2K2.- (Kr) cosl(2n-l)81
ordinary slender-ship theory, but the effect of the fore and
aft blunt parts must be considered. + K2n(Kr) cos (2n0), (30)

As slender-ship theory we use the method which was
created by Faltinseni s l and improved by Maruo et al.161. where K. is the second kind of modified Bessel function.

Because we can represent the-solution by the linear
3.1 Zero-speed Problem combinations of eqs. (25) and (30), putting

In order to obtain the far field's flow, we put a ve- '+T.
singularity distribution on the centerline of the ship. Then o f- v2l Ivcos(kvz)

the velocity potential cI becomesov

+sin(Kvz)ldv+4KlyleK. , (31)
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we write e(
cx) Kro M-1

= ~ ~ M4W x(z -- ) i~d ro r(0), r, r(-) (42

+O(x)[1R +2jr'eiz+ 2:i , (32) If Pm and 0(x) are obtained bY the method-already
mentio"-.1 the velocity potential due to the parallel part is

where pm is to be determined, given L. he following equation.
On the other hand, the boundary condition on the

-ship surface is 02 GW(X){I I~ P~~m' - ((X)KE

gr Kr. iKx

(0,%+ 0.) f'K-+ ' (g1 +K*K 03 , (3)a+oZ)- an •an o K e)K (43) M

where n is normal to the ship surface. 3.2 Forward-speed Problem
But, assuming the slender-ship and following Maruo's processl6l,
we obtain the equations for pm and o(x) as follows: In the same way as in zero-speed problem,-the far

field solution of the slender-ship is obtained by the singularity
npm 0ByVm( -V , 0 cK1r I distribution on the centerline of the ship -and s given by

cos(()+,)- {(0B,-0Be * - ' )  0. ---- u *(k), -x
V N -.

X cos(O-~+7)+Ysin(O+y) I x V(.,()l = - exp i~o+ dk

aydI Vj (0)eK(. Cosa) cos(O+-,)-VR (0) 1 - -

-- v , (44) -

cos(0+-y) + 0,Ysin(0+,y)1 X VR(--), (34) The inner expansion of eq. (44) is given by
Faltinsen l s l as follows:

and

F "V t+KUIx) SO  ~x + es__ e ,.-,i (3(z)- J-
,Kr+iKx Xi( 4*a(x) ___

K e (35)- eX .

-- 0 =i reKZ(!-e -2KT) - 4o(x)li Vo 5Kiz+n(vl '/ d(v 2+l) = __WUU

-" Oy =  r , eyt-'' r --rtEq. (45) is almost the same as Faitinsen's formula
- wbut has a little difference in the term with respect to

2 = (37) advance speed. The third term does not appear in Faltinsen's
wheeformula, but the difference of the order of it fomother

-aterm's is O(e) and so must be considered. _

-| z =-Y , 8-z- = - Now, because the equation of the near field solution
- zaz ] o •in case of forward-speed problem is all the same as in zero-

_O (38) speed problem, is given by the linear combinations of _

,eqs. (45) and (30). Namely, putting(4
and r =Pi r"(0)' is the equation of the ship's hull• Further- as -f

fmore, mu is the angle between r and n, and we put t t - verK+ of t. oi t

VR(t) s a asinnd () ms be cn- e

To (co"7' r  ) % ' 39 + 4zKIyle', (46) _

Now -b-caOs the e i t-r welht

-- r0  8 z r 89 " '(0 incseo orad-pe polm sal h sni ' nUeo



07 M Before this paragraph, the method how to calculatethete ;: difracionpnilsu 7ftesedrsi-wt ln-o
43e - and stern is shown.- In this- paragraph, external esir-ad

+ Z P. ' (7 resistance increase in head seas are treated. as. the application
2(2 --- g ')of it.

The total velocity potential (P is given by

The method of the determination of Pm and O~x) is + + '~ "d~~'(2
all the same as in case of zero-speed prbebut th fet101+0 0 ,)eixe . (2
(iof the disturbed velocity due to the fore and aft parts is
taken into consideration by the eqs. (21) and (22). The Sneteetra rsueP sgvnb
results are as follows:

p =-p-,(53)
The equation for pm is P. a

-; [V(eK(r-xwi)CSO+Y tffe external pressure acting on the hull-is obtained as
~j P [I~n ()e. cos(4j)follows:

~ (O)} 1 P.1 1 P"41 0 +(0 +0.

co§(O+) - *3 cos(647) -. *sin(8~y) I X e-~ (l(54)

=~VR (B)- Vf (O)eK(t.ro)c5O7"y If Kochin function is known, the resistance increase
is given by Marwo' formula.

+ VR (-)I~z Kr-cscs8-) That is

- ,si - y (48) -K. +- (m+K~s2)2 (rn-tI)
OBCG C7+RAW 4 'pl-f- f

-- - 4(m+Kcf-on m 5

The integral equation for a(x) is

eOO 4 f d where
w+KI o Vixit

e~-ixK 20 I + a +4S (56) -K '(49) 2

where l~=gL,(?

Kr0  R Xen 0)x p (K1 z + imx)ds, (58)

4w
+ 5)K, ( Cm + K011) 2/K0 . (59)

WV For the calculation of resistance increase, the/
singularities in bow and stern parts are assumed to be located

in eqs, (49) and (50) at x =0 and x = L-B respectively. Hence Kochin function
due to the singularity at bow part is

0. Kzz I__2j

x uO uoW'(KRj') H

+ oesH('(KR'4, (51) Ke 1  - exp(-K 1 - K,);TI. (60)

and the other notations are the same as in zer&Vseed I h aemneKci ucindet tr
problem but eq. (46) must be used for 's

Finally 02 in forward-speed problem is given by the atI
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___ ~H3 0 faoexp1K + K1)z + i(L-B)mldzwhr

-*K e-(KesKi)TI e(L,.'R)M (61) Rw rff + 1mKf)-on

x IH1 (m)12 8w, -(69)
__Kochin function due to parallel part is given by

H2 f G(x).etmxdx. (62) RAW3 --K 2Wff +f ________

-a

Because v(x) is zero at the fore and aft ends, we put x IH3(m)1dm (70)

a~x)= o(x) -w(x)and using Maruo's approximation 91

A si(x+a) RAw2 S 8zpKf __iox~idx. (71)

Furthermore for the interference terms

2; 12j sn -(63)J.1 L - mKf).mKRAWU2 4.pK[-f + f
wher - K %(m+K~flY-Ko m2

_

(tHIH2-+H2H,-)dm, -(12)

§ ~~~2 L-a jxa - K1mKfY~o, 1
_a=- a(x)sin-dx,

LL JXI (H1 H5 +HH 1 )dm, (73

* ~ eq(62), e have(65) :zp J(~ +f(m+KOS)2(TnK)

L-aj~~)-
Vcj f -,x~i c(-xadX RA =4p(-f 3+ fIL~s -a L -Ki*m (73)

(m+KiW*(nK) I(M+o)l

H2 1 i Ieos -osL)-j X /(m2+Dj -0 m, w (75)

+ i) I0J. -ii,(5
where ti~asn(L ,(6 he fre

L L K

-juL (U' (1 cosnas(mL) IUEIA EXAPLES-K m

+(I sin(ma~s-(- L) car(6) whrerKsasa.a",wihhdeecosnsasuet
co~L)I 6) ofsuis ntewaeidue rssr cin nhllVr

Substitutin abv ohnfntosit q (5,w ae h rnia atiuaso h hpaesoni
Tabl I.~a I76

paer uhweer, isa fora tcsonationswrcaieou was fu~l oe
1- R~ + RAWIZ of shuies onthedive indoutent rasre ctionsan

Susttuin abv405-fntosinoe.(5,w ae e rnia atclr o h hpaesoni

Tabe



j Length between perpendiculars (Lpp) 247.00 m Fn j = .1I...

Centherahgraifom si (LCB 7.037

fore % AA-

0
A. P. 'F.P.

the beam, draft and sectional area of each section were usedI
aparameters for the transformation. Fig. 4 Longitudinal source distribution

There are two integral equations, (35) and (49), to be along parallel part-

solved. Though both equations have the same sinjular kernel, (UL =0.8. Fn = 0,-0.1, 0. 75)
it is shown that the integral equation of this type can be
solved by means of numerical integration. In order to keep fluctuation in the parallel part is supposed to be due to the
the accuracy of numerical integration, some devices weresiglrteatbw ndtrnptsndoentaparn

Eqs.lriie (55 and (75) were numrictl intgrte bye theaparin
applied. the solutions of strip theory Or slender-body theory.

method of Gauss. For the trigonometric series of Kochin
function (65), ten terms were applied to the numerical. Ca.bOSA__

calculation program. Fi- 0 a- 0
The factor of the decrease of the incident wave was -1 AIL a 0 P 1

assumed to be 0.5 in case of F0 =O and 0.6 in case of F"*

FnL = 0.

Fni 0.1
1.0- Fna .15 ...

at Bottom Center line Fig. 5 Transes dsrbution of
7 hydrodynamic pressure acting

on hull surface
(VLI 1.0, Fni 0)

M A the caesi of WAI--l.0, F,=0O and *WI"'l.C. Fn=0 . The
A..F.P. values of the pressure arm plotted on the normals of the hull,

In the figurei the numerical results by means of ordinary
Fig.3 Inuced velcitydue o bo andtrip method and the measured results(") 1 are shown too.

stern singularities It is obvious that the'results of the present calculation agree
(VL 0.8, Fn 0, 0.1, 0.15) very well with the measured results. They also agree with

those of the strip method in case of Fn=0. But, in ease of
FO=0.lS. the strip method gives a little bigger value.I .Numerical examples of the induced velocity of the Me longitudinal distributions of the hydrody nic m

diffracted waves due to the bow and stern singularities are p~eaesoni i. n .Fg6sostecsso
shown in Fig. 3. In the figure the ratio of 8#918z to W-0.r8; 'F.-=, 0.1. 0.15 and the values of the pressure on__
a~w/az2 along the bottom center line' is shown. the centerline of the bottom The measured vahies in case

Fig. 4 shows thle longitudinal source distribution along of X/Li*.75; F=4015112 1 are also plotted Fig.7 Shows the
ch center line of the ship. It is obvious that there exists caeo-.LL;F..5adtevalues of the pressure o

a significant fluctuato. of the souice intensity along the - the bottom centerline (8=0'). bilge (50)and side WW=8)
ship. Fluctuations are seen near the fore ind aft end parta repciey The measuredi values in the raM- Cndte_ t

ofithe ship. This is considered to arise from that !he as in the calculationnarceplotted inthis fiume As is
sectional configuration varies rapidly in these parts. The obvious fronm the figures. the agreement betweeni the calculation



I
and the experument is Eenerally good and thei thoeical
calculation shows the-flUtuation. Thstnec fIuctu-

X/L =0.8 ation is seen -obviously-tin-the measured -value' in -FiS.6- and

15 Fn - 0 -Is supposed to be due to-the effect of -the sinpilanties at
Fn -0.1 --- bow and stern parts,
Fn x 0.15

Experiment [ 12) 1
(Fn-.0lS Ak/L=0.75) of FO -)

RAVI "1
RA.W? RM13  .t

j RAW
0.5- ..- taculdtion by

Gerritsma method
' ' 'I JI (Series 60, Crj0.8)

- 0

Fig. 6 Longitudinal distribution of
hydrodynamic pressure acting 0 -

on hull surface0
(A/L 0.8. Fn 0, 0.1, Ji.15) 0 0.5 XIL 1.0-

(a) Fn 0
3.Or d

I Fn 0.15, A/L 1.0

I Cal. Exp. [12]

I Center"~ -n A.1
-7 fBilge(0=50-) --

Wae A .IL

I -c

0. .. . . . .. .. .

:Jt* 0=. I 1.0

1A:A

A. A

IA

01; --- - - -- -- 

A..F.P. 0 0.5 if0
(c) R. 0.15Fig. 7 Longitudinal distribution of

WyrOdYnamic Pressure acting Fig. 8 Added resistance due toon hull surface diffraction in regularI(A/L 1.0, Fn 0.15) head waves (FnO, 0.1, 0.15)-_
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DiscusionThe authors think that basically it ispsDiscussion to apply the present method to
more general and complicated problems, by
replacing the vertical line singularities
with a surface or plane distribution of
sinquirity. But, some difficulties are

T. Tkahas i -I- expected in satisfying the body boundary
conditions at the ship bow and stern.
It may be especially true when the ship

It has been considered that a con- has a big bulbous bow. There will be much
sistent treatment is necessary for the more difficulties in evaluating the dif-
estimation of the added resistance of large fraction effects from bow and stern on the
full ships in short wavelangth region. fluid motions in the middle parallel body
Now, the authors show us an useful theoreti- doain. Also, a lot of computer time wil
cal method as well as interesting calcula- be necessary for the numerical calculation.
tion results- As for his second question, in 4ase of,

I appreciate this paper very much. zeo-forward speod qestinri ae of,
Would you please let me ask some questions his coments hat the eergy dissiation

(1)hi If~nt wea want to evlut th ffc
of ) d iff e ant sh lape ad e eitc will increase with the iftenty of ernccuOfof different bow shape on added resistance ter. when the ship has a spe-d of advance,

in short wavelength, is it possible by however, it should ;e noticed that there
authors' method using the plane distribu- exists a region in front of the shin bow
tion of vertical singularity ? where are no waves reflected from ship bow.

(2) According to the calculation re- In such a case, the rise of the advance-
sults shown in Fig.B, added resistance de- I uhacsters fteavnecrass swdvnc spe.aed ressahere- speed does not necessarily mean the increase
creases as advance speed increases were of energy dissipation.

0.2. This tendency seems to be re- However, the similar method as that in
verse to our experimental results for full zero-speed problem was used for the deter-
ship models in short wavelength. I suppose mination of bow and stern singularities.

tha enrgydissipation due to reflectedthat energy Asatepe un ti re se And, as we can easily understand from Eq.
waves on be surfae per upit time increases (21), the strength of vertical singularities
when a ship is running, compared with the at ow and stern parts decreases while the
case of zero speed, owing to increase of frequency of encounter increases, This is
encounter waves. How can be explained from another reason why the rise of the frequen-
the theory that added resistance due to cy of encounter or the advance speed gives -
diffraction waves on bow Of runninq ship the small value of the added resistance.
is smaller than the zero speed case ? But, as is mentioned in the concluding

I am much obliged to you if a plain remarks, the procedure employed here is
explanation is given, simplified one, therefore the authors think

that the results may not necessarily ex-
plain the real phenomena.

Y- y.H Mr.-W. of OUA-Opa-f) Professor Himeno asked that how is the
rdifference between the longitudinal source

distribution obtained by meanus of the
(1) You mentioned that in Pig.4 the present method and of the strip theory

fluctuation of the source distribution in Fig-A-I replies to his question. In the
the midship region is due to the bow and figure, solid line indicates the result
stern singularities, and that it does not the slender-body theory, namely the strip
appear in the solution of strip method. teory. It is obtained byv the saae way as
If you have the results of strip method. jaruo and Sasaki's method As is mentioned
would you show us the ccmparion of the in the paper, hump and hollow near the fore
singularity distribution between your and aft ends are due to the rapid change
method and the strip method of the sectional shape of the ship. At the

(2) In Fig.8(b), how does your result middle parallel body part, the curve bybehave wen the wave length becomes very strip theory does not have any hmp or

large ? hollow.
He also questioned the behavior of the

added resistance when the incident wave
becomes very lcng. According to the calcu-
lated results presented here, the added
resistance due to ditiraction seems to

Authors Reply increase with the incident wave length.
This increase is considered to ce from
that in determining the source st-renth of
forward speed problem. we used the same
method as that in zero-speed problem. 'In

R. HAoda (L- aom-P- the fundamental assumptions, we assumed
that the incident wave length is small cr-
pared with the ship length, namely f(=,eU/g)

mr.Takahashi asked the applicabi. ty 11/4. Therefore, not-hing should Le mention-
of the present method to more general case. ad about the added resistance in the range

.4O



of Q<1/4, i -e. in the range of very lcng of- the incident wave-leng-th, consequetly.
incident waves. But, the diffaction the added resistance due to diffraction may

effect generally decreases with increase decrease and ter- to zero.
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Added Resistance in Waves in the Light of
Unsteady Wave Pattern Analysis
Maa Otdwsu
Resea kfSiWe A_-dAtaM

Fitma Japan

A S IlCT details even for a full ull form. On th
other hand the diffraction waves of a ship

The measurement and the analysis of the model in regular head waves are foin ! to be
unsteady waves generated by a ship model r-n- not so well predicted in details by a slen-
ning with a constant forward velocity into der body theory, for example, given by Ada-
regular -head waves are proposed for deriving chi, even thowh they are qimlitarively in
the snectrun of those waves and for getting good agreement with tie theoretical predic-
directly the added resistance by the compu- tions.
tation of the energy flux of the measured The Kochip function of the unsteady
waves far away from the model without rely- waves generated when a ship model is progre-
ing upon the resistance test in waves. ssing into regular waves can be also theore-

le neeC to measure the eistribution, tically computed as a strmation of those of
along a line parallel to the rning course the radiation waves and the diffraction
of a ship model, of the amplitude and the waves. They are again not in so good agree-
phase of the wave motions sinusoidal in time ment with the och-dn function derived expe-

r carrying out the wave analysis proposed. ri-entally with the -wae analysis, though
It is not so easy as in the measurement of the radiation wave component of them are
the stationary wave pattern to get those supposed to be predicted well as concluded
informations on the unsteady waves with the above by the theory. some theories se to
way usually used for measuring -he wave ele- give the correct -alue of the added resis-
vations in a water tank. A special wave taice. This results shows, toweVer, th.
measuring system is also proposed with which sometimes they may not predict the wave w iel
we can measure the distribution of the amp- around a ship as a cause of the added resis-
litutfe an! the phase of the wave elevations tance. The more accurate prediction of the
without difficulty. diffraction waves and of their interacton

The-tusteady waves around a ship model with the radiation waves should be studied
runimng in waves are supposed to be a super- further. The added resistance of the model
position of the radiation waves induced by evaluated using the measured Kocbin ftnction
its oscillation in incident waves and the is well correlated to the value measured in
diffraction waves made by the scattering of the resistance test. This fact is x-derst-
the incident waves on its hull surface 'hen ood to reveal that ie aded resistance is
it is running in waves with its oscillations completely a wave resistance under little
suppresse The radiation waves of a tanker direct influence of water viscosity and
model forced to undergo prescribed heaving accordingiy we can compute it correctly with
motion and pitching motion are measured by the energy flux of the wav f-ield far aav

means of the proposed measuring system and from ships.
analyzed to decompose them into the Kchin U
functions. Th Kochin functions thus obta- N CINATLRE
mned of the radiation waves compared withI
the theoretical prediction given by Ogilvie- Fn =Froue nim_.P- r
Tuck slerer body theory support that the g =gravitational acceleration
slender body theory can predict well the Hi,2 hn functions of elementary waves
fa.r-field radiation wave pattern in minute k wv nnr (M/1g)
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. .7 =wave nnbrs of elementary waves decomosed into long-crested waves - here-
L =s e nth after called as elementary waves - trave-

AR Maded resis- nce shn iling into all the directions from it ex-
=forward velocity of ship cept a region of direction dependent on its

a= rle of propagation of elementary forward v-e-ocity and the frequency of its
wVe encounter with regular incident waves. The

=total wave elevation distribution of the amplitudes and the phase
=st riorv wve elevation of those long-crested wves with respect to

-, =amplit e of sinusoidal u-ae motion the direction of their propagation - :e
r=iniden- wave amplitude "spectrum" - is derived from the measured
=Wave frequenrcv of encouter in wave records and used to study the minute
rad/seo structure of the unsteady wave field genera-

ted by the model running in regular head
waves as well as the resulting added resis-

-I-RDfLION tance. T-he comparison of the theoretical
and tihe experimental spectrum- will be more _

Wen a ship is running in waves, it strict test of the theor-es for -predctin
enerates he unsteady waves around it as the added resistance because with it we can

well as the steady ones. he unsteady waves examine how accurate they are in predicting
are caused by both the diffraction and the the "onents" of the added resistance
motions in the incident waves. The energy integral. This technique of experiments
carried away by those u-nsteady waves lead_ will resolve most of the ambiguities about
to the increase of the resistance of te- the added resistance. The structure of the
ship - the added resistance in wavs, measured diffraction waves obtained for a _

Tnere have been a ninr of significant ship model towed with a constant forward
contributions made to predict theoretically velocity in incident waves with its oscil-
the added resistance of ship in w-vs and laory motions suppressed is compared with
to verify experimentally the theoretical that - * waves generated by the model
predictions. In nost of those contributions rinming with te same velocity and in tie

eores same inciden waves but with no restrictto

computed are comared with those obtained in on its motions to evaluate the relative im-
resistance tests in waves- The unsteady portance o!. the diffraction wavres in the
waves generated by a ship moving in even added resistance. The integration of the
regular waves .have a complex structure and "spectru- of the measured tusteady waves
are, as mentioned above, a composite of the generate-- by a ship model moving in reguaM
diffraction waves of the incident waves and waves gives directly the added resistance =

the radiation vwes made by- its oscillatorv of the model . which is not regarded to in- =

motions ofe various moues. On the other hand. cle the resistance due to the water vl-
th added resistance itself is determined cosity. If we compare twith the adde
merely by t'- total flux of those waves and resistance value provided in the measu-e-
does not reflect such a complicated structure ment of the fluid force on the model, we =

of the wave field as a result of integ- can get an idea of the effect of the viscos -

rated effect. Accordingly tie experiments ity on th aded resistance.
of measuring simply the added resistance of In this report- the added resistan e o:i of issu ie iin%-,vastiga tante

ship models are not sufficient for exam- a full -shin hull form is instiatedxe
tie details of the theories of the added ining the radiation wves, tle diffraction

-e sir=nce becase we can nmt tell lh-cy are waves ard the comination of them generated
really valid unless t-ey can predict the when it moves into regular incident vaes
detailed structure of the ve fields around by means of the analysis of those waves mea-
the mDdels as well as the resulting added sured in the model test. With the reslts
resistance. Those experiments can not ex- of this analysis we check a slender body
plicitlv clarify how much the added resis- theory's vaPidity in predictina the radi
tance is influenced hr thi diffraction -aes, tion wave field, the diffraction wavme field
even tough we have sm e-vidences s=_port- am! the total unsteady wave field around ..he
Sin mnirectly that the diffraction-wves hull form moving=_ in waves respectively as

drr re the added resistance of f ull hull well as te resulting add resistance.
forms 'n shorter waves. We can not also _et Moreover the importance of tie diffraction
Information about the effect of water vis- waves in the added resistance of a full hul
cusity on the added resistance with the men- &of is clarified with respect to the far-
s.'ed added resistance alone. field uwves.

ror the objectives of -- king up with -he values of added resistance directly
sh 'nsufrficiencies of the experients on derived from tie measured wave pattern are
ths added resistance and a . wrderstawin also compared with these obtained in tie
t- s' "1t.u e of the -stea.yw rvfield as resistan--e test.

t~ c~ ofthe ddedresist.ance, the s-ea-
tr-emient or the unnsteady wwa -epatterns 2. AALSIS OF iOlECADY -Vave PAiTM raA AX13U_
a oul -- ship model ru-a-i tr regular hyead A SHP
= wa es are proposed in this report and the Let us suppose a ship model runnin- in

ect= t e ttern is erived regular waves wit. a constant forward vein-
from t-em. The unsteady wves generated city V. Te reference frame o-x y z is as-
awy from a ship model are supposed to be sd to move with th ae rage position of
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the model, The x-y plane is taken as shown The unsteady part of the wave elevation
in Fig. 1 to coincide with the calm water of the equation (1) is generally, at the 1o-
free surface and the z axis vertically up- cation away from the model, expressed in the
ward. Excluding the incide regular waves, form
the wave elevation at a point in the moving
reference frame of the model is generally C(x# ) - ics(x, Y)
expressed by

Y , ~t)=~ (X, Y)a~-T/ @41
gj[ -j ] 1(1 + k)c/k* cos e)

+ ZC(X, Y)cos(Wt + C)
x H ( )ki

+ s(x, y)sin(wt + c) (1)

expl-iklx cos e - ikly sin 0]

where the first term on the right hand side I_2__0 cogde
denotes the stationary wave elevation which .1 - 4 cos 0
might be identical with the one generated
at the same location when the model is towed 2wIO /2
in otherwise calm water with the velocity V. +. (1 + k 2/k.g cos 0)Hz(6)k 2
Both the second and the third terms are the 7 _/2
unsteady waves caused by the diffraction of
the incident waves on the model hull surface
and its oscillatory motions induced in the
incident waves. In the moving reference exp[-ik 2x cos 8 - ik2y sin 0]
frame of the model the incident waves ar- - d.
rive with the frequency of encounter w and A 4Q cos 0
the elevation of them is a cos(wt + c) at
the location of the model's midship. if
4(x, y, t) is the radiation wave generated
when the incident %aves are suppressed and + o( ) (2)
the model is forced to undergo prescribed / !+

oscillatory motion of a mode, Ca cos(wt + C)
denotes the prescribed oscillatory motion.

The wave elevation C(x, y, t) might
contain other components than the terms ap-
pearing in the right hand side of the equa-
tion (1), for example, the wave elevations 2:1 c=,2 e

V 2 cooscillatory in time like cos(nwt)(n=l,2,..').
They are, however, supposed to be so small
as to be ign.ired and even if they were not, and k=V/g, Vw/g and @=tai y/x).

= their effects could be removed from the The expr .ssion (2) showi that the un-
measured data through the processing descri- steady wave p. ttern around a ship model is
bed later to get the correct measurements of composed of tie component waves, hereafter
the second a.,d the chird terms in the equd- called as elementary waves, progressing in- I
ion (1). to various di: ctions of the angles 0 with

the x axis. cr each 6, we have generally
two elementary waves with different wave

Y ynumbers ki (i= . 2) and different complex

amplitudes pro ortional to the Kochin func-

Water Tank ions Hi(8) (iz1, 2).
Water,, ,,,, .... , The knowle ge of the Kochin functions

Towig CarrpageHi(8) of the un teady wave pattern around a
Carriage ship model prov des us the added resistance

in waves or the dam~ping forces of the model's
motions in the lorm of integrals of them.U X The added resistance AR in regular head wavesis given(Ref.1) y

1
- AR =47rp -

Iii,(e)1k 1(ki cos 8 + K)

Fig.l Coordinate system /I - 4a cos a
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number, then the integrals over 
- -<x< - x of

f IH2(0) 12k, (k, cos 0 + K) the Fourier transform (4) and (5) are evalu-
d41p i-ated by introducing an technique analogous

f1 s 4 os 0 to that used by Newman(Ref.3) in the analy-whr o CsVQ sis of the stationary wave pattern around a

where o cos (of). ship model running in calmwaters. Assuming x:
The purpose of the analysis of the un- is much larger than y in the asymptotic ex-

steady wave pattern proposed in this report Pression of the unsteady wave patte .(Ref.4,
is to derive those Kochin functions from the 5), the wave elevation on the line c" y
wave elevation records measured for a ship 5on on the rm

model running in regular waves. If we can constant takes the form

measure Cc and 9s on the line of y-constant, ii
say, the distributions of them on the lineIx e 2

_ INparallel to the running course of the model, Cc- Cs A, + A2
the Fourier transforms of them with respect
to x give the Kochin functions of the un-
steady wave patte!-n which depend on the model
hull form and the forward velocity as well where Ai(i=l, 2) are complex constants and
as the amplitude, the length and the angle I
of incidence of the incident waves. Assuming = g/v±(I + 2f + /FT+ 4h/2
the wave pattern is port-and-starboard sym-
metrical, this is the case with a ship model
moving in head seas, the Kochin functions of substituting the expression (6), with
the unsteady wave pattern around the model Ai determined such that the curve (6) gives
are qiven(Ref.2) by the best fitting of the measured unsteady

wave elevation in the vicinity of x--X,

II(-) [C ) for Cc-is from -X to the negative infinity
2w- in the integrals (4) and (5), we can evaluate

them after -X in the form of Fresnel integ-
rals.

iklX Cos 6 There is not such a problem in the in-
x e co dx tegration ahead of a ship model, because we

are concerned here with only the case n>
1 s s sand accordingly waves do not exist, except

x sin esgn[cos 0] the incident waves, far ahead of the model.
When 9 is smaller than 0.25, waves propagate

exp[ik y sin 0)1 forward from the model and their reflections

x i s sgn(cos on the tank wall will disturb the wave pat-

(1+ x ) tern at almost all the surface of water.
i+k/k O So the idea of the analysis of the unsteady

(4) wave pattern generated by a ship model in
incident waves can not apply to this case.

It is evident that the accuracy of the
H 2 () = - [ (x, Y)- Y(X, y)] Kochin functions derived with the formulae

f 0(4) and (5) from the measured unsteady waves
is dependent on the y coordinate of a line

1k along which the waves are measured. But
k2 cOS 8 dx some results of the wave analysis done with

different values of y show that the values-
1 exp(ik 2y sin 8) of 12, at least, are not so much influenced

x sin e by the magnitude of y if it is larger than
(1 + k2 l/K. COS 8) (5) one thirds of the model length(Ref. 2).

If we put a single wave probe at a 1o- 3. MEASUREMENT OF UNSTEADY WAVE PATTERN
cation in the moving reference frame, say,
at a point fixed to the towing carriage, to The unsteady wave elevation around a
measure Cc and s a record of the motions ship model moving in regular waves is ex-
of the free surface provided with this wave pressed by the equation (1) as already des-
probe will give those terms at only one 1o- cribed. In it both 4,(xy) and gs(x,y) are -

cation. It is practically impossible to get just what we need to measure along a line
the full distribution of them along a line of y=constant. One possible way for mea-
of y-constant by such a single wave probe. suring them might be as follows. Measure-
A special system described in the next sec- ment, continued during a run of the model,
tion is needed to realize the measurement of of wave elevation with a probe Pl installed
Cc and Cs distributions along the line. in on the towing carriage as shown Fig. 1 pro-
addition the wave elevation data can not be vides us with a time history of the sinu
collected further than some distance behind soidal motion of water surface at a point
a ship model, since the wave pattern is con- in the coordinate system moving forward
taminated by the tank wall reflectijns far with the model. That is, it gives ; (x,y,t)
in the rear of the model, in the left hand side of equation (1) for

If we can not get the wave data behind a fixed value of x and y, the coordinate
x=-X, where X is sufficiently large positive corresponding to the wave probe location.
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From the time history thus obtained we can cident waves in the water tank and all the
get Co on the right hand side of equation wave records obtained by the repeated expe
(1) as the averaged bias of it from zero riments are not regarded to be those in the
level and, Cc and , as the cosine and the same incident waves but with different phases
sine components of the sinusoidal variation of the encounter.
of it in time. This measurement has an ad- A r.-w system, effective even for theSvantage that it makes it possible for us to measureir._,nts of the diffraction waves, des-

__acquire reliable data on three terms on the cribed below was devised as a substitute
right hand side of the equation (1) with for those two systems.
other noise components completely removed. We set several number of wave prebes I
Measurement continued during one run of the 4i, W2, .'' and WN in the water tank'-as shown
model gives, however, no more than the valu- in Fig. i with an equal spacing x and on the
es of them at only one location in the refe- line of y=constant along which we need to -
rence frame moving with the carr':ge. Ac- obtain Cc and Cs. When a ship model runs

cordingly if we want to know them at so many in the regular head waves, each wave probe
locations along a line of y=constant enough will record wave motion at its location
to carry out the Fourier integral of them which, of course, includes that due to the
on the right hand sides of the equations (4) incident wave. The expression, given by the
and (5), we have to repeat the experiments equation (1), of the wave elevation at a _

many times with different locations of the point in the reference frame attached to theS wave probe, or a tremendously large num.ber moving average position of the ship model
of wave probes have to be set. This way of gives us the expression for the wave record
measurement is, of course, unpractical in Cj(y, t) taken at probe Wj(J=l, 2, ., N)
spite of its advantage in providing reliable That isdata.

A measuring system was derived for re-
alizing the wave measurement mentioned above j(Y, t) = o(-Vt, y)
with only one wave probe placed at a loca-
tion in the water tank but with repeated ex-
periments for the same frequency and the + C0 (- Vt, Y)
same forward speed of the model. This mea-
surement which was successfully used for the x cos[wt + c +(J - i).Ax/v.]
measurement of the radiation waves, is as
follows. If the model is forced to undergo
a prescribed oscillation cos(wt + ci) with + C5 (-vt, Y)
the time t counted from a moment when themodel's midhsip passed the spot of the wave x s + £ +(J - l).x/v.w]
probe set in the water tank, then the record
of the. wave motions there (no incident waves
exist for the radiation wave test) takes the
form

+ the incident wave (8)
i(-v , Y, ) = C0 (-Vt, Y)

where the time t is measured from the instant
+ tC(-Vt, y)cos(st + £i) when the model's midship passes the position

of the probeWj and e is the phase of the
encounter of the incident waves with the mid-

+ (-Vt, y)sin(wt + i) ship at the instant when it passes the posi-
(7) tion of the probe WI. If we can exclude the

incident waves from the right hand side of
Repeated runs of the model at the same fre- the equation (8) and if we replace -Vt with
quency of the oscillatory motion and the x in every record, then Cj(y, t), even though
same forwara velocity of the model will pro- really they are the records at different
vide as many wave records with different Ei spots, are equivalent to the wave elevations
as the number of the repeated measurements, which might be measured at a spot (xi y) in
since it is impossible to adjust Ci to be the reference frame moving with the modelbut
identical for all the runs. This fact is at different time instants t-(J-l)Ax/V-w.
rather convenient for us. For a fixed y So we can determine ;o(x, y), Cc(x, y) and
and t, the unknowns Co, Cc and ;s in the 's(x, y) from those N records at every x
equation (7) are determined with several along the line parallel to the course of the
different £i and also with several different model.
data on the left hand side. Thus we can get The way of exclucing the effect of the
the amplitude and the phase of the sinusoi- incident waves from the record obtained by
dal wave motions for every t, in other words, WJ is as follows.
for every x=-Vt along the line with the co- When the running model locates some dis-
ordinate y, with a finite number of repeated tance behind the probe Wj, the wave record
measurements by one wave probe. However at this .)robe does not contain yet the dis-
this system can apply neither to the dif- turbance by the model but the incident waves
fraction waves nor to the waves generated (the unsteady wave measurement is possible
by a freely floating ship model in incident and done only for R>0.25). This record taken
waves. it is because we can never repeat during several periods of the incident waves
to generate completely the same regular in- before the model comes close to the probe is
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expressed in a Fourier series with respect of heaving mode or pitching mode with fre-
to t. Assuming this Fourier series expres- quency w are given in the far-field by the
sion to give the estimates of the incident pulsating sources distributed on the longi-
wave motions at the probe Wj even when the tudinal axis, coinciding with the x-axis of
model proceeds and the record there includes the reference frame employed here. The
the disturbances by the model's diffraction source strength G(x)el1 t is expressed by
and radiation, we can subtract it from j.
The remainder gives the unsteady wave motions
with the incident wave motions not included. (x) ic (x )

In order to confirm the accuracy of 4iiw

such extraporated incident waves, we measur- (9)
ed the motions of regular waves generated in
our tank without putting any ship model dis- where X(x) and c(x) are the amplitude and
turbing them and compared them with the est- the phase of the out going wave motions I
imates of the identical regular waves extra- determined by solving the 2-dimensional pro-

polated by the procedure described earlier blem of forced unit-amplitude heaving motion TM
on the assumption that we could not measure of each transverse section at x. We have
the wave motions after an assumed moment, already had quite a few techniques(Ref.8, 9)
The results shows that the regular waves in for computing them of any arbitrary shape
our tank seem to gradually change their section. 6 denotes the hea'ring amplitude
shape. Their amplitude, for instance, dec- of each transverse section and is not inde-
reases or increases by a few millimeters in pendent of x when we are concerned with the
about 10 seconds. Then the extrapolated pitching motion of the ship.
waves may have probably the error of several The Nochin functions of the radiation
percents. But this rather large error has waves induced by the heaving or the pitching
the same frequency as a fundamental one, mode of oscillations is expressed using the
that is, the wave lengtn of the error is source strength determined by the equation
just the length of the incident waves. The (9), in the form
elementary wave among the unsteady wave dis-
turbances by a ship model which is influen-
ced the most by this error is the one with
the wave number k2 which propagates right [' 2 ()xp[ k cos ]dx
backward from the model and it hardly has Hj(O) e i
the effect on the added resistance. -/2

4. THEORETICAL PREDICTION OF UNSTEADY WAVE fL/ 2
AROUND A SHIP MOVING IN WAVES 9

The time-dependent waves in the far-
field of a ship advancing into incident
waves are regarded as a superposition of
the radiation waves and the diffraction
waves. The former are the time-dependent (10)
waves caused around the ship made to advance
with steady forward velocity in otherwise Adachi showed a solution of the dif-
calm water and forced to undergo just the fraction problem for a ship running into
same oscillatory motions as induced in the head waves which was obtained with the method
incident waves. The latter are the scatter- of matched asymptotic expansions. He assum-
ing of the incident waves on ship running ed both the slow forward velocity and the
with its oscillatory motions suppressed. short incident waves, and gave the solution
If we linearize our time-dependent problems, almost identical with Maruo's sulution(Ref.
there is no loss of generalit, in so divid- 10) at zero forward velocity. He also
ing the wave field around the ship between claimes that his solution is valid even for
the radiation and the diffraction waves, much larger . Anyhow we are concerned with

In order to evaluate theoretically the the far-field velocity potential of the dif-
Kochin functions of the radiation and the fraction waves. The Aachi's theory gives
diffraction waves and compare them with it as follows.
those obtained in the analysis of the mea- Regular head waves of unit amplitude
sured waves around a ship model in regular defined with respect to the reference frame
head waves, we adopt Ogilvie-Tuck's theory moving with a ship are
(Ref.6) and Adachi's theory(Ref.7) respecti-
vely. Knowing the amplitudes and the phases expi (wt + kx)I of the ship's oscillatory motions resulting
from the wave exciting forces, we can evalu- Then the diffraction waves are expressed by
a .= Zhe actual waves around the ship as a the waves of the singularity distribution
linear superposition of both the waves pre-
dicted by those two theories. o(x)exp i(wt + 2X)

Following the Ogilvie-Tuck's slender
body theory based upon the assumption of the on the x-axis just as for the radiation waves.
motions of high frequency, the radiation This singularity strength is the solution of
waves of a ship making an oscillatory motion an integral equation
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_____ L 2 waves with the procedure proposed in the
-i0()section 2. The wavenumbers %L--11.7 and17.42 (L is the model length) are those of

(1 VX 2 r- the forced heaving oscillation. They corres-
pond to the encounter frequency when the
model is assumed to run at a forward speed

1 1 Fn=0.15 in the head waves of X/L=1.0 and
S- + (x) 0.75 respectively where X is the length of
22 4us) the incident waves. This example shows thatthe Ogilvie-Tuck's slender body theory can

surprisingly well predict the Kochin function
ig H2(0) even for a not-slender hull form such

- - = 0 (11) as a tanker hull form. H1(6) is not so well4wpredicted, although it is done so qualitati-
where vely. HI(6) is, however, very small compar-ed with H2(e) and hardly has importance from

the practical point of view. Hereafter the
E [ f kYsexresults for Hi(e) are not illustrated in this= E = kzY(S)exp[ii2z(s) ]ds

C report. Since we could get the results of
thu same good correlation for a more slender

(12) hull form(Ref.2) when forced to make heaving
and pitching motions, we may conclude that

y(S') is the distribution of Helmholtz wave the practically predominant part of the radi-
sourse on the contour c of each transverse ation waves for those modes of motions can
section at x. It is determined as the solu- be predictea by the slender body theory.
tion of a 2-dimensional boundary value prob- The good agreement shown in Fig. 2 seemsto reveal another fact that the accuracy oflem for Helmholz equation by solving numer both the measurement and the analysis of the
ically the equation

radiation waves is fairly high. Considering -

aG the very small amplitude of elementary waves
.2Y W i 2y(s) ads propagating toward the direction of around

0=1800 and the large wave length, measured
- parallel to the x-axis, around 8=90 (the

e P[2Z (S)(13) data Cc and Cs can be collected over three
ex kz lmodel length, backward from F.P. of the I

model and they have to be estimated after
that as described in the section 2), thewhere G is Green's function satisfying Helm- accuracy is so good and we are convinced

holtz equation, the linearized free surface that the analysis is correctly done for.. condition and a radiation condition. N4 de- almost all the directions of the elementary
notes outvard normal, Z(s) the z-roordinate waves.
of a point and s the distance measured on As evident from both the theoretical and
the contour. the experimental H2(e) shown in Fig. 2, it

Substituting the source density thus has a big peak around 8=900 and is very small
obtained into the equation (10) gives the in the vicinity of 0=1806. Moreover the
Kochin functions of the diffraction waves, integrand of added resistance integral is--

much weighted for 0 close to or smaller than5. RESULTS OF WAVE ANALYSIS 900. It means that even the simpler 2-D
theory can predict well the added resistance

Measurements and analysis of waves were if X/L is comparatively large and the radia-
- - done for a tanker model (L=2.0m, B(breadth) tion waves are dominant in the added resis-

=0.312m, T(draft)=0.119m, CB=0. 817 and CM tance.
=0.996). Those experiments were carried out The results of the diffraction wave
in the large tank of Research Institute of analysis are shown in Figs.3 and 4. The
Applied Mechanics, Kyushu University (80mL steepness of regular incident waves used in
x 8mB x 3.5mD). the experiments is about 1/50. They show

Eight wave probes were set on the line also good agreements between the measured
parallel to the tank wall and at a distance Kochin functions and the theoretical ones
50cm from the model center line. Spacings computed using the singularity distributions
between the neibouring probes were selected given by the Adachi theory expecially when
according to the period of the model's 05- the length of the incident waves are not so
cillatory motions and the forward speed such short. Considering the model hull form is
that we could get the best X/v.w for carry- not slender, this agreement is again sur-
ing out the first step oZ analysis to derive prising. We can conclude from those results
C and ;s from the wave records at all the that we can predict fairly well the diffrac-
probes. tion wave fields around a ship by the slen-

In the first we measured the radiation der body theory when we want to predict the
waves induced by the forced heaving and added resistance in waves with taking into
pitching motions of the model for various account the diffraction waves. However the
osciating periods and forward speeds, tendency is found in those figures that the
Fig. 2 is one example of the Kochin ftrnction agreement is the worse when the incident
H2(0) obtained analyzing those radiation waves are shorter and the forward speed is
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faster. Since the theory used here is based diffraction waves of a full hull form are
-upon the assumption of very low forward not so completely for short incident waves
speed, such a disagreement does not seem to as the radiation waves by the present slender
be strange. The disagreements found for body theory. The disagreement is thought to
shorter incident waves are remarkable around be attributed to the bluntness of the bow of
03=1200%140c and their extent is the larger the hull form and the better theory should
for the shorter incident waves (the peak be able to explain it.
around 0=1300 is much higher in the results Fig. 5 and 6 are the comparisons of the
not illustrated here for much shorter inci- theoretical Rochin functions of the radia-
dent waves). The length of elementary waves tion and the diffaction vaves of the model.
propagating to the direction of 0=1300% if We multiplied the theoretical Kochin func-
n.aasured not along the direction of propaga- tions of the heaving and pitching motions of
ting but parallel to the x-axis, is about unit amplitude by the amplitudes of those
one and half times as large as that of the motions measured in the experiments. The
incident waves. Such long waves are not diffraction waves are dominant in the ele-
found in the error of the extrapolated inci- mentary waves propagating backward but the
dent waves which are to -be removed from the elementary waves propagating there are not
measured wave records as described in the so important in the added resistance inte-
section 3. Consequently it may be true the gral. From these figures we may understand

the relative importance of the diffraction
and the raidation waves in the total wave

Diffraction field around the model.
------ Radiation (Hearing: 21; = 0.35) Finally the results are described of

R i t.the wave analysis when the model runs with
--- Rdtio (Pitching: s/k; 0.45) a constant forward speed in incident head

10 waves without any restrictions on its mo-
tions. In Figs. 7 and 8 are shown the re-
cords of unsteady waves along the line of
y=5Ocm. The distance along the line is mea-

*. sured from F.P. to backward on a unit of the
model length L. We must be careful that

5 they are not real records of wave motions
taken with a wave probe, but the distribu-
tions of C and 4s along the line which are

* -; ---!iobtained through the processing of wave re- U
%i\\'t ;/ -. cords taken with all the wave probes -

,, "---. cight nrobes - set in the tank as explained
in the section 3.60 80 100 120 140 IF1 180 !

8 0 1 0The vertical coordinate shows -c and I
t(deqree) ;s divided by the amplitude of the incident

Fig.5 Kochin function of each waves A. Fig. 7 is the reults for Fn=0.2 ,
wave component '/L=0.6 and Fig. 8 for Fn=0.2 , X/L=!.0.

(F.=0.20, l/L-l.0) The data untill 3L to 3.5L from F.P. of the
model do not include the tank wall reflection
and can be used as the integrands of the
integrals (4) and (5). At and behind this

.U2924X41 distance they were found to be almost con-
Diffraction pletely fitte with the expression (6) given

...... Radiati(Heaving:zl.O) in the section 2.
In Figs. 9 to 11 the spectrums of ele-

a P aioan (Pitching:GlK%-0.08) mentary waves are illustrated of the measured
10 unsteady wave field around the model runnin_ _

in head waves. Those spectrums are defined
Vt in the form

'1J 1 2(o k2 /'k2 )

% /1 - 4n cos0 (4

S\ - -and therefore integrating them from aoto
1 / gives almost the added resistance of the

mod small, the contibution of HIl(r-) is very! small.

0 80 100 120 140 1 180 The theoretical spectruats shown in those
figures were computed using the diffraction

(degree) waves and the radiation waves predicted by
Fig.6 Kochin function of eacF Ogilvie-Tuck theory and Adachi theory respec-

wave component tively as well as the amplitudes and the
(Fn=0.20, A/L 1.25) phases of the oscillatory motions obtained

experimentally. The spectrum of the added
resistance is predicted fairly well with the
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slender body theories as the superposition wavs, t he discrepancy between the theore-
of the radiation and the diffraction waves deal predictions and the reality in the
even for such abort incident waves as 1= diffraction waves is much more and the
0.6, since the diffraction waves propagating present theory is not enough to predict
to the direction of 6=1300. where tr- dis- accurately the added resistance, let alone
crepancy is found, does not have so much the spectrum of it.
the weight in the spectrum of the form(14) Integrating the measured spectrts il-
and consequently the difference with such lustrated in Figs. 9 to 11, if a small
a magnitude as found for /L:0.6 does not contribution from H!(6) components added,
have so much influence on the spectum of gives theadded resistance derived from the
the added resistance. we may conclude that measured wave field. They are compared with
we can predict with the rational basis even those obtained in the resistance tests in
the spectrum of the added resistance as well waves in Fig. 12. The added resistances
as the resulting added resistance of a blunt measured with those two methods are corre-
bow hull form, taking into account rational- lated with each other, but the ones derived
ly the effect of the diffraction waves, directly from the wave pattern are a little I
unless the incident waves length VL is smaller than the ones measured in the resis-
smaller than 0.6. For much shorter incident tance tests. This difference is tnterpreted
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to be originated f Lom the errors in the re- sistance tests. It means there is- th-epossi-
Eistance t6sts or the effect of water vis- bility that the comparatively lare adde

coity or th.e errors in the numerical inte- resistance measured in the resistance tets
gration of the measured spectrum especially of a blunt bow hull form for shor-t-waves is
around small 8 where we have to analyze the not attributed to.-only the diffractionm
wave pattern with mudh more fine mesh of 0. waves. -

To get so.e conclusion 6 n those problems, .
we need further investigations. Here we 6. CONCLUDING REMARKS

- are satisfied -with concluding that we can - - --
derive the added resistance from the wave For the objective of studying-added __

pattern, resistance of a ship, measurement and analy-
The theoretical added resistances shown sis of the unsteady wave pattern formed- =

in -ig. 12 are obtained by integrating the around the ship running and moving in regular -

theoretically predicted spectrums illustrat- head waves were proposed and carried out for

ed in Figs. 9 to 11. it is remarkable that a tanker hull form.
both the added resistances at A/L=0.6 ob- It can be concluded from the results
tained by the wave analysis and by the that the slender body theory developed on

theory are smaller than the one in the re- the assumption of short waves predicts sux-

Fn:O.20 A1Ls 1.25 -
IJH.....t' FnzO.20. AlL=0.6 ..... " df l ffi m l, I H H 1 1 =  

1 2 h e o e t i c a l
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prisingly well the detailed structure of the 6. Ogilvie, T. F. andTuck E. _*
radiation- waves generated in the far field "A Rational Strip Theory of Ship-Motions,
by the motion of heaving and pitching modes Part I", Report No.013, Dept. of -Naval
even if hull form is not slender. The pre- Architecture and Marine Engineering, tje
diction of the diffraction waves in the far University of Michigan, 1969. -

field is accurate except for very short inci- 7. Adachi, H, "On the Calcul*aon_-f
dent waves and for faster forward velocity. wave Exciting Forces on Ship Translatin_ in
It means that we can get the precise added Head Sea Waves", J.S.N.A.Japan. "ol.143,-
resistance of a full hull form except for 1978, pp.34-40. -

Very short incident waves with the diffrac- 8. Tasai, F., "On the Damping Force
tion waves taken into account rationally and Added Mass of Ships Heaving and
with making use of the slender body theory. Pitching", Report of Research Institute for

The total wave field of the ship freely Applied Mechanics, Kyushu University, Vol.26,
floating in waves is supposed to be a super- 1959, pp.131-152.

position of tne radiation and the diffrac- 9. Maeda, H., "Wave Excitation Forces
tion waves. The theoretical prediction on Two Dimensional Ships of Arbitrary
based on the assumption of such a linear Sections", J;S.N.A.Japan, Vol.126, 1969,
superposition does give so good results as pp.55-83. -

expected of the spectrum of the total wave 10. Maruo, H. and Sasaki, N., "On thefield apart from the troublesome diffraction Wave Pressure Acting on the Surface of an

waves for much shorter incident waves. The Elongated Body Fixed in Head Seas", J.S.N.A.
added resistance computed from the total japan, Vol.136, 1974, pp.107-11 4 .
flux of the theoretical wave field is in
good agreement with that derived from the
spectrum of the measured wave field. The
agreement reveals that the added resistance
as a wave pattern resistance is predicted
well theoretically.

Investigation should be done further
9 -on the difference between the added resis-

tance derived from the wave pattern and the
one from the resistance test.
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... .1i1 be oter actor not cotained in Wave
PatterSI~ l n at f r field, as s ug etia I* the
author, and it will g ve snaller added
resiszance compared wit l the one- obtained
i-f resistance-test.

T. Takahast and E Baba (MH We would like to ask the author, in
the case of not full ship as shown in the
reference 2, whether same degree of differ!-

At first, we would like to pay our ences were found or not between wave-analy-
respect to the author who developed a new sis results-and resistance test results.fiel reutonfrssac es ~s~s

field of unsteady wave pattern analysis".
As very interesting results are shown in
this paper, we expect further fruits ofthis new method.

Our di scussion is related to the dis-
crepancies of added resistance betweenanalyssreslAuthior's rtepywave analysis results and resistance test
ones, shown in Fig.12.

Author interprets that difference is
originated from the errors in the resistance
tests or the effect of water viscosity or M.Ohkusu Kr-v=n
the errors in the numerical integration of
the measured spectrum especially around
small 0. Furthermore, author suggests the I appreciate your valuable discussions
existence of other factor not attributed and instructive suggestions.
to only diffraction wave in short wave As for the way to confirm-the accuracy
length. of the wave analysis l completely agree

As for the-errors in the resistance with you. However, the good ageemtbe-
test, it will be settled by making use of tween the theoretical predictions at the
a large size ship model. And, as for the results of the analysis for the Kochin
error of wave analysis, the accuracy can function might be interpreted to show the
be evaluated by generating numerically the- reliability of the wave analysis.

t oretical unsteady wave patterns and analys- I believe the wave breaking is possible -
ing them through the same process as in near the blunt bow. Our knowledse on the
measured data, and checking the results how detail structures of the unsteady waves
coincide with the original Kochin function around ships oscillating and running in
of the generated wave pattern, waves is too limited to draw any definite

when a full ship with Cb = 0.817 as conclusion on this possibility. -So I think
- tested by the author runs at relatively we should continue to study those unsteady

high speed Fn = 0.2, it can be supposed waves along-the line I proposed here.
that wave breaking will occur near the blunt To my regret I do not have data on the

Abow and incident waves superposed on1 it added resistance derived fro1 the wave
- F also will break. Sot we supposed that thex_ pattern analysis of not full ship.
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Rolling and Steering Performance
_of High SpeedShips

- SimulationStudies of Yaw-Roll-Rudder Coupled 
Instability - U

Si

SASSIMT (3) Relatively large rudder.

Equations of yaaswayroll aid rudder notions These particular ctaracteristics introduce the
are formlated to represent realistic a ring possibility of fairly sigeificant yaw-swa-roll- _

behavior of high-speed ships su h as containr ships. rudder coupling effects during high-speed operations.
I + mportant coupling terms betwceen yWm, sway, rol I The omjor objective of this study is to examine

ctive model test results of a high-speed ship. f - s (e-g.. bull form similar to
Roll-induced yawmoent can be explained by the destroyers) through digital simulation studies.

concept of Ill-for-camberlint, which is equiva- Due to the lack of available hydrodynamic date,
lent to that of thewing Section. no extensive digital simulation effort has previously

Aseries of coader rusas a&& by using b m in the area of maneuvering performancewith
the eqnctios of lus. sway, rolla rudder nti0ns. incluion of roll motion effect which should have anResults idicate sustential coupling effects be- iortamt iopact during high-speed operations. Re-

tween yaw, roll, and rudder, which introduce cently, hi ed ships were extensively tested in
ci-hanges in mamvering characteristics and reduce the rotating-am facility with inclusion of roll no-
course stability in high-speed operation. These tion effect. Test results clearly indicated fairly
effects together with relatively small GH (which is significant couplings between yaw-sway-roll-rudder
typical for certain high-speed ships) produce large ntions.
rolling motions in a seaway as frequently observed One of the most important coupling term. i.e.,
in actual oererations. Results of dinital simula- the -oll-induced yaw-nt, cAm be explained by the
tions and captive model tests clearly indicate the concept of bill-form-cerline as described in the _

major contributing factors to such excessive roll- paper.
ing notions at sea. Accordingly, a math-ntical node! was formiated

on the basis of these exqerimental resuts co--,-
NWIMOIUTIOU with analytical estimations, for a S00-ft-long hul 

2a shi is prceding at a high-speed in form which is similar to that of high-speed com-
Whenashpsprceigaa

a aay, serious rolling notions are frequently tamer sips or naval ships.
observed in actual ship operations Aid in model A series of comuter rus wre made by using
testing in waves no,j. Anmalous behavior of equations of yaw, sway. roll and rudder notion on
rolling and steering was Clearly evident, for ex- a digital computer.
aple. in full-scale tests of a high-speed coo- Results indicated substantial coupling effects
taimer ship during cross-Atlantic and cross-Pacific between yaw, sway, roll and rudder, which introdJce
operations ha. changes in maneuvering and rolling behavior. For

Mist of the hig-peed container ships and exle, coupling term introduce destabilizing ef-
naval shps have the following hull fom character- fects on course stability and increase turning per-
asticS which h-ave major impacts on ship performance. formance at high speeds. This tendency agrees with
in carticular. maneuvering znd rolling behavior: actual observation madea during ship trials and _

free-running model tests of a high-speed container
(i) High speeds witn large VS5 ratio and ship.

relatively small These coupling effects together with relatively _

(2) Fore-and-aft as metry (e.g.. with a small CG and cutopilot feedak rode Ersa roll- I
tot bulb at the bow, see figure 1 EMO. ing notions in operations in seaways. Effects of _
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yaw-sway-roll- rudder coupling on the possibility of (yaw)
yaw-roil instability were clearly demonstrated in
simulation results. Such a possibility of roll- 1;,f K (Roll)
coupled yaw instzb;iity was observed during auto- K

piloted-model tests of a high-speed ship under m(44ur) = V (Sway)
obliqbie-sea conditions.

ta(6-vr) =X (Surge) I
HLL COIFIWRATIENS

where M. K, Y, and X represent total hydrodynamic
A high-speed hull form to be -onsidered in terms generated by ship motions. rudder and pro-

this study includes the following c-racteristics peller.
as shown in the table belw: Hydrodynamic forces are expressed in terms of

(i) High length-wbea ratio and relatively dimnsionless quantities, M'* KI. y9. and X! based-
small &M fur high-speed operation. on non-dinensionalizing parameters (water density).

(2) Fore-and-aft asymmetry, which z mre u 'resultant ship velocity relative to the ater).
po i for hig--sp ship 1th and A. ie..-
bow bulb.

(3) Relatively large rudder.

Lenth. , .t 500.00 IaAL Y ,t.A
op 22

gem at ,. 8 * ft 60.0 nydrodynamic coefficients vary with position.
attitude., rudder angle, propeller revolution, and

Draft, n * ft 17.0 velocity of the ship; fr example, in the case of
hydrojynamic yaw momt coefficient.

Rudder Area Ratio, Ar/ H 1/40
N' $i(v ,6.y',.'J',n , u,,&.' ,') nW(3)

Block Coefficient, C b 0. we

The above-mentioned hull-form characteristics in- y
traduce fairly substantial hydrodynamic coupling vim V #=r,, , y nu& etc.

effects bete ya-sway-roll-rudder motions.
Figure 2 shows two curves which indicate the

distance of C;C of the iocal sectional area f., the Finally. the following polynocials were ob-
lo--t.dinal centerline at roll aniwle - and 15 taimed for predictions of ship dynic rat;ons:
degrees. Te curves can -be re -&Idcred to -be hull-
for-c erline, which is Cquivalent to caerlne N'=a tarvt..r'+a. ;+aa.yrv,r 2 r'+a rv 32
of the wino section. 1 3 7v 7

Fiqure 3 shows the other example of the bull- ta r03 4a 3a yn 'nQ'ea,.a ° i !.
form-camberline shown in the top of the figure. 9 0 12 13j. I 4 OI5Y

-b her roll "gle is not zero, the caerline is Y''bbvb +b r4b6i '4' 3 r'b v 'r'bsv,'
not a straight ine, as Shown in these figures in- 1 34 50 7 b

troducing hydrodynamic yaw met and side force. -4b r e4b L341) 1 3-+* 2 P-' 13 1*
This trend is more prono-nced -because of the fore- 9 Ic1 - 13 4"b
and-aft asm-mtry of hull form in. particitar, x'=cr Ir9.cv"4tLcS',X1
dur 'ig high-speed operation.

Figure 4 shoes, for example, captive model K'=dtd. vl.d r'a,6n.od,tie1 tdi (* 4)
test results of yar-roll coupling effect, indicat- 3=
i'j hydrodynmic yaw -oment to port introducted by
roll angle to starboard. Similar yaw-roll coupling
was evident in captive model test results obtained ROLL-U CO- -ED INMASILITY
by L. lotter and also It. ianaoto L7.

Figure 6 shows roll extinction curves obtained -
in sinilati- runs on a straight course at 30 knots

BAIC EUATlmlS FOR YAV-SIAY-MOL-RfI-A)0ER 1-ilon having G' v, is f3 et n 2 feet.Ti paric
ular result was obtaied in the roll eqution on-

On the basis of captive model test results coupled from yaw and sway eiquations. Tt roll
together with analytical est;itions, an effort rspo*nse Sho.n in the figure can be considered to he
was node to formulate the equations of yaw-sway- realistic on the basis of comparison with results
roll-rdder motions to represent realistic flnet=- obtained from model tests of a similar hi--speed
vering and rolling behavior of a higi&-speed ship. ship shnin in the same figure.

Figure 5 slwa the coordinate system used to Wnmw roll extin-ction curves were obt -d in
define ship motions with major symbols which fol- sinlation runts in equations of roll-yaw-sway coupled
low the -omenclature used in previous papers. notions, an i;wpor.ant change in rolling and yawing
Longitudinal and transverse horizontal axes of the behavior was taken place. Roll-yaw zouled insta-
ship are represented by the x- and -t with bility was clearly indicated in test runs. Figure 7
origin fixed at the center of gravity. By refer- shows time history of roll and yaw notions Starting
e'ce to t-se body axes, the equations of motion of on a straight curse at 30 krots with aft initial
a ship iv the ho zontal plane can be written i roll angle of 10 deg s. The roll extinction curve
the form: is approximately the sane as that sho n in It
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previous figure at the initial portion of the run. generated to deviate the ship heading to the port.
However, subsequent roll and yaw motions are Subsequently, the rudder is activated by the auto-
divergent, indicating rolI-yaw coupled instability, pilot to the starboard to correct heading angle
When an autopilot Is adequately Included in these deviation. This starboard rudder angle produces the

.-sway-roll coupled motions, stability charac- roll angle further to the starboard. Under this con
teristics of the ship system are Improved as shown dition, the possibility of instability exists in the
in Figure 8 where the above-mentioned roll-yaw ship systems.
instability is eilminated. Accordingly, simulations were carried out under

the following conditions:~The 500-ft-long ship was proceeding on a

PREDICTIONS OF RESPONSE TO TURNING AND Z-MANEUVERS straight course at an approach speed of 30 knots. A
0 0 stepwise roll moment (e.g., due to beam wind from

Figures 9 and 10 show response to 20 -20 Z- the port) was given to the ship. The magnitude o'
maneuver having GM of 3.0 and 25.0 feet. The the moment is equivalent to a statically generatea
approach speed Is 30 knots in the tests. A compar- roll angle of 5 degrees. The subsequent dynamic
Ison of heading angle response is shown in Figure 9 response of the ship was computed with inclusion of
which clearly indicates a greater overshoot angle the autopilot system, which can be represented as.
with GM at 3.0 feet relative to that with GM of
25.0 feet. It is clearly evident in this figure 8d  a0 -d) + b'*1
that course stability characteristics are deteri-
orated with reduction in GM. This significant where
effect of GM on ship response during Z-maneuver was 6- desired rudder angle
fairly well confirmed by free-running model tests
and actual ship trials In the case of a high-speed 4 d desired heading angle
container ship.

Figure 10 shows a substantial difference in a yaw gain
rolling behavior with GM of 3 and 25 feet. it should
be noted in this figure that the largest roll angle bi m yaw-rate gain
Is generated for the case of GM of 3.0 feet when the
rudder angle is shifted to the other direction.This Figures 13 and 14 show oscillatory mctions for
clearly Indicates that the rudder angle has a the case where GM = 2 feet, yaw gain = 3, and yaw-
.unteractlng effect to outward heel angle during rate gain 0 0. instability of the ship systEms is

-teady turning. clearly evident in the figures.
Figures It end 12 show computer-plotted turn- When GM is Increased to 3 feet, the stability

ing and rolling characteristics in deep water. The characteristics are improved as shown in Figures 15
major parameter changes in computer runs were as and 16.
follows: When the autopilot is refineC with addition of

1. Rudder angle = 350 yaw-rate gain of 0.5, further improvement in the
2. GM = 2.0', 3.01, 25.0' stability characteristics is shown in Figures 17

and 18. It should be noted here that the autopilot
Roll angle during enter-a-turn Is shown, for refinement substantially improved the rolling be-

example, in Figure 12, which confirms very well havior as shown in these figures.
previous full-scale observations. The results mentioned in the above clearly

Figures 11 and 12 clearly show the effect of indicate the possibility of instability due to a
GM on turning and rolling characteristics. Sub- stepwlse disturbance. During actual operations In
stantial changes in maneuvering characteristics seaways, continuous disturbances are given to the
(i.e., reduction in course-keeping and increase in ship due to wind and waves. Accordingly, even
turning performance) are clearly evident in these marginal yaw-roll-rudder instability can introduce
figures with a decrease in GM. serious rolling problems in seaways. Such diffi-

Recently, Hirano repo-ted similar changes in culties have frequently been indicated in full-
turning trajectory due to roll motion For a car- scale observations and model tests [IE2). Fig-
carrier [I11. ure 19 shows, for example, the possibility of yaw

instability obtained by J.F. Dalzell during model
tests of a high-speed ship in waves 2].

YAW-SWAY-ROLL-RUDDER COUPLED MOTIONS WITH AUTOPILOT

Roll-yaw coupled instability was clearly in- CONCLUDING REMARKS
dicated in yaw-sway-roll coupled motions in the
previous test runs. In actuae ship operations,the The purpose of this study was to develop
rudder Is actively used, introducing important ef- mathematical equations of yaw, sway, roll and rud-
fects on yaw-tway-roll motions. der to represent realistic maneuvering behavior of

Let us consider the ship dynamic behavior high-speed nave. 5hips, and subsequently to ex-
under the follos:ing conditions: amine yawing an6 -olling motions during high-speed

When a ship is proceeding on a straight course, operations through a series of simulation runs.
a certain external disturbance (e.g., the roll mo- Based on recent captive-model test results of
ment due to beam wind) is given stepwise to the a high-speed ship configuration, important coupling
ship. When the ship is rolled to starboard, for effects between yaw, sway, roll and rudder motions
example, due to beam wind from the port, an asym- were included in the mathematical model. Certain
metry is formed in the underwater portion of the terms such as yaw moment due to roll angle were
hull as shown in the previous figure (i.e., Fig- not adequately considered in previous studies in
ure 2). As a result, hydrodynamic yaw moment is the area of maneuvering and seakeeping. it was
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found in this study that these terms have important REFERENCES
impact on maneuvering and rolling behavior, intro-
dicing the possibilities of instability and serious 1. Taggart, R., "Anomalous Behavior of Merchant
rolling problems during high-speed operations in Ship Steering Systems," Marine Technology,

seaways. Vol.7, No.2, 1970.
The major findings obtained in this study are

summarized as follows. 2. Daizell, J.F. and Chiocco, g.J., 'Wave Loads in
model of a Container Ship Running at Oblique

(1) Roll angle introduces asymmetry of under- Heading in Regular Waves," Technical Report SSC-
water portion of hull form relative to 239, prepared for the Ship Structural Committee,
the longitudinal centerline, which gen- 1973.
erates yaw moment due to roll (i.e., N p).

3. Baitis, A.E., Meyers, W.G., and Applebee, T.R.,

(2) This roll-introduced yaw-moment can be ex- "A Non-Aviation Data Base for Naval Ships,"

plained by the hull-form-camberline,which NSRDC-SPD-738-Ol, 1976.
is equivalent to that of the wing section.
When roll angle is not zero, the camberline 4. Eda, H., "Directional Stability and Control of
is not a straight line and introduces yaw- Ships in Restricted Channels," TSNAME, Vol. 8 7,
moment and -ide force, in particular, at a 1971.
high speed.

5. Eda, H. and Crane, C.L., Jr., "Steering Charac-
(3) The roll-introduced yaw-moment generates a teristics of Ships in Calm Water and Waves,"

tendency to turn to one side when the ship TSNAME, Vol.74, 1965.
is heeled (e.g., to turn to port when the
ship is heeled to starboard). This moment 6. Eda, H., "Steering Control of Ships ir Waves,"

contributes to possible inherent yaw ia- Davidson Laboratory Report 1205, June 1967.
stability along with autopilot feedback and (Presented at the International Theoretical and
other coupling te;s such as K1 and K1 Applied Mechanics Symposium in London, April
(i.e., roll-moment due to sideslip and 1972.) Q

rudder angle, respectly).
7. Hamamoto, M., 1lydrodynamic Derivatives for 0 -

(4) When GM is relatively small (which is the rectional Stability of Ships in Follow ng Sees."
= case for most high-speed ships), the above J. of N.A. of Japan, Vol.133, 1973.

mentioned coupling terms can introduce
severe rolling motions in a seaway. This 8. Eda, Haruzo, "Low-Speed Controllability of
was clearly indicated in substantial roll- Ships in Winds," J.of Ship Research, Vol.12,
ing motions during turning and Z-maneuvers, No.3, 1968.

(5) The possibility of yaw-roll instability 9. Eda, H., "Course Stability, Turning Pe-rformance
exists for the ship system with autopilot and Connect on Force of Barge Systems in Coastal
during high-speed operations with small GM. Seaways," TSNAME, Vol.80, 1972.

- (6) Refinement of the autopilot characteristics 10. Eda, H., "Ship Maneuvering Safety Studies,"

=has important effects on yawing and rolling TSNAME, Vol. 8 7, 1979.

= behavior of the ship.
11. Hirano, M., 'i0n the Calculation Method of Sh.p

(7) Serious rolling problems frequently ob- Maneuvering Motion at Initial Design Stage,"

= served during high-speed operation in J. of S.N. of Japan, Vol.147, 1980.
waves can be due partly to inherent yaw-
roll instability (or marginal stability). NOMENCLATURE

it should be stated here that a possibility of the A reference area (A 
=  

)

above-mentioned roll-rudder coupled yaw instability a,b yaw and yaw-rate gain constants

= is only pronounced during high-speed operations B ship beam
- with a small GM. Fr Froude number (U/g7)

Iz moment of inertia referred to z-axis
K hydrodynamic roll moment

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS 1,m ship length and ship mass
N hydrodynamic yaw moment
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roll and heading angle in the case of with-Discussion out spray strips, and Fig.2 shows the same
in the case of with spray strips. From
comparison of these two results, it is
found that attaching spray strips can be
an effective countermeasure to stabilize

N. Toki (MH sway-roll-yaw coupled motion.
In connection with our experience, I

would like to ask two questions about the
It is my pleasure to have a chance to author's paper.

discuss this interesting topic. My discus- 1. The latter part of the computer run
sion consists of two parts. At first, I shown in the Fig.? reminds me of time his-
would like to mention our experience similar tories obtained from pull-out manoeuvre
to the one pointed out by the author. tests of an unstable ship. So, I presume

In Nagasaki Experimental Tank, we have this ship has an unstable loop with certain
noticed roll-instability of a semidisplaze- height in the rate-of-turn versus helm angle
ment type high speed boat, during its e- characteristics as a part of the roll-yaw
sistance and self-propulsion test in calm coupling effect. In this case the r'
water. To be more in detail, sway-yaw re- curves in both cases, with and without the
stricted model with small GM value unexpect- consideration of roll-yaw coupling, might
edly heeled without any additional heel show the effect more clearly.
moment, when its advance speed was higher If the author could kindly present r'
than a certain-value. And, for further - 6 curves or time history of yaw-rate in
continuation of the experiments, we had to Fig.7, I would appreciate it very much.
lower the center of gravity of the model. 2. As to Figs.13 - 16, my impressions
We tried to find out the paper which dealt are as follows. Generally speaking, sway-
with the instability phenomena of high roll-yaw-rudder system with an autopilot
speed crafts, and found several ones 1), 2) has two free oscillation modes. In the
3 , For example, Suhrbier2 ) reported that one mode, rolling would play the main part,
a free running model with small GM and high and it would have shorter period and larger
advance speed suddenly heeled and began damping, as shown in Fig.8. In the other
turning without any steering actions. He mode, sway-yaw-rudder system would play the
called this phenomenon "Broaching". Another main part, and it would have longer period
information given by these papers is that and smaller damping. Bee~'ue the oscilla-
attaching a pair of spray strips on the tions shown in Figs.13 - lb have longer
fore hull is sometimes effective to imprcve period than that in Fig.8 and converge very
the stability of rolling. However, we could slowly, they must be the latter free oscil-
find out no paper which dealt with this lation. Therefore, in these computer runs,
phenomenon as sway-roll-yaw coupled motion, rolling caused by stepwise disturbance

Referring to these papers, we measured activates yawing, at first. After the
heel moment, sway force and yaw moment act- first stage, however, sway-yaw-rudder sys-
ing on the model, varying heel angle and tem plays the main part and begins free
advance speed. The same series of measure- oscillation. And, as the reaction rolling
ment were carried out in both cases; modeX is activated again. In this case, I can
with spray strips and without them, to easily guess that adding the damping effect
investigate the effect of spray strips, by way of positive yaw-rate gain in the
Thus, we obtained the values of hydrodynamic autopilot improves the convergence of Free
coefficient of roll moment and roll-yaw, oscillation,
roll-3way coupling coefficients. Making May I understand your result in this
use of these coefficients and estimating way?
the others, we composed the linear equation
of manoeuvring motion and made an attempt REFERENCES
to simulate sway-roll-yaw coupled motion.

Two examples of the results are pre-
sented in Figs.l and 2. Their principal 1) Ferguson, A.M. and Conn, J.F.C.
items are shown below. The Effect of Forward Motion on the Trans-

verse Stability of a Displacement Vessel
Dimension of ship Trans, IESS. ol,113, 1970
Length of water line 51.5m 2) Suhrbier, K.R. : An Experimental
Breadth = 7.2m, Draft = 1.8m Investigation on the Roll Stability of a
Displacement - 274.5ton, GM = 0.53m Semi-Displacement Craft at Forward Speed

Advance speed = 44 knots RLI:A Symp. on Small Fast Warships and
Initial heel angle = 2* Security Vessels, 1978
Initial heading angle = 0* 3) Marwood, W.J. and Bailey, D.
Rudders are fixed at 0* Transverse Stability of Round-Bottomed

High-Speed Craft Underway NFL, Ship Rep.
Fig.l shows simulated time histories of 98. 1968
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Y. Takaishi SRI; also by t 3 ship hydrodynamicists. This
yawing moment due to heeling of ship will
become large on the ship having large asym-

I appreciate this author who has pre- metry of fore and aft body. Mori (1979)
sented an interesting paper relating to both has shown the effect of heel angle upon the
seakeeping and maneuvrability of ship. The course stability of a high-speed container
rudder movement of auto-pilot system should ship with the quadruple propellers having an
be included to estimate lateral motions as remarkably asynt.etric ship body between fore
rolling, yawing and swaying motions in and aft, i.e. the fore body having an extra-
oblique waves. Today we can estimate these ordinary large bulbous bow with a fine water
responses having the same period as the en- plane configuration and the aft body having
counter wave period by using the strip rather flat and wide stern shape. The result
theory inclusive the rudder etfects(Takaishi shows that the turning radius to starboard -

1976). The yawing motion has a natural fre- due to heeling angle of 6.7 degrees to port
quency when the auto-pilot system is used. is equivalent to that due to about 2 degrees
The coupled oscillations between roll-yaw- rudder angle to the starboard, as is shown
rudder illustrated in Figs. 13 and 14 show in Fig. A-1. The seakeeping tests of this
this natural frequency which is lower than model have been carried out at Ship Research
that of rolling motion. This motion cokld Institute. The re-examination of the test
not be estimated by the strip theory. results from the viewpoint proposed by theSince this coupled motion will become author would be interesting.

significant for the transverse stability of
such a high-speed vessel running in quarter- REFERENCES
ing or following seas where the encounter
frequency of waves could approach to the 1) Takaishi, Y. and Saruta, T., J. of
natural period of yaw, the phenomena pointed Kansai SNA, No. 161, (1976), po. 25-32

out by this author should be attracted 2) Mori, N. and Mori, M., Report of
attention not only by the ship operator but SRI, Vol. 16, No. 2, (1979), pp. 1-12

0 Author's Reply

3/4 3.33 -

c3  0.5 - H. Eda St,-, I ca O.-0Th 0.6 H d eesls en

0.. The author was encouraged to learn

. i . jthat Mr. Toki of Mitsubishi Towing Tank A

0.2 had similar experience with roll-coupled
- i - I yaw instability for a semaidisplacement-

SIP) 'i yehi> speed boat, although there exists
tr 3" 2&S Ir J[a substantial difference in configurations
--. 2" 3S between a displacement-type ship and a

A0%£ high-speed boat. His simulation results
______ clearly indicate typical roll and yaw
L4~02\ LA7coupled instability, which is Introduced

by a small initial roll angle. It should- t o ' | ,,be noted here that this instability of the
high-speed boat was due to roll-yaw coupling

I effect without feedback control of rudder.
i,._ n- i = - On the other hand, yaw instability of a
0 _VW S high-speed ship mentioned in the paper was

nvwp~ introduced by a combination of yawo-sway-
.0. 8 roll coupling effects along with feedback

controlled rudder.
His first question is whether the

t0 ship is dynamically stable or not on course,

with and without consideration of roll-yaw
r coupling effect. It is clearly evident.

for example, Ln the overshoot obtained in
FnZ-maneuvers. (Accordingly, it is unneces- U
Fig.- A r'-d Curve, Single rudder sary to go out for spiral maneuvers to

Fn=0.283 obtain r'-8 curves.) A large overshoot
shown in a simulation run with an actual
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-GM value (i.e., 200 overshoot in 200-200 studies of high-speed container ships. As _

Z-maneuver with GM of 3 ft) indicates that he points out, oscillations due to roll
the ship is inherently unstable. With a yaw-rudder coupling cannot be adequately
hypothetically large GM of 25 ft, the mag- treated by currently available stripwise
nitude of overshoot is reduced, indicating theories. Accordingly roll-yaw-rudder

-- the improved course stability characteris- coupled instability problems mentioned in -

tics. the paper should be examined from the view- _

The author fully agrees with Mr. Toki's point of both seak"eping and maneuvering
interpretation of the results shown in with inclusion of feedback controlled rudder, -

Figure 13 through 16, which illustrate the where yaw moment due to hull-form-camber3ine -

improvement of inherent yaw instability by plays an important role. The author is
adding damping effect. Whereas the refined encouraged once again to learn that similar
auto-pilot is effective to improve overall effects of heel angle on turning and
yaw and roll stability characteristics, the course-keeping characteristica were observed
author believes that the best solution under in recent free-running model tests of a
this condition is application of an anti- multi-propeller high-speed ship, at The Ship
rolling fin stabilizer together with a Research Institute, which has a significant
refined auto-pilot, which should introduce fore-and-aft asymmetry with relatively small
an excellent overall system performance GM. The author is looking forward to review-
with less rolling, less steering, and less ing these model test results from the view-
increased resistance, point of roll-yaw-rudder coupling effects.

The author wishes to acknowledge the Finally, the author wishes to thank
useful comments given by Dr. Takaishi, who the discussers of his paper for their
has been actively engaged in seakeeping valuable contributions and references.
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Vertical Impact of a Disk on
Compressible Fluid Surface

STA and degree 2n+l of the first, second, and
-h third kind respectivelyThe problem of the vertical impact of r. = radius of disc

a disc on the surface of a compressible fluid- has been dealt with in this paper. On the (, - =cl riacirlina is

basis of linearized assumption. the equation oor nondiaensional cyindric
fulfilled by disturbance velocity potential = angle spheroiI wave functions of:te-of fluid has been redud to a wave equation, first kind of order zero a d te ge
The wave equation has been solved with the 2n+o
aid of spheroidal wave functions. The hy- 2nime
drodynraic pressure, force and pressure t
impulse, force impulse, and their changes ti non=imtnssnal veoct osicr/r*
with time have been given analytically. The v veiocity or disc
dependence of impact force on the mass and i" j= volum of ionid and gas in the nix- ___

of gs = tare of liquid and gas respecivelradius of tisc, and on the content ofloity of isc ata fs insetnt o= " ,% velocitv of disc at first insant of
-iboles contained in the liquid have been imac
given as well- -= mass number

ratio tsheroidal co-ordinates, fi .2
ratio of the mass of the gas to the massof te lon~ inthemixt-e of water

speed of sound in undisturbed water of the li d in t -
speed of sound in water-gas mixture and oasfwe n
t d= constant. e-ution (11), @#I-. is the o mean density of the -- -- o -- a--

decay coefficient gasc , = coefficient of iact force in . = density of undisturbed waterformulas (40) and (40-) P, = density of air i the mixture of water -

(c) function defined by equation (43), and air 1
or 44) = density of liquid in the _ixture f

l =) expansion coefficients, eqs. (27) water - aIr
and (281

impact force acting on discF, =impulse of impact forceipl o a fThe problem treated here is related to
=maest o d isc, o hertio of as inwater entry of flat-or blunt-nos underwater

density of liquid to that of gas in the wea-ons (e.g. aerial torpedo, project depth
M. Mxt number charges. antisubmarine rissile. may

alorlaeo ae Pac Mach nu--e It ben = outward normal to the disc plane also relate to water iwct air la-n.ep= mnat ~sonars or other sensor er' pen-t. Tfhes i=oc= = impct pressure acting on dis, pactsnaso .e esepressure is the fluid of disc o. water surface a reasonable
ptopei ressure in thee fluidc approximation to the initial stageVs of impactatmospeic pessure se ofre s rfaeouof a flat-nosed cylinder and flat-or blunt-

_- impulsive pressure nosed body of revolution on water surface.
t r ,, .ulsive prsure s o wIt may be noted that ship slammi-u,

___ *radial spheroidal wave
functions of order seaplane landing, and splash landing of space
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capsules usually have water contact disc will attenuate with time. we shall see i
configurations apnroximated by a disc better later that tl:. rate of this attenuat , mn

f than by a 2-dimensional vlane. depend on the fluid density, the acoustic
In all cases where the impact velocity velocit infud h iscrduanth

of flat-or blunt-nosed bodies is not excep- disc mass.
tionally sm--all- and indeed, it is general- At the initial stage, the motions are
ly never very small, it is necessary to take of an impulse nature. As compared with iner-
the fluid comressibility into account, tial force, the gravity force may be neglect-
or"zrwase, unrealistically large calculated ed. Because of the impulse nature of the
values of i=act force and body acceleration fluid motion, the effect of fluid viscosity
may be obtained. However, to take the fluid on flow is of no significance in most part
cpressibility into account, -eans to add of florw field excent where the velocity gra-
comlexity to an already complicated problem dient is large. Thus, the fluid may be
of unsteady flow with free surface. So far, regarded as nonviscous and the motion of flu-
m st water entr-y problems were treated id set up bly the body is consequently
without taking fluid co=ressibilitv into irrotational.
c onsideration. Egorov !I] studied the For a liquid containing small gas bub-
2-dimensional -roblem of vertical copress- bles, it is natural that its compressibility
ible imtact. He is the first author to take should be greater than that of the "solid'

_ .the change of velocity of the falling plate liquid, the amount of increase of
into account, and approached the solution of compressibility may he characterized by the
a wave eration by the method of separation decrease in sound speed in the fluid. As a
of variables- uever, there see- to be some matter of fact, water irmediately beneath
mistakes in his calculation which influenced the free surface owing to its disturbance by
the correctness of his conclusions. Ogilvie wave motion and the motions of the ship,
(21 studied the compressibility effects on always contain more or less small amounts of
ship slaing. and gave very interesting gas babbles.
rasults for the case of 2-dimensional flat We assume that the initial velocity of

plate. Poouchkwv [3] studied the impact of the disc is not very small, but
_xis* sr ladisc problem of the i'moact of a that it is smaller than the sound velocity
ragid d a o coxaressible fluid and in the cndisturbed fluid. In practice, this
solved it for the time interval ottn/4. is 'ly too true. Therefore, the subject may

c edepe-nds on the be treated under linearized considerations..or-chkov's impact force -

velocity of disc during ipcting; the
latter, however, is left undetermined in his
solution. The werk presented here by the zzr
archor was essentially completed in 1364,
conseqzu--y he did not enjoy lthe rivilege
of referring to Dr. Ogilvie's and

5c_-ch T_1 pprs, except that due to.-S.
or-o v. an order to S ify the proble and-

to study the effects of body sass, body
dimensions and degree of cowressibility on
t-e transient process of water i=act, it

S-necessary to work with simple for. The
author therefore attempts to treat the basic
nr--= -= vertical impact of a disc on a F-' Sketch of the problem and

ressible fluid surface. The phenmena of cy intrical coordinate system
arbeing trapped betwe the t allincplate

a.. the water surface was studied eal y be
some investigators. The author did not take Let a cylindrical coordinate systema(rt, -

tis int_-o acc-cnt however in his work in 7) be fixed with respect to the undisturbed
1964, therefore, the vnrclem treated in the fluid, its origin being in the plane of the
paper is equivalent to that of a disc i- undisturbed free surface with a-axis

a ating on the water surface, and pointing vertically upwards (Fig.1). 7he
then suddenly rushed down with an initial linearized velocity potential asy -be
velocitV .It is interesti-n to note that expressed in this coordinate sysr as a wave
many authors discovered by em-xriment the equain

.s.aniq f a - t waerin the form of
no bles. ev In-A

w hPurz t i te sundzeed3mundisturbed
Let a ri-id disc of radius a , ss m. fl d-. Or. try introf-cing non-dimensional

ioct eticaily on the water surface, variables .,,, l) becomesI yertical impact, is meant: The velocity
_f te disc noants -er3_-ally ~'now rds, the

lane of th dise is always horizontal, and fl. a t = _
water -nitially t -rt cWletelv fills the a- , a . -' (2)

r haif-snaco -e iial velocity of
dhe disc is W Obviously the v-ecity of

___... . ._________- _,_______-7



Thtere is a relationship between tin- instanta- According to (7), condition (5) may be
neous imulsive pressure (i.e. pressure in- rewritten as
pulse) r, and the velocity potential

Besides these boundary conditions, potential

On the free surface, pressure is finite function m-t also satisfy the initial
and constant, i.e. fl=B, and the boundary conditions;
condition on the free surface is thus =

'P> =0 = (4) O,,£ z=O. V=O
~(9)

n the body surface Un, .,ZzAf the normal =0, r1 Cj, r =t0 ; j;="
velocity of the fluid must be equal to that I
of body itself. It is difficult to exactlysatsfythi bonday cndiioe, sncetheTherefore, the problem is reduced to one
satisfy this boundary condition since the o idn ou o aeeuto 2mion of body is unknown for the moment. of finding a solution for wave equation (2)
However, making use of the property of the under conditions (8) and (9).

i iacting process, i.e. the velocity change When V is known, the hydrodynamic pres-
is finite, while the displacement is sure is found by

infinitesimal, the boundary condition on the
body surface may be considered to be sat-
isfied on plane z.-i Hence, th. boundary '. -- u
condition on the body surface may be written
as Integrating p-p over the entire surface

of the disc, we obtain the total hydrodynamic
..I, =- I -force.

3. SOLVIN THE WAVE EQUATION FOR

Since the ye scity is actually verticalvy Considering the impulsive property ofdownwards, the values of v and v are consid- the motion, we look for a solution of 4 in
ered as negative in the following calcula- the form of an exponential time-decaying fun-
tions. ction. We set

In addition to above conditions, ,here
is the boundary condition at infinity to be 9(rf)-$(,z)--.$(,,-a)=--l(,r) (1z)
satisfied.

The boundary condition on free surface, 3
permits analytical continuation of the poten- where c is a constant to be decided.
tial function across the free surface into Substituting (11) into (2), one obtains
the entire upper half-space. Let a Helholtzis ecration:

-6) (12)I

then we have
Conditions (4) and (8) become respec-a (..- :,} _ (,L-'.%)tively

=- .f(r..--, -.>!. -=0 t=0 (13U

It is easily seen that if P and P' are points Apparently, conditions (13) and (14) are also
of symmetry with respect to the free sUr--,ze consistent with the initial conditions.
and lying, respectively, on the disc surface $ must also satisfy the condition
Z and its mirror image Z' then of Heflaolta's equatin at infinity 141;

Taking into account the peometric prop-

Therefore, the Jetermination of the erty of disc, I shall next anopt an oblate
velocity potential in a en wh spheroidal coordinate system (ye.tJ)ich isc-F exterior to the surface £1E ,- is a Neumann related to the cylindrical coordinate sys-Problem. The normal derivative M on t is ton by the transforiation (Fig.2)
given by boundary condition (5) Nwhie thaton X' is defined by relation (7). Here ,.ir,=wsi(p+fga.P uI!)X ls the lower wail of th disc, and n isthe exterior normal of the body surface.

Z 'Sthe1'flr wll o th dis, ~nIi
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and making use of the expression for Laplace
operator 72 in orthogonal curvilinear coor-
dinates, equation (12) becomes

[ L (I -q) J -_ + -.-- w +1) .- - , ( v1+ r)] 4-0

r/4 - M4k (23)
Finally, the problem is reduced to that

system of solving eq,(23) under conditions (19)-
s(21).

where E.. , =snh' . Hence Z-
4. SOLUTION OF HELMHOLTZ EQUATION FOR

.- li~i, 0 i~<°o By the usual procedure of separation of
zt~ (ii) variables, eq. (23) may be solved in the form

of Lame's products 5]-

In the oblate spheroidal coordinate 4,=s. .(-
system (Fig.2) the surface t=const.>O is a
flattened ellipsoid of revolution with its Substituting the above expression into
major axis 2(4'+1)1P and minor axis 21 . eq.(23), we have
The degenerate surface L=0 is a circular
disk of radius r .- I lying in the plane z ,0 , (2A
with its center at the origin. This is d,]+- c,7f0 24exactly the disc discussed in the present
paper. The surface il-const.<1 is a hyper- (41.-+) _ .-A.ct'JR.(_cit) (25)
boloid of revolution of one sheet with an d. dJ
asymptotic cone whose generating line passes where 4s are the separation constants,
through the origin and is inclined at the Solutions S.(-c,n) and R.(-c,-it) may beangle a=arccosl to the 2-axis. The degen- found for different values of parameter c'.
erate surface n-=i and -4=-I is the positive In order to satisfy all the boundary condi-
half Z-axis and the negative half Z-axis tions under discussion, I construct the solu
respectively. Plane n=0 corresponds to tion in the form of a function series
that part of plane Z, =0 exterior to the
disk which is exactly the free surface. =r AIo .-1sS2 (-c, T)R!3 1,,(_c.-it) (26)

When the focal length is finite (in the
present case, it is equal to unity), surface where .,. , are the expansion coefficients to

I,-const. approaches to a spherical sur- be decided by boundary conditions. S,. ,(-c,11) =
face as t approaches to infinity. Thus are the angle spheroidal wave functions of

the first kind, which satisfy the ordinary
S->R, o, a=cosa (18) differential equation (24). R13(-c,-- )

are the radial spheroidal wave functions of
where R, and d4 is the radial coordinate and the third kind, which satisfy the ordinary
the colatitude coordinate respectively in differential equation (25). R+(c,-i)
spherical coordinates, are related to radial functions of the first
seAccording to (18), the condition at kind and of the second kind by the following

infinity may be written as relationship:

11, = 0 (19)

In the new corgrdirte system, boundary "or the present purpose, we may expand
conditions (13) and (14) becore, respec- • ,) into a series of zero order --

tively -3 functions and expand R+(-€,-i )
c tries of modified spherical Hankel

11 =0: 4 = 0  (20) r. zt .is of the first kind;

and L=O,_20,1- S ....

The initial conditions will automat- RW.1 (-c,- )= - . - 
i-t . - ,,)

ically be sati:.fied if condition (20) and , J+, ..o (

(21) are satisfied. 1.0,((-)
In the oblate spheroidal coordinates

11, e, 0:noting that the Lame's coefficients
are In the above two expressions, d2-Iare the

expansion coefficients.
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Since P,,,(i) are odd functions, The resultant hydrodynamic force acting on
S,2,,(-c,) (Z0,1,2, ...... )are also odd functions the top plane of the disk is

- of YL which satisfy the free surface condi-
tion discribed above. (d= f1I'...

From the properties of the spheroidal F. P.-pr. d ol(f( r. rpo
wave functions, one can derive the following " o1-
asymptotic expression n2iPoaor, J:( g iidi--rgu (o

Imt 1 c-)Im- i,9nx(35)

g, -- 1P -l)nJ}=0 (29) Hence, the total hydrodynamic force acting
on both sides of the disk is

which means that solution (26) satisfies the
condition at infinity (19). t aP ' N

A,,,, are determined by the boundary = ,. k-) ' (6-
condition

Note that a is antisymmetric with
j0 respect to q in the vicinity of plane Zj=,

(30) and that the last integrand is an even fun-
where ction of n)

- .r d,)t % ;(-c, -it) diskF* is the impact force acting upon the]! - disk assuming the fluid to be unbounded. in
c.c our case, the impact force exerted upon the

Utilizing the orthogonality of Sn , we disk by the fluid is
obtain

A,,,= ' ,C-,,ir,2Po.,D(c)c-I (37)
2RW, •Vc, db0 j0d.(- 3

2R.U "j-c, -0) 41+3 or

, _ ___ __(_-C) F , D(c)c -a
- d.2, I(Fr (38)

3R2(, -c, -i0) -- c)),34(3 (31)
-o 4rwhere

Substituting (31) into (26), and then D(c)=
substituting the resulting expression of 4 J)

into (11), we finally obtain d, (-) , (-c, -c) J-S cadi$z.+I( -€,q)dn

__(,-_,__,_,) =______'(-C) 3R t.)4,(_c, -io) _ ) 1 _(4r+3 - 1
-. ~ [~~f-.~+1 4r+3

3 .. 0 - 0m

;-a"*'--,-O) 4  - 4r+3 -g_ 2 Edf '*'(--c)J'R,+( -C, -'0)
R (9 R-) 43(39

2-+ 1-4r+3

A(M)
and M.=Io/Oo is the impact Mach number.

which is the velocity potentia- required. Eq.(37) or (38) yields the coefficient
of impact force

5. CALCULATION OF HYDRODYNAMIC FORCEhF
From eq. (10)p the hydrodynamic pressure C pI =-D(c)c,-a (40)

-- is

r* -- or

- d ~F 2D(c)c o,

=po,. (40+(-€)1)*

*-" S,*(--,)Rg(--,--) -  (33) From eqs. (37) - (40), it is seen that in

order to determine the impact force or it's
and the resultant hydrodynamic force acting coefficient, one must calculate c and D(c)
on the bottom plane of the disk is first.

F, =p~oar, doJ(.!) r,dr, + rgIp4

oua. (AR.)_0. idti+.p, (34) 6. CALCULATION OF D(c)

_ -447- a
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iRII2.+~dT -i-+ n-n =odd
I (2m+3)(2nL-r)I

41.4 .J dP(c ("+) d(-R=, -c, -Of)) =-- 1 ~..-., -iO) + 3R),(-., -iO) R'( -ic,:0)-, n-m odd

___(_____)_ RJ( i-, ,O)= r n-mn = odd

*Incidentelly, it is found that eqs. WJ'(-icjio)- iR"N2m-3)2i-l)It"-'

(4,6,14), (4,6,15b), (4,6,16b) in :r-.(2,,0adn.,dr(-ic ) -
reference [5] is not correct, the correct
expressions deduced by the author is: _ I _+1_=- (-+,+ " n- = oddL 2 ' 2 ) -J

R " -0) 
-  

'
€ 

_ -- cd ( --- -1 2 2),'
L.MTM(42)-. [(2 2)!(4

Substituting (41) and (42) into (39), ona V-'ts

d2('(-C) +1

Dc) = - i___ d::-C ______

.-I c-d,--*(-.c) +3-t r (2n+2)! -1 [rd'*+'(-C) (43)

i or

f- + 3: % (2n+2)! 1' " " ___,

Hence one can see that the calculation of 6(c) is reduced to one of calculating d;?t(-).
The values of d", and the method used to calculate it for certain range of values of c have
been given in textbooks on spheroidal wave functions, but the range of c given is not large
enough for our needs. Accordingly basing on theory of spheroidal wave functions, I have
recalculated values of djf( ) for a much larger range of c. Using these values of d:-.
the function D(c) was calculated and shown in Fig.3.

0.4=' 'K '- r . . . ... . . . . ...T . r. . .. . . . . . .

t :'"-" : -*. . 1$.. F' - .... ....

I t

0.2 . I . : . . ,

I . . ., • l r ' ' : ., a, ,'" j. TI. ,. ... ,,....
" ' ' i .. ... .... ' ' ': I'I :. . ! . . , I; ,..i

0.. . . . .

hickt
0~±JL2.... . ,:,.......r

0 1 2 3 4 5 1 T 6

Pig.3 The function of D(c)
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7. CALCULATION OF C AND THE VELOCITY OF DISC as that in an ordinary field of flow past7Dthe 
disc.
The duration of the impact process is

It is seen from eqs. (38) and (43), that very short, because the compressibility of
in order to calculate the impact force, we water is very small. If the liquid were
must know the values of c for the particular absolutely incompressible then the impact
problem. To this end, we must first turn process will conclude instantaneously.
our attention tc solving the equation of Assuming that an incompressible flow is
motion of the body during the impacting built up after impact, the velocity of diac
process. Neglecting the forces of gravity is, according to the law of conservation of
on disc, the equation of motion may be momentum, V0 /(l 6).
written as Substituting this into (46), we get

dv Di()

and
where? is given in eqs.(37) or (38). Noting
the initial condition t = , =u. , we get -
for the solution of eq. (45) ---- (+e) (48)

V .... [ .4 bD(c)(1 - ) (46) Knowing the value of D (c) from 6, we may
4 read the values of c from Fig.3.

where / , and 4-P-r is half of the
added mass of the disc of radiusl r. moving 8. PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION
with a velocity normal to its plane in an
infinite mass of incompressible liquid. From eq.(34), hydrodynamic pressure

At the initial moment of impact of a exerted on the bottom plane of the disc isI rigid disc on a compressible liquid surface,
a compression layer is formed in the liquid.
In the compression layer the pressure is = ¢- d*'(- )31,( -c..-i0)
very high. The impact pressure thus propa- P PA-.t -I gates outwards in the form of compression s~es-- --'~ e •4r+3
waves with velocity of sound in liquid. At
great distances away from the disc, the O. -- Tn--i
compression wave behaves as a spherical one,
while the pressure amplitudes attenuates (49)

i rapidly. At the end of the impact, the im-
pact pressure attenuates down to zero, and Substituting (27), (41). (42) into above
the pressure in the liquid will be the same expression, we obtain

jP d!*I(-0 dV(CIj, tr e (50)
d '"(--:) { 3 2 .. [, ,-)" ,- ,-Y, - 4,+3

The expression (50) may be rewritten as

+= oa. r(2-+2)1 -3 ]
S3"( -32-cd-7 -+) L!(n+I)! . 4+3

From this, it can be seen that, only when c
a proaches to zero, or when the impact is =' '
done with constant velocity, is the amplitude
of impact pressure acting at the centre of 3n__ _-r_ ___+ _-' _+__01

disc equal to Po.G.o. 324 . 4r+3

It is relatively easy to calculate the
distribution of pressure according to above has already been calculated in the calcula-
expression. tion of D(c). It is sufficient now only to

- The factor calculate the factor
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2d3.+( -),,.. 1 ( _1j tdr -, .

d .' (-c) and multiply

it by the preceeding factor correspondingly.
As an example, I assume that c=2.2 and cal-
culate the distribution of the pressure at
the time t=0. The results are shown in Fig.4.
In the same figure is shown the pressure
distribution as calculated by the plane
acoustical wave approximation which is
suggested by some authors, e.g. Von Karman 0=2.2[6].

Fig.4 Pressure distribution

9. CALCULATION OF IMPULSE

In structural design, it is imoortant to know the magnitude of the impulse.
From eq. (50), the pressure impulse from t=0 to t is given by

P, --T =f o r _ td. rt

"2d"'d (- -c ) 3 L r(n t )! J J. 4 rn-+"3

where ,,) -i° j
From eq.(37), the impulse of impact force,
from t=0 to t= z is given by 10. EFFECT OF PHYSICAL PARAMETERS ON IMPACTPROCESS

F(t)dt=--. p~..D(c) ( ") By the formulation of the problem

,_(0 .. , a- presented in this paper, hydrodynamic impact(0) (52) force is related to following physicalK . parameters: m and r. , the mass and the
where F(0)=.'()I,0  radius of the disc; v, the initial velocityof impacting body; t, the time; r. and a.

For incompressible liquid, a0 approaches the density -and the speed of sound in the
to infinity but the value of c is finite, undisturbed fluid, i.e.
It is determined from ro , the radius of the
disc; m, the mass of the disc; and y., the F F( o,,.,N,,p.,a) (53)density of undisturbed fluid. It is seen
from eqs.(37), (50), (51), and (52), that, After the similarity theory and the
for incompressible fluid the impact pressure method of dimensional analysis, the seven-and impact force are indefinite, but their physical quantities in eq.(53) can be
impulse is finite. In other words, the composed into four independent dimensionless
impact pressure and force approach to infin- combinations, i.e. the four criteria of
ity during the initial moment of impact; similarity:
however, the infinite values only last for
an infinitesimal time, and they are
integrable.
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'Mach number M=~a

Mass number __0 a_°__

Time number T o P 1
Impact force coefficient c opF/ir.o°u)
Thus, ea. (53) may be simplified into where, p is the pressure of the mixture, 9

the ratio of the mass of the gas to the massC,I=(.,t.,) (54) of the liquid in the mixture. u is related

to i,, , p, and the mean density P in the
So far, we have determined the function following way

,,=f(Ah.,, .) and the effect of each parameter
on the impact force and impact'process which = 1 + I(60)
is given by the particular form of the func- P P, Ps
tion f. in what follows we shall lay
special stress on the effects of sound speed Expression (59) derived by Campbell differs
and the density of the liquid, only slightly from eq.(57) given by Mallock.

From eq. (37) the impact force is It can be expected, that .;he assumptions
proportional to the density p of the fluid underlying expression (59), namely, that the
and to the velocity of sound in -the gas in bubbles obeys Boyle's law and that
undisturbed fluid. By virtue of the disturb- the mixture behaves like an equivalent
ance by wind, waves, and the motions of ship homogeneous medium, are valid only for small
or other entering bodies, as well as by bubbles and for low wave frequencies. Similar
virtue of any trapped-air being forced into limitations are tacitly made also in deriving
water, the water immediately beneath the expression (57).
free surface always contain some gas bubbles. From eqs.(58) and (60), we get
Actually it is a mixture of water and air.
This will lead to a large reduction of im- - "- 1
pact force. In order to calculate -the amount P, '-V +
of reduction of the impact force, one must
calculate the average density of, and the
velocity of sound in, the mixture.

Mallock [71 considered the velocity of Pa f

transmission of compression waves in a mixed a-; - - _ : _ -

fluid (such as a liquid ontaining gas bub- _ ______

bles) the same as it would be in a homoge-: ~~neous fluid of equal average density and '

equal mean modulus of elasticity. Let p and E IN 1 -
be the mean density and mean modulus of I I
elasticity of the mixture, and let volume, j I
density, and modulus of elasticity of the Calculation results
liquid and gas be respectively denoted by after Mallock's

V P,. E , and V.. pp, E, formula of sound speed
Since the velocity-of transmission of OW Calculation results-

cmrsinwveu l an 'after Campbell's
comresionwae eual ~ ndformula of sound

! d,=d/E see

dVjV,=dp/E, djY/V,=dp/E, where dp- is the speed

variation in stress, then if ,=IV,, ,_=mp,.

E,=.E, one has in terms of E=., 50,g

P-pj

+

Eq. (58) is the expression of the ratio of the__
impact force on the water containing gas bub-
bles to that on "solid" water. 1 j i

Campbell [8] assumed that the liquid is
incompressible and the gas perfect. He also
assumed that the gas obeys Boyle's law, which
implies that the liquid is able to act as a Fig.5 Ratio of the impact force on water
constant-temperature heat reservoir for the containing gas bubbles to that on water

gas. Then he gave an expression for calculat- containing no gas bubbles ('solid"
ing the speed of sound in the mixture water)
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Then using Campbell's assumption and eq.(59), 1956 (Translated in NACA TM1413), Feb.,

and noting that the undisturbed density and 1958)].
the velocity of sound in the undisturbed [21 T.Frances Ogilvie, "Compressibility
fluid are used in eq. (37) with P,=P,. and Effects in Ship Slaning", Schiffstechnik,

P Ih. * got a - alternative expression Band 10, Heft 53, S.147-154, Sep., 1963.
for the ratio of impact force on water-gas (3) B.B10p-OBWYASP ARcza 4o 10sep-
mixture to that on "solid" water ZUcyS fte8ZbaoI CuNmaeiOI ZIAOcvE,l1pi--

ASABS* Navemuai-, x uexammaTou 28,jit.49
PC-/'). Cep.797-800,1964.
p I P /% )V.B.Poplchkov, "Ugar DiskaT- _0 J-- . Poverkhnosti Idealnoi Szhimaemoi Zhidkosti,

Using eqs.(61) and (62), different (Impact of a Disc on Ideal Compressible Fluid

ratios of impact force were calculated for Surface), Prikladnaya Matematika i Mekhnika
different values of ' . In the calculation, (Applied Mathematics and Mechanics) Vol.28,

we assumed roughly m=800, n=14800,p.=l0' KgM NO.4, pp.9 7 -80 0 , 1964].
p,=jeZKg.M.secz and %=1450 H.sec . The

computed results are plotted in Fig.5. It a Nete eZI m",F.,§2joy la- _

may be seen that with water containing gas 16VBUoeSa1V6Zb0tNUo TeX=lio-Teopetbef 19
bubbles, the reduction of impact force is 11 paTYPH 9,Eoeza 41958.
large. For example, with P =0.0001, the [A.N.tikhonov, A.A.Samarskii,
impact force is reduced to as much as 1/41 "Uravneniya Matematicheskii Fiziki , (Equa-
of the "solid" water value. Correspondingly, tions of-Mathexatical Physics), C.7, 12,
the velocity of sound in water containing Gosudarstvennoe Isdatel'stvo Techniko-
gas bubbles is reduced to 1/38 of its value teoreticheskoi Literatury, Moscow, 19531.
in the "solid* water case and the mean den- [5] C.Flammer: *Spheroidal Wave
sity of mixture is 95% of the original. Functions", C.2-4, Stanford University Press#-
Therefore. it is important to know the California, 1957.content of gas bubbles in the water imme- 1 6f T.Von Karman, F.L.Wattendorf:

diately beneath the free surface. "The Impact on Seaplane Floats During Land-
ing", NACA TN no.321, 1929.

RSee also "Collected Works of Theodore
Von Narman" Vol.2, pp.309-313, London, Butter
Worths Scientific Publication, 1956.

W(71 A.Mallock, "The Damping of Sound by
(13 KoT.uioo0l,"Yxp 0 & mSeV3m 1 A- Frothy Liquids", Proceedings of the Royal

KO02h',UPIKZAIUS N&TON&TAKS 2 Ueamma, Society, Series A. Vol.84, No.572, pp.534-
Tom 20#B n.i, Otp.67-12,1956. 545, Dec, 1910.

[I.T.Egorov, "Udar o Szhimaemuiu [81 I.J.Campbell & A.S.Pitcher, "Shock
Zhidkost", (Impact on a Compressible Fluid), Waves in a Liquid Containing Gas Bubbles"
Prikladnaya Matematuka i Mekhnika, (Applied Proceedings of the Royal Society, Series A,
Mathematics and Mechanics) Vol.20, No.1, Vol.243, No.1235, pp,534-545, 1957.
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Discussion Author's Reply

J.L Baw (Na a.Sudace Weaxons Cnte) C.-S. Shen r SSRCj

I wish to compliment Mr. Cher for his I have read many of Dr.Baldwin s
interesting and important paper. The Wite papers, I am delighted to his opinion on

Oak Laboratory of NSWC has an ongoing pro- my paper.
gram investigating fluid entry phenomenon- Missile elasticity, slightly curved
Based on our experience. I wish to make water surface and small errors in geometry,
the following comments. in my opinion, will affect the process of

(1) Water entry applications occur impact. Elasticity induces high frequency

over a wide speed range from less than 10M! component of impact force, howevcr, the

sec to more than 200DM/sec. interval of time in which elasticity makes -

(2) Compressibility effects are im- its effect felt is very short, so it will

portant when the forebody wetting time is not generally affect the water-entry balliz-

short, ie, t'.;ro/a o  tics. Deformation of water surface may
(3) Our method of predicting fluid influence the impacting force in two ways;

entry forces does not include compressi- (1) When the wave length is relatively long
bility effects but still gives good engi- compared with the dimension of the body
neering design results. head, the effect is a change in the entry

(4) The experimental solution to the angle: (2) ien the wave lenath is very
problem of the vertical entry of a disk small (ripples), then it will reduce the
will require greater core. contacting areas between body and fluid,

I wish to ask hr. Chen to cosnent an which will generally reduce the im-act
the effects on his results caused by, loading. Errors in geoetry, I think, will
missile elasticity, slightly curved water affect the impacting process in some way
surface and small errors in geometry (ruch similar to the last mentioned case.
as disk surface not exactly parallel to The encouragement of Prof.Ogilvie is
the water's surface). very much appreciated and I thank. Prof.

Ogilvie for his discussion on my paper.
As to the question I could only make a short
reply here, as there isn't much time to

T.F. Oghie w- Mk'f-ta) consider between my late arrival yesterday
afternoon and this morning session.

This is a remarkable paper to have (1) i agree with Prof. Ogilvie in that
been prepared (essentially) more than 15 superposition of exponential decaying solu-
years ago. Today it is still a substantial tion could be adopted, or in other words,
contribution to cur knowledge of this the solution may be solved as a Laplace
subject. transform. However, there is some difficul-

I have two questions for the author ty in solving it this way straight through
of +(1) The assumed form of the solution - the velocity of the body is unknown
of the wave equation, as stated in (11), in the process and hence also the impact
is equivalent to what would be obtained by force is unknown.
using the method of separation of variables (2) Dr.Fujita first proposed to in-
with physical arguents being used to vestigate into the effect of air trapped
eliminate some possible forms of solution. in 1954. Works of last 15 years by many
However, it appears that all exponentially authors have confirmed the existence of an
decaying solutions should be admitted, air layer between the impacting body and
which then suggests that the final solu- the water surface during the initial stage
tion would have been expressed as a Lap- of impact (e.g.Sheng-Lun Chuang, 1966,1967;
lace transform. However, the author re- J.H.G.Verhagen,1967;G.Lewison and W.M.Mc-
tains only a simple exponentially decaying Lean,1968). Before the air has escaped.
solution. Did he consider the possibility the air compressibility and its buffering
of superposing all possible exponential action is important; water compressibility
solutions ? If so, was there some eviderce is of secondary importance. However, after
(unstated in the paper) for keeping just the air has escaped, especially for a flat-
a simple exponential solution ? or blunt-nosed body impacting water at

(2) In view of work in the last 15 high speed, the body would move on and
years on the effects of the air gap between eventually impact on the surface of a liquid
the impacting body and the water surface, containing many minut- air bubbles at its
would the author - re to comment on the vicinity. During this stage, I consider
relative importance of compressibility water dompressibility as very important.
and air-gap effects ?

V
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Seakeeping and Resistance Trade-Offs in -
Frigate Hull Form Design
R. T. Schmitke
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ABSTRACT LeCB longitudinal position of the centre

of buoyancy

The seakeeping and resistance trade-
offs arising in frigate hull form design LCF longitudinal position of the centre

are addressed. The sources of model test of flotation

data on frigate seakeeping and resistance /
are reviewed. A methodical series of model length/displacement ratio, L I

- tests on frigate-type hull forms is de-
scribed, and results are presented showing R total resistance

the effect of hull form parameters on re-
sistance and seakeeping. An analytical par- T draft
ametric study of frigate seakeeping is de-

scribed. In presenting the results of this TW  energy-averged wave period

study, emphasis is placed on slamming; key

seakeeping parancters are identified and V speed

design priorities recommended. Design of a
frigate hull form is discussed, and model g gravitational constant

test results are presented for this hull.

It is concluded that important impovements h ship operating tine in hours

in the seakeeping qualities of frigates may

be achieved by the selection of appropriate k sectional form factor for impact

hull design paramezers. pressurc calculation

NOTATION displacement in tons

B beam displaced volume

C3  block coefficient 5 deadrise angle

C prismatic coefficient density of water

C waterplane area coefficient 0 root mean square relative motion

C_ sistance displacement coefficient RV root mean square relative velocity

F Froude number wave frequency

:H significant wave 
height

1. INTRODUCTION

L ship length
Warship designers have always been in-

terested in achieving high speeds, and the
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evolution of warship hulls reflects this cause excessive fatigue and motion sickness.

interest. The approach until recently has Certain tasks may become dangerous or even
been to design the hull to achieve the min- impossible to accomplish, making work re-
imum resistance at top speed in calm water strictions necessary. injuries may occur,
with a check on the cruising speed perform- and even loss overboard.

ance to ensure that endurance requirements In heavy seas, the hull may suffer
could be met. Reference to earlier designs damage from bottom and flare slamming. In
was frequently made to determine initial deed, it is the concern of frigate captains
hull form parameters, such reference being that slamming damage may occur which primar-

almost always on a basis of minimum top ily motivates decisions to reduce speed in

speed resistance. The estimated shaft adverse sea conditions. Other structural
horsepower requirements for this calm water problems are damage to superstructure from
top speed were frequently used to design a green water, whipping, and fatigue.
"tailor made" steam propulsion system. In Performance degradation of equipment
the absence of an understanding of the per- can take many forms, for example: reduced
formance cf ships in waves and without suit- accuracy of weapons, reduced detection cap-
able techniques to analyse the effects of ability of sensors, and loss of propulsive
waves on the ship, a small, fairly arbitrary efficiency. With increasing ship motions,
margin of shaft power was added to provide the probability of breakdowns also increases,
some capability to maintain speed in waves, as well as the susceptibility to damage from

Research developments of the past inertial loads and green water. The ship
twenty years have, fortunately, improved can also suffer equipment loss, of which an
this situation considerably. Experimental example is loss of a towed body.

and theoretical techniques for the predic- The operation of helicopters from frig-
tion of ship motions in waves have been de- ates and destroyers deserves special mention.
veloped and validated. Considerable effort The helicopter is an extremely potent weapon
has also been devoted to establishing oper- system and provides these small to medium
ationally significant measures of ship per- sized warships with a high capability in
formance in waves. As a result of this terms of both scope and flexibility of tasks.
maturing of seakeeping technology, a more The detrimental effects of the seaway are:

rational approach is now being taken toward slowdown in operations, landing and take-
the achievement of high speeds at sea by off restrictions, restricted on-deck move-

introducing the assessment of performance ment, reduced capability to refuel and re-

in waves into the ship design process. am nd, at. wcrst, damage.
During the same period, model tests The foregoing discussion has identified

have provided much fundamental data on re- many ways in which the seaway adversely
sistance, especially through the testing ot affects frigate operations and has shown the

methodical series. Series data of this importance of including seakeeping considers-
type enable systematic investigation of the tions in frigate design. The question nat-
effect of hull form parameters on resist- urally arises, then, as to what aspects of

ance. Hence, given present methods for sea- seakeeping should govern the selection of

keeping analysis, the capability is provided fri'ate hull form perameters. For frigates,
for trade-off studies of seakeeping and re- the most important motions are pitch, heave

sistance in frigate hull form design, as verzical accelerations, and roll. Schmitke

discussed in this paper. has shown that the influence of hull form
on rolling is of secondary importance. This

The Frigate Seakeeping Problem 'eaves vertical plane motions, slamming and
gren water as the factors which should in-

It is useful at this point to present flunce frigate hull form design. Of the
an overview of the seakeeping problem from vertical plane motions, vertical accelera-

the standpoint of the frigate designer. tions are usually of primary concern.
The term "seakeeping" is used herein to A further important simplification may
describe the motions and related phenomena also be made. Ship response in a seaway

experienced by a ship in response to rough depends strongly on the heading of the ship
seas. The sea acts on the ship to produce relative to the waves. For a typical frig-
adverse phenomena which may be grouped ate, it may be shown2 that bow vertical

under three major headings: motions, slam- accelerations, slamming and deck wetness
ming and green water. (There are, of reach their most severe levels in head seas.
course, other seakeeping phenomena of gem- Moreover, Reference 2 also shows that in

erally lesser significance, such as invol- head seas, values computed for unidirectional
untary speed loss, reduced staLility and and short-crested areas are very similar.

broaching, which this paper does not con- Hence, one may consider only unidirectional

sider.) The primary seakeeping phenomena head seas when seeking to optimize frigate
adversely influence the crew, the hull hull forms for seakeeping.
structure and the ship's various systems,
as will now be discussed. Seakeeping and Resistance Trade-Offs

The crew of a modern warship must
oftin perform demanding and highly skilled Although the discussion to this point

tasks at sea, either operationally or in a has emphasized seakeeping, this does not

maintenance role. The effects of ship lessen the importance of resistance. Indeed,

motions are to degrade performance and to given present and projected fuel costs, the
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motivation to design fuel-efficient ships planing regime, valuable data are contained
is probably greater now than ever before. in the NPL High Speed Round Bilge Displace-
Hence, a fundamental goal in frigate hull ment Hull Series and the SSPA High Speed
form design is to acnteve superior seakeep- Displacement Vessel Series. In the NPL
ing without compromising resistance. As seriesi, BIT, length/beam ratio LIB and
will be shown in the following, in only a the position of the longitudinal centre of
tew instances are resistance and seakeeping buoyancy LCB are varied, while in the SSPA
requirements in conflict, and compromises series cnly the effects of varying land
consequently necessary. It will also be B/T are explored.
shown that existing analytical tools and As an alternative to methodical series,
model test data together provide the cap- attempts have be-en made to use regression
ability to make these trade-offs quantita- techniques to Cdcntify trends in resistance
tively. with changes of hull form parameters from

results of model tests with unrelated forms.
2. REVIEW OF SOURCES OF INFORMATION Careful statistical analysis of such data

can yield insight into the importance of
2.1 Resistance in Calm Water individual hull form parameters and estab-

lish trends of resistance with hull form
The traditional sources of data for geometry. However, such methods have not

predicting ship resistance in calm water yet been generally made available to naval
are the published results of model tests of architects for the prediction of ship resist- =

methodical series forms. Many such series ance and will not be considered further in -
have been tested, References 3 to 8 for this paper.
example, and they differ from one another
in the type of parent form used, the paran- 2.2 Seakeeping
eter variations explored and the speed 34
range over which the tests were carried out. Data and inf-.rmacion on seakeeping are
The use of methodical series data is a less readily available than for performance
subject covered in detail in standard texts in calm water. Unlike performance in calme m
such as Reference 9. In this section, those water where even model tests carried out
series of relevance to frigate design hill over fifty years ago are relevant, much
be discussed briefly. published seakeeping data are insufficiently

The best known series. The Taylor comprehensive to be used with modern pre-
Series 3 covers speeds up to F w 0.6, where diction techniques. It is now generally

nibsrecognized that predictions of performance~F is Froude number. The forms have rourd
n in irregular waves based on response curves

sterns, fine ends and full midship sections measured on a model or calculated by theory,
which are inappropriate to ships operating provide a satisfactory basis for comparing
at speeds in excess of about F 0.35. The different hull forms. Unfortunately, much

nspof the published data from experiments with
series is thus of limited application to mdl rmmtoia eisaefrts
frigates since, although economical cruising crd ori olalied nr fr es
speed is of importance, it is not the main
cular waves, insufficient to enable responsecriterion for the sctecL'on of the bull form

for such ships, curves to be adequately defined. Further-
Most present day frigates have a design more, the parameters which have usually been

speed between F 's of 0.35 and 0.5 (the varied in methodical series, like(), BIT
n and C may not be those which are of most

hump speed). The HSVA "C" series- is appro-
priate to this speed range. The parent form importance for seakeeping. Series developed

has a transom stern and the main parameters primarily for investigations of calm waterperformance may be of limited value for sea-
varied are length-displacement ratio keeping studies. U
beamldraft ratio BIT and prismatic coeffi- Several models from HSVA "C" seriescienr C Also included in the seriesar
cn As u iwere tested in regular waves over a speed

models which give the effect of changing range corresponding to F = 0.2 to 0.6. The 4
the transom width and of fitting a bulbous nSbow wave height was maintained constant at 1/40

When speed is increased beyond the hump of the model length, and the wave lengthsset in turn to 07,1.0. _5 .and2.
speed but not so fast that dynamic lift is tin tur o 07,1.25,u1.5 ad 2
of any importance, the traditional solution ime tmd length er eesimade

included pitch, heave, vertical accelerationto the design problem is to use slender aot! fors. he DNSRC Sries64s andtheand relative bow motion. These data are= i
forms. The DTNSRDC Series W4 and the
Davidson series of models of high speed presented in Reference 4 as plottings of the

ships' typify this approach. Both investi- corresponding non-dimensional quantities
gate the effects of variations in~and BIT against F for each wave length tested. The

with C P held constant. The data from these diagrams are very difficult so interpret,
series are useful in the design of large and it is to be noted that Reference 4 does

not oraw any conclusions concerning the rel-
vessels but the narrow beams and the asso-

ative merits of seakeeping performance of
ciated lack of stability make these forms tedsgstse.Atmt odrvimprctlal or mder smll wrshpsthe designs tested. Attempts to derive
impractical for modern small warships.

For speeds extending into the semi- response curves from the measured data have
not been successful, primarily because soI 4?
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rew wave-lengths were used in the test pro- the resuits are at least as good as sophis-
gram. ticated strip theory predictions. Unfor-

One reason for preferring to compare cunately, similar statistical analyses for _

predictions of performance in irregular frigotes have not yet been published.
waves rather than data measure! in regular One of the reasons for so little model
waves is that of flexibility. The predic- data being published for methodical series

*ions may be calculatcd for a wide range of in vaves is the cost and time required to
sea states and ship sizes. This aspect was carry out such tests, compared with resist-
exploited in the analysis of the SSPA ance tests. A methodical set of theoretical
series' to give comparisons of three designs calculations is a much cheaper alternative
with different BIT .n a non-dimensional which, subjecrt to the usual assumptions cor-
form relating the motion response to the cerning the theoretical approach to the
length of the shin and the average period solution of seakeeping problems, should give
and significant wave height of the irregular results of much value. Such a set of theo-
waves. It was concluded that the influence retical calculations has been carried out
of BIT on the performance in waves was less for Series 60 designs, Reference 13, but, of

cran that of the longitudinal distribution course, yet again, the results are not _

ei weight along the hull. applicable to frigates.
in some cases. Reference 6 for exan- Much model and theoretical work cot-

p A, a choice has been made to carry out the tinues to be carried out to explore the
experiments in irregular waves. in inter- effects on seakeeping of variations in the

must always be considered to represent a there is a need, particularly for frigate-
particular full-scale situation and the data like hulls, for sources of quantitative da
produced cannot De generalized to ship sizes on performance which may be used in the _

or wave conditions other than those tested. earlier stages of the design process before
it is concluded In Reference 6 that for the the hull lines have been fully defined. The
Davidson series models in the sea states methodical series experiments and the results
tested, increasing® at constant displace- of the systematic theoretical calculations
sent and increasing B/T both tend to im- which are described in Sections 3 and 4, re-
prove seakeeping qualities. However, the spectiveiy, were carried out in order to [
data in Reference 6 do not enable quantia- satisfy this requirement.
tire trends to be deduced for other types
or sizes of ships. and are thus not appiic- 3- THE XRC SERIES
able to frigates.

series 3.1 Description of the Series
of tests in both regular and irregular

wfves with 16 models derive from the rAs shown in Section 2, there is com-
of a large twin screw ship to give a wide paratively little published information on
variation of block coefficient C.. water- the seakeeping and resistance of hign speed

displacement ships. Syste-matic seakee-pingplane area coefficient C., LCB and longi- dilaeethps Syemicekeig
data are especially scarce- For these

tudinal centre of flotation LCF. The data reasons, the Hull Form Series for Fast Sur-
measured in irregular waves were in this face Ships was initiared at the Marine Dy-
case used to justify the use, for making namics and Ship Laboratory of the Nationa!
comparisons, of predictions of performance Research Council of Canada (NRC), to both
in irregular waves based on responses complement and extend existing published
measured in regular waves. As with the data. in planning the NRC series, particu-
SSPA data discussed above, the seakeeping lar emphasis was placed on seakeeping, and
predictions are presented in a way which the choice of parent form and variations
enables their convenient determination for was largely governed by this requirement.
any practical corbinations of ship lengths, A review of published work and results
average wave period and significant wave from a preliminary parametric study, similar
height. This series is of particular to that describee in Section 4, had indica-
value in that the forms tested cover wide ted that, for seakeeping, the characteristics
variations in section shape and the results of the waterplane were of great importance.
show the tendency for increases in water- The waterplane area coefficient was, there-
plane area coefficient to improve seakeep- fore. selected to be a basic parameter foring performance. The specific data given the series.
in Reference 10 are, however, not applicable A second fundamental requirement todirectly to frigate designs. influence the design of the series was that
d The statistical approach, the analysis parameters varied would be restricted to

of trends from data from random models, has those which were likely to be known or easily

been more successful in the case of seakeep- estimated at the earliest stages of design.
ing than resistance. An analysis of data In addition to waterplane area coefficient.
for single screw merchant ships, Reference parameters such as length, beam, draft and
11, relates pitch and heave to the princi- displacement only would be considered. For
pal particulars of hull form and weight dis- seakeeping,®and B/T are appropriate com-
tribution. An independent check, Reference binations of these parameters, siate they
12, of the simple equations contained in may be related to the added mass and damp-
Reference 11, concludes that for such ships, ing characteristics of the hull form. How-
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ever, when credicting ship performance, TABLE 1: HULL FORM SERIES FOR FAST SURFACE
length itself is of great importance It SHIPS EXPERIMENT DESIGN
is necssary to be able to distinguish be-
tween the changes ln2achieved by changing C 0.48 0.52
length one hand and by changing displace-
= ent at constant length on the other. For LC 0-74 0.80 0.74 0.80
these reasons, it was felt desirable to BT a.
include variations in fullness explicitly T
by changing block. coefficient C~ wihi the1 ±
serie -  

any systematic series, por- --

tan: parameters should be- included but once- 150 4.8 14 20j
Following the inclusion of block coeffi-
cient, it becomes necessary to r e. 3 3 15

(uhich implicitly includes block coeifi-
iceut) with a slenderness parameter 1/B1T to

relate the Le an nd draft to the length of 10 16

moeTo catryt out a series of seakeeping 23 4.2 5 ii 11 23
Mo-e! - Sts isexpensive and time-consuming
To ensure that the trends in performance 3.28 18 24
with hull for= Parameters investigated
would be defined beyond any reasonable A Basic Forn
doubt, the variations in the selected pars-
Metels tested must be as large as possible. - Designs considered in this pa-per
In the NRC series, this was accomplished

within the limits of practical (if not al-
ways desirable) hull forms. Three newt hl forms, designs 12, 18

A final consideration in the design and 24, were developed from the paren tor
of the series was that a max-imum of useful and the rezmaining designs obtained simply by
results should be cltainable before all scaling beau and draft from the four basic
the testing was compleze. To some large torus- Design 12 differs from design 6 in
extent, the series was developed in response that it has a new waterplane corresponding
to requests from designers for infor--ation to the large2 C In the new waterplane
on resistance and seakeeping of high speed curve -e width of the transon is increase
displacement hull forms. These require- to o.n; compared with 0.438 for the P atnt
nents guided not only the experiment design orn. The sectional area curves for designs
A an 12 are identical. Designs 18 and 2
priority in testing the models. e

Thne experinent design finally adopted ferent from that of designs 6 and 12) and
is shown in Table 1. This is etSentially a hate waterplane crves the same as for de-
factorial design, with two levels of each sna signs 6 and 12% respectively. Deaftas 12.
of the four design -parameters Included, e1 1 and 24 have identical midship sectins
cept for bean draft ratio which is tested Iall ases, LCE and LCF are the same. Th
at three levels. The beam draft rAtios method used to derive sections corresponding
3-28 and 4-2 cover the frigate range, the to the various combinations of sectional: additional bigh. Val-e of 5-2 being includeda on ngvauot egares and waterplane curves followed closely
to extend the series to include fast patrol the scheme described in Reference 10.vessels, where extra stability is r-quirea. fodyplans for the four designs are
The range of _L/BT, which corresponds effec- sn m ig From these figures it cam
tively to a® range of 6-8 to 7.9, was se- be seen that the series includes two normal
lcted after an inspection of the principal hull ferns, an extreme *V" forn with a
particulars and nominal speeds af many war- knuckle and an -
shipes- The values of C- and C were selec-

-a
ted to include several practical design al- At the preseat tin ten nod-)s out of

the twentY-ftour of Table I have been fullyternat-ves
teratif5.tested and the results analvsec. Thebse are-

The series will enable trends in per- shown blocked out in able i. All for de-Ket !abl AllOou de-1o nc with variations in one para--eterborac vsp signs with parameters closest -- tnose of
to be determined for different values of 2 "-
the renainin. three. It will be possible ens rg ates (designs 6, 12, 1 and 2e
to establish, for example, how t effect have been testd, together wi t he designstit C .~adBT 28 and 4.. Theof increasing C. depends upon the value or 0

Smodel size selected was !.2 ft. o e: IT, L 1T and C3 . waterline. All the modeIs are the same

The parent form for the series is de- engt
sign 6. (Table i. Fig. I. This form is Vne models were made in two halves
very close to that of an existing frigatesand, sieh ds
design with known satisfactory seakeeping sctions were identical for the four models
performance. In contrast to many series with -he same beam and draft, it was pass-

___ parent forms. it is not in the center of ible to create new forms by combining the
- the parameter ranges but at one imit, bow of one design with the ster of another.
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This_ was don -fo dein 6, 2. 1 an24

an he resulting twelve additional designs

DESIGN 6 enable the effect of changes it LCR and 1-CF
c,=se a74 / s bedeternined. T71he deslgnaticns of cn-

binead designs are of the form Row DesignlStern Design. For ezanple, design 1216ba/ - the bow of design 12and the stern of design A
AA' //___6.
'13.2 Resistance Trends

Cainm water naked resistance expeirinen s
nave been clrried out. for twenaty-two models
including the ten -oesgven initial

prxriyas shown in Tae-1 1, anmd th e
additional twelve bow1--crn coth-inatl-on- dec
scribed Sbove-.

For Sac Purpose al crscenn resist-
o-nce data in this paper. Pr-iz - bave
been nose tron the node' tos data af the _

DI, 1 resistance o4f 3500 sona shis The -Act.
Cs~/l r -8C-DB esistance has been express-, a- th-esit

W herVe R ias total resistance P s watmer 1g

/ 5 si. V I s Speed, and V is uipl acco vol-ne
Th C *t 95ski frilclo-s line without It- h,-rsdna

la-g 1 nIrsia
t ho -- it is. of course, possible to

compa-e ploeri'gs of sea s ance carVes tr
Va=ou de t th e ens itsel t

Al =ra- pesantmasae- a nomaes treneds

diffcc. I- aatsr spcod fora-_

:-:53M ze arla-Cte-. Fo exrmple. the- effec, of
~Crsig C- 0f 8 W 0 n -a-

For ~ca!- cg ittdesigns. LIIT= -3v

a~ 5M

a. W

CESU4 The aloe-eces i C., betweeM eac
/AZI) pal c' ode-1 ---- rted agrusz pe5h m,0jCi/ a on 8-6 means tre-te

h ave been obt-ain-ed as f101os:

Sis-1 groupings . eldraIt
she- tO Of eetl

C- 2eecr. IS the0 in..-aecs.s vl brevit,E
a figure Ispresented bbrionly frC

Fig B as zht effects - f IF13- and S- a

el t-wn: increasing *-reuer-
Fig Sf Plans
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0.0. .0 5.-24 1

0.77-7.05 18/24-6/12 10 15 20 25 30 35 40

10 15 20 25 30 35 40 SPEED I'
SPEED (K) Fig. 4 Effect on Resistance of Increasing

Fig. 2 Effect on Resistance of Increasing CB  Bow U-ness - C = 0.48

C. LCB DESIGNS
0.48 -I.48 12-6

---- 052 -IA8 24-18 I
02........ 0.50 -0,29 24/12--I O L

50as -?_68 12n24-6/18 S
O0.0- DESIGNS

z 6-6/1212/6-2()02 Q

-0.4 -0.4[
00 15 220 25 30 35 4

SPEED (K) SPEED (K)

Fig. 3 Effect on Resistance of Increasing C Fig 5 Effect on Resistance of Decreasing
Transom Width - CB = 0.48

sistance at high speed, while increasing
B/T increases resistance slightly over the
whole speed range.

notable feature of both Fig. 2 and 3 3.3 Seakeeing Tests
is t:,at, in each figure, all four pairs of
designs show the same trends. Increasing Experiments w'ere carried out with the
C B generally increases resistance, espe- model self-propelled with no external tow

cially between 20 and 25 kt. Increasing C W  force in regular head waves. The wave
W height was maintained at a value nominally

increases resistance at low speed, but at 1/50th of the wave length, and the wave
high speed the reverse is true. length was varied in about 20 steps from

The group of 16 designs made by com- one-half to three times the waterline length
2 bining bows and sterns of design 6, 12, 18 of the model. The experiments were repeated

and 24 enable study of the effects of in- at each of four speeds corresponding to
creasing bow U-ness and varying transom F 0.2, 0.3, 0.4 and 0.5. Measurements
width. For example, the change from bow 12 n
to bow 6, Fig 4, is a change from extreme relevant to this paper were pitch and heave
V to normal sections. Analogously, the amplitudes and phases. The measured data
change from stern 12 to stern 6, Fig. 5, is were expressed in standard non-dimensional
a change from wide to narrow transom, form and smooth lines drawn through them.

As discussed in Section 2.2, compar-
Increasing the U-ness of the bow, Fig. Isons between different designs are best

4, reduces resistance over the entire speed made on the basis of predictions of motions
range. Making the stern wider and flatter, in irregular seas. Hence, predictions of
Fig. 5, increases resistance at low speed pitch, heave, relative bow motion (RBM) and
and reduces resistance ar high speed. As vertical acceleration at .25L have been
in Fig. 2 and 3, data from different pairs made for ships of 3500 tons in irregular
f designs are very consistent, head seas, using the measured response
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'4 PITCH HEAVE - a pair of ruodels in which one major hull

I form parameter is varied while the other
13 three are held constant at the values given

! in the legend.

1.2 i The data show, in general, a remarkable

I consistency between the treads identified
I.I Ffrom different pairs of models. Pitch,

heave and acceleration are reduced by in-

I. creasing L
2 /P, B/T and CW. Increasing CB

results in an increase in these motions.
0.9 Relative bow motion is reduced by increasing

IlBiT and increased by 4,ncreasing CB * For

6 14 17 20 23 6 14 17 20 23 three pairs of designs' L2 /BT has very
12 15 18 21 24 12 15 18 21 24 little effect on relaetve bow motion, but

DESIGN at low CW and B/T relative bow motion in-

creases with increasing L
2
/BT. For designs

I I| with high L2/BT and low B/T, increasing CW
2 RBM ACCEL reduces relative bow motion, but the remain-

ing CW variations have small effect of rel-

U r ative bow motion.

1.0 The comparisons described above are
for ships of 3500 tons displacement, and,

0.9 - since block coefficient and L2 /BT vary,

08L Icover a range of ship length from 329 to

0 6 394 feet on the waterline. Since the effect
6141 2023 6 14 17 2023 of changing length is in itself of import-
12 15 Is 21 24 12 15 18 21 24 ance for seakeeping performance, it is use-

DESIGN ful to establish whether the trends actribu-I2Fted above to C. and L2 /BT may not be more
Fig. 6 Ship Motion Comparisons, A 3500 Tons closely a.sociated with the corresponding

changes of length. For a constant displace-
ment of 3500 tons, the increase in CB from

0.48 to 0.52 requires a reduction in length
curves and the quadratic regression spectrum from 394 feet to 383 feet on the waterline,
cuerve ancte quadrathi regresion secrum while the increase in L2 /BT from 150 to 238
of Reference 14. In this section. results
are discussed for a significant wave height is associated with an increase in length
of 12 ft, averaged over a wave period range from 329 to 383 feet. Calculations have

of 7.28 to 10.92 sec and over a speed range been made for ships of constant length, 383

of 15 to 30 knots. (For the rationale un- feet, at the same speeds and sea conditions

derlying this choice of wave height and used for the comparisons between the 3500
ton ships. The effects of variationt in

period, see Section 4.3). To facilitate ton si. The ee of-varuateon i
Lt/BT and C have been re-evaluated on this

comparisons, the data have been made non-
dimensional by dividing by the ppropriate basis.

motion value for design 6 (bas. form). The small change in length associated
with the c:ag nChas little effect on

The results are presented in Fig. 6. Bcange in CB
The bar graph form of presentation enables the trends, but, as shown in Fig. 11, this

J a rapid visual comparison of the seakeeping is not the case for L2 /BT. Pitch, for
merits of different designs. The superior- example, now increases slightly as L

2 /BT
ity of design 12 is evident. For all four is increased. In the case of acceleretion,
ship motions plotted, it has the lowest a trend of acceleration to decrease as
values. Moreover, its motions are signif- L /BT increases at constant displacement is
icantly lower than the basic form. It is reversed at constant length. Changes to
also interesting to note that pitch, heave the trends of heave and relative motion are

and acceleration are substantially affected much smaller. It is concluded that the
by the variations in hull form parameters beneficial effects of increasing L2 /BT at

0 (especially heave), while relative bow constant displacement are mainly due to the
motion J& affected to r. lesser degree. corresponding increase in ship length.

The effect on seakeeping of variations
Again, it is convenient to study sea- of parameters included in the series may be

keeping trends by comparing ship motions summarized as follows:
for pa:rs of designs which differ in only (1) increasing ship length reduces ship
one major hull form parameter. Fig. 7 to i0 motions and accelerations.
sho-. the variations in pitch, heave, rel- (2) Increasing B/T also reduces motions
ative bow motion and acceleration with var- and accelerations.
iations in L2/BT, B/T, CB and CW. In these (3) Increasing CW generally improves sea-

figures, each straight line corresponds to keeping performance.
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stability and financial aspects all piay frigate seakeeping and resistance. This
their part, particularly in fixing displace- study will now be described.
ment, length, beam and draft. Of t.e four Predictions of resistance for the study
parameters considered in the NRC series, the were made on the basis of the HSVA "C" series
ship designer probably has greatest freedom (Section 3). However, since the study took
to select CW on the basis of hydrodynamics. place before seakeeping data were available

From the calm water point of view, a low Cfrom the NRC series, the seakeeping perform-
Sance predictions were made using a ship

associated with a narrow transom would seem motion computer program i s  This was not
to be best for speeds up to about 20 knots, felt to be a serious restriction since for
while, for high speeds, a wide transom and the particular case of ship motions in head
high CW should be better. For seakeeping, seas, the limitations of such computer pro-
increasing CW tends to reduce motions over grams are reasonably well understood and,

within these limitations, these programs

the whole speed range. predict ship motions with engineering accu-
As the results from the resistance and racy.

seakeeping tests of the series were being Particular confidence can be placed -n
analyzed, a requirement arose for a ship de- the results if studies made using ship
sign which would combine economical cruising motion computer programs if Lhe data ar- in-
speed performance with best possible sea- terpreted in a comparative manner. Murdey'6

keeping qualities. The results of the has shown that for frigate-size ships,
series seemed, at first, to suggeat that theory predicts the effect of major changes
these two requirements are mutually exclu- in hull form or proportions on motions in
sive. A possible way out of this dilemma head seas to within 5% of the motions of
would be to try to combine an aft body with the initial design. This means that if, for
a narrow transom and low waterplane area example, a certain design change is shown by

with a forebody with large waterplane area. model tests to increase pitch by 15%, theory
Companion analytical studies had suggested may be expected to predict a chan b between
that this approach would be succesful. 10% and 20%.

Since design 12 had shown exceptional An important advantage of using ship
performance in waves, it was of interest to motion computer programs in parametric
test how this might degrade if the bow of studies is that seakeeping performance of
this design were coupled to the stern of new designs can be compared to existing
design 6, which had good performance in calm ships for which model test data are not
water at lower speeds. The inverne question available.
cf how performance of design 6 in calm water
might degrade when the bow was changed to 4.1 Study Plan
that of design 12 is also relevant.

t The three designs under consideration The parametric study involved making
(6, 12 and 12/6) had already been tested in piedictions for a number of different de-
calm water and, as shown in Fig. 5, the signs, all derived from the same parent ship.
effects of changing from the wide stern of The following leading particulars were se-
design 12 to the narrow stern of design 6 lected for the parent ship:
was beneficial up to a speed of about 20
knots. On the other hand, the calm water 3300 tons
performance of design 6 was compromised L 380 ft
somewhat by the change in bow as shown in B 43.8 ft
Fig. 4. T 13.4 ft

Seakeeping tests were performed on 7.80
model 12/6, and the results analyzed in the
same way as for the main designs in the B/T 3.28
series. The results are shown in Fig. 12
which shows that the reduction of CW in the B 0.52

aft body alone caused only a small seakeep- CW 0.80
ing penalty.

It is concluded that bow form is of The above values for B/T, C and W
major importance for seakeeping and that are the same as for design 24 of the NRC
the stern may be optimized for performance model series, while® is slightly higher.
in calm water with little effect on sea- As with the model series, variations in four
keeping. parameters were investigated: , B/T, C3

W 4. PARAMETRIC STUDY OF FRIGATE SEAKEEPING and C . in all cases but Cw, increments be-

AND RESISTANCE low and above the parent value were taken.
Displacement was held constant at 3300 tons

Approximately 2 1/2 years after work - a typical frigate value. The cases in-
started on the NRC model series, the Cana- cluded in the study are shown in Table 2.
dian Department of National Defence began a The range of parameters in Table 2 is
comprehensive frigate desigi. study. In generally within the envelope of the NRC
order to provide hydrodynamic data for hull model series. In fact, ships, 0, 1, 2, 4,
design, a parametric study was conducted of 6, 7 and 8 were based on hulls drawn for
the influence of hull form parameters on that series, with linear dimensions adjusted
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PITCH HEAVE RBM ACCEL 15K

DESIGN CB BIT

1.0

5 [12 z
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Li 22 KT

I W

1.1- C

O. K0.9.

TRANSOM WIDTH (NNARRW, WWONE) O/LFig. 12 Effect of Transom Width on Seakeep- c

ing, A= 3500 Tons 0.9

VARATIN FOMPARENT
as required. New hulls were generated for Fig. 13 Effect of Hull Form Parameters on
ships 3, 5 and 9, using a computer program Resistance
for warship hull lines generation. it is
important to emphasize that the study in-

cluded no unrealistic hulls and that all
parameters were within practical limits. Results are plotted in Fig. 13 for

ship speeds of 15 and 22 knots, which re-
4.2 Resistance present typical frigate patrol speeds, and

30 knots, representing top speed. The
Residuary resistance was estimated on ordinate is non-dimensional resistance, com-

the basis of both the NRC series and the puted as described above, while the abscissa
HSVA "C" series, using the computer programs is the percentage variation in each hull
described in References 17 and 18. Refer- form parameter from its parent value; for
ence 17 ("C" series) was used for the var- example, the ('variation is 5.1% below and
iations in% , B/T and CE, while Reference above the parent value of 7.80.
i -Fig. 13 shows that if efficiency at18 (NRC series) was used for the CW varia-

Stop speed (30 knots) is a paramount con-
tion. Frictional resistance was calculated sideration, the hull should be more slender
using the ITTC 1957 skin friction line. To (higherQ). At 22 knots, CB is the dom-
facilitate comparisons, all resistance data inant paraML-er; reducing C to 48 from
were non-dimensionalized by dividing by the B
value computed for the parent ship at the .52 reduces power requirements at 22 knots
corresponding speed. by 14%. At 15 knots, only CW has a sig-

TABLE 2: LEADING PARTICULARS OF PARAMETRIC STUDY VARIANTS

CASE PARAMETRIC ® CE B/T CW L B T
VARIATION (ft) (ft) (ft)

0 Parent 7.80 .52 3.28 .80 380.0 43.79 13.35

1 -S 7.40 .52 3.28 .80 360.4 44.96 13.71

2 +6 8.20 .52 3.28 .80 399.4 42.71 13.02

3 -6CB 7.80 .50 3.28 .80 380.0 44.65 13.61

4 -26C B  7.80 .48 3.28 .80 380.0 45.57 13.89

5 +6C 7.80 .54 3.28 .80 380.0 42.97 13.10

6 -6B/T 7.80 .52 3.00 .80 380.0 41.88 13.96

7 +6B/T 7.80 .52 3.56 .80 380.0 45.62 12.81

-- 8 -26C 7.80 .52 3.28 .74 380.0 43.79 13.35
W

9 -6C 7.80 .52 3.28 .77 380.0 43.79 13.35
-
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nificant effect on resistance; here, the their operational time.
beneficial effect of a narrow transom is
readily apparent. However, at 30 knots Basis of Comparison
high CW (wide transom) is advantageous. At

all three speeds, resistance increases Computed results for two warships of

slightly with increasing B/T, but the effect frigate/destroyer size and with proven sat-

is very small. isfactory performance at sea were used to
provide the datum for comparative purposes.

4.3 Seakeeping Leading particulars of these ships are:

Measures of Seakeeping Ship designation F D

A (tons) 2700 4600

As discussed in the Introduction, the L (ft) 356 398

seakeeping factors which should have pri- B (ft) 42 50
mary influence on frigate hull form design 7.80 7.31
are vertical accelerations, deck wetness
and slamming. Consequently, the measures B/T 3.2 3.2

of seakeeping chosen for comparative pur- CB 0.48 0.52
poses in the parametric study were: C 0.77
(G) root mean square vertical accelerations

at .25L (approximate location of for- Seakeeping data were non-dimension-
ward end of the bridge); aiized using the appropriate values computed(2) root mean square relative bow motions for Ship F at 22 knots in seas of 12 feet

(RBM) at the forward perpendicular significant wave height.
(for two ships with the same freeboard,
the ship with greater RBM will have a Seakeepitng Comparisons
wetter deck);

(3) most probable maximum impact pressure Fig. 14 presents computed data compar-
at .2L. ing the seakeeping performance of the ships
Peak impact pressures were actually considered in the study. Fig. 14 applies

calculated at four stations along the fore- to seas of 12 feet significant wave height,
body (from .11, to .25L), but for the pur- with the data averaged over the speed range
pose of making comparisons .2L is chosen 18 - 26 knots. The ordinat.s are vertical
because in rough seas this is typically the acceleration at the bridge, relative bow
forebodv location of maximum slamming pres- motion, and impact pressure at .2L. The
sure. Because of the primary importance of abscissa is the percentage variation in
slamming as a seakeeping measure, some de- each parameter from its parent value, as
tails on the impact pressure calculations in Fig. 13. It should be noted that con-
are given in Appendix A. siderably more data were generated and

For each ship, predictions of short- analyzed during the study than are presented
term statistics in unidirectional head seas herein. Since these additional data show the
were made from the computed response func- same trends as Fig. 14, they have been
tions using the quadratic regression spec- omitted in the interests of brevity.
trum of Gospodnetic and Miles to define _ _ _ _ _

the seaway. Motions were computed for five
significant wave heights: 8, 12, 16, 20 and _j NO F
24 feet. Wave period was varied with wave .,. |
height according to the following formula: D -. D

TW  7.73 + .114 Hw 8

where TW is energy-averaged wave period in Alm -.. *- -I
) ,seconds and HW is significant wave height 0 -"

in feet. ~. 9L-- ca- 0 '37
Particular consideration was given to Q

the significant wave height of 12 feet, 05L
since this is the upper limit of sea state Lu

5, which often figures prominently in opera- B/T
tional specifications. For HW = 12, motions t to )

were computed for 5 wave periods: .8TW I
.9 Tw, TW, l.1Tw, 1.2Tw, where TW = 9.1;

these motions were then averaged to give I
the presentative motions for 12 feet signif- -10% -5% 0 +5% +10%
icant wave height. VARIATION FROM PARENT

Motions were computed for the speed
range 8 - 26 knots. Emphasis was placed on Fig. 14 Motions and Impact Pressures in 12
15 and 22 knots, as these represent speeds Ft. Seas, Averaged over 18 - 26 Kt

at which frigates may spend a great deal of
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The seakeeping measures most strongly (4) Best seakeeping is oL iined with a
affected by variations in hull form param- hull combining high CWF with low CB

__ eters are impact pressures and vertical Such a hull has bow sections which are
accelerations, especially the former. Rel- very fine (V-form) near the keel and
ative bow moticns are affected very little a full waterplane.
by the parametric variations. However, for (5) Although increases in length will al-
almost all the parametric study variants, ways improve seakeeping, equivalent
RBM are lower than for ships F and D. percentage changes in CW and CB have

The benefit of low C is clearly demon- f B
B far greater effect. The choice of

strated, as well as the penalties of low C should therefore be dictated primar

The combination of low CB and high CW  ily by powering and arrangement con-
siderations.

clearly shows to advantage, with both impact (6) B/T has the least effect of all the
pressures and vertical accelerations signif- parameters considered on both seakeep-
icantly lower than ship F. The reduction :ng and powering. Thus, B/T should be
in slamming pressure achieved by reducing chosen primarily on the basis of sta-
B is due mostly to the attendant increase bility. Remember, however, that

in deadrise angles on the forebody. Al- slamming qualities will deteriorate
though variations in the hull parameters somewhat with increases in B/T.
have little effect on relative bow motions,
Fig. 14 shows that, even with the same free- 4.5 Recommended Hull Form
board as ship F, ships with high CW willhave A primary objective of the parametric

Within practical limits, B/T has little study was to develop a hull form which
effect. However slamming pressures are would achieve superior seakeeping qualities
alleviated somewhat by reducing B/T to 3.0. without compromising resistance. This hull
Increasingfto 8.2 (lengthening the hull form may be viewed as the hydrodynamicist's
to 400 ft) has some benefit in reducing recommendation to the frigate designer.
vertical accelerations, but affects the The process of deriving this hull form will
other seakeepin& measures very slightly, now be described.
Hence, from a seakeeping point of view, The performance of this frigate, hence-
there is little justification to lengthen forth called ship X, will then be compared
the hull beyond the parent ship value of to three warships of frigate/destroyer size
3f0 ft. all of which enjoy above average reputations

U-2- Several further remarks on the choice for seakeeping. Two of these are the ships
of Cu are in order. During the course of F and D, previously introduced, while the

- .third, called ship FRN, has the following
the study, the question arose as to the rel- leading particulars:
ative importance of CWF and CWA, the forward

and after waterplane coefficients, respec- 2830 t
tively. This problem was studied analyti- L 360 ft
cally, and it was shown that for good sea- B 41 ft
keeping, CWF should be high while CWA is of

Choice Of the hull form parameters
lesser importance. Subsequent model tests for ship X was based on the results of the
(see Section 3.4) confirmed this finding, foregoing parametric study. Seakeeping

considerations favour high CW and low C.,
4.4 Over-All Assessment

practical upper and lower limits are CW
On the basis of the parametric study, .8 and C = 48. Taking B/T = 3.0 alle-

the following observations are made regard- B
ing the influence of hull form parameters viates slamming pressures somewhat, while
on frigate seakeeping and resistance. it lengthening the hull within reasonable
is emphasized that these apply strictly to limits is of litLle overall seakeeping
ships of the frigate type. bene.'t. Fortunately, as seen in Section
(1) Frigates with superior seakeeping 4.2, powering considerations also favour

qualities to existing classes can be CB = .48 and B/T a 3.0, although not as
designed without compromising power strongly as seakeeping. CW requirements are
requirements.

(2) CW is a key seakee:iing parameter. contradictory, with low CW beneficial at 15
More specifically, a high value of C knots and high C beneficial at 30 knots.

Is required to achieve supetior sea- It was assumed that a length of 380 feet
keeping. CWA should be determined by met powering and arrangement requirements

and that the seakeeping and top speed re-powering and arrangement requirements. sistance benefits of high CW outweighed the
(3) A low value of CB is very beneficial

resistance penalty in the vicinity of 15for seakeeping. Low Cg also reduces knt.Hne-h edn atculars of
for~~ Knots. Hence, the leading particuaso

power requirements at intermediate ship X were chosen as follows:
speeds.
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Fig. 15 Example Hull vs. Existing Ships -
Resistance I

S 2 . 20 24
WAVE HEIGHT(FT)

3300 tons Fig. 16 Example Hull vs. Existing Ships,
L 380 ft Accelerations
B 43.6
T 14.5

M 7.80 - - - - .

B/T 3.0 x 1 0'["
C8  0.48 3 ~2~L-
C. 0.80 2 1- - r / r / i-- -

The lines for ship X were developed O--
from ship 4 of Table 2 (design 12 ef the

NRC Hull Form Series) by linear adjustments t r 22 KT
in beam and draft. L 20! I

Fig. 15 presents resistance predictions 4 1 / "

for ships F, D and X. (A curve for ship 3- ,- I rFRN is not shown because it is virtually I .. i / I
coincident with the curve for ship F.) 2  r
These predictions have been made from the I a,
NRC series using the computer program of oi_ __'_

Reference 18. To make the resistance com- .1 2 .3 .1 2 .3 2 .3 .2 .3
parisons strictly on the basis of hull form, XIL
all predictions have been made for a dis- Fig. 17 Example Hull vs- Existing Ships,
placement of 3300 tons, with the principal
dimensions of ships F and D scaled accord- Impact Pressures
ingly. Because the emphasis is on compar--
ison, the data are plotted relative to the In Fig. 16. vertical accelerations at

Sof ship X at 30 knots. .25L are plotted against significant wave

Fig. 15 shows chat hull form X is height. It is seen that a noteworthy reduc-
generally superior to D, especially at high tion in accelerations has been achieved in
speed. This is primarily a consequence of ship X. For example, at 22 knots in 12 ft
the differences in.® (7.31 and 7.80 for seas, accelerations are 20% higher for ship
ships D and X, respectively). F is slightly F than for ship X.
better than X at patrol speeds, but slightly Fig. 17 compares impact pressures over
inferior at high speed. This is a direct the forward quarter of the hull length. At
consequence of the choice of high CW, and 15 knots data are presented for seas of sig-

nificant height 16 - 24 ft, while at 22
associated wide transom, for ship X. As knots results are plotted for 12 - 20 ft.
noted in Section 3.4, this patrol speed re- The superiority of ship X with regard to
sistence penalty may be reduced by narrowing slamming is clearly evident. As a general
the transom, without incurring an appreciable rule, in seas of a given wave height, ship
seakeeping penalty. X experiences roughly the same impact pres-

Fig. 16 and 17 present computed accel- sures on the forebody as the other ships
erations and impact pressures for ships X, F, experience in seas 4 ft lower. For example,
D and FRN at speeds of 15 and 22 knots. As at 22 knots the Hw - 16 impact pressure
in Fig. 14, the plotted data are non-W
dimensionalized using computed results for curve for ship X is roughly bimilar to the
ship F at 22 knots in 12 ft seas. HW - 12 curves for the other three ships.
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Since slamming has been consistently ldcuti- 10
fled by frigate operators as the predominant
speed-limiting factor in rough seas, this 4
improvement in slamming characteristics is
of special significance.

It is concluded that in ship X, superior
seakeeping qualities to existing frigate
classes are achieved without unduly compro-
mising resistance. __DW

5. DESIGN APPLICATION

5.1 Development of a Frigate Hull Form

- The parametric study described in Sec- Fig. 18 Bow Sections - First iteration
tlon 4 was undertaken in order to privide
hydrodynamic guidance for a frigate design U
studyi The process of developing a hull
form for this design study will now be de- Design of the bow sections used the
scribed. In particular, it will be shown bow of design 12 as the starting point, Fig.
how practical design considerations force 1. It was considered that this bow had two
changes from the hull form (cuch as that of structurally undesirable features: concave
ship X) derived primarily on the basis of sections near the stem and a knuckle too
seakeeping and resistance. near the design waterline. These were

At the beginning of this project, the eliminated, resulting in the forebody plan
following information was available: of Fig. 18. Subsequent development of bow
(1) results of the parametric study; sections in the design process was based enI (2) resistance data for twenty-two models Fig. 18.

of the NRC series;
(3) preliminaryAs the design study progressed oper-

ational requirements became better defined
key models of the NRC series. and necessitated substantial increases in

As the work progressed, further model sea-
keeping data became available and influenced principal dimensions to accommodate changed

the design process. In general, these data payload and fuel. In particular, upper deck

provided experimental verlficatlon of the area requtreent drae ength and beam to
trends identified in the parametric study, approximately 400 and 48 it, respectivelyThe choice of leading particulars and while internal volume requirements pushed
hull form coefficients was governed by the CB to roughly 0.50 and displacement to 4300

following principles: tons. Arrangement requirements also gov-
(1) Choose length and beam on the basis of erned the final choice of stern configura-

arrangement and powering considerations- tion: a wide transom was selected because

(2) Choose BIT primarily to satisfy sta- it was felt that the advantages with regard
bility requirements. to equipment fitting offset the patrol

(3) Keep CB low for both low resistance and speed resistance penalty.I
good seakeepng. bThroughout the manipulations of hull

(4) Keep CWF high for seakeeping. form which accompanied evolution of the E

design, those characteristics of Fig. 18
(5) Keep bow sections very fine near the with primary influence on seakeeping were

keel. preserved. In particular, careful attention
(6) Choose CWA to meet arrangement and was paid to deadrise angles, bow fineness

powering requirements. and CWF* At each stage in the development,

Given these ground rules plus the data seakeeping assessments were made to ensure to

available from the model tests and the para- that performance levels were maintained.
metric study, the following hull form co- The leading particulars for the final

efficients were chosen to start body plan hull form of the design study are listed
development: below.

B/T - 3.28 A 4300 tons

C = 0.48 L 404 ft
B B 48.5 ft

CWF as for series design 12 T 15.3 ft

7.61
Initially, two stern variants were consid-
ered: B/T 3.18

(narowC ~ 0.50
low CW(narrow transom) as for design C 0.79
6 A

N high CWA (wide transcm) as for design 5.2 Evaluation of the Final Design

12.
The design developed in the previous
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0 .5 FE

15 20 25 30 35 01
SPEED (K) 8 12 16 2 24

WAVE HEIGT (FT)
Fig. 19 Ships FDES, X and D - Resistance W

Fig. 20 Ships FDES, X and D- Accelerations

section was evaluated in two ways. First,
it wes compared with designs X and D (intro-
duced in Section 4 above) using data inter- 1. 15K
polated from the NRC series for resistance 3D FOES X D.
and theoretical predictions for seakeeping; -/ 24fre a oil g3

second, a model was made and tested, and the 2D
results compared with two designs from the I ------
NRC series. Wcc IL I 22K i / '

Comparison with X and D I 22K /2D

i 10.
henceforth called ship FDES, was estimated
from the NRC series in the same way as for Ii
design X, the example used in Section 4.5. I i" . '

Fig. 19 compares the estimated resistance O ,,

for FDES with the estimated resistance of Oj 02 3 O3 C.2 0 3 I W 3
design X and ship D, both scaled to 4300 X/L
tons displacement. The ordinate is scaled
relative to the Cv of ship X at 30 knots. Fig. 21 Ships FOES X and D - Impact Pressures

FDES is not as good as design X, although
generally better than D. The difference requirements on the final designthe choicebetwean FDES and X may be attributed to the of deadrise angles and waterplane character-
lower<Wof FOESh 7.6 compared with 7.8 for istics in the forebody have still resulted
design X, and the increased CB, O.50 compared in a hull form which may be expected to have
with 0.48. superior overall seakeeping performance.

- -Following the example given in the pre-
vious section, the seakeeping performance Model Test Results

was assessed by conparing predictions of
acceleration at 0.25L and impact pressures A 1:25 scale model, L = 16.177 ft, was
over the forward quarter of the hull length made to the final lines. Resistance and

for speeds 15 and 22 knots. In making the seakeeping experiments were carried out

seakeeping comparisons, the displacements with the model, designated 316, at NRV using

of design X and ship D have been maintained identical techniques to those used for the

at their original values (3300 and 600o hull form series, (Section 3).
respectively). This enables seakeeping The results of the resistance tests
comparison of the final design with the are shown in Fig. 22,in comparison with

ships of the parametric study. As in Section data for designs 6 and 12 from the series.4, seakeeping data are non-dimensionalized Design 6 is used for comparative purposesbecause it is the parent form, while design
using values computed for Ship F at 22 knots because it is the be sen
in seas of 12 ft significant wave height.

Fig. 20 shows that FOES is expected to Ing form tested to date. The comparisons
aaccelera are made on the basis of a displacement ofhave virtually identical vertical 430cosadehldteaescldaeatv

tions to design X. The computed impact 4300 tons, and the data are scaled relative
pressures, Fig. 21, show a significant im- to the CV of the design 6 at 30 knots. As
provement over ship D for the whole range for the other comparisons of resistance in
of speeds and wave heights investigated, this paper, ship predictions have been made
Thus, despite the influence of operational for the naked hulls using the 1957 ITTC line

with no additional correlation allowance.
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SPEED W) 30

Fig. 22 Models 316, 6 and 12 -Resistance V,' 6  r

Up to about 24 knots, the results for .0 . 3. 2. 1.
Model 316 fall roughly where they were ex- X/L
pected, close to design 12. Design 6 has
a lower resistance £'i'r the whole speed Fig. 24 Models 316, 6 and 12 - Impact
rnge under consideration due to its higher Pressures
Mi, lower CB and narrow transom. On the

=- other hand, design 12, with the extreme 'V'
bow and wide transom has geee The accelerations for Model 316 are abow nd idetrasomhasgenerally higher
resistance than Model 316, except at speeds little disappointing, being almost identical
over 24 knots, where the wide transom adds to design 6 and not approaching the superior
to the beneficial effects of higher i)and performance of design 12. In this case the

;o 421 ft for designs 6 and 12) and the
Fig. 23 and 24 present comparisons of increased C (irom 0.48 to 0.50) are primar-

! accelerations and impact pressures between
Model 316 and designs 6 and 12. The pre- ily responsible. A comparison of the same
dictions are for 4300 tons displacement and three designs for the same length (differing
in each case are based on model test results. displacements) puts 316 between 6 and 12.

Since the model test program did not include As had been expected Zrom the analyti-
the measurement of impact pressure, these cal comparison, Fig. 21 above, the impact
data were calculated from the measured pressures are much more encouraging. Fig.
motions using the method outlined in Appen- 24 indicates that despite the slightly higher
dix A. The data are non-dimensionalized motions, the performance of 316 in this
using values predicted for design 6 at 22 critical area is generally slightly better
knots in seas of 12 ft significant wave than design 12 and substantially superior
height. to design 6.

6. CONCLUSIONF

(]) Important improvements in the seakeep-
55K ing qualities of frigates may be

achieved by the selection of appropriate
6 316 6 hull design parameters.

(2) The development of a hull form with

Z.5 - 4 superior seakeeping may require a com
2 I promise with resistance characteristics

0i 0 in calm water. For seakeeping, the
iK design of the forebody is more critical

22K than the aft-body and major changes in
I 6aft-body may be made to improve calm
4O 316a6 water performance with little effect

" > - ] on seakeeping.

i (3) The NRC Hull Form Series for Fast Sur-
0.5I face Ships provides a valuable data

base for making seakeeping and resist-

0'8 2 ance trade-offs in frigate hull form•2 26 20design.
WAVLI. CRTC(T) (4) A method of hill design combining

g 2analytical studies, analysis of the
Fig. 23 Models 316, 6 and 12 - Accelerations results of methodical series for both
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I4
APPENDIX A

IMPACT PRESSURE CALCULATION 
U8oThy calculation of impact pressures is Ibased on the statistical formulation of Ochi rr-and Hotter". The probable maximum Slamming Cr pressure at a given hull section in h hours Go.-of ship operation time is given by"

'h koRtn3Annkn RV -1 ' Rexp(-.52/c 2)
where cRX and o are rms relative motion

and velocity, respectively, i is draft and
k is the form factor. k Is evaluated usingthe method proposed by Conolly2 : the hull
section is regarded as a truncated wedge
with deadrise angle 8, as defined in Fig. 25.and k is calculated on-ina Z 

3Iion slamming of wedge-shaped bodies2 2.
Specifically, the following empirical ex- O.15 .2 Zpression is used in this paper: 

X/L

kIc + 1l - exp(-5B)l(.57cot8),

Fig. 25 Equivalent Deadrise Angles
Equivalent deadrise angles for a typ- F

ical V-bow frigate are shown in Fig. 25.
Note that for the results presented inthis paper, h 1.
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where R i an estimtor of seakeeping rank
which varies from the order of 1.0 for
hulls with very voor sea-keeping qualities
to the order of 0 or hulls with ex-

N.K.8 OT CeIlent seakeeping quaalities-

An indication of the validity of t-he

Mr.Schmitke and rL-.urdev describe a frigate est tor c -be otain usig the results
hull design process w.hich efg ctively uti- o h -cSre.F=Fiur .i ;-

of ~ -~ies mnears that the ao-..licable form coefficients
lizes state-of-the-art techroargies in thear t as o Sareas of seakeeping and calm-water resist- are appro-xima as foi S

ance. !v own work atet o relate Desin CT , CF
hull geometry to seakeeping and thence to Cnn S
synthesize seakeeping optimum hull geomet- 0.7 .
ries " 2, though exclusively analytical, is 

-

predicated upon broadly similar reasoning; 12 0.68 C.97 0.66 0.54
and leads to similar results. There are, !8 0-6I
however, significant differences. I con-18 0.62 0.7

sider a larger set of potentially limiting 24 0.68 0.92 0.72 0.58
responses, and take them to be equally im-
portant. Mv rationale for restricting the As I understand the design of the series,
trend identification process to long-crest- these coefficients should be fixed for the
ed, head seas is very different; and re- associated columns in Table I- Frrther,
quires subsequent validation in short- c/L appears, again from Figure 1 and the
crested seas and at oblique relative head- series description, to be fixed at about
ings. I take the viewpoint that good sea- 0.6 for all of the designs. Finally, a
keeping should accrue as a result of quali- value of TIL for each design can be oem-
tatively similar hull configurations for outed from LV1/T and B/T as used to define
all classes of displacement monohulls, and the ser-es. With these definitions, sea-
base much of my work for destroyer-type keeping rank can be estimated for any design
hulls on earlier results for dry cargo in the series. For instance, it equals 6.1
shin hulls. Finally, I relate seakeeping for the 'parent" Design 6-
to a different set of hull parameters. In Reference 16, Mr-H.rdev gives per-

The last difference cited appears mst centage changes with respect to the parent
important for a formal discussion. In con- in pitch ar heave both as measured and as
cluding their description of the NRC Series, cwmputed for a critical combination of oper-
Mr.Schmitke and r.Murdey observe that, in atina conditions. The following i ex-
the course of standard series hull form hibits the correlation between the differ
changes, parameters other than those ex- ences reported in Reference 16 and those
plicitly varied are also modified; and computed from the estimator- given above.
that these incidental modifications may in- It is as ou ld be expected for a va - d but
fluence the resilts obtain.ed This is, in primitive and rather generalized es.t

fact, probably the greatest danger associ- applied to particular conditions. There is
ated with standard series techniques. If considerable scatter at midrange. but the
the incidentally-modified parameters happen response extrtes are indicated with rea-
to be those which govern the output of the sonable accuracy.
series, direct interpolations can lead to The NRC Series has overall waterplane
erroneous design decisions. coefficient as a defining parameter. Over-

For a hull of given size, analytical all block coefficient is als, used, and the
procedures indicate that vertical-plane discussion implies that this parameter is
seakeeping responses are essentially gov- considered an adequate measure of sectional
erned by the distributions of beam, draft, fullness. Draft and length are used- in

= and sectional fullness over the length of defining the series but are always explac-
the hull. The conventional, naval archi- itly related to bean. The authors coment
tectural parameters which I think provide on the relevance of forehvdy versus after
a minimal description of these distribu- body parameters, but never make them ex-
tions are the waterplane coefficients plicit and do not make a distinction between
forward and aft of amidships. Cwp and CwA; them in defining the series. I would sug-
the draft-to-length ratio, T/L; the ratio gest that they make the forebody/afterbody
of the distance between the forward per- distribution of form coefficients an inte-
pendicular and the cut-up point to lenuth, gral element of the series deiinition, and
c/L; and the vertical prismatic coeffi- that they consider the possibility of us-
cients forward and aft of amidships, Cv7pp ing the parameters in the estimator citedand CVpA. In my work on destroyrer-type above.

hulls, construed to include frigates, these The following table recasts Table I
paraeters are related to seaeeping as using the parameters 'f the estimator to

order the series desia.s. TI-he nubers
R =8.442 + 45.104 Ct - 10.078 CWA given parenthetically after each design

number are the average of the percentage
- 378.465 (T;L) + 1.273 (cAL) changes in pitch and-heave from Reference
- 23.501 CVpF - 15-875 CVpA 16 and minus the estimated rank difference
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for hatdesin wth espet t thc paentDesigns in order of Average Change from Reference 16
design. In this form, the averages of the
hull-to-hull differences in pitch and heave

R show moderate coherency. The estimator 6 - '- - $-,1 --

results indicate that the poorest seakeep- ! 15
ing hulls in the series (lower right in the 0 *a 1LUI
table) have been tested, but that those
with the best seakeeping (upper left in the
table) have not. With respect to the de- 4 O &
signs estimated to have extreme seakeeping
qualities, it should, however, be pointed
out that both T/L = 0.028 and T/45 = 0.045
are outside the strict range of the rank 2 "8..,
estimation equation. It will obviously be
of considerable relevance to determine
whether or not Designs 12 and 7, 24 and 19, 1 ____1______

et al., have similar seakeepting character- 0 o 29
istics.

Quite aside from the foregoing dif-
ferences of opinion as to the hydrodynamic
basis of good seakeeping, one must inquire -2 V D

' A 0
as to the success of the final product.
In the case of Design FDES, it appears that --
Mr.Schmitke and Mr.Murdey have negotiated VM 0 E3 eitch Theory 24
the treacherous waters of design tradeoffs - Heave Experiment
with minimal compromise of their hydro-
dynamic principles. The level of detail of AG T Heavo Theory

provided regarding the design is inadequate e C
for a rigorous assessment, but from the __61 t____ o __description provided, my perception is that -20 -10 0 10 20 30

Design FDES probably has an estimated sea- Pnkeeping rank on the order of ten. Such Response froReference 16
being the case, it will be, ton-for-ton,
among the best seakeeping hulls afloat.
I wish that I could say that I had done Ccrretion between NRC series
as well with my own efforts to support the results and rank estimator
hull design process.

The NRC series ordered by estimator parameters

,2 B TC, 0.80 0.80 0.74 3.74

BT T L CWF/CWA 0.68/0.92 0.68/0.92 0.62/0.86 C.62/0.86

-PP/CVPA 0.66/0.54 0.72/0.58 0.72/0.58 0.78/0.62

5.20 0.028 10 -8.4) 22 -6.3) 4 , -3.0) 16 -1.0)

238 4.20 0.032 11 (0 -'.9) 23 (-8.1. -4.8) 5 (*1 -1.5) 17 (+0.8, +0.5)1

3.28 0.036 12 (-11.9, -5.4) 24 (-4.3. -3.3) 6 (0, o) 18 (+7.6, +2.0)

5.20 0.036 7 (A, -5.4) 19 (A, -3.3) 1 (, 0.0) 13 (*, +2.0)

150 4.20 0.040 8 (, -3.8) 20 (+5.4. -1.8) 2 , +1.5) 14 (+15.2. +3.6)

3.28 0.045 9 (*, -2.0) 21 (+12.4, -0.1) 3 (, +3.4) 15 (+22.7 +5.4) _

* Value Not Available
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C.M. Lee(DTNSRDQ Fig.9, which F4iports to show the affect
of CB alone must involve a change in length,
along with other dimensions , as well, to

The subject treated in this paper is hold A constant. (Fig.14 makes use of®
one of the eventual goals of naval ship instead of L 2/BT.)
designers and opens a new challenging ave- This writer long ago recommended the
nue for ship hydrodynamicists. use of L/V /3 as a parameter*, since in de-

With a short duration of my experience sign one is coneerned mainly with ships of
in the parametric studies for the seakeeping different lengths to meet the same require-
hull designs for conventional catamarans, I ments, and hence to have the same (approx.)
can fully appreciate the extent nf endeavors displacement. Another consideration in
involved in studies such as thob- iresented that earlier work, not considered in this
here. Contrary to ones investment of a paper, was the influence of natural periods
great deal of time and effort, a subject of pitch and heave on performance. It was
like this would always induce diffe.ing shown* that the generally favorable effect _

opinions from the people who are also en- of length, as ieported here, is the result
gaged in similar work. One of the major of the influence of length on pitching
arguing points would be how one should de- period - provided the ship is in the sub-
fine the seakeeping qualities and predict critical range of operation.
these qualities. For example, should the -TW paper also stresses the favorable
severity of slamming be represented by a effect of increasing CW on motions. Again T
point pressure or the integrated pressures - as pointed out in my earlier work*-this
over a certain unit area of the hull ? advantage (greater damping) can be related
Or, even a question such as "Is th peak to its favorable effect on natural periods.
intensity of the slamming pressure during Hence, it would be of interest to make a -

unit time of operation more important than supplementary study of the natural periods
the frequenc, of occurrence of the slamming of all models tested. If for any reason -

with the lesser intensity in the peak pres- it is difficult to determine these values
sure ?" could be agrued on. Again, even experimentally, then they can be estab-
for the slamming alone, the criterion can lished by plotting motion amplitudes vs.
depend upon whether the local impact or the speed with constant wave length (and
broad impact causing the hull girder vibra- height) and noting the encounter frequency
tion should be our major concern, corresponding to the peak response.

As described briefly above, unless we The theoretical parametric study,
narrow down the criteria involved in sea- showing results for irregular seas, is
keeping to a manageable level (may be an interesting in that it leads to similar
impossible task), the t-'ade-offs between conclusions as the model tests. But again
the seakeeping and resistance could remain no consideration is given to the effect
a formidable task to accomplish. However, of natural frequencies, and it would be
a paper such as this seems to me very en- of interest to plot the sea spectrum and
couraging since it provides not only valu- the RAO's on a frequency base for a number
able guidelines for the future investiga- of cases as a means of clarifying and ex-
tions in similar nature of works but also plaining the trends shown, for example,
amplifies the necessity for changing the in Fig.14.
traditional design concept of "the resis- The summary under "Over-All Assess-
tance first and the seakeeping later." ment" (p.467) seems to be an excellent

I would like to congratulate the au- guide for frigate designers. Exception
thors for the pioneering and inspiring work might be taken only to the statement under -
they have accomplished. (5) that the choice of @"should .... be dic-

tated primarily by powering and arrange-
ment considerations", since it follows an
admission that "increases in length will
always improve seakeeping". The only
obvious reason for caution - from the sea-

This paper is significant, not only keeping viewpoint - in increasing length

for providing useful guidance for the de- seems to be to avoid reducing draft to the

sign of frigates with good seakeeping per- point that bow emergence and slamming become
formance, but for developing a systematic serious. Fig.14 shows an increase in bow

way to show graphically the effect of im- pressures with increase in B/T, and hence
pppreduction in draft, but not with reductionportant hull parameters on performance. in *
The paper stresses the importance of length
as a seakeeping parameter and gives par-
ticular attention to the problem of isolat-
ing it from other parameters. The authors
favor the slenderness parameter L2/BT as * E.V.Lewis, "Ship Speeds in Irregular Seas"
a basis for plotting, since it does not Trans. SNAME,(1955)
involve CB. This parameter has merits,
and in Fig.7 trends of length are easily **Hamlin and Compton, "Evaluating the Sea-

shown. But since both A and CB are held keeping Performance of Destroyer-type
constant, the figure could just as well Ships in the North Atlantic",Marine Tech-

have been plotted against®. Furthermore, nology,Jan. (1970)
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In conclusion, this is a valuable difft from the observations made by the
paper that deserves a great deal of careful author:
study. It may well be that the results (a) Vertical accelerations at bow
have greater generality than the authors seem to us strongly affect the seakeeping
suggest. behaviour of a ship and create the neces-

sity of a speed reduction before the prob-
ability of slamming gets its upper limit.

(b) The variations of parameters CB
and L/A'/3 , according to our computations,
have nearly the same effect on seakeeping.

May I add my congratulations to the (The author,on the contrary says that
authors on their very excellent paper. equivalent percentage change in CB has far
Such efforts are very important to ship greater effect).
designers who are faced with maintaining Therefore the questions are the following:
mission effectiveness (good seakeeping (1) Is it possible that these dif-
qualities) while attempting to improve fuel ferences are due to the fact that we have
efficiency, especially at cruising speeds. chosen the probability of slamming at bow

The section which reviews the sources as a restrictive criterion, instead of
of information is a good "state-of-the-art" the intensity of the slamming impact pres-
summary. What the overall assessment sec- sure ?
tion points out, however, is that some of (2) We would extend our parametric
the most important parameters such as Cwp study to the longitudinal distribution of
and CWA are frequently not tabulated in weights on board (pitch gyration radius
comparative seakeeping studies, including Kyy), but the author, in this and previous
this one. K.Bales of DTNSRDC has suggested papers states that the influence of this
that CvpF and CVPA are also significant for parameter is negligible. Could he explain
good seakeeping performance along with the more in detail what led him to this con-
after cut up ratio C/L. I would like to viction ? To my opinion, based only on
request that the authors supply an addition- an impression, it should be a rather im-
al table which lists these important para- portant element.
meters for each hull form.

G. Beflone (Canreu Navali Mundt) R eplyAuthior'sRel
As we had available Dr.Schmitke's

seakeeping calculation program, particular-
ly fit for slender, high speed vessels, and
frigates are our company's main production,
we have carried out a systematic analysis We thank Mr.Bales for his discussion,
similar to the one which has been described which is based on his own extensive work on
by the author. Here I want to show some of this subject.
the results we obtained, most of which are We agree with him that it would be
in good agreement with those obtained by desirable to include more parameters in the

_ Dr. Schmitke. We checked the parameters in- series. However, we have already included
dicated in Table 1, together with the range four parameters, plus bow and stern inter-
of their variation. The study has been changes, and this makes a total of ninety-
divided into 2 phases, of which only the six models. To include more parameters, I
first (regarding CWL , CB, L/A /

3 ) has although desirable, is quite impractical.
been so far completed. In Tables 2, 3 and We would like to add that before em-
4 indications about the basic form hull, barking on the series, we performed a com-
which has generated all the others, the prehensive analytical study of seakeeping
sea state representation employed in the to provide guidance for experiment design.
computation, and the criteria which have In this study, we investigated approximate-
allowed the formulation of an "effective- ly twelve hull form parameters, of which
ness index" for the different examined the most important turned out to be L2/BT,
solutions, are reported. B/T and CW. CB (or Cp) was found to be of

For the different sea states, the secondary seakeeping importance, but was
above said criteria, have led to the quan- included in the series from resistance con-
tification of a "maximum sustainable speed" siderations.
which has been considered as the index re- Mr.Bales mentions the possibility that
presentative of the good seakeeping behav- direct interpolation of the series data may
iour of the different hulls checked. In be misleading. In this context, we are
Table 5 these speeds are shown for sea happy to report that for model 316, the
state 6 (for sea state 5 similar trends series interpolation agrees very well indeed
have been observed, while for lower sea with the model test data, for both resist-
states no limitations to maximum speed ance and seakeeping. We had intended orig-
were found). inally to include these comparisons in the

As regards the conclusions that can paper, but space was insufficient.
be drawn from this study, only two points We agree that CWF and CvpF are impor-
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tant seakeeping parameters. In fact, we The effects of varying the wave period
have specifically said so for CVF. As re- in relation to the RAO's have been studied,
gards CVPF, our statement that "best sea- and the trends of performance found to be
keeping is obtained with a hull combining similar over relevant ranges of ship length
high CWF with low CB" amounts to much the and wave period. For this reason simple
same thing as "keep Cvpy low". This is averages over wave period were used in the
roughly the same message as one obtains analysis.
from Mr.Bales's work. The conclusion that length should be

With regard to Mr.Bales's table, we selected primarily in the basis of calm
are happy to say that testing of the models water performance objectives rather than
with B/T=5.2 is in hand. However, we do seakeeping was made directly from the
not have the same expectations as Mr. Bales analyses described in the paper, as shown
with regard to the seakeeping pertormance for example, in Figures 13 and 14. We
of these models. While the trend of in- agree with Prof.Lewis that major increases
creasing B/T is to reduce motions and inawill, at constant disriacement, lead
accelerations, it is to increase slamming to shallow draft for which bow emergence
pressure. In our view, the latter will may offset the benefit of smaller -otions,
outweigh the former. However, time will but this does not occur for the changes of
tell. length considered in this piper.

Finally, we reiterate our gratitude
to Mr.Bales for his comments and note that
although our path is somewhat different Prof.Johnson asks for more data de-
from his in arri, .ng at a final hull form, fining the hull forms. This paper is in-
we achieve very similar results. tended to give an outline of a particular

approach to providing design data on sea-

We thank Dr.Lee for his kind words, keeping, and the data relevant to this

As he points out, the selection of sea- approach are given. Other approaches will

keeping criteria is not a simple task and, require different data, CVpF and CVPA used

for particular applications, may result in by Mr.Bales being but two examples, and it

a rather more extensive ;et than we have was not possible in this paper to give all

used in the paper. Howeve!r, we ciphasize the possibly useful numerical data. How-
that in frigate hull form design, the ever he body plans, Fig.l, are given, and

designer should, at a minimum, address thes may be used to derive other coeffi-
slamming, deck wetness and vertical accel- cients, as has been done by Mr.Bales in his

erations. contribution.
Slamming may be treated in several

ways, but it is our firm opinion that
slamming severity ust be included. In We thank Mr.Bellone for presenting
paper, we have used most probable maximum results of related studies which he and h s
slamming pressure, but on other occasions reus of re e erformed h
we have used slamming force. The latter colleagues have recently performed. With
is probably more satisfying intuitively, regard to his query regarding seakeeping
However, it is our experience in frigate criteria, it is our opinion that his slam-
studies that either criterion will push ming criterion is not sufficiently strin-

the ship designer in the same direction, gent whereas the opposite is true of his

that is to V-bows with ful waterplanes vertical acceleration criterion. For ev-
forward. ample, in frigate studies we have found the

following criteria to work reasc-nably well:

We agree with Prof. Lewis that in Fig.
7 L2/BT may be replaced by®. However,
similar data will be available for a dif- significant vertical accelaration at
ferent value of C, and in analysing the 0.2L = C.4g
series as a whole L2/BT is preferred.

As mentioned in the pal-er, the cha.ige most probable maximum slamming pressure

of CE shown in Fig.9 does irvolve a chazge 40psi
of length from 394 to 383 ft. This change mam
was shown to have little effect on the most probable maximum slamming lorce

motions nor on the derived trends with CB . 0.15t
The importance of natural periods of

pitch and heave is recognised. However, The latter two are evaluated for a period

in this paper the authors did not take them of one hour.
into account directly, since they are dif- As to his query retarding pitch ra&ius
ficult to estimate at the early design of gyration, we did not include it in our
stages. It is believed that changes in the studies first because it is not a hull formis satde andrst econdsecause the ship dor-
parameters selected imply changes in the pazamnter and second because the ship de-
natural periods. Furthermore, natural signer hau little control over it. We do
periods are greatly affected by weiqht not mean to imply that its influence on
distribution, which is not, within practi- ship motions is negligible, and we would
cal limits, dependent on hull form. certainly favour further work on this topic.
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ABSTRACT R Seakeeping rank
R Estimated value of RI

A model which relates ship hull geome-
try to an index of seakeeping merit is (r113)0  Significant single amplitude
developed. This model is quantified for of vertical-plane ship-to-wave
destroyer-type hulls of specified displace- relative motion at Station 0
mont in long-crested, head srCs. The quan- (r Significant single amplitude
tified model is validated by using it to o r-/3 20vert-cal-a -e shi-towv
define a destroyer-type hull with excep- elave mtiione at Sti ow 2

tional seakeeping qualities. Necessary r
conditions are demonstrated for generaliz- s Second(s)
ing the model to other displacements and single mplitude
headings; and for applying 4t under circum- of absolute vertical motion
stances involving specific, mlssion-related at Station 20
criteria. Hypothesizing the exiztence of
sufficient conditions where necessary con- (si3)15 Significant single amplitude
ditions were demonstrated, the model is 1 1 of absolute vertical velocity
rewritten in a manner suitable for u3e in at Station 15 -

optimizing seakeeping performance uncer s f s amplitude
rather arbitrary constraints on hull geome- ( 1/3)0  Signifian singl apieof absolute vertical acceleratry. It is shown that the optimization tion at Station 0can be accomplished using non-linear pro-
gramming techniques, and that appreciable T Draft amidships
improvements in seakeeping performance can Modal wave period
be realized even when highly restrictive (Tw)0
constraints are imposed. The limitations t Metric ton(s) or local draft
associated with the results obtained are
discussed. It is concluded that these V Ship speed a
results provide a viable basis 'or early- x. Underwater hull form parameter
design synthesis of destroyer-type hulls
with superior seakeeping performance. z1/3  Significant single amplitude of

heave

N C Significant single amplitude of
1N3 heave acceleration

A Local sectional area A Ship displacement
A Waterplane area aft uf amid- (yw1 3  Significant wave height

V ships 0significant single amplitude
waterplane area forward of amid- 1/3 pitch
ships

Linear ratio
AX Maximum of A P Density of salt water

Constant a Standard deviation

B Beam amidships VA Displaced volume aft of amidships

b Local beam VF Displaced volume forward of

C Vertical prismatic coefficient amidships
aft of amidships

Vertical prismatic coefficient 1 INTRODUCTION
forward of amidships

raterplane coefficient aft of Seakeeping came of age as a discipline
CWA amidships of applied hydrodynamics in the mid-1950'swith the emergence of strip theory and

amidships linear superposition. Subsequent advances
and refinements led to the development of

(C 3  Slaming constant at Station 3 technologies which are ustf'J in the later
stages of the ship design process. Thesec from Station 0 totechnologies are now being introduced intopoint the earlier stages of ship design and into

Fn  Froude number ship operations. There is, however, onecritical need in the early stages of ship
L Ship length between perpen- design which cannot be directly addressed

diculars by our mature technologies. That need is
m Meter(s) for a means of synthesizing hull geometries

leading to superior seakeeping qualities.
(Ns) umber of slams per hour at The need for a synthesis technology

Station 3 is widely recognized. Papers attempting

(P ) Probability of bottom slamming to develop relationships between hull geo-
3 at Station 3 metry and seakeeping. the fundamental prob-
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2 lam associated with development of such a of a general model. The next two steps
technology, have been appearing in the were to quantify the seakeeping index used
literature for two decades. These, however, for the model and its general-form coeffi-
have had little or no impact on the design cients. The quantified model then had to
process. be validated. Finally, the model had to

Within the past few years, there has be generalized, i.e., it had to be shown
been a flurry of activity attempting to that some of the specific assumptions made
develop surface combatant hull forms with to develop and quantify the model were not
superior seakeeping qualities. For these necessarily required. Each step is
ships, increasingly sophisticated weapons described in the sections which follow.
systems are demanding more stable platforms
at the same time that economic pressures 2.1 The General Model
are demanding smaller ships. Thus, the
payoff associated with good seakeeping is To begin, let us postulate the exist-
very high for surface combatants. ence of a comparative measure of seakeeping

The author has been sporadically performance in head waves: say R for sea-
involved with work in the area under dis- keeping "rank". Further postulate the
cussion since the mid-1960's. His early existence of a small set of underwater hull
efforts failed in the sense of having little form parameters, say x., i = 1, 2, ..., n,
or no impact on the ship design process. In which effectively govern R for a homogene-
the 1977-78 time frame, he enjoyed partial ous class of hull geometries. Then our
success with two efforts involving par- immediate objective is to define R, the
ticular surface combatant designs. During x. 's, and the functional relationship
this same time frame, he undertook a more b tween them, i.e., to write
generalized effort to relate seakeeping R = f(x I , x2 ... , xn) (1)
to the hull characteristics of destroyer- in explicit terms.

type ships. For R we need a robust, criteria-free
The latter effort was, in view of the index which is not dependent on specific

historical difficulty of the problem, remark- details such as ship subsystems or theably successful. Accordingly, the results
thereof were used to develop a synthesisothert o whand, the selected index must ultimately

- technology which is now being applied to the be valid for a wide range of specific cri-
design of United States Navy ships. The teria and dependencies. This dilemma
development of the model relating hull form drives us to adopt an equal distribution
to seakeeping and of the associated synthe-
sis technology are described hereinafter. mustgnopute asto etical. We must compute a set of vertical

2. DEVELOPMENT OF A MODEL RELATING plane ship responses which is comprehensive
in the sense that it includes all suchS.KEEPING TO HULL FORM responses upon which criteria are likely

to be based. These computations must be
The fundamental premise of the modeling promdfrcmrhnierne fsiperformed for comprehensive ranges of ship

effort was that a meaningful, comparative speed and of sea condition. The response
index of overall seakeeping performance statistics resulting from the computations
could be defined and thence quantitatively
related to a small number of conventionalaveraged. Forhull fo arae It wa furter the averaging process, all responses, shipaul m tha hte In an ther speeds, and sea conditions are taken to be. assumed that both the index and the rela-
tionship could be adequately quantified equally important. It is the absence cf~any weighting or prioritizing in the final
using analytically-based results for long- any wihi rit the fnalheadsea. Th imlicaion ofaverage which gives rise to the "equal
crested, headdistribtion of ignorance" descriptor.
bethis adequately iont are that rolling motion can The basically philosophical definition~of seakeeping rank just given is consideredbe aequtel cotroledby subsequent
appendage design, and that coupling effects ofeaepnrnkjsginiscsdrd

from the lateral modes at oblique relative adequate for development of the general
shrtcese sa l model. Specific definitions are dependentSheadings and/or in short-crested seas will

not significantly alter trends identified upon the ship class considered. Such a
under the relatively simple conditions definition will be supplied for destroyer-
evaluated. Finally, it was assumed that type hulls when quantification of the modelis discussed.

= only the characteristics of the underwater I isssed.It is now in order to focus on selec-
hull had to be considered. The implica- tion of the underwater hull form parameters,
tions of this assumption are that deck x. in the notation of (1), to be used for
wetness can he limited to an acceptable tAe model. To make these selections, thelevel by subsequent design of the above- author relied heavily on his earlier work
water b w, and that abov'-water hull effects with analytically-defined seakeeping stan
will not distort trends .entified on the dard caries. This work is exemplified by
basis of underwater hull geometry. These his 1970 paper with Cummins*.
hypotheses were formulated on the basis of
past experience, relevant literature, and
unabashed intuition.

The approach which evolved included * A complete listing of references is
five basic steps. First was development given on page 503I Z-481-



The a and Cumznins series is based incredsilq Cw, CWA, c/L and A and
on the fact that a viable approximation
to the vertical plane responses of a ship tion forei nT wntVJF e rogc-
antong waves can be obtained using a Lewis CWF
section representation of the hull. This was considered the strongest in the set.
concept is equally applicable to the prob- That for improvement with increasing CpA
lem at hand. Though a detailed mathemat- was weakest.
ical representation of the variation of
the Lewis section parameters over ship With the foregoing, (1) can be written
length, such as used in Reference 1, seemed
- o complex for the present application, R f(CW, , T/L, c/L, C C (2)
i. appeared possible that a carefully WA VPF,CvPA)
selected set of hull form parameters might[ effectively define the waterii.,s, uner and it remains only to define the nature of
effetvelyefies te wseia funer- the functional relationship to be used.
water profiles, and sectional fullness I eiigti eainhp h
characteristics of a homogeneous class of In defining this relationship, teships, author again relied heavily on his earlier
ships.

Another insight gleaned from the stan- seakeeping standard series work. A ruled

dard series work was that it is very desir- surface function was used for interpolations
able to treat forebody and afterbody char- over the standard series data base. Such
acteristics separately as the former have a a function consists of the algebraic sum of
greater impact on vertical plane responses a constant, a linear term in each indepen- _

than do the latter. The waterplane co- dent variable, and all of the linear, inter-
efficient forward of amidships was found to action terms which can be formed from the
be especially prominent. Increases in this set of independent variables under consid-
parameter invariably improved seakeeping, eration. Thus, a ruled surface equation
and the magnitudes of the response changes for the six-parameter model now under con-
which it caused exceeded those associated sideration would have 64 terms. This was
with any of the other coefficients con- considered to be too complex a function for
sidered. the present effort.

Finally, the standard series provided A feature of the ruled surface func-
some insight into the comparative seakeep- tion is that it reduces to a simple, linear
ing characteristics of hulls with and equation when only one of its parameters is
without transoms. It was found that hulls varied. In the course of the series work,
without transoms generally exhibited sea- this led to an exploration of using only the
keeping characteristics superior to nominal- constant and the single-variable terms from
ly equivalent hulls with transoms. These the ruled surface equation to approximate
differences were found to be attributable the results of the latter when more than
to the typical differences between the one parameter was chanqed. The exploration
afterbody, underwater profiles of the two indicated that the linear approximation
types of ships rather than to the transom was correct in a qualitative sense whenever
itself, appreciable changes in the dependent vari-

Parameters for the model were selected able were involved. The qualitative
on the basis of the foregoing comments and results, though erroneous, appeared to pro-
of such other knowledge of the influence of vide an adequate bases for tradeoff deci-
hull form on seakeeping as the author could sions. In view of this, it was decided to
bring to bear. Appendix A provides an employ a simple, linear model, i.e., to
abbreviated rationale for each selection. write (2) as
Here, the selected parameters will be iden-
tified and briefly commented upon. R=ao+aI(CwF)+a 2 (CWA)+a 3 (T/L)+a 4 (c/L)

A total of six parameters were +a 5 (CvPF)+a 6(C VPA) (3)

selected for the model. They are:
where a., i = 0,1,2, ... , 6, are constants

1. Waterplane coefficient forward of to be d~termined.
amidships, CWF;

2. Waterplane coefficient aft of amid- 2.2 Quantification
ships, CWA: Equation (3) was quantified using a

3. Draft-to-length ratio, T/L, where data base ccnsisting of the geometric char-
T is draft and L is ihip length; acteristics and seakeeping responses of an

4. C,,t-up ratio, c/L, where c is the ad hoc selection of destroyer-type hull
uistance from the forward perpen- designs. A "destroyer-type hull" is taken
dicular to the cut-up point; to be a rather fine, naval hull intended

for high-speed operation and a warfare
5. Vertical prismatic coefficient for- mission such as antisubmarine or antiair-

ward of amidships, CVPF; and craft warfare. Classes of ships which

6- Vertical prismatic coefficient aft satisfy this definition are frigates, dest-
of amiuships, C * royers, and light cruisers.

VPA .  In the preceding material, the idea
Seakeeping was projected to improve with of a "homogeneous" class of hulls was
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invoked on several occasions. The func- responses in Bretschneider wave spectra with
tional similarity of frigates, destroyers, modal periods, (Tw) , frcm 6 to 14s in two-
and light cruisers has led to their con- second incrementswaRd for Froude number, I
stituting a rather homogeneous set in terms F , from 0.05 in increments of 0.10 to 0.45.
of hull form. However, their sizes vary CRaracterizing the wave spectra on the basis
widely. This required that ship size be of modal wave period alone is viable becauseonormalized in some manner before the data we are assulming linearity. The Froude

base needed to quantify the general model numbers selected yield speeds covering a
relating hull geometry to se4keeping was 5 to 30 knot range for each hull in the data
developed, base. Appendix B provides additional com-

It was decided to normalize on the ments on the selection of operating condi-
basis of displacement. There were three tions.
reasons for selecting displacement in pref- The computations were performed using
erence to length as the normalizing factor, an upgraded version of the linear strip
First, the author's past results indicate theory computer program developed by Frank
that displacement is, for realistic ship and Salvesen 2. A 20-station, close-fit
forms, better correlated with seakeeping representation was ased for each hull.

performance than is ship length. Second, The radius of gyration in pitch was taken

displacement is a more fundamental metric equal to 0.25 L for all of the hulls.

cf ship cost than is ship length. Third, These computations produced 200

and strongly tied to the second reason, is response statistics (5 modal wave periods
decisions as to ship x 5 Froude numbers x 8 responses) for each

thatmosteary-deignof the 20, data-base hulls. Unweighted
size are made in terms of displacement.

Twenty destroyer-type hulls were chosen averaging over modal period and Froude

for the data base. Care was taken to number, as advocated in the general defini-

include hulls representative of a wide scope tion of R, reduced this data set to the

of design practice. Care was also taken to 20 x 8 matrix exhibited in Table 2. In

avoid inclusion of pathological hulls judged this table, ' represents significant

to be unbuildable or unlikely to be built. wave heiaht, and is used to normalize all
Each hull selected was normalized to of the simple, linear responses. These

a displacement, 4300t, considered to be responses are in terms of significant
typical of the class under consideration, single amplitudes (subscript 1/3), and are
The normalization was performed by multi- further subscripted, when required, by the
plying the linear dimensions of each hull applicable Station number. General nota-

i by the cube root of the ratio of 4300t to tion used is 0 for pitch, z for heave, r
its as-designed displacement. Table 1 char- for relative motion, and s for absoluteF acterizes the 20 displacement-normalized motion.
hulls. Both the parameters included in the The response statistic designated
model relating hull form to seakeeping and (C ) in Table 2 is related to the piobabil-
the overall dimensions of the hulls are s 3
included in this tabulation. The symbol B ity of occurrence of bottom slamming at
represents beam amidships. All other nota- Station 3, say (Ps)3, by
tion in Table 1 is as previously introduced.

Based on the general definition of (P ) exp'-2(C ) /[(I )i] (4)
seakeeping rank (R) given previously, it s 3 3 w'1/3

was decided (see Appendix B for rationale) It may then be described as a slar-'ng in- v
to compute eight seakeeping responses for cidence parameter. Appendix B de is
each of the data-base hulls. The responses (Cs) using threshold relative veloi±ty as
selected were pitch, heave, ship-to-wave s

relative motion at Stations 0 and 20*, defined by Ochi3. Let it be notei that

bottom slamming at Station 3, absolute (Ps) 3 is inversely proportional to (Cs)3-
vertical acceleration at Station 0, heave Hence, in contrast to the other resp"'nses
acceloration, and absolute vertical motion considered, a large value of (C) 3
at Station 20. In two particulars, this s a

set of responses fails to support the gen- "good" while a small value is "bad"-

eral definition of R. Heave was included, A few interesting facts can be gleaned
not because it is a criterion response, but from inspection of Table 2. Hull 06 is
because it seemed inadvisable to omit half evidently a good one: it minimizes pitch,
of the modal motions relevant to the prob- heave, both accelerations, and relative
lem. Absolute vertical velocity, a crite- motion at Station 0. Hull 05 exhibits the
rion response for helicopter landings, was best slamming characteristics. As to the
omitted. The omitted response will be util- Station 20 responses, Hull 10 is best in
ized subsequently in the context of gener- absolute motion whi le Hull 04 is best in
alizing the model. relative motion. It is also wortnwhile to

definition observe that the total variability in the
of R, it was decided to compute these Station 20 responses is relatively small.
o i a i cp tThese vary by only 5 percent over the 20-

ship data base while the other responses

* Stations are numbered from 0 at the for- considered vary by 8 to 28 percent.
ward perpendicular to 20 at the after per- Prior to response averaging, each
pendicular. Table 2 datum had to be nondimensionalized.
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To accompliqh this, all of the (C~ values iniiulrospon~sos. it was felt that

- -in Table 2 were divided by the largest value this implicit weighting was compatible with
and he oheraverge esposesthe general definition of R. An averaging

tereof;ddb terrseciemn procedure assigning strictly equal weights
wer diide b thir esectve inma, to all of the responses considered might

-- Thus, the "best" hull in terms of each have allowed those with little potential
response considered was assigned a 1.0 for for improvement to drive us in the direc-
that response while the other hulls were tion of little ovzerall improvement.
assigned proportionately lower values. The average responses derived by the
These nondimensionalized values were then poeuejs ecie n icse

avrgdhvrthiihtrsoneporec satisfy the general definition of R.
ship.However, it was decided to perform one

it can be noted that these average additional operation to formally define the
responses are implicitly weighted by the index. This was normalization of the over-
attainable range of variability of the all averages to a scale from 1.0 to 10.0

with the hull having the best ,highest)
Table 1 characteristics of the Displace- average assigned the 10.0 and that having

ment-Normalized (4300t) Hulls the worst average being assigned the 1.0.
There were two motivations for this final

CW %A T~o IL c1 mw Cyr. step. First, use of the normalized scale
01 12. 130 . *" .1 0.0 37 0.5 0.4 0.6 admits quick judgments as to the relative

-- 1334 14 4.3 634 "4 0.3OIM 0.4 .1 seakeeping qualities of a given hull -

Second, the resultant increases in the
03 128.2 14.04 4.20 0,501 0.309 0.0128 0.00 C.001 0.64 numerical magnitudes of the hull-to-hull

04 17. 1.214.3 5401034 0434 @00 .01 os~differences involved were thought to be of
U 21.0 U.0 4."1 C.410 1.11 0.0"M0 0.05 0.770 0.611

04 134.4 1310 4.26 0.041 0.721 0.0311 0.050 0.55' 6.036

-- 07 118.7 1153 4.6 0." 0.2 C." OO On 0.6" Table 3 Seakeeping Ranks of thie Data Base
Of 114.8 24.46 4.05 0.67- 0.238 9.0120 0.0 0.7 0.9 Hulls
00 11P.. 14."8 4.10 0.104 0.02 0C01M 0.1150 0.732 0.414

10 1310.0 15.80 4.42 0.640 0.02 0.0250 0.000 9.124 0.540 WX a SI :_ IL AIL " CO

11 110.5 14.20 4.14 0.011 0.012 0.435 0.90 08.3 0.518 06 10.80 04007 0.07) 0.017 0.854 0.517 0.04"

12 124.0 14.50 4.42 0.414 0.146 MON0188 0.10.10 :.M0 n5 t.15 0.487 0.054 0.010 *."a0 0.152 0.436

11 12.8. 13.123 3.14 0.374 0.9=1 MICA0 0.450 0.00" 0.300 15 0.0 0.40 0.441 0.0150 CAW0 0.477 0.50-

14 111.0 U4.32 4.00 0.413 0.04A 0.0363 0.810 0.720 0.355! 10 0."0 6.641 0.922 M.0SS CW0.08 454 0.00

is 134.0 10.64 4.24 0.625 0.84 0.015 0.00 a.50. 0.636 01 I.4.4 0.64 0.017 0.6367 0.MG 0.540 0.644
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is 11.4 13.03 A.88 0.425 0.003 MOM35 0.4 0.70 0.3On
14 #.70 0.694 6.111 0.0106 0.010 4.720 0.6II

It 7IIA 14.O A.44 0.062 0.01 0.0510 0.4W 0.555 0.571
1 1 430 0.411 0.412 0.0132 0.00 0.13 M, .2.03

10 .91 0.015 0.6" 0.010 0.700 0.540 0.54
Table 2 Average Response Statistics for at .54 0.104 *.all 0.9344 0.00 C.732 0.424

= ~~~~~the Data Base Hulls 45 .4 .1 .' .8 .2 .5

A1I '0 1~ 'o0~L! ~ ~ (1j5 ~3 2 4.41 ".14 0.064 00ON4 2.700 W.51 0.403

715, IJ 1 12 is) (V , 341.30 8.611 0.00 0.050 0.080 0.743 COO)

20 3.00 0.307 0.1181 0.0531 0.81_ 0.5251 0.5

0I 0.3 0.14 0.925 0.011 124 0.231 0.5-i 0.441 03 3.44 0.515 0.400 0.0m2 0.140 i.50 0.436

00 9.440 0.53L 0.1 0MW0 31n 0.520 0.414 0.4CA"ss 001 044 .74 040 .0 .5
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as 0464 0.144 0.351 6.1146 1TO 0.2 0.342 0.A$7

to0 0,450 0.an CAR 0.745 M1 0.216 0.404 6.438

05 .00 013 0.440.01 31 .33 03) 0.51Table 4 Coefficients and Characteristics
00 0.514 0.2141 0.900 MI$0 115 6.314 6.01 0.4) of the Parameters in the Seakeep-

00 05)40.51 0.44 00801.1 .55 0.31 0452ing Rank Equation
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potential value for that portion of the the effects of C and c/L. -le formrar
quantification effort yet to be undertaken. VPA

Application of the procedure just parameter has an effect opposite to that
defined to the data base hulls produced the anticipated while the latter has a smaller
R-value data presented in Table 3. This relative effect than anticipated. Both
table shows the data base hulls in order reversals are probably attributable to the
of rank from best (R = 10.00) to worst difficulties associated with defining after-
(R = 1.00). The table includes the hull body geometry which are discussed In Appen-
form parameters in terms of which R has dix A.
been modeled. Gross tendencies toward A simple validity check can be made by
increasing rank with increasing CWF and comparing predicted and direztly computed

R-values for the data base hulls. Figure
with decreasing CVPF are discernible, but 1 presents the results of this exercise.
it is evident that no one of the parameters The symbol R is used (-and will be used
considered provides a reliable indication hereinafter) for the predicted values to
of the behavior of the index, distinguish them from those directly com-

To complete the quantification effort, puted. Figure 1 includes lines defining
a multivariate, linear regression analysis a two standard deviation (o) bound about
was performed using the Table 3 data with the predicted value. The magnitude of a
R as the dependent variable and the six hull is 0.508, and the largest single deviation
form parameters as the independent vari- is 1.073.
ables. The regression analysis provided It was felt that the most relevant
estimates of the constants a., i = 0, 1, validation effort which could be undertaken

6, in (3). Table 4 prelents the esti- was to use the R predictor to difine a hull
mated values. It also defines (from Table which had parameters withii the data base

- 3) the parameter ranges to which the esti- ranges thereof but better seakeeping char-
mates are strictly applicable. Finally, acteristics than any hull in the data base.
Table 4 gives the potential change in sea- The form coefficients for such a hull can
keeping rank associated with each parameter. be obtained by inspection of Table 4. One

These data are obtained by multiplying the simply assigns each palameter the data
estimated constant for a parameter by its base extreme whicb will tend to maximize R.range. The transition from this point to a hullsufficiently well-defined to admit strin

2.3 Validation theory computations is rather tedious.
Dimensional quantities must be introduced;

Initially, it should be noted that the and these, too, must be kept within their

constants estimated by the quantification data base ranges. Finally, a "ship-like"
process are in broad agreement with the configuration satisfying all of the imposed
projections made in the course of develop- restraints must be developed. Appendix C
ing the general model. The exceptions are describes the process in detail. Here the

characteristics of the resultant hull will
be presented and briefly discussed.

The hypothetically optimum hull defined
by the work described in Appendix C will be

, identified as Hull 21- It is 135.8 m in
length, has a beam of 14.72 m and a draft'I Iof 4.28 m. Its dzsplacement is 4302t.

-- Its coefficients, as associated with the
- /-I model developed here, are as follows:

, -l = 0.690, SA 0 0.915. T/L = 0.0315,/ c/L 0.850, C F
T he u ll 2 =0.689 and 0.552.

Zo Te Hul 21characteristics involving
, volumes and areas are slightly different

-4 from their ideal values, e.g., C_ is 0.008
less than the data base maximum. Al of

f; these differences are such that the co-
,/ efficients of Hull 21 fall inside the data' / /base rat.ges.

Sealkeeping computations were perfor-d/ for Hull 21. Thieso computations were idea-
o1 tical to those Derforme%,d for the data base-:
0I hulls except that a Lewis section repre-

________________,_____________ sentation was used for Hull 21. Such a
representation was the best which could
be derived at the level of hull definition
available, an- was thought to be adeau~te
for the purpose at hland.

Fig. I Estimated versus Direct-y-Comiuted The results of the Hull 21 seakeeping
Ranks for the Data Base Hulls computations were used t recopute the
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seakeeping rank index, R, under the assump- and lowest local responses of any hull intion that this hull was a member of the the data base. When no envelope isdata base set. It was found that , had explicitly shown, the implication is that
Hull 21 been a member of the data base, it it is defined by either Hull 06 or Hull 13.
wculd have attained the maximum rank of Insights which can be gained from
10.0. Hull 06, which received the 10.0 inspection of Figures 2 through 9 are
rank in the actual data base, would have discussed in the following paragraphs.
been second-ranked at R = 7.2. Hence, Minor trend reversals in waves of six- _the R predictor has been used to define second modal period are neglected in the
a hull that is within the geometric scope discussion. These reversals involve rela-
of the data base hulls but has seakeeping tively small response magnitudes, and arequalities superior to all of these hulls. at least as much attributable to numericalThe foregoing conclusion equates procedures, e.g., spectral closure, as to
"seakeeping qualities" with the rank index, realistic differences between the hulls
R. The equal distribution of ignorance involved.
approach taken to defining R is, according- Excepting the slamming incidence para-
ly, implicit to it. We must, for credibil- meter (Figure 6) and relative motion at the
ity if not for validity, inquire as to the stern (Figure 9), the results shown by the
degree to which the local seakeeping qual- fugures under discussion are remarkably
ities of Hull 21 are inferior as a result consistent. Hull 06 typically defines theof this. Figures 2 through 9 were developed best envelope or is very close to it. Hull
for the inquiry. 13 is only slightly less consistent in

Each of the eight cited figures treats approximating the worst envelope than isone of the seakeeping responses considered Hull 06 in approximating the best envelope.
here. The response being evaluated is plot- Hull 21 is generally equal or superior toted as a function of modal wave period for Hull 06. In some instances when Hull 06each of the five Froude numbers evaluated, does not define the data base best envelope,Five curves are shown on each plot. These Hull 21 is superior to the hull which
illustrate the local seakeeping qualities
of Hull 21 and of the data base hulls which
are best (Hull 06) and worst (Hull 13) in
the sense defined by R. They also Jefine -A
the data base envelope, i.e., the highest 0 "LIL L
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tion to the effect that a decrease in draft-
to-length ratio should improve sea' iepinQ

deinhedt. ocontradicted common sense argument.- regard
It was noted earlier that the Station ing theeffect of draft on bottom slamming.

20 responses considered had relatively Quantification of the model supported the
smallnges, A and that the response averag- author's contention. However, the Figure 6
ing procedure employed was biased against plots of the slamming iniecaaaee
responses with relatively little potential (which was the second response accepted from-
for improvement. One of the exceptions the initial discussion of local response
cited in the foregoing paragraph, relative comparisons) indicate that the cormmon sense
motion at the stern, appears to reflect argument has merit in the limit as encounter
these circumstances. Such being the case, frequency increases. When this frequency

=the favorable results found for absolute is high, most notably at combinations of
motion at the same location must be con- low (Twin and high F n' absolute ship motions
sidered fortuitous. However, the behavior are very small; and relative motion (in the
of relative motion at Station 20 with kinematic sense, at least) is approximatel-y
variations in modal period and Froude nanber eqatowvelain.Tnth icdne
can be seen to be different from that of of bottom slamming comes close to exhibiti:ncthe other responses considered. This may eirclcrelto ihdat
account for the anomaly. l n~ne-

In any case, Figure 9 indicates t.hat a Recalling that the Iiec of sla.-
reversal of the overall trends found occurs ming is inversely proportional to (C 5)3
in the case of relative motion at Station Figure 6 is seen to reflect the situation
20. The roles of the best and worst data j15t described. in 6s waves, Hull 13 with.
base hulls in an overall sense are reversed. T = 5.14 m is usually better than either
Hull 21 is inter-mediate in most cases, but Hull 06 (T = 4.26 m) or Hull 21 (7 4.28 m).
exhibits superiority in logwaves at the A 2s increase in modal period reverses the
hig-hest Froude number considered. situation. As modal period continues to

It is pointed out in the appendix increase, Hull 13 converges to the data
on parameter selection for the general model base worst envelope. Then Hull 06 is
(Appendix A) that the author's preconcep- intermediate, and Hull 21 converges to the
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data base best envelope, assessment of the capabilities of the hulls
Since the magnitudes of (Cs)3 at the considered to support antisubmarine warfare

s m by conducting helicopter operations. The
6s modal period are relatively high (imply- performance assessment used specific-cri-

___ ing a lower incidence of the phenomenon), teria magnitudes, and required-consideration
the reversal which occurs in that condition of a number of responses not considered in

" __ is not considered too deleterious. The the data base computations. Hence,, this
low-draft ships which are good in an over- effort encompasses the initial generaliza-
all sense have good slamming incidence tions. In addition, it tests the ability
characteristics under those conditions in of the results which have been derived to
which slamming is most likely to limit yield a hull which exhibits superior sea-I operability. One other matter seems worth keeping in a specialized situation. It will
pointing out in the present context. Slam- be recalled that it was the need for a sea-

- ming is treated here purely from the view- keeping index that was very generalized yet
__ point of its incidence, but the fine fore- applicable to specialized circumstances

body sections implied by the low value of which motivated the adoption of the equal
CVpF applicable to Hull 21 can be expected distribution of ignorance approach to

to minimize the deleterious effects of the defining the seakeeping rank, R, used here.
phenomenon when it does occur. The results of the initial generaliza-

Overall, it is thought that the local tion effort continue to be of academic
comparisons presented in Figures 2 through interest because they were obtained without
9 provide strong support for both the equal any complicating changes in the computa-
distribution of ignorance approach to defin- tional frame of reference used for the
ing R and the excellence of Hull 21. The earlier elements of the investigation.
only definitive reversal found is that of Hence, these results will be briefly
relative motion at Station 20, and it is reviewed. The subsequent generalization
minor in the sense that the attainable to 'round-the-clock relative headings will
variation in this response is small. then be described in some detail.
Perhaps the most exciting feature of Hull 21 The initial generalization effort
is that its superiority is greatest when indicated that the displacement-scaled
conditions are worst, i.e., at the higher versions of Hull 21 were superior to their
Froude numbers in seas which maximize the existing counterparts except in relative
responses of hulls in its size range. motion at the stern (for which response

the differences involved were small) and
2.4 Generalization in slamming incidence at combinations of

high F and low (T ) for which the inci-
The assumptions made in the course of dence Of the phenomeRon was relatively

deriving the general model relating hull small. Further, the magnitude of the
form to seakeeping and of quantifying it Oifferences involved appeared to reflect
for destroyer-type hulls are so restrictive R differences between the hulls which were
as to make the results obtained useless in computed assuming that the predictor could
any practical sense. These results apply be applied independent of displacement.
only to selected seakeeping responses of Absolute vertical velocity was found to
4300t, destroyer-type hulls operating in exhibit typical trends with (T )0 and
long-crested head seas. Lifting the hull and in hull-to-hull omparisonW.
type restriction was beyound the scope of Prior to attempting the generalization
the investigation being described. The to 'round-the-clock relative headings, a
possibility of relaxing the restrictions detailed design of Hull 21 was developed.
as to response, displacement, and/or relative The procedure followed is described in
heading was explored at the level of neces- Appendix D. Here it should be noted that
sary conditions. attention was given to minimizing resis-

Initially, Hull 21 was scaled (by the tance, that the author's procedure for

cube root of the displacement ratio as computing minimum freeboard requirements'
described in context of developing the was applied, and that bilge sels were
displacement-normalized data base) to the sized in accord with the principles set
size of an existing small frigate and to the forth by Cox and Lloyd s . Further, the
size of an existing light cruiser. The responses of the detailed design were
seakeeping responses of the existing hulls computed by the same procedures employed
and their Hull 21 equivalents were then previously to verify that its seakeeping
computed using the same procedures as for characteristics had not been seriously
the-data base. Absolute vertical velocity altered by the detailed design effort.
at the after quarter point, noted previously Figure 10 presents the body plan which
to be a criterion response omitted from the resulted from the detailed design. In
data base computations, was determined, this figure and hereafter, this design is
The responses of the two pairs of hulls were referred to as Hull 21D to distinguish it
then compared. from the Lewis section version considered

Subsequently, the general approach of up to now. Hull 21D has the same overall
scaling Hull 21 to the sizes of two existent dimensions as Hull 21, but it differs
hulls was applied for 'round-the-clock slightly from the latter in displacement
relative headings in both long and short- and some coefficients. Specifically, it
crested seas. This effort was extended to displaces 4343t, and has CWF 0.698,
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A 0.922, CVpF  0.678 and CvpA 0.560. tion consists of on-deck handling of the
W =P helicopter and its equipment. The cate-

The coefficients remain within their gorization is required because each of the
respective, data-base ranges. three operations involves different crite-

Two existing hulls, both designed ria variables and/or iragnitudes. Further,
to support helicopter operations, were in order to obtain an operationally rele-
selected for comparison with Hull 21D as vant assessment, criteria for avoiding hull
scaled to their respective displacements. damage and for personnel limitations were
The smaller of the two hulls selected is superimposed upon the criteria for each cate-
124.4 x 13.8 x 4.52 m, and displaces gory of helicopter operation.
3595t. It will be designated Hull A. The Complete results of the performance
larger, designated Hull B, is 161.2 x 16.8 assessment are presented in Figures 11
x 5.94 m, and displaces 7948t. through 16. Each of these figures presents

Hull 21D as scaled to the displacement an Operability Index (01) as a function of
of Hull A will be identified as Hull 21D/A. modal wave period for a specified helicopter
Its dimensions are 127.5 x 13.8 x 4.02 m. operation (and, implicitly, for the hull
By corresponding indentification, Hull and personnel) and a specific significant
21D/B is 166.1 x 18.0 x 5.25 m. The dis- wave height. The OI's are defined such that
placement-scaled versions of Hull 21D are, they equal 1.0 in a seaway so benign that
then, generally longer and shallower than the operation under consideration can be
the existing hulls. Breadth comparisons carried out at any relative heading and at
vary. This parameter is the same for Hull any speed up to design speed (taken to be
21D/A as for Hull A, but significantly 30 knots for all of the hulls evaluated).
greater for Hull 21D/B than for Hull B. For more severe seaways, the 01 is frac-

Six-degree-of-freedom motion computa- tional : and when the seaway becomes suffi-
tions for the two pairs of hulls just ciently severe to make th operation unten-
described were performed using the United able, the 01 is zero. For instance, an 01
States Navy's Standard Ship Motion Predic- of 0.40 indicates that, in the seaway to
tion Computer Program, SMP-79. This program which it applies, the ship under considera-
is based on the linear strip 6theory of tion can perform the operation being evalu-
Salvesen, Tuck and Faltinsen with improve- ated in 40 percent of the possible combina-
ments in roll prediction based on Schmitke

7  tions of 0 to 360 degrees in relative head-
and on the Cox and Lloyd paper (Ref. 5) ing and 0 to 30 knots in ship speed.
previously cited in the context of bilge Larger Oi's are considere .4 to be indi-
keel sizing. Appendix E describes the cative of superior seakeeping because they
computations performed in detail. Here it imply that the "window" in which the opera-
should be noted that speed polar diagrams, tion considered can be performed will be

as introduced by Covich and Comstock , were easier to locate initially and thence offer
used to assess performance. more flexibility in the speeds and headings

As mentioned previously, the perfor- at which the operation can be conducted.
mance of the hulls under consideration was In this context, Figures 13 through 16 indi-
assessed in terms of their ability to carry cate that the displacement-scaled versions
out helicopter operations. These operations of Hull 21D are invariably superior to their
were divided into three categories: launch, existing counterparts. It can also be
recovery, and support. The "support" opera- observed that, in the cases for which four-

way comparisons are possible, the perfor-
mance of the 3595t Hull 21D/A typically
equals or exceeds that of the 7948t Hull R.
This finding raises serious questions as to
the validity of the prevalent conception to
the effect that the gross size of a hull
is the primary determinant of its seakeep-
ing characteristics.

Quantitative comparisons of competing
hulls can be made either in terms of 01

I ratios or 01 differences. Ratio comparisons
are logical from the hydrodynamics perspec-
tive, but difference comparisons seem more
meaningful from the viewpoint of ship opera-
tions as they are at, )lute measures of gain
or loss in window s Ratio comparisons
for the A-hulls in 4.0 m waves indicate that
the superiority of Hull 21D/A over Hull A
ranges from 50 percent to a factor of eight.
Factors of two to three are common. Differ
ence comparisons for the same data show
Hull 21D/A to be superior to Hull A by 12

,to 51 percent. Differences between 20 and
30 percent are prevalent.

The remainder of the comparative data
Fig. 10 Hull 21D Body Plan (for the B-hulls and for the A-hulls in
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6.0 m waves) cannot be rationally quantified assigned the data base extreme values that
because it contains OI's of zero. In retro- would tend to maximize it. Simple algebra
spect, a 5.0 m wave height would have been led to a unique solution. In a realistic
a better choice to evaluate the B-hulls than ship design environment, it must be expectedthe 6.0 m actually chosen. In any case, that some parameters will be fixed and others
the superiority of Hull 21D/B over Hull B tightly constrained. Then the R equation
is evident in a qualitative sense from will be overspecified. There will not nec-
Fig. 14, 15 and 16. essarily be a unique solution, and obtaining

The foregoing results are held to any viable solution will require more elabo-
demonstrate necessary conditions for rate mathematics.
several generalizations of the results which Though the hull form constraints
have been obtained here. The direct gener- explicitly imposed to define Hull 21 were
alizations are with respect to hull dis- lax, there were highly restrictive condi-
placement, seakeeping response and relative tions implicit to the prccess. These were
heading. In addition, the results show the limitations associated with the defini-
that a hull design based on the very gener- tion of seakeeping rank, i.e., selected sea-
alized seakeeping rank estimator developed keeping responses of 4300t, destroyer-type
here can exhibit superior seakeeping per- hulls in long-crested, head seas. The imm-
formance even in a highly specialized diately preceding section demonstrated nec-
operational scenario involving particular essary conditions for relaxation of all but
criteria. Finally, it is worthy of note the destroyer iyPe hull limitation. It
that the superiority of the Hull 21D also showed necessary conditions for thevariants over their existing counterparts practical value of seakeeping rank in the
is well in excess of the incremental context of a highly-specialized operationalimprovements so frequently associated with scenario. To develop a utilitarian opti-
ship hydrodynamics. o mization technique, we must go beyond the

mathematics of overspecified systems of
3. OPTIMIZATION equations. We must make a bold assumption

to the effect that all of the generaliza-
The definition of Hull 21 (Appendix C) tions for which necessary conditions have

was a very simle exercise in optimization. been shown are, in fact, universally appli-
All hull parameters in and associated with cable. In other words, we must assume suf-
the seeeping rank estimator R were ficient conditions where only necessary conditions have been demonstrated.
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Even given this assumption, a philoso- Using a as specified in (7) and the
phical dilemma remains. Having shown nec- dimensions of the 4300t data base hulls

-essary and assumed sufficient conditions from Table 1, the limits of the overall
for the "practical value" of seakeeping hull dimensions in (6) can be defined.
rank in a specialized situation does not Letting
imply that we can obtain a true optimum for V x/ 3  (8)
any particular ship mission. The formal 4300 (8)

optimization is strictly in terms of the
rank estimator. The 5issumption only implies thsar
that optimization of R will yield a hull 117.8 < L< 135.8 m
which is "good" in a particular sc enario.
Hull 21D is optimized in terms of R. In
terms of ability to support helicopter 12.68 < - < 14.98 m-

-= operations, we only know that it is good.
With the above commentary in mind, it and

is in order to proceed with the details of 4.05 < T < 5.14 m (9)
optimization. The immediately following
section outlines an appropriate methodology.
Then this methodology is exercised to dem- These displacement-generalized, dimensional
onstrate its capabilities in a variety of ranges and the coefficient ranges in Table
problems. 4 combine to define the parameter space in

which optimization can be performed without

3.1 Methodology extranolation.
The optimization so bounded consists

The optimization meth~dology must be of maximizing R as defined by (6) given A
based upon the estimator, R, of seakeeping as relatd to (6) by (7) and subject to any
rank. From (3) and Table 4, this estimator consistent combination of the following
can be written as constraints:

R 8.422+45.104 CW+10.078 CWA L1 <L<L 2 or L=L0

-378.465 (T/L)+1.273 (c/L) BIS<BB or B=B0
-23.501 CVpF-15.875 CVpA (5) -- 0

where the parameter ranges are as specified T I<T 2 or T=-T0
I in Table 4. in this form, the estimator

is not fully responsive to the restrictions cl_<cc 2 or c=c0
- likely to be imposed by the ship design

process or to the ultimate requirement that (AWF) 1!WFi (AWF) 2 or
hull lines be derived from it. A more suit-
able form can be obtained by expanding the ( or AWA=(AwA)0
coefficients of (5) into their constituent,
dimensional measures of hull geometry.
Then the estimator is ( 1- _VF_(FF 2  F  F 0

R = 8.422+45.104 (2 AwF/LB)+i0.078
(2 AWA/LB)-378.465(T/L)+l.273 (c/L) A l-A- -A VA fVA)0

-23.501 (VF/A. , T)-15.875 (C) (Cw) 2 or CW=(cwF)o
WF l wAI<CWA<_(CwA) 2orWACw)(VA/AWA T) (6)

where AWF and AWA are waterplane areas (CWA) 1IWAS(CWA) 2 or CWA.(CWA)

forward and aft of amidships, respectively; 'T/L) 1<TL<(T/L) or T/L=(T/L)0
and VF and VA are displaced volumes forward -- -- 2

and aft of amidships, respectively. (c/L) 1 <c/L (c/L) 2 or c/L=(c/L) 0
The assumption of generality with res-

pect to displacement can be used to write
a constraint on (6) as (CVPF)I<CvpF<(CvPF) 2  F 0

=(V F +V) (7) and
where A is displacement and p is the den- (CVPA)I!CVPAS(CVPA)2 or CvpA-(CvPA)o (10)
sity of salt water in t/m3. It should be
noted that this constraint uses the assump- where a parameter magnitude subscripted2
tion to fix displacement at a specified ed
value for a particular optimization problem. exceeds that subscripted 1 and the sub-thought to be compatible with the script 0 indicates a specified value.
This is togttbecmailwihhe when a parameter is not explicitly con-
fact that a displacement normalized data st rae t is implicitly con
base was used to quantify (6) and with the strained by (10), it is mplicitly con-
manner in which sufficient conditions for strained by the Table 4 .oefficient ranges
generality in displacement were demon- or by the hull dimension ranges in (9).
strated. Direct constraint of the parameters co A..,
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AWA, VF and VA appears unlikely '.o be CWF 0.651, CWA 0.850, c/L 0.800,
required, but including them adds flexibil- 0.680, and CVPA = 0.550. It can-be
ity and is useful for subsequent definition noted hat the last three paramters

of the optimum hull. attained the 'best* values within -eirt
The optimization problem just outlined specified ranges in the-sense of imizing

is amenable to solution by, nonlinear pro-
gramming techniques. Basically, (6) is R in (5). On the other hand, WA ws
taken as an object function with (7) acting driven to its worst value, and CWFwas
as an equality constraint thereon. The
nondimensionalized estimator (5) functions assigned an improved value intermediate to
as a variable transformation link between its range.
(7) and related constraints from (10). The redegigned version of Hull A, say
Then the parameters in (6) (Qnd, effec- Hull AX, has R = 8.9. This represents an
tively, (5)) which maximize R under the improvement of over 40 percent in R, and
specified constraints can be determined by is certainly encouraging for an optimiza-
a nonlinear programming algorithm. The tion limited to hull form changes. -To
Augmented Lagrangian method described by explore its dimensional significance, a
Pierre and Lowe9 has been found to work Lewis section model of Hull AX was developed
well for the problem under discussion. in the same manner as done earlier for ful -
Even given an intentionally poor initial 21 (see Appendix C). The head sea, sea-
estimate of the optimum parameters, accept- keeping responses of Hull A and of Hull AX
able convergence occurs in less than 10s were then -omputed using the same procedures
of CDC 6700 central processing unit time. applied previously to construct the 4data

base; and the responses of the two hulls-
3.2 Examples were compared.

Excepting minor reversals at low modal
The most intriguing question to be period and relative motion at the stern,

explored "by example" is whether or not Hull AX was increasingly superior t& Hull A
the optimization methodology just outlined as ship speed increased. In the case of
can lead to appreciable seakeeping improve- relative motion at the stern, Hull A was
ments in a heavily constrained case. The slightly superior to Hull AX at low-to-mod-
first example presented here addresses that erate speeds, but the comparison reversed
question, and is carried through a limited
verification. Subsequent examples are
treated only in the strict context of opti-
mization.-

For the initial example, we will con- 4M

sider a redesign of Hull A as used for the r , .

generalization effort described earlier. I i,, 1-I
It will be recalled that this hull has 5 r-7
dimensions of 124.4 x 13.8 x 4.52 m and r
displaces 3595t. The Hull A coefficients I r
relevant to the seakeeping rank model are ,I -
C/L = 0.615, Cp F = 0.848, T/L = 0.0363,
-z =0.650, = 0.720, and CPA = 0.551.

CVVPA
Hence, from (5), its estimated seakeeping z J )
rank is R =6.2. ,21r

The redesign will take the dimensions ]
and displacement of Hull A to be fixed. - .1
Its coefficents will be allowed to vary . --
over limited ranges encompassing their ___.. . ._,____
original values. Specifically, A in (7) is -

set equal to 3595t and (10) is written as .
follows: 66r

L = 124.4 m, B = 13.8 m, T = 4.52 m, . I

0.58< CWF:<0.68,0.85<% <,/ I

< 0.90, T/. = 0.0363, 0.60 < c/L L -,/

< 0.80, 0.68 < Cw <_ 0.80, 0.55 4 .-
CVPA < 0.65.

Under these constraints, the nonlinear Fig. 17 Representative Comparisons between
programming solution for the unspecified 3ull A and Hull AX at 20 Knots in
parameters was found to be as follows: Waves of 5.0m Significant Height
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at high speed. The degree of difference tion is as previously introduced. It canbetween the two hulls was, of course, less be observed that reversals in slamming dothan found in earlier comp.risons between not occur at low modal periods. The failureHull 21 and others. Figure 17 illustrates of this tendency to appear as it did inthis. Here (Ns)3 is the number of slams earlier comparisons based on Hull 21 ispattributable to the fact that the drafts of
= per hour at Station 2, and all other nota-

Table 5 Optimization of a Small Frigate Table 7 Optimization of a 6177t Destroyer
Hull Hull

Parameter Constraint Solution Parameter Cotsttaint Solution

A. t 2500 2500. A. t 6177 617
L, lO to 115115. La 132 132
Bl. 11 to 13 11.6 B. a 16.48 16.48
T, a 3.5 to 4.0 3.50 T. a 5.191 5.191
C, 

• 71.5 
92.4

A, a2  
- 35.1 AW'.2 - 739.6A. 635.9 ..2 - 1033.3

VP.. -a 989.9 7 -3 - 2687.5
V'. - 146.8 -3 3331.0

0 0.55 to 0.65 0.650 CU 0.57 to 0.68 0.680

%A 0.88 to 0.95 0.950 C.A 0.90 to 0.95 0.950
TIL 0.0304 TAL 0.0393
C/L 0.60 to 0.65 0.622 C/L 0.60 to 0.70 0.700

0.65 to 0.75 0.650 Cm 0.70 to 0.80 0.700

%A 0.65 to 0.69 0.650 WA 0.60 to 0.70 0.621
i 1 .0 8.

Table 6 Optimization of a 6119t Destroyer Table 8 Optimization of a Cruiser Hull

Hull

?axraeter Cat Lt Soutim Parsaoten Constraint Solution

A, t 6119 611 
000 t 10000 1000

L. a 132 32. L. a 56 to 160 360.
B." a 17.60 17.40 I. • 17 to 19 19.0
T, a 5.10 5.120 - 6.0 to 6.5 6.40
€. a _92.4 c 101.4

A. 2780.3 a, .286.
2 2A..a1033.0 AV& a307.2

F, a 2794.3 i, 3 306.4
A9 U 3 3169.6 V", 33 540.2

0.57 to 0.68 0.679 C,, 0.57 to 0.59 0.590
C1  0.90 to 0.95 0.9W0 CW 0.34 to 0.86 0.M0

- IL 0.0380 IlL 0.0400
___ 0.60 to 0.70 0.700 C/L 0.60 to 0.65 0.63-

0.70 to 0.80 0.701) 0.75 to 0.80 0.750
0974 0.60 to 0.70 0.6W 0.65 to 0.69 0.650
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Hull A and Hull AX are identical. and therefore, more difficult to follow.
Generally, then, the comparisons However, it is the path which must be taken

between Hull A and Hull AX are very much to provide a causal basis for optimization.
as expected given the validity of the vari- If a solution to the reverse problem
ous assumptions and procedures used to existed, we could specify motion require-
define the latter hull. Further, the com- ments and synthesize the hull geometries
parison indicates that appreciable seakeep- which satisfied them in a fully-rati6nal
ing improvements can be realized in the manner. Lacking such a solution, we are
presence of rather severe constraints, driven to employ intuition and empiricism.
This is considered to be a vital result in There is no reason to believe that
the context of practical applications. hydrodynamic theory respects the tiaditional,

The second example to be presented naval architecture coefficients. However,
concerns optimization cf a small (2500t) those employed here were rationalized from
frigate. Both the principal dimensions and consideration of Lewis section-based, strip
the coefficients are allowed moderate vari- theory representations of hull geometry.
ability, but the afterbody parameters are That tenuous link may provide rudimentary
constrained in such a manner as to admit a insights into the causal nature of the
full transom/appendage skeg configuration. synthesis problem.
Table 5 presents the details of the example. Linear strip theory is, of itself,
Inspection of this table indicates that bpst marked by a number of intuitive and/or
values (again in the sense of maximizing R ) empirical features. Yet, it has become the
were attained for all coefficients except standard by which more rational ship motion =

c/L. The estimated seakeeping rank reflects theories are validated. For destroyer-type -
the liberal constraints by attaining a value hulls, at least those without large bow
of 11.0. (Values of R exceeding its nominal domes, linear strip -theory seems very capa- -

maximum value of -0.0 are not uncommon in ble of predicting hull-to-hull trends which
lightly constrained problems. Hull 21D, are of sufficient magnitude to be of prac- -
constrained only by the data base ranges, tical importance.
has R = 13.5.) Linear superposition works unbelievably

The third and fourth examples both well. Even in conditions for which our
concern optimization of a destroyer dis- senses tell us nonlinearities must exist,
placing about 6100t. Both examples admit it produces useful statistics. There are,
modest coefficient variability, but fix of course, limits; but they appear to lie
principal dimensions. Coefficient ranges primarily in the realm of seaway surviv-
for the two examples are identical, but the ability rather than that of operability
principal dimensions and displacement differ and habitability which is of concern here.
slightly. The results, presented in Table Two detailed reservations about the
6 and 7, indicate that the optimization analytical procedures employed must,process is sensitive to the perturbation in however, be expressed. one concerns rela-
hull dimensions. In the first case (Table tive motion. The other concerns the sea-
6, A = 6119t), CwA is compromised. In the keeping characteristids of Hull 21D.

second case (Table 7, A = 6177t), C is Except in synthesizing the above-water
compromised. In spite of these difYgences, bow design for Hull 21D. relative motion
R is the same (8.4) for the two examples- has been treated as though it was a purely

The fifth, and final, example presented kinematic response, i.e., it has been
concerns a 10,000t cruiser- Both principal defined to be the vector sum of absolute
dimensions and coefficients ae allowed to ship motion and incidentwaveelevation.
vary, but the ranges are selected to be The absolute accuracy of these kinematic
poor ones from the perspective of seakeep- predictions is significantly lower than for
ing. Table 8 summarizes this example. the principal, modal motions or for truly-
The evident moral of the ultimate result, kinematic responses such as acceleration.
R = 1.4, is that external constraints can However, stringently-limited experimental
obviate the value of optimization. one data indicates that the nonkinematic compo-
must be cognizant of seakeeping from the nents of relative motion are not extremely
beginning of the design process in order sensitive to local geometry within a home-
to avoid imposition of constraints which geneous class of hulls. An assumption to
preclude good seakeeping. this effect is imlicit to the viability of

the relative motion trends established here.
4. DISCUSSION The author is not altogether comfortable

with such an assumption, Dut can offer seth-
The modeling described here is funda- ing better at the current state of-the-art.

mentally intuitive. Quantification and More satisfactory methods for both comput-
generalization of the model are empirical. ing and measuring relative motion are,
Complete reliance is placed upon analytical however, emerging. As these methodologies
predictions. Major assumpticrs are required are validated, their application to identi-
to apply the results obtainea to realistic fication of trends with hull geometry
optimization problems. should be a high-priority research area.

Intuition and empiricism stand in lieu It would seem that the range of appli-
of causal knowledge. Such knowicdge of cability of a fully rational theory could
seakeeping exists only from hull geometry be rationally bounded. when empiricism is
to motions. The reverse path is nonunique; involved, as has been noted to be the case
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with the linear strip theory used here, one very minor within ship class limits.
is forced to question the unusual result. Transom width was dismissed in the txt.
The computed seakeeping characteristics of Hence, the waterline will be described by
Hull 21D constitute an "unusual result" in two parameters: waterplane coefficient

-- that they imply improvements over existing forward of amidships, CWF and waterplane
hulls which can be interpreted as factors
rather than percentage points. Accordingly, coefficient aft of amidships, CWA.
an experimental verification of the computed Draft to length ratio provides an
seakeeping responses of Hull 21D is in order. overall bound on a ship's underwater pro-

A physical model of Hull 21D has been file, and appears to be a significant para-
constructed, and an experiment was performed meter from the perspecti-,e of seakeeping.
with it while this document was being pre- Contrary to "common-sense" arguments
pared: see the F-;ntispiece. Preliminary regarding the effect of draft on bottom
results from the experiment indicate that slamming, reductions in this parameter
Hull 21D performs as well in water as on appear to improve overall seakeeping in
paper. Local correlations between theory head seas. Bottom slamming per se may be
and experiment differ slightly from those reduced or stabilized by reductions in
typical of more-conventional, destroyer-type relative motion attendant to reductions
hulls; but the overall level of correlation in draft-to-length ratio.
appears to be comparable. The complete The discussion of the seakeeping char-
results of the experiment will be the sub- acteristics of ships with and without tran-
ject of a future publication. soms which is presented in the text impliesBounding the implications of the that special consideration must be given to
assumptions made in order to treat real- the underwater profile characteristics of
istic optimization problems will require the afterbody. This can be done in terms of
much experience with applications, further the location of the cut-up point, i.e., the
work of the type pursued here, and/or the longitudinal location at which draft begins
introduction of second-generation optimiza- decreasing to accommodate propulsion gear.
tion technologies. In the interim, it Taking L to be ship length between perpen-
should be evident that what has been diculars and c to be the distance from the
developed is not a methodology for the forward perpendicular to the cut-up point,
casual practitioner to apply by rote. we can characterize the location of the cut-
Rather, it is a tool for the studied pro- up point by c/L. This parameter will be
fessional who can reject an analytically- referred to as the "cut-up ratio." The
correct result which is wrong quite as cut-up ratio is typically smaller for ships
easily as accepting one which is right, with transoms than for ships without tran-

soms. Hence, it is anticipated that sea-
5. CONCLUSION keeping will improve as the cut-up ratio

increases.
Given appropriate attention to the Other underwater profile parameters

limitations just discussed, the results which might be considered include trim,
presented here provide a viable basis for forefoot and stem characteristics, and
early-design synthesis of destroyer-type transom depth. These, however, are thought
hulls with superior seakeeping performance. to be of secondary importance. Hence,

underwater profile will be characterized
by two parameters: draft-to-length ratio,
T/L, where T is draft amidships; and cut-up

APPENDIX A SELECTION OF PARAMETERS FOR ratio, c/L.
THE GENERAL MODEL The vertical prismatic coefficient

appears to be the naval architecture coeffi-
This appendix outlines the rationale cient best correlated with our normal per-

which led to selection of parameters for ception of sectional fullness. For the
the general model relating hull form to forebody, it is, in fact, an excellent mea-
seakeeping. In accord with the philosophy sure of this quality; and appears to have
set forth in the text, the discussion a rather consistent effect on seakeeping
treats three, basic sets of descriptors: in head waves. Fine forebody sections. as
those of the waterline, of the underwater represented by a small vertical prismatic
profile, and of sectional fullness. coefficient forward of amidships, lead to
Further, the descriptors are treated sepa- good seakeeping in terms of both motions
rately for the forebody and for the after- and minimal bottom slamming loads.
body. Aft of amidships, the utility of the I

With respect to the waterline, the vertical prismatic coefficient is less
prominence of waterplane coefficient forward well-defined. Two, related factors cloud
of amidships has already been remarked upon. the_ issue. These are the cut-up ratio
The fullness of the afterbody waterplane and skeg type. As a convention, the author
is also relevant. Though its effect is interprets integral, displacement sksgs as
neither as dramatic nor as consistent as part of the hull for purposes of computing
that of its forward counterpart, an overall hydrostatic and hull form characteristics.
tendency for increases in after waterplane Appendage skegs are neglected for these
coefficient to improve seakeeping is antici- same computations. Thus, for transom stern

Spated. The influence of beam appears to be ships in particular, integral displacement
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skegs produce larger cut-up ratios than do here. Absolute motion will be considered
appendage skegs. Further, an integral at the stern where it influences towed I
displacement skeg will lead to a much array work. Relative motion will be con-
smaller sectional area coefficient, i.e., sidered both at the bow and at the stern.
a "finer* section, than will an appendage At the bow, this response influences deck
skeg for an otherwise identical section. wetness and slamming: and controls the

The afterbody, vertical prismatic emergence of hull-mounted sonar domes.
coefficient integrates Dut much of this At the stern, this response can, like
detail, and cannot be said to provide a absolute motion at the same icc- -i,,
rigorous indicator of sectional fullness influence torwed array work. In addition,
for classes of ships which may have either it controls propeller emergence. Absolute
appendage or integral displacement skegs. velocity is used to establish criteria for
However, it is accepted here as the best helicopter landing and for weapon firing.
avilable, simplistic measure of sectional It sho'uld be considered at a representative
character aft of amidships. For classes location in way of the after quarter point.
of ships with conventional sterns, full Acceleration criteria are applicable to
after sections have been found to offer personnel and to a variety of subsystems.
some advantage in seakeeping. It is, Forebody locations are critical, and it will
therefore, hyrpothesized that increasing be assumed that an adequate representation
vertical prismatic coefficient aft of amid- can be obtained by considering this response
ships may irprove seakeeping in the more at the longitudinal center of buoyancy loca
general case of concern here. tion (heave acceleration) and at the for-

= The parameters selected to represent ward perpendicular.
sectional fullness are, then, the vertical Four discrete events upon which criteria
p prismatic coefficient forward of amidships, can be based were mentioned in the context

- , and vertical prismatic oefficient of kinematic responses. These were deck
CVPF, ad vrtial rismticcoeficentwetness, slamming, dome emergence, and pro-

aft of amidships, CVPA' peller emergence. Sinc-e freeboard is not
considered it this investigation, direct

APPENDIX B SELECTION OF REPNSES evaluation of relative motion at the bow is
OPERATING COZ TONS FOR THE the best approach available for incorporat-
DATA BASE COMPUTATIONS ing consideration of deck wetness. For the

other cited events, draft is analogous to
Responses and operating conditions freeboard in deck wetness; so more elaborate

must be selected in light of the general options are available. Since, as noted in
definition of the seakeeping rank index, R, Appendix A, the author'r preconception as
which is given in the text. Briefly, this to the effect of draft-to-length ratio or.
definition requires that the vertical plane seakeepirg performance contradicts ccr--n-
responses upon which performance criteria sense arguments as to the effect of draft
are likely to be based be considered: and on slSmming. adopting a more elaborate
that a comprehensive range of operating -ption for this event apears wortmwhile.
conditions be evaluated. Operating c:nidi- A suitable option crn be derived f-om
tions are interpreted to include both the the state-of-the-art relationship for p=rob-
seaway and ship speedz aility of occurrence of bottom slamming if

Destroyer-type hulls are subject to we define a slamming incidence parameter,
performance criteria associated with per- C'# as
sonnel, subsystems and the hull per se.-_ , _ 2r , M
Subsystems prominent in this context are s r ( i t ,77tT i.
sensors (sonar and radar), helicopters, 1/3r w1/3 1/3wl,3
guns, and missile launchers. The vertical-
plane seakeeping responses upon which such
criteria may be based inclade pitch, (B."
kinematic responses (absolute and relative
motions, velocities, and acceletations) at Here T is draft, rli 3 and il/ 3 are the sig-
specific points, and discrete events such rificant single amplitudes of relative
as slamming and deck wetness. The effort motion and relative velocity., respectively, I
here is to select as small a represeatative ( 1/3 is significant wave height, and t
set as possible. "V

Pitch criteria are used both for rr- is tnreshold relative velocity as defined
sonnel and for helicopter operations. by Ochi. The ormlation must he refer-
Hence, pitch should be considered. Heave, enced to a particular location. Again fol-
the other modal motion of coicern in the lowing Ohi, Sta 'on 3 wi1? be used here.
head-wave casn-, appears to, havt no criterion Equation (4) of the text provides the
related use. However, in view of its fun- relationship between C as defined above the
damental role in determining the various probab!lity of occurrdce of bot-o- sLaring.
responses of direct concenI it sees that As to operating conditions, a .need

heave should be included, range from 5 to 30 kzats is thouoht to
Kinematic responses are involved in provide good coverage. Detroyer-r.ipe hulls

all the major criteria areas. Applicable typically have design speeds on t.'i order
locations are often a function of subsystem of 30 knots, and 5 knots can be taken as a
arrangements, and can only be appro-imated threshold of cuntrcflability Destroyer-
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type hulls of the size under consideration The unknowns are L. B, T, c, AT7 A1A, YF"
here are expected to experience maximum N
responses in waves of 9 to 12s modal period. and VA. By assigning a value t any one of
Available wave statistics for the North those unkncwns, the seven equations can be
Atlantic, an operational area typically solved si=" taneously for the remaining
specified for such hulls, indir-te that the ugZxnowns. As we are dealing with a con-
bulk of the seaways which occur there have stan Froude number data base, an advantage
characteristic periods in the range from in absolute ship speed accrues with
o to 14s. Hence, the latter wave period increasing ship length. It is, accordingly,
range provides adequate coverage both in logical to assign ship lgth its um
terms of the natural environment and the data base value, i.e., L = 135.8 n.t
characteristics of the hulls being inves- With L = 135.8 m, (Ci) and (c2) yield
tigated, the following values for the remaining

seven unknowns: T = 4.28 m, c = 115.43 m,
B = 1.12 m, A 697.64 i 2 .

APPENIX C DEFIITION OF HULL 21 = 921.53 a', V = 2021.45 a' and

Vie objective here is to define a hull VA = 2173.23 3. T'his is all the informa-
U= which maximizes estimated seakeeping rank, A

fR, as defined in the text. within the para- tion which the R predictor can provide.
metric limits oC the data base hulls. It It remains to distribute local beams, drafts,follows from inspction of Table 4 that and sectional areas within the
this hull (designated Hull 21) should have 135.8 x 14.72 x 4.28 m prism in such a
the following characteristics: manner that the derived area and volume

conditions are satisfied.
2Aw An iterative procedure was employed to
= = 0.698 distribute local hull characteristics.

Initial distributions of bea-, draft and°
2 AA sectional area coefficient were postulated.

Cu -r =0.922 The three were multiplied to obtain sec-
tional area; and integrations over lengthI were performed to determine waterplaneT/L = 0.0315 areas and displaced volumL. The results
of the integrations were compared to the
desired values, and the initial distribu-
tions were modified as deemed necessary to

Freduce the discrepancies found. On the.CVF F 0.667 fourth such iteration, the distributions
C AT shown in Figure C1 were obtained: and

and V_ judged to be ade;luate.
S0.551 In Figure Cl. b is Icesl beam, t is

CVPA A AT Cl) local draft, A is local sectional area, and
A is the maximum value of A. Hence, Arbt

x
is sectional area coefficient. Obtaining

= where A and A., are, respectively, the the desired coefficients seemed to lead to
waterplane areas forward and aft of amid- a counter stern configuration with anships; YF and A are, respectively, s- integral, displacement skeg as sketched in

the t/T plot included in Figure Cl. The
placed volumes forward and aft of amidships; coefficients corresonding to the distribu-
and all other notation is as previously tion of local characteristics shown by the
defined. in addition to the icregnoing. we figure are reported in the text.
must add the fixed displacement relation-
ship APPEDIX D DETAILED DESIN OF HUL 21

p(F + V 7) 4300 (C2) The preceding apendix provides onlya crude definition of Hull 21. Here, this
whre O is the density of salt water in definition is taken as a starting -point to
t/m'. Data base limits for the hull di=er derive complete lines, including those of
sions intrinsic to (C) can be read from the above-water hull, and appendage details-
Table 1. They are: For underpater hull design, the guidelines

adopted were to preserve the characteristics
111.8 < L < 135.8 adefined by the preceding appendix as well

as possible while _iiniinizing penalties in
12.68 < B < 14.98 a

and
4.05 < T _ 5.14m It can, in fact, be shown that, inorder

to obtain all of the desired coefficients
Equations (Cl) and (C2) constitute a while maintaining B and T within their data

set of seven equations in eight unknown. base ranges, L must exceed 134.4 a.



resistance. Freeboard requirements computed Good underwater hull characteristics from
in accord with the procedure4 which the the perspective of seakeeping require high
author developed for that purpose were used freeboards to "balance" the ship.
to aid in develcunent of the above-water Subsequent to publication --f Reference
hull. Bilge keels were sized using the 4, the author initiated development of a-
procedure outlined by Cox and Lloyds. procedure for optimizing freeboard under
Rudders size was selected largely on the circumstances such as the one just described
basis ot precedent established by past for Hull 21.* The technology necessary for
designs with acceptable maneuvering c-harac- the optimization procedure was not fully
teristics. developed at the time the work under dis-

Freeboard specification was undertaken cussion was performed. However, enough
first as these dat-A were needed to fair-out preliminary results had been obtained to
the underwater hull lines. Reuired free- suggest that the required freeboards could
boards for Stations 0 through 6 were con- be slightly reduced without incurring
putedusing the same Lewis section represen- serious degradation due to deck wetness.
tation of Hull 21 which was employed for the In view of these circumstances, it wasverification wrk described in the text. decided to risk a simple, speeu weighting

The requirements so determined were unusu- of the computed freeboard requirements
ally high for a hull of the length under The weighting emphasized speeds in the 15
consideration. This was foreseeable. to 25 knot range. Figure Dl compares thte

resultant freeboard requirements to a sheer
line representative of present-day design
practice.

, Maximization of required freeboard at
a location aft of the stemt, as seen in
Figure Dl, is a typical result of the meth-
odology employed. It occurs because the
nonkinematic components of relative mtion
are considered. For Hull 21D, it wasa"Au decided to use a sheer line which f-a!1oedF : hO this trend, i.e., to maximize freeboard

OLZ- near Station 1 rather than at the stem.
# Justifying such a reflexive sheer line in

a_ =traditional Naval Architecture terms would
be difficult. However, it was thought that

to j this type of sheer line would reduce the
j blockage effect of the hull on some ship-]board sensors; and that the coubination of

hvdrodynamic and comat capabilit ratio
hT nales provided sufficient justification

& -- to explore the reflexive sheer line.
it was also decided to flare tne above-

9 2 water hull sections up to a full-lengthIknuckle. There were several reason for

93L
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This procedure will be the subject of a

-Fig. -C Local Characteristics of Hull 21 future publication.
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this. From the hydrodynamia viewpoint, the A twin rudder arrangement was selected
author felt that such sections might lead because its intrinsic redundancy was
to "favorable" nonlinearitiem, i.e., to thought to be desirable for a combatant
reductions in response per unit wave height ship. The rudder design was developed only
with increasing wave height. Flared sec- to the extent of profile and location.
tions are also attractive from the perspec- Each rudder has a profile area of 10.9 Wu,
tive of stability. In addition, it appeared and is located as shown in Figure 10 of
that the stern sections, if not flared, the text.
would require a rather hard radius just A 55-degree bilge keel diagonal was
below the waterline. Finally, a flare and selected as it seemed to proviAt the best
knuckle bow configuration was thought to be "fit" to the sectional characteristics of
desirable in the context of minimizing the hull. SJx bilge keel sizes, all con-
deck wetness associated with bow wave strained not to ground in a 5-degree heel
profile overtopping at high speeds. condition, were investigated. The six

Preliminary sketches indicated that were defined by the possible combinations
it was probably possible to obtain the of bilge keel length to ship length ratios
desired afterbody parameters using a tran- of 0.27 and 0.33 and of bilge keel span to
som stern configuration. However, the ship length ratios of 0.0037, 0.0073 and
lines required to obtain such a configura- 0.0110. The shorter bilge keels of inter-
tion seemed rather forced. It was, thus, mediate span appeared to offer a reasonable
decided to use the counter stern/integral, compromise between roll reduction and wetted
displacement skeg configuration to which surface penalty, and were, accordingly,
it was felt that the original definition selected. They were placed between Stations
of Hull 21 had been leading. 7.3 and 12.7 along the 55-degree diagonal.

In addition to producing more natural To ensure that detailing the design
lines, choosing the counter stern opened had not had a major effect on seakeeping,
some intriguing possibilities in the con- a close-fit representation of the detailed
text of resistance. It seemed possible design was put through the same computations
that change of level at the stern might used for the data base hulls; and the results
cause transom immersion at high speeds. were compared to those obtained previously
This, it was rationalized, could reduce for the Lewis section representation. The
high-speed resistance due to both the tran- only appreciable differences found between
som effect and the reduction in Froude the seakeeping responses of the two hulls
number occasioned by the accompanying were in the slamminq incidence parameter
increase in waterline length. Lacking a (C ) Detailing had increased slamming
priori knowledge of the trim and sinkage 3"
characteristics at the hull, these possi- incidence at low Fn' but decreased it at
bilities could not be pursued in detail, high F . The differences involved were
However, it was decided to draw-in a dis- n
tinct "appendage transom" to expedite about 10 percent at each extreme. The other
future explorations, responses were generally within two percent.

Detailed lines were developed under This level of agreement was considered
the foregoing constraints. The waterline satisfactory.
was laid down first, and it was determined
that a 9 degree entrance angle could be APPENDIX E PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT
held without a notable shoulder. For an
assumed design speed of 30 knots, it For the basic, six-degree-of-freedom
appeared that the prismatic coefficient motion computations, all four hulls were
should be on the order of 0.6, so this con- assigned pitch and yaw gyradii of 0.25 L
straint was added to those already in place and roll gyradii of 0.36 B. The vertical
to derive an A/A distribution. This dis- center of gravity location for each dis-
tribution producid a prismatic of 0.613 placement-sdaled version of Hull 21D was
and thence amidship section coefficient of specified such that its metacentric height
0.807. The stem was given a generous rake would equal that of the existing hull to
(very limited experimental data indicates which it was to be compared. The computa-
that high rake angles may'be beneficial as tions were performed for relative headings
regards deck wetness), and this led to from zero degrees (head waves) to 180
cutting away the forefoot back to Station degrees (following waves) in 15-degree
1. The centerline profile of the after- increments, and for ship speeds from zero
body, constrained by cut-up location and to 30 knots in 5-knot increments.
the requirement for an appendage transom, Bretschneider wave spectra were used
was carefully drawn to ensure good buttock to represent random sea conditions. Short-
flow. crestedness was modeled by a +90 degree,

The body plan and the seakeeping- cosine-squared spreading func"ion. Differ-
related hull coefficients which resulted ent spectral parameters were specified for
from the effort just described are presented the two pairs of hulls in view of their
in the text. Here it remains to describe size difference. Table El presents the
appendage design. As noted earlier, rudder selected parameters. It can be noted that
design was based largely on precedent while both pairs are evaluated in two seaways to
bilge keels were sized analytically. admit direct comparisons of all four hulls.
Propulsion appendages were not considered. The results of the random wave com-
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putations were used to assess the ability and personnel) which are exceeded at some
of the hulls considered to conduct helicopter point within the speed polar plane for the
operations. These operations were divided particular seaway considered.
into three categories: launch, recovery, Each criterion contour shown has tic
and support. The "support" operation con- marks indicating the direction in which
sists of on-deck handling of the helicopter that criterion is exceeded. The portion
and its equipment. The categorization is
required because each of the three opera-
tions involves different criteria variables SMMT-.CRETIDUAS

and/or magnitudes. Further, in order to
obtain an operationally meaningful assess-
ment, criter? for avoi.ding hull damage and o,-

for personnel '.imitations must be super-
imposed upon tae criteria set for each cate-
gory of helicopter operation. Table E2
summarizes the criteria imposed. % 2,

Speed polar diagrams, as introduced by
Covich and Comstock8 , were used to assess
performance. These diagrams, as exemplified
by Figure El, present criterion contours
in a coordinate system of ship speed versus

-relative heading for a particular ship in
a specified seaway. Figu.e El applies to A
Hull A in a short-crested seaway of 4.0 m
significant height and 9.0 s modal period.
The criterion contours shown are those
associated with the helicopter landing
operation (and, implicitly, with the hull

Table El Random Wave Parameters for Re-
lative Heading Generalization In

(Tw)Os ISO

4.0 6.0

Fig. El Speed Polar Performance Assessment
7.0 A-Pair None of Helicopter Landing for Hull A

9.0 A-Pair B-Pair
SM"AT.CEVED&ESt

U.0 A-Pair Both Pairs , |, -"

13.0 Both Pairs B-Pair

15.0 A-Pair B-Pair

17.0 None B-Pair

Table E2 Criteria imposed for Performance
Assessment

cri, .1. 1- .0 for

ri,.h .0 d.9

Abo.t CC

Vck ,at0.1 , o. 1101 0 0 ..tur ... , 21DtA

Wo.- .. s11 sta. 3 10 0.0.00.1.. Par b.?

Y.,ttt41 A-r141.11-. 0.4 g

214g.

lat,1,.141 1 I0.1101. tI. , .. 0

Not1(I) Criteria 1.00.15 for .0.110.00 000.00..- 4 1 01 14 .0.f Fig. E2 Speed Polar Performance Assessment
01.0. C11.000*of Helicopter Landing for Hull

(2) 00100? &64 ThM000 101., 0,0.11... for 10,. lu11 21* .. 0 1,040at
takra o , a~t 110 so.. .000100 and 1-1.. to tat tht et1011,0 bd11.. 21D/A
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of the speed polar plane in whioh none of REFERENCES
the criteria are exceeded is the "window"
in which the operation under consideration 1. Bales, N.K. and W.E. Cummins, "Thecan be performed. The window in which Ilull Influence of Hull Form on Seakeeping,"A can support helicopter landing operations Trans., Society of Naval Architects and
in a 4 m/9 s, short-crested seaway is shaded Marine Engineers, Vol. 79 (1970).
in Figure El. 2. Frank, W. and N. Salvesen, "TheIn a sufficiently benign seaway, Hull Frank Close-Fit Ship Motion Computer
A could support helicopter operations any- Program," Naval Ship Research and Develop-
where within the 360 deg x 30 knot speed ment Center Report 3289 (June 1970).polar plane defined by Figure El. Hence, 3. OchL, M.K., "Extreme Behavior ofthe ratio of the polar area of the window a Ship in Rough Seas," Trans., Society ofto that of the plane can be taken to define Naval Architects and Marine Engineers, Vol.
an Operability Index (01) for the case 72 (1964).
under consideration. Figure El indicates 4. Bales, N.K., "Minimum Freeboard
an 01 of 0.086 for the case which it Requirements for Dry Foredocks: A Design
depicts. Thus, Hull A can support helicop- Procedure," Proc., Fourth Ship Technologyter landing operations in less than 9 and Research (STAR) Symposium (1979).percent of the speed polar plane given 5. Cox, G.G. and A.R. Lloyd, "Hydro-a 4 m/9 s, short-crested seaway, dynamic Design Basis for Navy Ship RollFigure E2 presents the analogous speed Motion Stabilizatlon," Trans., Society of
polar diagram for Hull 21D/A. The window Naval Architects and Marine Engineers, Vol.is again shaded. The 01 of 0.411 indicates 85 (1977).
that this hull can support helicopter land- 6. Salvesen, N., E.O. Tuck and 0.ing operations in over 40 percent of the Faltinsen,"Ship Motions and Sea Loads,"
speed polar plane for 4 m/9 s short-crested Trans., Society of Naval Architects andseaways. This represents an improvement, Marine Engineers, Vol. 78 (1970).as compared to Hull A, of nearly a factor 7. Schmitke, R.T., "Ship Sway, Rollof five if the two are compared by 01 ratio and Yaw Motions in Oblique Seas," Trans.,
or of 35 percent if they are compared by Society of Naval Architects and Marine

Cm difference. Engineers, Vol. 86 (1978).
Complete 01 comparisons are presented 8. Covich, P. and E.N. Comstock,and discussed in the text. "Assessment of Carrier Hull Form Perfor-

mance", American Society of Naval EngineersAircraft Carrier Technical Symposium (1976).
9. Pierre, D.A. and M.J. Lowe, Mathe-

matical Programming via Augmented Lagran-
gians: An Introduction with Computer Pro-
grams, Addison-Wesley Pub. Co. (1975).
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and his Fig.l0 is readily apparent. we

Discussin look forward to publication of his model
test results.

B. Johnson (U.3 NavalAcadenmy)

I congratulate the author for a very Author's Reply
interesting paper. The contrast between
this paper and that of Schnitke and Murday
in the same session is both striking and (complimentary. However, to compare the N.K. SDTSRo=
results of these two approaches several
important parameters are not tabulated.
Since Bales did not use Cp and Cg in his Certaina~ly Mr. Johnson's request that
analytical model for "R", we can't calculate "all significant coefficients be included"
the block coefficient for comparison with is a reasonable one. Who, though, willthe Schmitke and Murdey trends. I again bell the cat ? At least I can point-outrequest that all significant coefficients that block can be computed from the coef-be included in hull form comparison tables. ficients which I employ as CB = CwCvp where

The Hull 21D Body Plan is unusual, CW = (CwF + CWA)/2 and Cvp = (CVPF + CVPA)/2.
especially above the designer's water line. With respect to Mr. Johnson's comments
It is ashame that we don't yet posess any on above-water flare, I can note that there
analytical methods of optimizing flare angles is an on-going project in this area at
in the above water hull form. On the other DTNSRDC. Progress is being made toward
hand, ship designers who depend on intuition providing both analytical and experimental
and towint tank operators may appreciate methods to assess this characteristic in
that their jobs are still secure. terms of its influence on flare slamming,

deck wetness, and the relationship between
these two phenomena. Mr. H.D. Jones and I

R.T.Schmitke (DREA) and D.C.Murdeywpresented the initial results of the pro-
ject at the 19th American Towing Tank
Conference.

I do not believe that Mr. Schmitke andThis morning's session provides an Mr. Murdey need be too concerned over this
opportunity rarely given to researchers being the last word I
working in closely related fields. First, The rank estimation equation is intended
we present our paper, Mr.Bales comments to model the distributions of beam, draft,
upon it, and we reply. Then he presents his and sectional fullness over ship length in
(rather unexpected) paper, we make comment, terms of a minimum set of Naval Architec-
and he gives his rebuttal. The problem is, tural parameters. Maximum beam appears to
from our point of view, that he gets thc me to contribute very little to such a
last word. model. Therefore, it is not included.

We are struck, first of all, by the The largest beam-draft ratio which the
fact that beam does not appear in the rank optimization procedure admits without extra-
equation (2). We might expect, for example, polation, see equation (9), is 3.7. Further,
a term involving B/T. We ask the author's beam and draft can be independently con-
comments, strained via equation (10). Accordingly,

A major difference between our approach the optimization procedure will lead to
and the author's is the treatment o-: slam- unrealistically high beam-draft ratios only
ming. We include slamming severity, whereas ifithe user forces it to do so. Nonethe-
the author does not. Neglect of slarming less, I do appreciate the importance of
severity may, in the absence of constraints slamming severity. If the imposed con-
on beam and draft, lead to unrealistically straints lead to unusually high beam-draft
high beam/draft ratios, ratios or full sections, the user will beAnother major difference is the fact well advised to evaluate the implicationsthat we assign greater importance to slam- thereof with respect to slamming severity.ming than to other measures of seakeeping My perception is that slamming should
perfomance. This is a direct reflection of limit the mobility of a well-designed frig-
operational experience, ate in head seas. However, it is to be hoped

Notwithstanding the above, the author's that our frigates will fight more than they
approach has much to recommend itself. As run; and weapons system limits may then
we have noted in our reply to Mr.Bales's over-ride mobility limits. It is for this* discussion of our paper, the results he reason that I have chosen to consider a
obtains are much the same as ours. The fairly large set of potentially-limiting
similarity in forebodies between our Fig.18 responses and weight them equally.
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Prediction of Resistance and Propulsion
of a Ship in a Seaway
Odd M. Falfinsen
Norwegian institute of Tecnoogy. Tfonhe .NTH

Knut J. Minsaas
Norwegian Hydrodynamic Laboratories. Trondheim

I Nicolas Liapis
%Norwegian Hydrodynamic Laboratories. Trondheim

Svein 0. Skjordal
Kaldnes Mek. Verksted. Tonsberg

Norway

ABSTRACT KT thrust coefficient

A procedure for calculating added resi- K torque coefficient
stance, transverse drift force and mean yaw
moment on a ship in regular waves of any D diameter of propeller
wave direction is presented. An asymptotic R radius of propeller
formula for small wave lengths has also
been derived. The influence of wave induced JA advance coefficient of the propeller
motions on the wake, open water propeller L ship length between perpendiculars
characteristics, thrust deduction and rela- B ship beam midships
tive rotative efficiency is discussed. The
reason to false values for the propulsion C block coefficient
factors are pointed out. Determination of F Froude number
RPM and HP in irregular waves is discussed. n

a wave direction (a=O is head sea)
NOMENCLATUREnj displacements (j=l,2,...,6 refer to
RAW added resistance due to waves surge, sway, heave, roll, pitch and

total resistance yaw respectively, see Fig. 1)

T thrust of the propeller 1a incident wave amplitude

Q torque at the propeller g acceleration c: gravityI . torque at the engine WO circular wave Irequency
n number of revolutions e circular frequency of encounter

Va speed of advance k wave number

U Ship's speed wave length
t thrust deduction factor (also used x,yz coordinate system as defined in

-- as time variable) Fig. 1

w wake fraction. Used both as effect- x,y,z coordinate system fixed to the
ire wake and radial wake distribu- s1in and coinciding with the x,y,z-ie wenri wsystem when the ship is not oscil-

tion lating

mechanical efficiency of the shaftS-bearings n,s local coordinate system (see Fig. 4)
_ _ icomplex unit

relative rotative efficiency
11 P propeller efficiency 8 thrust diminuation factor (see eq-p prpe~euations (73) and (74))

- hull efficiency
Shulffc c average $-value over one wave pe-

_no propulsive efficiency riod (see equation (76))

____ c water-line curve SB average wetted surface of the body



h distance between water surface and 0mnm Qi R  (I)
propeller shaft center

6 0 boundary layer thickness RT/(l-t) = T (2)

62 momentum thickness where Q is the torque delivered by the ma-
e nchinery, nm is the mechanical efficiency be-

VmaxVo see tween the machinery and the propeller shaft,
6 see Fig. 4 Q is the hydrodynamic torque on the propel-
ni  Generalized normal directions ler in open water, n. is the relative rota-

(see equations (12) and (13). Posi- tive efficiency, RT :s the resist, nce of the
tive normal direction into the fluid ship without propeller, T is the propeller
Mass of the ship thrust in open water and t is the thrust de-

duction. The propeller thrust and torque is

*(i) see equation (19) dependent on the particulars of the propel-
ler, propeller revolution n and the speed

I. INTRODUCTION of advance

Estim.tion of ship speed, machinery (3)
power and propeller revolutions is tradi- Va
tionally based on still water performance. where w is the effective wake and U is the
But ocean-going vessels often meet sea con- wr i the ive wa e nd peileh
ditions where the seaway influences theship. The propeller

ship resistance and propulsive coefficients; characteristicswill also depend on the im-and in the case of extreme ship motions, the mersion and the wave induced motions of thean ntecs feteesi ointe propeller shaft. This will be discussed

ship master may reduce the ship speed due to laer on.
green water on deck, slamming, propeller We will in the following text first in-

racing or excessive accelerations. trodUce a new theory for the added resi-

The increase of fuel cost has increased stance of a ship in waves and then discuss
the importance of the prediction of ship how the waves affect the wake, the propller
speed and power in a seaway. It is neces- characteristics, the relative rotative ef-
sary to ensure that the ship will not only ficiency and the thrust deduction. Finally
be economical on a ship trial in calm water we will discuss how we may determine RPM,
but also on a voyage in wind and waves. HP and ship speed in a seaway.
This is some of the background why we start-
ed our study. 3. ADDED RESISTANCE

We have focused our attention on pro-
blems connected with involuntary speed Theoretical methods for-added resist-
reduction and how to find the increase in ance of a ship in regular waves are either
power required to maintain ship speed in a derived by directly integrating pressure
seaway. We have in particular studied the over the wetted ship surface or by using
added resistance and propulsive factors of the equations for conservation of momentum
a ship in regular waves. Uhe change of pro- and/or energy in the fluid. The procedures
pulsive factors due to waves is of greatest are derived by a perturbation schemewhere
importance when there is significant wave the linear wave induced motions and loads
energy at frequencies in the vicinity of are a first order approximation to the pro-
the natural pitch and heave frequencies of blem. The added resistance is then found as
the ship. This will normally correspond to the mean longitudinal second order force.
severe sea conditions. Further, the change This implies that the theoretical added re-
in propulsive factors due to waves is most stance is proportional to the square of the
pronounced when the ship is in ballast con- wave amplitude. This is a valid approxima-
dition. The added resistance on ships may tion for moderate wave steepnesses. But when
also be of importance for moderate sea con- the waves are breaking or close to breaking,
ditions, in particular for ships with blunt one may question the procedures.
bow-forms. Maruo (1) has used the equations for

At the end of the paper, we have dis- conservation of energy and momentum to de-
cussed how the results from regular waves rive a theoretical method for added resist-
can be applied to irregular waves. Hopeful- ance. His procedure is valid for any wave
ly our results may later on be useful tools length and wave heading. The disadvantage
in designing economical hull forms and pro- with the method is that it is-difficult to
pulsion systems, or for instance in deter- apply from a practical point of view. The
mining how the trim of a ship -an be used accuracy of the method is dependent on how
to determine an economical ship speed in a well the linear problem is solved. The far
seaway. more simpler method by Gerritsma and Beu-

kelman (2) is easier to apply. Gerritsma
2. BASIC FORMULATION and Beukelman (2) derived their formula by

energy considerations, but the rational ba-
If we want to. determine the speed, sis for their method is not quite clear.

shaft horse power or propeller revolutions Maruo and Ishii (3) have simplified the
of a ship in regular waves, we may average original formula by Maruo (1) considerably
forces and moments over one wave period and by using a high frequency assumption con-
set up the following two basic equations sistent with strip theory. The formula re-

sembles Gerritsma and Beukelman's formula,
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but the importance of the differences has effect may be quite important (see Fujii
not been clearly pointed out. Takagi, Hosoda and Takahashi (9)).
and Higo (4) have derived the same formula We will in this paper present a new
as Maruo and Ishii (3). They also use the asymptotic theory for small wave lengths
equations of momentum and energy in the which takes into account the forward speed
fluid, but used other control surfaces than effect. Prom a rational point of view, one
Maruo. can argue against dividing the added resist-

Added resistance in oblique sea has ance into two parts in the way that Fujii
been studied by Hosoda (5) by applying and Takahashi (9) did. Generally speaking,
Maruo's method. He concluded that the con- tLe reflection of the waves and the ship
tribution of lateral notions to added resi- motions may interact in a more complicated
stance is relatively small. According to way on the added resistance. But their pro-
this conclusion, the added resistance in cedure makes some sense for certain wave
oblique waves can easily be calculated on lengths regions, i.e. for small wave lengths
the basis of the extension of prediction where the effect of ship motions may be dis-
method for head sea waves (Fujii, H. and regarded and in vicinity of pitch and heave
Takahashi, T. (6)). In a similar way, Ger- resonance where the relative motion betwee,
ritsma and Journ~e (7) generalized Gerritsma the ship and the waves are important. But it
and Beukelman's method to oblique sea. should be noted that is is possible to de-

Another way to derive a formula for rive one expression valid for all wave
added resistance is to directly integrate lengths if for instance the first order mo-
pressure forces over the wetted surface of tions and loads are calculated by a three-
the ship (Boese (8)). It should be noted dimensional sink source technique.
that Boese has neglected the quadratic ve- The calculation of mean added resistan-
locity term in Bernoullis equation and one ce in irregular sea is straigthforward if

g term arising from using pressure on the in- the wave spectrum and the added resistance
stantenous position of the wetted surface of in zegular qaves is known. But it should be
the ship instead of using pressure on the pointed out that the added resistance will
average position of the ship. These terms not have a constant value in irregular sea.
are of importance and will be included in It will be slowly varying approximately as
this paper. Both procedures are quite simple the envelope of the wave elevation.
to apply in practice. The advantage of a We will in the following text discuss
method based on directly integrating pres- how we calculate the linear wave induced
sure forces compared to a method using the motions and loads on a ship. This is a ne-
equations for conservation of momentum cessary buildinq brick in the theory of
and/or energy in the fluid, is that it is added resistance. We will then present a
easier to understand the physical reason method for added resistance based on direct-
for added resistance. Boese derived his ly integrating the pressure over the wetted
formula only for head sea waves, while our body surface. At the same time, we will show
procedure is valid for any wave direction how other mean force or moment components in
and includes the effect of the lateral mo- waves can be evaluated. As an example, we
tions. We also calculate transverse drift will study transverse drift force and drift
force and yaw moment. Further, we do not yaw moment. Afterwards we will derive asymp-
base the calculation of the diffraction totic formulas for added resistance, trans-
potential of the first order problem on the verse drift force and yaw moment in the low
relative-motion hypothesis. wave length case. Finally, we will present

All the formulas above are based on numerical results and comparisons with other
some kind of slendership assumption, which methods and experiments.
makes tbcm questionable to apply for blunt
ship forms. This has some practical conse- 3.1 Linear wave induced motions and loads
quences. Fujii and Takahashi (9) have point-
ed out the importance of added resistance on Let us study a ship advancing at con-
blunt ship forms in the small wave length stant mean forward speed with arbitrary
case for speed predictions in moderate sea heading in regular sinusoidal waves. We
conditions. They propose to divide the ad- assume that the first order motions are
ded resistance into two parts. one part is linear and harmonic. Let (x,y,z) be a
added resistance due to ship motions and righthanded coordinate system fixed with
another part is added resistance due to respect to the mean position of the ship
wave reflection at the bow (or stern if fol- with z vertically upwards through the centre
lowing sea). The added resistance due to of gravity of the ship, x in the aft direct-
ship motions may be calculated by the con- tion and the crigin in the plane of the un
ventional methods while Fujii and Takahashi disturbed free surface. Let the translatory
have derived a quasi-rational method for -displacements in the xy and z directions
resistance increase due to the reflection with respect to the origin be nl, q2 and 13
at the bow. Their formula gives a correct respectively, so that nI is the surge, n2
asymptotic behaviour for low wave lengths is the sway and n3 is the heave displace-
and zero Froude numbers as long as the ship ment. Furthermore, let the angular displace-
surface is vertical at the water line. But ment of the rotational motion about the xy
the effect of finite draught and forward and z-axis be n4, n5 and n6 respectively,
speed is only included in an approximate so that n4 is the roll, n5 is the pitch and
way. It may be noted that the forward speed n6 is the yaw angle. The coordinate system
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and the translatory and angular displace- OF = 2n2+¢3n3+¢4n4
ments are shown in Fig. 1. We will also ope-
rate with a coordinaue system (x,y,z) that -
is fixed in the ship and coincide with the +( 05x6 U8ie  135( -  )W " 8

(z,y,z) coordinate system when the ship is e
not oscillating. where *i satisfies the following boundary

We will use the Salvesen, Tuck and w
Faltinsen theory (10) to find the wave in- value problem
duced motion. This method does not determine 2 2-
the pressure distribution because it is in the fluid (9)
based on a generalized Haskind relation when 2 + 2

... evaluating the wave exciting forces and
moments. When we later shall derive a proce- 2 30
dure for calculating added resistance, we -we 4i+g_51 0 on z=0 (10)
will need expressions for the linear pres-
sure distribution on the hull. It is also
necessary to know the pressure distribution
at the mean free surface if we want to find iw n on the average wetted
the relative motion and velocity along the 3n e i
ship. This is of interest in evaluating vo- surface SB of the ship (11)
luntary speed reduction due to slamming and ere nl is determined by
green water on deck. We will therefore pre- n=(nI, n2 , n3 ) (12)
sent two different ways of calculating the bIA=(n4, n5 ,n6 ) (13)
linear pressure distribution on the ship
hull. The differences in the method are in where n is the normal vector to the body sur-
the calculation of the diffraction potent- face (positive into the fluid) and r=xi+y+zk.
ial. We will write the total velocity po- Further, ji satisfies a radiation condition
ial as wyot two-dimensional outgoing waves. The *-ftential asI

_iwet problems can be solved by the Frank Closefit
* = Ux+¢s(:,y,z)+¢T(x,y,z)e (4) method.

where Ux+Os(x,y,z) is the steady contribu-
tion which determines the wave resistance.
We will assume that 9. has no influence on
the linear wave induced motions of the ship
(Salvesen, Tuck and Faltinsen (10)). The
time dependent pressure will be divided intothree parts V iX

-i et I
(x,y,z)e I+F+D (5)

where i is the complex unit, the fre- Fig. 1 Coordinate system
quency of encounter and t is t~e time vari- The diffraction problem may be diffi-
able. Further, A is the incident wave po- cult to solve, in particular in the low
tential, 0F is tie velocity potential due to wave length range. We will apply two diffe-
forced motions in six degrees of freedom rent methods. One method is what we will
and _ is the diffraction potential of the call a "relative motion method". A second
restrained ship. We will write the inci- method is due to Skjordal and Faltinsen
dent wave potential as (11) and is only applicable in head sea.

igl a kz+ikxcosi+ikysina-iu t This method takes into account that the
= - e e waves are modified as they propagate along0\(6) the ship.

where g is the acceleration of gravity, The "relative motion method" implies
is the wave amplitude, k is the wave numa that the wave length is large compared to
ber, a is the heading angle, wo= X'- is the the cross-dimensions of the ship, that the
wave frequency which is related to the fre- ship is slender and that three-dimensional
quency of encounter we by effects can be neglected. The diffraction
unpotential can then be found as a solution

We = uo+kUcosa (7) of the two-dimensional Laplace equation (9),
the classical free surface condition (10),

According to Salvesen, Tuch and Faltin- a radiation condition of outgoing two-dim-
sen, we may write the forced motion potent- ensional waves. The body boundary condition
ial as can be written as

$"D
V- = -npy-n3uz  on SB

where
2 It is understood that real part is to be kz +ikxcos*-iwet

ta entin all expressions involving Uv, Woa
sin a e m

-t e tU
e



and kzm+ikxcos -je PS= pgz t m
"wmet Ps Pz at ax m

z (2. a,2 )
Here z is an average vertical cross- -P(a-4U-x- m

sectional coordinate, which may be chosen a 8l) A(1)
as -T/2, where T is the local draught. We -;(n+xn-zn) T--(- -U--) (20)
may now write the total time dependent velo- 2 6 y at a x m
city potential as -, +yn 4)- (i ax m

1 2 2 e (() ) (1) 2

ax

[ ~+ (x )26Here m indicates that the variables
Te ynicfrtodrpssr ata should be evaluated on the average position

i hednai frt rerpesue t fixed submerged point can be written as of the wetted ship hull. We will now study
-_i e separately the contribution to added resist-

-p = - + U-)T ) ance from each pressure term in equatione ( (20.

= ~ The contribution from the "-ogz"-term
i and the dynamic wave elevation can be can be split up into one part which :omes

writtn asfrom pressure forces over the exact position
writtn asof the body surface below z=0 (i.e. the sur-

= 2-- (16) face area So in Fig. 2), and in another part
€ og~z=0from integrating over the wetted area above

- z=0. It is possible to show by Gausstheorem
Sthat the pressure forces over S due to theWe will now show how we may find addedroe.

_ resisThne dyai irt orderat pressure gz-tr reuta etia oc.W

reitane y direc intet may therefore write the contribution to the
ofadded resistance from the "-gz"-termas

3.2 Added resistance by pressuce integrab 2

tion method 1 ogf znldZds= € nld (21)

We start out with the complete Bernoul- Th. bar over the expressions indicates
olis equation time-averaged values. Further, ¢ is the wave

-og-o (16) faicte aer-ine cuv. ) -n naohrpr

2o+ 2 elevation calculatediby linear theory and

where V is the fluid velocity and p0 is Z

atmospheric pressure. If we neglect the in-
ssfluence of the stationary perturbation po- rmytential t (see equation 4), we may Writet

p = -ozo~~- . (f x) (P )
rFigure 2 Ship surface

ad The contribution from the linear pres-

__3 Here is dute o the incident waves sure term a (1U- () a
tcainnnetto h 1 L

n isitrto with the o plet uslected. The reason is that we in inieart
proceed by a perturbation scheme, i.e. we theory integrate over an average wetted sur-

P write face and an average direction. In a second
S(1) (2)+ (1) order theory, we have to make corrections

___ € € .. (9 for the integration over the correct wetted
__--(1 area of the ship hull and for the correct=_-_ where * i linear first order o instantaneous force direction.

atmose rd e ar ciatn whc is The correction for the integration of
ecpressure forces over the correct wetted area

eoportional to the square of the wave of the ship hull gave a mean longitudinal
-amplitude, force

Let us now make a Taylor expansion of 2 (22)
the pressure about the mean position of the c
Sship. The pressure p on the ship correct

_+ to second order in wave amplitude may then where equation (16) has been used.
dbe written as lTt

a~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ seododrapoimto hc spesuefre vrte orc etdae



r!
When we integrate - et-- 0a-(-) shown to be zero (Faltinsen and Loken

Wheat weitgat p (12)).
over the rest of the wetted area of the The contribution from the rest of the
ship, we have to be careful with what co- pressure terms in equation (20) is straigth-
ordinate system we use. Since we must inte- forward and will be presented later. But
grate over the instantaneous position of the wetted first we will rewrite the expression for the
area of the ship, we should start out with longitudinal force in a more convenient way
the coordinate system (z!y,z) fixed to the by introducing the relative wave amplitude
ship. In a first order theory, it does not along the ship in the expressions.
really matter if we had used the SXLy,z) co- We then use the theorem
ordinate system instead of the xy,z-system.
But in a second order problem, we have to be 151 v 4d
careful. The. z-component F_ of the force on Vol s

zthe average wt surflye due to the pres-
e ag a .r where S is the surface enclosinq the volumesure term -p - is the same as Vol. Further, the normal vectorfl is positive

the vertical hydrodynamic force used in the out of the volume. We may then show that
linear theory. By using the equation of the
first order motions, we may therefore write

dt 3
~~Fi=?d I C- ~33n3+C35n5  (23) =3""+3

C3 3 TI3 15 5 3 5 '~~
where M is the mass of the ship. C and C3 5
are hydrostatic restoring coefficients By using this relation in equation (24),
which may be written we may write the added resistance as

C33=Pgfbd90g.~P9 In( as

+ f-bd"=-.gM.. . 2 , 2M

35_gL e_____e____2 _______

Here b is the sectional beam of the 3 () (1) (26)
ship and the integration is over the length B(2+xn6-zn4 -
of the ship. A and Mw, are the area and SB
the moment of Be watefplane. a )

By decomposing expression (23) along (n3-xn yq4) 13 1----tV
the x-axis (see Fig. 3), we find the fol- ) 2
lowing mean longitudinal force contribution +( 1x--) 2 a-(1) 2 (--} }nlds

FCkz- I += +M?)3I3 )  2
22ax ~ay az

C~z (e M+C33 )q3 i 5 +C3 5 5  (24) where
4r= ;-(n 3 -xn5+Yn4 ) (27)

4Z is the relative wave amplitude along the
ship, and c is the water line curve.

Boese (8) has derived a formula for ad-
-C --- ded resistance which resembles equation (26).

First of all, it should be noted that his
formula neglected the influence of sway,
roll, yaw and any flow which is antisymme-

x tric with respect to the x-z-plane- That
means in reality that Boese's formula should
he applied for head and following sca. But

Figure 3 Coordinate system even if we limited ourselves to head or fol-
lowing sea, Boese's formula would be missing

in a similar way we can decompose the the integral over S in equation (26).
Y-component of the force on the average wet- The procedure Rescribed above may be
ted surface due to the pressure term generalized to calculate other mean force

i . (1) and moment components. For instance, we may
ax )M along the x-axis. We will write the transverse average force (i.e.

find the following mean longitudinal force force components in the y-direction) V and
the average yaw moment P6 about the z-ixs

r .W 2 (25) as

=coy=e M(n2 ZGn4 n6  -:c, r iis,,
Here z is the z-coordinate of the i _

centre of gravity of the ship. Pf( .+xn Z 4
The contribution t 2 1 e m7li force from s ax 6- 4

the pressure term -P(gt ax m can Na +ar. -4 +4l)
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{a A ) 2 a _ ( I) 2 + a ( ) 2

, where
2=-

2 2
K6 -(- 44 e "4+gV(zB-ZG) nJ. MzG e "2

" (0) Figure 4 Coordinate system in the low
+- 2-n V _-!n- wave length case

II n4-

We will introduce local coordinate
Here Ia andA I are moents of inertia systems (n,s) along the water plane area

where5iste rduto

in rol and pitc 46 curve, where n is ortn2 gonal -- the water-
inertia between roll and yaw, and zB is the plane area curve and s tangential to the

Sz-coordinate of the centre of buoyancy. waterplane area curve (set. Fig. 4). Further.

______________(x_ Figure the Co ordae syte in the loi

i ~ ~~Similar procedures for mean forces and (X,_0 r h ~-oriae fteoimoments as described above have been used gin o w the local coordinate system. We may
in the 144-and Iare by Pinkster (13) and then write the incident wave potential asFaltinen and Lken a12)i. The latter consi- uva ak z onsin(g+)+iksos( h )

dered only two-dimensional bodies. io (32)eSikoxocos a_+i. oyosina-iuet  (32)
3.3 Asymptotic low wave length case

W where 9 is defined in the figure. Note that n
We will now derive formulas for added is opposite to the definition of the normal

resistance, transverse drift force and mean vector B in the chanters above.yaw m=ent in the asymptotic low wave length When the incident waves hit the struct-
case. ure, they will be diffracted. If we -use the

Consider a ship in incident regular wave length as a scaling factor and stretch
waves. We assume the ship has vertical sides the ns and z-coordinates with this factor,
at the waterplane, and that the wave length it becomes evident that the diffraction pro-
is small compared to the draught of the blem in the low wave length case is equiva-
ship. Due to the small wave length assumpt- lent to studying incident waves on an in- I

iostewave excitation forces will be finitely long vertical plane wall (see Fig.
small. If resonance oscillations are not 5). Parallel to the wl there is a hor-
excited, it implies that the influence of zontal steady velocity of magnitude V, which
the wave induced motions of the ship can be ne- is a function of x and y . We will limit
glected. Due to the small wave length as- ourselves to the lAw speld case. It stibuld
suinption and the rapid exponential decay be recognized that the steady flow can only
of the waves down in the fluid, it is only be horizontal in the low-speed case. It is
the part of the ship close tc the waterplane evident that the incident waves carnot reach -
that will affect the flow field. This in- certain domains. This will be shadow regions,
plies that we may replace the ship by a sta- i.e. no time- dependent flow at all.t
tionary, vertical, infinitely long cylinder
with cross-section equal to the waterplane
area of the ship. E

We will neglect all viscous effects,
and base the procedure on potential theory.
I. the analysis, we neglect diffraction el-
fects from sharp corners of a structure, and
assume that the change in the waterplane -
area is small over a wave length.a

We will write the incident potential as
LCa koz ikoxcoszikoysina-iuet (

e 3

where g is the acceleration of gravity, c
the amplitude of the incident waves, e-dimnsional flow situation
circular frequency of the waves, k o it wave
number, a the wave propagation direction Thp total velocity potential in the non-

with respect to the x-axis (see Fig. 4), t shadow region will be written ase
is the ti variable and we is the circular
frequency of encounter. aVs+aIS4D (+) -

U_ _ s U



where is the unknown diffraction potential so that the diffraction pr-ential is expo-
which s~tisfies the following body boundary nentially decaying when n-s.
condition We will now find A in equation (39) in

the case of k2 >0. This will be done by first
a considering a fictitious problem and apply

o Green's second identity.
The fictitious problem we study is inci-ikox~cos+4koYosin-iret dent waves on the same wall as described i

-e (34) Fig. 5. We write the incident fictitious
wave potential

We recognize that the body boundary
condition -aries as

i c -+k z ik 2 n-ikoscos(O-+a)-iu t
eikoS(e+a) *=e e (42)

This L-plies we may write where s, satisfies
=-e CC (35 -+k + 7-t' ]

D-e (35) -kl*j----=fl on z=0 (43)

- - atonri (35) into the
three-dimensioaai Laplace equation, we find i.e. the same free snrface condition as -D
that * satisfies the Helmioltz equation It is easy to find tn- the total veloc-r ty potential has to be

2: .2= cs +, 36) k.z ik scos (4ayde t
n 1k =2e L cos(k 2 n)e

D 44)

The Ulnearized free surface conditioncnbwrteasWe bill now study the following gene-Scan be written as eti

ralized force on the wll

;2 0 o
(_vmz0 4 ~ 0 on z=0 037) FL(tit*-)Le 0dz (45)

which implies thatA
which can be easily calculated by equation

2 a (44.
&-i twVikocos(r+A #+g ) z=0 (38) e will now rewrite (45) by Greenis se-cond identity.. we introduce the normalize

In addition, D has to satisfy z radia- velocity potential 2 defined by
tion condition, i.e. it cannot represent in
cident waves far from the body. _iko s c o s 

T
- +

-
)

It will be evident later that it is not =-±Casin0-)e
necessary for us to know the detailed be- (46)
haviour of O close to the body. Many wave ik x ccs_+ik v sint-i t
lengths from the wall we may write the out- -e 62
going wave part as

-ekl x-ik 2 n~ikscos(eA )-i)t (39) (see equation (34)). It is easy to see
nO e that * satisfies the .*e 3elmt ltz equa-

where k2 have to be positie if it should Further, #2 has to satisfy the same
represent outgoing waves. From equation (38), frte-surfac. con-ition as e, and when ne-s
we find that

2 ~kt z-V.--n(We-Vkos .+-*)) Ae le -ik x coss-ik v sina
=e 0 co~4a) 00______

k. (40) 2 e 0 (47)

-rem~~~~Si equatio 'a) efi2ta
Fro equation (36), we find that (if s- (0+1)0) (see equatzon 39) and

(46)).
2 2 2 By using the boundary condition for -2.

k2 A 1 -to2Cf2(in) (41) we may write equation (45) as

it is necessary to require that (48)

1. ( We will no aply Green"'s sed iden-

to have an outgoing wave solution. T"his is tity with the potentials -* and A -
normally the case. If not, we must require a dmain enclosed by the wi the Re; sur-
that fact, a vertical control surface far away

from the wall and a horizontal control sur-
k,=it 2 ! fare far down i the fluid. By using tht
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2 ( and # satisfies the same Helmholtz - k+l' ! - 2 k 2
equaRon, the same free surface conditior to- B(k2k-sin(O+a) -sn8-a)-B r1  (56)
gether with the body condition for ii Zo)
we find that (48) may be rewritten if k2 #k sin(9ta)

-ik ..x cos.-ik y 2 using Bernoulli's equation, we nay
- 00 0 ik scosS-v t k2  write (54) correct to second order in wave

amplitude as
o a 1

(49) 22- S- 2 20 2L 2 dz )
By using that F also can be directly n 2 ' s 3z an

calculated, we find that
where 1; V-.

2k. oSinO+ 8);a ikxcosa+ikoYSlm i--'i +a s "'z=0
A-

kek kI o 2 c50) By using equation- (56), we will now
find that equation (57) can be written as

We have now determined the form of the k
velocity potential many wave lengths from F = g 2 t1  2(
the wall. We may write n a (58.

-e-a cosi(kn sco(e)+konsire+a)t t)

0 0 0 -C-c where k and k2 are givenbyequation (40)and (41. Generally speaking, it will be
kc I z s...- complicated t find the steady fluid veloci-
It: 2 a-Lit) o -ty V in equation (40). We will therefore

0 propose to set -

+SV=Ucoso- .59)

where This is consistent with slender body
0 =k x cosa+kyoYosina (52) theory. It gives also the right answer fe.r

e=-/2, i.e. for extreme blunt ships. In case
and 2k1  t0  . of small U-values and by using equaton (59)1

3- - sF n ( we will find by Taylor expansion that

: 2_ U
We are ncw going to find average force 2 {sin2 (o+ +__ _,lco0scose+a))H60)

p. unit length on the wall in Fig. S. This n 1a g

expression will be the important tool to
find added resistance, transverse drift and When Fn is fcund, we may write the mean
mean yaw snment on the ship in the asympto- drift force c;iponent and yaw moment correct
tic Jow wave length case, to second order in wave amplitude as

By using the equation for conservation -

of comentum in the fluid, we may write the f (61)
normal average force per unit length on the
wall as_ _ where i is 1,2 or 6 and F1 is the added re-

F[ 4 sistance, P is the transverse drift force
dz (54% and F itie drift yaw ==ent with respect

nn-- to th4 z-axis,. and

-where Z_ is the wave amplitude at n-- and n=sino
the inte;rand has to be evaluated at i---

By using the equation for conservation n 2 co;.
of energy, we find that n3 -- osB-y o sinG

_,. 0 5)The integration 3LU(-- i alon the
_n --shado-- part L of the waterplane curve

(see Fig. 4).

By us!ing equation (51) in equation (55), We r ld ite that equation 158) iswe i:] atdifferent from Fujii and Takahashi's asyp
we find that totic formla for head sea- The differences

sin(k~osCO(A-)kin+&owet) cat be most easily establ~.hed by usingthapproximate formula (60) for small U-valu-

-sin~~es (IArs6a)kcifn). c~MorX4iZW to FuUand Tak4.sl-Ig foroo " - t la, the a d sp ta in bracket oft o
equa ion (60) should be twice as large. It
SINould be noted that the forward speed de-
pendence in both formilas are significant.
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Fujii and Takahashi compared their formula Journde (7). The results are for different

with experimental results for l/L=0.5. The Froude numbers, wave headings and wavei agreement was good. But it should be kept lengths. Generally speaking, both theoreti-
in mind that they only considered one uave cal methods agree quite good with the ex-I length, which may be too high according to nerimental results. But there are signifi-
the short wave length assumption inherent in cant differences in the n;sults by the two
the theory. If we study their experimental theories. Further, it is not known how reli-
red-ults for -/L=0.3, it snews to indicate able the experi-ntal results are in obli-
less forward speed effect than their formula que sea. some of the experimental results
predict. But a more extefisive experimental for small wave lengths are peculiar.
program is necessary to judge the validity
of the different fcrmulas.

Fujii and Takahashi have proposed a txperiment (Strom-Tejsen et al)
practicabine asymptotic for- _ RAW  CALCULATION
mula and the conventional formulas for added 2 2
resistance. They propose to multiply the iigia B /L -RITSMA/
asymptotic formula with a quasianalyticai F =0.147o BEUKELMAN
formula containing the drauvht-dependence j * -FATINSEN ET AL
of the ship and add this expression to the j n=0. 6 '9  (RELATIVE MOTION)
conventional formulas. . -OALTINSENETAL

... S ([REFRACTION)
3.4 Comparison between theoretical and ex- -5 S * .ASYPTO THEORY

perimental values for added resistance

The "direct pressure integration"- I . *
method has been used to calculate added re-
sistance on Series 60, C,=0.6, 0.7, 0.8 and
the Container hull from -175, which was Ficure 6 Added resist- IT
used for the comparative hull motion calcu- ance Series 60, %=0.8. e
lation by the member organization of ITTC
(14).

The calculated values for the Series
60, =0.6, 0.7 and 0.8 are presented in
Figs. , 8 and 6 together with experimental
and theoretical results presented by Str- R% Experiment (Strvm-Teisen
Tejsen. Yeh and Moran (15). Strem-Tesen et et al)al. used Gerrit. wa ard Benkel-an's formula Fg~ " F=0.266*
together with motion calcnations by the rn=0 283.
Salvesen, Tuck and Faltinsen method. We may
note the poor agreement between Stro-Tej-
sen et al's theoretical calculations and ex-
perimental results for the fine ship forms. V

It was pointed out in a discussion by Ger-
ritsma and Beukelmn that it was possible
to achieve far better agree=ent between Get-:
ritsma and Beukelman's method and the experi- I g
mental results if their own computer program~for noti!on calculations was -,used. Prom the

LIDifiures. we note the good agreement between
our theoretical calculations of added re-
sistance and the experimental results. we I
should note the small difference in the re-
suits by using either the relative motion £
hypothesis or by using Sk-ordal and Faltin- ' -

sen's (11) procedure to calculate the dif-
fraction potential. We have also plotted in *

-= - theoretical values by our asymptotic theory. i
We note that the theoretical values are 1

= significant smller than the experimenal 2
values for %=0.6 and 0.7., while there is | , 3 4 t
tendency to- agreement between the asyZpte-Fgr 4odrssac
tic theory and experintal values for -=-e
0.8. But the great scatter in experimentil r 6 Cb;=O6
values indicates great difficulties in per-
forming model tests.

Theoretical and experimental results for
for the UTC ship S-175 are presented in
Figs. 9 - 16. We have compred the theore-
tical results by the direct integration
method" with the theoretical and experiment-

= al results presented by Grritsna and
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o =30' Fn~ 15 =60°  Fn=.25

EXPERIMENT CALCULATION i RAW

0 FUJII -GERRITSMAI 0.g'Y'B2IL

BEUKELMAN 0
-- FALTINSEN ET AL0 (RELATIVE MOTION)0.%.

0fN~ 0_

2 2 0 D 2+

0/

I LIX. 2
S L/X 2 Figure 16 Added resistance S-175 0=600

Figure 13 Added resistance S-175 a=300

4.0 CHANGE OF PROPULSION FACTORS DUE TO
WAVES

a 30=  Fn= -25
4.1 Change of the wake due to wavesRAW

Measurements by Nakamura and Naito (16)
Yg - "8 1La and Moor and Murdey (17) have shown that the

wave induced motions of the ship increase
the wake velocities. When the ship model was
oscillating in regular waves, Nakamura and
Naito showed that the change in wake veloci-

I ties increased with wave height and that the
change in wake was most pronounced around the
natural period of pitch. They also performed

0 forced oscillation tests in pitch and showed
that the wake velocities increased with

0I pitch angle and frequency. Their experiments
indicated that the pitch motion of the ship
was a major reason to the increase in wake

velocities. This can be qualitatively under-o \ stood by examining the influence of the wave
induced motions on the mean pressure along
the ship. The change in mean pressure at a

/ fixed point in the fluid due to oscillatory
S fluid motion can be written as

1 Li), 2
0 () 2 e(1) 2 (I) 2.

Fiqure 14 Added resistance S-175 =300 +(-P ((62+
2 x By aZ

RAW~~ =z60' Fn -15 2a ( j (2
RAW (see equation 20). This pressure causes a

9g B/L change in the mean flow along the hull and
Otherefore also in the wake velocities. If a

flat plate of large extent is used as a rough
model of the bottom of the ship and the plate

5 is pitching harmonically, a rough approxima-
SO-tion of equation (62) below the bottom of/ , ~ the ship can be written as

S0
/lni- I (63)

/\This indicates that the pitching motion
of the ship will cause a drop in mean pres-

0 sure from the middle of the ship towards the
_______ - 0 stern. This change in pressure gradient will

1-L0 2 cause the flow to be sucked more towards the
Figure 15 Added resistance S-175 a=600
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stern of the ship and thereby increase the
flow velocities to the propeller. Head Sea

A consequence of the increased flow 20 X I= 0.913
velocities is that the boundary layer thick-
ness is reduced. Another consequence is that -p. Fn 0.20
the shear forces on the ship is changed, and Pg
that the separation point is delayed. This
causes a change in the resistance of the
ship, which may be interpreted as a wave-
viscous interaction force. This is not in-
cluded in our theoretical procedure. The
importance of this interaction force is un- 15
known.

If we use the same simple model to study
the influence of forced harmonic heave mo-
tion, we will find that

Ar. - W21131 (64)

Since the associated pressure gradient 10
is zero, we do not anticipate that the heave
motion will influence the wake velocities
significantly. It is more difficult to tell
in simple terms about the influence of the
incident and diffracted waves on the wake
velocities. But we may use equation (62) to-
gether with velocities obtained from linear
strip theory calculations to estimate more
accurately the change in the mean pressure 5
when the ship is oscillating in regular
waves. This includes the effect of the heav-
ing and pitching motion as well as the inci-
dent and diffracted waves. Fig. 17 shows one
example from such calculations for a Series

= 60 ship with C =0.6 in regular head sea i -
waves. The wavk length is N/L= 0.913 and the
Froude number is 0.2. This is close to the 0 .1i
resonance condition of the ship in pitch. -0.5 -03 -0.1 01 0.3 0.5
The results in Fig. 17 have been obtained by x/IL
using equation (62) at the mean position of
the ship. For eLch cross-section of the ship Figure 17 Average mean pressure due to
we have averaged the mean pressure. This wave induced motions

-averaged mean pressure is denoted AP in the
figure. We see that this pressure-distribu- of the ship on the mean pressure distribu-
tion is of a similar nature as one would tion around the ship. After we have calcula-
expect from equation (63). If we make simi- ted the steady boundary layer due to both
lar calculations away from the resonance in the still water pressure distribution and
pitch we will find a less pronounced de- the oscillatory fluid motion, we assume that
crease in the pressure towards the stern of this boundary layer is attached to the oscil-
the ship. The discussion above is a theore- lating ship. We have used a two-dimensional
tical indication that the Ditch motion of model for the boundary layer calculations
the ship is a major reason to the increase and assumed that the boundary layer thickness
in wake velocities for a ship oscillating is only a functioi of the longitudinal co-
in regular waves. ordinate of the ship. Physically we should

In order to quantitatively evaluate the interprete this boundary layer as an aver-
effect of the pressure distribution (62) on aged boundary layer for each cross-section.
the boundary layer and the wake, we have The pressure gradient that we apply is ob-
adopted a rough theoretical model. We would tained from averaging tne pressure over each
certainly like to stress that our model has cross-section. Associated with this average
short-comings. In the boundary layer calcu- pressure distribution p(x), there is a fluid
lations we have assumed that the boundary velocity V(x) outside the boundary layer.
layer is thin, which is highly questionable According to Bernoulli's equation, we may
at the stern of the ship. It is difficult to write
know how the boundary layer is following the
ship in the oscillatory motion, but it is V(x) i- 5 (65)
intuitively felt that the ship should not (65
move out of its own boundary layer. We will
use the following procedure. We calculate where U is the free stream velocity. The
first the boundary layer as if the ship was boundary layer was calculated applying the
in its mean oscillatory position. But note equations
that we in those calculations will take into
account the effect of the oscillatory motion
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)6~ (69)
E)(x)=V-4( 1-.0106 fV (O)d (66) ( 0 )0 v 0 06(9

and -L/2

62=V(x)/(V(x)e(x)) 0.1666 (see for instance Tanaka (20)). Here the
S(67) apostrophe indicates the changed values.

This implies that with
where 62 is the momentum thickness (see
Thwaites (18)) and L is the length between n nmax l m
perpendiculars of the ship. We have assumed (1-w( =l-_ (70)

that the flow is turbulent from the bow of 0 s 0 0
the ship.

We have applied equations (66) and (67) in still water, we may write the wake in
on a pressure distribution similar to that waves as
measured on a Series 60 model (Cb=0.

6 ) in (l n ma))1 V- m a
still water at F =0.2. The average pressure v - i
distribution p(xy" that we applied is pre- 0 W 0 2 o

sented in Table 1. where w is the radial wake fraction. We have
Table 1 assumed that 6'16 =6'/6 in equation (71).

We are now going io useothis procedure to
x/L -0.45 1-0.5 -0.2 5 -0.15 1-0.05 compare with the experimental results by Na-

kamura and Naito (16) (see Fig. 18).
0.2 1-0.1 -0.2 -0.22 -0.2

2 (1 w)w Container ship model I I

0.05 0.15 0.25 0.35 _0.45 =0n~.20 (1-w )W: in regular waves
c d l l byWbse (1-w )s: in still water

-0.19 1-0.18 -0.17 -0.1 0.15 1.4 . 1 I wae

When the boundary layer thickness ob- _Pr LLe - , - - 0.8

tained by using equations (66) and (67) was boss A -..--.- 1.1compared to values calculated by Webster and % .... a1.1
Huang (19) by a more accurate procedure, we 12 . • 2.0L211 I. .i a 2.0 -
found a quite satisfactory agreement. The ____-au 2.5
momentum thickness at x/L=0.45 which is
close to the stern, was found to be -a.
6 /L=0.00442. If we added the pressure di- LO
siribution presented in Fig. 17, we found 0 &2 0.4 0.6 0.8 riR 1.0
that 62/L=0.00403 for 4 /L=0.01 and
62/L=0.00332 for C /L=0.02 at x/L=0.45. This Figure 18 Nakamura and Naito's experiment-
confirms the expected decrease in the bound- al wake results
ary layer thickness due to the wave induced
motions of the ship. They measured the radial wake distribution in

When the boundary layer along the hull the propeller plane when the propeller was
has been calculated, we may evaluate the wake not there, and the ship was oscillating in
behind the body. We assume that the velocity waves. As stated earlier in the text, our
in the wake behind a two-dimensional body or results are for the same condition. Accord-
a body of revolution can be written as ing to Nakamura and Naito's still water re-

n m suits, we find that vmax 0 .8 . Further, they
v(-)=Vo-v (1-(-) ) (68)

o o got the results in regular waves for

where n is a coordinate defined below. In fa /L=0.01. We have earlier calculated 62/62
the case of a body of revolution, n is equal 62 6/40.91 and 0.75 respectively. If we use
to the radial distance from the rotational 2/620
symmetry axis. In the case of a vertical plane 61/6 -0.75 in our calculations, we will find
coinciding with the centre plane of the ship t e ollowing wake distribution by equation
n will be equal to the y-coordinate defined (70) and (71) (see Table 2)
in Figure 1. In the case of the ship the
wake distribution will be a mixture of these Table 2
two cases, and we will define n as the ra-
dial distance from the propeller shaft n 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5
centre. Further, 6, in equation (68) is the o
boundary layer tnicxness, vO is the velocity
at n=6 ,v O-v is the velocity at n=0, and w 1.835 1.644 1.51 1.401 1.314
m is aXemirmul constant which we have set I-w)
equal to 1.5. In a practical case, vma and
V have to be experimentally determine- 0.65 1.0

If the boundary layer is changed, vmax 1.19 1.0
will change. We have V

If we instead use 62/62=0.9, we will
find that (see Table 3)
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Table 3 Corrections due to wave effects are of
-particular importance when l<h/R<l.5. Butn 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 when h/R<l, the thrust must be corrected due

0 to ventilation and the emergence of the pro-
. 22 1peller. The ratio of the immersed disc area

R (-W 1.33 1.225 1.200 1.161 113 AI of the propeller to the disc area Ao of
(l-W)I the propeller is

0.65 i 0.9 A -hR2
1.091 1.0 A=- -= /1+ 1i(72)

In Nakamura and Naito's experiments it seems
like 6o'2-3R. The values in table 2-3 are of w
the same order of magnitude as the experi- E=2 arccos
mental values by Nakamura and Naito (16) and
show a similar radial distribution as their We have assumed that the thrust is pro-
results. As an extra control we also found portional to A
that the volumetric mean wake is of the same Another eifect we have to take into ac-
order of magnitude as Nakamura and Naito's count is what we call the Wagner-effect. When
results. We therefore believe that we have a propeller blade splashes into the water,
clarified important physical reasons to the there will be a sudden increase in lift.
change of the wake due to wave induced mo- Wagner (24) studied a related problem for
tions of the ship. the two-dimensional foil, and fouhd that the

sudden increase amounted to 50% of the value
4.2 Change of the open water propeller for the fully developed lift. The socalled

Wagner function gives the ratio between the
characteristics due to the waves instantaneous lift and the fully developed

lift as a function of chordlengths travelled
Analysis of propulsion factors based lf safnto fcodegh rvleafter the sudden change. One procedure wouldon resistance and propulsion tests in waves be to use blade element theory and study the

is traditionally done by fitting data into distance each blade element travel compared
open water propeller diagram derived from to the chord length after the sudden change,
tests with the propeller deeply immersed, and then apply the Wagner function. In our
But it is well known that the open water calculation, we have followed a simpler pro-
propeller diagram is a function of sub- cedure by examining an "equivalent" section
mergence, in particular when h/R<l.5, where of the propeller. The results are presented
h is the distance between the water surface in Fig. 19, where x is the ratio between the
and the propeller shaft center. When the real thrust of the propeller and the fully
propeller is oscillating in waves, it may developed thrust of the immersed propeller
very well periodically be in instantaneous disc and 81 is due to the steady wave motion
positions where h/R<l.5. This is particu- created by the propeller.
larly true when the ship is in ballast con-
dition. This implies that it may be physi-
cally wrong to use deeply submerged open
water diagram in the analysis of a propeller _

in waves. This may lead to wrong conclusions 1
about effective wake, relative rotative effi-
ciency and propeller efficiency. In order to
develop a more physical open water propeller
diagram when the propeller is oscillating .u eenntionA
in waves, we have adopted a simple theore- Independent Of)A~tical model. Since the wave induced motion
occur with a significant lower frequency
than the propeller revolution, we have used 0.5
a quasi-dynamic approach. At each instant- o'
aneous position of the 

propeller shaft centre 
'D -

relative to the water surface we are using V Data from Kempf (253
the propeller characteristics that would
be valid if the propeller was not heaving o According to our pmcedure
and pitching in waves. We will thereFore
discuss how the open water propeller diagram
is a function of propeller submergence. 0 a

The propeller sets up a steady wave motion 0 05 1.0 h/R
when it is working close to the free surface. Figure 19 o-diagram for a propeller
This will lead to a reduction in the propel-
ler thrust. This reduction is a function of We may now write
the__ropeller loading and the Froude number X (73)
V/,/gh as originally showed by Dickmann (21). T To
Later on Nakatake (22) and Nowacki and where X and X are the thrust coefficients
Sharma (23) made similar calculations. We for theT eeply Tmmersed propeller and for the
have in our example presented below used propeller at immersion h/R. The thrust dimi-

anuation factoro without the effect of ventil-
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ation can be written as 4.3 False changes in propulsive coefficients

B=8o'8l-X (74) due to waves

where a is defined in equation (72), a, is We have in the last chapter pointed out
due to the steady wave re by the hat it is not physically correct to use the
propeller and x is due to the Wagner effect, open water diagram for the deeply immersedpropeller if the propeller is heaving and
A comparison between the procedure described pitching and operating close to the free
above and experimental results by Kempf (25) pitcn af oper ng ose tote fr

is pesetedin ig.19. he gremen i~surface. If we use wrong open water diagramis presented in Fig. 19. The agreement isitayedtoasecngsnth op -
certainly too good. Note that we have not ivm eaditoefase has ineprel-
taken into account neither partly nor full sive coefficients. This is explained. below.

ventilation, which is of particular import- Denoting in accordance with Fig. 21 the

ance for smaller Ja=V /nU-numbers, than we propulsion factors when an open water diagramanc fo mle a/Dnmes hnw corrected for immersion is used in the ana-
have considered in the example. The effect lyss by:
of ventilation is illustrated in Fig. 20, w t ni R' P ' , K , K and the corre
where the efficiency of a propeller is given spending values with noncor~ected open
for both the partly and fully developed water diagram by:
range as a function of immersion and loading. water dir bwmW, t, nR, nP, r., no , KT , KQ, JA we must have

067 np.nsn =n qw-n If thrustidentity is used

ht~zO26 hV io) 02 in the analysis (KT =KT and the torque coef-
ficient in the behind condition is K6 we get

o-10 15 approximately
5.10(K

T  dKTo -i

0 /I(78)

075.10_ KT
S0 dK Td -1

oQo ToQand
C, ~~ ~ dKQ OT do .,Fly ventilated- 8  ~ (KT)(~ d1j R

Figure 20 Change in propeller efficiency due jdf K T- +nR .
W7 [~(-KT) 'cAW- +R*KQto propeller loading, immersion and ventila- n A 8 A

tion (from Gutsche 126)). K9)

If the propeller thrust is changed with
immersion, there is also a change in the dKTo dKQo
torque coefficient NQ. But due to the drag where and JA
force on the propeller, the change in K is diagram for the deeply immersed propeller at
not the same as the change in KT . Model tests the advance coefficient Jk. For the wake we
by Kempf (25) and Gutsche (26) indicate that find that

m -w JA 10
KQ= 0 'K o (75) - W2 T A

where m is a constant between 0.8 and 0.85, Further, if t~t* =

and Kno is the propeller torque coefficient
for the deeply immersed propeller. ]-w _ H

The final part of our procedure is to l-w* nH
average 0 and sm over one wave cycle. It is -
then necessary to know either from model - Deeplmmesed 4
tests or theoretical calculations the rela- KT ---- tly Immersed
tivP vertical motion between the propeller Ka Ko
shaft centre and the water surface. We may.

= now write the open water diagrams for the
propeller operating behind a ship oscil- A. KQ
lating in regular waves as

K =0 K(6
KQ 8 Qo(7)Y

where the bar indicates average values of B - ----
and am over one wave period.

From the discussion above, we may anti-
cipate that the change in open water propel-
ler characteristics due to waves is most 1 J VA
pronounced in the vicinity of the natural ,nD,

periods in heave and pitch and for a ship Figure 21 Open water diagram for partly anddeeply immersed propeller
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Equations (78) - (80) have been used in zaki f27) and experimentally by Johnsson
the example presented in Fig. 22. The re- (28).
sults are given as functions of . The open Yamazaki calculated the changes in nR
water propeller diagram that was used, was a due to the radial distribution of the mean
typicAl propeller diagram for a merchant load and the influence of the different har-
ship. monics of the unsteady components of the

wake. The latter being the most important
In the example: JA0,4 dKo z 00474 factor. The calculations and the experiments

.= t0 dJ A showed that nR for a given wake distribution
KT=0 227 dKT will increase with decreasing KT

=0.428 Nakamura and Naito (16) measured theKQ= Q029 dJA wake behind the wo-e! in waves and found that
qR= 1, the radial wake distribution was more homogen-

ous in waves than in still water. If also
Vmax/Vo (see equation (62)) is reduced due0.5 to the decrease in boundary layer thickness,

_ _ _ _ this may result in a reduced TID-value.
It is impossible to draw general conclu-

0.5 sions about the influence of waves on nRfrom the experimental data we have at the mo-
ment. The reason is presence of false effects.

4- .0But it should be reasonable to use the still
water value also in severe conditions if the

P propeller characteristica is corrected for
immersion.

1.2

1113
R t

07o5 080 0.8 0.9 095 1

Figure 22 False changes in propulsion fact- I
~ors.

The results that one will get if one
uses the open water diagram for deeply sub-
merged propeller, corresponds to 9=1. But 0.2
for a propeller operating close to the free
surface, R may differ substantially from i. 112
From the figure, we note that the propulsive
factors are quite sensitive to .

Obviously we may in principle use any
open water diagram in the analysis but we j 1
will end up with false values for w, r., n 2
and n if we are not using a diagram corre- 0.1 - I+ 1wT
sponalng to the correct R-value. With false
values, we mean that the result will not re- wp=0.17
flect the physical realities.

e- T 8 .K?
4.4 Changes of due to waves T- 2v

"R I

Moor and Murdey (17) and later Nakamura I
and Naito (161 showed that n sometimes 52
changed in severe wave conditions ccmpared 01
to still water. Bch increasing and decrea-

ng values were reported. This change in Figure 23 Change in thrust deduction due toproplle vaueoareprediTincagei
can to some extent be explained as false propeller loading

c~anges due to use of an open water diagram
for deeply submerged propeller. But ere 4.5 Changes of thrust deduction due to waves

may be real changes in nR due to changes in
the wake tield and the propeller loading. Moor and Murdey (17) obsered that te
Th! has been showed heoretically by Yam- thrust deduction decreased with increasing

wave height and reached a minimum around the



natural period in pitch. Nakamura and Naito the propulsion factors. When that has been
(16) made similar observations. Neglecting done, we solve equations (1) and (2) and
the wave induced wake and assuming an uniform find RPM and HP. By repeating this proce-
source distribution over the propeller disc dure we will find a slowly varying time
Nowacki and Sharma (23) came to the fol- trace of RPM and 11P. We may also find a slow--

lowing simplified expression for the potent- ly varying time trace of the ship speed if
ial thrust deduction fraction in still water we assume that the machinery characteristics

t 2 Ware given. Traditionally one has been inte-

+ T (81) rested in average values for ship speed and/
or power in a seaway. This is easy to obtain
from the procedure above, but one may quest-

(see Fig 23) where CT--TP/( Va R )" T = ion why one should not consider the extreme
Propeller thrust, w = effective wake, &p values of added power.
potential wake. R = propeller radius and Va If the propulsion factors in waves are
defined in equation (3). Equation (81) could the same as in still water, for instance in
probably be applied in waves. If we do that moderate sea conditions, it is easy to gene-
and use information about propeller loading ralize equations (1) and (2) to irregular
in waves compared to still water, we will waves by introducing mean added resistance
find a decrease int of the sameorder as measured in irregular waves in the left hand side of
in model tests. Overload tests in still water gave si- equation (2). This has been done by Journde
dIar resuits to tbse in Fig. 23 (Bixvel (29)). %his (31). We may note that this procedure do not

indicates that overload tests in still wter can give find the slowly varying time trace of RPM,
information about thrustdeduction in waves. HP and/or ship speed. It only provides us

One consequence of the dependence of t with mean values.
on the loading is that there will be no li- The procedure described above may be
nearity between thrust and resistance in- avoided if we carry out propulsion tests of
crease. This can be seen for instance by ex- a model with propeller in waves. An obvious
amining equation (2) and by using the re- disadvantage with the direct procedure is
sults above, that it leads to extensive and expensive

model testing in order to cover many sea
S. DETERMINATION OF RPM AND HP IN A SEAWAY states. One should also be careful with the

model testing procedure. Tests are usually
We have in the text above discussed how carried out at model self-propulsion point.

the propulsive coefficients and added resist- This may lead to erroneous answer. In a cal-
ance change in regular waves. We may then culation that we carried out, we found that
use equations (1) and (2) to find RPM and HP increases in power and RPM measured on a
in regular waves, model working in a seaway at the model self-

If the forward speed of the ship is propulsion point will in severe conditions be
given, we may use equation (2) to find pro- much larger than if the model was working at
peller revolution and then use equation (1) the self-propulsion of the ship. This indi-
to find the horsepower in regular waves. We cates that one should run the model at ship
have done that in a case near the natural propulsion point.
period in pitch. The propulsion factors are
then influenced by the wave induced motions. 6. CONCLUS1'S
As anticipated we found that the added ship
power in regular waves did not vary as the 1. A procedure for calculating added re-
square of the wave amplitude, which is the sistance, transverse drift force and mean
functional dependence of the added resist- yaw moment on a ship in regular waves of any
ance. This complicates the prediction of wave direction ic derived. An asymptotic for-
added power in irregular sea. mula for small wave lengths have also been

We will here propose a new method to derived. The agreement betwean theoretical
handle the irregular sea case when the pro- and experimental results is generalli good.
pulsion factors are dependent on the waves. It is pointed out that model tests in the low
This effect is most pronounced when there is wave length range for blunt ships are needed.
significant wave energy for frequencies in
the vicinity of the natural frequencies in 2. In severe conditions there will be a
heave and pitch, and for a ship in ballast negative wake induced by the motions of the
condition. We assume that the effect of wind ship. This change in wake may be roughly
can be added as a constant resistance force. estimated or determined experimentally.
The method resembles a procedure used ir cal-
culating slowdrift oscillations of a ship in 3. Analysis of propulsion tests in waves
irregular waves (Hsu and Blenkarn (30)) and based on a propeller diagram not corrected
is based on a narrow banded wave spectrum. for immersion effects will give "false" w, TR'
The procedure implies that we create a time- and A. values and results, that do not re-
trace realization of the irregular waves and flect the physical realities if the model has
locate the zero-upLossing wave elevation been tested in severe wave conditions.
time instants. We then approximate the wave
between each zero-upcrossing time instants 4. Prediction of RPM and HP ef a ship in
by a regular wave of wave amplitude a and irregular sea, in particular when the ship
wave period T. For that particular regular is close to resonance condition in heave and
wave we estimate the added resistance and pitch and/or in ballast cetuition, is not

straiqthforward. A procedu. to handle the
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-problem is proposed. 14. Report of Seakeeping Committee,
Proc. 15th 1TTC, 1978.
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intend a correct estimation of the second
Cussiof order pressure in the near field, because

not only the quadratic term in the pressure
equation must be evaluated, but the effect

y. Himenofinw oICsaJ'a~i~ec of the deviation of the hull surface from
its average position to the second order
terms should be taken into account. By the

My question is concerning the wake momentum analysis on the control surface
decrease in waves. The authors method con- fixed in space at a areat distance, on theI sists of 2 points: The first is to introduce other hand, is relieved of this difficulty
an additional time-mean pressure field due and the second order terms can be collected
to oscillating fluid motion. The other is quite easily. I wonder if the authors
to apply it to a steady boundary layer equa- would point out a definite merit of the =

tion. lowever, it is still unclear to me method of direct integration of pressure
whether the 2nd point is reasonable or not. with all its above mentioned disadvantages.
Furthermore, a simple heaving motion and
incoming wave itself do not make large con-
tribution to the decrease of the stern wake
in your method. H. Furj 0MH

I'd like to propose another approach
to this problem. Let us assume the flow
velocity outside the boudary layer consists At first, we would lake to show our
of 2 Darts: one is the steady flow, the respect to the very rigorous investigation

other is a small-order harmoniously oscil- presented by authors on a procedure for cal-

latine flow, which is progressing along the culating added resistance of a ship in a

main flow direction. We can substitute seaway. we appreciate this interesting
these velocities into an unsteady (time- paper very mu:h.
dependent) boundary layer equation, and Authors dealt with the added resistance
expand it Up to the 2nd order terms, of a ship consistently by theoretical cal-

Then the steady-flow solution will culation taking account of added resistance
come out from the zero-th order term and due to wave reflection at blunt bow and
the 2nd order term, too. The 2nd-ordar derived the aslmptotic formula for the low
steady-flow term is proportional to the wave length case. In this case, the effect
square of the amplitude of the oscillating of ship speed on added resistance due to
velocity outside the boundary layer, and wave reflection may be quite important as
this will increase the flow velocity inside pointed out by the authors. They stated the
the boundary layer. forward speed term in the brackets of equa-This method has already been developed tion (60) should be twice as large in com-

by some workers in the case of 2-d. laminar paxing with our approximate formula. How-
flow. So I think this can be easily applied ever, putting a = 0 in equation (60),

to the case of turbulent boundary layer- - 1 2 u
I'd like to bear your opinion on this point. Fn '25 pg; sin'9 (2 + -2

9

while our approximation is, using the same

H. Ma r(Y~okaaN UnJ notation to the above equation,

In this paper, the authors develop a 2

computation method of the added resistance where
and lateral drift force in waves, by means a: correction factor for wave length
of direct integration of the hydrodynamic and finite draft
pressure on the hull surface. The average a: correction factor for forward
forces which axe independent of time are speed a2 = 5V-n, based on experi-
computed so far usually by formulae derived mental results (Ref.L)).
by energy and momentum analysis on a control
surface at a great distance from the ship.
The latter method has an advantage that we This is the similar expression to the au-
need only the asymptotic behavior of radiat- thors' one.
ing and diffracted waves at a great distance In Nagasaki Experimental Tank, we have
where the fluid motion is expressed by sim- already carried out experiments on the
ple equations. If we wish to calculate the added resistance of ship in low wave length
pressure on the null surface, we necessitate for several kinds of ship models. There-
a full equation for the fluid motion near fore, we compared our experimental data with
the ship, which is so complicated that its the calculated values by use of equation
exact formulation is far 'o reach. Approx- (60) for two fine ship models and four full
imation is indispensable resulting lack of ship models. Results are shown in rig.l
accuracy and reliability. One of great to Fig.6 It seems that equation (60) gives
disadvantages is that the steady drift force good estimtion for full ship models includ-
is a quantity of second order. One has to ing the effect of forward speed and is very
take up all terms of second order without attractive formula from practical point of
cmission. This is a tremendous task if we view.
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For added resistance of fine ship model In this respect the influence of an

in high Froude nuiber, Fn = 0.25 - 0.35, accurate determination of the vertical ship
however, there are found considerable large motions should be emphasized, because the
difference between the computed values and added resistance is to a fair degree pro-
the measured one. This tendency is the same portional to the squared motion amplitudes.
for our approximation. rt might be nece- The influence of ntion amplitudes 0. the
sary to review the assumptions in the der- magnitude of added resistance is clearly
ivation of asymptotic for-ula for fine ship. demonstrated in the accocany-i figure
In respect to this fact, we consider, fur- where the added resistance acczrding to the
ther investigation would be rncessary. Gerritsma-Beukelman method has been calcu-

lated by using three different motion am-
REFERENC plitue response functions. Curve no. 1.

has been obtained by using the motion pre-
1) H. Fujii and T. Takahashi, Exner- diction by the Salvesen et al m-ethod. Curve

-mental Study on the Resistance Increase 2 gives the results when the Dneift motion
of a Large Full Ship in Regular Oblique calculation is used. Finally curve 3 is
Wves", Journal of the Society of Naval the result of added resistance calculation
Architects of Japan. Vol. 137, (1975) when experimental motion amplitudes areused.

The calculations have been carried out
for a Series Sixty CB = 0.70 shipform- at

3. Gauimad W. Setkskaigr wiroem Fn = 0.20.
These last two results correlate very

The author's give an interesting cO*- well with the data given in Figure 8 of the
parison of the calculated added resistance present paper.
and the corresponding experimental values In view of this result and the r-
in a few cases. The method as described ison of the calculated and experimental
in their presentation gives satisfactory values in the Figures 9 to 16, it would be
results for three Sixty Series models but of interest to compare the predicted and
for the ITTC S-175 ship there is some ten- measured motion amplitudes in the considered
dency to underestimate the added resistance. eases. Such data would be extremely inter-

esting for a more detailed analysis of the
differences batween calculation and experi-
ment.

f =E -.lc'q-=maca !lI .

mc'4E"W4w WA13

In the prediction of the added resist-
ance of a full ship advancing among the

S- - 1 -! waves, the disagreecent between theory and
experizment in the region of short wavelength
is a problem to be solved.

Prof. Faltinsen presented a new asym-
ptotic theory of the added resistance with

I I a fine method but under a somewhat bold
assumption. I would like to discuss about
this pint.

jig Prof. Faltinsen gives eq. (37) as the
free surface condition of the diffraction

z J waves, which includes the effect of the
local steady flow. It is correct in the
near field of the ship but not in the farfield. Neveri-eless, the far field solu-

tion is used in order to obtain the normal

z average force acting on the wall-
|. IFor the sake of breviy, let us take

the case of a = S and ,which corre-spond to the case where a two-dimensional

jfull boy is advancing among the waves.
In such a case, if we assume the usual

linearized free surface cc-nditi-- itead of
I eq. (37), we have three reflection waves

and one transmission wave with reference11 to a coordinate-sten fixed to the earth.
1 3 s 5 £-7A the added resistance of the body is

r .sf-z -r-f iflf v owing to the three reflection waves. Whe.
the parameter Uze/gi-l/4, however, the two
reflection waves of the three disappear.

Series 60 hull fo=m; CB=0.70,Fn=0. 2 0 The rest of the three, which is seen behind
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the body, is generally so small that the model testing considerably since it would
- added resistance is imagined to become imply that, given suitably sophisticated

small with the increase of U or This prediction procedures based on the theory
teni'ency contradicts with that of eq. (60). presented in the paper, it would be suf-

Anyway, we need to study about th ficient to carry out only resistance tests
behaviour of the waves in a field of non- in waves.
uniform stead- flow in order to clarify At the present time most self-propul-
the above question. sion tests in waves are carried out in

As for the experimental data, I quite models self-propulsion point. The ex-
agree with the authcrs on the point that eriments described in Ref.17 were carried
more extensive and more careful experiments out specifically to determine the effects
are necessary. Because the measurements of of changes of self-propulsion point on the
the added resistance are feared to include increases in rpm torque, thrust and power.
various errors such as mechanical friction The results of those experiments show that,
of measurement system, effect af slow-drift while power increase is overestimated by
and so on. tests at model sef-nornulsior point (which

is in agreement with the authors' conclu-
sion) the increases in rps (together with
those of torque and thrust) are, contrary

DC.Muie V-Own-to the authors' deductionj, underestimated.
These effects were considered to be due in

ibais comprehensive paper draws t- xpart to non-linearities of the rps (etc.)
gether the results of research published with resistance in waves.
over the past ten years and goes on to add One of the reasons for selecting modrL
significanty to the state of art in the of self-propulsior point for tests in waves
subjecta is to provide a naximu amount of comparable

On the prediction of added resistance data from which design trends may be oh-
the authors' approach certainly leads to tained. 'in analytical method is then re-
improved agreement with the results from quired to correct such data to any particu-
model tests although. as stated in the lar ship size and sea condition. Could the
paper, there are problem at high frequen- authors' coent on how thei aproach may
cies. The effects of short waves are of be used to derive such corrections ?
particular importance in predicting ship
speed on trial where, although motions are
usually negligible, wave diffraction effects H. Nouad ON Sinc
can be significant. Generally the authors'
asymptotic theory underpredicts the measur-

edresistance increase- is is difficult This paper takes an interesting freshto understand why it should agree well in look at the complex and practically very
just one case, the series 60 block coeffi- significant topic of the propulsive per-
cient 0.8 model. Although it is agreed for'mance of ships in a seaway. This subject
that model tests are difficult to perform does not seen to have received sufficient =

in such short waves (especially if the systematic attention in the past. I would
waves are of constant slope when both ftW like to address a few cowmenrts chiefly to
and ca will be small and their ratio sub- som aspect of propulsion and hull-propel-
ject to large scatter) the trends shown in ler interaction in a regular seaway.
Figures 6 to 12 are coon, both in re- In order to develop a systematic ap-
spouse curves of resistance and thrust preach to this problem it appear;s useful to
increase, me to discuss the physical phenamena in

SComing to the subject of propulsive terms of the same concepts and categories
coefficients in- waves, when Ref.17 to the that are familiar from the theories of sea-
present paper was published it was pointed keeping, propulsion, and hull-propeller in-
out that the variations in propulsion teraction, allowing for all mutual depen-
factors demstrated in that reference wee dencies among these basic effects. This
due, not only to variations of propeller suggests that one should e xamne the mu- tual
loading but also to then undefined effects relation between seakeepirg effects, that
of changes in flow as the model passed is flows induced by the incident wave.
throuch the waves. The breakdwn of these forced ship mions and diffracion, a
effects into those due to the oscillatin those due to propulsion and hull-propeller
propeller near the free surface, changes interactiun, subdivided into potential, vi
in mean flow along the hull and pzpeller cons and wave-iuduced flow effects. The
loading is logical and goes a long way to interaction of these elements causes further
explaining the observations in a q'alita- flows, much in analogy to the way that pro-
tire sense. However, the paper does not peller action modifics the nominal ito the
imclude an overall check of the authors' effective wake. A comlete description of
hypotheses. Have the authors m any the flow situation should, in pri ziple,
co-parisons between predictions of ieas- account for longitudinal, radial. a-d cir-
ured responses of propeller revolutions, cumerential wake ccoents and for all
torque and thrust increase from measured pertinent degrees of freedom in shin mtions
resistance increase ? A satisfactory It appears to me that the authors have
outcome of such a comparison would simplify recognized =ost, if not necessarily al., of
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the aforementioned effects. I appreciate ties. The small influence of nitch motion
that they did not aim at a complete analysis contradicts experimental evidence that pitch
of this moitifaceted problem, but wanted motion has a significant influence on the
to concentrate on what they felt to be the wake distribution.
dominant effects. Nevertheless it would
be helpful if they could suzm'ri2e in a few Reply to Prof. Maruo
words which effects in the foregoing check We do not mean that the 'direct ores-
list they have taken into consideration and sure integration method is any superior
which ones remain to be examined further, method to Maruo's method which is based on

I would now like to turn to a few more t:e equation for conservation of momentum
jetailcd cuestions. First, most if the in- iai the fluid. But it is an alterrative
teraction analysis is quasi-steady. This method whic:; is equally correct to second.
appears plausible for some of the slowly order in wave amplitude, and which has the
varying, relatively stable flow situations; advantage that one more directly sees the
buthow such instabilities as separation at physical reasons to added resistahce.
the stern are affected by ship motions and Further it is necessary with krowledge
the seaway is another matter.- Do the au- ab(t the second order mean pressure dis-
thors have any evidonce on this ? E.g. tribution when one wants to estimate the
-cuation (81) for the thrust deduction ne- influence of the ship motions, incident
glects viscous effects and hence cannot be and diffracted waves on the wake distzibu-
ex=ected to reflect any changes in the tion.
separation pattern that may be caused by Professor Maruo gives the impression
the seaway, that our method is a difficult method to

Second, it is interestine to note that apply. But we think he has misunderstood.
some of the influenceq of the seaway upon Our method uses the first order velocity
the propulsion factors are favorable, while potential on the ship in a simple manner, I
others are adverse. E.g., a decreasing and includes all necessary terms correctly
thrust deduction looks attractive provided to second order in wave amplitude. Maruo's
that the associated wake changes io not cent in] ies that the first order ye-offset this advantage. The nagging ques- locity potential is diffi--at and nearly
tion is what may be the net effect of the impossible to calculate on the sjhip But
seaway on all factors of propulsive effi- this is hat we do any-wav when we calculate
ciency c-obined ? Would the authors venture with good results linear ship motions,

= to express an opinion on this ? bending moments, shear forces and pressure
=z In closing I would like to coment that distr-bution along th ship. So we cannot

in mv view this paper has contributed sev- see why we should not also use the first
ral ustful and original thoughts to this order velocity potential on the ship when
complex troic, which, I hone, will stiMIu- we calculate the added resistance.
late much needed further research in this
iiOrtant area. Reply to ur. Fujii et a!

It is interesting to see the favorable
.omparison between the discussers experi-
ments and our proposed formula for added

.resistance on blunt ship forms in the lowAumors Rly wave length case. However in the case
of -ine ship forms and high Froude nuers
the agreement between experiments and
theory is not satisfactory. But we would

O.M. like to stress that the theory is not
Supposed to be valid in the high Froude

0 number case. In reality we asm a lowRep)y to Prof. Himenc speed solution of the steady forward- o-
Professor Hineno; proposes a different tioed solta

method than ours in order to explain the effec obe. Further ther e is a possibe
effect of the ship motions, incident and effect of bow flare and sharp shin ends
diffracted waves on the wake. In our meth- that we have neglected.
ad there will be an effet of all shin mo-
tions, the incident and diffracted waes. Reply to P-of. Gerritsma et al
But it is right that we anticipate that
the pitching motion has a dominant effect. We thank the discussers for their
We have not included the effect that Pro- interesting coment on ho-. very sensitive

= fessor Hinmro has suggested because we the added resistance can be on predicted
believe it is not a dominant effect. But heaie a.-4 pitch motion. We therefore agree
we may be wrong, and it wuld be interest- that it would have been interestina to
img to see tht results of his approach. c-pare the predicted and measured-motion
But if his approach is used in correction amplitudes in the considered caser.
with strip theory calculations of the ship
motion prclm he will find a small in-
fluen-ce of pitch motion. d2c ronte, :z Peply to Dr. Takagi
that it seems that he bases his boundary
layer calcuations on tngential veli- We think that Dr.2akagi has misunder-
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stood our use of "far-field" when we derive to our reply to Dr.Fujii and Mr.Takahashi.
-the formula for added resistance in the low

- wave length case. We are using "far-field"
as a distance of many wave lengths from the
body. But in our case the wave length is
understood to be very small compared to the Reply to Prof. Nowacki
draft of the ship. That means that our" . ... " ": . .. "earIt has been our attempt to explain
far-field" in this case is in the "near- t ha b

field" in the conventional slinder body physically some of the most important ef-..... -7 - - $- ... -. fects upon propulsive coefficients caused
-- sense. We therefore do not think that his folf t

come of euation (37) is by waves and wave induced motions.
The most important effect seems to

appropriate. be changes in mean wake and changes in pro

peller characteristics. The remaining ef-

Reply to Dr. Murdey fects seem to be of minor importance.
A complete solution of the problem is

The differences in RPM increases extremely complicated and would for example
between the Moor-4urdey results and our require a compete boundary layer calcula-

- calculations may be reasonable if the pro- tion with motion induced velocities in-
pellers have been well immersed during the cluded. The change in wake distribution
tests. In such cases also the calculations due to waves and wave induced motions will
will give the smallest values at the self mainly have an influence on the relative
propulsion point of the model. rotative efficiency but we do not think

In order to obtain full scale results that it will significantly influence on the
at any sea condition with our approach we effective mean wake.
need information about the immersion of the Due to the motions of the ship we get
propeller for a specific number of speeds an acceleration of the flow in front of
and wave lengths. This information must the propeller and may therefore expect a
either be obtained from model tests in reduction in separation. It is reasonable
waves or from calculations. Through a com- to assume that this will have a beneficial

- parison between propulsion test results and effeLt on the thrust deduction but we are
calculated performance of the model we will not at the time being able to give a clear
then have the basis for estimation of the answer to that point.
full scale performance. We doubt that our According to our opinion the most
approach even with the most advanced re- important thing at the moment must be to
finements will exclude model testing. concentrate the efforts in refining the

A reply to his comments on the added propeller model by taking cavitation and
resistance for fine ship forms is similar ventilation into consideration.

VP
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Lie Seakeeping Characteristics of a Small
Waterplane Area, Twin-Hull (SWATH) Ship
James A. Fein, Margaret D. Ochi and Kathryn K McCreight
David W. Taylor Naval Ship Research a.,d Development Center
Bethesda. Maryland, U.S A

ABSTRACT 2. THE SWATH CONCEPT

This paper addresses the motions of a Small The SWATH ship presents a unique challenge to naval
Waterplane Area, Tv,-Hull (SWATH) ship in a seaway. architects and hydrodynamicists since its seakeeping
The current status oi full scale trials, model experience characteristics can be dictated by the designer to a far
and prediction c iability is presented and the greater extent than for conventional monohulls. SWATH
hydrodynamic factors contributing to the generally low ships can offer excellent motions and sustained speed
motions of SWATH ships are identified. Correlation capability in a seaway. The SWATH concept was derived
between transfer functions from modified stri theory from conventional catamarans and ocean oil-drilling
predictions and full scale results for SSP KAIMALINO, a platforms. It combines the speed and large deck area of
SWATH ship, is given along with response spectra from the conventiona; catamaran with the seakindliness and
full scale trials including the effect of automatic motion platform stability of the drilling rig. A SWATH ship
control. Comparisons of model and full scale motions in consists of two streamlined submerged hulls that are
Sea States 4 and 5 are shown. Predictions of natural torpedo-like in shape connected to an above water
periods are given as a function of speed and are compared structural box by one or two thin struts on each side.
to trial results. The design philosophy for SWATH natural Propellers located behind each hull provide the propulsive
periods is described and prediction of severest motions to force. Control surfaces on the submerged lower hull
be expected in an encountered seaway is made by a enhance stability and can be activated to control trim and
statistical estimation technique. The overall good further reduce motions when the ship is underway.
motions and habitability characteristics to be expected of A typical SWATH design would have only 20 percent
the SWATH type of ship are shown for a range of speeds of the waterplane area of a conventional monohull. The
and headings to the sea. reduced waterplane area and redistribution of buoyant

volume into submerged hulls reduce the excitation forces
of the seaway and increase the natural periods of motion

I. INTRODUCTION of the craft. The relatively infrequent occurrence of
storm waves with long periods makes i, possible for ships

The analysis of the seakeeping performance of any with equally long natural periods to avoid synchronous
ship design depends on good theoretical predictions response in the most commonly occurring seawoys. This
validated by model experiments and full scale trials. For decoupling of the ship from wave excitation forces is the
a new type of ship the dependence on experimental data is fundamental idea behind the SWATH concept. The
vital to build confidence in the analytical tools and to reduced waterplane area also allows the SWA rH ship to be
gain insight into the hydrodynamic phenomena unique to more responsive to the forces generated by control
that ship type. In this paper a full scale trial of a surfaces than a conventional ship.
prototype is used to gain confidence in an analytical Other parameters which st;ongly influence
method that is then applied to the dLesign problems of seakeeping are longitudinal metacentre height (GML),
extreme value prediction and natural periods estimation. transverse metacentric height (GMT), separation of

This paper has two primary objectives. One is to longitudinal center of buoyancy and center of flotation
present the seaworthiness trial data on SSP KAIMALINO (LCB-LCF), strut configuration and size, and area and
to the ship hydrodynamics community with an position of the control surfaces. The influence of these
interpretation of the ship's motion behavior. The other is parameters us reflected by the natural periods of a
to demonstrate how trials, model experiments and SWATH ship will be discussed later.
theoretical predictions enhance the development of The U.S. Navy's development of the SWATH concept
seakeeping design considerations for SWATH ships. began in 1969 with the desigr of SSP KAIMALINO by T.
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G. Long of the Naval Ocean Systems Center (NOSC) in Table 1 Characteristics of the SSP KAIMAUNO
California and the MODCAT program at the David Taylor
Naval Ship Research and Development Center Original As Tested
(DTNSRDC). MODCAT was renamed SWATH (Small Design 1978 and 1979
Waterplane Area Twin Hull) in 1972 to differentiate the
concept from conventional catamorans. Over the last ten Length, Underwater, m 24.8 24.8
years progress has been made in the prediction of drag,
stability, maneuvering, motions, and loads for SWATH ship Length, Overall, m 26.9 26.9
designs. A summary of this work is contained in Lamb Displacement, MTSW 192.2 220.0
and Fein (Ref. I). In particular two-dimensional strip

theory has been applied to SWATH ship motions prediction Draft, m 4.6 4.8

by Lee and Curphey (Ref. 2). A computer program Beam, Maximum Submerged, m 15.1 15.1
applying this ' -ry has shown goad correlation with KG, Height of Center of Gravity
model tests for motions, wave excitation forces and above Baseline. m 4.7 4.6
oscillation coefficients. The predictions can be made for
regular or irregular waves. This technique is rather Diameter of Lower Hulls. m 1.98 1.96
timt-consuming so simplified techniques for estimating KB, Height of CS above Base~ne 1.75 1.65

the potential flow added mass and damping for GML, m 4.42 3.84
two-dimensional SWATH sections have been developed by
Dalzell (Ref. 3) and Lee (Ref. 4). These programs can be GMT, m 2.01 1.01
used to screen a wide range of potential designs in a short Waterplane Area. m2  23.0 23.0

SSP KAIMALINO was the first experimental Longitudinal Distance CG Forward

prototype for SWATH ships. The goal of the U.S. Navy's of Aft Perpendicular, m 12.9 13.4

SWATH program is larjer prototypes that can demonstrate Longitudinal Distance CF Forward
the advantages of SWATH ships in relation to Naval of Aft Perpendicular, m 13.5 13.5

- missions. The Mitsui Semi-Submerged Catamaran (SSC) Pitch Radius of Gyration, m 7.1 7.0
Meso-80 (Ref. 5) is a recent addition to the family of
SWATH prototypes. Its attributes will greatly advance the Roll Radius of Gyration. m 4.8 5.5

development of SWATH technology. Aft Foil, Projected Area, m2  25.1 25.1
Forward Canards. Total Area, mn2  7.1 7.1

3. SEMI-SUBMERGED PLATFORM (SSP) KAIMALINO

3.1 Description ~-

Semi-Submerged Platform (SSP) KAIMALINO is the
first SWATH ship built in the United States. Designed by
T. G. Long (Ref. 6), it was intended as a workboat for the A_ i I
Naval Ocean Systems Center (NOSC) Hawaii Laboratory. , , lf ,T
It has proven valuable both as a workboat and as a ,, " ( "
platform for demonstrating the seakeeping advantages of -

the SWATH concept. Constructed in 1973 by the Curtis
Bay Coast Guard Shipyard in Baltimore, Maryland, the
ship was modified at Dillingham Shipyard in Hawaii by the
addition of displacement increasing buoyancy blisters in
1975. The current displacement is 220 tonnes.

The particulars of SSP KAIMALINO are presented in
Table I. Original design values and values for the most
recent seokeeping trials are given. The addition of the N
blisters is responsible for most of the ch,'-nes. As
sketched in Figure I, the ship consists of two L..,drical
lower hulls connected to the upper box by two :,,. ;ts per
hull. Buoyancy blisters are located on the inboard side of Fig. I Sketch of SSP KAIMALINO Showing
each hull, extending with constant thickness from Instrument Locations
approximately 7 to 16 meters aft ef the nose and
terminating at 21 meters aft of the nes. Tapered all motion control system designed to reduce motions in all
movable control fins (called canards) are '.icated inboard sea conditions was designed and documented by Higdon
just aft of the noses. A constant chord flapped hydrofoil (Ref. 7). 1 he system uses the forward canards and the
spans the space between the hulls aft of amidships. stern foil flaps to minimize pitch and roll motions. Heave
Rudders ore mounted in the propeller slipstream behind is not minimized but it can be controlled so as to
each hull. The forward struts increase in chord and minimize relative motion with respect to the wave in
thickness from a point just below the waterline to the order to reduce water contacts in low encounter
connection to the box, the aft struts also increase in frequency situations such as following seas. This control
thickness as the box is approached. Both starboard struts mode relies on pressure (height) sensors located in the
are outfitted with spray rails above the waterline that underwater hulls in conjunction with minimized inertial
help in deflecting sheets of water that might climb the pitch and roll. Heading control is maintained by the
struts in waves. The above water box is flat bottomed rudders keyed to a yaw rate gyroscope. The ship has 153
except for slanted, shaped sections on the forward end. kilowatts (200 horsepower) available for fin and rudder
These sections tend to cushion slams in head seas. actuation, which scales up to values that re unacceptableI SSP KAIMALINO has naturally good motion for larger SWATH designs. However, more efficient
charactaristics in many sea conditions. An automatic actuators could provide acceptable control deflection
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rates for less power on larger ships as shown by Higdon without power from the towing L.jrriage. The model was -

(Ref. 8). instrumented to measure impact pressures, pitch, roll,
SSP KAIMALINO is outfitted with two 1660 kilowatt relativ,. bow motion, and bow vertical acceleration. The

(2230 horsepower) aircraft type gas turbine engines in the experiments consisted of the determination of calm water

upper box that drive controllable pitch propellers through natural periods at zero speed; evaluation of regular wuve

a chain drive system. SSP KAIMALINO reached 25 knots responses and investigations i.i a seaway representing a

in 1974 before the blisters were added. Current torque fuil scale modal period of 9.5 seconds and significant

limitations on drive train components reduce the top wave height of 4 meters.
speed to about 18 knots. The natural periods at zero speed were 8.49 seconds

SSP KAIMALINO does not represent current design for pitch, 8.06 seconds for heave and 15.7 seconds for roll
philosophy for SWATH ships; for example, the full span in full sca!e terms. The regular wave work emphasized
stern foil is larger than either stability or control encounter frequencies that might excite synchronous

requires. The small overall size of SSF t'.AIMALINO motions. LargesT motions were found in following seas
makes her motion in high sea states 'vorse than larger when ship speed was close to the wave speed. In that case

SWATH ships. In addition, her weterplane area and a large bow down static trim occurred due to the action
metacentric heights result in natural motion periods at of the wave on the full span aft foil. This condition,

low speeds that ore not optimum for larger SWATH ship which could lead to the upper structure bow being buried
designs. These differences are discussed in detail in Lamb in the wave cnd the propeller broaching, was luter

and Fein (Ref. I) within the context of curre,'t SWATH observed in full scale trials.
design practice. Nevertheless SSP KAIMALINO does In the ;rregular wave experiments significant
demonstrate the advantages of the SWATH concept. It slamming was experienced in head Sea State 6 at speeds
also provides a means for relating full scale performance 3bove 10 knots full scale. It should be noted that all these
to theoretical and experimental model work, thus model experiments were conducted with controls fixed.
verifying the design tools that apply to any SWATH ship. Severe motions and impacts at speed could be expected to

be alleviated by the use of automatic control.
3.2 Model Experiments

3.3 Full Scale Trials
Model experiments were conducted at DTNSRDC on

a 1/7.8 scale model of SSP KAIMALINO in 1971 as the SSP KAIMALiNO has undergone extensive trials
design was being finalized. The objective of the beginning in 1974. The first series of trials was conducted
experiments was to evaluate the design and identify (as were the model experiments) on the original
problem areas. The 3.35 meter (I I foot) long model built configuration. These were completed in 1975 and
at DTNSRDC was outfitted for drag, propulsion, stability, included investigations of powering, s~ructural loads,
seakeeping, and structural measurements. Experiments control response. maneuvering, and seakeeping. The trial
were conducted on Carriage 2 (DTNSRDC's Deep Water conditions were loter repeated after SSP KAIMALINO was
Straightline Basin) and in the seakeeping tank of the outfitted with buoyancy blisters. In addition, control
Maneuvering and Seakeeping Facility (MASK). For the system evaluation trials, helicopter landing trials, and
seakeeping experiments the model was self-propelled and comparison trials with two Coast Guard ships have been
tethered by power cables and safety lines to The towing c:onducted. The powering results are documented by
carriage. Pitch and rcll angles were measured by Stenso. 2.ef. Q) o.d Woo and Mouck (Ref. 10). The
gyroscopes. Relative bow motion was obtained from on :nnn-.ering iels cr summarized in Lamb and Fein
ultrasonic transducer mounted on the bow. An (-ef. 1). Fig,,re 2 ik - hotograph of SSP KAIMALINO
accelerometer p.laced at the forwardmost point of the undergoing tria!s.
model measured bow vertical acceleration. Heading ;vis
maintained by servo-controlled rudders that reacted to
sway and yaw rate feedback. Powering was contrn!l.-d
from the carriage and varied to keep slack in the cables
and safety ;ines regardlest of the wave induced sur-=.
The oft foil and canards we-e fixed at angles required6 io
give level trim ond design sinkage in calm water at the
speed under study. The irregular waves were provided by
pneumatic wavemakers driven by magnetic tape. The
waves approximated Pierson-Moskowitz sea spectra for
Sea States 4 and 5. All headings were investigated over a
range of speeds from 4.2 to 21 knots full scale. The bow
acceleration was highest in head seas while pitch motion
was largest in following seas. No significant slamming
was noted at any heading. These early results did not give
a complete picture of seakeeping of SSP KAIMALINO but
they did show tlat there were no major problems. Large
motions in stern quartering and following seas were of
some concern though they were associated with long
periods. The conclusions of these experiments were
generally verified by subsequent full scale trials. Fig. 2 SSP KAIMALINO Undergoing Trials

A second series of model experiments was conducted
in 1973 as construction of the ship was ending. The
objective was to investigate synchronous conditions where The first series of seakeeping trials in 1975 was
the encounter period in waves corresponded to the ship's conducted in the Kaiwi Channel between the islonds of
natural periods. A 1.5 meter long radio-controlled model Oahu and Molokai (See Figure 3). Measurements were
designed by NOSC was utilized. This model allowed for made of the ship's rigid body motions (pitch, roll, relative
more time at speed in the MASK facility and could be run bow motion), accelerations (surge, sway, heave, bow
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vertical and port vertical), rates (yaw, pitch, and roll), Table 2 Seakeeping Trial Conditions
and impact pressures at 20 locations. The seaway was
measured by a free floating buoy that was deployed by the
chase boat. The bjoy contained a double integrating SignificantS
accelerometer and telemetered the wave height signal Title Date Location Sea Wave t ios Speeds
back to the ship. The buoy tended to drift and at times tn kt. Evalute
was far enough from the operating area to make the
relevancy of some of the wave measurements Seakeopig 7128175 KAIWI 4 1.8 6 9.12.8 No

questionable. Significant wave height was about !.75 Evaluation STRAIT

meters. 7131175 KAIWi 4 1.7 10 9.8,17 No
STRAIT

16D°W 158°W Predoiant Structaral 11126,7i North-East 6 36 6 5 NoNorth Wave Di~ion Evaluation of Oahu

(All Trials) Control 1121/79South-East 5 2,9 10 15.5 Yes
Ni au4 22_N Evaluation of Kauai

1/23179 South East 4 25 4 0,10 Yes
Niihou 2 of Kauai

1/25/79South-East 4 2.0 18 3.6,10,155 YesIO~h of KauaiTrials Sites o
1 1975 Trial , - 1131179 North-East 5 32 19 7,10,15.5 Yes"

2 1976 Trial X 21M._NlookOatiu
3 First 3 Days - 1979 Trial • oe brer nss.. dM nr,'eonr b-r,
4 Last Day - 1979 Trial 50km

Significant wave height is given in Table 2. The trials
Fig. 3 Hawaiian Islands Trials Locations were conducted without the use of the control system, as

the speed was too low for sufficient control
Trials were conducted at nominal speeds of 16.5, 12.5 effectiveness. Spectra from these trials will be discussed

and 9.5 knots. Average speeds, significant wave heights, in Section 5.
and trial conditions are listed in Table 2. The control The most recent seokeepirg trials were conducted in
system was not employed for these trials so canards and January of 1979 in order to extend the range of
the stern foil were fixed at deflections designated for seakeeping results, to obtain data that could be used to
mean trim at the given speed. The trials procedure generate transfer functions, and to quantify the effect of
consisted of adjusting the ship to level trim at zero speed automatic control on the motions of SSP KAIMALINO.
and recording displacement. Before each run the ship was These trials were conducted off Kauai and Oahu as noted
set on course at the desired heading to the waves as in Figure 3. Measurements were made of rigid body
determined by a deck observer. As with any full scale motions, accelerations and the seaway. Impact pressures
trial, there was some doubt about the directionality of the and strains were recorded but not analyzed since there
seaway although the direction of primary energy was were few impacts. The transducer locations in this trial
carefully observed. At least 30 minutes of data were are shown in Figure I. Waves were again measured by a
taken for each trial condition. No changes in propulsion free floating buoy in close proximity to the trial area.
or control deflection were permitted during the data When not in the water the buoy was attached to the deck
collection period. Few impacts were noted. The only and thereby provided a vertical displacement
case where deck wetness occurred was in following seas measurement nea: the longitudinal center of gravity (CG)
when the wave speed approached the ship speed and a that was almost enuivalent to heave.
large amplitude but gentle bow "plow-in" occurred. In preparation for each particular run, the ship was
Propeller broaching occurred in similar conditions in steadied on course at approximately the desired speed.
quartering seas. As reported by Kallio (Ref. II), the data The speed varied slightly due to wind and wave
were inadequate for power spectral analysis; however, conditions. The ship course was set to maintain a heading
signific3nt values of the motions and accelerations were which was constant relative to the predominant seaway as
obtained at all headings. determined by observations. Once the heading and speed

In November of 1976 low speed triuls were conducted were set, manual control settings were mode or the
by DTNSRDC on SSP KAIMALINO to obtain bending control system was turned on, and then the data
moments in beam seas. In conjunction with that effort, collection portion of a run began. Collection time was
the motirns, bow vertical acceleration, and seaway were governed by the need for sufficient encounters at the
measured at all headings at the nominal speed of 5 knots. given speed and heading and varied from 20 to 50
These results provded information about SSP minutes. No changes in matnual control surface deflection
KAIMALINO motions in a high Sea State 5 at low speed. or propulsion settings were made during the runs. Results
The ship had becn modified prior to 'hese experiments by from these trials will be discussed in forthcoming sections.
the addition of buoyancy blisters on the inboard lower In addition, SSP KAIMALINO participated in a three
hulls. The ship was operating on only one propeller during ship comparative trial that was conducted in May of
these trials. Pitch and roll were measured at the stable 1978. It is documented by Woolaver and Peters (Ref. 12).
table (located about 6 meters forward of the CG on the 5SP KAIMALINO was run alongside a 100 tanne patrol
centerline) while bow motion was determined from an craft 30 meters long, and a 3000 tonne Coast Guard
ultrasonic height sensor located 1.0 meter forward of the Cutter. The trials were conducted in Sea State 3
bow on the ship centerline. Bow vertical acceleration vas Emphasis was on human factors and comparative
measured as in the earlier trials in the pilot house. Wave relationships rather than on absolute data. The results
spectra were again obtained from a free floating buoy and demonstrate that SSP KAIMALINO has superior motions
in these trials the buoy was deployed from the ship and to a ship of 10 times greater displacement in the same
was very near the trial location near Oahu Island. Sea State 3.
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4. MOTIONS RESULTS FOR SSP KAIMALINO
0 Futi Scalie Trials

The results of seakeeping experiments are 3 * Full Scale Trials with
describable in several ways. One is in the form of the (D Buoyancy Blister
ratio of significant responses to signifiLant wave height. Bu oy anc ler
A significant value is the average of the one-third highest a > Model Experiments
values and may be obtained from a time history of the <g 0 2-
motions or wave excursions. Another method of analysis --:a
is the power spectral density distribution which relates g.00
the energy of the motion or wave to the frequency. SSP a m 1
KAIMALINO full scale trials spectral data are presented
in the next section. A third method of analysis used in
Section 6.3 involves the transfer functions. The transfer 0 I 1 1 I
functions provide the unit response of a motion to a unit 0 4 8 12 16 20
wave height throughout the frequency range.

The ratios of significant responses to significant
wave height are presented in Figures 4 to 13 for the Fig. 4 Pitch Motion for SSP KAIMAUNO in Head
model and full scale ship. The data were obtained in Sea Seas
States 4 and 5. The wave spectra for the model
experiments were different from those in the full scale
trials. The effect of control at high speed is also included V.0
for pitch and roll in Figures 10 through 13. = 24

Figures 4 through 7 show the effect of speed on free L E
body motions without any form of control in head seas. < a
The results show linearity throughout the wave height e "

range examined. Correlation between model and full 1
scale is good for pitch throughout the speed range. The
model results were obtained from the 1971 and 1973
experiments. From a maximum at zero speed, pitch I Idecreases to a minimum at 10 knots, then peaks at about 0 4 8 12 16 20
14 knots. Between 10 and 14 knots the wave drag hump
occurs. At 10 knots the ship is "climbing" its Speed(Knatsl
self-generated bow wave and thus it is heavily damped in Fig. 5 Roll Motion for SSP KAIMAUNO in Head Seas
pitch. At 14 knots the ship-generated wave is behind the
ship and may act in a destabilizing manner. Trial
conditions after the addition of the buoyancy blisters are . 0.15
indicated by solid points. The data with buoyancy blisters ® -
show good agreement with the earlier data which >
indicates that the blisters, which are centered at the 0.10-
longitudinal CG, have little effect on pitch motion. E E

Figure 5 presents roll in head seas. The model .0
experiments which were conducted in . unidirectional .head sea show minimal roll motion while the full scale
trial results show significant roll. This may be attributedto the fact that wave components are present in the real 0.00
environment from other than the direction of the 0 4 8 12 16 20
predominant energy. The vertical acceleration in Figure Speed knots)
6 remains relatively constant with speed, slightly
increasing at the higher speeds. The ratio of significant Fig. 6 Vertical Acceleration for SSP KAIMALINO in
relative bow motion to significant wave height in Figure 7 Head Seas
shows almost no speed effect. Except for a single point - 1.5
near 16 knots, the model data agree quite well with the T
full scale results. Z0

Figures Q and 9 show speed dependence of the pitch
and roll motit.-s in beam seas. Pitch in beam seas at a
speeds below 5 e.,vts is slightly higher for the full scale A
trials than for the model results. The difference is 1.0
probably due to uncertainties in heading and wave ___direction, but even so the model data do show the ID

presence of pitch in beam seas. The pitch is probably due !~~to the fore and oft asymmetry of the ship. The large oft 05

foil excites pitch as the ship responds to the beam waves, Eand since there is no area forward to cancel this effect a
net pitch motion ensues. The model roll motions agree
quite well with the full scale over the speed range in __

Figure 9. Again the blisters seem to have little effect on 0 0 . i
significant roll. The peak in pitch and roll at about 14 0 4 8 12 16 20 -

knots is again present in beam seas. Roll follows the Speed (knots)
same trend with speed as pitch, decreasing to about 10
knots and then showing an increase in the wave drag hump Fig. 7 Relative Bow Motion for SSP KAIMAUNO in
regime. Head Ses
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The effects of automatic motion control are clearly
0 Ful Scle Tialsdemonstrated in Figures t0 through 13 where the data is

- 0 ullScal TralSplotted as a function of heading. The full scale data were
-0 3- Full Scale Trials with obtained during the control system evaluatiot. trials of

B3( uoyancy Blister 1979. The model data in Figures 10 ond I I are from
CL r: Model Experiments experiments in Sea States 5 and 6 (without blisters).

E 0 There are no model data with active control. Agreement
between model and full scale pitch motion is excellent at
all headings for 10 knots. Rcll magnitude is low for the
models in head and following seas because of the purely

no- '6 unidirectional environment in the towing tank but agrees
with trials quite well at the other headings. The effect of

- motion control at 10 knots is significant. Maximum pitch
0 4 8 12 16 20 motion which occurs in quartering seas is reduced to

about one-third its uncontrolled value. Roll is reduced by
Speed (knots) approximately one-half at all headings. The control

evaluation trials results show a large reduction inFig. 8 Pitch Motion for SSP KAIMAUINO in Beam significant values of motions at 10 and 15.5 knots andSeas same reduction at 7 knots. At lower speeds the control
surface effectiveness is not sufficient to affect the
motions.

-4.0

CD 03

4
w E 20 -0

0

I 0 90 ~ S
0 4 8 12 16 20 Following Head

Speed (Knots)

Fig. 9 Roll Motion for SSP KAIMAUNO in Beam Seas Fig. 11 Roll Motion for SSP KAIMAUNO at 10 Knots

5.o

4.0 0 Full Scale Trials - Uncontrolled
5 Model Experiments - Uncontrolled FulSaeTis -Atotc

E 0 Full Scale Trials - Uncontrolled 0Culonl ils -Atoal

0D 1 Full Scale Trials - Automatic Control :2 0
.~3.0-
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C-~ 2.0

00
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00
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Fig. 12 Pirtch Motion for SSP KAIMAUNO at 15.5
Fi1g. 10 Pitch Motion for SSP KAIMALINO at 13J KnotsKnt
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8.0 motion of the shorter waves. At lower frequencies
contouring occurs as the ship follows the wave. This !eads
to lower RBM energy at those frequencies even though
significant pitch and roll energy may be present. In all
cases the RBM peak energy occurs at frequencies hicher

6.0 than the wave modal frequency (indicated by To on the
_ figures). The RBM is largest in head and bow seas an

shows double or secondary peaks at these headings.
The pitch spectra at 5 knots are all single peaked and

the peaks tend to occur at we = 0.65 rod/sec, which is
close to the estimated natural frequency in pitch at this4.0 speed. For head and bow seas the peak corresponds to the
peak of the encountered wave spectra indicating
considerable excitation near the natural frequency for

a these head'-ngs. Pitch response is minimum in beam seas
as expected.

S2.0 The roll spectra re not as uniform as the pitch
[ spectra and tend to be somewhat broader. The primary

peak in the roll response occurs at the peak in the wave
0 0 spectra at all headings with the exception of head seas. A

secondary peak is evident at 0.8 rod/sec in quartering"" llseas. The head sea roll spectrum is flat with small peaks

90180 above and below the wave modal frequency.
The spectra for 10 knot. are contained in Figure 15.Foowing Heading d The spectr re presented for vertical motion near the

CG, pitch, and r, II. The data were obtained during the
Fig. 13 Roll Motion for SSP KAJMAUNO at 15.5 Knots control evaluation trials on January 25, 1979, in a Sea

State 4. The results are presented with and without
At 15.5 knots (Figures 12 and 13) roll and pitch are utilization of automatic control. The controlled cases are

both maximum in following seas. The control system indicated by the dashed lines. The control system on SSP
reduces significant roll motion by 90 percent ot this speed KAIMALINO is inten&ed to minimize pitch and roll butin following seas ana by about 70 percent at other not vertical motion. The vertical motion component due
headings. Pitch is reduced by over 50 percent at all to pitch and/or roll is reduced in some cases, but eave is
headings. These significant values demnstrate the small in all conditions, even without control. Th vertical
effuctiveness of motion control. Significant values are motion peak corresponds to the wove modal period in allimportant in establishing seakeeping criteria for designs cases except head seas. A secondary peak at lower
since motion limits for weapon systems or aircraft frequency in head and bow seas corresponds to a peak in
opLrations are generally expressed in terms of significant the roll spectrum.
responses. The pitch spectra o 10 knots show maximum energy

in quartering seas. Wave modal periods correspond to5. DISCUSSION OF FULL SCALE TRIAL SPECTRA pitch energy peaks in beam, quartering and following
seas. In head seas the pitch response is very flat, with aPower spectral densities as functions of encounter small response over a wide range of frequencies. in bowfrequency were obtained by Fourier analysis of the seas there is a secondary peak at the modal frequency of

motions data and are presented for three speeds in the waves at about 0.85 rod/sec while the primary peak isFigures 14, 15 and 16. The response spectra in at 0.72 rod/sec. In all conditions the control system
combination with the wave spectra of encounter provide a greatly decreases the pitch response. For example, ingood insight into the sources of the motions. The 5 knot following seas the controls ore least effective but still
speed data were obtained in 1976 and the 10 and 15.5 knot reduce the peak value by over 50 percent. At lowspeeds are from the control evaluation trials of 1979. For frequencies in quartering and following seas thethe two higher speeds, spectra with and without controlled response exceeds the uncontrolled response.
automatic motion control are qiven. Relative bow ,motion These long period motions are attributable to the control

0(RBM) was measured in 1976 but not in 1979. Vertical system's feedback loop response.motion near the CG was obtained for most conditions in The roll spectra at 10 knots for SSP KAIMALINO
1979 and is presented in place of RBM for the higher show maximum response in beam seas with almost asspeeds. Wave spectra are presented in Figures 17, 18 and great i response in quartering ond bow seas. Control is
19 for each trial day for which motion spectra were effective in re-acing roll motions in all sea headings. Inobtained. The modal period of the wave spectra is all cases the main roil peak is associated with the waveindicated on each motion spectrum by the symbol To to modal period and there is a secondary peak at a lowershow the location of the maximum wave energy in the frequency that con be attributed to the natural period inencounter frequency domin. feunyta a eatiue otentrlpro

roll. The low frequency peak is in the frequency range
The results for a 5 knot speed from the i97,6 trials in where measurements ore doubtful which leads too high Sea State 5 appear in Figure 14. For each heading difficulties in fixing its magnitude. A thrd peak at aRBM, pitch and roll are presented. The RBM depends on higher frequency than the wave peak is noted for bow andpitch, heave and the encountered wave at the bow. At quartering seas. This is due to a significant component ofhigh frequencies and low speed SSP KAIMALINO tends to wove energy at those frequencies of encounter.

platform the waves. That is, the ship tends not to It is also of interest to point out that in beam seas atexperierce motior as it encounters the waves. Since the 10 knots the wave modal period was approximately theRBM spectrum reaches a maximum in the high frequency some as the natural periods of heave mid pitch, cousinGregion where pitch and roll are small, this indicates that substantial response in these modes. The natural period inthe relative motion nmy be due primarily to heave and the roll of the ship at this speed is about 21 seconds or
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- approximately twice its pitch period. Although little Figures 17, 18 and 19 give the wave spectra in the
wave energy exists at the roll natural frequency, some wove frequency domain for each of t-.e three days on
small roll motion does appear. However the prime which the data in the response spectra were obtained.
tr-sponse in roll occurs within the some frequency regime There is very little wave energy belowti, 0.3 rodlsec
as pitch which has large excitation at is natural which causes difficulties in defining low frequency effects
frequency. This behavior is exhibited in bow and in the motion spectra. Each wave spectrum is single
quartering seas as well. Thus, at least for this speed, peaked though there are some indications of secondary
there appears to be significant coupling between the three humps. The significant wave heights far these spectra are
modes (pitch, heave and roll) of motion. given in Table 2.

The response spectra at 15.5 knots obtained in a Sea Overall, the srokeeping trials of SSP KAMALIO
State S (on January 21, 1970) during the control demonstrated that the ship could operate over its full
evaluation trial cre given in Figure 16. Response of speed range in wave conditions up to a hich Sea State 5.
vertical motion near the CG, pitch and roll are included, Excessive slamming was not encountered at my heading
though vertical motion was not available for the head and either with or without automatic motion control.
following sea cases. Among the cases available, vertical Slamming at 15.5 knots in a heed Sea State S was virtually
motion response is greatest in quartering seas. Control of eliminated by trimming the slip bow up two degrees. The
pitch and roll has little effect on the vertical motion ship's tendency to heave (followin the waves) helped in
except in quartering seas. In Ill cases the primary peaks moderating the impacts. At no time did the ship slow
for vertical motion correspond to the freqluency of down tue to sea condltions even though the average
maximum wave energy. A secondory peak in quartering magnitude of the one-tenth highest waves (double
seas at oe' 0.72 rod/sec may result from the fact that amplitude) was mare than twice the clearance height of
there is significant wove energy near the heave and pitch 1.8 meters. During the Sea State 5 trials n January 21,
natural periods. I 79, the average of the one-tenth highest waves was 3.65

Pitch response is more than an order of magnitude meters which is IS percent of tie length of the ship. On =

larger in following und quarlering seas than in heac. bow that day S KAIM-ALIN0 operated for aver 10 ho.s ot
or beam seas. Pitch response is primarily wave induced in speeds around 15.5 knots at a variety of headings with nM
beam, quarterirg and following seas, and in following seas degradation of crew or ship perfor-nce.
the encountered wave spectrum has considerable energy
near the natural pitch period at the 15.5 knot speed. 7he
large responses in quartering and following seas occur o 6. COM.PARISONI WTH T-OPETICAL MOTWIO
low frequencies where the waves travel at speeds close to PREDICTION
the ship speed. The large stern control foil in the SSP can
induce large motions under such conditions. In bow seas
pitch response is flat over a brood range with the most 6.1 SWATH Ship Predictian M ethodolqr,
energy at ce = 0.4 rod/sec. The head sea pitch response
spectrum is distinctive in that there is little response ot Confdence in t4e ability of theory to predict trends
the wave modal period but instead peak values of response and genercl magnitudes of _otion is particultriy
occur at encounter frequencies of 0.4 and 1.8 rad/sec. imporont for the S TH shp deigner since the S -ATH
The high frequency peak is in a region where 'here is concept locks the extensive ex-erience in design avoilable
little pitch response far any other heading. Active to the monohil designer. Whiie model experiments are
control significantly decreases the pitch response for ell required before a design is finalized, theorlic-al
headings- predictions must be used to analyze the motion of

Roll spectra at 15.S knots exhibit wave modal period potential confiqurations at an early stage of desegp.
induced rolling far all sea headmgs Also there is a The development of the theory used at DTNSRDC to
secondary peak in head, bow and beam seas at a lower describe the motions of SWATH ships is presented by Lee
frequency of encounter which is approximately 0.35 and Cwphey (Ref. 2). Strip theory provides the basis fer
rod/sec, close to the estimated roll natural frequency. In this development. That is, it is assumed that the flow at
following seas this some frequency is close to the modal one transverse two-dimensional section of the ship is
period of the encountered waves, resulting in an oaarnt indep dent of the flow at another section. This aproach
of roll response greater than the roll response in bean has been used successfully to predict the motions of
seas and only slightly less than the roll in quartering seas. convential displacemet !dp however, SWATH
Control of roll motion is very effective at all hcadings as diffe from convetional displacement shps in significan
controlled responses ore almost insignificant comlpred to ways, creating a more complex problem. For txarple
the uncontrolled cmes. In particular, the severe rolling in the interaction effects resulting from the closeness of the
following seas is virtually eliminated by the control to hulls m e de ibed. The relotiv.h small

system waterplone area of SWTH ships implies a small heave
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SWATH 6Crestoring force. Consequently, Viscous damping effects
-Model which may be iavored in modelling the vcriic! plane

motions of conventional dsplocement ships become
Th1or2 relatively invortiat for SWATH ships. The effect of

&forward speed on the wcve train is not modelled for either
E O f ~fSWATH or conventional ships. For the 5#iLH ship the

woke created by a strut will affect the flow at sections
> oft of it. It cam be expected that this effect will begreater for ships with two struts per hull than for ships

with ane long strut and that slender struts wil! generate
less wake than thicker ones.

0 Corelation of theory with model exeriments has
0 200 400 60 shown generally good agreenmt for a range of speeds and

headings. A series of experiments for the SWATH 6 series
Wae Length (m) was carried out by Kollio (Ret. 13). These were models

-Fg. 2 Ne Tansfer Function for SWATH 6C at for a 2900 tonme, 73 meter design with various GML's.
The confi rations, denoted A, B, and C, hod the sane

zero Spd us BOM son1 Slower hills but different strut configurations. The 6A aid
the 6B ore sngle strut configurotions wtreos the 6C is G
twin strut configuration. Correlation between theory and

SWATH 6C rntxlel experimients is generally good; however, certain
problems emerge. Zero speed prediict is are somewhat:3 ~Mode! inconsistent in quality . This is prtbtly due to probletms

-2 Theory in the general modelling of the nonirear viscous

- r dcmnping. At higher speed, behavior is well descrted but

44 for 3ne conditions some discreporcies in magniudej ti-A exist. Comparisons of lfidolo's model expirnents and
predfictions for the 6C configurations ore presented in
Figures 20 to 23 for zero and 20 knot in bean seas.
Heave and rel. ive bow motion resne per unit wave

o a,mornlde are given ma unction of wove lngth. At zero
sedtep valtie ofheave is well predicted though i0 40D is preicted to occu at a slightly greater wae length

WaV e Length (m) ti fourd in the measxemeats The discrepancy hi
heave also seems to be reflected in the relative bow

Fig- 21 .eao Tanufer Functionf lr SWATH 6C at 20 motion predictions. The =orrelation for 20 kcots is very
Knots in Seem Smn good as shon i Figures 2D aid 27-

6.2 Excitation ForceCnAoisans for SSP KAIMAUNO

* The g correlation with model sca transfer
XoSWATH SC fixictionz for smAlh fiC hrqiies, that pmreictions for SWP

KAIMALDID. also a twin strut design, should be

S2Moe reomnxtle. Lkorturitelyi there c~e no noxde! scala-
-F I-X/Th-- Y sor I- M AIS4O w ith

J~~t~~ which to mim~ theoreticam orvios However, model
+ _ scale res.dts do exist for the wove exciting heave force

a0d p4ipJi nimt Since they amre si hwportont tetlert
in motiort prediction, they give one indicatiOnl of the

0 20D 40D relny of the motion preTiction for SP KA A .iO.

iWa Length (M) The forces aid motnos on the model in head sea were
obtained as part of an experimental pjr m documented

.by Fein and Stall (Ref. 14). The model did not hove
ig- 22 RAfive Bow Motion Transf ier Fnct for b the bllnk inluder j the effect of

blistfr.- The blisters were shown to have small effect On

the head sea motion in Figures 4 and ,S, even though
4 ata ,ns are the same, exciting forces ore not necessmily

the some.
SWATH6C The rnidimnionol heav force WiT3eD) aid O~az

SATH C ( with respect to the we r given in terms of
e-- Mode eno eucounter frequency. The noncimentio-

" 2 -- Tation for encouiter frec ieney zs

0 20o 40w em where

wave Length IN % is the encomnier frequency in radlsec,
L isrnidlength in fiiettanid

23 PRelw Bow Motion Trarfer Funcon for g is gavitational constant in lsec2.
SWATH SC at 0 Knots in Boun Smft+ °2



Nondimensional heave force is given by 300

F3oe)  = F' LL ( 0

= -where

F30 is the measured force wmplitude in newtons, "
n is mass of the ship in kilogramns cnd
b is wave height in mters. 0

0
100

= 3

SSP Model

0 Model 0 I
2 O meory 0 2 4 6 8
2 0e

0 Fig. 26 Heave Force Phase Angle in Head Seas at 7
1 KnotsOok
0 - 0j-100

o 2 2 4 6 8

Fr24 theav Excitn Force i Heed Sas at 7 Knots

-100

__ _ _ __ _ _ _ 0 2 4 6 8

0 Fig. 27 Hem Force Phese Angle in Head See at IS
KnotsO0

4 The results for wove excitation force and phase at 7
And IS.S knots are gen in Figures 24 to 27- These

0 results ore typical of the correkf-licn at other siceds.
0 Agree-ment between theory and model results for heave

3 exciting force were quite good at all speeds. Magnitude
and position of the peaks are well predicted in Figure 25

0 for the high speed. For the 7 knot speed, Figure 24 shows
good agreement up toct = 2.6, which is equvalent to at
encounter frequency of 1.7 ro_4sec for the ship. This
covers the rnnge of frequencies found in most sea

2 spectra. Phases agree closely for both speeds over the
entire frequency range.

6.3 Transfer Function CawnTxisn for SSP KAIMALWJO

Although model sccle transfer functions re not
oavoilable for SSP KAIMALIN0, transfer functions car., in

principi, be extracted from the full scale trial data,
alti ,4t this is not an ideil aooch because of problems

ams:oted With wzve nasurements and detwenrn oF0 1 l drectlionality aspects of the seaway-
0 2 4 6 6 Prediction of the motions for SSP KAIMALO is Amaore difficult than for ships in the SNATH -0 series. The

S6C rsults indcte that the prsene of I"o struts per
~~~~ht-A does not in itself creall )-"oblems inieFin

SFig. 6~ He2 , H E xcm ig Force in Heed Sen at I.5 SATH respms ,lowever, a dominant feature c.
KnoKAIMALO is s large aft m-urited hydrofoil The serfo ;-e an the3 W"1s~--dont=
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separation between hulls and are much smaller in area
relative to the ship size. Observations during full scale
SSP KAIMALINO trials indicate that ventilation can occur Beam Seas
as the height of the free surface over the foil varies at 10 KnotsK some speeds, resulting in reduction of the effectiveness of -. Trialsthe foil. This is not modelled currently in the SWATH Th
prediction programs. 1.5 Theory

With these reservations, predictions for heave and .
pitch for SSP KAIMALINO travelling in beam seas are E
presented in Figures 28 to 34. Full scale results were
available for this heading at 7, 10 and 15.5 knots for >
uncontrolled heave (vertical motion corrected to the CG) 1 /
and pitch motion. Heave is presented in nondimensional 1.0
form and pitch in degrees per meter. Both motions are
presented as a function of the wave frequency.
Predictions are shown with solid lines, full scale results E
with dashed lines. The degree of correlation for heave is
not as good as for the SWATH 6C. The heave predictions >
fur SSP KAIMALINO are heavily damped whereas the full O 0.5
scale results are not. This predicted characteristic isprobably due to the modelling of the effect of the aft
foil. The lift curve slope values were estimated by theory
and confirmed by model results. Degradation in lift due
to changes in the free surface conditions are not includedin the theory. For 10 knots two sets of results for 0 I
nominally the same trial conditions are given in Figure 0 0.5 1.0 1.5
29. The trials were conducted on the same day but cue
separated by a number of hours. The results differ Fig. 29 Heave Transfer Function forSSPKAIMAUNO
somewhat in magnitude, although they exhibit the some
trends. The major differences occur over the frequency at 10 Knots
range where there was little wave energy, illustrating the
difficulties in obtaining transfer functions from full scale
trial data.

The correlation for pitch motion of SSP KAIMALINO Beam Seas
is better than for heave motion. The correlation for zero
and 7 knots is quite good, though again the agreement 15.5 Knots
between theory and trials at 10 knots is not. For this -- o-- Trials
speed a large free surface deformation was observed d - Theory
during the trials. The 10 knot results in Figure 33 show1.5

a.
E

Beam Seas
7 Knots - 1.0

0

- =Trials -o
1.5 - Theory C.

a. E
E f

0 0.5

*3 1.0

E o.
0 0.5 1.0 1.5

0.
"X Fig. 30 Heave Transfer Function for SSP KAIMALINO

at 15.5 Knots

differences between the two experimental conditions as
large as the differences between the theory and one of

0the trial results. The 15.5 knot corielation is better than
0.' 1.0 1.5 at 10 knots.

W e The overall accuracy of the SWATH ship motions
program has been established using model experiments.

Fig. 28 Heave Transfer Function for GSP KAIMALINO Its applicability to SSP KAIMALINO motion prediction
at 7 Knots can be inferred from the reasonable correlation in the

cases given.
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Beam Seas 4

Zero Speed Beam Seas
015.5 Knots

- Trials> 3-- Theoy \-. - Irials(---Til Trials
T y Theory

4 <:

rI/ ig I Ptc
CL 0 0.5 1.0 1.5E2

O~we

Fig. 34 Pitch Transfer Function for SSP KAIMALINO
dT. at 15.5 Knots

7. DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

0I
0 0.5 1.0 1.5 7.1 Natural Period Results

we Knowledge of the natural periods of motion in heave,

Fig. 31 Pitch Transfer Function for SSP KAIMALINO pitch and roll are vital to analyzing the seakeeping
at Zero Speed behavior of all ships, especially SWATH ships. The

designer of a SWATH ship desires to avoid synchronous
motion conditions under normal operations. As noted

3 earlier the periods are highly dependent on parameters
> 7n that vary widely in a SWATH design. The standard

E relationships for natural periods as given in Comstock
(Ref. 15) are:
heave period,

A 0 + z-Y0 05 =. 1 (3)
E g Qg AW

E Z-*pitch period,
0a-______ Te = 2 n[NKh 0 I 9V (4)

and roll period,

we UK2+ 21'I
T+=2 (5)

Fig. 32 Pitch Transfer Function for SSP KAIMALINO 19 GMT I
at 7 Knots where

Aw is the waterplane area in m2,

4 A is the ship displacement weight in kilo.grarns,
Beam Seas g is the gravitational constant in m/sec
10 Knots p is the density of water in kg/m 3 ,

0 3 is the added mass coefficient,

Trials CO is the added pitch moment of inertia
coefficient,

" C¢ is the added roll moment of inertia coefficient,
2 K is the pitch radius of gyration in meters.

o is the roll radius of gyration in meters and
E d is half the hull centerline separation in meters.
E As these equations indicate, several factors affect
E 1 the natural periods. The added mass and moment

0. coefficients are a function of lower hull geometry. The
waterplane area and metacentric heights are a function of

0 the geometry near the waterline. The radii of gyration
0 0.6 1.0 1.5 are dependent on the ship's mass distribution.

Equations 3, 4 and 5 ignore coupling between modes
and damping but do provide ar. estimate of natural per-

Fig. 33 Pitch Transfer Function for SSP KAIMALINO iods. Assuming simple geometrical Ldded mass and mo-

at 10 Knots ment values for SSP KAIMALINO of Cz = C0 -)Co
0.9 as an approximation following Numata (Ref. 16) and
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using the data in Table I for the as-tested ship gives: 30
Tz = 8.6 seconds, T= 9.7 seconds, and T = 15.8 o Estimated
seconds. The periods also were calculated usingi=quations
3. 4 and 5 in which Cz, C0, and C0, the added mass and " Model Experiment (1973)
added inertia coefficients, were obtained from strip V Full Scale Trials (1976 and 1979)
theory. C2 increases with speed while C, and a4 are Theory
independenI of speed. These values are plotted in Figures 20
35, 36 and 37 along with the natural periods obtained from
the 1976 trials and the 1979 control evlluation trials. The 0
ship had buoyancy blisters for these trials. The trial )

natural periods are the periods associated with the peaks
of the transfer functions. Analysis of data for some
conditions resulted in different natural periods. These 10
have been included in the figures to demonstrate the
accuracy with which natural periods may be obtained by
this technique. Natural periods obtained in 1973 by
applying impulses to a scale model of the original design
at zero speed also are included.

Heave natural periods as determined from the trial
data (Figure 35) are foir!y constant with speed as theory 0 5 10 15

predicts. The slight variations between theory and trials Speed (Knots)
may be due to changes in the waterline at various speedS (
which are not accounted for in the theory. Pitch natural Fig. 36 Pitch Natural Period for SSP KAIMALINO
period (Figure 36) tends to increase with speed. The
period based on added inertia from strip theory shows this
speed effect reasonably well. The roll period in Figure 37 O Estimated
is predicted by theory to be 18.5 seconds, irrespective of 30 - Model Experiment (1973)
speed. The trial results for roll are sparse since at these 30 Q Mode E rimen (1973 )
long periods there was very little wave energy and V Full ScaleTrials(1976and 1979)
generally unreliable data. The trial data that are -,Theory

available agree fairly well with the theory. The model
test result is lower than the trial value. The model
represented the original design configuration, and does 20V V
not fully represent the ship as tested. The estimated roll 'A

period ,s low. In this case the value of Co is based on VV
the assumption that rolling is equivalent to the heaving of o
one hull up while the other moves down.

There are certain static errors inherent in comparing
natural periods from trials with predicted values. One is 10
uncertainty about the exact fuel and ballast load during 10
the trial. Though the ship was ballasted to the same
condition every day, fuel use and weight shifting can
occur. This effect on metacentric height and moments of
inertia cannot be estimated. Also viscous damping has a
strong influence on pitch natural period underway. A 0
better method for obtaining natural periodt is to apply a 0 5 10 15
force impulse to the ship while underway, which
unfortunately has not been done to SSP KAIMALINO since Speed (Knots)
the addition of the blisters. Fig. 37 Roll Natural Period for SSP KAIMAUNO

30
O Estimated 7.2 Natural Periods and Design
o Model Experiment (1973)
V Full Scale Trials (1976 and 1979) The advantage of the long natural periods attainable

Theory by SWATH ship designs is that resonant conditions leading
20 - eto large motions and degraded operability will not occur

for most wave conditions. The designer desires
platforming conditions to minimize pitch and heave

0 motion in head seas. If the natural periods in pitch and
heave are about 20 percent greater than the encountered
modal period of the secway this supercritical behavior can

1- V be accomplished.
V if natural periods are sufficiently long the extreme

7 motions associated with resonance will not lead to severe
velocities or accelerations since encounter periods would
be low. This was found to be true in the case of SSP
KAIMALINO when operating in following seas at 15.5
knots without control. Pitch motions of 20 degrees0 1 crest-to-trough were recorded but operability was not

0 5 10 15 adversely affected as long as the propellei remained
Speed (Knots) submerged and the bow was not impacting. Simple

Fig. 35 Heave Natural Period for SSP KAIMAMNO atomatic or even manual control could easily prevent
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such extremes of motion. Similar thinking applies to its capability for naval operations such as aircruft landing
beam sea rolling. A very long roll period assures that and takeoff, weapons firing, and towing sonar.
resonant conditions will not occur in beam seas under
almost all conditions. Resonant conditions that might
occur in following seas at moderate speeds can be 7.3 PREDICTION OF EXTREME MOTIONS
controlled by automatic motion reduction. Thus the trend
in SWATH ship design is to take advantage of long natural In previous sections ,re motions of SSP KAIMALINO

periods for good inherent seakeeping in most sea have been presented as obtained in seas o a specified
conditions while relying on automatic control and other severity characterized by the specific wave spectra given
means to decrease motions when resonant conditions are in Figures 17, 18, and 19. The shape of weve spectra,
reached in followino seas at moderate speeds. however, can vary considerably (even though the

The SWATH !i.ip designer must also be aware of the significant heights are the same) depending on duration

interrelationships among the v'irious natural periods, and fetch of wind, stage of growth and decay of a storm,
Pitch and roll periods should be separated so that or the existence of swell. Thus, during her lifetime, aPitc oa rol priod shuldbe epartedso hat SWATH ship may encounter a vast variety of wave

uncomfortable "corkscrewing" motions will not occur in SiATi For enconserat threfor e

quarteringsituations. For design consideration, therefore, it is
knorthen 6 se o n ds) cand of (SP seIonds) were . important to examine the effect of wave severity as wellknots when To (16 seconds) and To ('41 seconds) were aswvspcrlfmutin onhe agtde fboth excited at the same time. The change in periods with as wave spectral formulations on the magnitude of

responses of SWATH ships. For this, computations of the
speed underlines the importance of having a good motion probable extreme values of heave and pitch of SSP
prediction technique that can 'Le used in the early stages KAIMALINO in a seaway have been carried out in three
of design. Roll and heave periods and pitch and heave different mathematical spectra following the method for
periods should also be separated if possible. The short term response prediction presented in Reference
interrelationships among the natural periods is 18. The probable extreme value is the largest value likely
particularly important at low speeds where control fins to occur in a specified ship operation time, here taken as
are not effective in modifyir.g motions. The choice of the duration of the sea condition. The Bretschneider,
natural periods may be dictated by low speed behavior, Pierson-Moskowitz and the Ochi six-parameter spectral
particularly if the ship's mission requires a long duration formulations were used in the computations, and these
at low speeds. were applied to the transfer functions obtained from an

The natural periods are closely related to three other analysis of SSP KAIMALINO data obtained in beam seas
design issues: the amount of waterplone area, the at ospeedof 10knots.
bridging structure clearance height and the metacen-ac Computations using the Bretschneider and the Ochi
heights. The heave natural period can be increased by s Co p tations erehader a the odecreasing waterplae area. Such a decrease also will six-parameter representations were made for a family of

wave spectra from which the upper and lower bounds of
decrease the heave exciting force in waves, and probably responses with confidence coefficient of 0.95 were
decrease resistance as well. It must be remembered determined as well as those responses most likely to
however that as the waterplone area is decreased, the
restoring force also is decreased. This can result in the occur; that is, the responses in the most probable wave

situation that, should resonance occur at these longer spectrum for a given sea severity. These responses were

periods, the motions can be rather large even though the then compared with those computed using measured
exciting force is small as shown in Pien and Lee (Ref. spectra at Stction India in the North Atlantic (Weather

Station I) in order to determine how well the bounds cover17). The final selection of waterplane area must reflect a the variation of responses in the measured sectra. The

balance between the above requirements. Other issues sp

that will come into the decision ore structural and results ore shown in Figures 38 and 39 for pitch and in
Figures 40 and 41 for heave for wave heights up to 4.9

arrangements considerations. meters. Included also in the figures are the responses in
Longitudinal metacentric height is a function of the the Pierson-Moskowitz spectrum. Wave heights greater

distribution of the waterploane area. Increasing GM than 4.9 meters (Sea State 6) were not investigated since
decreases the pitch natural period but provides a "stiffer craft linearity has not been verified in seas of severity
ship in terms of pitch restoring force for surviving in greater than this.
extreme seas. Increased clearance height tends to The scatter of the responses computed in the
decrea structural weight penalty. Platforming (not measured Station India spectra shown by the crosses

responding in) all waves would require a high clearance, indicates that the probable extreme values of both pitch
This is the approach taken by designers of column and heave amplitude vary considerably for a given
stabilized platforms. Changing from platforming to significant wave height. The Pierson-Moskowitz spectrum

contouring as seaways get higher with longer associated underpredicts the motions in the lower wave heights while
periods is the desirable approach for SWATH ships. Th*s it tends to predict values somewhat high in the higher

puts an unper limit on the desired natural periods significant wave heights. It is also apparent from the

Automatic control and bow up trim are further figures that, in general, for both pitch and heave motions,
considerations that may influence the final clearance the upper and lower bounds of the values computed using

the six-parameter spectral formulation better encompass
design of a SWATH ship. the data from the measured spectra in the North Atlantic

Overall sekeeping is both a constraint and on than do those obtained using the Bretschneider
opportunity to the designer as hydrostatics, structures, formulation. While the former appears to cover the range
arrangements, powering and other factors are balanced to of magnitudes computed using the measured spectra
obtain a good design. The dependence of seakeeping on reasonably well, the latter tends to overpredict the lower
metacentric heights, moments of inertia and clearance bounds and underpredict the upper bounds of both modes
points out that the usual weight growth of ships con be a of motion. The six-parameter spectral formulation can
serious problem for a SWATH hull. Thus, until experience better describe the shape of spectra (e.g., double peaks)
is gained in design and construction, the SWATH ship will than the Bretschneider formulation. This allows for a

require lorger margins than conv.ntional hulls, better description of some seaways, and probably
Nevertheless the SWATH concept offers the opportunity accounts for the good correlation between the responses
to design a hull with low motions and therefore enhances
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based on the six-parameter formulation and the Station _ 3.0
India data.E Iddt2Design Extreme Value (p--.01)

While the most probable extreme value of a motion in
a specified seaway is that which is most likely to occur, a 2.5 - - Height of Bridging Structure
the probability that the extreme value will exceed the Clearance (1.83m)
most probable value is quite large (theoretically 63 E
percent). Hence, it is highly desirable to predict the 2.0
extreme value for which the probability of being exceeded .2
is a preassigned small value fl. Ochi (Reference 18) Z
developed a formula for predicting this extreme value 1.5
which F-e calls the "design extreme value," and it is 0
expressed as follows: a

*) 1.0

Yn(P) =V2 In' m2"e' (6)
n(fl/k) Me Q:S0.5-E

where
x

is the observa tion tim e in hours, " 0 _ _ _ _ _....._ _ _ _ _ _

mO  is the area under the response spectrum, 0 10 20 30 40 50 60
m 2  is the second moment of the response spectrum, Time in Hours
3 is the risk parameter and

k is the number of encounters with a specified Fig. 42 Extreme Values of Relative Bow Motion of
sea in a sh;p's lifetime. SSP KAIMAUNO in Head Sea State 5 at 7

The risk factor, 3, can be assigned at the designer's Knots

discretion but is given a value of 0.01 if it is desired to
design for 99 percent assurance that this (single)
amplitude will not be exceeded. The number of
encounters with a specified sea, k, involves the ship
operation time at the specified speed in the sea did not impart an arresting motion to the ship. Though
considered and the maximum duration of the sea. some variability may exist between the assumptions made

As noted previously, an important consideration in here regarding SSP KAIMALINO operations and the actual
the design of SWATH ships is the sizing of the bridging operational experience over her lifetime, this analysis
structure clearance height, since it must reflect a balance does demonstrate the importance of the relationship
between requirements to limit weight and to assure between clearance height and relative bow motion.
adequate transverse metacentric height, and the
requirement for sufficient clearance to minimize water 8.. CONCLUDING REMARKS
contact and slamming on the bridging structure.

Therefore, it may be of interest to examine how the The results of the full scale trials of SSP
extreme relative bow motion that may be experienced by KAIMALINO demonstrate the good motions
SSP KAIMALINO without any form of control relates to characteristics of SWATH ships and the benefits of
its clearance height of 1.83 meters. Computations usirg automatic motion control. The agreement between the
Equation 6 were therefore carried out for a head Sea significant values of motions from mode; and full scale

State 5 (significant wave height of 3.05 meters) at a speed results is reassuring for the application of future model

of 7 knots using the B.etschneider formulation for a range scale results. The theoretical predictions agree with the
of modal periods appropriate for the specified wave twin-strut SWATH 6C model data. For SSP KAIMALINO

heiaht. The risk factor 3 was taken as 0.01 and the the agreement between theory and model exciting forces

lifetime exposure, k, or the number of encounters with is reasonable, while the transfer functions derived from
the specified sea, heading, and speed was assumed to be the trials data have an inherent uncertainty that makes

approximately ten. The calculations we:e made for the firm conclusions difficult. The motion results for SSP

centerline of the cross structure at the forwardmost KAIMALINO illustrate the importance of separation of
location of the flat bottom just before the start of the natural periods and the influence of these periods on the

curved bow. The results are presented in Figure 42 where motion response. The extreme value predictions offer a
they ore shown as a function of operation time. It is seen means of applying experiments and theory to design and
that the extreme value increases significant;y during the operational problems.
first several hours and thereafter increases very slowly The SWATH ship offers great potential for achieving
throughout the 44 hour period which is the estimated good seakeeping. To the designer this means increased
duraition of a sea of the specified severity. The figure operability and mission effectiveness. The small
a~so shows that the extreme relative bow motion of the waterplane area alters the seakeeping characteristics and
ship will exceed the cross structure clearance height allows for a relatively small control force to make large
within four hours operation time if no motion control is changes in the motion responses. The SWATH concept
used. However, its performance during the remainder of lacks the long design history of monohulls; however, the
the storm (about 40 hours in this case) should not degrade tools required for predicting motions, natural periods, and
much after the initial time period, extreme values are well developed. Through these

Although water contact can be expected it does not prediction techniques, the effects on seakeeping of
necessarily imply a slam. Indeed, experience aboard SSP natural periods, metacentric heights, waterplane area,
KAIMALINO during the seakeeping trials did show that and other parameters are becoming understood.
whi!e there was a fair amount of water contact with the
bridging structure in head Sea State 5, these contacts
tended at the lower speeds to be gentle wave slops that
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Disc sio residual risks inherent in producing func-
tional SWATH ships such as the MESA 80 built
by Mitsui Engineering & Shipbuilding and
the Dutch DUPLUS. I would like to thank
the authors for taking this important step

C. KeneU (Nava Sea System ommand) in that direction.

The introduction of a new ship concept N. TOM(MHO
is a high risk venture due to the high cost
of today's ocean vessels and the vulnerabi-
lity of man and his machines to nature's In DTNSRDC, very sophisticated re-
forces. These anxieties can be reduced searches have been performed on SWATH ships,
significantly by demonstrating that the be- and today, the authors added another val-
havior of a new vehicle can be accurately uable report. At first, I would like to
predicted prior to committing large sums of express my highest regard to your vast
money to construction. This paper demon- studies on the seakeeping characteristics
strates such a capability for some of the of SWATH ships.
most important aspects of SWATH ship sea- In Nagasaki Experimental Tank, we have
keeping. The correlation of the authors' studied this type of ships referring to
analytical predictions with test results the papers of DTNSRDC, and performed several
from the three meter model and the 25 meter tank tests both in calm water and in waves.
model is most reassuring. Documenting the On the basis of our experience, I would
wave spectra "used" for the large model like to ask the authors' opinion on the
tests lends a sense of completeness to the following points.
paper. 1. In the present paper, the authors

A curious feature of the motions data mentioned "Largest motions were found in
in figures 4, 5, 8, and 9 is the noticeable following seas when ship speed was close to
scarcity of data for speeds from 10 to 16 the wave speed." Reading the same comment
knots. This part of the curve is particu- in the earlier paper of DTNSRDC, we have
larly interesting since both pitch and roll been thinking over the cause of this phe-
responses show peaks for these speeds. The nomenon. The authors considered that large
authors discuss the role of the ship's bow motions were activated mostly by a full
wave in dampening pitch below 10 knots. span aft foil of SSP KAIMALINO. From our
Perhaps at higher speeds the ship is bal- study, however, contribution to these large
anced on its bow wave and is not sufficient- motions should be shared by several factors:
ly stable to allow data collection. Elabo- such as, fore-aft asymmetry of the hull re-
ration on this point would be appreciated. presented in the value of LCB-LCF, Munk's

A related aspect that is puzzling is unstable moment which reduces the stability
the apparent lack of influence of the buoy- of pitching, and of course, the arrangement
ancy blisters on motions. The location of of foils.
these hull appendages representing about Let me explain more in detail. We
15 percent of the displacement sho.ld lead have been using the following formula to
to cancellation of hull and strut generated estimate the motion amplitudes of SWATH in
waves, including the bow wave. As a result, the specified condition, i.e. we = 0 in
the vessel with blisters should be less fol -owing waves, neglecting all of the terms
sensitive to sinkage and trim effects. How- expressing the dynamic effect.
ever, motions at 10 knots are the same with
and without the blisters indicating the R  , R z F
same heavy pitch damping due to the bow 3 3  3 5
wave. The scarcity of data above 10 knots =
limits further speculation. Perhaps the , R
authors can provide some edditional insight 5

into this matter. where
Heave reponses for the SSP Kaimalino R3,3, R3 ,5 , R5,3 , and R5,5 elements of

are conspicuous by their absence. The rea- restoring coefficient matrix
sons for not collecting such data are of z, e complex amplitudes of heave and pitch
interest. F3 , F5 : complex amplitudes of wave exciting

The reasons for selecting beam seas heave force and pitch monent
for extreme motions predictions rather than
the more conventional head seas would be R3,3 =
appreciated. N

This fine paper is clearly a product R = gAw(LCB-LCF) + oU2 N
of the R&D community. However, by assem- 3,5 iA 1 (f)CLOLi
bling such a comprehensive tre -ment of R ?gAw(LCB-LU)
SWATH motions predictions, the authors will R5 ,3 N
find that the importance of thair work .5 gVGML - Y2 Cz p E 1u2 L

extends well beyond the technical community. 5,5i=li( Lc i
Demonstration of technical capabilities in N
this discipline as well as many others may F= alfgAwA - jBfwOUA E A.)
well convince decision makers t- accept the 3 i (l a
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N ler. We were afraid that in waves severe
F5  ja 2 ?gVGMLkA + 82y 0 UA Z liAi(f)CLai slamming might occur on the bottom of bridg-

i=l ing structure, and performed a series of
tank experiments. As the result we found

Ai(f) : projected area of i-th foil to hor- there is rather high possibility of slam-
izontal plane ming, if the SWATH keeps its advance speed

ii : x-coordinate of quarter-chord point of at the specified value for a long time.
i-th foil On the other hand, we hope there might

CLai : lift curve slope per radian of i-th be no fear of slamming in the practical
foil operation, because we know that keeping its

al,a2,81,82 : correction factors advance speed at that particular value is
The other nomenclature is same as the au- very difficult and advance speed deviates
thors' one. easily. Hentce, we have not arrived at a

Making use of published data of SWATH conclusion.
6-A given in Ref.(2), I would like to ex- For SSP KAIMALINO, Froude number nearly
plain the causes of large motions in fol- equals 0.35 when its advance speed is 10
lowing waves. The value of (LCB-LCF) is knots. If I could ask the authors for any
assumed to be 3 m. The amplitudes of heave further explanation to the point in relation
and pitch -ere calct'lated in the case of with the sea trial of SSP KAIMALINO at 10
we = 0 where X/L = 1.0, 8 = 00, and U = 20 knots, it would be appreciated very much.
knots. In this condition, CLl,(12,81, and 3. During the tank test of our SWATH
B2 are assumed to be 0.1, 0.3, 0.1, and 0 6 model in regular waves, I have noticed sev-
res-aectively, based on our experience. Cal- ral times the phenomenon which seems to be
culations were made for the various hull the so-called "unstable rolling".1) The
configurations as follows. The results of phenomenon occured in the cases where en-
calculation are shown in the table. counter period nearly equals the natural

1) Original SWATH 6-A period of heave-pitch coupled motion, and
2) SWATH 6-A with foils, each projected the natural period of rolling is twice as

area of which is twice as large as the orig- long as the period. In this case, incident
inal one. wave activates rolling motion of its natural

3) SWATH 6-A with foils, each projected period together with resonant heave-pitch
area of which is three times as large as coupled motion. This phenomenon is reson-
the original one. ance of rolling motion with 2-nd order hy-

4) Same SWATH 6-A as 3), but assumed drodynamic force generated by large ampli-
LCB-LCF = 0. tude vertical motion.I) Same SWATH 6-A as 3), but the effect In the authors' paper, there are some
of Mul.K's unstable moment is not considered, expressions suggesting the existence of

"unstable rolling". Therfore, I presume
that SSP KAIMALINO also have had the ex-

ZA/A LeA/2A perience similar to the one appeared in our
model test. Any comments by the authors on

Original SWATH 6-A this phenomenon would be most instructive
meaurenat DWTSC 6A 0.6 2.0 for us in both theoretical and practicalmeasured at DTNSRDC viewpoints.

ip I
iR! 1) Original SWATH 6-A 0.89 3.47

I2 Foil area twice 1.46 3.52 1 1) Paulling, J.R. and Rosenberg, R.M.:

IE3) Foil area three On Unstable Ship Motions Resulting from
iT' times 2.09 3.67 Nonlinear Coupling, Journal of Ship Re-

4 F a search, Vol.3, No.1 June 1959

R times LCB-LCF = 0 __0.9 1 .
li 5) Foil area : three H. fauo(Yoma N.Univ.)
.U- times without 0.77 1.25
L Munk's moment

u s e I appreciate the authors' presentation

of full scale performances because existing
From this calculation, it is understood that data for this kind of hull configuration
following three factors, too large foils, are rather seldom.
fore-aft asymmetry of the hull, and Munk's I would like to make a brief comment
unstable moment, equal"' contributed to about the Hull shape of Kaimalino shown in
invite large motions in the case of we = 0. Fig.!. I don't think the hull configura-

2. According to our experience, in the tion is not oltimized from the point of
region where Froude number nearly equals view of wave resistance theory. According
0.35, rather high transverse wave is gener- to my earlier study, effective cancellation
ated by bow in the part from midship to of waves generated by the lower hulls and
square station 3 inside of two hulls, and those of surface piercing structure cannot
make the bridging structure clearance smal- be realized by this configuration.
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R. T. Schm~he (OtR)A nil center of gravity to located In the
open ship well area. The vertical motion
data and vertical acceleration data from

We are thinking of initiating a method- transducers located close to the LCG
ical model series for SWATH ships, aimed presented in Figures 6, 15 and 16 provide
primarily at the 2000 - 10000 ton size an indication ot heave behavior. We agree
range. We are thinking in terms of roughly with Mr.Kennel that heave motion is an
10 models. The series would address both important parameter in the correlation with
resistance and seakeeping. Would the SWATH predictions.
authors offer some guidance regarding ex- The use of beam sea conditions for
periment design ? extreme motion predictions reflects our

belief, based on other SWATH model data,
that unlike conventional monohull ships,
beam sea heading appears to be better for
survivability for SWATH than head-into-the-
wave conditions.

We agree with Mr.Toki that the fore-saft hull asymmetry and Munk's unstable
moment can lead to large motions along
with the large foil near we - 0. However,
model tests and analytical results address-

J.A. Fein, M.D. Ochl and K.K. McCrelght (DTNSRDC) ing other similar hull shapes suggest
smaller motions in following seas than
experienced by SSP KAIMALINO. Further, a

The authors wish to thank Mr.Kennel, comparison of motions computed by our
Mr.Toki, Mr.Schmitke and Professor Maruo colleague, Dr.Lee, at the Center at we 10,
for their very valuable discussions. It assuming only the presence of static terms,
was of special interest to learn about the with model results shows that the static
Mitsubishi SWATH research from Mr.1'oki. assumption may not be completely adequate

Both Mr.Kennel and Mr.Toki have in- for describing the motions in this region.
quired about the motions data above 10 Therefore we are not sure that an evalua-
knots. From just over 10KTS to 13KTS the tion of the contribution of the various
ship is overtaking its bow wave and thus factors to the motions in this condition
constant speeds in that range are difficult can be adequately made from such an approach.
to maintain. The ahip generated bow wave Regarding the cause of the unstable
does reduce the clearance height of the rolling motion we agree that the Mathieu
SSP in the aft portion of the ship in this type of coupled instability could exist
speed range as Mr.Toki has pointed out. under certain conditions. We have not ob-
This is a phenomenon that must be consid- served this behavior in our model tests so
ered in the operation of the ship, however, far. However, we have observed some roll
since sustained operation in this transi- motion instability in waves whose period
tion speed range is difficult to maintain was one-half the roll period. Roll motion
increased slamming frequency in this would become large with rolling occuring
condition is not expected to pose a prob- at its natural frequency. Thus was observed
lem in practice. The scarcity of data on our SWATH 6B nodel. Pitch and heave, how-
above 13KTS is unfortunately due to a lack ever, were not large and the encounter fre-
of sufficient operating time with the in- quency was not synchronous with the pitch-
strumented ship as well as speed limitation heave coupled motions. Similar results
of the ship. were observed during model tests at the

The lack of influence of the blisters Davidson Laboratory of SIT. Dr.Lee of
on the pitch motions we attribute to their DTNSRDC has carried out an analytical study
location near midships on the inboard side which suggests that waves having a natural
of the lower hulls. The blisters attached frequency twice the natural frequency in
to the ship during the trials were smaller roll can cause a roll instability due to
than those now installed and were nct the presence of nonlinear behavior occuring
designed to cancel ship generated waves, in the restoring force. However, we are
Thus we agree with Professor Maruo's com- very interested to learn that Mr.Toki has
ment regarding hull optimization. The SSP also observed unstable behavior of a dy-
does not reflect current design philosophy namic origin and feel that future investiga-
in the United States but it does provide a tions are warranted in this area.
vehicle for assessing some of the merits Finally, on response to Mr.Schmitke
of the SWATH concept. We are currently we wish to encourage his country's efforts.
involved in an effort to increase SSP dis- Areas where series experiments are needed
placement in which we are giving considera- include fin size and location, rudder con-
tion to certain parametric changes for im- figuration, and upper hull bow design. In
proved performance from both the seakeep- addition, the distribution and amount of
ing and wave making resistance point of waterplane area, which influences natural
view. periods, metacentric heights, and LCB-LCF

The pure heave motion of the SSP was differences, could serve as a framework
not measured directly since the longitudi- for the parametric variations.
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Hull Form Design of the Semi-Submerged
Catamaran Vessel
Yuzo Kusaka, Hiroshi Nakamura and Yoshikuni Kunitake
Mitsui Engineenng & Shipouilding Co. Ltd

Japan

ABSTRACT Rr Residual resistance

The hull form design procedure of the S( Amplitude function of sine wave
SSC (Semi-Submerged Catamaran) is discussed C(8) AmJlitude function of cosine wave
from the viewpoint of minimizing wave re-
sistance. The effects of hull configuration p Fluid density

of the SSC on wave resistance are briefly m Density of source distribution
presented using the results of series model
tests of hull elements. A mathematical Density of line doublet distribution
model for wave resistance based on the thin M Density of normal doublet
ship theory has been developed, in which distribution
Michell's source distribution is used to S s
represent the strut's geometry and the V Ship speed
equivalent line doublet distribution to the . INTRODUCTION
lowerhull is introduced. The correction
factors included in the mathematic-, model aare eried fom ompaiso of : h et-Many attempts to develop a new type of .

are eried romcomarion f t! tL 'et- marine vehicle have been made to break the
ical results with the measured data. The various performance limitations imposed by idesign procedure to obtain an SSC hull form the conventional m on conen-
with minimum wave resistance are described, tionanvcatamr monohull and the conven-tional catamaran. The Semi-Submerged
and examples of the optimized hull form are Catamaran (SSC), which the U.S. Navy calls
presented. Design and sea trial results of

commrcil SC 'ESA 0' re res SWATH, is one of such high performanceI the first commercial SSC 'MESA 80' are pres-
eted firadvanced vehicles, and has two lowerhulls;
ntdwhich account for a major part of the dis-
NOMENCLATURE placement below the water level, and this

submerged part and the deck structure are
L Length of lowerhull connected with streamlined struts.

As well as the extensive researches on
Submergence of lowerhull this type of vessel carried out by the U.S.

D Diameter of lowerhull Navy [l],[2],[3],14],[5], Mitsui Engineering
W& Shipbuilding Co., Ltd. to which the au-

thors belong, has done a lot of deveiopmental

Displacement volume of ship work on the SSC since 1970 [6].
Encouraged by the satisfactory per-

U Velocity of fluid formance achieved by the experimental SSC

Fn Froude number 'MARINE ACE' (Phote 1) built in 1977 which
g Gravitational acceleration constant is 12 meterz long, the first commercial

SSC prototype 'MESA 80' (Photo 2) was built
K. Wave number in 1979 as a passenger ship carrying 446

persons. The extensive sea trials of the
'MESA 80' in 1980 proved the high perform-

Rw Wave resistance ance of the SSC and the great potential for
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quired so as to attain a well-balanced SSC
design. As part of such useful design
technology, the authors have developed
a mathematical model for wave resistance
which shows a good agreement with the model
test results. This mathematical model is
presented in chapter 3. Also in chapter 4,
a hull form design procedure for jinimizing
wave resistance is presented.

Design and sea trial test results of
the 'MESA 80' are briefly presented in
chapter 5.

2. FUNDAMENTAL WAVE RESISTAjCE CHARACTERIS-
TICS OF HULL ELEMTS

In the initial design stage of the SSC,
prior to deciding hull dimensions, the pre-

Photo. 1 'MARINE ACE' liminary design work for selecting basic
hull configurations, hull material, propul-
sion system and machinery arrangement, etc.
shall be made from the viewpoints of hull

-- ___ weight and cost so as to keep the overall
_____ ____ erformance of the design within the speci

fied requirements of the performance such

as capacity or payload, speed and motion.
However, due to not only lack of accu-

mulated design data for the SSC, but also
the sensitivity of the hull elements such
as lowerhull, strut and fins on the SSC's
performance, the hull form design of the
SSC seems to become more difficult thi~n that

-of a conventional ship. Under these circu-
mstances, understanding of the hydrodynamic
characteristics of hull elements is neces-
sary to obtain a well-balanced SSC design.

As is well known, the SSC has about
twice the wetted surface area of a conven-
tional monohull of equal displacement, which

Photo. 2 'MESA 80' results in some penalty in the total resist-
ance. Accordingly, design considerations

its application in the field of marine must be rainly taken care of realizing the
transportation and ocean development. SSC hull form. with minimum wave resistance.

In order to expand the SSC's applica-
tion and to enhance the operational economy (1) Lowerhull
of the SSC much more, possible reduction of Series model tests of the lowerhull to
required power in calm water will be re- investigate the characteristics of wave
quired in addition to the high performance resistance were carried out at Mitsui Aki-
in waves on motion and speed which has been shima Laboratory, changing the submergence
already proved by many full scale test re- to diameter ratio f/D and the length to
sults. As the wetted surface area of the diameter ratio L/D of the lowerhull. Models
SSC is almost twice as much as the muohull, were manufactured so as to have the same
which results in some penalty from fric- sectional area curve and displacement, and
tional resistance, great attention. in the each model had a syu-metrical shape length-
hull form design of the SSC must be paid wise and the parallel part was 60 percent
to reducing wave resistance as well as to of the total length. The wave resistance of
attaining high propulsive efficiency, the lowerhull was obtained by subtracting

Due to the complicated combinations of the total resistance measured in the fully
hull elements of the SSC, there is more de- submerged condition where the wave resistance
gree of freedom in hull form design than in is very close to zero from the total resist-

that of a monohull. Therefore it is of ance measured at a given submergence.
prime importance to understand the funda- Figure 1 shows typical results of the
mental wave resistance characteristics of wave resistance of the lowerhulls with
the hull elements. Typical experimental dIfferent f/D. As seen from this figure,
results, varying the lowerhull proportion the wave resistance coefficients of the low-
and it's submergence etc., are presented in erhull remarkably change by Froude number.
chapter 2 of this paper. As the f/D of the lowerhull decreases, the

In designing the hull form of the SSC coefficient increases over the whole speed
taking into account the various design limi- range, specially at hump speed. In Figure
tations as well as the basic design require- 2, the wave resistance coefficient denoted
ments, design synthesis technology is re- by displacement are presented for different
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length to diameter ratios of the lowe-hull.
Tne effect of L/D of the lowerhull on wave
resistance is quite different between higher
speeds over Froude Number 0.4 and the speed Rr
range below that Froude number. In the case Cr I!VL 2 x 10

of a high speed SSC, therefore, it will be 0.072
desirable to have a larger L/D of the lower- /L-.0
hull than about 12. 5-

Cv~ ~ " 103

1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7
f /D ",0.75 Fn -Vlr%'T-

Fig. 3 Residual Resistance of Struts

with Different t/L

- _r "/2 SX 10
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Fn VAilI IL 0.15

Fig. I Wave Resistance of Lovrhull
(Effect of Lowerhull Submergence)
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?i'-. 4 Residual Resistance of Struts
with Different Depth (t/L=0.036)

7 (3) Twin Hull
As well as the wave resistance charac-

teristics of both lowerhull and strut, it
00.5 0.6 is necessary to investigate the interaction

effect of a twin hulled SSC for the hull
form design. Figure 5 shows the estimated

Fig. 2 Wave Resistance of Lowerhull breakdown of the wave resistance of the
(Effect of Length to Diameter Ratio) *MESA 80'. of which the design is presented

in chapter S. The Proude number at the
design speed is about 0.7.

In order to investigate the fundamental the wave resistance of the iowerhulis th e
characteristics of the strut on wave resist- largest among other components, and that of
ance, some strut models were tested in the the struts is the sallest at the design
towing tank of Akishima Laboratory. Froude number. While, the magnitude of the
Figure 3 shows the residual resistance of wave resistance caused by the strut-lower-
struts with different thickness to length hull interaction is almost the sare as that
ratios t/L. Also in Figure 4, the effects of the lowerhulls, the resistance caused by
of strut immersion are shown. As seen in the port-stbd. interference is small at the
these figures, it can be found that the design speed. Since there is hardly any
strut with smaller t/L and smaller immersion possibility of utilizing the interaction
will be more favourable in the speed range effect well for the SSC designed at a high
over Froude number 0.4. However, the magni- Froude number, it becomes noze essential for
tude of the wave resistance caused by the such an SSC to make both lowerhull and strut
strut is much smaller than that of the as slender as possible to reduce wave re-
lowerhull in the case of 'MESA 80'. sistance.
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m(x) = ix)

m____ -2 - (2)
-- TTAL
.. SnrS Then the wave resistance coefficient

3 [CV - w I1 XV',0 3 --- R MILL uuu Rw-/l/2oU2 L2 is given by

Cws =, -- s](Cevjte) Jlcos-eae , (3)

where
SS(6) rf--j(x)dxdzsec3 E exp(Kozsec )

sin (Kxsec),......---------------- --- '----------------0. 0.=

0.2 0.3 0.- 0-5 0.6 0.7 Cs() 2 ""(x)dxldzsec6exp(Kzsec~1

cos(K~xsec)r 2[VSTR-?! - LOMER HULL INTERACTION 3.1.2 Lowerhull

Assuming that the lowertal! is a fully
submerged revolutional body, the equivalent

.3 .. line doublet distribution representing the
02 .3 C.4 0-5 0.6 0-7 lowerhull is described as folIows by usino

the sectional area cur-e of lowerhull ACx)-
I CW PORT. - ST75. iNTERFERM"CE.2 0-3 0.4 -- 0 These ine doublets are placed on t e

U-t 0., centerline of lowerhul. And the wave
resistance coefficient is

Fig. S- Components of the Calculated C 2D
= 2- s;(a)+C!eziCos e e- ,

Wave Resistance of "*)-SA eO'
where

S o 1 -= -i.x)dxsecexo(Kzsec_)
3 MATHEMATICAL MODEL FOR WAVE RESISTA CE cost. =xsec)Z,

(7)
3.1 Theory C(- = - 2Ixxsec exp{.:scc )

A Ict of sophisticated theories of sin(K-xsec-) -

wave resistance have recently been develop-
ed for conventional ships. However, con- 3.1.3 Win Hull
sidering that the SSC consists of a oair
of demihulls with much smaller bea--length The wave resistance of a t n
ratio than that of a conventional ship, the can be obtained by Eqs. (4) and (7).
classical thin ship theory is still effec- Taking the distance of hull separation as
tive for esti-ating the wave resistance of 2bt the total wave resistance co-effici-ent is
a shin with a slender hull forn like the described by,

SSC 171, [8), (91.
The mathematical model for wave resist-

ance described in thin paper is based On the r.. '_ s~p~dcsbe ()
thin ship theory applying aichell's source T
distribution for struts and tre line doublet where
distribution for loverhulls. A coordinate SyjE) 2Ss(2)cos =2S |(}cos,
system We. x, y. z) mving with the ship is
set up on the demihull, in whicn t ne x axis Cr(1-) =2Cs(e)cosrz t cosu
is positive to the direction of motion. Both
struts and lowerhulls are assumed to be sy- -- _
mtric about their centerplane v 0.

Eq. (8) can be written in another form- ,
3.1.1 Str-t_

Considering that the strut has a wall- C2a = 2-S2Vos'=l{[s(e)4Cse)1
sided hull surface, the hull geo=etry of
the strut is described by + t(Z) 4 C(-)i

Y +f W(x) (1) +2t- S()S(e )-CSci)C.AeKO1

The source distribution rn(x) equiva- = Cwstrutsitw(l trhuil5)
lent to this hull form is obtained by Eq. (eintera-tion) . (1 1
(2) from thin ship approxi tion,
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h., the factor 2(1'cos2_4 indicetes thle HUwCvL, it is truublesume work to
interference effect of tne twin hull. evaluate the density of doublet distribution

equivalent to the effective camber. Also,
3.1.4 Camber Effect the camber effect appears more influentially

in the magnitude of diverging waves than in
The theory mentioned above is oased on transverse waves due to the term sin 6 in

the assumption that the flow around the Eq. (11). Therefore, as regards the wave re-
demihull is symmetric. However, for the sistance, this camber effect is not very
twin hulled SSC, it may be easily found that significant as compared with the effect of
the demihull will actually be placed in a thickness because the diverging waves con-
curveO flow due to the deformation of the tribute much less effectively to the wave
flow by the presence of another demihull. resistance than the transverse waves. For

In order to reflect this phenomena in these reasons there is no consideration of
the theory, it must be considered tnat the the camber effect in the mathematical model.
symmetric demihull has an apparent camber Nevertheless, it can be easily expected
corresponding to the effect or the curved that the properly selected geometric camb
flow. This effective camber can be express- of the strut may cancel the camber effec\,
ed theoretically by the normal dcublet dis- which diminishes the last two terms in
tribution on the centerplane of each demi- Eq. (14). As one approach to obtain the
hull. optimum geometric camber, Pien [10] proposes

A strut with geometric camber is the rational scheme to deform each demihull
introduced to investigate the camber effect along tne streamline generated by the oppo-
on wave resistance. Amplitude functions of site demihull.
the wave generated by the thickness of the
strut are given by Eq. (4). And, denoting the 3.2 validationStudy
equivalent doublet distribution to the Theoretical calculations were made for
camber as M(x), the amplitude functions by a typical SSC in order to confirm the valid-
camber are ity of the mathematical model. In this

K calculation, singularity distributions as
Sc(O) = -JM(x)dxfdzsecsesine shown in Eq. (2) and (5) are expressed in a

exp(Kzsec) 's(Ke , form of the polynominal function. The coef-
cficients of the function are decided by the

c -least square method from input data of theCc(S) = - .fM(x)dxfdzsec'OsinO21 strut offset and the sectional area curve nf
x exp(Kozsec2 0) sin(KoxsecB) lowerhull. Amplitude functions of Eq.(4) and

(7) are analytically calculated for each 3
Then the wave resistance coefficient of the elementary wave angle e, then the wave re-
strut is given by sistance is obtained by Eq.(8).

Figure 6 shows the comparison between
the calculated and the measured wave resist-Cws = Ir {[Ss(8)+Sc(6)] 2 +[Cs(e)+Cce)]2 } ance coefficient ofan SSC. The calculated

22 o ,results, on the whole, seem to show the pos-X coslede. t2) sible use of the thin ship theory to estimate

the wave resistance of anSSC. However, asWhere, Ss(S) and Cs(S) are the even functionJ seen in the figure, the difference in phase
of 5, on the other hand Sc(S) and Cc(S) be- and magnitude will not be desirable for ship

-, come the odd function due to the term sinS designer. Tha may cause a serics problem
in the Eq. (11). T'erefore, the wave resis- in required poe estimation.
tance can be described by

Cws =27f2{ [sA(e)+CS(e) ]+[Sg(S)+c"()]

Xcos'ede 3 i x0i x os dRw 2

= Cw(tnickness)+Cw(camber) (13) F= - X 10

Eq. (13) indicates that the thickness and

the camber of the strut contribute independ-ently to the wave resistance.
For the struts placed in parallel ,the

wave resistance coefficient is given by

-- MEASUREDCw = 2nfy{2(1+cos2w) [sA(S)+cA(S)] CALCULATED

+2(1-cos2w) (Sc (S)+Cc ] (e) ]1 i
-4sin 2wEss(S)Cs(S)+cc(S)Sc(e) ] 1 1,,

0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7
cos 3 8de =V.g

= Cw(thickness) +Cw (camber) Fig. 6 Comparison of Wave Resistant.e of an -

+cw(interaction) . (14) SSC between the Measured and the Calculated
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As described in chapter 2, the wave where
resistance by the lowerhull has a fairly
large portion of the total wave resistance. f geometric submergence
Therefore it becomes of prime importance to
carefully compare the calculated wave re- Results calculated by using these correc-
sistance of the lowerhull with the measured tion factors are shown in Figure 8. The
one, in order to obtain good agreement be- good agreement between the calculated and
tween them. the measured wave resistance suggests that

Figure 7 shows example results of this method brings a better prediction of
lowerhull series tests presented in chapter the wave resistance of the SSC and by which
2, associated with its theoretical results, an optimized hull form will be developed.
and there is still a little disagreement
both in phase and magnitude Letween the
measured and the calculated values. 0 £/D 1.0MEASURED

RW 3- Do. CALCULATED

172p 'WITH CORRECTION
R----- f/D - 1.5 MEASURED

5C1 f/D 1.0 MEASURED) - -Do. CALCULATED
l2- Do. CALCULATED-WITH CORRECTION

---- LD - 1.5 MEASURED
Do. CALCULATED

0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7

0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 Fig. 8 Comparison of Wave Resistance
Fn - V//r of Lowerhull between the Measured

and the Calculated with Correction

Fig. 7 Comparison of Wave Resistance
of Lowerhull between the Measured and
the Calculated without Correction 4. HULL FORM OPTIMIZATION STUDY

The theoretical design procedure to
As regards these problems on wave re- obtain the hull form with minimum wave

sistance, Inui [il has found several cor- resistance has been achieved by many hydro-
rection factors for the displacement ship dynamicists for the conventional ships, but
due to precise observation of the wave pat- the effort is very limited for the SSC hull
tern and analytical investigations. These form [12], [13].
factors are corresponding to the so-called This paper presents the design proce-
sheltering effect and the viscous effect. dure to obtain the optimum hull form of the
From the data obtained, the authors have SSC generated from combinations of a source
found that the phase difference could be ex- distribution on the centerplace of strut and
pressed in the following form in case of a line doublet distribution of the center-
the SSC. line of lowerhull, using the thin ship~theory.
KoL(measured) = KoL(calculated) - AKoL

4.1 Singularity System and Restrain
KL F (KL, f/D) (15)Condition

where Singularities composed of the sources
m(x) and the line doublets )i(x) are expressed

AKOL phase difference by the polynomial functicn as follows,

KL l/Fn2  N i-(
r,(x) a ax ,(17)

F linear combination i
M (18

Also, the authors found that, instead P(x) = b x .(18)

of the geometric centroid of the lowerhull, ±=l
the equivalent centroid for wave making
effect should be adopted into calculation As the singularity distributions
and the submergence of the lowerhull had described in Eq. (17) and tl8) represent the
to be reduced by the factor a which is the 'single strut per hull' configuration without
function of f/D to get more precise value having any parallel part of the hull, other
in magnitude. The equivalent submergence singularity distributions are also introduced

is expressed by for the different hull configurations such
as the 'tandem struts per hull' configura-

f= f, (16) tion.
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Restrain conditions for the principal From the following variational principle
particulars and hull geometries can be
expressed in the following forms. 0, = 0 (25)"a = bj

(1) Displacement: the Lagrange optimization equation can be
N

Vs = aiffx dxdz for strut, expressed in the form,
i-l (19) A X = B , (26)

VD = bIx idx for lowerhull. where A is the symmetric matrix,
i=l

(2) Midshipsection area: A 21 211 P NK 0
N

As = I aiffxi-ldxdz for strut, 211QML (27)
i=l (20) p 0 0 0
M PKNAD b X(idship) for lowerhull. 0 QLM 0 0

(3) Waterplane area: and B is the column matrix defining the
N restrain conditions,,AW = [ aijxidx for strut. (21)
1 = l B = (0, ... 0,?s,As,Aw,..,VD,AD, ...)(28)

Other constraints can be written in the same The solution of the simultaneous equation
way. (26) gives the optimum coefficients of sin-

4.2 Optimization Scheme gularity distributions.

Then the wave resistance can be written 4.3 Numerical Examples
as follows from the equations (4), (7), (17)
and (18). The computer program for the hull form

N N N M optimization of the SSC was developed by the
CW = aa I +2 I  a b II authors based on the abovementioned theory.

Si- lj j=li j ij This optimization program is available for
the various hull combinations as well as for

M the hull element.
111b (22) Numerical examples are illustrated

ilj1 j (2 graphically. Figure 9 shows the optimized
where I sectiona. area curves of the lowerhull with

Iij= 21TfT{Si(O)Sj(e)+Ci(6)Cj(e))cos3e f/L = 0.08 and the equal displacement for
different midshipsection area As at Fn =

x (l+cos2w)d, 0.32.

Si (e) = 2fxildxdzsec'oexp(Kozsec2e)

x sin (KoxsecS),
C if 1  (23)
ci (e) = fxi  8x oexp(Kozsec2e)

SECTIONAL AREA CURVES
x cos(Koxsec8).

Rw
and II., III.- are given by the same way. Cw T/-2p-VL 2 × i01

Tkan the 6ptimization functional p is
written by, 1"".

N N N M / ........

i=lj-l /~jl'

M M K N -\
+ b.b III + Af . Pkai-rk) 1 2 = 0.006

±=lj-l 1 k=l ' -ik I +/ --- tAq(L2 - 0.007
L M / . A/L 2 _0.008

+ X +K Q lb.-rI+K), (24) ,
- J=l "- . DEsIGN 0 6

SPEED Fn V/,/W
-~ where

X : Lagrange multipliers,
r : restrain conditions such as 7s, VD Fig. 9 Optimized Lowerhull for

and Pik' Qil are given by Eq. (19), (20), Different Aa/L2
(21).
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It can be seen from the calculated wave re- Sometimes, an optimized but unpractical
sistance shown in this figure that the case hull form of the lowerhull is obtained at
of A,/L 2= 0.008 gives the minimum wa.'e re- the higher Froude number than 0.4. In such
sistance and the optimum prismatic coeffi- a case, necessary restrain conditions for
cient. obtaining the practical hull form must be

Figure 10 shows the optimized hull introduced into the calculation. Also, in
form of the lowerhull with f/L = 0.1 for designing the practical hull form, the aft-
different Froude number under the combina- body shape of the lowerhull shall be modi-
tion of the given strut as shown in the fied from a viewpoint of the propulsive per-
figure. With the increase of design speed, formance.
the end shape of the lowerhull tends to have
larger bluntness and the midshipsection
area of the lowerhull becomes smaller. The 5. DESIGN AND SEA TRIAL RESULTS OF THE
wave resistance coefficients for these 'ESA 80'
optimized configurations are shown in Figure
11. _1 Desian

The first commercial prototype SSC'MESA 80' being capable of carrying 446

GIVEN STRUT passengers was designed at her service speed
of 23 knots and required to be stably serv-
iceable even in rough seas with the signi-
ficant wave height up to 3.5 meters. Under
the basic design requirement briefly men-
tioned above, a lot of preliminary designs
were compared in the early design stage,
changing hull configuration, hull material
and propulsion system, etc. to attain the

OPTIMIZED AT En = 0.36 reasonable SSC design.
Then, the anti-corrosive aluminum

alloy was chosen as hull material so as to
reduce the structural weight. Although a
gas turbine was considered as the prime
mover, the diesel engine with light weight
was selected because of its cheaper operat-
ing and maintenance cost in spite of its
heavier weight and larger size than that of

OPTIMIZED AT F = 0.32 a gas turbine.
Since the main engines were located on

the second deck, the newly developed power
transmission system of so-called Z-drive
type was adopted, which has higher trans-
mission efficiency and reliability than the
other transmission systems considered. As

--. ------ regards the hull configuration, the 'single
strut per hull' was considered to be more

OPTIMIZED AT En 0.27 favourable than the 'tandem struts per hull'
from the viewpoints of space availability,

Fig. 10 Optimized Lowerhull with Given stability and speed.
Strut for Different Froude Number

Rw Table 1 Principal Particulars/ L2  iO' of 'MESA 80'

1. - OPTIMIZED AT En 0.36
Length overall about 35.9 m--- 0P lzAT o .32•

OPTIMIZEDLength b.p. 31.50 m
--- OPTIMIZED AT Fe 0.27 / Breadth (mid.), Max. 17.10 m

Depth (mld.) 5.845 m

/ Design draft (mld.) 3.15 m
Maximum design draft (mld.) 3.65 m

/ / Passenger capacity (all seated) 446 persons
Crew complement 7 persons

Maximum speed at design draft 27.1 knots
Main engine: Fuji-S.E.M.T. marine-diesel

0.3 0.4 Max.continuous output:

Fn V/=v r 4,050 PS/1,475 rpm 2 sets

Fig. 11 Wave Resistance of Optimized
Lowerhull (Shown in Fig. 10)
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Fig. 12 General Arrangement Plan of

'MESA 80'

After the candidate design with its The designed natural periods of motion of the
displacement of about 370 tons was selected, 'MESA 80' are shown in Table 2. Despite of
detailed parametric studies on hull dimen- a short natural period of the heaving motion,
sions were carried out, and the final design the acceptably small amplitude even in the
was decided. Principal particulars and the resonant waves was confirmed in the model
general arrangement plan of the 'MESA 80' tests because of increasing the motion damp-
are shown in Table 1 and Figure 12 respec- ing forces by fins and the lowerhull with
tively. elliptical cross sections.

In deciding the hull dimensions of the
'MESA 80', a lot of design trade-off studies
were made. As a result, the proportion of Tlable 2 Natural Periods of Motion
the lowerhull and its submergence were
finally set L/De of 12.1 and f/De of 0.99 of 'MESA 80' at Maximum
for the maximum design draft, where De means Dsg rf
the equivalent diameter of the lowerhull.
The lowerhull with large L/D ratio was not Heave Pitch Roll
adopted because of its weight increase, al- T(sec) 6.2 9.5 10.9
though only a little gain in resistance was
obtained as compared with the lowerhull
adopted in the 'MESA 80'. Selection of the
submergence of the lowerhull was restricted
by the maximum draft of 3.8 meters, desir-
ably 3.65 meters. Also the elliptical cross
section of the lowerhull was considered to 5.2 Typical Results of Sea Trial Tests
be more favourable than the circular cross
section because of the greater f/D, easiness From September 1979, the extensive sea
for the reduction gear arrangement and the trials of the 'MESA 80' were conducted to
larger damping force of motion. confirm the full scale performance and to

The amount of the waterplane area and evaluate the theoretical and/or model predic-
W_ the distance between demihulls were decided tions. Especially, the propulsion tests and

mainly from the motion performance and the the seakeeping tests which evidently reflect
requirements on stability. These dimensions the effort of the hull form design, were ex-
were selected so as to have enough large tensively carried out several times at the
natural period of motion except heaving to different sea conditions. During these test
avoid notion resonance for the design wave period, the highest significant wave meas-
with its period of about 6 seconds. ured by the wave-rider buoy was 2.6 meters
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and also the wave height of about 3 meters It was predicted in advance frcm the
in significant value was visually observed model test results that the large secondary
in another test. humD of the wave resistance coefficient of

The speed tests in the calm sea condi- the 'MESA 80' as seen in Figure 5, would
tion were conducted by use of the mile-post cause the unstableness in the speed-power
in Tokyo Bay, changing ship's draft, trim relation. Therefore, the speed measurements
and engine load. The maximum speed attained in the low speed region from 10 knots to 13
at the design draft was 27.1 knots. This knots were carefully carried out. The re-
result showed the good agreement with the sults of these tests are shown in Figure 14
predicted speed from the model propulsion associated with the predicted curve from the
tests. While, the speed in waves was meas- model tests. Althouqh it is a minor problem
ured on the maximum design draft by using in the case of the 'MESA 80' because of her
the electro-magnetic type log. Figure 13 sufficient engine power to get over such un-
shows the measured speeds at service power stable speed region, careful attention must
for different sea conditions. Also in the be paid for the hull form design of the SSC
figure, the measured speed are compared with with design Froude number up to 0.4.
the speed in the calm sea condition in a The seakeeping tests were also carried
form of the ratio. It can be founO from out extensively, changing the ship's speed
this figure that the speed loss of the 'MESA and the ship's heading to the wave. Typical
80' even in high Sea State 4 is only less results of the measurements in the sea of
than 2 percents, which is much smaller than 2.4 meters' significant wave height are
predicted. shown in Figure 15. The automatically con-

trolled fins were used in the tests. Figure
215 shows the pitching response (single sig-

1.0 nificant amplitude) for different heading
-- 24 angles. As can be seen in the figure,

r_ pitching angle is less than 1 degree for
0.95 1 23 all headings.

o0.90 2 50 SEA STATE 4 -5
= -- SIGNIFICANT

4 WAVE HEIGHT 2.4 m

z3
2 3 4 5

SEA STATE2

Fig. 13 Speed in Waves of 'MESA 80'
z

O FULL SCALE TRIAL(MILE-POST) HEAD BEAM FOLLOWING
* (Ei.ECTRO-MAGNETIC LOG) WAVE DIRECTION
- PREDICTED FROM MODEL TESTS

Fig. 15 Pitching Amplitude of 'MESA 80'

A/

i " / The sea trial results of the 'MESA 80'

briefly presented above have shown fairly
,a4- N F 4good agreement with the predicted results

1,500 from the theoretical calculation and the
:E modal tests. Also, the data obtained by

- these full scale tests gave a lot of use-

500[ ful information towards establishing the
technology for future SSCs.

.[004 6. CONCLUDING REMARKS
B. H.P.

Owing to the efforts on SWATH by the U.S.
Navy as well as our developmental work on

[ the SSC, recognition of the SSC is now
gradually spreading in the field of marine

500 -transportation and ocean development.
Although it was the most essential

10 15 outcome to confirm her various advantageous
SHIP SPEED(KNOTS) performance in actual seas at the develop-

mental stage of the SSC, the design te.h-
Fig. 14 Speed-Power Relation of nologies for the hull form optimization is

'MESA 80' in Low Speed Region nowadays being required.
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In the paper presented here, a theore- Design", -t. Seminar on Wave Resistan.;,

tical approach for minimizing the wave 1976.
resistance of the SSC has been made based 1i. Inui, T., Iwata, T. and Sen, P.,
on the thin ship theory with some correction "On the Humps and Hollows of the Wave-
factors, and it has been found that the making Resistance of Ships", JSNA jAPAN,

mathematical model newly developed was prac- Vol. 97, 1955.
tically quite useful in designing the opti- 12. Lee, A.Y.C., "Source Generated
mum hull form of the SSC. Ships of Minimum theoretical Wave Resist-

Finally in order to expand SSC applica- ance", RINA Vol. 111, 1969.

tions, it will be necessary to establish the 13. Maruo, H., "Theory and Application

design synthesis technology to obtain a of Semi-Submerged Ships of Minimum Wave

highly economical SSC. Resistance", Japan Shipbuilding & Marine
Engneering, Vol. 4, 1969.
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Discussion with those of the authors' as shown in
Figures 9 & 10. For Froude Number greater
than 0.4, the most important consideration
in wave resistance is "thinness" (ie low

C. Kennel(NavalSea System Commaj hull diameter and low strut thickness).
C KeneIUav~!ea~s~emomrnnd)At lower speeds, "slenderness" is most

important (ie low hull prismatic coeffi-

=The Semi-Submerged Catamaran is a cient

promising displacement ship concept that 2
allows the naval architect new freedom to C /= 'VLH
design more efficient ships to challenge
the worlds oceans. Mztsui Engiroering and low waterplane area coefficient
Shipbuilding has been advancing Jur under-
standing of this new tectnology in a most = w.P. Area/t,.L
impressive manner. This paper marks yet Cwp

another significant achievement in this
difficult effort. I would like to congrat- This later conclusion should not surprise
ulate the authors on their interesting and devoted readers of old naval architecture
thought provoking paper. There are a few books which refer to the wave drag hump at
questions 1 would like to ask the authors Fn.= 0.3 as the "prismatic hump". I would
to better appreciate their fine work. like to ask the authors if they have done

The curves for lower hull wave drag similar optimization studies for tandem
in Figure 1 were derived by subtracting strut forms ?
the total resistance at deep submergence While the quality of SSC technology
from the resistance at shallow submergence. being developed by Mitsui is evident from
I would like to know how deep the deep this paper, the true value of Mitsui's
submergence was and how the effects )f effort can best be appreciated by observing
model supports were treated. their ship MESA 80. I am extremely grateful

Figure 4 presents strut residual re- to Mitsui for allowing me to inspect MESA
sistance curves for two submergence depths 80 while underway last week. This high
(10% & 15% of strut length). My design speed ship is indeed impressive. Although
experience has convinced me that submer- the waves on Tokyo Bay were small during my
gence depths of about 5% of strut length voyage, data I have seen and movies showing
are best. In addition, Mitsui's MESA 80 MESA 80 traveling at high speeds in a stat S
has a submergence depth under 5%. I would 5 seaway show that the Semi-Submerged Cat-
like to hear the authors' opinions on the amaran concept works in a most impressive
effect of these much smaller submergence manner. Mitsui Engineering and Shipbuild-
depths. Also, I would like to know how ing and the authors are to be congratulated
strut end effects were treated. Figure 6 fcr their significant achievements.
shows excellent correlation between meas-
ured residual resistance and calculated
wavemaking resistance for a SSC. Compari- C.M. Lee(DTNSRDOC)
sons I made in 1973 with model test data
for several hull forms showed similar
agreement in curve shape, but, the dif- The authors presented a procedure how
ference between theory and experiment to optimize the hull form for semi-submerged
varied foi the different cases. I finally catamarans based on wave resistance reduc-
concluded that a correlation factor tion. As is well known, the semi-submerged

twin-hull concept has evolved mainly die
LRR to its advantages on seakeeping qualities.

1 0.0005 Thus, any optimum-hull design for SSC
R should pay an equal attention, at least, to

2 the seakeeping performance.
It appears that MESA 80 is a fairly

was a good value to add to wavemaking re- successful design in the viewpoint of both
sistance for design estimates. This seems resistance and seakeeping performance. I
to be roughly in agreement with the au- would like to know how the seakeeping as-
thors' data. I would like to know if the pects of that ship was reflected in the
authors have made such comparisons for hull design procedure.
other configurations (particularly tandem At DTNSRDC, an optimum hull design
strut formz). If so, is the correlation methodology based on both resistance and
similar ? seakeeping has been sought, and I would

My approach to hull form optimization say, a certain degree of success has been
is to treat the problem as a total ship achieved. As P part of this effort, a
design rather than a resistance optimiza- simplified prediction of motion in waves
tion problem. As a result, realistic has been developed by using approximate
limitations imposed by machinery arrange- means of obtaining the added mass, damping,
ment, intact and damaged stability, struc- and wave excited coefficients. The com-
tural design, and access requirements must putation time for motion has been signifi-
be observed. Nevertheless, my conclusions cantly reduced, which allows a more effee-
appear to be in completement agreement tive iterations necessary in the hull
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design. is fully examined.

I would like to end my discussion with On comparing with the above mentioned
a sincere congratulation to the authors for investigations, the result described in the
their valuable and successful worK. present paper seems to be far less exten-

sive and less complete. Nevertheless the
present authors have not given any refer-

Hence to the above achievements. I wish to
H. Tanaka (SRI ask if the authors do not have any knowl-

edge about the above investigations at all,
cor have ignored them intentionally by someI congratulate the authors on their

fine works and have great respect for many 
oter reasons.

efforts in the long time. My simple asking
is concerned with the principle of linearityI- in a resultant wave. The authors prediction C.C.Hsueh ouazfogInstof);
method of the wave resistance, essentially

depends on the linear combination of waves
due to hull elements. Unlike conventional I'm glad to hear the theoretical ap-
ship hull forms, complicated hull forms in proach for minimizing the wave resistance
a semi-submerged catamaran (ssc) seems to of the SSC, because I am investigating a
be difficult to realize the linearity in method of minimizing the wave resistance
the synthesis of the ship waves. I can with the shiDform as follows (Ref.l)).
imagine that the ]inearity is spoiled by A new shipform of flat bow and cochlea-
characteristics of a submerged body with channeld stern is described whose excellent
shallow submergence which generates a couple performance is compared with those of con-
of vortices as a trailing vortex of a wing. ventional shipforms and the fundamental
Furthermore, concerning high speed catama- principles are tentatively explained. The
rans, the interaction of ship waves between effect of the bow and stern on ship per-
both demi-hulls are left unsolved. formance and some abnormal phenomena ob-

Studying their paper, I hardly confirm served during the investigation are dis-
about realization of the linearity because cussed.
none of wave patterns or wave spectra were Comparative tests on the ship models
shown in this paper. For the optimization show that when(®= 2.8 v 1.7: thp rpqi-
of special hull forms such as ssc's, check- tance of the new ship is decreased by 25
ing on realization of the linearity plays 40%, the wave height from the bow is de-
important role at the beginning cf studies, creased by 60%, propulsive efficiency is
I would like to have their experiences or increased by 35 . 45% and horsepower of the
opinions on this problem, engine can be saved in the amount of 35 n

45%.
The first full-scale ship's trial trip

has also been discussed.
H. MarO (Yhamafl oiv) The facts that the design of the con-

ventional ship is finalized and that thi.
type of ship is still being built make it

Extensive investigations into semi- appropriate to be chosen as a typical ship-
NJ submerged hulls have been carried out by form for comparison.

Ishii and a synthetical report of the inves- Let me summarize as follows:
tigation was submitted to Osaka University (1) In spite of the fact that the coch-
as a thesis in 1967. Several results of leachannels have given the new ship added
this jtudy have been published partly in resistance and the wetted surface is also
other publications from time to time. The rather large, this shipform still has fairly
research involves a thorough examination of low total resistance for medium and hich
the condition of optimal hull configuration, speed ships because it can considerably re-
and feasibility study of the semi-submerged duce residual resistance.
hulls including catamarans in the practical (2) The new ship has relatively large
operation from the point of view of design wake fraction, small thrust deduction frac-
practice. The principle of the interference tion, and reduce energy loss of the rotat-
between waves generated by the underwater ing race, thus possessing better than aver-
main hall and those by the surface piercing age propulsive coefficient.
strut is fully exploited to minimize the (3) The new ship is a promising inland
wave resiscance, and model tests have proved river new shipform because it has good wave-
successfully the validity of the theoretical dissipating capacity, appreciable increase
assessment. From the theoretical point of in speed, evident improvement on stability,
view, the optimization of the semi-submerged manoeuvrability and anti-flooding.
hull form can be attained only by taking (4) Such questions as the resistance,
advantage of the above principle, and the propulsion factors and slimming of new ship
method described in the present paper can are to be studied turther.
never iealize the true optimization. The
investigation includes also a study of the
effect of mutual interference between each REFERENCES
demihull of a catamaran and the optimal
cond'.tion on the spacing between demihulls 1, Hsueh, Chung-Chuan et al., "An In-
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vestigation of a New Shipform", Huazhong tance of each model support. In the resis-
Institute of Technology, Wuhan, China tance tests of struts, no special consid-

eration was paid for strut end effects.
Regarding Hr. Kennell's contribution

on the optimal depth of strut, the authors
should say that the submergence depth of
strut at design draft condition has to beo Reply decided so as to minimize the total resis-Authors Re y tance, and the strut depth should be mini-
mized in the high Froude number region where
the wave resistance of lowerhull may be
fairly small as compared with the total

Y. K(take (MtsuiE&S) resistance.Since researches on the SSC's hull
form by the authors have been carried out
mostly for the 'single strut per hull'

The authors are extremely grateful cc-figuration, the authors have not yet
for valuable discussions on the paper which enough informations for hull form optimiza-
describes a hull form design method of the tion of the 'tande strut per hull' 7onfigu-
SSC and the design procedure of the MESA 80 ration. However, the authors would like to
as well as her trial results. agree with Mr. Kennell's suggestion on the

Unlike a conventional moaohull ship, hull form parameters which strongly influ-
the SSC has so complicated hull form that ence to wave resistance reduction.
the change of a design parameter of the SSC As Dr. Tanaka points out in his dis-
influences on various ship performance much cussion, it seems to be very important to
more sensitively than the conventional ships. consider precisely the actual hydrodynamic
Therefore, careful design synthesis has to phenomena of waves generated by hull ele-
be conducted for hul] form opt4.mization ments of SSC into the mathemtical model
from the view poiric of the total ship for better prediction of wave resistance.
design on which Mr. Kennell mentioned in It is observed in the model tank tests of
his discussion. the SSC that the waves inside the both

Also, the remarks of Dr. Lee on sea- demihulls show complicated behavior
keeping performance in the SSC design work which suggests the presence of the non-
are quite agreeable with the authors. linearity. Although the measured wave
The authors should say that great attention resistance shows a fairly good agreement
for seakeeping of the MESA 80 as well as with the calculated value by the mathemat-
for wave resistance was paid in selecting ical model presented here, which is based
the sectional sbape of the lowerhull, on the assumption of the linear combination
amount of the waterplane area and distance of the waves, the authors will intend to
between demihulls, etc. refine further our mathematical model so

The authors are very pleased to answer that the actual phenomena can be more ex-
Mr. Kennell's questions which make the actly described.
author's paper more precise and understand- In reply to Prof. Maruo, the authors
able. AS to his question on Figures 1 & 4 should say that the interference effects
of the paper, the authors should say that of the hull element on the wave resistance
the submergence depth of lowerhull in are fully included in the optimization
fully submerged condition was four times of described in the paper, and Dr. Ishii's
diameter of the luwerhull, and the differ- work will be kept in mind for future work
ence of resistance between the model sup- on this problem.
ports with different depth was eliminated Prof. C.C. Hsueh's contribution is
by using the calculated frictional resis- also welcomed.
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I
Theoretical and Experimental Investigations
of Non-Equilibrium Jet of
Air Cushion Vehicles
Tao Ma, WeI-Un Zhou and Xiong Gu
Shanghai Ship Design and Research Insttute
Shanghai. Chnma

ABSTRACT
t -jet thickness.

Mathematical models of two types of 1 -finger length.
cushion configration, i.e. wall jet and h -hover height
olenum charber, are established fo bag-fin- e -finger inclination.
ger skirt system under equilibrium, overfed ? ----Mtion viscous coefficient.
and underfed operating conditions. The wall --air density.
jet theory is based on turbulent jet theory T -wall tangential stress.
and boundary layer theory for the part of P -pressure.
wall jet, and on momentum equation for the Q -flow rate.
part of jet curtain, similar relationships M -jet momentum.
are set up for plenum chamber theory accor- N -hovering power.ding to Bernoulli's equations, thus yielding T -non-equilibrium flow coefficientgeneral theoretical expressions for bag-fin- wh1pm-derivatives of non-equili-
ger skirt systems. Agreement between theory brium cushion flow versusand test results is verified through non- hover height, cushion pre-equilibrium jet test performed in a skirt ssure and finger inclina-test rig. The present theoretical formulae tion respectively
are applicable to the determination of gene- Ce -cushion flow escape coefficient.
ral hovering parameters and the prediction
of such motion characteristics as stability Foot Notations
and seakeeping quality.

m- maximum valueNOMENCLATURE j- nozzle value
t.c-under pressure, respectivelyX.Y.-wall jet coordinates. X is along- representing bag and cushion

side the wall and Y is perpendi- pressure
cular to the wall. e-escape valueX0 - distance from jet core to jet ea-escape into the atmosphereexit. c- under Q, representing underfed or

-boundary layer thickness, overfed flow out of or into cushion-5" momentum loss thickness.b - jet mixing layer thickness. 1. INTRODUCTION
bt -coordinate of escape flow boun-

dary streamline. In the field of basic theoretical re-, - non-dimensional boundary search of air cushion principle, there havestreamline coordinate in appeared various mathematical models since
boundary layer and jet mixing 1960's on the basis of large amount oflayer respectively, experimental and theoretical investigations,,' -integral functions defined of which thin jet theory 1I) and exponential
by equations (15) (17). theory [2) for peripheral skirt, wall jet
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Wall Jet Renum Chamber
V

Fig.l Three Tyoes of Basic Cushion
Configurations e 2

Forward Motion Inc mat ion

Fig.2. Practical Examples of Non-equilibrium

Cushion Flow
theory [3] and olenum chamber theory [4] for
bag-finger skirt are comparatively practical.
By using these theories, one can calculate
flow rate, pressure head, lift power and
select fans for hovering condition. These
theories, however, are only applicable to bisentijet the o tc rle v eequiibrum e .bulent Jet theory tc replace the above
etheories and overcame this defect. ThisBut actually, for a three dimensional theory is, however, only applicable to
air cushion vehicle, equilibrium jet flow peripheral jet skirt. West [3] applied
pattern may not be maintained because of the experimental results of two dimensional
following facts: non-uniformity of bag turbulent wall jet velocity distribution
pressure in different sections due to for the calculation of the momentlLm alongunsyrc-etrical arrangement of fans and ducting, wall, and established equilibrium jet equa-
differences of hover-height in different tion for qingle wall skirt.sections due to inclination of craft, changes According to the authers knowledge, the
of pressure distribution of cushion outside research of non-equilibrium flow pattern ofdue to forward motion of craft, differences bag-finger skirt is so far largely based onof skirt configrations in different sections, plenum chamber theory. But in fact, the flow
and heave, pitch, roll motion of craft. This pattern of wall jet is very different from
will result in overfed flow, where part of that of plenum chamber, it will exert a
the flow enters into the cushion, as well as different influence on the behavior of ACV's
underfed flow, where p~rt of cushion air mot,.on. Especialy when we are investigating Aescaves from underneath the jet curtain into sta ility on calm water, the steady flow and
th2 atmosphere, thus causing cross flow in hence steady pressure distribution of wallthe cushion, jet and plenum chamber in the cushion will

To investigate motion characteristics be totally different from each other. How-
of air cushion vehicles, some literature ever, literature dealing with non-equilib-
extend momentum law to analyse the three rium wall jet appears to be still lacking.
different flow patterns (overfed, equilib- This paper discusses theoretical flowrium and underfed) without considering patterns of two types of cushion configura-
viscous effects, and this gives results tion, i.e. wall jet and plenum chamber, ofin which the flow at equilibrium point is b3g-finger skirt operating under most
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general conditions. The theory has been stream. The core velocity of the gradual
verified by qusi-static simulation tests section is equal to the velocity of nozzle
performed in a skirt test facility, whereby outlet. But because gradual section is
air is blowed int. or out of the cushion, relatively short, so it can be included in

the advanced section.
The velocity distribution within the

2. NON-EQUILIBRIUM JET THEORY OF AIR CUSHION mixing layer of jet is considered to obey
free jet law [71, that is:

2.1 Wall Jet Theory 2

This theory consists of two parts, Vb
turbulent wall jet and cushion jet curtain.
Basic assumptions are as follows:

1) Bag holes, after introducing a loss diffusion angle-*6
coefficient, is idealized as a wall nozzle
with good contraction.

2) Bag pressure is homogeneous and
cushion pressure is uniform within the whole The velocity distribution exponential
cushion area.3 The jet near e wall has a bundary of boundary layer is different from the 1/7
layer velocity distribution and that near value of usual flat turbulent boundary layer
the cushion side has a free jet velocity due to the influence of mixing layer of jet.
dithcuion siIts value is approximated to be 1/10 accor-
distribution.

4) Jet curtain will tend to curve under ding to test results and (71 i.e.

the action of pressure difference between TO
the two sides of jet, and will eventually (3)
contact surface and separate. Viscous
effect is approximately negligible as hover
height is generally small. According to 181 the corresponding

5) To simplify calculation, simple expression for 1/10 velocity distribution is
momentum equation are applied for cushion as follows,
jet curtain. I

2.1.1 Turbulent Wall Jet - i. (4)

The flow pattern of turbulent wall ]et Where V* tangential stress velocity
is shown in fig.3.

?V2  VT
y=0.01175 (5)

At the interface of boundary layer and

mixing layer of jet, Y=46 , V=Vm, then

vl =0 ((6)
t From boundary layer momentum integral

X equation8
x, initial section advanced section C ( 2

Fig.3. Turbulent Wall Jet Flow Pattern h
the thickness of boundary layer is obtained,

Wall jet is quite similar to free jet. = .237 (\V'X) (8)
it is a mixing process of jet ejecting
tangentially along wall with ambient static In usual full scale case,
medium. VMIt is comprised of three sections, i-e. Re = - 10
initial, gradual and advanced sections. In
the initial section there is a core of uni-
form velocity Vj. The flow near the wall is so tl e above equation can be rewritten as
in boundary layer, while the flow on the
cushion side is a mixing layer of jets. In S 0 0402 (X + 3.48t) (9)
the advanced section, which is far from the
jet nozzle, there exists only wall boundary Friction
layer(y< 5) and mixing layer of jet (S>y<b). X
At the point y- 8, the flow possesses its Rj=JTS x =V,;&
maximum velocity Vi, and decelerates down-
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Thickness of momentum loss In order to analyse non-equilibrium
jet (i.e. overfed and underfed), let

811* n(101
of te < I overfed

Where n is the inversion of the power
of velocity distribution, i.e.n = 10, there- T = 1 eouilibrium
fore Q I u.derfed

(2 - If the houndary streamline of escapeRf = 0.08Y V X 11 flow is within the mixing layer of jet i.e.

Substitute full scale Re Number into < b< then
the above, then _

R, = 0. 00306 ? V4 X + 3.48t)(12) In)

Referring to fig. 1, take the whole Where -- 7 i non-dimensional
velocity field from nozzle outlet to X sta- 3 b . - -

tion as control surface, and apply momentum coordinate, = non-dimensional
theory in X direction, coordinate of escape boundary streamline.

~V~t = Vrn~ ~)d ~ Let

+ 0.00306pV;(X + 3.48t) (13) If boundary streamline of escape flow
is within the boundary laver when hover
height is small'&, < S then

From the above, the maximum downtream
velocity distribution is obtained, Qe = Vj -6)

0

Vm _ 8.72 Where = b, non-dimensional coordina-
VJ .Li• xlt (14) te of escape boundary streamline.

When 5 < b,< b , the ratio of escape

From Va -Vj the length of the initial
section is found to be Me I Ym " f t--_ di

X=S.23t o vt 0

The maximum dawntream velocity decrea- (17)
se is calculated by using the above equation Let
and is shown in fig.4.

v4L
0

to____ If 0< b,<A the ratio of secane1.0momentum will then be

Mle I Vm11 a~2

0.6 Ii ~J/ I

___ & _ L Qe
_ iIf [ . is given, O or E. -an be obtain-

ed from equations (151, (16). and escape

10 15 lit boundary n, from the integral equation ( 0 .
Then according to n, or E, , escape momentum
ratio Nt!-can eventually be obtained fromFig.4..Maximum Sectional VelocityDownstreamuu Sectional Velocity equations (17), (18). Shown in fig.5 are the

-n-tream Distribtio
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Ne Qe vausIn general equilibrium conditions,
curves of -1, for different T aus <. / ~ sapoiae ob

and in fig.6 the curves of ±iLfor T

different- values. V
Mie C O.0316tL

e (19)

MjKi
MJThe function ;T. 7 maybe

approximately expressed by the following

0. T ___ equatioa through regression analysis:

0.8K.--~~ - e=-0575 + 1.485 (-S-o.-o8c2
aj T

2

0.5 .08 VS +Q0I244

2.1.2 Jet Curtain of Cushion

Fig.5. Variation of Escape Momentum The flow pattern of cushion jet curtain
with Overfed or Underfed Flow is shown in fig.7.

Me __ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ PC
Mj__ __e'' '

QMe

_______________ hole

hole area ass me tobM6 ,te nozzl

0.. Varitio ofnoll' equatio Momentum with[~~P Fige Legt +j 2 1.1P~P (22)

5 10 15 20 .

Ln wit cotato vofiinto a
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Taking the flow field around the jet momentum changes from Me to 4ea, but velocity
curtain as a control face, as shown in fig.7, varies because of diffusion or countraction
rtoand applying momentum theory in horizontal while Me.=PQeVea., SO e , From equa-

45direction, F . v
tion (13), it may be seen that the variation

P h =  JC08 + Me&- (i-te.) (23) of velocity is inversely proportional to the
C square root of the length of diffuse section

or of hover height when hover height is
we can obtain cushion pressure and flow large, while in the contracted escape flow
rate: tube the velocity varies inversely with hover

PC height when hover height is small.
= (24) At present, most bag-finger skirt have

Pt A----/I+low bag pressure and small hover height,
1.28t Itherefore jets are generally in contracted

state. But because of the three dimensional
effect of the escape area at triangular

Qj (032 region of finger end for the smaller hover_( - i Meea (25) height, jet will tend to turn upwards along
t r. the outer side of finger, thus resulting in

additional momentum loss.
On the basis of test results, the

The escape momentum changes from me, following approximation is adopted
which is alongside the wdll, to Mea, which re& Me t
is out of the cushion, ar' generally spea- - = - K(
king, MeabMe. When hover height is small, l1 t 1 (27)
escape streamtube will not be diffusing but
contracting. In such case, the escape
velocity will increase, and thus escape It has been tound that in the usual
momentum out of cushion will be larger than
that alongside the wall. But if hover height range of - , ,i.e.
is large, the escape momentum out of cushion
will be smaller than that alongside the wall Qe
due to the fact that the escape streamtube - = 6 - 10 - - . 55
has the p-operty of viscous diffusing and t '
its turbuient mixing effect is the same as
free turbulent jet. theoretical calculations and experimental

If , are given, by calculating P results coincide with each other very well,

from equation (15), and corresponding n, if K is taken to be of the value of 1.3

from the integral of 4(r,), the escape width (corresponding to the value of- when .
at the end of finger may be obtained from Substitute equation (27) into (24),
equations (2) and (8): (25), we have

(_ = () w a26)

The value of b only varies with 2t 8(J i[ _ Qj (8
for general -L conditions.

t
0.32

W hen ,COS + " +  
_

1 1

At a certain point where h is slightly
greater than bl, jet does not contract nor
diffuse, therefore Mea =Me. But if h is less The calculated results corresponding to
or greater than bl, jet will either contract various are shown respectively in
or diffuse, thus Mea > Me or Mea < Me. T - a o s v

Escape flow Qe will not change when figs.8, 9, 10, 11.
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2.1.3 Linear Perturbation Equation of
Non-Equilibrium Jet

in dealing with motion performance ofrn
hovercraft, one has to consider the variation

of flow and pressure in the cushion. Accor-

Iet

After performing linear small perturba-A
tion expansion of the above, we obtain

A(~j) - h(.) I-) -rn; (0 0.5 1.0 .20

where M Heh 2
-+o-6sL-'e-Fig.14. Derivatives of Non-equilibrium

1.28(F/Pj1) PJ/cushion Fl',w Versus Pressure

i h

'ip 1.28 t (1_ pC/pt)
2

(tIe/ [1+1.3(~2 h_ _ __

me a(~Me/til) 1) 3+

is obtained from fig.5 or equation Flnn hz~e
(20).

The calculated results are shown int

figs13, 4 ad 15 Inorde toanal~e ig.15. Derivatives of Non-equilibrium

stability, Ynb/mp curves, which are shown Cushion Flow Versus Finger

in fig.16, are also calculated. 
inclination

-3.0- t 8

20l ait C 3metPeu Chm r

0 - 2.00.

0.5 0.0
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For the bag-finger skirt tested, the The flow patterns in the cushion are
ratio of finger height to skirt height was visualized through the use of silk threads

-while performing the three state tests of' 1/t =10.
lt0equilibrium, overfed and underfed jet. The

-Pt visualized flow patterns are shown in fig.19.
During the process of plenum chamber

tests, all bag holes were enveloped. Non-
j-- ]( O  ) 1  c equilibrium jet testq were carried out by

k -making use of the nozzles on the top and' . Vbottom plates of the plenum chamber. Shown in
'P 2777171711-2777777717777, 1 fig.20 are the visualized flow patterns in

Equilibrium 3et cushion for plenum chamber.

3.2 Agreement between Theory and
Test Results

PC( ( ( pc I //7l t As shown in figs.8 and 9, there is
-, \ quite a good agreement between theory and

"t((; test results for the non-equilibrium cushion
-pressure and flow characteristics of wall

jet. In the region where overfed is severe
and hover height is small, the test nressureOverfed 3et Qc values are slightly smaller than the predic-
tion. While in the region where there arePtC much underfed and small hover hieght, the

test flow values are also smaller than ha
--iprediction. It is possibly because that the

/ value of K in equation (27) does not vary
with overfed or underfed flow. It would be
considered to be more appropriate if we had

71T adopted the value of K proportional to
escape width bl, but it will have the equa-
tions (28)(29) become much more complex.

As for plenum chamber, agreement
between the test results and theory is also

Fig.19. Visualized Flow Patterns of Wall relatively good when the opening area on
Jet in Skirt Box the top of the chamber was 4 1l70,

because the obstruction existing in
Pt the cushion caused jet to lose all its

Pt momentum. But when the area was 24't0 ,
since the obstruction had been cleared away,
so the jet retained its partia1 momentum

•/ until it escaped into the air and thus had
a higher cushion pressure. In that case
escape coefficient Ce becomes 0.475 from
0.54. The agreement between theory and test
results is also very good for non-equilibrium

Equilibrium 3et plenum.

Pt 4. ANALYSIS OF CUSHION CHARACTERISTICS

4.1 Hovering Performance

(/ P From fig.10 it may be seen that, out of
the cushion pressure curves of the three
cushion systems, i.e. wall jet (for various
l/t), plenum chamber (two different types)

Overfed Jet and peripheral jet, for the same h/t
PtQc peripheral jet will yield higher cushion

pressure. Wall jet gives the similar

Pt performance as plenu'n chamber with the only
texception that cushion pressure of plenum

-- chamber drops more quickly with the increase
Pc J of hover height. Wall jet momentum loss
PC Qi ]increases with l/t and hence the cushion

-Ipressure decreases. Plenum chamber can yield
\ , \ \ \ a higher cushion pressure when the jets have

Equilibrium Jet not yet lost all its momentum at the region
of escape. For the design operating point

Fig.20. Visuali7ed Flow Patterns of which is about C.6-t.,= 6-12 for most
Plenum Chamber in Skirt Box hovercrafts, both wall jet and plenum chamber
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are very much alike, only the pressure curve the increase of hover height. The damping
of plenum chamber is more steep. for plenum chamber and wall jet also

Three types of escape coefficient curves ncrb w spsare shown in fig.ll, of which that of wall creases when < but will stop increas-
jet and peripheral jet are very close. Their ing if hover height is still larger. With

cscaoe coefficient decreases with the increa- the increase of -fthe damping for wall jet
se of hover height. For wall jet, the escape increases and gradually approaches that of
coefficient increases slightly with the plenum chamber.

increase of -. The escape coefficient of ple-
num chamber keeps constant, being 0.475 when ACKNOWLEDGEMENTthe momentum has not totally lost and 0.54
thent momentum s totally lost. ands0.54The authors wish to acknowledqe theirwhen the momentum is totally lost. Cushion thanks to Mr. Guo Zhi-xue, Mr. Zhu Bing-
flow requirement is very close for three huan, Mr. Zhou Ling-hua and Mr. Zhu Huei-
systems at normal design operating point. chiang, of China Ship Fesearch Centre for

From the curves of non-dimensional lift thir tfChna Ssisac drnthe
power shown in fig.12, it is found that their techncal assistance during the

peripheral jet has a smE.llest power require- experimental investigations. Thanks are also

ment, while the power required by both wall due to Mr. Yuan Shui-shan, Deputy Chief Naval

jet and plenum chamber at normal design Architect of Shanghai Ship Design and Resea-

rch Institute, and Mr. Chang Hin-hua, whooperating point of-E, has a little differen- have helped with the manuscript and given
ce. The power requirement of Dlenum chamber the authors valuable suggestions.
increases most quickly when 

hover height

increases, while that of wall jet increases

quickly when-E- increases. REFERENCES
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chamber has a smallest derivative Tp but a
maximum damping, while peripheral jet has a
maximum M but a smallest damping, and wall
jet has a intermediate value. The 4a.p.inSj
for peripheral jet increases rapidly with
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and the location of the equi-flow line pass-Discussion ing under the lip of the skirt. This sec-
ond flow line marks the division between
air which discharges directly from the
skirt ducting or boundary cell and the air
which discharges from the cushion. Knowl-

. Murao (Aoyama -akuif Univ) edge of the relative discharge between
these two sources is vital to the practical
determination of the pitch/heave/roll dy-

I should be interested to know in what namics of an air cushion vehicle in waves.
problem of non-equilibrium cushion flow It is a pleasure to have an opportunity
might this simulation model be used most to comment upon the fine research being
effectively, performed on air cushion vehicles in the

I should like to pose some questions Peoples' apublic of China and I look for-
and comments. ward to following their continueu successes

First, is the experimental coefficient in this field.
K of the equation (27) found from the direct
measurements of jet momentum Mea and Me, or
is it found indirectly as it does not con-
flict with the results shown in Fig.8 ? H. Matsuo Kuma'ncto Univ,)

The flow model of free jet curtain was
given in my paper1 ) presented in Japan Na-
tional Congress for Applied Mechanics 1969.
Using this flow model one can predict the I would like to compliment the authors
velocity distribution after the impingement for their interesting work in an area that
of jet. Although this is for free jet cur- is difficult and challenging. The discus-
tain, same concept should be easily used to sions of the wall jet scheme are particular-
the wall jet, so that the introducing of ly useful.
experimental coeff. K would be not neces- (1) The difference between Mea and Me
sary. (Fig.7) would be due to the existence of

Second, are the experiments planned to the viscous force and the stream-wise pres-
simulate the flow model proposed here, or sure gradient. It would seem that the same
to simulate the actual configuration of bag situation might occur in the flow directing
and skirts ? The actual bag and finger towards the cushion, and Mc is not necessar-
skirts are, of course, not two-dimensional ily equal to Mj-Mu. Could the authors com-
but three-dimensional. Furthermore, the ment on the assumption of Mc=Mj-Me ?
jet holes are located as a free jet issued (2) Pc in eq.(31) is not identical with
from the hole attaches to the wall. How is Pc in eq.(33). In fact, Pc in eq.(33) is
the difference considered in this topics ? :he local static pressure around the nozzle

exit, and not the cushion pressure. Accor-
REFERENCES ding to my opinion (see Ref.l) below), eq.

(33) and (34) shall be replaced by
1) Murao R. et al: A Study of the Two-

Dimensional Peripheral Jet Curtain, Proc. Qc Qj e
19th Japan National Congress for Applied
Mechanics, 1969 Pt Pc
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The authors are to be congratulated on Vehicles". Journal of Aircraft (to be pub-
the excellent technical work presented in lished).

-= their rdper on "Theoretical and Experimen-
tal Investigations of Non-Equilibrium Jet
of Air Cushion Vehicles." I was particuilar-
ly impressed with t:e advanced analysis of
escape flow velocity listributions. The
excellent agreement the authors have ob- Auhos Reply
tained between predicted discharges and the
experimental me*asurements is unrefutable
evidence of the quality of their analytic
modeling. I believe the authors are in an
excellent position to comment upon a dif-
ficult problem which has faced the dynamic T I Desnga Resns:)
performance assessment community. Analytic
models of air cushion vehicle dynamic res-
ponse require a determination of the loca-
tion of the exact free surface boundary The authors are grateful to Prof.
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Murao for his remarks and the answers are By the same means the momentum Mc can

as follows : also be derived. This is an elaborate model

The purpose of this paper is to offer of curved cushion jet curtain without con-

a practical means for the design of hovering sidering viscous diffusion, but it follcws

performance and the calculation of motion that the evident expression (28) and (29)

behaviour of ACV with bag-finger skirt. can not be gotten, and th3 difficulty in

The actual flow model of bag-finger skirt analysis of linear perturbation expansion

may be very complex, as Prof. Murao said, will be brought about.
not two-dimensional but three-dimensional. The authors are sincerely grateful to

But because the distance of bag holes from Dr. Moran, we fully agree with his comments

finger walls is very short as compared with that the viscous diffusion and the location

finger length, the three-dimensional effect of the escape flow line or the ratio of

can be neglected. In order to simplify the overfed or urderfed flow to total flow have

theory, we would rather adopt the approxima- an important effect on the practical de-

tion of Mea oa the basis of test results, termination of the stability and the dynamic

as shown in formula (27), than calculate it response of air cushion vehicles. Equation

theoretically. In this meaning it may also (30) is the fundmental formula, which has

be said that the theory belongs to a semi- been applied for the calculation of the

experiential method. static and dynamic characteristics of hover-

According to the constructive proposi- craft with bag-finger skirt. Thanks to

tion of Prof. Murao, the momentum Mea can Dr. Moran for his encouragement of our re-

be derived from the following equations: search work.
The authors would like to thank Prof.

( V(y)dy = V(z)dz Matsuo for his comments and the answers are

-P + 1 pV'(Y) = I 0v(z) (D-l) as follows:
The momentum towards cushion Mc, theo-

retically, should be equal to Mj-Me, if
neglecting the lost due to the impact on the

Substitute formulas (1), (3) and (26) into ground. And the effect of viscous diffusion
(D-l), the jet width escaped into the air could not change the total momentum towards

cishion Mc.
Z(bi) dy Regarding the second point, Pt refers

&b = (D-2) to the pressure of bag or ducting, which
+1 V, (y) could not equal to the cushion pressure

2 except that the cushion is totally sealed.
rZtbi) •We take no account of the unsymmetry of

thus Mea = o Qe(z)dZ " (D-3) cushion pressure, so equation (31) should
be consistent with equation (33).
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Calculation of Viscous-Inviscid Interaction
in the Flow Past a Ship Afterbody
Martin Hoekstra and Hoyte C. Raven
Neftriands Ship Model Basin
Wageringen The Netherlands

ABSTRACT successive iterations.

This paper describes an attempt to Subscripts:
improve the prediction of the flow near the p refers to potential flow
stern of a ship by taking into account the b refers to boundary-layer flow
interaction between the boundary layer and H refers to the hull surface
the external, inviscid flow. An iterative S refers tc the outer edge of the
coupling procedure is used, based on the viscous-flow region.
surface transpiration method. Five
iterations have been made with strong I. INTRODUCTION
underrelaxation in the first iterations.
Although the results give in general an Boundary-layer computation techniques
improvement of the flow prediction, the are now being widely applied to the flow past
iteration procedure diverges close to the a ship. Successful predictions have been
stern due to a non-local reaction of the made of the flow over a large part of the
boundary layer on a change in the potential hull, but bouidary-layer calculations
flow. This suggests that the use of a usually fail to give sufficient accuracy in
simultaneous solution technique for the the predictioa of the stern flow. This
viscous and inviscid regions may be the failure is due partly to the inadequacy of
only practical way to deal with the interac- the thin shear layer approximations and
tion in the flow past a ship afterbody. partly to neglection of the interaction

between the boundary layer and the external
NOMENCLATURE inviscid flow. A remedy of the failure is to

be found in avoiding one or both of these
h1 , h3 metric coefficients of x, y, z simplifications.

coordinate system The implications of abandoning the thin
i iteration index shear layer approximations are considerable:
L ship length ( i) we can no longer use the shell-
F unit normal vector geometry concept, i.e. the assumption
u, v, w components of T in x, y, z direction that geometrical coefficients in the

respectively equations to bn solved are independent
velocity vector of y, the coordinate normal to the

v ship speed hull. Instead a complicated, probably
V. = (V.)S-6( vp/y) non-orthogonal, curvilinear coordinate
X Cartesian coordinate in longitudinal system has to be adopted and at every

direction (X=O at the bow, positive mesh point of the computational grid
at the stern) the geometrical coefficients must be

x, y, z curvilinear, body-fitted coordinates determined.
underrelaxation factor (ii) we have to solve an extra equation,
boundary-layer thickness viz. the y-momentum equation and the

61 displacement thickness of streamwise total set of equiations becomes of
velocity profile elliptic mature which implies a
indicates a change between two considerable complication oi the
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solution technique and requires an 2. THE VISCOUS-INVISCID INTERACTION PROCEDURE
increase of storage capacity.

(iii) we have to reconsider the turbulence The Navier-Stokes equations for viscous,
modelling in view of the role played incompressible flow are generally accepted
by extra rates of strain, to give an adequate description of the
The interaction between the boundary complete flow field around a ship. But as

layer and the external inviscid flow (or, yet these equations are intractable when
in short, viscous-inviscid interaction) can applied to the ship-flow problem. Simplifi-
be incorporated in various ways. One way is cations have therefore been introduced such
the simultaneous computation of both viscous as time-averaging, adoption of a turbulence
and inviscid flow. Flow fields in which model and the assumption of the spreading of
extensive separation occurs seem to demand the vorticity, generated at the hull surface,
such an approach but in many other cases being confined to a layer of relatively small
the simpler method of the alternate thickness. The latter assumption has led to
computation of boundary layer and inviscid the division of the flow field into two
flow suffices and is more attractive from a regions each with its own mathematical
viewpoint of computational economy. The description of the flow, viz. the boundary
simplest forms of this iterative technique layer + wake (BLW in Fig. 1) and the external
are straightforward because available potential flow (domain P in Fig. 1).
computer codes need only be applied
consecutively.

In view of the relative simplicity
of taking into account the viscous-inviscid

- interaction by an iterative procedure it
seems natural to investigate first to what
extent the stern flow calculation can be
improved by such an interaction procedure P

alone.
In the literature some practical

information on the effect of viscous- S
inviscid interaction is available. The
subject has recently attracted many ld Sse 4- FLOW

researchers in the aeronautical field (see
Refs 1 and 2 for reviews). Various S
iterattve schemes have been applied but
most of the work is related to two-dimen-
sional or infinite-swept-wing flows. Also
for bodies of revolution studies on viscous-
inviscid interaction have been made (e.g.
Refs 3, 4). But cases in which the external
flo w is not only displaced outwards by the
boundary layer but also sideways, as can
happen in general three-dimenioral flows,
have received comparatively little att2ntion.

For ship-like forms only three papers Fig. 1. Schematic fliw field representation.
are known to the authors tn deal with
viscous-inviscid interaction.Hatano and It. the conventional computational
.otta (Ref. 5) applied a rudimentary form of approach, which relies on the application
Lighthill's equivalent-source method to an of matched asymptotic expansions, the flow
inuid-model; the strength of the added field in the oute, region is calculated in
sources was taken constant in girthwise di- absence of BLW u er the condition of zero
rection. Larsson (Ref. 6) made a similar normal velocity the hull surface. The
excer~ise for a sailing yacht. Finally resulting tangen..al velocity at the hull
Nagamatsu (Ref. 7) presented results of surface is used as an outer-edge boundary
calculations with and without viscous-invis- condition in the subsequent boundary-layer
cid interaction for two ship hulls. calculation. Thus, although the boundary-
unfortunately the information about the layer development depends on the external
calzulation method and the ccmsents on the flow, the reverse is not true: there is no
results were very brief indeed. In all three interaction between the two flow regions.
papers only one iteration was made. we might improve the flow prediction

We concluded that the existing by coupling the inner and the outer flow in
'iterature provides insufficient information an exact sense, i.e. by trying to find
about the relative importance of viscous- solutions in the inner and the outer region
inviscid interaction in 3-D flows and the such that all velocity components are
applicability of an iterative procedure to continuous at the comson boundary S (Fig. 1).
:alculate it. in this paper, therefore, a This coupling can be accomplished by the
case-study of vi cous-inviscid interaction iterative calculation of the inner and
is reported, supplying more information on outer flow fields which are now mutually
the subject, specifically with regard to dependent through their boundary conditions.
ships. Starting point is the calculation of the

potential flow in P with boundary coneition



vb.n at S for the normal velocity, where vb i) the potential flow in P+BLW with a
is an initial guess of the velocity field boundary condition on the hull surface
in BLW. In absence of a free surface the H according to (4)
solution (the velocity field 7 ) can be (ii) the boundary layer in BLW with a
represented by a source distribution on S. boundary condition at S obtained from
Next the boundary layer is calculated with the velocities at the hull surface cal-
n Vpxn) as a boundary condition for the culated in step (i), using (1).
.-igential velocity at S. The results will We have applied this procedure to one of the
provide a new value for vb.n at S and the three Ro-Ro vessels for which comparative
calculations are repeated until vp=vb at S. boundary-layer calculations have been made
The changes in the flow due to this coupling earlier (Ref. 8). Before the results of this
process are denoted as viscous-inviscid application will be presented in Section 4,
interaction. a brief account is given of the calculation

There arises a problem, however. The methods for the viscous and inviscid flows
surface S, the outer boundary of BLW, is and their coupling iii Section 3. We finish

changing in the course of the iteration this section with the following comments:
process. So, the potential-flow calculation -he adopted iterative procedure corresponds
requires at each iteration step the determi- with Lighthill's equivalent source method

nation of a large matrix of influence (Ref. 9). The only difference is that
coefficients, which leads to a prohibitive Lighthill suggested a direct formula for the
increase of computation time. source strength which neglects the influence

One can avoid this problem in two ways. of the sources upon each other, whereas we
The surface S -an be chosen well outside the start from a normal-velocity boundary
boundary layer as a fixed surface, such that condition and solve the Neumann problem for
there is no chance of the boundary layer the velocity potential properly.
growing beyond S. The other possibility is -Perturbation theory also gives a solution
to translate the boundary condition vb.n at of the above kind when a first-order
S to an equivalent boundary condition at boundary-layer calculation is combined with
the ! ill surface H. a second-order potential flow (Ref. 10).

In this paper we apply the second Dos- Only one iteration is involved since
sibility; the first is hard to use in perturbation theory provides equations and
conjunction with the shell-geometry concept matching conditions to give a pertinent
of boundary-layer theory. The transfer of solution of the problem; it does not aim at
the boundary condition to the hull surface an exact coupling of the two flows. We shall
proceeds as follows. We assume a fictitious comment on its use later in section 4.
potential flow in BLW. Applying thin shear -ecording to available literature (e.g.
layer approximations to the condition of Ref. 1, 2, 3, 111 the interactive procedure
irrotationality for this flow leads to must preferably be underrelaxed to improve

3u _ the convergence or to avoid divergence. So,
y =- = 0 (1) instead of using (4) we shoulc use

Dy ay
where we have used in the notation the body- (V )H (V + (dvi (5)
fitted boundary-layer coordinates x, y, z. i p

In the same coordinate system mass conser- in which i is the iteration index, a is the
vation yields underrelaxation factor and dv is given by

I h( I up (2) (dv) 1 (V (62-R)i-(Vp) (6)
Byx + '2 V.

which is independent of y in view of (1). A commonly used value for a is ca. 0.65.
Therefore With a=l.0 we obtain (4) again.

-The transfer of the boundary condition at S
n)(vn)s -Vpn) = (vb) - vp)H = to the hull surface H applies to that partp b p of S formed by the edge of the boundary

x layer. However, the part of S related to the
S-dy (3) edge of the wake transfers to the centre-
0 °plane. The potential flow representation in

viscous-inviscid interaction computations
is easily integrated to yield requires then in general also sources at

v the centreplane in the wake of the ship.

( H (Vb) 5 - (  )H In this paper these sources are neglected;
the determination of their strengths would

1 3h3 u~ 3h~w require a continuation of the boundary-layer
13(V (n- + -P calculation into the wake, which we were not
1 3 H able to perform.

-Of course a viscous-inviscid interactive
(4) procedure is not restricted to the use of

a first-order boundary-layer method for the

in which 6 is the boundary-layer thickness. region BLW. A more sophisticated method
khat we have obtained now is a might be used as well, provided that (1) and

procedure in which we calculate alternately (4) are modified accordingly.
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3. DESCRIPTION OF CALCULATION MODULES in accordance with the isotropic-eddy-
viscosity hypothesis. The eddy viscosity is

From the preceding section the determined with a two-equation turbulence
calculation procedure appeared to consist model (k-kl, Ng-Spalding, Ref. 13). For more
of an iterative application of calculation information the reader is referred to Refs 8
methods for potential flow and boundary- and 14.
layer flow respectively. In this section The computation domain for te.a present
a brief description will be given of the boundary-layer calculations covered the
main features of these two calculation region 0.55<0.95. Within that domain we
modules as well as of the module which marched about 100 steps in x-direction, while
couples them. the number of mesh points in y and z-direc-

tion was 40 and 28 respectively.
3.1. Potential Flow

3.3. Coupling Module
The potential flow calculations in this

paper have been made with the Hess & Smith A third module is required to link the
source-panel method (Ref. 12). Since the two flow calculations and to control the
method is well-known and well-documented it iteration process. In this module the
suffices here to say that it is based on a relevant output of the boundary-layer program
flow representation by a dicretised source is recast into a form suitable for input co
distribution on the hull surface. The the potential-flov program. The x-steps in
strength of the sources is found from the the boundary-layer calculations were chosen
boundary condition for the normal velocity such as to conform with a column of centroidsat the hull surface. of source panels (which is approximately a

In the present calculations use has line x=constant), so one-dimensional
been made of three symmetry planes. The cen- interpolation sufficed to transfer the
treplane is a genuine symmetry plane and so normal-velocity data from boundary-layer
is the undisturbed free surface in the grid points to centroids of source panelz.
double-model approach. The midship section lIe used linear interpolation. The new value
plane (X/L=0.5) on the other hand is not a of (vD)H at the jth source element was
true symmetry, vlane. It was nevertheless determined by substituting for the variables
used as such* because in (5) and (6) their local values. For those
-we are interested here in the stern flow source panels located outside the domain
only of the boundary-layer calculations (vn)H
-a symmetry plane doubles the effective was guessed: over some distance downstream
number of source elements and thus allows of the domain it was found by extrapc.ation
a more detailed body representation at the of the data calculated within the domon and
same computation time. at the hull surface above the propeller ivp)H
-the approximate representation of the was put zero.
forebody by the afterbody does not s4inifi- The outer-edge boundary condition for
cantly affect the accuracy of the flr. the boundary-layer calculation was obtained
prediction at the stern, with two-dimensional spline interpolation in
In the present application about 800 source the output of the potential-flow program.
panels were used for one half of the after-
body, giving about 6400 panels for the com- 4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
plete double model.

The results to be presented were
3.2. Boundary-Layer Flow obtained for a Reynolds number based on ship

length and advance speed of Rn=1.072101. We
In the boundary-layer computation started with the data obtained in Ref. 8

method the first-order, 3-D boundary-layer with the conventional approach: a potential
equations are solved in a body-fitted, flow calculation with v.n=0 at the hull
orthogonal coordinate system. The method surface and the subsequent boundary-layer
of solution belongs to the class of diffe- calculation. Where the latter broke down a
rential methods. Two finite-difference guess had to be made of the normal velocity.
schemes are employed, viz. the Crank- Our initial choice of the value of the
Nicolson scheme and the Krause "zig-zag" underrelaxation factor a, taken eaual in the
scheme. Both are implicit and unconditional- whole computation domain, was a=0.5 in the
ly stable in y-direction. in x and z-direc- first iteration, rather low because of the
tion they are explicit and where necessary complex nature of the flow. In Fig. 2 the

the step-size in x-direction is reduced to distribution of (Vb)S-6(3vp/.v) (which we
meet the Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy condition- shall denote as v2 henceforthl obtained ir
The turbulent shear stresses are calculated the first iteration is compared with the

original values at a station near X/L=0.8.
What was originally a maximum has become '

*Incidentally it is noticed that the X/LO0.5 minimum now and two new peaks appear, of
plane is a symmetry plane in geometrical which one is higher than the original peak.
sense (positioning of source panels) Only. Apparently the underrelaxation factor is
It is an anti-symmetry plane for the source still too great.
strengths: a source at the afterbody is We recall: perturbation theory
complemented by a sink at the forebody and indicates that the result of the first
vice versa.
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iteration with a=1.0 (1) should yield an
improved solution. It is evidently inappro- 1001

priate when it is applied to a case where 6

is not really small as on the present ship.
Considering our results, it is surprising
that Nagamatsu (Ref. 7), who applied this
single-iteration process without underrelaxa- 0

id 0 o 0
tion with apparent success to two ships, did % GIRTH
not experience anomalies. A detailed
comparison of his calculation method with Fig. 3. Distributions of normal velocity and
ours and of the ways in which the two methods displacement thickness, X/L=0.74.
were applied is needed to reveal the reason
for that. Further aft, around X/L=0.8, some

The results obtained with a=0.5 were discrepancies between (Vp)H and vx remained
rejected and we proceeded with a lower value after the fifth iteration. These discrepan-
for a and an additional reduction of the cies could not be removed: the resolution
peaks: obtained withthe girthwise source panel

distribution and the finite-difference grid

(v (v +0.2(dv) 1{1-21dvl i }  (7) was insufficient. Results at X/L=0.8 are
given in Fig. 4. We notice the shift of the

where dv is again given by (6). We made fivte 61-maximum.
iterations, increasing a to 0.4 in the Still closer to he stern the iteration
fourth iteration and using in the last process diverged; especially the minimum
iteration values for a which varied over the value of v* decreased more rapidly than the
computation domain (0.4<a<0.8) to obtain as associated (vp)H. We shall return to this
far as possible a converged state. divergence in a while, but first some

In the forward part of the calculation additional results will be presented. Fig. 5
domain (0.55<X/L<0.75), where the interac- shows the potential flow streamlines on the
tion is weak, full convergence was obtained hull surface without interaction and the
without trouble. As a matter of fact it could corresponding lines with interaction (deter-

have been obtained withfewer iterations than mined by disregarding the normal velocity at
five. Fig. 3 gives some results at X/L=0.74. the hull surface which causes that the hull
The v* distribution is primarily changed in surface is not a stream surface actually).
the region where it shows a typical maximum- The results of a paint-flow test,
minimum pattern. The extremes are reduced visualising the limiting streamlines, are
to about half theit original value and the the only data available for an experimental
maximum of the displacement thickness 61 has verification of the calculated results. A
slightly decreased. comparison of the measured and calculated
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0.2 where A indicates the change between two
- IN~AL DISTRIBUTIN successive iterations: A( )=( )i+1-( )i. The

Sv.5 ITERION velocity vR is a complicated, non-linear
(Vp)H.5 ITN function of the (vp)H distribution. But

following Brune et al. (Ref. 15) we may
0.1- linearise this functional relation if

Vs IA(vp)HI is sufficiently small and after
vs ,discretising to centroids of source panels
(V)H may write Av* at the jth source element as

N
(Av) E P k=I kpV (10)

where N is the number of source elements and
Pik is the matrix of influence coefficients

d(v )

- Substitution of (10) in (9) yields that
o 50 100 divergence occurs when

- % GIRTH

N003 ~(l+P ji){A(V p)H j < - E P j..{AlV pl)H k
0 - INITIAL DISTRIBUTION v k Z

. 5 h ITERATION % k j( )

I ~The minus sign in (10) has been introduced
0.02- to make P. >0 in normal circumstances. This

can be i1 3 strated with e.g. the well-
known fact that the flow in the inner part
of the boundary layer reacts on a lateral

001 pressure gradient with much stronger stream-

line curvature than the external flow. A
positive {A(vp)H)i results in a change of
the pressure gradients that decreases the

-- streamline convergence of the potential flow;
__0 the expected stronger decrease of the

0 5 c0 streamline convergence in the boundary layer
% GIRTH gives a negative (Avx)j, so Pjj>0.

A "local" reaction of t e boundary
normal velocity layer on a change in the potential flow can

Fig n4. disibution of kebe identified with the case that the
and displacement thickness, X/L=0.8. codtn~condition

N
direction of the limiting P.. >k IP (12)
streamlines is made in Fig. 6. The figure k1
gives computed results with and without k~j
viscous-inviscid interaction. The shift in
the position of maximum crossflow conver- is satisfied, i.e. the change of (v*)j is
gence, corresponding with the earlier-men- largely determined by A(v )H at the same
tioned shift of the 61-maximum and calculated position j. Comparing (ii) and (12), we see
as an effect of viscous-inviscid interaction, that with such a local reaction divergence
leads to a better correspondence between is unlikely (although not strictly a U
measurements and calculations up to excluded). Usually (vx)j and -M
X/L=ca. 0.85. Further aft the correlation {A(vp)H)j will be of opposite sign, and the
remains poor. In this region the iteration difference dv is quickly reduced. It is
process diverged and it is appropriate to this behaviour that is implicitly assumed
consider this divergence more closely now. in the iteration procedure.

The iteration process diverges when When, on the other hand, A(vf) is

+- i mainly determined by A(Vp)H at a different
I(dv) i>I(dv) i (8) position k large value of IPjkI, and a

S s cv c a t ismall or even negative Pjj), there is a
Suppose for convenience that both (dv)i  large risk of divergence. Such a non-local
and (dv)i are positive (when (dv)i+l and reaction can occur when the flow experiences
(dv)i are both negative the analysis proceeds a lateral pressure gradient: as a result of
analogously; opposite signs of (dv)i+l and the stronger streamline curvature in the
(dv)i can be avoided by a suitable choice inner part of the boundary layer, the
of the value of e). By substituti3n of (6) location where the inner-flow streamlines
in (8) we obtain come nearer to each other (j) can then

AV>A(V (9) differ from the corresponding location for
P H the outer flow (k). This means a significant
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Fig. 5. Potential flow
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Fig. 6. Wall shear stress directions
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FLOW j
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L.E. T.E. L.E. T.E. L.E, T.E.

EXTERNAL FLOW LIMITING STREAMLINES V,. DISTRIBUTION

STREAMLINES

Fig. 7. Flow on a infinite swept cylinder.

positive value of Pjk and opposite signs of bring about a convergence of the inner flow
OWVDH~ and I V)j (as occurring e.g. in at the trailing edge itself. Instead, the

IA( 
IlL~ 

v ? i

the maximum-minima pattern, Fig. 4) can make inner flow converges at a position slightly
the iteration procedure divergent. upstream where a new peak of v* appears. As

One can get some appreciation for what a result of this the condition (11) may be
happens by considering the application of satisfied and the iteration process divergeS.
the present iterative surface transpiration The question whether this behaviour is
method to the flow past an infinite swept necessarily associated with vortex-layer
cylinder (Fig. 7). The original external flow separation, as in the above example, or
streamlines are schematically drawn by solid more generally with the occurrence of strong
lines in Fig. 7a. The limiting streamline cross-flow variations cannot be answered
pattern indicated by solid lines in Fig. 7b before a definition of the start of this
is conceivable as being associated with them. type of separation is given. But the
The corresponding vl-distribution will then possible relation with vortex-layer
resemble that in Fig. 7c (again solid lines): separation recalls the fact that the
where the inner flow converges* , the boundary-layer equations show singular
boundary layer gives a strong ejection behaviour at a separation line (Ref. 16, 17).
((Vb) S large) while the potential flow only One could speculate that the divergence of
slightly converges (60 v /ay) small); where the iteration scheme is due to this singular

4' I

the potential flow converges (at the trailing behaviour. To overcome the divergence
edge) the inner flow diverges. In the next problem, two possibilities might then be
iteration sinks will be placed at the suggested. Either an inverse boundary-layer
trailing edge and sources where v*>0. The method (e.g. based on the prescription of
changes due to these additional sources and the displacement thickness instead of the
sinks are indicated by the dotted lines in outer edge velocity) could be adopted, or
Fig. 7. The potential flow streamlines show we could abandon the thin shear layer
a wiggle (compare Fig. 5) and as a result approximations and solve the y-momentum
the pattern of limiting streamlines is equation. In both cases the singulazity is
likely to show some more envelopes. avoided; the latter method has the additional
Important now is that the sinks placed at advantage of being more accurate in
the trailing edge have not succeeded to flows like the present one: the large values

of the normal velocity as calculated make 4
Stramine onvegene /iverenc ha to the assumption (1) dubious and, as aconsequence

be clearly distinguished from convergence/ thcopigtSiacuteschhta
solution based on the thin shear layer

divegenc ofthe teraionprocssapproximations will represent the interac-
tion effect only qualitatively.
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However, in our opinion it is not a on a change in the potential flow. it
singularity (which is a result of the boun- is likely, that any iterative procedure
dary-layer approximation) that causes the ignoring this non-local reaction will
divergence, but the physical phenonmenon that diverge close to the stern, irrespective
we have called a "non-local reaction". This of the fact whether it is based on the
phenomenon seems to be a characteristic of thin shear layer approximations or not.
thick three-dimensional boundary layers, 4. The divergence might be prevented by
irrespective of their mathematical application of a non-local iteration
description. In the case of the infinite procedure, but this will be difficult to
swept cylinder, avoiding the singularity in prescribe. After all, the simultaneous
one of the ways mentioned would prevent calculation of the viscous and inviscid
possible pathological behaviour resulting flow may be the only reliable means to
from that singularity but would not be a handle the viscous-inviscid interaction
guarantee for convergence of the iteration problem for ships. Such an approach
process. implies the abandoning of the thin-shear-

This implies that improvement of the layer approximations.
iterative approach can only be obtained by
a better iteration control. What we did is ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
applying a strictly local iteration process
in which the new value of (V )H is determined This work was sponsored in part by
by local values of (vb)s, d( vp/ay) and (vp)H  the Netherlands Maritime Institute (Project
of the previous iteration. One might think CTEC 101-79).
of an iteration process in which (vp)H is
made dependent on the results in a region REFERENCES
surrounding the point of application. We did 1. RomJ., "Flows with Strong Interac-
not attempt such an approach: even if it tion Between the Viscous and Inviscid
will be made successful for the present test Regions", Proceedings of the International
case, it is hard to imagine that such a Symposium on Modern Developments in Fluid
process can be fully self-controlled, which Dynamics, SIAM, 1977, pp. 285-304.
reduces its practical value. 2. Kordulla, W., "Calculation of Three-

Thus, we come to the conclusion that Dimensional Transonic Flows", VKI Lecture
probably the only practical way to deal with Stries on ComDutational Fluid Dynamics, 1980.
viscous-inviscid interaction in a case as 3. Nakayama, A., Patel, V.C. and
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shear layer approxiation and to solve the Tail of a Body of Revolution", Journal of
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It is observed that V, at 6= -600Discussion and 8 = -70 varies incredibly near the
stern. I thought this is doubtful as phyz-
ical phenomenon and is due to the unrelia-
ble results of the boundary layer calcula-

T. Nagamatsu (MHI) tion near the stern where the numerical
breakdown occurs.

V, values near the stern were, there-The authors applied the iterative pro- fore, obtained by the extrapolation method
cedure with underrelaxation method to the using V, far the stern. The distribution
calculation of the interaction between the of the extrapolated values of V, is also
boundary layer and the external inviscid shown in Fig.A.
flow, and obtained an improvement of the This intuitive procedure seems to
flow prediction. I would like to express have a similar function as your underre-
my appreciation to the authors for their laxation procedure.
presentation of this valuable paper. Only one iteration was made in my

The authors pointed out that a detailed calculation. In this calculation I in-
comparison between the calculation method ferred that the first iteration represents
of the authors and that of the present dis- major part of viscous-inviscid interaction.
cusser is needed in order to make clear However, I have not examined yet the valid-
the reason why the present discusser's ity of my conjecture.
calculations without underrelaxation did It would be grateful if you could
not result in anomalies, show us the results of the first iteration

I would like to express my view on in Fig.3.
this matter as follows. In my calculations,
the velocity potential including the vis- REFERENCES
cous-inviscid interaction was obtained by
solving the Neumann problem under the 1) Nagamatsu,T., "Calculation of Vis-
boundary condition with normal velocity V,. cous Pressure Resistance of Ships Based on
The initial distributions of the normal a Higher Order Boundary Layer Theory",
velocity V, for a cargo ship model [Ref.l)] Journal of the Society of Naval Architects
is shown in Fig.A as an example. of Japan,Vol.147 (1980)

Cargc Ship *Wel
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G.E. Gadd (NMIJ viscous-inviscid interaction, similar to
that observed by the authors, in spite of
the fact there was no reversal of the pri-

The attempt made by the authors to mary flow. I would therefore recommend
sclve the boundary layer equations allowing that future experiments include a detail
f.r the interaction with the external flow pressure survey. This would serve two pur-
's praiseworthy, even though the results poses: first, the measured pressure field
obtained so far are disappointing. There can be used to assess the accuracy of the
are only real signs of improvement upstream viscous-flow calculation methods independ-
of station 0.75. Downstreat of this, in- ently of the interaction with the external
stabilities in the solution become evident, flow, and second, enable the evaluation of
particularly in the region where the poten- the procedures used to allow for the influ-
tial flow streamlines converge. ence of the viscous flow on the outer in-

I attempted a very crude assessment of viscid flow. In short, it is desirable to

the interaction effect in Ref.l), making have a complete set of data to guide the
some allowance for the fact that where a development of viable analytical models.
ridge of locally thickening boundary layer
develops, as along a region of streamline
convergence, the external flow will tend to P. Bradshaw (Impef,a College of Scl and TeCh)
flow down the sides of this ridge, modify-
ing the assumed streamline convergence.
To incorporate this effect I had to set up The authors are to be congratulated
an iteration scheme in which the terms in on their contribution to a difficult prob-
the boundary layer equations involving cros- lem. Their identification of "non-local

swise velocity derivatives were multiplied reaction" of the shear layer to a change in
by a factor which was initially small but potential flow as the main cause of diffi-
was gradually increased to unity as the culty seems likely to be close to the truth.
iteration proceeded. Would such an idea However lifting airfoils are an example of
be useful to the present authors, perhaps even stronger non-local reaction and there
in terms of the derivatives parallel to it is possible to obtain solutions even at
the framelines ? incidences fairly close to the stall. The

problem with the rapidly-tbickeu ng ship
Ref. 1), Gadd, G E, "A simple calculation boundary layer is probably that the use of
method for assessing the quality of the the boundary layer equations prevents the
viscous flow near a ship's stern" Paper propagation of upstream influence within
presented at International Symposium on the shear layer so that - to put it crude-
Ship Viscous Resistance, SSPA, Gbteborg, ly - external-flow pressure changes take
Sweden, 1978 the shear layer by surp;.ise. Oddly enough,

upstream (x-wise) infl- ;nce is permitted
if the y-momentum equation is properly
solved. As we have shown (Ref.l)) the iter- I

V°C. Patl U,,v of lo ative solution of the resulting elliptic
system of shear layer equations can be com-

I would like to relate two recent ex- bined with the viscous-inviscid matching
periences we have had at Iowa which have a iteration so that programming complications
bearing on the subject of this paper. First, and increases in run times are not severe
we have continued to develop a method for also p(y), being a smoothly-varying func-
the solution of the flow over the tail of tion, can be stored from iteration to iter-
a body of revolution using a viscous-inviscid ation as the coefficients of a low-order
matching technicue. The convergence of the polynomical at each x,z. Furthermore, the

* iterative procedure has been found to depend geometrical coefficients (metrics) should
very critically on the treatment of the be included whenever the boundary layer
viscous flow very near to the tail and in becomes thick whether the y-component mo-
the near wake due to the high sensitivity mentum equations is being solved or not.q of this flow to small changes in the pres- I hope that these comments will en-
sure field. In view of this, I would like courage the authors to look again at the

to th flowtorsl chte hane ine re - Iooetafteec etswl m
to ask the authors whether the neglect normal-component momentum equation 2
the wake in their analysis may be responsi-
ble for the lack of convergence. REFERENCES

Secondly, we have made measurements in
the boundary layer on a body of revolution 1) Mahgoub,H.E.H. and Bradshaw,P.
at 150 incidence (to be publishel in J. "Calculation of Turbulent-Inviscid Flow
Fluid Mech) which contain many of the fea- Interactions with Large Normal Pressure
turas observed on ship sterns, e.g. rapid Gradients" AIAA.J.17,1025 (1979)
thickening of the boundary layer in the
transverse directicn, large and reversing
crossflow and vortex formation. The mea-
sured surface pressure distributions were A.Y. Odaba~iSRAJ
compared with p-tential flcw. Thc zub-
stantial differences between these indicate
a olobal ("non-local") influence of the The autnors presented a very well
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written paper which summarises their re- the subject somewhat further to bring the
search at N.S.M.B.on the computation of non-local behaviour into a proper context
flow around the aft-ends of ships. Since as done in Ref.7)
we had similar research activities at In a viscous-inviscid interaction
B.S.R.A. for the last six years the remarks (within the limits of thin-shear-layer the-
I shall make will be of a complementary ory) one matches the solutions determined in
nature to the views expressed in the paper two different regions governed by different
and I shall also attempt to suggest some equations. Within the boundary layers these
explanation and remedies for the problems equations are parabolic (or hyperbolic de-
reported by the authors, pending on the turbulence model) and outside

The authors start by stating the limi- the boundary layer they are elliptic.
tations imposed on a thin shear layer ap- Therefore, any change in the boundary con-
proximation. If one follows the strict ditions of the elliptic problem, even when
perturbation approximation (L-theoretical they are local, will influence solution in
approach!) their criticisms are certainly a neighbourhood of the location of change
valid. However, the real test for any (theoretically within the entire domain).
theoretical approach is their ability to Furthermore, since the solution of the
predict the real flow situation and if some elliptic problem determines the boundary
of the higher order terms (not all of conditions of the parabolic problem these
them) in the transport and closure equa- non-local changes will also produce a non-
tions are large enough it is advantageous local change in the boundary layer calcula-
to retain these terms. In our experience tion and alter the solution within the do-
the use of such a pragmatic approach is main of influence of the boundary region
preferable to the perturbation since the where the changes take place. OnA should
development of a more systematic approach therefore expect numerical inscabilities if
will recuire the accumulation of detailed a local procedure is employed to account
experimental data. One such approach is for the interaction unless the boundary
the fairly-thin shear layer approach of surface is planar and parallel to the main-
Bradsh~w 1) The use of this approach stream direction.
for 900 bend 2) and for the flow around When an improved shear layer model is
the aft-ends of ships 3) demonstrated used the problem becomes slightly more com-
reasonable success in predicting flow plicated because now the shear layer equa-
features- tions too become elliptic, cf. Refs.2),6).

The next point raised by the authors The use of partially-parabolic (or hyper-
is the compatibility of a matching surface bolic) solution techniques where the normal
with a shell-geometric coordinate system. momentum equation is solved out-of-core and
They state that they preferred to use a the results are carried upstream at every
varying boundary layer edge surface at each iteration, can resolve difficulty providediteration to be compatible with the shell- that the newly calculated pressure values
geometry concept of boundary layer theory. are used during the next iterative sweep
however, a strict analysis conducted by (Jacobi iteration) instead of the same it-
Wesseling 4) indicates that the only real eration sweep (Gauss-Seidel iteration).
constraint is the requirement that one of The authors relate the divergence in
the coordinate lines should be aligned their interaction scheme to the presence
with the body normal due to the semi-invar- of either a vortex-layer separation or the
iant nature of the boundary layer equa- occurrence of strong cross-flow variations.
tions. Furthermore, it is known in prac- Since the Krause integration method, em-
tice small misalignments with the body ployed by the authors, is unconditionally
normal (up to %30*) do not produce any stable and has successfully been applied
significant inaccuracy. Use of polar cy- for flows with cross-flow reversal, cf.
lindrical coordinates for laminar and tur- Dwoyer et. al.8),the physical justification
bulent flow computation around non-axisym- of this explanation is highly unlikely.
metric bodies are examples of such appli- In the light of the previous disccssions
cations, of. Ref.5),6). Therefore, if the it is quite possible that the authors fell
authors would choose an appropriate fixed into one of the unfortunate traps of nu-
matching surface some of the difficulties merical fluid dynamics.
they have encountered might have been

1 avoided. REFERENCES
Tae authors report a divergence mech-

anism in their interaction scheme which 1) Bradshzw,P. "The Understanding and
they call the "non-local reaction", and Prediction of Turbulent Flow",Aeronautical
they interpret it as a physical phenomenon J.,Vol.76,p.739 (1972)
and propose the abandoning of the thin- 2) Mahgoub,H.E.H. and Bradshaw,P.
shear-layer approximation. Although I can "Calculation of Turbulent Inviscid Flow
agree with their conclusion on the non- Interactions with Large Normal Pressure
local behaviour of interaction it is hard Gradients",AIAA Journal,Vol.17,p.1025
to accept their proposal since it can (1979)
easily be avoided by a suitable choice of 3) Odaba;i,A.Y. and §aylan,O. "GEMAK-
the numerical calculation scheme. Since A Method for Calculating the Flow around
this is one of the most important conclu- Aft-End of Ships", 13th SvmDosium on Naval
sions of the raper 1 shall. try to expand Hydrodynamics, Tokyo7p.747 (1980)
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4) Wesseling,P. "The Calculation of gradients.
Incompressible Three-Dimensional Turbulent We agree with the further comments by
Boundary Layers, Part 1, Formulation of a Prof. Patel.
System of Equations",National Aerospace Both Prof. Bradshaw and Dr. Odaba~i
Laboratory NLR,The Netherlands,Report AT- have a different conception of a "non-local
69-0i reaction" than we have. They associate it

5) Blottner,F.G. and Ellis,M. "Three- with influences carried upstream via the
Dimensional, Incompressible Boundary Layer pressure field while we think that the prob-
on Blunt Bodies, Part 1, Analysis and lem involves more tna.. ...at. Below we shall
Results",Sandia Laboratories,Albuquerque, try to clarify our ideas.
Report SLA-73-0366 (1973) In both Bradshaw's method and ours the

6) Abdelmeguid,A.M., Markatos,N.C.G., pressure field is fixed within one itera-
Muraoka,K. and Spalding,D.B., "A Comparison tion. In our method upstream influences
between the Parabolic and Partially Para- are transmitted only via the external flow
bolic Solution Procedures for Three-Dimen- (and are equal along a normal to the hull
sional Turbulent Flows around Ships' Hulls", surface) whereas in Bradshaw's method this
Appl. Math. Modelling,Vol.3,P.249 (1979) transfer can take place via the external

7) Odaba~i,A.Y., "Boundary Layer-In- flow as well as within the shear layer.
viscid Flow Matching in Thickening Boundary Bradshaw's arguments thus imply that the
Layers", BSRA Report WG/PHIVE 42 (1978) possibility of upstream influences within

8) Dwoyer,D.L.,Lewis,C.H. and Gogineni, the boundary layer is the essential feature
P.R., "Three-Dimensional Incompressible necessary to prevent divergence. If we putBoundary Layers on Blunt Bodies Including a singularity (say a sink) at a point (x9,
Effects of Turbulence, Surface Curvature zo), the external flow will, in our termi-

and Heat and Mass Transfer, Part 1,Analysis nology, react locally on it, i.e. the sink
and Results", Virginia Polytechnic Tnsti- will bring about a convergence of the po-
tute and State Universitv,Report VPI & SU tential flow which is strongest at (x0 , z0 )
Ae-063 (1977) and weaker in its surroundings. Also the

boundary layer reacts on the sink but not
necessarily in a similar way; when there is
a strong crossflow the maximum convergence
of the streamlines within the boundary layer
(and thus a high (vb) s ) may occur a another
position ( z. The introduction of a
thick-houndary- ayer method may change the
position (xj, q ) but there is no reason
to suppose that it will let (xl, z1) coin-

M. HckstraandtH.C. Raven (NSMBj cide with (xo, zo). In the usual iteration
process one attempts to reduce (Vb)s- (v0 )s
at (xl, zI ) by adding a source or a sink'atWe are glad to learn from Mr. Nagamatsu (xl, zl) - not at (xo, zo ) ! It appears

that he did not apply an itcration scheme that not the boundary-layer equations but
with a = 1.0, actually. His introduction this iterative method is based on al inadis-
of an intuitive approach is a confirmation sible simplification for such cases. We
of the first conclusion of our paper. think that this phenom-non simply does not

We cannot show results of the first occur in 2-D flows; it is a typical feature
iteration without underrelaxation because of 3-D flows. Inclusion of the y-momentum
we never tried to obtain such results, an- equation in the set of governing equations
ticipating them to be inappropriate anyway. will undoubtedly change the values of the

Dr. Gadd suggests to reduce the influ- required blowing velocities but in our opin-
ence of crosswise derivatives to avoid the ion it does not necessarily prevent the
divergence of the iteration process. Indeed phenomenon that the boundary layer flow can-
the crosswise derivatives have a dominant verges maximally at another position tLan
influence and a complete or almost complete that of the singularity causing the conver-
deletion of such terms would prevent trou- gence. We conjecture that even Bradshaw's
ble. However, we expect that on letting method would fail in the present casE, un-
these terms gradually appear again the di- less the outer boundary of the computation
vergence of the iteration process will be domain is chosen so far from the body that
an accompanying feature. Nevertheless the actually a simultaneous calculation of vis-
suggestion is worth a try. Prof. Patel caus and inviscid flow is made. flasks whether the neglect of singularities To the further com:nents by Dr. Odabvagi
in the wake may be responsible for the lack we reply as follows.
of convergence. We simply do not know how Our statements in the introduction on
important the effect of the wake is in cal- abandoning the thin-shear-layer approxima-
culations like the present ones (3-D flow). tions have no direct bearing on any pertur-
But the difficulties appear already at X/L bation approximation. Even a "pragmatic"

0.8 and seem to be governed by transverse method that tries to compute a thick-bound-
gradients. The wake singularities are not ary-layer flow will satisfy the three char-
particularly close to the trouble region acteristics listed in our paper. Indeed,
and are expected to have a stronger influ- the example of a pragmatic approach cited
ence on longitudinal than cn transverse by Dr. Odaba!i, viz. the Mahgoub/Bradshat
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method, does not use shell geometry, does cal integration scheme used is stable, Dr.solve an extra momentum equation and does Odabagi concludes that the physical explana-pay attention to extra rates of strain. tion given in our paper is unlikely. ThisContrary to what Dr. Odaba~i seems to argurcnt is not altogether clear to us.
have read in our paper we do not at all Moreover, we must correct Dr. Odaba~i: theprefer to use a varying boundary-layer edge Krause scheme is conditionally stable forsurface in the iteration process. In the reverse crossflow. We satisfied the appro-present application on a ship with locally priate condition by adaptation of the stepa strong concave curvature the outer edge size in longitudinal direction. We agree
surface is not uniquely determined when therefore that the divergence of the itera-using the shell-geometry concept. We there- tion process is not caused by a numerical
fore had to transfer the outer edge data to instability due to the use of an inappropri-the hull surface. But of course a matching ate difference scheme. But we never saidat a non-varying outer boundary, provided so in the paper.that it is well-defined, is to be preferred. We thank all the discussers for their

Finally, from the fact that the numeri- interest in our work.

1=
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Calculation of Thick Boundary Layer and
Wake of Ships by a Partially Parabolic
Method
Kec Muraoka
Reserch Itrstuie

Ish lhWajia-Haifir-a Heavy Iro Co Ltd

Yokothama. Japan

ABSTRACT r radius of outer boundary

A method is described for calculat- s ; radius of ship hull
ing thick boundary layer and wake of ships u. r, w ; velocity components
on the assumption of Spalding*s partially
parabolic flow concept and K-E model of tk, ti ; velocity components of
turbulence. The governing equations are Cartesian coordinates
solved by differential method. Numerical s ; distance from the leadingresults of turbulent properties, velocity edgedistribution and viscous pressure are
shown with experiments for an axisyzetric ; ,1 - Cartesian coordinates
body and a liner ship model. The turbu- , "r, o ; cylindrical polar coordi-lent properties around the axisymmetric
body can be predicted well. So the K-C hates
model of turbulence is considered to be B ; beam of ship
more useful tool than any other 0- arid C., , 2 ; proportionality constants
l-equw.tion model of turbulence in con-
sidering the turbulent properties in the cs ; block coefficient
viscous flow. The calculated wake
distributions for a liner ship model are -2; pressure coefficient
qualitatively coincident with experiment. (P-Po)/It
Especially the bilge vortex is seemed to CF; prismatic coefficient of
occur. Through these numerical examples aft body
the present method is confirmed to be p. C s distorted terms in coordi-appropriate for the calculation of thick hate transformation
boundary layer and wake of ships.

;production terms in X- and
NOMENCLATURE 8-equation
Alphabet Symbols O i ; viscous terms of K- and e -

equation

draft of ship k ; turbulent kinetic energy
f distribution profile of K L ; length of ship

; distribution profile of 1 P. P. 3 static pressures
4. ; subscripts in Cartesian Ws, PR ; Prandtl/Schmidt number

coordinatese ; Reynolds Number
; length scale of turbulence so source terms

L. p mixing length V ; uniform flow velocityr r. ; maximum radius of axisyw-
metric body
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Greek Symbols concept with K-9 model of turbulence for
the flow around the ship stern.

boundary layer thickness The partially parabolic flow concept
K's dissipation rate is characterized by:

(1) there exists a predominant direction
denote ro-'rs of flow,

(2) the diffusion of momentum in that
viscosities direction is negligible, and

. ; distorted cylindrical polar (3) the pressure is main transmitter of
coordinates downstream effects.

The Spalding's method is considered to
density have the following merits:

a, stress (1) 3-dimensional pressure variation can
ibe estimated,

Svariable in fluid (2) the recirculating cross flow can be
denote /2 treated, and

~c , ( ; correspond to viscosities (3) the turbulent properties in the flow
can be evaluated.

However, as the method is categolized
into the differex.tial method with 2-

1. INTRODUCTION equation model of turbulence and permits
the pressure variation in 3-dimensional

In solv.ng the viscous flow around direction, the numerical techniques are
ships, there are two problems, what kind highly complicated and are taken much
of approximation for Navier-Stokes more costs. Spalding's method was, for
equation should be adopted and what kind the first time, applied to the internal
of turbulent model should be applied, flow problem by Pratap(1975). Abdelmeguid
Larsson (1974), Himeno-Tanaka(1976), et l.(1978) tried to apply this method
Okuno(1976) and others chose the thin the flow around a tanker model, but
boundary Jayer approximation and skin accuracy of calculation was not
friction formula instead of turbulent ;..-ugh. Muraok&(1979, 1980) refined the
model, and solved the flow around ship numerical techniques of this method
by integral method. Cebeci et al.(1975) through examining the effect of grid
and Raven(1980) did it by differential numbers and improving the inlet condi-
method. Hoekstra(1980) also solved the tions for K andS . But for the calcula-
flow around the bow in detail by using ting the flow around and behind ship
the thin boundary layer approximation. stern, the Splading's method is still on
Although these methods gave good results the way of improving and developing its
for the calculation of the flow around capability.
the main part of ship hull, it was This aper is concerned of describ-
pointed that the thin boundary layer ing the present stage of Splading's
approximation was not adequate for the method clearly and searching its possibil-
flow around the ship stern because in ity. In section 2, the fundamental
the stern region the boundary layer equations of the partially parabolic flow
became thick in comparison with the local concept and the K-e model of turbulence
radius of curvature of the hull surface. are derived. And the boundary conditions

For the thick boundary layer around and the solution procedure are mentioned.
ship stern, Nagamatsu(1980) solved the Section 3 deals with the numerical
higher order boundary layer equations by examples. The calculation method is
"sing integral method. Soejima(1980) also applied to the flow around axisyiuetric
did it by differential method. These body and liner ship model, and the
numerical results showed a better agree- validity of the method is examined. At
ment with experiment than the numerical last, the concluding remarks are written
results of thin boundary layer approxi- in section 4.
mation. Thick boundary layer approxima-
tion is, however, seemed to be insuffi- 2. THEORETICAL BASIS
cient for the calculation of the bilge
vortex and the wake behind the stern 2.1 Basic Equations
region.

For the calculation of the flow The governing equations for turbu-
around and behind ship stern, Hatano et lent viscous flow are described in
al.(1977) present d a method to utilize tensor notation as follows:
vorticity diffusi..j: equation. Mori-Doi Continuity Equation:
(1978) presented the method based on the
concept of the matched asymptotic expan-
sion method. On the other hand, Spalding .. 0 (i)
(1975) proposed the partially parabolic
flow concept and suggested to apply this
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Momentum Equations: Here, according to the Spalding's
method, we assume that the flow is

F ( partially parabolic as follows:
(2 2_ , ,-

where u;, ui (i, 1,2,) are velocity
components in Cartesian coordinates - ;N e.
z, Zj(Z.J-1,2,3) ;P and f are the pres-

sure and density, respectively; (ii) terms involving wiba/g and .A;4,
(,41.2,3) are the stresses in the are neglected in the viscous terms

fluid and defined by of the Xl-momentum equation, where
subscripts I denotes the main flow
direction.

-( () Then, the equatiuns (1) through (6),
* become:

In equation (3), Uefj is effective viscos- (
ity and defined by (x7

where Alt and Ut are the laminar and (?U1)-t (OcL±u 2) 2- (TUMu3)
turbulent viscos.cy, respectively; Co is
a propotionality constant; K is the Op
turbulent kinetic energy and S is its a /(Oi

dissipation rYte. The equation for K -) WX 2 BX-
and £ are given as foliods:

_:--) 4 YE (5) (8)=-. j+ ;

: + (CTE? + I o
4C 9E K( u3u)+ ? Uu2) + &u3 U3)

where a27 (_w

where

-T 02h 4 .k : x , r)

In these equations, Pr,, and P,,c are 3r2 ar,
a Prandtl/Schmidt Numbers: Cj and C2 areproportionality constants. The values . ( a- 'U 1 3 u3 j (

of Cv.C1. C2 , P.w and P. are 3  83a(-
shown in Table 1 (Launder and Spalding

D1972)

Table 1. Proportionality Constants 2 ()-+ - (?K U)

C0  1 0.09 - k J a

C, 1.44 - "Zp . - ,

C2 j 1.92Pr,,, 1.00 E U aC

Pr,, 1.23 A+
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hr(0,(12)-wh'ere <: /<2,0<- < /

-/ , ,442 ) 1 "+(.A I where Y "T (-x, ) and (r, 6) denote the
radius of ship hall and the outer boundary,nt ( L 2 + % U ( U I \2 1r e s p e c t i v e ly ,

+ (LU + (J 2 3 j  derUid2 Then, the following transfo rmations
+j~~2  are derived:

2.2 Equations for Ship B >'%'

We assume that the ship moves straight
with constant speed V. it is taken a (13)
cylindrical polar coordinate system (x,r,0) Tr
fixed to the ship, where x axis is posi-
tive towards the stern. 8:0 coincides with Y' J
the undisturbed water plane and G.T/2 co- ?O 'I'
incides with the center vertical plane as
indicated in Fig. 1. The flow around ship where
is assumed to be symmetric with respect to
the center plane and the ship wave on the
free surface to be negligible. 'IS+ \ OT/

ExitPlane a --r.- S, 6 - -7C/2

By using transformations (11), (12) and
Outer Boundary (13), the basic equations (7) through (10)

are summarized in the following form:I n l e t ..

Plane = 0 Water Plane
S02; Center Plane

Fiq. 1 Coordinate system + - ( aS)l

The Cartesian coordinate system
(,2r,,) in the previous section is 2
transformed into the cylindrical polar co-
ordinate system (r,,) by the following
equations:

+ ' + (14)

where, u, v, w are the velocity components
J: (11) in the x-, r-, 8-directions; 0, Sr de-

note flow variables, viscosity and addition-
al sources or sinks of the corresponding

-( property which is being transported.
't1e1u T2 For continuity equation:

Furthermore, the cylindrical polar co- -1 i , 0 O
ordinate syatem (%,r.6) is transformed into
the distorted cylindXical polar coordinate For u-momentum equation:
system (4.q,2)by the following equations:
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1. [ 4# } . 1 9For K-equation:

(Leff U P-4'-4A a

For v-momentum equation:

:~ ~~C IP N2 _2',U)-L i Cd-=,)4 or -qutin
Ia? V31 7-+'

4For w-momentum equation:

+ r I-i -i ( r 'o

?,L4 a (Aga

-- -- 1urr. .-  1 i ruddb ixbudre;hl ufc

Fo W- mcoinne

i iA.4e-,The olmisweew sol i

TV a27- -A

: V /- '-- /'," 22t3 Bounaryiondioterion ay ne

4 plan - ~/..r ~e flow e ld l n in ter isoundr
-"" /- U (gj/ ) rounde by sixale boudres ulac srfa ceo

L'r P /' 7 T- - -' thership ouer boundry the owar plaunerm

7' " ' V' In solvieng mthorin tequoation (14)

theloaif outer boundary inlet m~i

t o b iV dtr -Ae e

04 DL-605 -
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cally. That is not so far from the hull As the turbulent properties seem to
but the solution of inviscid flow is be confined within the boundary
available there (Muraoka 1979). The layer, these are treated separately
inlet plane may be located near the stern within and outside of the boundary
region if the upstream flow can be pre- layer.
dicted by an appropriate theory. In the The turbulent properties K and V
present method, midship section is chosen are assumed as follows:
as the inlet plane and the boundary con-
ditions for velocities, pressure and f r = € _).V 2  at
turbulent properties are given from the
results of flat plate for simplicity.
At the exit plane, pressure is necessi- -
tated to be given. So the exit plane is
desirable to be taken at the plane where
the pressure of the potential flow is where n -at) is determined from the

available. experimental data of Klebanoff for
The conditions at the boundaries flat plate (for example, Rotta 1972).are defined as follows: The mixing length 4, is determined

(1) Hull Surface using the value *(r-rr) which
Bradshaw et al. (1967) have given for
thin boundary layer.

U=rW=K=E=0 a+, (r

and near the surface the 'wall func- M (r--s) a V-i 2X' ,
tion method' (Patankar and Spalding
1972) is applied to account the
damping effect of the waVl on turbu-
lence.

(2) Outer Boundary The value of , is determined from the
The flow velocities and the pressure mixing length as follows:
at the outer boundary are obtained
from the calculation of the poten-
tial flow around the ship, and

(5) Exit Plane
S0 ,a+ = The pressure P is obtained from the

Z- r calculation of the potential flow.

(3) Water Plane and Center Plane 2.4 Calculation Procedure

First of all, the flow field in inter-
W = 0 est is divided into many small subdivision

by the intersecting grid lines which are
U ; P L parallel to f-, '- and -direction. Next,

0e - 19 • the finite difference equations are de-
rived by integrating the governing equa-
tion (14) over the each small subdivision

(4) Inlet Plane (Muraoka 1979). The unknowns in the
it is assumed that the boundary layer finite difference equations are three
is uniform along th2 girth of the velocities u, v and w, the pressure P,
hull and the boundary layer thickness the turbuler, properties K and E. The
is calculated by Schlichting's formula pressure is stored as three dimensional
for flat plate: array and the other variables are stored

as two dimensional arrays at every T-O
V plane. Then, the finite difference equa-

(0.3' S V.) tions are solved as following steps:
(a) At the start of the calculation, the

pressure in the flow field is guessed
where V is uniform velocity; U is from the potential flow solution.
kinematic viscosity; s is the distance The pressure is improved as the cal-
from leading edge. The velocity com- culation proceeds.
ponents u, v and w are as follows: (b) The momentum equations for 3 veloci-

ties are solved separately at T-8
plane.

( - J 6 r-ys (c) As the velocities solved at step (b)
do not satisfy the continuity equation,
the velocities and the pressure are

V t r-'s > corrected to satisfy the continuity
equation by using iterative procedure.

(d) After obtaining three velocities and
U A O =0pressure at step (c), the equations

for K and E are solved so as to pro-
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vide K- E distributions appropriate to
next downstream plane.

(e) Then, the same manner from step (b) to M
(d) are repeated at all the downstream
plane in the flow field. Reaching the where ',.Ax is the maximum radius of the
exit plane, one marching is completed. body. The inlet plane is located at 0.5L

(f) The marchings from inlet plane to exit from the leading edge and the exit plane is
plane are repeated several times, and at 0.18L behind the body. The grid nodes
the pressure in three dimensional at r-6 plane are l2xl2 whose configuration
array is improved at every marching. is shown in Fig. 3(a). The grid lines

(g) Finally, the calculation is terminated along x-direction are 35 whose interval is
when the pressure of the flow field in every 0.02L. The grid configuration of x-r
current marching do not alter compar- plane in stern region is shown in Fig. 3(b).
ing the pressure in previous marching.

0=0
3. NUMERICAL RESULTS

Calculations are performed for two
models by using the method in the previous
section. The first one is an axisymmetric
body which is named Afterbody 1 by Huang
et al. (1978). The second one is a liner
ship model which is named Model B (Muraoka CY
1979).

Comparing the flow properties between -

calculation and experiment for the axisym-
metric body, the basic possibility of the
present calculation method is examined. 1
The validity of the method to the compli-
cated flow around actual ship is tested by
calculating the flow around the liner ship
model.

Fig. 3(a) Grid configuration of r-e plane
3.1 Calculation for Axisy'mmetric Body fraiyxercbdo for axisymmetric body

The principle particulars of the axi-
symmetric body are shown in Table 2 and
the afterbody configuration is shown in x/L
Fig. 2.

Table 2. Principle Particulars
of axisymmetric body

L(m) 3.066

r rmx (M) 0.1397

..Re 6.60x106 Fig. 3(b) Grid configuration sf x-r plane

for axisymmetric body

The inlet conditions are shown in Fig.
4 where the circles indicate the values atgrid nodes. The comparison of calculated

V and measured velocity components, u/V and
0O.5 -v/V are shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6, re-

spectively. in Fig. 6, the calculated
01 result of -v/V at x/L=l.057 is nearly equal
0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 to zero and is slightly different from the

Iexperiment. The calculated velocity com-
ponent by the present method have the save

Fig. 2 Aftbody configuration of high accuracy as the numerical results of
axisymmetric body boundary layer theories of Huang et al.

(1978) and Soejima (1980). In Fig. 7, the
The numerical calculation of the flow pressure variations in the flow field in

around the body is carried out in the interest are shown comparing with the
following way. The location of outer measured ones and the numerical results of
boundary in the present calculation is potential flow. The viscous effect on
assumed to place at the constant distance pressure is appaared only near the vicinity
from the hull, of hull surface around the. sterri region and

the calculated results agree with the ex-
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periment except at x/L=l.057.
Fig. 8 shows the comparison of turbu-

lent properties. The measured K is deter- Calculation
mined by the fininition I (u, 2 

-t v, . w,)
where u', v' and w' means the velocity 0 o . 9; ExerimentbyHuanetat.
fluctuation in x-, r- and (-directions.

1.0" 0 ; Grid node
0.1 x/L = 0.755

x10"
3  0 0 00 0

4-
2- 0 x/L - 0.846

0.5- 0

S05 0

0 (r - r)/rmax 0.5 0

X1 x/L =0.934

0x

0 T x/L-.
0 (r-rs)irmax 0-5 0 (r-rs)/rmax 0.5 /L).O Mx

X

I0Fig. 4 Boundary conditions at inlet plane
ex/L=0.5 for axisymmetric body

x/L =1.057

xlL =0755 0 0.25 0.5 0.75

1.0 (r - rs)/rmax"

IL0,6Fig. 6 Comparison of velocity component

x/L=0.934 The measured t is determined by Vt/c'1
while the calculated £ is determined by

>C k/. The coincidences of turbulent
properties between calculation and experi-
ment are fairly good, although the accuracy
of calculation becomes worse as x/L in-
crease. The comparison of turbulent
kinematic viscosity 14 are shown in Fig. 9.

0 xJ'L1.057In this figure, the values of Ur, Sp and
0 are all derived from the experiment of
Huang et al. The numerical results of
Hluang et al's method are coincident with
one line by nondimensionalizing because of
0-equation model of turbulence, but the
experimental values are not coincident with
one line and diminish towards the stern.
On the other hand, the numerical results of
the present method present fair agreement
with the experiment at each section- From

0 the above examination, it can be said that
in evaluating the turbulent properties like

-Calculation K, t and W around the axisymmetric body,
the K- E model of turbulence is effective.

S Exerimen byHuange. 3.2 Calculation for Liner Ship Model

In the previous section, the validity
of the present method for axisymmetric body

0_0 was confirmed by comparing the calculation

0.25 0.5 0 of velocity profile, pressure distribution
and turbulent properties with experiment.

(r-rs)/rmax Here, the present method is tested to the

liner ship model B (Muraoka 1979).
Fig.S Comparison of velocity component The principle particulars of the model

u/V for axisymmetric body is shown in Table 3 and the body plan,
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Calculation of Viscous Plow Calculation

ou*&O Experiment :)y Huang et al.
- - Calculation of Potential Flow

o0 t0 <> A9 Experiment by Huangestal. 1ix0 3

xIL =0.755

1xIL .755 2-

-01-x/L 0.846 0 ..0 . .....

4 xIL .846

-0 0-

.05

0.1 '0o, x xL.934

0. 0 9 3 0

0 J ~ XIL-.964
0-0

0.1/ - XI1.057

0 0.5 0 0.5
(r - rs)IrM#X (r - rsJ/rmax

0
Fig. 8 Comparison of t-arbulent properties

0.05105 for axisynuetrii. body

_______________________________Table 3. Principle particulars
0

0 0.5of liner ship model

(r - rs)/rmax
Lrn W 6.00

Fig. 7 Comparison of pressure variations in -

the flow around axisymmetric body B(m) I 0.9231

d (inm 0.3231
Experiffmni Caiculaoion
_____ HuagIal CB 0.5720

.75S __p ; .28

Re 1.03 x107

x10~~ i~o~r~1 stern and stern profiles are shown in Fig.
15- 10. The outer boundary in the present

15] calculation is placed at the cylin~drical
shape of constant radius lr*/ 2 1.'7 . The
inlet plane is located at St. 5 and the

4'10- 6 exit plane is located at 0.lL behind ship.
The grid nodes at r-a plane are l2xl2

10 whose configuration is shown in Fig. 11(a).
The grid lines along x-direction are 31

50 whose interval is every 0.02L. The grid
~ configurations of center vertical plane and

A water plane in stern region are shown in
A J Fig. 11(b) and Fig. 11(c), respectively.

The stern profile used in claculation is
0 0.5 1.0 different fromt the actual ship model as

(r -rs)[6r shown in Fig. 11(b).
The calculated wake distributions

Fig. 9 Comparison of turbulent viscosity around stern region from St. 1 3/5 to St.
for axisynmetric body
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A.P. C.L. F.P.

.40

ru o

f i.1 oypase n tr rfls of liner ship model

0-0 ~~St. 1 St 0 .. S. ~ S.-

tFig. 11() Grid configuration of waerpln
planefor liner ship model

at St. 3/5 .3
0.2

I- UN .1 0.5

Ship

B.L.
f 1.0

Fig. 11(b) Grid configuration of center 0 1.0 M
vertical plane in stern region / vlv
for liner ship model

Fig. 12(a) Calculated wake distribution
for liner ship model7
at St. 1 3/5 and Re =1.03 x 107V
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-2/5 are shown in Fig. 12(a) through Fig. Fig. 13, the measured wake distributions at
12(e). The recirculating flow is seemed to St. 1/5 is shown. Although the calculated
occur around the bilge at St. 3/5, and to radial velocity near center line is large
develop towards ship stern. In Fig. 12(e) than the measured one, the calculated wake
at St. -2/5, the ring shape of equi-
velocity co~itour is observed near the cross L

C.L.L

L.W.L. 03

St 1 0 0.2

0.3 . 0.5
0.2

1u0.- 0 1.0
-!V j-.5 j

/~ L

0 1.8.1 Fig. 12(d) Calculated wake distr.ibution1.0
/ v~w'/vfor liner ship model

atl St. 1/5 and Re= 1 .03 x 1-0

Fig. 12(b) Calculated wake distribution
for liner ship model
at St. 1 and Re 1.03 x 10 7C.L

St. -2/5 L
S1.4 i0

0.3.

C.L. 0.2

- St. 3/50

0.4 0.5

0 1.0
02 -

I -uN 0.1 0.5 0.2

B.L.

0 1.0 i1.0

B-L
- 1.0

Fig. 12(c) Calculated wake distribution 1
for liner ship model
at St. 3/5 and Re 1.03 x 10~

Fig. 12(e) Calculated wake distribution
for liner ship model
at St. -2/5 and Ite =1.03 x 10~



distr ibutions are seemed to show qualita-
tively the tendency of the flow behind ship Calculation of Viscous Flow
stern. Fia. 14 cl-ws the calculated
viscous pressure distribution on the hull - aclto fPtnilFo
surface from St. 5 to St. 1/2 along five
diagonal lines con paring with the pressure frmEpret
of the potential 1.z- d the experiment0 siaefnxprwt
(Wamimatsu 1976: this ship is named M-7).
The calculated viscous pressure from water .2-
plane to 0=45"1s diagonal line are closer
to the measured one than the Pressure of 01
the potential flow. on 0=673"0 s diagonal
line, the calculated viscous pressure is 0-
different from the measured one.

L.L.

~ 0

4c 0 . 5 0.52.

0.3 -j
OA 0, .- aI 0

/ (I00
0- 0

I -=I 0 01 14.D -/

* .L.

Fig. 13 Measured wake distribution Fig. 14 Compariso~n of pressure distribution

rrss r liner ship model on hull sracof linberr hpoe
at St. 1/5 and Re 1.03 x 10' at Re =1.03 x 107

Table 4 Resistance Components of Liner Ship Model at Re 1-03 x 107

Resistance Calculation Eprmn
Conponent (kg) ikg)Reak

Viscous tICal.; From surface integral of P-P0 on the
surface of afterbody

(Rssace j 146 J 08 Exp.; Pressure resistance minus wave
(Rvp)pattern resistaan

Cal.; From Cumpusty U Iead method for
Frictinal Jforebody and from present method for

Resistance 4.17 * 4.29afebd
(Rf)Exp.; Total resistance minus pressure

_______________ a ____________resistance

ViscousI
Resistance 5.63 1 5.16
(Rvp+Rf) I_____ ____________________

Do.~~~~~ () 65 j 50 Frm the law of momentum by using wake
distribution at 0.3L behind ship.
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V

C I C.L. C.L. C.L.
LW.L. I L.W.L.

mdlSt. S t1 St. (o-e) 10 (St. -2/5) an
(S.x2/)10'" 

o

I CO
=. 1 - 1100

B.LB.L. -. L.B

KN 104r.P 10 KIV1O et1

Fig. 15.a) Calculated distributions of Eih. 15(c) Calculated distributions of
K/2  nd- 4for liner ship x 2 and *4'c for liner shin

model at St. 1 3/5 and model at St. -2/5 and
Re =1.03 x lJ

Re -1-03 x10'

thin boundary layer theory in order to
improve the inlet conditions.

CL C.L( 2) To refine the calculation technicues in
LWIL' LW.L. respect of economy.-

S/ St 5- (3) To make reflinement of arid configuraton'1.700 in order to obtain stable convergence.

(4) To test other coordinate system in order
t \to perform item ()-

K.1V I - 4o CONCLUDING REMAPRRS
,= 0 b cOn the assumption of odrtialv mara-

: "i %, .,. . ,bolic flow and -. _del of turbulence, the

calculations a-e performed for an axisv-
mtric body and a liner ship model. ThW! )following results are derived: :=

() The turbulent properties around the axi-
Fig. 15(b) Calculated distributions of sy-ntric body can be predicted well.

K~/V2 and - for liner ship 2)The calculated wake distributions fr

model at St. 3/5 and liner ship model are qualitatively co-
Re = 1.03 x 107 w wL Lthe phenomena. Especia- tthe bilge vortex is se-d to occur.

Table 4 shows the viscous resistance (3) The evaluations of the pressure, turbu-
and viscous pressure resistance derived lent properties and resistance com-p-
from the calculation of the same ship under nents for ship are possible.
the similar condition to the present calcu- Thus, the present method is made clear to be
lation (Muraoka 1979). The calculated appropriate for the calculation of thick
viscous resistance Rv is reasonably coinci- bn y layer and wake of ships thruch
dent with the sum of calculated viscous numerical examples. Further refinement of -

pressure resistance R and calculated the present method is necessitated in order
frictional resistancei , and the numerical to improve the accuracy of calculation for
results show roughly coincident with the practical use.
experiment.

In Fig. 15(a) through Fig. 15(c), the ACKNOWI- DGMENT
calculated distributions of K/V2 and */v
are shown where Vc denotes the laminar Before closing this paper, the author
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at St. 3/5 in Fig. 15(b) is very intensive Yamazaki of Kyushu University for his advice
at the bilge part. The turbulent proper- and encouragement. The author would like
ties are high only within the boundary to express his gratitude to Dr. - . Tasaki
layer and the wake. and Mr. M. Namimatsu of Ishikawajima-

From the above calculation, it is con- Harima Heavy Ind. Co. Ltd. (1H) for their
firmed that the wake distribution around encouragement. The author also expresses
and behind ship can be predicted reasonably his heartful thank to Dr. T- Tsuts.um of
with the viscous pressure and turbulent IHI for his stimulating discussion and
properties. However, in order to make the suggestion. Thanks are extended to Mr. Y.
present method more practical, the follow- Shirose of IHI for his cooperative wiorks.
ing items are required:
(1) To utilize the differential method of
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DiscussionKMoi
(1) Through the calculation the

axisymmetric body, the author concluded
that the validity of the present -eho- is
confirmed. ut, in case of 2-D f!Owb, the

TT Huang wDmSoo partially parabolic epproCimation reduces
to the boundary laver approximation wi'

Could the author give the specific higher orders. So the discusser dcoes not
iterative pocedure used in statement Cc) of think that the partially parabolic anrox-
2.4 Calculation Procedure ? Why the com- imation is checked by the present calcula-
puted mixing length paramemter t(m) shown in tion for the axisvmmetric body.
Figure 8 does not approach zero when the (21 The partially parabolic anroxi-
value of r becomes Qreater than the va-ue mation neglects the diffusion in tne main
of (+ + rs* 7 flow direction and keeps that in the gi. h-

direction. The discusser still can convince
neiLher that the Iatter is more imortant
than the fcrmer in cases of ship-like bodies

= G.E. Gaddt'M0e nor that such a complicated approximation
is necessary even for upstream region like

Althouch there are encouraging quali- S-S1 3/5 or I. The results of the ax's'-
tative .imilarities between the theoretical metric body which show goo agreements witn

predictions and the measurements, ii experiments for x<0.964 but not so m"h for
clear as the author admits that further xr-.05? may supp-rt the above; To- the up-
refinement of the calculation method is stream region the boundarv layer 5pflrex--=ainwrsa ewl n or the wake
needed. When fig.12d is compared with fTi. mation works cuite well and f ' eregion the neglat of the diffusion in13 the most obvious deficiencies of the the main flow direction is crucia a
theory are seen to be: tou an daow fr inroveent _re

(i) insufficient orediction of the you any data how far improvements are
vortex effect reached by the revival of the cirth direc-

(2) failure to predict the -iah shear tion diffusion terms 7
region, with closely spaced ve- (31 The met'od to estimate the viscou5S

outside a reion resistance by the hull surface pressurelocity, contours, ousd ein inte
of stagnant flow. tegration is always of possible error in

Obviously the grid configuraticn shown case of shin-lire hi nt bodies. Terefore
in fio.lla is far from ideal for the flow the discusser appreciates that obtaine b
near the stern. Does the author think that the momentui lai sti =---re. - -or the !at
this may be a contributory factor to the ter method, goo pedictions of velocitv
defects of the prediction ? Also, is it ana pressure nrofle are necessary in th
possible that the turbulent shear stress wake, a little b-hind ships, How uch the
model may become inadequate in such a situ- velocity anA the nresc-re profiles at 0.31
ation 7 behind shin acree with exoaeriments ? A!-

though the estimated value of P-.- in Table
4 shows rather .ood acreement with exp-eri-
ment, as -far as -te esu-ts of S.5.I/5 ar-

M. Hweksaf(v concerned, on the contrary to the author's
coent, the discusser never suppose that
Plcg. 12 (d) (calculatet results) acrees wi-h-

Just two orestions and one cocent. Fi.i2-  rsuls -eee. -z

(I) How did you harle the kink in the i (n
coordinate lines at the tail of the bod of
revolution 7

(2) Did you experience in this wrk or
in arn other study with the K - oe any
trouble with the length-scale equation
(w-equation) at the outer boundar. of the Author's Renlv
computation d-- in 4r

W thin-k that the author's conclusionabout the adequacy of thea-c- -e1 for
the flow past axismmetric bodies is prem- K. Mutaoa aature. The present annlication is on a

bodv with high lennth-dia=ezer ratio so
that longitudinal curvature effects are i would like to erress Gratl-u e to-
weak. I suspect that the nredietinns fur Dr. Huang's valuable discssionn
fuller bodies would have been worse becanase ciation for nrovi jimo the detail-! exri
the K - -model does not include prcperly enta data of axisv-etric body n tne
the eflects of lo.n itud inal strea line previous y i h all cuo
curvature on turbulence. nusript.
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At first calculation of momentum equ- gered control volume in obtaining the finite
ations at one r-O plane, the coefficients difference equations, the tail end of the
of the finite difference equations are body is shifted half distance of grid length.
calculated based on the solved velocities Next, about the calculation of K-e
and pressure at upstream plane. The solved model of turbulence. When we used the im-
velocities of first time at curt t plane proper inlet value of length scale model at
do not satisfy the continuity equation, so the outer reqion, too high or too small,
the velocities are coriected so as to satis- the calculation has not converged well or
fy the continuity equation through the pres- the unreasonable result has been obtained.

sure correction. Next, at current plane
the momentum equations are solved using the
first solution of velocities and pressure I would like to express gratitude for

as new coefficients of finite difference Prof. Mori's valuable discussion.
equations. These procedures are repeated To the first discussion
several times. And when the error of con- In the present calculation of axisym-

tinuity equation comes practically zero, metric body, it is assumed that the flow

the iterations at current plane are termi- is 3-dimensional partially parabolic flow.
nated. The calculated results show 2-dimensionality

Next, at the inlet plane, we give the because that the angular velocity is zero

small value of mixing length at the out and the other properties have not changed

side of boundary layer. When we take near- in the angular direction. Tudging from
ly zero valun of mixing length at this this, I think that the present method works

region, the calculation has not converged well. And also the K-e model of turbulence
well. This cause the small value left at is examined to be very effective for calcu-
the outside of boundary layer. lating the turbulent properties around axi-

symmetric body.
TTo the second discussion
Thank you for Dr. Gadd's discussion. At the upstream region, the partially

I think that the grid configurations may parabolic flow concept may not be necessary
be one of the main factor to improve the because that the flow of that region can be
results of prediction. Although the large solved simply. About the stern region, as
number of grid nodes bring the large com- the flow of liner ship contains the bilge
puter storage, expensive costs and diffi- vortex and the pressure varies in the flow,
culty of convergence, I would like to test the partially parabolic approximation is
grid refinement in order to make use of adopted in the present calculation. From
this method for pzactical purpose. the calculated results of realizina the

Next, the present turbulent model is recirculating cross flow and the ring shape
based on the assumption of homogeneous tur- of velocity contour behind ship, the par-
bulence and gradient diffusion hypothesis. tially parabolic flow concept is reasonable
In case of axisymmetric body, the present to calculate the flow around stern region.
turbulent model is examined to be effec- To the third discussion
tive. From this, it is applied to the flow In the table of resistance component,
around ship stern. As there is no data of one of the interesting thing is that the
measured turbulent behaviour around ship viscous resistance which is deriv-d from
stern region, the present model is not ex- the law of momentum is coincident iith the
amined and I think, it is necessary to ex- sum of viscous pressure resistance and fric-
amine the validity of K-s model of turbu- tional resistance which is derived from
lence around ship stern through comparing surface integral. This shows the consis-
with the measurement of turbulent behaviour. tency of calculation. The other is that

the calculated -:omponents show same order

Thank you very much for Mr. Hoekstra's to the measured one in case of qualitative
valuable discussion and interesting comment, coincidence. And the present method pro-

In the calculation of axisymmetric vides a way to evaluate the resistance com-
= body, the grid line along x-direction is ponents.

place.] at the tail end of the body, there- However, it is necessary to improve
fore the calculations around body and be- the refinement of calculation techniques
hind body are separated. In case of stag- for practical purpose.
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Influence of Wall Curvature on
Boundary Layer Development on
Ship Hulls
JOrgen Kux
Instltut fur Schillbau der

Universitat Hamburg, Hamburg

Federal Republic of Germany

ABSTRACT

The geometry of the ship hull deter- ,r .q tangential unit vector on curve
mines the development of the flow around S shifterthe ship, Different ways of treating the
influence of curvature are reviewed and r coordinate along tangential coordi
basic general formulations of differential nate normal to s coordinate line
geometric character are preseihted. Formula- rte tangential unit vector normal to s
tions based on the geometry of curves and fl'
(stream lines or coordinate lines) and ba-
sed on the geometry of surfaces are given. Vrwvi )velocity vector in space (or on the

surface)
u magnitude of vt

' vector in Cartesian system
NOMENCLATURE defines surface

vector in Cartesian system
aru base vector on surface defines curve
aV surface metrics

a determinant of a"= ., Klr!Christoffel symbol
tensor of the second fundamental
form of the surface Kronecker symbol

Sbinormal vector on curve rJ totally antisymmetric tensor

r base vector in normal coordinate £ 4
system tangential to surface : vector curvature of curve
pzincipal normal on curve X" 2C, principal curvatures
mean curvatureH macuvtr . )geodesic curvature of s-line (t-line)

sGaussian curvature ( )normal curvature of s-line (t-line)
e metric on curve 01, stress tensor
xr normal unit vector on surface r, torsion

base vector normal to surface
p u geodesic torsion

pressure jo angle between I and ft'

arbitrary coordinate along curve (between jr and br)
s arc length along curve
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INTRODUCTION system of coordinates. The same applies to
flow field parameters, for instance inte-

General Remarks gral boundary layer parameters, as long as
they are scalars. Comparison between results

Flow fields are vector fields which we of calculation 'ethods which do not make use
try to visualize using different aids. They of identical co.rdinates and geometrical
are generally threedimensional and we visu- characterization is only possible in terms
alize them using the concept of field line, of such invariant magnitudes.
or by drawing arrows in discrete points or
by isolines all of them generally presented Maihy methods developed in the last years
in planes, planes that are mere two-dimen- for boundary layer calculation in ship hydro-
sional cuts through the complex three-di- dynamics have proceeded along similar lines.
mensional field. The influence of wall curvature was general-

ly neglected and one reason for this may be
The vector lines, streamlines or vor- the formulation of the basic equations from

ticity lines, are curves in three-dimensio- which the authors start. It is the aim of
nal space with curvature and torsion, this essay to recapitulate forms of formula-
Though we know that our physical space is tion where the surface curvature appears
not curved, at least if we treat domains of explicitly in the equations.
the order of magnitude we are usually con-
fronted with, we see that the flow fieid GEOMETRY
shows a certain curvature as a whole. This
curvature is ruled by the laws of flow dy- Geometrical Description of Bounding Wall
namics and the boundary conditions imposed. Surfaces

Boundary conditions are imposed by the The fixed boundaries of the domain of
physical boundaries of the domain. These
will be surfaces, two-dimensional spaces interest will generally be given as an

with a certain geometry which is reflected array of discrete points in space. For thepurpose of calculations these points will
b-- the flow field. Specially the curvature pe of c os tes pn will

be given as sets of coordinates 5F2 refer-of the bounding surface induces effectsofsheibuning surfetor fid s ef flcws ring to an over all coordinate system which
showing up in the vector fields of flow, will be assumed to be a cartesian system.
These effects lead to corresponding terms Magnitudes referred to this system will be
in tho equations. labeled with capital latin indices running

from 1 to 3, corresponding to the three
The mathematics we use only allows for frme1oto acepondigutoate thre

a one-dimensional approach for the descrip- dimensions of space. The surface is a two-dimensional subspace and the set of points
ionofral e it s t is thus a two-dimensional array. This de-
dimensional entities to describe what hap- trie ytmo oriaelnso

tionmne a systemy of oonstrutt lines ofone

pens in two or three dimensions. We proceed terfe a ach o inti cae i-
along lir.es, coordinate lines, stream lines, the surface and each point is characteri-

etc. It is therefore of paramount importan- ze . These surface coordinates will be
ce to distinguish what is inherent to the characterized by greek indices which may
field, domain or boundary we describe and

whathasbeenartficallyintoducd b us take values 1 and 2. There is a one to onewhat has been artificially introduced by us correspondence between the JXO Jand the tx'j,

by the construction of the mentioned lines.This applies particularly to the notion of even if there is no analytical function re-

curvature, presenting the connection. With a represen-
tation of the surface by bicubic splines we
may cast this correspondence into functional

On a plane surface we may introduce form
polar coordinates ard those coordinate
lines being circles show a varying degree (xt (1)
of curvature while the plane is flat. The
straightness of a meridian on a sphere does
not bear information on the curvature of
the spherical surface. We know from diffe- Coordinate systems on the surface are
rential ge ythe difference between often chosen conforming the flow field. Inrent geo mesiy cr te andiffrece betee a first order boundary layer calculation
geodesic curvature and surface curvature. this may be the field of outer flow obtai-

On applying this to flow field calcu- ned as potential flow. To obtain the poten-
lboundary layer calcula- tial flow the surface had to be representedlations, weasee, thatl n orderto investigate in a suitable manner, what means that the

tiors, e se, tat i orer t inestiate construction of flow oriented coordinates
curvature influence of bounding surfaces coms o the ond coordinates-
the additional effect of the curvature of comes out to be the second coordinate sy-

the coordinate lines must be eliminated, hs to be repeated. er l c setohas to be repeated for every flow case to
be investigated. Thinking of a ship hull,It is also evident that any geometri- another trim angle will require another

cal characterization of bounding surfaces coordinate system based on an outer flow
and of flow lines or sheets or layers
should be given in terms independent of the field calculation for that angle. So there

-618-
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are reasons not to use so called streamline We define the normal through
coordinates but a system fixed to the sur-
face independent of the flow situation. 1't= L4(ea_ ,4 (9)

The surface coordinates will generally at
be nonorthogonal and curvilinear and base
vectors are defined as "-r z,3

b = X- (2) k' ., (10)
-1~~ ~ e/r , 13

They are called the covariant base and are o otherwise
functions of the coordinates again their
direction in space changing with position
on the surface. The shorthand notation for .f
the partial derivatives , =dA~awill be f= - O (11)
used. With this base a metric is defined:
determined by the tensor a..,4 of the
first fundamental form of the surface

(3) dre\wc,,) (12)

C~~~~r ~ 1,r a 3 C

a covariant tensor. The Einstein summation
convention will also be used throughout:The appearance of two identical indices in A rule for obtaining derivatives inone term shall imply a summation over their curvilinear coordinates must be given. An
value rangel infinitesimal displacement leads to a two-
vale ane.fold change in vectors. They eventually

Through variate as functions in relation to the

go e a (4)

another set of base vectors is defined, the
contravariant base. Accordingly these de- Idx 2)
fine the contravariant metric tensor I+

cLKA a et4(5)

In nonorthogonal coordinates one has
to distinguish between the covariant compo-
nents VK (index in the 1ower position) St
referring to the base ct'1

'V -:-/ * ,(6)

of a given vector and the contravariant
components t'' (index in the upper pos.ti-
on) referring to the base Co%,a

t -= , (7)

of the same vector. The two forms of metric -
tensor give the connection between them

vA (8)

_i.e. the metric tensor may be used to rise
or luwe. indices. -

Since the surface is two-dimensional
in three-dimensional space there is only
one dimension left for a normal space to Base vectors and their=the surface. Fi.1 Bsevcos n hi

derivatives on tts. surface M
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local base vectors and in addition these The facts about the differential geome-
base vectors may have suffered a change in try of surfaces reviewed here are w611 known
direction in space. This change may be visu- and this formalism is also found in text-
alized as a difference vector (obtained as books on fluid dynamics (Ref.1). This forma-
difference between the original and the lism has found broad application in sciences
displaced base vector as shown in Fig. 1). where curvature is important like elasticity
This difference vector is decomposed (as theory, shell theory, general relativity,
shown) into its projections onto the base etc.
vectors eo,, cK and onto the normal lu .
In order to compensate for the variation of Generally in papers on boundary layer
the base, the covariant differentiation for calculation the coordinate systems were
a vector is defined by chosen to be orthogonal. The equations are

formulated neither in terms of covariant
- nor in terms of contravariant components of

AV1 -{A = vt -#rf a Y'7.tv, the velocity vector but generally the socalled physical or natural components are
(chosen because they have the physical dimen-

sions as one expects them to be. The matter
of physical components has been reviewed by

(We will use U for the covariant diffe- Truesdell (Ref.2). In his paper rule3 are
rentiation in the surface coordinate system, given to relate the physical components of
as is was used for'1/dxa, the ordinary vectors to their covariant and contravari-
differentiation.) The components A will ant components. g., being the metrics of
be zero if the surface is a plane. So the the coordinate system, it is shown that
64t emerge as a convenient measure of

curvature. The luA are the components of 11* -

the tensor of the second fundamental form
of the surface. It is e-ident that this
tensor depends on the coordinate system on are the appropriate choices in our notation.
the surface. In orthogonal coordinates it has become

usual to write
By a transformation to principal axes

the eigenvalues (characteristic values, P =
proper values) p and a. of 6xs may
be found. This eigenvalues are termed the With the rules given how to obtain physical
principal curvatures and the corresponding components of vectors, tensors, Christoffel
eigenvectors (characteristic vectors) deter- symbols, etc. the equations may be transla-
mine the directions of the principal curva- ted. Most papers on boundary layer calcula-
tures and are orthogonal to each other. tions start from equations written in physi-

cal components but for a general treatment
A measure for the curvature no; de- of the equations the covariant or contra-

pending on the specific surface coordinate variant from is more manageable. It shouldsystem is desirable. The tensor b,3 has be remarked that there are different pos-
two invariants sible ways to define physical components(Ref.3).

(14) In order to be able to formulate dif-

and ferential equations in the wall oriented
coordinate system a , -1 ag and X (one
may take the system ei , 4CLt and XA as/ is obtained from 1I.,, by rising one well) we need expressions for alu., and

index .6). ae. as related to this base. These de-
rivatives are tensors and the appropriatei These invariants are appropriate to quanti- tenser base is:

fy curvature. A picture of the isolines of
f and X on the surface projected onto a at a a

suitable plane will give a rather complete a af a . ,.4 6a aX2 (15)
picture of the curvature distribution.
Fig. 3 shows such isolines for the bulbous k
bow region of a ship hull. The components of czl,, and n.J' relative

to this base are
Boundary layers develop under the

pressure field of the outer flow, a field
we may represent by isolines of pressure f.i J
on the hull surface. At the same time the
baaaary layer suffers the influence of the -

curvature which we may visualize in an in- 0(16)
variant manner by such charts of isolines
for the fields of H an.' <
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span it.

- O I  The parameter 71 along the curve may
NZr may not be the arc length s along the) curve. We have

- j - 5'"1) rmy o b h arc,. length s' along th
_( = )

Equivalently

aaf,, al- o.,r, and we may identify
" a -Oj" t(17)

In the matrix (4 ia) the last co-
lumn contains zeros just because we are with the metrics on the curve (now a 1 times
dealing with a single surface. It is of 1 matrix) corresponding to as on the sur-
course possible to construct a so called face. As base vector on the curve the unit
system of normal coordinates where the base tangential vector (Fig. 2)
vectors and , are defined by

-
-s" (18) R1 - (23)

is chosen. The vector S r being a unit vec-
and the S a " -ifters (Ref.4) tor implies

" - (9)s

Jr

while ?L is kept as third base vector j what means that the direction of Sris-./disi
The ..L, thus span coordinate surfaces pa- at right angles to S . This direction is
rallel to the given surface. In the matrix taken for the first of the two base vectors
- ) the last elements of the two first needed to span the normal space and we de-
rows are zero because we have straight li- fine this base vector called the principal
nes as coordinate lines in normal direction. normal /1, by
This principle may well be abandoned in fa-
vor of coordinate lines that bend, a possi- 'S
bility that could become important to be - _ _5_
used in concave regions of the wall surface ' -- (24)

.. in order to avoid the intersection of the
straight normals, or with the coordinate a'

= = ~ s' ~. e, ~
The Geometry of a Single Curve

Again a curve shall be given in the
over all Cartesian coordinate system by ael determine the so called osculating pla-

-=x t (y. 1, 1, 3 (20) ne (Fig. 2). As second base vector for the
normal space a unit vector at right angles
to Jr and Ar is chosen. It is termed

?'being a parameter, our coordinate on the 6 r . the binormal.
curve. Sihce the curve is a one-dimensional
space we have only one base vector, the Again the variations of the base vec-
tangential vector S1. it is obtained by tors ls/oys, d ,/ds and ekr/ds are
differentiation considered when proceeding along the curve

to a point in the infinitesimal neighbour-
... .. hood of the starting point. Projecting the

variation d$ '/WS onto s would give us
the Christoffel symbol. We have seen that

The curve may be embedded in a two-dimen- this is equal to zero st being a unit vec-
sional space (a surface) or in three-dimen- tor. Projection of the variations onto Ar
sional space. In the first case only one and 6' will proportionate magnitudes which
base vector is needed in addition to span are the equivalents to 6% on the surface.
the normal space to the curve which now The result are the well known Serret-Frenet
also has merely one dimension. In the se- formulae
cond case the normal space will have two X
dimensions (planes perpendicular to the
curve) and two base vectors are needed to £ -' (2)

-62!S =-&Y =- (25)
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differential equations in this system we
need expressions for the components of

OSCUlating Plane $, fz and X rt2 referred to the base

t £'j G (27)

The matrices Of these components (equivalent
to ( v #j), (a,,j ) and ( ua,.) on the
surface) may be written

00 0
gential Plane

o A (28)

0 0

Fig. 2 Vector base systems for a X" -: )
curve on a surface

Surfaces having the same first two 0 0
fundamental forms are intrinsically the sa-
me and can be brought into coincidence by a
rigid motion. similarly curves with the same The five quantities appearing are the geode-
?_ , IE$ and is are intrinsically the same. sic curvature ?_r, for the curve (in the di-

rection of s' ) and the normal curvature
Matrices ( j, ), (A t1, ) and b , . s in the direction 5r , the geodesic

of components relating to the base curvature W$r of the curves perpendicular
to the given curve, the normal curvaturet t.. 41-S2 i-, in the direction CA and the geodesic

sr, /hh ,bt. (261 torsion -r. If we write

(S t6 k'b, b',
may again be derived (Ref.5, ).

A similar treatment leads tv a deduc-
tion of appropriate base vectors for a cur- we obtain with these surface components 5v
ve on a surface and equivalent relations. and t'the expressions
5f as previously defined is taken as base
vector on the one-dimensional curve bat the -,= 6 .,
two-dimensional normal space, the planes
perpendicular to the curve are now sibten-
ded by the vector -70, the normal to the
surface and a vector t'chosen at right ang-
les to both .sT and Itt , as shown in Fig.2.
V and tz are unit vectors. Again it is S-4 (29)

found, that the equivalent to the Christof-
fel symbol is identically sero. The equiva- £ j$,t

lents to the components of the tensor of
the seccnC fundamental form of a surface = - $Se
are now three magnitudes which bear infor-
mation on the curvature of the curve: The stt £ih, &4
geodesic curvature 3, , the geodesic torsi-
on 1- and the normal curvature .,. The
latter one is identical with the normal cur-
vature of the surface. -r and W., depend for the magnitudes defined. The usual defi-
on the surface curvature 64, but 8(p, the nitions
geodesic curvature, does not. These depen-

z- dences are going to be shown explicitly at £ #
1  L Al

continuation. It must be stressed, that
only r., and rj will transmit information = PC ir M WV (30)

-- on the surface curvature through f . S,$

In order to be able to operate with
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BASIC FLOW EQUATIONS
t-C£gj 5nlt'flg General Remarks

C ts , $n s) With the geometrical relations so far
(30) reviewed the basic equations of fluid flow

may be formulated or relating to a normal
coordinate system on the wall surface

. . at'x, (rac, itr) or as intrinsic equations
along stream lines. In the latter case
there are two base systems which might be
chosen, one (st, L f, bc ) really intrinsic

with the vector curvatures to the streamline, the other one (3',t§ a
being oriented in relation to the wall sur-

S.7= Iar , + ''S ~b5r face. A formulation is possible such that
one may discriminate between terms accoun-

S- a t, + ZtJLhCto ring merely for the geodesic curvature of
the curves and terms accounting for the cur-

(31) vature of the wall surface as well in the

are readily shown to lead to the expressi- (a,., 4tA, xt) as in the ( sX, t', i) repre-
ons given. sentation.

By scalar multiplication with .s equa- Evidently nothing is gained concerning
tions for the rate of variation of sr, r turbulence whatever representation is cho-
and ar due to a translation along the curve sen and the problem of modeling the Rey-
are found nolds stresses assuming appropriate relati-

onS in order to obtain a closure of the
system of equations remains open. Neverthe-
less, some features clearly appear. If the

.S, =r - concept of eddy viscosity is generally app-
lied a proportionality to v t a is postu-
lated vt being the mean velocity vector. In

- -_ r + r general coordinates in the expression for
.75 *A terms regarding the geodesic cur-

vature of the coordinate lines appear. To
assume the turbulent stresses to depend on

I: 4: - _ - 6 them will not be very meaningful. A depen-
dence on the lateral spreading and the geo-
desic curvature of streamlines clearly may
be of importance. If a closure is achieved

(32) by additional transport equations then a
certain influence of curvature has been

These are the Burali-Forti formulae, the taken into account through curvature terms
equivalent to the Frenet-Serret formulae. that might appear in this additional equa-

tions. On the other side expressions for
A connection between the magnitudes the eddy viscosity have been applied where

xz, and r, of the sr /A bI representation curvature effects are taken into account
and the magnitudes z, , X._, and -, of the (Ref.7, Ref.8). Depending on the model cho-

St Pt: representation is aesirable. De- sen for closure the influence of curvature
noting by jO the angle between 4t'and ts (or enters at different levels. A clear state-
between 6' and z ) (see Fig. 2) this con- ment about the influence of curvature may
nection is given by not be made as long as there are no compu-

tations made with the same method, using
the same turbulence model or closure assump-

. tions on various test cases with different
TV =a t S = S' si geometrical characteristics. Even then a

different performance of the turbulence
model might obscure any results since gene-
rally experimental data on turbulence is
not available against which to check the

= + tS -. ,s,_ model assumptions.

In the following the complete form of
S rs the equations will not be written down. The

terms originating from the second derivati-
ves lead to lengthy expressions. We choose T

(S area ... to write 0SA for the stresses in order to
XY$ r,-v,, differentiate against the r used for the

geometrical magnitude torsion and will in-
(33) dlude both the viscous and the turbulent

stress in the &
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The buoyancy-curvature analogy forwar- Using the short hand notation for the cova-
ded by Prandtl (Ref.9) has been reviewed riant differentiation all the terms with the
elsewhere (Ref.10) and compared to experi- Christoffel symbols have been absorbed into
mental evidence (e.g. Ref.11). It will not the derivatives, only the dependence on the
be pursued in the frame of this paper. surface curvature appearing explicitly. So

in detail

The Flow Equations in Wall Oriented Coordi- . f lA

nates 5

With a coordinate system on the wall = t7A+a,- a-' vwl/
surface which may be curvilinear nonortho-
gonal a three-dimensional coordinate system
may be constructed by taking ntraight lines'K along the direction normal to the surface
as third family of coordinate lines. Abase vector z.d(equation 18 ) at a cer-

tain distance from the wall surface will leading to the terms for the geodesic curva-
not be parallel to the corresponding all ture of the coordinate lines which in the
on the surface. The metrics in such coordi- case of orthogonal coordinates are usually
nates will thus be strongly dependent on labeled 1(9.
6.~c the surface curvature. This depen-de~eis usually neglected and Thinking of boundary layers C1J4 will

be the predominant component of the stress
(34) tensor and the last term in the first equa-

=d =34)tion will become noticeable. The curvature

term en the left hand side of the second
is assumed. In the equations given at con- equation has often been used to derive
tinuation we will consider the interesting pressure variation through the boundary
domain adjacent to the wall to have an layer.
extension normal to the wall small as com-
pared to wall curvature radius so as to
ensure the validity of the assumption (34)
(boundary layer). For thick boundary lay- The Flow Equations in Intrinsic Streamline
ers this will no longer be valid and the Coordinates
equations will become more complex (Ref.
12). For the case of orthogonal coordina- With vz=27$ the basic equations for
tes the equations are well known (Ref.13, the velocity fi,-4 may be constructed in
Ref.14). For the special case of curvature intrinsic coc:dinat--,s, that is in the
lines (lines in direction of the principal system uniquely attacl.e) to the S -curve
curvatures) as coordinate lines on the sur- which now I- a streamline. This representa-
face (Ref.15) there is a certain simplifi- tion is vstricted in -ts practical appli-
cation. Since derivatives of base vectors cability by the f3ct t... we have no direct
and metrics are needed it becomes evident relation availahle to show the influence of
that not only the magnitude of wall curva- the geometry r; a bounding surface.
ture but also the magnitude of its varia-
tion will appear in the equations. Little The component matrices (S'c), (A ,)
attention has been given to this effect and (h ,) (related to the base given in
though it has been pointed out from time equation 26) contain elements ( o, and i- )
to time (Ref.12, Ref.16). describing the curvature and the torsion of

a streamline (they appear as the coeffici-
WithtZ7Voas velocity vector we have: ents in the Serret-Frenet formulae) as well

as elements describing the normal and the
shear deformation of the curve (6 additio-

fi (5 V*),,= 0 nal magnitudes). The description of the
(continuity) lateral divergence of the streamlines is

given by the sum of the diagonal elements
of (J5' ), (4-Szt and £ZJr1, ).

(35) In cases where the curvature and tor-
o- _ (35) sion are predominant the formulae otherwise

crowdecI with coefficients become simple. As
an e::ample we give the expressionfor the

P Z Y vector azl,z the divergence of the stress
tensor 0 zJ' (37)

-ul~t I. -+ArO%7V 9AL _ 1

(/ wucen.m "a) 10 A + 'l J0?
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The Flow Equation in Wall Oriented Stream- lines will become feasible.
line Coordinates Efforts were made to obtain data of the

With the expressions for the derivati- required completeness (Ref.17) at the insti-
ves of the base vectors r , te and vt tut fUr Schiffbau, Hamburg University. These
A in this system (equation 27) the flow equa- measurements were made with pressure probesitis system.fouatein 27)poentsowea- and therefore no information on the turbu-tions may be formulated in components rela- lence and on the turbulent stresses was ob-tng to this orthogoal system: tained. Only with the availability of infor-

VI 0 mation on the turbulence parameters a ckiti-
(contineity) cal evaluation of the different models of
Vonti4 ity turbulence will be possible. But with the

_=-t 4 , + , knowledge of the field of the main velocity
and the curvature terms derived from wall
curvature an agreement or disagreement with+(Mat _4 -- the intrinsic equations should be found
within the frame of measurement errors and

9*,2 ostI$ +(refi +Ce# applying one or the other model for the
-, stress terms.

- " J-o,"t + (z ae.; )e. a,,,+An evaluation of the vorticity distri-

bution as derived from these measurementsi '£. =- ,+F~, +'e~ 0"w, is under way. Vorticity fields have been

obtained previously for the wake region
S  -al,- - (Ref.18). From the vorticity distribution

(momentum) may be drawn as to the influence of the cur-
(38) vature on the vorticity field and on vortex

structures in the flow.

Expressions for 
the vorticity vector,

vorticity diffusion equation and all those Me
well known basic equations may be formula- thods of Calculation
ted- They will not be given here. There is a large number of methods

Neglecting all the components of the available now for the calculation of the
i T strsse bu (yi ad teirdervatvesand boundary layer flow around ship hulls, dif-
stresses but a~s and their derivatives and fentamthdaswlasieglme
assuming derivatives in the direction tan- ferential methods as well as integral me-
gential to the wall to be small we would
obtain as simplified equations of motion: applied (entrainment, moment of momentum,

etc.) and different empirical relations as
models for turbulence dependent quantities.

+trJ,, - s- Due to this diverse approaches a dependence

on the wall curvature can expected to be de-
tected only if there is agreement between£ -se _, - results of the methods independent of the

(39) approach chosen. In the 1980 SSPA-ITTC Work-
shop on Ship Boundary Layers (Ref.19) compa-

' V - ,. -- rative calculations on two test cases were
performed Iy 16 different methods competing.

The scatter of the results was disappointing
and there are even indications that a depen-

APPLICATION TO BOUNDARY LAYER FLOW ON SHIP dence on step length or mesh width used in
AjLLS the numerical calculations is still present

in some methods.
- Experimental DataE einaDtOn the other side the power of the pre-

One of the main problems for the tho- diction methods has long been demonstrated.

rough testing of prediction methods and cal- An example is the integral method by Himeno
roug tesingand Tanaka (Ref.20) which was shown to beculation procedures is the lack of data from abl To r e crin fas of theo able to reproduce certain features of theexperiments. In order to investigate the in-
fluece f crvaureon treedimnsinalwake when extended far downstream (Ref.21,

boundary layer flow detailed experimental discussion). Integral calculation methods
surveys of such flows must become available. where the normal curvature of the wall istaken into account have been presented in
The points in space where the values are the last years. Two fine examples are the
taken should be so closely spaced that the tho byeaimeno n exno les and by
flow line pattern in three dimensions may method by Himeno and Okuno (Ref.22) and by
be constructed. The spacing should also Nagamatsu (Ref.23) where the boundary layer
athickness is considered in a second computa-- allow for a numerical determination of deri- t o t p y a d i i n l n r a u f o
vatives. Only then a detailed comparation tion tep by an additional normal outflow
with the intrinsic equations along stream- velocity as proposed by Lighthill (Ref.24).
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The large differences in turbulence distri- formation is stored in the computer. The
- =bution due to different models have been well documented test case of the mentioned

shown by Raven (Ref.24) in a differential workshop in G6teborg (Ref.19, Ref.17) is
method (presented by Hoekstra and Raven at the first object being studied. Results are
the SSPA-ITTC Workshop on Ship Boundary not yet available. Since hot wire investiga-

Layers, Ref.19). tions will also be performed these will
enhance considerably the information about

The state of the art being this there this complex flow and provide means to
is some doubt about the detectability of check the reliability of turbulence model
curvature effects in such calculations. It assumptions.
was decided that no additional new calcula-
tion method should be developed but that
calculations would have to be performed with CONCLUDING REMARKS
available and well proven methods, some of
which had been put kindly at our dispositi- Experimental results are disclosing the
ion, by introducing into them step by step full complexity of the flow around a ship
curvature dependent features and conserving hull. We are used to treat the flow in the
the computing phiios-phy of the method un- spirit of classical boundary layer theory.
changed as far as possible. An interchange We will possibly have to learn that the

of turbulence models will also be considered. simple division into boundary layer and
outer potential flow will not work with the

First step in such an investigation regions of high vorticity (and also detached
would be the computation of metrics, Chri- vortices) extending so far out.
stoffel symbols, curvature magnitudes, etc.
This was performed for a series of digiti- This should not prevent the applicati-
zed ship hull forms including the test cases on of calculation methods available with
of the SSPA-ITTC Workshop on Ship Boundary all the care that is needed regarding nume-
Layers at G6teborg and some of the test ca- rics, step size and the geodesic curvature
ses of the Workshop on Ship Wave Resistance of coordinate lines used. The influence of
Computations at DTNSRDC, Bethesda, 1979. wall curvature nay then be tracked using
Fig. 3 shows schematically a part of the the appropriate formulation as far as in-
results for another hull. The ship is the certitudes due to the empirical treatent
"Sydney Express" and the isolines of the of turbulence can be overcome. It was the
mean and the Gaussian curvature have origi- aim of this paper to review tha matter of
nally been plotted by computer as projecti- curvature and. the pertinent relations.

ons to the midship plane. These quantities Considerable computaticn work will have to
be done in order to show the influence of
curvature by comparing different test cases
using different turbulence models.
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Discussion from a set of n partial derivatives

, - -. or :f(3)_-XI  *Xn

The cue-stion is then what does the set {fxi!
become when the coordinates x i are sub-

A YoOdaeai jezted to a transformation

Dr. -x, in his paper, presents us the Xi = xiAY!.... Yn)Ai = 1.... ni.
basic concepts of the differential geometry (4)
from -which he develops alternative foms
for t-he boundarv layer ecations and pro- The answer depends what the corresponding
poses a way to assess the relative influence functions in the Y-frame is to mean ?n any
of curvature on the I1ow de-eJ oent. given situation. For example, one mav
Since, we at BSRA spent a considerable insert in each functio. fxj(xi. . - Zr)
amount ot tine and effort on the same sub- the values of x's fro (4). This will
jects. I would like to urin some relevant yield a set of functions ifyi. .. -x-

points to the author's attention and also If, however, one has in mind the notion of
to shed som-e light L=to a point wich is a gradient of f(P), the correspondin-g func-
related to the use ef inariant, covariant tions are .not gi yl, y-) hut the set
and contravariant transformations in rela- of n artial derivatives
tion to the transformation of physical
cuantities, cf.

in many practical problens it is often .. n
necessar-y to employ a coordinate syste
which suits the problem. The difficulty which are comnuted by the rule for dif-
associated with the ctrdinate transforma- ext ation of cwxosite fcions
tion is in expressing the equptions de-

scribing the system behaviour. Provided -
that the coordinate transformation is ad-
missible 2thar is the transformation e-uu- __ . 2 . . . , n-

tions {5)

vi = vI (xI, . . - here and onwards the swa--ation is --nder-

-i Zn)-s-tood over the repeated indi-es.

(i =1.2. o n) we can think of .. /. 1 .i
etc., as representing the same entity i

are continuous tocether with their first different referen e frames. if we .rave a
Partial derivatives and the Jacobian deter- set of n functions . .&A'W)Mva/-Xa Aeer se corint n untinstem) A -x
m'ant J S does not vanish at a -V associated with the -coordi e ys -
point in the reg--ion of interest, one =ay and if the corresOnding frtions i . -,II
speak of three t oes of transfornatrons: - . Bn( in the Y-coordinate syste=- is
(i) transform-ation- b- - invariance. (2) trans- calculated by means of the co varlnt lar
formation by covariance, and (3) transfer-
=ation by contrzariance. .

= W~hen the c'm-tivy of interest is a !iy) = ,Aax) (i. = 1, 2.. -
scalar field quantity, such as kirematical
viscosity or any other scalar field fun- (6)
tion its value remains unchanged alIthough the sets ZA mx and {Lli represent trie

its exnression may differ. For examl' -c- nts of co-ariant Vectors in the X
tetperature of in field point in xi coordi- a - and Y-coordinate systMs, respectively.
nate sst b x .ndndthi rof transformation is called
after the coordinate transformation it be- transformation be ca_.a--aon e.-
comes Finally, we maX EF n two noints

-p . n P 2 x , - . n -
T*x.. Yn, 12(yl. ... . 7n. . . and consider a set o n differeli

tials
ns Yn * V (2)

a 1 , dx- . dxS

but its mnerical value at a point P does
not change. we car regard the s zIa r func- These differences are .,. of a nis-
tion FPIM as bein defie by the totality placement vector 1% the Y S-
of cmonents T(xi). Gv;), etc., each of tm and the sane ds Ie=ent vector "ren
WnrUch is relaed to cie another by the sub- referred -to the Y-cm rci-nate srstem has
stitution law t--ifed by form= - its c .ents
This substitution t-ansfo-matio is alled
'transfor-at-on by invariance' dy dyn

nstead -- e aling with a f ze
fjx11 x2.- . xn' of a scalar FMP) -e may hich, by virtue of the transfo-ration (l=
"inrested n its cracient rnich is are related to dxi's by
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"AVACAN- A G cetrv Packace for the Ship
- d- n) Boundary Layer Calculations,BSRA Report

4; -- j (i J - I, 2.... wciPHr-!E 41. (1979)
(7) - xj 2) Sokolnikoff,I.S. Tensor nalysis

Theory and Applications to Gecoetry t'
Mechanics of Continua',J.Wiley ann S3ns,

If wc have a set of quantities A1 (x} . Inc.,Second t itlonlg94)
AnfX) in the X-coordinate system and deter- 3) W The'Calculation of
Mine the co- esponding functions BI (y), . incocressible Three Dimensional Turbulent

,n(Y) in the Y-ccordinate system by means Boundary Layers.Part l.Fornulation of a
of the "contravariant law" Byron of Eouations ,National Aerospae7

Laboratory NLRThe NetherlandsRenort AT-69

Bi(y) = .t oC) (i, j =1. 2, . .. n) -il, (1969)
4) uellor,G.L. and Herring,H.J. "Sin-

(5) pie Eddy Viscosity Relations for Three-
Dimensional Turbulent Bournary Lavers-,

the sets (Ai(x). and {i(y)v become the AiAA Journal,Vol.l5,p.886 (1977)
components of cntravariant vectors in the 5) Cebeci.T. "Wall Curvature and Tram-
X- and Y-coordinate systems, respectively. sition Effects in Turbulent Boundary Layers',
and the transformation uf this kind is AIAA Journal, VoL..9,p.1868, (1971) 4
known as the "transformation by contravari- 6) RastogiA.K. and RdI,W. - Calcula-
ante", tion of General Three-Dimensional Turbulent

The next point is related to the equiv- Bondary LayerstAAA JournalVol.l6,n.15l
alence of otherwise of curvature or stream- (1978)
line related wall coordinate. Wesselirq 3) 7) WilcoxD.C. and Chanbers,TL.
in a stuly on the nature of the TL equa- Strea-line Curvature Eifects on Turbulent

tions Proved that these equations are seni- Boundary Layers',AiAA papor 76-353, (1976)
invariant bith respect to a coordinate 8) Hunt,I.A. and JoubertP.N. "-f-ects
transformation and if one of the coordinates of Small Streamline Curvature on Turbulent
coincides with the body surface they bece Duct FlowiJ.Fluid _iech.,Vol.9,p.633 (1979)
invariant and consequently different coordi-
nate systems with normal bein.. a coordinate
shou ld reflect the influence of curvature
equally well. -As to the edd y iscosity
for"lae, Mellor and Herring 4) proposed an
alternative definition which is invatiant
undera Gailean transfo tion.

The final point I would like to take
up is relative merit attached to the extra Aumors Reply
strain rate effects of curvatures; P-f. 1101.
If one scans the recent litcrature in the
field of complex boundary layers, one would
notice -that representatives of all three
different turbulence modeling have, in one
way or a:!:ther. employ'ed extra: strain rate J. KuX 5)
corrections to obtain a better correlation
with data, cf. Cebeci 5), Rastoi and od i 6),
Wilcox and Charkers 7). and Bradsha 110.
In fct, recently Hunt and joubert 8) shwred th-nk Dr. Odabasi for his discussion-

that a third order stud-v of the experimental He gives an extensive contribution reard-

data on a duct flow indicated the correct- ifl the transfor-mation physical Cflnti

ness of Bradshaw's en-ineerng approximation tes. anureciate his c n ou the work-- hod Sie we Go nt want t' rdcv re the field of aeronautics because

the things that have been welI-accusto=ed in fact there are nossibilities that results

in t1h field of axonautics we should pay obtained in that field might be orerloOkeT

=ore serious attention to his subect. -M s nydrocnaicists- .evrtelesshad-s krurwedge of most of --I- additional re-

-ROCES ferences Dr. Cdaba.i cites. It is my o4nn-
ion that the apnroach I have chosen in =-Y

dabaiaA.Y.- n.e paper is somewhat different.
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Prediction of Viscous Flow around a
Fully Submerged Appended Body
Nicholas-Christos G. Markatos

CHAM Limited. Wimbledon, London

Colin Brian Wills
Admiralty Marine Technology Establishment
Haslar

United Kingdom

ABSTRACT comparison on the application of the pre-
diction method to submerged bodies is

This paper describes the first stages discussed and proposals made for further
in the develoDment and application of a work.
finite-difference calculation procedure
employing a two-equation turbulence model NOMENCLATURE
(k,e), to the prediction of the flow around
an appended, submerged body. CIC2,CD  constants of the (k,c) turbulence

Initial studies were conducted to pre- model.
dict the steady flow field over and behind F. body force in the j-momentum
an appendage protruding through a plane eo .

boundary layer. The procedures developed equation.
to calculate both the two- and three- Ji flux of along the i-th direc--
dimensional wake fields are presented. For tion.
the two-dimensional case the method employed k kinetic energy of turbulence.
is partially-parabolic and thus takes
account of lateral pressure variation but z dissipation length scale.
cannot predict flow separation and recir-
culation. The three-dimensional flow field wake mixing length in wake flow.
is also non-parabolic; however, by using Lm mixing length.

_ the two-dimensional partially-parabolic p

solution it is possible to decouple the P static pressure.
pressure in the momentum equations and thus space averaged pressure over a
render the solution parabolic. This con- cross section.
siderably simplifies the computation
procedure compared with that of a three- qP total velocity at point P.
almensional partially-parabolic .olution. r,e,z cylindrical polar coordinates.
Comparison between calculated velocities r hydrofoil radius.
and measured data demonstrate that the s
technique has the potential to warrant r radius of the outer boundary of
extension to consideration of the flow N calculation domain.
around an appended body.

The application of the partially- s distance along a streamline.
parabolic calculation procedure to an un- so source/sink term for variable .
appended axisymmetric body is described and U. velocity component in direction i.
comparison again made between predicted and I
measured parameters. The calculated axial u,v,w circumferential, radial and axial
variation of skin friction and boundary velocity components in a cylndri-
layer thickness are shown to be in close cal polar coordinate system.
agreement with experimental values but the 'stemi adlerlVocy
stati, pressure gradient and total velocity u,v streamwise and lateral velocity
are btth over predicted in the tail region.? The implications of the above system.
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x axial coordinate, revolution and then to carry out powered
XT axial coordinate of trailing edge. and unpowered boundary layer predictions to
T determine mean circumferential velocities

y(ip,x) the lateral coordinate of point for model and full-scale Reynolds numbers.
"'(1p,x). These results were then used to derive the

Gr .ck Symbols corrections for changes in Reynolds number
and propeller induction and these applied

a angle made by streamlines with the to the model data. Agreement with model
x-axis. and full-scale data was limited and further

dissipation rate of turbulence experimantal data is being obtained to
refine the met'.od.While the above approach has been

r,cT curvilinear coordinates, found to give results of reasonable

p1l ,haracteristic distances used in engineering accuracy it cannot be regarded
mixing length calculations as .ntirely satisfactory. Thus, etudies

e.0whak " have been initiated to investigate the
potential of the method described in {3,4,

K Von-Karman constant. 5,6} for the calculation of the boundary

X universal constant in mixing length layer on an unsymmetric appended body.
calculation. This work has been carried out by CHAM E

Limited, under a contract from AMTE and is
11 viscosity, the subject of this paper. The ability to
..eff effective viscosity, estimate accurately the appended boundary

layer over a ship's hull would also enable
density. theoretical predic ion of many of the para-

a stress tensor, meters currently obtained by means of
expensive and time consuming model testing.

effective Prandtl number for Although it is likely that the requirementeff variable 4. for model experiments will always remain,:

T shear stress. many of the investigations conducted toontimise hull and appendage design could

4 a general fluid variable, be carried out theoretically, and the modeltesting restricted to the final configu-
st'ream function.raon racion.

1. INTRODUCTION In pursuing the above objective it
was decided to consider initially a fully
submerged body and to break the work downFroper mpanytcles omarinei vesl tinto distinct stages, so that different

propeller operates in a thick bundary aspects o the mathematical modelling
layer at the aft end of the hull and i'-ereby ol eitoue eaaeyvz
achieves an improved propulsive performance.
The variation in velocity over the propeller 1. Prediction of the two-dimensional
disc, due to the wake from the hull and turbulent flow over and behind an
appendages, can however, give rise to the isolated hydrofoil.
generation of unsteady forces on the pro- 2. Prediction of the 1hree-dimensional
peller and unsteady pressures on the hull. turbulent flow behind a hydrofoil
Both of these phenomena can lead to ex- mounted normal to a plane surface and
cessive vibration of the ship's structure protruding through the boundary layer
and equipment. In order to design the on the plar;e surface.
propeller and to estimate the unsteady 3. Prediction of the flow field around
forces and pressures generated by the pro- an axisymmetric body.
peller, it is tnus essential to have a 4. Amplification of the mathematical
detailed knowledge of the full-scale flow model to permit departures from axial
conditions at the propeller. This is nor- symmetry of the hull.
mally estimated from measurements made on a 5. Amplification of 4. to include
model and modified to take account of the appendages.
difference in Reynolds number, and hence 6. Inclusion of a propeller at the stern
boundary layer characteristics, between of an axisymmetric body.
the model and full-scale. Since the model
data is often obtained from unpowered In the following sections of the paper,
tests, further allwanco has to be made for the mathematical model developed during
the flow acceleration induced by the Stages 1 to 4 will be described and some
propuller. of the results obta:ned for Stages 1 to 3

An approximate ,iiethod for determining presented and compartd with experimental
the above corrections Lo model flow data.
measurements, based on the boundary layer
prediction method of Myring (11 was pre-
sented by Moore and Wills {2} at the 12th
Symposium on Naval Hydrodynamics. The
procedure adopted was to replace the
appended null by an equivalent body of
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2. CONSTRUCTION OF THE COMPUTATIONAL
MODELS

2.1 Two-Dimensional Turbulent Flow
Over and Behind an Isolated
Hydrofoil u

2.1.1 Theoretical formulation. The P

basic geometrical model for which two-
dimensional calculations were made was a
standard NACA 0017 section hydrofoil.
The flow over and behind this section was SP
computed by using the partiall-parabolic 5 C
method of Pratap and Spaldinr ;5}, full
account being taken of the so. ,tion domain
zurvature and variation of domain area.
Two basic assumptions are made in the - -
partially-parabolic method; firstly it is L JAI
presumed that recirculation is absent from
the main flow direction, and secondly,
that the diffusion fluxes and stresses may
be neglected in this direction. In con- A x )_
trast to conventional boundary layer yt"
methods, however, full account is taken of
the lateral pressure variations which may X
occur in the flows under consideration,
due to high flow curvature, and which can
significantly influence the upstream flow
conditions. It is this feature which, in Fig 1 Coordinate System and Grid
the situations considered herein, renders Convention
the flow partially-parabolic. The signi-
ficance of the partially-parabolic analysis The flow around the foil is governed
is that, compared with fully-elliptic by the following equations:
flows, the computation can proceed with
greatly reduced computer storage because
only the pressure field, which is treated Continuity

as fully-elliptic, needs to be stored- two-dimensionally. --- (pucosU)i psn) l
The coordinate system employed in the x (Pusina)

calculations comprised one set of coor-
dinate lines which were perpendiculars to
the chord of the hydrofoil, the latter where, sina (2)
being conveniently chosen as the x-axis,
so that the coordinate lines become x-
constant lines. The second set were the v-momentum
streamlines of the flow itself i.e. =
constant lines (Figure 1). uv

The following variables were calcu- au = - v (
lated at each point P of the solution
domain:

u-momentum
* u, the streamwise ,elocity;
* v, the lateral vex, ty; Pu - 2 Lx (
* p, the static presE" e of the us -as Pu ' (4)

fluid; "
FR y, the lateral coordinate of

P(p,x). where s denotes distance along a stream-
line, and a is the angle made by the
streamline at P with the x-axis.
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I The derivation of these equations from In the turbulent flows under consi-
the basic equations of inviscid dynamics deration, it is assumed that the shear
for steady-plane flow is imlediate upon stress obeys a law similar to that in
observing that they are simply alternative laminar flows, with an enhanced coeffi-
forms of the Eulerian equations with a cient. Thus,
different choice of dependent variables and
the additi.in of the viscous term. For tur- = Teff y , (12)
bulent flow T must be regarded as encom-I passing both the action of viscosity andthe effect of turbulent exchange, i.e. the where the effective viscosity (Ieff) is
Reyno]ds stress. assumed to be governed by Prandtl's mixing

To calculate y in the (',x) system, the length model.
fcllowing relatiun is used: For the calculation of the mixing

length, the solution domain was divided

into three regions, the first upstream of

-F CIucos (5) the foil, the second over the foil and the 4
ix third in the wake region. The effective

viscosity is related to the mixing length
The introduction of as an indepen- (L ) by:

dent variable with the coordinate function

y(',x) of the streamlines as a dependent L 2a(u

variable leads to certain interesting eff

relations. The introduction of ' satisfies The mixing length is calculated in
the equation of continuity, identically.

tileequtio ofconinuiy, denicalythese three regions in terms of the folio-

However, in the Y-x system there must exist w ing quantities.
some relation which expresses the kinematic
compatibility of the above transformation X - a 'universal constant' = 0.12;
and which is necessary for the complete K - Von Karman constant = 0.4;
solution of the differential equations. 0, = 0.0175 x chord:

From the definition of a, 02 = distance between the boundar strea-
line d i corresponding to the blade

I-l = tana (6) surface, and 11, which has the pro-)x { perry;2

Equations (5) and (6) are compatible 2 nth l (
if nd nlyif,( ) = 0.005. (14)

-the mass flow Iis 1% of the total

mu flow through the solution domain.
which leads to the following sinematic corn-
patibility equation, which vlays the role . (15)
of the equation of continui4,:

a.:- k e .18 (l )
a" T ( t a n a ) ( 8=)' w a k

x ax ucosal!

Eliminating y entirely fro.- the system ," 0)(l- uw  (17)

and using ds cosa=dx, it is co.%cIrded that wake T
the dependent variables u, v a and p
satisfy the following system of eouutIons. (for x>xT)

u-momentum and u's'is the wake 'centre-line' velocity
at X w

u -u cos = - - cos + - cosa .(9) Then in the region ahead of the foil,

v-momentum Lm 1 " (18)

c vs =- In the region over the foil.Oucosa r'} ai~ c s  (10)

2 x % 9 n ~ 19)
Kinematic compatibility <Yn < '3 (20)

11 3P+X €1 (1-p", 3<Yn<e I , (21)
axf (os--c ) a' (tana)(
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where adopted, whereby the velocity components
0- and pressure were stored in the "staggered"
1 (22) nositions on the finite-difference grid,
1 3 shown in Figure 1. Upwind differences of

momentum fluxes were used in the momentum
In the wake, equations, and diffusion through the verti-
Lcal faces of the control volume was

m ,vaIe (xXT; Yn. 0 ae )  (23) neglected.
The space-marching, partially-parabolic

algorithm of Pratap and Spalding {5} was

L wae u + 1 (t-j') , used to solve the above finite-difference
equations with the specified boundary

0  vxl < < Y1 (24) conditions. In this scheme, the finite-
wake -n - difference equations are solved at one

axial station at a time, starting with the
where inlet. The solution 'marches' downstream

Y - yn from inlet to outlet. The marches are

1x (25) repeated until convergence is obtained.

E wake 2.2 Three-Dimensional Turbulent Flow Over

and yn is the perpendicular distance from and Behind a Hydrofoil

point P at which Lm is being calculated to 2.2.1 Theoretical formulation. The
the I-boundary. The relationships for basic geometrical model for which three-
t Io r dimensional calculations were made was again

lx, and are given by Schlichting a standard NACA 0017 section. The inability
wake ;wake of the procedure described in Section 2.1
{7}. All the other formulae used aboveare adapted from Launder and Spalding {4.1 above, to be extended to three dimensions,

lead to the development of a general three-
for the present problem. dimensional model. This model has been

The boundary conditions and fluid pro- included in a computer program which can be
perties for the calculations were defined used directly in either two- or three-
as given below. dimensional, and in either parabolic or

Inlet conditions: Inlet stagnation lly-parabolic modes.
pressure, streamwise velocity, and flow artSince the cross-section of the hydro-

angle were specified at one chord distance foil, and of a ship's hull, varies with

ahead of the foil, i.e. u.(u2/2+P/p) and axial Position, a cartesian or cylindrical
coordinate system for the governing

Outlet conditions: A uniform pressure equations is not suitable. It is more
distribution was specified at three chord convenient to construct a curvilinear

aDI =0. system which has one axis normal to the

lengths aft of the foil, i.e. axis of the body, and the other tuo axes

The pressure level at the outlet was not orthogonal to the first, but not necessa-
Thepessred, leve n outet ws t t rily to each other. This system can be
computation, applied to ship forms where the frames are

Hydrofoil surface: The surface incli- not generally orthogonal to the streamlines.
nations with respect to x were specified. The elements of the system (n.;,r) are

defined in terms of orthogonal, cylindrical

The foil surface was assumed impermeable polar coordinates (r,e,z), and in accor-
and no-slip conditions were applied, e~g. dance with Figure 2.
u E v F0. The effects of wall turbulence Thus:
are taken into account by wall functions to r-r e- wbe discussed later. , = z (26)

Free surfaces: The boundaries marked r z rN( 26
SF in Figure 1 were assumed to be symmetry

planes and therefore vSO (i.e.aSO) and where rS is the hull radius, rN is the
_u = 0. The distance of this boundary from radius of the outer boundary, and (rN-rS),

the foil was selected, after preliminary (6E-O W ) are the radial and angular width
computations, so that the zero gradient

of the domain of interest, respectively.
condition was a realistic one. i.e. at 2.5 The above definitions make possible
times chord. the use of coordinates that vary between

Fluid properties: The fluid was assu-
med incompressible and the laminar 0 and 1 only. in this respect the ;-n
medaegrid at each station has as boundaries
viscosity and density taken to be values those of the flow domain, thus avoiding
appropriate to fresh water at a constant waste of ccmputer storage.
temperature. The dependent variables for the

2.1.2 Solution Procedure. In the problems considered are:-
finite-difference formulation of the * w,v,u : the axial, radial and
problem, a "staggered-grid" practice was circumferential velocity com-
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In turbulent flows it is assumed that
HULL the shear stress and other fluxes obey laws

similar to those in laminar flows, with
HULL enhanced coefficients, thus the following

exchange laws are formed:

V au. au.
REFERENCE 7 / i

PLANE e = f

' '(U e (31)

where Ceff, is the effective Prandtl number

for variable ¢.If the flow is laminar the effectiveviscosity, jeff becomes the laminar vis- M

cosity, u£. For turbulent flows eff is

cal'culated in accordance with the k-t model

of turbulence (Launder & Spalding, {4}) as:
-FLOW OMAIN

e ff =  £ u t 2 D '- / (3 2 )

Fig. 2 Coordinate System for a Ship Hull where CD is a proporztonality constant, andi k and _; Lre det,-rmined by solving separate-

ponents, in a polar-cylindrical parial different.al equatious for their
coordinate system (zr,e); transport.

* p the static pressure; The governing equations relative to
* k, c the turbulence kinetic energy aad the above coordinate system are given h) -b

its dissipation rate. respective- Abdelmeguid, Markatos and Spaldinz {W and
ly. hence are not repeated herein. The Turb-

lence model contains five empirical v,..z-
The partial differential equations, stants {4- which for the problem described

which govern steady, three-dimensional here are assigned the values given in
motion of fluids can be expressed in tensor Table 1.
notation as follows:

Continuity 1  2  CD IeffRk'ff
(OU )  0 . (27)

axi ( 1.44 1.92 0.091.0 1.23

Transport of fluid nroperty .able 1 Constants of the Turbulence Model

a - J.i The length scale of turbulence, in
a (0Ux) ax) this model is given by:

C3/2 /
where .i is the velocity component in Z - k (43)
direction xj, c may represent a velocity

component, kinetic energy of turbulence or This turbulence model is valid only

its dissipation rate, Sis the source/sink for fully-turbulent flows. Close to solid
pa ra e, walls there are regions where the localterm for vand J is the flux turbulent Reynolds number (pkt/) is small,

of i. along the i-th direction. For the and the viscous effects predominate over,
transport of the velocity component U for or are of equal importance with turbulent

effects. The rigorous incorporation of theexample, equation (28) takes the form of the effects of the vicinity of a wall to turbu-
lence proves expensive in computer time.

ao.. Thus "wall functions" {3) were employed as
•x. np (29) outlined in {6}such that the numerical~~ax. (° ij) =  j - ax. a xi

3 solution was forced to behave in a pres-
cribed manner in the immediate vicinity of

F. being a body force acting on the fluid, the wall
Although the above theoretical model

and aij the stress tensor, is presented in its partially-parabolic
mode, the predictions made during this
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investigation were obtained by using the Thus, the region of interest ws that close
method in its fully parabolic mode, but to the corner (Figure 3).
with an important novelty which is descri-
bed below. The reasons behind this are
economy of calculation and the desire to
utilise the results already obtained for
the two-dimensional case. sr ue

For fully parabolic procedurte the I>
pressure in the z-momentum equation is
different from the pressure in the two 028
other miom. ntum equations. This is a deli-------
berate inconsistency introduced into the
treatment of pressure and its purpose is to
decouple the pressure gradients. By this
means, marching integration can be employed
and two-dimensional computer storage used

all .'ariables {3). Often the pressure
in the z-momentum equation, (T), is taken
as the space averaged pressure over a cross
section, and the gradient ahe is assumed
to be known (or calculated) before calcu- F
lation of the lateral gradients tp/an, SOU
and apaP This practice is implicit inSOT

two-dimensional boundary layer theories
aloin the case considered here, the pre-

sence of the hydrofoil in the flow field
will cause non-parabolic effects. These Fig 3 Three-Dimensional Flow DomainV are taken Into account by employing the two-
dimensional pressure field calculated by The boundaries of this domain are the
the partially-parabolic procedure of Section free boundaries (North and East), the solid
2.1 in calculating the axial pressure gra- boundaries (West, along the aerofoil and
dient (and only the axial pressure gradient) South). and the axis of symmetry (West,
for each marching station. This decouples before the leading edge and after the

F the pressure in the momentum equations and trailing edge of the foil). The conditions
renders the latter parabolic, at these boundaries are - given below:

The boundary conditions for this stage
of the investigations were selected to rep- South boundary: u=v=w=O. The values
resent the hydrofoil mounted normal to the of k, c were obtained from the "wall

- floor of the Circulating Water Channel as functions".

described in Section 3. West boundary: For the foil solid
Inlet conditions: At the inlet to the boundary, the no-slip conditions and "wall

solution domain (a distance of 0.8 chord fu:.ctions" were employed. For the symmetry
from the airfoil leading edge) plug pro- planz zero-gradient conditions were
files were assigned to all variables, ex- assigned.
cept the longitudinal velocity w, for which North boundary: Far from the floor,
experimental profiles in the absence of the the flow is 2-D, therefore the results from
foil were used. The u and v components Section 2.1 were used as boundary condi-
were set to zero. tions, e.g.

Two values for the mean level of inlet
ME turbulence were used, namely, 5 and 10, of w = w2 D, u=u2 D, P=2D (36)

the mean inlet velocity. The dissipation
rate of turbulence at inleL was specified ak a 0.

MY according to a prescribed length scale and 0. (7

distribution, and wa- given by:

32-Because of entrainment at this boun-
t=f k /  (34) dary, the v-velocity was calculated by

satisfying the local continuity at each
where calculation station. This velocity was

used only in the continuity equation,
f = 1/(0.0711) (35) whilst the momentum equations assumed zero

North boundary v-velocity.

and H was the total width of the domain. East boundary: Far from the aerofoil
The nature of the boundary layer for- the flow becomes 2-D, so that normal -

med around the foil and along the floor at gradients of the variables were taken as
the flow channel, implied that the flow was zero across the boundary except for

expected to be 3-D in the vicinity of the pressure which was assigned its known value

corner formed between the foil and the at the North East corner of the domain.
floor. Far from the fin or the floor, the It should be noted that both the North

flow was expected to become two-dimensional. and East boundaries are physically the
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same, i.e. free, yet they are treated condition. Close to the surface a modified
differently. At the North boundary inflow wall function accounting for axial pressur4
and outflow is allowed, whereas the East gradient was employed. This function is
boundary is considered as a symmetry plane. given by:
Thus, the latter is consistent with the
boundary conditions used in the two-dimen-|E p(T0
sional calculations. q = n F (38)

As already discussed the pressure L U
gradient calculated for the two-dimensional
case was used as the pressure gradient in where qp and yp are the total velocity at
the downstream (z) direction. In the
direction normal to the floor (y) the the near-wall point P and its distance from
pressure was assumed to be uniform and the wall, and F is the modification factor
equal to the pressure at the North boundary- given by:

2.2.2 Solution procedure. The grid yp a
layout used was a "staggered" grid system F = (+1 z9)
as before.

Integration of the partial differen- The point P must be located in the
tial equation governing the transport of fully turbulent region, i.e.
each variable yields an algehraic equation
for each grid location, representing the
discretized form of the balance of the varn- + P
able, over the control volume corresponding y 11.5 (40)
to that location. A special treatment is
applied to the momentum equations, deve- The turbulence kinetic energy at the
loped in (3. This yields a Poisson
equation for the -pressure correction- near wall point was fixed at a value pro-equtio fo th "pessre orrctin"po-tional to /,and the dissipation rate

which is used to update the velocity and o-tirnal t that issipato rt
presre fields. Upwind differencing isof turbulence at that point calculated fro
used and the difference equations are a linear length scale distribution.

Svzmetrv-plane conditions Downstream
solved in turn for each variable by the
application of the tri-diagonal matrix os the r the body c as er-
algorithm. viously the Patal body becomes a symetry-

More details on the solution method plane.
Free-boundary conditions: At the free-

may be found in the above reference. The boundary of the calculation domain, the
innovation to the method introduced here ouavftecluaindmithinnoatio tothe ethd inrodced ereaxial velocity, w, and the static pressure

is that iteration is provided at each axial a ep ere given the values obtained from a
station of the marching integration, in potential flow solution along that parti- S
order to improve the convergence and the-- cular surface. The mass flow rate across
Saccuracy of the results. the boundary was computed from local con-

2.3 Prediction of the Turbulent Flow tinuity during the calculations.

Field Around An Axisymmetric Body Inlet conditions: Calculations wereperformed starting either at half the body~length from the nose or at 15S of the
2.3.1 Theoretical formulation. The length frm the nose.tthe hflth

basic geometrical model for which two- legt pste oi teno.t the alf-
dimensional calculations were obtained b pa t
during this stage of the work was the body to be zero and the boundary layer para-

e by Pmeters taken from predictions by the methodconsidered by Patel et al {S:. The flow of Myring {11. The velocity profile was

over and behind this was computed using the sl ine fro th edge of the

partially-parabolic procedure described in scaled linearly from the edge of the
Secton n is to-dmenionl mde.boundary layer to the free boundary. TheSection 2.2 in its two-dimensional mode,.ublnekntceeg a ae ob

The coordinate system and the gcver- turbulence kinetic energy k was taken to be
Thecrdin ats s ad the gcve uniform and equal to a percentage of the

ning differential equations are the sesquared. For the
described in Section 2.2 but omitting the frsstraeocth s ue r For ula
third dimension, -. The dependent varn- d9, was used to calculate the distribution

ables considered are also the same except of length scale tt

for the disappearance of the u-velocity When the calculaions started ahead of

component. It should be noted that for the the body, uniform values of v=0 and
predictions obtained during this stage, no w=12.192m1s were used at inlet. Other con-
parabolic assumption is made concerning ditions remained Abe same as given above. -
prcssure. The two-dimensional pressure Exit boundary conditions: Because of

distribution is the outcome of the compu- t Ex boundarabonintuof te so
the partially-parabol-c nature of the solu-

tational procedure which now operates in tion procedure an additional boundary
its partially-parabolic mode, condition was needed for the pressure, at

The boundary conditions for these the exit boundary of thez calculation domain

calculations were as given below: (i.e. 1/3 of body length downstream of the
stern). It was assumed that the exit i

Wall conditions: At the body surface, sen. I a sue htteeithe aelocitinwere zerofro the os , pressure was uniform, at the value given by
the velocities were zero fronni the no-slip the potential flow solution.
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Initial guess for pressure: The NACA 0017 seclion foil. The height of the L
pressures prevailing at the free-boundary foil was such that the outer sections were -

were taken as tne initial guess to the well clear of the surface boundary layer
pressure field. and the flow could be regarded as two-

dimensional. Measurements were taken at
2.3.2 Solution Procedure. There are Reynolds numbers of 2.0x106 and 0.5x10 6 ,

two basic differences between the sourion based on the foil chord of 450mm and in the
procedure used and that described in Section !atter case an adverse pressure gradient
2.2.3. Firstly, it requires several sweeps was generated by inclining the plane sur-
of marching integration, from the upstream face 2.5 degrees to the flow direction.
to the downstream end of the calculation The non-dimensional boundary layer

- domain, thus, it is an iterative procedure. profiles, on the plane surface at the posi-
. Secondly, full account is taken of the tion of the fin leading edge but in the

effects of pressure, on axial velocity, absence of the foil, are given in Figure 4.
This allows pressure effects to be trans- The longitudinal variation of static

L mitted in both upstream and downstream pressure coefficient with the inclined

directions. surface, again in the absence of the foil
More details on the sequence of calcu- is shown in Figuie 5. This pressure vari-

lation steps may be found in :6}. ation has been non-dimensionalised using
the velocity outside the boundary layer at

3. COMPARISON BETWEEN THEORETICAL the position of the foil leading edge.
PREDICTIONS AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS The procedure described in Section 2.1

has been used to predict the two-dimensional

In the computations which are dis- wake behind a NACA 0017 section foil and a
cussed below finite-difference grids were flat plate in uniform flow. The variation
used which ensured that the results were of the wake centre-line velocity with down-
grid independent. For the tuo-dimensional stream distance is given in Figure 6, for
flow over zhe hydrofoil, the grid possessed the NACA 0017 foil and in Figure 7 for the
36 points in the longitudinal direction and flat plate. Also given for the foil are
16 in the lateral direction. For the values from the CWIC experiment, and from
three-dimensional flow a grid of 12 nodes an empirical curve based on the correla-

in each of the lateral directions and 40 tions of Spence 10) and Lieblein and
in the longitudinal direction was adequate. Roudebush {11}. For the flat plate the
For the half Patel body, a grid of 20 experimental results of Chevray and
nod.!s radially and 30 n3des axially was Kovasznay {12) have been included an
used. III the case of the full Pate] body Figure 7.
the number of nodes were 17 and 37 res-
pectively. The grid spacing for all cases EvEL FLOOR, , Z 0- V.I o

was non-uniform, the grid lines being more
closely spaced near the wall and in the ----- C-IE FSooRl=o-S 10 G

nose and tail region of the body. These
grids were determined after calculations
had been carried out with different grid
densities. Fro-t these studies, it was con- IGO
cluded that grids finer than those above
led only to marginal changes in the results
but to considerably increased cost. E I

Convergence was monitored by observing,
changes from aweep to sweep for flow vari- 0 ,O0
ables at particular locations, at.d by com-
puting -ass cont:nuity errors. in general. .

convergence was fast and monotonic. After
about 50 sweeps. variabies were changing In
by less than 1 and the maximum integral
mass imbalance at any plane was less than I
0.01% of the inlet mass flow rate.

3.1 Two and Three Dimensional Wake 40
Behind a Hydrofoil

Prior to cmnmencing the theeretical

studies described in this paper, an experi- 
-

mental investigation had been carried out at 0 A

AMTE(H) into the wake generated behind a 0-4 0- o.
hydrofoil protruding through the boundary
layer developed on a plane surface. These o L V LOC

experiments were carried out in the Circu- eEC STREAM VELOCtTY

lating Water Channel (CWC) at Haslar and
A consisted of velocity suirveys at a position Fig 4 Brundary Layer Profile at Foil

2/3 chord aft of the zIailing edge of a Leading Edge
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Fig 5 Variation of Static Pressure in the Fig 7 Variation of Wake Centreline

Circulating Water Channel Velocity Behind a Flat Plate

It can be seen from Figure 6 that the
effect of varying Reynolds number is most

- _significant close to the trailing edge of

----p lCTlONS the foil and that reducing the ReynoldsI -EKPEiIMENT number produces a slower recovery of the
( i i wake centreline velocity. This is the

10 result of less turbulence in the wake at

a C WC. RESULTS lower Reynolds numbers and hence less
rapid mixing of the flow in the near wake

R1.= Z xtO~ region. At a position about one chord aft
of the foil trailing edge however, the

effect of Reynolds number is very much

1-2 -_reduced.
The empirical curve for aerofoil

sections given in Figure 6 was based on

U !data from tests run at Reynolds numbers

-O RN=SXO from 0.5x10
6 to 5x106 and conducted on foils

I . - of varying section shape, thickness and

> _incidence. It can be seen from this

Wi>  [ ..- Figure that the predictions for the NACA
>I | 0017 foil at high Reynolds number are in

f!t4= X,0 ( /good agreement with the empirical curve;

O- however, the predicted variation with
Reynolds number is considerably higher that.
that of the data used for the two corre-
lations. In particular, the lowest

_0_____ _ _ Reynolds number prediction shows a much
slower wake recovery than the experimental

0 0-2 0.4 0-G 0- data; however, this Reynolds number is well
below the full-scale value for major

DISTNCEAFT F FIL TAILNG EI~E ship appendages. Comparison between the
FOL. CNORD LE GT---predicted centre-line velocity at a position

2/3 chord aft of the trailing edge and the

Fig 6 Variation of Wake Centreline CWC results show the predictions to be 9%

Velocity Behind a Hydrofoil low. Generalisation from these results is
difficult; however, it appears that the pre-
dictions give a somewhat slower wake
recovery than shown in the experimental
data.

daaThe prediction of the wake behind the

thin flat plate is a less severe test of
the finite-difference grid employed in the
theoretical model than the finite thickness
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foil case. This is reflected in the very
good agreement between the experimental
results and The predictions for the flat
plate given in Figure 7. PREDICT mN

Comparison between the results ,r the
hydr-foil and the flat plate suggest tnat
the ess satisfactory prediztions in the
former case may be associated with the
specification of the finite-difference ,,
grid. i HEIGIITAOYE

The above results were found to be i., . i i SUR ACE(MM)
insensitive to the variation of inlet tur- - ,
bulence produced by a 70% increase in the
inlet mixing length and to the change in 20 I

the wake mixing length law resulting from 10/
a doubling of a. (Section 2.2.1).0-

The three-dimensional solution des-
cribed in Section 2.2 was used to predict I,0
the axial velocity profiles behind the NACA
0017 foil under the conditions of the tests
in the Circulating Water Channel. The
results of these predictions are given in _ _ _

Fig res 8 to 11 together with the exneri-
men al data.

The influence of Reynolds number on 0-9
the predictions is shown in Figure 8 from
which it can be seen that near the channel -.o -

floor the highest Reynolds number leads to
the highest velocities. This is consis- o-9
tent with the thinning of the boundary J
layer on the channel floor as the Reynolds I J
number increases. Clearly as the distance U >-0
from the floor increases taiis effect 0 -

- Ri = S %IO J ""

II 0_

.- 8

**Y"'bU. 2a- foil (Re~lx1O 6 , Level Floor)"

>I, 08 beoe ls iniiat ota b bu

SI 1

i : ' :40nxn from the floor the results are vir-

i' l  itually independent of Reynolds number.
a i ThiS distance compares with a channel
Oa Oj l ZS wall boundary layer thickness of the order

_____ __,____ I of 100ra (Figure 4).
0-7 ,:' " t-Direct comparison between the pre-
! i dicted and measured velocity profiles -

": ' (Figures 9. 10 and 11) is hindered by the-
160 Bc 0 80 160l non-sllrnetry of the latter; however, the

L-TCRAL,,_ t-os,-TIoNl(a agreement between the two is generally
good. For all three cases, two Reynolds
numbers with zero pressure gradient, and

Fig 8 Effect of Reynolds Number on Pre- one adverse pressure gradient condition,
dicted Velocity Profiles (Level the predictions appear to be most accurate
Floor)' near the channel floor. This is
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par icularly encouraging because this is
the region where there are significant PREDICTION
three-dimensional effects. As the distance - EXPERIMENT
from the floor increases and the flnw H-vEIGHT ASO

becomes more two-dimensional the wake defect suFAeL=-nw)
is generally over predicted, as was the case 1- _
for the purely two-dimensional predictions.
This is especiallv true for the averse o --
pressure gradient case. however. the test -
flow conditions were rather un.:table in . ' I -
this situation and the measured data is
thus not as reliable as that for the zero _ __ _ _ _

pressure gradient condttion. The pre- 0-8
dicted velocity profiles near the channel
floor clearly demonstrate the change in _.O -
tiow conditions which occur in the presence .--
of the adverse pressure gradient caused b
the inclination of the channel floor. In - 0-'
the latter case the variation in velocity 1-0
is considerably reduced. _ 08

The influence of inlet turbulence on
the above solutions¢__ was investigated using 1'--0Sv : ;

values of of 0.05 and 0.10 As in the >1
w -. K

two dimensional case this variation was . 0
found to have little significant effec! 41

upon the predicted velocities. o

The result, discussed above were con-
sidered to have demonstrated that the L
technique enployed represented a sound It
framework for the t-rediction of the three-
dimensional flow behind a hydrofoil. 0-S

o, . i-
0-7 -

PREDICTiON -

-E-xPRMENT IG0 s0 0 so 160

'! T i . . . .. OE AEAL OI~Q

I SuRPAcCinift)
:42- Fig I1 Velociv Profiles nid a Hvr

o.___ foil(Re=~~x100 O. Inclined Fior)

1- . 3.2 Flow Over the Tail Region of

Axisv=-ettic Body*. 0n correlation between the nredic-
0 tions and measurements described in Section
0J - -3.1 were regarded as sufficient to warrant

1fl-S extension of the prediction method to an
0- _axisrunetric body. The most extensive set

_j -of exoerimental data available for this
case was considered to be that of Patel et0UW 009 al (8S1 and hence predictions have been made

J i I for comparison with the data given therein.
The method of solution described in Section

1z-S 2.3 was used to predict the flow varameters
_____ I over the tail region of this body. The free

boundary conditions wre determined from
__= ia potential flow siution for the co=olete

I A body. The inlet boundary conditions were
IGO 80 0 80 IGO determined either at the bodv mid-length

from predictions of the bound-ry layer
LATRItAL. POSi'TION (rmm) parameters given by the method of Myring

1l} or at a position 15% of the body
length ahead of the body from the tondi-

Fig 10 Velocity Profiles Behind a Hydro- lengt ae f thelodi
foil(fl=0.nl0~Leve Flor)tions of uniform inflow.foil (Re=O.5xlO G , Level Floor)
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Initially studies were carried out PR&DICTIO BZL!Sh

using the half body inlet conditions to i#LET TJRSULEN'CE

determine the sensitivity of the solution x- EPERIMENT
to the position of the free boundary, to

the foim of the finite-difference grid and o o8 -

to the inlet turbulence level, and the I
results used to select these paramters. I'h
Predictions were then ^arried out for the

stern half of the Patel body and .-
results are cntpared with the experimental do o - ' *

data in Figures 12 to 17

By, I -LET TU_ tUL.E NCA 4)-

IL :3

U. 0 
= =  

O-z 004 r

Z 0-004

0 • Fig 13 Variation of Turbulence Kinetic

Energy at 965 of Body LengthI Fr-- Nose

but indicate a resioual of 2% turbulence U

00t e .=o;ttTboundary- This is 71one
z quence of the inlet plane assu~twOn that

the flow 's ful1y turbulent all thee way
from -he odv - tne outer houndar , nis

o L14 evidnly not a reasonable assutico
07 08 since the uter ..- undarv is located far

zror the boundar" lave-. edte, and the
ALX&AL DIST^MCF- I=W0%.% .c oE experi=ents indicate that -he turbulent

600V r=" A 'r region is .-Confined writhin the bound. ry
-ay:_r- There-fore. in future ok etr_

Fig 12 Axial Variation of Skin Frction lenc- quantities s- trc-! .--

Coefficient ently inside and u; -ie L - -Ivr
at the inlet piane.

The prdicted axial variation of the Ti- axial variatio- of the . bnd r

skin friction coefficient is given in ayer thickness is given in rigtre 14 fr. c

Figuze 12 for two inlet turbuicnce levels, which it is clear that there is very close
since this was the only nara-eter found to agree-rment etween the predicted and e-

e significantly dependent upon inlet mental values.
turbulence level within -he range cf 05 ne axial variatinof the static

= £ pressure coefficients at the wal and at
-04 to 15 it- ...... tht the edge of the boundary layer are give. in- -- w Figure IS- Tne ¢=...rimentai cofficients

the lo-er level of turbulence leads to usedre tunnel wall pres re as reference
predicted values of skin friction coefii- udhich was oer than r free trem static
cient which are very close to the m-easured wee rvalues. pressNre. hs the total head coefficient

The variation of turbulence kinetic outside the boundary layer w approxi--tely
eey( w, where w t velocity at 1.06 instead of the ideal value Of 1.0.energy- T-ne predicted pressure coefficients have
the edge of the boundary layer) in the therefore been increased by 0.06 so that
direct ion perpe-ndicular to the body at 98% they are cctsistent with the experimetal

of body length free the nose 1s given in data. A siilar correction was --de by
Figure 13 for 8% and 15% inlet turbulence. Dyne -13' azd was approved by Patel. it is

it is apparent that the predicted evident frm Figure 15 that the static

turbulence level at this axial location is pressure gradient is under-predicted bet-
independent of inlet turbulence specifi- we- approxi=ately 80% and 91% of the body

cation. Furthermore. the predictions are length but considerably over predicted for
in fair agreement with Patel*s measure- the last 10n of the body length.

ments (81 over the boundary layer thickness
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-EDICTIOo - E~W%4

E'(PERIMETNTC 4----OS. MY --N P EOIC-ION

Laof Thdns fBd Lnt rmNs

r 01_

000

AXIAL- flSTAM4CG FR0%A 06S a as

SOONTOTAL- Va-OCTY
FREE STREAW VELOCITY

Fig 14 Axial Varia' ion of Boundary Fig 16 Total Velocity Profi le at 66. 2'
Laer Thicknes of Body Length Fromz Nose

.. tEOICTiON The total velocity profiles 'or axial
- eKPEtIENT locations 66.2 and 991 of ihe bCy lenh

from the fore-end are ivefl Figures
O-S ~and 17 Also shown for f te mostf0;

- location is the velociv -red;Acted v th
o yrxn| can hich was used to det-

mine the inlet b-.ound-r A .
* -(1 Oebz~j iengtn oosii. Fro-. *hcs

, 1r~c.1:------ ------- t the -ec-& -
_p . profiles a-e over-predicted, tnL cr-e r

we.~ - -becoming larger with distancru alo'ng the tt.
so that at 99 of body length errors up

a. i _ approximately 55' occur. At the iornrd
ui position the maximum error can ' seen to

be enlv about 6 . From- comparison between
0 - this piz dicticn and the Myring estimate it

3 - is consideaed that this error is probably
.. *due to a similar order of over-prediction

* ,*t present in the data -sed to svecify tne
o oa _____inlet conditions. Thus. to some degree the

I f3 over-prediction of the total .'iocitv is
- the result of incorrect inlet condiz.ns:

6 01 however, this clearly would not account
for the large errors near the tail of the

0 body.
The results of predictions of the total

-Ckt -- velocity profiles at 50c and 96- of the body
length and the axial variation of skin07 O- 0-S io friction coefficient and wall pressure

coefficient for the full Patel body areAXIAL bISTANCE IROM NOSE given in Figures 18 to 21.

SonvY LSNGTH It is apparent from Figures 18 and I
that the velocity profiles are further
over-predicted cmpared with the half

Fig 15 Axial Variation of Static body calculation. This is possibly the

Presure Coefficients result of the mechanism which leads to the
ov.-r-prediction operating over a larger
range in the full-body case. The skin

LEE4



friction coefficient (Figure 20) can be seen
to be higher than for the half body calcu- --- HALF MODY 92REOICTION
lations at all stations and hence further > -ULL BODY FEDICTON
from the experimental data. The wall stacic 0pressure (Figure 21) shows a steeper press- to
ure gradient at the stern for the full-body 00
case although this difference is not large.

_ 77L
- EICT ION uW 00G{
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3 1iJ004--
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J 1Fig 19 Total Velocity Profiles at 96%

of Body Length From Nose
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Fig 17 Total Velocity Profiles at 99%
of Body Length From Nose
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the turning of the flow; it was precisely
at these planes where the maximum inaccu-

---- HALF SOMY PREDICTION racies occurred.
---- UL BOb' PREmCT ION A possible way to eliminate this

---- EXPERIMENT source of inaccuracy is to solve for a velo-
city component which follows the grid-lines,

ZI 0 5,. instead of the axial velocity, wnich was

I I used in the prev.ious analysis. The advantage
o 04 is that this velocity is simply oriven by

- / ti, pressure gradient term between its up-
I stream and downstream grid points.

W 0 a . The most serious limitation to the
0 I potential of the described method, is theu

- -need to prescribe boundary co.ditions at

the free-boundary. This is done at present
3by utilising the potential flow solution.

0 0 I This itself is a source of further uncer-
W tainty, and leads to the need for a

0 - different potential flow solution for each
new location of the outer boundary andU enach new body.

-01Removal Of Ellis limitation is the sub-

F lject of current work, together with the use
of a velocity component which follows the

0.7 0 U .O- to grid lines. The basic concept is that the
solution domain is extended to very far
from the body in all directions, and an

B00Y LE-NGTH additional equation is introduced, namely,
that for the velocity potential. The

Fig 21 Axial Variation of Wall Static latter will be solved over the whole calcu-
Pressure Coefficient lation domain, the rest of the equations

being solved only over the narrow viscous
It was ccncluded by Patel et al (8) region around the body. The boundary

-- that in the tail region of a body of revo- between the viscous and inviscid regions

lution, there is interaction between the will be determined by successive appli-
turbulent rotational flow within ti boun- cations of the potential and viscous
dary layer and the potential flow outside, solution procedures.
so that neither can be calculated indenen- Current work also includes extension
dently of the other. Since the potential of the above methods to consideration of
so-ution for the body alone was used to the flow around appended bodies.
specify the pressure at the frLe boundary
in the above calculations this may be a 4. CONCLUSIONS
significant factor in the poor prediction
of total v city and pressure. Methods have been derived using a two-

The a. .1e results hate demonstrated equation turbulence model (k-E), to predict
the capability and limitations of the k-c the two- and three-dimensional wake behind
prediction technique when initially applied a hydrofoil and demonstrated to have the
to an axisymmetric body. It is encouraging potential to warrant extension to consi-
to see that the computed results irlicate deration of flow prediction around an
the correct trends, and that only a few appended body.
minutes are required to produce solutions Comparison between predi ted values of
for different input parameters. It is the wake centre-line velocity behind an
disappointing, however, to see that better isolated hydrofoil section and 2xperimental
agreement could not be secured between pre- data shows that the prediction method gives
dicted and experimental data. a somewhat slower wake recovery than occurs

The space here is too limited, and the in practice. This discrepancy is largest
information presented too little, for a at low Reynolds numbers and close to the
rigorous analysis of the causes of disa- foil trailing edge. For a NACA 0017 foil.
greement. The study has highlighted, at a Reynolds number of 2x10 6 , the predic-
however, the following Problem areas, ted wake centre-line velocity at a position
Firstly, there is the difficulty of formu- 2/3 chord aft of the trailing edge was
lating the finite-difference equations, found to be 9% below the experimental
with due allowance for non-uniformities of value.
cell shapes, so that the proper relations Comparison between predicted values of
between pressures and velocities are ore- the wake centre-line velocity behind an
cisely preserved. This was apparent in the isolated flat plate and experimental data
calculations performed which sometimes ex- shows that in this case the method gives a
hibited stagnation-pressure distributions very good prediction of the wake recovery.
which were inaccurate. This effect is Good agreement has been obtained
particularly significant at the planes of between predicted and measured velocity

= the nose and tail of the body, because of profiles at a position 2/3 chord aft of the
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trailing edge of a hiydrofoil protruding 10. Spence D A: "Growth of the Turbu-
through a plane boundary layer. The pre- lent Wake Close Behind an Aerofoil at
dictions are found to be most accurate Incidence". Aero. Res. Council, CP No.125,
close to the plane boundary where tl'e 1953.
thre*-dimensional effects are most signi- 11. Lieblein S and Roudebush W H: "Low
ficant. The effect of an adverse pressure Speed Wake Characteristics of Two-Dimen-
gradient on the flow in this region is also sional Cascade and Isolated Airfoil
well predicted. Sections". NACA TN 3771, 1956.

Initial application of the k-c pre- 12. Chevray R and Kovasznay S G: "Tur-
diction technique to an unappended axi- bulent Measurements in the Wake of a Thin
symmetric body has shown promising agree- Flat Plate. AIAA Journal, Vol 7, No.8,
ment with experimental data. The pre- 1969.
dicted axial variation of skin friction and 13. Dyne G: "A Streamline Curvature
boundary layer are close to measured values. Method for Calculating the Viscous Flow
The static pressure gradient and total velo- Around Bodies of Revolution". Interna-
city are, however, both considerably over- tional Symposium on Viscous Resistance,
predicted in the tail region. SSPA, Goteborg, Sweden, 1978.

The use of a potential flow solution
to prescribe the free boundary conditions
and the definition of the finite-difference
equations at the body nose and tail are
major factors influencing the accuracy of
flow predictions around submerged bodies.
Further work is in progress in these two
areas in order to improve the accuracy of
the prediction technique.
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Discusiontion.Discussion The 3-D flow configuration consisting

of an obstacle protruding from a flat sur-
face has been used frequently as a test
case for 3-D BL methods. The interest has

G.E. Gadd (NMI) however mostly betn directed towards the
region in front of, or beside the obstacle.
In this paper the flow behind the obstacle

Fig. XII.34 of Thwaites' book "Incom- is compared. As is well known this region
pressible Aerodynamics" shows that a cir- is highly vortical, containing strong lon-
cular cylinder protruding through a boundary gitudinal vortices. Accurate predictions
layer on a plate produces a horseshoe vortex could therefore hardly be expected if the
trailing downstream with counter rotating pressure is not allowed to vary in both

vortices outboard of it. This vortex system lateral directions.
causes spanwise variations of the boundarylayer thickness on the plate rather like
those shown in figs. 9 and 10, so presumably W.-D. XuHatbinShipbuildngEngnst)
the hydrofoil must give rise to a similar
pattern of vortices. Are these evident inthe numerical solution ?

For calculation of turbulent boundary
layer, the empirical formulas used may be
examined first. For example, in order to

M. Hoekstra (NSMB) solve the energy-integral equation, we may
first find out the velocity distribution
and thickness of different regions as shown

The present users of the partially- in my paper titled "Velocity Distribution
parabolic method are on the right track now, and Energy Equation of Flat Plate Turbulen'
I think, in studying carefully the perfor- Boundary Layer". After analysing twenty-
mance of the method in comparatively sj,,.ple one u+ , y+ curves converted from experi-
external flows. I like to encourage the mental data of Klebanoff & Diehl, I obtained
authors to continue this work. the following results by Method of Least

What astonished me is that the authors Squares. The velocity distribution of inner
apply their method, which is essentially region (I.R.) is well known as the logarith-inadequate for separating flows, to the mic law: U+ = 5.75 log y+ + B. But I found

case of a hydrofoil on a flat plate which that B is no longer a constant, it is a
is known to give separation at the root of function of Re : B 2.086 log Re - 3.225,
the hydrofoil. What kind of results were i.e. when R8 = 104,
obtained in this root region ? Can the
authors comment ? u+  5.75 log y+ + 5.12 (for I.R.). (1)

According to eq. 40 the authors match
their solution to a wall law at v+ ! 11.5. For more easily integrating the energy equa-
How is the actual boundary value of y+ cho- tion, I found that velocity distribution of
sen and is there any influence of the choice outer region (O.R.) can also be expressed
on the results ? by the above logarithmic law but with a dif-

ferent slope :
u+ = 10.4 log y+ -D. The term D is also a

L Larson (SSPA) function of ReD = 1.973 log Re + 0.879, i.e. when Re = 104t

u= 10.4 log y+ - 8.78 (for O.R.) (2)
The methods developed by Prof. 

Spalding

and his group have been very successful for Of course, for laminar sublayer (L.S.): u+
internal flows. However in external appli- = y+. From the intersecting points of these
cations several new problems appear. It three expressions, the thickness of differ-
therefore seems like a good idea to apply ent regions can be determined
the methods to fairly simple cases beforeturning to the complicated flow around a Ye =(e + 341)/40 (for L.S.) (3)
ship's stern.

My first question concerns the 2-D y = 0.837 log Re - 0.372 (for 1.R.)(4)
case: Rather than matching the viscous cal-
culation to an external potential flow at when Re = 104, y+ = 11.03, yi/ 6 = 0.257.
the edge of the BL an artificial boundary Then the friction -term of the energy
condition has been introduced 2.5 chords equation can be calculated for each region,
from the foil. Judging from Fig.9 this finally I obtained the following Rx Redisfance corresponds approximately to 100 relation

times the BL thickness at the trailing edge.
I doubt that an efficient use can be made 63 R9 11/8
of a viscous flow program in this way. How R
many grid points were there in the BL ? 0 .94

You use 16 altogether in the lateral direc
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It agrees better with the experiment of that the current predictions in the wake
Klebanoff & Diehl than other formulas often are in fair agreement with the experiments,
used as shown in the Fig.*(one of them is indicating that the effects of vortices
deduced from 1/7 law). may be localised and not very significant

in the wake of the hydrofoil considered.
Eq.(2-25) is dedugqd from the 1/7 law

Rx = 63.771 R5a
4

Eq.(2-27) is as follows Reply to Mr. Hoekstra
R= 143.11 R7/

6

I thank Mr. Hoekstra for his encour-
agement. I would like to point out that
our method is adequate for separating flows,
and the code includes all three options,
namely parabolic, "partially-parabolic" and

X0 elliptic. Indeed, it was the last version
that was reported in the slide panels of

2 63R_ i)Y8_ my presentation. Simply, we did not at-
I 3x R * tempt to predict the separation adequately,

(togRe*0.1 and attention was not focused at the root
region of the hydrofoil, but only in the

R A / ,wake. The apparent fair agreement of the
a / predictions with experiments in the wake

tends to indicate that effects of vortices
AA may not be very significant in the wake

region of the hydrofoil considered.
Klebanoft & Diehl Concerning the second question, the

first grid line next to a solid surface isa 0 U U= 35 ft/s set at such a distance from the surface,
BE 55 y, so that the calculated y+ at the first

108 grid line is in the range 30 < y+ < 120,
over which it is reasonable to assi.me that
the log law prevails. An initial guess

_ _ _ _t and subsequent adjustment may be necessary.
10 12 -6 14 Within the above limits the results were

RxX 10 virtually uninfluenced by the precise valueof y+. A few runs with varying distances

of the first grid line from the wall are
therefore in general sufficient to ensure
results independent of y+.

Author's Reply Reply to Dr. Larsson

Concerning the first question, the
figure 9 mentioned refers to the three-

N.C. MarkatoS (CHAM Lid) dimensional case, for which the North
Boundary was located at only 0.228x chord
from the floor. For the 2-D case the outer

Reply to Dr. Gadd boundary was indeed set at 2.5x chords fromthe foil, but this is only 15-20 times the
B.L thickness, if I recall correctly. The

Vortices are not evident in the sclu- general policy is to locate the outer bound-
tion, because, in the reported calculations, ary far enough from the viscous region, so
the pressure field was derived by consider- that known boundary conditions can be ap-
ing an isolated hydrofoil (see text) ; and plied, and then to investigate the sensi-
that two-dimensional field was applied uni- tivity of the results to the grid both
formly all the way down to the plate. The inside and outside the viscous region. It
procedure, used is not, therefore, a full is because we performed the second stage
"partially parabolic" one. The latter and demonstrated grid independency that
would have failed near the plate, in the we ased such a grid distribution. The grid
presence of vortices, points in the B.L were 10, at the trailing

We did not use such a procedure because edge.
.o fuil analysis was intended at this stage. Despite the above considerations, I
If we were to carry out a complete analysis do realise that this is not an efficient
we would have used the elliptic version of use of a viscous flow program. This reali-
the code (reported in the slide panels of sation is among several reasons that led
my presentarion). Therefore, the absence to the development of our new approach
of vortices in the numerical solution is which was explained in my presentation.
a consequence of the way we chose to treat This approach consists of using two calcula-
the problem. It is interesting, however, tion schemes for the irrotational external
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flow and the rotational flow close to and Reply to Prof. Wei-de XuIin the wake of the body, full account being
taken of interactions. I thank Professor Wei-de Xu for supply-The answer to the second statement is ing me with his interesting modificationsthe same as for Dr. Gadd's question. We to the log law. We will study them thor-did not intend, and have not predicted the oughly for future inclusion in our wall
presence of vortices, functions.
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Effective Wake : Theory and Experiment
Thomas T- Huang and Nancy C Groves

B =- M " USA

ABSTRACT dynamic theory. Until recently, detailed velocity surveys in
the presence of an operating propulsor were not available,

An improved theoretical methd is presented for com- and the actual distribution of effective velocity into a pro-
puting the effective wake of propulsors operating in thick pulsor had not been examined fully. Providing the correctstern boundary layers on axLy mmetric bodies. The hydro- distribution of effective inflow for w-ake-adapted propulsor

dynamic interaction between the nominal velocities upstream design is emsential to meeting the ever increasing demand for
of the propulsor and at the propulsor location is assumed to improving propulsion performance and energy conservation.
be in iscid in nature and the total energy is assumed to be In order for L propulsor to produce a required thrust to
conserved along a given streamline with and without the pro- power a ship %ith minimum power and minimum cavitation
pulsor in operation. Theoretizal predictions using the method at a prescribd propulsor rotational speed, the effective
are compared with experimental data obtained in the United velocity d-tributi-m used in the propulsor design must be
States and Japan for five different propulsorlaxisymnmetric very accurate.
body configurations. For all five cases examined, the com- In 197C, a L-a-ser Doppler Velocimeter (LDV) was suc-
puted total velocity profiles immediately upstream of the pro- cessfully used by h,: "_ng et alA to measure velocity profiles
puisor (with the propulsor in operation) are in good agree- very close to the propulsor. The measured velocity profiles,
ment with the mea.ured values. In addition, the volume-mean stern pressure distributions, and stern shear stress distribu-
values of effective velocity profiles computed from the ticns with and without an operating propulsor provided the
measured nominal velocity profiles are in good agreement necessary clues to the proper understanding of the interac-
with the measured values of the Taylor wake fraction (l-WT) tion between a propulsor and stern boundary layer on axisym-
for all five nominal wake distributions over a wide range of metric bodies. The influence of propulsors on axisymmetric
propulsor thrust loading coefficients. stern boundary layers was found to be contained within a

limited region extending two propulsor diameters upstream of
1. INTRODUCTION the propulsor. The propulsoristern boundary layer interaction

was found to be inviscid in nature. The inviscid approxima-
The velocity profile at the location of the propulsion tion computer program developed by Huang et al.1 predicted

device in the absence of a propulsor is called the nominal very well the measured total velocities in front of the oper-
velocity profle. The effective inflow velocity distrbtion ex- ating propulsor. Subsequent detailed measurements of the
perienced by the propulsor depends on the mutual interaction velocity profiles with and without a propulsor operating in
of the propulsor Coading distribtion and geometric charac- two axisymmetric wakes were made by Nagamatsu and
teristics) and the stern boundary layer. It can. be significantly Tokunaga. 2 An invscid approximation again predicted well
different from the nominal velocity distribution. In the design the measured total velocities in front of the operating pro-
of a wake-adapted propulsor, the radial distribution of effec- pulsor.
tive inflow velocity is often estimated by ratioing the &chetz and Favinl-; have formuuated a numerical pro-
measured nominal circumferential-mean axial profile up or cedure based on the full Naier-Stokes equations to compute
down by a constant factor. The factor is sometimes taken to the flow near body/propulsor configurations. The computed
be (l-wTYl-w.), where wT is the Taylor wake fraction and w\ axial velocities at two propu!sor diameters downstream of the
is the measuied volume-mean nominal wake. Naval arch'tects propulsor compared satisfactorily with the measured results.
derive the Taylor wake traction from propeller open water This numerical procedure has not been applied to. the corn-
curves on the basis of thrust identity between propeller putation of effective wake in design of wake-adapted pro-
powering experiments in open water ant: bwhind the ship pulsors.
model. The influence of a stern-mounted propulsor on the

The constant-factor empirical approach for obtaining flow field past bodies of revolution and a flat plate was
effective inflow distribution is n-t based on a rational hydro- measured by Hucho 5 -& although no attempt was made to -
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tually calculate the effective w-ake distribution. Other inves- where p is the stream functiorn for an incompressible --.risym-

tigations related to this subject were made by Wertbrecht,F1 rietric flow defined by

Hickling.Y Tsakornas and Jacobs,"' and Wald. 1 Methods to Iaestimate effective wake were proposed by RacstadY UNagaxnatsu and Sasajixna.13 and Titoff and Otlesnov.14 The r or
only known previous effort to theoretically address thi prob-
lem is due to D.31. Nelson* who developed a computer pro-1 ,
gramn for calculating the effective wake from the measured = -

nominal wake and static pressure distribution acrorss the r 3

boundary layer. Sin-e the flow viocizies are irncrewsed due to the a-
in the present paper, an improved method foe- com- tion of the propelsor. strea'n surfaces are snifted c' oser to

puting effective wake distribution from the measured nominal the body surfaceo. AR, show-. in Figure !. a typical stream sur-
wake distribution is derived. Serious effort has been made in face moves inward from r to r , while the resultant velocitv is
this work to compare the thcretical velocity predictions with higher than the nominal velocity. The resultant velocity u. as
velocity distributions meas-ured by an LDV oyr z. five-hole pitot wot.ld Le mieasured in front of the propulsor. will be calle
probe immediately upstream of an operating propul.-e-. For the total velocity.
all five cases examined, the computed total velocities up-------- -- -- -- -----

s-eamn of the operating propulsors are in good agreement 0o PutIni.L
with the measured values. Eze~ o Ait 2 ,~j I

The computed volume-mean effective wakhe distribu- PtUn
tions are Shown to compare favorably with the measured __-----_-----

Taylor wake fractions derived from sielf-propulsiun exp !ri-
-- ments of five different nominal wakes. A cojnsiderable amount - V2z

of experimental data and relevant computational results are - - I
tabulated to permit the independlent awsessment of the pres- ~ SraewtotK
ent method by other investigators. Srm Sufet Withou

stream Surfac with
2.THEORY Ptpiso in Oprailmn

2.1 PropulsoriStern Boundary Laver interaction - - - - -- X~~

The experimental data given in References I and 2 Fiur 1- Definitin Sketch for Propulsor Stern
allow one to conclude that the influence of propulsors on Boundary Layer Interaction s
upstream stern boundary layers is detectable only within two
propulsor diameters upstream of the propuLsor. Upstream of
the propulsor. the mean -ircumferential velocity, vs, is idea- Since no energy is added to the upstreamn fluid by the
tically equal to zeto on an axisymnzzet-ic body both with and propulsor and since we assume no change of viscous losses-
without the propulsor in operation. The followuing assumptions due to propulsor inducticn effects, the total pressure head
are made to derive a theoretical approximation of the hivii-- within a given streamn annulus upstream of the propulsor re-
dynamic interaction between a propulsor and a thick stern mains constant with the propulsor (denoted by a subscript p)
bounmdary layer upstream of the propulsor (a) the flow is ax- and without the pr.pulsor in operation: thus, upstream of the
isyninetric and the fluid is incompressible: (b) the interaction propulsor
of propulsor and nominal velocity profile is considered to be

invscd i ntur; hus p opuso-:n ucd vsc us oses ndIOH I (OH)pturbulent Rey-nolds stresses are neglected: (c) the conven- Q Oaji Q Oi,
tional boundary-laer assumption, Ov.Jax << Ou./ar is
assumed to be vali for the nominal boundary layer in th or from Equation (2)1
absence of a propulsor. and (d) upstreamn of the propulsor, no
energy is added to the fluid by the propulsor. and the W-4 1 1 0u1 r) Ovr)
propulsor-induced velocity. feld upstra ftepousr s--=-I- --

irrotational. The theoretical formulation of propulsoristern r r a r ax
boudar laer nteactonsubject to the above assumptions~O,(~ j,
hasareadbeegive byHuang eta].., and will only be -I - r ~r) 3

briefly outiined here. r.IOr x
The 'tector equation of Steady motion for an inviscid

fluid is given by (see, for example. Reference 15) where we is the 9-component of the vorticitv vector. The
value of w/fr must therefore be consered along the stream

Vx co = -grad H, (1) annulus with and without an operating propulsor. The radialA
Qvelocity with the propulsor in operation is assumed equal to Vr

+v, where v. is the radial velocity without propulsor and
where V is the fluid velocity. to' x V i- the vorticity vec- v-,, is the ircumferential-average propulsor-induced radial t
tor. and H - + M-6 isthe total head, with emass velocity. Since the propulsor-induced velocity field is assumed
density and p pressure. For cy'i-drical polar coordinates (r, 8. to be irrotational. we require
x) with V (vr, ye = o. ux), . L: radial component of Equa- v u
tion (D) may be writteni as avF u

x( au; av.) I aH dip. ru, aH
-) -- - - - (21 where Vp is the resultant propulsor-induced velocity, and uOr ax e OW dr Q aw is the circumnferential-average propulsor-induced axial velmc-

-y Substitution into Equation (3) yields a simple relationship
'rivate co=s=6.r utm shed for the location of the new stream surface r-.
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1 a ff 1 8uP a . Using the ir. otationality condition applies to the nominal veloci-
r a r , (krp -- ) ty as well as propulsor-induced velocity fields, e g.

av.r) 1 v1r) v~4-~) a~(r) v~r-) au(r,,)I -v a~)and- 4 r - •) ax arl' n ax ar,

The normal boundary-layer approximation aviax << The above equation becomes
auJar is now assumed to be valid for the nominal velocity
profiles. In order to check this assumption, the radial nominal -
velocity profiles were measured by a TSI, Inc. Model 1241 ar ( - u(r) u (:)= 0,
"X" - wire at two axial planes, one immediately upstream
(WJDv = -0.227) of the propulsor and one on the propulsor or
plane. The values of avfax determined from velocity meas-
urements on Afterbodies 1 and 2 of Reference 16 were found u~rr) = ur) + u(r)
to be less than 0.05 auIar. The radial velocity v, was found
to vary very slowly across the boundary layer. 16 Therefore. Thus, the total velocity tiv for a propulsor operating in xn ir-
we may assume that v.(r) 5 vr(rp). Furthermore, the value of rotational nominal velocity field is the sum of the correspond-
(r-r.Yri representrs the percentage change in radial location of ing nominal velocity and the propulsor-induced velocity with-
a given streamline with and without the propulsor operating; out any additional interaction.
its value is found to be less th-n 0.2 for most of the cases
considered. Thus. the order of magnitude of the last term in 2.2 Effective Velocities
Equation (4) can be estimated as

In current propulsor design and performance predic-
Sav.(rv) I avgr) avg(r) r-r;. tion practice, only the measured model nominal velocity pro-

9 r a - - file is available. The full-scale nominal velocity profile can
r. x r ax x rrp < 0.01 then be estimated as the sum the measured model nominal

I au I au, velocity profile plus an appropriate Reynolds-number correc-

r ar r ar tion. The nominal velocity profile for either the model or the
full-scale propulsor is assumed to be available at the outset

and. therefore, will be neglected in the following analysis. The present theory can be applied to obtain the effective
Equation (4) then reduces to velocity distribution using the nominal velocity profile as

input.
I a; 1 au ar If the effective velocitv is defined to be the total
r _r r I-(5) velocity with the propulsor in operation minus the propulsor-r ar r ~a r. a r1, induced axial velocity, u- r) = u (r-) - ua, then

Equation (7) becoines-
Within a given strean an:zlus the massflow is constant with or
without a propulsor operating. Thus, at a given axial location x. du, , (u, + .)du- (8)
we m y rite,

At large radial distances from the proplsor axis (r ow), the
d =i rudr = rudrp. (6) value of the propulsor-induced velocity becomes zero and,

hence, the effective velocity is equal to the nominal velocity as
Inserting this expression into Equation (5)yields r -. . The finite-difference form of Equation (8)can be written

as
u, - u Adup - u.). (7)

Equations (6) and (7) are the governing equations for [u.. I + usIluL. - =

the propulsor and stern boundary-layer interaction. The [u ,. + . + u + u]u, -
nominal velocity u,(r), and the circumferential-average
propulsor-induced axial velocity. t:,(rP). can be used to obtain or
the neA location of the stream surface rp with total velociky (9)
up. In Eqation (6). the values of r and rp arc equal on the i -+ u. i A__I__q
body surfae. Far outside of the boundarl layer. the flow is u, = + +
uniform without any vorticity. Then we have dt = 0 as r -" - 2 2
coin Equation (6), which impiies d(u. - u) - 0. and ui -u
- constant = V (ship speed). .r u= V + u, since u. is zero In practice. the nominal velocities are known from the inner-
and u. has to be eql to V as r-. most radius of the propulsor to a radial position (e.g.. r _3.0

Similarily. for an open propusor in uniform flow, d R ) large enough for the propulsor-induced axial veloct- u: to

= 0 in eqt.ation (7). and we have u, = V + u, The total be zero. The value of the effective velocity at that point is
velocity u . for an open propilsor in uniform flow is the sum equal to the nominal velocity. This condition can be used to
of the iuorm ship speed V and the propulsor-induced veloci- solve the effective velocity in Equation (9) step by step from
ty , without any interactit. this initial radial position inward to-ards the body surface.

If the nominal veocity field is irrotational. the left- The nominal velocity at the hub of the propulsor is usually
hand side of Equation (3) must be zero: thus. the right-hand taken to be the linearly extrapolated value of the measured
side of Equation (3) -- omes nominal velocities near the body surface rather than zero in

order to avoid an unnecessarily large number of computa-
au,4r - vArj - av(r tional grid points near the body surface.

- 4 " 0. Since the induced velocity u. is not known initially, the
a r,_ x ax present theory can be applied in an iterative procedure to pro-

pulsor design of performance prejiction. The circumferential-
average propulsor-induced axial velocity u. will be assumed to
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be the same within the same stream annulus with and without tion will be extrapolated linearly toward the wall, resulting in
the propulsor in operation in every iteration, a nonzero velocity at the wall. Since u and u,, can be approx-

In conventional propulsor design, when the nominal imated locally by a linear function of r and r., the mass flux
wake distribution is given and either the propulsor thrust at a within the stream tube annulus given by dr - r,. 1 - r, and
given speed or tie delivered shaft power is given, the follow- dr, = r,,. i - can be integrated from Equation (6) as
ing procedure may be followed:

(a) First, estimate the thrust loading coefficient CT, f ,.,
the propulsor and then estimate the propulsor-induced axial rf

velocity by using the actuator disk approximatic-.,I 7 i.e., W,. - 1 ruxdr rpudr,

~r
0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 with u(r) u, + [(r - ri)(ri - r)] (u. ui) and ri<r<ri I

to obtain the finite difference form of Equation (6) as
VT 0.147 0.206 0.254 0.290 0.311 0.315 0.293 0.233 0 - " ) r(ff- - (2u... , + Uzi) -(uxi -Uzi)ri +r

An initial estimate of effective velocities can then be obtained
by solving Equation (9). (u. 1  ru

(b) The conventional propusor lifting-line computional 1 ( . u rF,1 + r.
method'S 19-20 may be used to design a propulsor to operate in (11)
the estimated effective velocity profile u, with a prescribed
nondimensional circulation distribution G which produces the At the body surface r = r;,,. This condition can be used to solve
required thrust. An improved solution estimate of the circum- for r,. step by step from the body surface outward, e.g.
ferential-average propulsor-induced axial velocity. u., can be
computed from the output of the lifting line computer pro- -C + V C2 - 4BD
gram'9 by a simple integration.-' (12)

2B

U3 K dG(r) di( where B=2u.. +ulT"- 9 dr FtanPJf lortanpbr)C = -r, (u 1- up')

where G ffrI2nRpV, tang = (u. + !kY(CR-- - -6#), K is the D = -4.(up, -
2u.) - F

number of blades, i is the propulsor angular velocity, - F r. r)(2u. + U) -ri(u, I Ui)
r/R. F is the dimensionless hub radius, and 16 and zt# are the
axial and tangential propulsor induced velocities at lifting (r,. - r)
line. respectively.

(c) A new effective velocity profile can be obtained b% Both the effective velocity u and the new radial position
using the new lifting-line solution of u. in Equation (9). r.,for the total velocity u1 . = u,,. I + u. are the simple

(d) Steps (b) and (c) are repeated until the values of G solutions of the quadratic Equations (9 and 12). The effective
and u, converge to within some specified tolerance. Two velocity Ls solved (independent of rp) inward from a large radial
iterations have been found to be sufficient for preliminary so lve (epende c is i d ro alre dadesign. - sition where the propulsor-induced velocity is zero. Once the

(e) If a final lifting surface design*-0-32- is required. -ues of u, are obtained, the new radial position r, . can be
the final solution of circumferential-average propulsor-induced s)lved from the body surface outward. These two solutions are
axial velocity, u., at the propeller plane can be calculated k- decoupled without any need for employing an iterative Pumeri-
using a field-point velocity programo which includes lifting cal procedure. These solutions can readily be incorporated in
surface corrections and thickness distributions. The fina -f ;',ost propulsor design practices.
fective velocity profile is obtained by using the final lifting-
surface solution of u. in Equation (9). 3. %XPERIMENT

For calculation of the performance of a propulsor of
given geometry and rpm, a computational method-4 is 9.1 Two Propulsors in Five Nominal Wakes
available to predict G and tan ., for estimated values of u, A
new effective velocity profile can be calculated using the new The experimental data used to evaluate the present
induced velocity u computed from the field-point velocity theory are derived from two propulsors operating in five dif-
program.m ferent nominal wdkes. The geometrical character-1,tics of the

propulsor used at DTNSRDC, denoted Propulsor T, are given
2.3 Total Velocities Upstream of Propubor in Reference 1 and those of the propulsor used at Nagasaki

Experimertal Tank by Nagamatsu and Tokunaga, denoted
The total velocities at the propulsor plane are rather Propulsor J, are given in Reference 2.

difficult to measure. Therefore, in order to evluate the pres- Three axisymretric bodies, designated as Models 1, C,ent theory a comparison of total velocity up between theory and D, were used to generate thick stern boundary layers for

and experiment must be made immediately upstream of the Propulsor T. The offsets of the three models are given in
propulsor. The total velocity is up = u. + u, where u. is sov- Tables I through 3. The propulsor was located at x/L=
ed by Equation (9) and the value of the propulsor-induced 0.983. where x is the axial distance from the nose and L is
velocity u. must be calculated at the position where the total the total body length. The ratio of the propulsor radius to the
velocities are measured. The new radial position for u. can be maximum hull radius, R/r, is 0.545 for Model 1 and 0.484
obtained from Equation (6). The nominal velocity u1 can be for Models C and D. Thi maximum radius of the model (r..)
approximated very accurately over a small increment of is 13.97 cm for Model 1 and 31.!8 cm for Models C and D.
radius dr as a linear function of r. Although the velocity at The three models were constructed of molded fiberglass; spe-
the wall is zero, the velocity profile in the present approxima- cified profile tolerances were held to less than k 0.4 m, all
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imperfections were removed, meridians were faired, and the into the anechoic chamber (6.4 x 6.4 x 6.4 m) located up-
fiberglass uas polished to a 0.64-micron rms surface finish, stream of the diffuser. Propulsor T was driven by a 9-kWA

One axisyrmnetric body was constructed by Nagamatsu high-speed motor mounted inside the stern of the model. The
and Tokunaga? for their investigation. The total length of the rotational speed of the propulsor bhaft was measured by a
body was 3.085 in and the maximum radius was 10.66 cm. magnetic pickup.
The propulsor was located at 2.57 propeller diameters down- Time-average nominal velocities at the propulsor plane
stream of the after perpendicular. A %ire mesh was wrapped and at a plane immediately upstream of the propulsor plane
around the aft portion of the parallel middie body. The nom- in the absence of the propulsor were measured by a Laser
inal wakes without and with the %ire mesh will be designated Doppler Velocimeter (LDV) and checked by a TSI, Inc. Model
as wakes A and B. respectively. The value of Rir,,, was 1241 "X' wire monitored by a two-channel TSI Model 10W0-1
0.610. hot-wire anemometer i fhe axial velocity profiles inside the

The measured distributions of the nominal axial veloc- stern boundary layer hrtisured by the LbV and by the hot-
ities at the propulsor plane for the five wakes are shown in wire anemometer were found to agree within wo percent of
Figure 2. There is considerable variation in the nominal veloc- the free-stream velocity. The total velocities immediately up-
ity distributions among the five wakes selected for the pres- stream of the propulsor were measured by the LDV with the
ent investigation. propulsor in operation. Some of the data have already been

reported in Reference 1. Most daa presented in this investi-
gation were measured after the publication of Reference I

12 I Aalthough the same LDV measurement techniques were used.
The overall accuracy of the measured axial velocities by the

1., - LDV is about two percent of the free-stream velocity.
In the investigation of Nagarnatsu and Tokunaga.2 the

model was also supported by two strats and propulsor J was
mounted on and driven by the dyna-.ometer used for open-
water propulsion testing. The experiments were conducted in
a towing tank. The propulsor plane was located at 5.13 11v

0-9 downstremn of the after perpendicular of the model: the
model centerline depth of submergence was 4.6 R_. where. I.
is the radius of the propul-or. A five-hole pitot prohe of NPL

0.8 type was used to measure the axial and the radial velocities
with and without the propulsor in operation. The overall ac-

curacy of this type of pitot probe for measuring velocity is

r 0.7 -about three percent of the free-stream velocity. Standard self-
WCpropulsion and opcnwater experimnents were conducted toWake D 1 C 8 A determine the Taylor wake fraction.0.6 Standard self-propulsion experiment- were also con-

ducted in the DTNSRDC model basin using a large model: the

centerline depth of submergence was 17 & to avoid the ef-
fect of the free surface. The towing strut had a 20-cm chord
and was located at 40-percent of body length downstream

OA from the nose. The conditions of the self-propulsion experi-
__ments for the two propulsors operating in the five nominal

wakes are tabulated in Table 4. to be discussed below.

0.3 1/ 4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

0.2 _ 4.1 Effective Wake
I 1 oC AB The two propulsors used in the self-propulsion experi-

0.1 ! I I ments (Table 4) were stock propulsors and were not operated
0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0,8 0.9 1.0 at their design conditions. A propulsor performance prc;c-

u, tion computer programA was used to compute the values o-f
non-dimensional circulation G and k-drodynamic pitch maile

V tanA for the estimated vahuwz of u.. The final values of tanA
were scaled up or down by the ratio of the measuzed value of

Figure 2 - Measured Nominal Axial Velocit Profiles KT to the computed value of KT. The values of G and modi-
of the Five Nominal Waes fied tanA were then used to compute the propulsor-induced

3.2 Experimental Technique velocities by a field-point velocity computer program2o with a
lifting-surface option. The new values of u. were then useti to

The experimental investigation of Models 1, C. and D compute a second estimate of the effective velocity u, by us-was conducted in the DTNSRD)C anechoic wind tunnel. The ing Eqiuation (9). Three iterations were sufficient for the com-

wind tunnel has a 2.438- by 2438-m test section with a maxi- puted values of ue to converge to within 0.2 percent accuracy.
mum air speed of 61 mis. The model was supported by two Table 4 shows the computed values of KQ. TD, the volume-
streamlined struts separated by roughly one-third of the mean effective and nominal velocities, (uq and (ueq and the
model length. The upstream strat had a 15-cm chord and the effective velocity at the 0.7 propulsor radius. The notation
downstream strut had a 3-cm chord. The distrubances gener- used in Table 4 is as follows:
ated by the supporting struts were within the region below the r
horizontal centerplane. Al the measurements of the nominal G = non-dimensional circulationand the total velocities were made in the vertical centerplare i.
along the upper meridian and there was little extraneous ef-

fect from the spporting struts. Each stern of the model pro-
truded from the closed-jet working section of the wind tunnel



T thrust loading coefficient based on ship 1OrS ,. = speed

--

T 1.4
KT = n = thrust coefficient

en2D
Q 1_2-

KQ = torque coefficient .
r 1.0/is = 0654z;

J(1 - propulsive efficiency R -J 1
'.K - 0.8 iU." --. EffectiveV' Nomina V p.

J, ship-speed advance coefficient 0. Totaoil

_JV 1.25 IF "

V ship speed6 ! /tGT 0 " 0 N,4/ V Vv .".-*
F = circulation L/ - ..- oa .I Effective
T =Thrust 0.2 - a

Q =Torque 0.0 "I, i •

0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.1t =Thrust deduction fraction

=mass densitv of the fluid V" V, V

n = Rate of revolution Figure 3 - Typical Total and Effective Axial Velocit Profiles
Cowmuted from the Measured Nominal Axial Velocity Profiles

D 2R = f ropulsor diameter at the Location of Propulsor T in Wake I

ur- 4.2 Total Velocities Upstream of Propulsor
f U,:
2r-vdr

f d With the final computed values of G. tanA and u. the
field-point velocity computer progranr -P with the lifting-

[u,]V = r  = Volume-mean effective velocity ratio surface option was used to compute the induced velocity u.
upstream of the propulsor. The total velocity u. and the

radial position r, were then computed using Equations (9) and
X(11). The deaileal results of the computation and the meas-J unr Vdr ured data are tabulated in Table 7. The comparisons between

[ rh the measured total velocity profiles and the computed total
(V - ) Vviume-mean nominal velocity ratio velocity profiles are shown in Figures 4 through 9- The agree-

" r;) ment between the measured and computed values of up is ex-
cellent for all cases. Thus, it may be concluded that the pres-

and rh = Hub radius of the propulsor ent inmiscid approximation provides a good representation of
the complex hydrodynamic interaction between the propuisor

The experimentally determined value of the Taylor wake frac- and the wake and can be used with confidence to calculate
tion w-r is also shown in Table 4. It is important to note that the effective velocity profile for a propulsor in an axisym-
the measured values (-wT) agree to within ± 0.03 with the metric wake. The ratio of the measured total and nominal
computed values of the volume-mean effective velocity ratio, velocities shown in Figures 4 through 9 is found to be largest
[u /,V. and effectivw velocity ratio at 0.7 propulsor radius, near the propulsor hub and to decrease toward the propulsor
[ue .-?V. for all twelve proulsion conditions. The overall ac- tip. Hence. the computed ratio of effective and nominal
curacy of the propulsion experiments is about ± 2%. There is velocities is largest at the propulsor hub arm! decreases to
no reason that the value of (wi-T) should be exactly equal to about 1.0 at the propulsor tip, which is quite different from
[u/V. However, the general agreement between the methods which assume that the effective wake profile is a
meassured values of (I-wT) and the computed values of U'luV constant multiple of the nominal wake profile.
for a wide variety of nominal wakes and propulsion loading eonf
conditions does provide an indirect confirmation of the pres- 5. CONCLUSION
ent theory.

Typical values of the computed effective and total In this paper. e have summarized recent experi-
velocities at the plane of the propulsor are shown in Figure 3 mental and theoretical investigations of the effective wake for
and listed in Table 5. The final computed values of G. tan A, the axisymmetric propulsorlstern boundary layer interaction
and u, are listed in Table 6 for the conditions used in this in- problem. A comprehensive set of experimental data in tabu-
vestigation. This information is sufficient for other in- lated form is presented for two propulsors operating in five
vestigators to perform independent calculations. quite different nominal wakes. Te data are compared with

calculations based on an inviscid propulsorlstern boundarv
layer interaction theory and provide valuable insights into the
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masnner in which thle propulsor interacts with a thick stem 2.0 1 1 1 1
botindar) layer.
wake and the total velocity upstream of the prujilsor have1.
been simplified to the solution of two quadratic algebraic MI 0- NA

- ~~equations- B~i eirecnraiy be incorporated nto any P _

propulsor designi and performance pediction practice. 1. __S-* l VP
It is shwn that for twelve self-populsion conditions j. Ta. OWvA H.P.

covering a wide range of propulsion thrust loading coeffiCi. ecktI 1  VP _-

ents, the computed voluinerean effective wakes agree well - ) i, - OAK M.P - I
with the measured Taylor wake fractions based on thrust V..Vrioilnidentity. The present inviscid propulsoristern boundary-layer 1.2 M.P VaikfflI Flgtinteraction theory predicts very well the measured total 1
velocity profile immediately upsteam of the operating pro-
pulsor. The computed ratio of the effective and nominal veloc- 1h.0o1-/
ities is largest near the propulsor hub and decreases to about 0
1.0 at the propilsor tip. This is contrary to some older meth-
otis which assume that the effective akAe profile is a constant 0.
multiple of the nominal waepofile

0-0
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TABLE 2 - OFFSETS FOR MODEL C TABLE 3 - OFFSETS FOR MODEL D

6/L 7 L6 V/ X/ YiL -R u/i Y/ Y/R X/L -1 L y/A X/, Y L 8/R
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.70223 .07 7 4 0 57 .04 .- 04a0 459 0 .58 2 .04105 50000 .0645r .03687 0 7 .3492 .07 4736 .50000 .7636 t.06 5072_

0027 .003 0 6765 ;: 07640 .047 45 3200020 040- 50070 9 0670 .0376 .3077 .35960 .0C4730 52000 .7 22 00 500 2 0

.0001,2 .0 84 08 .00072 0420 4 6.
e

-,0(C .370 ,0.15 0000, .07408 ,03,78 40050 .27039 .04736 50 00 .00 -6 .0430 .50000

0032 .07.037 , 8 .. 0 * . .60240 .4/0C00 .362- 0,15 .0470 050000 .6077 .04736 ,00" • 0900 .040-3 .."0 C
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TABLES - TOTAL AND EFFECTIVE AXIAL VELOCITY PROFILES COMPUTED FROM NOMINAL AND
PROPULSOR INDUCED AXIAL VELOCITIES AT THE LOCATION OF PROPUI SOR

(a) PROPULSOR T IN WAKE 1, CTS = 0.370, Jv 1.25

INPUT OUTPUT

NOMINAL INDUCED TOTAL EFFECTIVE

RPV V V Rp V R. V

0.211 0.313 0.088 0.082 0.211 0.564 0.211 0.476
0.250 0.354 0.152 0.093 0.233 0.650 0.250 0.498
0.300 0.396 0.214 0.083 0.263 0.735 0.300 0.521
0.350 0.434 0.254 0.067 0.295 0.796 0.350 0.542
0.400 0.470 0.288 0.053 0.328 0.849 0.400 0.561
0.450 0.502 0.315 0.031 0.362 0.894 1.450 0.579
0.500 0.530 0,323 0.008 0.398 0.918 G.500 0.595
0.550 0.560 0.320 -0.013 0.435 0.933 0.550 0.613
0.600 0.590 0.303 -0.038 0.474 0.934 0.600 0.631
0.650 0.620 0.268 -0.063 0.515 0.916 0.650 5.651
0.700 0.650 0.205 -0.084 0.560 0.877 0.700 0.672
9.750 0.680 0.149 -0108 0.608 0.844 0.750 0.695
0.800 0.710 0.099 -0.121 0.059 0.819 0.800 0.720
0.850 0.738 0.073 -0.111 0.712 0.818 0.850 0.745
0.900 0.762 0.054 -0.101 0.766 0.821 0.900 0.767
0.950 0.786 0.039 -0.093 0.821 0.829 0.950 0.790
1.000 0.810 0,030 -0.084 0.378 0.843 1.000 0.13
1.050 0.834 8.023 -0.074 0.931 0.859 1.050 0.836
1.100 0.856 0.017 -0.066 0.985 0.874 1.100 0.900
1.200 0.900 0.010 -0.052 1.094 0.910 1.200 0.925
1.300 0.925 0.006 -0.042 1.202 0.931 1.500 0.960
1.500 0.960 0.003 -0.300 1.415 0.963
2.000 1.000

(b) PROPULSOR T IN WAKE 1. CS = 0.654, Jv = 1.07

0.211 0.313 0.090 0.119 0.211 0.597 0.211 0.507
0.250 0.354 0.161 0.129 0,232 0.690 0.250 0.529
0.300 0.396 0.245 0.126 0.260 0.795 0.300 6.550
0.350 0.434 0.322 0.107 0.289 0.891 0.350 .5619
0.400 0.470 0.368 0.091 0320 0.954 0.400 0.586
0.450 0.502 0.408 0.056 0.351 1.010 0.450 0.602
0.500 0.530 0.427 0.024 0.383 1.043 0.500 8.616
0.550 0.560 0.427 -0.001 0.417 1.059 0.550 0.632
0.600 0.590 0.425 -0.040 0.453 1.073 0.600 0.640
0.650 0.620 0.396 -0.082 0.491 1.061 0.650 0.665
0.700 0.650 0.321 -0.129 0.531 1.004 0.700 0.683
0.750 0.680 0.232 -0.164 0.576 0.936 0.750 0.704
0.800 0.710 0.162 -0.180 0.625 0.889 0.800 1.727
0.850 0.738 0.126 -0.174 0.677 0.876 0.850 0.750
0.300 0.762 0.095 -0.166 0.731 0.865 0.900 1.770
0.950 0.786 0.072 -0.155 0.786 0.864 0.950 8.762
1.000 0.810 0.055 -0.140 0.841 0.869 1.00 0.114
1.060 0.834 0.037 -0.123 0.896 0.874 1.850 1.837
1.100 0.856 0.027 -0.1G9 0.952 0.865 1.100 0.0601.200 0.900 0.015 -0.066 1.064 0.916 1.200 0.901

1.300 0.925 0.009 -0.070 1.174 0.934 1.304 0.925

1.500 0.960 0.065 -0.048 1.391 0.965 1.500 0.900
tOOO 1.000 -0.024
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r . TABLE 6 -COMPUTED RESULTS OF PROPULSOR/WAKE INTERACTION

(a) PROPULSOR T IN WAKE 1

C9 0.370v 125 Cm054, JV 1.07

ap v _o U. U8 Us
t anp13 G tonp G

0211 0.313 0.0A .76 0.910 0.000 0.090 0.507 0.847 CAN0
0.25 0.354 012 048 074 O 2 .6 m076a
0.30 0.39624 051 077 00004 - .3 A
0.40 0.470 0288 0.561 0.748 0.0118 0.36 05116 0.719 0.0158
0.68 0.536 9.3 0.595 0.670 0.0150 DM7 0.6 0.657 0.0222
0.80 0.59 0.303 0.631 0.591 0.0179 0.425 0.648 0.584 On025
0.70 0.65 0205 0.572 0.518 0.0172 0.321 0.68 0.511 0.025
0.110 0.710 0.099 0.720 0.452 0.0140 0.162 0.727 0.443 0.024
0.90 0.762 0.054 0.767 0390 0.008 0.095 0.770 0.37 0.0153
0.05 0.786 0.03 0.790 C.361 OA0S 0.072 0.79 0.345 0.0103
1.00 0.810 0D0m 0.813 0.334 0.0 0.055 0.814 0.316 0C0AN
1.0 0Dim 0.02 0.86 0.0000 0.037 0.837 CA00N0
1.10 0.856 U.17 0.857 CAN000 0.07-7 0.858 CA0N00
1.20 0.90 0.010 0.9m - .00 0.015 03900 CA0W00

(b) PROPULSOR J IN WAKE A

WAKE A

CT m=0.6i.v=0.6 CS 3M,2JV A16

rU 1

Us _aA G 6ap
V V

0.182 0.5m 0.00 0.6 1.114 0.00 0291 0.739 1.135 0.00
0260 0.56 0.36 0.690 0.90 0.153 0.751 0.756 0.894 0.034
0.300 0.593 0.434 0.705 0.71 0.020 am9 0.765 0.753 0.046
0.400 0.644 0.484 0.732 0.591 DAM26 1026 0.78 0.567 0.058
0.50 0.590 0.480 V.57 0.481 0am"8 1.051 on80 0.59 0.064
0.80 0.735 CL455 V.73 0.406 0.291 1.030 U.17 0.383 0.071
VO70 0.777 0.422 02809 0.348 am28 098 CA83 032 0.060
0.80 0.815 0.36 0834 0.305 0.025 0.88 052 0277 0.060
0.90 0.8 0.256 0.57 0269 011199 0.690 088 0.237 0C048
0.960 0163 0.193 0.86 0253 01141 0.52 0.961 0224 0.0374
1.000 0.816 0.105 0.880 0236 0.0000 0270 0.885 9.209 0.00
1.050 0a88 0.000 0.00 am 0.0 .000 0.0m - .0
1.100 0C90 0CAN 0.000) -m 0.00 0.00 0.0 m00
1.200 0.924 0.00 0.00 -m 0.00 0.00 00
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TABLE 6 - COMPUTED RESULTS OF PROPULSOR/WAKE INTERACTION

(c) PROPULSOR J IN WAKE B

WAKE C

CT = 0,765, Jv 0.745 CTS = 3.02, ,IV =0.456

Ri taji ta83 GofiGU op
V V j V

0.182 0.1 0,000 0.500 0.09 1.148 D.AM 0.0.50 0.93 1.144 030.0
0.250 0.555 0.3 0.64 0.924 045 0.6.8 0.110 0.891 0.0311
0.300 0.567 0556 04.5 1 022 055 0.78 013 0.703 0.750 0.0417
0.400 0.5 0 3 01 01 02 0. 0 0.315 0.507 20.05
0153 0003 0.9 0. 087 0.47 0.057 0. 01 0.447 0.45 0140.0
0513 0.3 0.2006 2 00.1 0.0A34 A 0.60 0.0 739 0.384 0.0614
0.700 0.694 0.377 0.35 .5 0 0.0 0.5 0. 32 0.4 0. 06

0.00 0.727 0.319 0.746 0.15 0.72W 0814 0.766 0277 0.2361
o0O 0.760 0227 0.770 0.267 On173 0.86 0.783 0239 O m0.04
0.90103 9 0.8 0.51 0.128 0.4 7 0.792 1 .36 0.011
1.00 3 0.792 a.09 0.797 0239 0300 0252 0.117 0.,01
1.060 0.86 0.13 0 0.000 - 0.00 00 0.00 0300 1- OO

1.100 0820 O.03 00000 - 0000 000100- 0000
1200 0.01 0.000 -0.0000 03000 M0 - 0.1 0 00

(d) PROPULSOR TAIN WAKE C

~WAKE C

cmS 0.35, JV= 1.268 CTS 0.498, JV= 1.157 CTS= 0.676, Iv 1 1.00n

p V % u% u
tan/pi  G t-ni G - - _ G

v~ ~ ~ 66 -TV -v

0211 O.3W 0.360 0.512 0.94 0,000 0.)078 0.5M 0.47 0300 0106 0.542 0.913 CAM8
0250 0.417 0.142 0.531 0.84 D 0002 0147 0.545 0,79" O0028 0.170 0.M5 0,715 0,903
0300 0.454 0202 0.554 0 83 0.005 022 5 6 9M ,780 0.005 0251 OM58 0747 0.007

O.4KO 6..20 0279 0.593 0.776 0.0107 0.3121 0.64 0747 0,8127 0.367 0,815 0,73 0.0152
0.500 0 0.315 0OM2 M.9 0B150 0OM7 0.67 0.680 0.0182 0.445 0OM4 0,54 0022
0.=0 0.3 0292 0.W6 0S14 0.0172 0.346 0.6 0.603 0.0213 0.410 0.5"75 0,001 00=1
070 0.6/7 0204 0JI94 0535 0A169 0244 0.A96 0.5M 0.0214 OM30 0704 0.524 DAM.6
0.900 0.720 0.05 0.729 0.463 0.014 0.123 0.732 0453 0A184 0,161 0736 0.451 0.23
0.900 0763 0.06 0.7611 0.396 0.069 0.077 0.770 0387 U.123 0.192 0.77 0.381 0A164

S 0795 0.114 0789 0.368 00055 0.057 0790 0.35 0.0061 0OM7 0791 03O 00112
I.000 0.=0 0.031 0.80 0.340 0.000 0.043 0O9M 0327 0368 OAR5 0,810 0319 OM8
1M05 U.26 0,0 .O ,00 0.000 D 80 - 0,000 0DAM 0,00 - #10000
1.1110 m.4 0,00 0.80 - 0000 000 0,000 - A 0.60 000 0am0 - Om
1.200 0.9 0,0M 0,00 em 0,0 00 0.00 - 0,000 0.90 Dima - 11.00
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TABLE 6 - COMPUTED RESULTS OF PROPULSOR/WAKE INTERACTION

(e) PROPULSOR T IN WAKE D

WAKED1

I C=0360, JV =12 0  CTS = 000. JV 1.174 CTS ,. J -164

a v _a " G " G a m on I M P G
V V V V V V

0211 ,.316 0.071 0.484 0,57 006O 0.073 0.561 0.904 0,066 0.074 0.515 0.843 060
&20 03 0.122 05l 0.1794 0.122 0.143 0.517 0.74 0M27 0.155 0.532 DM6 0.0035
U n L420 0, 79o . O, 0211 0 .3 V .741 0 0244 o4 o3 01670
L4 ASS 0.4 M "m96. 0.743 09 0O32 0S562 0.717 0U128 0.374 0.574 0.59 U.154
6.M1 0.515 0.33 &M57 0.70 U.155 0O33 OW3 0.15 @1185 0AM 0.5%1 05W 0026

"N 1 3. 61 0.553 0.17 351 0.615 0 .514 0217 0.431 0.523 0.575
&M g 0.25 0.842 0M 00175 0257 DM 0.512 0.0219 0.323 0A164 0.565 9027

. U72 @.17 6J63 0,452 0.0145 0.129 U 0,443 0,0113 0.173 0 0.435 00243
UN1I0.722 0.,i3 6.720 0.39 01392 0.062 0731 0.373 U1126 0.112 0.732 0367 0,0170
S0, 0.745 0,046 0.41 0,31 0,,957 0 11752 0,345 0.0063 0=0 0.752 0335 01115
1.10 IM"i7 034 0.770 0331 0.0060 0.47 0.771 0318 0.10 0.064 0,772 03 0.000O
Il 6.71 0.013 5.06 3 - 0.606 0.060 00 - 0n6r60.000 0.000 - 0.0660
1.113 Uill 0,.i13 0LWO - 0@06l0 010 0 0 - O.060.60 0.960 - 016000j1.21 6,46 0.610 0160 - 016631 0.060 0.0O0 -j0.b00j0.000 0.00 - 01000
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TABLE7 - MEASURED AND COMPUTED VELOCITY PROFILES IMMEDIATELY UPSTREAM OF PROPULSOR
WITH AND WITHOUT AN OPERATING PROPULSOR

(a) AT X/D = -0.227. PROPULSOR T IN WAKE 1. CTs = 0.370. Jv = 1.25

MEASURED _INPUT PROPELLER TOTAL VELOCITY

NOMINAL VELOCITY* COMPUTED COMPUTED MEASUREDr u. -
r U Vf U. V, UP to Up

-, V VV V V R V

0.262 0.318 - 0.033 0.250 0.324 0.0388 0.0091 0.2500 0.4411 0.280 1.411
0.274 0.334 -0.039 0.300 0.377 0.0435 1.0130 0.2887 0.4859 0.350 0.554
0.214 0.343 -0.041 0.350 0.420 0.0519 0.0150 0-3300 0.5281 0.424 0.613
0.294 0.30 - 0.042 0.400 0.440 0.0619 0.0122 0.3727 0.5685 0.499 1.659
0.314 0.31 - 0.046 0.450 0.490 0,0698 0.0051 0.4163 0.5023 0.574 1.639
0.334 0.40 -0.0475 0.300 0.522 0.0757 -3.0417 0.4606 0.6344 0.634 0.722
0.364 0.420 -0.055 0.550 0.75 0,0793 -00108 0.5056 0.6620 0.155 0.7450,405 6.459 - 0.055 0.610 0.583 0.0090 -80.0281 0.5512 0.69t3 0.769 0.701

0.435 0.58 -0.049 0.600 0.64 0.074 -0.037 0.547 0.7136 0.31 0.15
0.432 0.701 - 0.049 0.750 0.64 0.0740 - 0.035 0.6907 0.7360 0.51 1 0.85
0.523 0.545 -0.045 0.750 0.675 0.0683 -3.0472 0.6926 07576 0.983 0.149
0.58 0.505 -0.045 0.800 0.714 0.0319 -0.0456 0.7412 0.7773 1.65 0.1
0.649 0.620 - 0.044 0.50 0.732 0.0552 - 0.0473 0.7903 0.3962 1.16 0.9120.720 0.651 - 0.040 0.90O 1.758 8.0486 - 0.0487 0.8m0 0.8136 1.322 0.150

0.782 0.701 -80.030 0.950 0.783 0.0420 - 0.0415 0.8901 0.8305 1.519 0.973
0.060 0.742 - 0.033 1.500 8.807 0.0362 -90.472 0.3406 0.8474
0.954 0.790 - 0.035 1.050 0.030 0.8308 - 0.0455 0.9914 0.8640
1.36 0.827 - 0.33 1,100 0.852 0.0263 - 0,0433 1,4423 0.880?

1.157 0.180 -0.030 1.200 0.896 8.0192 -0.0305 1.1446 0.9154
1.271 0.915 -0.028 1.300 I .925 0.0141 -0.0339 1.2472 0.9398
1.391 0.947 - 0.029 1.500 0. 80 0.03 - 0.0258 1.4521 0.96
1.514 0.953 -0.025 2.000 1.000 0.0326 -0.054
1.625 0.970 -0.020

(b) AT X/O : -0.227, PROPULSOR T IN WAKE 1. CTS = 0.654. Jv = 1.07

0.262 1 0.318 - 0.033 8 .250 0.324 0.0652 0.01 95 10.2500 0.5025 1.281 1.554
0.274 0.334 - 0.032 0.30 0.377 0743 0.8230 0.2844 0.5475 0,334 3.611
0.284 0.345 - 0.041 0.350 0.420 0.0339 0.0231 0.3219 0.5917 1.391 1.656
0.294 0.360 - 0.042 0.401 0.458 0.1027 8.0170 0.3613 0.6327 i.463 1.716
0.314 0.331 -0.046 0.450 0.490 0.1143 0.0079 0.4019 0.6677 8.529 0.751
0.334 0.400 -0.047 0.500 0.522 0.1228 -0.0049 0.4435 0.6999 1.612 1.787
0.364 0.428 -0.055 0.550 0.551 0.1282 -0.0137 0.4860 0.7271 .8595 0.310
0.405 0.459 - 0.055 0.600 0.533 0.290 - 6.0326 0.5294 0.7524 8.772 0.337
0.435 0.433 -0.049 0.650 0.614 0.1260 - 0.0465 0.5,38 0.7737 0.351 3.153
0.487 0.524 -0.049 0.700 0.644 0.1191 - 0.0574 0.6193 0.7909 1.923 3.73
0.528 0.545 - 0.045 0.750 0.675 0.1107 - 0.0664 0.6659 0.9081 1.125 0.393
0.588 0.585 -0.045 0.800 0.704 9.1010 -0.0734 0.7134 0.8229 1.145 1.924
0.649 0.620 -0.044 0.850 0.732 0.0903 -0.0772 0.7618 0.8364 1.313 3.955
0.720 0.661 - 0.040 0.900 0.758 0.0795 - 3.0788 0.8110 0.8446 1.431 3.973
0.782 0.701 - 0.036 0.950 0.783 0.069 - 0.0789 0.8609 0.8606
0.060 0.742 - 0.033 1.000 0.807 0.0533 - 1.0773 0.9113 0.8725
0.954 0.780 - 0.035 1.050 0.830 8.0505 - 0.0746 0.9623 0.1356
1.036 0.827 -0,033 1.100 0.852 0.0430 -0.0711 1.0136 0.8938
1.157 0.380 -0.030 1.200 0.896 0.0311 -0.0631 1.1168 0.9290
1.270 0.915 - 0.023 1.300 0.925 0.0227 - 0,0552 1.2206 0.9487
1.391 0.947 - 0.029 1.500 0.960 0.0131 - 0.0421 1.4279 0.9735
1 514 0.950 - 0.025 2.000 1.080 0.0043 - 9.0.3
1.625 0.970 -0.020

1 1. MEASURED ALONG HORIZONTAL PLANE
OTHERWISE. MEASURED ALONG VERTICAL PLANE
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TABtE7 - MEASURED AND COMPUTED VELOCITY PROFILES IMMEDIATELY UPSTREAM OF PROPULSORWITH AND WITHOUT AN OPERATING PROPULSOR IContinued)

(c) AT X/Op -0.336, PROPULSOR J IN WAKE A, CTS = 0.965, Jv = 0.666

MEASURED INPUT PROPELLER TOTAL VELOCITY~~NOMINAL VELOCITY COMPUTED COMPUTED MEASURED

f; u f~ UP U
S % R, V U. P. ,p .p r__0 ! %v

3.0000 0.514 0.13 0.515 0.3341 0.3360 0.0000 .6653

00.1537 .513 0.05 0.501 0.0141 -0.13 0.0438 6 8.6546
0.3174 1.573 0.10 0.503 0.3341 -0.9041 0.0376 0.6561
3.4613 1.672 0.15 0.514 0.0941 -0.305 0.1315 0.6546
0.6147 0.745 0.20 0.526 0.0341 -80.050 0.1758 0.5739 0.5147 (0.8211 1-0.029)
0.7634 3.310 0.25 0.548 0.0041 -0.0106 0.2205 0.6912 t
8.9221 0.850 0.33 0.570 0.0941 -0.9145 0.2656 5.7088 0.9221 (0.900) :-B.059)
1.9758 8.895 0.35 0.597 0.0940 -0.0176 0.3113 0.7306
1 .2294 1.931 9.40 0.531 0.1930 -0D0207 0.3576 0.3S84 1.2294 1.n 3w -#jg d.44 .#561[i

1.3131 3.956 0.45 0.666 0.3930 -1.0242 0.4044 9.7870 1.3831 0.938 -0.33
1.5361 C.932 3.50 0.692 8.911 -3.1275 0.4516 0.2079 1.5363 3SS 3m -23 (401
1.5695 .986 0.55 1.720 0.0902 1 -0.3315 0.4992 0.8304 1.5905 0.997 -8.26
1.3442 3.934 0.60 0.741 0.080 -0.0349 0.5471 8.8465 1.8442 0.917 -0.017
1.1!78 9.989 0.65 0.762 0.0854 -0.0330 0.5952 0.3624 1.978 0.934 -0.017
2.1515 1.912 0.70 8.782 0.0125 -0.0409 0.6436 0.8773 2.1515 0.992 -0.013
2.3152 0.985 0.75 0.302 0.791 -1.5440 0.6922 0.3918 2.3852 0.095 -9.11

0.30 C.820 0.0756 -0.0462 0.7410 0.9045
0.35 0.834 0.0708 i -3.0431 0.7901 0.9125 I
0.90 0.846 0.0664 -0.0496 0.8393 0.9191 I
0.95 0.161 0.611 -0.3503 0.8118 8.9274
1.00 0.874 0.0550 -3.0510 0.9385 0.9355 I
1.10 0.180 0.0434 -0.9509 1.0881 0.9496
1.20 0.924 0.0400 -. 0490 1.1383 0.9659
1.30 0.943 0.0332 -3.0465 1.2393 0.9774
1.50 0.069 0.0224 -0.0335 1.42 0.9918

1.78 0.92 0.0154 -. 0331 1.6454 0.9976
2.00 0.990 0.0129 -0.0262 1.9500 1.0030 _ I

(d) AT X/Dp = -0.336, PROPULSOR J IN WAKE A. CTS 3.62. JV - 0.417

0.080 0.514 0.00 0.515 0.272 0.000 0.0000 0.938
0.1537 0.513 0.05 8.501 0.272 -0.004 0.0374 0.9010
0.3074 0.573 0.10 0.503 0.272 -0.012 0.0747 0.9121
0.4613 0.672 0.15 0.514 0.272 -0.019 0.1123 0.9003
0.6147 0.745 0.20 1.526 0.271 -0.020 0.1503 0.9141 9.6147 (1.011) -1.1511
3.7684 0.810 0.25 0.54 0.270 -0.036 0.1890 0.9260
0.9221 0.850 0.39 0.570 0.269 -0.045 0.2285 0.9382 0.9221 (1.825) 1-0.136)
1.0758 0.395 0.35 8.597 026 -8.054 0.2639 0.9533
1.2294 0.931 0.43 0.631 0.267 -0.062 0.3101 0.9745 1.2294 1.451 (1.4241 -4.116 t-1l1S)
1.3831 0.956 0.45 0.665 1.263 -3,072 0.3524 0.9935 1.3331 1.043 0.134
1.53658 0.952 8.50 8.692 0.253 -1.112 0.3955 1.3272 1.536 2 im.2) -in (4112)
1.6365 0.981 8.55 0.72 0.254 -0.092 0.4393 1.0217 1.6305 1.125 - 1.77
1.8442 3.984 0.60 8.741 0.247 -0.101 0.4837 1.0236 1.8442 1.813 -1.062
1.9978 0.983 0.65 1.762 0.239 -0.111 0.5236 1.0369 1.907.1 1.009 -0.154
2.1515 0.982 0.78 0.782 0.229 -0.113 0.5741 1.0417 2.1515 1.301 -1.845
2.3352 0.985 0.75 1.112 0.213 -0.126 0.6201 1.0459 2.3852 1.137 -3.941

0.80 0.823 0.206 -0.132 0.6668 1.8473
0.35 8.134 0.194 -0.137 0.7140 1.46?
0.39 0.446 0.182 -0.141 0.7616 1.0446

0.95 .6e 0.170 -0.143 0.8097 1.3440
1.00 3.874 0.15i -0.144 0.8583 1.8416
1.10 3.333 1 0.13U -0.143 0.9569 1.831
1.20 1.324 0.109 -0.137 1.0572 1.0369
1.30 8.943 0.338 -0.139 1.1589 1.0350
1.50 0.969 0.0610 -0.111 1.3644 1.0301
1.70 0.912 0.0415 -1.130 1.5715 1.0240

2.08 1.90 0.8325 j -0.071 1.8813 1.8227
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TABLE7 - MEASURED AND COMPUTED VELOCITY PROFILES IMMEDIATELY UPSTREAM OF PROPULSOR
WITH AND WITHOUT AN OPERATING PROPULSOR (Continued)

(e) AT X/D = -0.48S. PROPULSOR J IN WAKE A. CyS = 3.62, Jv = 0.416

NPUIT PROPELLER TOTAL VELOCITY I
NOMINAL VELOCITY COMPUTED COMPUTED MEASURED

R,, V w- p U-, pp oRp V j V V Vp -,4
90o 1.511 .00 0.515 3.19:1 f0 u.O 5 -0
1.1537 1.509 115 1,512 6.1927 -1150$ o.r.J 1.7950
1.3174 11577 1.10 011 1.1921 -1.1117 0.0795 8.793 8.3174 1325 -3C14
1.4611 0.0655 CIS 0.510 1.1912 -1.1173 0.1134 1.7973 1.461 0.195 -0.380.6147 8.7r.% 1 0 .525 6.1099 -0,0221 0.5 .11176 11E147 01952 -6,058

1.76" 1.7s #is 0.541 6.1134 -0,271 0.219 2 63 .76" G.St -1.172
01221 0.81 1 0.571 1.1163 -0,036 0.242810.1340 0.9221 1.014 -1.877

1.07 10.891 1.35 01.596 0.1844 - 13 0 04. 1.78 1.037 -. 101
1.2294 0.930 0.1 .621 1.1121 -|.439 0mol8 928"4 1.2234 1.51 -1.077

1.5368 1 .971 0A8.64 6 .1731 - 1.493 0.3721 ll 1.538 1.036 -3 051

-.6i 1175 0.17 -1i122

.442 .914 0 -31.05463 0.938 1.8442 1.627
2.1515 1.917 lS .69l 0.1710 -00591 0.4625 0.2149 2.1515 1.017 -81.137

1.713 0.1656 -0.O41 0h1 0.1171 
li .734 1.1ill - O,6I5 0.552 1.911i

1.33 1.755 1.1557 -0.1715 o.13t3 01415
.5 0.778 0.111 -. 51 0.6478 1.9534

0.9 .101 0.1448 -0.071S 049 53 0.9663I 3.12 6.1372 -0.819 0.7432 1.974
:-_I# 1.1437 153 .1333 -. 2 0.7914 01915
.705 6 .157 1.1240 -0.115 0.84t 1 0.1937

-0,07 0.8 13 01972
0.501 0.140 -. 1i79 0.2876 1.1122
01.3 13 31042 -0.1135 1.071 !.12Z1

-. 7 .76 .35 0.4 3 .1113 -3.163 1.1873 1. 2sH
1.22.41SJ0IJ1I0.6.37 3 -013 13194 .13 6

1.7 3.915 -39 0.04 1.13730
2j.53 3.12 9.32 -8.6545 5 I.72 I 1.327u

(f) AT X/D, =0.336, PROPULSOR J IN WAKE 8, C-, 0.76S. Jv 0.745

0,111 i 1 0 . 1 C.1 .516 0.1031 1.1111 0.0900 0.5316 |!  i,

1.135 1.527 CB5 3.637 .133 -1.1121 0.041 6 335.1 -2
1.3874 0.571 1.13 1.016 0.1137 -0.039 3.513 .543 1
2.41 1.615 1.15 1.531 .41 -I.312 0.1347 2.15 15 -
.05147 33A) 3.7 1 1 .641 0141 -0.132 0.1831 .3 Ci47 . 1.731) -. 021)

0.7684 3.692 .73 I315 1 .1842 -3.0129 02257 8.6735
1.9221 iUm 11") 1.35 3.5il 1.1142 -1.135 0.2715 0.6134 1.9221 (.795) -S,51)
1.07S0 1.791 1.35 6.514 0.1641 -1.8161 0.3176 0.6iE
1.2294 MU M7 .40 1.97 -. 1155 03M 0.774 1.4 224 I "611 -IJ 5
1.3131 1.872 3 .1 .1 -. 021.6 1.331 1.924 -1.37
1I388 1 1i218NlS1 1.1 0.624 1 0.3235 -14 .4571 8.7n3 138 I7MM1 -14= 516sn
1.6915 1.947 0.5 ! 1.637 11.111l -0.1275 0S941 1.7384 i1.631S 0.061 -1.122

1.442 196S st.5 0.650 0.1713 -0.031 1.5513 1.7472 1.1442 102 -115
1.978 1.972 lIS ! 164 9.7F2 -1.A339 0.598 0.7573 1.997 1.913 -1.11
2L1515 0168 1.71 1 .676 1#1Am -0.039 01{465 1.76S4I 2.1515 0.1 -@jog

2352 0191 0.7I 1.189 0.76 -0.3.2 C.694 1.7731 2. 0.1 -lies
2.ll 0.71P  1.669 -1.612 7 03 7 13M
0.85 I .7#7 0.631 -1.431 0.7912 1.7914
1.91 I .732 0tests -O.445 0.140 0.0000
0.95 1 .747 aJ.045 -0.1154 041192 01103

F1.01 0.762 0.0 s0 s -1.4il tens 1.0211

1.!1 1 .795 1.1426 -IJl!5S 1.0380 1.1431 )

1.1 I1.126 1.0048 -1.1!39 1.13813 12641i
lie0 1 .54 1.1218 -eJltl3 1.2392 11.81S6

1.51 1 .907 1.ils$ -0.0051 1.4421 1,1211J
1.70I51 1.9 1 I132 -1.1291 1.1455 1.9647
2.01 I .913 1.1102 -1.1217 o 1.950 ,933
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TABLE7 - MEASURED AND COMPUTED VELOCITY PROFILES IMMEDIATELY UPSTREAM OF FROPULSOR
WITh AND WITHOUT AN OPERATING PROPULSOR (Continued)

Ig) AT XIDp = -0.336, PROPULSOR J IN WAKE B CTS = 3.02. Jv = 0.456

MEASURED..... PROELLER TOTAL VELOCITY

SVET COMPUTED COMPUTED MEASURED

r SE Rp V us vp r Up rp UP
VP V VP U, V TV

0 61 5.5, 31 3.536 0.243 0.311 0.100 3.458
0.1537 0.527 1S 1.501 3244 -33e5 0.,337 03m
0.3374 1.571 3.16 1.516 0.246 -1.12 01775 3.8533
1.4611 1.615 3.15 1.531 1.246 -618 0.1167 0.634
1.6147 1iJ 2I.51 323 3.541 0.246 -3.025 0.1564 0.1781 0.5147 (1.14) (- 3.131
1.7614 1.692 3.25 9 6.556 3.246 -0J32 0.1964 01796
3.9221 1m t. i 130 1.563 1.245 -1.341 6.2358 0.362 0.9221 (0.91) (-0.122

0L 1.791 135 1.514 0.244 -0.341 8.2776 LW955
1.22" "i3' m 1.4 3o.517 1.242 -1.5 0.311 9.921 1.294 :3 3 , .,- ,.,, ,
1.3131 5.372 6.45 3.613 3.239 -0.54 0.357 03077 1.3131 3.933 -J.3
1.53SMS 118 .3) 6.59 i3.24 3.237 -. 174 0.42 03152 1.5353 maS Masj .u, t-u ,I
1.6935 1.947 3.-5 1.637 3.232 -. 13 0.4453 0O6132 1.035 1.113 -oils
1.3442 . 69 3$A3 3.60- 0.225 -. 393 0.4334 03213 .442 0.934 -0J52
13373 3il2 1.55 . ,4 1.215 -1.11 0.531 03222 19373 8.931 - ,7
L.5315 3.958 .7 0.75 1.219 -3.138 I .5763 0393 2.1515 0.933 - .14i
2.3352 3.98 3.75 3.539 s .2;3 -0.115 0.5219 0.9245 13152 0.931 I -. n3

3.1 0.734 5.133 -1.121 0.664 "l231 j
0.5 0.717 3.173 -3.125 0.7124 33233I
1.9 1.732 8.167 -3.123 0.759 09246
1.,5 .747 3.154 -3.132 8.8063 02351
1.. 0.762 1.142 -3.133 3.3543 03233
1.10 3.135 3.119 -1.131 0.920 0321

._I 1I. 1 -1. 1I8.,1.23 . 2.326 133 -. 125 15 0..356
1.31 3.84 3.112 -3.113 1.153 0.43 1

0.; ,0 .5 .4i3 1.14 13 0 1 0.353 0365 I.1 .0

.- I 4 15I -9.114 0.41.7 3333 6.331 -8.13 1.373 1019

(h) AT XIDp = 029. PROPULSOR T IN WAKE C. CTS= 0.356, J = 1.268 1
3.2 .11 9631 9.375 OA61 9.3171 8.6 0.472 13.215 1.591

6.341 3.412 1.311 3.423 3.363 3.0113 1 0.2S3 0.514 3.332 0.555/9.312 1.516 8.356 8 .473 3.3473 1.3121 1 0.336 0.563 6 .391 0.6
x81447 9.542 3SA3S 1.513 3.3563 3.313 0.380 0.500 0.446 3.6

2. 3.532 1.450 6.543 3.63 1 .J2 0A5 37 0.455 0.681
0.S87 ! A28 :.51 1.572 3J61 -3.123 0.47 .559 1.53 .711
3.563 6.658 1.551 3.531 .723 -3.117 0.516 0.595 1.610 0.742
1.741 I 162 1.600 0.78 1.6724 -1132 *S 0.720 67 1.756
3.26 .735 3.650 3.552 3173 -3.243 0d3g 0.740 3.716 6.775
0.323 1.777 3,755 3.95 3.3575 -8.1315 9X. 0.757 1.795 1.113
11 i 3815 3.750 8. 5 10 J622 -31363 0.734 0.773 3.36 3.312 I
1.135 3.053 LfO e 722 ls -. 311 1.753 0.71 1.339 0.18
S 0.9s 1.851 I.745 0.1513 •03421 0.301 0.865 3.942 1.341 I

0.911 .767 1"0457 - 1. 1438 0.351 01 3997 1.655
6.956 1.71 0.403 -0.1441 9.301 0.833 1.655 0.177 3
1.10 .011 1352 -1.3432 0.951 0.348 1.125 0.9 5
1351 L131 0J3333 -5.41 1.it 0.64
1.160 1.052 1J.261 -0.341 151 0.80
1. 16.900 1.190 2 -_._ 1.153 0__20
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TABLE7 - MEASURED AND COMPUTED VELOCITY PROFILES IMMEDIATELY UPSTREAM OF PROPULSOR
WITH AND WITHOUT AN OPERATING PROPULSOR IContinued)

(i) AT X/Op = -0.239. PROPULSOR T IN WAKE C, CS = 0.676. Jv 1.066

MEASURED _._-_ INPUT PROPELLER TOTAL VELOCITY

NOMINAL VELOCITY COMPUTED COMPUTED MEASURED

R _VF 1' 1 U7 f
p V j_ _ v V Rp V j p RV

0.291 6.411 5.260 8.375 0.0728 0.0163 0150 0.542 0.215 1.576
u.241 0.462 0.300 6.423 0012 1.0179 021e 0.515 6.332 1.631
0.392 6.508 0.350 0.473 0.0932 0.6176 0.328 0.632 1.191 .619
0.447 0.542 0.40 0.510 0.1847 0.910 0.368 0.173 0.445 1.726
0.521 9.582 8.459 0.S43 0.1141 0.8017 0.410 0.708 1.495 0.761
0.517 0.621 6.500 1.572 5.1217 -1.V03 0.452 0.737 J 0.538 6.777
0.661 0.658 1.550 0.610 0.1243 -b.0130 0.496 0.762 0 0.610 0.83
0.741 0.692 0.600 0.628 0.1240 -0.0351 0.40 10.74 0.667 0.816
0.826 0.735 0.650 0.652 0.1213 -0.0454 0.585 I 0.301 1 0.716 1.831
0.320 8.777 0.716 0.675 0.1147 -0.0552 0.630 0213 0.795 0.346
1.011 0.115 0.750 0.619 0.1171 -0.0640 0.677 0.125 0.136 0.154
1.105 0.53 0.108 0.722 0.6915 -6.018 j 0.724 0x!! 1 I 6.33
1.226 0959 0.850 0.745 0.01930 -0.737 0.772 0.47 .42 0.174

B.iel 3.757 1 0.0711 -1.0758 0.821 0.356 0.997 a 896
0.950 0.731 0.19 -0.0759 0.870 0165 1.865 935
1.006 0.109 o.1610 - 0o754 0.920 0.76 1.125 0.920
1.059 0.831 0.0522 -0.9727 0.971 I .E: .
1.131 3.152 0.0443 - 631691 j 1022 001
1.230 C-9I 1.0331 -3.127 1.124 0.935

(j) AT XiDp -0239. PROPULSOR T IN WAKE D. CTS 0.706, Jv 1.054

0.255 0.337 6.228 0.366 0.6711 61171 0.220 0.530 1.304 1 1.596
0.373 0.452 0.251 1.316 1.1757 61215 0.241 0.549 3.31 3.57
8.444 1.417 0.360 1.414 1.3178 8.0210 0179 0.511 6.412 3.69
0.525 3.530 0.358 6.441 B010 1197 0-321 0524 1.565 1.744
0.537 0.572 6.460 0.467 0.1129 0.0123 0363 8.647 I1136 8.766
0.610 0.616 0.450 0.492 03.232 1i19 0.404 0.675 1.715 1.795
0.769 1.657 0.510 0.516 6.1311 - 0163 0.445 0.701 1.794 3.011
0.352 0.6114 0.559 0.542 0.1346 - 6.1241 0.486 0.723 3.71 6.326
0.973 0.756 0.668 .567 6.1341 - 01370 0.529 0.742 0.936 3.46
1.071 0.795 0.53 1.592 0.1316 -3.511 0.573 0.758 1.975 3.155
1.171 1.342 6.700 0.613 0.I231 - 1.1611 0.611 0.772 1.021 6.165
1.283 1.375 8.750 6.144 0.1156 - 1.361 0.64 0.734 1.371 1.375

6.300 0.670 1.1161 - 0.3753 0.711 0.797 1.145 3.192
0.153 3.696 1957 - 3.6792 0.759 0.606 1.244 I.935
31.9i 1.721 1.0842 -6.121 0.107 o019
0.950 0.745 91156 -6,121 8.356 0.131
1.831 8.768 0.643 - 1-9te3 0.96 041
1.358 1.791 01553 - 3.3784 0.957 0152
1.19 1.1 01479 - 3.J752 1.3 0863
1.2i1 .858 .0351 - .067S 1.111 013i

Ii

oj7
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the limited axial extension of the dis-

Discussion placement wake is working in an accelerat-
ing flow which may influence tne propeller
induced velocities. If these velocities
are decreased by the flow atceleration the
Taylor wake will be too high and if no
regard is paid to this effect the calcula-

G DyneSSPA) ted effective mean wake will be too low.
A detailed study of the influence of the
displacement wake on the effective wake is

May I first congratulate the authors at present going on at SSPA.
on another fine and well documented paper
on the important subject: propeller-wake
interaction.

My comments are concentrated to the H Tcg T
following two sentences in Section 

2.2 of

the paper: M-ng 051o 1211 (guessed)

"In principle the nominal velocities
are known from the innermost radius of the Wok Dyn

propulsor to a radial position... large _._ _ --

enough for the propulsor induced velocities O

uA to be zero. The value of the effective w I
velocity at this point is equal to the I
nominal velocity." 0.7

I agree with this wording only if it t
means that the effective wake at this radi- Wckt

us is the same as the corresponding nominal v.6 - -
wake at a larger radius, the difference in
radius being caused by the contraction of
the flow field. Some results presented in CLSthe paper indicate, however, that the au- k

thors have not used this assumpfi-nn. I
The nominal wake, 1, is transformed

into the effective wake by the action of . -

the propeller as illustrated in Fig.l when Wake
CTs = 0.654. As seen there are two ef-
fects: a decrease in local wake along each 0.3

stream annulus and a shift in streamline N

position caused by the contraction. The
first of these effects is most pronounced o0 -

close to the hub, the second one beingmore important at the outer radii. Due to

the contraction the effective wake at thepropeller 'lips, -alculated by a method .

developed at SSPA, is lower than the ncmi-
nal wake at the same radias but almost the
same as the nominal wake at the correspond- 0
ing stream annulus which has a larger radi- 0 ' Z

us. A similar result was given by Dr. Radius
Huang in 1211. In the present paper, how-
ever, there is almost no difference between
the effective and nominal wake figures at Fig. 1 Different effective wake assumptions
the propeller tips. Since the contraction Wake 1 : CTS 0.654
is significant in the example given, this
must mean that the effective wake is larger
than the nominal wake at the corresponding
stream annulus at the propeller tips but
lower at the inner radii. Since I cannot
understand why it can be so, I would like T. Nagamatsu-UH
to have the authors' explanation.

It is true that the procedure used in
the paper gives a better agreement between Recently, great interest is fccussed
the volumetric mean effective wake and the on the effective wake distribution which
Taylor wake, but in my opinion the reason should be used to design a wake-adapted pro-
for these discrepancies is instead that peller and to estimate the propeller vibra-
no regard is paid to the displacement or tory forces precisely. The authors should
potential wake. The authors have shown be commended for their efforts in this im-
that the existence of a displacement wake portant field of ship hydrodynamics.
has very little infuence upon the effective In the present paper, the authors pre-
wake. When doing so they have, however, sented an improved method for predicting
ignored the fact that the propeller due to the effective wake flow and examined the
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applicability of the method by comparing Basin we derived the linearized set of
the predicted results with the experimental equations for the present case and it turns
ones. out that the interactior. velocity field is

Mr. Tokunaga and I also made a study very similar to the propulsor induced ve-
on the prediction of the effective wake locity field for lightly and moderately
flov. for an axisymmetric wake. The volume- loaded propellers. Numerical results come
mean effective velocity ratios predicted very close to those of the authors.
by our method for wake A and B agree well (5) A conclusion from the linearized
with those by the authors' method. We are model is that the radial velocity of the
encouraged by this result. interaction is symmetric with respect to

In oar prediction method we did not the propeller plane. Then the implied
take into account the effect of propeller assumption of the authors, viz aVr/3 X = 0,
action on the behavior of the boundary layer is also valid there. This may explain why
in front of the propeller. This is the same the results shcwn by the authors have good

*S to the authors' method, agreement between theory and experiment
in order to avoid this effect, there- close to the propeller but not further

fore, our experiments were made under the upstream.
condition that the propeller was arranged (6! Finally I like to emphasize that,
at the position far downstream of the body. in the study of propeller-wake interaction,
The prediciton method was examined to com- it is important to use uniformly valid
pare with the experiment, assumptions for the propeller induced flow

On the other hand, the propeller was and for the wake flow.
located at stern of the body in the authors'
experiments. The predicted results, how-
ever, agree well with the experimental ones.

It would be grateful if you could show l. Tanaka(Osa1a unv)
us your view on the influence of propeller
on the development of viscous boundary layer
near the stern. I think the authors show a very inter-

esting idea in Eqs.(6) and (7) and they
are very much congratulated.

I would like to ask the authors aboutW. van Gent (NSJmB one thing on the assumtions made. They

a=.umed no change of viscous losses due to
I highly appreciate this paper in propulsor induction effects, i.e., the to-

which a nice correlation between theory tal pressure head within a given stream
and experiment is shown for the very im- annulus upstream of the propulsor remains
portant propeller-wake interaction problem, constant with and without the propulsor.
It seems that the correlation close to the In one sense this seems to bt- a good, obvi-
propeller is better than further upstream ous approximation. But, in another sense,
if you compare Figs.5,6 with the other Figs. I would like to know how good it is. Ap-
A reason can be that the theoretical models parently the authors' method seems to be
for the propeller and for the wake are not applicable to the cases including thick
consistently developed. This can be seen boundary layer ones. In such cases, how-
as follows: ever, the deviation of streamlines with

(1) The authors start with the exact and without the propulsor may be apprecia-
soluionof he quaion f mtio w~r = ble. Change in thicknesses of boundary

conserved along the streamannulus without layers for these two cases is also large.
swirl. Therefore the nature of viscous loss due to

(2) The total flow is composed of Reynolds stress etc. might be considerably
nominal flow + propulsor induction + different between the two cases with and
interaction, without propulsors. So, it is very nice

which means axially, that total = ux + ua + thing to have either experimental evidence
(ue - ux) and also radially : total = Vr + by measuring pressure distribution or the-

+ Vinteraction* oretical consideration of t:.- magnitude of
(3) The authors give satisfactory the error. If the authors shuw them to us,

reasons for their assumption to neglect I am extremely happy.
the nominal part yr and their assumption
that the propulsor induced part vpr belongs
to an irrotational field. However, they
disregard without notice the radial part M. Abe "A)
of the interaction field. This assurption
is only valid far downstream where all
radial velocities vanish, but there the It would be much appreciated that the
exact solution, see item 1, is no longer authors have carried out zhe very fine cal-
valid as behind the propeller the flow has culations and experiments in detail. Es-
swirl. This means in fact that the au- pecially I have much interests in the ve-
thors' asqunption only is valid when the locity measurements in frent of a propulsor.A
equation of motion is linearized, but this In practical point of view to cbtain
has to be done in a consistent way. the effective wake at a ship stern, the

(4) At the Netherlands Ship Model velocity measurement in a Fropeller operat-
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oA
ing should be required in my opinion, be- the propeller and an additional force of
cause the nominal wane calculated and/or
measured can not be fa±rly correlated with Pu2(r) + Po(r)]dr -[fu2(r ) + p (r )Jdr

tee effective wake in special cases of X p op P

hulls with wider beam and smaller draft, must be exuended by the propeller to cause
namely, RO/RO, LNG and car carriers etc.. the necessary contraction of nominal flow

The emohasis should be made that the from r to r It is important to note that
nominal wake shown in the figure could not the definition of the effective velocity
give good informations concerning cavita- used not only gives a better agreement bet-
tion, vibration as well as the performance ween the computed volumetric mean effective
of propeller itself. In this re ,t, I wake and the -measured Taylor wake, but is
keenly desire to calculate and measure the also derived from the theoretical basis of
effective wake directly and I hope that conserving energy between the total flow
the authors would measure the effective with the propeller in operation and the no-
wake with the mentioned ship hull both in minal flow without the propeller.: model and in full scale. On Mr. Nagamatsu's question of the in-

fluence of the propeller on the development

of the viscous boundary layer near the
stern, the infuence of the propeller was
found to be limited to only two propeller
diameters upstream of the propeller. Addi-
tionally the inviscid interaction of the
flow by the propeller was found experimenta-Author's Reply ily1 to be dominant in this region. The
change in the nominal boundary-layer devel-
opment in this region can be represented by
the new boundary-layer thickness parameter
0p which can be estimated to beT T_ Huang i3T=1.SPDC

The authors wish to thank their inter- 4 0.37 --- n
national colleagues of propeller/wake inter- R : -x- L -
action research for submitting many valuable P
discussions. 2D

In response to Dr. Dyne's question re- O.092 for RL = 1071, P =

garding the definition of effective velocity, L 10

we have used the following definition in 0.037 for RL = 10 = -L
this paper L 107R=0~~ O

ue(r) = u p(r) - ua Hence, the influence of the propeller on
the development of the viscous boundarylayer near the stern is limited to the

where the total energy is conserved for the layer-near the lt to e
inner-most radii of t-he flow and is of sec-nominal flow at point r and for the total ondary importance. Further re, the invis-

flow with the propeller in operation atpoint r, e.g., cid effect of the propeller is found to
pi vary with the propeller radius. This varia-

tion, which is properly modeled by the pre-
Tyu2tr) + POr) = 2 f u lr ) + pp(r ). sent theory, is not easily modeled by the

- p-p normal boundary layer computation method
without allowing for pressure va-jiationsThe net change of momentm in the two flos acosththick bor layr.across the thick bundary layer.

is [?&(r ) + p (i )Jdr - | + Po(r)]dr fromThe authors are very pleased to learn
p D D x p0 from Dr. van Gent that the radial velocity

of the propeller/wake interaction is sym-
However, the effective velocity is not de- metric with respect to the propeller plane.
fined by Therefore, the author's unstated assumption

that the interaction of the radial velocity
ue(r) = u (r ) - ua , is small and can be neglected, is valid at

P' " the propeller plane. Dr. van Gent questions

because the total energy of the nominal flow the validity of this assumption further up-
at point rv is less than that of the total stream from the propeller. The propeller-
flow with the propeller in operation at the induced radial velocity decreases very
same point r . Therefore, an additional rapidly with distance from the propeller,

e .and the radial velocity interaction can-ner o reasonably be neglected. The authors agree
to use uniformly valid assumptions for the

1 + n (- " - propellerrake interaction whenever possi- " ~xr)+o Cor) - 1u )p -Po rp)i
.0 2 r)xr p 0 p ble. It remains a challenge for us to

achieve this common goal.
must be added to the nominal flow at rp by The authors appreciate the concern of
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Professor Tanaka regarding the equality 3f Mr. Abe clearly shows us the difference
the total energy without the propellers, between the nominal wake and effective wake

for practical ships. However, the propeller
U(r) + p(r) and with the pro- induced velocities must be subtracted from

the velocities measured in front of a pro-
peller, H(r) =1 yu(r) + p (rp). Our peller to ob in a correct effective velo-

P p T pp p city distribution. The present axisymmetric

preliminary measurements at x = -0.5 R of theory has not been examined fully for the
Afterbody 1 indicated that the values Pof possible applications to the ship hulls youro 1 indic are ess tha n the valuesmentioned. We will share our experienceHp(rp) - Ho(r)I/Ho(r) are less than 2%, me

which are about the overall accuracy of the with you whenever we have reached a sound

measurements of H.

FI
NU

A
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Experiments on the Reduction of
Bilge Vortex Formation by
Discharging Air into Boundary Layer
Valter Kostilainen
Helsinki Univetsly o! rec'r.oicoy
f~"land

ABSTRACT Vm = model speed

A system for reduction of bilge vor- Vx = axial velocity in propeller plane
tex formation is studied experimentally. V zv= velocity vector on propeller
In this system comparatively small amounts disc plane
of air are discharged into the boundary w = local wake factor
layer. Air bubbles turn the direction of L
the surfac.e flow in stern and reduce the w = mean wake factor
streamline convergence and separation near
the Dilge. Systematic model tests wit4 a D propulsion efficiency
full tankez form were carried out in order u = dynamic viscosity
to determine the effect of air discharging = kinematic visrosity
on the wake pattern, resistance and pro-
pulsion. Five different air discharge PL = water density
hole configurations are studied. Results ate rdnt
of the tests indicate favourable changes l = angle co-ordinate in propeller
in wake pattern with small and medium air plane
flo,. rate in the case of two air discharge
holc configurations. In general high 1o- 1. INTRODUCTION
cal wake values are decreased and the
widths of wake peaks are larger than in Although the phenomenon of propeller
the original distribution without air. excited vibration has been experienced from

NOMENCLATURE the very early stages of machinery driven
ships, it is during the last twenty years

propeller thrust coefficient that the problem has grown to form one of
K T ethe most important design considerations.
KQ = propeller torque coefficient ton-uniformity of the flow into the

lnho hipropeller especially in cavitating condi-
S ln otions is one of the main causes of propel-
1 = length of air discharge hole ler excited vibrations. U-frames with a

region modified bulb are commonly used in the
sterns of full ships. This gives gently

n = propeller revolutions per sloping wake peak in the upper part of the
second propeller disc. If the stern form below

o, = air pressure the propeller shaft is made gently sloping
-also in the lower part of the disc a good
Rm = model resistance wake distribution is attained. However,
R = propeller radius there exist more or less pronounced bilge

vortices. If these vortices become too
UL = water speed strong, they may cause trouble in the form

= air flow rate of vibratory forces and cavitation and
increase the resistance of the hull.
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The theoretical calculation methods of at the height of the propeller shaft in or-
turbulent three-dimensional boundary layers der to prevent this vortex formation.
have advanced significantly. There are These fins prevent the downward cross flow
still, however, great difficulties in ob- and according to model tests vortex forma-
taining the flow pattern on a ship stern tion is reduced. The additional resistance
theoretically, especially when separation of these fins is considerable and they are
is present. Separation is an unsteady not applied in general. Possibly the bilge
phenomenon and even small changes in condi- vortex formation can be prevented in the
tions can have an effect on the separation. future by shaping the stern form on the
At the oresent time therefore, the quality basis of an exact theoretical solution of
cf velocity distribution in the stern is the problem. Within the current 'state of
studied at the design stage by wake surveys the art' it is not possible.
with a model and results are scaled to
ship scale with known methods. If the new 3. THE REDUCTION OF BILGE VORTEX FORMATIONhull design indicates an unfavourable wake BY DISCHARGE OF AIR

distribution, the afterbody shape is mod-
ified until an acceptable wake distribution If air is discharged through the shell
is obtained. In a number of cases where an into the water, it will disintegrate into
inhomoqeneous wake field caused serious bubbles, which under the action of gravity
vibration problems, the situation was im- rise along the ship hull. Rising air
proved by fittinq afterbody fins or tun- bubbles increase the upward momentum of the
nels. These modifications have nearly al- surrounding water near the ship hull. Ii

- ways been carried out after the ship was air amounts are large, this phenomenon can
in service and vibration troubles had been be used to pump water between the shell and
found. If the fins are fitted above the ice and reduce the resistance of ships in
propeller they in general equalize the flow severe ice conditions [21 or even for the
field in the upper part of the disc but propulsion of vessels [3j.
they do not reduce the development of b2lae If air amounts are small, the effect
vortices. of air bubbles is limited inside the bound-

As yet no efficient metnods have been ary layer. If water in the boundary layer
developed to reduce the formation of bilge previously had a horizontal or downward
vortices and full ship forms are continu- direction, the upward velocity due to tne
ously used. The present paper introduces action of air bubbles will turn the direc-
a method for the reduction of bilge tion of the flow near the ship hull.
vortices. The main idea is to turn the In normal full ship forms, surface
downward component of the cross flow by velocity ahead of propeller is inclined
air bubbles and in this way to control downward. The convergence of streamline:
vortex sheet separation. and bilge vortex separation result. If

small amounts of air are discharged into
2. THE FLOW NEAR THE STERN OF FULL SHIPS the water, the direction of the surface

flow will be changed. This method has
Recent theoretical and experimental been experimentally studied in the Ship

research on viscous flow of ship-like Hydrodynamics Laboratory of Helsinki
forms has helped us to understand and ex- University of Technology. Preliminary re-
plain the flow near the stern of full ship sults were reported in [4]. The outcome of
forms. The nature of the flow in the systematic tests is reported in this paper.
boundary layer has been studied and one
important finding is the existence of a 4. TEST CONDITIONS AND MEASURING TECHNIQUE
heavy cross flow in the stern region. The
surface streamlines of normal full ship Model tests were made in the 130 m x
forms in stern ahead propeller generally 11 m x 5.5 m towing tank of Helsinki
turn down and converge in the upper part University of Technology. The model used
of the bilge. This convergence of stream- Jn the experiments was a 1:37.5 scale
lines may result in a vortex sheet separ- model of a 115 000 tdw tanker.
ation as was described by van Berlekom Ship and model particulars are pre-
111[I. sented in Table 1 and afterbody sections

This pair of bilge vortices rotates in Fig. 1.
the water so that decelerated water par- After preliminary tests, three basic
ticles near the ship hull move out and air discharge hole configurations I, II
water with higher avial velocity from the and III were used, each having the same
outer parts of the boundary layer takes longitudinal locdtion of holes but differ-
their place. Thus strong bilge vortices ent heights. Later two modification IlIA
will also be seen in axial wake velocity and IIIB of hole configuration III were
distribution in the form of a pair of tested. All tested air discharge hole
additional wake peaks in model scale in configurations are presented in Fig. 2.
the outer part of the propeller disc. Air was supplied from a small com-

The downward component of the surface pressor through a pressure balancing tank
flow ahead of the propeller is the primary to the holes. Before testing, the amount
cause of the bilge vortices. Some at- of air blown out from each hole was vis-
tempts have been made to fit horizontal ually checked by means of an underwater
fins ahead of the propeller approximately tv-camera and individual hoses were
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throttled with clamps until the out- TABLE 2 Test Programme
flowing air was equally distributed. All__________
tests were run with a model speed of 1.4 HL OFGRTO II~II
rn/s corresponding to 8.5? in/s full scale. B
Air flow rate was varied during tests fromREITNE ESSxi
0 to 0.001 m3/s. Air flow was measured POUSO ETPROPLSIO TESS xwith a turbine-type flow-meter and air
pressure and temperature were measured WK UVY
with electronic transducers. FO IULSTO

wake surveys were made with the five- ITESTS x
hole nitot tube device of the laboratory
presented in [5]. All measured signals
were electronically reqistered and handled
with the on-line computer located in the
carriage.

For flow visualisdtion tests tufts
were fixed on the surface of the after .

part of the model. Observations were made
with under-water photography and video tanea

recrdr.MODEL M-19

STERN SECTIONS K f t4 4+4

TRANMc,______ __ _

CWL! 4-i-------

TAL 1I Prnia Partiular of -

BLC COFIIN .8 .83

Fig.D1 AAtRbod Sec i. etd ofgrtions of Teste Air ,

TABLE 1icag Prinipa Particularsn of
Ship ande Mode

I SHIP ODE 77-

I _ _ _ I



5. RESULTS [6], reduce cavitation noise and propeller-
induced pressure fluctuations. In the re-

5.1 Resistance suits of air discharge hole configuration
II, w'.ere air holes are on the upper level,

Results of the resistance tests are a similar sudden change of quantities can
presented in Table 3 for air discharge hole not be noticed.
configurations I and 11. In both con-
fiaurations the resistance was decreased at
smaller air flow rates more than the poss-

crease due to air bubbles. This addi±tional 0

resistance decrease is apparently the re- nn
suit of decreased eddy-ma ing resistance.
At a higher air flow rate the decrease of
effective Dower approaches the power of
compressed air. 7

6 D n

TABLE 3 Results of Resistance Tests 6,

SEDAIR FLOW AIR AI DIS- I_______
V RATE PRSS ESS CH-ARGE n

5 3 URE n TANCJ H-OLE CON- D 1 e D

M/ s Pa ' R MN FIGUPATION 2

1,0 .0003i 3012 4*

1.40 .00054 3023 41. 00 iW- Oil
1.40 .00102 3052 041.0'3 41.

1,0 0 j 43.0-1 Fig. 3 Results of Self Propulsion Tests,
Ship Si-alf Propulsion Point. Air

1.40 .00034 2513 41. 8 Discharge Hole Configuration 1 on
1.40 .002 25 18the Left, 11 on the Rig~ht.

.000529 2552__ 4 1.8 ____ .3Wk uv
1.40 .0099_ 12557 41,5 5.3 Wake Surveys

Axial velocity distribution in propel-
5. Poplsonler disc without air discharge is given in

Fig. 4. Corresponding velocity distri-
Propulsion tests were run with fourotin ofal irdchgehe O-

figuration with air fl.ow rate A0003, .0005-proveller loadings. Two of the loadinga 01m/ r r~ne nFg ,~
were chosen on both sides of ship self pro- ~Sad9
pulsion point and the other twc orn hoth 8ad9
sides of model self propulsion point and
the exact values of both model and ship
self propuision poiL., were attained by i1 I
ihternolation. The vvrification of model N
self O'roulsion point was copsidered 0 .
necessalry becauise of unsteadiness of the -

separation. The measured 4uantities be-)I
haved, however, similarly both in model \ )~I k
and ship self pror-1s'on point. Results of \ ,I i i
propulsion tests chip self propulsion T!jLf
point are illust - in Fig. 3 for air 'yjjOr

discharge hole c -.aguraticns I and 11. 1-
From the re alts of air lischarge hole L

configuration I it can be sean that whena
the air flow rt is increae from sde .0003

to .005m3.i, rvoluion aresudenl
increased and bonue and thrust coefficients
are decreased. The reason for this is
auparently that air is drawn into the pro-
peller ditc and the densl~ty of fluid accel-
erated by the propeller is decreased. , o
Changes in propulsion efficiency ar~e how- .. 6  , I
ever small even with large air flow rates. 6

This ventilation of the propeller and the
two-phase flow in general between the hull Fig. 4 Axial Velocity Distri!but-lon
and the propeller can, according to Huse with.,)ut Air Dischairgc
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In these diagrams the distribution of

G dimensionless axial velocity is given.

Local wake wL can be obtained from L V

V = axial inflow velocit. En

xVm = mod-el speed.

A Vector diagrams on propeller disc are

presented in Fig. 10 for model without air
discharge and in Figures 11, 12, 13, 14 and
15 for model with air discharge of all hole

/configurations. In these diagrams the
/ need V is aiven.

zy
M 1 By c~mparison of Figures 4.. 9 and

\~~ 10...15 at the same time it can be seen
that the effect of air discharge is con-

X sistent. The best results are obtained
with the air discharge hole configuration I.Then even with small air flow rate 0.0003
m3/s the wake peak due to bilge vortices is
reduced and bilge vortices are smaller and
have moved near to the centerplane of the

3 shin. The situation is still better with
/air flow rate 0.0005 m 3/S Then the bilge

vortice3 disappear. However if air flow
rate is increased to 0.001 ml/s, the situ-

/ation is changed and a new wake peak is
formed near to the centerplane.

Discharging of air from the holes of
ft configuration II does not have such an

evident effect on velocity distribution.
Only with large air flow rate 0.001 m3/s
is wake distribution improved a little and

1 /bilge voitices removed near to the center-
plane.

--/ Results obtained with air discharge
-~hole configuration III show no improvement

with small and medium air flow rates. With
large air flow rates wake distribution

- becomes worse.

- V GO
V~ 0.001 /VS \ '''~

VI

'Nj" . ,/ ,," \

" If

,,"w- , 1..=

Fig. 9 Axial Velocity Distributions. Air Fig. 10 Velocity Vectors Vzy on Propeller
Discharge Hole Configuration IIIB Disc, No Air Discharge
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.~oOOQ The two modifications IIIA and IIIB

.03 S o air discharge hole configuration III
results in even worse wake distributions.

\ Ia Vortex formation is pronounced apparently
due to disturbance of concentrated air

/ discharge./ - /Mean wake values were calclilated by
Iintegration of axial velocity -ibutions.

1/. /Results are presented in Fig.
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When air was discharged from the hole
configurations IIIA and IIIB the vortex
formation was increased and this can also ,=o.oo3 a-'s
be seen from the increased mean wake values - G
of Fig. 16.

For evaluation of changes in flow-
conditions at propeller sections the cir- --
cumferencial axial velocity variations of
the air discharge hole configurations I,
II and III are presented together with the
corresponding velocity variation of the
model without air discharge in Fig. 17, 18,
19 and 20. Here again configuration I
gives the best results. Very small
V
-x -values at 0.4 and 0.BR are increased
V
with air flow rates 0.0003 and 0.0005 mt /s
and in general wake curves are gently
sloping. The widths of wake peaks are
much larger than in the original distribu-tion without air.

" ; i j:0.0005 M/ s

105

|° N

OPA
0 0  

3/s

-- 4-

Fig. 17 Circumferencial Axial Velocity Fig. 18 Circumferencial Axial Veloctty
Variation, without Air Variation. Air Discharge Hole

Configuration I
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C2.
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......'
0 0  m1s "I "I

| x x

Fig. 19 Circumferencial Axial Vel,)-ty Fig. 20 Circumferencial Axial Velocity
Variation. Air Discharge dole Variation. Air Discharge Hole

-Configuration 11 Configuration III
6. DISCUSSION Such an effect can only be attained by dis-

charge of small aounts of air down on the

The present results appear to confirm level of the upper turn of the bilge, as in
the suggestion made in Section that the air discharge hole configuration . Then

bilge vortex formation can be reduced by bilge vortex formation decreased and even
discharue of air into the boundary layer. completely disappeared and in general very
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large local wake values are decreased and of air are discharged into the boundary
circumferencial wake curves became gently layer. Systematic model tests with a full
sloping. This is an obvious improvement tanker form were carried out using five air
considering the vibratory forces of un- discharge hole configurations. If air dis-
steady cavitation. However, if air flow charge holes are on the level of the upper
rate is too large vortex formation may even turn of the bilge and extend from about
increase. 0.05 L to at least 0.15 L measured from the

These results seem promising. How- after perpesidicular, then air bubbles turn
ever, soe reservations have to be made. the direction of surface flow in stern and
At medium and large air flow rates air is reduce the streamline convergence and sep-
drawn into the propeller and revolutions aration near the bilge. With small and
are increased. This does not affect prc- medium air flow rates favourable changes
peller efficiency but it must be taken in wake pattern can be discovered.
into consideration in propeller design. The resistance tests indicate that the
The functioning of the system in shio scale discharging of air reduced the resistance
in general requires further consideration. and this reduction arises from the reduc-
The boundary layer is then relatively tion of eddy-making resistance. Propulsion
thinner. It can be shown that volumetric efficlency remains practically unchanged
water flow through a certain cross section when air is disharged in the system. Rev-
in boundary layer is proportional to olutions are increased with large air flow

1- power of length scale if model speed is rates.
4 Although the results of model tests
scaled according to Froude. If the re- are encouraging, they are based on model
quired air flow rate is proportional to tests with soeed scaled according to
thiq water flow rate in the boundary layer, Froude's law. Therefore scale effects re-
it should also be proportional to the cuire careful consideration. Also,

1- power of length scale- In the two- special features of two-phase flow in this
4 - lerode of bubble formation require additional

phase aoplications mentioned in Section 3, studies.
where air flow rates are very lare, they
are in aeneral considered to be propor- 3. ACNOWLEDGEMENTS
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icargo ship and a fishing boat, with suc-Discussion cess.
The next point is the similarity or

otherwise between the vortex layer separa-
tion and the bilge vortex separation. Fig-
ure Al illustrates the vortex layer separa-

S. Tamiya (un:vof Tsukuba) tion as proposed by Maskell I)- As can
be seen there, vortex layer separation
requires the existence of an attachment

(1) Professor Kostilainen shows us line to the body where very strong cross
very interesting idea of air bubble utili- flow also exists. Further studies in the
zation for improving wake distribution, field of aeronautics also indicates this
It is a kind of air lift pump as the author phenomenon exists for flows at high Mach
noticed, where the excited water flow (main- number and high incidence, cf. Hahn, et.
ly wake following air bubble) near hull sur- al 2). A closer examination of bilge vor-
face acts as a motivational medium. For tex formation does not indicate the presence -

getting better understanding and develop- of an attachment line as suggested by van
ment of the experimental results it will Berlekom [11. In fact it rather resembles
be necessary to make clear the process of a tip vortex formation. Wind tunnel ex-
bubble formation as well as motion of air periments conducted at NMI did not indicate
bubble in shear flow attached to rigid wall. a persistent streamline coalescence. The
The discusser should like to expect Profes- presence of the velocity profiles as shown
sor Kostilainen would complete this work in Figure A2 seem to appear as a result of
by giving such a kind of informations in a different phenomenon which was named as
future. "shear separation" and it will be discussed

(2) The rate of work done by air bub- in another paper to this Symposium, Odabaqi
bles is measured by the product of volume and Saylan 3).
rate of air flow and rising velocity. In My final contribution is related to
case of actual ship rising velocity must be the possibility of calculating the effect
small because of relatively small bubble of air injection. As the author points out
size, so that increased volume rate will the main contribution of air injection is
be necessary to obtain equivalent motivation, an additional momentum due to the buoyancy
on the other hand the thinner boundary lay- of air bubbles. This, however, should not
er may require somewhat reduced volume rate. be taken as a straightforward upward momen-
May I have any opinion of the author in this tum addition since the air injection will
respect ? create an oblique strain on the established

(3) May I have the diameter of the air flow. The amount of strain and its direc-
hole as well as the reason why it was de- tion will obviously depend on the amount,
cided ? speed and orientation of the air injectors.

If one can estimate the added momentum and
its direction, changes that will happen in
the downstream direction can be calculated

A.Y. Odaba~i (8SRA) approximately, by using the extra strain
rate corrections in the turbulent flow cal-

Professor Kostilainen presented us a culations, cf. Bradshaw 4), together with the
very interesting and well written paper in modification of the continuity equation and
which he also drew our attention to a num- the body surface boundary condition to ac-
ber of points in relation to a possible count for the transpiration. Calculations
full scale application. Since the paper performed by Higuchi and Rubesin 5) indi-
is self-contained my contribution will be cate that prediction of velocity profiles
confined to the clarification of certain and shear stresses under similarly strained
points raised by the author in the light conditions ara quite reasonable. The va-
of the experience gained in B.S.R.A. lidity of tha; explanation is fairly easy

The first point worth mentioning is to check since if the most important effect
the effectiveness and cost of flow improve- is the extra strain rates, the use of local
ment devices. As mentioned in the paper surface rotation or local surface heating
the use of fins almost always brings a (or cooling) should produce similar results.
penalty of added resistance. The important
problem here is the ability to predict the
occurrence of severe flow retardation in REFERENCES
an early design stage so that a remedy can
be found. If the hull form cannot be 1) Maskell, E.C. "Flow Separation in
changed due to other design constraints Three Dimensions", RAE Report, 'ERO 2565
the use of flow deflectcrs (similar to (1955)
vortex generators) appears to be the most 2) Hahn, M., Rubbert, P.E. and Mahal,
feasible approach since the added resis- A.S. "Evaluation of Separation Criteria
tance penalty is only marginal. During and their Application to Separated Flow
the development of the PHIVE (Propeller Analysis", AFFDL-TR-72-145 (1973)
Hull Interaction Vibration Excitation) 3) Odabaqi, A.Y. and §aylan, 6. "GEMAK
project such flow deflectors have been - A Method for Calculating the Flow around
designed and fitted to two ships; a fast Aft-Ends of Ships", 13th Symposium on Naval
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E. Huse (Noegila, Hydiodynamic Lab) The diameter of air holes was 7mm.
But this diameter has practically no ef-
fects on bubble formation in these rates of

First of all, Professor Kostilainen is air flow. If air flow rate is very low,
to be congratulated on his bringing new and then the form and size of air holes have
refreshing ideas into our field of ship certain effect on bubble formation.
technology. I have three brief comments/
questions

(1) What is the additional power or I thank Dr. Odabati for his discussion.
fuel consumption of the air compressors Dr. Odabapi brings to our knowledge impor-
compared to the gain in resistance and pro- tant new information. It happens less
pulsive efficiency ? frequently that vortex generators are fit-

(2) I think that extreme bilge vortices ted in full scale ships with success.
of this type described in the paper should Further Dr. Odabagi told us about a
preferably be avoided at the design stage new form of separation called shear separa-

by applying more V-shaped sections in the tion. I consider this to be an interesting
afterbody. This will also reduce resist- finding and we may hear more about it to-
ance, and the effect of the higher wake morrow, when Dr. Odabaqi and aylan will
peak at the top of the propeller disc can present their paper.
be counteracted by other means, for instance Finally Dr. Odabaqi considers the cal-
a highly skewed propeller. culation of the effect of air injection to

(3) As a last comment I think it is be fairly easy. This is easy if the medi-
worth mentioning that the air injection ums of basic flow and injected flow are
suggested by Prof. Kostilainen could have the same. We have found it difficult to
an additional beneficial effect in reducing determine the change of momentum if air is
cavitation erosion on the propeller blades discharged into the water. We have tried
by ventilating the cavities, to do it experimentally with poor success.

This is because in this regime of two-
phase flow, the bubble formation is a very
irregular phenomenon and because part of
the potential energy of air bubbles goes
to the vortex generation.

Authors Reply
= :i : I thank Porf. Huse for his questiono

and kind comments. In reply to his first
question I can say that we notice a gain
in overall efficiency of this system in
resistance tests only, with the best hole

V. Kostilainen (Helsinki Unv of Tech) configuration and small and medium air flow
rates. Then the power of compressed air to - o
be produced for the system was much less

I am gratefull to Prof. Tamiya for his than the decrease in effective power of the
expert comments and question. model. As I say in my paper, reason to

I agree with Prof. Tamiya in that, this is apparently decreased vortex forma-
that more basic research should be done on tion. In propulsion tests no changes in
two phase flow in these conditions, required propulsion power were noticed.

To my opinion, the second notice of I fully agree with Prof. Huse in that
Prof. Tamiya is also right. There is a that the best way to reduce the bilge vor-
contradiction in the scale effect, on the tex is to design the form of the ship in -

rising velocity of the air bubbles on the such a way that no vortex formation exists.
other side and on the thickness of the Unfortunately at the present state of the
boundary layer on another side. I am not knowledge it is not always possible.
able to give you any quantitative infor- I thank Prof. Huse of the additional
mation on this problem. information given in his last comment.
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Viscous Effect on Waves of Thin Ship
Takeshi Kinoshita
Institute of Industial Science

The Univeisiy of Tokyo
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ABSTRACT p pressure
p* p +7oZ

By means of a linearized theory for ship waves in a viscous p pressure of inside flow
fluid under asumptions of the Oseen's equations and an equiv- q velocity
alent laminar wake, it is confirmed that a wave pattern and a wave q' perturbation velocity
making resistance at high Reynolds numbers are determined by a ' perturbation velocity of reverse Oseen flow
potential component of the flow field, that the effect of a rota- Re Reynolds number
iional component is negligible and that viscous effects on a wave
pattern and a wave making resistance are due to modification o I " 'e

potential flow by a boundary layer and a viscous wake. A bound- S wetted hull surface
ary layer and a viscous wake of a surface-piercing 2-dimensional I"=(t . t2, 3) velocity tensor induced by Oseenlets
thin strut are measured carefully, as well as wave patterns. It is dis- U aniform stream velocity
covered that turbulence occurs beside and behind a ship near the V full fluid domain
free surface, and that it oriiinates another sort of viscous wake. 7 = g! / U2

The measured boundary layer at deep points which is not affected 8 boundar, layer thickness
by free surfaLe is compared with calculations using rather simple 8 displacc.aent thickness of a boundary layer or a wake
methods of turbulent boundary layer theories which do not con- i(e) Dirac's dL Ita
sider the "thick boundary layer" and trailing edge effects. The W thinness parameter of a ship

'.-easured viscous wake at deep points is compared with calculated " free surface elevation
results of Squire & Young's method. Making use of the measured 0 momentum thickness of a boundary layer or a wake
displacement thickness, the wave patterns and the wave making A fluid viscosity
resistances are calculated and compared with measured values. A V fluid kinematic viscosity
quilitative bat plausible agreement is obtained. v] eddy viscosity

NOMENCLATURE p fluid density

B breadth l, INTRODUCTION
b half breadth An interference between free surface waves and actions of
d draught water viscosity has been inmesticatcd for a lone time as4uxiatiig

,ratc-,f.-a.in tcnso; with' an improvement of scaling procedures from model resistances
F surface force acting on the hull to ship resistances and an explanation of discrepancv betweenFn Froude number
fn hu shper measurements and theoretical wave resistances. Existing investiga-f hull shape tions were reviewed by Maruo I l1. He concluded that no complete
G velocity induced by a potential source theory for the wave resistance in a viscous fluid had been extab-
g gravity acceleration -j unit vector of x direction lished so far. Any existing theories have arbitrariness about a flow
k. n half of Reynolds number model so that they can explain the interference only qualitatively
k, half of effective Reynolds number but quantitively. In this paper it is attempted that the arbitrariness

about a flow model is removed under these basic assumptionsL length which are a linearity of the fl-id motion by a thin ship and a re-
I half length presentation of a turbulent joundary layer and wake by an
in,, i=0"3 density of singularity distribution .'equivalent" laminar flow. Auother assumption is that a ship wave
n=(nt .n2, n3) unit normal (positive out of ship) damps only by molecular viscosity not by turbulence.
p pressure vector induced by Ossenlets Though the linearity of the fluid motion is assumed, the|
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OWN

linearized equation of motion of viscous fluid, i.e. the Oseen equa- in Cartesian coordinates.
tion does not hold near the surface of the body at high Reynolds Boundary condition at infinity is
number. This linearization is justified at a far field where a pro-
blem loses boundary condition on the surface of the body. Tne q = i , p + yz = 0 . (3)

problem should be matched with a near field problem. The near
field problem is about a turbulent boundary layer including a Hull surface condition is no-slip condition, as
thick boundary la)er near a stern, its separation on occasions and
a near wake. Theoretical investigations of this important but dif- q 0. (4)
ficult problem have just been started about not only 3-d but also
2-d and axisymmetric body 12). The greater part of this problem is And boundary conditions on a free surface are a stress free con-
left for future researches. Objective of this paper is limited to a dition and a kinematic condition.
quantitative estimation of a viscous effect on a wave pattern and a We introduce another main assumption which is that the
wove pattern resistance of a thin ship under above assumptions. ship is so thin like Michell's mod.I th.:t its disturbance is sufficient
For this purpose a far field is matched with experiments of a near small compared with a uniform stream. This assumption yields a
field quantity, which is 1:stribution of displacement thickness of set of linearized conditions. But a hull surface condition (4) can-
the turbulent boundary la er and 'vake, since it is shown by a new not be applied for the linearized problem, because a perturbation
representation of a thin ship in a viscous fluid that a far field velocity near the ship is comparable with a uniform stream by an
should be matched with the displacement thickness. action of water viscosity, whether the ship is very thin or not.

This paper consists of three parts. Now let us use an integral representation of the Navier-Stokes
I ) Representation of a thir ship in a viscous fluid equations.
2) Measurements of a viscous fluid flow and stern wave patterns For a perturbation velocity q' q i. equation (I) may be -
3) Calculations of a viscous effect on a wave pattern and a wave written as -

pattern resistance of a thin shipThis paper also includes desriptions about turbulence q

which is found occuring beside a ship, spreading behind on the q "
free surface and originating another sort of viscous wake. or I
2. REPRESENTATION OF A THIN SHIP IN A VISCOUS a q q'xrotq-grad(p*+ i 1 2) + aq*. (Sa)

FLID ax-- Re

Th.e fluid flow around the ship is trubulent, because its The quadratic term of q' cannot be neglected near the ship as
Reynolds number is sufficient large. Reynolds equations including mentioned above. If we coinsider the relation
Reynolds' stress which !s a pretended stress are the equations of
motion for turbulent flow. This equation have not been able to be a = F 6 () 6 ('i) 6 ( ) - grad p + A q. t6a)
calculated without any assumitions yet. The most universal
assumptions about Reynolds' stress have been pursued by a lot of divq' 0. (6bI
researche. about a turbulent flow. J

L:i r der etoe maes it po ae to az hp obesm p hiithre linearied Feqai of m inf teDia fl w a
int order to make it possible to analyze the problem of the which is ti e linearized equation of motion for steady flow wit lta

tions in this paper are that the Reynolds' stress is expressed using can understand the' equatiins (5) and (2) mean Oseen now with
coefficient of eddy viscosity and further that the eddy viscosity is volume force distribution of strength -(g' grad) g_ or (f X rot q'.
constant everywhere, which are so primitive and rough that this is So the velocity is written by an induced velocity of-Oseenlets.
not an exact situation. Validity of these assumptions will be con-
sidered later. !T = 1IF ds-fT(q.gradIqd7 (7a)

From above assumptions the fluid flow can be considered -

to be an equivalent laminar flow. Equations of motion are the
Navier-Stokes equations for a steady incompressible viscous flow. = fTF ds + f I (q'x rot q') d7. (Ta)
If we normalize the length by a half length of the ship 1, the velo- S=- v-
city by a uniform stream velocity U and the pressure by twice of And
the stagnation pressure pU

2
,

n P- F ds - f p(q'- grad)q d7. (7b)
Momentu~m equation: S 7

(q.grad)q+gradp* = Aq (I) l i +fP qxromq')d. (Tb')

s VContinuity equation: From (7a') and (7b'),

divq = 0 (2) p*+"lq =12  ffP+(t,)] _Fds

wee+ f JE+ (Iij)] (q' xrotq'J d7~- (7b")
p density of fluid = constant, V

p = viscosity = constant, Here T and P are a velocity tensor and pressure vector irduced by
Oseenlets, respectively, and F is a surface force acting on the hull.

v kinematic viscosity constant, S is the hull surface and Visa full fluid domain (see Appendix A).P When Re tends to infinity, P + (t1j) tends to zero exponen-
ONU 'tially except 0 = 0, where 0 is an angle from x-axis. So the equa-

Re= Ul/v tion (7b") may be written as
p pressure. P°+ " - L  1 2 "L Re"," m. (8)-

P*p+- lqif,,.P'--~p p+voz, -

q velocity: q ui + + wk
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This is the same form as the Ber;,oulli's theorem for potential equation (12) is
flow.

lIfT is replaced by a velocity tensor of Havelock Oseenlets 1 2 f d fo d o I(Lizt +.13 -)
. 1 whjich satisfy both the linearized free surface condition - d

and the infinity condition. equations (7) are representations of
fluid flow field about a ship. R 1 o+ 0 teo r6i(

Tie equations (7) are very interesting since they are repre--
sentations of the Navier-Stokes equations by Oseenlets which are where

S -singular solutions of the linearized equations (the Oseen's equa-
tions). They are similar integral representations to Green theorem p = +O 0 (c or 6) . (15)
of a potential flow. Of cource the equations (7) are non-linear:since the last term contains equadratic terms of q'. But note that Integrating by part and substituting these relations,
the integral domain V is restricted extremely nir the body sur-
face S. if Re.is very large, because the integrant is almost zeron S(u" P, (since (A-l)) (16)
except near S'.

Considering an order of magnitude of the volume distribu- and
tion of Oseenlets-(q'. grad)q'-_ (o,0,3a). __ + 1+ 0i3) = 0

at an a
-01 =u 'u+v'u1,+w'u " = 0(l) wehave

-- 02 =u'v;+v vy+w'v z =O(6orE), (9) j 1 p a t ddt 1)
C) ~ -ft l d+ ., f o

-o3 =u w.+v w,+w'w =O(Sore), R, !-I 2f ' " d

of which first term vanishes both in a case of submerged and sur-
where 6 is a thicknes of a boundary layer or a half breadth of a face piercing ship, because in the latter case we should take Pc = 0.
wake and e is a thinness parameter of a ship, the strength of a lift- From equation (1) a non-dimensional frictional stress of
ing Oseenlet is negligible compared with the strength of a dragging the hull is expressed as follows.
Oseenlet. I u 0

Integrating the volume distrib':tion of dragging Oseenlet. I - ) + 0(6 -. ). (19)
X b6 t

f dxf dyf dz(- o)=f dyf dz u' 2 
rexponentially small From (10). (18) and (19). we have

-I f -d f d

= fo(* -0)dz +0(6-C), (10) . .m =0.m =0. (20)
d And it seems as if mo 0. But note that a near field problem loses

where * and 0 are a displacement thickness and momentum a hull surface boundary condition for v. because v is higher order
thicknees of the boundary layer or the wake.respectively. compared with u in the near field. So we cannot determine mo

Equations (7) show that the motion of viscous fluid flow from (7). We can use a conservation law of mass. From the hull
can be represented by center plane distributions of Oseen singu- surface condition (A-10), flow flux from the hull is
larities in a sense of singular perturbation theory, if both c and 6 Ifare -. fficient small. Hence a far field solution is written as follows. f(-o'- n) ds 2_' f t- dd + higher order. (21)

1 0
q f dJ dt(moG+mItj +n1I2 t2 +n 3!j), (11) hence we have the relation,

% - - -d

n o f (22)
%,here G is an induced velocity of a potential source ant: (T. a
t., 3). Now the lowest order term of a far field solution is found

Note that a potential source is one of Oseen singularities to be
which satisfy Oseen's equation and which cannot be constructed f
with multi-poles of Oseenlets. Let's determine io. in. m2 . and q f' [o I G + 2 ddl (23)
in3 . from equations (7) and other conditions. - -' . 1

From (A-5). (A-6). we have Equation (23) is similar to the intuitive models of Havelock (41,
Wigley 151. and so on 161. 171. since a main part of a dragging

l 2fT-Fds f(-.PTn+KT.En)ds, (12) Oseenlet is a potential source when Re isvery large, as described
s - s " later. But it is different from them about two points. One of them

is that the second term of (23) is divergent free unlike Betzwhere E = (eij) is a rate-of-strain tensor. Let the hull be described sources and another is that (23) contains a viscous damping effect
by yf±f(xz)=0(e). Considered the order of magnitudes of oi; as of wave propagation. Special attention should be paid to the facts
done in (9) and these relatiuns that equation (23) is derived by consistant manner and that it

includes a viscous wake unlike potential flow models.
n,= -- W- O(e 2). n=± + O(C). A surface elevation or a wave pattern of the distribution

of Havelock Oseenlets is given by

n - + 0(C2). (13) = dO kdk
: Ftk.O) e'k(%cos8 .t t))

_______ ____ _______________x (24)
It is possible to calculate the equations iteratively. A conver- k (cosO - ikiko) -o + (kjk o)

2. k* + 2ikokcos 4
gent solution had been got for a case of laminar wake of a flat
plate at high Reynold's number 181 (see Appendix B). F(k.0) = -2 ff (mo + in) (icosO + -)e "Y k,

1k2  
- _ _ Jk_ + 2ik kcosO e 5)
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where k0  Rc/2 and k., = UIi2PT = Rn2 2 (26) only 3-d but also 2.d and axisymmetric body. They have not been
established yet. In this paper 6*(x) is given by experiments which

Here v-r is an eddy viscosity in a representative boundary layer and described in the next section.
wake, which we look on as different from a molecular viscosity.
The wave is assumed to be damped only by a molecular viscosity
not by turbulence. This assumption may or may not be justified by
future works. U

When both k. and k., are sufficient large. a free wave of
(24)is 0oo

=P + (27)

.P 4.Yo f,12 [FPcos(-' 0 sec 20 + 0) + QPsin (ioPsec 2O + 0)]

e- Psec3OdO + O(R- t
312). (28) 05 ; -- Rn- 2000-Rn-4000

r'=47o f /  IP'cos(o5Pscc'O+ 7)l+O'sin(o-ypsec2o+ 7)J *Ph'0 238-7r/2 w 4 n: 3o Fnz0.255

e- 7, .Yosec'ad0 + O (R;'). (29)

P= R, ff(mo + in) et_'# o - 'A) (V c- 8)dx, dz'. (30) 0 i0 20 33 40 Ymm
QP -Ir Fig. I Velocity profile of wake at s. s. -112

= R ffme Zd'. (3)

where p = x cosO + y sin .U

t tan-' IYl(X-x')l lo

X = secsO, (32)

T YI "oseco
S0Rn- 4000. 4Fn0238

1070 O1 Rni-25000

From (27) - (32). it is understood that effects of the water isco- o Fn'0255
sity on a free wave of a thin ship consist of three effects, namely

i) a viscous damping effect of wave propagation. which isgiven by Xk and of which phase lag is 0, 0 to 20 30 40 YmM
ii) an effect of rotational flow of a wake. which is given by t.
iii) an effect of deformation of a potential flow due to the Fig. 2 Velocity profile of wake at s.s. -4

boundary layer and wake, which is given by in, in equa-
tion (30).
The first effect is negligible except both for a case of very 3. MEASUREMENTS OF A VISCOUS FLUID FLOW AND

big x. y or -yo and a case of nearby 0 = 412, because X and € are of STERN WAVE PATTERNS
0(R,-' ). of which Re is about 106'1 for ships and about 10s ' 0
even for model ships. The second effect J is of 0(Rr" " in,). In order to know the distribution of the displacement
because P and Q are of 0(R,,( - m, ). so that it depends upon thickness 6*(x). velocity profiles of the boundary layer and wake
how large the effective Reynolds number R., is. Let us presume are measured in a towing tank, as well as stem wave patterns
R., from diffusing pattern of a ship wake. A thin strut is taken as which are compared with calculations described in the next sec-
an example, of which particulars will be given in the next section. lion. The model used for measurements is wall-sided thin strut
The wakes of a center plane distribution of 2-d Oseenlets given by called WM3, which is I,2m long. 0.1 2m wide and 0.60m deep. The
(20), are calculated and compared with measured velocity profiles. water line f is parabolic as
The used 6 in (20) and the measured velocity profiles are given
by measurements of the next section. The calculated and meas- f = e(-x- ). e -- I/L = 0.1. (33)
ured velocity profiles at s.s.-/2 and at ss.-4 are shown in Fig. I
and Fig. 2, respectively. They show that Reynolds number of The reason why we choose deep draught wall-sided model
relative agreement depends upon the positions. It means that the is that it is pcssib!c to in'esligate effcas of a free surface on the
assumption of constant eddy viscosity is not valid concerning boundary layer and wake. Velocity profiles are measured by a
velocity profiles. But the assumption is valid about viscous effects traverser with a hot film. Out put velocities are considered as
on ship waves, because it is concluded that the second effect ' is x-axis velocities, because cross flow components are negligible
negligible since it is understood that Rne = 2000 - 10000. small since the model is thin and wall-sided. Speeds of advance of

Since both first and second effects are negligible, waves of the model arc chosen as Froude numbers of hump and hollow of a
a thin ship in a viscous fluid are the same as waves of a source dis- wave making resistance curve, namely Fn = 0.2-83 and 0.255- Cor-
tribution mo + mi, in an ideal fluid. In order to investigate the responding Reynolds number is 0.564 X 101 - 0.388 X 10'.
third effect, we need a distribution of m, (xl. so that * (x). Measured velocity profiles at 283mm below the undisturbed free
Theoretical investigations of a thick boundary layer near a stern, surface (zid = -0.472. d = draught of the model) are shown in Fig-
its separation, and a near wake have just been started about not 3. where both effects of a bottom of the model and a free surface
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are negligible. We can see velocity profiles of a turbulent boundary 0 0.5 1.0 b
layer transform into velocity profiles of a wake- Velocity profiles - ,b
near the free surface are also measured. They include a wave wake
due to an orbital motion of waves ai well as a viscous wake. The 43
%iscous wake taken off the wave wake from the total wake at
20mm below the undisturbed free surface (zld = -0.03) is found
to be different from Fig- 3 and to be spread and stronger than Fig. 0-V
3. though it seems to be uniform in direction of depth since the 0model is wall-sided. At this time the wave wake u- is estimated by T aC.

u. = - (34) 0

where t is a surface elevation which is measured. An error of (34) Fi = 0.238 M
is negligible, since 'he wave wake is very small. [M

So that measurements of wike distribution at s.s.-1 are 04
carried out. Results of Fit = 0.238 and Fn 0 0.255 are shown in
Fig. 4 and Fig. 5. respectively. Both results show that the wake is I
spread and strong near a free surface. though the extent is differ-
ent each other. We could not find wave breaking phenomena any- -1
where. It suggests an existence of an interaction of a viscous wake
and a free surface of which an outcome is the added wake near a Fig. 4 Wake distribution at s. s. I (F, =0.238)

free surface. 0 5 ,
- Surface elcsations are measured b% the tras.erser with an 0 5[ ,'b

untouching type wave gauge. Results are shown in Fig. 6 with M
wake distributions at z/d = 0.472. In hatched area. turbulent dis -/
turbanccs are found on the free surface. which starts from the side
wall of the model of about s.s.7.5. streams alorg the wall and

spreads into a diverging wave of the stem. Tie %iscous wake with-
out effects of the free surfac: distributes in niuch narrower region-
The free surface elevations measured by continuously, slowly mo - 0 I_

Jng traverser are shown in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8. which display the
turbulent distrurbance clearly. In Fig. 9 both the free surface )1 s
fluctuations and velocity profiles at s.s.-112 and s.s.-l arc shown. 0
where full lines are velocity profiles at z -20mim and dotted lines 0 ,i=
are velocity profiles at z = -283mm. Differences of them torte- Ii i
spond to the fluctuations very well. i--

From the above experimental results, it may be sufficient 10.4 \,
to understand that the difference of the viscous wake in direction I I X /
of depth is caused by the turbulent distrubance of the free surface. I hI Namely it originates another sort of viscous wake. z, d

Fn = 0138 l: 025 hig. 5 Wake distnbution at s.s. 0 - 255 5

44 1'i~ 4 I . 0 "I
.... ss.!, .s !, -. .., ~

/u0 

.. 1- -5- 01

2 -4-
N-N

21-i -. IlI)

-2- -2

I II

Fig. 3 Velocity profiles of wake of stern flow Fig. 6 Wave patterns and wake distributions
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free surface fluctuation j
I. . ....

cnll

] I1.0 -118 0.5 s.-!12

I I14O1-I0 1114

__ . - 1.0

S.O0I I l

.. 1.0 2,083bI 1l~WA0.520 ill below

" 10 b 3B 6cn ) F 0 238

. 5 Fie. 9 Free surface fluctuation and velocity distributions

TIle displacement thickness P* and the momentum thick-
2b b 0 ness 0 obtained from the measured velocity profiles are shown in

Fig. 10 and Fig. 11. compared with calculations by rather simple
methods of turbulent boundary layer theory, though "thick

Fig. Frre surface etvations with fluctuation behind stern boundary layer theory including effects of trailing edge" should be
(Fr, =0.238) applied for the viscous fluid motion near a stem substantially,

where the boundary layer is not thin and the displacement thick-
ness repidly changes, as mentioned in the previcus section. One of
the reasons ishy the more precise method is not applied in this
paper is that any methods have not been established yet. and
another is that it is thought to be significant to confirm the pro-
blem. In fig. 10. 6 and 0 are calculated by means of Trucken-
brodt's method !9] as an example of approximated integral
method. In Fig. 11. they are calculated by means of Tanaka-
Himeno-s method 1101 as an example of integral method Both in
Fig. 10 and Fig. 11. a fine dotted line and a dotted line mean

s.s. takulations of 5 and 8. respectisely. of which pressure distribu-
i 'I 1.0 .1 8tion is modified by the measured displacement thickness of the0 . N LO " -boundary layer and. wake. and which are considered to include a

"'i- part of higher order effects. They show that calculated 6- and 0
_j using the modified pressure distribution are quite different from
!I original 6* and 0 at the stem. and that they give a qualitative

.0 .1 vgreement with experiments both in a case of Truckenbrodt's
-.5 method and Tanaka-Himeno's meth-J. Especially in the latter

case. the state of * near the stern is very similar tn the expert-
ments. However. these simple calculations of a turb-ilent boundary

! s. layer are not sufficient to predict df'dx which plays important
role for the wave making, as described later.

One of the reasons of disagr.--ments of the calculations
with the experiments near s.s.4. where these should agree with

__ l~ -I ach Pflher because the boundary :ayer is thin enough, is the error
of the estimation of boundary layer edge speeds when Pi and 0

0.5 arc obtained from the measured velocity profiles. Delicate care is
necessary to measure the edge speeds and to analize them, though

Ithey include an essential difficulty.
1.0 The measured displacement thickness 6* and the measured

0.5 momentum thickness 0 aftcr'the stem are shown in Fig.12 com-
______ ........__ .pared with calculations by Squire-Young's method I I 1]. of which

0 initial values are the results of the calculatiors by Truckenbrodt's
2b b 0 method at the stem. A fine dotted line and a dotted line are calcu-

lations of 5* and 0,respectively, of which pressure distribution is
modified by the measured displacement thickness. Fig. 12 shows aFig. 8 Free surface elevat ions with fluctuation behind stem fairly good agreement of experiments and calculations. because

(F, =0.255) Squire-Young's method is empirical method.
AFroudc number of all calculations in Fig. 10, F.. II and =

Fig. 12 is Fn = 0.238. Calculations at Fn = 0.255 is almost same
as calculations at Fn ec0.238.
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Fn 0.2381 4. CALCULATIONS OF A VJSCOUS EFFECT ON A WAVE
0.2S51 PATrERN AND A WAVE PAT -ERN RES$STANCE

0.238 .measu:ed OF A THIN SHIP
- • 0.255 m_

*-.S/ It is described in §2 that waves of a thin ship in a viscous

cclt fluid are the same as waves ofa sour "distribution mo + min an
_ __ _f - : ideal fluid. In this section let us calculate the wave patterns and

wave pattern resistanzes by means of (28) and (30 A with -0 and

..... f J -0, usiny .5 measured in §3. Though the final formula of the
calculations is the same as Okabe and Jinnaka's 16 and Laen-
tiey's [7). the used displacement thickness distributions are dif-
ferent, namely, their di.pTacement thicknes- distributions were notI 2 * - the real state of affairs but the displacement thickness distribution

- / 5 of following calculations ae measured ones.
In order to investigate the effect of the displacement

" thickness, wave patterns of following source distributins are cal-
Iculated.

g J (I) A source distribution without I viscous effect which is
__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Michell's approximation.
s.s. 4 3 2 1 A.P. -in

Fig. 10 Calculated 6 and 0 by means of Truckenbrodts
method compared with experiments since n, = 0

(!1) A source distribution with the effect of displacement
thickness vhich is uniform in direction of depth,

Inm , +m In,2 lf + Vt.

%here 5' is represented by 6" measured at zd = -0,472.
The source distribution is shown in Fig. 13. It is -_ienifi-
cantly different from thL distributien of tl) nHar the stern.

10 (1li A source distribution with the effect of displacement
thickness which is varied near the free surface by the inter-

a 0 action and which is approximated as Step funcion like as.

&/i m~I = III, 4-m' 
° 

= m 0 -CHI, |.

,.-.- where

C = 1.7 ... 0<z/d< 0.03.
C = 1.3 ... O.M <Izd < 0.06.

S.s. 4 3 2 1 AY. C = 1.0 ... o.< 7d < 1.0.

The modeled wake section is shown in Fig.14. which is

Fig. II Calculated 6 and 0 by means of Tanaka-Himeno's determined from experiments s Fig. 4 and Fie. ".
method compared with experiments a(f+")

0.4 ..... ime

0.3

-mm °0.2j
0.l

10 - ----.--
0 A.P.

0.110

0.3 S

OA

A.P. -I -2 -3 -4 -5 -6
s-s.

Fig. 12 Calulated 5" and by meams of Squire-Young's Fig. 13 Source distribution
method compared with experiments
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t 0.0333 3m
1.7 ~
1.3 0.0667

1.0

1.0-- 3.333 4I

z - calculated: as I
11I

Fg14Model or wake scton maue

Calcilations of wave patterns and wave mnaking resistanc. i.1 av rflsIF.=028

which are defined in a case of an ideal fluid, whereas its definitionI
in a case of a viscus fluid is not necessarily rigorous (11. are car-
ried out for the three cases. Calculasted wave proutes are com~pared

ijth exper'rents in Fig- 15 and Fig. 16 at Fn =0.238 and Fn
0.255. resvoectiv-lv. At a eptr line of the ship Mek! expericen
from F.P. to A.P. are made az the side of the ship), they are fo~znd ;kb 0I1F
remarkably that the ease t1) shows an extraordinary hump at vicin- i
itt' of the stern and that it is kept down in both the case (ll) and r

0 ~J~ - -______
-111 like as measured values. Gips of phases of the stern waves 0p IF X.P.
brttweecn the calculations and the experiments of the ea3 -l~n
(IlI) however. are lareer than the ease (1). At 10 23 tines half -!
bekam b besides the center line, the wave higlu of the case (it! or I CM
till) is sinmilar to the measured values than the case (1). but the .
tenidences i not the same about its phase.

An example of wave energy spectra is shown in Fig. 17 of I
w~hich Fn =0.304. Experiments are made by longitudinal cut 0 e 1 Pc m
method %ith a probe beside 4m from the c,.nter line. l*Kelata et AR
X- zxpeniments i11 are also plotted, which was made by the
.,mc method wi. a probe beside 1 .8m from the center line with
:he same model. rig. 1 and other comparisons show that the case cluae:cs
'III are allowed to come near the experients from the case (1-1I
:;oncernn their mag gitudes. but their phases arc not. and that

Wave makm.' resistances are compared with both wavemetrdI
pattern zessstances obtained by wave analysises and residual Misr- Fig. 16 Wve ptrfilesIF..z0.25S'
tnces fron t owing tests in Fig. B8. Significant differencS between
th~e wave pattern resistances and the residual resistances are tee-
oanized like as other many vases. Though one, ef the reasons of

these differences is considered to be the int-traction of a viscous b -

wake and a free surface described in §3. further -esearehecs have u C
not been carried out. Fig. 18 sho-s that the ease (II! are smallerI
than the case (1-1. that the hump and hollow of the wave making A=ltrics

resistanic curve are moderated, and that these tendencies arc alaatd cae-

emphasized in the case (1ll). The case (11) and 1111-1 agree %% At with 06 l
the residual resistances.j

Last of all,. stern wave patterns are shown in Fir- 19 and I kehata Iwave
Fi!. 20 at Fn =0,23S and Fn = 0.255. respectiv-ely. They show .. au.ors..a..y..
that the measured Av hih is much smaller than the ease (1)..............
that a crest anice of the stern wave is larger than the case ti), and -

that its start point is before the case (1). The wave height and the ' ~ '

ments. The wave hemeghr of the ease- (11l) is smaller than the case

(it) and the waepattern lacks clearness extremely. 0.2
The follciwing conclusions are derived from the above

comparisons -

(1) The effect of the displacement thickness of the boundary
lay-sr and wake on waves of the thin ship is severe andX
allows the wave height of stern waves wave energy spectra P0e 0 4 S 0 7

and wave making resistances to come near the experi-
ments. Fig. 17 Energ spectrum
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(2) Especially, the hump and hollow of the wave making - calculated: case I
resistance curve are moderated and tile curve agrees well -O- -- I1-
with tie residual resistances in a case of WM3. -- "1I,

--(3) But paying attention to the discrepancy of the wave pat- Cw ... towing test (k = 0.31)
terns and a shift of wave energy spectra of the calculations * i wave
to low values of 0, it is evident that it is not sufficient to
explain the discrepancy by the viscous effect, between 2.0 * authors analysis

measurements and calculations by potential theories in a
case of WM3. It may be concluded that WM3 of which BIL

0. 1 is not so thin that a thin ship theory can be applied.
The difference between the waves of the case (11) and the I

case (Il1) is interesting as an example of an interference between a .'
free surface and a wake, since the wake near the free surf:,ce Is 1.0 9,.N,, ,
originated by the phenomena at the free surface. N . ,/

5. CONCLUSION 0 0

The results of thus papei are summarized as follows _ o 0o 0 Fn
i) Using a first order representation of a thin ship in a viscous 0.20 0.30 0.40

fluid, they are shown that both a viscous damping effect ot
wave propagation and an effect of rotational flow of a wake Fig. 18 Wave making resistance coefficients
are negligible and that the most important viscous effect on
a wave pattern is a deformation of a potential flow due to
the boundary layer and wake, which is represented by the
displacement thickness

ii) In order to know the distribution of the displaccmert
thickness, velocity profiles are measured, as well as steta
wave patterns which are to be compared with calcuilations
The experim'ents show that
a) the viscous w.ke is not uniform in direction of depth

J but spread and strong near a free surface. ever though-
the model is a wall.sided thin strut.

b) turbulent disturbances exist on the free surface corre-
sponding to the viscous wake near tire free surface, so
that they are understood to cause the wake,

measured calculated. case I calculated: case 11 calculated: case Ill

- 4 -..4 -

4 ......- ---.

(MM) (mmr)I

~~12

- - 44 - "

., . ... Z..4
-4 -4.

0--0I
So - - 4 ..... . -.... .

% 4. 4 -

-- 1 ',.-6 ".. .

1-2 - 2b22 00Y/b 2 1 0

-

701 4 
_.

6--8~,.7.... 10 12
16

40 12

6~~ 6Z \ -7
k616

6 4 6

AP p P 2_0 2 A P
/b 2 1 0 Yb 2 1 0 Y/t. 2 1 0 yb 2 1 0

Fig. 19 Wave patterns (F,,. 0.238)
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measured calculated: case I calculated: case 11 calculated: case Ill1I5 10-:  \\, 5,
- 0 - 4 0

(mm))

I -- 2c-m)

-4 % 1 4 14

2103

2 1 \ 3 2 120

0 -4'.- 4 6

2Yb 2 1 0 Y/b0

Fig. 20 Wave pattern (F, = 0.255)
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Appendix A ApnendixB

The equations (7) are derived mathematicall as follows. The equations (7j were computed iteratively in both cases
Let's consider q' which satisfies an adjoint differential equation of a laminar boundary layer on a semi-infinite flat plate aligned
if a linearized equation of motion that is reverse Oseen flow. as parallel tc a uniform stream and a laminar wake of a flat plate

Sgra 1 + _(A-I) dAlibned pai. "el to a uniform stream by the present author and
dq p* + kA q . (A-1) other 18). 'lie fluid domain and the flat plate are divided into

many subdivisions. The integrals are evaluated numerically. The
And introduce an reciprocal integral, Reynolds number is chosen as large enough that the Blasius'

3 solution cin be ,egarded as an exact solution of the former case.
Ef dr. (A-2) The concrete number is 4x 10'. For such a high Reynolds number,
Sj , " eany purely numerical methods can not be applied, and asymptotic: where expansion methods is helpful. on a point of view of an application

to various flows, this iterative method which is conbined analytical

eij(A-3) method with numerical method is hopeful. Another merit of thisi "xi method is that it is suitable to L .w stream-lines and velocity
Integrating (A-2) by part and substituting (5) and (2) to (A-2), we profiles Before computing fluid fields around complicated shapes
have of body, it is necessary to compute the fluid flows about simple

cases and to compare them with other known results. This was
E = -- f _q).gradi q'dr + f q -_ds. (A-' the reason why they chose tl,- former case.

v s The computed velocity profiles of the former case are
where shown in Fig. A-i, where x =0 is taken at the leading edge of the

-:t plate It is shown that they tend to the Blasius' solution from
F S-n n is a unit normal positive out of a ship, (; seen's approximation which is the first step solution of this

iteration.
= (-Psj + PCeg) . (A-6) For the latter case, the computed converged velocity

profiles are shown in Fig. A-2, where x ° = 0 is taken at the trailing
From (A-2), (A-I) and (2), we have edge. An overshoot can been seen in the outer part near the I

trailing edge. In Fig. A-3 the computed velocity profiles near a
E = f (q' . grad) -̂  d7 + fq' .F ds. (A-7) center-line are compared with the lowest deck solution of the

: s -- triple-deck theory by Jobe & Burggraf [1974], which is one of the
And from (A-4) and (A-7), most reliable solutions of this problem at present, though it is

not fully satisfactory, because a drag have not been obtain withf - q- q'.-1 n,) ds correction of O(R ), which is not so small compared with thes solution of O(R, - 1 ). These results approximately coincide with

each other near the center-line. It means the results of thisf .(q' .grad) .q'd iterative computation converge to reasonable solution, though !Vthey include some errors of discrete computations and others.
-f q' n ds - f .(q x rot q') dr. (A-8) The obtained drag coefficient Co, to which leading edge

2, s . .. .effects which are safely estimated by Imai's formula [19571, since
: R. is sufficient large, is added, is as follows,

We may take Oseerlets as ', since they satisfy (A-I) wiih respect sfcin l i ae iafo,
to (, q/, ) which is a location of them. Considering their singu- CD 1+ (B-1)
larity, we have 40 l6+o 0000

STqn- 1q1 ~dIf we express CD in a form as- q' =f(T_ Q q'. f - T.q'n, -5lq_'l' I-n)ds

CD = 1.328 R; "2 + d R;"T , (B-2)
'- + f T(q x rot q)dr, (A-9)+ qv x r The coefficient d becomes 2.32 from (B-I), which is comparable

W-ith 2.694, 2.661 and 2.651 ± 0.003, which are given by Jobe &for (x, y, z) in V. For (x, y, z) out of V, the left hand side of (A-9) Burggraf, by Melnik & Chow 11975] and by Veldman & van de
equals zero. We assume that both inside and outside flow of V Vooren [1974], respectively. They say the subsequent terms to
satisfy the boundary condition (4), namely (B-2) must either have much small coefficient than the first two,

or tend to cancel one another.
" -. (A-IO) The coefficient d determined by the numerical solution with

Re= 104 by Dennis & Dunwoody [19661. which is the larg'stSince the inside flow is apparently uniform, F of inside flow is Reynolds number of all except the present authors', is 2.59. It
(A I--) may become small when R, is very large. But nothing of accuracy

F - Pn, (A 11) can be concluded only by these data.

where p, is a pressure of inside uniform flow. Taking the i:.side References
flow away from outside flow (A-9), we. have the equations(7).
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edge , I would like to draw your interest
Dicussion to Prof. Lighthill's paper on jet noise,

because the so-called Lighthill equation
seems to be useful to obtain a far field
solution of water waves due to turbulent

Y. Himeno(Univ of Osaka Pie!ectufe) or Reynolds stresses.
For example, the first term on the

righthand side of Eq.(5a) in your paper is
When we calculate pressure distribu- considered to be a volume distribution of

tion on the ship hull by using displacement force. But I prefer to consider this term
surface, a problem may arise at the end of as a volume distribution of stress. I ex-
the stern. The displacement thickness may plain this in the following.
usually have a knuckle there, so that the From the equation of motion and the
potential flow velocity becomes zero, or equation of continuity, an equation for the
otherwise infinity. I'd like to see the hydrodynamic pressure p is obtained as
pressure distribution near the stern which -
is calculated by the author and is used a2p U a + pui'uj
as an input of boundary layer calculation. i -r +- r axiaxj (I)

L. Landweber (Univ of Iowa) where

xi (i = 1,2,3): Cartesian coordinates
The author's solution for the wave- U : velocity of the uniform flow

making of a thin body with a wake generated u1 ' : perturbation velocity
by Oseenlets is an impressive mathematical density of fluid
achievement. Since the result is consider- m volume discharge
ably more complicated than that for invis- fi: external force applied to water
cid flow, applications of this model to
the nonlinear wave problem would probably and "bar" means to take the mean of the
become discouragingly complicated. It is corresponding quantity. When the Reynolds
suggested that this model be applied to stress PUiUj is considered to be given,
wake calculations alone, but that simpler Eq.(1) may correspond to the Lighthill
models, in which the wake is replaced by equation in aeroacoustics. In your case,
an equivalent irrotational flow, be used the velocity of sound is assumed to be
to calculate viscous effect on wavemaking. infinity because of incompressibility
These have the adirantage that the wave- assumption.
making Green function for irrotational From this equation, we can see how
flow can be used, so that inclusion of each term on the righthand side contributes
viscous effect does not complicate the to the hydrodynamic pressure p. From
calculations. mathematical point of view, their contribu-

The simpler model suggested above is tions are clearly different each other.
justified by the experimental results of Therefore, I prefer to call the last term
Gadd, and of Landweber & Swain, that the as the stress term.
wake of a flat plate does not generate Prof. Lighthill explained based on
waves: and the result, by T.Huang et al, his equation that the sound power of jet
that the pressure distribution of the noise is proportional to the eighth power
equivalent irrotational flow is in very of the exit velocity of jet and that a
good agreement with the measured values, jet noise shows very characteristic direc-
Some additional comments on -esults with tionality.
this simple model will be made in the dis- I would be very happy if you could
cussion of the next paper, by Chang and make me c:aar about the following items

Larason.in future
(1) Is there any applicability of

Eq.(l) in my discussion to your problem ?

H. Isshiki (Hitachi S & E) (2) Is similar results obtained by
using Eq.(l) ?

I would like to express my sincere
thanks for your contribution to Prof. Kino-
shita, and it is very nice for me to have
a chance to make some comments on your Authors Reply
paper.

I think that the viscosity effect may
not be so great in a problem like yours.
But I think that it is not only important
but also interesting to clarify the viscous T. Kinoshita (univ of Tokyo)
effect on the wave making resistance from
a theoretical point of view. Further,
your experience on this paper will be help- I would like to express my gratitude
ful in future. to very kind discussions, suggestions and

Now, in order to stimulate your knowl- comments of Profs. Himeno, Landweber and
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Dr. Isshiki. 
For Prof. Landweber's comment and sug-

For Prof. Himeno's discussion ; The gestions ; I agree with you. For the latter

pressure is rapidly changed at the end of 
half of your discussion, I think the theo-

the stern, as you say. This fact is very retical results in section 2 of this paper

important for near field problem. An ex- confirm the justification of the simpler

ample of calculations including this effect 
model you suggest in case of a thin ship.

is shown in Appendix B, which is a case of 
For Dr. Isshiki's comment ; Lighthil..

laminar flow. When the author calculated equation in aeroacoustics is very impressive

the boundary layer and wake by simple meth- 
for me. I think the similar result will be

ods, he skipped the narrow ditch. got by the way that you suggest.

7
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Numerical Viscous and Wave Resistance
Calculations Including Interaction
Lars Larsson
Swedish Maritime Research Cen te (SSPA)

Goteborg, Seeden

Ming-Shun Chang
David W Taylor Naval Ship Research and Deveiopment Center

&Ihesda. Maryland. U S A

ABSTRACT E Entrainment rate"-= Fn  Froude numberVs

Predictions are presented for the flow F Fruenme
field, as well as for the resistance com- g Acceleration of gravity
ponents of a mathematical hull form at se- 1  Head's shape factor for the
veral Froude numbers. To obtain the vis- veloit pe
cous flow near the stern a new boundary
layer-waze method including higher order H12  Shape factor for the velocity
effects is developed and applied inter- profile
actively with the potential flow calcula- hi h2 h 3  Metrics
tions for the double model case. The re-
sulting displacement thickness is used for Ip, I Pressure integrals defined by
computing the wave resistance reduction at (7a) and (7c)
non-zero Froude numbers employing a numeri-
cal source panel method. Comparisons are IXx, IKz Curvature integrals defined by
made with results from thin ship theory (7b) and (7d)
using two different wake shapes. IKIx, IK3x, Curvature integrals defined by
NOMENCLATURE iz (13)

A raK, , K3 Constants of proportionality
for y-variation of h, and h3

B Ship breadth K12, K3 2 Normal curvatures of surfaces

- - CE Entrainment coefficient y=const along lines z=const and

C Skin friction coefficient x=const resp
CF (total) K,20, K320 As above, but for y = 0

Cf Skin friction coefficient K13 , K31 Geodesic curvatures of lines
(local) in x-direction z=const and x=const on sur-

C Pressure coefficient faces y=const

Cv Viscous resistance coefficient K10 K31q~ As above, but for y =0

C Viscous pressure resistance L Ship length
VP coefficient Nx , Ny, Nz Direction cosines of the normal

C Wave resistance coefficient to the surface
w
C Wave resistance coefficient Static pressure
wo for bare hull PO Static pressure on the surface

Wave resistance coefficient Static pressure at the edge of
Cw6 for displacement body the boundary layer

CwF Free surface resistance R Radius of curvature of the sur-
face
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V.

Rn Reynolds number Vs.L/v pectedn To be able to obtain the displacement
Rw Wave resistance thickness close to the stern it could, how-
U, V, W Mean velocity components ever, be necessary to include higher order

effects in the boundary layer calculations.
For axisymmetric cases such effects were

Ue, Ve, W Mean velocity components at the taken into account in the methods by Dyne
edge of the boundary layer (3), Nakayama (4] and Huang [53, developed

in the mid-seventies. Even more recent areVN Transpiration velocity the attempts to produce higher order 3-D
VS Ship speed methods. Spalding's group [6], [7] developed

X, Y, Z Global coordinate system. (X a very ambitious finite difference proced-
downstream, Z upwards) ure taking into account the normal pres-

sure variation as well as the crosswise mo-x, y, z Local coordinate system. (x mentum diffusion. Anothe interesting ap-

along Ue, y normal) proach was presented by Mori in 1978 18]

so Wall cross-flow angle considering separation. The potentials ofthese methods have not vet been fully ex-
AC Pressure change across the ploited.

boundary layer, eq (17a) The most recent attempts to the prob-

AC Contribution to the pressure lem were reported at the SSPA-ITTC Workshop
ct on Ship Boundary Layers. Soejima et al 191change by the normal curvature

of the surface, eq (17d) presented a finite difference method in-
cluding the normal pressure variation and

AC Contribution to the pressure other effects of the curvature of the sur- I
change by the first accelera- face, and Nagamatsu [10] gave results from
tion term in the y-momentum an integral method having similar features.
equation, eq (17b). In Section 2 of this paper a new integral I

AC2 Contribution to the pressure method is developed. I takes the essential
pv2  Chngrtot the econreue higher order effects into account and thechange from the second accele-

results, which are given fn Section 3, show
ration term in the y-momentumeqatio eq 17c)a marked improvement as coipared to the
equation, eq (17c)fisoreon.' first order ones.

ACw Change in wave resistance due In Section 3 the double model poten-
viscous effects tial flow is used, but this restriction is

released in Section 4, where the previous-
Boundary layer thickness ly computed displacement thickness is em-

6* Defined by equation (8) ployed for estimating the magnitude of the

Generalized boundary layer wave resistance reduction due to viscous
thickness , eq (10) effects. This has since long been a con-ttroversial issue and there have been two

6, 62 Displacement thickness, eq (4) essentially different ways of handling the
wake. Laurentieff [113, Wigley [123 and Mil-

61*, 62* Defined by equation (4) gram 113] assumed the wake to be parallel

61, 62 Generalized displacement thick- aft of the stern, which resulted in a very
ness, eq (10) low wave drag reduction. To get more realis-

tic results, Wigley closed the displacement
,, Mo mbody in a cusp at some distance behind the

021, 622 body. This had been tried earlier by Have-
lock (14] and resulted in very substantial

8,*, el2*, Defined by equation (4) reductions. Maruo [151 varied the wake

021i, 022* shape more systematically considering the
wake width variation aft of the stern. More

iL-, Generalized thick- reasonable results were then obtained. I:
2 ,.- s2s all investigations mentioned, the thin ship
S22 emi vtheory was used for the potential flow,

v Kinematic viscosity while no calculations were carried out for

P Density the viscous wake, which was just chosen

Wall shear stress in x and zarbitrarily.xy zy diets Himeno t16] and Kang (17] were the
retonsresp. first to compute the wake using extended

1. INTRODUCTION boundary layer theory, and recently Mori
(181, [191 used his asymptotic expansion

Already some 35 years ago interactive method, mentioned above, for computing the V
viscid-inviscid calculations for 2-D wings wake velocities, which were introduced in
were carried out by Preston [I] . Since the low speed theory of Baba (203 to check
then a large number of methods for both the influence of viscosity on the wave drag.
types of flow have been developed and, by Mor's work seems to be the first one,
matching calculations of the two kinds us- where a modern method for 3-D viscous flows
ing the displacement thickness concept (see has been combined with a wave resistance
Lighthill (2] ) good results might be ex- method applicable to ships of normal full-

ness. These are the features also of the
present work.
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= 2. METHODS USED 2.2 Larsson's Basic Method [25]

Three different potential flow methods Larsson's method for 3-D turbulent
have been used: Hess & Smith's for the boundary layers is of the integral type,
double model case and Chang's source panel making use of a co-ordinate system based on
method together with thin ship theory for streamlines traced from the potential flow
the non-zero Froude numbers. The first and results. Solutions are obtained along each
last are so well known that no presentation individual streamline by Runge Kutta inte-
seems necessary. Relevant references are gration of the governing equations, keeping
[21] and [22] respectively. Chang's method derivatives across the streamlines constant
has also been presented elsewhere, see[23] in each step. By iteration the derivatives
and [24], so it is described only very are updated using spline functions along
briefly in paragraph 2.1. tLe equi-potential lines.

The boundary layer and wake calcula- Head's entrainment equation [27] isusea as
tions have been carried out using Larsson's auxiliary relation and several formulae due
method [25], which has been extended to to Michel et al are employed for connecting
take into account higher order effects close the integral thickness and for computing
to the ste).n. Appropriate modifications for the skin friction.
computing tne wake have also been intro-
duced. A very brief account of the basic 2.3 A Method for Computing the Thick Bound-
method is given in 2.2, while in 2.3 and ary Layer Close to the Stern
2.4 the new improvements are described nore
in detail. The derivation of the governing equa-

tions for the higher order method is de-
2.1 Chang's Method [23] and [24] scribed in a condensed form in the follow-

ing. More details are given in [26].
In its most general form Chang's method

computes ship motions in a seaway, taking 2.3.1 Governing Equations
into a-count the effect of forward speed.
The computer program employed in the pre- The governing equations are (see
sent investigation is however specialized NOMENCLATURE)
for the case with no oscillatory motions.

The problem in question is to solve U u +VICU + W u
the Laplace equation for the potential, 1" +  + + K1 UV + (K UK 3 :W)W +
satisfying boundary conditions on the sur-

D face of the hull (zero normal velocity) on 1 1 -
the free surface (constant pressure) and 1 ax h --i- hi 0 (Ia)

at infinity (no disturbance except in a
wedge behind the hull). There is no method U V +V W V U KW
available today for solving this problem - + V +K-U

exactly, but an approximation, the so ni h3 3z
called Neumann-Kelvin problem, is easier + 0 (lb)
to attack. In this simplification the free ay
surface boundary condition is linearized
and applied at the undisturbed level of the U 2W + v + W aw + (K3W-K1 3U)U + K32VW +
water. Covering the submerged part of the h1i

-  
ay R 3 Q - +

body with Kelvin wave-making sourcesthis 1 3. 3
=ondition as well as the condition at in- + h p / O  h h h / = (1c)
finity are automatically satisfied. The zy
body boundary condition yields an integral and
equation for the source strength and from
the corresponding solution the potential 1 2U + + 3 h -W + K3.U + (Ki+ K32 )V +
can be computed anywhere. h1 3x )y h3 3z

In Chang's method the Neumann-Kelvin
problem is solved by discretization of the + K33W = (2)
integral equation. The surface of the hull
is approximated by a large number of panels,
each one having a constant source strength. As to the mean flow, equations la, c and 2
Since the sum of the contributions from all are identical to the set of second order
panels plus the undisturbed velocity shall equations derived by Nash & Patel [37] Terms of
yield zero normal velocity at the centre of order S/R and larger have been retained. In
each panel a set of linear equations in the lb Nash & Patel drop the first three terms
source strength may be formulated. The sol- as being of too high order. This does not
ution yields the potential at any point by seem Justified in the present case since it
integration over the panels. Velccities may would imply that the pressure variation
then be obtained by differentiation using across the boundary layer should be deter-
either finite differencing or spline tech- mined by the normal curvatures of the sur-
niques. faces, y = const (K-2 resp K32 ), J.e. es-

sentially the curvatures of the hull surface,
while in reality the streamline curvature
close to the stern may be of the opposite
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sign. The first six are known from first order
In Nash & Patel's derivation the theory while the latter six are new. The

Reynolds stresses are assumed to be of the factor y in the kernel appears when intro-
order 6/R. This coupling of stresses to ducing the expressions (3) in the equations.
the boundary layer thickness seems however If the metrics are assumed independent of
doubtful and at least for axisymmetric y all the starred quantities vanish. This
cases [4] the magnitude of the stress terms assumption is made by Nagamatsu !10].
does not generally increase when approach- Two relations follow directly from the
ing the stern. To shed some light on this, definitions
an experimental investigation is under way 02 1 = 21 - Iat SSPA, but meanwhile only the stresses
of first order theory are retained. Apart * ()Ifrom the inclusion of v'2 in the pressure 0s1 = 21 62 (5)term of (lb) in Soejima's et al [9] equa-
tions they are then identical to the pre- Using (4) the momentum integral equa-
sent ones. tions may be written 4
2.3.2 Metrics 3 oi + (2:, U

Since the normal curvatures of the
surface are now considered, the metrics h, + (01,2 + 02,)(.1 )Ue
and h3 become functions of y. In the pre-n+K ( -% 0) + 
sent approximation a linear dependence is
assumed + ) (,)
h =h (x, z)(l+KIy) ;h= h 3O(x, z)l+K3y) (3) L Ueh 3 3  ) C-1

K and K are taken as the normal ._uratures of
thie surf~ce +curvaturesj of1

K, = K1 20  X(3 -K1 20  + WUe * 1
h2 is still assumed identical]y equal to Ueho 3x + K 1 0 01 2 2+ 0
unity, and this has already been introduced
in the equations albove. I f+ 1-0- 2 "= + (6a)

2.3.3 Momentum Integral Equations " +Ix Yo

The derivation of the two momentum l 0
integral equations in the x and z directions 1 + + 1
follows in principle the one for the cor- ho 3x 2  ,Ueo =-. h0 a
responding first order equations. After in-
tegrating the equations in the y-direction + 2 e +
it is convenient to introduce the follow- + 6 + 61 +
ing integral quantities e

0 U

O~~~ AO 22*( e

+-e - -0 * +K K, ,. + 21-K 13 1 -11*)e
e= y IF Ii 2B W WE

(0~-026 )2 e

U Ue e

o 0e

e e

o~ 0z

6 I The "I" quantities on the right hand(6* =-y- dy side member are integrals, which appear

61 2due to the inclusion of, on the one hand,o 0pressure gradients through the layer (I.I z ) and, on the other, normal curvatur
6 u U CW o12the surface (x, IKz)-They are defined

1 y (1- e)GedY %2'=j y(1--je) UedY as

e e e e +p3x 21 h 0 21 t-(& - + a1

- 0 x h dy3
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021 - y e 2dy  + =22 a o+z+I (6b
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IPZ hl oh3 oUe2 e 1 d (c eh3z 32 1 3_ dau

SCf +

nc Th pressure integrals are not symmet- K 3 ( ~ + J 2 ) n + p * KZ K
i ihrespect to x and z since, in the (llb)

i- streamline co-ordinate system used, We-- 0.

2.3.4 The Entrainment Equation 'u01a-x [U(i-61 ) + UeK1 12(6-6:.) -

ph 1-3 [(e -

6* 8 (12)
Sthe equation may be written where

1, 3..2Z + 1 3) -

4 +- -

e L Kx C

h1  o "xe ~~ ' ) -- O 3Kh ' -

(K ) I+*a....6+K,6 r ) 1(9) 3

:301l+6 e2) h,2 2.1 - +1 pz I IZ+1--

: where e is the entrainment coefficient, for Kx

trwhich Head's relations may be used. = -K ( * *xi * *(

2.3.5 Transformationof the Equations to a + K3(
A lMore Convenient Form * 3K,

SThe general idea is to try to make the h, 3
equations (u) and (9) as similar as pass-

~ible to the first order ones, .so thatexisting computer programs can be used, I

[* (8) 1 2thoeutio mac modificatn Toacieethse

Lix new quantities are introduced. *[~ 2 LUe+K-- -K.0 (% +6+ *1 -

+ +U .- ,2 2)
f t*1 -L *x = 13

l=e 2 + K2 - 0a o i (

whr Eepcs the presur enranmn courficiere fore

_ 21-6 = 6: K,0:,(0 Irl (11 on thez r+h h~ sie, h bar

; whc Headr relrtaon maatiie ane used teepo

=quaT ons (6) and () ast eimtons ( ands (2 diffe. fo
ite rspin the firt order zies ithe

-- eses theor, proiedsstrealn crv-trente-
= 6 : - Kz6 (10 gal (3)onth rgh h:_sde te ar

Thhqatos(60n (9 myoWb ptiona trn hlUho)uo e3 psibl to] uhexiatters first order proguter caobrues
ix 1ew (qu1nttroued. are intneducsd

-- I +IKiel I~ m

~ h znowieededu.t e osi t s

ax)=33K
+ 22+ K122 +K 3 )K 1 ( 1 -e~ riayfrtore optrporm

(e+8.) + 3;=61 iThe toemnyleations .an pa)difrt from
ethe iclursiondn ofith sume just in thre

= f 2+ K16 grl (13 ona) ton th oloighte ratisi thar

thery prvie stramin co-orneededs

+(2611+61 +
Till~~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ JxUehl X+ 3 o tLrn u ob osbet s



1. Relations to coute initial values of ably simpler in this case, the general

011, e21 and '-TI given 811, 02, and'L 2  expressions will not be given here.
Integrating equation (Ib) considering

2. Relations to compute the III integrals (14) and (15) there is obtained

3. Relations to compute the "barred" l - + 2

quantities in the crosswise derivatives A C/
knowing 011, 02, and H12 [ u] [ (

4. Relations to compute 611, 021 and H:, +Cpvz1-Y/i I- pK (  )  I
from -I,, V21 and wher 2-1 (16)
Having introduced this new information 2

the original computer program may be used.
The governing equations will yield the ACp = P-Pe (
"barred quantities as solutions but, using 

2

relations 1 and 4 above, the input and out- 7---e
put will be the ordnary integral quanti- a 46 1 3 (Ve
ties. As a matter of fact the changes to Cpv (H2+3)U h1-xk 6(.7)
the program reduces to less than 100 Fortran e

statements.
AC 2  (e. (17 )

2.3.6 Velocity and Pressure Variations pv2 ku-1

dcross the Layer

AC 2Kt=(1d
In order to compute the necessary CpK H1 2

relations listed above some information is
needed on the distributions of velocities C v , C 2 andCK are the contributions
and static pressure across the boundary frV hPg d n
layer. terrssecn and fourth term re-

For the tangential velocitiy conipo- spectively in equation (lb). The first twoForth tngetil elcity emo-are of order O((A-/R )2 . while the third one"

nents the well-known power-law-Mager are of order (/R) h e
assumptions are made is of order 0(5/R).

1 11321 2.3.7 The Necessary New Relations

= (14a) Since the governing equations (I) in-
e lude terms of order 0(6/R) the integrated

Hi - equaticns (6) are of order 01(6/R)2 I- This
W =*) 2 1 tn (14b) is the order of magnitude considered in

Ue 0 - most relations below. However, as mentioned
above, the pressure integrals are evaluated

while for the normal velocity a linear to higher accuracy.
variation is assumed Introducing the velocity profiles (14)

in the definitions of the integral thick- -

V 4) nesses (4) and (10) the initial value of
e (14c} the "barred" quantities may be obtained

The pressure variation is obtained by the from A1, e2 and H12.

integrating equation (lb). If this is done, (13a)employing equations 114), a quite compli-
cated expression appears. It may however
be simplifl'ed considerably makir.g an order ell = 2! (18b)

of magnitude analysis of the different
terms. In the relations given below the T= -6.+-2 -B2 (W-z)-AH 1 2)6, +i)]
following assumptions are made (18c)

x, z, U, h, h = 0() here A(Hi) and B(Hiz) are functions of
y, V, W, K1 6, K16 = O(6/R) (15) 12. H

Only terms of order 0(1) and 0(6/R) will A(H12 ) H12(H,2+1) (19a)
be retained. 

(Hl:-1) (H:-2+3)

The condition W = 0(6/R) is recogniz- H8(111+2)
ed as the small cross-flow assumption. B111) H'2-1 (19b)
This is not a necessary condition for the
theory and it has not been applied when A procedure for computing 6-61 from Al and
deriving the governing equations (11) and H12 is already available in the first order
(12). However, in the ccmautations to be theory.
presented in this paper the small cross- The curvature integrals I1 x' IK3x'
flow assumption has been employed, and
since the necessary relations are consider- P1: and IK3z defined in (13) may be
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evaluated, using the velocity profiles (14) the velocity to zero on the surface, while
in he efniton (4 o th "tarred" in the wake no such retarding stresses

CxiSt. The velocity at the center of thequantities. wake therefore increaseE from~ zero at the
1K~x- 21X'O~ BH1') (0a) trailing edge to the undisturbed velocity
Klx H1+3 (0a) at infinity. Apart from the difference in

be boundary condition the wake should behave

H +5 -Ulike a boundary layer, so the same computer

__K3x 1l1 2U h 10 a The most obvious change is to put the skin
e friction identically equal to zero which is

~o~i 2AH.2  (Ii 2~) (Cc) easily done. The relevance of other empiric-
I K o .5Ksi ~ (32)H23 2c al relations in the program is however

more difficult to establish.
~ - (2d)Since the inner velocity does not drop

K3 z to zero, it seems to be necessary to ex-

The resure r~tgras I~and 1p~change the assiLmption for 'he longitudinalan IThe c) rcan ube tintedrl by , inrduig h velocity profile. In the program all profile
pressure given by equations (14) and (17)asmpin (hch re evrwt nouexplicitly) are based on similarity solu- -

tions by Michel et al, using their differ-
fH.1+3 2ential boundary layer method. The longitudi- U

= 6!LC )nal and cross-wise profilcos are tied to-
e [H 2 +5,A'~ pvgether so exchanging one means that the

_ other one cannot be used.
1~ a ~ p)-(U 26A In the present approach an ajpproxima-

tio o Coles' wake function is employed
(12~~~o +t ~A h e longitudinal velocity profile,

' +l H_.+2 jh, x epl -- P hlHager's assumption is used for the
crt ,s-f low.

e7 1i~ 3 z e p I -).cos.(- x\N (24a)
+. p v 2. I n r o u c n t2~ % 2 1b ) e

y)2U

kH- 2+l H,2+2 -63Z e pkJ e

+ .9;)Itouigthese expressions 4n the2 ho! efnton fVizai integral parameters

To second order the "barred" quantities tefloigrltosapa
in the cross-wise derivatives are 2a

.2 (22a)

e22 e.22 (22b
822 82 (2b)-6tar So(A, -A.) (25c)

- , K8.B(H-.2 ) H.+l)~
02 = ,l 1 + 2c : taS. AX)(25d) _

L ___7

whdi le the last reiations reauired are ob- 2 -6 tan28_(AC-AX+A.1 (5e

taied by inverting equations (18) +(2f

y'+4K 3A(H12)W,1_
= 2 3 H1 )K 3*0) (23a) By definition H12 611 which yi eld c

A.
fKO 2)) ~ 1 A~or (26a)

i2324

(22d" .H 2
The constants A1 -A. attain the following

__2.4 A Method for Computing the Wake numerical values

The basic difference between the bound- A- 0.5
ary layer and the wake is the inner boundary

- - condition. In the boundary layer the stress- 0.~ .375
____es between the surface and the fjlow retard
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A 3 = 0.333 According to Head's theory [27]the -
entrainment rate may be related to H. via

A= 0.2'68 the relation

As 0.233 CE = 0.0306'H.-3.0) (29)
EUe

A, 0.200 This is compared in Fig 2 with experiments

A, 0.359 and with a relation due to Rang 117]

Ae = 0.165 C, = 0.11299 - 0.048275 inH I +

Since the centerplane is used as the inner + 0.0051395 (InHj (30)
boundary of the wake the normal cur-atures
are identically zero, so the "starred^
quantities and the curvature integrals
will disappear. Parts of the pressure inte- -_

grals I and Ipz are however still left.
An important quantity for the e:ntrain- - ' u

ment equation is the shape factor - ,
H, = (6-6.1/1 . Using (25a. b) and (26h) 7
this can ba rekated to H,2 as -

2H1 -1 + 1]

H1  H - (27)

~~~~Equation (27) is compared with Head's -_-

[27] relation
W _ H, = 1.5351H t-0.7) " 3.3 28)

in Fig 1, where the results from three

different experimental investigations are
also plotted. Cev.ay & Kovaznay 128] Fig 2 Different "elations for the entrain-
measured the wake behind a flat plate, Mang
117investigated the flow behind a thin ment rate

ship model and Himeno et a! [16] studied the
wake of a Series 60, C = 0.70 model*. Two conclusions may be drawn from this
Although the points arR scattered, it seems Figure: the scatter is large and Head's
obvious that the relation (27) represents relation yields too low C 's in the wake.
a better average than (28), except perhaps Due to lack of better inf8 rmation Rang's
for the largest H .:s (close to the stern). relation ;30) is chosen here.

In Fig 3 results from the present
method*' are shown together with Kang's
measu arents in the wake of his thin model.

- I Changing from (28) to (27% abruptly at the
stern causes a sudden drop in H,,. In real-
ity, this change takes place over A certain

. .distance behind the hull. No general rela-
tions are at hand for computing this de-

* "'" ' velopment but as a first a-aproxination it
\ * - might be related to the momentum thickness

* at the stern. Judging fr'm Fig 3, the pre-

dictions seem to merge with the experimentsI 4at about x - 1.15 which corresponds to a-
i ~~.~ " . *distance about 60 t.mes Che stern momentum

! -- thickness. A similar result is obtained
- when predicting the wake of Chevray &

Kovaznay. Therefore in the present calcula-
u tions the relation (28) gradually turns intoIi (27) ac= rding to the formula (for 0 4 -X-L<460c')

Fig I Different relatiombetween H and H_

Unfortunately this work is not fully So Without highb-r order effects. The mdeldocumented in English. is very thin (L/u 37,7)
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layer, making it difficult to compute H1 2
H= f(H12 ) f(2d)(H 12) + accurately. As to the pressure measurements

there seems to be an unusually large scat-
oT ( (i, - f oHJ] (31) ter and there are probably some blockage

effects. Nevertheless the advantage of
having data for a hull at different Froude

As appears from Fig 3, this relation numbers was considered so important
produces a reasonable development of Hi2  that it would outweigh the disadvantages.
close to the stern.

is ~ 112q (211 IStepwis. chan~ge) % bi etsn Kano'$

o H,, eq (31)

E87 6 5 3 2 1 19 1 8 27 16 2520

TO ,.oQ4 '

-00

' V 11* 8 2 1'$ 11 ,s 1 1 'Il

Fig 3 Test of the wake method. Kang's fric- Fig 4 Test case for viscous and wave rc-
tion plane model sistance calculations. Wigley hull

3. VISCOUS RESISTANCE (DOUBLE MODEL) 3,1 The Calculations Carried Out
CALCULATIONS

- The test case common to both types of Four sets of calculations have been

calculations is a mathematical form, usually carried out. The potential flow was first
referred to as the Wigley model, Its equa- computed for the bare hull and the boundaryetfon is a layer was calculated using the originalt:eory. This is the ordinary first order

Y = 0.1(1 - X2 ) (i - 64Z 2 ) approach.
To obtain a better pi- ssure distribu-

-1,0 4 X < 1.0; -0,125 A Z < 0,125 (32) tion close to the stern, off-body points
were then used to compute the pressure

A body plan is shown in Fig 4, As ap- somewhat outside the hull. The points were
pears from the equation the side view is located at the intersection between therectangular normai to the panels in the region

The reason for choosing this hull is 0.8 < 2X/L _< 1.0 and a cylindrical surfacethat boundary layer measurements have of constant cross-section equal to the hullbeen carried out in the presence of a free section at 2X/L = 0.8. This location would
surface. Hogben[29 ] measured 2-D velocity correspond fairly well with the displace-
profiles at a number of stations along a ment surface. Velocities obtained at the
20 ft (6.1 w) model in a towing tank and off-body points were resolved in components
Hatano et al (30] and Morn [31] recorded along and normal tn the surface and the

latter were used to trace streamlines, etc,theand for carrying out the boundary layer
tubes on the afterbody and in the near
wake of a 3 m model in their tank. Pressure calculation. Alsu in this case the first
measutements for the double model case are order boundary layer method was used.

mcThe higher order calculations startedavailable from Relf (32]. A considerable with a potential flow solution for off-number of resistance tests and wave ana-
lyses seems to have been carried out for body points located in a similar way as
this hull (see for instance (33] above, but on a cylindrical surface having

Unfortunately the boundary layer data the shape of the mid-ship section. This I
is somewhat incomplete. In Hogben's case should correspond to the boundary layerno information is given on the cross-flow edge. In the region 0.8 . 2X/L . 1.0 new
within the boundary layer and no wake data streamlines were traced on the hull using

is reported. Hatano et al measured the the off-body velocities. The curvature K 3
veloci.ty at a large number of stations but then had to be computed independently (in
in the lower regions of the hull few first order theory it is obtained from the
points were located within the boundary pressure distribution) and the boundary
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layer could be calculated using the method general, seem very scattered. A small block-
described in Section 2.3. Initial values age correction (0.01 at the ends of the
were taken from the first order solution model) has been applied to the measured
at 2X/L = 0.8 and the 1Kand I integrals points.
were computed in advance, taking 112 as 1.4
and the bondary layer thickness as the
distance between the off-body points and
the corresponding null point on the hull. cp 'I

See Fig 5. Normal curvatures K 2o and K 32 0 I
had of course to be computed first. In this ' I

approach the computations were extended Surffat Centefr twte
into the wake, using the method described
in Section 2.4. 1 \

csri 6, / tq l10

Fig 6 Different pressure computations at
Z = 0 =n the stern regionI

The ordinary first order pressure on
the hull and in the wake is of course too

] high near the stern. However, using the off-

body points at the inner cylinder (fromI
2X/L = 0.8) results in a much more reason-Fig5Locaable development. At the outer cylinder the

S(Schematic) pressure distribution is smoothed and theIgradient is much smaller than the one

SThe fourth calculation was carried out measured on the surface. Therefore this

./presur Fig 6oifrnly pressurei copuationa

in an attempt to take the interaction into pressure u i tion
account, Therefore a set of transpiration eonboundary the boundary layer. w io ue

layer nearc the sthen potential using the ofm-

v t o gThe transpiration velocity used in the

laye effcation the pfonia lowas com-sfur calciution is compted aodin to

puted from the displacement thickness dis-
ptribution obtained in the first iteration Lighthill [2]. In principle his derivation

ncould be extended to take into account high
(using the higher order method) The poten-aro
tial cc ow was then recalculated taking the odry le r.

velocitiesone of Section 2, but this was not con-

:: t~ryanition, andctea the body ouon sidered necessary, since the effect of the

etranspiration velocity se in thel o

for the outer surface was used in connec- tit
tion with the higher order method, as de- higher order. I
scribed above, to obtain a new boundary Lihthill's expression may be writtenJ
layer solution. As it turned out that this in the following form h i
corresponded very well to the one from the U 3

Sminated.N ie si UhU
(sDrag estimates were finally made in(3
two ways, by integrating the pressure and rgei
frictional forces along the hull, and by In accordance with the small cross-
computing the momentum loss in the far flow approximation, the last tem has been

wake, dropped in the present calculations.

SIt should be emphasized that the small The pressure computed in the secondcross-flow approximation has been employed iteration at the edge of the boundary layer,
throughout, considering the transpiration, is not ieery

different from the one on the outer surface
3.2 Computed Pressures in the first iteration. It is still very

s e asmooth as appears from Fig 6. The pressure
The pressure distributions along the on the hull surface is obtained by adding

l~~~orrwer-nde ver he toifferoe fromla thhenearostebudry yr n

tions are shown in Fig 6. Measurements are this improves the situation, as can be seen
also given, although they were carried out from Fig 6. It sees however as though the
at a different Reynolds number and, in increase is too small, if comparisons are
crs-fo aproiato has_ _ benepoeItrto tte deo h onaylyr

thogot cosdrn the= trnprain is no very



made with the measurements. means that if che flow hod followed sur-
In Fig 7 the vertical pressure distri- faces of y=const. the pressure would have

bution at 2X/L = 1.0 is shown, Similar con- decreased towards the hull, i.e. AC is
clusions as from Fig 6 may be drawn, al- negative. AC and AC are howevejKposi
though the "final" pressure seems in this tive, tendin 0to increase the pressure.
case to correspond better to the measure- This is du( to the fact that the flow is
ments. The deviation is most pronounced concave rtlative to the surfaces y=const.
close to the water-line, where the boundary For 2X/L : 0.9 the concavity is not large
layer is thickest, In this region the com- enough to counteract the convexity of the
puted pressure increase across the layer y=const. surfaces so there the pressure on
is too small to account for the difference the hull is lower than at the edge of the
between the computations at the edge and boundary layer. The opposite is true for
the measurements.on the surface. 7X/L>0.9. It is quite obvious that dropping

the terms AC and AC (according to a
strict secona order ?1eory) would have led
to quite eironeous results.

OL1 Ofl 0I.(2 C.

CAC

ItI

I 1. 0o6 0.0 O 11 2X
/ - [

-01 R,,
'

I00 i - P C A r

/2 io-/ ~~~~C ""C"" CoP.- x

0.0. ac ,

Fig 7 Different pressure computationsat 0
2X/L = 1.0 -1o -

The reasons for the deviations at the water-
esseniall the assumptionsn made the Thesur 01:line may be investigated by checking the Fig 8 Contributions to the pressure dif-derivation of equation (16), There are ference across the boundary layer.

cross-flow is so small that the third and It should be mentioned that the curva-
fifth terms of (ib) can be dropped, 2) The ture of the surface y=0 exhibits a stepwise
longitudinal velocity is assumed to depend change at 2/L=I.0 ve it drops from a fi-
on a power law, where the exponent is nite value to zero. This is a weakness of
determined from H1 2, and 3) The normal vel- the co-ordinate system used. In fact, there
ocity varies linearly between zero at the is a region close to the stern, where the
wall and the potential flow V at the edge, system is non-unique. Normals from the hull

The first one of the assumptions can will intersect normals from the centerplane.
not influence the results at the water-line This region is in the present case very
where the cross flow is zero, and it is short, only 0.75% of the ship length,
easily shown that the components of C are and its problems have not been considered
quite insensitive to the shape of the p  in this work. The calculations are carried
longitudinal velocity profile (provided out on the hull all the way to 2X/L = 1.0,
the shape is reasonable, i.e. H12 is be- thereafter restarting in the wake. In this
tween 1 and 2). The assumption of a linear way the undeterminacy of the co-ordinate
variation of the normal velocity thus seems system is av-oided, although the true solu-
to be the critical one, although AC as tion will probably not be obtained close
well as ACD are independent of ths AC to the surface at the after end.
is on the other hand very dependant on Dv The final pressure plot is shown in -=

the distribution of V, and as a numerical Fig 9. It represents the variation of the
experiment V was assumed to be constant three components of AC across the bound-
through the layer. This resulted in a six- ary layer at 2X/L =.O, 2Z/L=0.0. The
fold increase in AC at 2X/L=l.0 , = 0. variation is computed using equation (16).

pv uigeuto 1)There are several ways of improving the V- Unfortunately no measurements are avail-
assumption, which will be considered in the able f(,, comparison.
further improvement of the method.

In Fig 8 the distribution of the com-
ponents of ACp along the water-line is
given. In the region 0.8 < 2X/L < 1.0 the
curvature of the surface is convex, which
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line B, is most likely due to measurement
, *.,.&cn(.t. ~errors, since the results from other Froude

anumbers exhibit a much closer correspondence
(with calculations. As an example the measure-

' -. (" ments along line B are given for the next
higher Fn, which is 0.195.

In Fig 11 the results of some of the
calculations of Section 3.1 are shown for
the uppermost line (D) in the region 0.8 .

< 2X/L < 1.2. Comparisons are made with
Hogben's (29] measurements (only one point)
and with the data given by Mori[ 31 Un-
fortunately, both the Reynolds and the
Froude numbers are different in the latter
case (3.2 x 106 and 0.200 respectively) so
the comparisons should be made with someOF ,care.

a 4A0 . The ordinary first order calculation

Fig 9 Contributions to the pressure varia- based on the pressure on the surface yields,
tion across the boundary layer as expected, a too large momentum thickness
2X/L = 1.0, Z 0 at the stern. Making use of the pressure

from the inner cylinder (starting at 2X/L
= 0.8) results in a more reasonable develop-

3.3 Boundary Layer - Wake Solution ment of the momentum thickness. It seems
however clear that the best solutions are

In Fig 10 the calculated momentum obtained by the higher order approach, and
thickness along four water-lines (A-D in the difference between the first and second
Fig 4) is compared with Hogben's measure- iteration is quite small, indicating that a
ments at R = 7.4 x i0. The Froude number converged solution has been obtained. In
in the tests was only 0.156 so the effect the figure only the results from the second
of the waves may be considered negligible, iteration are shown in the wake.

The calculations were started at
2X/L = -0.7 using the measured quantities
as initial data. First order solutions 10'
could be obtained up to the stern, but aft is
of 2X/L = 0.8 several other computations
were also tried, as explained above. The o Mewfl,5 Kogan R,,,7A lO.FeOISS

curves given in Fig 10 aft of 2X/L = 0.8 a .-.- Mori %.32 l.OO /

correspond to the final solution in the Calcutatio at %,. 7 -1,4.O. ///
second iteration. t0 1 mt d 7 0 0

C, from iflt. eye

. -tumhH tt a o rr miDos

U'6 10WL

-to

Fig 11 Different predictions of the momen-
tumn thickness along line D close
to the stern

Further down on the hull the differences be-
~zz . tween the various solutions become smaller

a -as can be seen from Fig 12, showing the ver-
tical distribution of the momentum thickness

Fig 10 Calculated momentum thickness at 2X/L = 1.0. There are two effects of the
along water-lines A-D problems at the keel. The computed thick-

ness does not drop to zero at 2Z/L = -0.125
as it should, according to the measurements,As appears from Fig 10 the solution is and in the regior 2Z/L = -0.07--0.09 there is

quite good except for the aft half of the an unwanted kink in the computations. As
lowest line. The discrepancy in this region appears from Fig 13 the region close to the
is due to the sharp keelclose to which the keel is extremely divergent, which means
boundary layer equations are not valid. The that it will be covered very badly by stream
apparent discrepancy for 0 < 2X/L < 0.5, lines, which are evenly distributed around
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2X/L = 0.0. Therefore two extra lines have
been started at 2X/L =0.8 and initial data
has been obtained by interpolation between
the keel streamline (which is fixed) and
the ones further up. This yields initial
values which are somewhat too high, since
the divergence further forward has not been
fully accounted for. It is, on the other
hand, impossible to trace the two new
streamlines all the way, since they will
get very close to the keel-line at the mid-
ship, yielding unreasonably high values of
the momentum thickness. (In reality the
boundary layer may be distributed around
the keel while in the boundary layer cal-
culations it is forced to stay in the re-
gion above the normal at 2Z/L = -0.125,
see Fig 14,) The problems cannot be avoid- ex, sinq..
ed using boundary layer theory unless the
edge is rounded. However, other coordinate
systems might be more suitable than the
present one in the lower region of the hull. Fig. 14 Difficulties at the sharp keel

line

In Fig 15 an attempt is made to compare
measured and calculated cross-flow angles

O 2BS02 at 2X/L = 1.0. Since Hogben did not measure
/ .- ~ cross-flow the only available data is Moris.

/ - -Unfortunately the innermost point of his
_ole / -,em, , measured profiles is at 2y/L = 0.01 which

lst orde rmthod corresponds to y/6 = 0.10-0.15. Extrapola-
m u.umnts *. tions to y/6 = 0.0 have therefore been made.

Also in this case the angles computed by the
higher order method are superior to the ones
obtained by the first order method based on
the pressure on the surface. If the poten-
tial flow solution from the inner cylinder
is used the first order solution is not too
bpd.

Fig 12 Different predictions of the mo-
mentum thickness at 2X/L = 1.0 \ ,"w"',

M oiumet od _21

-~~ ~ It~s Otder fIWrIOG

sawZ /0

-- Fig 15 Different predictions of the wall
cross-flow angle at 2X/L = 1.0

The most important quantity with re-
A _ference to the resistance is the momentum

thickness. By considering its distribution
depthwise, the total momentum lots may be
computed, and the drag can be obtained from

Fig 13 Computed streamlines. (Horizontal the momentum theorem. To avoid the influ
Rscale 1/10 f vertical scale) ence of pressure forces, the momentum loss

is conveniently computed "far" behind the
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body. How far behind the integraLion is to sources in the wake is to reduce the dis-

be carried out may be seen from Fig 16, placement area (see Fig 17) from its value
where the momentum thickness distribution at 2X/L 1.0 to its value at infinity.

is shown for three sections of the wake.
Obviously the chan"ge between 2X/L = 2.0 and a..

2X/L = 10.0 is negligible, indicating that
the integration can be made fairly close to
the body.

2XL 10 2 lO

-010 I
Fig 16 Source distribution along two

-2ZZL water lines

Fig 16 Predicted momentum thickness at 3.4 The Viscous Resistance

different sections of the wake The skin friction resistance was com-

puted by adding the contributions from all

It might also be of interest to look hull panels

at the change in displacement thickness / A

(here taken as 6,) with the distance from cp = fi Xi 1(
the hull. As appears from Fig 17 61 adjusts
itself more slowly to its final value (which where C was obtained by interpolation

is equal to 0,I). among tfe streamlines. In the formula the
deviation of the flow direction from the
horizontal is neglected since it will re-

S_7 26 IL-01  duce the C? by less than 1%.
A problem was encountered at the bow

where neither experimental nor calculated
results exist. It was assumed that the

IL- boudary layer was tripped at 2X/L = -0.9,
so laminar Cf's were used in front of this
station, while turbulent Cf's were extra-
polated forward to 2X/L = -0.9 from 2X/L =

-0.7, where the computations started. For
Rn = 7.4 x 101 the skin friction coefficient

-010 computed in this way was 3.00 x 10
- 2.

To obtain the pressure drag a similar
rsummation was carried out

-2Z/L CVp = E Cp i x Nxi Ai / ZAi  (35)
VP i 1 Xl 1 Ii

C in this expression was taken from

Fig 17 Predicted displacement thickness at the of? body points at y = 61 including the

different sections of the wake transpiration velocities. Using the computed
C 's on the hull from the higher order
t~eory might have been more interesting,

The change in displacement thickness but this solution was, as mentioned above,

is related to the transpiration velocity only obtained for 0.8 < 2X/L 4 1.0.

according to equation (33). This velocity In the bow region, where very high C S

is achieved by adding extra sources to the might be expected, the original panellingp

panels of the hull. In Fig 18 the distribu- (288 panels) of the hull was not considered

tion of such sources along the lines B and accurate enough. Therefore a very fine mesh
D is shown. Up to the stern the sources are was used close to the stem. For -1.0

positive, thereafter dropping to negative in . 2X/L < -0.9 the corresponding pressure on
the near wake. The combined affect of all &b _bull was employed in (35). This is
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motivated by the fact that 61 should be lowest one considered in the wave resistance
very small in this region of laminar flow. calculations. The Reynolds number variation
For -0.9 < 2X/L < -0.7 61 was obtained by in the speed range may be considered small
extrapolation of the results obtained fur- enough to be neglected.
ther aft.

The viscous pressure coefficient, com- 4.1 Calculations Based on Thin Ship Theory
puted by (35) is only 0.82 x 10-', or 2.6 %
of CF. According to Relf [32] CvP should The wave resistance of a thin-ship is
be around 2 % of CF1 so this is in good expressed as
agreement with the computations. The accu-
racy of Relf's estimate is however question- Ro 6i p (p2 Qz) Sec0 dO
able since it was based on an integration of
the very scattered measured pressures. with

For comparison the total viscous drag Ko - g/Vp

was computed from an integration of the mo- and M
mentum loss at 2X/L = 10.0. This yielded cC= 3.82 x 10

S
. (CV  Accodin to 10- f P ff S Y cos (KoXSecO-)

According to Relf, the total viscous 2n ax sin
resi-._.nce at R = 7.4 x l0- should be
3.26 x l0- '. Adding the computed frictional KoZSec 2 O

and pressure drags yields 3.08 x 10- 3 which x e dA
seems good enough considering the fact thatthe tripping assumption might be in error. For flows without any viscous effects, the

It io however obvious that the momentumloss in the wake is too large. The reasons sufc nerlstanoerheetr
for this are being investigated. plane of the hull, but in the case of a hull

modified according to the boundary layer

displacement thickness concept, the surface
integral might extend into the wake aft of
the stern. This is the case for shape B in

In this section the effect of the boun- Fig 19, which corresponds to the wake com-
duted in Section 3. The integration is heredary layer-wake on the wave resistance is etnddo2/ =..WaeAhsao-

investigated. To this end, the computed dis- extended to 2X/L = 2.0. Wake A has a con-
placement thickness is added to the hull and stant thickness which means that no sourceswake (centerplane) and the reduction in exist in the wake, so the integration can be

stopped at 2X/L = 1.0. In both cases the
wave resistance as compared with the one soe a1 i th asesuthehulsources are modified to account for 61.
for the bare hull is sought. Chang's source The following will be fo-
panel method is employed in these calcula- cused on the reduction, due to viscous
tions. However, as explained in the intro-
duction, a common way of investigating the effects, of the wave resistance coefficient,

viscous effect on the wave resistance in Lw Cw - Cw6, and the percentage reduc-
the past has been to add a wake of constant tion, ACi/Cw . Here Cw, is the wave resis-

thickness to the hull, thereafter comput- tance of theoriginal hull, and Cw6 is the
ing the resistance using thin ship theory- wave resistance of the displaced hull. The
This approach is therefore tested first, calculated reductions in values of wave re-
and, as a possible improvement, the thin sistance coefficient for wakes A and B are

ship theory is also employed in connection given at five different Froude numbers in
with the actually computed wake. Compari- Table 1 and shown in Fig 20. As one may note,

sons are made betwseen the three different in the case of wake A, where the wake opens
results, immediately after the stern, the reduction

The displacement thickness to use in of the wave resistance is 7 per cent at

these calculations might of course be ob- Fn = 0.276 and 10 per cent at Fn = 0.313.
tained by using the actual pressure distri- With further increases of the Froude number,
bution for each speed (i.e. each Fn and Rn ) the reduction of the wave resistance becomesbut this would be quite time-consuming. smaller, (e.g., the reduction is 4 per cent
Fortunately, in an earlier work [ 34 ] the at F= 0.45). In the case of wake B, a sig-
present authors have shown that the bound- nificantly larger reduction of the wave re-
ary layer computation based on the double sistance occurs. The reductions in the wave
model pressure is quita reasonable also for resistance coefficients are approximately
non-zero Fn's. In fact, due to difficulties 0.20 x 10-  at all Froude numbers except
in matching the upper streamlines to the those near 0.313. There the transverse wave
waves, the non-zero Fm computations might length is a little lc..-;er than half the
even be inferior to the double model ones. ship's length. The reduction in wave resis-
Therefore, in the present work, the di-- tance for wake B is between 17 per cent at
placement thickness employed is the one Fn = 0.276 and 6 per cent at Fn = 0.45. X
obtained in the calculations of the pre- comparison of the results for wake shapes
vious section. As is seen from Fig 6, the A and B provides an estimate of the import-
Reynolds numbeL for obtaining the displace- ance of the wake shape aft of the stern when
ment thickness was 11.3 x 106, correspond- computing viscous flow effects on a ship's
ing to a Proude number of 0.276, the wave resistance. The effect cl the wakeg a eo 7shape is evidently very significant.
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Table 1 Reduction of wave resistance for Wigley hull

F = 0.276 Fn =0.313 Fn = 0.350 Fn =0.405 Fn =0.450

MTHOD a 0AV ) wAS,4& A w( AC%)0 /CW(%) AC,0 ACW/C(%)
0 0 0 0 0

Chang's method .24 19 .40 21 .18 13 .45 14 .43 12
Wake B

Thin shipWake B .23 17 .23 12 .16 13 .24 8 .24 6Wake B"

Thin ship .09 7 .20 10 .09 7 .12 4 .17 4
Wake A

2* - - - - -Stemn

Fig 19. Wakes used in thin ship theory
(schematic)

Fig 20. Wave resistance computed by thin A Wav
ship theory OM walce Flux

-. Contro surface

o Fig 22. The control surface around zhe dis-
placement body

/+/ .,, , +I

~Fig 21. Wave resistance computed by Chang's
source panel method Fig 23. components of the wave resistance.

Wigley hull.
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Table 2 Reduction of wave drag for axisymmetric body

F =0.40 F = 0.45 F =0.50 F =0.55 Form drag
n n n n

METHODCXW101 AC (%) LCwxLO3 A~/Cw(%) ACwxM10i LS/Cw(%) Ac- AC/cw,(% CPxl03
0E T o

Chang's method .13 ii .20 9 .20 7 .12 5 .22

Rn = 6.6x106

Slender body .15 14 .28 12 .28 9 .22 8 .22

Rn = 6.6x106

4.2 Calculations Using Chang's Method As a matter of fact they differ almost by a
factor of two, except at Fn = 0.276 and

In Chang's source panel method the 0.35.
pressure is computed at the control points The question may be raised as to why
of each panel. The total pressure resis- the wave resistance predicted by the thin
tance can therefore be obtained using a re- ship theory differs significantly from the
lation equivalent to (35). If the computa- free-surface drag. Wigley [12] questioned
tion is carried out at non-zero Froude the applicability of thin ship theory to an
numbers, the pressure resistance con- open body, such as the displacement body in
tains two components, CVP as defined in the present calculations, and suggested that
section 2, and CwF, the free surface drag. thin ship theory could overestimate the
The latter component is equivalent to the wave resistance. The present free-surface
wave drag of thin ship theory. drag calculation seems to agree with

For non-viscous flows the computation Wigley's remark. In Wigley's study of the
tof rNp + CwF is straightforward and can be boundary layer effect on wave resistance,
carried out knowinq the hull geometry. If he closed the wake aft of the stern in or-
viscosity is considered, assumptions have der to obtain a more realistic solution. In
to be made about the pressure field. In the the case of an open body, there does not
present calculation an assumption essen- exist a closed control surface which does
tially equivalent to the one used in para- not cut through the body, as shown in Fig
graph 3.4 has been used for computing the 22. Thus. t. wave resistance, obtained
pressure on the hull. It is simply as- from interatinn the wave energy propagat-
sumed that Cp at a point (x, y, z) - ing out 'f the entl-e control surface,
= (x, y, z) + 6 - N. This approach has been should I overestimated by the amount of
experimentally verified by Huang et al [35] wave i:aergy vropdg ting through the wake
for several axisymmetric bodies. cross-sectionl ar.. AB shown in Fig 22.

From the source panel method the press- During the course of the present work, it
ure drag was calculated for both the origi- was found -nat the discrepancy between the
nal Wigley hall and the new displacement thn snip theory prediction of wave resis-
surface hull at five different Froude num- tance and the free-surface drag was corre-
bers. The free-surface drag, CWF , was ob- lated with the wave resistance contributed
tained from the pressure drag computed at by the transverse wave system. Fig 23,
a given Froude number minus the correspond- taken from Lunde [22] shows the components
ing pressure drag at zero Froude number, of wave resistance contributed by the di-
CVp. The latter, calculated for wake B, is vergent and the transverse waves for the
0.12 x 10- 3, i.e. 4.0% of Cr. This should Wigley hull. One may see that at Fn = .276
be compared with the CVp ofr2.7% computed and .35, the transverse waves are relative-
in Section 3.4, using a different poten- ly small and the discrepancies between the
tial flow method and a slightly different predictions of thin ship theory and the
assumption for the displacement effect. free-surface drag are also small. At Fn =

Fig 21 shows the wave resistance com- 0.313, 0.405 and 0.45, the transverse
puted by thin ship theory and the free- waves are large and the discrepancies are
surface drag computed by the source panel large. This could mean that thin ship
method with and without the boundary layer theory, when applied to an open displace-
displacement effect (see Table I). Table 1 ment body, does not properly account for the
shows that the computed free-surface drag transverse wave system. A correction which
with the inclusion of the boundary layer considers the contribution of the trans-
displacement thickness is significantly de- verse wave energy propagating through the
creased at all five Froude numbers studied, open wake may improve the validity of thin
with reductions falling between 12 to 20 ship theory, with ccnsideration of the dis-
per cent. For wake B the wave resistance placement body concept.
calculated from thin ship theory indicates The present wave drag reductions may be
smaller reductions than the free-surface compared with corresponding results obtained
drag computed by the source panel method, by Chang & Huang [36] for a submerged
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axisymmetric body. In that case, one might litiy to stay and work at the Center forexpect the effect of the open body on thin about six months. Particular thanks are ex-
ship theory to be reduced because the open tended to Mr J.H. MCCarthy who organizedwake is submerged below the surface. The the visit, took an active part in the plan-calculations were performed using slender ning of the project and encouraged the
body theory and the source panel method for authors through many interesting discus-
the body submerged at one hull diameter be- sions.
low the surface. A better agreement between Thanks are also due to several otherthe two methods was obtained in this case, members of the DINSRDC and SSPA staffs,
as appears from Table 2, but curiously particularly Miss E. Samuelsson, SSPA, forenough the reductions of slender body great help in coding and running computer
theory were larger than the ones for the programs.
panel method. The authors fuLtner want to express
5. CONCLUSIONS their gratitude to Prof. K. Mori, Hiroshima

University for providing the original data
o A new theory has been developed for corn- of his wake experiments for the Wigley hull.putnw thickyha bound lers. So o- The work was funded by the U.S. Gene-Lputing thick boundary layers. Signifi- ral Hydrodynamics Research Program, Element

cant improvements have been obtained in ra3 H as rea Progrm, leent
the prediction accuracy of the boundary 61153N, Task Area SR-023-0l-01, The swedishlayer close to the stern of the hull in- Board for Technical evelopment, Dnrtm--vestigated. Further improvements of the 78-6038, and the Naval Material Department
method, particularly with respect to the of the Defence Material Administration of
pressure variation across the boundary Sweden.
layer should, however, be considered.

o Using first order theory in combination
with the pressure computed slightly out-
side the hull results in better agree-
ment with measurements as compared with
the ordinary first order approach. The
results are, however, not as good as for REFERENCES
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DAs suspected, though the profile ofDiscussion x = 1.4, L little downstream, is rather
well reproduced, those of x = 1.025 and
1.1 are not: the tendencies of curves are
quite opposite to the measured profilesT Okunori'tv 3'OaaP'eec,e around the centerlines where the wall ef-
fects seem still existing.

I have two simple questions.
(1 For the normal velocity, a linear

variation was assumed in your paper. Using
the power law for the streamwise .Yelocity
profile, I think it is better to assume a L. Lndweber -- -GoA-power form for the normal velocity consider-
ing the continuity equation. A comparison of the results of Drs.

f2) The surface curvature is very ir- a comparison of the resuso rs-potat ato i hi clulati7on. what Chang and Larsson with the residuary re-portant factor in this calcu sistance of Shearer & Cross, corrected formethod did you use for the numerical calcu- sinkage and trim, shows that the Viscouslation ? s n a e a d t i , s o s t a .n i c ucorrection has improved the agreement at

all Froude numbers except F = 0.35, as is
shown in the following table

K Modi Ra U rnv)
WAVE-RESISTANCE COEFFICINTS

The discusser can not agree with the F = 0.266 0.313 0.350 0.402 0.452
use of Eqs(24-a,b) for the near wake flow S.& C. 0.92 1.70 1.55 2.43 3.16profiles. They are just for far wake flows.

In Fig.Al, velocity proZiles expressed Inviscid 1.12 1.93 1.58 2.93 3.64by Eq(24-a) are compared with those mea- with 0.88 1.53 1.40 2.48 3.21
sured in case of the 3m Wigley model. The Viscosity
curves are determined as follows; first
the boundary layer tl.ickness 6 and the out- our experience with a similar studyer velocity Ue are determined and then I on the very thin Weinblum, Kendrick, Toddis determined for the errors to be miniaum form (PhD thesis of S.-H.Kang, Ref.17 ofby curve fitting method. So they are most paper) suggests that continuation of workfitted ones in their family. on the Wiglev form, to obtain a consistent

SMeasured
3m Wigley Model (Z/I =-0.05) Curve Fitting

1.04=0I-.07 1-0 a41 j
0.0/ =0.7069A=.
X-4 0.0 =0.409 sA!26 X-=0-2610.5 0.5

x/h 1.025 1 x/1=1.1 x/l =1.

y/A Y/1 Y/A_ _ t _ __ • z I 1

.02 -04 .06 .0 2  .04 00602 .04 y06
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second-order solution, may be rewarding. trainMent function needs to be modified,
With the W.-K.-T. form, the first-order cf. Bradshaw '.

solution, vocludina a first-order correc- The method proposed by the authors
tion for the boundary layer and wake, was for the computation of the wake also de-
also in good agreement with the residuary. serves some attention. Since the measure-
Inclusion of some second-order corrections ments made on aerofoil and axially s-=et-
worsened the agreement, but the best agree- ric body wake indicate that the shearment was obtained when all the boundary vector needs not vanish in the sJetrv
conditions and the effects of viscosity flene, as one would expect in a mixing
were satisfied to second order. layer, their assipnotion on vanishing skin

friction is suspect. !n our computations
we adopted Bradshaw's interactive hvno-_
thesis which (althouch may need some

A. Y. -tsi further -odification) has been proved to
work for aerofoil and axially svz.etric
body wakes. Accordina to this anproach

The authors presented us an original there exists - region, called inner- wake
and valuable paper on the viscous-inviscid region, which disultys soewhat different
flow interaction and direct resistance behaviour (i.e. overlapping boundary layersi
calculations. I would like to raise a 'e- than the ordinary boundary lay-rc.
question both to i nrove my ow-n understand- In e=ploying the displacement surface
in9 on the method and to offer soe nossi- concept, the authors discard the terms re-
ble onproements.d an tino offe some 1  it oesno esslated to 6: in equation f33). A!thou-h,

The authors state that they o as a result of the small cross-"a. ass=-
thesolution of the Nezmann-Keivin problen rio . _ -- y i n - .! t: does not_ n a-,
as the inviscid outer flow. From our e- hat - ant, in .a.ca
perience at B.S.R.A. we know that tne pre- Jiz should be small. Our calcuiatiOs
dictions obtained by this approach beos showed that the contribution from MI1.s c-m~iparable withn thse othner terms. espe-
particularly unreliable towards the sten;. -c
if ro adhoc correction is made. This, at cia-,y in the regions where the
least in the first iteration, may produce lateral curva -ure changes.The final -estion 1 would i'Ze to
unacceptable integral boundary layer para- a .e rl c -e st ion I would lke
meters at the region of aft-end. I wouid a -
suggest that the use of the solution of the Since the main aavantag of unn n :n-

the= mayr method is its comnputational ease,Netann problem at the first iteration may tea ehoistsc atnaes,

increase the speed of converger--e_ an hence the lower C=putation Cos", with
-Ahe next point I would like to take the addition a imrovements .ace by tne

so e normal rentun- transfer equa- authors. one needsM to ask whether this sameadva ta er eains in fav o-r of an inte crai
tion Ib). Although the equation used advantage r i
by the authors is correct according to the method.

will be very pleased to know t e re-order of thgnitude ah t hesis carrieds out by
them, it does not eMopiy with t-c measured snhnse oi th author to n.e raisd
behaviour in thickreni.- t--aa lavers as in this discussio.

±t oes not coa- thee ynolds stress
gradient terms, as suggested by Bradshaw fl-NCS
ant ex e - by Odabar A -ore arro--zte equ ation would he M4 d P HgerOdrV_-

innae mt o wc.la~ Ivisid atcing Dent. of Aeronautics,

we- College of Science ar_ Technoiocy,
. KI.W i...AeroTech.ote 7-103. (1979)

h x _v hi 2) d absi,A.Y. Boundar lave. -Invs _-
cid Flow atchin" in VThickening Boundary
lavers', B.S.t A.5Rezrt W/pMMrwn 2-._70

-3) E-radshaw - ffects of Strealine
-. = -' Curvature on -larin Flow", N .T Ad*v.sor

Grou p for Aeros-_ce Research &DeveloF-nt.
A-AR--AG-!69, (1973)

77he authrs ri;qhtiy voint out to th_ -)Basw P "e.diCt on f "I =*,--
bationent ear-ake of- Svetrical Aerofo'

fi i -. "-" ~~AIAA Journaml Vl8p10,'9
cents aroess te -eir en
a",- ei aon e to the fac- that the s'gc.

--I streatine ure hnes i - a_the te e fuch a chance. sver, will
no I-medata im-ply m ha e in th e-p.f. es s -z=o their asntial In- el
fe " e Will appea rhoca c:nA to' ch
the-extr-a strain rates- which, i u n

n t1hIs res siht r.zId also Liassm
-e mention-ed that In order to account for
the extr- strain rate effects Head's en-
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Reply to ?r. Okuno have access to measurements in the absence
of sinkage and trim. Now Prof. Landueber

(1) We agree that it would be more has corrected the Shearer and Cross meas-
accurate to consider the continuity equa- urements for these effects and the compar-
tion instead of assuming a linear variation ison with our calculations seems very pro-
of the nor-al velocitry- Although this will mising.
considerably complicate some expressions, In the orzl discussion Prof. Landwebar
,;e have been considering this as a possible expressed soe doubts on the magnitude of
imrovement, the computed pressure drag at zero Fn.

(2) The surface curvature along and We have computed this in two ways (cf sec-
nor-al to the streamlines is calculated tions 3.4 and 4.2) yielding 2.7% resp.4.0%
using standard formulae from differential of CF. According to Reif's wind tunnel
geometry Second order derivatives of the measurements this drag should be *round 7%
surface function are then needed as are (according to the experimenter) but this
the eerivative of the streamline slope. figure might be quaestioned since the pres-
Since this is a mathematical hull form the sure measurements are scattered- However,
former may be obtained analytically, while the total drau was s..ly about 1 higner
the latter is obtained by means of cubic than the Schoenherr line or we think our
splines. The computation is greatly sin- prediction should be reasonable.
plified by the soothness of the hull and
we know from experience that much more case

is needed for real ships where measured Reply to Dr. Odabasi
offsets are used for defining the hull.

We have the same experience as Dr.
Odabasi as to the use of the Neumann-Kelvin jReply to Prof. mori solution for the first boundary layer iter-

The authors are grateful to Prof. ation. in the calculation presented in the
paper, the Neumann solution has therefore

)ori for presenting this interesting cm- been used for this purpose, introducing the
parison of his masurements and the wake
assumption for the loncitudinal velocity. (lineariTed3 free surface condition only

min the second iteration.By the time the walke method was designed Dr. Odabasi's suggestions as to the
we did not have access to these measure- stress gradient terms in the normal moentum---nts. Obviously the assumption is not

aents te Obv os to he ssption- is ot- equations, the modification of the entrain-
ver er ment function to account for the extrait is not for sure that this will have a strain rates and the wake symetr condition
large influence on the wake development. are much appreciated. We wi.l carefully
As a matter of fact, Gadd in his paper to study
te International Svosiu on Shin Viscous . the references cited, for possible-
Resistance in 3P978 concluded that the dif-

in our opinion the term ;621;z can be
ference between the present wake assuption safely neglected in this case. This appearsa-d the uo-er-law is so m--all uh-en they F5

St w-l from Fig.lS, where the gradient of the meas-
are used for obtaining relations between ured S. is quite small. It is not surpris-
integral thicknesses that it might not be ing, though, that Dr. Odabasi has found
wthr instaking the extra effort of large transverse gradients of 6: in his AM
troducirz t.-ese new relations. Prof-.Mori's calculations. A coon feature of boundary
results seem to fall ate1here in between, layer methods applied to ship sterns seems
so the difference between the measured and to e that t exaggerate crosswise fluct-
assumed profiles might not be crucial. uations. This aptpears for instance from

It would however be nointed out that for the results of the SSPA-ITTC Ship Boundary
t - relation H: = H3-i }IA we huve used a L Wrsocotnou hne.rmon sieto oLayer Workshop.
continuous ch~arge from one as-uption to The cOmputations using tlhe integral
the other, see Eq.(31). method presented are still considerably

cheaper than the ones using a differential
method. However since the cost of the

Reply to Prof. LandebIr potential flow solutions (the Neumann-
Kelvin's solution in particular) is so

Prof. Landveber 's co-ma-is-s between great the relative difference in total cost
thencomuted e resistance may not be too significant. If detailed
coefficients are extremely interestirg, knowledge of the flow field around the
The onxy reason why such a comparison was stern is exMecte! a ifferential method
.t mAd in the pane: was that we did net mioht therefore be preferred.
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Calculation of Near Wake Flow and 1)
Resistance of Elliptic- Waterplane Ships

Kazuhiro Mori =
Hiroshima University_
Hiroshima, JapanL---

ABSTRACT u,v, w double model velocity components in x, y, z !

directionsi

The present paper is concernied with theoretical predic- ql, q:,q3 mean velocity components in X, I= IX21X directions
tions of near wake flow of elliptic-waterplatie ships and estima- q, s'q2 ,qf" fluctuating velocity components in X,, I X21X
tions of their resistance. Computed results are compared with directions
corresponding experimental results. CJ I W2,W3 vorticity components in X, I X21X directions

Viscous flow predictionz. around sterns are carried out R total resistance
2-dimensionally by the matching methods; the related separated R, viscous resistance
flow field is divided into five subregions and different approxi- Rw wave resistance
mations are adopted for each subregion. Satisfactory results are gf frictional resistanc .

obtained in the velocity and pressure distributions compared K form factor for S--hoenherr's friction line
with those measured. r, skin friction

_- The viscous resistance and the wave resistance arc esti. 0, momentum thickness
.( mated by use of the prcd:cted viscous flows. The former is esti H, shape factn r

mated by direct integrations of momentum loss behind ships.
The latter is estimated in the framework of the low speed theory; 1. INTRODUCTION
the viscous flow field is taken into account by entraining the A
predicted viscous flows on the low speed theory. Theoretical predictions of flow field around ship stern

The viscous resistance is well reproduced while the wave including the affects of separation is one of the mo~t important
resistance shows still discrepancies between the towing test results problems in the naval hydrodynamics. It will serve not only for
but significant viscous effects on it, however, are detected. the determination of the wake contour on propeller disk but for
: theoretical estimations of ship resistance.

. NOMENCLATURE During a past decade theoretical researches in the Ascous
-=flow problems are mainly concerned on boundary layer flows.

-- L, 9 ship model length and half length Developments in boundary layer computations are quite remark-
Sb ship model half breadth able. The workshop on ship boundary layer computations, which
'- :S, length along waterline of model was held at SSPA recently, shows us the present state vividly.

p fluid density Though there still remain important problems such as
P kinematic viscosity coefficient handling of bilge keels or concave framelines, contributions

P, eddy viscosity coefficient done through boundary layer computations should not be under.
g gravity acceleration estimated. This is because the boundary layer is the very region

U ship speed to which all kinds of viscous nfoblems are related; theoretical
F Froude number (=U/4'gE) developments in the boundary layer flow will provide robust

=-oRn Reynolds number (=UL/P) tools for theoretical studies in viscous flows.
=X, y, 7 Cartesian coordinate However, the application of the boundary layer approxi-

x, x, x-2 x) ctrvilinear orthogonal coordinate mation to the ship wake predictions should be claitned for the

_p pressure beyond use of its approx;mation. The method for the prediction
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of wake must be free from the separation; it must afford the tions are left for the references
backward effects also. The boundary layer assumption is, strictly
speaking, not valid any more for such flows. Even though signifi- 2. PREDICTION OF NEAR WAKE FLOW FIELD

cant separations are not occurring, the outer flow gets to have
aubiguotis nicanings tu the inner flow when the boundary layer raver-Stokes etluatiuns are the governing equations for
thick- , is not thin. It is true sonic iterative .alculatmons may flows around slp stern. It is not an exaggeration to say that
,Loitrh,. these uilaorablc situation., but it must still be founded what kinds of approximations of them are adopted is the all
on the first iteration solution which has been almost diverging, for the present problem.

Though remarkable successes in the boundary layer ap- Now we divide the flow field into five subregions as shown
pro,nation :cave us muc, reluctances in its application to the in Fig 1 to ind out the most suitable approxunations for
near wake predictions, we should bravely provide some alter- each subregion. By soch a subdivision, no universal approxi-
native ways mnsteadl. mations valid for the whole flow field are necessary. The sub-

Several attempts have been nade to predict the ship wake division is carried out after the observation of real flow, Fig. 2
by different methods apart from the boundary layer approxuna- shows the free surface flow of EM-200. one of the models used
tion (e.g., Hatano et al IJI, Mort et al 121, Muraoka 131 etc.). here, which makes us recognize the subdivision.
but we have not yet succeeded satisfactorily. We are still under The subregion A is the potential flow region, B is the
the birth-pangs. region where the boundary layer approxirnation is thoroughly

In the present paper the velocity predictions are attempted valid, C is the region iito which the vurticity generated in the
first by the matching method [21; we confine ourselves to the upstreani boundary layer is shed; D is where complicated retard-
2 ) flows around the elliptical waterplane ships in order to be Ing flows are existing, sometimes recirculating flows; E is the
free froi numerical errors as possible. sublayer like the viscous sublayer where the nonslip condition

Precise predictions of near wake flows provide not only is required. The border line kor surface) is tentatively called
a way to estimate the viscous resistance but a way to discuss dividing streamline (D ,).
the viscous effects on the wave resistance. Following approximations are made for each subregion.

Recent -emarkable developments in the wave resistance A-region . inviscid potential flow; Euler equations are used.
theory have unveded relative significances of what have been B-region boundary layer approximation. boundary layer

overlooked or neglected because deviations from measured resist- equations are used.
ance were large. One of them may be the neglection of viscosity;
the in:-raction between the boundary-layer-wake and the wave.

The nCglecricn of the viscosity has been sometimes a A : POTENTIAL FLOW RtGION

refug of insufficiencies of the potential wave resistance theory. SEPARATION B BOUNDARY L FSYP

So the introductions of viscosity have been often carried out B A CiO

to compensate the discrepancies between the inviscid theory

and experiments. It is rather important. however, to make clear C
how far the neglection of viscosity is responsible fo the direrep-
ancies than making up them. For this sake the preuciction of he ,,

viscous flow should be the same order in appro.:imations as those

used in the potential theory. But it was so unhappy that the N-
boundary layer and wake flows have been approximated irre- E : VISCOUS SUBA&R

vantly to the -eal flows when they were dealt with by potential-
born researchers (e.g. Havelock 141, Maruo etal 151): they were XS Xr
determined in some cascs only to make up gaps. On the contrary,
most of boundary-layer-born researchers calculated the wave
resistance by the Michell approxiation while they estimate the Fig. 1 Subdivision of Separat-d Near Wake Flow Field
displacement thickness exactly from the boundary layer calcu-
lation (e.g. Himeno 161). Of course their works are milestones in
the related problem.

It should be stressed again that the present author does
intend niether to make up the gaps nor to point out the serious-
ness of lhe neglection of viscosity, but to j,:'edict the wave resist- Hul
ance including viscous efiects consistently as possible. surface

Secondly in the present paper. the viscous resistance to- x1S
gether with the wave resistance including the viscous efftcts are 8 0
predicted from the above viewpoint. The former is determined by

applying the momentum theory directly to the yielded velocity
profiles; the later is estimated by entraining the yielded viscous
flow field on tIe double-hull hnearizcd free surface condition.

The present paper is reporting recent computational
rests according to author's previous works 121 [71 together
with experimental results. Some of the main streams of com- Fig. 2 Free-Surface Flow around Stern of EM-200
putations may be repeated here compactly but precise d'crip- (F, = 0.157, Rn = 1.295 x 106)
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C-region constant eddy viscosity approximation; the vor- from the above orders, e.g.. the velocity components of C-region
ticity equations are used. are expanded as follows,

D-r:gion original Reynolds equations are used.
-TEregi :turbulent intensity is assumed negligibly small.

The original Reynolds equations and the vorticity equa- ql/U = u + eu + + - ...
tions are written in Appendix. The coordinate systems are shown q 2 /U = 01r + 6 42 + ••. (2)
in Fig. 3; O-xyz is a Cartesian coordinate whose origin is at the
midship and on the still waterplane. The ship is fixed and the q / = 3/1 i 1 + C k2 + ...

uniform flow is oncoming to x-direction with velocity U. Broadly
speaking, x, coincides with the main flow direction and x3  It is assumed that changes in orders by differentiations
is the normal direction to the hull surface. with respect to x, and X2 are O(lIe) and orders of Kjj are all 0(1).

Convergences of such expansions may be examined
together with the order assumptions. But no one can say at thisZstage that they are assured or not. It is important, however,
that assumptions should be kept consistent throughout the
problem and yielded equations can potentially afford to govern
the related flows.

0 Substitutions of the power series expansions of velocity,
vorticity and pressure into the Reynolds equations or the vortiitv

X equations, Eqs. (Ai-A-IO) shown in Appendix, yield the fol-
X F 3lowing equations as the leading order terms.X X Fig. 3 Coordinate

Systems C-region:

The approximation of the constant eddy viscosity for
C-region may be open to discussions. But because the region to 8 + 8 ,0
which this approximation is applied is restricted, we can be hIOX2  (3)
optimistic in its employment. The reason why the vorticity
equations are used for C-region is that the pressure term which a2Wz 8
is somewhat delicate in handling due to interactions disappears U?,. -hOx x (w q)=0, (4)
from the momentum equations by operating rotation to them.
Of course boundary conditions for the vorticity are required 12W3
which are not so clear as that of velocity. Y, - ( ql)=0.

If we define small parameter e by

D-region
e = Rn-t/s , (1)

q1 +qW + q3-h- O
e can be enough small when Reynolds number is large. Eventual-
ly each term of the power series ofe yields significant differences z a
each other. of e ya+EiO +1 "

Now w- expand velocity, vorticity and pres-ure in power
series of e whose assumed leading orders for C-, D- and E-regions
are shown in Table 1. The rela- ,ariables are expanded starting -2  + qa + j 1

h2 8 2  hq3~~~ FX i z (7j,
182q +02q 2  1 8q 3  aqF5 +K " ~q 2. + N+1

Table 1 Leading 0 4ers for C-, D- and E-regions 64 n., - XT2 X3  F Vj

q, q2  S 3i W 1 W 2  W 3 P ai/3x 3 O___ 0

C-region I e e2  e-' e- 2  e 1  e-2

D-region e e e e -se

q,~~~ ~ ~ ~ -1,+,a q q
1 p + 42
P .X A1 x 73 2h? (9)
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The second terms of Eq. (15) are those obtained by
Dq~t O+ O q2  inviscid calculations, which correspond to the potential wake.

h3 x3 The !atterms of Eq. (15) come from the image vorticity to

- I 8ptde hull surface. They can be represented equivalently by additive
I ap Y iq ull surface sources; they represent viscid-inviscid interactions,

P h2 82  ,Xain other words, the displacement effects.

They are given as follows;

U I 8aIx

The cont~nuity equation is 
4+r r d

vi +L4 dS (16)

a,+ 6q2 + Oq3 Z (
T~~~T h28x~~ 7~~7 (12) o(-=# Z Z

The governing equations for C-region. Eqs. (4-5), are

the diffusion equations where q, is the convective velocity and

t'e is the diffusion constant. Therefore they can be solved in tie

inarchi.ig schuiic. Then the velocity induced by vorticities. (u,. where S11 is the hull surface and a, is the additive source dis.

v.,. wv), can be given by virtue of Biot-Savart's law-, trihution. a, is determined to satisfy the following equation.

+ V S

v

z~z'w.'±n is the outward normal on hull whose direction cosines are
3 'dd', Inc, n,).

The governing equations for D-region, Eqs. (6-7) are

')a,'-y-')~' li~tciy-c gind they may govern recirculating fluNs. Then the
_X prob.. .-ets ::boundary valuc problem: they are solved under

T~r the '.,unda-v .onditions Prescribed on the .hull surface. DEL

and3 x. a'is. In- the rcd'ictioii of Eqt. 116-8), the turbulent terms
dxdy'de, ar --. 7essed by the eddy viscosity of a vectorial constant whose

v>nernts ire K, and K2.
TI-c governing equations for E-rcgin Eqs. (9-11'). are

where w,', cwy' and w,. are the vorticity vr -tponents at x. xactiy the boundary layer equations, D-region flow plays the

y'. z*). and r.3l1 of the outer flow.
The B-region solutions are obtained by the usual boundary

layer calculations while the potential flow can be supplied by94g
r2 

(X..X')2 + (y-y')2 + (Z-Z')'2 the wcll-familiar method.

r1 (X-X')2 + (y-y') 2 + (7+Z').(4 The matching conditions between each subregion are
derived in the original paper 121. but in the numzrical calculations

exact satisfactions of them are almost impossible and we confine

and V is the non-zero vorsicity regions; B-, C-, D- end E-reginns. ourselves here only to impose the condition that the velocity

The velocity components. (u,. v.. wv). given by Eq. and the pressure are continuous (not always their gradients)

(13) correspond to the visccus components in wake fraction. throughout the region.

The final velocity in C-region is given by the additions of potenitial The assumption of DSL may leave some arbitrariness.

components; but this is inevitable in the present scrieme. Iterative computations
may remove it: the assumption: of DSL can be understood as E

a first iteration.

-= = 0 v + UO + U, All predictions in th- prcesent section are without free

V = V, + VrO +- v 1  (5 surface; under the dui-ulcniin

w WV +. WO + W,
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3. ESTIMATION OF RESISTANCE the frictional resistance while Rp the pressure resistance.
In the expression of Eqs. (23-24) interaction component

If the velocity components ar.: represented by the sum is included implicitly in r, and P. So they seem more convenient
of the double-hull elocity (u, v., w) and the gradient of the for full estimations of resistance. But, contrary to the easiness
wavy potential 40, then, by use of the momentum theorem, the of the integration of Eq. (23), the integration of Eq. (24) often
total resistance of ship is given as follows [71; yields significant errors in the final results in case of ship-like

bodies where R. is not small, even slight error in the pressure
prediction may cause significant errors. In the present paper
only the frictional resistance is estimated by Eq. (23).

R =R + Rw + R (18)
W W All the quantities tecessary for the estimation of the

viscous resistance by Eq. (19) are provided by the calculations of
0 section 2 except the pressure.

Rv =Pg1 
_ dy1_ .(H0- H)dz The pressure in C-region can be determined by invoking

the y-direction Navier-Stokes equation with a constant eddy

+.L:dyo{CU-u)+v+ Azdz, viscosity;

3)v v )

2±~+ (19)LY
=_Wp _Lv+ y + a av3

+(20).~d 0 DY+ V 3X2 + y 3 2  (25)

With the neglectiont of the first and the second terms in bracket
rVWP- ) V y + W (21) of rhs of Eq. (25), which are safely approved, it can be trans-Rw= _,dy -(U- u8 +V , +w .dz.v ()82 21) formed as follows;

where " is the free surface elevation; H. ai:d H are total heads U W _ WO 1 U +v2 w2

given by z 2 Yy

1 ap + 2V V

y e y' (26)
PgHc = P, + U

-22)

pgH = P + .p ( u2 + v + . where w,, and w, are the vorticity components in x- ar,d z-direc-
ti.npq respectivesy: they are given by

3w _ v

The integrations are carried out on the control surfaces properly ; = 3

chosen.

R, and R, give the viscous resistance and wave resistance (27)
respectively, while Rv is their interaction component. The 3v au
integrations of Eqs. (19-20) can be rather easily carried out z ax ay
as described later. On the contrary, that of Eq. (21- is a little

=complicated. For this reason the interaction compcnent will
be not included in the present calculation. The integration of Eq. (26) with respect to y yields the explicit

Alternatively, representing the total resistance by the sum expression for the pressure;

of the frictional force and the normal force. it is sometimes
estimated by the hull surface integrations;

P 2+ -U - 1 2
V 

2  )

R (23) (28)

+Pf (uU) W ) Jdy Ve y

Rp =-ffPtdS, (24)
P

where po is the static pressure at far upstream. in Eq. (28),
y, is a point just outside of the wake where thz total head is

where -ro is tme x-component of the skin friction T.. Rr gives equal to that at far upstream; the relation of
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( o -H) U (AZ  (32)

7PuJ + P0 = P+ l.p U +V2 + W2) (29)

Y=Yo Then the quantities of rhs of Eq. (30) are all provided by the
calculations of section 2.

Under the free surface condition of Eq. (30), the wavy
can be 4ssumed. potential can be determined and Eq. (20). which is giving the F

Eq. (28) tells us that the static pressure, eventually the wave resistance, can be written in another form 18];
total head also, reduces owing to two sources; one is due L-) the
vorticity shedding which corresponds to the third term of rhd
of Eq. (28) and the other is due to the viscosity, the fourth term.

The expression of the pressu-e by Eq. (28) is of a con. Rt to  A dO (
venient form when the present method of the near wake flow o,3

prediction is employed, because the vorticity distributions in
wakes are being supplied during the computing scheme.

where
Next. let's consider the wave resistance component given

by Eq. (20).
When the Reynolds number is enough large head losses A Sec3t20

due to viscosity may occur exclusively in the two regions: in the R34

free surface boundary layer and in the hull boundary layer aad
its accompanied wake. Eventually only flows in these two regions
may yield some viscous effects on the wave resistance. However, _, v.
according to the conclusion of the previous work [71, the neglec-
ion of the free surface boundary layer effects is allowed within

the approximations made in the inviscid wave resistance theory
on which we are going to entrain. Therefore it is enough only The expressions of Eqs. (33-34) are formally thL sa.-b a-
for the head loss in the hull boundary layer and its accompanied those of the inviscil case except D (x. y) contains the .ad ioss
wake to be taken into account in the wave resistance estimation. term. But the vclocity components (u. v. w) are viscous -nd tne

if the low speed assumption is appreciated 181, the pressure field differs from that of inviscid case.
double-hull linearized free surface condition is given by

4. NUMERICAL COMPUTATIONS AND EXPERIMENIS

1 4.1 Used Models

Three EM-serics models %which have elliptic-waterplanes

+ y(x, y. z)=D(x, y), (30) given by

where +1 (35)
£ b2

D(x, y)= -- u -- + ' - +t and have vertical hull sides are used for the present studies. Their
rough view is shown in Fig. 4. The ratios of major and minor

axises are varying from 0.125 to 0.30; 0.125, 0.20 and 0.30 for
-O (U -V-" )-(H-H )1 (31) SM-125, EM-200 and EM.300 respectively. The length and the

drait are 2.00 m and 0.50 m respectively for all the models.

Velocityu, v and w. appearing in hs of Eq (3), are the double hull M~easur-Rent j

velocity components and the gradients of H, - H at z 0 are Plane

givenl byb

A /W

r O-H -tzend-plate( '-Hx) = -V cz , .. . .---,

Fig. 4 Rough Sketch of Used Models
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't is expected by such a choice of models that flows may before the boundary layer thickness gets thick. The integral
be simple but with some separations and the affections of separ. momentum equations arc
ation may change serially between each model.

All -h1e near wake computations are carried out 2-dimen-
sionally, while the corresponding experiments are carried out
with end-plates beneath the model bottoms, as shown in Fig. 4. aLL. DU -

by which full 2-D flows may be realized. h1  x U FlaxW +X 0U7 (38'
The wave resistance computations are carr ied out 3-dimen-

sionally. This is because the formation of section 3 are not appli-
cable to 2-D) flows 17' and also because the 2-D) resistance tests =HH1 ~ -HHi1 1-)~
by towing tank are not iasy. Fiax1  61 0 U U hi x1

4.2 Near Wake Flow (H-1 )2

261 (39)
The numerical computations for near wake flow are

started by the potential calculation. In the present case, the where
potential velocity components uO and v,, are given analytically
bv

2 .C2 COS2 n) /2

hiSnh

~2 +b 40)
uU = -Z----((co~h2E-cos2l)-sinh2Ei

2c 2h' 1 au .. bl(1 9  2 C 2 2 /

(36) U dX ttanfl

V /U =~ i r

and U0 is the resultant velocity at the boundary layer edge; E

where is the entrainment. Ludwieg-Tillmann's formula and Head's func
tion are used for the skin friction anti the entrainment respective-

10fo M-2 adEM.300. an f125x14for EM-200.
y Csin~sinriThe results are shown in Fig. 5. For all the case&, the4y C snh E i..Ti-37) calculations diverged around xIQ = 0.95 where the skin friction

h-' cosh 2 E _ COS 2
Tl, ~3) have still non-zero values (Refering to the free surface fls4

of EM-200. shown in Fig. 2. the separations are suspected befor
2 -2 xA 0.9.) The momentum thickness and the shape factor do notC i 2  b 2 .

differ between models, but the skin frictions do. which wil
show the form effects on the frictional resistance.

Next, the boundary layer calculation is carried out. The The rcailts of the boundary layer calculation supply the
higher approximations are not necessary 11ccausc it is ceased initial vorticity distributions for the C-region calculation. The

-EM-200 i

EM30

0 -



also provide the separation positions necessary for the initial +

assumption of VSL.
DSL is determined by a tangent at the separation posi. jat I

tion. In the present calculation, it is determined for three models ~..
as shown in Fig. 6; the positions of departures of DSL are at - ,

cJ 0.5. 0.0ad07 for EM-125. EM-200 and EM-3G0 re-

spectively. These positions seem to be a little upstream when the T13-
results of boundary layer calculation or the free surface flw Fig 7 ej+o1Fnt

Diffrenc j+1 L
shown in Figs. 2 and S. are referred to. But it is of safe side to Difrnciqa
asSumte the separation position upstrtamn because the governing tOlI equations for D-recion. Eqs. t6-81, can govern the boundary
layer flow too. the reattaching point x, where DSL in1tersect x-askis for the -ake

of symmetry. So w2 (i. 01 is give~n a priority bv a linear function
which gets equal to zero at x = x.. q, 0i.j) is supplied approxi-
mately. by the use of the solution -t the previous- step. by

qij L U - -(-.) , 43)

Surface --.

(API N means t&e position where VoriitV is almsost zebo. Of course

V, should be also supplied- here it is assumed to be couA to

Fig. 6 Assumed Dividing Streamlines (DSL) 50 times of the mnolecular viscositv.
Invoking Eq. (13). viscous velocatv compo-.enPts arc detcr-

Assumed DSL ;s choser. for x) 0 surface. Then the mined by inegration of yielded vorticity distributions. In theI

vorticity diffusion -equation in x, directior. Eq. (4). cin be integration of Eq. (13 the vorticity distribution in B-region ios

transformed in a finite difference form as follows: also included which is doe. .ined by Eq. (A-I U by use of the

boundary laver calculation results. The interaction components

due to the image vorticities. u, . v,. given by Eq. (16). are added

A~c~ (~1 j-)+Bw3  i~1* ~)+c~e +1.41) to it t.ogethbr w:ith the potential componenits, given by Eq. '36).

3 2 2Then the velocityv field of C-icgion has been fully deter-

= ~ ~ 1 (1) mined. But at the present stage it has been determ inedl idc.
pendently an the D-trgon flow. This is of quite the same situa-
tion as the orinarv boundary laver calculation wtere the poten-
tial flow is calculated with neclection of the boundary laver flow

where w, Ni. j) etc. denote values at x, x ji. x, ax~j and at first. The D-regin contrib-utin will be taken into account
after the D-re. ion calculation.

Finally, the 0-regican dakcultio,; is carrad ou.:. Eq. (6!
A. = eis tranisformed into a finite difference form:

______ q,__ j+ q. ti4- j) -q(ij-1 _ S -

%(i+44j 1 2s~+1 -1) -UP1j+)*q
1
~

1
j1

'csi 1j !-
AC CK3

+ 2%U-j . U1 jj -~L1. )

Dq. :4 B iardaoa lUea equtio whc -a bea
solvedji~-_~i~~jj ifi-,i, w3fi ) n q i.j)ae rvie. i 0 h h

vale f vrtcit a x a . ameyonDSLan itiszeo ate whre~t~ 1 3 et. ae hesun o~, riArE12Aevelciy2

-W2U~j C W.736-1



ponenhs q, and q3 in D-region can be obtained by solving Eq. O(4,~ together with the continuity equation. Eq. (12). The required 1 ap 0 _____A _ aboundary conditiuns are phBx ye Ii7 r -7,i .

on DSL, 146)
" = qiC , = on DSL, (45)

Tq he result.9 ate areenstmayy ow ci the irs iteruation.

soluto behue theoxstnce ' ofUQ apre arin g i ttn into44

accoun, for the outer flow (so this stage may correspond to the
where q91, q3C are C-rcgion velocities. The pressure gradient ordinary boundary layer approximation;.appearing in Eq. (44,- is known, because the presturt is constant The see-,nd iteration is carried out by including D-regioniX3direction in D-region (Eq. (8)), they are supplied by the also its the non-zero vorticity region in Eq. (13). The vorticity
C-ragion results on DSL. They are given by distribution in D-region can be determined by Eq. (A-I1n. The

addition of its induced velocity (this may be called D-region

E1412 0

Ua

EM-3Assued' 00.5.1

E1-125 0 
a/

---------------------------------------------
7;20 0 0..-.. 

. .

EM-200 0 0000

byt Prsvtld

b37 4oeta



contribution) gives the final results for the C-region flow. Then the --- EM-125 Os
- EM-200 2tU.oisD-region calculation and interaction calculation are carried out EM-300

again for the new boundary conditions on DSL which gives f.
the final velocity field. -

in the present scheme th: E-region flow is neglected. 7'
In this Lonnection the first boundary condition on hull in Eq. --

-.i 5) has come: in E-region q is assumed to be linear in x3 diree- --- ------
tion 0 A

The final results of velocity distributions at xlQ 1.0 and Fig. 10 Hull Surface Source Distributions Represent-
1.- are .hown in Fig. 8 together with those measured. The ing Interaction Component
Reynolds numbers are 1.68 x 106 for EM-125 and EM-300.

F -1.295 x 106 for EM-200 respectively. Fig. 11 shows the vorticity distributions ,t x/I = 1.1, 1.2
The measurements are carried out at the half of draft and 1.3. There measured results are also shown in case of EM-

__ by 5-hole pilot tube with its axis coincident with main flow 200 which are obtained by differentiaticns of measured velocity.
direction. By such a method we can not be sure of the possibi. Some of calculated results are not continuous on DSL due to the

-- lty of measurements fr recirculating flows. So results of the D. dissatisfaction of the continuity in velocity gradients on DSL
region flow, where recirculating or retarding flows are suspected. which is not required in the present computations.
may be just for references. It is confirmed that 2-D flows are
really realized by the equipment of end-plates. o z

As a whole the computed results show good agreements [U
with measured except in case of EM-300. According to flow J x/ -=.. 1
observations significant fluctuations of wake flow are observed 20
method where quasi-steady flows are assumed. In case of EM-200, ,/ ,

velocity measurements are carried out by towing ship astern.. --.. "
It is very interesting that the potential velocities are provding '.>'* "_
good agreements with those measured in such a way. .-

ofteFig. 9 is one of the examples which shows the components ________2

ofteC-region flow. The interaction term. u,. v, is not so
_ stnall while the Dregion contribution is s all., .. s .

total velocity
Z~'u/U E-2~Assumed MSL PxX/1,=1. 3 - -- EM*-120

SD.Region M. .,ea sured

0..1

" d "" 

F ig. 11 Vo tiity Distributions W1i = 1.1. 1.2. 1.3)

0 Comparisons between models show just dislocation of the
.L-e on coutritutl peaks but not significantly in magnitudes. The dislocation means

the wake of EM-300 is wider than others and eventuallv the head
X/tL=. loss too. The measured distributions arz more mild than .alcu.1 -. 5 K/ lated; the peak is less and the wake w.dth is wider. This means

-5-200 the diffusion is more intensive in real flows. This discrepancy
seems to be removed by choosing a larger diffusion constant than
50P. but the value of the diffusion constant does not affect so

Fig. 9 Decomposition of Velocity at xi= 1.0 (EM-200) much. For the improvements some of neglected terms should
e t be revived, which is left for future works.

Any way we can safely conclude that the present results
Fig. 10 is the additive source distributions which induce arc applicable to the resistance estimations with required accuracy.

the interaction componerts. They do not inerese monotonously
like displacement thickness but they get maximum around the 4.3 Viscous Resistance
separation positions and once decrease, then increase again.
The present results seem reasonable because boundary lyer Before the calculation of viscous resistance, pres.ure
developments get significantly less by separations. distribution!, which are nees for it. are determined by Eq.
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(28) for the C.region and by Eq. (8) for the D-region. mients is checked by measuring the pressure field by towing
In Fig. 12 calculated results are compared with measured a model astern: they show good agreements with potential calcu-

:n case of EM200. The pressure is measured by a static pressure lations as shown in Fig. 12.) Though discrepancies still exist in
tube which is of 1.2 mm d.ameter with ,wo 0.4 mm 0 hole1  the outes parts of wake, they are rather well ?cpioduccd. In th-
on diametricaliv opposite sides. (The accuracy of the mcasule calculation, P. is assumed 104 times of the molcular viscosity

which differs ziuch from that used in the diffusion calculation.
This may be open to discussions, but the present author is of
opinion that v, can not be always related to a single constant

PPO) CalculatedC by Present d but it may depend o-i the related physical variables, e.g.. pressure.
by Potential Theory vorticity and so on.

I L j ~ Moo easured The viscous resistance calculation can be carried out now
41 Do, Towed Astern by invoking the previous results. In the present calcuLtion, the

integrations in Eq. (19) are carried out on more than a sing!e

control surface and averaed; two or three control surfaces aref2o chosen around Si= 1.2 in calculations. Experiments are carried0out at far downstream: x/E = 1.9 for EM-125 and EM-200, xle= _
0L 2.8 fG- EM-300 respzctively.. . .The measured total head losses are shown in Fig. 13

I --02 - _eg ( - -H)

J .,easured x/L Rnxle

EM-12 1 20
o . | -200 - 1.9 1.15

0 - , " 61o ° "

(x-I lxIR=.. 1.15, 1.2. 1.25)- /0 02._. o

00 ~ 20 0103 .2

110 . , "l5Cous Resist. Fig. 13 Total Head Losses

OA 2_2 EM125 9

-, "/ EM-300 {' E k-20o 0

N~2 A oO {

t !

0 . 2-0-

0 j
Fig. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ rctoo 12Peesisstiuiosit.k f M20 'o

Et4-15 EM- 00
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toge-ther with the calculated result of EM-200. Their integratiors than those of inviscid but no significant shifts in the hump-hmllow
provide the viscous resistance, the first term of Eq. (19). Because phases are still obsered. But, as far as low sped ranges are con-

the calcu.ation is carried out just behind the stern, the head cerned (we should remind here the wave resistance theory on
loss as keenly concentrated (the coordinate should be chang-d which we have entrained -s based on the low speed assumn 'o'.
from the right to the left when y approaches to zcro. Measure- the present results zre well reproducing relatively to the luvncid
ments are carried out by a pitot tube with enA-piaes- cases. So it may be safely concluded that the neglecton of vi

Ft. 14 shows comparisons of the viscous resisance. cosity is partially responsible for the discrepancies b-w th
C-.kulated results agree well with measured ext-en EM.300which inviscidly calculated results and experiments.
is unnaturally smaller than measured (this -may be due to the T1he above concluion can be supported from another

same reason as mentoned in 4.2-. In Ft. 14 the frictional point of views. The total resi tac curves sh.w us that the hump-
resistance curves are also shown which are obtained by Eq. .23) hollow phases are shifting to lower speed side in the or er o_-
where skin frictiom of the boundary layvr calculation are used. EM-300. -M-?00 and BM-125. This means the cffective length
Subtractions give the viscous pressure resistance indirectly. of ships. the kngthl between the bow and -he ster wave orgins.

As far as the present results are appreciated. it is safely gets shorter in this order, in other wods, the stern wa-e orins
concluded that the viscous resistance can be proportional to move forward irn this otde:. And if expermcntal results ae plotted

the frictional resistance. Of cob;se, this may be limited to the against Frou-dc numbes based on the effectivc lengh. the phase
case where significant free surtacc effect, are not existing, shift will disapper:. It is early gruese-. as shown in Fig. 2. the

stern waves are generated around the separation positons. So
4.4 Wave Resistance phse shifts, which are giving fatal discrepancies between trnv= s i

cakula:sons and exprimentL. are related to -i.he sip"--an. in
In the present case. because awiaz at z 0 va iishes for other words. related to the siscosity.

all the used models, the second term of Eq. (31) disappears. Aparing from the present discussions. i is ineresic tihe
Calculated -!ccty disributions arc substituted: into E4. t31.. rcsitan~ce cur%- of FM-300 is s*- 'kantly diff-rent fromn ot+hcts-

For the velocity distributions far behind in wakei. namely, the wave resistance does not inmaa so much against the seed
x 1.20. 1.25 and 1-35 for EM-125. .M-200 and al-300 re- (we havc found there difficulties to dete-inr the form factor
spectiely. similar profiles ae assumed; the maximum velocity In case of EM-300 more intensive interactions between Wave and
defect at y = 0. U-u jx. 0-. is assumed to be proportional to wake mat be existing than those taken k-:o account us the -r-sent
x-*h while the breadth of wake spreads to proportionally to xu-S. paper -f.cr surface effects on wake flow or separation are not

In Fig. 15. tl:e calculated wave rcsistance is compared taken into account heret More prcise experimental st-dies l
with experiments in the total resistance form after adding it to be necessary.
the viscous rcssancr curves. This is because some difficul;ic are In F_. 16. typicai exampic -if nro t-u"de fuwtion is snow

nd in determination of the form factor K 'experiments are comparing with inviscid and visc-s . ts F-S-200. Fs = Wi"
carried out 3-dirnenaiorolt and the viscous resistance is differmg There sknificant redutions in a3r.1rtdh ii trazverse wa-C

ftra. the results of the previous section). components are obscrad which nlv contrwiutc to the r uc
The e-us of viscid calculations are less in magnitude tion of wae -eisance. But -o sinit ,.- pha nit_ a '

obse.v'd.

sy P."0 :'. : ir

I aiia--- 4-- iT--, .. "° :x
jTowi1nkg U st TOM

- / 0/r£4 @ *. 0- . '/ -a

+ I -...o'I *

Fg. 13 Comparisons of Wave
Resistance 0-0 05 020 025 020
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Discussion It seems to be quite valuable to de-
velop the calculation technique of the
vorticity diffusion region further by using
experimental data of simple cases, without
D region before the theory is extended to

V.C. Patel (unv of Iowa) more complicate or three dimensional cases
for practical purposes. Vorticity diffu-

Professor Mori's model of the flow sion method might be promising to handle
over the stern, as depicted in Fig.l, ap- the thick boundary layer and near-wake in
pears to be valid for a two-dimensional such cases. Velocity fields around the
bluff body where a region of reverse flow thin body have been measured in the wind-

can usually be identified. Figure 2 for tunnel by Rang 2.
EM-200 and similar pictures for MS-02 (whose When we estimate the wave-making re-
aft section also had elliptic framelines, sistance, both viscous effects and wave
see Hatano, Mori and Hotta : '-th Sym. potential effects are important of the sameNaval Hydrodynamics) indicate that slender, order even in the low-speed range 3

nearly two-dimensional formns also lead to Therefore corrections for the body boundary
pockets of reversed flow. However, such condition violated by the wave-potential
flow reversals are usually not observed on near the bow will be good for the estima-
the highly three-dimensional sterns of real tion of wave resistances.
ships except perhaps at the free surface. The author decomposes the total veloci-
Instead, one observes reversal of the cross- ty into three components ; pure potential,
flow within a thickening boundary layer and viscous, and interaction term. The last
the formation of a longitudinal vortex, one is obtained by distributing additional
Would the author comment on the possibili- sources on the body-surface to satisfy the
ties of extension of the proposed model and zero-normal velocity. It is still not clear
solution procedures to such cases ? whether we should keep the non-slip condi-

tion/ or zero-normal velocity on the sur-
face. If we consider non-slip condition to

KtoaUvbe more reasonable, I'd like to remind the
N Kato (Toka, Univ) author a vorticity theorem suggested by

I p a h t ' p hLandweber 4 as follows.
I appreciate the author's paper whichConsider a stead mean flow of an in-

contributes to the theoretical analysis of Coyside a s te ady atfres in

near wake including separated vortices. cor,?ressible fluid about a body at rest in
1nhear e iludinse e v . an unbounded fluid, with mean vorticity
I have three questions ; present in the boundary layer and wake,

(1) Although the autnor derived the BLW, bounded internally by the body surface
three governing equations from the Navier- S and externally by the surface T ; see Fig.
Stokes equations by the use ,f small para- The boundary conditions to be satisfied
meter c defined in the equation (1), the are the non-slip condition on the external

author made an additional assumption of the side of S and the irrotationality of the
location c the dividing streamline which flow exterior to T. Then the disturbance
is ought j be solved essentially in a flow exterior to S can be generated by the
closed procedure. I would like to have the vorticity in BLW only.
author's comment on this problem. Therefore viscous components by Eq.

(2) The author expressed that the dis- (13) in the paper already include the others
agreement of the calculated results about implicitly except the incident uniform flow,
the velocity distributions of the near wake if correct vorticities are -btained. We
flcw and the viscous resistance of EM-300 can find the summation of vi3cous component
model with measured is due to an unsteady and D-region contribution make very amount
wake flow of the model which is not taken of the velocity defect of the total velocity
into account in the proposed method by the profile in Fig.9. Vorticity distributions
author. But I think the disagreement is have already taken account of displacementi ~~also due to the assumed location of theefctofhebudrlaranwk.
dividing streamline which is influential on
the solution. May I have a comment of the
author ?

13) I would like to ask if the author
has any idea to develop the proposed method
to analyse three dimensional separated flows Tincluding longitudinal bilge vortices as
observed in the wakes of full ships. UBL

i S.H. Kang (KRIS)

I deeply appreciate the research of ,

near-wake and resistance calculations by Figure
Prof. Mori. Congratulations ! Here I would
like to make two suggestions and one ques-
tion.!
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REFERENCES (1) Your suggestion to carry out for
simple cases without P-region flow is quite

1) Weinblum,G.et al, "Investigation of important to check the validity of the pre-

Wave Effects Produced by a Thin-Body-TMB sent method. It has been already carried

Modal 4215," DTMB Report 840, (1952) out in case of a flat plate in our paper of

2) Kang,S.H. "viscous Effects on the 1978. See Fig.Al. The second iteration is

Wave Resistance of a Thin Ship" Ph.D.Thesis, also carried out there.

The Univ. of Iowa, July, (1978) (2) Unfortunately I have not yet read

3) Kang,S.H. "Second-Order Wave Re- Dr. Kang's paper. But it may be true that

sistance Calculation of Thin-Ship" Vol.16, the introduction of the exact hull surface

No.3,JSNA Korea, Sept. (1979) condition including the free-surface effects

4) Landweber,L. "On Irrotational Flows may bring forth improvements to some extent.

Equivalent to the Boundary Layer and Wake" The author, however, is convinced that

DTNSRDC-78/1, Nov. (1978) neglect of the free surface effects may be
within the order of our approximations (see,
ref.? in my text). Apartina from the
viscous flow problem, neglect of the
free surface effects in the hull surface

Author's Reply condition does not matter so significantly
(see the results of the Washington workshop

results).
(3) It may be true that the vorticity

K. Marl (Hiroshima Umv) distributed in BWL is enough to produce thevelocity deffect, if and only if the vor-[ t -ity distribution has been obtained to
Thank you Prof. Patel for your discus- satisfy the hull surface condition. In my

sions. Prof. Patel's understanding is trve present scheme, the vort~city distribution
for the cases of real ships. is solved without hull surface condition at

In my scheme, the longitudinal vorti- the first stage. Unless it may get very
city component wi is assumed to be of difficult to solve the diffusion equation;
higher order by e than that of the girth one of the possible way is to solve by the

direction component W2. So eventually the time-step method. The mirror image of vor-
diffusion of w, is neglected. But if we ticity is determined, at the second s=age,

make another assumption that the order of in order to satisfy the hull surface condi-

w, is the same as other components, we may tion. So, hopefully, the final results may
be possible to predict the ship stern flow. be the same.
In that case near the separation position,
the boundary layer equation should be solv-
ed appreciating even reverse cross-flows;
unless, the revival of w, is meaningless. y

Of course, significant interactions 0.03 CALCULATED BY FRST IIERATIO4

between the longitudinal vortex and the ...... 00. BY SECOND ITEATION

outer flow can not be presented by the pre- BASUYED B CHMVY * c
sent scheme generally. AN KOVASZA (1969).

Thank you Dr. Kato. *
(1) It is true that the dividing 0.0 A i .5 10

streamline is ought to be solved in a closed X-0.083
procedure. The author supposes that the -0.0.3

velocity field obtained by using the assumed X-0.021

dividing streamline corresponds 
to that of

the first iteration. Frtescn tr
ation it can be determined from the velocity
field of the previous iteration. Such a

procedure to assume the direction of the -,

vortcity shedding is very common in the air- *." -.

foil theory. 0 ,i" .f'
(2) The author has attempted velocity . 0.7 0.9 o.7 0.9 0.8 IA.

predition for another dividing streamline.
But, unfortunately, no significant improve-
ments can be obtained.

(3) The answer to Professor Patel may 
P ig. Al Comparison of Velocity Profiles in Hear

be referred. Wake Flow of a Flat Plate. (x is non-
dimensional length divided by the plate

Thank you Dr. Kang for your valuable length, which is 240 cm. Its origin is
Ssuggestions. at the trailing edge.)
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GEMAK-A Method for Calculating the
Flow around Aft-End of Ships
A. Yocel Odabai
The Buish Ship Research AssociatiOn

Wallsend. United Kingdom

Oner aylan

The Technical Univesity of Istanul. urkey

ABSTRACT propeller and hull designers need to know

the velocity distribution in the propeller
This paper summarises a method plane to distinguish between acceptable

developed for the calculation of thi at and unacceptable wake flows and where
development around the aft-end of ships at ncsayt le h ulgoer oi

the British Ship Research Association necessary to alter the hull geometry tothe ritsh hipReserchAssciaionimprove the flow. Studies at BSRA during

(BSRA) within the context of the Propeller- the flow. Stu it b rinHul ntrctveVbrtinExcitation the recent PEV (Propeller Excited Vibration)
Hull Interactive Vibration Project indicated the importance of the

T mPHIVf) Project. knowledge on the flow around afterbodies
Tfi e method consists of four parts. The of a ship, as far as the cavitation induced

first part is the computation of the poten- vibratory excitation is concerned, cf.
tial flow with surface singularity distri- Odabasi and Fitzsimons (Ref. 1).
bution. The second part calculates the Additionally, it has been known for some
development of the boundary layer by means time that the existence of an early
of a relatively simple integral method separation and heavy vortnx sheddiag
which provides approximate information on increases the total resistance of ships
the outer edge of the boundary layer as well whereas light vortex shedding can contri-
as the numerical values for integral flow bute towards the improvement of the wake.
parameters, such as displacement thick- Knowledge on the flow around the aft-end
nesses, momentum thicknesses, etc. The of ships, therefore, can also provide use-
third part modifies the potential flow ful information for reducing the total
calculations due to the displacement effect
of the boundary layer and wake and provides To reduce the vibration excitation due
velocity and pressure values at the edge of to propeller-hull interaction and tothe boundary layer. The fourth part calcu- t
ates the boundary layer development at the prepare guidelines for aft-end design ofships it is considered necessary to be able=aft-end by using a modified version of t rdc h lwaon h f-n ni ' ~Bradshaw's turbulent energy method. opeittefo rudteatedadi

The turbuleenegy th work towards this end has been an important
The program developed for the imple- part of the PHIVE (Propeller-Hull Inter-

calcuateono th boundary layr d et ation: Vibration Excitation) project. The
calculate the boundary layer development work reported summarises the methodI of a ship model and the results are developed in BSRA to calculate aft-end_ ~~compared with experimental data. SomedelodinBA oalutea -nd=

flow and near wake of ships, including the
conclusions are drawn and areas for effect of propeller-hull interaction.
further progress are proffered. Since the aim of the PHIVE Project was to

1 IRUIproduce methods and procedures to be used
1. INTRODUCTION by the industry rather than a purely -~

theoretical research, development of the
The need to predict the flow around BSRA method has been based on three _M

ship afterbodies, in particular ship wakes prcpe s
arises from the fact that in order to
avoid unsteady cavitation and consequential
high levels of vibration and noise,
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(1) making best use of the existing capa- layer, which requires sequential compu-I bilities such as methods and computer tation. Since, in our experience, integral

programs, methods produce sufficiently accurate
(2) making the method, and hence the result for the initial 75 per cent of the

program suite GEMAK, an economically ship where the flow is a simple shear layer
viable proposition by adopting programs with the exception of the flow around the
which require less computational cost, bow, we concentrated only on the aft-end
and flow. In the light of the experience of

(3) making sure that the final output other researchists, cf. Landweber (Ref. 4),
correlates well with che experimental Larsson (Ref. 5), Himeno and Tanaka
data and that the predictions made by (Ref. 6), it was understood that, at
the method can provide reasonable present, integral methods could not produce
estimates for ship wakes, the desired result and hence a differential
To fulfil the first requirement an method had to be used. It was also clear

extensive review study has been conducted that almost all of the available differen-
to assess the feasibility o: alternative tial methods were suitable mainly for
methods calculating the flow fields around simple shear laycrs and hence some
ship hulls and the general outline of the additional modifications would be necessary
BSRA method has emerged. The second independent of the choice being made on
requirement n-essitated some numerical the method. As will be discussed later,
experimentation in order to optimise the analysis led to the belief that the
numerical computation scheme3, and the last Bradshaw's turbulent energy method (Ref. 7)
requirement gave us the opportunity to was the best choice for this particular
re-examine the various schemes employed in flow. The next consideration was the
the method (in the light of the detailed determination of initial and boundary
boundary layer and near wake measurements conditions for the boundary layer calcu-
conducted by NMI) and reformulate some of lation. The initial conditions were
them by making a term-by-tcrm order of obtained from Gadd's integral method (Ref.
magnitude analysis rather than a hypothe- 8) by employing it for the forward part of
tical order of magnitude analysis. The the hull. To obtain the boundary conditions
final outccme became a hybrid method as at the edge of the shear layer a reasonable
illustrated in Fig. 1 which will be estimate (not necessarily very accurate) of
discussed in more detail later, the boundary layer development at the aft-

The method has been tested against a end was required in order to account for
number of model test results for which the the boundary layer displacement effect.
boundary layei -esults are available, and Gadd's method (Ref. 8) was again used to
to illustrate its application a comparison determine both the displacement and the
of computed results and experimental data boundary layer thicknesses from which the
for the Hoffmann's tanker form (Ref. 2) velocities on the matching surface (which
and for NMI tes forms are presented encloses the boundary layer) were obtained.
together with some discussion. There were still further problems

The final part of the paper discusses regarding the choice of the potential flowthe merits and the shortcomings of the calculation method, inclusion of the extra
method developed with some comments on the strain rates and normal pressure gradient,
scope for possible further improvements, the choice of the coordinate system and

the numerical scheme for the shear layer
2. PROBLEM FORMULATION AND METHOD OF calculations which is discussed below.

SOLUTION However, the scheme of calculation, as
shown in Fig. 1 emerged at this state of

Fcllowing the initial revi.. study it the investigation.
became evident that a number of choices had
to be made for the solution of a number of 3. CALCULAIION OF POTENTIAL FLOW
sub-problems. The first question was on
the type of flow around aft-end of ships. As is well known flow around a body,
Since a large amount of extra strain rates moving with a constant velocity on the
are present in the flow it was necessary to otherwise undisturbed free surface of a
decide whether the flow should be considered liquid, can only be computed by adopting
as a thickening shear layer or a distortion certain assumptions. Although the basic

Slayer. This choice is crucial because to assumptions allow us to formulate the
use an ideal vortical flow approximation problem within the framework of the classi-
would be more appropriate if the flow was cal potential theory, the existence of a
considered as a distortion layer. From a free surface and the representation of the
study of a limited amount of lata we body surface create additional problems,
concluded that the role of the Reynolds which necessitates some further simplifi-
stresses in the aft-end flow was still cations.
important, and hence it should be treated For the solution of the irrotational
as a complex turbulent shear layer. flow about a ship form, a number of

The next task was to devise a methodo- potential-flow methods have been developed.
logy and a computational scheme suitable In reality however all of them areI for the calculation of a complex shear restricted due to the complexity of the two
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major boundary conditions, namely the body becomes particularly significant at highly
surface and the free surface conditions, curved regions such as the aft-ends of
which can be treated in their linearised ships. To avoid such errors it is possible
form. As is well known, from theoretical (1) to increase the number of elements and
wave resistance studies even for the time hence to reduce the element sizes or (2)
consuming second order theory, the agree- to employ curved surface elements with
ment with experimental results is not variable source density as is investigated
particularly good. Therefore in recent by Hess (Ref. 17, 18 and 19), or (3) to use
years methods satisfying the exact body only triangular surface elements, cf.
surface condition have received much more Webster (Ref. 20), $aylan (Ref. 21). As is
attention. Following the first success of expected any increase in the number of
Hess and Smith (Refs. 9, 10), the methods surface elements will increase the computer
of Surface Source Distribution, (SSD) have costs dramatically. The second alternative.
been applied to various problems. the use of higher-order surface elements,

The original approach by Hess and Smith has also its own drawbacks. Hess was the
does not include the free surface effect first to show that the effect of surface
and hence gives the solution of Neumann curvature and the effect of the variation
problem for a given form and its image, of singularity distribution are of the same
(i.e. Double model in an infinite fluid), order of magnitude. Therefore inclusion of
In order to improve the accuracy of the only one of them is inconsistent and also
results obtained from the Neumann problem, does not improve the accuracy of the results
Brard (Ref. 11), and many others studied sufficiently. Use of the consistent higher-
the Neumann-Kelvin problem which again takes order formulation, such as paraboloidal-
the exact body surface condition into panel linear-source or cubic-panel
acc3unt and includes the effect of free quadratic-source, is generally not feasible
surface in its linearised form. In an because of the complication of problem
attempt to include the non-linear free formulation and because of the much
surface effects, Gadd (Ref. 12) introduced increased computer time requirements. The
the idea of additional source distribution last alternative, to increase the accuracy,
in the region surrounding the double model that is to represent the real body surface
in the undisturbed free surface plane; more correctly by the use of the triangular
recently he has improved his method by surface elements, has been investigated by
extending the free surface panels to cover BSRA. Although the control points of
a larger portion of the disturbed free triangular elements are closer to the real
surface region and by adding a new distri- body surface and all three corners of an
bution of Kelvin sources along the axis of element will lie on the same plane, it is
the hull at one third of the draft, (Ref. found that if the characteristic length of
13). Critical evaluation of existing an element is larger than 2.5 times the
methods can be found in the review studies distance between adjacent control points
of Wehausen (Ref. 14), Tinmnan (Ref. 15), numerical computations become unstable.
Chapman (Ref. 16) and many others. A This limit is generally exceeded when only
number of sophisticated SSD methods are triangular elements are rP-sidered and some
available, but even with current computers, undesirable waviness appears in the final
the computation of the flow around a three- results. Figure 2 illustrates this type of
dimensional body requires a large amount of waviness for a simple axisymetric Huang
computer time and also careful thought for form, cf Huang, et al. (Ref. 22). Another
the rational discretisation of the body drawback of the triangular discretisation
surface; that is, to avoid unrealistic is that the control points generally do not
results and numerical instabilities, the lie in the same vertical plane which makes
size, shape and the number of surface source additional interpolation routines necessary
facets have to be carefully selected before- to calculate the desired properties at given
hand. vertical positions.

In the early stages of the PHIVE Having considered these arguments it
project extensive work was carried out at has been decided that body surface should
BSRA to find the optimum solution of various be discretised by using quadrilateral flat
discretisation problems and to reduce the elements (each having approximately the same
computer costs for the potential flow size and area) and triangular elements
calculations of a given three-dimensional should be used only where necessary. As an
body. In this work classical Neumann and obvious result of this choice higher compu-
Neumann-Kelvin problems have bten solved. tational costs become almost unavoidable.

In most of the SSD methods, the body In other words, for better representation
surface is replaced by quadrilateral of body surfaces and for better results, the
elements or facets. One of the major draw- total number of elements should be kept as
backs of this approximation is that the high as possible, or else, to fulfil the
planes formed by all four corners of each requirements explained in the first section,
element do not necessarily match the real a different approach nas to be found.
body surface hence, either a discontinuity During the PHIVE project, following the
will occur on the source surface or the choice of element shapes, a new discreti-
centroids of each element (so called control sation technique has been developed and a
points) will form a different body shape pronounced saving on computer costs was
than the original one. This statement obtained with no appreciable decrease in
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accuracy. For ships or ship-like bodies following findings can be expressed:
discretisation is made by using an expanded (1) Following tae procedure explained in
surface and in the data generation stage Ref.(21), the results obtained from
of the potential flow programs (Double the (N-K) program agree well with the
model aitd N-K programs) special emphasis results of the double model program
'as been attached to the fore- and aft-ends for very low Froude number
and to the regions where the curvatures (Fr 1 0.01). This is illustrated in
change suddenly. It is considered that the Figure 8 and gives the confidence for
user should have the opportunity of using the use of the (N-K) program.
his engineering judgement in the preparation (2) If the free surface effect is
of the surface elements. Although the data considered the non-dimensional
generation takes longer compared to the pressure distribution changes from
standard process, the flexibility introduced that obtained for the double body, cf.
in this way is worth the extra effort. In Figure 9. In this Figure the experi-
addition to the shell expansion type mental results of Huang and von Kerczekdiscretisation, separated modules are formed (Ref. 23) and the theoretical results
for the bottom part and the side walls reported by Adee, et al (Ref. 24, 25)
and triangular elements are also used to are also included for comparison.
provide a better approximation to the hull (3) In the propeller plane the effect of
geometry. Figures 3 and 4 give an idea a linearised free surface appears to
about the accuracy of the results obtained be important. For the Huang body No.1,
from double-model program. As can be seen the differences in axial velocities
from these figures, for the Hoffmann tanker are found to be very small, however
form, it is possible to achieve a reasonable in tangential and radial velocity
pressure distribution with fewer number components there is a significant
of elements, effect, cf. Figures 10 and 11. These

As the main purpose of the study is to results confirm the belief that all
provide information on the flow around the three components of the velocities in
aft-ends of ships, possibilities of using the propeller plane should be measured
a simplified representation of the forebody in order to make meaningful comparisons.
have also been considered to reduce the As is shown in Figure 1, within the
number of surface elementz. This idea PHIVE project, potential flow calculations
becomes more meaningful if the variation of have been used only to provide the necessary
pressure and streamlines along the parallel information for the three-dimensional
middle body is considered. Having investi- boundary layer calculations and, as is
gated the effect of forebody it has been explained in Section 2, for the same reason
found that, to compute the aft end flow, a multi-stepped procedure has been designed
the front 25-40% of the ship can be including Gadd's integral method and the
neglected or at least fewer elements of program unit for the boundary layer dis-
larger size can be used to represent the placement effect, (blow-out program). The
forebody. Figures 5 and 6 illustrate this linearised free surface effect has been
feature for a Huang body and for Hoffman's excluded from the fina: program package intanker form. As an overall comparison of order to kcep computer rzquirements within
BSRA's discretisation method, the stream- reasonable limits, but the experiences gained
lines around the same tanker form have from the (N-K) program and surface discreti-
been calculated for a total 74 surface sation technique have been widely used
elements and are plotted in Figure 7 through the whole hull flow suite.
against Hoffmann's calculated streamlines
for 414 elements, (Ref. 2). 4. CALCULATION OF BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

In the literature there is a large ON MATCHING SURFACE
number of published information 

for the

double body problem but, in the case of The potential flow solution gives thethe (N-K) problem, both theoretical and velocity and pressure distribution around
experimental results are rather scarce. In a three-dimensional body, together with the
employing the (N-K) approach the biggest characteristics related to body geometry,
difficulty is the relatively large computer i.e. coordinates of the control points,
time required. The reason leading to the areas, components of the unit normal vectors
development and implementation of the (N-K) etc. In the BSRA program suite GEMAK, this
program is that the results of the double information was used both for computing the
body approach are only valid for very low boundary layer development by Gadd's program
Froude numbers and inclusion of the and for determining the displacement effect
linearised free surface condition is by the blow-out program.
expected to provide a larger range of
applicability. On the other hand the Gadd's Integral Method:
computer time required for the numerical
integration of the free surface related To compute the boundary layer develop-
terms increases considerably, i.e. for a mert by an integral method, Gadd has solved
ICI. 1904-S computer the elatsed time is the streamwise and transverse momentum
found to be nearly 21 hours for a ship form integral equations together with an entrain-
presented by 60 surface elements. From the ment condition at the edge of the boundary
limited studies conducted at BSRA the layer, cf. (Ref. 8). The formulation of
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these eqaations has been wade by considering dicular axis system, for this transformation
a locally rectilinear but non-orthogonal the angle between the transverse and the
axis system that is, at each control point, perpendicular (normal to the potential flow
x1 is taken in the direction of the direction at each control point' directions
potential flow, y' normal to the hull is assumed to be small. It has been shown
surface and z' parallel to the transverse that, for ship hulls, the results obtained
line of the control points. Since the from this method agree well with the
integral methods predict only the integrated experimental results specially for the
properties at points on the body surface, regions where the boundary layer is thin
the boundary layer integral quantities are and the body curvatures are not high. Near
defined as: the ship sterns however the method generally

overestimates the boundary layer development.
[0 u, - u' (streamwise To avoid such unrealistic results Gadd

61 = dy' , displacement assumed that the velocity potential for the
thickness) flow outside the boundary layer can be

o approximated as:

(6 wj - w' = U.x - cos kzeky

02 = U dy'
and the displacement effect of the boundary

o layer can be modelled roughly by altering
the w components of velccity by

u'(ui - u') (streamwise U.GI 2 dy' momentum M Z(a
U2thickness)" " z(--)

o where G is the length of the surface from
waterline to keel. However, during the

w'(w - ') PHIVE project a different approach has
022 = I -- dy' been adopted for the calculation of

I U displacement effect.H
0

Blow-out Method:
A w'(u - u')

= J dv' It is known that a boundary layer
12 J 2 - displaces inviscid flow outward from the

o body creating effectively a semi-infinite
pseudo-body (Fig. 12). When the boundary

u'(wj - w') layer is thin this displacement effect

2  dy' is small and its influence on the boundary
1U2 layer calculations is negligible. For
o thicker boundary layers, however, this

statement is not true and the displacement
where u' and w' are the velocities in the effect manifests its influence en the
x, and z' directions, U is the external boundary layer calculations in two ways.
velocity and u', w' are the velocities at Firstly the streamwise znd the spanwise
the edge of th bondary layer (y' = 6). pressure gradients differs from those calcu-
The number of these unknowns are reduced by lated from the potential flow around the
the choice of velocity profiles. In the naked hul] due to the differences between
streamwise direction velocity profiles are the geometries of the hull and the pseudo-
assumed to belong to the Coles profiles cf. body. Secondly, the assumption tnat pressure
(Refs. 26, 27), whereas in the transverse is constant along the normal within the
direction Mager's form has been chosen boundary layer (i.e. the normal pressure
(Ref. 28). The local skin friction gradient is equal to zero) is no longer
coefficient in the streamwise direction valid.
(C ) is determined as a function of the As is well kLown, one of the assump-
shipe parameter H and the momentum thickness tions employed within all the boundary layer
Reynolds number R. , (R I U.V11/), theories is that the flow outside the

11 ll boundary layer is equivalent to the irro-
and the Ludwieg-Tillmann relation (Ref. 29) tational flow of an ideal fluid. This
has been used for the initial estimate of assumption immediately suggests that if the
C . Finally, Gadd has proposed a new formu- flow around the pseuao-body is solved as an
Ution for the entrainment coefficient Cv: external Neumann problem then determination

of the improved external boundary conditions
CE = 0.Ol.H (1 + tanh (5H-7)) for the boundary layer calculations becomes

a routine task.
The first person known to apply this

H-11 " idea is Stuper (Ref. 30) who made an

In order to compare the results with experi- attempt to calculate the lift of a Joukowski
ments, the integral quantities have been aerofoil. He was able to estimate the

transformed into the streamwise and perpen- di.~ribution of the displacement thickness
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over the wing. He then replaced the wing ment thickness to the body and the ideal
by a new boundary displaced out from the flow is computed around this new geometry.
wing and calculated the potential flow To implement the second approach, let us
about the new shape. Preston (Refs. 31,32) consider the mass transfer at two sections
provided a more rigorous derivation of the in the boundary layer (see Fig. 12). At
equivalent flow for two-dimensional flows, the first section the potential flow out-
Moore (Refs. 33, 34) generalized the idea side the boundary layer will be moving
to three-dimensional flows in general with a velocity U1 and the mass flux per
orthogonal coordinates. Lighthill (Ref. unit span will be U 6 At the secona
35) proposed four alternative methods for station the flux caA he I-itten as:
the boundary layer displacement effect for
both two and three-dimensional flow
problem. The blow-out method (or equiva- U1 61 (U1  61)
lent source method in Lighthill's termi- The difference between the two stations
nology) received a wide acceptance in the will be
field of aeronautics and has been used
extensively, cf. Giesing and Smith (Ref. (U 6
36), Jacob (Ref. 37), Rubbert and Saaris s 1
(Ref. 38). Recently Landweber (Ref. 39) This difference in flux can be supplied by
critically reviewed the methods proposed blowing from the surface with a velocity
by Preston and Lighthill and proposed a vw , such that:
centreline singularity distzibution. 

w

The method adopted by BSRA follows v U.
mainly the approach proposed by Lighthill w = a .61)

(Ref. 35) and, due to the coordinate This blow-out velocity is then used to
transformation, only minor modifications modify the boundary condition on the bodyhave been made.

In order to improve ones physical surface, (i.e. - v + vw). As the
appreciation of the blow-out method, one an

can consider two-ditransional flow problem influence coefficient matrix for the poten-

for a (s-n) coordinate system, where s is tial flow was already calculated to

measured along the body contour from the determine the initial flow, determination

front stagnation point and n is measured of the total source strengths amounts to

along the nor'il; for this the difference the solution of a system of linear equations

between the external stream velocity and with a new right hand side.

the velocity component within the boundary In three-dimensional flows this proce-

layer (U-u), represents the reduction in dure requires some modifications due to the

flow velocity due to the presence of the existence of cross flow within the boundary

boundary layer. From the continuity layer. Following the notation used by

equation there must be a constant volume Gadd (Ref. 8) one can consider a locally

flow per unit span between the surface and orthogonal rectilinear axis system, centred

any streamline just outside the boundary at the control point of a surface element,

layer. There is however a flow reduction with axes x in the stream direction and y

due to the above-mentioned velocity defect normal to the element plane and z in the
which is expressible as: crossflow direction, then the streamwiseand perpendicular displacement thicknesses

can be defined as:

(U - u) dn.

6 ( uU) dY

The constant volume flow is obtained if u
the flow reduction inside the layer is 6
compensated by an outward displacement of
the body coutour by an amount 61 which is 62 =  w~given as:

o0

6 (U - u) dn. where u and w are velocity components at
U the edl of thU boundary layer and U is the

total external velocity (w = 0 and u = U).The equation of contiluity takes the form:

where 6 is the displacement thickness of av au aw
the bouAdary layer. Ty- IW- +

Detelmination of the strengths of the
equivalent sources on the body surface is :ntegrating this equation across the

made either by using an equivalent body boundary layer:
and solving a new Neumann problem or by h
using Gauss' flux theorem. In the first V |-1  au aw
approach the physical body is replaced (- -)dy
with a pseudo-body by adding the displace-



h  boundary values for the final stage of the

)] dy boundary layer calculations. For Hoffmann's
tanker form, the effect of blow-out on the
source strength distribution can be seen0fh au aw in Fig. 13.

- ( -- aw-l) dyJ a'x 3z- 5. TURBULENCE MODEL
o As is well-known, due to the present

where, for h > 6, the upper limit of the speed and storage capacity of computers one
integrals can be replaced by -, cf. is not able to solve the N-S (Navier-Stokes)
Lighthill (Ref. 35), and hence: equations and some form of approximation

has to be made. A convenient method of
" (U. ) [ approximation is the "turbulent shear flow"

v (U.61) dy + (U.62) dy approximation where the principal quantities
i of the N-S equations are assumed to consist
0 of a mean and a fluctuating part and the

3U governing equations are obtained by applying
Y 3-x time averaging, cf. Townsend (Ref. 41). A

Further simplification results in what is
In this equation the last term alone comes known to be "the boundary layer" or more
from the normal potential flow calculations. correctly "the thin shear layer" (TSL)
Therefore the first two terms will give the approximation. As the name implies TSL
additional blow-out flux due to the boundary approximation assume some form of thinness
layer, as if there were an additional for the shear layer thickness (6) compared
source distribution on the ship surface. to the principal radii of curvature (R)
The strength of this imaginary distribution of the streamlines. However the restric-
can be expressed as: tion can be relaxed in the "fairly thin

a shear layer" (TSL) approximation where
S (U.6 (U.62)- a6/3x1 is assumed to be small, x being

the main stream direction, cf. Biadshaw
In the blow-out program, streamwise and (Ref. 42).
perpendicular displacement thicknesses have The equations obtained with these
been taken from Gadd's calculations and for approximations are incomplete and the
the numerical solution of the last equation, difference between various differential
use has been made of an adopted numeric methods appears in the choice of the
derivation routine based on a least squL. closure equations which are introduced
scheme. to model the transport of Reynolds stresses.

As is already mentioned for the two- In our assessment we considered three
dimensional case, solution of the problem differential methods; the zero equation
is trivial since the influence coefficient model, cf. Cebeci et.al. (Refs. 43, 44),
matrix is available from the initial the one equation model, cf. Bradshaw
potential flow calculation. (Refs. 7 & 45), and the two equation model,

As the boundary layer extends beyond cf. Rastogi and Rodi (Ref. 46) and
the body to form the wake the blow-out Abdelmeguid et.al. (Ref. 47). The merits
scheme is not confined to the body surface, and shortcomings of these methods were
it has to b3 continued sufficiently lAr compared on their physical and mathematical
downstream. Experience gained in potcntial basis, and on their evolutions, i.e. the
flow computations shows that this distance type of data used in the determination of
should be of the order of five times the empirical constants or function. The
boundary layer thickness at the aft-end of conclusion was that, accepting the fact
the ship. However, in practice the dis- that none of the methods was universal,
placement thickness of wake is hardly ever the Cebeci's method was easiest to modify
computed. This poses a serious problem in but such a modification would require a
the inclusion of wake effect on the large amount of ship boundary layer data
boundary values at the edge of the boundary which was not available, and Bradshaw's
layer. Normally the displacement thick- method was both physically and mathematically
nesses are expected to decrease in the near more correct than the others for the
wake as the momentum thickness remains aft-end flow.
approximately constant. When there is no Within the TSL approximation the
information on the wake flow, it may be governing equation and the Reynolds stress
a reasonable approximation to use the transport equations for the selected turbu-
displacement thicknesses at the aftmost lence model are:
position of the hull as the displacement Momentum transfer equations for i=l
thicknesses of the computation region in and 3
the wake. av.i

The resulting source strengths have U (1)
been used to evaluate the velocity distri- Uj ax. x. ij o i

bution at the edge of the boundary layer
(matching surface) to provide the improved
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Bi
Momentum transfer eqaation for i=2 wall, and furthermore the contribution

p f2 rom the outer edge of the boundary layer
0 (2) to the generation of shear stress is quitesmall. The law of the wall used in BSRA's

method is due to van den Berg (Ref. 49)
and his results are modified for the extra
strain rates as proposed by Bradshaw and

I 0(3) Maroney (Ref. 50).
ax. The dissipation length scale parameter

L is defined by Che relationship
Reynolds stresses transfer equations L = (T/0) 32/ where c denotes the viscous
for i=l, 3 dissipation. This parameter is a measure

of the scale of eddies which contains most
U. a-, a i of the kinetic energy and which are
2a = ITI - (x) resp'onsible for the trauspurL of momentum.

gx 1'2 LAt high Reynolds numbers the rate of
energy dissipation is equal to the rate at

- [G( I-tm /) 1 .] (4) which energy is transferred to progressively
2x smaller eddies, and this rate is determined

where Xl, x2 , x. are, respectively, the by the structure of energy containing
coordinates in treamwise, normal, and eddies. Therefore, the dissipation rate is
girthwise directions*, U. and u. (j=1,2,3) not a function of viscosity. In the
are, respectively, the mdan and 3the fluctu- original method (Ref. 49) Bradshaw proposeda universal distribution function
ating velocity components, P and p are, L Lnivrsaldiorit var tion
respectively, the mean and the fluctuating L = L (x2/6) for the variation of dissi-

v tpation length scale across the boundary
dynamic pressures, T. (i=1,3) are the
Reynolds stress, p is the density of fluid, layer, and in the later version of the
ITI is the magnitude of the total shear method (Ref. 45) a transport equation is
vector and z is the maximum value of used to determine L. Calculations carriedoetside the icous sublayer. out at BSRA indicated that this is the mostThis formulation contains three empiri- important quantity, as far as the velocity
cal quantities; a1 ( Tjr/q ) the stress- and the shear profiles are concerned, and
energy ratio whea q is the turbulent in agreement with Bradshaw (Ref. 42), the
kinetic energy, L the dissipation length existence of extra strain rate, i.e.
scale, and G the entrainment function. As streamline curvature, divergence, swirl,

a comparative study of etc., can produce significant changes in
aprelta ofthe dissipation length scale. Although it

expeimetaldat, Brdshw (ef.48)has been argued that the change in L dueshowed that the motion within the boundary t~ er strain rat is case by atu extra strain rates is caused by a
layers consist of an "activei universal
component scaling with (T/-)- and x reduction in the production of turbulent
which produces the sh..i -tress, ang an kinetic energy rather than with an increase
"inactive" compone- imposO. by the eddies in dissipation, cf. Ref. (41) p.74, since
and pressure fluctuations in the outer part L expresses a ratio as(T032/ 3/ <q2>3 /2/E

nf the boundary layer, which does not (a/o)2 /= af/ 2 , this argument
procuce shear stresses and can be regarded does not alte# the final outcome.
as a quasi-steady oscillation of the inner Finally, Bradshaw's empirical function
layer ilow. Measurements indicated at that G which is also known as the entrainment
time that a suitable value of a was 0.15. function represents the diffusion of
Later experiments, however, indicate that turbulence and again is related to energy
a takes smaller values near the wall and spectra of turbulence. This function is
n~ar the outer edge of the boundary layer used to model the effects of pressure
and remains almost constant between 0.2 x2/6 redistribution and transport of turbulent
and 0.8 x2/61, the value of the constant kinetic energy in the normal direction and
being between 0.135 and 0.18 depending on is defined by:
the flow configuration. Computations at
BSRA, however, indicated that the effect <u2q2>
of change of a1 on the overall turbulence T G max
structure is only marginal. This is due P
to the fact that the flow in the viscous This definition is consistent with the
sub-layer is governed by the law of the structural similarity assumption, cf.

Townsend (Ref. 41) p.121-129, and it also
* Equations are written in Cartesian corresponds to the observations that the
tensor notation and conversion to any energy transfer depends mostly on flow in
system or coordinates can be done by the eddies large enough to span most of the
relationship x =gi.C where g.. is boundary layer, taking the form either of
the metric tensor and t (j=l,2,3 are convection of smaller eddies or transfer
the new coordinates. of energy from one part of the large eddy

to another. As a result of the observed
effects of extra strain rates one would
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expect that the entrainment function The second alternative is due to
too should be modified since it is known Bradshaw (Ref. 52). He proposes that the
that negative extra strain rates increase guiding principle in a pragmatic approach
entrainment whereas positive extra strain is to inspect the terms which are present
rates reduce the same. During the PHIVE in the N-S equations but are neglected in
project such modifications have been the boundary layer equations and devise
implemented in BSRA. The changes due to approximaticns for these that are incon-
these modifications, however, were less venient to retain in exact form. Worthwhile
spectacular than the effect of the changes improvements in the boundary layer equations
in the dissipation length parameter, can be vade if a degenerate form of the

normal component momentum equation is
Improved Turbulence Model included to predict P(x2 ) reflecting the

missing upstream influence. Inclusion of
The description of and the improve- this equation into the governing equations

ments on the method given so far is valid still makes tne system elliptic, necessi-
for TSL approximation and to make it tating an iterative calculation scheme.
suitable for the aft-end flow calculation However, the computation load may be reduced
further changes were necessary. These by solving the normal component equation
were the incorporation of extra terms from separately, as done by Pratap and Spalding
the FSTL approximation, normal pressure (Ref. 53) and Mahgoub and Bradshaw (Ref. 54).
gradient, effects of extra strain rates, Although this alternative looked very
and the choice of a convenient coordinate promising considerations of the computation
system. The first modification is fairly cost has meant that it has had to be kept
straightforward and mainly involves some for possible further development.curvature terms and turbulence production The last alternative is the use of
terms. In their inclusion into the empirical normal pressure profiles which,
governing equations the order of magnitudes considering the empirical information used
of each term were also checked against the in both the integral and differential
boundary layer measurements made by NMI. methods, is justifiable provided they are

Incorporation of normal pressure based on experimental evidence. Inspection
gradient was more troublesome because f of experimental data indicates that
the numerical problems. Within the TSI. pressure variation in the normal direction
approximation pressure is rendered constant is mostly regular, cf. Patel and Lee (Ref.
across the boundary layer. Although this 55). and a quadratic expression may be
assumption holds approximately for a sufficient to approximate this variation.
large majority of the boundary layers of Given both the physical appeal and the
practical interest it becomes unsatis- relative success in its use, the centrifugal
factory when the boundary layer becomes approximation was chosen for the BSRA
thicker especially in regions of high approach and correlation with experimental
curvature. The use of the blow-out scheme data was achieved by introducing a new
and the pseudo-body concept certainly help velocity scale.
towards the improvement of the solution but Although the early theoretical and
only by improving the boundary conditions experimental work on the effect of extra
at the outer edge of the boundary layer- strain rates go as far back as 1929, cf.
The assumption that, on the normal, pressure Prantl (Ref. 56), Wattendorf (Ref. 57),
is constant still remains. Accepting the concerted efforts in this direction appeared
fact that the full N-S equations cannot be only after 1960. It is common practice
solved, there were three alternatives: that when the flow around a curved object
(1) Use of higher order boundary layer is studied analytically a body oriented

approximation. curvilinear coordinate system is employed.
(2) Refinement of TSL approximation based Adoption of such a coordinate system

on experimental evidence. produces some extra terms in the boundary
(3) Empirical modelling of the normal layer equations which are related to the

pressure gradient. curvature of the coordinate lines. If one
The first alternative is certainly the carries out an order of magnitude analysis

scientifically consistent approach. How- in laminar and turbulent boundary layers
ever, from an examination of the second by using 6/R, R being the radius of stream-
order governing equation it is seen that line curvature, the extra terms that appear
due to both the additional terms and the are of order 6/R times the largest existing
elliptic nature of the equations computa- terms, cf. Nash and Patel (Ref. 58).
tions become prohibitively expensive. Although this result seems to be confirmed
Furthermore, the only additional terms in by experiment for laminar boundary layers,
the normal momentum equation are curvature experiments on turbulent boundary layers
related terms and the terms related to the indicate that the change in the Reynolds
normal velocity and the Reynolds stress stresses due to the extra strain rates is
gradients do not appear, which are known to roughly ten times the prediction obtained
be important from the analyses of experi- frcm a straightforward order of magnitude
mental data. To pursue this alternative analysis. In the light of this experi-
any further was therefore not considered mental evidence it is imperative that
worthwhile, special emphasis should be placed on the

inclusion of the effects of the extra
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strain rates in the calculation of the restrictions on the coordinate system
boundary layer development around the aft- could further be relaxed. This last point
end of ships. wa-s also important in relation to the

In 1969 Bradshaw (Ref. 59) proposed numerical computation. I
an engineering calc'alation method by using In the numerical computation side,
an analogy between ruoyancy and curvature the problem was not only the choice of an
effects. Although the present state of integration m'_thod, but also the choice of
knowledge on the subject is far from the integration region. After a review
complete, experiments carried out by study the conclusion wds reached tat
Meroney and Bradshaw (Ref. 51), Patel and implicit methods, in spite of their
Lee (Ref. 56), So and Mellor (Ref. 60). unconditional stability, were not suitable
Castro and Bradshaw (Ref. 61), Cebeci (Ref. for BSRA's purpose due to the demand for
62) and Hunt and Joubert (Ref. 63) indicate inversion of fairly large matrices to
that Bradshaw's method produces reasonably determine the flow quantities which was too
accurate results. In fact recent experi- costly in BSP's ICL 1904S computer.
ments by Snits, Young and Brndsha (R.. Amongst the available explicit methods we
64), and Smits, Eaton and Bradshaw (Ref. tested an extended version of Lister's
65) demonstrated that the method also works method of characteristic -c 'Ref. 69) andfor curvature impulses and for three Lindhout's version of Cc. t-Isaacson-Rees

dimensional curvatures. An excellent scheme (Ref. 70). After some testing we
review on the subject is available by decided on the former method due to its
Bradshaw (Ref. 52). flexibility. Stability of numerical inte-

The essence of the method is to gration was ensured by using a modified
modify the dissipation length scale by Courant-Friedrick's-Lewy stability criteria,

cf. Raetz (Ref. 71).
L 1 + (a e) The complete program suite GEM.AK has
Leff eff been designed to consist of component

programs which are interlinked as shown in
where L~ is the effective dissipation Fig. 1. Discretised hull geometry and ship
length Ale, e is the extra strain rates forward speed are used to run the potential
obtained by using stress Richardson number, flow program which also drives Gadd's
a is the empirical magnification constant, integral boundary layer method program. As
and (ae)eff is given by the computation of the free surface contri-

d bution (Neumann-Kelvin problem) is quite
X ! 0 eff oe - 0 eff time consuming and costly, the double-body

(Neumann problem) computer program is being
where X z 106 and this relationship used at present. The output of this stage
allows ?or the effect of memory to be contains integral boundary layer parameters
taken into account. The effect of extra as well as velocity profiles. rPplacement
strain rates for moderate curvatures on thicknesses obtained in this way are used
streamwise velocity component and Reynolds to re-evaluate velocity and pressure distri-
stress is illustrated in Fig. 14. bution at the edge of the matching surface

D Nwhich is determined by a special smoothing
6. COORDINATE SYSTEM AND N MRICAL of the edge surface of calculated boundary

SOLbTION layer. This task is achieved by the
explained blow-out scheme. The output of

At the beginning of this research we this stage together with the discretised-
were made aware of the difficulties on the hull geometry provides the necessary
choice of the appropriate coordinate system information for the running of Bradshawts
by the conclusions of the previous investi- turbulent energy method program. The
gators, cf. Mangler and Murray (Ref. 66). output of this program produces the velocity
Therefore, a considerable amount of effort and shear profiles, and the internal para-
was spent for the design of a method for meters along the boundary layer and near

" the automatic generation of a suitable wake for a given ship form and speed.
coordinate system and a program suite, Since the computational domain for the
called "A?-ACAW1', was developed to achieve turbulent flow calculations is now decided
this end where the mapping method of Tuck beforehand by the choice of the matching
and Von Kerczek (Ref. 67) was used to surface numerical integration of thedetermine approximate streamlines. gover-ning equations has to be made in a

As one gained more experience in somewhat different fashion especially since
turbulent flow computations it was realised it was desirable to avoid a complete iter-
that provided; (I) one of the coordinates ative scheme as used by Abdelneguid et.al.

is nearly aligned with the normal (see (Ref. 72) and Mahgoub and Bradshaw (Ref.
Wesseling (Ref. 68) for the need to have 54). The use of smoothed boundary layer
this condition), and (3) the marching edge surface in place of a semi-arbitrary

direction, i.e. x -axis, does not make an matching surface he-ps tow2rds the
angle more than thirty degrees with the achievement of this purpose but in itself
flow-direction, any coordinate system is it is not sufficient. Therefore, a
equally acceptable. Furthermore, if the procedure called "'stitching" has been U
concept of matching surface is adopted developed by the authors. In this proce-

M dure calculation starts from the matching
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surface towards the wall, after wall Propller-Hull Interaction and
boundary condition is satisfied the Effetive Wake Calculation
computation is carried out from wall to the
matching surface. if the velocities agree From the practical point of view the
then the computation goes to the next step determination of effective wake distribution
otherwise the velocities and Reynolds was of a paramount importance both for the
stress are updated by using an under- propeller design calculations and for
relaxation scheme and the boundary providing the necessary input in the cmo- -

conditions at the matching surface is ration of the cavit'ition induced hull
updated and the computation restarts from surface forces. Our preliminary studies
the matching surface as before and the revealed that most of the relevant anaiy-
procedure is repeated until convergence is tical work was based on the studies of
achieved. Dickmann (Refs. 77-78) an4. the recent

research efforts were mainly aimed at
7. NOMINAL AND EFFECTIVE WAKE deriving an empirical or a semi-empirical

CALCULATION correction method for t _ de-ivation of
effective wage from the easured nmin-

7.1 Nominal Wake m-adel wake by using available d-ata. cf_
Sasaitna and Tanaka 'Re'. 70% . _

Most of the present boundary layer (Ref. SW). The work carried out at

calculation meliods attempts to solve for O-TIhSRIC by Hung and his co-worters (Ref.
the near wake either by using a fictitious 81) on axisvmoetric bodies -s not in
flat plate at the centre plane or termi- line with the writers' method -f approach.
nating the boundary lzyer calculatJo- from because he used . inviscid flow model
this poin .wards. In the first type of (vorticity include-!), hence assumed that
calculat., velocities near the centre the flow at the aft-end of ships is a
plane are underestimated as a result of distortion laver rather thann a ccmplex
the wall boundary conditions and esclusion turbulen shear layer. Since -ther "-T
of mixing. In the latter case. the clear indicain on the meth .od b
assuption of the mixing layer does not adopted. the witers afer cre4u1
strictly hold because in the near wake some examinatzion of availble data, decioc to
of the boundary layer flow behaviour is employ an improved version of DC h's
still observed as a result of the memory conception wi t hot rrortir tt
effect of the flow. To find a satisfactory separation of the flow itno _orcn ni-i1
solution to the problem two alternatives visrous. and wa- making comz.nn-s.
were investigated: Since the -,A approach c--siss o
(1) the use of Eradshaw's intcraction T- steps the tffect of the prcnvzier

hypothesis (Ref. 73). and i-neration on the .- ow dve R h
(2) derivation of new boundary conditions taken into account in each st-. In -he

for the wake centre plane. first step the effect of pr. ller is
Efforts were spent in both directions, but assumed to be potential in a- --i'n ar D c
because of its success in airfoil and thz source sre.h:__ in t oot i l flow
axisysetric flow applications cf. Morel programs ar- modifiedee to ace--' f'_ t
and Torda (Ref. 74). Htuffcn and Ngv (Ref. propeller induced norm ieoc'ies -

75). Andreapoulos (Ref. 76). the former modified potential flw is t-hen use--d .
approach has been adopted. drive the integral calculzion metod f-

According to the interaction hypo- the estimat ion of f- ,tdarv layer a ais-
thesis. the near-wake consists of three plac ent thicknesses. oe to the Change
regions (see Fig. 15); the inner wake in the external otential field the new l
region is the place were the mixing takes calculated boundary layer differs "rem

place. The second region is the extension nominal flow boundary layer. ard ccnse
of the wall layer of the boundary layer quently the region oi integration or th
which now matches to the edge conditions detailed boundary layer caki-ulatio ais-
of the inner wake layer, and the last changes. The next step is t -c "xi
region is the continuation of the wake cation of the boundary conditims the
region of the boundary and it is the least matching surface. This modificatio-;a s
influenced part by moving from the bonay place because (I) the new matching surface
layer to wake. Since most of the structure location and the new source strengt
of the near wake is similar to the are different from the necmil 'lo cse,
boundary layer with the exception of the and (2) on the =atching surface pr-pller
inner wake layer, interaction hypothesis induced velocities are linearly added to
suggest that it can be treated like an the velocities induced by the pseuc-bAy
overlapping boundary layer, and overlapping (hull plus displacement thiknes).
takes place in the inner wake region. Following the re-determination of the

So far as numerical compuation is camputational region and the boundary
concerned the change to be made to the conditionE, the turbulent flow and n-ar
boundary layer calculation scheme is "ini- wake calculat-ons reains -he sc as in
mal and the change from boundary layer to the nminal flow caiculation sin" the form
near wake is identified by using a logical o? the governing equations for the field
control statement. does not change with the presence of the



propeller-hull interaction. A flow chart the sensitivity of the method to the
illustrating the sequence of operations in variation of initial conditions and of the
the computation of effective wake is built-in empirical correction factors.
illustrated in F~g. 16. These tests indicated that the sensitivity

to the variation of the initial conditions
8. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION was very high, indicating that the integral

parameters employed to start the compu-
During the development of the hull tations must be chosen very carefully.

flow studies three different types of Variation of the pressure rise reduction
application have been considered. They factor (an empirical factor to avoid the
are: (1) application for program control formation of a stagnation point at the aft-
purposes. (2) application for validation end) and the blow-out scheme showed that
9gainst the experimental data, and (3) this parameter had a controlling influence
applicatioi with the systematic changes in on the development of V'w around the stern
the design variables to provide guidance and in order to obtain . reasonable agree-
for the design and modification of aft-end ment with the experimental data it was
forms of ships. In the following part of necessary to change this parameter for
this section results of these applications differing hull forms. The method, generally,
are given. gave good agreement with experimental data

for the forward 80 to 85 percent of ships
Application for Program Control and for extreme V-shape hull forms this

distance reached up to 90 percent of the
Since the computers obey only the ship length. For the last 10 to 20 percent

commands issued in the program as specified of the ship, the method generally over-
by the programmer various routines employed estimated the boundary layer development.
in the program suite GEMAK for the purposes This, however, was a useful feature so far
of numerical ingration, differentiation, as the BSRA computation scheme is concerned
smoothing, interpolation etc., have to be since it was assumed that the matching
checked against numerical instability, surface obtained from the application of
artificial viscosity arising from numerical Gadd's method (Ref. 8) would enclose the
differentiation, and the usual execution real boundary layer.
errors such as overflow, negative argument As explained within the text the
in logarithm etc. Grave consequences of blow-out scheme was achieved by a modified
neglecting this vital check in numerical use of the boundary layer program and the
fluid dynamics is best illustrated by only tests to be carried out on this partI- Roache (Ref. 82) and Holt (Ref. 83). was the comparison of panel source strengths

.;ith and without the blow-out scheme to
Application for Program Validation make sure that when the boundary layer is
Tfgequite thin the values obtained are close.
The aim of thi. stage was to establish Verification of the program BRADSHAW

the credibility of c. h individual program was the most time consuming and important
separately and the program suite GEMAK part of the total program verification
as a whole. Apart from the intermediate process since the outcome of this stage
data handling program there were three main would decide the success or otherwise of
programs involved in the suite and at the the program su-te GEMAK. During the
irst instance each program has been tested program development stage the initial
separately. Since the comparison of the version of the program was tested against
potential flow calculation program with the published experimental data on wings
experimental data and with the published giving quite satisfactory results. The
results of other investigators have next verification stage was to compare the
already been discussed before they will not fully developed program results with the
be repeated here. These tests, however, wind tunnel data for scaled ship models.
indicated that the potential flow compu" The published data on a full form (C = .85)
tion schemes were quite satisfactory at tanker model has been chosen for thig
the hull discretisation scheme devised purpose. The data on the Hoffmann tanker
within the project was efficient, form (Ref. 2) was limtied to mean velocities
Another important result of these numerical and static pressures on a number of points
tests was that so far as the aft-end flow on five stations along the ship's length
calculations are concerned, depending on and only the last station (x/Lw = 0.916,
the hull shape, between 25 and 40 percent x/ = 0.942) was of interest ior the
of the forward part of the ship can be BSRF computation scheme. Hull geometry
excluded from the potential flow computa- around this station and the measurement
tion without incurring any significant points used for comparison are presented
error in the calculated velocity field, in Fig. 17 and a comparison of measured and

..The integral boundary layer calcu- calculated streamwise and crosswise velocity
lation method program was already tested profiles for the measurement points 184 and
for a number of hull forms by Gadd (Ref. 8) 185 are presented in Fig. 18. As can b3
and his results indicated that it was at seen from these figures the agreement for
least as good as any other available the streamwise velocity component is very
integral method. The BSRA testing on this good and for the crossflow components is
program was essentially confined to assess fair.
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It should be mentioned that for the This result is particularly important
point 185 an integral method would provide= for it is probably one of the crucial
the same level of agreement since it is a
smooth flow location. As the flow becomes reasons in the formation of severe wake

more complicated with severe velocity gradients. Obviously it is quite possible
graden om cate hultheve advantgelthat for the full scale Reynolds numbergradient near the hull the advantages of such a phenomenon may disappear. If, how-
using a differential method such as the one ever, computations indicate the presence
used by BSRA becomes apparent. Since the of shear separation it is advisable to
most severe measured flow condition for the alter the hull form.
Hoffmann tanker form occurs at the measure-
ment point 183 this point was chosen to Application for Design Guidance
test the BSRA method against both the
experimental lata and Gadd's integral method At the beginning of the project it was
(Ref. 8) and the result is shown in Fig. believed that such guidance would be
19. Here the strong flow retardation near obtained by a systematic calculation scheme
the hull surface is quite well predicted with varying hull forms. However, as the
by the BSRA method whereas the integral understanding in BSRA on the turbulent flow
method, due to the limitation in its development increased a great deal of useful
assumption, predicts still a fairly smooth information relevant to the aft-end design
flow condition. Although the amount of have been gathered either by the study of
flow retardation around y/6 = 0.25 seems the existing data and the critical examina-
to be over-estimated by the BSRA method tion of the governing equations employed in
there is also a considerable amount of the calculation method, or by making small
scatter in the data in the same location changes in the flow parameters for the
when different measuring arrangements were same hull form.
employed. The main contribution of the developed

The intention for the comparison of analytical aft end flow calculation scheme
measured and calculated wake was not is to identify the trouble region and torealised because of a flow peculiarity provide insight on the consequences of
first indicated by the program BRADSHAW.
During the test runs the program indicated possible hull form alterations. Ia this

respect, it may be useful to re-identifynegative wall shear stresses in some of the the differences between the differential
calculation lines which in the usual turbu- method used by BSRA and the integral methods.lence understanding indicates separation By the use of the differential methods
and consequent flow reversal. However, detailed information on almost all the
shear stresses away from the wall were all important flow quantities are calculated
positive. To ensure the continuation of by taking into account local variation of
the flow computation as far downstream as the hull form with its consequences on the
possible an artificial scheme called flow including those arising due to the"bubble capturing" has been developed with

extra strain rates as well as the continuity
which hull boundary is artificially dis- of the fluid flow. Therefore, if a hull
placed to the first point on the normal form appears to be likely to have severe
with a posititve shear stress, resulting in velocity gradients with low velocities atsome form of boundary layer shrinking. eoiygainswt o eoiisa

the top of the propeller disc either from
With the application of this technique the the result of the model tests or from the
following computational steps indicated hull flow and wake calculations the method
that the wall shear stress became positive explained here can be used both to trace the
again further downstream but within the origin of the undersirable flow, i.e. where
boundary layer there was a rrcion starting it starts and to indicate the necessaryon thaes hull surac indcat the- awayssary
on the hull surface and mov.,. away from changes in the aft-end geometry. To have
the hull in further downstream direction,effetivly ormng pocet.Theunuual a better appreciation on the effect of form
effectively forming a pocket. The unusual changes on the flow development around the
side of this phenomenon was that the mean aft-end of ships it will be useful to
flow did not change its direction but indicate the effects of external boundary
attained values as small as 9 percent of conditions and extra strain rates, i.e
the forward speed within a distance of 10 conditions an e train ratesre.
to 20 percent of the boundary layer thick- curvatures, on the turbulent flow structure.
ness. Eventually, when the negative shear (1) Change in the velocity without
awayany change in the pressure gradient. Ifivaidate the hypeolic loe e ulton the velocities at the edge of the boundaryinvalidate the hyperbolic flow calculation l y r a e u i o m y i c e s d o e r a elayer are uniformly increased or decreased
assumption, computations on that calcula- the change in the total flow structure
tion line had to be stopped, is only marginal, since this will mainly

A check on the experimental data from change the velocities at the outer edge of
NMS indicated that our results were quite the boundary layer. As a rough indication
in agreement with the data and the start the change in the streamwise velocity
of negative shear predictions was accurate components due to a small change in the
within 2 percent of the ship length. external velocity changesknloclM in
Evolution of this phenomenon (which we the normal direction as e
called "shear separation") is schematically where k = -11.5.
illustrated in Fig. 20.
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(2) Change in the pressure gradient. The method reported here can be used

A change in the streamwise pressure both to identify the trouble area and the
gradient produces two main effects on the amount of pressure gradient and extra
turbulent flow. They are: (1) a change on strain rates to be compensated. Figure 21
the wall shear stress and the velocity schematically illustrates the determination
profiles in the wall region (y/S = 0.0-0.20) of the region of flow improvement which
and (2) a change in the maximum shear stress, can be determined by the program suite
The effect of the first zhange is quite GEMAK. The information on the incoming
apparent since the all important very low and outgoing characteristics and on the
velocity values and steep velocity gradients local pressure gradients and extra strain
are formed in this region. The second rates are contained in the output of the
change on the other hand determines the BSRA method.
amount of energy loss and hence the change
in ship resistance, because a change in 9. CONCLUDING REMARKS
the streamwise pressure gradient determines
the magnitude of the maximum shear stress This paper summarJses the work
value in the outer layer of the boundary conducted at BSRA on the development of an
layer (y/6 = 0.25-1.00) which in turn analytical calculation method for the
determines the diffusion of turbulence and determination of flow around the aft-ends
the length scale of turbulent eddies, and of ships within the context of the PHIVE
hence the amount of energy lost in this Project. As explained within text the
region. It is for this reason that some- method consists of a number of steps as
times optimal hull forms from the naked shown in Fig. 1, and in every step the best
hull resistance point of view (such as available techniques are used to produce
V-forms) are not so desirable when a more a reliable and cost-effective computer
uniform wake distribution is required. program suite. Based on the experience
This effect however is generally coupled gained so far the following tentative
with the curvature effects, conclusion may be drawn:

(3) Change in streamline curvatures. (1) To the knowledge of the authors this
As mentioned in section 5 and Appendix 5, is the first hyorid method developed
extra strain rates resulting mainly from for the hull flow calculation; in
the streamline curvatures play a significant this method the flow up to 80-85 per-
role on the structure of the turbulent cent of the hull is calculated with the

L flow. Since as a rough approximation flow Gadd's integral method (Ref. 8) and
streamlines on the hull can be represented a version of Bradshaws turbulent
by equal curvature lines, the amount of energy method (Refs. 7 and 25) is
extra strain rate can be directly related employed to determine the flow around
to the variation of the hull form geometry. last 15 to 20 percent of the ship.
It is known that positive curvature (i.e. The method takes the displacement
convex) produces positive extra strain effect of boundary layer and the effects
rate and negative curvature (i.e. concave) of normal pressure gradient and of extra
produces negative extra strain rate and strain rates arising from the streamline
as a rough guide the extra strain rates curvature into account. The "stitching"
changes the velocities near the hull process to satisfy both the hull
surface as surface boundary condition and the

matching surface (obtained from a

U* U/[ + {n/(n+l)}e] preliminary iteration with Gadd's
method (Ref. 8)) boundary condition and

where U and U* are, respectively, the the "bubble capturing" technique to

streamwise velocity components without and calculate the flow after the shear
with the streamline curvature effects, e separation are some of the procedures
is the effective extra strain rate and n developed by BSRA which has extended
is the power law exponent for the velocity the current capability and understand-
profile near the hull surface, and it ing on the turbulent flow computation.
takes values between 5 and 7 for concave (2) Comparison of results with the experi-
surfaces and between 2 and 5 for convex mental data for the Hoffmann tanker
surfaces. form (Ref. 2) showed very encouraging

In the outer part of the boundary agreement even for the severest flow
layer their main effect is seen on the eddy conditions as demonstrated in Fig. 19.
length scale and positive curvatures tends (3) A mechanism giving rise to severe flow
to reduce the boundary layer thickness and retardation and high velocity gradiert
hence reduce the loss of energy giving rise has been identified as shear separation
to steeper velocity gradients near the hull in which the shear stress reverses
whereas negative curvatures increase the without a mean flow reversal. Although
loss of energy and hence the resistance. this was firsz discovered during the
Figure 34 is given as a rough guide to development of the program suite GEMAK,
compare the velocity defect profiles for the wind tunnel data of NMI has con-
convex and concave hull surfaces. firmed this finding.
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(4) As a result of the studies conducted 6. Himeno, Y., and Tanaka, I. An

to provide guidelines for the aft-end Integral Method for Predicting Behaviour
design, information on the role of of Three-Dimensional Turbulent Boundary
various parameters in the development Layers on Ships Hull Surfaces. Technology
of aft-end flow has been gathered and Reports of the Osaka University, Vol. 23,
presented, together with the role the No. 1146, (1973).
BSRA method can play in the identi- 7. Bradshaw, P. Calculation of Three-
fication of the trouble area. Dimensional Turbulent Boundary Layers.

(5) From the results obtained it appears J.Fluid Mech., Vol. 46, p.417, (1971).
that a fully computerised scheme to 8. Gadd, G.E. A Simple Calculation
modify the aft-end of a parent form Method for Assessing the Quality of the
to produce a more desirable wake may Viscous Flow near a Ship's Stern. Int.
be designed by an extended use of the Symp. on Ship Viscous Resistance, SSPA,
program suite GEMAK. Goteborg, (1978).

(6) The methology employed in the develop- 9. Hess, J.L. and Smith, A.M.O.
ment of the program BRADSHAW can Calculation of Non-Lifting Potential Flow
further be utilised to devise a more about Arbitrary Bodies. Douglas Aircraft
rational scheme to account for the Co., Report No: E.S. 40622, (1962).
scale effects during the scaling of 10. Hess, J.L. and Smith, A.M.O.
the model wake for cavitation testing. Calculation of Potential Flow About

Arbitrary Bodies. Progress in Aero-
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3. ResultsDiscussion Fig.18 (point 184) appears to indicate
that the match boundary is located too
close to the hull. The comparison in Fig.
19, for the "most severe" point 183, is,
in my view, incomplete insofar as the cor-

V.C Patel(Un, of Iowa) responding crossflow profile is not shown.
I believe it would also be useful to make
a comparison between the inviscid pressure

The authors have described the many distribution on the hull and that obtained
problems encountered in the call _.tion of after allowing for the boundary layer
stern flows. I have a number of comments growth. Additionally, since the boundary
and questions. For convenience, these are layer continues to grow beyond X/L = 0.916
divided into three parts. on Hoffmann's tanker model, and the ultimate

1- Inviscid Flow goal is to predict the velocity field L.E
Tha differences among the results of the wake at the propeller plane, it would

the various inviscid-flow calculationts and have been interesting to present the results
experimental data (Figs.3,4,7,9) are quite beyond this station. This %ould have of-
substantial since the boundary layer re- fered an opportunity to make a comparison
sponds to the GRADIENTS of pressure and the between the predictions of this method and
CURVATURES of the streamlines. An accurate the data being collected by Kux and
description of the hull and coordinate ge- Wieghardt at several stations on the stern
ometry, and the pressure graoients, is and in the near wake of this model.
therefore a prerequisite for reliable bound- The term "shear separation" (Fig.20)
ary-layer calculations. In view c-f the is a new one. It is known that kinky ve-
marked sens tivity of the integral method locity profiles of the type shown in Fig.19
to its own initial conditions, would the and sketched in Fig.20 occur in regions of
authors comment on (a) the sensitivity of crossflow reversal and are associated with
the method to uncertainties in the pressure "free-vortex" (Maskell) or "open" (Wang)
gradients implied by the differences in the separation leading to the formation of a
pressure distributions, and (b) the influ- longitudinal vortex. Twx < 0 is not a suf-
ence of the initial conditions resulting ficient indication of a catartrophic flow
from Gadd s method on the subsequent stern- phenomenon since its value depends upon the
flow calculations using the differential local coordinate orientation. A complete
method ? picture can be constructed only by examining

2. Viscous-Flow Calculations both components of the velocity and shear-
It is not evident from the paper stress vectors. I would therefore advise

whether the authors use the TSL or the FTSL some caution in the interpretation of these
equations in the differential method for results.
the flow over the stern. The treatment of Finally, the authors refer to boundarythe static-pressure variation is also not layer and near wake data collected at NMI.
clear. It is my understanding that the Are tiese available in the open literature ?
TSL equations are used with the inviscid- If so, I would appreciate their explicit
flow pressure distribution in the first mention. F
boundary layer calculation and then the
centrifugal approximation is used for the
pressure variation in a second solution of M.Hckstra(NsMS)
the TSL equations. Is this correct ?
Would the authors comment on the possibili-
ties of obtaining a converged solutio%
after further iterations, especially in The scope of this paper is so wide
view of the results of Hoekstra a- , Raven that many essential features of the authors'
(Paper VI-I) ? method remain obscure. I hope that some

With regard to the turbulence model points can be clarified in the reply to
of Bradshaw, it should be noted that the the following questions.
modification of L for the extra rates of 1. (Chapter 4) In the discussion of
strain was proposed for small extra rates the blow-out method the problem of how toof strain and that hithertofore it has been take into account the influence of tL.e
used only in 2D and axisymmetric boundary wake is addressed. The conclusion is that,
layers. Did the authors include extra when there is no information on the wake
strain rates arising from the longitudinal flow, it is reasonable to use the displace-and transverse surface curvatures and how ment thicknesses at the aftmost position
large were these corrections in the flow of the hull for the computation region in
over the stern ? the wake. Thus 1 would expect a rather

Finally, the interactive hypothesis weak source strength in the wake. However,
for the calculation of the near wake, to considering Fig.13 of the paper, the au-
my knowledge, has been applied thus far to thors found a very high and apparently con-
2D wakes. What additional assumptions were stant source strength in the wake in the
required to extend it to the highly 2D wake interactive calculation. Can the authorsand how were the necessary boundary condi- explain this ?tions determined ? Actually the displacement thickness
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will gradually decrease in the wake sc that Maybe the authors employ a system
the presence of sinks in the wake seems to where the X_ = const lines are defined
be more likely, by constant~polt7 angle in the mapped

2. In chapter 5 Bradshaw's suggestion plane? It has been used by V. Kerczek
is followed for modifying the dissipation and several others.
length scale in the turbulence model for 3. Is the coordinate system based on the V
extra rates of strain. What kind of extra TSL approximation or on the metrics
strain rates did you take into account ? functions of X ?
Did you simply add their separate effects ? It is stated t~at X is (at least

3. (Chapter 6) I do not fully under- nearly) orthogonal io the surface.
stand what kind of coordinate system is How do you handle the coordinate sys-
used. Is it a non-orthogonal system while tem when passing from the stern of a
assuming it to be orthogonal in the finite- blunt hull into the wake?
difference equations ? What was the grid 5. Which extra terms are included in the
spacing ? Did you check whether your solu- FTSL equations compared with the TSL
tion is grid independent ? Are the metric equations? Do you account for cross-
coefficients and curvatures in your equa- wise (X ) momentum diffusion?
tions dependent on the coordinate normal 6, Do the quations contain all Reynolds
to the hull ? If so, how did you determine stresses? In that case how are the
them ? normal stresses (u1, u-- -7) and

4. In chapter 8 the authors state that zhe extra shear stress (U41 u,)deter-
their computer code had to be checked mined?
aaainst numerical stability, artificial 7. Tn the stern region of most ship

viscosity, etc. I would agree with that models the normals intersect close to
but can you tell how you checked against the boundary layer edge. Do you still
artificial viscosity ? think it is reasonable to express

5. Many of the features of what the empirical turbulence functions as L
authors identify as shear separation are and G as functions of X ? Isn't it
not new to me. We experienced them in necessary to introduce iransport
many boundary-layer calculations and in my equations?
opinion they are directly related to vor- 8. You refer to measurements at NMI, from
tex-layer separation. If the authors have which you judge the magnitude of the
a different opinion can they explain ? terms of the governing equations.
What puzzles me is Fig.20 3. Can the au- Since these measurements must contain
thors explain how they can find a negative very detailed turbulence data it could
wall shear stress without finding main- be very interesting to see them
flow reversal ? published. No such results are avail-

Usually ca~culation methods break able today in the literature. On the
down very soon after appearance of the second page of your paper, you refer
phenomena shown in Fig.204. The "bubble to results presented in the paper for
captiring" technique seems to me a ques- the NMI form. They seem to have been
tionable remedy to the problem. dropped. Will they be included in the

proceedings?
9. What is the exact meaning of the

"centrifugal approximation" to the
L. Larsson (SSPA) pressure. Which radius of curvature

do you use? The hull normal curva-
ture cannot be used close to the stern

The authors have developed an inter- since it is of the opposite sign as
esting hybrid technique for ship flow cal- compared with the curvature of the
culations. A simple integral boundary layer streamline.method is used co provide initial and 10. You use the v.d.Bug wall law on the

bound'ry data for a differential method. hull but hew do you haidle the inner
The potential flow and integral boundary boundary condition in the wake?
layer solutions are described fairly com- only minor changes should be made to

pletely and I have only one question o:n the program, according tc §7.1.
tl~is 11. The blow-out sources in Fig.13 can

1. It is stated that Gald's method is hardly be correct. Even as far aft
very sensitive to the initial condi- as 10% of Lpp aft of A.P. you have
tions. How are these chosen? very strong positive sources.

The most interesting part is the stern Stronger in fact than the original
boundary layer calculations, but the paper hull so..ces. In the wake region
is very vague in its description of these, you would expect negative sources.
so I have a number of questions: Can you explain this?

2. Which coordinate system is used? It 12. How do you carry the numerical solu-
is stated that the mappinq method of tion past the point of the hull where
Tuck & V. Kerczek is used to determine you have a wake in the lower region
approximate streamlines. This must and a hull in the upper area.
surely be al. error since the Tuck & 5_--
V. Kercze m.ethod is based on slender fI
body theory while in this case the
exact solution is already available. a-ke
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13. Has the viscid-inviscid computation they will realise that this is the place
converged after only two iterations? where the boundary layer an near wake gets
(c.f. Martin Hoekstra's paper) thicker and reaches to this value from the

14. Will the appendices be included in zero thickness value in the initial itera-
the Proceedings? These questions tion. The values demonstrated in Figure 2

are certainly not meant to reduce the 13 are therefore what one would expect.
value of this contribution, but it The essential nature of the wake Fingula-
would be of great interest to others ties will be of a source character si:-ce
whi are working in the same field to they produce thickness which is not there A

know the meth-d better. It is a in the first itaration -Athough depending
great pity that BSRA did not partici- on transverse variation of the displace-
pate in the Boundary Layer Workshop ment thickness they may sometimes take
last June, where most experts were negative values (i.e. sinks).
present. Professor Patel indicates that for

Figure 18 the matching surface remains
within the boundary layer. As an experi-
enced experimenter, I am sur: he is well
aware that in 3-D boundary layers the edge
of boundary layer is not quite dete" ninate.
If one examines the values of Ret'nolds

S Reply stresses corresponding to our matching
surface location it will be found that
they have diminishingly small values. In
the developed program suite there is a
special precaution for that kind of pos-

A.Y. Odabapi (BSRA) sibilities and if (-/u2) takes larger
values than 10-5 the matching surface is
redetermined. In a number of applications

We would like to express our gratitude this possibility did not arise and since
to the discussers for their interest in Hoffmann[2] did not provide Reynolds stress
our paper. Since the organising committee measurements we did not take the situation
has requested that the rEolies should be in Figure 18 seriously.
made available by the end of this symposium, Dr. Larsson asks the initial conditions
replies to some of the questions will not used for the Gadd's method. They are modi-
be complete as some of the relevart data, fied iat plate formulae for the integral
graphs, and details are not readily availa- boundary layer quantities. The differential
ble. Questions raised by different con- method is much less sensitive to the varia-
tributors seem to converge on certain areas tion of initial conditions (provided they
and in order to avoid repeating we shall are sensible enough) and the effect of small
atte ipt to reply thpm following the se- variations vanishes within a few boundary
quence adopted in the paper. layer thickness downstream.

Coordinate System
1. Initial Calculations (Potential The questions related to the coordinate

Flow-Integral Method-Blow Out) system are quite numerous and they are
Professor Patel raises the question of raised by Dr. Larsson and Mr. Hoekstra.

sensitivity of the method to uncertainties We think they missed the real message in our
in the pressure gradient. This question remarks on the choice of a coordinate system.

needs to be stated in three stages During the development of the PHIVE prcject
Sensitivity of the integral method, and we developed sour different car,lilinear
(ii) sensitivity of the differential meth- coordinate system and emnloyei every one of
od on second loop. To remedy the high them in the computations which led us te
sensitivity in the integral method Gadd the conclusionz expressed in the paper.
[8) developed a procedure which was pre- 4lthough all of these coordinae systems
sented and discussed previously. From our are available as options for the calcula-
experience these modifications bring the 4on . z. ;. r :r_ hzrc "c employed a mct....

- pressure gradient to an acceptable leve Rhich employs Tuck & ,an Kerc2ek mapping
of accuracy. In the differential methoc method as its basis. The remarks by Dr.
the potential flow pressure gradient is Larsson on the validity of this approach
determined on the matching surface which are quite inappropr ate and I would suggest
is much less sensitive to small errors on him to examine the results of Jinnaka Ref.!)
the determination of the displacement who uses only three parameters to describe
thickness since the matchiihg surface is the section and excludes the free-surface
further away from the hull surface where contributior The comp,ta-ional ease of
the sources are distributed. Ir our ap- th:i approach, in the l.ght of the remarks
plication to-date we did not encounter made on the _..oicP of tie coordinate system,
any serioui problem. make it more attractive compared to stream-

We found the questions raised by Dr. line tracing methods.

Larsson and Mr. Hoekstra on the strength Determination of metric coefficients

and the sign of th* sources in the n(r for both .rthogonal and nonorthogonal sys-
wake region somewhat amusing. If t::e con- tems do not present any difficulty except
tributors would notice th. location given the acclracy in numerical derivation. In
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this respect we developed and touted a into shear transport equations but are not
number of approaches including Dicubic included in the length scale correction.
splines. Finally on a genoralination the The magnitude of oeff is compared with the
Lancsos method developed by us was utilisod mean shear
since it demonstrated the highest degree of
accuracy and reliability, including the ini- B (ITsaU1/3xz + I-T) uJ/Dx0/IiI
tial and final region. of computation.

The coordinatm system is so chosen at every step and if exceed 0.5E an error
that the metrics are allowed to vary linear- message is printed and the calculation are
ly along the normal coordinates and the re-adjusted.
variation is allowed between 0.26 and 6. Since we have already replied the
For the region 0 < x < 0.26 metrics are question raised on intersecting normals,
taken as constant. This procedure complies Dr. Larsson's question on the choice of
with our turbulence conception mince for functions L and G becomes irrelevant,
x2 < 0.26 there is wall and buffer layers. Ilia suggestion on the use of transport
In the light of this explanation the ques- equations is answered within the text
tion raised by Dr. Larsson on the transi- since the later version of Bradshaw's tur-
tion of coordinates from hull to wake re- bulent energy method (45] contains a length
gions is also provided, scale transport equation and diffusion is

Finally, Dr. Larsson raises the ques- certainly not a transportable quantity.
tion of intersecting normals around the Dr. Larsson indicates the possible
aft-end. This, at least for likely ship change in sign of curvatures between the
forms, is a two dimensional visualisation hull and outer streamlines and raises the
of a three dinkensional occurrence. If one question on the choices of radius in the
thought in 3-D it can be seen that such a centrifugal approximation. In this ap-
possibility is highly unlikely. The co- proximation
ordinate systems developed within the
PHIVE project however do not suffer from d kp-
this problem even it occurs because firstly 3
they are based on the geometries of (hull 8 2 2 V2
+ 0.26) and (hull + 6) surfaces. Further- where ' is (Ua (uI + U3 dx2)/(uref),
more linear variation of metrics allows for R is the local value of (IT1s R, + IT3 R3)/
a parabolic normal coordinate direction. ITI which is assumed to vary along the

normal and k is an empirical constant de-3. Turbulence Model and Numerical termined from the experimental data. As
Computation a result, the problem raised by Dr. Larsson

Almost all of the contributors ask does not arise.
for further details on the equations of Mr. Hoekstra raises questions on the
motions and complain on the lack of details. numerical scheme employed. In principle
If however one remembers the present size there is neither any difference nor any
of the paper which is already above the extra difficulty in the determination of
page restriction imposod by the Organising bi-characteristics and integration along
Committee, inclusion of further details them whether an orthogonal or non-orthogonal
would make the printing prohibitive. Since coordinate system is used, and we would
the detailed equations and the reasoning have hoped that Mr. Hoekstra would give us
on their choice will be presented in Stan- that much credit to distinguish between an
ford-1982 Conference we shall refrain our- orthogonal and non-orthogonal system.
selves from filling a few extra pages. Checks on the accuracy of finite difference
We shall be content with stating that the schemes are performed by solving somewhat
equations used are FTSL equations, where simpler equation with known analytic solu-
all the Reynolds stress terms are employed, tions. Further information and methods may
except T2. No trqnsport equations are used be found in the excellent book of Roache
for <uf>, <u'>,<u3> and they are determined (82].
in a manncr similar to the one used by
Townsend in the rapid distortion approach 4. Determination of Wake
(i.e. by relating to ITI). Although T2 Extension of interactive hypothesis to
can take fairly large values its gradients 3-D is carried out in a straightforward man-are fairly small and hence neglect of its ner as we are only interested in the near
contribution does not create any inaccuracy, wake. Therefore, the body is extended in
Crosswise momentum diffusion is obviously the direction of tangent at the aftmost
taken into account. station and the interaction is then used

Extra strain rates are included in two as in 2-D or axisymmetric case. The only
different ways. The effect of streamline difference appears in the interpolation
curvature is accounted as procedure and hence no additional assump-

tion is required other than a change in thee = (ITil el + iTai e3) / I1 dissipation length scale equation. We hope
this brief explanations answer Professorwhere el and e3 are streamwise and cross- Patel's question.

flow extra strain rates by streamline cur- Dr. Larsson's question on the exten-
vatures. The effects of Du2/3Xs and au 2/ sions to near wake gives the impression
Dx3 are considered separately and added that he is not acquainted with the inter-
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active hypothesis. Since the explanation ingful iterations are the stitching (i.e.
of the basics of this concept will be quite simultaneous satisfaction of both the wall
lengthy we would like to refer Dr. Larsson and the matching surface boundary condi-
to Refs. 173 to 76]. tions) and inclusion of normal momentum

equation to improve the estimation of the
5. Shear Separation and Convergence pressure which is being implemented since
Both Professor Patel and Mr. Hoekstra the preparatian of this paper.

raises doubts about shear separation and Finally, Mr. Hoekstra asks how the
ask whether it is a vortex layer separation. velocity and the shear vectors can be in
As indicated by one as in the discussion of opposing directions and questions the
Professor Kostilainen's paper, shear and validity of our bubble capturing technique.
free vortex layer separation are distinct Shear separation appears as a form of weak
things for a number of reasons which can be singularity which propagates in the direc-
summarised as follows tion of th2 downstream bi-characteristic.

1) Vortex layer separation requires Therefore, procedures of integration
the presence of a strong cross-flow velocity through weak singularities like upwind
component and can only initiate at the differencing can be modified and used as
region of streamline coalescence, whereas we did in our approach.
none of these conditions are nece.1sary for
the presence of shear separation. 6. Additional Information

2) Examination of hull stream-ines As mentioned before, "since'the replies
and suggested visualisation indica:e chat have to be handed to the Organizing Com-
the free vortex layer separation siould mittee by 10th October, 1980 the cross-
take place around the bilges whereis shear flow velocity and shear profiles and the
separation can exist along the whole girth calculated wake details cannot be included
of the ship. within the replies as they are back at

In the light of our experience the U.K. We shall however try to make them
suggestion on the existence of a vortex available in the earliest possible oppor-
layer separation is ill-founded and, apart tunity.
from the visual similarity arpearing in Since this project was financed by
the wake contours, there is no justifica- Industrial Sponsors mentioned in our ac-
tion since the vortices can be formed with knowledgement list further dissemination
cross-flow reversal without the presence of information, including NMI wind tunnel
of a vortex separation. our further data, will be subject to their approval.
thought on the subject is available in Ref. We however hope that more information will
2). be published in the open literature in

The questions related to the converge the near future.
iterations need to have two-Zld answer.
As presented in the discussion of the paper
by Hoekstra and Raven (by Odabapi) we REFERENCES
believe that the instability mentioned in
this paper appears as a r-sult of the han- 1) Jinnaka,T. "On the Streamlines
dling of the numerical integration rather around a Ship's Hull",Selected P&ners from
than a physical instability. Additionally, J.Soc. of Naval Arch. of Japan,Vol.3,p.40
we do not iterate for the boundary condi- (1969-Japanese original published in 1965).
tions on the matching since what we do is 2) Odaba§i,A.Y. "A Contribution to
a modified application of the matching sur- the Calculation of Flow around the Aft-
face concept as used by Mahgoub and Brad- Ends of Ships",to appear in Int. Shipbuild-
shaw 1541 where they choose their matching ing Progress, (1980), also available as
surface more arbitrarily. The only mean- BSRA Report NADH/24 (1980).
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An Investigation of Certain Scale Effects
in Maneuvering Tests with Ship Models
Peter Oltmann. Som D. Sharma and Karsten Wolff

Instaut Iffr Scmhdbau der
Univetsitat Hamburg, Hamourg
Federal Repubic of Germany

ABSTRACT HSVA iambzuigi_-che Schiffbau-VersucharswLt 1
(Hamburg Ship Model Basin)

Maneuvering tests, like all hydrody- IfS institut fUr Schiffbau, Hamburg
namic tests with ship models, are necessar- ITTC International Towing Tank Conference
ily subject to certain scale effects owing MSPP Model self-propulsion point
primarily to the enormous discrepancy be- SSPP Ship self-propulsion point
tween the Reynolds numbers of the model and SFB 98 Sonderforschursbereich "Schiffetecknik"
the full-scale. The crucial element in ma- (Special research pool for ship
neuvering tests is the ruader which is sus- technology at Hamburg and Hanover)
ceptible to rather perplexing scale effects
of multiple origin. Sometimes, the Reynolds Symbols
number of the model rudder may be too low
to sustain fully turbulent flow. More im- A Total rudder area
portantly, the inflow to the rudder is al-
ways dynamically dissimilar between model A. Rudder area swept by propeller race

and full-scale due to dissimilar hull wake B Beam
and propeller race. The novel Computerized 0 Effective flow velocity past rudder
Planar Motion Carriage (CPMC) installed at D Diameter of propeller
the Hamburg Ship Model Basin (HSVA) in 1975 d Distance between propeller disk and
and first introduced to the international quarter mean chord of rudder
naval hydrodynamic community at the Elev- Towing firce on self-propelled model
enth ONR Symposium on Naval Hydrodynamics F Froude number
at London in 1976 has afforded an opportun- n
ity to study this effect closely on the G Center of gravity
ITTC standard model of a MARINER type ship. g Acceleration due to gravity
The test program included a unique series I Moment of inertia about the z-axis
of zigzag maneuvers in which the model was z

unconstrained in all six degrees of freedom K Propeller thrust coeff. = T/n A

and yet subject to a controlled towing force k Correction factor, see Eq. (3)
in the longitudinal direction. As a result L Length between perpendiculars
of this investigation the authors hope to Mass
have shed new light on the traditionally Rate of revolutions of propeller
controversial issue of whether it is more h Hydrodynamic moment about z-axis
expedient to operate the model propeller at 0 Coordinate origin fixed in the body
the self-p opulsion point of the full-scale usually amidships in the waterplane
or at the self-propulsion point of the irodel p Arbitrary hydrodynamic coefficient
itself. in sensitivity analysis

r Rate of turn about z-axis (yaw rate)
NOMENCLATURE Sensitivity factor (U versus 0)

Abbreviations Thrust of propeller
Period of zigzag maneuver (Fig. 3

CPMC Computerized planar motion carriage Time
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U Resultant veloctiy of 0 in the type ship. It was subsequently confirmed that
-- horizontal plane the CPMC model testing technique is capable

Axial velocity induced by propeller of identifying the maneuvering behavior of
UA an ordinary ship with almost arbitrary pre-" Asymptotic value of as X -
UA A - cision at the modet saaZe. This validation

U0  Steady value of U in approach phase rests upon the unique capability of the CPMC
to perform on the same ship model in the same

ltv Components of U along x and y axes model tank both force measurements in a cap-

A Speed of advance of propeller tive state (Mode A = towing) and trajectory
W Taylor wake fraction measurements in a fzee-running state (Mode
X,Y Hydrodynamic forces along x,y axes B = tracking). The corresponding results for
- Arbitrary output variable used for the MARINER model are fully documented else-

sensitivity analysis where [2] ana will be only summarized here
x,-,z Coordinate axes fixed in the body for the sake of ready reference.
XG'YGZG Coordinates of center of gravity However, it was also found that a sub-

st..itial discrepancy exists between our re-
Coordinates of 0 in an earth-fixed sults at the model scale and the famous full-system (see Fig. 2) scale measurements of Morse and Price [3].

In search of a satisfactory explanation we
a Overshoot angle in zigzag maneuver were contemplating inter diaan investigation

0A
6 Drift angle of possible scale effects. The call for papers
6 Rudder angle issued by the United States Office of Naval
6 Neutral rudder angle (r = 0) Research, listing "Scale effects of viscous
o flow about hulls and wave-wake interactions
6 Max. value of 6 in zigzag maneuver with and without maneuvering motions" as a
0 Pitch angle subject of special interest for this Sympo-
p Mass density of water sium, therefore hit upon fertile ground and

Characteristic times of zigzag inspired us to conduct a special series of
maneuver (see Fig. 3) tests with the MARINER model, specifically

Ta Time to attain switching value Ps designed to assess the effect of propeller
race on maneuverability, taking advantage of

tb Time to brake (check) yaw rate ' the perfect tracking capability of the CPMC.
T Time for counterturn In this singular experiment the ship model

performed zigzag maneuvers in the tank with-
r Reach time (see Fig. 3) out physical constraint in any of its six de-

Roll angle grees of freedom but for a controlled exter-
'p Heading angle nal towing force in the longitudinal direc-

Switching value of ip in zigzag man. zion required to balance the propeller over-
load or underload. This paper is devoted to

Cthe presentation and discussion of the re-
sults of this experiment in the general con-

Notes text of scale effects in maneuvering tests,

As far as possible, ITTC standard symbols with special focus on rudder phenomena.m-have been used. A prie') denotes that the
2. MATHEMATICAL MODEL AND ITS IDENTIFICATION

quantity has been non-dimensionalized using
as fundamental units pL3/2 for mass, L for Our basic mathematical model for simu-
length and L/U for time. A hat (^) is used lating arbitrary rudder maneuvers is a purely
to denote some specific value of a motion formal generalization of the model originally
variable, usually the amplitude in a har- proposed by Abkowitz [41 and now in common
monic oscilation. As usual, superscriptbani (tuse. The rather lengthy equations of motion
bar (-) and dot (') denote tine average and ardouetdiApnixAsngtnadare documented in Appendix A using standard

ITTC nomenclature as explained above in con-

Dimensional numerical values in the paper junction with Figs. 2 and 3. Let us demon-
refer to the 1 : 25 scale model rather than strate the power of such formal models using
to the full-size ship, unless explicitly the MARINER type ship as an example. Evident-
otherwise indicated. jy, any and all of the unknown force coef-
The fundamental and derived units of ficients occurring in Appendix A can be

measurement (as well as their abbreviations) identified directly by means of a suitable
sequence of experiments, given a facility

used in the paper conform to the SI system. cablofcniutsoremsrmnscapable of continuous force measurements
wnile imposing arbitrarily prescribed surge,

1. INTRODUCTI N sway and yaw motions on a ship model with

Fs ] the Authors had in- preset rudder angle and propeller rate of! ouryeas ag [I th Autorshadin- revolutions. The CPMC is such a facility,

troduced to this audience a novel Computer- Oltins Thim CPrCant uchn a dailwy c
izedPlaar otin Crrige CPM), henOmitting unimportant technical deta-ils, which\ zedPlaar otin Crrige CPM), henmay be found elsewhere '1,2", we reproduce

recently installed at the Hamburg Ship Model mare fnd l se o 1 wefrcepodu-
ms ere in Table 1 a set of 8force coef-

Basin (HSVA). Besides a description of this ficient determined from captive tests for
new facility, that paper also contained some the MARINER model at a preset propeller rate
preliminary results of basic maneuvering- preiminry esuls o basc euveingof revolutions corresponding to the self-

tests with a 1: 25 scale model of a MARINER
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propulsion point of the 1 25 scale model at maneuvers chosen to cover uniformly almost
an approach speed of 1.543 m/s corresponding the entire practical range of motion vari-
to 15 knots full-scale. These coefficients ables u,v,r and the control variable Z as
were evaluated by a sequential Ainear re- displayed in Fig. 8. It may be noted in pas-
ression analysis on the entire set of force sing that our algorithm for indirect system
records until a reasonable fit was achieved identification automatically determines the
within the bounds of experimental scatter. unknown coefficients sequentially in the

Given this set of coefficients, one rank order of their significance through mul-
may now simulate any arbitrary rudder maneu- tiple linear regression analysis controlled
ver (at constant propeller revolutions) by by error and truncation criteria judiciously
prescribing the desired sequence or strategy devised by the user. The extreme curve fit-
of rudder commands as the input and com- ting effectiveness of the above set of co-
puting the model response by numerically efficients is verified by the fact that com-
integrating the equations of motion. The puter simulations of soncemaneuver trajec-
entire scheme can be stringently verified tories are almost indistinguishable from the
and validated by comparison with multi-com- original records, as seen for instance in =

ponent trajectory records obtained by let- Fig. 9. Their predictive power is exhibited
ting the CPMC (in Mode B) track the free- by the almost equally good match between the
running model during any rudder maneuver computer simulation and direct trajectory
executable in the tank. Just this kind of measurements cf independent tes maneuvers,
comparison is shown in Figs. 4 to 7 for four as seen for example in Fig. 10. In short, for
quantitatively different zigzag maneuvers of many practical applications the relatively
the MARINER model. It is needless to say economic indirect system identification by
that fair agreement prevails throughout be- trajectory analysis might well substitute the
tween computer simulation and direct trajec- considerably more elaborate direct system
tory measurement, identification by force analysis.

We note parenthetically that this
agreement may also be construed as indirect 3. SPECIFIC STUDY OF RUDDE. EFFECTIVENESS
evidence for the general adequacy of the
subset of coefficients represe-ted in Table 3.1. Motivation
1 and hence of the superfluity of including
time history effects in simulating rudder We have just shown the feasibility of
maneuvers. Incidentally, a systematic study identifying and validating the general math-
of the relative importance of each of the ematical model of Appendix A by means of
previous 88 coefficients for the simulation suitable CPMC tests and hence of simulating
of various maneuvers was conducted in Re- all ruder maneuvers with almost arbitrary
ference (5]. A typical rank order based on precision in the modeZ tank. However, as will
suitably defined sensitivity factors is re- be seen shortly, an appreciable discrepancy,
produced in Table 6. obviously, many of the persists between model tank and full-scale
force coefficients can be dropped without performance, at least for the MARINER type
significant loss of accuracy in the trajec- ship. One might be tempted to blame it on
tory simulation of ordinary maneuvers, experimental error due to nonideal test con-

The above procedure may be called direcs ditions in the full-scale trials [31. But in
system identification and validation. An al- search of a more satisfactory explanation we
ternative approach, which we prefer to call decided to examine the possibility of sys-
'na~'eo system identification, was worked tematic scale effects, especi ly on the
out by one of the Authors and documented in rudder which is naturally th- ucial el-
Reference '63. In this method no captive ement in ship maneuvering.
model tests are required in principle. In-
stead, the ;nknown coefficients of the equa- 3.2. Literature Scan
tions of motion are determined by an iter-
ative curve fitting procedure applied to There exists, of course, P appreciable
the recorded trajectories of a suitable set amount of literature on rudder Ale effects.
of aource maneuvers executed by the free- Not surprisingly, it is marked witn consider-
running ship (mcdel). For this purpose it is able confusion and contradictory claims. Con-
expedient to rewrite the original equations ventional Froude scaling properly takes care
of motion in the form of decoupled acceler- of the primary inertial and wavemaking ef-
at on equations as explained in Appendix B. fects in ship hydrodynamics. The so-called
Tihe success of this scheme is enhanced by "scale effects" are residual secondary ef-
the availabily of accurate, high resolution fects resulting mainly from the inevitable
trajectory data produced by the CPMC. The inequality of Reynolds, Weber and Thomanum-
predictive power of the coefficients thus hers-representing dynamic dissimilarity of
derived depends on how well the source ma- fluid friction, aeration and cavitation re-
neuvers cover the desired perzormance ef'- spectively-between model and full-scale.velope of the ship. it may be verified and These phenomena have usually minor and often

validated by comparing computer simulations mutually compensatory effects on maneuvering
of independent :ws: maneuvers w-th actual performance, so that the sum total of all
trajectory records. scale effects is fortunately small in quan-

As an illustration of this technique tity, but annoyingly unpredictable in qual-
we present in Table 3 a set of 41 force co- ity. For instance, it is not possible to say
efficients derived from a set of four source with generality whether the turning capabil-
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ity (or any other maneuvering characteristic make a virtue out of necessity by claiming
for that matter) of the full-scale should be that contradictory scale effects balance each
(slightly) higher or lower than that of the other more evenly at MSPP! Fortunately we do
Froude model as a consequence of scale ef- not have to take sides in this delicate issue
fects, which makes it difficult to devise as we happen to possess a facility which can
empirical "correlation factors" otherwise so conduct not only captive tests L,,t also free-
popular in tankery. As early as 1959 Suarez running maneuvers with the model propeller
and Strumpf r7] concluded from a systematic operating at any desired rate of revolutions.
survey of 1. widely different ship types Thanks to the imperceptibly small tracking
tnat the ratio of the turning capability (as lag of the CPMC in x., y. and directions in
expressed by the reciprocal of the tactical Mode B, a controlled towing assistance or re-
diameter) of (five-foot) models to that of sistance can be applied to the freely maneu-
the prototypes varied from 0.7 to 1.2 ap- vering model in the body-fixed longitudinal
proximately. direction (W) in order to compensate for the

In his concise but competent survey of propeller underload or overload respectively.
scale effects in ship maneuvering and control Previous attempts to conduct such experiments
Mandel [8] calls attention to the need of with the aid of deck-mounted air screws, e.g.
distinguishing between direct scale effects [15], must be discarded as cumbersome and in-
on the rudder as such and indirect, i.e. hull accurate.
and propeller induced, scale effects on the In order to determine directly the de-
rudder. The former comprise reduced maximum pendence of maneuvering performance on pro-
foil lift coefficient and stall angle (due peller loading (via rudder effectiveness) for
to lower Reynolds number, especially if tur- the MARINER type ship we performed systematic
bulent flow cannot be sustained), reduced sets of at least five parametrically differ-
aeration on a surface piercing rudder (due ent zigzag maneuvers (ps/6m = 300/10 ,
to relatively higher surface tension) and 200/10- , 100/100, 100/10 and 200/200) at each
reduced cavitation (due to relatively higher of eight distinct propeller rates of revolution
ambient pressure)on the model rudder as com- ranging from 5.30 Hz to 6.65 Hz. Note that
pared to full-scale. The latter comprise re- the MSPP of the 1: 25 scale model lies at
latively lower inflow velocity (and hence 6.09 Hz, whereas the SSPP extrapolated ac-
lower forces) due to stronger hull boundary cording to the Schoenherr friction line for
layer and wake, but relatively higher inflow an ideal smooth hull lies at 5.51 Hz for the
velocity (and hence higher forces) due to model corresponding to 66.1 RPM for the full-
stronger propeller loading and race on the scale. The towing force FD required to com-
model rudder compared to full-scale. This pensate for the model propeller overload or
important distinction between intrinsic and underload is given in Table 2. For practical
extrinsic scale effects on the rudder has purposes the maneuvering performance is per-
also been noted by various other authors. haps best expressed by certain characteristic

As regards the scale effect on differ- parameters of the 200/200 standard zigzag ma-
ent maneuvering characteristics, Thieme [9] neuver as defined schematically in Fig. 3.
argued on theoretical grounds that the ef- The experimentally ascertained variation of
fect on course keeping and checking capa- nine such characteristic parameters with pro-
bility should be only half as strong as the peller loading is plotted in Fig. 11. As
effect on turning capability. On the other qualitatively expected, the ship response
hand Kawano [10] and others have ascertained to helm improves with increasing propeller
by experiment that scale effects are most loading, as in. cated by decreasing times to
marked in course keeping and almost negli- attain switching value of heading angle z,gible in hard turns. Surely such apparent to check yaw rate 1b, to return to initial

contradictions can be resolved by scruti- heading TC, as well as reach time -r and
nizing the details of the case. But it is period T. The turning capability 3s expressed
obvious that rudder scale effects arise as by the maximum negative yaw rate V'in in thesmall differences of mutually compensatory first half-swing also increases with propel-
phenomena and that on reasonably sized ship ler overload. The overshoot angles acO and
models (i.e. not less than 5 m long) the a02 are not appreciably affected, while the
dominant effect is due to the hull and pro- "transfer" u as niasured by the maxm'Am
peller induced components of tne flow veioc- distance norI' to the original path in the
ity past the rudder, sqe for instance [11]. first half-swing decreases with propeller

overload! For the sake of completeness, the
3.3. Propeller Overload and Underload Tests numerical values of these nine characteristic

zigzag output parameters are assembled inOne of the traditional controversies Table 4 for the 32 major runs comprising all
in tankery rages over the question whether combinations of the four zigzag input para-
maneuvering experiments ought to be con- meter pairs s with the eight distinct
ducted with the model propeller operating propeller loadings (FD or n).
at the actual model self-propulsion point Undoubtedly, the effect of propeller
(MSPP) or the corresponding ship self-pro- loading on maneuvering performance arises
pulsion point (SSPP). Whereas the champions predominantly from altered rudder effective-
of Planar Motion Mechanisms, e.g. [12,13,14', ness in the propeller race and not so much
usually advocate SSPP which can be realized- from forces actizg directly on the propeller
easily in captive model tests, the operators blades. (Note, however, that thc cor-pensa-
of Maneuvering Basins for free-running models tory wake effect which would oczur if the
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propeller overload were required only to In passing we note that a more radical
overcome an increased friction or the hull variation of propeller loadings was investi-
surface, was not simulated in our experi- gated for the captive MARINER model by Laudan
ments.) To facilitate a hydrodynamic expla- [19] including separate multi-component force
nation of this phenomenon it is useful to measurements on the hull, propeller and rud-
estimate the effective flow v:elocity past der, and even covering cavitation effects
the rudder c as proposed for instance by [18] within the framework of a related pro-
Norrbin [161 and further refined by Thulin ject of the SFB 98, but space limitations
r171 as follows: prohibit a detailed discussion and incorpor-

ation of his results into this paper.
2 (V + ) + (A -A) V (

AR RP R RP A 4. CORRELATION WITH THE FULL-SIZE SHIP

We are now ready tc compare minutely

+ 8-n "}812) our model tank results versus the full-scale
A k{-A A + trials documented in Reference [33. Let us

first examine, following conventional prac-

k - UA/UA. (3) tice, how the computer simulations based on
SSPP coefficients (Table 5) compare with the
full-scale spiral maneuver (Fig. '2a) and

(4 =(200/200 standard zigzag maneuver (Fig. 13).
VA - (1 - )U°  Note parenthetically that our zigzag simu-

lation duplicates not the 200/200 rudder
with the Symbols defined previously. Using strategy, but the actual full-scale trial
the known mean wake fraztion for the model record of rudder angle as a function of time;

0.25, reading the thrust coefficient the former tends to be self-correcting and
KT as a function of the advance coefficient hence provides a less stringent test of the
V= VA/nD from the openwater propeller chart, simulation accuracy! Although the correlation
and taking the reduction factor k as a tabu- is not bad, clearly there are significant
lated function of nondimensional distance discrepancies between model and full scale.
2d/D from the propeller, the effective flow Firstly, the full-size ship exhibits a far
velocity past the rudder c was calculated more pronounced port/starboard asymmetry in
for each test condition, see Table 2. Corre- the turning characteristic (r - 6 curve:
sponding values for the full-scale were also than the model. This was also observed by
estimated by first extrapolating the wake Chislett and Strom-Tejsen [20], who attrib-
fraction according to the ITTC 1978 standard uted it conjecturally to a possible asymmet-
recommendation: rical fouling of the full-scale hull! Se-

condly, if we compare the average of the
= ( 0 -  - port and starboard rates of turn at moderate

0. cps rudder angles, the full-size ship appears to
possess about 15% greater turning capability

Calculating the coefficients of friction CF than our model. Thirdly, the neutral rudder
according to the ITTC 1957 line and substi- angles of the model and full-scale seem to
tuting 0. 12 for the thrust deduction frac- have opposite signs; curiously, the same
tion t yielded a numerical value of- 0. 20, (minor) discrepancy was ascertained in the
which led to the right half of Table S. earlier simulations reported from LyngbyOf course, capte model tests were also [20] but eliminated without colwnent in the

conducted at different propeller loadings, revised simulations based on a new series
In particular, two comprehensive test series of tests [13]. This latter Reference also
in CPMC Mode A were performed to completely contains a thorough analysis of the possible
identify the mathematical model of Appendix causes of the anomalous behavior of the full-
A at n = 6.09 Hz (MSPP) and n = 5.51 Hz size ship, the most plausible of which is
(SSPP). The MSPP coefficients (Table 1) were that the full-scale trials were conducted
discussed earlier in the context of our at disproportionately high propeller loadings

basic techniques of system identification either by mistake or by necesaity owing to
and validation. The SSPP coefficients increased hull resistance. Note that inRef.
(Table 5) will be discussed in the next sec- [3 the 15 knots approach speed maneuvers are
tion in the context of correlation between recorded to have been started with an initial
model and full-scale. Suffice it to say at propeller rate of about 76 RPM whereas the
this point that significant differences be- tank prediction for a smooth hull is only

tween the two sets were found mainly in the about 66 RPM.
rudder angle coefficients and that the rud- Next, let us compare directly the free-
der angle dependent forces seem to vary running model zigzag maneuver (200/200) with
approximately in proportion to e2, that is the corresponding full-scale maneuver (Fig.
the square of the estimated effective flow 15), and a computer simulation of the spiral
velocity past the rudder, see Table 2. This maneuver based on MSP2 coefficients (Tazle
makes sense in terms of airfoil theory and 1) with the full-scale data (Fig. 12b).
suggests a simple computational procedure Obviously, th2 model response to rudder is
for simulating the effects of varying hull significantly slower than full scale (Fig.
-ake and propeller race in general, and 15). The spiral maneuver correlation (Fig.
scale effects in particular. 12b) is somewhat better than with SSPP
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(Fig. 12a), which is not surprising in view any of the alternative attempts.
of the suspected overload of the full-scale
propeller. However, a considerable discrep- 5. CONCLUSIONS
ancy still persists.

In a further attempt to reconcile model Four years ago, we haa concluded our
with full scale, the following corrections introductory CPMC paper [1] with the thought:
were applied to the SSPP coefficients of "The task ahead is to find a judicious com-
Table 5. Firstly, additional tests were con- bination of Modes A and B for identifying a
ducted to identify the true propeller- general mathematical model for simulating
induced port/starboard asymmetry, which a- arbitrary ship maneuvers on the basis of a
rises partly from forces acting directly on few runs with a physical model unter the
the propeller blades (side force and thrust CPMC". At that time we had not exactly en-
eccentricity resulting from wake nonuniform- visioned tLat the "judicious combination of
ity) and partly from forces induced by t;e Modes A and B" would literally turn out to
propeller on the hull and the rudder. De- be free-running model maneuvers executed with
pending upon the delicate balance of these controlled towing assistance or resistance.
forces, the first three of which genera.e a This "mixed" Mode has beea rendered feasible
yawing moment to starboard and the last to by the unique capacity of the CPMC to follow
port, a single screw ship might turn out to a freely maneuvering model so closely in the
be starboard prone or port prone [21,22]. tracking node that uninitiated observers al-
Without going into the details of this ques- most invariably mistake it for the towing
tion, which is worth a paper by itself, let mode. Our study of the MARINER model indicates
us simply note that we discovered what that the easiest way of beating scale effects
amounted to a yaw alignment error of 0.10 in in maneuvering tests in the model tank is by
our model set-up, leading to corrected values choosing a propeller rate of revolutions
Yo = +2.58xiO-s , 701 = -1.07xlO -s, which made the which best generates the corresponding esti-
model slightly port prone in conformity with mated rudder inflow velocity of the full-
the full-size ship. Secondly, we estimated scale. This rate need neither coincide with
by means of Eq. (1-4) that at the recorded the model self-propulsion point nor with the
propeller rate of 76 RPM the ship would have ship self-propulsion point.
had an effective rudder inflow velocity However, despite all reasonable correc-
squared corresponding to o2 = 2.456 m2 /s2 in tions for the known differences between model
the model versus only 1.942 m2 /s2 at the and full-scale, there persists a small resid-
nominal SSPP, see Table 2. In order to simu- ual discrepancy between the turning capabil-
late this effect we multiplied all rudder ity of the full-size MARINER type ship and
angle coefficients in Table 5 by the factor tie model tank predictions, which cannot
2.456/1.942 = 1.265. Thirdly, in order to simply be discarded as random experimental
simulate the possible influence of the sonar scatter. Apart from the possibility of a
dome fitted to the full-size ship buc not to systematic measurement error in the full-
the model, we estimated the effect on the scale trials [3], the multifarious problem
drift angle coefficients and obtained the of "scale effectsl will continue to claim
modified values: the attentior of tankery for a long time to

come.
Y' =-1224.4, - = -370.8 x 1 (6)v v

When these three corrections v--re applied to
the SSPP coefficient set of Table 5, the
simulated spiral maneuver (Fig. 12c) and
zigzag Laneuver (Fig. 14) naturally showed
improved correlation with the full-scale
data. The second continuous r - 6 cur:e
plotted in Fig. 12c was obtained with only
the first two corrections applied. It shows
that the sonar dome simulation also contri-
buted a slight increase in turning capability,
but the major effect was that due to pro-
peller loading. U

It is apparent from Table 2 that at
n = 6.47 Hz the free-running model has al-
most exactly the a-value estimated for the
full-size ship at 76 RPM. Hence, as a final
exercise, the spiral maneuver was simulated
also with the ir:Z:4 identified coef-
ficient set of Table 3, cf. Section 2. now
with end without correction for the 0.10
model alignment error mentioned above, and
compared again with the same full-scale data, a

see Fig. 12d. Moreover, the corresponding V
20o/200 zigzag maneuvers were compared
d'ree in Fig. 16. The correlation is still
imperfect, but significantly better than in
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APPENDIX A

The equations of motion for maneuvering in the horizontal plane
may be written in the follcwing form:

m(-vr -r 2 x) -
.M(;. ; c + Ur +

Z n r_ + (our + V) X G

The hydrodynamic forces X, Y and moment S occurring above were W
identified by means of captive model tests using the following general
expression in each case:

= (u,,ruvg;6)

+ F V + : V2 + F V 31U + . V,/U2 + v/U3

V vj
+r1 +F VW/U +F WV2 1U2.F;-, .% /, ._,.jv.

4Ur +Z r 2 + r 31u + rl4 + r S
r rr rr rrr r

+ W~~ ~r+ -rj

+* rrU + ,. r2 /U2

U26 + ;,,26 /2 + " 26, + " "5
26- * "-- S

-?vi ? tiI 4F17-., 4? vtd 2 *
* ,&64 46 F.6 6 A 466 A6-

. ', ., + . , r/U + V.,- i i ,VU M,., .W r+.. V= +, .' : .. -, 2 + -_,,,, vl.-_-,++ +

+F+ 2l If. p,7 /U

vu + - " /U- + .7 Au/u

The symubol Au denotes forward speed change (u o

the subscript u stands for ..

i6A ++ IU2A -
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APPENDIX B

The equations of motion used for indirect system identification by
trajectory analysis (as well as for subsequent maneuver simulation):

=. A~~UAu + A2 u2  + A3AU
3/U

+ A*V2 + ASr 2  + A6 u 2 2  + A7 Vr + ABUV6 + A9ur16

+ AloV2AU/u + A1 lr2Au/u + A12u6
2Au UV + A 4 VAu + A 5VAu2lu

10 1+ 12 13u14 15
+ A 6 ur + Alru + A 8rtU2/u + A VrAu/u + A2oV6Au + A Au

19 263+ A22 V2 + A23r + A2u2 6 + A 25u6Au + A 26Au2

+A27 Vr/u + A28Vr + A29UV62  + A 3u 2  + A 3  Vu + A 32r/u

+ A3u 253  + A34u
264

33 3

l u2  +B2 A

S+ B3uv + 342)2 + B52)'Iu + Bjr2I/u + 37u2)6
2  + 38vuu

+39 vOu
2 /u + ur + r + 2'

3
/u + v2rlu +1

+3 lrAte +3 BrAu2/u +3 B1u 26 +3 BI8 2  +3 tI92O +3 B225

+3 2r6 ++ B23U + B24vr6 + B25uv6 + B26v6Au

= +3 27ur6 + 328r65u + 329tm + B3 OvrAu/u + B 3lv ju +332rir1

I _B3~l + 334rlv! + B35vS/ua + 336z'S/zA + B3 71426 k + B38u
26s

S+ 339u6
2Au + 31ou6

36u + B43u6101 + 342u61r1

r= CB + C2 3u2

S+ Cuv +C4v2  + CvIlu + Cur2 lu 62TU +c~ivu
+ C9 Au2/u +C O + lr + B / + Bi 3 2r/u C14ur6

2

30 16 1 12 13 +4+

1C 16e 17 38 19 20

+ r CB6rA
2/u + C tA7 + C t 26 + C t63  + C 0v6A

216 + 23 24 25 v +C 26vdAu

+ C27uB + C2 8rSu + C29 Vr + C30 vrAu/u + C3 v I ]  +C32 rI

+ C33vrl + C34rlvl + C3 52s/u
3  + C36rS/u3 + C37u

264 + C38U26S

+ C3 9 U62AU + C4 0 u63Au + C4 u6IvI + C42u jrl

The above equations are obtained by solving the general equations
: of motion (Appendix A) explicitly for te, v and r. However, not all the
~terms resulting from the general expressions for F have been retained,

but only a significant subset based on judicious choice and experience.
The "acceleration" coefficients occurring here are related to the

~"force" coefficients of Appendix A by simple transformations such as

r CU 2 U

B I = {(~~~~~z z r N X - (mexG - 7.)No } / {(m - .Y*) (I.~ - N ) - (a= rx - Y)

33 C = {(C- ybN - r N)o / (- ) (Iza-N re - N) (x- X)
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Table 1 Hydrodynamic coefficients of the MARINER model at
a propeller rate of revolutions corresponding to
the selfpropulsion point of the model (n = 6.09 Hz)

X -Equation Y- Equation N-Equation

Sub- Non-dim. Sub- Non-dim. Sub- Non-dim.
script value script value script value

-21.44 -748.87 7.82
VVV -4107.03 Vv 84.94

-14.37 r -44.43
rrr -130.36 rrr 21.09

u -276.08 o -2.03 o 0.81
uu 0.0 ou -20.81 ou 6.48
UUU -221.03

V -22.04 V -1159.27 V -346.67
VV -465.77 VV 0.0 VV 0.0

VVV -9504.01 VVV 0.0
vlvl 0.0 VIvI 168.73

vu 205.26 vu -106.76 Vu 0.0
VVu 0.0 VVu -361.44 VVU 0.0
Vvvu -2276.50 VVVu 0.0 VVVU -3549.49

r 27.97 r 352.90 r -208.33
rr -43.27 rr 0.0 rr 0.0
rrr -19.16 rrr 74.41 rrr -113.40

rlrI 178.96 rl -48.50
ru -38.89 ru -140.57 ru -13.57
rru -36.21 rru 0.0 rru 15.21
rrru 0.0 rrru 180.62 rrru 0.0

6 5.42 6 264.04 6 -128.24
66 -142.04 66 67.54 66 -23.61
666 0.0 666 -686.89 666 340.12
6666 95.76 6666 -131.77 6666 44.11

66666 410.57 66666 -201.456161 198.43 6161 -100.08

6u 0.0 6u -371.12 6u 199.79
6uu 229.64 6uu 0.0 6uu 40.86
66U 194.44 66u -54.44 66u 36.19
666u 140.81 666u 587.17 666u -273.73

vr 230.49 vr 0.0 vr 0.0
vvvr 813.15 vvvr 0.0
vrr -2214.32 vrr 387.05
vIrl -618.32 vlrl 0.0

Ivlr -67.49 Ivlr 644.35 IVlr -719.96

V6 101.37 v6 55.91 v6 -29.61
v66 149.01 v66 0.0

v161 -15.83 v161 0.0 v161 34.99
Iv16 206.58 IV16 -106.64

r6 -48.51 r6 0.0 r6 0.0
r66 0.0 r66 130.04
r161 -103.10 r161 -38.13
1rl6 84.55 jr16 -47.13

All values have to be multiplied by 10-s!

All numerical values are given above in a uniform fixed-point format for
the convenience of any reader who might wish to duplicate our experiments
or computations, but it is in no way implied that the numbers are statisti-
cally significant up to the last digit! The same applies to the subsequent
tables.
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Table 2 Calculated effective rudder advance velocity c as a function
of propeller rate of revolutions n and wake fraction w

Measured model Extrapolated full-scale
wake fraction w,= 0.25 wake fraction ws= 0.20

D T T c2

N Hz 1 1 m2/s2  m/s Hz 1 1 m2/s2  m/s

13.73 5.30 0.815 0.141 1.835 1.355 5.30 0.869 0.115 1.929 1.389

11.77 5.42 0.797 0.151 1.894 1.376 5.42 0.850 0.122 1.973 1.405

8.34 5.51 0.784 0.159 1.942 1.394 5.51 0.836 0.129 2.014 1.419

3.92 5.88 0.734 0.184 2.131 1.460 5.88 0.783 0.158 2.206 1.485

0.0 6.09 0.709 0.197 2.247 1.499 6.09 0.756 0.171 2.314 1.521

-3.92 6.32 0.683 0.210 2.380 1.543 6.32 0.729 0.186 2.448 1.565

-7.85 6.47 0.667 0.217 2.465 1.570 6.47 0.712 0.194 2.533 1.592
-11.77 6.65 0.649 0.226 2.576 1.605 6.65 0.693 0.205 2.649 1.628

Table 3 Hydrodynamic coefficients of the MARINER model obtained by in-
direct system identification at a propeller rate of revolutions
of n = 6.47 Hz together with a towing force of F -7.85 N

/ - Equation I- Equation r- Equation

Term Coef. Value Unit Term Coef. Value Unit Term Coef. Value Unit

UAu A1  -0.0580 1/m U 2  B -0.0011 1/m u2  C1  0.0007 1/m2

Au2  A -0.0516 1/m uv B.. -0.1057 1/m uv C -0.0789 1/m2

2 3
Au3 /u A3  -0.1583 1/m v- B4  -0.0282 1/m vr2 /u C6  20.9040 1
V2  A4  -0.7505 1/m uv62  B7  0.0983 1/m ur C1O -0.2607 1/m

r2  A -0.6390 m up B -0.2998 1 r2  C -0.4819 15 10 11
u262  A6  -0.0232 1/m r2  B1  0.9198 m u26 C17  -0.0342 1/M 2

u6 2 Au A12  0.0379 1/m r /u B12  39.1629 m' u263  C19  0.0233 1/m

liv A -0.0309 1/m u26 B17  0.0296 1/m v26 C -0.5620 1/m13 1720
S2 A22  0.2838 1/m u2 l6 B18  0.0040 1/m u6Au C22  0.0344 1/M2

v2rlu A27  -10.7699 1 u263  B19  -0.0225 1/m V6Au C26  -0.4142 1/M2

vr 2 /u A2 8  -20.3132 m r2 6 B2 1  0.444t m r6Au C28  -0.9780 1/m

ut5u B22  -0.0423 1/m vrAu/u C30  -0.3966 1/m

uV6 B -0.0359 1/m Vjij C 0.5587 1/m25 31
B31  -0.6348 1/m rjrI C32  0.3643 1

v5/u 3  C35  -48.4074 1/m

u6 2 AU C39  -0.0416 1/m
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Table 4 Selected characteristics of a series of zig-zag maneuvers
conducted at systematically varied propeller loadings

Maneu- PD Ta Tb 0c T r 01  '02 $,in Yomax 7

ver

N s s s s deg deg deg/s m s

200/ 13.73 8.45 5.05 11.40 24.90 10.44 1O.-8 -3.60 9.73 44.9020u 11.77 8.20 4.90 11.65 24.75 10.91 10.44 -3.60 9.86 44.30

Zig- 8.34 8.00 4.90 11.05 23.95 10.37 10.62 -3.62 9.67 44.25
zag

3.92 7.95 4.85 10.90 23.70 10.94 10.62 -3.78 9.46 42.90

0.0 7.65 4.60 10.55 22.80 10.51 10.84 -3.80 9.01 41.95
-3.92 7.45 4.65 10.25 22.35 10.80 11.34 -3.92 9.18 41.65

-7.85 7.20 4.55 9.90 21.65 11.09 11.23 -3.95 8.96 40.55

-11.77 7.15 4.40 9.85 21.40 10.80 11.40 -4.03 8.71 40.20

030°/ 13.73 4.85 5.40 7.75 18.00 13.82 14.11 -4.16 5.48 32.35100 11.77 4.95 5.30 7.85 18.10 14.04 14.65 -4.25 5.54 32.45

Zig- 8.34 5.00 5.25 7.60 17.85 13.76 14.73 -4.30 5.32 32.35
3.92 4.80 5.20 7.55 17.55 14.36 15.05 -4.51 5.50 31.05

0.0 4.80 5.10 7.15 17.05 14.18 15.44 -4.60 5.22 30.70
-3.92 4.50 5.35 6.95 16.80 15.01 15.80 -4.71 5.47 30.25

-7.85 4.35 5.20 6.75 16.30 14.65 15.95 -4.83 5.25 29.8O
-11.77 4.65 5.10 6.90 16.65 15.05 16.02 -4.93 5.18 29.50

20 0/ 13.73 5.40 4.75 8.40 18.55 9.86 9.97 -3.51 4.89 32.65
10 11.77 5.35 4.75 8.25 18.35 10.04 10.08 -3.58 4.92 32.15

Zig- 8.34 5.35 4.70 8.00 18.05 9.81 10.51 -3.55 4.73 32.40
zag

3.92 5.20 4.75 7.95 17.90 10.26 10.80 -3.65 4.88 32.05

0.0 5.05 4.55 7.60 17.20 9.99 10.78 -3.80 4.57 30.90

-3.92 4.60 4.65 7.30 16.55 10.40 10.58 -3.88 4.74 30.35
-7.85 4.40 4.45 6.95 15.80 10.04 10.87 -3.86 4.55 29.45

-11.77 4.85 4.40 7.00 16.25 9.94 11.22 -3.99 4.34 29.10

100/ 13.73 6.85 6.00 11.40 24.25 6.84 6.19 -2.46 5.91 40.75
10 11.77 6.45 5.65 11.00 23.10 6.44 6.26 -2.46 5.72 40.20

Zig- 8.34 6.50 5.00 11.20 22.70 6.12 6.70 -2.62 5.42 39.60
zag

3.92 6.45 5.15 11.00 22.60 6.77 6.05 -2.51 5.57 38.40

0.0 6.60 4.75 10.60 21.95 6.26 5.98 -2.55 5.04 36.95

-3.92 5.50 5.50 9.95 21.00 6.95 5.98 -2.56 5.62 36.60
-7.85 5.60 4.90 9.50 20.00 6.70 5.76 -2.62 5.18 35.75

-11.77 6.15 4.45 10.05 20.65 6.26 6.30 -2.69 5.00 35.80
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RNO-

Table 5 Hydrodynamic coefficients of the MARINER model at
a propeller rate of revolutions corresponding to
an ideal extrapolated selfpropulsion point of the
full-size ship (n = 5.51 Hz)

X- Equation Y- Equation N- Equation

Sub- Non-dim. Sub- Non-dim. Sub- Non-dim.
script value script value script value

u -24.08 -776.72 5.66
; VV -3791.23 ,vv 0.0

-11.17 -40.96
'rr -137.29 .rr 14.81

u -222.92 o 2.10 o 2.56
uU 0.0 ou -16.70 ou 1.90
uuu -168.21

v 0.0 v -1151.61 v -355.52
vV -417.88 vV 0.0 VV 0.0

vvv -9063.77 VVV 0.0I20.0 VlV. 234.03
VU 0.0 VU 0.0 Vu 0.0
VVU 0.0 VVU 0.0 VVU 0.0
VVVU 0.0 VVVU 0.0 VVVU 0.0

r 22.16 r 352.63 r -201.96
rr -42.28 rr 0.0 rr 0.0
r6r -15.90 rrr 600.79 rrr -112.52

rrl 158.80 rlrI -51.17

ru 0.0 ru 0.0 ru 0.0
rru 0.0 rru 0.0 rru 0.0
rrru 0.0 rrru 0.0 rrru 0.0 _

6 10.38 6 234.67 6 -116.16

66 -127.10 66 4.85 66 -1.00
666 0.0 666 -563.97 666 299.80
6666 69.05 6666 0.0 6666 0.0

66666 352.93 66666 -189.43
;;6161 164.91 6161 -86.26

6U 0.0 6u -357.76 6U 158.60
-6uu 0.0 6uu 0.0 6uu J.0

6SU 228.68 66u -65.74 66u 61.84
666u 0.0 666U 549.33 666u -19:.54

vr 230.49 Vr 0.0 vr 0.0

vvvr 813.15 vvvr 0.0
vrr -2214.32 vrr 387.05
virI -618.32 vIrl 0.0

Ivlr -67.49 vIjr 644.33 Ivir -719.96

V6 90.93 V6 50.15 v6 -26.56
v66 133.66 V66 0.0

V161 -14.20 V161 0.0 V161 31.39
Sv16 185.30 .Vj& -95.66

r6 -43.51 r6 0.0 r6 0.0
r66 0.0 r66 116.65
r16; -92.48 rl61 -34.20
-r16 75.84 1r16 -42.28

All values have to be multiplied by 10"!
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Table 6 Re2ative sensitivity of yaw rate r to variation of individual coefficients,
based on simulated turning circles with maximum rudder angle of 6 = -30

Rank Non-dim. Sensit. Rank Non-dim. Sensit. Rank Non-dim. Sensit.
order coeff. factor Sr order coeff. factor Sr order coeff. factor Sr

p Pt P

1 Nr  -0.5436 31 X6uu -0.0221 60 XjvIr -0.0079

2 N6 0.4616 32 N6666 0.0220 61 X 0.0071
3 Nv  0.3403 33 X-0.0216 62 X1  -0.0063

4 N666 -0.3167 34 N vvu -0.0207 63 Y66646  -0.0056

5 N -0.2589 35 X 0.0205 64 A 0.0054"rIV xr6 0

6 Xu  0.2150 36 XV 0.0198 65 X~1,u -0.0044
7 6u 0.2016 37 YVUl 0.0196 66 Nrr U  -0.0039

8 I,6161 0.1846 38 N 66U -0.0194 67 Y 0.0035

9 Y 0.1091 39 l 0.0188 68 Yv66 -0.0033

10 X66  -0-0889 40 N V161 -0.0175 69 Xrru 0.0031

11 r66 0.0646 41 Yv,1  0.0171 70 X 16i 0.0027

12 N6 6u -0.0771 42 X,6  0.0170 71 Yu -0.0025

13 Y6  -0.0753 43 X6666  0.0160 72 Y66u ..0025

14 Y r  0.0744 44 NV6 -0.0148 73 YV6 0.0024

15 N 61ri 0.0588 45 Y666U 0.0143 74 Xrrr -0.0020

16 I663 0.0571 46 X666u 0.0134 75 Yrrr 0.0020

17 N61wI 0.0536 47 Y rl 0.0134 76 7rrru -0.0014

18 N66666 0.0528 48 X UU 0.0131 77 Y VV 0.0013

19 N vrr -0.0496 49 Xrr -0.0127 78 o -0.0011

20 Nrl61 -0.0484 51 11 ou -0.0127 79 Yvvvr -0.0005

21 N -0.0430 51 N6 -0.0123 30 XL 0.0

22 N66 -0.0428 52 7rl6i -0.0110 81 Y; 0.0

23 11rrr -0.0367 53 6 0.0105 82 '. 0.0

24 X66 u  -0.0339 54 Nru 0.0096 83 N 0.0

25 Y -0.0310 55 X 0.0093 84 7. 0.0
6Uru Yrr

26 Y6161 -0.0303 56 Y66666 -0.0091 85 Y* 0.0

27 Xlr -0.0270 57 Y6irl -0.0090 86 N; 0.0

28 Y1,r 0.0245 58 X -0.0087 87 0.0 0.0

29 N VV -0.0232 59 Yru 0.0086 88 N;V V  0.0

30 X 0.0225

Note: The relative sensitivity of any response variable x (here yaw rate r) to any para-
meter p (here the 88 coefficients listed above) is defined as the relative clange
in the value of the response variable (at a suitably chosen instant) resulting from
a given change of the parameter value, that is

X 2 -1 2 P1

where x is an appropriate reference value of the response variable x,
see Reference [ST.
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On the Nature of Scale Effect in
Manoeuvring Tests with
Full-Bodied Ship Models
Evgeny Nikolaev and Marina Lebedeva
Krylov Shipuilding Research Institute

Leningrad, U S S R.

ABSTRACT Y - dimensionless lateral force
on the hull

The paper covers the results of scale dimensionless yawing moment
effect investigations on the basis of on the hull
free-running tanker models. It also deals Rn - - Reynolds number
with the results of captive model tests V
carried out on the rotating arm in the - Proude number
Xylov Institute basin presented as a fun- p - mass density
etion of hydrodynamic characteristics of coefficient of kinematic visco-
drift angle, radius of rotation, speed and sity
rudder angle. The analysis of the data ob-
tained leads to the conclusion that the 1. INTRODUCTION
scale effect occurs as a crisis of theflow around the model's hull. It is caused In the last decade scientists have
by the trajectory curvature inherent in been studying the scale effect in full-the manoeuvring ship. To create a stable bodied ship model manoeuvring tests (Refa.
turbulent boundary layer separation it is 1 through 5). This effect is observed as a
suggested to use models with sand-rough- considerable discrepancy in turning test
ened surface. The paper provides data on data for small and large free-ruxning mo-
free-running and rotating- nm sand-rough- dels. As a rule, ship steering and manoeu-
ened model tests. vring data based on small model tests are

more optimistic than those obtained withNOmCIUTURE large models.
lIt is essential to predict correctly

1 . - length of ar manoeuvrability characteristics of full-B - beam of ship bodied ships, since they are conductive to
- - draughi of ship safety of such ships at sea. It appears im-
W - displacement portant to study the causes of the scale
C - block coefficient effect and methods of reducing its influ-

- propeller diameter ence on the ship's manoeuvability.
A - rudder area The above-mentioned papers review ma-
V-- speed of ship noeuvrability test data for ship models of

- rudder 1s various sizes as well as for full-scaled !ftangleships and provide conclusive evidence of

radius ogyration the scale effect at different rudder angles.
m dimensionless radius of The following assumptions of the causes ofgratiou the scale effect have been put forward:

- dimensionless angular velocity (1) differences in the flow around models
Ye - lateral force on the rudder of different sizes and full-scale ships
Yg - dimensionless lateral force make the forces applied to the hull ad

on the rudder the rudder a function of the model's
size-,

- 803 -
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(2) relatively greater forces on the rud-
der behind the propeller of smaller V =V + 1.9 (1)
models (compared to those normally ob-
tained by the scaling law) resulting
from relatively higher velocities in- where V is the speed on the straight
duced by their propellers account for course.
excessive course stability of small The above procedure was applied for
models. testing four geosim tanker models 2, 4, 6
The published studies deal with some and 8 m long pig. 1). The test data are

- methods of reducing the scale effect, nam- shown in Fig. 3, and it may be seen that
ely, the use of various fins on models to the test points corresponding to 4, 6 and
obtain at the stern a flow similar to that 8 m models lie on the same curve with the
of a full-scale ship and, mainly, the use width of the hysteresis loop about 100,
of large models up to 30 m in length. while the curve with the hysteresis loop

Evidence of the scale effect was also less than 50 wide corresponds to the model
obtained during model tests in the Krylov 2 m long. The data obtained prove that in
Institute basin when comparison was made this case as the length of the model is in-
between the turning test data for 2 m creased from 2 m to 4 m there occurs a con-
and 5-7 m long models. In a number of cas- siderable change in the turning curve,
es the comparison revealed a substantial whereas with a further increase of the
discrepancy in values of dimensionless an- length up to 8 m no noticeable changes in
gular velocity at small rudder angles. the curve are observed. Such an "abrupt"

- The point of this paper is to study change in the turning curve with a gradual
causes of the scale effect which is made increase in the length of the models had
evident by full-bodied model tests carried been described earlier (Ref. 1).
out to estimate the steering capability of Further studies of the scale effect
full-scale ships. So the emphasis is made were made with tanker models having their
on the specificity of the turning test da- stern shapes modified as shown in Fig. 2,
ta at small rudder angles in the so-called with the view to obtain a turning curve
hysteresis loop. with a wider hysteresis loop. It was assu-

med that a larger difference between test
2. TEST OBJECTS AND PROCEDURES data for small and large models would help

find the causes of the scale effect. The
The objects of the investigations assumption has been found to be true, as

were tanker models whose hull lines are seen from the results (shown in Fig. 4)
shown in Fig. 1, and schematic models with of tests with 2 and 6 m long models made
stern shapes that differ from those shown in accordance with Fig. 2. Here the hyste-
in Fig. I by a greater volume of the dead- resis loop of the small model is about 100,
wood as shown in Fig. 2. To obtain turning and that of the large model exceeds 200.
curves, i.e. the relationship between di- Searching for causes of the scale ef-
mensionless angular velocity at a steady fect the authors undertook model tests on
ship circulation and the rudder angle, the rotating arm in the circular basin of
the authors of this paper tested self-pro- the Krylov Institute which provided data
pelled models in the Krylov Institute ba- on the forces applied to the rudder and
sin. The geometry of these models corres- the hull of small and large models towed
ponded to the following characteristics on circular trajectories.
of the ship:

length - L - 170 m 3. DYNAMOMETRIC TEST DATA AND HLPOTHESIS
beam - B - 25.3 m OF THE CAUSE OP THE SCALE EFFECT
draught - T - 9.5 m
displacement - W- 31'000 ton : geosim models 2 and 6 m long with

B_ 0.75 schematic hull lines (Pig. 2) were tested
propeller diameter 6 mrudder area - A - 24.5 m2  in the circular basin. The models were
Steady circulation parameters were equipped with a propulsion device which

estimated by recording the model's trajec- assured a smooth change in the propeller
tory in the "spiral" test and by recording speed, as well as with two dynamometers

for measuring forces and moments appliedthe value of the rudder angle in the "re- to the hull and the rudder. The test pro-versed spiral" test. In the former casethroughout the experiment the propeller gram included measurements of the full la-teral force and its moment applied to thespeed was maintainedhull of the self-propelled model with theset speed of the model on the straight poll o p the sed y wiculae
course. In the "reversed spiral" tests, tion mode and recording of the lateral
as well as in all captive model tests of force on the rudder and the lateral force
the hull-propeller-rudder complex, the end its moment on the naked hull of thespeed in circulation varied with the ra model ts foreto the nakd of thes

dius. The value of the speed was defined model. As for the signs of the forces,by te epircal ormla:the positive sign was given to the lateral
by the empirical formula: force directed to the center of circula-

tion and to the moment turning the model
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to the center of circulation. The moment crisis phenomena are observed even at zero
was measured with respect to the center of drift angle, whereas in translational move-
the model. All the measured values were ment the crisis appears only at drift aug-
converted to dimensionless form by being les larger than 400. In addition, as the
divided by the values of dynamic pressure, drift angle increases turning shifts the
length and draught of the model according location of the extrma of the relation-
to the following formulas: ships Y (Rn) towards lower values of(Rn),

while in translational movement the loeat-
(2) ion of these extrema does not practically

depend on the drift angle.The test data on the lateral forceN (3) and the moment applied to the hull of self-
O. 5V 2L2 T propelled models with an operating propel-

ler are shown in Pigs. 10 and 11. The rud-
The data obtained from measurements der angle is zero. The variables are the

of the lateral force on the ruddera of the radius of the trajectory curvature and the
1 small and large self-propelled models are diaft angle. Here again there is evidence

shown in Fig. 5 and present the lateral of the validity of lateral force relation-
force versus the rudder angle and the rG- ships obtained for the small model. The
lative turning radius. The drift angle and pattern of these curvatures which resemble
the propeller speed correspond to the val- the ones noted in the description of the
ues of these parameters at a steady turn- naked hull test data makes it possible to
ing. Fig. 5 shows that the scale effect affirm that the unsteady breakdown of the
develops at rudder angles exceding 10 0  flow around the hull of a small model tkes
In the range of rudder angles -10' < +100 rise even with the propeller in operation.
embracing the zone of the hysteresis loop A study of the hydrodynamic characte-
the values of the forces on the rudders ristics obtained for self-propelled models
of the two models are practically identi- and their hull has outlined the region
cal (in dimensionless form). In this case where the breakdown of the flow occurs.
it was possible to rule out the force on The experimental data given in this paper
the rudders as a cause of the scale effect provide sufficient evidence showing that
in the zone of the hysteresis loop. the region is located somewhere near the

The results of measurements on the midstation section rather than at the stern
naked model hulls are shown in Figs. 6 and counter as has been assumed so far. This
7 and present the full lateral force and can be proved by the fact that crisis phe-
its moment versus the drift angle and the nomena are revealed mainly in lateral force
relative radius of trajectory curvature. relationships and have virtually no effect
The full lateral force on the nakei hull on curvatures of the hydrodynamic moment.
is the algebraic sum of hydrodynamic and Thus the analysis of the data obtained
centrifugal forces affecting the towed in these tests proves the unsteady break-
model. Here of specific interest is the down of the flow around the hull of a model
run of t urvatures obtained !or .he small to be the cause of the scale effect.
model. The lateral force on the hull is
generally assumed to change monotonically 4. TEST DATA FOR SAND-ROUGHENED SURFACE
as I increases and to approach asymptotic- MODELZ
ally the meaning corresponding to R c
In the figures shown here such pattern of The authors of the paper have made an
curvature is observed only with the large attempt at stabilizing the breakdown of the
model. The curvatures obtained from the flow near the hull of a model through arti-
results of the small model tests are cha- ficial turbulization of the flow. Use was
racterized by extreme which suggest occu- made of a turbulization method convenient
rence of an unsteady breakdown of the flow for model tests with variable drift angles.
around the model's hull. This method had been developed by members

The study of the influence of the of the Krylov Institute for wind tunnel
Reynolds number on hydrodynamic perform- model tests (Ref. 7) and consists in apply-
ance of the naked hull was carried out on ing an artificial roughened layer to the
the above-mentioneg geosii tanker models. surface of the model.
Rn ranged from 100 to 10'. The Froude num- After the surface of the small model
bar was kept constant at 0.217. The test was given a sand-roughened layer with an
data are given in Pigs. 8 and 9. The dia- average size of grain of about 1.5 mm the
grams make it clear that the shape of the model was tested again according to the
curvatures obtained corresponds to the re- procedure described above. The resulting
lationships typical of the unsteady boUn- test data are shown in Figs. 4, 9, 10 to-
dary layer separation (Refs. 6, 7). Of the gether with the data for smooth hull models.
two groups of curvatures those of the A comparison of the two sets of data indi-
lateral force exhibit the greater influe- cates that the characteristics of the small
nce of the Reynolds number. Turning leads model with the sand-roughened surface are
to some differences in these relationships substantially different from those for the
as compared to those obtained in transla- same model before application of the sand-
tional movement tests. Because of turning, roughened layer and that they are virtually
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identical with the characteristics of the REFERENCES
large smooth model. This hold true both for
the turning curve and the hydrodynamic por- 1. Okamoto, H., Tamai, H., and Oniki,
formance of the hull of the self-propelled H., "Correlation Studies of Manoeuvrabili-
model and the naked hull. The value of the ty of Pull Ships" Proceedings of the 13th
lateral force on the rudder at small angles ITTC, 1972, pp.227-233.
practically did not change (Pig. 5). 2. Okamoto, H., Tamai, H., and Oniki,

This flow turbulization method was H., "Some Experimental Studies of Nanoeuv-
checked on other models in particular, on rability of Ships", Proceedings of the
the besio tanker model (Pig. 1). The test 14th ITTC, 1975, pp.591-65.
data for 2 m sand-roughened surgace tanker . omoto, K., and Fujii, H., "Studies
model are shown in Figs. 3, 6, 'I and demon- of Model-Ship Correlation in anoeuvrabili-
strate a perfect agreement with those for ty by Use of large Size Free-Running Mo-
large smooth models. dela", Proceedings of the 14th ITTC, 1975.

The sand-roughened small model was pp.375-378.
also used in and additional experiment 4. Tagano, H., and Asai, Sh., "On the
aimed at substantiating the assumption tbat Umunal Phenomena in Manoeuvring Motions of
the zone of the boundary layer breakdown a Pull Ship Model", Mitsubishi TechnicalIaffecting the manoeuvrability performance Bulletin, No. 116, 1976.
lies in the region of the bilge along the 5. Sato, S., and Nakamura, I., "Some
parallel middlebody. With this end in view Conspect for UIC with Small I/B Ratio",
the zone along the port side of the model Selected papera from the Journal of Societ
was cleaned or sand and made smooth again, of Naval Architects of Japan, Vol.12, 1974.
The turning curve obtained for such a model 6. Treshchevsky, V. N., Volkov, L. D.,
is shown in Pig. 12. The dotted lines are and Korotkin, A. I., "Aerodynemic Rpei-
the turning curves of smooth models. It is ment in Shipbuilding", Sudostroenie, Lenin-
obvious that the curves for the starboard grad, 1976, pp.89-102 (in Russian).
and port side turnings differ considerably. 7. Treshchevaky, V. N., and Korotkin,
In the port side turning test when the zone A. I., "Some Characteristics of the Plow
external to the center of circulation was around Ships at Different Drift Angles in
smooth the turning curve for the sand- Shallow Water", Proceedings of the 11th
roughened surface model practically coin- Symposium on Navja #do €e, 197b,
cided with that for the small smooth model. pp.93-703.
During the starboard turning tests when the 8. Nikolaev, E. P., and Lebedeva,
bilge of the external side was roughened M.P., "On the Scale Effect in Ship Model
the curve for the small model with the stud- Manoeuvring Tests", 16th ITTC Newsletter,
roughened surf'pce was identical to thatfor No.1, Oct. 1979.
the large smooth model. The data obtained
in the additional experiment make it poses-
ible to assert that the zone of breakdown
of the unsteady flow lies in the region of
the bilge of the side external to the cen-
ter of circulation.

5. CONCLUSIONS

(1) The cause of the scale effect in turn-
ing model tests of full-bodied ships
is a change in the hydrodynamic force
on the hull of the model which takes
rise as the size of the model is
varied. The change has a crisis nat-
ure characteristic of unsteady break-
down of the flow.

(2) Of decisive importance for the occur-
rence of the unsteady breakdown of
the flow during manoeuvability tests
is the cirulation of the model.

(3) The zone of the flow breakdown lies
it the region of the bilge of the
side external to the center of circu-
lation.

(4) Use of models with sand-roughened su-
face is an effective method of stabi-
lizing the flow breakdown around the
model. It helps prevent the scale ef-
feet when small models are used to
estimate the manoeuvrability of full-
bodied ships.
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Discussion H.

By using sand-roughened surface models,
the authors have shown the favorable results

M. Fujino (LUv ,o 1 as for the scale effect. i would like to
congratulate the authors for their interest-

The authors should be congratulated ing work.
for presenting the very interesting results In the present case, the average grain
of experiments the purpose of which is to size for surface-roughening was described
enable one to predict the manoeuvring char- to be abt. 1.5mm, I would like to know how
acteristics of a full-scale ship from the to determine the grain size.
results of test with a small model. Out of The sand-roughened surface would in-
many illustrations, I am interested in crease the propeller slip ratio in a frep
figures 6,7,10, and 11 which show the hydro- runninq model and result in the relatively
dynamic force and moment on the naked and larger rudder force in comparing with that
the self-propelled models. The hydrodynamic of large smooth models. That may cause
lateral force, for example, on the self- some unfavorable effect on the stability
propelled model is considered as the alge- index (T) derived from the dynamic model
braic sum of three dominant components; the test like the zig-zag test. From this view
hydrodynamic lateral force on the naked point, I suppose that the ares for sand-
hull, the lateral force on the rudder be- roughening should be limited only to the
hind the main hull and the propeller, and necessary zone.
the hydrodynamic lateral force on the main In manceuvrability tests by models of
hull induced by the presence of rudder, blunt hull form, abnormally stable charac-
Needless to say, most part of the hydro- teristics are sometimes obtained. Previous-
dynamic lateral force on the self-propelled ly, Prof. Nomoto confirmed, by flow survey,
model is the hydrodynamic force on the naked the unusual flow like separation of boun-
hull as clearly understood by comparing the dary layer at the stern of the outside of
lateral force of the large model shown in turning circle and explained that this un-
Fig.6 with that shown in Fig.i0. usual flow pattern is the cause of the ab-

On the contrary, comparing the lateral normally stable characteristics (lth ITTC).
force on the small smooth model shown in The unsteady flow, described as the cause
Fig.6 with that shown in Fig.10, it is of the scale effect, in the present paper
found that the hydrodynamic Lateral force and the flow survey result by Prof. No.to
on the small smooth model remarkably dif- seem to have a common feature except for
fers from each otler qualitatively as well their occurrence zone. I feel deen interest
as quantitatively according to whether the in using the 5and-roughened surface for
model is naked or self-propelled. What is blunt hull form model which clearly has the
the cause -f this great discrepancy ? abnormally stable characteristics in case
Moreover, I wish to know how the presence of smooth surface.
of the rudder and the propeller affects
the flow pattern, especially the breakdown
phenomenon of the flow, around the main
hull because the model of 2 m in len-gth is
one of the standard model sizes of our sea- Auhor' Reply
keeping and manoeuvring basin of University S
of Tokyo.

K. mte Os~E. Nikofaev (KSJRI)

I would like to congratulate the au-
thors for their most interesting finding on I. I thank very much Professor H.
manoeuvrability scale effect. Fujino for his very interesting and valuable

At the sametime there are many data discussions. He has raised two questions.
indicating that the different rudder effec- The hydrodynamic lateral forces on the
tiveness between moaels and actual ships is self propelled small smooth _odel differ
a substantial source of manoeuvrability indeed quantitatively and qualitatively.
scale effect. For single-screw ships, -model it might be explained by the fact that un-
rudder is normally more effective than steady breakdown of the flow occurs in both
ship's because of stronger propeller slip cases. Presence of a working propeller and
stream. This effect is sometimes cancelled rudder changes the flow pattern, which is
by heavy wake of full-bodied models, however, reflected in Figs.6 and 10, but does not

In this connexion I would like to ask change the princip-al feature of the flow,
a question. Do the authors consider their namely unsteady character of the breakdown.
roughened model tehnique useful also for Taking this in view we made an attempt to
fine hull forms, for example, destroyers stabilize the breakdown of the flow of self-
and container ships ? propelled small model by means of sand-
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roughness. The result was rather suffi- down of the boundary layer that generated
ient as it might be seen from Figs.6 and 10. a strong flow b.hind the model which im-
There is satisfactory agreenent between the proved her course stability. Here we deal
characteristics of large smooth model and wit)-. unstable breakdown of the flow on the
small sand-roughened model in both cases: hull of a small model. Stabilization of
for bare and self-propelled hulls. the breakdown by means of sand-rougheness

- - 2. Now I have the pleasure to express makes small blunt models more unstable.
my gratitude to Mr. H. Tam=i for his very This is similar to large models with res-
interesting dicussiohs concerning the im- pect to dynamic stability characteristics.
portant guestions of principal character If I was right in suggestion that, in case
that he has raised. of abnormally stable characteristics, the

Sand-roughened surface really might breakdown of the flow on the blunt model
influence an exaggerated rudder force. To was stable, then I would hardly expect any
check this we carried out force measurements positive result due to sand-roughening
on the models' rudders. We find that this such a model.
influence is insufficient in the rudder And one mcre question concerning the
helm range of + 10*, i.d. in the range em- grain size me3surement We used for this
bracing the hysteresis loop. Some exagger- purpose a micrometer.
ating of the rudder force on the sand-rough- 

p a m ie
ened model was found at larger rudder angles. I am vers r pleae- of_ the fact that
This might lead to some error in estimation vestiaor. t' uo the mafeuvrability scale
of the tactical diameter and may cause an eisect, as paid attention ec ou paper.
unfavourable effect on the zig-zag test itHe has raised the imoprtant question if the

results too, if the rudder anglers are too

large. It seems to m-e rnat such a test is sand-roughened model method is applicable
efor the purposes of for slim-bodied models. In =y opinion

halyaapproprit this method might be effective in cases ofevaluating of stability characteristic due unsteady breakdown of the boundary layer
torong no-iearitwhich behaviour stror-ly depends on the

The proposal to test partially sand- size of the model in a manner characteris-roughened models seem to be attractive if tic to crossflow breakdow-n around a blunt
ounetakes into ccount results shown in body. That occurs when if deal wih full-

;.(>define the bdied mdels. I am not very opti.mistic
nieessaIty an pufiycnt neregarding the extrapolating of the methodnecessary and sufficient zone.tofnhulors

I value very highly the results ob- to fine hull forms.
tained by Japanese Colleagues in the field Finally I wculd like to thank once

of manoeuvrability scale effect. Especially again Prof. M. Fujino. Mr. H. Tamai and
interesting results were reported by Prof. Prof. K. Nomoto for their discussions and
K. Nomoto. Pbenomenon observed by Prof. K. to express my gratitude to the Japanese
Nomoto and the one dezcribed in the pre- Colleagues who have carried out so many
sent paper are not similar in one tore original and important investigations in
respect besides the place of breakdown zone. the field oi manoeuvrabiiity scale effect
From my viewpoint in the case described by and who provoked in a way the presented
Prof. K. Nomoto, there was a stable break- paper.
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Wave Power, The Primary Interface
Brian M. Count
Marchwood Engineering Laboratories
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Edward R. Jefferys
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ABSTRACT inventors for many years and there are
Analysis of Wave Energy devices based numerous suggestions for wave power devices,

entirely upon linear hydrodynamic theory which are claimed to convert wave energy to
demonstrates that all shupes are potential- some other form - mechanical, hydraulic or
ly equivalent in their ability to absorb pneumatic - economically. More serious
energy from water waves. Therefore, the studies have recently been undertaken in
main feature with which one concept may be the United Kingdom, Norway, Japan, Sweden
separated from another will be their engin- and the U.S.A. to determine the technical
eering characteristics that determine the and economic feasibility of exploiting this
feasibility of obtaining high capture effi- energy resource.
ciencies. In the United Kingdom the studies have

In this paper a survey of the hydro- been disappointing in their predictions for
dynamic properties of various device types the likely cost of a feasible system although
is given and experimental evidence is pro- possible improvements are recognised. How-
duced to confirm the validity of linearised ever, a single device has not been identified
theory. upon which research effort can be concentrat-
NT ed in spite of a general desire to select
NOLNCLATURE one. The choice of a preferred system
A Incident Wave Amplitude involves many different objectives with
B Hydrostatic Spring Mat-vix considoration of all aspects of the problem
C General torm of Power Take-off Control from the waves themselves to the energy

Matrix consumer. In order to select a favoured,
D Damping Matrix raLiona] design a thorough understanding of
Fo  Wave Exciting Force the interaction of waves and de-ices will be

required since this determines the design of
I x M) Unit Matrix the remainder of the system. Therefore, in
lid (i this paper the problems and nature of this
K Wave Number primary interface will be examined based
M(w) Added Mass Matrix entirely upon linear wave theory which may
N(w) Added Damping Matrix at first sight appear restricting but will
P+,IUpstream and Downstream radiation be shown to describe many interesting charac-
P , Uptea Ateristics that have been experimentally

Potential Amplitudes
P Incident Wave Power per unit width of confirmed.
w Historically, studies on the primary

ferog dinterface to the waves were based on two
ct f p mdimensional theory and supporting experi-

: :o Gravitational accelerationS Gavitatonal accmental work confined to narrow wave flumes.

~ WaelegthIn both cases devices of infinite width arep Density of Water being simulated and this has led to a large:- ~ Angular Frequency bighs t ag
number of devices that are designed to align

1. INTRODUCTION themselves perpendicular to the prevailing
The concept of harnessing Ocean Wave wave direction. These types of devices

power has captured the imagination of are commonly known as terminators. The
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early experimental work was particularly and
important since the extremely high conver- f (t) = F(w)e iut
sion efficiencies measured were previously 0 0

not thought likely and the analytical gives an equation
calculations subsequently correlated well GX F_+ fext(t)with these tests, demonstrating the validity 0
of linearised hydrodynamic theory, where

Only recently has there been an inc- iwG B - w2[1 + M(w), + iwN(w)
reased interest in three dimensiona+
behaviour of devices. This has been Suppose that it is possible to control the
simulated by three new concepts being motion through the external forces in M
studied separately in Britain, M rway and modes of motion (M:5N) such that
Japan, The Japanese, Kaimei, a ship ext T'
shaped device has been tested at full spale. fet) =RCRTX

The Point Absorber of Budal and Falnes(2) where R is an (NxM) matrix whose columns
has attracted a great deal of attention are unit vectors in the direction of the
particularly by its ability to absorb modes of motion that are under control.
energy extremely effectively in a linear The displacements are then given by
array and in Britain an invention by X = +

Professor French(3) is being investigated. 0
The latter is a long thin beam with bags and the absorbed power is
mounted on it which enclose pressurised air. 12Re[ TRcRTX]
In common with Kaimei, its alignment is at 2
right angles to the wave fronts and thesedeics arles gne ay knonts aenatrs where the overbar denotes the complex conju-~devices are generically known as attenuators, gate and T the matrix transpose. !

In this paper both two and three dimen- Substituting for X, gives the power as
sional hydrodynamic theory will be used to
investigate the performance of various wave
power devices. Particular emphasis is
given to the theory of optimal control which 1 2 [*T T)-I  -i
determines the upper limit on performance. . Fo Fo
In considering the primary interface, the
first stage of power conversion cannot be and maximising this expression with respect
neglected and a section is devoted to to the elements of the matrix C gives a
developing a time domain model of hydro- condition.
dynamics which is used to solve a novel,
nonlinear, control system proposed by Budal T -+ T T -1 T

andFa~es.RIMR =R(C+C)R (G+RCR ) RI RTand Falnes. M)

2. OPTIMAL CONTROL where IM is an (MxM) unit matrix.

To solve this equation for C, it is con-
Consider any wave power device, or venient to partition the(NxN) matrices so

array of devices, with N independent degrees that in matrix notation we have
of freedom which can be described by the
equation of motion OO =rO " O

I* + Bx = fw(t) + fext(t) (0) I C . IM]

where I is the inertia matrix of the system,
B the linearised hydrostatic spring, fwtt) eleme of (, + RCR ) thi ivesn
is a vector of wave induced forces, fex (t) elato

' relation
are externally applied forces and x is a
vector of displacements. In general the IM = (C+C) 6
wave forces are expressed as and it can be shown that

f w(t) = f (t) - M(w); - N(w)'
0

where f (t) is the wave induced force on a S-l [RTG-IR] +C
stationgry device and M(M) and N(w) are L
the added mass and damping matrices res- giving the optimum controller as
pectively whose elements are frequency
dependent. Strictly this representation -l -l
is only valid for steady harmonic oscil- C = RT R)
lations at angular frequency w but since It should be noted that this result assumes
the hydrodynamic equations have been that 6-1 exists and in some cases this is
linearised, then for optimal power extrac-
tion the motion must be harmonic and Tems motn etr ftiThe most important feature of this
therefore this restriction is not limiting. anlysis is that the efficiency of wave

Rearranging equation (1) and consider- energy absorption is crucially affected by
ing the case of narmonic oscillations where the form of the external forces and in

X(W)et  many cases there is a unique characteristicx't Xwhich achieves optimum conditions. There-

fore in any analysis of the primary inter-
face it is important to consider both the
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wave/device interaction together with the in each separate mode of motion. Using
characteristics of the first stage of power expression (2) for the maximum absorption,
conversion whose function is primarily to gives an efficiency of 100% for N4M2,
provide the correct 'resistance' to the provided that
waves to enable effective absorption. - + +

If power is extracted from all degrees l p2  1 2h p2
of freedom, then M=N, and

This latter condition ensures that both
modes are not entirely symmetric (P+ = P)

to give or asymmetric (Pm = - Pm )  m

X = [N()]YF If this analysis is extended any
2 0 further to cases involving more than two

and the absorbed power is modes of motion which are all controlled,
then the expression for the maximum

1 T -1 absorption given by equation (2) is invalid
-Fo N(w)] F (2) since the added damping matrix is singular.

This can be observed from the general form
since the added damping matrix is symmetric, given above which is a sum of two rank one
The results of this section are generally dyadic forms and therefore the rank of the
applicable to both two and three dimension- matrix can be no greater than 2. Such a
al theory. result is not surprising since control in

3. TWO DIMENSIONAL THEORY two modes has been shown to enable 100%
efficiency and it is not possible to do any

3.1 Maximum Efficiencies better!

Considering in the first instance the From the above analysis it can be
simple case where N=M=i, the maximum wave deduced that for any device, described by
power that can be absorbed is given by two dimensional theory, 100% capture
equation (2) where all the terms are now efficiency can be obtained through control
scalars. Some simple identities can be in two modes of motion only. Even in the
derived in two dimensions (Newman(4 )) in case where N>M, the optimal controller
terms of the upstream and downstream given in Section 2 will ensure 100%
radiation potential amplitudes, P+ and P-, efficiency provided M=2. This result has
derived by considering unit forced oscil- been confirmed experimentally by Evans(

3 )
lations of the device in otherwise calm who tested an immersed cylinder controlled --

fluid. Newman has shown that in both translational modes of motion
(heave and sway) to ensure perfect wave

N(j) Ip 2 + tp-I21 (3) absorption.

3.2 Non-Optimum Operation: and

+ The optimal controller derived in
Fo()= pgA P+ (4) Section 2 necessarily incorporates a

where A is the amplitude of the incident substantial reactive component whereas
-- wave. Therefore normalising the absorbed most experimental work has concentrated

power per unit width to the corresponding on simple resistive loads. Referring to
incident wave power, Pw' where equation (1), the case of

2 ext
Pw = 4" pgA fe(t) = -

gives a maximum efficiency of gives a harmonic solution whose amplitude
+2 can be determined from equation (1). The

absorbed power in this case can be calcul-, ,2 2ated as 1

ip+1j + Ip-2 1 Re 2
This has been derived by a number of and to evaluate this it is necessary to
authors (e.g. Evans(5 )) and demonstrates determine the hydrodynamic added mass and
that the ability to generate waves in a damping matrices and the exciting forces
single preferred direction is advantageous by solving the fluid dynamic equations.

for high efficiency. This is achieved in two dimensions by
Moreover, if N is greater than unity approximating the device cross section as

equations (3) and (4) can be generalised a polygon and placing a point source of
as waves at the centre of each line element.

1 - T T These are given strengths which are chosen
[N(s) mn w2 I P (p) + (p to satisfy the prescribed boundary condi-
L mn L n m(n]tions o. the body surface.
for mn =1,2...N, and Calculations for the Salter Duck(6 )
frmm + operating in a single degree of freedom

F pgA P
0 m (roll motions only) agreed very well with

where now the added damping is a matrix experiment and in Figures l(a) and (b)
-and the potential amplitudes constitute a results are shown for the performance and -

vector corresponding to forced oscillations translational forces that were monitored
during these tests.
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L Experim0.6
S00..60.6

--- 0.4

L 0.4 wU

.0.2
__0.2

%5 1.0 1.5 2.0
0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 Normolised frequency

Normalised frequency

Figure l(a). The Performance of a Salter Figure 2. The Performance of a Raft Pair -
Duck - Theory and Experiment. Theory and Experiment.

The second device has been conceived through
I 1: Sway force * the desire to utilise air as a transfer

medium between the wave and the mechanical

0.6 ' 2: Heave force +31 power extraction system. A device that is
. •simply a shallow draught section with anExperiment enclosed water column in its front section

.0.5 has been shown to work efficiently and0 resulLs are given in Figure 3.
0

04
ID0.3 1.0

0 0.3

a 0.80o +
Z 0.1 

+

0 0.6 -Theory =

1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 E e
Angular frequency 0.4

Figure l(b). Vertical and Horizontal
forces measured on a 0.2
Salter Duck.

Further results in two dimensions were more
satisfying since the analytical work pre- 00.5 1.0 1.5 2.0
ceeded the experimental results. The two
devices considered are very similar, the Normalised frequency
first being the Cockerell Raft which was
originally conceived as a large number of
hinged floats that articulate in response
to the waves. The engineering problems
associated with each hinge created diffi- Figure 3. The Performance of an Oscillat-
culties and theory demonstrated that a ing Water Column - Theory and
single hinged system with a fixed rear float Experiment.
would be as effective as, say, a duck and It is important to note that all of
this was subsequently confirmed experimental- te is are deine t at in aly. (see Figure 2). these devices are designed to operate in a
ysingle mode of motion and therefore are

effective unidirectional wave generators
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when driven in reverse. They have also Now the exciting force, F (0) is directly
been designed to ensure tnat the frequency proportional to the radiated wave in a
of peak efficiency coincides with the direction 0 created by a forced oscillation
prevailing wave frequency. and this expression clearly demonstrates

3.3 Practical Problems that high energy capture is obtained if
the device radiates in a narrow band of

A major problem with these devices has angles but at the expense of being extremely
been to restrict the translational (heave directional. Normalising the above
and surge) motions in a floating system expression to Pw' gives a capture width for
since calculations demonstrate that if no the device and in the case of a radially
restraint is applied to these modes then symmetric device vertically oscillating,
in plane waves the performance is signifi- F (0) is independent of angle this reduces
cantly reduced. Salter, however, has t8 x/2, .  If horizontal (sway) oscillations
suggested that such devices should be e ies
mounted on a long common element, called a apture width is 0vdoubled to c
spine, which will be stabilised by virtue ct
of the phase cancellation of the wave If, further, a combination of vertical
forces along its length due to the direct- and horizontal oscillations are considered
ional spread of ocean waves. Moreover, it (N'= 2) then the cross coupling terms
is suggested that if by either a wise vanish in the added damping matrix since
choice of material, or controlled joints the integral of cosO is zero. Letting
along this spine and the appropriate Fol(o) = a and F 2 (o) = cose then N(w)
tranzlational spring stiffnesses achieved is given by the matrix
it is possible to improve upon the perform- r
ance of the device operating in a single 1 2 a 0
degree of freedom. It would appear that XP 0 '
all floating terminators operating in a 0

single degree of freedom therefore require and the maximum capture width is
a spine of some form in order that a com-
pact structure can be efficient. ( cos2o)

Evans, on the other hand, whilst still 2 1
using a device that is a good wave genera-usig has pdevice ta si e a sgoodwave genCombining the orthogonal horizontal mode to
tor, has produced a simpler structure
which needs control in two modes of motion. the sway would make this expression inde-
Therefore, there appears to be an inter- pendent of angle and give a value 3X/2v.

change between civil and mechanical engin- It is interesting to note that in three
eering complexity and it is not clear which dimensions the added damping matrix is

route is preferable. In both cases the not singular for N>2 as could have been
ability to simulate reactive power take-off deduced from the representation as an

has the effect of reducing the size of the integral of rank one dyadic forms which

structure although the mechanical achieve- can have arbitrarily high rank.

ment of such control may well be extremely 4.1.2 Arrays of.Devices
difficult.

Perhaps the most interesting use of
4. THREE DIMENSIONAL THEORY the three dimensional analysis is to

4.1.1 Single Absorbers examine arrays of devices which has(7 )previously been considered by Evans (1980).
In three dimensions there is again a He has analys .d configurations of axially

simple relation between the added damping symmetric devices that are each constrained
coefficients and the wave exciting forces to vertical (heave) oscillations and
such that 21 assumed that the devices were small in

relation to both the incident wavelength
1 m and their spacing so that the form of the

["'('Jmn 8%Pw Fo () o (e) de exciting force, F (0), was not influenced
=w o L

_2 by the presence o? the other structures.
where the F m(6) is the force on a fixed He therefore assumed that
body due to a wave incident from an angle
of a and F m(0) = Fe iklm cos(o- am )

1 2 2
w 4w where 1 is the distance of t he mth device

which is the incident power per metre of from t
waethe origin ad am is the angle the

wave frontage. In the particular case line 1 makes with the positive x axis.
of a single body the maximum energy for m
operation in a single mode of motion can The latter term merely represents a phase -

therefore be derived as change due to the position of device m.

2- In this case the added damping matrix

.PwF°(0l{2 itFo()iid2 reduces to a particularly simple form

w 0 0 Jo(KRmn)FF/4XPw
where R is the distance between the mth

and nthmaevices and J is the zero order
0
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Bessel function. Therefore the capture
width may be expressed as, 1.2

_T -1 Normalised d1aeter 0.95

0
where J is the inverse of the matrix 1.Nu1rcal

j(KI ) and L is a vector whose compon-
eits Wpe

L iklm C0(O- E .
mM

Now for N devices, their summed capture -

width working in isolation is N.1/2r and < 0.9
a q- factor can be defined as the change
in performance due to the presenc'e of

7 other devices and is given by

q( N)= L L 0.8 o 2
It may appear remarkable at first 0 2.0 4.0 6.0 8.0 10.0

sight that any inceraction factor exists Norodipdcing,
since it has been assumed that the exciting
force, and hence the radiated waves are
not changed by the presence of the other
devices but apparently the energy capture
is influenced: The explanation for the Figure 4(a). The Diagonal element of the
q- factor lies in the fact that much of A: Added Damping Matrix for a
the structure of the hydrodynamics has
been incorporated, particularly in formula-
ting the added damping coefficients which When considering the coupling
estimate the forces induced by moving a coefficients where the force on body n
device, both on itself and the other bodies. is evaluated due to a forced movement of
In this analysis it is assumed that the the mth device with all others held
forces induced on body n, by motion of stationary then the diffracted wave field
body mare due to the radiated wave of of the nth body will be of the same mag-
device m and the diffraction of this wave nitude as the radiated field at this
by all other devices is neglected. The position. Therefore the simple form of
q- factor therefore arises since there is Jo(Kd) will not represent the cross
an induced force coupling the devices coupling terms and a comparison with the
together and depending on the magnitude numerical calculations is shown in Figure
and phase of these forces energy capture 4(b) for a device pair.
can be advantageously or adversely
affected.

4.2 Numerical Calculations 1.0_ __J_(Kd)

Evan's assumptions can be tested using X .(Kd)

numerical calculations to determine the
added damping coefficients. The technique Norn.lised diameter 0.95
used to solve the hydrodynamic equations % 0.5 . NumuAcl sjlts
is to partition the device into plane " 0

facets and position a point source of
waves at each facet centroid. Results
for the added damping coefficients are
given for a pair of devices which are 0

cylinders with hemispherical bases. In -0 2.0 4.0 8.0
Figure 4(a), the ratio of the diagonal % /

damping coefficient to that of a single -0 r
body is plotted for various values of the <

spacing d. normalised by the wavenumber -0.
K = 2v/1. Evans assumes a constant value Normlised spacing, Kd
of unity whereas it is apparent that the
wave diffracted from the other device
causes this value to oscillate about -1.0
unity. These calculations are carried
out for device of normalised radius 0.47
and changes of up to l0% in the added
damping coefficient can be observed for
spacings less than 5 diameters. For Figure 4(b). The Cross-coupling term

larger spacings the wave scattering of the Added Damping Matrix

becomes less significant for a Pair of Point Absorbers.
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Associated with these modifications are situation in a wave tank at Edinburgh
changes in the exciting forces which adjust University that is 30m wide. Array
appropriately to maintain the integral configurations of point absorbers were
relation between them and the added damping tested in regular wave corditions and
matrix elements, measured powers were normalised to the

In Figure 5 the q-factcr evaluated power absorbed by the isolated devices,
from the simplifying assunptins made by albeit with non-optimal control. The
Evans are compared with nvu-erical calcua- results are shown for two and ten devices
tions for a line of two and hree equally in Figures 6 for a range of angles of
spaced absorbers which demonstrate a incidence indicating an excellent agreement
remarkable degree of agreement. Further with theory and demonstrating a marked
calculations on an array of ten equally advantage in absorption when devices are
spaced devices which take account of first correctly placed in an array.
order diffraction from other devices gives
a q-factor of 2.31 compared to the value
of Evans of 2.37 for a normalised spacing _

of 4.99. .4

Normolised spocing

2.0 74

2 Devices
1.5u 1

- Numerical calcultion 0 I-
* 0.4- - Theory

~ 0 Exreriment
.50.2

1 0 5

I I I L I I I I

O0 20 40 60 -80I

2 4 6 8 1- Ano!e of incidence in decrees02 4 6 8 10 "

Normalised spac;ng, Kd

Figure 6(a). A Comparison between Theory and
Experiment for a pair of Point

2.0 Absorbers.

e Numerical calculations

1 I 2.5

-- Theory

_ 2.0 0 Experiment

-1010 Devices

a- 1.5 Normolised spocing 4.99" o.5
0.5o

:- , 1.0

0 0
2 4 6 8 10

Normalised spacing, Kd 0.5

Figure 5. A Comparison between Evans
approximate Theory and Numerical 0
Calculations fur array of 2 and 0 2D 40 60 so
3 absorbers. Angle o" incidence in degrees

Numerical calculations have also been
carried out for array configurations where
each device has a simple resistive damping
load rather than the optimal controller. Figure 6(b). A Comparison between Theory and
Experiments were conducted to model this Experiment for an array of ten

Point Absorbers.
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4.3 Some Indication of Attenuator These show that the very high q-factors
Performance are best achieved with terminator con-

The analysis of arrays of point figurations and in the attenuator mode
absorbers can be carried out for various there is a decreasing incentive to use
angles of wave incidence; in particular an increasing number of absorbers. It

l fwould appear, therefore, that a small;nme resft activ elmet wave desirableaong~~~~line of the array can be contsidered tonubroacveleetaedsrbe
model attenuator behaviour. In the simple for an attenuator and these configurations

approach of Evans, which has been demon- should themelves form a linear array to
strated as a reasonable model, there is permit effective absorption.
essentially no difference between waves Perhaps it should be emphasised that
approac.ing at an angle of o or - O.as the size of an array increases, whether

If the devices in the array are therefore it is of point absorbers or attenuators,
labelled from 1 to N then the configuration tends towards two

dimensional behaviour simulated by a
i = jXN-m+1  m = 1, 2 ... N, single device placed in a narrow wave tank.

and the rear element should absorb as much This models an infinite array but unfor-

power as the front under optimal conditions. tunately can only test the effect of

Therefore the term 'attenuator' is maccur- normally incident waves. it is interest-
ate in this particular case. It should be ing to note that in this particular case

terms two modes of motion only are needed for

are taken into account and non-optimum complete wave energy absorption and the

control is applied the above relationship results of Section 3 are applicable, with

is not true although the particular case minor modification. Therefore, the

of attenuation is not desirable for effec- concepts of the Kaimei device and the

tive absorption. Lancaster Bag which are intended to form
Results for the maximum q-factors, a linear array should perhaps be modified

using the Evans formula are given in to incorporate only two active elements,
Figure 7 for both the terminator mode with more emphasis on control.

(e = 0) and the attenuator one ( 0 5. SOME ASPECTS OF CONTROL
using two and ten devices. Throughout this paper the effective-

2.5 ness of wave energy absorption has been

2 Devices analysed under optimal conditions and
with simple linear resistive loading.

2.0 The first point to note is that realistic
methods of pr. -arv power conversion will

9 0 invariably :)e ncn tinear and not have the
. 1.5 instantaneius resnpc that has been

assumed i- the previous analysis. This
may we0 lead to 'Li.,htly different optimal

1.0 control strategies %'.h not only acccunt
for the wave/'body interaction but all of

0 go0 o the system . ,mponents that are necessary
0.5 - to Pnabxe the production of useful energy.

Secondly, the approach to optimal
0 control has alwqys been linear which to

2.0 4.0 6.0 8.0 0 practically achieve would involve the
storage and release of large amounts of

Normaised spacing, Kd energy involving many mechanical operations.

2.5 This is likely to be difficult, and with
the associated losses of mechanical

10 Devices components there may be no overall gain in

2.0 energy capture. However,the theory of
optimal power take-off is useful since it

1.5 80=0 highlights the importance of control.Without active control devices tend to be
0 large and rather inefficient leading to

uneconomic designs. u dV*1.0 The Norwegians, Budal and Falnes,

have recognised this and have developed
0.5 oa nonlinear control system which arrests

S=gthe motion of the device in order to
advantageously phase its motion relative

_ 91 =to the wave. The effect of this is to
0204.0 6.0 8.0 store and release energy at prescribed

_ Njcrnob|seeocng, Kd times and allows a small device to work
extremely effectively in the prevailing

Figure 7. The Performance of Point Absor- wave conditions. Moreover, this methiod
r arrays in the Terminator and is mechanically simple, involving a single

Attenuat r Mode. valve operation)twice per wave cyclewhic
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is likely to have relatively small losses and if the magnitude of the velocity is
associated with it. smaller than some prescribed value, c,

The analysis of realistic system
components, and a nonlinear control
strategy will require a time domain model then the device remains stationary for a
of the hydrodynamics instead of the more prescribed time 6t. Solutions for an
familiar frequency domain representation isolated point absorber are given in
that has been used throughout this paper. Figure 8 where the incident wave frequency

5.1 Time Domain Model is one half of the natural frequency and
a comparison between the optimal controller,

In Section 2.1 the wave induced the phase control and the simple resistive
forces were separated into two components, loading is given. These results demon-

diffraction forces due to a wave incident strate the value of using intelligence in
on a stationary structure, and radiation the primary conversion system.
forces due to the movement of the device.
Since the diffraction forces for mono-
chromatic waves can be expressed as 1.2

F0()=R(w) A(,-) L 2 1. Optimal control
then a simple superposition gives a time 2. Bol & Folnes control
domain representation as 0.8 2. bcol

fo-) A(w)e dw = (t) 0.4
0 0

U 1-T/ T
where A(.) are the amplitudes (comtle;) of 0
the incident wave spectrum and R(u) is a T/4 Time 3T/4
vector of exciting forces in unit ampli-
tude waves. E 0.4

The radiation force can be described o
as Z -

() - N( =- i (.-N(w)iX(4e t
, 0.6

for harmonic forced oscillations and this
is represented by a convolution in the 0.8'
time domain as,

wr Figure 8. A Comparison between optimal
control and that adopted by
Budal and Falnes for the same

H I) i~it value of damping constant.
. _ (). + d. Note the enormous gains avail-

o able from control over the

The value of added mass of infinite response with pure resistance
frequency, M(-),has been subtracted cut
to make H(t) converge since its effectwould make the system impulsive at t 

= 0 The whole aspect of system analysis
requires more detailed investigation to

if retained and represents a constant account for the inter-relation between all
additional mass of the system due to thefiui. Te epresionforIf~t ca bethe elements of a wave power system. One
fluia. The expression for 11(t) can be of us (Jefferys)(9 ) has been particularly~~~simplified by using the Kramers -Kronigofu(Jfey))habenprilry
reations(8) reducing to concerned with this aspect and has produc-
rred an approximate model of hydrodynamics

2t = that replaces the convolution integral in

= Nthe time domain representation as a finite~order linear system of differential
Therefore the equation of motion (1), can
be written generally as, equations The numerical solution of this

t is quicker and the powerful techniques of
fext modern optimal ccntro] may be used with

T= 0 this representa' ion.

0 6. CONCLUSIONS
This equation can be integrated

numerically given the necessary hydro-. tge aunfe p ite on th e
dynamic parameters. The phase control pm nterace f anytwae ow tesystem of Budal and Faines has been primary interface of any wave power system
ssmo ole da n d Fasrepresehatben herbut hopefully give a first indication of
modelled using this representation where tchrteiis. Phpsheotextits characteristics. Perhaps the most

fext = - D , important aspects are firstly that the
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experimental evidence correlates extremely 5. Evans, D.V. et al (1979),'Submerged
well with linear hydrodynamic theory which Cylinder Wave-Energy Device - Theory andcan now be used with confidence when Experiment', Applied Ocean Research 1,examining device behaviour in modest wave No.1, pp. 3 - 12.
conditions. Naturally in extreme waves, 6Wave Power',
or with large motion amplitudes of the
structure the linearity breaks down and Nature 249pp. 720 - 724.
whilst these conditions are important to 7. Evans, D.V. (1980) 'Some AnalytZcthe designer, efficiency is not a major Results for Two and Three Dimensional

concern! Wave-Energy Absorbers', Proc. of I.M.A.Secondly, the importance of providing Conference on Power from Sea Waves,
a controlled load by :he first conversion Edinburgh 1979, to be published by
stage has been emphasised since this forms Academic Press.the direct link between the wave/deviceinea n the wave /te 8. Kotik, J. and Mangalus, V.(1962)
nteacionic t h w ve power system. 'On the Kramers-Kronig Relations for ShipIh ofic ewe large structureswith simple mechanical conversion systems Motions, Int. Shipbuilding Progress, 9,

and more complex conversion coupled with No.97.
smaller devices is an important area that 9. Jeffervs, E.R. (1979) 'Therequires further study which could offer Modelling and Optimisation of a Wavereduced costs. Energy Converter', Ph.D. Thesis, Cambridge.

Thirdly, the analysis in this paper
tends to suggest that any individual
device should only ever attempt to absorb
wave energy through two modes of motion
and all device concepts are identical in
their potential efficiency. Naturally
this is only a very tentative conclusion
and the three dimensional analysis, in
particular, is based upon some simple
results. However, the problem of
assessing the characteristics of the
primary interface of a wave power system
has opened up many new and interesting
aspects of hydrodynamic theory which will
hopefully be found useful in other fields
of research.
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r- Discussion 'our paper says in Fig.7 that 2 Devices
= for attenuator are the best configuration

than others.
SDo you think, this result can be applied

Jin practical applications ?~J.M. Newman W1i) "

Mr. Count has discussed a variety of M J. French (u.a--e,)
two- and three-dimensional devices for ab-
sorbing wave energy.

I particularly welcome his d.iscussion While this paper is a very usefulccol-
and advocacy of optimal control, and figure lection of important results in the hydro-
8 suggests the extent to which this can be dynamics of wave energy some of the conclu-
achieved with relatively simple phase con- sions it arrives at are plainly unsound.
trols. It might be noted that the approach The authors suggest that the Lancaster j
of Budal and Falnes is nonlinear, and there- wave energy device might be improved by
fore introduces higher harmonic radiative int.orporating only two active elements,
losses, but simple estimates indicate that with more emphasis on =ontrol. The first I
these are minor for a relatively deep device part of tis suggestion is rather like sug-
such as a heaving spar buoy. gesting that old warships wculd have done

The discussion of "Attenuator" perfor- better with two guns per ship, because they
mance in section 4.3 leads to a conclusion could be brought to bear better. The second
that only two active elements are necessary part ignores the fact that we have used
for efficient operation. I believe that since 1974 a 'Latched' system which works
this conclusion is based on two dimensional very like the one proposed later by Budal
considerations which may not hold, even for and Falres. Our choice of a manifolded
a transverse array, in a realistic direc- 'Constant Pressure' system in which air is
tional spectrum. There are fundamental dif- collected from a range of bags was original-
ferences between the two- and three-dimen- ly made because it possesses this advantage.
sional optimum designs, and in the latter With regard to the relative merits of
case increasing the degrees of freedom leads attenuators and terminators, the authors
to increased bandwidth. This is illu3trated conclude that high absorbed powers per de-
by comparison of the predictions shown in vice are best achieved with the latter,
figure 7 of our own paper to this symrposium, But, by analogy with sailing warships, the
and more recent estimates which I have per- spacing of devices will be small in any
formed for an idealized "KAIMEI" with six practical design, at or beyond the left-
active elements. In the latter case there hand end of Figure 7, where it would seen
are twice as many degrees of freedom, and attenuators have higher q's than terminators.
the bandwidth is practically doubled as a But there are other advan tages to attenu-
result. One also should warn against re- ators - for example, for a given section,

= placing, say, a long four-degree-of-freedom an attenuator has active collector surface
device by two shorter two-degree of freedom on both sides instead of one, a very sub-
devices, since the loss of "ANTENNA" effect stantial virtue.
may exceed a factor of two. For example. The fact remairs that relative to its
the peak performance shown in our figure 7 size, the Lancaster device extracts much-
at :bout KL/2 = 3 is typically reduced to ;,rre power than any of its rivals (although
less than 50% of its peak value at KL/2 per unit area of Active collecting surface
1.5. it is not partic-Sarly outstanding)-

C.C.Mei ui

The author's inference on attenuators
in 54.3 and in the conclusions is based on
the weak-interaction approximation for wide Au ors Rev f
spacing between point absorbers. In most A o R p
attenuators so far proposed, the total
length is about one waVelength or so. For
the same numbers of, equally spaced absorn- B.M-Couwd E crr.e-- --=
ers, say 10, does the author think that a

-long column with one wavelength spacing
between adjacent absorbers behaves the same I would be appropriate to take all

- as a short column with (0.1) wavelength the discussions together since they all
spacing 7 refer to the speculation concernnu atten-

uators where I propose that two active
elements per device may be sufficient for
effective wave energy absorption.

G. Kai LmsunQ Professor Newm-an points out that th con-
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clusion is based upon the results of two absorbers suggests that the "antenna" effect
dimensional theory which can be used to of spacing them strategically along the wave
model an infinite array of wave power de- front is superior to the attenuator con-
vices which are excited by head seas and figuration for head seas in terms of total
therefore all of the devices move in phase. energy absorption. The extrapolation to
This, of course, will not be the case in the two degree of freedom attenuator is
a fully three dimensional enviroraent where based upon this result and two dimensional
waves are incident from many directions and theory and needs further study to investig-
the array comprises of a finite nuber of ate its validity.
bodies. With regard to the question from Mr.

Professor Newman gives some interest- Kai, I believe that the configuratiuns sug-
ing results for an attenuator device, using gested could be practical option although
unified field theory, demonstrating that a their performance expectations must be- con-
device with six modes of motion has a broad- firmed.
er bandwidth than a two mode of motion sys- Professor French's views demonstrate
tern in addition to having a higher peak his absolute belief in the Flexible Bag De-
performance. This is n't surprising since vice. His arguments concerning the twoit is obvious that the more mo des of motion degree of freedom system may have some sub-
there are available to t ne, the better the stance as shown more e-plicitly by Professor

overallperformance of the system by virtue wewan However, his claim that a simple
of the "antenna" effect. constant pressure manifold to a good ap-

Wnilst I accept the comments of Profes- proximation to optimum control is simplv

sor e and Mei as casting uncertainty not true and a more sophisticated algorithm
on mI to is repaired to achieve a latched phase con-
make the following point. The results de- trol. Finally, his claim that the Lancaster
rind from the unified theory are for a Device extracts much more power, relative
single attenuator in three dimensions with to its size, than any other wave power de-
six elements. my speculation, however, vice is a speculative claim and it would
refers to aoe arrangement of a large be interesting to know from what theoretical
number of absorbers and the work on p "nt or experimental work this claim is based.
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Extraction of Energy from Wind and Ocean
Current
Theodoe Y_ Wu

- ,.ao-ra Catwor, i S A

ABSTRACT shaped blade mounted on a vertical axis, and oper-

ated in such a manner as to extract. =nder a chosen

Basic fluid dynamic principle is applied to isoperimetric condition, the greatest possible
develop a mechanical device involving lifting sur- amount of energy from the incident prirrary stream
faces in unsteady motion by which energy can -e whith is assumed uniform. Clearly. this mode of
extracted from a prevailin stream such as wind, blade movenent is quito similar to the undulatory
current in the ocean, and tidal and river currents, motion of the lunate tail found in carangiform fish
The fundamental care considered here is based on propulsion and to the fapping wing motion of birds
pitch-and-heave motion of a single airfoil-shaped in flight. A chief intent of this work is to make a
blade mounted on a vertical axis Ad moving n a unified comparative study of the two modes, namely
uniform stream. for which motion the hydrody- the 'self-propulsion m ode' and the 'nower-extrac-
namic force and moment acting on the blade and the tion mode' front the viewpoint that they belong to
energy relationship are evaluated on unsteady wing the same family of solutions. For the self-propul-
theory. The operation is optimized to give the sion mode. a two-dimensional linear theory has
highett possible efficiency under the isoperimetric been pursued, as a first approximation. by
condition of fixed specific loading (in proportion to iUghthiUl (1970 [6 )and Wu (1971 [71) in their study
the reactive drag the blade must withstand): this of the carangiform motion of aquatic animals with
optimum motion corresponds to the least possible lunate tails. An important concept in these studies
loss of flow energy while a required arnw-nt of was that high valises of the hydromechanical effi-

- stream power is being extracted. Ti e present ciency of lunat-tail movements can be achieved
simple case is explored with prospects for further with an opti mum combinafion of the amplitude zatio
generalization to systems of multiple-blade config- of. and phase difference between the modes of pitch
urations. and heave, a goal of improving speed and perform-

ance that is bey,'d reach by either mode in opera-
I 1. INTRODUCTION tion alone. On ea ergy consideratit., the mean
1.power required. P. for rm.intainins a s ied

This paper attempts to explore the develop- motion has been shown to always exceed the work
mental potential of a fluid mechanical device in- by the mean thrust, T, at t.e rate of forward speed
volving lifting surfaces in pitch-and-heave type of of swimming, and betweeu the two the rate of loss
unsteady motion ty which energy can be extracted of mean energy (covected av-y in the trailing
from prevailing wind. from current in the ocean, sheet of cross-stream elements of ---orticity makes
and from tidal and river currents. Unlike the hor- up the difference. The optimum motion was evain-
izontnl-axis. lo--solidity (high-angular-velocity) ated by Wu (1971 [71 using calculus of optlrmizatib
lyne of wind- turbines and the vertical-axis Darrieus to give the required forward thrust (for overcoming
tvarbine, the blade movement of this net type the flu;d viscous resistance) with the least possible
st.rann-.oower generator t is undulatory and pri- power input (hence the least energy loss). This

Marily transverse to the main strram and hence line of analysis is re-ily extended to evaluate the
should e:.hance its application to water streams, optimum power-extraction mode, as will be dis-
as comnared with the other types. oa account of its cussed here.
associated gain in safety to ra- ine lives and to its The distinction between the self-nropnlsion
own blade. node and the power-extraction mode is P > TjJ>0

The fundamental case studied here is based for the former and 0 > P > TV for the latter,
on pitch-and-heave notior of a single airfoil- where U is the free stream velocity relative to
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the wing. The optimum motion is found to depend y 0, so that, alternatively,
on two dimensionless parameters: 'he reduce' (f0 (.+la
frequency a( wi /U, where w is tiw angular fre- h(x, t) = [ho+ ote(p' h)(x-b)]e h) , (Z)
quency of wing oscillation, I the sem i -chord len-
gth) and the specific-loading factor, CT o (a coef- where
ficient form of T rated at unit amplitude of heav- ho [(i o' b4) + (bg)
ing). Detailed investigation of the characteristics o o
of the optimum motion and pertinent physical quanti- lb/
ties in terms of these two parameters are carried tnh -- b o/(t go + bg1 )] (3)
out, with the aim 1. to examine feasibility of the
high fluid mechanical efficiency predicted by the = + 2 t)I/Zan _
optimum solution, and 2. to explore the range of IP
a high rated power output (based on available inci-
dent flux of wind cnergy) to see if the limit imposed Clearly, the heaving phase angle cth in (2) is by it-
by Betz (1926 [1]) can be approached. These two self irrelevant since it can be eliminated by a shift
factors are essential to a successful development of the time origin. If b is further taken as a free
of thi;, type of stream-power generator (especially parameter, then the three original parameters,
for inlustrial applications) and require further (ge. I 42) - = , and the three new ones,
study. The present rather simplified case is chosen (ho , u, ep -t h) m , are related by (3), or sym-

to elucidate as much as possible the basic princirles bolically r 1 (;b), which has a unique inverse,

involved and to provide useful results as a guide to 0 = (i;b) say, provided that 4 ' 0, in which
more complicated situations, with prospects for c'as tle two representations are equivalent to each
further generalization to systems of multiple-blade other. As a point of further clarificaton, we re-
configurations. Many important physical effects, mark that if the solution to the irrotational flow
such as those of flow shear, unsteadiness and turbu- problem is obtained iii terms of C for the wing
lence that can arise in practice, are not considered motion prescribed by (1), it can r7aadily be conver-
here. However, from the previous studies of Wu ted to an expression in 1 with a free choice of b,

(1972 [8]), Wu and Chwang (1975 [9]) on the effects and vice versa. The ch^(ce of b is not the only
of stream waviness for the self-propulsion mode, it free one that keeps (1) and (2) equivalent. In fact,
may be expected that extra energy associated with a one may take - p - h as arbitrary
wavy stream can also be extracted (in Lddition to (-i < o < ir) and regard (h, 0, <b) as three inde-
the mean-flow energy) with suitable modification of pendentSparameters, which are uniquely related to
the present solution. , g 1, g?.). In particular, for oil -IZ, we have

2. AN OSCILLATING RIGID-WING STREAM- Lighihill's (1970 [61) representation
POWER GENERATOR h(x, t) = h ° - ii(x - b)]ei~t (4)

0
We consider here the flndamental case of a

rigid, symmetric, airfoil-shaped blade performing Finally, we may also take h as the third choice
a simple-harmonic pitch-and-heave movement in a for a free parameter, leaving (ot, a' b) uniquely
prevailing stream (of an incompressible fluid) which related to ( , g 1 ). However, since thestt new
is assumed to be otherwise steady, with a uniform parametric sets are nonlinear in their expressions
velocity U along the x-axis. The lateral displace- for h, it is simpler to work with the basic form
ment of the wing, y = h(x, t) in time t, may be (1) in our variational calculation of the optimum 4
written in the basic linear-parametric form motion.

h , 1 For the required momentum and energy
h(x, t) = [j go + ( I + i2 )x l e t  ( I. i < 1 ) ,calculations, the basic fluid mechanical theory

L2(1) based on two-dimensional small-disturbance as-

sumptions is known (Lighthill 1970 [61; Wu 1971
with real to, g1, g2 as parameters. Here the half- [7]); we recapitulate the results to facilitate our
chord length, 1, is normalized to be unity. In the subsequent discussion. In terms of the basic form
three-dimensional parametric space g4 r (go, gl, g?), (1) of wing motion, the instantaneous lift L and
(1) represents a heaving (taken as of tle reference moment M about the mid-chord point (positive in
phase) of the blade with amplitude go/ 2 and pitch- the nose-up sense) are
ing about the midchord point wih amplitude = 1

2 2 1/2 at phase angle t aL/pUf -[(bo+ b1 ) 6 + ibo] (5)
1 2

with respect to heaving. This parametric form is 2 1
convenient, because of its linearity, for evaluating M/IrpUl -_ [(b o + bl) b-(I +1 ia)bl] , (6) NO
the optimum motion by which a maximum flow
energy can be extracted from the prevailing stream
for specified streamwise loading on the wing. b 2 ' g + ig2) t e(7a)

For cetain purposes, such as when lift and o 2(41 + e (Ya) _
moment of the wing and their separate contributions i_
to power output are evaluated in connection with b1 -- Uia( 1 + ) e t F + iG, I-
engineering design and for our later discussion on (7b)

stability and control of the optimum motion, it is
desirable not to limit the axis of pitch to the mid- where p is the fluid density, a = wl/U is the
chord point as prescribed by (I), but to refer both frequency based on half-chord length I (I = 1 by

pitch and heave to an arbitrary axis, say x = b, normalization), and F, G denote the real and

T
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imaginary components of the Theodorsen function as can be seen from the properties that B(a) 2 0
t . Here and in the sequel, the real part of a corn- for all a andzthat the tl~ree eigenvalues of Q,
plex representation is meant for physical interpre- namely, 0, (a + 4), (Zo + 4), are non-negative.
tation, as denoted by a square bracket. Therefore, for the case of uniform main stream,

In generality (not limited to linear approxi- CT < Cp.
mations of the kinematics), energy consideration Clearly, the criterion of propulsion is
of propulsion or energy extraction processes in- CT > 0, so that a sufficient thrust is produced to
volving flows of an inviscid fluid seeks a relation- overcome the viscous resistance of a real fluid,
ship between the thrust, T, of a wing (T taken and the criterion of stream-power extraction is
positivie, or negative, when directed into, or along, Cp "- 0, which means a net power being extracted
the main stream), the power, P, required for from the prevailing stream at the cost of available
maintaining the motion (P taken positive, or nega- kine ic energy of the fluid. It is also clear that
tive, when it is supplied, or absorbed, by an extra- when Cp < 0, CT < Cp < 0 but numerically
aeous agency), and the rate of imparting kinetic ICTI > ICpj, implying that while energy *_s being
energy, hence lost, to the fluid, E. They satisfy extracted from the main stream, the wing - ast
the simple relation withstand a mean drag, D - T > 0, which is re-

active instead of resistive in nature, and, by (8)
P = TU + E ,() and the property E 0, cannot be less than

which physically means that mechanical power is LPLIU for given power extraction, -P > 0. When
required just tc balance the rate of working by the P , 0, a fluid mechanical efficiency of extracting
thrust and the rate of energy loss. In the present flow energy can be defined as
case with the simple geometry of an oscillating
rigid wing, the thrust is given by = P/TU = C IC (for C C < 0) .

P T CT~ CP
T [L](ah/8x] + S , (9a) (15)

s1 ao]2  aSo this - gives a measure of the power extracted,
2 p , 1 o b) -P, as a fraction of the rate of working, DU,

(9b) against the reactive drag; the latter may be re-
isggarded as the power required to create the main

stream by moving the wing through the fluid orig-
The power required is equal to the rate of xorking inally at rest. (Note that for the propulsion mode,inl agats rest (Note that fornt thie prplisoeagainst the lift and moment, which is 0 <CT < Cp, the definition adopted for the effi-

P = [-L][ht(0, t)] + [M][h] (10) ciency is 11 = CT/CP-
xt From another point of view to provide a

scale of the power that can be extracted from the
where the subscripts x, t denote partial differen- icide f of avaabe ergyt d prevalinincident flux of available energy in a prevailing
tiation. Finally, the rate of energy loss, E, can
be calculated from the net work performed by the stream, we will also introduce a 'rated power-
surface nressure at the rate of local flow velocity; output-ratio', similar to that first introduced bysurfce ressre t th rae o locl fow vlocty; Betz (1926 [1 ]), as
this result together with (9) and (10) is found to
satisfy the first energy principl, (8). The mean_ -r/ 1_ dU 34o= )C , (16)
values of thrust T, power P, and energy loss E IB v P/pay=  2
(averaged over a time period) will be given in the
same coefficient form as used by Wu (1971 L71) in which Pav is the total power available in the in-
for propulsion studies, (Ce. CE. 0 T, (P. E. TU)/ coming stream, equal to the incident flux of kine-
1 3 tic energy across an area swept by the wing of unit
-4 rpU , with the result: segmental length in heaving. For the present pitch-

-C + C and-heave type of stream-power generator, this
S= E  (power ratio is related to the mechanical efficiency

C (,~ ) C~ !3(()(4,O ), (12) b
:-- " 11B= "* )C T  (C T <  )(17)

where = ( is regarded as a vector, T

00
( denotes the inner product of t and , where C T is a quadratic function of (to4,4

F - (r + G), and 1P and %Q are 3x3 sym- B ad (12). 0
SBased on a momentum theorem for an

mreactuator disc operating at an ideal condition, Be

(19Z6 [ 1]) showed that the maximum power that , tn
Pl1 = UF, P 12  G+ y a, P1 3 = F - aG, be extracted from the available wind energy flux

(13) by the actuator disc is P =-116/27) P . and
so in generalP2 = P3 = (I-F)- ZG , P3 = 0

B < 
h a=-Pa/P 16/Z7 = 0. 593

2~ nax max a
Q Q 3 2o , (M)

2(14) Subsequent theoretical efforts (e. g. Glauert 1935
= = 4 Q 3 0 . (3); Ititter 1977 [4]) have shown that the Betz

limit can be somewhat increased by making more
accurate corrections ta the original simplifying

The above CE is a non-negative quadratic form, assumptions. On the other hand, there have been
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various practical attempts trying to surpass this By extremizing the function C C -Cp,

theoretical limit with resort to the so-called 'wind- being a Lagrange multiplier, in the-largest common
concentrator' concepts such as by employing the subspace (4I" 4Z) of CE and Cp, we obtain
front-nozzle-type, diffuser-type, rotor-tip-vane
and other kinds of augmentation (for a review, see ;l XAl;o , 2 \A 2 o (24)
de Vries 1979 (2]). Nevertheless. this classical
limit has served well as a useful guide to assessing where X is a new multiplier. Upon using condition
performance of windmills and their more recent (19), X is found to have two roots
variations, most of which can achieve no better
than half of this theoretical maximum of Betz's.
As for the present oscillating wing type of device, - A)I/ 2 1 (25)
it is of interest to analyze the optimum condition T 2  J
under which high values of both the fluid mechani-
cal efficiency and the rated prwer-ratio can be 2
achieved.~where
3. THE OPTIMUM PITCH-AND-HEAVE MOTION TZa -P 2 2 - BQ 2 ,

- 22 2The optimum-motion problem for the power- A C T + 4)2/(aA) (26)
extraction mode is to find the optimum set of =22 Z 2
&go' I' ) which will minimize CE under the- T, o CT, o(I ) A = I +A 2isoperimetric conditioi, of a fixed, negative thrust T, o +, 2o o
coefficient, These roots depend on two parameters: the reduced

C < 0 (19) frequency a and the 'specific-loading factor'C~~~~~T CT, o (rtdaunto0.(rated at unit amplitude of heaving), CT, o(< 0).

the reduced frequency a being regarded as a fixed Negative values of CT o provide a measure of the
parameter. reactive drag loading n the wing.

This problem as formulated above has been From the known property of T, 2 (a);< 0
solved by Wu (1971 (7]) for the propulsion mode according as a i- a - 1. 781, we see &at for fixed
with CT, o assuming positive, instead of negative CT, o < 0, ,I(a, CT, o) decreases mo::otonically from
values as required here; the solution, howeve,, is + o as a increases from 0, reaching_0 at a =a and
just as applicable to the present case. Lighthill when RC 0 < -9/16, A < -1 for a > ae(CT o). wh4re
(1970 [6 ) also discussed the important features of Nca,, C, ) = -1. Thus, there exist two real opti-
the optimum motion of lunate-tail propulsion by mum solutions for 0 £ a< a,; the upper cut-off
examining the effects of changes in value of the frequency a, is generally ve'ry large, if exists, for
parameters appearing in (4) and their derived ones nearly all cases of practical interest (0 > CI, o> -1
with a view on enhancing the hydromechanical say). Within this frequency range, the optimum
efficiency. Here, the reason of choosing to speci- nrotion is given by (20), (24) and (25), and it has
fy negative values of CT, rather than negative two branches, In the first of the two, X = %It
values of Cp (which would be sufficient to discuss which is always negative and numerically smaller
power extraction), is to keep the same basis for than , and corresponds to the highest efficiency
discussion and comparison (with the propulsion attainable under condition (19),
mode) and to have a complete scope of covering
CT, especially the .ange of CT < 0 and Cp> 0 Cp CE)i a(P 2 2 X + 2)
which may be of side interest. If desired, theI T 2
two bases of constant CT and constant Cp can T
be mutually converted by some cross interpolation.
We therefore proceed on the premise of (19) by.... (0 < a < a,) (27)
summarizing the analysis for the power-extraction
mode.

First, the singular nature of the problem as The other branch, with X X2, gives the lowest
noted earlier (ascribable to the property that the efficiency (with X1 in (27) replaced by %2 ).
matrix Q in (12) ha, - zero eigenvalue, see Wu The numerical results of these two extreme
(1971 [7]) is removet .y the transformation il's are shown in Fig. 1 for several negative values

2 2 of CT, o In contrast to the propulsion mode
(4- a= , ; 2a T ( 1 0> 0, in which case the optimum motion has

1 0 a low-frequency cut-off), the optimum motion of the
(20) power-extraction mode (Cp < 0) exists for all fre-

which reduces the order of the quadratic form CE quencies up to a high-frequency cut-off (all too high
by one, giving oto appear in the figure), though the maximum effi-
by one, giving ciency decreases appreciably with increasing mag-

- 2 2 nitude of CT, . The lowest efficiencies are seenCE  B(a) Q22(;, + ) (1 . .CE to be all negative, which signifies the need of an

2 2 externally supplied power (Cp > 0) while still with-
C a tP 2 2 (41 + + 24o(A 14l+ A2 ; 2 1 , standing a reactive drag. It remains to be seen if

2 t +2+this particular mode of motion might be utilized in
nature, such as by a bird flapping its wing forward

A 1  PI 2 0 2 2 Q 1 2 P2 2 , to retard itself quickly for landing on a tree branch
or by a fish rowing its pectoral fins broadwise to

(23) stream to stall. In the sequel only the maximum
A 2  P71 Q3 3 - Q13 33 efficiency branch of the optimum motion will be

discussed.
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Fig.1 Mximu an minmumeffiienies f aficient C5 to the reactive drag coefiicientT, T, 0
flow-driven oscillating wing (strewr -power OCT 1 CT c<0)

generator) that extracts flow energy while
withstanding a reactive drag (given in coef-
ficient form, - CT 0). The lower branch
shows the inverse of minimum efficiency.

As found by Lighthill (1970 [6]) and Wu
(1971 [7]) for the propulsion mode, the suction
force acting on a well-streamlined leading edge of
a well-feathered oscillating wing, unlike in the
steady-state case, is no longer always a second-
order small quantity associated with small inci- z2 S 1,

dence angles alone, but can vary with frequency to
reach great values. Such drastic changes in forces
have been contended to suggest a likely occurrence
of flow separation from the leading edge, causing a
wide departure from the al'-:tlcbe: flow at~urmcd
here. For the power-ext-action ino;:n, i e ratio -i
the mean suction coefficie-nt Cs (which is the nea.
suction force nondimc:.icnalized on the earne bas.r.
as CT) to the reactive-drag coefficient, ICTi, iI

shown in Fig. 2 for 4w, optimum motioa of the
maximum efficiency. Quite similar to the rest"-*"
of the propulsion mode- this ratio, for a fixed , ., ' ... . , ,
CT, o < 0, is relativeij small only near it - iniin - tell
mum at a = am(CT ^) ai&6 3rows very rapid."-, as
Ja - am J increases. The ,r'epter the specific-
loading factor IC'fT o , the higher te valaes of Fig. 3 The pitching-to-heaving amplitude ratio
both of the minimu of the ratio CS/ iC T I and its ZD(a, CT o) with reference to the mid-
corresponding am. This latter behavior of the chord point as the axis of pitch. The
leading-edge suction might turn out to impose an a = um line signifies the local minimum
upper limit to the loading factor ICT, o I and in leading-edge suction.
turn to the rated-power ratio, "B' as will be dis-
cussed later. This is a point of significance ar.d and along this line Zp increases rather rapidly as
requires further investigation. CT, , becomes greater in a magnitude. From Fig.

To give a complete description of the kine- 4 we see that for power extraction, the optimum
matics, the magnitude ratio of pitch-to-heave, pitching is at a nearly constant phase lag of 900 be-
z 2CI/o , and their phase difference CIP = tan- hind heaving for a < 0. Z and from there starts to

t 0 lag more behind at higher frequencies. It is of in-
are shown in Figures 3 and 4 for the opti- terest to note that in a favorable range of operation

mum motion (of the maximum efficiency branch) (a narrow belt centered at the a am line), C
as a basic case of reference, in which the axis of has nearly the same value in both the powei -exfrac-
pitch is taken at the mid-chord point. For each tion and sell-propulsion modes. In contrast, we
fixed CT, o, Zp has a minimum at a frequency observe that for equal and opposite values of CT,
somewhat lower than a =m, a line drawn in to is invariably greater in the powe. extraction o
signify the local minimum leading-edge suction;
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o progressively departs from the state of perfect
feathering (0 1) as the specific-loading increases
in magnitude. Although the basic characteristics
of sub- and super-feathering of these different
modes can be explained qualitatively even by a

- quasi-steady flow type of argument, the precise de-
.o- .pendence of 0 on loading and frequency am seems

crucial.

1 4. OPTIMUM LOCATION OF THE AXIS OF PI1CH

j As has been explained above, the optimum
motion expressed in the basic form (with pitching

I about the mid-chord point) can be represented equi-
I valently by (2), with the axis of pitch referred to an -

_____ ,_ _ I arbitrary point (x = b, y = 0), without altering the
i, , original optimum performance, such as its capacity

of power absorption and its efficiency. Changes inposition of the axis of pitch do not change the lift.

Fig. 4 The phase angle dp(, CT, o) of pitching but will generally alter the moment and the rate of

working by the lift and moment. It is these changes
(about the mid-chord poin~t) with reference that makes the choice of the axis of pitch a point of
to heaving; negative values of ap signify primary interest.
phase lag. From the standpoint of engineering design.

the problem of finding an optimum axis of pitch
-than in the self-propulsion mode (for the latter case, must include two main factors for consideration:° -- see Wu 1971 [7], Fig. 6).==

- see he 1971 [ n Fi 6).sp s e(1) the resulting moment is required to be self-
The last point is conspicuously exhibited by stabilizing so that sudden increases of wing inci-

the 'propo rtional-f eathe ring parameter', & Ut
wdcdence in a gusty stream will be restored to designw.h , whet,- at and h are, respectively, the am-

a e dcondition rather than being further amplified, and
(it) the manner in which the optimum pitching isform (4), or to put in the present notation,fpscontrolled depend on whether the moment of force

is passive (flow-driven) or active (exerted by an
- 2 2 Z csc e external agency). We now proceed to discuss these

o a l ( o - p two aspects with special reference to the optimum
(28) motion.

For simplicity of application, we choose the
By comparison between & of the optimum power- axis of pitch at a fixed point x = b, y = 0. Clearly,
extraction mode, as shown in Fig. 5 and the corres- the moment about this new axis is related to the
ponding result for the propulsion mode (see Wu lift and the original moment (M, about x = 0, y 0)

by

M b= M +bL .(29)

If we require that the mean square (averaged over
v. time period) of Mb be minimum (with respect to
b) at b b*, we immediately find that

M =M 4 bL b M/ ,

(30)

where ML and L denote the time averages of
30 ML and L 2 , and M* is the minimum of the root-

mean-square of Mb. In Fig. 6 the numerical val-
ues of b* (based on unit half-chord length) are
shown for the optimum mot:on (of the maximum

, ,'.. ., efficiency branch). For the various values of
,"C4T, o, b 4 approaches asymptotically the 1/4-chord

point (b* = -0. 5) as the low-frequency limit and
the 3/8-chord point (b* = -0. 25) as the high-fre-

Fig. 5 Variation of the feathering parameter 6 quency limit; between these two limits the a = am
with thereduced frequency a and loading line (minimum leading-edge suction) marks a grad-
factor C 0ual transition over the range of am covered. It

T, o is a point of significance that the b* -axis lies just

191 [, g , s t ibehind the 1/4-chord point on a lightly loaded wing
1971 [ 7], Fig. 8), we see the important distinction and moves only slightly backwards (< 10% of the
that the optimum motion is characterized by sub- admvsol lgtybcwrs( 006o h
teatheing (6i m oin he lateredCT) y dchord length) with increasing loading - it is sig-
by superfeatherin (0 > ) in the former (CT < 0). nificant because the b*-axis may be regarded as a
The optimum feathering is nearly perfect (1-< 0)-I) good approximation of the effective center of pres-
for vanishingly light loading (IC, I- 0), but sure evaluated on the minimum root-mean- square

To basis. On this argument we may conclude that it
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9 .- original case of b 0 (see Fig. 4).

C 0. " --

a.4

Fig. 6 The optimum location of the axis of pitch,
x = b, y 0, about which the moment of b 0 -a
force of the optimum motion has its mean- Fig. 8 The phase lag of pitching (about the

square value minimum, is) behind the phase of heavir.g.

is advantageous in practice to choose the axis of With the axis of pitch changed from b -- 0
istchvatntaeous inp chot oe the i owe- to b b* or b = -1/2, the accompanying changes

pitch at the 1/4-chord point for the optimum power- of the moment are shown ir. Fig. 9 for the opti-
extraction motion (or at some point between b
-1/2 and b for moderate tv high loadings, but the mum motion at three values of the loading facto:-
difference in nerformance due to such more refined CT, 0 and at their corresponding frequencies cfdrecin p r d is small), am. The force and the moments are represented
relocation of b is small). by their specific-coefficients defined as

The kinematics of the optimum moticn ex-
pressed here in the new form with b = bv" is given - = . UI (31a)
by (2), which is now characterized by two new pa- ' a
rameters, the pitch-to-heave amplitude ratio, Z
ct[h* = Zn(go/2h°), and the phase difference be- ( o '  )
tween pitch and heave, at*= 1Y- cag , in which 0  M 1/4
both h o and CIA are given by (3), now ir.corporat-
ed with the optimum values of go, g 1, g and with (M, M + b IL, M-olL)/(-p
b = b*. As can be seen from Figures 7 and 8. the 4 0 -jb

(31 b

These coefficients are referred to a unit amplitude
of heaving of the mid-chord point as a common
basis. Sev.rai interesting features are noted
frow this quantitative comparison. First, for
b = b", & attains the smallest possible ampi-

-2. .Ci-2 tudc of all the moment coefficients (with respect
to changes in b) and a nearly constant phase differ-
ence of 90 from that of ZT. whereas the phase
difference between CL ank" is appreciably
smaller (from 60 down to 45°). o Further, the
difference between GM and (JM 1/4 is seen to
be very small at light loadings, and they become
more differentiated only at higher valucs of .-T o,
This small difference makes the 1/4-chord point
a desirable choice as the design axis of pitch since
it satisfies the dynamic stability criterion at al
levels of drag loading.

_. .. . j To exhibit the overall behavior of the lift
and moment that result from the optimum motion
at arbitrary frequencies, the root-mean- squarevauso i' nd G7*M are shown versus ar in

Fig. 7 The pitch-to-heave amplitude ratio, Z, values of ad . i reshow verss a in
b0 -axis. Figures 10 and 11. This result indicates that.when pitching is about the b*-axis, decreases whereas *M increases as the reduced

frequency a is ncreise'd across a , which infers
difference between Zi and Z is very small that the component of power delivere by the lift
along the a =um line. At the same time, the decreases whereas that by the moment increases
phase difference between heave and pitch about the

o 0 as a is increased in the neighborhood of am.
new b--a-.is is found to vary from 90 to 120 along This naturally leads into the second ques-
the a = um line, as shown in Fig. 8, a variation tion concerning whether the moment iz passive or
which is somewhat more appreciable than in the
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In Fig. 12, the numerical results of CPL corresponding moment is never .assive (not flow
L3PM and Vp are shown for b = be and o = a M driven) because external power is required to pro-

corresponding to three values of C'T oL We note vide the given rate of working against the fluid dyn-
that the power components (L an L ePM are al- amic moment of force. We can therefore conclude
most in phase, while the ampitude ratio of 1 ApT I that the pitching of the optimum motion is stable
/I p increases with increasin loading (eoual -hen the axis of pitch is taken at b = b. This
to 0.05, 0. 11, 0. 24 at CT o to 10-, 10- 2. I0-, sitwation is scarcely changed when pitching is shift-
respectively). More significantly, with b '-  ed to the 1/4-chord point but is somewhat weakened

pM is virtually all positive, implying that the when pitching is kept at the mid-chord point (results
not shown). In practical application, the power re-
quired for maintaining pitching. p., a sp

plied by diverting a par! of the powerabsorbcd by
___ --____ ..._____ - .the oscillating lift, 0 PL. to offset LPM, and tis

. %is at no expense to the total power output as previ-[-y :.determined.

5. THE RATED POWER OUTPUT

/ /Our ultimate interest is of course to ascer-
tain a theoretical upper limit to the amount of

. - / power that can be extracted from the available
t, ,i .. / stream energy. To ir.vestigate this important lim-3/

itation we first rewrite the relation (17) for the
! 'c' Oti. optimum motion with a = Cm(CT, o), and notin;

C -r - C so , 50 that

" l" il " . . B = - 'n riaT"".o " CT,o o T, o--XiZ CT,...
(C " I. 8) 5

T~o

-rince q(G1 .. CT, is seen (from Fig. 1) to be a
- / ~ rfl..4... slowly varying furcino .~~ true at least for

/ CT,0 ~~no: too large, and sinceC, i ydei
£ ~. ~ I:tion independent of for the otmm motion, it

,follows thiat the rated-oower -output ratio, 113, isplinearly proportional to R I- This seems to
- imply that - could be increased taking greater

•and greater values of g I . However, the present
lnear theory is not suffocient to determine if there
exists an upper limit to , beyond which the -

/ 4.staoptimnumemotion becomes infeasible.

t r similar to that used by Betz (1926 [ 1).
otnsimplifying assumption that the surface,

of aea Zx 1. swept by the heaving wing of unit
....... ...... m.ae readda nactuated disc across

wihauniform pressure jump can be sustained,
thn scan redy be shown, the mcar. reactive

dra, - .cannot exceed 0lI2) pU 2 g . Putting this
uprlimit in the coefficient form % hae

- - /. 0 McT 0 < 1 (36)

4Under this condition, it appears possible for
to approach the hydromechanical efficienc TI.

A However, the validity of the inequality (36) seems
C,. fl52c

5  /open to question in view of its over-simplified
P ..-o assumptions used.

/ c~e.otao '\ /As an example to give a plausible estimnate
I .- as.l of the upper limit to 'qB'we provide the iollowing

__________________________________table with entries derived from Fig. 1. 2 and equa-
IA *. ~ tion (35) together with the values of Iiassumed

in line with (36).

Fig- 12 er L :PL +' LpW contribution to the C T, T' o ' I n 0 1 B
instantaneous specific-power-coefficientT 0 I
frorn the lift and moment (about the

b ns oera yce f heopimm-0. 05 0.37 0. 53 0.84 7-.6 0.5
motion with the scale referred to ICI -0. 1 0. 44 0.68 0.-77 5 0.6.
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In this connection we may remark that in the experi- NOMENCLATURE
mental study by Lang and Daybell (1963 [51) on the a ,b n  - complex coefficients
tail fluke movement of a cruising porpoise, values bo

of g /i as high as 8.3 were observed, and they b - variable pitching axis, x eb, yan
were used by Wu (1971 [71) for evaluating the pro- bq - ae of theenomentg t menmeauLsquare of the moment Mb minilum
Pulsive efficiency. A - A AA - A = A' + A2

In the present discussion on power extrac- 1 2
tion. the effects of viscosity and nonlinearity, and A, A 2  - functions of a defined by (Z3)

those other factors that may play a significant role B(a) = F - (F 2+G 2 )

in causing leading-edge separation under high load- CE.CP.CT mean-value coefficients of energy
ings, and possibly imposing an ultimate limitation loss, power, and thrust, respec-
to qB, have not been pursued. The importance of tinely

these effects cannot be assessed in full without L M MM I/ specific lift and moment
further study. o _ coefficients, defined in (31)

4 eP' L"pm - instantaneous specific power
ACKNOWLEDGMENT -coefficients, defined in (33)

C - mean specific-power coefficient
I wish to acknowledge with deep appreciation CS1 2

the benefit I have derived from the sessions of valu- ti ), mean leading-edge-

able discussions with Dr. George T. Yates and his o

expert assistance in making available the numerical CT, o CT. o/2, specific-loading factor

results for this study. E - energy imparted to fluid; E, its

This work was partially sponsored by the mean

Office of Naval Research, under Co- tract N00014- F(a), G(a) - real, imaginary part of u(c(

76-C-0157, NR062-230, and by the National Science hix, t) - wing displacement, in y-directS on
Foundation, under Grant NS' CME-77-21236 A0l. h - heaving amplitude of the b-axis of

It is gratifying that the basic studies carried out pitch

earlier under these supports have inspired poten- h value of h when b =- b(
tialy useful applications. -half-chord length of wing (I = 1 )

L -lift
REFERENCES M moment of force about mid-chord

point

1. Betz, A. 1926 Windenergie und ihre -M bL momert about x = b, y = 0
Ausnutzung durch Windmiihlen. (Vandenhoeck t~ld M - least root-mean-square of Mb
Ruprecht, Gttingen. ) - Power required for maintaining

2. deVrie, 0. 1979 Fluid Dynamic wing motion; P, its mean

Aspects of Wind Energy Conversion. AGARDograph PL- P-M - power required associated with
- No. 243, Publ. AGARD. LM

L3. Glauert, H. 1935 Airplane Propellers. Pa - power available in incident flux of

In Aerodynamic Theory IV, ed. W.F. Durand, 170- flow energy
360. Berlin:Springer. .two 3x3 matrices with elements

4. Htftter, U. 1977 Optimum Wind- . in (13)
Energy Conversion Systems. Ann. Rev. Fluid S - leading-edge suction force
Mech. 9. 399-419- T - thrust force, T its mean value

5.- Lang, T.G. & Daybell, D. A. 1963 t - the time variable
Porpoise Performance Tests in a Sea-water Tank. U - free stream velocity

NAY WEPS Rep. 8060, NOTS TP 3063. Naval (x.y) - a rectangular coordinate system

SstationChina Lake, Ciornia Z 20/ pitch-to-heave magnitude ratio,0pitching about mid-chord point6. Lighthill, M. J. 1970 Aquatic Animal eh - vleo ihb=b

Propulsion of High Hydromechanical rfficiency. p o p
J. Fluid Mech. 44., 265-301. a - angular amplitude of pitching

7- Wu. T.Y. 1971 Hydromechanis of h , -phase angle of heaving, pitching
Swimming Propulsion. Part 2. Some OptimumShape Problems. J. Fluid Mech. 46. 521-544. 0.' 9l 7g parameters of wing motion

. u, T.;.w par.ameters defined by (20)Energy by a Wing Oscillating in Waves- J. Ship ' "

Res. 14, No. 1, 66-78. _ 
= P/TU fluid mechanical efficiency

97 Wu, T. Y. & Chwang, A. T. 1975 'B -P]Pav - ratcd power-output ratio
Extraction of Flow Energy by Fish and Birds in a 4= UC-/ ho  proportional feathering parameter
Wavy Stream. In *Swimming and Flying in Nature" t(a) F+iG - the Theodorsen function
Vol. IL 687-702, Eds. T. Y. Wu, C. 3. Brokaw & 'Al k - Lagrange multipliers
C. Brennen. Plenum Press, New York/London. A - real coefficient, defined in (26)

p - fluid density
a= WI/U - reduced frequency
am (CT, - value of a for minimum leading-

edge suction at given CT, o

- circular frequency of wing
oscillation
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motion. With special reference to theseDiscussion aspects and the previous work by Edwin C.
James (Ref.l) , new operational parameters
arise in our investigation of the power
extraction mode a:cd appear to require
further study. In the present state of the

W. van Gent (NSMB art, I feel that our knowledge is stili
insufficient for us to draw an overall
judgement on the superiority of any one
operational mode with respect to such major

The author is studying the power ex- factors as the hydromechanical efficiency,
traction from flow by one lifting surface, cost effectiveness, and safeguard (which
This is meant to be a starter for multiple we wish to emphasize for operations in
blade systems. Does not he think that the water streams) of both marine lives and
wellknown cycloidal propeller with many generator blades.
blades (vertical-axis propeller) is a much In regard to Professor Sparenberg's
closer approach to this problem? I think theory of actuator-disc optimum propulsion,
in the present environment of ONR the know- I think that practical applications of his
ledge of this type of propulsion is also basic theory to power generating operations
readily available in the turbine-mode. is certainly seem to be feasible, but would
the author willing to comment on this ? require further effort in design and en-

gineering development.
Professor Newman's question brings

up a valuable extension of the present
J.N. Newman (MIT) scope to consider the performance of .

Wells turbine operating in an oscillatory
unidirectional stream.. My first reaction

Professor Wu has treated us to a bril- to this problem is that the hydromechanical
liant exposition, describing the absorption efficiency of the "Wells-type turbine" can
of energy from a steady moving fluid by an be cunsiderably improved by giving the
oscillatory lifting surface. The converse turbine blades an additional degree of
problem arises in the field of weve energy, freedom in pitching (which it now lacks)
where a Wells turbine is used to extract and by having the pitch motion optimized
energy from an oscillatory air stream, with respect to the oscillatory stream.
Idealizing the latter problem, we may en- I am greatly indebted to Professor Neuman
visage the steady horizontal translation for bringing this interesting problem to
of an uncambered lifting surface, through our attention and wish to offer my opti-
a fluid with vertical oscillatory velocity. mism, to those interested, that one cn-
The resultant oscillatory inflow angle gen- obtain the solution to the optimum motion

erates a mean positive thrust on the lift- for this case by following the approach of M

ing surfacei with resulting power output. this preliminary study and an earlier paper
l'iofessor Wu's comments on this converse by myself (Ref.[8], cited in text) which
problem would be most enlightening, deals with the optimum extraction of flow

energy from a wavy stream for the purpose
of propulsion.

Finally, I think it is important that
our Session Chairman, Professor Ogilvie,
raises the question oni the value of study-
ing the optimum motion, for this immediate-Author's Reply ly brings together the hydromechanical
problem with the economic aspects of a new

industrial development whose success must
depend on its prospect in winning competi-
tion over existing sourzes of commercial

T.Y.Wu( Ci power. Further, it is also essential that
we should tap energy from natural resources

I very much appreciate Dr. van Gent's with the least perturbation of our natural
comments regarding possible variations of environment, lest we may face, in time,
the pitch-and-heave mode that I have just some undesirable, unforeseen, but inevitable
discussed with an intent to have it serve consequences to inefficient handling of
as a basic case study. As briefly men- natnral resources to such an extent that
tioned in the paper, our research is con- results in unbeneficial changes in the
tinuing to explore other alternative modes climate, land conservation and the courses
of operation, including rcking blades, of ocean streams.
multiple oscillating blades and vertical-
axis rotating-proveller-like stream power REFERENCE
generators. The iast mode is being inves-
tigated by my student Jean-Luc Cornet with I) James, E.C. "1970 A Small Perturba-
primary objectives to analyze the optimum tion Theory for Cycloidal Propellers",
motion for stream power extraction and to Ph.D.Thesis, California Institute of Tech-
evaluate the stability and control of the nology, Pasadena,California
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Characteristics of New Wave-E nergy
Conversion Devices
Masatoshi Bessho
Natioral Defense Acaderrns. Yosuka

Osamu Yamamoto. Norihisa Kodan and Mikia UemnatsuI TSu. ReslearCfl Laboralorc-s of Nipoon Kokan K.K. Tsu

japan

IiABSTRACT unit of imaginary
K wave number = 21C/N.

A theory is given herein for thie ab- 14 z ass of the body

sorption of wave energy by means of a sm norma vector
metrical body with wave energy conversion ~ rato oc nit ieto
systems oscillating in asinusoidal wave. V** * absorbed power in regular wave
conditions for achieving a complete wave PZ power of incident regular wave
energy absorption were derived from the ?' absorbid power in irregular wave
e.:pressions for complete wave absorption. o oer of incident irregular wave
moreover, as a practical application of the p pressure on the surface of the body
theory, two new wave energy absorbing S (%o) incident wave energy spectrum
devices were proposed and theoretical cal- restoring coefficient ef energy
culations and model tests were carried out absorbing system
on the wave and wave energy absorption of t ith entofhebd
regular and irregular waves. Results ofti~
the experiments agreed well with the theo- W -electric-power absorbed by generator

-. ~~retical calculations. Moreover the results . apideoi-hmeoslatn
of the model tests verified a comnplete wave displaced volume
energy absorption. Pl distance between two wave height

mneters (Fig. 4)

NOMECATURE S Mass or mass moment of inertia ofI energy conversion system
AR = amplitude cfreflected wave amltd of incident wave
A-r = amplitude of traxnsmitted wave di-lPlacement of i-th mode oscilla-
B = breadth of floating h'xly if

Ca = reflection coefficient iXCelvto
= trnsmisio coeficint fficie-ncy of wave power absorption

li = coefficient of Eq. (12) -CV
C*= group velocity It~ efficiency of wave power conversion

C2 , C3  =ydrostatic restoring coeffi- z:damfping coefficient of energy con-
cient version system

D, D~f 03 = determinant of Eq. (12) radlius of gyration in rolling osci-
Ei=wave exciting force in i-th Ilation

direction wave leng th
Fq ,f i = hydrodynamic force in i-th Mass density of fluid

direction caused by j-th mode' circular frequency
oscillation, Eq. (10)

g = aravitaticonal acceleration - XNFIUTOA
= imtacentric height above C.G.

!(K) = Kochin function of i-th modes Wently many studies have been made
osilatoncor Cernizg the ut4 lization of wave eneray.

1--ass moen ofierihf he wavC-ictivated Generator is one p-racti-
body cal application of wave energy. Masuda li]
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invented this device in 1965 and Ryokusei- results of theoretical and experimental
sha put it into practical use. McCormick studies conducted on the two new wave
[21, (3l developed theoretical analysis energy conversion devices which were deve-
of the pneumatic wave-energy conversion loped as a part of results of Bessio's
bouy system and the results of his analysis theory.
agreed with the experiment tesults of On the contrary to other theories,
Masuda. Contrary to these studies, Isaacs his theory was developed by using the
[4! invented a wave powered pump which con- condition for corplete wave absorption.
verts wave energy into water pressure that which is substantially similar to the con-
accumulates in an accumulator tank and dition for achieving 1001 wave energy ab-
which activates a hydraulic turbogenerator sorption. Following to his theory, it is
when the water pressure is released from shown inj2 that the complete wave and wave
the tank. energy absorption can be attained in the

Independent of these practical appli- cas 3 when the floating body with energy
cations of wave energy, Milgram 151 inves- convtersion syst oscillates in its natural
tigated the problem of absorbing twG- period and the damping coefficients of the
dimensional water waves in a channel by energy convezsion systems are the same as
means of a moving terminator at the end of the one of the wave diffraction.
the channel. Though the object of his One of the two new wave energy conver-
study was to devise and develop a self- sion devices is noored at dolphins in sha-
actuating wave-absorbing system, his idea, llow waters (abbreviate as "Dolphin 'ype')
to generate a radiation wave that is exact- and the other is oored by chain in the
ly opposite to the reflected wave, could deep sea (abbreviate as "Chain Type).
be easily extended to the problem of achie- In the case of the "Dolphin Type", a half-
ving wave energy absorption through the use inmer-_d syrzetrical body oscillates in
of an oscillating body with wave energy only two modes, heaving and rolling, and
conversion systems. As just such an exten- the swaying notion is constrained so that
sion of Milgram's idea, Bessho developed 1001 wave energy absorption =ay be attained.
a theory for achieving wave and wave ener- In the latter case, since the floating sy=-
gy absorption by means of a symmetrical metrical body oscillates in three modes,
body with wave energy conversion systems ccilete wave energy absorption is not yet
oscillating on a free surface and his theo- completed. The results of the theoretical
ry was read at the second subcommittee of and experimental studies made on these twoJapan Towing Tank Cor~mittee in 1973. devices are described in 53 and 14. Fv~e

In 1976, Evans 161 carried out a theo- absorption achieved by the "Dolphin Type"
retical study on predicting the absorption in the case of irregular waves is discussed

of wave energy by means of a damped, osci- in 55. The experimental data is also given
llating, and partly or completely submerg-
ed bdy. He derived expressions cn the 2. THEOfIX OF WAE-EERGY ARSORPTION
efficiency of power absorption for the
case where the body is a two-dimensional 2.1. Formulation
cylinder oscillating in either a single
mode or in a ertain coiination of two Two-ditensional motions are considered
modes and when the body is a heaving half- and cartesian co-ordinates Cx, y) are
immersed sphere. In 1978, Count 17) appl- chosen as shon in Fig. 1. -t is assured
ied Evans' theory to a two-dimensional that the fluid motion is inviscid and in-
asymmetrical wave power device and made a compressible, and that the resulting osci-
comparison between the calculated and mea- llatory notions are linear and harmonic.
sured efficiencies of a Salter duck.
Recently Srokosz and Evans [8) investicated
the problem of two arbitrary cylinders- a a
oscillating independently and capable of - o _1- X
absorbing energy in a single mode from a
given incident wave.

Contrary to these studies on the two-
dimensional problem of wave energy absorp- S n
tion, the recent theoretical studies were
directed on the efficiency of three dizen-
sional wave energy absorption. Budal and ig. -COrat syste
Falnes [91 began a study on a resonant
point absorber and defined power absorp-
tion length in 1975. Bdal [10] also When a body oscillates in a incident
theoretically analyzed a wve power absor- wave of unit amplitude, the amplitudes of
ning systcws that consists of a number of the reflected and transmitted wave far
rigid, interspaced, oscillating bodies in fro the body can be expressed as:
1977. Using slender-body approximation, K - -cclo (1)
N.e.eman [11] provided a ranch analysis of Atw K IA}
the maximum rate of wave energy absorption
by a flexible or hinged raft. ATr=Li4KtxiHliOQ

The present paper is intended to out- I"
line Bessho's theory and to show the -here K = wave numbe = 2u.
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3X = amplitude of 5-th mode oscilla- where 4 is a displacernt of i-th mode's
tio. mtion. Pq is hydrodynamic force in i-th

direction caused by j-th mode of motion,
X4 =Ci is restoring coefficient, El is wave

exciting forte in i-th direction, and Ri
H: (K) = fochin function of j-tb rode is reaction force in i-th direction acting

oscillation ::n the floating body from the energy ab-sorbing system. 4., F# , and Ei can be

Here j = 1, 2, 3 refer to sway, heave, written as follows:

roll, respective.y, and j = 4 refers to X
diftraction of incident wave by the fixed i Ctm1

body. when the body is fixed in a incident
wave, the expressions for the reflected and 14 SceX e

traiasnitted wave (1) and (2) become: = S (j jyait (10)

It is assumed that the wave energy

These waves may be called as the scattered absorbing system operates independently
waves and can. be considered as the sun of with respect to the sy-neLrical and asyne-
the sywetric'al and asymmetrical waves trical mode of motion, the wection forces

progressing to far away from the body. On Rj can be expressed as follovirr.-:
the othe. band, if the floating body has a
s--ywetrical sectional form, the heaving
motion generates a symetrical radiation
wave and the swaying or rolling mo-ionS~.- Xt1? (11)
generates an asyietrical radiation wave.

Using the chbaracteristics of the
Kochin functions for a synetrical boRK
(See Appendix 1, (A.14) - (A.17)), the Substituting the expressions 1 3 and
syxmtrical and asymetrical coponents of (11) into the equations (9), and abbreviat-
the scattered wave can be expressed as ing the term ezt, the equations of motion
following. becove:

IH Cf tX, -t Cmy€-)/K3
Aatry tZiK4HJ (5

4~AajZ~ ZI21 (6 CXY ae*j Ii(0K (12)

F As above mentioned, the conditions LA X; * C3K3  = --- OIK
for the c lete wave absorption are:

Alt+ ATr 0 (7) =.,,v+L+ - cS./c-afri- fC4

A- - 8) = V/W

If we can realize such mtions that j.$ (s4 jnIi)I (3'
satisfy the equations 17) and (a) by add---
ing suitable van-energy conversion I
system, the syrmmtrical and asynptrxcal l~' , ..

radiation waves cancel out each coroneiits Khtew r.AaictI
of the scattered wave respectively due to
interference. In other words, the inci- The solutions of equations (12) can
dent wave is comletely absorbed and con- be easily obtained and written as:
sequently wave energy absorption can be KX. "a/D
cnmletely attained. Kx =H A n /C (14)
2.2. Equations of i"otin (14) DUnder the assuptio that the res-

e are tIar and harmonic and that (13)

Le sectinal form of the floating body is wdere IC"
the equations of otion can be

written as:

iXr F 4(g)4,R cst
C"
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2.3. Wave Absorption as to satisfy (17) and (21) simultaneously,
both the transmitted wave and reflected

At first, by substituting the solu- wave are diminished to zero and the inci-
tions of the equations of motion into (7), dent wave powcr is perfectly absorbed by
the condition that should be satisfied for this wave-energy conversion systen.
absorbing the syrmetrical component of the To verify these theoretical results,
scattered wave is obtained as follows: two kind of wave-energy absorbing systems

were made, and the tank tc-st was carried
C= - Z WooI1Q (16) out. One of these is a syster using two

modes of motion (heaving and rolling) and
or swaying motion is restricted by dolphins.

The other is a system that freed all 0odes
0 of mot.on and moored b) chain. The former

-!t'7) is desc:-ibed in the following section and
n =I$:*(KIa 3the latter in 34.

It is known by (17) that if we have 3. WAVE ENERGY CON'ERSIaN DEVICE MOORED AT
the system resonates with the incident A DCL'HIN
wave in heaving motion and the magnitude
of the damping coefficient of the energy 3.1. Model Experiments
conversion system is equalized with that
of wave making heave damping of the body, (I) Madel C'aracteristics
(A R + AT) becomes to zero. The principal dimensions and charac-

On the other hand, the absorbed have ter.istics of the model are shown in Table 1.
power in the aforementioned condition
becomes:

3z
-here Pw represents the incident wave power T0e I Choroctwistics f model

Expression (18) shows that half of
theincident wave power is absorbed by te
system. ______

Secondly, let us investigate the con-
dition that satisfies the equation (8). Unit ___.9_0_M

B substituting the expression (14) into wo.

fied for absorbing the yietrical copo- Dft 0.300 n
nent of the scattered wave is obtained as: • _ _

)L be ntiis oceflef t 444.I2Kg

it sould be noted here that both O____(B 0.15m

rolling and swaying motions as known by of govity (0) 0.300i
(6) are not always necessarily employed.
if the swaying notion is restricted: Eq. heigt (G- ) 0.451 n,
(19) can be simply rewritten as: '

03 amGU 2.960 m'

Z tIe iHi0 0 w2 0 0 Of en ' 0 .3 3 2 m
or ~

tt tami coafc 1-35 sec
J J~a , 4in.-&)A,0fotiti

I~aIL'1q2  f(2 1

pd with that of as k roll damping- s

In this case, the absorbed wave
part of _u{!o u wa, t sa known by (2)F.2

thatri bes This 1:10 scalem resoaee hasa ewsor

-=therieforwe inecs the inmtin-

ten of eanergy conversion system solz

___________ with that of wav main rol damping

of th bod, (a AT) ecoms tozero

in thiscase. te absored wav



revolve in one direction despite the alter-

8/2 O~m native motion of connecting rod. The gears
multiplied the rotation 300 times for heav-
ing motion and 200 times for rolling motion.
g Since it had been estimated that, in

this experiment, the maximum incident wave
power would be about 160 watts (wave length
3.Om and wave height 0.2m), two 80 watt
direct current generators were selected for

A heaving motion and rolling motion respec-
L O tively.

Ii

Lewis Form . (3) Measurement
HO = 

8 /2T =1.667 The following items were measured:
= -Wave heightIncident wave height and reflected

wave height were measured by means of capa-
_ _ __citance type wave height meters W1 and W2

which had been arranged as shown in Fig. 4.
Transmitted wave height was measured by W3
(see Fig. 4). The method used to calculate
the incident wave height and reflected wave

Fig 2 Section of model height is described in Appendix-II.

(2) Experimental Apparatus -30m
The experiments were conducted in 60m

(length)x3m(width)xl. Sm(water depth) wave
basin. The basin was equipped with a -3m I

piston type wave maker which could gene- wave maker

rate regular and irregular waves. The W W
maximum wave height is 0.5m and the range /
of wave period is from 0.5 to 4.0 sec.

The model was set at the center of Ooting h0.1
the basin and was connected to a beam,
which had been built over the basin
instead of the dolphin by three connecting wave s:n
rods with hinges to permit free oscillation.
The arrangement is shown in Fig. 3. (WI ,W2 ,W3 ; wave height meter)

Fig. 4 Measuring of wave height
electric generator -Motions of the floating body

electric generator The motions of the floating body were

measured by means of a displacement meter
which was composed of potensio meters, with

_X7 6-degrees of freedom. The measuring system
is shown in Fig. 5. The measurinv arm was

\flocting body attached just at the center of gravity of
connecting rod tthe floating body.

/"YA ^¥\Y/'Y/ displacement meter

PH

Fig. 3 Experiment apparatus
floating body

In this arrangement, the relative motions
of the floating body and connecting rods
and of the connecting rods and beam
(dolphin) drove the electric generators
which were located at both ends of the
center rod.

In the external circuits of the gene-
rators, the variable electric resistors PH Potenti0 meter for heovng
were connected so that the damping factors P_ Potentio meter for rolling
of the wave energy conversion devices may
be adjusted to the wave generation damping G center of gravity
factors

And then one-way clutches and gears
were set up at the each electric genera- Fig 5 Measuring of motions
tors so that the electric generators could
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-Generated electric powcur
The voltages which were generated by 2D

the heaving device and rolling device 0
were measured by means of volt meters (see '0
FiFi g . m o

S flooing body The small circles in the figures represent

the experimental data, and the full lines
_________represent the theoretical values. These

values are divided by the incident waveamplitude (3a) or wave slope (1Kla). Theabscissa represents the ratio of the wave
length (XQ to the width of the floatingFig. 6 O)omping devices body (B).

It is recognized that the experimentalcdata agree well with the theoretical
The circuit current was calculated by di- results.

- viding the voltage(Vi) by the resistance of
the external circuit(Rz). Then the electric (2) Characteristics of Wave Transmissionpower was calculated as the product of the and Wave Reflection
circuit current and the square of the totalresistance which is the sum of the external
and internal. resistance {t1< .sec Fi. 6). I_ ________________

- The measured values were then recorded
on an analogue data-recorder and analyzed C
with the aid of a electric computer. C(4) Wave Conditions r

The incident waves were regular ones. 05 6 7 8.9 10

The ge of wave heights was from 0.1 to O 0 0002c and the wave period from 0.9 to 2.82 0
Ssec. 0 / 0 0

0_3.2. Results of the Experiment 0 . /

- (1) Motions of the rloating Body 0 3 4 /B 8 9 1Figs. 7 and 8 show the heaving motion

2 F,
an Voln oto ftefloating body. Fig. sma Woveircle in efficeireent

1.00_ _..... . .._ I

Fig. 7 Heoving motion Fig. I Wave trnsmitnion coefficient
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Figs. 9 and 10 show the reflection coeffi- (W = M-o(R, ) (Vi(t))a/R2dt
cient (CR) and the transmission coeffici- 0
ent (CT). CR means the ratio of the ref- Pw =  ' 2 JC I 0
lected wave height to the incident wave
height, and C1, the ratio of the transmit-
ted wave height to the incident wave where, W means the electric power converted
height. (The method used to calculation by the electric generator, Pw means the in-
Cp and CT is described in Appendix-II.) cident wave power and L means the length of

In these figures, CR, together with the floating body.
CT, has the minimum value (nearly equal In regards to wave absorption effici-
to zero), when;.,/B=2.5 • that is, when wave ency J,, it is evident that the wave energy
length reached 2.5 times as long as the is completely absorbed by the device when
width of the floating body, the incident the refltcted wave and the transmitted
wave energy is almost completely absorbed, wave are diminished simultaneously (VB =
Hence, a calm sea appears behind the 2.5, see Figs. 9 and 10). On the other
floating body. hand, the experiment results of energy

When the incident wave length is less conversion efficiency ?Ewere short of the
than 4.7m (X/Bi4.7), the transmitted wave theoretical values by 20-30% (see Fig. 12).
height is reduced to below 50%. This loss may be composed of mechanical

loss (mainly in the gears and clutches) and
(3) Efficiency of Wave Power Absorption of scattering waves of higher order.

The efficiency of wave power absorp- To confirm this point, free oscilla-
tion is shown in Fis. 11 and 12. tion tests of the wave energy absorption

device were carried out, in which the elec-
tric resistors had been removed so that the
generated power was not consumed, and about
20-30% absorption of wave energy was veri-

Sw 00 fied.

4. WAVE ENERGY CONVERSION DEVICE MOORED BY
0 CHAINS

4.1. Model Experiments

O (1) Model Characteristics
O The principal dimensions and charac-

0 _ _ _ _ teristics of this model are given in Table
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 2. This model has a Lewis-Form section,

A/B as shown in Fig. 13.

Fig. I I Efficiency of wave power absorption

IC -. Table 2 Characteristics of model

o1 I tem

0 Length 2.900 m

Width at water plane 1.000 M
o

0 Draft 0.500 m

Displacement 8700 Kg
0

70 8M9etacenter height (GM) 0.200 rn

Center of gravity (KG) 0.418 m
Fig. 12 Efficiency of wave energy conversion - --

Radius of gration 0.350 m
In these figures, wave energy absorption Naturiperiod of heaving
efficienCv qw is defined by equation (28). motion 1.56 sec

W 0=- - CR (28) Natural period of rolling 1.85 se
motion

Wherea., energy conversion efficiency is
expressed by equations (29) and (30).

1 E-W /Pw (29)
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pulleys and a damping device, and was atta-
ched to the counter weight (30 kg).

-i The gears, clutches and electric gene-
rators were similar to those used in the
"Dolphin Type" device tests.

-B/2 05m In order to control the damping fac-
tors 70Stelectric resistors were connected
to the electric generators in series. The

--- electric circuits were also similar to
1A Sectional area those used in the "Dolphin Type" device

tests.
E The measured items were wave heights,

motions of the floating body (heaving,
rolling and swaying motion) and generated
voltage, and these were measured by

Lewis Form systems similar to those used in "Dolphin

Ho=B/2T--O Type" device tests.

a= ..A/8r06 '_(3) Wave Conditions
The experiments were performed in

regular waves. The wave height was cons-
tant, 0.1m, and the wave length varied
from 1.3m to 9.3m.

4.2. Results of the Experiments

Fig. 13 Section of model. (1) Motions cf the Floating Body

Figs. 15, 16 and 17 show the heaving,
(2) Experiment Apparatus and Measured rolling and swaying motions of the float-

Items ing body.
Experiments concerning the "Chain

Type" device were conducted in the same
basin that had been used to test "Dolphin 1.0
Type" device.10

The arrangement of experiment appara- Za
tus is shown in Fig. 14. To I

generators O "  o °0wovei\ 4- °
wave pul ley O

cO I 5P~ifl 01 Vcounter 0 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
we ihty
tension j Fig. I5 Heaving motion

mOorneg wire I sinker

Fig. 14 Expenirnent apparatus K o} oI.I
The floating body was moored by 4 !0

sets of stainless steel wire and coil 0Spring, instead of by chains. The anale 0obetween the mooring wire and vertical line o

was 550 . The spring constant of the coils
was about 1.0 kg/cm.

The damping devices were, as shown in 0.0
rig. 14, composed of electric generators, 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
pulleys, sinkers, tension wires and count- 1/Ber wei~hts. One end of the tension wire
was connected to the sea bed (this is, to Fig. 16 RoIling motion
the sinker), and the other end was led
into the hull of the floating body via

-848-
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As for CR aind CT, the results of the
1.0 experiment agreed well with the theoretical

0 values, and it was thus confirmed that the
Xa theory was reasonable.

5a (3) Efficiency of Wave Power Absorption
Wave energy absorption efficiency~wand

0O5 energy conversion efficiency IE (defined
by equations (28) and (29), respectively)
are shown in Figs. 20 and 21.

MB0 0

70
Fig. - 1 Swaying motion 0

In the figures, the small circles repre-

BF sent thp =jults of the experiment and the
V full lines the theoretical values, which

were divided by the incident wave ampli- o o
tude (3a) or wave slope MKa).

Close agreemrent between the results___________________
of the experiment and the theoretical 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10values was observed.

(2) characteristics of Wave Transmission Fig. 20 Efficiency of wave power absorption
and Wave Reflection
Figs. 18 and 19 give the wae reflec- - 0

tion coefficient C and the wave trans-
mui sion coefficientCaC is about 0.5
for those waves with 3:8m wave length

tude 3.).o aesoe(~)

Cls age1.0btwe hersut 0/

CR d

f 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10the thasrthemaximm value for / 3

the theoretical value being 76% and experi
ment value 80%. The theoretical results

Fig lB Wav relecioncoeficentand the experiment results agreed well.

Fign1 Wave ref lection cefiin

(Scattering of I?wwhen N/B=3 were caused
by errors aade i9 the calculation of the

t1n oreflected wave heights.)
s ofas shown in Fi. 21, also has a

formaximum value forwi/B=3.t; h.wever, theSvalue is about 55%. It is believed that
the difference between ew and avwas due
to the mechanical loss in the gears.

0 thtCompared with that of the "Dolphin
Type" device, 1 w of the "Chain Type" device
is somewhat inferior. The reason may be

0 Iconsidered as that the swaying motion of
0 the floating body for the "Chain Type"

device is not controlled to absorb wave
0 I 25 6 10 energy, though the swaying motion of the

YB"Dolphin Ty:pe" device is restrained.
Therefore, the reflecting energy caused by

g19 Wve transmiton coefficient the non-controlled swaying motion makesFig.dabsorption efficiency low.
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5. WAVE POWER ABSORPTION OF IRREGULAR WAVES

It is common to adopt the linear 2.5 S(u))x 16-

superposition theorem for predicting some 1 (m2-Sec) 2.14 (sec)
phenomena that occur in irregular waves; H =015 (m)

for example, ship motions in a random sea-
way. In this section we shall consider 2.0 I (W)
the applicability of this theorem for pre-
dicting wave power absorption of irregular ------- SR (W)
waves in the two-dimensional case. ------ SI Wx

The power absorbed by a wave energy I .5cz
conversion device in irregular waves can
be represented as the difference between
incident wave power and the total power
of reflected and transmitted waves. If we 1.0.
adopt the linear superposition theorem to
predict reflected and transmitted waves,
then we can denote incident wave power P
reflected wave power P; and transmitted 0.5-
wave power P, as the following:

~%
"P C6S(,) , (?) 0 2 4 6 8 I0 12 14

z (rod sec)

P;=2'.": er( $ ) 4 Fig. 22 Energy spectrums of incident

where S(W) is an energy spectrum of an wave and reflected wove
incident wave. Absorbed power 1; is desc-
ribed in the followir.g:

Pi IN + T au) (32) (rn2-sec) T-
1Q''. -1*41 -Gr,),() =. 23)T=.14 (sec)

0 H ,3= 0. 1,5 (m)

Consequently, effiziency of wave power20-
absorption is 21 0 1 S (W) I

Sf 1.511 S T (IU)I" ' ' 5,] CT2

:w -CMT, (J3,

If reflected coefficient Cp () and trans- 1
mittion coefficient CT (uo) in regular waves
are known, absorbed power P and efficiency I
of wave power absorption ? can be easily I
calculated by usina equation (32) and (33). 0

In these equations energy spectrurs of 0.5
reflected and transmitted waves are expre-
ssed by the product of the incident wave
energy spectrum and the square of the ref-
lection or transrission coefficient in

regular waves respectively. In order to w ( / sec)
verify tnese relations, we conducted an W (rod!sec)
experiment using a rodel of the "Dolphin Fig. 23 Energy spectrums of incident
Type" at the wave basin. wow and tmrnsntlied wave

Characteristics of the model, experi-
ment apparatus and measurin, systems are The full lines in these figure represent
described in §3. A typical example of an the results of the model experittent and
incident wave energy spectrum, reflected the broken lines represent the results of
wave energy spectrum and transmitted wave calculation in which theoretical values
energy spectrum measured during the model were used for the reflection and trans-
test is shown in Fig. 22 and Fig. 23. mission coefficients and experimental

values for the incident wave energy spec-
trum. These figures show that the results
of calculation agree well with the experi-
mental results on the reflection and trans-
mission coefficients in irregular waves.
From this result, we may conclude that
equation (31) is useful for predicting the
reflected and transmitted wave powers in
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irregular waves. Therefore we can reasc- AKNOWLEDGEMENT
nably predict absorbed power and efficiency
of wdve power absorption by using equation we wish to acknowledge kind advices
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APPEINDIX I . K),,% ". (A.12)

We denote the velocity potential l(x, and H(cA - H H1c3) A.13
t t a If the floating body has a symmetrical

( ,I, Q. = -R- (. 'o)eCj (A.1) sectional form, the following relations
are obtained.

where (x, y) satistied the iollowing aebid

linearized free surface condition. s1 (K) n Ha (A..14)

M . - o o .2 = +) (0.=,0,2 H) (A.15)

vhere X = wave nurber = 2-/9)) (A.16)

while the surface elevation is expressed by 3 Ci) Ho n
usinc: as: Furthermore, the Kochin function cor-

.,t responding to the diffraction wave is des-
H t) = D C0A. 3) cribed by that of radiation wave as:

where C =,- ) - H(c) (A.17)

where l1i+(K) .eans the conjugate of H*(K)
The incident wave and the diffraction

wave velocity potentials are written as: Substituting (A.10), (A.8) into expre-
I €ssion (A.4), the progressing waves propa-

(e-& - - ZC ) (.5) gate to outward are described at ixi as:

where i = 0 : incident wave -() = i K Xi H( e;K(.18).
i = 4 : diffraction wave (,

and From. expression (A.18), the arplitude of
( = (A.6) the wave propagates in the +X direction

(reflected wave) is
On the other hand, the radiation wave

velocity potential is written as: A = &K X HCK) (KA. 19)

e(X,1)= lwXi(Xi )  (A.7) Similarly that of the transmitted
wave, including the incident wave, is

where i =1I: swaying

=2 : heaving Ar i KL XjH-(K) (.20)
= 3 : rolling

and X i : amplitude of i-th node APPENDIX II
oscillation

This appendix describes the calcula-
Assuming that the rotions are linear tion metho'- of reflected wave heicht[161.

and harmonic, the total velocity potential Generally, using the Fourier Analysis,
4?(x, y) can be written as: tire dorain data 3 (t) expands in a series

of wave components with circular frequency

WXX. ) = ;4) Xik ,) (A.8) WJarad/sec).
ice The wave amplitude Ja, of which wave

where X. = X, = 1/K frequency is u-(rad/sec), can be described
= by the following, equations:

Here the Kochin function II(K) can be by = the f ea

introduced as: 3,= _VA _B_(A.21)

N~cK~jCU (A.9)A StcS~d (A.22)

Hence, the proS, essing wave at x l is . f.Jf)SIF&..tdt (A.23)
expressed asymptotically as:

-4,C ,.where to is the time duration of S(t).
ten the Fourier coefficients A and B

Let us devide the velocity potential are known, J, 4(t), wave component having
into real part with subscript c, and circular frequency tJ,, can be expressed as
imaginary part with subscript s, and is the following equation:
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It should be noted that if the Fourier
coefficients of the wave data measured by
means of one set of height meters located
in front of the floating body (see Fig. 4),
incident wave amplitude a and reflected
wave amplitude j. are calculated by using
the following equations:

Jax-- t rA _AI [CA"ACOSk*4-S1MkINfj +
(Bl+MA,,*e--BcoskA! )Y a"  (A.2s)
J~xZISkTsi. CAa-rCjt"MSPka"

(B.-,Aid - B, COS kAf)' (A.26)

where A, and B, are the Fourier coeffici-
ents derived fror the reasured value of
wave height meter WI, and A2 and B are the
Fourier coefficients of W2, respectively.

1-ave reflection coefficient CV can
be described as follow:

C R T&~ iJ'1 (A.27)

I
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Discussion generated in far field by the transverse
motion of the point which lies at the depth
iw below the water plane. It should be
noted that rotational motion around the
point is waveless motion at the specified
frequency. Therefore, we can pay attention

K. Ikegami -IHI) only to the transverse motion of that point.
I think it is important to design a control
system for the purpose to control the trans-
verse motion of that point composed of sway-

At first, I would like to show my re- ing and rolling motions.
spect to the first study on practical ap- From this viewpoint, I think, changing the
plication of Prof. Bessho's theory on com- direction of tension dire might result in
-lete wave energy absorption. heigher efficiency of wave energy absorp-

I would like to ask some questions tion. Have the authors made such experi-
about the model test of "Chain type" device. ments or calculations ? If I could hear

(1) The characteristics of model used the authors' opinion on these points, I
in the 'Chain type" device test is differ- would appreciate it very much.
ent from the ones in "Dolphin type" device
test. it seems to me that it is more advan-
tageous to use the same model in both tests
in order to compare the characteristics of
two types of devices. How did the authors
decide the characteristics of model ?

(2) Natural periods of heaving motion
and rolling motion are not equal in "Chain R
type" device test. In order to attain a
complete wave energy absorption, however,
it is necessary to equalize both the natural
periods of heaving and rolling motions as
in "Dolphin type" device test. And it M. BeSShO dawmlDeeACad
seems to me that the natural period of roll-
ina motion can be easily attuned to a given
period. Why did not the authors equalize
both the natural periods of heaving and
rolling motions ? We thank Mr. Ikegami for his remarks

(3) The rolling amplitude of fl. on the model test of "the Chain type".
body is shown in Fig.16. i can underst.-d At first, we decided the configuration as
that the tendency of rolling amplitude to shown in Fig.14 on the standpoint of prac-
wave length shows the characteristics of tical use and carried out parametric study
motion influenced by larger damping. How- with varying Ho and a of Lewis Form. Then
ever, it seems to me that the values are we chose the sectional form of Fig.13
very large in longer wave length range. because it showed better efficiency than
May I understand that this is caused by others-
coupling effect of rolling and swaying mo- In the case of Fig.14, as the tension
tions ? If we could ask the authors for wires are installed vertically, some co-
further explanation of the characteristics efficients of (13) become
of the motion of the floating body " ra-
ther detail, especially the rolling motion, U 1 -i0

it would be highly informative, and appre- (R.1)
ciated very mach. C = C31 0

(4) In the case of "Chain type" device
test, swaying motion of floating body was Substituting eq. (R.1) into eq. (19), we
not controlled. To the extent of my under- obtain following equation.
standing, the condition for a complete wave
energy absorption is to make both the sym- C21 R (H1 t I') +

metrical motion and either one of the asym- CI.R +
metrical motions resonant at the same fre- +_+. 2
quency, and to give sufficient damping to 2C13RHHlw (R.2)
each motions. Let me call your attention t- R
to a well-known formula, for further ex-
planation, where CijR = Re tCij}M

rad,ASy (X + lX ) H+(k) The right hand of eq.(R.2) is not equal to
zero in general. Therefore the natural

where period of rolling motion should differ
: Sway-roll coupling lever from that of heaving motion for complete
for damping absorption of the asymmetrical scattered

wave. But in our model test, eq.(R-2)
This formula shows that asymmetric wave is could not be satisfied completely.
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On the thi-d question, it was show. eq.(l9) or rewritten as
by Pxof. Tasai that nondimensional rolling
response becomes to slightly less than +C-+- 2 3 ~h( 3  + i2HH 3 + (:+(C-M, + i2Hs.H '(C33 + H - 3 +

unity ii. long wave range if additional
restoring forces are attached. This fact i2H+il) (C, + i2H+l -) = 0 (R3)
must be also true in the case of "the Chain
type". Unfortunately we did not calculate If we adopt some restrictions on the cc-
the response function in the long wave efficients of (13), that is
range. Thus we can not say how high the
respo.tse function growth or where it begins u:: = -, = 3Z 1.I, =
to reduce.

On the last question, we suppose that C 3 R= CI (R
there may be such a case as Mr. Ikegami
pointed out. In the case where bol-h sway-
ing and rolling motions exist, the condi- e can find moe have retates th
tion for complete absorption of the asyM- eq.(R.3) but we have not yet tested such
retrical scattered wave is expressed by a case.
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Theoretical and Experimental Study on
Wave Power Absorption
Hisaaki Maeda

Hwro4~sa Tanaka

Takteshi Kims.hita

Tne wifinets-4v of Tokro 'yok

jamd-

ABSTRACT wave power absorption efficiency (2-I). wave
power absorptioni coefficient or wn-drnensiorialA

In this paper, we show theoretical analyses and syntheses absorption width ratio (34)
for floating-type wave power absorbers by comparing theoretical
characteristics wsith experimental ones of the platotype whicrdhtinfoc
conists o ahsDcnd hydraulicpoe ovsinmcagndrzdrdatnfre

degrees of freedom in finite water depth are discussed.
We iniestipte theories and experiments with regard to F1, drift force

hydrodyramic iorces. absorb~ed wave po*-tr. lc'-d reaction forcces FLi normalized load force (torque)
which act on the two-dinientional or three,4irnentional slender ggaiyrelrto
bodies with asynmnetric sections oscillating in regular or irregulu
waves, and discuss about the effects of oblique waves. coupled &j linear restoring force coefficient of moorin system
motions and hydraulic load characteristics on the wave power ! inear restoring force coefficient matrixc of mnooring
absorption efficiencies. system

Fron, the test results, we c.)nfirm the following con- V
clusions: the linear theory is applic3ble to the prediction of the 61 wetted hull surface
performances of the absorber. the Sahez3 Duck absorbs efficiently h water depth
both regualr and irregular wave power. and the hydraulic power H, (1 radiation Kochin function
co. nversion mechanism is successful in convring wav energy to H, (P. 0) diffraction IKocltin function
mechanical energy due to its easy control and storage of energy.HWaehit

F liw vsual wamv height or significant wave height
Nomenclture I (c,,) poris function of absorbed wave power

a incident w*av amplitude Hl,! (CO) response funciton of i-tb mode motion

8,floating body width Hpw (w) response function of drift fore

C.hydrostatic restotinc force coefficient K wave number

crestoring force coefficient mat rix k, restoring force cofficientt of hydraulic system

D0 draft of floating body Ic restoring force coefficient matrx of hydraulic

D) sliallow water parameter

ddamping coefficient of Lnad of the hydraulic I. amplitude of i-th mode motion
system column v-ctior of amplitude of motion

d damping coefficient matrix of load !aminar tube length

Kroneckces delta distance between the origin and rolling axis

Lwav excitation mn, generalized added mass

column %vctor of wave excitation 14. generalized mnass

= dF~dt time averaged energy per unit time geerlie masmti
in generalized -Aded mass Tnatrix
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wa- damping coeflicient prcdi-tion methods of p-ormrics of absorbers.

N wave damping coefficient matrix Thc theory of responscs of floaitin-tyte wave power
absorbers can be interpreted by the appli-ntion af -atcr w3r

v dispk-cd s.--tje theories in 2-D or J-D without forward spec-i. Thcor-etical an-ah
circular frequency of wave power aborbers was investigated f' ir by Bessho I I % who
fnid domain showed that the optimum efficiency of absorbcd wav power -was_ dobtained wle it jseili.atcd at resonant ard damring of load was

01radiation potential with unflit stonty amplitude equal to radiation wave dampingr The ticn of a_ wa1rower

0 cident wave potental with unit amplitude absorber was completed by the works of Besho [21. Mei .I IL.
Newmans 1141 and Evans 141. Hlower, t..here hav bCn few

diffraction potential corresponding to . reports which comparxd thzse linear theories with expev.ents
oo + ;: stteluring potential and invcstigated the applicability of the theory in order to -ake

p °.0,* time-rever-ed velocity potewial the theory p-acticl.

Svelocity potential a nT here are three_ tfl'pcs of leading wave poser zbsurber
4ty tl among the tloatlk--y absorbers 151. Thos zre ai-turbine r pe.
P pressure of fluid Sallers duck type and raft t!pe absorbers, lydrod namic cac-
pill,, Tvi joint probability density function teristic of these floating bodies ae not aways smenc. as those of"

ships or floating offshore structures beccuis of their special shapes
= : variance of spectrum of time averaged absorbed however. th ir chartacristics can h. studed by t-- vt'ilar cx-wave power perimenta r.thods to those for shipa Dynamics of wae powvr

RtW7i1 < Ettti it -r) > correlation function absorver depend not only on the charactcristics of floatin bodies

density nf water but also on the charactcristics of power takt t naff n..-s
In this paper. we show the theory of a wave ;o-... ab-

=o.14- i variance of spectrum of roll motion sobcr by enmining the dynamic characteristics of floating shdieS
5' 1w) Pi-tson-Moskowitz type wave spectrum and of power taking off mchanisms and can out some spmial

51w) spectrum of absorbed wave power experients for confirming these theoretical results- We invest-
op ode motion gated the Wave power absorption characristics by makirmg use of

fa Salters Duck of 32 an in diameter of submerged circular cylinder
(4a drift fore- spectrum and 167 cm in width, and o i-hydrauNc power -orion m-,cha

R Srjiitl( w) cross spectrum of fore (torque) arnd vei%-city nis m.. because the Salters Duck has the 2adntage of simple shape

(angular velocity) ofj-th mode motion concerning the calculation of hydro forces on the body.
and because the hydraulic power conversion mechanism has fra-

S "atoju ( as spectrum of force (torqte) an disphacement tures of cas cont.-ol and storage of absored enegmy. This si t-m
(roling angle) of ,h mode motion is or example of Arlc power absotbers and we do not insist

S 11 i() spectrum of velocity tangular velocity) of jih the superiority of this system.
mode motion In orlder to di the applicability of linear th.ony to the

T period desip of wave power absorbrs we invsigatc the characteristics
of hydraulic power conversion me-chaniuns. of wave excitation.natural period of floating lodY of body motions in regular and irregular wares. and the forced

Tq:= 2W 02 Zero cross mean period and its correspondir osillat o,t tests in calr water are carried out. Tbese testh
circular frequency been done in the two-dirnetional model basin or three-dtmen-

Tw visual wave period or mean wave period tionsl seaAkeping basin. " efiects of obliquwa and -I)
effects are also examined. The effe t of moring sterr. is not dis-

T, peak period of wave spectrum cussed here because that effect ran be substituted for that W-

T column vector of torque coupied motions.

V, group velocity
normalized velocity (angular veocity) _TIEORY
displa---ment of floating body in i-th mode motion
column vector of disphizetnt of motion Take a rectangular coordinate system with z=O P Of

C amplitude of reflected waves oy floating-body the undisturbed free surface and z positive upuod-. An ale O
a direcion of progressmg incident pla e wa- from x-axisamplitude of transmitted waves through floating denoted bvilasshowninF-t l.!tisasu-ndthatabodrisfloa

ing on the free surface of an in-isci. incompr-ssOe fluid witii amplitude of reflected waves by fixed body con4ant depth h an all ow-ilator) motiom of the body and thse
t r amplitude of transmitted wares through fixed flu are so small that the .wobk-m can be s-ohd within t& frn-

body work of lineri r el waterway theory. To shape of the body -s

amplitude of radiation wavm of-h t -ode motion rot n- rily sm t.t,.

1. INTRODUCTION r 4 , I
Nlasuda 1101 succeocsd to generate electlic power from .

ocan wa e for the first tirw by making use of air tubines n " -
rotated by compressed air in resonant water tubs. His Frit proW N
t-pe was applied to 1*1ht-bouys, and rccently, wave absorbing ship

Kaimnie succeeded to sapply electric pcower to the power station
at shor. At this -tage in order to design mcrc economical or pac-
tical wave power absorbem it is n "ecerary to ake clear the wave
power absorption mechanism and also to estsalish theoretical Fig. I Coordinate stem
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- ~ ~ ~ qo 2 tIywvnn orces ful to desire the ritior as show 'irslybkw essho IIA tint-
revt-.ned rno',t _r.~rspow&ic to the tinie-rerersed relOcit--

Th aiao ore ~ F, ite spotenu2z iU. f=e :xarnpk. a mion of rn-erid wtatinl movies

.3 w -y ial oci otcilal.Anditis also expresse-d in another
'here f,, is a force co-nponenz ut direction i due to a unit vscocityv f v m. by tatkini account of a- uniq-ueness of a soution o. the

of the body in the direction i and'1 is a complex zenwlt*ade of boundary-ratue problem Namely the- tine-ererd vcebel
i-tb god mtion. Hlere p is dentt, offlMid and wisae ircula pot-cmal ofa rdiatiritnfor a cattert ctnaiksu of

frequeny. f,,sgireny otgil radiation potential 1 or at rstmerng po'nh cm t
revrs incidenit watre and a 5cate.In Potential dme :0 the KinK-

3OL dsf 11 reversed welociry motenti. L4t us derive this -elationa in cai of
S'r 1  '5 In' .- D r-dntion pro'-Leim asan in pkn.

An atymptouic bhaviour of th ~ ra ien coetilz
wL.,. C)0. is a radiation rinentiai due to a unflt eioc.:y of the- body
in the dire-ction j. The suffim deno!tes the dxiretion of six riid-
hods. deuces ot fredomn. =nzily. suw. swat-. *.--c. roll, pitch . I
am.' yaw for j1 6 respc-ir. Toec tem lorecis usce here
in a cencralIized case. to include the mocm

Thwe added mss n%, and thec wave daming eoettsernt
Nare g-iven by where arpurnents =172 correspo-d to y -- n Ow. A cthe

coonzteois

it fq f,I2 . (41-

resp cd. A rnpecript* indimcats a eomrPies conjugate. From wnhd~e noin ana niiy osdun h he
the- flas.r ttiom.. the ware excitation is drecn&-t fator cxp fiattu Now introduc a wera

z,: ppl, T+) 0,: -otenti" 0' which has out-goin;: pwt-jcfe navrs atv fiiy

Hrg 3grvr leraion.a is an anpbtak ofan imci 0f v,. o~t

ware. D is a shallow water parmete defined_ br
infl i14-D tath Kht+K1.1cW Kh. 6

and Ii, 1 lis a n~diaen Koduin tuncto derined by wc 0
iath!dminUsgte lsut,.hoarcrd-

H, (4: -~3~ .. tion cf a scateran cprob_-_ ar-d eorzsder- t-' Z2:-Fan isa2 real
rH functionan the full,.the boundary condition oft-be u-wtmroary

potential 0. is Writteg as
1Ohere ,, u is a scaiug potential &-finted bqy -a v-

whereC r. is the wetted hut surfa7Ce.
Here 9-.($t is an inidert ware potentil defined hr From a zniquecens of the %cuvr-nbe2 =lg jj

the radiation cmat kn- defined by gij n4 :-moa'to

and oj ($! is a diffraction pot.-ntial duc !o the body. wre Ks in ther ful Rluid dormain 1M not onl, or. the bT-- rerfac r .Sothat
MA is a tare numer N i a waw. length and i N~zm Tar dis- iohr om -- tie rrrrtto otJr.e.-ve atral

r"7  eltion is C) s nrra toe aMS ea-e 011 da... i bxms In the se r
manner, the- following resahsN ar Foir ic er.s of -Dicstr

K: tanhit K9) ing jwnbicms- and 4)pro1lms as well as :-n raiation ,.voblr=L

snd acrurbct is .

.10 - 0 -. M1

A diffiraction Kochsn hinaction is defind by .)~ f Ztw,~nl lb

11(59M. (11)-sa - 2iiJ~ ® an -o:n~w 'LVo

*iC'5 ~i4tt~tntz.'fla
where, the argumewnts 5anO 04 de-- a IKochin functizn of dire-
tion 9 diur t o an. i ckIdent ware of di rect in AThcdo W.hneintqaal O
shouhi he recplaced by a rJe integral in 2-D) problemx i & ('1' .1 49t1(544m .

It is knoln that some usefull rrtatiom c-ta beitrn Ng
ill 41 and W '5.f 0). A tirne--rrnerd revU; pmtential is hep-u litr 2nd irnwrtera andI Samrseo the ectms cte
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2-D case and 3-D case, respectively. The equations (16) and (17) and (I 9a) yields
were derived firstly by llessho 121 for a case of' an infinite depth
of water. Thiese ielations are albo field in case of a finite depth, Hf,( 1 ) R ~(;
if an incident wale and K-iin functions are defined by (8), and---
(7) and ( 11). respectively. j2, 3, 4. (26)

Substitution of (2) and (16) into (4) yields

I) ~The linear equation (26) can be solved for ~,~and T rT

~ I ,(~ IIt~ +Il (-111,( ~) . ~rFrom the uniqueness of the solutions, the modes of motion
2 2 2 2 j are got indep'endent each other. There are two linear independ-

N., cuet modes. We can arbitrarily choose any two mocdes out of' three
(0 11,D (018 Ia) modes of sway, heave and roll in case of an asymmetric shape

.f" , *(18b) of body about y = 0. But .iote that roll and sway are linear
dependent modes each, other in case of a symmetric shape of

The right-hand side of (18) denotes the energy dissipation 121 body.

I 141.2-2 Equations of motion
Relations between Kochin functions are also (derived t'rcmn

(16) and (I 17). Considering the conditions of original potentials Alna hoyo h rdcino h oino h
aiid their time-reversed potentials at in finity like as (12) and (13;. floating body of wave power absorption is following. Without

(16 an (1) yeldgenerality we can define an incident wave 00 (ff2) which pro-
gresses to positive y-axis. Let M,. di. ki, gij, c,,, in,,. N,, and E, be

Hj () - i, (+70a mass of a floating body, a damping and a restoring force co-
4 4 efficient of an energy absorbing device wvhich is a hyiraulic system

1 ,WrH 001 +11,* (0 71-+rP7) in this case, a linear restoring force coefficient of a mooring
1I9a) system, a hydrostatic restoring force coefficient, an added mass

au-i a wave damping coefficient due to radiation and a wave exci-
27 Hd (0+27 0+7r) H,- (0) dO , (19b) tation. respectively The term "mass" in a generahzed sense

includes the moment of inertia, and similarly the term "force"
includes the moment.

Hd (0,0) - Hd kP+ir.0+7f) rhe equations of motion are

i ad (0-0+27) Ild (0-0+7r)
I +H;(0.0) H * (0+i27.04T I7 (20am

whlere

I eead0aeete of (13. in ca s ~ : (27) 11 1.a

AdFrom Gr e eaiadGren's theorem, wem haveation. 6, (31)

Fromee (21)ecand 22). (ad yieldsmitdwvsa ela eain iJ
andton are deivd which ar arefu sqar checki se whicrac of epn t of

+e and be a eomple ofliud (27 ofiete anaclr ,avlciyadadipaeet
transmitte aves o a ixed (23 respectively. corsodn 7 r erthey are dectromsaolos

BN~d i 33
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w1;r ti thc -Aluare matrices o. mass M. damping coefficient of a device explicitly. Both (42) and (43) are available in 3-D cases

load d_ acid its restoring force coef icient t are all diagonal, and as well as in 2-D cases.

those of added mass.0, wave damping coefficient N, hydroqtatic The optimal characteristics of the load, which are the daip-

restoring force coefficient c and linear icstoring foi,:e coefficient ing coefficient d, and the restoring force coefficient k,. can be

of a mooring system$ are symmetric, determined by the following condit.ns,

From (30) and (29). the response in regular waves is a d O (44)

= ([C - oA + i B ]-'E , (34) Dk- I 7 1 =  9 -" 1 = 0 . (44)

. .. when a geometry of a floating body, a mooring system and a wave
where I 1- 1 denotes an inverse matrix. From (30) and (33), frequency o are given.
the hydrodynamic force defined by a sum of radiation forces If there are no coupling terms among each mode in the
and a wave excitation is represented in two forms, as equations of motion, dr7d-t is maximized when

F- Eel"' -mE -Ni d =Nil (45)

k, = W, (NI, min) - (c) I, gj)) , (46)NZ + P+(c + )(35)
namely the damping coefficient is equal to th wave damping co-

2-3 Absorbed wave power and power characteristics efficient and the restoring force coefficient ;s chosen for its
motion to be resonant 111. 141. At this time. the amplitude of the

An absorbed wave energy is the work done by the hydro- motion is
dynamic forces acting on the floatinlbody. The time-averaged
absorbed wave er.ergy per unit time dE/dt is: f l(-2)

(36 PI- d (.ij + Il f (47a)Ij= rf .P~dsldt,(6TS/T,. '

where the fluid pressure P and the velocity potential '4 include i __(-_)

the time-dependent factor, as follows t w 2k fHii) (47b,

P = ReI-iow(Z4, + 4s)e t t j "(37)

6 And the maximized absorbed wave power is
q, = Re 1(ylq,)e 1 , (38)

H e r e P a 2l ( - )( 8
21d

Ad e ic n (39) te fo r i, I4,H)

a'I'2 2v2r

max- ---

(48b)
And we can derive the following relation, 2 k~ l()I /

f, P- nds=RetFt I ReIf ,1 (41)
where j denotes the independent modes. A number of the inde-

where the superscript T denotes a transposed matrix. pendent modes in 2-D cases is 2 at the most.

Substituting (41) and (35) to (36), we have representations For general coupling motions, d, and k, which are given by
of JE i in two different forms, which are corresponding to the the conditions (44) are different from (45) and (46). respectively.
two forms of the hydrodynamic force column vector F of (35). The conditio.s (44) give simultaneous higher order algebraic
From the upper form of (35), whicl" a representation of the equations.
foTce' from a point of view of a fluid. (3t), yidds The time-averaged energy per unit ine of an incident

wave per unit length of the wave crest is pga-V, /2. Now the
L- [ E l - E, I -5 IN I wave energy absorptio efficiency / coefficient (in 3-D cases) 17is

dt .. .. ..2 defined by
W 6 * T W= -'!- n Im ( 1 ,1, (- Z I, lIjN ,  (42)

2 ji - ,fti dT/di
whicn was derived by Newman 1141 and Mei & Newman 1121. 1 oga2 (49a)
From the lower form of (35), which is a representation of the 2 V,
force from a point of vi"w of a body, (36) yields

_1 2 . dt
dtE I (49b)

d t 2 ;i pga' ,B,,(4b

2 4 dZl'l, , (43)

wher.e P. is the width of the floating body. The wave energy
which is an extention of the representation derived by Evans 141 dbForitionl coefficient is "the absorption width" non-dimen-
to a case of 6 modes of motion. siiiualized by Bo, which is able to be called "absorption width

(43) is more convenient than ,42) from a point of view of .atio".
optimization of a wave energy absorption system, since (43) It is convenient to express the dynamic characteristics of
includes the characteristics of the load of an energy absorbing the hydraulic system as an energy absorbing device in terms of
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tile power characteristics,' namely the relation between the load Sinc-
force (or torque), which corresponds to the pressure in the d I
hydraulic cylinder, and the velocity (or angular velocity), which I? -/ [ -pga2 VBo]
curresponds to the flow flux. -et FL, and VLI be the component

of load force (or torque) with the same phase as the velocity (or . [ IH (#)+l 1 H,(l) ] B
angular velocity) noimalized by a wave excitation and the velocity 0

(or angular velocity) no.ralized by the velocity at the so-called g j

natural frequency wo of a j-mode motion, respectively. They are KB0  
2 Bo) ")12 d/B 4 (58)

- given by 2g -f 0 (
27-,I

FL, dolljl/IEl . (50) then

(SI) I- g' .

!2 W

*=KBO W By f l 21,H,(O)12 (sin3P sin 0) dO /B

where

o= '(k, + c,,+ g,,,)/(M, 7 ) + sin (59)

2-4 Characteristics of a floating breakwater and its drift force 2-5 3-D effect

The high efficiency of energy extraction mleans good For calculations of 3-D hydrodynamic forces, the inter-

characteristics as a floating breakwater. Not only 2-D devices but polation solution of Maruo et al 191 is expanded to an asymmetric
also 3-D devices with proper arrays canl be used as a floating break- shape of body about y=O (71. According to the solution, hydro-

water. An infinite array at regular intervals is one of the examples, dynamic force f, defined by (2) is
since both its reflected and transmitted waves are sums of finite
number of 2-D plane waves. f, f U, (x) h,,'(x) dx . (60)

Firstly consider 2-D problem. Let the transmitted and
reflected waves be tT and t- respectively, corresponsponding
to the incident wave 00 (7r/2) of a unit amplitude. t - (or G -) in a deep sea. Here
is a sum of the transmitted (or reflected) waves 'T - (or r - ) of
a fixed body and the radiation waves, those are. U,1x)=1 j =j for j 2-4

= - '  i, li ) +- . (52) U,(x) =(-IPx. j' =8-i forj=5,6,

g 'and

-.Ot 0) (3D)
1-- ,H,(-- )+' (53) h,,'(x) hij' + hii , (62)Ra g 7 ~ ,(2

(2D)
(2) = f',.U, (x) - f3j' W(x) (63)

where 1, is an amplitude of tie motion of tile body due to
¢ Or!2). which is given by (34) where f',.,. is a sectional hydrodynamic force and

The drift force is
F1 )/ kaV' I i'i for i=2-4, (64FI) /(/p.a V; l "-"12- - 1 (64)

5-a i'=8-i for i=5,6.

( l i 11
2 -I R.2 )l (54) and

Since h,. tn)=W, (x) I -S. (x) +B. (x) /K 1, (65)

=t (2pga2 V) = 1 (I~ +ltH 12) , (55) S2 (x)=0,S 3 (x)=Swhichisa sectionalarea,
S 4 (x) = ffrt ydydz. which is a moment of

({66)(54) yields sectional area, B2 (x) = 0, B3 (x) =y -- Y',
which is width of water line, B4 (x) - (y2 

- y])12.i

F.)/(/Pga 2 K = It 12 + " (56) Here W, (x) is defined by

The drift force in 3-D cases is W, (x) 2 -ao (x) IN(KIBo/2+xl) +N(KIB0 /2-xl)]

Fni/(;pga2 Vg ~Bo) +--- fao(x') -ao(x)] N'(Klx-x'l)dx'. (67)

-2 ) fB-

w2l B0 .~ ̂ Bwhere; -2 sinP , rI IH.(O) + IH Ol /B 2

U

N(u) =- i -i-ln 2u+ - fIHo(u')+Yo(u')
KB0  B -0__(2 .o +2iJf (t0')s du', (68)

where 17 - and H7 (0) = H 0, 0). N"u)= - + " Ho (u) + Yo (u) + 2iJo (u)
u
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F1 and HO is a Struve function. YO and JO are Bessel functions andU,0 ris aEuk1r's ccnstant. The d,, in (67) is a solution of the following =fV7fr T-

integral equation. 10.09 for w > 4.85T L

27a 0 =III.( + HI,. ( ) ;Lt (X) Substitution of (75) or (76) into (74) yields

- l13 (4)+ 113( ~) W,(X) . (69) dt =05 I~ wmdS) (78)

By making use of W, Wx. we have a Kochin function 10.57 II,'T. kwv/m (JONSWAP)
I-, (0) in 3-D cases a-,

respectively.
From the joint probability density function p~lI.. T ) at

1,(0) -f (,i + 'y2 sinO)elkt o1d~ (70) an area where wave absorbers are set, the expected time-averaged
iiB./2 wave energy per unit time per unit length is derived as

where lI-- f(L( T.)~T..(9

71 a ,,X dt 0 0 dt
2 2 2 A responsc spectrum of the time-averaged absorbed wave

- It,1( a +11 1) WX energy per unit time in irregular waves is

(71) 2S,,(WdW=H,, (w,) 2S'(w)d(4 (80)

7 2 fit l-,. F )if,.( - ) I L', where If. is a response lunction of the tie veraged absorbed
-- wase energy per unit time. which is ex.pressed as

- tit) = d- l

= ~~~By the use of 1I, (0!. we have a wave damping coefficienlt N,, as n ie w 4)o 41 orsodn to an incident wave of

fron (I b).per unit time in irreitular waves is

Note that the approximate hydrodynamie force f,, gisen P= f (82)
by (60) is not necessarily symmetric andi that a wave damping co-
effieieni N,, given by t60) and (4) is not necessarily equal to N,, The wave cnergs absorption cffiktinc ,.oefficient (it) 3-1) cases)
given by (72). because this approximation is inconsistent. But sdfndb
the discrepancy amiong reciprocal relations is proted to be negligi- isdfndb
ble numerically. .II: ... = I f' l .. . 183)
2-6____ Abore wave_____ powe in ireua -a where B0 is a unit in 2-1) cases. The ex~pected time-as eraged wase

rhe time-averaged vase energy per unit time afYjiii of energy i)er unit time at in area %,,iere absorbers are set is
regular waves with wave height l12a and period T in a deep sea Ei IPI = ffr'- pffl1,.T )(ill,, JT , (84)is written as

I which is comparable with (79).
dt 2By ie use of a response function ltiwto of an ampli-

tude of motions v.liich is given by (34) corresponding to an in-
- 112 HT(73) cident wave of a unit amplitude. wve have a response spectrum

T27r~~ Stitw) of the mlotion in irregular waxes. as follows

The time-averaged wave cnergyyper unit time per unit lengthl of Is W) wlw = Ill (0.(w) 12 2S'(., dw . (85)
long crested irregular waves dli/dt is

. pL -L Ji 2S'(o)dw (74) And using a response function IIiw ( w) of a drift force Fn, which
V dt 87 Sr 0  is given by 056) or (S9) devidcd by a-' in the sanle way as in (81).

IE we have a respcnse spectrum Si) (w) of a drift force in irregular
Vwhere S' (w) is a sea spectrum. ISSC Spectrum S' (w) based on waves, as follows

the Pierson-Moskowitz sea spectrum with visual wave height H= is 1 ) S
and visual wave period T.~ is (~w lu w ''wdo(6

S'(w) -tHw Tw (Tw w/2irY'ecxp I -0.44(Tr w/27r J. 3 XEIET

(75) In order to clarify the applicability of the linear theories
and .JONSWAP spectrunm, as to the prediction of the performance of the wave po%%er absorber.

k,07 HW TWT.. CXP -41 we investigated experimentally tl- characteristics of absorbed
S'i 27 Zr 2w T /ir~x -0.44(T w/2irfI wave power, wave excitation, and iotion of tile body in regular

a( r irregular waves, and characteristi s of radiation waves generated
1t 26%~ -12i - WIby teforced oscillation test in calm water. Their characteristics

3.3e' T. 2 (76) are tested in the two-dimentional model basin with 20 x 1.8 x

where I m (length x widthl x depth) or in the sea-keeping basin with
where50 x 30 x 2.5 im. both of whichl belong to University of Tokyo.
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Water depth effect on Salters tDuck is so small that tc ex- We test first the reaction-torque characteristics of this
periments are carried out only in deep water 1131. mechanism, because it has effects on both the motion and the

absorbed wave power efficiency of the floating body. Especially
3-1 Shape of the model (Salters Duck) it is important to clarify the effect of the suction capability of

cylinder and of the volumetric efficiency of the rectifying valve on
Principal particulars of the model ire shown in Fig. 2. Its the reaction torque characteristics. The reaction torque is

radius of the submerged Lircular .lindcr is Ro= 15.9 ,m. honri- measured by the strain-gauge with capacity of 6.0 kg-m fixed on
zontal distance between rolling axis and the edge of the water the Lantilever which supports the cylinder and the body.
plane is 30 cm, and width of the body is 163 cm. The slenderness
ratio is I 3.55. The sectional shape and the draft of the model 4_
were decided by the results of theoretical calculations in order to
absorb wave power efficiently in our model basin (See Appendix
A). The moment of inertia of the model about rolling axis with
hydraulic power conversion mechanism is 0.494 kg-in-sec2 , and
the one without the hydraulic power conersion ineclanis i is
0 346 kg-in-sec. Restoring force coefficients in roll mode and _
heave mode are 13.9 kg-in/rad and 489 kg/m. respectively. Tie

vertical distance between the rolling axis and the origin is I =
15.9 cm. -

The body is supported at both ends of the body through
rotation.l bearings by the frame which permits the heave and -- ,9.2 l  

-
suay motions (Fig. 4!. The weights of the model in heave and
sway direction are 176 kg and 199 kg. respectiveh. 6..-

3-2 Forced oscillation test

roll.omen is easredbytheblok aug wih
The model oscillates sinusoidaly in roll mode by an oil-

hyuraulic servomechamsm in caln water in the 2-I) model basin.T he reaction roll m om ent is m easured b y the block ca ge w ith :L ... .- -.... -.. -'.. .. .

capaciy of 100 kg. which is used for the measurement of .ae
excitation force, too. Radiation hydrodynamie force is decom-

po-: opredicted added moment of inertia and wave damping by
analyzing the relation between nmagn;tude and phase of this force.

Incident "- -,!\
3-3 Wave powcr atbsorptioi system wave

Wave power is coiiverted to hydraulic power by hydro-
static power conversion mechanism which consists of a hydraulic
cylinder, a flow rectifying vahe and laninar tubes for loads. This
mechanism is compact and has the advantage of easy control and Fig. 4 Schematic drawing of wave power absorber.
storage of energy (Fig. 4). I. Floating body 2. Torque measuring qauge

3. Hydraulic cylinder 4. Hydraulic rectifying valve
5. Laminar tube 6. Spring for sway

V__ 00 -a.1

23.8"
' [--5.9 j i ,:5.9 \

d -.Y_ 318 " 3

-25 1.0-I t.0oj- I.

/ k 'Kgm/racd)lm

302" I B 0.6

30. IPo (0)
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4_ L .0- L a, t.to
0 o* t*40

Fig. 2 Section of Salter Duck l .G .6

2A

8 tO 0 2 4 6 8 1

I 1 4

Fig. 3 htydrostatic restoring force coefficient Fig. 5 Load damping coefficient and added spring constant
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Reaction torque characteristics are examined by forced f34G = fi 3
oscillation test of the hydraulic cylinder, and analyzed by Fourier
analysis. We get the test results that the mechanism has not only where. I is the vertical distance between the origin and the rolling
damping characteristics but also spring one due to cavitation or axis G. The Kochin function about G is as follows,
aeration of fluid in tile cylinder chanber. The both characteristics
are shown in Fig. 5. In these figures. d and k represent the load + 1r _ _ ,
damping coefficient and restoring force coefficient of the hydrau- 114 2 t -

= 
f (88

lie power conversion mechanism.i e power conversion smeais onitsi Fquations (87) and (88) are available to 3-) case. But In tis
The owe co~erionmecanis cosiss o a ydruh~ case 3-1) modification should be applied to hidrod~iaic forces.cylinder of 20 mm in diameter and 150 mm i stroke, a flow-

recuifying salve w~ithi 3 ~8 inch ports. and lamnar tubes of 0.65 to Because the section of the floating bod, is uniform and its slendcr-
1 6 m long and 1.55 m in diameter of which pressure and flow ness ratio is I : 3.55. there are two kinds of problem left with
characteristics are in linear relation. Working fluid is turbine oil regard to the application of the slender ship theory. One is that

the assumption of the end of the slender body is no* satisfied andwith kinematic viscosity of 0.2 cn :sec at 30TC. the other is the slenderness ratio The precise discuss'on should be
3.4. Kperineintal condition necessary. but it is left in future. -T'he end effect is treat-J in the

.. .. cfollowing manner The second term of the (69) is neglected as the

Test results of 2-D model experimented in the model approximate solution in Lasw of K 0 0 and K -. oThe remainder
basin is called "2-1) Experiment' in this paper, and those of is substituted into (67. then
3-1) model in tle sea-keeping basin is called '3-) Experient"_ ,
The motion of the model is tested first %ithout hydraulic power \,, = I,, -- - -
conversion mechanism with the incident wave of height of If,, =2. - if

4 and 6 cm and period of I to 2 seconds, and secondl tested with
hydraulic system with the wave of height of 4 and 6cm. 'I lie x I N(K l(2--xi + N(K.1I(, 2 i9 . 9)
length of laminar tubes for hvdraulic load is selected t) I.=O 65.
0.7. 1.1, 1.4 and 1.6 in long. lffect of oblique wase is tested at The relation between Kochin lunction- and radiation wase
the encounter angles of incident wave 0=650 and 90' .  amplitude ratio A,' in 2-1) problem is as follo%%.

The motions of the body are classified into four categories.
One is I mode (roll) which denotes only roll motion, the second 2.3 (o0t
is 2 mode (roll-sway) which denotes the roll-sway coupled motion. i-t- .,-=
similarly tile third is 2 mode (roll-heave) and the fourth is 3 mode
(roll-sway-heave) denotes the roll-sway-heave coupled motion.
For tile sway-mode motion, the body is supported by additional - = -

rings. The sluing constant is g2 =41.7 kg/iii which makes tile 21 , -
drift di-placernent be one tenth of the supposed water depth t200
m) in regular waves of seven times of significant wa%e height of , = 4. 4(; 1 911
operating condition when the drift force coefficient is assumed to
be I. In case of 2 mode (roll-heaset. mechanical friction of heave Fourier anal sis is used fIor the analsm' ot the experI-
mode which is estimated to be 1.3 kg is added, niental data in regular wasc The in-phase and out-ol-ph..se coil-

in the forced oscillation test. the model oscillates in I ponents of first to fourth order are anal sed from data of fise to
mode (roll) of amplitude 114(; I = 3' in tile 2-D model basin, ten periods. FFT (Fast Fourier Transform I is ued to anai /e the
In this experiments, when the model rolls, water runs tip the slope data in irregular wasc. The number of samples is 2048 and the
from the lee wave side. Tile effect of water running up the slope is sampling time is 0.07 sec. Q %,indow, is applied.
examined by using two types of bodies, one %%ith %all-sided hull The results of the experiment and nuinerical calculation
surface and the other with inclined surface. are classified and listed under the following items. hy drod nialmic

Wave excitations of 2-D an~d 3-D experiments are measured force, motion, absorbed energy and power characteristics. c'larac
in regular waves with height H% = 2. 4 and 6 cm and period teristics of a floating breakwater and drift force, results in oblique
Tw 1 to 2 sec. waves, and results in irregular waves.

Length of laminar tube is 1,=0.7. 1.1 and 1.4 i. 3-1) ex-
periments in irregular waves of JONSWAP with significant wave 4-1 lldrodynamic forces
height Hw=5.16 cm and peak pe~iods of Tr=l.2. 1.4. 1.6 and 1.8
seconds are carried out. Duration time of irregular waxes are about Fig. 6 shows tile added moment of inertia about the rolling
three minutes. The scale ratio of JONSWAP is settled to be axis G tested by forced oscillation of the body in 2-1) model
1/30.98. basin. Experiments of both wall-sided and inclined bull surface

Wave power is absorbed only in roll mode- are carried out. In tile figure. results of numerical calculation are
shown in case of both 2-1) and 3-I)

4. THE RESULTS OF CALCULATION AND EXPERIMENT Fig. 7 sll\wS tile tests results and calculation results of
__-hydrodynamic damping coefficient. In the figure. not only dalp-

Tile theoretical calculations of hydrodynamic forces are ing measured by torque gauge but also damping calculated by
determined by the source distribution method making use of measured radiation wave3 are shown.
stream functions The evaluation of tile accuracy of the calcula- Fig 8 shows the test results and calculated results of wave
tion depends on three different methods which use the ltaskind excitation. In the figure. experiments of exciting moment about
relation of (18a). the reciprocal theorem of hydrodynamic forces a rolling axis G and of amplitude ratios of radiation wa,cs are
of (2) and the relations between reflected and tranmmitted waves shown with tle expression of Kochmn function.
of (22. 24. 25). The number of segments on the wetted hull sur-
face is 90 - 100. The hydrodynamic force f44 6 etc. of rolling 4-2 \Motions
mode about die rolling axis G is determined by tle following
equations. Fig. 9 shows the roll amplitudes of I mode (roll) in case of

wave power absorbed and not absorbed. Magnitude of hydraulic
= f , f

+
4 if 22  2 ff 4 , load is adjusted by the length of laminar tubes Fig. 51. In this

experiments, the natural period of the body is adjusted to be
= f24 - Tf722 (87) about To= .3 sec. The length of laminar tube 1, isl1 = 1.4 m.
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2.Dl' (Il -ae - 'd---jFig. 7 Hydrodynamic damping coefficient Ka I -lvdes(R-m) A

The coupled motions of roll-heave and rolk-way are shown 1lo-
in Fig. 10 and 11, respectively. Each of them shows the rocking 4

amplitude characteristics in which heave or sway motion of the
body is allowed. In the calculation of Fig. 9, 10 and 11, the
added moment of inertia is estimated by the experimnrt. 1

4-3 Absorbed wave power

Fig. 12 shows the wavc power absorption efficiency or
ratio of 2-0 or 3-1) experiments of I mode (roll). Nz.ural period
is tuned to be about To= 1.3 see and length of lamina-r tubes for
hydraulic load is adjusted to lp=0.7, 1.1 and ..4 in. The added
moment of inertia is estimated by the theory with regzard to the I~
results of the calculation of CAL". and by the experiment M44GP
texp.i with regard to CAL. _________________

FiR. 13 shows thle comparison of efficiencies affected by 0cs10
allowance of coupled motions. Wave power is ab~sorbed in roll
mode of 2-D experiment with natural period about To= 1. 1 sec..
of 3-0 experiment with about Tp = 1.3 sec and hydraulic load of Fig. 9 Roll amplitude
V 1.4 m tube length. In the calculation, the added moment of
inertia is estimated by tile experiment In44G (eXpj.)
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Ka -u a 050 .. ~
05~

US;10 - 0.
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0 Fig. 13 Absorption width ratio (coupled motion)

LID
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Fig. II Amplitudes of cotipled motion (roll-sway) Kit.s KR(Tsecl 
1FL4G"

(1 0 4. (1.10*0r -A A-

Fig. 14 shows the power characteristics of relation bhe- /
tween torque and angular velocity of 2- experiment, moment of o' -

inertia of which is adjusted to be M4G =0.494 kg-in-sec'. The CAL
-body oscillates in one roll mode in sinusoidal wave trains, and the 0I - C

magnitude of hydraulic load is adjusted by the length of laminar CAL
tubes. In the figure. the soaid linei anti broken lines show the. .

calculated power characteristics and efficiencies. respectively. 0 as 1 0 Is z .
Fig. 15 shows the characteristics of wave power absorbing

torque and velocity of 3-D experiment with moment of inertia of
M r, =0.494 kg-m.SeC2 . Fig. 14 Power characterstics (2-Dl)



3-0 Itzlim 11.=0159m I A X

M~~O4~e(msc'2-D osobed (R)
CAPLA j, notabsorWedR)

7, 'V 2jI (R-5
1.0 2 p ~~ absorbed (R-S)

101

0 02 04 H 02 10

Fli It 15 Ponwer ciracteristics (3-D) i1-

F-ig. IS D~rift force

Q5;.

nR 10'- 1.0

Fig. 16 Transmission coefficient (load damping effect)

2-D absrbd

LIP~AL05'- 0'"f 5
2 i~dsR~ A

0.5- L \-
A .-. k-

t * *- 05 KR. 1.0

LFig. 19 Absorption width ratio (oblique waves)

0 0.5 1.0
KR. The experimental results of drift force of 2 mode (roll-

Fig. 17 Transmission coefficient (coupled motien effect) sway) ca.--s are plotted in Fig. 18. The conditions are as follows:
wit~i absorning energy in 3-D cases. the length of laminar tube is
lp= 1.4 m and designed natural period is T, 1.3 sec. In- the
calculation of Fig. 16. 17 and IS. the added moment of inertia is
estimated by the experiment M44G xp)

4-4 Cliaracteris' ics of a loating breakwater.-nd drift force
4-5 Reslt n byu theuse ftemdlwt hlnes

Lxperimental~~4- results in Obliquete waesiv2Dese r
arete thre Fxeietlcniin e 3-D experiments are carsied out in the sea-keeping basin

absobin enrgy.wit aborbig eerg andresraied -ondtio rato o 1.3 mx 0.46 mn. The encounter angles of incident waves
in waves- The corresponding numerical results are shown in the are =90* (beanm sea) and 65'. Th~e length of lamina, tub is I~
samze figure. The resut of (lie calculation 01 not-absorbed case in 1.4 mn and the designed roll naturat period is To= 1.3 sec. The ex-
Iei. !6 coincides with that of absorbed I mode troll) case. The perimental and numerical results of absorbed energy and motion
couplet! inotior effect on transmission coefficient is shown in are shown in Fig. 19. The 3dded moment of inertia in the calcula-

Fig. 17. tion is esrimm~ed by (he experiment M44G (exp.).
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those of ONSW(efae of= mea 1.4. 1.6raod)18sc h e

oi- waerimnthe correspondin maeasred cres' ult r h incaeo

tefigure. The results of experiments and two kinds of calcula-
tion ofx the roll spectrum of I mode (roll) are shown in Fig. 21.!.II \~.xThewe calculatrions are theoretical one in which design wave
specturm. design, damping coefficient of hydraulic load and theore-tical response function with M4-(; (exp.) are tised. and the one islztz \111which the experimental results of wave spectrum, added moment

80of inertia and damping coefficient of hydraulic load are used.

The spectra of abborbed wave power are shown in Fig.22



I Fir PThe analytical methods of absorbed wave power from :he
time series of the experimental data in irregular waves are describ- EXP C.L d.

ed as follows. We assume that the column vector of load forces m)
T can be expressed linearly like tS, (t) *

T~d~ +~ (92)*, fCJ)S(Lj)(EXP) -- 02867T = di + k t (92) ',) - ;,,

Theory - 02,.99 I
as compared with (35). The virtual absorbed wave power is written l d,j . d - M 02,5

I Id-F: = Rie IT ] Re It~ I [

where

,, + i .(94) &

Then. A

.in I' " T dt d , < ZNt

td 0 -- -- (rdtse)

Ed. wtSt )(ca)dw Fig. 25 Absorbed wave power spectrum ( XP & CAL)

=limb r d t (95)
T-- 2T "-t " (5

Now.

Rr)_ = -- , ;'-_ z - ReITT I Re I (t+7)) dt I Exj

2: 1-d; <j,(0 j,, II+T) >1 /
J 14

+k) < (t) ,E(t+r)> I

- d ,R i (,,tr ) = - djR tt (r ) . (9 6 ) o s 5

Therefore the cross-spectrum of Re ITI and Re I I which cor- A

responds to (96) is

STi to) dSi(,) (w) = :djto2S,(,)(to) • (97) ' '"
- I oS 06 07 08 09 0

So far we assume the Ergodic and stationary hypothesis of Re - LkA' "
TI and Re It!. Fig. 26 Variance of absorbed wave power spectrum

As coiparing (97) with (95) the spectrum of zbsorbd (JONSWAPl
wave power S,(wt) is defined rationaly in the follnwing manner.

S P (t) = STi W) = WST (A) (98) spectrum which has the constant significant wave height. The peak
period of the correcponding JONSWAP varie- from Tp=l.2. 1.4.

As is similai to (82). the total power P (the variance of S, (w)) 1.6 to i.8 sec. and the length of laminar tube is lp=l.4 m. The
which is absorbed by a wave absorbing device is descrilbed as comparison of theoretical calculation with experimental results

is shown in Fig. 25. There are three kinds of calctlations. these
-are. the theoretical calculation according to (80) in which only
T 2S, ( )d. = 2f Srt (w)dw the added moment of inertia is estimated by the experiment

o -- m4aG(eXp.) the one in which :he experimental results of

Rt O) = 0Z T)t(0)(O) - (l,(w) of (80) in regular waves and meatured wave spectrum
j are used, and the one in which the experimental results arc applied

to the damping coefficient of (97) and roll spectrum. The peak
Fig. 22 shos the cemparison of JONSWAP with iSSC period of JONSWAP is T,=I.4 -c and the length of laminar tube

with regard to spectra of wave power of inaident waves and is lp= 1.4 in.
absorbed wave powers. The length of laminar tube is 1=1.4 m. The absorbed wave power coefficient (or absorption width
The effect of hydraulic load on aborbed wavc power spectra is ratio) in irregular waves which is analyzed by (99) and (83) is
shown in Fig. 23. The peak period of JONSWAP is T,=l.4 sec. shown in Fig. 26131. The solid line corresponds to the results of
and the length of laminar tube varies from i,=O.7. .I to 1.4 m. calculation of l=1.4 in in which the design wave spectrum and
Fig. 24 shows the effect of the mean wave period of w4rave the added moment of inertia m4 c (exp.) are used.
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5. DISCUSSION theory prediction either. That is to say. by making use of the
linear theory we could not predict the added moment of irerfia

We first investigate the application of linear theory which of a floating body. the rear side of which is fully submerged just
is based on (27). :drodynamic forces on the asymmetric float under the water surface.
ing body is handled first. With regard to hydrod.namic forc s On the other hand the prediction of the damping co-

of toll mode. the linear theory is applicable to damping coefficient efficient based on linear theory is in good agreement with the

and wa e excitation. Radiation wave amplitude ratio can be also corresponding experiment. This fact tells that almost all of the
estimated by the linear teory. O the contrary, the non-linear compoents of damping fore i wave damping force. The Haskind

effect occurs on added moment of inert a of Salter Dupo the relation holds among the experimental results of wave excitation.

circular cylinder part of which is fullw submerged an the linear damping coeffiient and radiation wave amplitude (Fig. 7.8).

theory does not work for added moment ins of n ot o roll mode. Though the forced oscillation tests are carried out onl for roll

Next h)drostatic restoring fore is handled. Because theincidentewahe pmdicthe conclusion seems to be derived for sna and heave
floating body isasyvmnietric, the restoring force is not only modes. That is. in case of a floating body the rear part or which is

non-linear. but also asymmetric tFig. 3)_ Because of thtis fact. it fully" submerged. good predictions of damping force. wave excit f

amls tht non-linear effect may occur on large rolling motions tions and radiation wae amplitudes may be obained, while it is

But froen the results of motion (Fig. 9 s. absorbed wave power hard to predict generalized added mass by the usc of linear theooif ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ° Fi.1 n esossi reulrwvs -Fg 2 ,telna When the draft is getting closer to the radius of the rear circular

theory is considered to be effective in case of not so big roll cylinder part. That is. the section from becomes shiplike. good
alle-es. The linear theory is aipplicable, because the incident wave prediction of even generalized added masses are considered to be

amplitude in operating condition is small ano roll amplitude is obtained.

rlatively small in case of absorbing wave power. The non-linear The above mentioned conclusions are derived from the

effect presents fractional harmonir oscillation when the Salter results of experiments which are caried out within i3' of the roll
Duck does not absorb wave power and it oscillates in large roll amplitude of forced oscillation tests. Those conclusions could not

amplitude. The steady heave force is produced in case of 2 mode be applied when roll amplitude becomes as lar-e as the tip of
(roll-hease) motion gnd the sinkage is observe%' as a non-linear ie Salters Duck gets under water surface. because the large non-

phenomenon. linear effect seems to occur. But the above mentioned conclusion

Besides roll motion and absorbed wave power of asyr- can be applied to the response prediction of Salters Duck under

metric floating body suCh as Salters Duck. its coupled motions operating condition. The non-linear effects under survival condi-

effect (Fig. 9. 13). transmission coefficients (Fig. 16. i7). drift tion are no; considered here though it is necessary to investigate
force (Fig. 18). and absorbed wave power in irregular waves them in order to design a practical device.
(Fig. 25). can be predicted by the use of linear equations of Z
motion if the coefficients, especially the added moment of inertia 5-2 Motion characteristics
of the equations of motion are estimated correctly.

Second we investigate the linearity of load of the hydraulic The roll motion can be predicted by a linear theory under

system. The experiment proved that there existed non-linear operating sea condi;ion so long is the experimental result of the

components of load damping and also of spring term. But as long added moment of inertia , tcxpi is used. 1 he hig difference

as Fig. 9. 12. 25 show. these non linear conipon.-nts do not have between roll motion prediction miethods of usual ships and Salters

effects on -motion and absorbed wave power. 1ssencially appro- Duck is that tie wave damping is enough as the component of

priate radius of a hydraulic cylinder and appropriate working oil hydrodynamic damping forces in case of Salters Duc:. And

should be selected so as to exclude the spring term in a hydraulic another is that asymmetric floating body such as Salters Duck

system. may not get the maximum value at the resonant frequency

Considertions will be done in the order of the items in because of the derendency of hydrodynamic forces such as added

chapter 4 as follows, moment of inertia (Fig. 9). though roll motion of usual ships
generally gets the maximum amplitude at the resonant frequency.

5-1 Hlydrodynamic forces o- an asymmetric floating body it has been already mentioned that non linear effect is strong on
the added moment of inertia because of the steep slope at the

The accuracy of numerical calculations on Salter Duck of intersection of water surface and the hull surface of the Salters
singuiarity distribution method using streari fun tion is getting Dud: which is used in this paper. The same kind of non linear
worse as the draft is increased. Especially in case of the circular effect ic observed when it oscillates freely in calm water. that is.
cylinder be fully submerged at lee wave side the accuracy gets it is diffitult to measure the natural period by making use of
worst. While 50 segments are enough for the draft be as deer as data of only three or four rolls, because the damping is very large
that of the radius of the circular cylinder, however, in case of fully and the period changes not slightly at each roll
submenrged circular cylinder. 100 segments are required. The body When the %,ae power is not absorbed, the roll double

voundary condition at the comer of free surface and hull surface amplitude becomes large, that is, about 35' . Then three kinds of
is assumed to be wall sided The condition of "wal* sided" is non-linear phenomena are observed. One is that fractional harmo- 4

necessary in order to get the linear unique solution, because the nic oscillation is observed within the range of the period T., 1.2

comer of free and hull surface is generally singular. But as the -1.4 sec Next is that the mean position of roll oscillation is not

comer has a slope in fact. it is easy to imagine that non-linear the same as the equilibrium position in calm water. And the dif-

effect may occur. This local non-linearity is considered to have a ference is at most 5. The other is that heave oscillation of 2-mode

strong effect on added moment of inertia. Fig. 6 shows this fact. troll-heave) motion is asymmetric with regard to the equilibrium

In the forced oscillation test the following phenomenon was position in calm water. And the non-equilibrium quantity. that is

observed, that is the waves ran up the slope from the side of fully sinkage. is as large as the heave amplitude. Those three kinds of

submerged circular cylinder the so called lee wave sid .The regative non-linear phenomena are caused by ncn-linear nudrostatic

added moment of inertia occured at this stage. The ngative added restoring force.
moment of inertia also happends when a fully submerged rectan-
gular cylinder gets close to water surface. This fact tells us that
the oegative added moment of inertia is caused by the behavier of 5-3 Absorbed power and the power characteristic' of hydraulic

water between hull surface and water surface. The additional system
experiment in which the boundary condition at the comer of hull
surface and water surface was changed to be wall sided was carried 2-D experimental results in Fig. 12 liows that the absorb-

out and the results were different from those of the former tests. ed wave power efficiency of Salters Duck with a hydraulic system

But the latter experimental results did not agree with the linear is excellent. Salter 1151 already proved by eaperiment that the
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ab'--irbed wave w'Cr %:~jI~ersti-s of S~lters lDu4.k %%as file. .od on wave darnpirm. So that it t.--]1 11 .1 -
T a wk I mi aJrracd out tile expenimnlt o! S~thers l)u~k in whiuli In ease of i present mroodl with adopted natural fr-3a id oi a hdraulic ssei was used Bt ti st-frtepn un-_.tl Dcfc, i oli ut itei xeietdV

frequency. the results of numenical calculation I,% lintrir tleor) ir power is obvious. while roll motion is not influenced vety much
in good agreemlent with fliose of --D experiments, iti regular wavvs by that effect 11-ig. 19). But there is some problem left with regard
ile optimium load in thle experimient was desiagned ai.cotding to to tile accuracy of prediction of absorbed wave power. The end

(4;j arid (46-1 In Fig. 14. 2-D) system absorbs wave power in ihigh effect and slenderness ratio have to be investigated in future.
efficiency. sslien the h~draulic load damping force is aijustcd to
half of w~ave excitation force at resonance. T'.. design conditiotns 5-6 Characteuis'icsin irregular waves
for the optimum toad are predicted to 5e the length of lamninar

Vtube 1~, = 14 in and the tnatural period T, = 1.3 sec. u1KR. = 0381. Though the areement of roll between theor) and expert
It seems in fact that the optimium %ilue of tile length of laminar ment is fainl) good in regular waves. Fig. 2 1 snows that numerical

tube is betweenL. 1.4 in and I- mn. The accuracy of tile results are a 1-ttle bit larger titan expennental ones. The reason
e'xpzriin-cnts of absorbed wave power depends n'aini) on the seems to be based on non-linearity of- h drodynimic and ny.dro-
accuracy of wave mieasuremenit. While rolageii proportion static foices.
to wa%,e height. absorbed %-%e power coefficient is in proportion Fig. 22 shows the difference between,- absorbed wave
to square of wave height. 1 icrefore it is difficult for the accuracy power %pctra of JONSWAP and ISS( wave spectra. The mean
of absorbed wave power to :et better tiian of roll imotion. In any wave period and significant wave height of each wave spectra r
case it is possible to designl Salters D~uck with a hydraulic system tile same as one another- According to t7is thle total wave power
which has exceijent efficiency when the caiaracterislics of load of of JONSWAP spectrim is- large-r than that of ISSC spectrum. The

ate hsdruli site are- S iven.eha absorbed wave power of JONSWAP is iatger than that of ISSC.
Tile spring charzicteristc hw i i,5oftemea Fig. 23 shows the effect of the load of the hydraulic

nisn. will be derived botii from the separation of fluid column in system. The length of laminar !ube vanesfrom 1. 0.7 In. 1.1 mn to
tile cylinder chamtber or in the pipeline at cylinder suction inter- 1.4 in. There is no significant difference among t r=0 .7 

in. 1-1 in
vat- and from the elastic deformation 0. aerated or Lcavitated and 1.4 in with regard to absortbed wave power spectra. but the
bubbles at clinder dischiarge interval- The apparent spring con- variance of I.= 1.4 m is largest among them. The load damping co-
stant acted on the cylinder increases as discharged pre-ssure of thle efficient which corresponds to Ilp 1.4 mn is close to the wave
fluid is higher and cylinder sucticn speed is Lager. The linear damping coefficient of the natural period To= 1.3 sec. FINS.5)
prediction of power characteristics is fairly good in ease of 2-1) Fig. 24 shows thle effect of measured mean period of
(Fig. 14j- That of '-D) case is not so bad. the irregular waves JONSWAP. The absortped w-ave power is get

ting larger as the corresponding peak peiod 1' is closer to the
i4 Characteristic.; of s tn.=u .,. ,,d c natural pe-riod T0 =i.3 sec- of a floating body. The total wave

power is increasing in tile order of I.':=.. 5S. 4.8 and 4.3pTile characteristics of a flaIng breakwater of Salters rad/see. because thC significant wave height is consta in (S
Duck- arc described a-s follows, transmitted waves are almost But the absorbed %%axe power coefficient defined by (83) may be
disappeared in case of a floating body restrained in waves, arid optimum around Tr= 3 sec- (Fir. 26). Whlen we conside; both
ill cast- of I mode I rol Intoiwh absorbing wave power and Fig. 23. 24 and Fig. 26. it seems thlat the optimum conditions
also without abs-orbing wave power. The performance of the float- in Ahich the absorbed wave power obtains the maximum arc
ing breakwater is reduced in the order of 2 mode (roll-heave). 2 as follows. tite natural period of roll of the wave power abosrbing
niodc (roll-way) and -3 trode iroll-lteave-sway) motion, device coincides with the corresponding peak period of the

Drift fo rce increases% as tile draft increases in ease of irregular waves, and the load of the hydraulic systern is made to be
restrained floating body- When wave power is fully absorbed, as same as tile wase damping at the corresponding peak period.
tile drift force coefficient deecases to about 0_3 in case of 2-) Fig:. 25 shows the comparison of theoretic-all results with
and I nmode (rolli motioii. Therefore absorbing wave po0wer experinmental ones. The prediction method of total absorbed
rather beconmes an adsantage fromn tile stand point of a mooring wave powecr by linear tlicoty still w-orks well.
system. There is no diffhrence noticed between drift forces of
restrained Salters Duck in waves and of freely rolling one in case 5-7 -Coupled motion effect

- of 2-D I mode iroll) miotion (Fig. 16). The coupled motion-
effci of roll-sway oii tile dnift force is remarka-nle in 2.0 case In case of absorbintg wave power. the roll amplitude in
fFi2. I8) regular waves is gcuiaig smaller in tile order of I mode (roll).

2mode troll-heavei. (olsa)and 3 mode (roll-sway-heave)
5-S3-) ffctmotion (Fig. 9). And ab orbd wave power is also- decreasin

in tite same or-der (Fig. 1.3,i. Fig. 26 shows that the same con-
While 2-I) floating body can absorb incident wave pos-r elusion holds even in irregular waves.

of a widin of a floating body at most. absorbed wave power 01
a3-D) floating body ma.) he greater than that of 2-1). because the .CO LSI S

absorbed wave power is affected by ink~dcnt wvaves the wildth of

which is larger than the width of a floating hod,). Thle slender- With regard to hydrodynamic forces whtch act on SaltersI
ness% ratio of the ntodel used in this paper is 1.3-54. Theoretical tDick, we conclude that damping forces of roll mode and roll
calculation is based onl Kin~oshita's nmethod j, 7J which is described exciting moment can be predicted by linear theory so long as the
in section 2-4' ',-D) effect oti radiation andi diffraction hydro- amplitude of roll motion and incident waves are small. If t he rear
dynamic forces occur-% at low frequency range (Fig. 6. A-3S3. side of submerged eircular cylinder of thle Salters Duck is fully
As nmentiotned in section 2-5;. thvre arc two calculation inethods submergpd. it is difficult to predict added moment of inertia of
-if wave damnpinge cefcients N,. Around 7CRI of frequency, roll mcde,
:unirical calculation of wave damping by making use of pressure Witih regard to roll motion. we conclude that when wave
integration dones not tend to 7cmo. biut that by miaking use of power is absorbed, roll motion which is rlairvely small can beI
IKochin function tends to 7CRI (Fig A-3). Therefore thle Kochin predicted by the linear theory by mn.aking use of the experimental
function mehdloshle o iepeito f31 fet result of the added moment of inertia inertia i14 G(CXP).



With regard to absorbed wave powe.l we conclju.e that in pitching oscillationz by mieans of an improvement of slender shipca se of '--D and 3Dproblem linear Preciton MUttlCA works -ell. ii . 4' .. . .. L_ .... .f I-I-1 1 7

N And tihe 3-1) effect on a floating bhody, which has the stendernecss 10. .Masuda. Y., "'Waz Power". Occan Ax-c. May. 1977.
ratio 1:3.55 is not remarkabli. The obliue wave cffc ' is obvi- !i . Men. C.C.. "PwrExtracionr f."oi Water Wavcsi.

ous. The coupled motion effect mA:es the wave pot&r absorbing J of ShiR _stach" Vo, _ N' 9
charactenstics wors in the order of heave, sway and heave-sway2
There is an examiple in which loads of a hydraulic system include by floatingI bodies*. First mp. on Wave Enrr Utilization.
spnng constant. The linearity holds for the damping coefficient and Gothenourg. Sweden. 1979.
spring constant of the load of a hAraulic systcm Rut it is hopcd 13. Mynetit. A.L.. Serman, D.D. aM! Mti. C.C.. Charac-
that the h.sdraulic system with small spring constant will be tcristis of Saltces cam fo- extraing eneg- from oo , waves-o
pviuced by taking account of the shape of a cylinder axd L-2ck Ocean Research. Vol.1 1 No.1. 1978.
valve 14 Newman. J-.. T-c Interaction of Stwionary Vessels

The drift forc. on Salters Duck is smaller when wave with Recular Warves". I lth Syrp. on Sbip-Hydrodynariics. 1976-
power isabmrb-d titan whenwavepower L "'absrbed. 15 Salter. S.t "arv. Powcr. Nature. Vol-249.June 21.

1he following ctnclusions are de n-d from 3-1) expen- |Q74_
ment in irregular wales. The linearity holds on the load of the 6i- Tanaka. It. and ,-ito. M.. "W-a ov r absorption
h.drauhc system in the operating cmoditiono The wave power i---- charactcrntics of a rocking body i s report- Fundamental chaac-
sorption characteristics of Saters Duck in irrveular wales looks tcrntcsi). Bulletn of r61th annual neeting of Japmn Society of
goodj. b.a uw the s.ctrum of irregular wales is rvelatilci narro- Mcchanical Incinecrin . |97
band as compared with the frequency band width at altch 34)
wae power ab,nr1ption oefficient pcrfon ts %rr) well i1-e opt--
mum conditions to obtain the maximum aborbed wal-_e -- p.i'i APPENDICIS
b- l mtnJe trolli motion in :gular wales sens to I tilaulent
to those tn regular vavs ch ich depends on !-15! and i4ti Ap,,ndi' A .Materials to desn a qoatug body

A-L The shape of 'h- beds should avs- charac e-sti s of a
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT larg- radiation Kochin tuncttnii on on-e side and na! one an the

other side as 'nom. in t4xi. The mtnpiitude otion in a

The authors would like to a-.knowledge the deep under- desgrned condition cart b1 trade he smallr, if the bowdy has the
standing and warmest encouragement of Professor S Motora atm larger radiation Kochrin funct- as shu in 1 n .n
Professor T. Ishiham. the university of Tokyo- They also wish to Radiatton Kochm functions no diimensionalized bv the
thank Messrs. S. Eguch. F. Suzuki and K. Saio of the Institute bill lergth R,. w hich I' defned by the distance between :oiling
of Industrial Science. the University of Tokyo. Mr R_ Iwase axis and tip of the cros, se tion. vs. ware numb-r which is non-
Yokosuka Technical ttigh School. Mesrs S Kato and Y imai. the "im-ensionaae- d b a draft Dc 'he oy are snown tn AA
graduate students of the University of lokyo. and It, Macno. the for three Salters Ducks wit ur' rent hil tn ft ratio....
graduate student of Yokohama Natioai Uni'erst} fo their t 9,, =!t c! ' as n ,-Q PtIi-or the foinrr uo t)-ckls.
excellent cooperation and assistance in the experiment and in the they are compared with experiments.
preparation of this paper. Mrs. M. Narisawa in typing the manu- Maximized ahsorbed power effi--:ncrs cetined -- '-b1i
script is also greatfully .cknowledged_ ar shown in [o. AZ for the Duck with S. 1) - s 'it a
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for Scientific Research of the Ministry of Education. Science and 0 759. 0.936 and i0 lbh Maxnmin'd aisoed p1-%er effi c
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the aid of the Computer Center of the University of Tokyo, with the curv of tIe Duck waith R, )c =0.h' an i)l iR = 10.

fig+ A-2 sho-ws the full- surnercd l)ut is the best fo hih
efficiency -
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array c .acks should be able to unmake"Discussion the sea.
Finally may i make a plea for a change

in the way results are plotted. Nearly all
theoretical work uses frequency as the ho-
rizontal axis. The commercially relevant
parts of the spectrum are mainly between

S H Saiter(Univ ofEdnbuigh) KRo = 0.2 and 0.3. There is very little
energy in the sea at KR = 0.8. Plotting
against a frequency axis cramps the useful

The authors have prc ted an excellent parts and expands the unwanted region.
combijiation of theorftical and experimental This may mask an economically valuable re-
methods and it is interesting to compare sult. Fig 12 illustrater the point well.
their results with those of the group in A better understandinq is given if period
E dinburgh which have up to now been mainly or wavelength are used. But it may be that
experimental, the best results will come if we use a pe-

The shape of our ducks has been changed riod axis with intervals proportional to the
in a few respects. We have added a bulge useful energy in that period at a particular
to the back sec'ion so that recovery from wave field.
capsize is assisted in extreme seas. The An independent assessment of the cost
most critical parameters are the water line of electricity generated by ducks suggests
length, the hub depth, the position of the that it is now cheaper than that from new
centre of gravity and the moment of inertia oil-fired plant. But before wide scale
in roll. The shape of the forward curve is production can begin a further reduction of
uncritical except where it breaks the sur- two must be achieved. The combination of
face. This should be designed to increase theoretical and experimental work such as
the l.nearity of the hydrostatic restoring that of the authors with sound production
force in roll (Fig 3 of the author's paper). engineering of equal standard will make
These shape changes allow a convenient space this possible.
for our power conversion mechanism and a
cheaper civil engineering design.

= The full scale duck backbones have to
- allow some flexure and so there have to be

=2 gaps between ducks. At present we expect
to use a 24 metre wide duck and a 30 metre Author's
spacing. We find that the 6 netre gap does
not lose any power but does reduce the moor-
ing force by a factor of two. This now is
only 25 tonnes per duck and seems to be al-
most independent of wave amplitude or spec-
trum period. H. Maeda (Univ of Tokyo)

W1hile we share the author's preference
Y_ for oil hydraulics at full scale all our

model apparatus uses electronic controls The authors thank Mr. Salter for his
for the power take-off and for mounting con- valuable comments. The authors are inter-
trol. This gives us very convenient meas- ested in countermeasures in extreme condi-
urements and adjustments and allows us to tions which are accepted by Mr. Salter's
change the phase of the power take off forces group in Edinburgh. Countermeasures in
and use a variety of non-linear techiniques extreme conditions are necessary for prac-
We can measure the power generat:- by heave tical design. Extreme value prediction of
and sway movements and find that sway can wave load in random seas is -ery important.
provide some useful output. ' also turns This kind of prediction is well investigated
out that compliance of the ..,ounting can be in the case of ordinary ships which have
very valuable. We can double the efficiency weak non-linearity or in the care of large

- at the long end of the spectrum by letting scale of offshore strictures the hydrodynam-
the rear of the model act like an Evans ic forces of which is almost independent of
cylinder. .requency. But in the case of Salters Duck

I None of our work so far has been in the hydrodynamic force ot which is strongly
oblique waves and so it is interesting to dependent of frequency and which has strong
see section 4.5 and fig 19. But we hope non-linear effect on hydrodynamic forces,
that it will eventually prove possible to restoring forces and mooring forces, the
avoid any loss ci efficiency in oblique seas prediction method of extreme value has not
provided that the duck width is small .n been investigated well. Because the purpose
comparison to the wavelengti and that an of this paper is tc investigate the charac-
array of ducks is used. The arqument runs teristics of absorbing wave energy in oper-
as follows:- A bank of narrow waveirakers ating conditions, safety problems in extreme
with the right drive signals can create any conditions are riot referred to.
directional sea, even one including waves Mr. Salter pointed out that appropriate
moving at 900 to the line of wavemakers. gaps do not lose any power because of 3-D
wavemakers and wave absorbers are inter- effect but do reduce the mooring force.
changeable if time is reversed so that the The authors have had the same experience on
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multi shiplike breakwater, in this paper is used as non-dimensional
There are two kinds of standpoint with frequency KRo. The authors merely follow

regard to energy convertor such as hydrau- the conventional way of ship hydrodynamics.
lics or apparatus with electronic control. As mentioned by Mr. Salter, effective wave
One is the standpoint of a model in a model frequency may be limited within KR, = 0.2
basin and another is that of full scale. 0.5. The authors agree with Mr. Salter's
From the point of view of full scale, the proposal in which wanted region is expanded.
authors prefer to hydraulics because of AKo may be also useful expression (see Fig.
their easy control and storage of energy. 26). But hydrodynamic forces in whole fre-
But from the standpoint of a model basin we quency range is required theoretically with
share Mr. Salter's preference for apparatus regard to response in irregular waves. One
with electronic controls. needs at least a frequency range in which

Most of the horizontal axis of figures energy convertor responds.

It
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Rafts for Absorbing Wave Power
Pierre Haren and Chiang C. Mei
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambidge, U S A

ABSTRACT section of raft n due to diffraction

Slender articL'ated rafts floating on 'in) vertical hydrodynamic force
the water surface can be used to extract vd
energy from incident sea waves. For a raft n due to mode m.
single train of rafts in head seas, we rt

assume that a power converter is attached M hydrodynamic moment about mid-
to each hinge which connects two rafts, and n
seek the converter impedances for optimum section of raft n due to zrode m.
absorption. In particular, it is found
that the converter should have sufficient Ln  length of raft n
inertia or negative effective spring
stiffness. The effects of the width and Mn mass of raft n = PDL
the number of rafts and the angle of inci- n n
dence are also studiei. Wave forves are I moment if inertia of raft n about
calculated.
NOMENCLATURE the mid-section = oDBL 3 for horloaeneot's

raftP
A incident wave amplitude

K wave numberA (e) angular variation of total radL-
P dv.,amic pressureated waves

B width of raft 
I ,.nysical time

L total length of raft train XYZ physical coordinates: 7 is positive

R vertictl force exerted by raft upward, origin on the mean free surface

n - 1 on raft n throuqh hinoe n. positive
xvz dimensiorls3 cocrdinate

if upward. The bow and the stern are
unconstrained hence R1 =+I =0 La absorption length

D potential of scatV.red waves
F0  vertical hydrodynamic force on

n In potential of incident wave
raft n due to diffraction

D 4 potential of radiated waves
.n hydrodynamic moment about mid-

en pitch angle of raft n, positive if
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counter-clock-wise

S(4) radiation potential due to mode m. The time factor e-iwT is implied but omitted.

A wave length Let S and 4R denote respectively the

scattering potential due to the presence of

w frequency the fixed train and the radiation pitential

Wdue to the induced motion of the floating

an damping rate of converter n at hinge train. The total potential can clearly be

expressed as
n

C stiffness of converter n at hinge n 
= I S + R (2.2)

n
n free surface displacement

Let us introduce A as the amplitude of the
1. INTRODUCTION m

vertical displacement of joint m with m =1
In a penetrating paper, Newman [1]

analyzed an elongated floating body which at the bow and m = N+1 at the stern. By
extracts energy from head seas. By adroit
use of the indentities in the linearized linearity we may write
diffraction theory, and slender body approx-
mation, he predicted the optimum efficiency

- for a wide range of frequencies when the + . N+l (m)
rafts are allowed to have a variety of m = + + L A .(23
smooth and piece-wise linear modes of n=l m
motion. Other questions of engineering where (m)
interest such as the power co-vertr char- whereia corresponds to the radiation
acteristics needed to achieve the op:imum, potential of mode m which is induced by
the wave forces in the body, and the effect the vertical oscillation of joint m at unit

of non-slenderness were not investigated. amplitude. with all other joints remaining on

In order to understand better the mechanics the x-y plane. Clearlv, for a prescribed

of ,ower absorption and to obtain more georretry, the hydrodyr.amic boundary value

specific guidelines for future design, we s (a,
shall study in this paper these questions problems for and $ are similar and may

for a train of articulated rafts of small in principle be solved by a ntwtber of
draft, also in the conlixt of linearized numerical methods. The integral equation

theory. method sketche l below Ls similar to Kim [6]
and is deszribed oore fully in (2]. It isTo model the power converter math- dsn sei~al o eodat

ematically, our attention will be focussed e n y outlin for ess dt.
straihtforard dsign ~a4e only outline the essentia . .rgred-on the most straightforward design tme d for the diffrcio

each hinge has a power converter which pem. Den the n ffrction

extracts power from the relative rotation brobhe D'

between two adjacent rafts. In Newman's place equation, the raciation
lrnalys.s, the motion of the articulatd conditxon, and ihe following ccndition on

rafts is decomposed into a set of ortho- the free surface
gonal modes. T,,:s suggests that - Power
converter may be also desioned for each of 2
these modes which may involve the motion -(g G- -L) 6(X- X) 6(Y- Y)~of more tian two raft-..

To calculate all hydrodynamic quanti-
ties, a method of integral equation is used. on Z = 0 (2.4,

I-The basi- design of the power absorb-
Sng Thsthe Green f'rnctlon is .he potential

[4i and C. -I! 15] due to a point pressure on tJ.e free surface.

OThe scattering potential is thenS2. OUTLINE F THEORY

We consider a train of N rectangular (XYZ) S-
rafts of equal %width B and total length L. W 9
The draft D of all the rafts will be B
assumed to be negligibly small for dif- I
fraction analysis, although some value is + (o' , (2.5)I clearly necessary for buoyancy. Let the
x-axis be the longitudina% axis of the
rafts and, for the most part o? this paper, o0 o dO
also the direction of the incident ware
with the potential where 6 represent the incident waveis. The

no-flu:c condition on the body B is already
I -igA eiKx YZ (2.1) satisfied. The explicit form for G as, in

e dimensionless form:
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~2
G = g( , O)/0 3  (2.6) damping rate an and a torsional spring

Wconstant Cn;Cn - iwan may be called the
1 

nn

gx,y,z,; X,, 0) = - + 4 hinqe impedance. Instead of a spring, we[ (p)+ Y(p) -2J (p) can of course use an inertia; C should then
2.

(2.7) be replaced by - w i

eZ e- dT The dynamic equations for raft n are

+ JZ T + 2
N+12 - Mn  NI F+FD

~(A + A )= Z A UOFwhere (x,y,z) = w(X,Y,Z) 2 n n+l m n n
9m=l m n n

+R-Rn+ 1  (2.13)
o(x 0O )  + (Y - Y ' where the superscript D denotes "diffraction problen"2 2 2 ( +) nr + Z ++) an N+I

and IH is the Struve function. n n 1 m n n n

S Letting Z = 0 in (2.5) an equation for (R + R
¢ on B is obtained, which can be solved n n+l
numerically [2].

After the potential, are found the
dynamic pressure under che raft n follows - (Cn - iwa) (0 + (C
from the Bernoulli equation

-n+l ) ((2.14)(@a+1 n+l n

P iow - Pgn = ipw (4- % *) nn ~with
Z 0 (2.8)

where n is the vertical displacement of the =l= cN+l CN+l N1
raft. The diffraction (e)citing) pressure 0 (2.15)
is

where 6m and A are related by (2.11)
n n

= n iow (0 + QP) (2.9) When C - iWn is given for n = 2,...

while the radiation (restoring) pressure is N, there are 2N equations (2.13) and (2.14)

for equal number of unknowns An: n = 1,
(in, (inm) - ) (2.10) N + 1; and R n: n = 2, ... N. Their
in = i0 -

The dynamic equations for raft n may now be solution completes the entire dynamic
derived. Referring to the list of notations
at the beginning of this paper we point out problem.
that the pitch angle of raft n is related
to the vertical displacements of the ends The absorbed energy from all hinges may
An and A 1 by now be calculated

= (An - An)/Ln (2.11) ET{/i =N=2 
9

SdT E an {Re[-i(e n

, n=2
A power converter attached to each C

hinge n produces a resisting moment -iuT (2.16)
- n )e }2n-1

(Cn - Wan ) (An - n 1
n n n - -l Following Newman we define the absorption

n=2, . N (.12) width La by

Thus the converter is characterized by a La 2
a /~(~g 2 (2.17)
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The next step is to maximize LaiA. We latter possibility has been demonstrated by
Salter in his "duck".

proceed by first prescribing a set of
TABLE I Optimum hinge impedances for Two-

values for K = 2r/A, B, L, N and L . For raft trains with L=A and B/L=0.1.
n KD = 0.1, (D/B = 0.16). L=L1+ L2

each set the hinge impedances are optimized L1 L2

by a relaxed gradient method familiar in L L La/A 2 02

non-linear optimization and described in .21 .79 .360 .025 -.127
.26 .74 .356 .045 -.189
.32 .68 .349 .068 -.249

Simmons [7]. The computer program is fully .37 .63 .341 .091 -.299
.42 .58 .331 .109 -.335

recorded in [2]. The rate of convergence .47 .53 .320 .119 -.353

.53 .47 .308 .118 -.353
for this optimization scheme is found to 58 .42 .295 .109 -.334

.63 .37 .282 .091 -.299
be quite variable but all optimum values .68 .32 .267 .069 -.249

.74 .26 .256 .045 -.189L La/1 are checked by using two starting .79 .21 .245 .025 -.127

values; the results are usually within 0.5% 3.2 Three-Raft Train

of each other. The optimal trains for a variety of
hinge positions are given in Table II. AThe entire analysis was executed 1in number of symmetric and asymmetric trains

terms of the following dimensionless
variables are included. Note that La d is insensitive

(x,y,z= K(X,Y,Z) to Ln hence to the position of the hinges;

() (Lthis result was already found by Newman [1).
It is significant that not only the spring
constants must be negative at both hinges,

=_ iA for = I or S but also the damping coefficient of the down-
¢(m - wave hinge (m=3) must be negative. Thus

to achiev! optimum, energy must be fed to
in - _ mthe down-wave hinge in order to maximize the

total absorption. It must be remarked that
allowing negative a3 can lead to negativeSP = gAp An  Aan 3

n n
absorption width when the incident wave

09 = -frequency 
is different from the design

n K4  n n = n4 value i.e., the rafts are detuned.

TABLE II Optimum impedances for variable
We now present and discuss the numer- LI, L2, L Three-raft trains with

ical results.
3.EFCSO UB O RAT O aL =j, and B/L = 0.1,KD = 0.I(D/B

3 EFFECTS OF NUMBERz OF RAFTS ON'L = 0.16). L = L+L+L 3 .
L1  2 3 '

In this section we fix the ratios L4M L n2 /-3 0 03
=1 and B/L = 0.1. For computing the buoy- L ,a

ancy we take KD = 0.1 or D/B 0.016.
.21 .58 .21 .621 .036 -.053 -.111 -_092

3.1 Two-Raft Train .26 .48 .26 .714 .063 -.048 -.104 -.116
.32 .36 .32 .728 .074 -.058 -.095 -.118

When only two rafts are joined by one .37 .26 .37 .737 .078 -.063 -.065 -.101

hinge, the optimal hinge impedance and .42 .18 .42 .708 .089 -.070 -.014 -.081
efienc e te hin iable adis .21 .21 .58 .724 .025 -.081 -.042 -.057
efficiency are listed in Table I. LaA is .21 .26 .53 .723 .022 -.083 -.053 -.067

.21 .32 .47 .724 .023 -.096 -.064 -.084
rather low. and does not vary significantly .21 .37 .42 .725 .028 -.102 -.070 -.113
as the hinge position ischanged. It is a .26 .21 .53 .729 .048 -.097 -.052 -.073
curious Zact that the optinum impedanze is .26 .26 .48 .735 .040 -.084 -.066 -.085
the same (i.e. same converter) although .26 .32 .42 .732 .044 -.088 -.078 -.106
La/A chanaes when the direction of the .26 .37 .37 .728 .052 -.088 -.091 -.123

.26 .42 .32 .723 .059 -.069 -.096 -.131
incident wave is reversed. More important .32 .21 .47 .737 .060 -.084 -.055 -.079

i .32 .26 .42 .701 .054 -.099 -.102 -.051
the optimal spring constant is always neg- .32 .32 .36 .733 .067 -.070 -.082 -.115
ative, suggesting that the converter should .32 .42 .26 .721 .086 -.046 -.115 -.108
have inertia instead of a spring. The .36 .21 .42 .739 .060 -.061 -.053 -.076

.42 .21 .36 .731 .095 -.064 -.036 -.093
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We now study the sensitivity of La A to S R = -iqA .eKZ (6 ei(KR - T/4)
+. e"

changes in a n and Cn .* In particular the (3.1)

effect of not allowing an and Cn to be neg- 
eKZ

ative will be examined. Consider two trains
T1 and T2 which have different hinge loca- then
tions as shown in Table III. When no re-
striction is set on the signs of an and CW La - +:)12de27A(0) 132?
the optimum L a/A is around 0.73. When a2 0

and a, are both positive, the new optimum Thus to maximize L_/A one must strive for1 4(0) being negati~e, real and large, and

La/A is reduced by more than half. Finally the integral in (3.2) small. Thus the total
radiation must be focussed in the forward

when all an and Cn with n = 2,3 are kept direction. We recall from [1] that for one
degree of freedom, a good wave absorber must

positive, the maximum efficiency is further be a good radiator in the backward direction.
When there are two or more degrees of free-

halved. dom, the amplitudes of all the modes must
be so orchestrated so that the total A(0) iJ
large. Intuitively the effect of positive
e2 but negative a3 is precisely to achieve

large A1(0). In Figure 1,1A (8)12 is plotted
TAPBLE III Optimal impedances and efficien- for train T2 under various restrained opti-

cies under constraint for three- mizations. (Curve Bwith Ci  o) gives
raft trains. L =A and B/L = small 14(e) 12 in both forward and Lackward

B 0directions. But Curve D without any con-

The train with length ratios straint on the sign of a. and C. is strongly

0.37, 0.26, 0.37 will be called (T2 focussed in the forward direction. Compared
0.32, 0.36. 0.32"T

with A (e) for the scattered wave, it is
L L L clear that ,(O) is predominated by the

L L L aic 2 C C3 R
radiated wave A (E), giving further evidence

Unrestrained Optimization that the train must have ample motion to
radiate sufficiently large waves toward

0.32 0.36 0.32 728 .074 -.058 -.095 -.118 6 = 0.0.37 0.26 0.32 .737 .078 -.063 -.065 -.101

Restrained Optimization ai>0, 3.3 Four-Raft Train

0.32 0.36 0.32 .337 .089 11.49 -0.30 -0.21 Table IV gives the results for seven

0.37 0.26 0.37 .346 .069 12.06 -0.25 -0.21 trains with the same total length and width.
The optimum efficiency is somewhat improved

Restrained Optimization , C. > 0 over the three-raft trains, but the gain is
i probably not large enough to justify the

C.32 0.36 0.32 .170 .386 .586 0.00 0.00 added cost of the third hinge. Note again
0.37 0.26 0.37 .180 .267 .347 0.00 0.00 that all Ci's are negative and the downwave

hinge must hrve negative damping a4  < 0.

It is .:Leresting to note that in the last 4 EFFZCT OF RAFT-WIDTH
case of non-negative Ci, he optimal a.

pSo far all results presented are for a
and the cptival C. slender rafts T1 and T2 with B/L 0.1

is zero. Comparing the three alternatives Now a slender raft is expected to have a
above, it seems necessary to design for large displacement at optimum which may
negative C. for good efficiency. cause difficulties in structural design, not

to mention the loss of relevance of the
For better physical understanding of linearized theory- Newman's choice is to

these optimum impedances we turn to a general impose a limit of the vertical displacement,
formula derived by Newman 1i]. Let the far- possibly by changing the hinge impedance
field of the total radiated away from optimum. An alternative is to use
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wider rafts. Table V shows the optimum MBLE IV Optium ixtpedances for four-raft trains
results of trains with the same length dis- L=A and B/=O.]IL 1 +L2+L3+L4
tributions as Tl and T2, to be called
classes I and II respectively, but with h L2 L3 L4 La/A 02 03 a4  C2  C3  C4
different widths. The dimensionless dis- F F F F
placement of the unrestrained bow* 1alI, i.e.

.21 .21 .21 .37 .742 .100 .131 -.084 -.073 -.105 -.100
the ratio amplifying the incident amplitde A, .26 .21 .21 .32 .752 .110 .114 -.075 -.053 -.139 -.092
is also listed along with the octim,un .32 .21 .21 .26 .755 .115 .101 -. 059 -. 043 -. 154 -. 082
impedances. It may be seen that for B/I. = .37 .21 .21 .21 .741 .116 .125 -. 033 -. 067 -. 176 -. 066
0.1. 'a,' = 4.75 which is probably too large .21 .26 .21 .32 .758 .072 .097 -. 069 -. 058 -. 118 -. 081

.22 .26 .?6 .26 .760 .063 .065 -. 075 -. 019 -. 154 -. 076
f&r structural safety and is expected to be .21 .37 .21 .21 .766 .048 .076 -. 054 -. 052 -. 149 -. 049
still larger for longer waves. Increasing
the width not only reduces the displazement, TABLE V Optimum impedances and efficiencies
but also increases the efficiency. Figure for Thre--raft
2plots La/ vs B/L for class I trains. LENGTH CLASS I: h = 0.37 L, L2=0.26 L, L=0.37L

Note that the curve has a horizontal tangent B/L 1all La/k 02 e3 C2  C3
at B/L = 0 showing that La/A increases very

0.1 4.75 .73; .078 -.063 -.065 -.101
little for increasing but small B/L. 0.2 3.23 .750 .137 -.104 -.101 -.172
Clearly economical consideration2 account- 0.3 2.65 .790 .190 -.132 -.120 -.243
ing for structural strength and converter 0.4 2.40 .825 .241 -.160 -.138 -.314
design must enter for choosing the proper 0.5 2.24 .883 .298 -.191 -.153 -.389
width. 0.6 2.'.2 .952 .358 -.224 -.164 -.470

0.7 2.35 1.03 .423 -.261 -.173 -.555
0.8 2.01 1.12 .491 -.302 -.183 -.642
0.9 1.97 1.20 .559 -.343 -.194 -.729
1.0 2.04 1.30 .628 -.384 -.203 -.819

LElCGTH CLASS IIL=O.32 L, L2=0.36 L, L3=0-32L

B/L La/A a 2  a
D a 2 3 C 2  C 3

0.1 .728 .074 -.058 -.095 -.118
0.2 .739 .140 -.091 -.137 -.209
0.3 .768 .199 -.118 -.174 -.290

A 0.4 .813 .261 -.141 -.201 -.376= a 0.5 .071 .327 -.166 -.225 -.467
0.6 .941 .395 -.192 -.245 -.562

1 0 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 0.7 1.02 .468 -.224 -.269 -.659
149)1' 0.8 1.11 .543 -.259 -.292 -.760

0.9 1.19 .621 -.295 -.514 -.865
1.0 1.29 .697 -.331 -.236 -.969

Fig. 1: Angu'ar variation of total radiation
*2 Is IP

intensity 1$(0)2 - -, p W

A: Scattering only 79'

B: Optimu, under Ci 1 0

C: Optimum under a, 0 [.x

D: Unconstrained optimum

C 6.

0! 02 03 04 05 06 ' 08 09 '0

This end has the largest displa~ement Fig. 2: Optimal efficiency for three-raft

among all joints. Trains of Clpss I with different widths.
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5. EFFECTS OF CHANGING WAVELENGTH ON L a/A

in this section two widths are consider-
ed B/L = 0.1 and B/L = 0.3; the draft isstill D/L = 0.016. The raft lengths are of, .-

class I. The optimum data for B/L--0.3 are
given in Table VI. The optimum LaA for

61

B/L = 0.1 and 0.3 are also plotted as curves
C and A in Figure 3.

TABLE VI Optimum results for variable L/A.
B/L 0.3 D/L = 0.016, for two trains F
of different length ratios.

TRAIN T3: L = 0.37L, L2 
= 0.26L, L3 

= 0-37L

Fig. 3: Efficiency curves.5LA La %L' Lal C2 C
a La 1 2 4 A: B/L = 0.3 Optimum at all frequencies

0.3 0.414 1.38 54.54 2.15 10 -.089 -.013 -.200 B: B/L = 0.3 Optimum for L =

0.4 0.415 1.04 19.47 2.86 10 -. 088 -.040 -.170 C: B/L = 0.1 Optinum at all frequencies
0.5 0.487 0.97 10.39 .039 -.085 -.070 -.067
0.6 0.730 1.22 7.97 .052 -. 051 -. 049 -. 050 optimum for B/L = 0.1 agrces well with his
0.7 0.75 1.12 5.57 .076 -. 070 -. 070 -. 080 and is somewhat higher for B/L = u.3 due to
0.8 C.819 1.02 4.89 .064 -. 062 -. 096 -. 094 the greater raft width. However, for longer
0.9 0.803 0.89 3.23 .115 -. 094 -. 111 -. 160 waves convergence towards Newman's optimum
1.0 0.780 0.78 2.65 .190 -. 133 -. 120 -. 243 was too slow; the values of La/A renorted
1.1 0.752 0.68 2.32 .281 -. 164 -. 10 -. 345 here are only half of Newman's.
1.2 0.718 0.60 2.11 .400 -. 193 -. 007 -. 469 Upon closer examination of our cal-
1.3 0.675 0.52 1.94 0.560 -. 220 0.000 -0.61 culations it is found that the discrepancy
1.5 0.565 0.38 1.61 1.080 -0.31 0.380 -0.92 is associated with the fact that only the
1.7 0.438 0.26 1.32 2.160 -0.82 1.000 -1.07 even mode is fully excited but not the odd
2.0 0.292 0.15 1.19 6.680 -5.33 3.070 -1.14 mode; the modes being those defined in
2.3 0.238 0.10 0.68 16.51 -21.34 12.21 -13.85 Ref. [1I Since Newman already showed that

both even and odd modes give comparable
TRAIN T4- L1  r.32,, L 0.16L. L = 0. 32L efficiency, the nearly 50% reduction of

TRa L La/A, therefore, corroborates with the weak

excitation of the odd mode. Haren [2) has

L/A La LaC calculated for L =A/2 that Newman's theory
a a "3 C 4  predicts the rotimal amplitudes of the even

and odd modes co be 8 and 30 respectively,
0.3 0.414 1.38 1.03 10- 4  -. 089 -. 010 -. 200 while our computation only gives 8.45 and

3.33 respectively. For small EL it can also
0.4 0.415 1.04 1.33 0-  -. 088 1.030 -.170 be inferred from [I] that the optimum dis-

0.5 0.488 0.98 .020 -.075 -.063 -.069 placements of the two modes are in the ratio
0.6 0.768 1.28 .035 -. 042 -. 061 -. 052 of
0.7 0.787 1.12 .051 -. 064 -. 101 -. 078
0.8 0.817 1.02 .066 -.056 -.112 -.129 A
0.9 0.794 0.88 .120 -. 087 -. 147 -.)99 e 5KL a

1.0 0.768 0.77 .200 -. 118 -. 174 -. 290 Ao 4 (2 + (1+ a )

1.1 0.737 0.67 .306 -.141 -.181 -.404 (5.1)

1.2 0.701 0.58 .452 -.154 -.155 -.537
1.3 0.658 0.51 0.651 -. 160 -0.09 -0.68 which is very small where aL is the len-th
1.5 0.552 0.37 1.280 -0.24 0.190 -0.92 of the middle raft !a = 0.26 for TI). The
1.7 0.438 0.26 2.530 -0.75 0.730 -0.94 vastly larger " implies that the odd mode
2.0 0.323 0.16 7.070 -5.75 2.950 -1.19 is much more sharpi. tuned than the even
2.3 0.294 0.13 15.47 -17.2 11.22 -17.3 mode, and demands much higher numerical

accuracy in the present optimization program.
First we note that for very long waves In another example for a train in a channel.

the displacement is very large, in qualita- the two modes have comparable and moderate
tive agreement with Newman. For comparison t des a e pre atiodera-we clcuatedtheoptm, meffcieny Li:, a-.plituds and the present optimizatin pro-
we calculated the optimum efficiency L. P,a. gram gives the same result as Newman [Ii.
for B/L 0 according to Newman's theory While a more efficient optimization technique

can in principle oring further aareement with
as shown by dashed lines. When tA 1 our Newman, the present experience suggests that
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the same difficulty must also exist in de- optimal L A for L =A is shown in Figure 5a
signing a control system which would opti- as a function of a. The curve is reasonably
mize both even and odd modes. In any case, flat for small B. For example for 8 = 150
the extraordinarily large amplitudes for the reduction from head sea incidence is 10%
long waves should be avoided, while for B = 250 the reduction is 20%.

Finally we show in Curve B the efficien- Since it is typical that 95% of the energy
cy when the dimensional i and C take the

is within B 250 the reduction of efficien-optimal values only at L = A. The sharpness cy due to oblique sea is rot serious.
of the peak means that the system is rather
highly tuned, and an inertial converter with
electronic control to optimize according to
incident seas is highly desirable.

From preceeding discussions it is clear 9

that proper design of power converters whose
impedances are automatically adjustable
with respect to hinge location and incident 07-
wave characteristics is essential to good
efficiency. Using the same converter of 0-
fixed impedance at all hinges is unwise.
This point appears not to have been appre-
ciated by many inventors with the notable L4b

exceptions of Salter for beam-sea absorbers N
and Buda! and Falnes for point absorbers. 03

6. WAVE FORCES 
02r

in Figure 4 we plot the vertical forces

and the moment on the up-wave hinge (m = 2)
corresponding to Table VI (hence the values 03 06 09 Z ,5 e 21

for L/A < 1 are imperfectly optimal). The
force and moment on the down-wave hinge are
similar and are not presented here. In
addition the second order drift force can Fig. 4: Wave forces on three-raft trazn T3
be calculated from the far field amplitude A: Normalized vertical force at hing
according tL the theory of Maruo !8] 2: 10"R 2 /!ogAL2

2- B: Normalized moment at hince 2:

2Kq A . V 2
<F> = - . i - 101M2/A 3

+ 2 Re A (0)} (6.1) C: Normalized drift force: <>/A2L_
Results for L/.<l are imperfectly

and is shown as curve C. Note that all optimized.
forces become lar e for lona waves implying
in practice that ?he system'should be de-
tuned to sacrifice the theoretical optimum.

7. MODIFICATION FOR OBLIQUE INCIDENCE

The incident wave is now given by

ik(x cos 9 4 y sin 5) 0
7
t

e I

ikx cos 8
e [cos (y sin a)

(7-1) "o

+ sin (y sin M 7)

The first term above gives rise to a pres- L
sure distribution which is even in y, while
the second term is odd in v. The odd pres- |x
sure distribution affects roll only. How-
ever, because of the zero draft, roll is I
completely uncoupled with the other modes 0- 2 0 4su Sol
of motion symmetrical in y. Thus we need a
only replace

Fig. 5: Variation of efficiency with =

eikx by eiKx cos 5cos (y sin A) incidence angle S. for train T3_
with L = A. a. and C. are optimal

in all hydrodynamical calculations. The for S 0. i
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8. CONCLUDING REMARKS achieved by absorbing energy from hinge 2
- - -while releasing energy from hinge 3. We

For Hagen-Co-kerell rafts the following now have the theoretical proof that forward
criteria for ma> mum efficiency may be focusing is a general criterion for optimal

- summarized, absorption.
(1) The power converters must be controlled The incident wave

to vary with the incident sea. ikx n
(2) The converters must have proper inertia = Ae = A z j (kr)cos nA

or necative spring. n=0

(3) The forward converter may require energy (M)
input to focus energy forward. Thus
for best overall absorption, the for- behaves in the far field as:
ward hinge mist lose energy.

(4) Increasing raft width can increase the 2 A M n cos n;
absorption width and reduce the .aft 7 7 n= n
disolacement.

(5) Loss of optimum efficiency in oblique [exp(ikr - -n in
seas is not serious. T -2

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT + exp(-ikr +- +i 2in (2)

-We have benifited from extensive dis-
cussions with Professor J.N. Newman on the In the brackets, the first term is the
entire subject. diverging part while the second term the

The authors acknowledge the support of converging part of mode n. To maximize
Del tment of Energy (contract DE-AC-02-79 power absorption one must try to radiate

ET2!062) Office of Naval Research (Task waves in order to cancel, in combination
NONR-062-521) and French Iinistere de with the scattered waves, as many diverging
L'Environnement et du Cadre de Vie. parts in the incident wave as possible. he

converging parts of these modes then con-
R Etribute to the absorbed power. For a

slender raft in head seas the scattered
waves are negligible. Ideally, to cancel all

1. Newnan, J. N. (1979), "Absorption of the outgoing modes of the incident waves,
Wave Energy by Elongated Bodies," Applied the radiated waves by the body motion should
Ocean Research, Vol. 1, pp. 189-196. have the followino tar fi

2. Haren, P. (1980), "Wave Energy A
Hydrodynamic Analysis of Head-Sea Absorbers,"
Ph .D. Thesis Civil Engineering, M.I.T. A 7 n(i) e- o

3. Haren, P. and Mei, C. C. (1980), = 2 ( e cos n
"Head Sea Diffraction by a slender Raft
With Application to Wave Power Absorption," A.
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4 Hacen, G. (Patent), "Wave-Driven
Generator," U.S. Patent4,077,213 where ! ) s the Dirac 5-function. if this

Wooiev, M. a'd Platts, 3. (1975), could be achieved the absorption width would
nergy on the Crest of a Wave," New be infinite Of course this cannot be

Scientist May 75, Ou- 241-243. achievec i. cractice since the raft lengtn
6. Kim, W. D. (1963), "On the Forced and the motion amnlitude m.ust both be

rscicios of Sh-allow-Draft Ships,"~Oscillatios-_ Sa.lwDrf Sh s" l; ied. a--,n, case the above result
journal o Shin Research, Vol. 7. pp. 7-18. a cb

. lies that a good slender head-sear .zr=ns, D. M. ions "Nolinear a' orber must strive for maxin focusing in
rorr-iofor Op-erations Research," -drcinew od Clff, .t.. forward direction.iPrentice-Hall Ena]ewood C-:ec, tN.rw.

.... c.. The preceding argument can also be used. 0 The -if a to provide an alternative proof of Nehman's-Body Floatin on Waves." Journal of Ship (1976) conclusion for an axially sy--etric

esearch 4.1. body with a vertical axis. If the body is
allowed to heave only, the radiated wave
is isotropic and can at most cancel out the

-outgoin cart of the isotropic mode a 0 in

the incident wave. It may be shown that
the enery absorbed from the convergingDart of JQ -ives 1,= Similarly i f

1- our paper numerical evidences are t of g s L- = sway Sima iftb- bd isalwed tswyoly, thee hat for maximum absorption the rafts radiated wave can only cancel out the out-
must be mnoved to radiate waves which are -he converging
sh. rlv focusd in the forward direction 1 a of3 c ; e r

Ficure 1 Haren and veil. and this is p-art cires L 2k.
a
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be solved by the addition of inertia load
scussion i for optimal load.

H. TaoAuthor's Reply
It will be respected to clarify the

mechanism of wave power absorption of rafts.
I want to ask the following points and to P. H1aen iMI'
make some proposals.
(I) It will be necessary to take a nooring
condition into consideration in Eq.(2.13) We thank Prof. Tanaka for his remarks
and (2.14), please show the supporting of and suggestions.
rafts in the calculated results of Table 1 Question (1) relates to the mooring
to 3. condition. Because our trains have zero

(2) For designing power conversion mecha- draft there is no first order mooring con-
nism, it is convenient to have an informa- dition (no first order horizontal force).

tion on the load factor defined by the ratio We assume a slack mooring to prevent second
of damping force of load versus wave exci- order drift. Otherwise our body is freely
ting force. Please show an example shown floating.
in Table 1. Question (4) deals with our "negative

load factcr=viscous frictional torque spring" assertions. The exact "general-
ized" spring is (Cn - in w) and indeed

/wave exciting moment negative values can be obtained by choos-
ing Cn = 0 and in > 0. The variations of
iCn - in t;) with w are very different if

at L =/L 0.21 and 0.47, where(*) means Cn < 0 and in 0 or if Cn = 0 and in > 0.

optimal condition. it appears that a fixed Cn leads to a
(3) It will be better to define the hinge broader bandwidth than a fixed in -

impedance not by f -iW but by All this only corresponds to a phasei n  yshift between the resisting moment and the-Cn/i w) because of the correspondence displacement which could eventually be

to mechanical impedance. dealt with by a "smart" electronically

(4) The problem of negative spring cn will controlled hinge.

IM
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The Sea Trials and Discussions on the
Wave Power Generator Ship "KAIMEI"
Yoshio Masuda. Gent',ro Kai Takeaki Mtyazaki
Jaman Ma;°,'e Sc en-ce a-v
Tcric-gtCer. ,J-"S ECj YO---t,.d

Yoshiyuki Inoue

Japan

1. INTRODUCTION exiting flow of air is actuated by the un-
ward and downward movement of the water in

Very large amounts of energy are the box. An air turbne and generator unit
stored in the Oceans of the world in the are installed on the box and utilize these
foram of waves. air currents to generate electricity.

In principle, this energy could re- After various tyPes of model tests,
place a significant part of that currently the steelnade 80-r lnng, 12-r wide 'Kainei
being provided through exhaustible fuels. was constructed as shown 4i Fioure I. The

however, the potential of wave Dower hull of the Kaimei consits of four buoy-
generation's only practical anp)i--ation in ancv rooms and a number of air pump rooms
the world today is in a navigauion light where wave enercv is converted into air
buoy. Thus, the utilization of wa%3 ener- flow.
gy is still limited to a small sca .-

The Japan Marine Science and r.chno-
logy Center (JANSTEC) has been carrying , .
out a five-year development research pro-
ject on a large output wave powe-- cenera-
tor since 1976. --

Since the objective of the researcn
is the conversion of wave energy into Z
electricity, a wave power generator, ' -

"Kaimei," was constr-tcc n ce r t-n r- per-
form two series of cpen-sea trials during
1978 - 1980. ,..

From these tests, much of the results -- -.-.
obtained through experiments us in m-del il

I= jvessels have been Proven cn the actual-. -)°
seas. the. - -. .....

A--ng 'he various finings, generator
No.9 has recorded a maximum output of
about 291KW, exceeding all expectation. -

2. PRINCIPLE OF T1HE SYSTEM

Various anolicable ,ethds for the F;g. Kaiii 1979 Yhe Second Trials
con-ersion of wave power into electrical3. O-E-S h TIA

power have been proposed by experts
throuchout the wor=d. However, JAXSTEC The omen-sea trials of the ,aimei were
has been concentratino its efforts on the P~rformed twice. T1-he first series were
- 0 s--ar~ of a wave power generator eroy- c..rried out during the winter of 1972°-79,
ig air- turbines. in this type of cenera- since wave activit- at the test site in thc

,bottomless box is ilo~c on the Janan Sea is at its peak during this
sur of the sea, an.d an enter-. and period- During the trials, the Kaimei



carried three Japanese made generators. length of the Kaimei was designed to be 80
Following the trials, the Kaimei was m. Estimating maximum wave height at 12m,

returned to harbour to allow refitting with the strength of each section of the hull
a new group of generators, seven of Japa- was calculated based on this assumption.
nese design and manufacture and one from For the first open-sea trials, the displace-
the U.K. With the exception of the non- ment of the Kaimei including the three
arrival of the generator from the USA, the generator units was found to be 599 tons,
work was completed on schedule and in time and GM was 7.25M. Through forced pitch
to allow the Kaimei to be returned to the and roll tests mada under calm water con-
test site for the second open-sea trials ditions, the natural period of rolling was
during the winter of 1979-80. found to be T = 5.2sec.

The second sea trial was a joint For the second open-sea trials, dis-
research project involving five countries placement including the eight generator
as an International Energy Agency under- units was 723.6 tons, GM was 4.49M, and
taking. the natural period of rolling was T = 6.3

The participants are as follows. sec. Since the natural period of rolling
was so close to the wave period, there were

Canada -The National Research Council apprehensions of resonance. However, after
of Canada confirming safety through studies, 52.4

Ireland-The Government of Ireland tons of concrete ballast was placed at the
Japan -The Japan Marine Science and bottom of the ship for trim adjustment.

Technology Center This increased the displacement to 776 tons
U.K. -The Secretary of State of under normal conditions, and 821.2 tons

Energy during the open-sea experiments with the
USA -The Department of Energy weight of the mooring chains -- 45.2 tons

-- added (the weight of generator unit
3.1 The Test Site No.1 was not included).

The test site was situated 3km off 3.3 Design of Mooring
Yura (N: 38044 ' , E: 1390391) on the West
coast of Japan as shown in Figure 2. Wave The primary concern in conducting the
activity at the test site in the Japan Sea open-sea trials was related to the mooring.
is at its peak during the winter. The Kaimei was moored at four points

The Kaimei was moored heading to WNW at the bow and one point at the stern with
since the maximum winds are predominantly a buoy in the middle of the chain. As a
out of between W and NW. result, a slack mooring method using heavy

The fetch is open to the W for about chains was confirmed to be the safest. The
1000km and to the NW for about 700km. two main lines are 95mm super grade 4 chain

chains and the other three lines are 76mm
grade 3 chains.
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3.2 Construction of the Kaimei

In conformity with the average waveperiod of 6 - 7 sec. in the Japan Sea, the Fig. 3 Outline of Mooring System
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Fig.3 illustrates the mooring arrange-
ment. This system was applied to restrict -. DUr..k

the range of movement due to the use of .- .
transmission cables. Although the direc- , b A__ - h
tion of the bow changed in accordance with
the direction of the wind and waves, actual
observations showed that its movement was /
within a 120' range, almost the same figure
as had been projected.

The method of mooring calculations was
the same as in reference [1]. Design con-
siderations included waves with 1/3 sig- . I
nificant wave height of 8m and period of Ai...
10 seconds, wind velocity of 100kt, and
currents of 3kt. The wind and waves are
out of the head of the Kaimei, and a maxi-
mum tension of 87 tons wa expected on the I
main mooring lines. L _f_ _ _

1) Upiard X-o...ent of U.. W..S Dcu-) Oo rw.j M.t of th. e .

3.4 Generator Units Fig. 6 Damper Tank System

The alternating air flow generated in
the air pump rooms is made to flow in the pump rooms are collected to turn one tur-
same direction through the air turbine by bine. However, in order to reduce the fluc-
the flap valves in the valve box as illus- tuation of air pressure as much as possible,trated in Figures 4 and 5. The difference one large damper tank is employed for eachin air pressure inside and outside the of the plus and minus sides. This system

valve box causes the flap valves to open and was applied to unit No.2. While there is
to close. FRP material which is light and an advantage in that tie number of turbines
strong is generally used for the valve and generators are reduced in accordance
board. Figure 5 illustrates a 2-valve with the number of air pump rooms, there is
system in which two air pump rooms are also a disadvantage in that the number of
used in pair: one reacting to the upward valves must be increased to 120 thus re-
movement of the waves, and the other, to quiring the use of a large valve box.
the downward. Figure 6 shows a 4-valve For damper tanks, the buoyancy rooms
system whose air pump room reacts to both on the left and right sides of the Kaimei
periods of the waves, arE utilized. Although the tanks in both

the plus and minus side have a capacity of
approximately 400m 3 each, as a result of

,) vp .. diftWt of the '-.-, o computer simulation , it was desirable to
.... T...-. 1 double the capacity.

V . vo I An air turbine with a diameter of 1.4m
VI V Ale i ent
v.1v:j ~~ Jinstalled aboard the Kaimei is shown in
~ b j \Figure 7. All seven of the Japanese-made

units employ the same type of air turbine.
As a result of the model tests, impulse

-turbines with round frontal blades were
Fig. 4 2-valve System developed taking int. consideration the

fluctuations of air flow. Anti-corrosion
aluminum alloy (hydronalium) was used

-\I" 7-for the turbines in order to prevent cor-
V.I- N ,A t C -t rosion by sea water. The turbines were

AaoPC inspected after the first open-sea trials,
3 but no abnormality was observed.

/ " -A generator is directly connected to
..... the turbine and made to rotate at the same.- 1I speed. The six Japanese-made generators,
S.......excluding the one employing the amper tank

1) up-,d M--,nt of th i) booo..8 now"A, of theto.s system, are synchronous types and produce
125KI of electrical power at 840rpm. Since
+- -e rotation speed of the turbines changes

accordance with the fluctuations of the
St air flow, generated output also changes.

According to comparative studies made The generated electrical power is dis-
in the water tank tests, it was found that sipated in a resistor aboard the Kaimei,
with long-period waves a 4-valve system and measurements of the electrical currentwihln-pro-aesa4vlv ytmand voltage are observed and recorded.
obtained an output almost twice that of a The genare admer tank
2-valve system. Tests are being carried The generator employing a damper tank
out with a 4-valve system plus a damper system differs in that it is designed to
tank system as shown in Figure 6. In this transmit electricity to electrical power
cotsystems on land. As a result, it requiresce tthe use of an induction generator which
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facilitates hook-up to the land power ence of the air pump room, decrement of
system. wave height, motion of the model, and dis-

tribution of air pressure and air outpu t.
The method of theoretical analysis

was the same as in reference (2] and was I
compared with the tank test results. ItL -=was clear that air output changed depending
on the position of the air pump room.
Figure 8 shows that the results of theore-
tical analysis agree well to the experi-
mental results. By using this theory, the
total air output power of the 80 meter
Kaimei was found to be 4,000 KW. If
efficiency of air output to electrical
output was 50%, 2,000 KW of total electri-
cal output would be expected. This value
represents the first stage estimate at
the beginning of the Kaimei study.

-u-..calculated /

Fig. 7 Turbine and Generator ISO-

Japan employed 2 and 4-valve systems,
and the U.K., a 4-valve system. Table 1 E"100

illustrates the specifications of the gene- 4
rating units of each country participating
in the test on the Kaimei. 50-

Table 1 Turbines and Generators on the
Kaimei

LSTERN BOW
Country

Itm Japn U.K Fig. 8 Variation of Output
te 3.6 Measurement Sstem

Vah'e s ystem 2- ahe !4-valvc 4-vah.- 4-valv . e s re e t S s e

- (air-dumper
method) Since the Kaimei was designed for un-

manned power generation tests in rough
Turbinnipp Impls Impule Impulse 0% reaction seas, an automated measurement system using

I Turbine outer 1400 mim 1400 mm 14 00mm 990mm reliable apparatus was adopted.
diameter The measurement items can generally

be classified as: weather, waves, hull
-Materialof l.dronalium Ilydtronalhum Ilydronatium At mun- movements, mooring forces, relative wavetubine coralloum

heights in aid out of the air pump room,
Generator Altetnating- Alternating- Squirrel-cage Altcrnatng- air pressure in the air pump room, differ-
type current curren induction current

synchronous s.ncthronous generator synchronous ential pressure of the turbines, revolu-
generator generator |hoIrontal generator tions of the turbines, electrical current,
(vertical) ('orizontal) voltage, and electrical power. The 82

Rated output data items were simultaneously transmitted
voltae 2.through a wireless telemeter to the shore

I Unit nunber Nos 3. Sand 6 Nos 4,7 and 9 o 2 No. 8 station where they were monitored and
recorded. Although the major measurement

Numberof 3 items were under continuous observation,
ge nerators [Ithe other items, as a rule, were monitored

for 20 minutes (actual time 19 minutes) for
every three hours. The monitored data were

There are also turbines which utilize input into computers at a sampling inter-
alternating air flow to rotate in one val of 0.5 seconds, recorded in magnetic
direction without the use of valve mecha- tape, and preserved.
nisp:s. In addition, a control function for

A non-valve special turbine, called transferring the generated electricity to
the Wells turbine, was tested on the the main land network was also incorporated
Kaimei from April 1980. into the telemeter system.

3.5 Theoretical Analysis 4. TEST RESULTS

Theoretical analysis was made tc 4.1 Waves
clarify essenLial phenomena of the ship-
type model Raimea, especially the influ- Four types of wave height meters
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(wave rider, ship-borne wave height meter, that in summer. Moreover, wave power re-
ultrasonic wave neight meter, and buoy- corded during the winter of the second open-
type wave height meter) were employed in sea trial was considerably higher than that
the open-sea tests. The measured data in the first.
obtained by the wave rider and the ultra- Figure 11 shows the scatter diagram
sonic wave height meter were very close, of the second trial. Every point was taken
Satisfactory results were also obtained from an analysis of 19 minutes every 3
from the other wave height meters. hours. Wave distribution was mainly 4 - 10

All wave data were analyzed as follows: seconds in period and 1 - 4 in wave height.
max, mean and significant wave heights and
wave periods were lead by the zero crossing
method, spectral density, wave periods H.o I
defined by wave spectrum and others. 0 .
Figure 9 shows wave spectrum in storm sea.
Figure 10 shows wave power recorded during
the first and second open-sea trials.

P. F. 0.06 HZ2 Ku. 6.1m: ;

20

10

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 (Hz)
Frequency

Fig. 9 Wave Spectrum

[t,/a)

S(Sep 'S|p-i'O( - -

IHI

SB ___ Fig._

'" ' _ _ I
S11 Fig. 1 Scatter Diagram of the Second Trial

"i iI 'Figure 12 shows comparison of H as

_the 1/3 significant wave height computed by

All. s,,. Oct. Nov. 1ec. Ill. F. m .Apt. the zero-up crossing method with H:,1 as
computed from the variance spectra. density.

Fig. 10 Wave Power Record Hm0 can be obtained by the equatior (2):

Wave power, P, can be obtained by the HmO 4.004fi .................... (2)

following equation: mn = JfnS(f)df .................. (3)
P = Pgf-B-R .T .................... (1)

64r p U
where fi/ is the significant wave height where mn is the n-th moment of frequency

spectrum defined by Eq. (3)

and T is peak period of wave spectral From Fiq. 12, the relation of
density. Hm0 = 1.05 Hi/3 can be obtained. Then, it

In Figure 10, the waves recorded i
In Fgure10, he avesrecodedis considered that the constant number,

during the first open-sea trial are indi- 40 o o r that uest t be I
cated by the dotted line; that of the 4.004 of Eq.(2) for Hm requires to be

second open-sea trial, up until July, is corrected to 3.81. It has been reported
indicated by the solid line. In general, that the number 3.81 is applicable to thearea of large waves. -wave power in the winter is higher than a
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Fig. 12 Comparison of Hm, and /2 - "

In the sea of Japan, this relationship so
was established from calm seas to storm - $2 To~~seas.

According to the statistical theory, 40
the mean zero crossing wave period can be

estimated from the frequency spectrum as: 20.
T; m m2 / T 2 ............ (4)

As the mean wave period actually observed 0
in the wave record usually shows some a 20 40 60 so 100 12.0 (StO
deviation from the value of Eq.(4) due to
wave nonlinearity and other reasons, the Fig. 14 Comparison of to t

q symbol of Tm, is employed to denote the 02.1 oprio fT t Tp

value calculated by Eq.(4). Another meanwaepro sdfndb:4.2 Tension of Mooring Line

. .Tm. = m./m. .................... (5)
Therporig ensonwas mesrdby aA

m and TStrain stall tension meter in the first
trials of 1978, and maximum tension wasare calculated using the formulas by found to be only 50 tons.Mitsuyasu(1970) and Ferdinande ez 1.(1975) Since the Kaimei in the second trials

as in the following: was approximately 200 tons heavier than in
=0.7718 Tp the first, the surface area subjected to )

wind pressure was larger. Consequently, anTm = 0.7104 Tp increase in the mooring force was expected.
Actual wave measurements and spectral The maximxum mooring tension recorded
analyses at the test site showed the dif- during the second trial was 84.4 tons on
ference of the theoretical values, the NW line, recorded on October 19.

Fig. 13 and Fig. 14 show comparison Figure 15 shows the data of mooring tension.
of spectral moments with spectral peak. On that day, wind direction was 2830,
From these figures, Tmo , Tmm in terms of average velocity was 32.4kt, H s was 5.9m,
T, will be Tm, = 0.69Tp, Tm  = 0.62Tp. and Hmax was 9.1m. Fortunately, this
These values will show little differences recorded tension value was very close to
against the theoretical values, the estimated 87 ton value. The fluctua-

tions of tension include long period fluc-
tuations of 104 seconds and short period
fluctuations of 7.7 seconds. The 7.7 sec-
ond short period coincides with the pitch-
ing period of the Kaimei, while the motion
of the 1'4 second long period is considered
as the low frequency drift of the Kaimei.
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ture, it makes pitching, rolling, and heav-
ing movements in conjunction with the ele-

Reords of Tension vation of the waves.

oct.i9 21:40 These movements influence relative
wave height in the air pump rooms.

6.0 Shipbo,, During the second open-sea trials,
4.0 relative wave height gauges measured the: - !height of the waves which exert actual in-

S2.0 fluence on the air pump rooms. Two meters(I each was installed on both sides of the
." C j bow, the midship, and the stern.

-2.0 The measured data are shown in Figure17. Relative wave height ratios are deri-

4.0 ved by dividing relative wave heights by

-6.0- significant wave heights at the location of
a wave rider.

I Tension- NW Relative wave Height Ratios

60 0.9

-7, Be.20- Midship

-. Stein0 0.7 _

0 0 100 150 200 250 ii
Time in sec 0.6

Fig. 15 Record of Wave and Tension(N) o__
-

4.3 Transmission Cable _ -H z L
The electrical power generated by the 04 o

No.2 induction generator is transmitted to im .0 ,,Q,
land through a transmission cable laid on : 0.3 -
the sea bottomn. The installation of such I
a cable to a floating structure is diffi-
cult, especially to a floating vessel as 0.2
the Kaimei which can move freely within a
limited range. With the cooperation of an
electrical manufacturing company, we have
produced a special FRP armored cable which
is effective against kinking. The cable 06
between the sea bottom and Kaimei, instal- 1 2 3 4 5 6
led with the combination of weights and S.gnificmnt WVav Height H (m)
buoys shown in Figure 16, gave good
results during the first open-sea trials.
Consequently, the same method was applied Fig. 17 Relative Wave Height by Hs
for the second trials. A widely used iron
armired cable was employed as the undersea When wave height, Rii3 increases, wave
cab-re, period and length also increase. As a

consequence, the Kaimei begins to pitch,
____---_---_-__--_ and the relative wave heights at the bow

Kaimei and stern become as low as 50% - 40% below
that of the wave height outside. Particu-

S• buoy larly at midship, wave height is about
3/10 of the wave height outside. Such

.,unexpectedly low relative wave height is a
.Ch ainZ negative factor for increased generated

#'F~RP-Cae output of the Kaimei. Thus, some improve-
-1 ment must be done to raise relative wave

o, height.

4.5 Generated Output

Fig. 16 Installation of Cable The major objectives of the experimentI- were to learn the Kaimei's generated out-
4.4 Relative Wave Height put characteristics and areas for improve-

ment. In this section, the following sub-
Since the Kaimei is a floating struc- jects will be discussed: improvement of
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generating output through use of a 4-valve and Tmean = 6.3 secs, and maximum, and ave-
system; output and efficiency of the No.9 rage output were 290 KW and 50 KW respec-

linkage using the No.2 generator; and com- The generating efficiency of the No.9
parisons between actual output of the gene- unit can be calculated by obtaining the air
rators and results of the water-tank tests. output from air pressure, P, the inside

wave height, Hin, of the air chamber, and
4.5.1 Improvement of generated output the generated electricity from electric

employing the 4-valve s.stem current and voltage. The resulting effi-
ciency of impulse turbine (No.9), as shown

The 2-valve system operates with a in Figure 20, was 45% - 75%. Efficiency,
single cycle of the air flow, whereas the of course, increased along with air pres-
4-valve system operates with alternating sure.
air flows. Because it was desirable to
reduce the number of valves in designing a
valve box for the Kaimei, three 2-valve 300
systems, with only half the number of No.9 Geneator Output
valves as the 4-valve system, were tested - 250

in the first trials.
The results of the water-tank test 200 -

indicated that the generated output of a 0
4-valve system, as compared with the 2- 151

0valve system, could be increased two-fold 100
with long wave lengths. Based on the above
results, in the second trials three 4-valve
systems were tested for comparison.

Comparison between the generating out- 0 2,
puts of the 2-valve and 4-valve systems is 0 so too Iso 200 250
shown in Figure 18. At the start, there Time Ia sec
was almost no difference between the
systems. Later, with an increase in the
period, the output of the 4-valve system
becdme twice that of the 2-valve system. Fig. 19 Generating Conditions of the

No.9, 4-Valve Synchronous
Generator

A 04
a 80

0-0- No.4 (.) , Wels Turline
X0' N.3 12,ok59) .06

is (1500 % Fitore
0a N. Wills Turbiet

" Ii-40

NZ

S v, "Jk4 Impulse Totbi N0.9

N,.2 13 IIis N8.16
Date

A 0~ 0 C.*. bf, 2 IA" 0. 0 0 200 400 600 800 (umAq)

Fig. 18 A Comparison of Output between Air Pressure
2 Valves and 4 Valves System Fig. 20 Turnine Efficiency of

S Iii4pulse and Wells
4.5.2 Output and efficiency of No.9

generator 4.5.3 Power transmission test
(No.2 generator)

The generated outputs were highest at
the bow and stern of the Kaimei. Since the The highlight of the second trials was
U.S. unit was not installed at the bow, the the power transmission test.
No.9 unit installed at the stern generated This was an epoch-making event, un-
maximum output. Figure 19 shows the out- preceded in the world. Electricity genera-

- put of the No.9 generator recorded under ted from the No.2 induction generator was
th. large waves of October 19. The waves transmitted to the electricity system on
were recorded at HI, = 5.9m, Hmax = 9.8m, land through cables.
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The experiment on the No.2 generator same generated output for the units instal-
also included a test on the stabilization led at the bow and stern of the Kaimei, and
of air output employing an air damper tank. one-half of the output value for the one

The test of the induction generator installed at midship. Comparison of the
linkage to the land system was conducted output of the generators during the second
in December, January, and the middle of trials were made in terms of average out-
April. At first, there were technical put. Figure 21 shows the changes in out-
problems which included rush currency upon put of each generator by significat.t wave
the input of the induction generator, vol- heights.
tage fluctuation of the main power system
due to the nature of waves, and self-
excitation in case of disconnection. Con- kw)
sequently, the linkage tests were conducted
very carefully under joint research with i N3.9G
the Tohoku Electric Power Co., Inc. Every I i
test results were below the permissible 30 j __/

limit, and thus the tests were completed No.2/
successfully wihtout any problems.

Results of the long-term continuous
transmission test conducted from January 2
14 to 31 are shown in Table 2. Compari- G
sons are made with results taken from the
No.9 unit (synchronous generator) at 18 -. 3G
different significant wave height. . No: G.

Table 2 Generated Outputs of the No.2 and - 0 GNOG I
No.9 Units in the Latter Half of 0 1 2 -3 4 5(m)
January H

717 Ii Fig. 21 Average Output for each Generator
(113 twalcnt) (m) 0.3 1 3 4 5 6 by Wave Height

Nfaxum 02 o 4.7 Mean-maximum Generating Output Rates
,o.2 Output tKW 20 35 66 9 125 ISO No at.
Induction I- due to I-"Generate, - -actionof The biggest problem in improvement of

ut', Arise 3 SA4 104 14,7 20 25 the brca~kct- 34put 1K.) wave power generation is fluctuation of

.generated output. The cycle of fluctua-

S'nchtenous over, the ratio of average output overOutput(K%') .$27$7 235so maximum output is about 1/6 - 1/7.
8The 4-valve system observed a smaller

fluctuation margin than the 2-valve system.
The mean-maximum output ratio of 1/6 - 1/?

In order to avoid any influence of can be understood as follows±
voltage fluctuation on the general power mean/maximum = (0.72)/(1.8)2 1/6,
system caused by excessively large waves, where 0.72 i is average energy
maximum voltage for the test was limited
to 178KW. In fact, when output exceeded wave height, and 1.8H/v is maximumwave height.
150KW, the breaker would react, and the During the second trials, the only
safety valves in the valve box would open
and halt generation. This may have been experiment conducted on normalization of
attributable to a discrepancy in data generated output was on the air damper

tank method. However the normalizationsampling. During the period of experiment problmisoa v fie o uaitoproblem is a vital field of study as itwhich lasted for half a month, there were
seven occasions when generation was stopped may determine whether wave power generation

automatically because generating output can be utilized commercially.
exceeded the limit. The rated output of
the induction generator is 125KV.5

Its air turbine is the same as other
Japanese-made synchronous generators, with The two series of open-sea trials on

the wave power generator 1,aimei were per-
a diameter of 1.4m.I Voltage of the generator was 200V, and formed in safety.
rotation speed was set at 600RPM in a) From actual wave measurements and
accordance with the 50-cycle main power spectral analyses at the test sites,

mean wave periods of Tm. , Tm. were
system. Output, increased to 6000V, wasi i trnsmtte tothelan poer ystmfound to be 0.69Tp and 0.62Tp respec-

i . tively.

b) The maximum mooring tension record-
4.6 Differences in the Generated Output ddrn h eodtil a

i .. .. , .. ed during the second trials was
at Different Locations of the Kaimei; _ - 84.4 tons agreeing to t ne tneoreti-

The first open-sea trials recorded the cal results.
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c) The occurence of power cable kink- a) Relative wave height must be in-
ing between the floating vessel and creased in order to increase air out-
the sea bottom could be avoided by put, NEL's idea of a side opening with
using an FRP armored cable. a bottom plate will be one of the
d) The output of the 4-valve system promising ideas.
was twice that of the 2-valve system The lencth and depth of the Kaimei,
with lop,, wave periods. etc., must be reconsidered from this
e) Li- age tests on the No.2 induction point of view.
generator were completed successfully b) Side opening with bottom plate
ana without any problem. (Figure 22)

This idea was proposed by NEL, U.K.
ACKNOWLEDGE-ENT A model Kaimei with a botto.n plate

showed an increased air pressure ratio
The second open sea trial was an of about 1.6 - 2 times of that without
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The main results are as follows, factor to the wells turbine in very

high seas.
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e) Damper tank model test
The damper tank method represents

one way of smoothing wave power.
It was tested using the 8 m model

and the entire buouancy room as the
damper tank.

Smoothing effect was observed. A
main feature of this method entailed
decreasing the nozzle throttle ratio.
A ratio of 1/400 gave maximum output,
therefore turbine dia.eter will be
relatively small with Damper tank
method.
f) Output normalization methods

Output normalization methods, and
its water tank testing must be re-searched.

Since the damper tank is not
sufficient for output normalization
of 1 - 2 minute variations, use of a
fly wheel, etc. must be researched.
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Discussion in stuady air flow and wolcomoo tho actiV-
itios of JAMSTEC in this aran.

OM Count (u K ,ii (,uciciooy,,, u toai,,joa,) Author's Reply
I would like to congratulate Mr.Masuda Y, Masuda(JAMSTEC)

on ostablishing the feasibility of wave
power with the construction of KAIMEI.
I would just like to add that in the UK Our test result of the Wells turbine
we are very interested in using nir turbines is shown in Fiq.20.
for wave energy absorption. We have ana- Efficiency was more than 60%, it
lyzod and tested the Well's Turbine which agreos to UK's theoretical analysis,requires no valves to operate in a cyclic Non valve turbine is very useful for im-
flow. provement of KAIMEI, but further study

Our toots confirm our theory that incloiding hydrodynamic is necessary to
efficiencies of about 70% can be obtained develop this turbine.
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